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Lady Spectator. "Jwsr LISTEN TO HIM! 1 no WISH vou KSEW FKESCH, GEOKCE; IT'S MUCH MORE EXCESSIVE, ASD KOT KEAKLI so VVLGAK!

"
WlLL, THE IIOXLY THING AS I LIKES ABOUT YOU IS VI'.H CUAIX !

"
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Stout Leader. "HtBE, EVES susut! KEVKK MIND THOSE o

Officer of the Day. "Ka-F.a TOPB ORDERS." Srnfry. "Ox KO ACCOUSI TO WAKE TUE SERGEANT, SIR!"
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Colonial Barber. "Tows CUT OB CODSTRY OCT, SIR?"

Customer.
" GIVE cs ABOUT FIVE MILE OUT.'"

/

77.
' Do YOU EVER HUNT, Ml6S O'llALAS ?

"

She. "PiPA DOESN'T ALLOW SIE TO HCNT, BUT I GO TO THE OOVF.RT-FIPE soaETTME?, AXD MY BORSE r.uss AWAY WITH a;:."
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<;/u-/i/. ",\\i> AKr..mvKs HARD TO SHOOT?" Sportsman. "YF.s, RATHER."

<,'/!,/</. "WlIV? DO THEY BOB UNDERNEATH TIIF. WATER?" Sportsman. "OH, WE DOM'l SHOOT T11EM 0!J THE WATE1I."

Gladys, "Oir, BCT is IT QUITE FAIR TO SHOOT THEM ON LAXD?"

"I WAV! A BOX OF CIC.VDS FOR A FAIR, SLIM CEaLEMAN, PLF.AfE.'
1
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The Uajor (xlio, ou-ing to an attack of gout, lias to shoot from a motor-ear).
" WATCH THAI RIKU

;
HE 's HIT IIA;>."

< 'liauffeur. "YES, SIB, 'E'S STEF.RIN' A BIT WILD. C!OT IT i\- 'is DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, SIR, I THINK."

TIME'S REVENGES.
[A straight, talk addressed l>y a middle-aged bachelor to the love of hi* youth.]

Ko, lloiioria, 1 am greatly flattered

When you cast a soft, seductive eye
On a figure permanently battered

Out of shape by Anno Domini
;

Yet, you '11 take it please, from me,
It can never, never be.

Vainly -and you mustn't l>e offended

Should a certain candour mark my wards

Vainly is the obvious net extended

Underneath the eyes of us old 'birds ;

Nor are we it, sounds unkind-
Taking any salt behind.

Yon have passed, you say. the salad season,

Growing sick of boyhood's callow Huff;
You prefer the age of settled reason

Men with minds composed of sterner stuff;

All your nature, now so ripe.

Yearns towards the finished type.

Yes, but what about your full-fledged .fogeys?
Youth is good enough for us, I guess ;

Still we like it fluffy; .still the vogue is

Sweet-and-Twenty ay, or even !<--.
;

Only lately I have been

liadly hit by Seventeen.

I have known my hearl to melt like tallow

In the company of simple youth.
Careless though, its brain was clearly shallow,

Jieauly being tantamount to Truth ;

Give us freshness, free of art.

We'll supply the brainy part.

Thus in your hands I was soft as putty
Ere your intellect began to grow,

When we went a-Mayiug in the nutty
Time it. seems a thousand years ago;

Tlicn 1 wished to make you mine ;

Why on earth did yon decline?

Yon declined because yen had a notion

You could choose a husband when yon would
;

There were better fish inside the ocean

Thau had come to hand or quite as good ;

So, until you readied the thirties,

We were treated much as dirt is.

Then you grew a little les> fastidious,

Wondering II your whale would soon arrive,
Till your summer.-, (age is so insidious').

Touched their present total -45;
Well, then, call it ,".* ;

Anyhow, it \s far too Lite.

You may say there's something most unkni<lilly,

Something almost rude about my tone?
No. Houoria, when regarded rightly,

These are Time's revenges, not. my own;
Yon may deem it want of tact.

Still, [only state the fact.

^et, to end upon a note less bitter.

You shall hear what chokes me off to-day:
Tis the thought (it makes my heart -strings twitter)
Of a Young Tiling chasing nuts in May:

Ti-, my loyalty to Her,
To the Girl that once you were. 0. S.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE "BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.

WHAT simrin A VERY snv GEMI.IMAN r>o HIIKS', HAVING CAUOHT THE u UISK UK t VKRV MIY I.KHY, UK FINDS THAT, OWISG TO THE LOSS
F in:il SAH/1Y SKIRT, Slli: ll\- I\M\ ( "\ Kit IX A GORST. Bl'^K AXI> WII.I. NOT COVE OfT ?

\Viii:\-, AriKi: iivvixc: IIKADKH IHK FOX ANI> OVKKRII>I>KX vm i: IHH'NDS, TKF. EI.HF.ST sos OF THE LARGEST LANDOWNER r* inr. HDNT iur>F8

T:iRr.rc.iI IHK I'\OK OX A KIOKIV. ll'iUSK JUST AS 1IIEV AUK HI1KAKI.NG IT TIlF.llt H'\. AM> KSKS FOR THE BKCSH, WIUT SHOULD YOU SAY?
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THE STRENUOUS YEAR OF A LADY OF FASHION

JANUARY. SHE TOBOGGANS is SWITZERLAND. FEDRUARY. SHE ATTENDS THE HAITI i: OF FLOWERS AT Kin:.

MiBcn. SHE BREAKS nu: HANK AT 5L>.\-TE CARLO, APRIL. -SHE SIII.TS IN PARIS

Y. SHE pAinoxisES ART. JUNE.- SHE KNJOYS THE WHIRL OF TUB LOKDON SEASON.
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THE STRENUOUS YEAR OF A LADY OF FASHION.

JULY. SHE AITENDS RACE MEETINGS. . SUE HOES

<fA

SEPTEMBER. SHE STALKS THE DEER. OCTOBER. SHE ASSISTS AT A SHOOT DE

KOVEMBED. SHE LEADS THE FIELD WITH THE QCORS. DECEJIBEB. SHE MEBRYMAKES AT A SMART
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MINCE-MEAT.
liij our Oka/ritariety Artist.

"REMEMBER that Christmas was made
lor the children, and the children for

Christmas/' says a contemporary. A
small boy, however, writes to us chal-

lenging the correctness of the latter part
ol tlie --lai.eiiieiit.- No child, he declares.

is so constructed

that he can eat too

much with any de-

gree ol comfort.

*

As the 1st of

January will be here

shortly, may we beg
persons who are

wished "A Happy
New Year" not to

retort,
" The same to

you, and many of
them

"
? This subtle

insinuation that the

Original greeting had
an air ol: meanness
is in bad taste.

* *

"If you are think-

ing of Switzerland

for Winter Sport,"

says an advertise-

ment,
"
why not give

Kngelberg a trial ?

It has a Bob run of

nearly seven miles

with train for re-

tnrn." This cer-

tainly sounds a bar-

gain.

V
As a compliment

to the increasing
number of auto-

mobilists who visit

Switzerland with
their cars, a well-

known mountain is

to be re-named The
Motor-horn.

* *

A burglar who was
accused of breaking
into a large drapery
establishment the

other day put in the ingenious defence
that he was merely accepting an invita-
tion from the proprietor, who had
exhibited a large notice on the win-
dow: "STOCK MUST BE CLEARED BY
END 01- JIOSTII.'

1

An Irish connoisseur was expatiating
on the glories of his Old Master.

"
Is it

not marvellous," he said, "how those
colours have kept their freshness for

over three hundred years? Show me
the modern artist whose work has lasted

as long !

"
% %
*

"When does the next train starl?

asked the American millionaire, rushing
on to the platform of one of our

tube stations.
"
Sorry, Sir, but there 's

not another for two minutes," an-

News of a most deplorable misprint
has just come to hand from a certain

provincial town. According to our in-

formation, placards announcing a forth-

coming amateur concert were recently
issued bearing the heading :

-

A

The Austrian

GllEAT iH'SK'AL THREAT."
* *
*
Finance Minister,

,

meet: his

THE GREATER OF TWO EVILS.

"EiiE, AI.F, TAKE 'ERE AND LET ME 'OLD THE BEER OR YOU'LL BE SPII.LIM; IT i>nu:< TI.V.'

to

deficit, is

imposing a tax on
bachelors. We
should have thought
that in Austria a tax

on Merry Widows
would have brought
in a bigger return.

* *

The fledgling made
its first attempt at

Hying, and fell help-
les,-, to the ground.
"Well., well!" said

the mother-bird, as

she peered out of the

nest, "every aviator

must make a begin-

ning." * *

" You .sent; me an
old fowl yesterday/'
ei miplained the newly
married wife to her

poulterer.
"
Well, I

didn't like to let you
have a young inex-

perienced bird, Ma-
dam," explained the

tradesman.V
The fact that some

fifty valuable ani-

mals, including an

irang-ontang and
some elks, were re-

cently stolen from the

St. Petersburg Zoo-

logical Gardens has

seriously alarmed
those in authority at
our own Zoo. Several

I
stout gentlemen, in

! spite of frantic

.struggles, have, wo
'hear, been searched
1

at the exits on sus-

picion of concealing
nire mammals under
their waistcoats, and

swered the official. "What a line! 1 the lions, tigers, giraffes, hippopotami,
must have a special, then,"

millionaire,
book.

pulling out his

said the

cheque-

* *

More commercial candour? To ad-

vertise a certain make of underwear, a

hosier in one of our leading thorough-
fares is exhibiting the following
notice :

"itHKUMATN'S JIADE EASY."

'and rhinoceroses are 1o be provided at

once with neat spiked collars bearing the

inscription. "Not to be taken."

***
The statement that the island site

between Aldwych and the Strand is

to be utilised for a temporary Trades'
Exhibition effectually disposes of the
rumour that the Zoological Society were

acquiring it as a Haven of Kest for

Home-Sick ( 'amels.
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r
"GOOD MORXIS', YER Hlv'liEXVK

;
IT '8 GLAD I AM YE ARE I.OOK1N* SO FAT AS

1

K"SY. /v'F BLTTOS W/.v' ITS DCTY !
'

f 1M
.-;--,

<Ur. ZJ'ibs-Rmyilie.
"

\\*E AUE JLST BACK MHIM THE COXTIXKXT, WIIERL MY DAUGHTER HAS BEHN MMSDING HER EDUCATION.

AI.I. I.AXGUAOES."

The ProfesKor. "An! Dors sun SPEAK ESPERANTO?'' .Vr. Dtba-Snujtli-:
" LIKE A \.tTlTE!''

SHE SPEAKS
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THE SPORTSMAN: OLD AND NEW STYLES.

Then. h-il of ^kill

would
tkDM/ ortt\.

uvtd to be /lo ond. of Y'/'-
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OVER-CROWDED LONDON.

A FEW PROI ITUU.K Sl'CCKsTiONS TO TIIK .UTHOHITIRS FOR SlEXT SEASON.

THE NATCUl HIST<-.RT tfroECM TEMroiunv HOTEL.

THE NELSOS COI.I-JJN Horn.
HORSE-GUARDS VISITORS TAKKM z

THE NATIONAL ti.micm \\MIU..

DlKNEU SERVED IN Till: TrilVLIl UOH

THE TOWER OK

VISITORS RECEIVED ON BOARDING TERMS.
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1.

MR. PUNCH'S GALLERY OF POPULAR ART.
1. THE KA.SER-S KAVAL D_ (after T,, -Art ,. ft. Heart"). 2. M, BAU,, (/,- Oar'. "Spring").

: EDWARD CREY AND MR. LLOYD GEOHGE (n/^r LANDSEKK'S ''D,>^v m1(Z -").
"PARE I?" ME. A.SQUIM AND MASTER WlNSTON ClIURCUILL (a/;<rr REYNOLDS).





PUXCH'S ALMASACK FOR 1910.

1. Mr. Tafl (after Velasquez).

MR. PUNCH'S PC
2. Sir Arthur Pinero (after Gainsborough), 3. The Glaring Cavalier Mr. Lewis W*

O I I ft



'RAIT GALLERY.
[after Franz Hals). 4. Mr. Sargent (after Velasquez). 6. Lord Morley (after Bellini). 6. Mr. Chaplin (after Giotto).
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RHINOCEROS
SHOT BY
T R

6.

r.

MR. PUNCH'S GALLERY OF POPULAR ART.
5. Sr. THEODORE ROOSEVELT RELATES now HE DID IT (after BORER'S "St. Jerome").

C. LORD HOGH CECIL AS THE BLACK FREE TRADER (after MILI.AIS' "Tlte Slack Itrunawicfor").
7 Mi:. Kr:m HUMHE AXV THE SUFFRAGETTE (after MUI.ISF.'S "Malml'to"). 8. LORD EOSEBERT (after ROOIN'S "Le Grand Penteur'').
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i />")('/. litank me for this

[NTHODCCTOKT.

are two ways of toy-shopping:
tbe Old (before this article was written),

and tlio New
; or, as one might say, the

Haphazard and the Scientific.

The old haphazard way was

this;

You (eery red and uncomfort-

able}. H'm er J

"

er good
morning. Er yes, I er want
a thingummy thing for a young-
ster of mine, don't you know.

<S7ii! (very cool and superior}.
We have an amusing toy here

which is very popular.

[Retires to shoic-erise.

You, (nervously following her}.

H'm, 1 thought some lit tie don't-

you-kuow - amuse the little chap.

Christinas, what '1 . . . By Jove
that's deuced 1'imiiy, that's

deuced funny. 1Tee - hee - hee -

hee-hee. What? 1 mean, how

they get things up now. Not
like when you and I I beg
pardon, really! i meant not

like when 7 ... Yes, I'll

take that. Deuced good. Make-

file little chap laugh, by Jo\c.

. . . Thanks. Ah- -good morn-

ing . . . The other way out?

Ah. thanks. Good morning.
That was the old method, governed

by one consideration only : to get out

of the shop as soon as possible. The
scientific toy-shopper will take many
other things into account.

CHAPTER T.

Tin: Boy.

In toy-shopping for a boy the first

consideration is this : What is the

nature, temperament, habits (jf any), and

CHRISTMAS TOYS.
u/'lirlc. I get the inoney bark from tlic xliupi

grievously mistook the tendencies of a

small nephew of his. I must, say for

this nncle that he did his best to repair
the error, for on the next morning

BtGRETTARLE WAST OF TACT ON THE PART
OF AN UNCLE WHO 1'BESKXTED HIS AXTI-

MILITUU.ST NEPHEW WITH A BOX OF SOLDIERS.

outlook upon life of the child to whom
yon are presenting your Yuletide gift?

My artist has depicted upon this page
(don't, limit yourself to the text

;
look at

the illustrations, too, even if they are

poor) the sad case of an uncle who

A STUDY is DETACHMENT.

changed the toy soldiers for a l)ox of

rural deans
;
but owing (it may be) to

the fact that a minor canon had slipped
in amongst them . . . However, we
need not go into that now. It is snili-

eient that you should realise how im-

portant it is to be in sympathy with a
child's feelings.

The question of what the child is

going to be is of equal importance.
In these days of (Jet On or (Jet Out the

boy cannot begin too early the struggle
for existence. His toys should help
him, therefore, to prepare for his pro-
fession. Luckily this is now possible,
thanks to the enterprise of the linns for

whom 1 am writing. I may mention

(between ourselves I mutt mention) the

following specialities :

Tin'. Little ,sv,,/;)/,,
;'.< Outfit. This

comprises 1 Chisel, 1 Hammer, 1 Apron.
and 1 Block of Marble.
The I'ompleat (or, as it is sometime.-;

spelt, Complete) t^iild Caxton. Tin-

type for the little model printing press
numbers live each of every letter, figure,
and punctuation mark, together with
one each of the following : % , , , *,

~~^l. Invaluable lor a budding editor.

The Young Painters Pant-dmlcon,
including two pamphlets entitled "Half
Hours with the Green Bice

"
and ''

Alone
in the Burnt Sienna."

In addition to these there are special

toys for the Boy Barrister, the Embryo
Chartered Accountant and the Juvenile

Exporter of Hardware (none of which

icliosi; guodt I advertise.")

my artist has had the courage to depict).
The model skull and forceps in the

Little Dentist's Outfit is another feature

in Christinas Gifts, while for the rising

Young engineer there is no limit

to the number of suitable toys.
One of these mechanical models'
for the little George Stephens*])]
1 shall now endeavour to explain.

THE TOY AEROI-LAXE.

For a thoroughly successful

(light in the garden the lucky
lad to whom this is presented
\\ill find two things necessary :

(1) Suitable climatic condi-

tions.

(2) The permission of the At i,

< 'I ub. An ascent in the drawing-
room, however, is in no way
dependent upon the weather,

though the second condition is

still imperative.

Having taken the aeroplane
out of its shed, the young operator
releases a spring, which empties
the petrol tank over the radiator,
and so renders a flight for that

day impossible. The aeroplane
then returns automatically to its

shed. A short time having
elapsed, the doors of the shed open again
and the aeroplane pitches forward on to

its propeller and breaks tlie mainsta\ ,

thus rendering all chances of a flight for

that day absolutely impossible. Once
more the aeroplane retires backwards info

its home. There is another interval,

during which a hammering noise issues

THE SCIENTIFIC) TOY.

from the shed, and then suddenly the

biplane wnizzee out and circles round
(ho coiling at an incredible speed until
at last it is captured and brought to

earth with a butterfly net.

Price (with lulterflij net) 5 !U <V.
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Although books cannot, Btrictly speak

ing, be called toys, yet it is undeniable

tliat suitable ones can be bought at all

toy sliops. An aWBrpoweringljr useful

adventure book lias been issued tliis

year, entitled 77ic I'.-rnlr

Chief. 1 have only time

to give tlic briefest

Sj nopsis of tin 1

story.

-Mackerel Fiend i*

the leader of a desperate
kind of pirates. After

a short but fierce en-

gagement, he capture^
the good ship li'iiriiiiiiiii,

uhieli is carrying bul-

lioti from the Cape.
There are 2,108,300
hars of gold altogether,
each of which weiglis

1 lb. 13 oz.
'

Gold is

now, according to the

computation of Mac-
kerel's dare-devil lieu-

tenant, Halibut Hnpp>,
at 21s. an ounce. Hav-

ing made everybody
walk the plank Mackerel

and his band returned
to London and invested

the proceeds of their

villainy in Rio Tinto Six per Cents, at

187, brokerage being 5. Chapter XX.
(which is sealed, and deposited safely
in the strong-room of the shop which
collaborates with me) discloses the sub-

sequent life of ease and independence
led by Mackerel Fiend, who took twice

as much as everybody else.

100 is offered to the first

solver of the questions :

"(1) What was M. Fiend's

income ?

"(2) Will Rio Tintos go
up?"
You will agree with me

that this is just the Christmas

present for the thoughtful lad

who is destined for the com-
mercial life.

CHAPTER II.

The Girl.

Having dealt, with toys for

boys (which is poetry), let ns
now turn to toys for girls

(which isn't). In presenting
the boy with our Yuletide

gift, our one object was to IK?

of use to him in his future

career. No nice girl has a

future career. Let us see,

therefore, that our toys for her are

useless.

The most obvious present for a girl is

a Teddy Beast. I had a long and acri-

monious (as they say in the dictionary)
discussion with my artist as to what
constituted "teddiness" in an animal.

He thought it was the head
;
I said it

was the fur. We talked a long time

aUmt it, and then I had him. I

said :

"
If it's the head, then you couldn't

have a. Teddy Sardine. So there !

"

He said: "That's just what I was

LITTLE BBITOSS AT WORK.

going to say. Who ever heard of a

Teddy Sardine ?
"

"You did," I said, "and you jolly

well know it. I told you to draw one

only yesterday."
He said :

" Yes ;
but how could I

when it hasn't got a head ?
"

THE SEARCH FOB BEAUTY.

I said :
" You fool ! that proves it's

the fur."

And then he went and drew that rotten

picture you see above
;
he did it in

about five minutes, before I could stop
him. I should say it was a soft job

being an artist.

Another thoroughly useless present
is the

"
Little Girls' Jigsaw." The firm

which lias the honour to pay me i-. now
turning out one of I hoe delightful

pn/./.Ies in two pieces only. The object
is to place the blocks of \\ood together
so as to form a complete picture, and,

though this sounds

easy, yet many a child 1

Jias failed to effect the

correct solution at the

lirst attempt. 1 may
add that when I lie

puzzle has been solved

to repletion, the two
blocks may be scooped
out, and n.ied for hold-

ing pins or other tritles.

Yet another very
popular and useless toy
has just been invented

by the same firm. This
is called "Americans in

Clover," and is a varia-

tion of the old pii/.xle,

"Pigs in Clover.
1 The

ideal in view is to roll

one of two peas into a

receptacle called
" The

North Pole," without

letting the other in.

The two peas, though
exactly alike in appear-

ance, are in reality different one being
Peary and the other Cook. Part of the

game is to remember which is which.

Smp.-(The Great Novelty.)

This is a thoroughly futile card game,
something on the lines of

"
Snap." Each

card bears upon it the like-

ness of some world-famous

person, there being four
artists (Rubens, Hassall,
Titian, and Mnrillo N.B. ])<>

not confuse the last name with

anybody whose pictures you
see on this page), four soldiers,
four musicians, and so on.

Each little girl plays a card
in turn, and as soon as two
of a kind appear on the table,
instead of saying

"
Snap !

"

they say "Snip!
"

"Cuckoo!"

This is really a mechanical

toy, but of so simple and un-

practical a nature that it may
safely be given to the most
innocent little girl. When
it has been wound up, it is

placed upon a table, from
which post of vantage it says

"Cuckoo!
"

twice in a clear and musi-
cal voice.

(Cordially recommended as useless.)
Of course, I could go on for. pages

and pages, telling you all about the new
toys in the warehouse of my patrons.

[Copyright in all countries represented at

the Hague Conference. All rights reserved.

Patented in Hobomoko.]
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Instead of doing that, 1 will now narrate

a very amusing story.
" Once upon a time there was a sweet,

child called Little Red Bet^y oh, so good
and gentle ! And her mother said, 'Betsy,
don't get up to breakfast this morning
because ( irandmamma is coming through
the wood to see you.' >So Betsy stayed
in bed.

"
It was a fine frosty morning when

( iraiidmannna began to walk tlirough the

wood. She had a little hamper 011 her
arm for Betsy, and she was tripping

along when suddenly she met a Wolf,
who gobbled her all up.
"And the Big Bear said,

' WHO HAS
BEEN EATING MY PORRIfHii: V

'

"And the Medium Bear said, 'Who
has been eating my porridge' ''.

'

"And the Little Bear said, 'Who 1ms
boon eating my porridge ?

'

"And they all lived hap-
pily ever afterwards except,
of course, Grandmamma."
For the middle of this

delightful and original tale

for little girls you must buy
the new story-book, Little

Brown Bear, by Ernest Tup-
ham. An entirely new thing
in whimsical romances.

CHAPTER III.

The Babe.

In giving presents to a boy
or girl, it is (as wre have seen)

necessary to consider the re-

cipients ; in giving presents to

a babe, it is our duty (fortu-

nately) to consider nobody but
ourselves. Lucky, indeed, is

the man or woman who has a

relation of less than one.

For a baby of six months,
the best present is a ball.

Generally speaking, this is of

soft india-rubber, big
and round and highly
coloured. The disad-

vantages of such a bull

are obvious; you can-

not drop-kick properly
with it, and if you are

trying to punt over the

chimneys in a high
wind, the gale generally
takes it right away 011

to the greenhouse roof.

The enterprising firm

ivhich I have mentioned
once before in these

pages realised this, and
is now stocking some-

thing much more sen-

sible. It is oval in shape,
and has a stiff leather

case
;. yon will see it in

the windows of all their

shops, marked,
'' For

Baby 21,'-." I cannot
recommend them too

strongly.

V

THE LITTLE GIRL'S JKIS.W.

(Emily's first attempt
at negotiating this

tri'-lsy puzzle?)

(Final and corrert

solution by Emily
und Aunt Maud.)

-\N INTERRUPTED RACE.

A PRESENT FOR BABY.

I may be wrong, but personally I have

always felt, that those toy dogs which

jump make a delightful gift to an infant.

By M"iure/iiig a. rubber bulb you can
make their back legs move, and in this

way it is quite possible to race them

along the billiard table. The baby will

prefer that you should give him t\\<> of

them, so that his father may work one

and his uncle the other. I have taken

part in many an exciting contest, of this

nature, and I may say that my dachsnud

my nephew's albino dachsund Frit/o is

the longest white loser that I have ever

seen upon the green baize.

There can be no doubt, though, that

ihe gill of a box of bricks is theone most,

eagerly welcomed by any well-brought-

up babe.

I should like to tell you about a little

huu* called "The Rabbit Hutch," which
1 built the other day. It was
in the Early Norman style,

save the east window, which
was (iiithic. For various

reasons there were only two

slories; the bottom tloor was
the tiled bathroom, which was
used for goldfish, and the top
was where the people lived.

In the suite of apartments
on this upstairs floor one
noticed immediately the nu-
merous facilities for shooting
arrows at the enemy outride

without getting any of them
back : there loopholes were
to be found on every wall,

being indispensable to the

very early Norman style.

There was also a trap-door
in the floor through which you
could suspend a line into the

iish-pond, thus combining old

English sport with fin de

siccle luxury.
There was a caMel-

lated roof, supporting
two white chiniiiex-

wliicb. from a distance

looked rather like two

cigarettes. A nearer

view convinced you that

this, in fact, is what they
were. Furthermore
there was a doorstep, a

scraper, and a mat with

Solve writtenon it. Two
sparrows and a cat

] perched upon the roof,

a red-coated rabbit, was
at the door to welcome

you in. ...
And then, just as I

had put the finishing
touches to it ... that:

wretched baby ... to

whom I was giving:
it ... kicked out sud- 1

denly . .

What a nuisance chil-

dren are. A. A. M.
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"ONE CROWDED HOUR OF GLORIOUS LIFE."
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A CABINET MINISTER'S DAY.

5 f.m Tti Houit. Sift at latt
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IN AfRAIO-TO-COffE-HOME-IN-THE

HMMMN
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A LONG-FELT WANT.
THK " BILL-ROOM REMINDED," FOR SITTING-OUT PJ.ACF.S.

Ostler. "WANT A HORSE? WHAT KIND o' HORSE?"
i-fiui "I.ilt-iiy" Boat's Civtr. "On, A GOOD LONG 'ex; TnnRE 's FLETEN or us!
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OUR MODERN SCEPTICS.
"Excuse ME, SIB, YOUR BOOTLACE is USDONE."

TO THE FOURTH ESTATE.
FOURTH Kstate, whose soaring pens have mounted
To a pure height where none may dare to climb,

In whose comparison are kings accounted

Nothing, the lords of Spirit and of Time
Puppets that cower at thy deific nod

;

The majesty of whoso imperious prime
Shadows the cringing commons like a god :

Thou that alone art strong, alone art free

,,..
Almost to licence, hear, oh, hear my plea.

Thou that with tireless ardour penetrates t

Through the obscure in such audacious wise
That whispering walls divulge the very latest

And keyholes ope like caverns to thine eyes,
Whose myrmidons, for ever on the track

Of a new thing, with jealous enterprise

Creep up the front stairs or infest the back
;

Thou that knowost all, that layest bare
Skeletons in grim cupboards, hear my prayer.

Thou at whose newsy fount the thirsting many
Absorb their mental viand and consume

Draughts of intelligence at two a penny ;

Tliou Trumpeter of the Unknown, to whom
Art, Science, Letters, Dogma, and the Stage

(Fresh apple-blossom, blushing for a boom)
Kneel for due favour; Thou whose patronage
Quickens a pyrotechnic Hash, and fame

Hursts with u sharp ivport on even the humblest name,

Hear me, oh, hear ! I wince, I shrink, I tremble,
That seek a boon, but not as others seek.

Lo, I am mean ! yet how may I dissemble
In thy dread sight? Or what that I am meek ?

For, as the elephant's continued nose
Plucks up the pin or piles the squdgy teak,

So to the scheme of thine embracing prose
The least thing does. Yet, promiscuous One,

Thou in whose ear the faintest rumour blows
Loud as a clarion, thou that, like the sun,

Belioldest all, oh, hear me, lest 1 be undone !

For lo ! by machination of mine enemies
1 am entangled in the Law's dread reach

;

They have appointed me so great their venom is

Defendant ef an imminent deadly
"

15reac.li,"

Suited by one that vowed to hold me dear,
And now cries Damage ! And I do beseech,

Thou wilt restrain thyself when I appear.
There are some letters which the lady fded

(Prudent !) whereat the ribald mob would jeer ;

And some poor foolish numbers, far too wild,
Too sacred, for perusal, woe is me !

Then, great Press, I pr'ythee draw it mild !

Ignore my frailty, that my song may be
That Thou, tlio' Fourth, art First! And blow the other

three!
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Visitor "YOUR OLD-AGE PENSION OCOIIT TO COIIE is CSEFCL AT CHRISTMAS." Sexton.
"
WELL, SIP, 'TAIN'T WHAT WE'VE GOT, 'TIS WUAT

WE'VE LOST. HERE'S SQUIRE'S CHHISTMASSIVO, AS PSED AL-WAT8 TO DE A CROWN AND A OOOSE, DROPTBKWN TO A TWO-SHILLING PIECE AND A BABBIT !"_

Vicar,
"
Wny, MILLT, HERE 's A MESS ! WHATEVER WILL TODB Moinrs SAY ?

"
Milly.

" SHE 'LL SAT IT 's ENOCOH TO HAKE A PA'SON SWEAR."
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HOW BILL BOWSPRIT KEPT HIS OATH.

IT Ml about the blithe Yuletide,

When the purse-strings ull liaug loose,

Bill IWsprit sware by his binnacle

. His crew should dine oft' goose.

;As tough a salt. Hill Bowsprit ;<-.

As ever in brim 1 did soak ;

iOne leg he had of bone- and brawn

i

And one of the British oak.

lied was his nose as the 1

rising sun,

His speech like the sunset -sky.

His hair of the golden tow, his l';uv

Of the brown mahogany.

Hi- roll was the roll of the rolling sea
;

Like a sea-cave was his mouth :

When his right eye looked to the north,

his left

Looked east-south-east by south.

A good hard-swearing man was lie,

A fault all landsmen loathe,

But glare or gloom, come death, come

doom,
lie always kept his oath.

They had not sailed a league, a league,
A league but barely three,

When a hurricane took 'em abaft the

beam
And they shipped a howling yea.

The good ship righted her apace
With creuks and shrieks and groans,

But the bos'n, the cook and the carpenter
Was gone to I >avy Jones.

"The bos'n, the cook and the c-arj'vnU-r
Wii-i gone to Davy Jones."

"The bos'ii and the carpenter,"
Quoth Bill,

"
I well could spare ;

There 's many a man aboard this bark
Would blithely eat their share.

"There's many a hungry mariner
He was welcome to have took,

But what 's the use of a Christmas goose
When you hasn't got 110 cook 'i

' But I 'm not a-going for to break iny
oath,

Though it cost me body and bone- ;

So by hook and crook I must rummage
for cook

In the locker of Davy Jones."

He 's jumped into the heaving main,
He 's sunk like the sounding-lead,

A CHUISIMAS YAI:V.

\Viili I lie salt Itriue gurgling in hi.- ear.-

And bubbling o'er his head.

lie's waded through weeds and slimy

tilings.

Through wrecks and dead men'.- IH.IICS.

For all the gear that 's lost at sea

(iocs down to I >avy Jones.*****
"And it' I lets that cook come back

Your vittles for to dre.-s,

Kirst tell to me what now shall lie

The order of your jne-s."

"Oh, first we polishes off the goose,
But and the stuffing rare,

Then we polishes off the plum-pudding
And the rest of the Christmas fare.

And first ihe.\ polishes off the goose,
And the cook he heaves tv sigh,

Then they polishes off the plum-pudding,
And the cook he pipes his eye.

"
.lie's jumped into the heaving main."

"And then we drinks his Majesty.
Like every good sea-dog,

And we sits a-smoking of us pipes
And a-mixing of us grog."

"Now swear to me, Bill Bowsprit,
By all you holds most dear,

When you've polished off the Christmas

goose
And the rest of the Christmas cheer,

"May Bet and Prue and Sal and Sue
Have never a kiss for your cheek,

May your baccy all pay the King's penny
And your rum-keg spring a leak,

"If you doesn't come back to me, the
cook

And yourself, yon old sea-dog,
When you sits a-smoking of yows pipes
And a-mixing of yous grog."

He has ta'en the oath and they Ye waded
both

Through weed and slime and wreck,
And they Ye swarmed aloft up the anchor-

ropo
And scared the wateh cm deck.

'

They've swarmed aloft up the anchor-rope."

And Bill he fills his long long clay
And lights it with a match,

And his eyes they has a solemn look

As he bids 'em pipe the watch.

And lie u'ps and says: "We've eat

that goose,
And the boy is a-picking of the bones

;

We Ye had our spree, now cook and me,
We settles up with Davy Jones.

"I'm a good hard-swearing man," says
he.

"A fault all landsmen loathes,

But glare or gloom, come death, corne

doom,
I always keeps my oaths.

"And we've swore," says he, "has cook
and me,

To go back to the musty dog,
When we sits a-smoking of us pipes
And a-mising of us grog.

">So hark ye, my lads and I grieves to

cast

A damper on your treat

We doesn't mix no grog to-night,
But we drinks our riunbo neat !

''

"We tlriuks our rumbo neat!"
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How TOMMY PICTURED CHRISTMAS AT ins UNCLE'S is THE coosnsr.

HOW IT TCRSKD OCT.
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THE NEW BOY-SCOUT.
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"LIVES OF GREAT MEN ALL REMIND US," &c.

Now that nations live as sweethearts in a long, unselfish peace,
And the harmony of statesmen's lives is making them obese,
Readers, pull yourselves together ;

let your private quarrels
cease.

Since the Teuton and the Saxon are so happily at one
And the Dreadnought competition s only carried on for fun,
Let there be no further sparring 'twixt the father and the

son.

Let the mother and the daughter live in unison together,
Since our Sea Lords and our Admirals are linked in friendly

tether

And agree on every point that might be moot, except the
weather.

As our Ministers and Suffragettes are walking paw-in-paw,
And the least reproach of either gets the other on the raw,
So let each of us embrace with zeal his least beloved in-law.

Ixa the snowballs of our combatants be innocent of stones,
Since the Lords address the Commons in such amiable tones
And all possible contention is deceased for lack of bones.

Now that UiiE and BALTOUR love to take each other's word on
trust,

And the Stock Exchange and LLOYD-AP-GEOROE would share
their final crust,

And the Vinci-men and Lucas-ites have gone upon the bust,

Let us likewise keep our private disagreements in subjection
And so re-arrange our feelings that the General Election

Be a universal pageant of our general affection.

Ungallant Journalism.
" In the next compartment was the wife of a prominent politician,

off to the Riviera. Her husband, seeing her off, looked wistfully after

the train as it pulled slowly out of the station with its heavy load."

Daily Mail.

Well, as long as no names are mentioned it 's all right.

A young Greek woman of the dangerous name of MAKIKILLI,

having stabbed a man severely at Bacos (where the local races

are presumably held), was sentenced, according to The

Egyptian Gazette, to
"
three months' imprisonment only to take effect if she commits

another crime."

"One woman, one free stab." Nevertheless, we warn
Clement's Inn against trusting to the motto,

" One woman,
one free punch."

Metamorphosis.
The pretty picture of a lady's face in The Daily Dispatch

bears above it the legend :

"BRIDE OF RUGBY'S NEW HEAD."
Mr. Punch presents his compliments to the Bride of Rugby
and records his opinion that, if a new head was really

necessary, she could not have chosen a better one.

VOL. CXXXVIIl.
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THE LIB-LAB LEAGUE.
[A moderate Liberal addresses a member of the Labour Party.]

GIVE me your so-called horny hand
Here in the enemy's sight ;

'Tis well to wear a genial air,

But do not squeeze too tight ;

Press me a little, palm to palm,
And not with all your might.

Give me your horny hand, I say,

And you may guess what for ;

It is to oppose the common foe s

Designs upon our gore ;

I should not love you, mate, so much,
Only I loathe him more.

Strange fellowships, in fact, are those

Our passing needs devise
;

But, should we come back from the scrum

Big with the victors' prize,
We can arrange to readjust
Our temporary ties.

Frankly, I do not hold with your
Iconoclastic views

;

At times I trace a certain grace
In things that you abuse ;

You are too much upon the make,
And I 've too much to lose.

You 'd have all forms of property
Crippled without redress

;

While I would not attack the lot

With equal heartiness ;

I simply want to paralyse
The sort I don't possess.

You look upon the House of Lords
With murderous intent

;

I 'd raise its tone up to our own,
And might indeed consent

To serve that end by being made
A Peer of Parliament.

1 'd have the Navy not too big ;

You 'd have it far too small
;

For you the soil of men that toil

Requires no frontier-wall ;

While I am really, in my bones,
A patriot, after all.

These confidences kindly keep
In petto (in your breast) ;

Meanwhile I 'Jl sing that tasty tiling," The Land-Song," by request ;

I'll join your hooligan brigade
And bellow with the best.

But afterwards well, that can wait ;

Let rivalries be mute
As hand-in-hand, a brother-band,
We step to the martial toot.

Who knows ? We may be spared the pain
Of fighting over the loot. 0. S.

"
His disappointment was keen, yet in after days he looked upon that

evening as the date on which he burst from the chrysalis and became a
caterpiLar." Grand Mayazine.

And the date lower down in his calendar, with the two red
lines round it, marks the occasion when he finally burst
into an egg.

LETTERS TO A MARTIAN.
MY BEAU Snt, Since all the world here is talking and

writing about political affairs, and since, as I suspect, you
are not interested in the iniquities of the House of I^ords

or the multifarious and ever-changing virtues of Tariff

Reform, I shall not afflict you with my views on these
sublime matters. I propose instead to tell you something
about a dog who has recently joined my family circle and
now rules it as a dictator.

When 1 speak thus about a dog your imagination will

conjure up I know not what gigantic canine specimon
a St. Bernard tramping majestically over the lawns, a Deer
Hound with a delicate step and muscles of steel set to
a gear of almost incredible speed, a noble and massive
Newfoundland, or a Great Dane, statuesque, deep-voiced and
magnificent. Banish these sedate and glorious pictures
of size and power from your mind's eye. My late.-t dog
is not of that sort. He is, in fact, one of the smallest of
the canine kind, a Pekinese spaniel of high quality and
lengthy pedigree. It is true that Mandarin for by that
name he is summoned through the house and across the

wintry wastes of the garden in which he takes his lordly
pleasure and his exercise it is true that he is only eight
months old, and he will grow, but his increase cannot be
great. His mane wi,l doubtless develop and his tail will
become more thickly feathered, but in most other respects
he appears to be already a fully-formed dog with his coat
of red-brown fur, his long body shaped in miniature on
a leonine model, his curved inch or two of front legs,
which he lifts, in walking, with an unconscious sort of

arrogance, and his absurd face with the domed forehead, the
black and bulging eyes and the ridiculous fierceness of his

eminently turned-up snout, through which he snores on
occasion an obbligato of disjointed tenor notes.
A more grotesque and fascinating object never moved about

on four legs or imagined himself to be a terror to domestic
cats. Indeed, the curiosity of the cats in regard to Mandarin is

insatiable. Evidently they cannot believe why should
they ? that he is a genuine dog. I have seen two of them
follow him closely along the garden paths, sometimes dart-

ing ahead, concealing themselves behind bushes, and then
springing out upon him a I'improeiste to test his dog-hood
and his courage. Whenever this happens he is unappalled.
He makes at the intruder with a perfectly dauntless gal-
lantry. His eyes gleam with the joy of buttle

; he pricks
his ears, curls his tail on high and hurls himself at the
foe, and the humorous cat always plays into his paws by
galloping away or clawing herself swiftly up a tree. His
nose has been scratched only once.

With the larger dogs of the neighbourhood he is on terms
of a somewhat haughty familiarity, never abasing himself

by lying on his back and waving his paws in the air, or by
grovelling and cringing, but always bearing himself serenely
and even defiantly in their presence. To see him, when en-

gaged upon a cutlet-bone, furiously growling off a St. Bernard
of some eleven stone to a respectful distance, is a tremendous
lesson in animosity and pluck. We have a Great Danish
lady who is devoted to him and lets him gnaw her ears or

tug her tail without a murmur. Withal he is the most
submissive and affectionate friend to the little girls whom he
acknowledges as his mistresses, reserving for them the
treasure of an immeasurable and almost pathetic adoration.
How profoundly changed is his lot from that of his ancestors.

They spent their little span of life in the halls and corridors
of a Chinese palace. Lying at ease on silken embroideries
or pit-patting over floors of curious wood, they accepted
the endearments of almond-eyed beauties or listened to
the strange intrigues of supple courtiers, in whose
ample sleeves a little dog might sometimes sleep. What
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LEST WE GET LEFT.
LIDEIUL CANDIDATE.

" ON THE DISTINCT UNDERSTANDING THAT THIS IS NOT TO BE REGARDED
AS A SIGN OF LASTING AFFECTION, I AM PREPARED, IN THE FACE OF THE COMMON FOE TO
GIVE WAY TO YOU." LABOUR CAND.DATE. " SAME HERE."
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POLITICS FOR THE MASSES.
Orator. "TAKE THE FIGURES, FORTY-THREE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-THREE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY-TWO is 1906,

AND SUBTIIACT THIRTY-NINE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-SEVEN IN 1907, ALLOWIKO 1'27 PER CENT. Full INOHEASS
OF POPULATION. GENTLEMEN, YOU CAN DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS." Enlightened Audience. "'E\R, 'EAR!"

ambitions, what deceits, what queer and crooked policies
aimed against ill-scented and overbearing foreign devils by
impassive Mandarins might they not have revealed had
nature granted them the hateful gift of speech ? But, as it

was, they ate their portion of rice and remained silent and
discreet and beloved. And now this latest and not least

honourable scion of their ancient nice has become in the
vicissitudes oE time the darling of a little band of fair-haired,
frank -eyed English girls, the pursuer of cats through an
English garden, and the nocturnal inhabitant of a sort of
Gothic cathedral in wickerwork in the bedroom of an
English house. And, since no whisper of that imperial
palace whence his great-great-great-grandparents came ha?
ever reached him, he seems fairly well contented with his
lowlier dwelling and his humbler friends in the land of the
Barbarians. He never yaps and his manners are beautiful.

Yours, A CIIINOPHIL.

"This comes hopping."
"The 10th Infantry Brigade is a very different thing from a crowd of

3,000 young men in khaki. When it marches, all its 6,000 legs move
as one." Daily Mail.

Go it, ye cripples !

A LITTLE BANK-JOKE.
[The following advertisements are, no doubt, a counterblast to that

of Farrow's B.mk, Ltd., who offer to send a new game,
"
Farobank,"

gratis to all who make application for it on certain couj ous.]

How TO LIVE TO BE 200. We present illustrated Life
of Old Parr to first thousand applicants. Send p.c. to Parr's

Bank, Ltd.

ABSOLUTELY FREE! ! Six lovely picture postcards, suitable
for our young folk, will be forwarded to all who send name
and address to Desk Q, Child's B.mk.

Do You find the evenings long? Then send two penny
-lamps and we will post you our latest novelty, "The
Old Lady and the Needle." Roars of laughter ! Endless
amusement! Address, The Governor, Dept. Z, Bank of

England.

SEND TO-DAY
; to-morrow may be too late ! We are giving

aw.iy signed photos of Mr. LLOYD GEOBOE to all whj apply to

Lloyd's Bank.

Complete works of ELINOK GLYN may be had by fulfilling
a few simple conditions. Just the reading for the family
hearth during the holidays. Apply GLYN, MILIS & Co.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Series.']

CHAPTER I. ONE OF THE PLAYERS.

"Do I know everybody?" I asked

Myra towards the end of dinner, looking

round the table.
"
I think so," said Myra.

"
If there 's

anybody you don't see in the window,
ask for him."
"lean see most of them. Who's

that tall handsome fellow grinning at me
now ?

"

"
Me," said Archie, smiling across at us.

" Go away," said Myra.
" Gentlemen

shouldn't eavesdrop. This is a perfectly

priva'e conversation."
" You 've got a lady on each side of

you," I said heatedly; "why don't you
talk to them 1 It 's simply scandalous

that Myra and I can't get a moment to

ourselves."
"
They 're both busy ; they won't

have anything to say to me."

"Then pull a cracker with yourself.

Surely you can think of something, my
lad."

"He has a very jealous disposition,"
said Myra, "and whenever Dahlia

Bother, he 's not listening."

I looked round the table again to see

if I could spy a stranger.
" There 's a man over there who 's

he? Where this orange is pointing."
"
Oranges don't point. Waggle your

knife round Oh, him? Yes, he's a

friend of Archie's Mr. Derry."
"Who is he? Does he do anything

exciting?"
"He does, rather. You know those

little riddles in the Christmas crackers ?
"

"Yes?"
"Yes. Well, he doesn't do those,

because he 's an electrical engineer."
" But why
"
No, I didn't. I simply asked you if

you knew them. And he plays the

piano beautifully, and he 's rather a

good actor, and he never gets up till

about ten. Because his room is next to

mine, and you can hear everything, and
I can hear him not getting up."

"That doesn't sound much like an
electrical enginesr. You ask him sud-

denly what amperes are a penny, and
see if he turns pale. I expect he makes

up the riddles, after all. Simpson only-

does the mottoes, I know. . . . Now
talk to Thomas for a bit while I drink

my orange."
. Five minutes elapsed, or transpired

(whichever it is), before I was ready to

talk agiin. Generally, after an orange,
I want to have a bath and go straight
off to bed, but this particular one had
not been so all-overish as usual.

" Now then," I said, as I examined
the crystallixid fruit, "I'm with you in

one minute."

Myra turned round and looked ab-

sently at me.
"I don't like it," she said to herself.
" That 's all right, you aren't going to

have it. The green ones are for me."
" Can you eat that and listen to some-

thing serious ?
"

"I'll try. . . . Yes, I can cat it all

right. Now let 's see if I can listen. . . .

Yes, I can listen all right."
" Then it 's this. I 've been putting it

off as long as I can, but you've got to

be told to-night. It's well do you
know why you 're here ?

"

" Of course I do. Haven't I just been

showing you ?
"

"
Well, why are you here?

"

"
Well, frankly, because I 'm hungry,

I suppose. Of course I know that if I

hadn't been I should have come in to

dinner just the same, but Hang it,

I mean that 's the root idea of a dining-

room, isn't it? And I am hungry.
At least I was."

"
Stave it off again with an almond,"

said Myra, pushing them along to me.

"What I really meant was why you're
here in the house."

This was much more difficult. I

began to consider possible reasons.
" Because you all love me," I started ;

"because you put the wrong address

on the envelope ;
because the regular

boot-boy 's ill ; because you 've never

he ird me sing in church
;
because stop

me when I 'm getting warm because
Miss Fortescue refused to corns unless I

was invited
; because

"
Stop," said Myra.

" That was it.

And of course you know I didn't mean
that at all."

"What an awful lot of things you
don't mean to-uight. Be brave and have
it right out tnis time."

"All right, then, I will. One, two,
three we're going to act a play on

Saturday."
She leant forward and regarded me

with apprehension.
"
But why not ? I '11 promise to clap."" You can't, because you see you 're

going to act too. Isn't it jolly ?
"

said

Myra breathlessly.
I gave what, if I hadn't just begun

the last crystallized greengage, would
have been a scornful laugh.
"Me act? Why, I've never I

don't do it it isn't done I don't

act not on Saturdays. How absurd !

"

"
Hiive you told him, Myra ?

"
Dahlia

called out suddenly.
"
I 'm telling him now. I think he 's

taking it all right.""
Don't talk about me as

'

him,'
"

I

said angrily.
" And I 'm not taking it

all right, I 'm not taking it at all."
"
It 's only such a very small part

we 're all doing something, you know.
And your costume 's ordered and every-
thing. But how awfully sporting of you."

After that what could I say ?
" Er what am I ?

"
I asked modestly.

" You 're a a small rat-catcher," said

Myra cheerfully.
"
I beg your pardon ?

"

" A rat-catcher."

"You said a small one. Does that

mean -that I'm of diminutive size, or

that I 'm in a small way of business, or

that my special line is young ones ?
"

"It means that you haven't much to

say."
"I see. And would you call it a

tragic or a pathetic part?
"

"
It 's a comic part, rather. You 're

Hereditary Grand Hat-Catcher to the

Emperor Bong. Bong the Second.

Not the first Bong, the Dinner Bong."
" Look here, I suppose you know that

I've never acted in my life, and never

been or seen a rat-catcher in my life.

It is therefore useless for you to tell me
to be perfectly natural."

" You have so little to do ; it will be

quite easy. You have to approach the

Emperor very nervously
'

I shall do the nervous part all

right."
"And beg him to spare the life of his

mother-in-law.
'

"
Why ? I mean, who is she ?

"

"
Miss Fortescue."

"Yes, I doubt if I do that part so

well. Still I '11 try."

"Hooray. How splendid !"
"A rat-catcher," I murmured to myself.

" Where is the rat ? The rat is on the

mat. The cat is on the rat. The bat is

on the cat. The :

"
Mr. Derry will go through your part

with you to-morrow. Some of it is

funnier than that."
" The electrical engineer ? What do

they know about rat-catching?
"

"
Nothing, only

"Aha! Now I see who your myste-
rious Mr. Derry is. He's going to

coach us."

"He is. You 've found it out at last.

How bright green sweets make you."
"
They have to be really bright, green

sweets. Poor man ! What a job he '11

have with us all."
"
Yes," said Myra, as she prepared to

leave me. "Now you know why he
doesn't get up till ten."

"
In the rat-catching business," I said

thoughtfully as I opened the door,
"
the

ival rush comes in the afternoon. Rat-
catchers in consequence never get up
until ten-thirty. Do you know," I

decided, "I am quite beginning to like

my little part." A. A. M.

Muscular Christianity.
" He served as a curate at Ixiwer Br'xliam,

and held the headmaster of Lower Brixliam
school, from 1880 to 1884 "Torquay Directory.

Break away !
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TRAGEDIES OF A SIMPLE LIFE.

THE HARD-WON BATH.
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LITERARY SELF-VIVISECTORS.

IN preparing a new and complete

edition of her novels, with introductions

describing the circumstances in which

they were written, Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD

has set a precedent which will shortly

be followed in more thorough-going

fashion by her famous confrere, Mr.

Halley Coraine. To each of his epoch-

making and soul-devastating romances

Mr. Coraine will contribute an introduc-

tion of 250 pages, giving full details

of his mentality both before, during,

and after, the throes of composition.

Special features will be (a) an exact

reproduction of the temperature chart of

the author when he was approaching

the climax of each work, (b) a faithful

record of the diet on which he subsisted,

and (e) a complete list of the number

tears shed by him during the elabora-

ion of the more tragic passages.

Thus it will be found that when

ictating the terrific denotement of Tin

Hods Mr. Coraine's temperature went up
o 107, while his pulse could not be

ounted. Tin Gods, it will be remem-

bered, is a tale of Cornwall, and was

nainly composed on St. Michael's Mount,
which Mr. Coraine' rented for the

summer at the fabulous price of 500

guineas a week. It was written on a

diet of plover's eggs and Jerusalem

artichokes, washed down by draughts of

tetchup and animoniated quinine, and

in a special costume designed for the

author by Sir LAWRENCE ALMA TADEMA.

An antique peplon draped his opulent

torso, his locks were confined with a

classic fillet, and his nether man was

garbed iu a pair of accordion-pleated
knickerloons.

Peculiar interest attaches to the new
and biographical edition of The Purple
Emperor, which will contain no fewer

than thirteen photographs of Mr. Coraine

as he appeared at different stages of the

work, in which the strain on his

physique is painfully illustrated. Thus
while engaged on the famous poisoning
scene, in which Cardinal Spaghetti

pours prussic acid into the Emperor's

fine champagne, Mr. Coraine's weight
went down to 8 st. 11 Ibs., and he was

only enabled to complete his task by
constant resort to oxygen and a special
brew of shandy-gaff compounded of

sparkling Moselle and the strongest
audit ale. The Purple Emperor was

partly written in a portable Swiss chalet

(which Mr. Coraine obtained permission
from the King of ITALY to erect on the

summit of the Mole of Hadrian), partly
in the catacombs, but mainly in the

beautiful Byzantine pagoda in the

grounds of the novelist's castle in the

Scilly Islands. Before its publication
he was interviewed eleven days running
for eleven different papers by the famous

publicist, Mr. Roland Begthwayt, and

all the eleven interviews are now

reproduced in the Introduction, together

with photographs of Mr. Begthwayt

playing temperance bridge with Mr.

and Mrs. Coraine and Lord "Billy"

Scilly, the youngest son of the Marquis

of Mullion.

The Introduction to The True History

of Sarah Lunn tells at great length the

arduous exertions undergone by the

author in the quest of the fitting local

colour for this poignant recital. Mr.

Coraine not only spent six months at

Bath making historical investigations,

but worked for eight weeks in a biscuit

factory at Reading to master the tech-

nique of confectionery. He then took

several trips to Grindelwald, Norway,

and the Greek Archipelago with Dr.

LUNN, to glean authentic information

from the most distinguished descendant

of his heroine before writing a single

word of the narrative.

The illustrations include a charming
three-colour print of Mrs. Coraine at her

tea-table; a snapshot of Mr. Slieeny-

mann, Mr. Coraine's publisher, diving

into the sea at Blackpool ;
a view of the

Pump Room, Bath
;
a sketch of Dr. LUNN

steering a bobsleigh at Montana; and

a pastel of Mr. Coraine singing SaUy in

our Alley to the pianola accompaniment
of Mr. Begthwayt.

THE PASSING OF ROMANCE.

["The English cow has lost the pleasing

atmosphere of interest and charm which

rightly belongs to her an atmosphere made

up of buttercups and three-legged stools and

milkmaids." Country Li/eJ]

TIME was, if intra-mural

Delights began to flag,

I rhapsodized the rural,

And packed a carpet bag.
1 left the lures of London,

And, pining for the plough,
Made many a brief but happy jaunt
To study in her native haunt
The captivating cow.

I took (three bob the fare is)

A ticket to a scene

Where damsels decked the dairies,

The daisies graced the green.
Mid buttercups and beauty

I seldom failed to feel

The "
lowing herd

"
proceed to wind

A spell around my simple mind,
Like packthread round a reel.

But gone are all the features

That used to charm me then ;

The cows are common creatures,
The milkmaids mostly men.

The bovine brings no longer
A joy, however brief,

But, mooing in her native mire,
She merely moves me to inquire," How stands the price of beef ?

"

HOW TO COPE WITH CHRISTMAS
INVALIDS.

(By a Specialist.)

THE difficulty of amusing the modern

invalid is greatly enhanced by the com-

plexity of the modern temperament,

and can only be surmounted by great

patience and ingenuity. Much, however,

can be done by judiciously harmonising

the treatment with the peculiar exi-

gencies of the sufferer.

Take, for example, the case of the

luckless individual debarred by illness

from lunching, dining or supping at his

favourite restaurant. For such as these

an excellent thing to tempt the ap-

petite is to clothe the patient in fancy

dress. For breakfast in bed a Japanese
kimono and motor goggles make a

most exhilarating combination. Beef-

tea, again, never tastes half so sweet as

when it is sucked through a narghile.

Here appropriate local colour can be

secured by placing a tarboosh on the

invalid's head and disguising the nurse

in a yashmak.
Again, if the sufferer is an Alpinist,

nothing promotes recovery so much as

to lay his climbing kit boots, rope,

alpenstock, etc. on the bed by his side,

and decorate the room with edelweiss

and other Alpine flora.

Music, as the faculty are beginning
to admit, exercises a most beneficial

therapeutic influence on most invalids.

If, for example, the patient is inclined

to be drowsy, a few high notes on the

piccolo have a wonderful effect in dis-

pelling somnolence. On the other hand,

if insomnia has to be combated, there is

no more effectual remedy than a quartet

of muted strings or a Chlorale of BACH.

Certain. Composers have a peculiarly

salubrious effect on certain maladies,

while others are to be carefully avoided.

RiMSKY-KoRSAKOFF is invaluable in

bronchial affections.

On the other hand HUMPERDINCK ia

positively dangerous to persons suffering

from German measles and mumps.
SCARLATTI [No, I cannot bear any

more of it. ED. Punch.]

(Nut to lie continued.)

"Attempts have been made to write literary

drama with the characteristics of pantomime.
M. Maeterlinck's

' Blue Beard
'

is one."

Liverpool Courier.

You mustn't miss Brandy and Soda, the

great cross - talk comedians, in the

Haymarket version of Blue Beard.

" The society thereupon took the appeal to

the House of Lords which has just been dis-

missed." Glasgow Herald.

"Which is about to be reformed" would
be more accurate.
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A CASE FOR PROTECTION.
BY A PERFKRVID SOOT.

[A Tariff Reform onitc.r, in the course of u

n-criit address in Stirlingshire, said that lit-

would rather listen to the music of the bagpipes
than to Paderewski on the piano.]

UPON ma soul, it's ill tac thole

Thao foreign chiels that fare

Frae a" the airts o' ootlan' pairts
Wi' awesome heids o' hair,

Wi' violins aneath their chins

Tae dae uncanny tilings,

Or skrcigh a sang, or skelp an' bang
The box o' jiuglin' strings.

Sue lang 's we hue the pipes tae play
On Scotia's favoured sod,

What need hae we o' minstrelsia

Imported frae abroad ?

I 'm beat tae think hoo Scots can clink

Their siller doun tae hear

Some chap whase feewad keep losh me
A piper for a year !

In ma belief, it should be chief

An' foremaist o' oor law-;

Tae fill the waiue that 's nearest harne,
Tae min' oor ain sea-maws,

Tae bar oor coasts tae foreign hosts

An' bid them gang tae France ;

A thumpin' tax upon their backs
Will gie oor ain a chance.

Wi' glee will then oor Hielnndmen
Blaw up a michty skirl,

A pibroch guid tae fire the bluid
An' gie the lugs a dirl

;

Oor lasses stoot will a' turn oot

Their maist kenspeckle stripes,
Tae grace the day when aince we hae

Protection for the pipes !

THE PROVINCIAL EDITOR'S LETTER BAG.

IV.

DEAR SIR, I have now waited for
two weeks to see my letter in your
columns

; but as it is still absent even
in the current number which is, of

course, owing to Christmas, difficult to
fill I am constrained to believe that

you can never have received it, and
therefore I have copied it out again and
shall register the envelope.

Believe me, Yours faithfully,
THOMAS SCRIMGEOUR.

Enclosure.

To the Editor of
" The Easterliam

Gazette."

SIR, Having occasion not long ago
to visit Easterliam on a wet day, I was
distressed to find that the two cabs
which wait outside the station on the
chance of getting a job were standing
in the wet with no shelter from a pitiless
rain. It is true that the drivers might
either sit inside or stand in the booking"
hall

"
(as it is now snobbishly called,

"office" being a good enough term for

M.F.H. (at a cheek, riding up to Young Stranger wlio has leen right among hounds, if not
in front of them, during the run).

" Excess ME, SIB, BUT ABE you THE Fox ?
"

the same place in my youth), but the
horses had no protection whatever. Now,
Sir, I ask you as a humanitarian to do
what you can to remedy this gross
abuse. The horse is the friend of man

,

and should be treated accordingly. If

a fund can be started for the erection
of a covered shelter for these patient
creatures my mite is at your service,

Believe me, Yours faithfully.
OLD EASTERUAMIAN.

v.

The Editor of The EasterJiam Gazette

begs to return Mr. Scrimgeour's letter,
which he does not consider of such gen-
eral importance as to merit publication.

VI.

DEAR Sin, Your letter annoys both

myself and Mrs. Scrimgeour. My pro-
posal was humane and necessary and

peculiarly fitted for publication at this

season of the year. Your decision seems
to me more callously incompetent than

anything I ever remember, and I shall

not forget it. Yours faithfully,
THOMAS SCRIMCEOUK.

"Throughout the West all rider-makers are

agreed that this year is like!y to provide
one of the poorest vintages known for many
years. Analysis of the fruit shows a great
deficiency of sugar, and the farm labourer at
the press misses that stickiness so intimately
associated with good cider."

You or I might head that paragraph
"Sticky and Good," or "The Budget
Again

"
something quite ordinary.

But The Birmingham Weekly Post is

more subtle, and calls it
" How a Horse

Gallops."

Address on
' WAR IN THE AIR,"

by

JOHN BROWN, B.Sc.

"
B.Sc. ?

"
said the old gentleman, as

he stopped to read the notice; "well,

well, it 's wonderful what these Boy
Scouts are coming to."

Final Motto for the "Flora" bust:
Lucas et non Leonardo.
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MORE GOLF JOTTINGS.

Mr. Robinson.
" WHAT ARE WE?" Mrs. Rublnaon. "WE'RE SQUARE.

THE COMPLEAT SPORTSMAN.
["" I am not a sporting man," Lord Cuuzox is repoited to have said at

Burnley.
"
I have never wora what is called the pigskin."]

You should see me clad in pigskin when the starter shouts,

"Offside!"

And my filly takes the crupper in his teeth ;

You should see me when, at Wimbledon, I chance to serve a

wide,
You should see me wield the willow at Blackheath !

When I represent my County, in a foursome up at Lord's,

How the people cheer my famous anchor-stroke,

How the umpire blows his whistle when the scoring-board

records
A revoke

You should hear the cries of Blimey !

"

When the mob its joy evinces,

Ev'ry time I score a stymie
In the tennis-court at Prince's !

You should see me covert-shooting, with my rifle in my hand

And my faithful pointer, Fido, at my heel
;

You should see me stalking rabbils in the marshy meadow-

land,
Or exploring misty mountain-tops for teal.

How I love to track the coot or capercailzie to his hole,

Or to listen to the pheasant's plaintive pipe,

As I sit beside the river with my fishing-rod, and troll

For a snipe,
Or with catapidt (discreetly
On my knees and elbows crawling)

Slay the snaffle that so sweetly
To the martingale is calling !

On the polo-field at Hurlingham I
'

ve made some record breaks

At St. Andrews, too, I've carried out my bat;

was proxime aecessit in the Prince of Wales's Stakes,

And I 've won a dozen rubbers on the flat,

would often do the hat-trick, in the days when I was young,

At regattas where they put me on to bowl,

\nd at pyramids or curling I could always pitch the bung
Through the goal.

In the nation's sporting annals

I have held my own unbeaten,

Since I won my croquet flannels

On the playing-fields at Eton !

CoLDSTIiEAM.

AN ELECTION ALLEGORY.

I WAS shown into the kitchen, where I found him seated

n the warmest corner. "I have called," I said, "to

question you about the rumour that you. have been deliber-

ately calling the

He held up his handle for silence.
" You need not pro-

ceed," he said.
"
I admit it

;
and he is. If you wjll step

through to the scullery you can see for yourself. You will

find him on the gas stove. Perfectly dreadful! Soot

isn't in it !

"

" But was it quite just, considering that you are supposed
to be equally He waved his handle again.

"
It was

he who began it," he said, pointing towards the scullery

door. "I need hardly tell you that he is quite mistaken

about my colour."

"Then if your colour is not black what is it?" I asked

in wonder.
"Do you suggest that I am not speaking the truth?"

he asked indignantly. "Please remember I am not a

ewer. I am a pot. My colour is pure white, Sir
;
and I

have just sent a letter to the Press which my friends will

declare to be an unanswerable proof of that statement."
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V
THE LLOYD-GEORGIAN ERA.-THE LAST FLICKER OF GRAND OPERA.

Mrs. Sn'iggs (caretaker oj Grostenor House). "On, DO JEST LOOK, PA* THERE'S THE ' BOWOOD '

LOT OVER THERE, AN' WOULD YER
-IEVE IT, MBS. HlNNS 'AS GOT ON THE SAME OLD BLACK ALPACA WITH THE 'CRN BUTTONS WOT SHE WORE FOR THE PAOLIARCHY ! AND THE

OARXET BROOCH ! WELL, I DECLARE !

"

MR. PUNCH'S ADVERTISEMENTS.

^_S
PREMIER. Respectableman seeks

re-engagement. Excellent refs.
; four

years last sit. Parties (Irish, Labour,
etc.) catered for. H. H. A., 10, Downing
Street.

J)NERGETIC Welshman (used to

handling large sums of money)
wants position as CHANCELLOR. Previous
exp. Applicant only giving up present
sit. through employers going to country.
-^ The Hen Roost," Limehouse, E.

JJOTEL URA. -Liberal tableTTged
couples taken in en pension.

HANDY MAN. Parks and gardens
laid out. Estimates free. Or would

not mind at a pinch taking on Prime
Minister's job.

"
Lui.u," Story's Gate,

S.W.

PILLS FOR NERVOUS PEOPLE. Highly re-

commended by Mr. ASQUITH, Lord FISHER,
etc. The KAISER says,

" Your Pills have
been invaluable to me. I am gaining
strength every day."

FOR DISPOSAL. January 15th and

following days. About 670 second-
hand Seats (all British). What offers ?

J. BULL AND SONS.

^LL Suffragette Accessories at lowest

prices. Have you seen our "Premier
Persuaders?" (solid leather, gun-metal
nil milts).

comfortably in your beds
"

by taking McKENNA's LITTLE NAVY

j
from Party Politics two valuable

qualities, answering to the names
of "Truth" and "Dignity." Anyone
who finds and adopts the same will (we
feel sure) be handsomely rewarded.

... NIL NISI MALUM.
"
WELL," I said, as the bells rang out,"

I 'm glad to see the end of him. He
was a beast."

" De mortuis . . ." said fomeone.
'

Oh, rubbish !

"
I replied.

" This is

an exceptional case. He was so bad
that abuse is almost praise. One of the

really great malefactors."
"
Yes," they agreed,

" he was."

" He was every one's foe or nearly

every one's. He had a special down on
farmers and agriculturists. He hated
to see them prospering. He put every
obstacle possible in their way. Surely
you would not have me keep silence as

to that?"
"No. Oh, no."
" And games. He loathed games. I

don't say that people can't be too fond
of them

;
but he was the limit. When-

ever he saw a cricket match going on
he tried to stop it, and often enough
succeeded.

"

" True enough.""
Travellers too he had a grudge

against. He was never so happy as

when there was a gale ; and latterly ho
must have been happy indeed. Bad
Channel crossings delighted him. He
adored the sight of people drenched and
ill. But there, he's dead now. Let's

try and forget him."

"Yes," they all cried, rising to their

feet and raising their glasses.
"And let us hope,' I said, "that

1910 will be better."

And we drank the toast.
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AT THE PLAY.
"ALADDIN" (DEURY LANE).

THE morning after Boxing Day, pain-

ful as it is for the reaction which it

brings, might easily be worse.
_

We
might wake up and fail to find in our

morning papers the annual statement,

gaudily embroidered, that the Manage-
ment of Drury Lane had once more sur-

passed itself. Happily this tragedy has

never yet occurred within the memory
of the" oldest inhabitant ;

but if ever

such a day should dawn for England
it would be the beginning of the end,

and the Germans might come as soon

as they care to. There seems, however,

no immediate risk
;

for Mr. ARTHUR

COLLINS has left himself a very bright

chance of improving on this year's

pantomime, at any rate in the matter of

novelty. It is really an extraordinary

thing that Mr. WILKIE BARD should have

been given no better clou than the old

one of last year ;
that he should again,

and twice over at each performance, be

found trying to teach his audience to

sing after him ;
and that, too, after

this faded novelty has been further

staled, as I understand, at a Music-hall.

Truly, a British pantomime audience is

not hard to please. And to sit and watch

i-!s fat and stolid satisfaction is to under-

stand something of that immunity from

ideas, and from the very desire for ideas,

which has made us, as a nation, what we
are. For the stalls of Drury Lane are

surely an epitome of those middle classes

of which the backbone of the country is

constructed. I would hazard that that

quiet and observant humourist, Mr. BAED,

gets almost as much fun from the study
of his audience as they get from him
which means a very great deal.

A TEACHER OF SOKG.

Widow Twankay . . MR. WILKIE BAUD.

Aladdin .

Abanazar
Miss MABIE GEORGE.
ME. GEORGE GRAVES.

Changes seem to have come over the

spirit of pantomime. One misses the

burlesque of manners and vogues ; one
misses the Aristophanic flavour so

proper to a democracy. I could only
catch one political allusion (Mr. CHURCHILL
was chosen for that honour), and its

unique intrusion saved a very dull song
about a barometer, by pretty Miss RENE,
from being a frost. No doubt the

omission is made out of deference to

the impending crisis. Of bad puns
there was a pleasant lack

;
and I was

content to be spared the rough-and-
tumble phase of humour. But I should

have liked a little more piquancy in the

lyrics. Legs, though admittedly tanta-

mount to human nature, seem to have

gone out of fashion, and the pas seul

with them. As for the concerted

dances, they tend to sacrifice rhythm
to intricacy. The dresses and the

scenery show a closer study of harmony
in line and colour, but the note of

barbaric splendour is still too insistent

and the eye is seldom allowed to rest.

I think perhaps the total sum of

change is not for the worse. If the fun
is less boisterous, and the house hardly
ever rocks to its foundations, the level

of humour is more equably sustained

and there are very few intervals of

absolute dulness. Now and then an
inveterate wheeze occurred, such as that

of the "whereabouts" that went to the

wash, or the rather long story of the

boots that disturbed (he invalid in the

flat below. On the other hand there

was freshness in the duologues between
Mr. GEORGE GRAVES and his fluttering
heart. Of the two leading comedians
he had much the harder task

;
but he

went through it nobly. I judged,

however, of the strain that was put

upon his invention by the number of

times he removed and replaced his hats.

I think it must have run to four figures.

Miss MARIE GEORGE had no particular

chance, but she took what there was

with her customary lightness of heart.

I could have done with much more

dog, for Mr. GEOHGE ALI is very perfect
in this character, and the way in which

he went for a live cat that strolled on by
the footlights proved how thoroughly he

had divested himself of his last year's

role in the service cf Dick Whittington.

But, as some critic has very properly

pointed out, the dog has no locus standi

in the story of Aladdin.

Finally, I know that if I had a spark
of the right critical spirit in me, I

should say tbat Miss TRULY SHATTUCK

"made a superb Prince Pekoe," but I

shan't. I have met many men less

superb, I grant who could have looked

much more like a Prince than she did.

What remaining compliments I have at

my disposal I shall assign to the joint

authors of an entertaining book that

was creditably free of vulgarity ;
to the

painters of the Pekin scenes ; to Mr.

GLOVER for some bright music which

never failed to get itself heard ;
and to

whoever it was who thought of making
real people bathe in a cinematographic

seascape. 0. S.

II. "THE HOUSE OF TEMPERLEY."

Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S Adelphi
melodrama of the Ring," in four

rounds, must, I feel, be described in

appropriate language. It deals with the

great moral fight between Sir Charles

Temperley and Sir John Hawker. The

physical punching was done by others.

Hound 1. Some preliminary sparring

"Devil" Hawker, ufler having had the

devil's own time before the Club Committee.

Sir John Ilaickcr . MR. CHARLES ROOK.
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1 AND 2. TllE WRONO WAT.

HOW TO BE A HECKLER.
3 AND 4. THE RIGHT WAT.

makes it clear that the house of Tem-
pcrley is in danger of falling, owing to
In- extravagance of its master, who has
.ost thousands at cards to Devil Hawker.
Seconded by his mother, the Tempcrley
Pet (Mr. BEN WEBSTFJI) makes up to his
rich cousin, Ethel. His youri ? brother,
Captain Jack, is also staying at Tem-
po-ley Manor, but on this occasion ho
Inuvs a bye, for Ethel accepts N/c I 'hurl,'*
11 order to save the house. Imme-
I lately afterwards she discovers that her
lecrej breforjncft is indeed returned,
t is too late, however she is affianced
o another. They clinch and break
iway, Ethel feinting. Jack returns

Ins corner, having first extracted a
inise fnnn diaries that for the girl's

ake he will give up cards and dice.
Bound II. Devil Hawker jumps into

he ring. Will Sir Charles cut him at
an Is fora thousand guineas a cut ? Sir
luirUt will. They begin, and Sir John
just getting in a very nasty upper cut

I

when Jack reminds his brother of his

: promise. The Temperley Pet apologises

I

and side-steps. But it appears that

;

Sir John has not been using a straight
left by any means in fact he has b:en

,
marking the edges of the Kings when

! pretending to shuffle. One Jakes, a

| bookmaker, lands upon the mark, but
.agrees to be silent if paid sufficiently
I

well. Charles takes the ring again and
fixes up a sporting wager witli his

opponent a fight between Sir John's
; nominee and his own; The claret is

tapped and healths are drunk.
Hound III. Sir John again hits

:
below the belt. He kidnaps Charles's

j

man at the last moment. The fight will
be off and Charles will have to pay
forfeit. But no, brother Jack will take
the absent one's place, and fight for

glory and the House of Temperley. He
does so with great success.

Iionnd IV. Jakes exposes Devil
Hawker, who is counted out of the Club,

and throws up the sponge. Sir Charles
then saves his brother's life at th

expense of his own, in order that Jack
should marry Ethel. Time !

That is the story of the play, but
of course the great attractions are the
two incidental fights one with glove.3,
in the Second Act, and one without,
in the Third. These are splendidly
stage-:vanaged, and should be feen by
everybody. To the fighters, Messrs.
CHARLES MAUDE, EDMUND GWEVX, A. S.

HOMKWOOD, and REOINALD DAVIS, I offer

my congratulations they were delight-
fully in earnest. Muc-h of the acting by
the men was very good, the principals
being all that could be desired

; while
of the minor characters Mr. HOMEWOOD,
in the last Act, as The DuJte of Broad-
water (he had previously b"en Joe Berks
what a life !), Mr. SPENCER TREVOR as

Jakes and Mr. BASSET T ROE as Tom
Cribb, were especially excellent. The
women had not much show. M.
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CHARIVARIA.

So many p?rsons have found the

giving of Christmas presents an almost

unbearable strain this year, owing to the

badness of times, that a serious proposal

has now be3n made that Christmas shall

in future l:e kept only every other year.

The ii^-saw or puzzle picture craze I who ever sailed the seas. "St. Francis

continues" to spread. The latest de- of Assisi a pirate? "^protested
the chair-

velopmcnt, as reported from America,

strikes us as being a somewhat vulgar

one. In certain circles the game is

being played, according to our infor-

mation, w'ith real paintings, priceless

canvases by VEI.ASQUK/, REMBRANDT, and

"
I mean St. Francis Drake," said

the objector. Yet to canonize DRAKE

would have been a noble revenge, in

kind. V

Another Budget tragedy!
Left for the night in a room

at the Ritz Hotel, a Chow

uppy worth 80 jumped
lirough an open window and

vus found dead on the pave-

neiit in Piccadilly. It is sup-

>osed that the unfortunate

rcature had been worrying
ver the recent attacks on

vcalth and lived in constant

eir of the dog licence being
aised. * *

*

THE FIRST LORD OF THE AD-

MIRALTY, it is rumoured, is

ibout to issue an earnest

.ppeal to his political oppo-
lents to sleep quietly in their

aeds on polling-day.

The Dally Mail, which is

nothing if not up-to-date, pub-
lished a letter in its firsl

issue after Christmas entit'ed
"
British Interests in Turkey.'V
It has been suggested tha

a Mass Meeting of Humourists

shall be held at an early date

with a view to passing a Vote

of Thanks to that distin

guished mis-statesman, Mr

URE, for his invaluable assist

ance in enabling them to eki

out a precarious livelihood.V
In sending 25,000 penme;

to the Mayor of Stafford'

fund for the local infirmary
Mr. W. MORTOX PHILLIPS statec

that he was unable to sup

port either political party, an

that his contribution repre
sented what might have gon
to election expenses. It i

thought that this common
sorrow may do something t

draw Liberal and Unionis

together and soften some-

TIIE PERPLEXED PATRIOT.

A sketch of an unhappy Elector who is most anxious to follow the

advice of Lord Rosebery, to consider well his vote, and save his country

but is somewhat hampered by the following considerations.

He dislikes much of the Budget, yet hates Tariff Reform ;
is stronglj

in favour of a Second Chamber, yet is infuriated by the partisan actior

of the House of Lords in recent years ;
has great faith in Mr. Asquith

Sir Edward Grey, John Burns, and others of the Ministry, yet non-con

tributary Old Age Pensions and all pandering to the Extreme Labour

Party make him drealfully unwell; mistrusts Home Rule (when
conceded to people with a record like that of the present Irish Party)

yet realises the astounding success of Liberal Policy in South Africa.

Will some charitably disposed person kindly tell him how to sav

his country by his vote this month ?

what the asperities of the contest,

***
Dr. C> OK is in a quandary in regard

to Mount McKinley. If lie did not

climb up, how can he climb down ?

It is, of course, all right only un-

fortunate. Commander PEARY has sold

the British rights of his account of how
he reached the North Poleto A7

a67t's Maga-

other old masters being cut up for the

purpose. This gives one an idea of the

astonishing wave of prosperity which is

passing over the States just now.

The Guild ford police arrested a man
last week for being drunk

vhi'.e in charge of a hearse.

iuite right. It doesn't look

well. * *

"Thieves," says The Ex-

nress, "succeeded in stealing

70 from a waiter who had

eceived a legacy on the steps

of a motor omnibus." Per-

sonally we have long realised

Jiis kind of danger, and for

iiauy years have arranged to

-eceive our legacies elsewhere.V
The heroic conduct of the

clock in the tower on the

Britannia Pier, Yarmouth,

during the recent fire, is the

;alk of the neighbourhood.

Although the flames, were

Licking its face it continued

coolly to tell the correct time

until at last it fell, fainting,

into the sea. V
Burglars broke into the

Eustace Miles Restaurant the

other' day, and took three

bottles of temperance beer

and 50. The proprietor of

the restaurant and the police

have, we hear, different

theories as to the crime. The

proprietor holds that the men
broke in to obtain the tem-

perance drink, and that the

theft of the 50 was an after-

thought. * *

Extract from The Times :

"JULIAN. On the 20th inst,

at
'

Cazenove,' Finsen-road, Hcrne-

hill, S.E., to Mr. and Mrs. J.

JULIAN son and daughter (twins)."

What, both of them !V
The discovery of the British

Astronomical Association that

there are no canals in Mars

will, it is thought, cause a

V

sine,

San Francisco has been naming Its

new streets, and, according to a local

paper which reaches us, a member of

the Streets Commission objected to
"

St.

Francis Boulevard" on the ground that

the well-known all-fiction monthly, it suggested one of the worst pirates

sensational rise in British canal shares,

as it may be possible to do a deal with

the planet. * *

From an account in

Neics of one of Mr. F.

speeches :

Mr Smit'.i said that

The Daily
E. SMITH'S

. conshrdlu

cmfwyp shrdla cmfwyp cmt'wypce."

A bold bid, this, fjr the Welsh vote.
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Maud (hiding from Visitor).
"
I SAY, NURSE, EO I LOOK AS IF I WASN'T HEBE ?

'

MORE SECRET HISTORY.

(!N THE DARK AND KNOWING MANNER OF
A REPUBLICAN CONTEMPORARY.)

CONSIDERABLE surprise was manifested
in Bond Street one afternoon last week
at the sight of two well-known leaders
of Society arm-in-arm. The stages by
which this degree of intimacy has been
reached, after so long and fierce a feud,
would make not the least piquant
chapter in the History of the Upper
Ten of our time.

* * * *

Speculation is rife as to the name
of the fortunate young lady to whom
a famous American millionaire, not long
since deceased, is said to have left pro-
perty which, capitalised, should bring in
not less than 10,000 a year. Whoever
she may be and we have our suspicions

she is to be congratulated ; and from
tlio sounds of happiness recently pro-
ceeding from a house not a hundred
miles from Hyde Park Corner we should
say that she too is conscious of her good
fortune.*****
A question which has often been

asked but never answered and the

repetition of which would seem to be

very distasteful to the official ear is

what has become of the statue of Lord

Wigram which used to stand at the
corner of Pulteney Place. One day it

was there, and the next it had dis-

appeared. It is significant that the
removal orcurred not very long after

the publication of a notorious book of

reminiscences of a scandalous type, in

which Lord Wigram played no small

part, and that the house in Pulteney
Place nearest to the statue is inhabited

by one of the straightest-laced of the
leaders of Society.*****
The profusion of diamonds worn by

a certain queen of musical comedy is

a continual source of curiosity to many
of her admirers who are unavvaie of
the secret marriage that she recently
contracted with an exalted personage of

foreign extraction. Those who know,
however, have nothing but felicitations
to offer.

A recent advertisement in The Times
emanating from an address in the West
End, and announcing the loss of a black
poodle, a reward being offered for his

return, may have worn to the casual eye
au innocent enough air ; but those who
are in the know are smiling at the
success of the ruse, especially when they
read of the enormous haul which those

responsible for the recent burglary at

Foston Magna succeeded in making.

A PIOUS WISH.
[It is said that, though germs abouud in

bcoks, only the person who moistens his lingers
can take any harm therefrom.]

DEAR Jack, the book of verses
You borrowed yesteryear

Came back to-night by Parcel Post,
And I was grieved to find it most

Distinctly worse for wear.
On each white page there lingers
A blob of something dark

From your much-moistened fingers
John Jones, his mess and mark.

And so it gives me pleasure
To think how folk affirm

That, when the turning finger-tips
Have previously sought the lips,

They gather up the germ.
No deadly germ I wish you ;

May one of milder mould
Torment you with "a-tishoo."

I hope you have a cold.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

In the Grip of the Ni/ika (MACMILLAN) is the name of

Colonel PATTERSON'S new diary of sporting adventures in East

Africa, but it was really tlie Nyika that was in the grip of

Colonel PATTERSON, so firmly does the gallant author seem to

have grappled with the wilderness and its astounding fauna,

to say nothing of the unruly members of his caravan. Life

"on safari" in the Northern Game lieserve, for which

Colonel PATTERSON set out to fix an official boundary on the

East, may not differ very greatly from itself one day with

another, but it doas not make for monotony. With lions

occurring at almost any moment, and with a constant stream

of charging rhinos, nobody need be really dull in these

parts ;
and should the more offensive beasts be engaged

elsewhere there are always kongoni,or impala, or wildebeeste

or eland or oryx or antelope to play with
;

stnlk JACKSON'S harte-

beeste, or COKE'S
;

or

GRANT'S gazelle, or

THOMPSON'S
;
and with-

out permission from the

gentlemen responsible
lor their names. It is

thrilling tale, with

modesty and a great

simplicity for its only
adornments. Coolness

and courage were needed
at every turn of the

march, but Colonel

PATTERSON is never con-

scious of his own posses-
sion of these qualities.

And that is as it should

be, for many of his

readers are brave men
too, who daily go on
foot and unarmed amid
the motor traffic of a

London that has become
a mere labyrinth of

unprotected level cros-

sings. Lions and other

wild beasts offer a

change, but not a great

access, of peril. Indeed, Colonel PATTERSON tells how one
of his travelling companions diverted the charge of a furious

rhino by
"
shooing

"
her umbrella her only weapon at the

moment right in the brute's face
;

a simple expedient
often adopted, with less happy results, in the attempt to

arrest the progress of a motor-bus.

Avonlea School whose quaintnesses, whether they behave
as "limbs" or as budding laureates, are a mixture of

distraction and joy to their elders. Anne herself retains,

along with her old quality of romantic imagination, her no
less charming liability to awkward and amusing scrapes,

as, for instance, when she falls through the roof of an
outhouse up to her arms, and (whilst waiting, to be rescued)

composes a "garden idyll." It will be seen also from the

portrait on the cover that her hair has somehow gained that

earnestly desired shade of auburn, and is no longer the

"life-long sorrow" she announced it to be in her childhood,
so that, all things considered, Gilbert Blythe will be con-

gratulated as a very fortunate young man by anyone who is

not too jealous.

If there is anyone whom the lavish display of agricultural

produce in emigration office windows has failed to convince
that Canada is a land flowing with milk and honey, he
should read Anne of Avonlea (PITMAN), and learn that there

is at least one settled portion of the Dominion where life

runs as sweetly as maple sugar. Anne, of course, lives

at Green Gables with Maritta, and if L. T. MONTGOMERY
has not been able to make her quite so charming at "half

past sixteen
"

as she was at eleven, her experiences as a
school marm and as the mentor (if a girl can be a mentor)
of Davy and Dora (MariUa's newly-adopted twins) are quite

worthy to be compared with the days when she so

unfortunately dyed her red tresses green. For Davy is

a lineal descendant of that Western child-race that began
with Toddy and Budge, and there are many other children at

In The Humour of the Post Office (ROUTLEDGE) ALIIKRT

HYAMSON has collected some admirable tales of the vagaries
of correspondents, the ingenuity required for their correc-

or you may |
tion, and the accidents that sometimes happen in the best-

regulated of allour State

services. The happiest
instance of error oc-

curred in a telegram
sent by a doctor to the
husband of a patient
who had sustained a

chill. It reached him in

this form :

" No danger,
your wife has had a

child. If we can keep
her from having another

to-night she will do
well." One very humor-
ous incident within iny

knowledge has escaped
the chronicler or per-

haps he was too loyal to

the service to report
it : A letter was posted
in a suburb of London at

8'10 r M. on a Saturday.
It lay, as usual, twenty-
seven hours in the

pillar-box without being
touched. The ordinary
night mails having been

safely dispatched some
three hours ago, it was

then taken out and eventually travelled to its destination

(sixty miles away) by an early morning train on the Monday
a Bank Holiday. As there is only one delivery on these

festivals, and it arrived too late for that, it took a further
rest of some twenty-three hours in the local Post Office, and
was ultimately delivered on the Tuesday morning sixty
hours after it had been posted, its transit having been con-
ducted at the precise rate of one mile per hour. This
incident repeats itself every Bank Holiday-time, and the
humour of it is by now not so good as it was at first. (Mr.
SYDNEY BUXTON or his successor please note.)

A NEW YEAR RESOLUTION.
The Cheque Forger.

"
WELL, I 'LL REGISTER A vow THAT I 'LL NOT FORGE ANOTHER

CHEQUE FOB FIVE YEAR3 AT LEAST !

"

Paul among the Poets.

From a theatrical poster exhibited at Montreal:
" ' RICHARD III.,' p r Paul Cazeneuve, auteur et adapteur de '

Hamlet,"
' Romeo et Juliette,' etc."

"Dont's" for Snakes.

Afterthought of a correspondent to The Barrhead News :

"
P.S. The iasiduous snake of Fair Trade should not wag the cloven

hoof of Protection in the air."
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"WANTED, A MAN."
Cilllfaster. "HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THE VILLAGE OVERRUN WITH GERMAN'S? AND A GERMAN LIVING AT THE HALL?"

Villager.
" WOT ! THEM GERMANS TURN SQUIRE OUT? YOUNG MAN, YEW. DON'T KNOW SQUIRE!

"

A LAMENT FOR KING PANTOMIME.
[" So fur as we can observe the tendency of the time, the old-fashioned

1
antomime is on its last legs; and, naturally, we mean by the old-

fashioned pantomime the Harlequinade, with its attendant spirits of
flown and Columbine, Harlequin and Pantaloon . . . AH praise to
Mr. llarrie, who began the beneficent revolution by devising his im-
mjrtul hero, I'eter Pan." Daily Telegraph.]

ONCE more, ye laurels, and once more,
Ye myrtles brown (see MILTON'S Lycidas),

Your mournful help I must implore.
Let all enjoyment be dismissed as

I drain the cup of sorrow to the dregs
For one who 's on. his last expiring legs.

Anticipating that sad day
When nought is left us but his phantom, I 'm

Constrained to pen a funeral lay
In honour of our lord, King Pantomime.
To think that, one fine Christmas, all in vain
AVc '11 listen for his

" Here we are again !

"

From boyhood I 've been wont to make
Unto his court an annual pilgrimage ;

And little did I thiitk to break
This venerable custom till grim age,
Laying his chilly finger on my chest,
1 'JNibled me from chuckling at a jest.

For years, past all remembering,
I 've joined with fervour in his revelry,

Allowed my sentiments full fling,

Roared at the Clown's amazing devilry,
And nearly died with laughter when he met
The abandoned baby in the bassinette.

Then, when the Harlequin appeared,
How eagerly we 'd crane our necks to see

The Pantaloon's devices queered,
And with what undiluted ecstasy
We 'd lay our fulsome tributes at the shrine

Of that entrancing fay, the Columbine !

But what avails it to recall

Joys that were destined for eternity
Had not our youth been seized in thrall

.By that strange spirit of modernity
Which frowns upon the sau?age-stealing joker
And sees no humour in the red-hot poker ?

So let us tearfully prepare
A royal wake, and, inter alia,

Summon the mirthful monarch's heir
To don His Majesty's regalia ;

And, when our King has fully served his time,

Proclaim,
"
Long live King Peter Pantomime !

"

"Committee Rooms have been taken by the Women's Social and
Political Union within a stone's throw of both candidates' Central
Committee Rooms." Votes for Women.
"
Stone's throw

"
is good.

TOL. CXXXVIII.
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THE PATRIOT AT THE POLLS.
MY Countrymen ! Upon the eve
Of such a fight as I believe

Will most severely test your moral sinew,
Each man of you (if I am right)
Will hold aloof from party spite,
And act according to the light

Latent within you.

Yes, if I know your ways of old,
You will distinguish dross from gold

By just the gleam of those internal tapers ;

No private aims, no egoist views
Will blur your conscience or confuse

That blessed spark when you peruse
Your ballot-papers.

Though selfishly you may incline

To have Britannia rule the brine
And never, never be a Kaiser s slavey,

Yet if you feel, deep in your breast,
This latter state would suit her best,
You '11 vote at conscience's request

Against a Navy.

So, if you find the Budget good,
If to your sense of brotherhood

It seems a lovely thing, a dream of beauty,
The fact that you are fond of beer
And think the stuff is far too dear
You '11 never let that interfere,

But do your duty.

And if, upon the other hand,
Your soul abhors the tax on land

As tending to facilitate our ruin,

Then, though your neighbour (whom you liate)

Happens to own a large estate,
You '11 tell the Liberal candidate,

" We can't have you in !

"

If in your inmost heart you know
The Second Chamber ought to go,

Vote like a man for calling in the wrecker
;

Don't let the thought that, if you scored
Your many virtues' just reward,
You would, in time, be made a lord,

Weaken your pecker.

You '11 vote as Right and Reason bid,
Not just the way your father did,

Nor go by what your leader (B. or A.) says ;

You'll track the Truth the trail is still

And never turn your nose to sniff

The red, red herring's devious whiff

Crossing her traces.

Take for your guide the good Sir PERKS
;

Brought up ad Lib., yet in the circs

He left his side his conscience couldn't stick it ;

Follow in noble WINSTON'S train ;

Bred Tory, yet for England's gain,
However sore the private pain,

He swapped his ticket. 0. S.

" Lost between Foregate Street and Tything, to-day, a Fish Frail

containing photo of lady."

The " Found" advertisement of our "
Photograph Album "

containing a young cod-fish (male) is held over for want of

space.

THE DUTY OF WORKING MEN.
Stirring Appeal by Famous Novelist.

Mil. HRWLEIT TAKES TO THE OPEN COUNTRY.

WE publish below in its original form the rough draft of

the appeal to the working men of England from Mr. MAURICE
HKWLF.TT, the famous novelist. Mr. HEWLETT is only one of

several distinguished writers who have boldly leaped into

the arena at this great crisis in the affairs of the nation. The
notorious charm of his literary style, it will be observed, is

not at all submerged in the force and directness of this

clarion call to action :

"
Let me say that I belong to no recognised political party,

unless it bs the party per p'tlc. I am neither Socialist,

Liberal, nor Conservative, Fabian nor Fontarabian, but a

straight-cut, bouncing, belligerent working man ;
no chopper

of chirpy paradoxes, but a swart. -haired, sanguine, square-
built, sloe-eyed, and sqtiare-eliinned Salamander! Ay, and
a working-man who reasonably desires to see his class get its

rights.
I intend, then, to vote for anyone who will help me in

those things which I want to see settled bv law.

What, then, gentlemen, do we want, as workmen, hus-

bands, and fathers of families, out of the Parliament which
we are going to choose ?

(1) That every Hodge-King should have at least one

white-and-green surcoat, one gold baldrick, one suit of plain
black mail, three white palfreys and a milch cow.

(2) That no labourers' c rftages shall henceforth be builded
without having each a buttery hatch, an outer bailey, and a

phalanstery hung with black arras.

(3) That all and sundry, irrespective of social status,
shall be christened by names likely to voice their inherent
claims to natural respect. I believe that access to a romantic
nomenclature is absolutely necessary to every honest and
able member of the state. Names like Mellifont, Pietosa,
Malise, Spiridion, Osric, and Fulk should no longer be the

monopoly of orgulous lordlings, but be available for every
working-man, Heaven help us, like you and me.

(4) That heraldry should be a compulsory subject in all

provided schools.

... All this vapouring and stressful blustering about

Empire and All Red maps is the most ineffable Panjandrum-
blather that was ever exuded from the limbo of a pseudo-
Goliardic gallimaufry. The only All-Red colour that counts
is the bloom of healthy blood in the ruddy cheeks of some
dark woodland elf. . . .

The so-called Colonies are of no commercial value what-
ever to us, and only a source of interminable chaffering.
There is no more danger from the GEIIMAN EMPEHOR than
from the Saldan of Babylon. . . .

There, gentlemen, that 's all I have to say. But I hope
you will not ask me what it means, or what the moral of it

should be. My sole affair is to put the argument dispas-
sionately. Every man must seek his salvation in his own
way ; and what I mean precisely by salvation is of little

account save to inarticulate theologians. I have achieved my
own personal, particular thrill. [ have clouted the Tory dogs
in the big bowwow style with my own big stick. Explicit
liber ineptlarum mearun. tempora, Maurice ! Houp-la."

"The religious convictions of one prisoner could not be ascertained
as he was unfortunately suffering from delirium tremens."

This hardy annual from Whitakers Almanack distresses us
afresh every year we read it. Surely in all this time the
sufferer must have had one lucid moment in which he might
have been tempted to reveal the great secret. Incidentally
we may say that the

"
previous convictions

"
of the prisoner

would make a more useful document.
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THE WARRIOR'S RETURN.
Time JANUARY 10, EVENINO, AFTER THE ISSCE OF WRITS.

"WILL MY LORD AGAIN RIDE FORTH TO BREAK THE HEATHEN ON THE MORROW?"
NOBLE EARL. "NAY, HENCEFORTH I MUST E'EN WATCH THE BLOODY FRAY FROM THE HOME TURRET.'
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Fir( Loafer,
"
CIIEERO, CHARLIE. I 'OPES TOE NEXT GCV'MEST 'LL MAKE THINGS LOOK UP A BIT."

Second Loafer. "THEY WOULD IF I WAS AMONG 'EM. BIT IT'S \TM\X KATVR. voc MAY DEPEND AS SOON AS THEY GITS INTER PAHL'UENT

THEY FIIIIUKTS THEY WAS ONCE MEN, LIKE ME AND YOU AND THEY DOES Kl'fflXK !
"

THE POSTER.
"
DADDY," said Isobel,

"
do take me to

the pantomime."
" What pantomime ?

"
I asked kindly.

She pointed one of her tiny fingers in

the direction of a large hoarding oppo-
site, upon which were displayed some of

the pictorial posters with which political

agents have so lavishly regaled us of

late.

"My dear," I expostulated, "that's
not a pantomime ; that 's the General
Election !

"

"
Is it a circus ?

"
asked Isobel.

"No, my dear," I replied,
"

it is not a

circus. The General Election is the

great contest that is at this moment
rending the country in twain. Our
finest statesmen are busily engaged
upon the campaign. The House of

Peers hangs in the balance. The
country is asked to decide whether it is

to be ruled by
" Then why do they have those

pictures if it 's not a pantomime or a
circus ?

"
inquired Isobel sulkily.

"
Because pictures can be more readily

understood by the voters," I explained.
" What is that man doing with those

sheep ?
"

" That man, my dear, is our great
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. LLOYD
GF.ORGE. The picture is symbolical ;

it

represents
"

" Are the sheep voters ?
"

"No, my child, the sheep
"
Daddy," she interrupted,

"
do take

me to the General Election, it must be
fun."

That is the worst of children, they
cannot distinguish.

"
Sinclair, b Simpson-Hayward 3

Comiaille, stStrudw'k, 1) S-Haywarp 8

Sch'.varz, b Simpson-Aaywaid 0"
The Citizen.

It seems quite like summer to read all

about the great SIMPSON family again.

"
Chili's Change of Time." Daily Mail.

Quite true ; we always get it in the

summer now.

IN PHYLLISTIA.

PHYLLIS, as you love me, pray
Do not talk of taximeter.

Thermometer, would you say ?

Phyllis, as you love me, pray
Try the word the other way :

It is more correct and neater.

Phyllis, as you love me, pray
Do not talk of taximeter.

Did you say those sort of things
Never seemed to you to matter ?

Gloomily your poet sings,
Did you say

"
those sort of things

"
?

Frightened love would soon take

wings,
All his fondest hopes you 'd shatter,

Did you say those sort of things
Never seemed to you to matter.

" On the sofa r.ifter tea ?
"

No, that really is decisive.

Thus you spoke ? It cannot be :

" On the sofa rafter tea !

"

Phyllis, you are not for me . . .

Yet you would be rather nice if
" On the sofa rafter tea !

"

No. That really is decisive.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Series.^

CHAPTER II. ALARMS AND EXCURSIONS.

I WAS, I confess, very late the next

morning even for a rat-catcher. Mr.

Derry \vas in the middle of his break-

fast
;

all the others had finished. We
saluted, and I settled down to work.

" There is going to be a rehearsal at

eleven o'clock, I believe," said Derry.
"It must be nearly that now."

"
I shall be there," I said,

"
if I have

to -
bring the marmalade with me.

You 're going to coach us ?
"

"
Well, I believe I said I would."

"
Though I have never assumed the

buskin myself," I went on, "I have of

course heard of you as an amateur
actor." (Liar.)

" And if you could tell

me how to act while I am finishing my
bacon I should be most awfully obliged."

"
Haven't you really done any ?

"

"
Only once, when I was very small.

I was the heroine. I had an offer, but
I had to refuse it. I said,

'

Alath, dear

heart, I may not, I am married already.'
"

"
Very right and proper," murmured

Derry.
"
Well, as it turned out, I had made a

mistake. It was my first who had been
married already. The little play was
full of surprises, like."

Derry coughed and began to fill his

pipe.
"
Let me see," he began ;

" what 's

your part?"
"
I am a er a rodent-collector."

"
Oh, yes the Kmperor's rat-catcher."

"Grand hereditary," I said, 'stiffly.
"
It has been in the family for years."

"Quite so."

I was about to enlarge upon the

advantages of the hereditary principle
when the door opened suddenly to

admit Myra and Archie.
" You don't say you 're down at last!

"

said Myra, in surprise.
"I hardly say anything at breakfast

as a rule," I pointed out.

"What an enormous one you're
having. And only last night

"

" On the contrary, I 'm eating practi-

cally nothing. A nut and one piece of

parsley off the butter the fact is, I

glanced at my part before I went to

bed, and there seemed such a lot of it,

I hardly slept at all."
"
Why, you don't come on very much,"

said Archie.
"
Neither do I. I 'm a

con
j
urer. Can any gentleman here oblige

me with a rabbit ? . . . No, Sir, I said

a rabbit. Oh, I beg your pardon, I

thought you were coming up on to the

stage . . . Any gentleman
"Have some jam instead. What do

you mean by saying I don't come on

very much ?
"

I took the book out of

my pocket and began to turn the leaves.

"Here you are, nearly every page

'

Enter R.,'' Exit R.,'' Enter L.,' I

don't know who he is -' Exeunt R.,'

why, the rat-catcher's always doing some-

thing. Ah, here they 're more explicit
' Enter R.C.' Hallo, that 's funny,

because I 'd just Oh, I see."
" One of our oldest and most experi-

enced mimes," said Archie to Derry.
" You must get him to talk to you."

" No secret of the boards is hid from

him," added Myra.
"Tell us again, Sir, about your early

struggles," begged Archie.

"He means your early performances
on the stage," explained Myra.

" There 's one very jolly story about
ELLEN TERRY and the fire-proof curtain.

Let me see, were you Macbeth then, or a

Noise of Trumpets '? I always forget."
I drank my last cup of tea and rose

with dignity.
"It is a humorous family," I apolo-

gised to Derry.
"
Their grandfather

was just the s.ime. He would have his

little joke about the first steam-engine."
Outside in the hall there was a large

crowd of unemployed all talking at once.

I caught the words "ridiculous" and
"
rehearsal," and the connection between

the two seemed obvious and frequent.
I singled out Thomas, abstracted his

pouch, and began to fill up." What is all this acting business ?
"

I asked.
" Some idea about a little play,

what ? Let 's toddle off and have a

game of billiards."
"
They 've let me in for a bally part,"

said Thomas,
" and you needn't think

you 're going to get out of it. They 've

got you down all right."
"
Thomas, I will be frank with you.

I am no less a person than the Emperor
Bong's Hereditary (it had been in the

family for years) Grand Hat-catcher.
The real rush, however, comes in the
afternoon. My speciality is young ones."
"I'm h:s executioner."

"And he has a conjurer too. What a
staff! Hallo, good morning, Simpson.
Are you anything lofty ?

"

"
Oh, I am the Emperor Bong," said

Simpson gaily ;

"
I am beautiful, clever

and strong
"

"Question," said Thomas.
"
'Tis my daily delight to carouse and to

fight, and at moments 1 burst into song."
I looked at him in amazement.
"
Well, just at present," I said,

"
all

I want is a match ... A lucifer, Emp.
Thanks . . . Now tell me does any-
body besides yourself burst into song
during the play? Any bursting by
Thomas or myself, for instance ?

"

"
Nobody sings at all. My little poem

is recitative."

"If you mean it's very bad, I agree
with you," said Thomas.

"
I made it up myself. It was thought

that my part should be livened up a
little."

"
Well, why hasn't it been ?

"

"If you will give me two minutes,

Simpson," I said, "I will liven up my
own part better than that. What rhymes
with rat-catcher?

"

"
Cat-catcher."

"
Wait a bit . . . Yes, that 's got it.

' '

Oh, I 'm on the Emperor's staff !

I 'm a rodent-collector (don't laugh)
My record (in braces)
Of rats and their races

Is a thousand and eight and a hall'.'
"

"May we have that again?
'

said

Myra, appearing suddenly.
'"Oh, I'm on

'"

"
No," said Thomas.

" '

Oh, I 'm on
' "

"
No," said Simpson.

"There is no real demand, I'm
afraid."

"
Well, I did just hear it before,"

said Myra.
"
I wish you 'd make up

one for me. I think we might all

announce ourselves like that, and then
the audience will have no difficulty in

recognising us."
"
They '11 recognise Thomas if he

comes on with an axe. They won't

think he's just trotted round with the

milk. But what are you, Myra?"
" The Emperor's wife's maid."
"Another member of the highly-

trained staff. Well, go on, Simpson."
"
'Oh, I am Her Majesty's maid,'

"
de-

claimed Simpson.
" We all begin with

'

Oh,' to express surprise at finding our-

selves on the stage at all.
'

Oh, I am
Her Majesty's maid, I 'm a sad little

flirt, I'm afraid.'"

"I'm respectable, steady, and staid,"

corrected Myra.
"
No," I said

;

"
I have it

'"Oh, I am Her Majesty's maid !

And her charms are beginning to

fade

I can sit in the sun
And look just twenty-one

While she 's thirty-six in the shade.'
"

Myra made a graceful curtsey.
" Thank you, Sir. You '11 have to pay

me a lot more of those before the pl;iy

is over."
" Will I really ?

"

"
Well, seeing as the Grand Hereditary

One is supposed to be making up to Her

Majesty's confidential attendant
"

Miss Fortescue came pushing up to us.

"It is too ridiculous," she complained;
"none of us know our parts yet, and if

wo have a rehearsal now what do you
think about it ?

"

I looked at Myra and smiled to

myself. "I'm all for a rehearsal at

ice," I said. A. A. M.

Good News from the Animal World.

"Holidays of a judge and some otters."

Daily Graphic.
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THE CANVASSER AND THE UNIMPRESSIONABLE VOTER.
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BLUE DERIVATIVES.'

THERE is no doubt that M. MAETER-

LINCK'S innovating genius, as displayed

in The Blue Bird, will leave a lasting

mark on the stage, for already (such

is the inherent mimicry of the normal

Jramatist) we. hear of several new plays

in which ordinarily inanimate objects

play lively parts.
The casts of cue or two such works

reveal how strong the Belgian influence

Thus : .

Tnc BROWN DOG.

An Anti-Vioisectionist Morality.

Rorci; the hero, a brown dog, the friend

of man.

Poos, a cat with nine lives, and therefore

the despair of the vivisectionists.

Several Surgeons, all named and all

villains.

Blood, continually running from dog.
Sattersea Park, who ultimately offers the

dog a home.

"? } Twin sisters.
Order )

Public, Opinion, an agitated female.

Stevecole, an eloquent opponent of vivi-

section.

Scorn, his friend.

i
e
?

|
His constant companions.

Policemen, Town Councillors, Paper-

boys, Outside Shouts, etc., etc.

And here is The Blue Bird method as

applied to melodrama pure and simple :

THE BLACK HAND.

A Sensational Drama nf Modern Life.

Jasper Maltraivrs, the hero, an author.

Grace Lovelace, the heroine.

Sir Dijrke Devious, the villain, played
by a bulldog in evening dress.

Lady Devious, his unhappy wife, played

by a white cat with black paws.
Ursula Davenport, an adventuress,

played by a dress-stand on castors.
1

Guy Badminton, a spendthrift.

Limelight, who accompanies hero and
heroine.

Applause, who enters after every heroic

speech.
Waste -

paper Basket, who devour:

Jasper's MSS.
A Dishonoured Cheque, friend of Guy

Badminton.
A Deaf Waiter.

Postage Stamp, who assists hero and
heroine in clandestine correspond-
ence.

The Marble Arch, a friend of the family
Sleuth, a detective, in the following dis-

guises: a tramp, a boy scout, a

gentleman, a curate, a doormat, i

postman, a sack of potatoes, a 'bus

conductor, an Egyptologist, a pup
a caddie, a keyhole, an organ-
grinder, a draught.

Jim Pincher, an obsolete burglar.

Jack Snaffles, thict and gentleman, the

super-hero.

Kleptomania, Soap, Genius of Poetry,
Crowd of Good and Bad Motives,

Greed, Hate, Joy, Virtue, Vice.

Also in rapid preparation, The Blank

Draught, The Blue Pill, The Yellow

Press, and The White Lie.

OUR IMPARTIAL HISTORIANS.
A STUDY IN CONTEMPORARY JOURNALISM.

EXTRACT from newspaper report of a

meeting addressed by the Tarifferendum

andidate, at the Corn Exchange, Poop-
ton-on-the-Push, on Thursday last :

" At this point Mr. Glibley urged upon
liis hearers the vital necessity of finding
work for all.

A Voice. When was your last job?

[Laughter.)

Continuing, Mr. Glibley said that in

the spring of last year no fewer than one

able-bodied male in forty was on the

rates.

A Voice. We don't want your personal
reminiscences. (Loud laughter.)

Mr. Glibley made one more strenuous

attempt to hold the audience ; Irish

affairs, he said, could not be permanently

projected into the obscure perspective of

an elusory futurity, but at the same
time

The Voice. Has anybody here seen

Kelly ? (Roars of laughter.)
The Chairmin (interposing). Will you

give Mr. Glibley a fair hearing ?

The Voice. No. (Loud and prolonged

laughter.)
Several members of the audience then

moi-.ited the platform in a spirited and
determined manner that would be denied

nothing, and a resolution proposing a

vote of confidence in the anti-Tariifer-

endum Candidate was carried with the

most wonderful enthusiasm. Meanwhile
Mr. Glibley and his friends, evidently

thinking discretion the better part of

valour, made a hurried escape by way
of a back door, which, when it became

known, provoked unbounded merriment

amongst the audience. The magnificent
Bread Sony 'Bread, bread, it's bread

we want, not work '

was then sung,
to the tune of Oh! Oh! Antonio, after

which the proceedings terminated 'in

the most admired disorder.'
"

Extract from the same paper's report
of a meeting addressed by the anti-

Tariffereudum Candidate, at the Corn

Exchange, Poopton -on -the -Push, on

Friday last :

"Continuing, Mr. Glumley pointed out

that a levy of only nineteen shillings in

the pound on all treasure trove would
at the end of twenty years, provide al

bond-fide trade-unionists over the age

of forty-three with red bandana handker-

chiefs free of cost. But at this point
it became only too evident that there

was a plot on foot to break up the

meeting by an organised gang of hooli-

gans, and worse. The Chairman's ap-
peal for order was greeted with un-

nglish catcalls and ribald snatches of

song. Ultimately the platform was
uslied by hired bravoes, who had gained
xdinittauce by means of forged tickets.

Providentially, no lives were lost, but

several legs (Windsor chair) were broken,

ind, amid scenes of brutal violence,

Jieers were given for Mr. Glibley and
lis policy of universal fratricide. It

now rests with Poopton to clear up this

icandalous affair, and to remove the

stigma that at present rests upon its

name. A foul blow has been struck at

the Englishman's inalienable right of

Free speech ;
terrorism and rowdyism

stalk openly and unashamed in our

midst, and we cannot leave the matter

ihere. What were the police doing?"
Etc., etc., etc.

BALLADE OF THE OPENT MIND.

FROM every hustings 'neath the sky
The stream of talk begins to run

;

To fierce and windy warfare fly

The Tory Goth and Labour Hun ;

And as I hear each mother's son

I wonder which is worse than t'other

It seems to me it 's six of one

And half-a-dozen of the other.

Each morning is the pensions lie

Exposed by some great Tory gun ;

Eacli night the Food Tax fallacy
Is settled and for ever done.

And as I watch the sorry fun,
Where each must vilify his brother,

It seems to me it 's six of one
And half a-dozen of the other.

"
Tariff Reform," the Liberals cry,
" Would surely end in work for none."

"
No, no," good Unionists reply,
"
It 's bread for all perhaps a bun.

The only way our fate to shun
" The only way our trade to smother

It seems to rne it 's six of one
And half-a-dozen of the other.

ENVOY.

Votes, could I have you by the ton,
I 'd give you all to wife or mother,

Till they, too, learn it 's six of one
And half-a-dozen of the other.

"Leigham Court II. beat Wallington II. by
13 goals to nil. Wallington were unfortunate

in being two short, but two spectators filled the

gap ; one got hurt and retired and the other

put her knee out, and so could only stand in

goal the second half." The Hockey Field.

After all, Wallington II. were not so

very unlucky. These accidents might
have happened to the actual team.
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A SUBURBAN TRAGEDY.

AN UNGUARDED MOMENT IT BECOMES INFESTED WITH LARG'!

TIIK SIHPI.K HOUSEHOLDER
Al.l.ciws THE YOUNG SAPLING
TO TAKE ROOT IN HIS GARDEN.

APE-LIKE PARASITES, UPON WHOM
TOBACCO SMOKE, BEER AND SUCH-

LIKE INSECTICIDES HAVE NO EFFECT.

IT FLOURISHES EXCEEDINGLY,
THROWING OUr ITS FAIRY-LIKE

FILAMENTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS.

FINALLY THE SIMPLE HOUSEIIOI.DI n
ABANDONS HIS PROPERTY AND SEEKS
SAFETY IN FLIGHT !

BALFOURIFFORM.
[Mr. BALFOUR 1ms declared in favour of

THEY have nobbled their BALFOUR and clapped him in quod.
Sing hey for the blessings of Tariff Reform!

He is taking it kindly ; he 's kissing the rod.

Oh, it 's taxes on food that 'II keep a man warm!
He is all for

''

a rational system," says he,
But he fails to explain what his method will be.

He has slipped them before. Will he slip them again ?

Oh, it 's Blatchford and bogeys and up icith the scare
'

And his half-sheet of paper was not very plain.

Sing ho and sing hey for the cupboard that 's bare !

ARTHUR B. is a man who with sense is imbued.
Are you certain he said he 's a taxer of food ?

' a rational system
"

of Tariff Reform.]

"
Yes, yes," came the answer,

" we 've got hirr> pinned
down."

Oh, talk unemployment and keep it to that !

"ARTHUR B. is our own from his sole to his crown."

Sing hey and sing tit for the foreigner's tat!
" For his

'

rational system
'

you heard what he said

Means a tax upon rations, i.e., upon bread."

" The reredos of the altar is composed of seven gilt panels of Fra

and Jellicos angels." Ludloic Advertiser.

This well-known firm makes a speciality of angels. Fra's is

supposed to be the inspiring brain ,and Jellico does the re=t.
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COSTUMES FOR CANVASSING.
SHOULD THEY BE VELVET OR TAILOR-MADE? Mil. PUNCH'S VERDICT ON THE GREAT CONTROVERSY.

VELVET, WITHOUT A DOUBT ou PEHHAPS, ON SECOND THOUGHTS, TA:LOII-MADE.

RICHMOND PARK.
On, have you been to Richmond of a windy April morning,
When the loose white clouds are flying and the blue is

washed and clean,

When the beeches on the hill-top don a diffident adorning
And the river twines its silver through the shimmer of

the green,
When the cuckoo flings his notes

And the thrushes crack their throats

And the boatmen at the eyot start a-varuishing their boats ?

Have you seen its gallant vistas in the splendour of a June

day,

Oh, the rhododendron thickets and tke water and the wood!
When the stags are still in velvet and across the hush of

noon-day
Comes the throbbing of the motors past the Gate of Robin

Hood,
When the bracken by the ponds
First unfolds its crinkled fronds

And the dragon-flies are dancing round the slender willow
wands ?

Have you been to royal Richmond when the year is growing
mellow,

And October, mild and fruitful, on its woodland sets her

mark,

When the footpath of her bounty has a carpet red and
yellow,

And the great harts roar a challenge as the twilight meets
the dark,

And at half-past five or so

There are lights that flash and glow,
Thrilling upward in the quiet out of Kingston down below?

Have you ever been to Richmond when the days are short
and chilly,

When a red December sunset has been swallowed in the fog,
When the wanderer, belated in the frosty air and stilly.

Sees the tree-trunks full of goblins, and he whistles up
his dog,

And turns to look again
At the firelight on the pane,

In the keeper's cottage window, going home by Clarence Lane ?

If you 've not, then, and would know it, with its pools and
forest spaces,

Take this gratis introduction, very willingly bestowed,
And a trifling thing in train-fares will acquaint you with its

graces,
Or you '11 hear its Pan-pipe music bv a 'bus from Brompton

Road.
If a Dryad you should see

And you care to mention me,
I shouldn't be astonished if she asked you in to tea !
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HOME CHAT : A STUDY IN DOMESTICITY.
MR. AaQiTiir. "PRESENTING, AS THEY DO, A SOLID AND UNITED FRONT, WE PROPOSE TO

HAND OVER TO THE IRISH THE ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF THEIR DOMESTIC AFFAIRS."
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CHARIVARIA.

Sin Knw.Min (Jiir.v has acknowledged
that ;v Navy is essential for our safety.

* *

Mr. ARNOLD I.ITKA, the Radical

Member for the Sleafonl Division of

Lincolnshire, in reply to an inquiry

from The AV/j/rx,--, lias wired, "Yes,

heckler insisted on categorical reply to

question, Would Tariff party pay old

a;,'*' pensions? My reply was 'No.'"

Can wo have been doing an injustice to

Mr. UIIE all this while?V
" You say to a tradesman," said Mr.

LLOYD GEORT.K,
" ' You seem to be doing

very well. Why don't you open out?'
'

Open out?' he says;
' where am I going

to open out? I cannot build in the

clouds, and if I did they would charge a

ground rent.'
"

Well, we are fond of

sunshine ourselves, and should be very

glad to see a rent in the sky.V
It is rumoured that if the Unionists are

successful they will be prepared to act

generously to their opponents who have

the People's Budget so much at heart.

No Liberal who wishes to pay the in-

creased Death Duties will have any
obstacle put in his way.

A grave injustice was done to Mr. LLOYD

GEOJUIE by the person who quoted him
as having said in h :

s Queen's Hall speech
that "The time has come for us to say
that the land of England was not made
for partridges, but for pheasants."

Notwithstanding the welcome report
that Mr. H.M.D\XE is progressing favour-

ably, we arc informed that he is still in

favour of the Budget.v
The heat last week was so abnormal

that several tortoises awoke from their

winter sleep under the impression that

Spring had already begun, and one of

these reptiles, an old gentleman informs

us, upon learning how it had been

tricked, poured forth such a torrent of

revolting language that our correspon-
dent had to send his wife indoors.V
The doctors tell us that the mild

weather is unhealthy at this time of

year. It has undoubtedly played havoc
with the nerves of those editors of

topical papers who have to send their

journals to press ten days in advance
and decide to take the risk of a snow-

balling picture. V
The Chairman of the Fire Brigade

Committee of Aston was presented, the
other day, with an ink-stand made out
of the hoof of a fire-hrigudc horse known
as

" Old Tommy," who died some months
ago. This horse, \ve arc told, was the

WHAT SHE WOULD H/WE DONE]^fell
"' V''o

-fl

.,.-'
..

'

^. .,^ ^ ^ . _ - ^^^

MR. LLOYD GEORGE INTRODUCES QUEEN ELIZABETH.
From a report in The Times of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S speech at Reading :

" He wondered
what would have happened if Sir Francis Drake had said,

'

I have only got two big ships for

every one of the Spaniards', and only five small ones for every small one on their side. I

really cannot face them.' There was a gcod old Welsh lady named Elizabeth Tudor on the
throne of Kngland at that time who had no fear of either German or Spaniard in her soul.

She would have sent for Drake and have fnid to him,
' Come over here ; your head is more

useful on Tower Hill than on a British man-of-war.' (Loud cheers)."

(Other things equally unpleasant might also have occurred.)

first animal that put on its own collar, a
feat it always performed when the fire-

alarm rang. What a lesson to us human
beings, many of whom in similar cir-

cumstances would rush out just as we
were without thinking of the proprieties !

A postman was stationed at the corner
of Berners Street last week to replace

temporarily a damaged pillar
- box.

Several ignorant persons, it is said, tried

to post their letters in the mouth of the
unfortunate functionary.V

While the pastor of a Congregational

Church was delivering an address in the

church parlour on Saturday his overcoat

containing the manuscript of his sermon
for the following day was stolen from
the vestry. We understand that the

pastor handsomely acknowledges that

he himself is to blame for leaving
valuables in such an exposed place.

*
The Board of Trade Report upon

London traffic remarks that as an instru-

ment of locomotion the motor omnibus
is in its infancy. It is to be hoped that

the noisy little fiend will as soon as

possible reach the age of discretion.
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MY CANVASS.

MY consc'encc compelled me to come
to the rescue of the Constitution, and
when I demanded a canvassing book the

agent beamed on me.
" You take Nelson Street," he s.iid.

'It'll need tactful management. Tell

em all in confidence that Clump is

certain to be in by two thousand. If

we can get 'em bettin' on our man
they '11 back their bets with their votes."

Is there any special constitutional

point I should emphasise?
"

I asked.
"
Don't talk too much about work for

all," he said cynically. "Last thing

they want down there is a job."
When I looked at the gloomy dwell-

ings of Nelson Street I

enthusiasm. I resolved

man's eloquence could

do anything every vote

in that street should

be cast for Ciump, and
not a solitary one for

Higgins.

Very confidently I

knocked at the door of

No. 1.
"
Mrs. Budge, I be-

lieve," I said in my
sweetest tones to a stern-

looking lady.
"
Could

1 see your husband for

one moment about the

election ? I have called

in the interests of Eng-
land and Clump."

"
I 'd like to see 'im

for a minute," said the

lady shrilly.
" Run

away, 'e did, four months

since, an' not a penny
nor a word 'ave I 'ad

from 'im. Jus' let me
get 'old of 'im ouce.

An' toffs like you "oo

encourages 'im is jus
1

away with you -comin

thrilled with
that if one

mark. Wait till I 've done washhi' my-
self, an' I'll show yer what a true

Englishman thinks o' the likes o' you."
With exceeding promptitude I marked

Mr. Progers as
"
doubtful," and departed

for No. 13.

There Mr. Kenworthy received me
with open arms. He agreed with every-

thing I said. He listened with delight
to my exposition of the constitutional

crisis. So when I rose to go I said,
" Then I may put you down as pledged
to Mr. Clump?

" " Not me. I 'm a-votin'

for 'Iggins. Yer see it 's this way. My
missis's maiden name was 'Iggins, an'

there 'd be trouble if I voted agin a

'Iggins. Peace at 'ome that 's my
motter. You come round for 'Iggins,

you'll

yer way o'

ave my vote c?rtam.

talkin''.
"

1 likes

SOFAS FOR LOAFERS.

A "
Social Reform," which for some unaccountable reason has not been Budgetted

for as yet, but is, of coxirse, a natural corollary of recent legislation ;
the cost

will no doubt be cheerfully borne by the hapless middle-class taxpayer, though he

can barely make both ends meet as it is. "Shirts for the ahifthss," have also been

only too long delayed.

as bad. Get
an

1

talkin' to

respectible merried wimmen as if they
was Suffragettes."
As Mrs. Budge's attitude was dis-

tinctly threatening, I hurriedly marked
her husband as

"
removed," and hastened

to interview Mr. Progers at No. 5.

Mr. Progers was washing himself in

a bucket, and looked up at mo with a

soapy face.
"
Called for Clump, 'ave yer? Now 'ow

many Dreadnoughts is 'e in favour of?"

"Sixteen," I said. "Mr. Clump is

resolved at all costs that our naval

supremacy must be maintained."
From behind his mask of suds Mr.

Progers glowered on me.
"
Get out, you an' yer sixteen. We

wants fifty, an' the dooks ter pay for

every one of 'em. I'll 'ave no Little

Englauders in this 'ouse. Yer looks
like a German spy that 's about your

After this bitter disappointment, it

was a relief to find that Mr. Abbott of

No. 19 was in gaol and could take no
interest in the constitutional crisis for

at least six months. But when I called

at 25 and asked for Mr. Clewer I was

surprised at the warmth of my recep-
tion.

"Come in," cried Mr. Clewer, "an1

sit yer down. I 'm fer Clump thick an'

thin. Them as don't vote for 'im want?
boilin'.

"

"
I quite understand your very proper

indignation at the grossly immoral
tactics of the Higginsites," I replied."

'Ogs," said Mr. Clewer disgustedly."
Now, yer a gent. Knew it d'reckly I

set eyes on yer. Now, speakin' as man
ter man, could yer oblige me with five

bob ? This 'ere Budget 's made money
awkward to get 'old of."

" At any other time I should be

delighted, Mr. Clewer, but during an

election it might be interpreted as cor-

ruption."
" Wot ! D'yer mean ter tell me as

five bob 'd corrupt me. Tellin' me that

after sittin' down i' my arm-chair like a

ole friend."

Mr. Clewer suddenly gripped the

poker and stood between me and the
door.

I looked at Mr. Clewer and the poker,
an? placed five shillings on the table.

As he jumped for it I jumped for the
door.

When I was safely at the end of the

street, I resolved to let the Constitution
look after itself. I marked all the

remaining voters at random "
dead,"

"removed," or "doubtful," and was
just going off in disgust when I saw
another canvasser approach. 1 le glanced

,at my book and said

sneeringly, "Not much
good trying this neigh-
bourhood. The demo-

Icracy are solid for

Higgins."
I was about to con-

tradict him when a

happy thought came to

me.
" Some of them are

very bigoted," I s.iid

sadly.
"
There 's a man

called Clewer at 25 who
was quite offensive."

His face lit up. "Ah,
you're finding out what
the people really think.

It '11 be an eye-opener
for you."

I saw him march
eagerly down Nelson
Street to No. 25 and
knock cheerily at the
door. I saw Mr. Clewer

open the door and draw
him in, and I went away

Some one else would have anhappy,
eye-opener.

" Schadenfreude."
DARK DAYS
IN GERMANY
DEAR FOOD

UNEMPLOYMENT
AND SUICIDE.

"Daily Neu-s
"

Poster.

Notwithstanding its affection for this
"
friendly

"
Power an affection so great

that it views the rapid growth of a rival

navy in that quarter with a complete
immunity from suspicion one can

picture the grim satisfaction with which
our contemporary must have composed
the above terribly imaginative placard
for the purpose of making the Tariff

Reformer's flesh creep.

"Christmas Day will not again fall on a

Saturday until 2190." Yorkshire Pos!.

Then we shan't wait.
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Radical Catdidate. "
I HAVEN'T HAD TIME FOR A SINGLE DAY'S nosrisa THIS SEASON'."

Consercatire Sportsman (anxious to convey cheery gympatliy). "Oa, THAT'LL DE ALL RUITT AFTER THE ELECTION: TOO
FOR SIX DAYS A WEEK."

I.L HAVE TIME

BETRAYED.
I/ >ST is my faith in man ! I have been robbed
By those for whom I sought the Crown of Fama ;

Were times I could have flung me down and sobbed,
Though mine was but the sorrow, theirs the shame.

Ah ! 'twas my inborn modesty forbade
That I myself should seek the fadeless bays ;

Enough could I all gloriously be clad
In the shed lustre from another's rays.

I chose an author, one of claims distinct
;

I clung to him like tendrils to the oak ;

Our names, I vowed, for ever should be linlcoJ
J n reminiscence, anecdote, or joke.

A closer friend than I he never found
;

I wooed his favour with my every breath.
Did he achieve distinction ? Selfish hound !

He cultivated style, and starved to death.

I chose a painter, one whose lofty brow
< i.ive bounteous promise for the years to be

;

Whore Fortune's gilded apples weighed the bough,
I leaned a golden ladder 'gainst the tree.

Then, loving-handed, led him nigh to show
How, ready to his reach, the Fame-fruit hung. . . .

l>id he ascend the ladder? Curse him, no !

He had ideals ! and never rose a rung.

I chose a politician, one of parts ;

His star, I felt, was rising ne'er to set ;

His purple diction swayed the people's hearts,
His person early graced the Cabinet.

"This man," said I, "makes Hist'ry ;
its fair page

Shall laud a friend who nobly shared the cost." . . .

Did he retain the centre of the stage?
The ass developed scruples, and was lost.

a a o c-

Fooled and betrayed ! Fate yet shall not bestrew
With my unhononred dust Oblivion's shelf.

Down, Diffidence ! What now I have to do
Is win the fadeless laurels for myself.

Election Items.
Mr. AI.FRKD ArsriN has addressed a letter to his fellow-

countrymen, dealing with the political situa'ion. Our Poet
Laureate has begun the New Year well by writing prose."

M.P. Fights for his Seat in a Sick Bed," said the placard
of a halfpenny paper. We don't know who was disputing
his right to a seat in his own sick bed, but while sympa-
thising with his indisposition we feel it is a case where he
should have taken the trouble lying down.

Sir WILLIAM BULL, M.P., is reported to have punched a
heckler for remarking, "I am not a solicitor who is paid to
tell lies." There is no truth, however, in the rumour that
Sir WILLIAM has offered to take on three dukes, seventeen
other peers, and 240 Unionist Candidates because of their
lack of respect to another solicitor a Welsh one.
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A VICTIM OF TYRANNY.
EVER sinco the Tyrant set his foot

upon my neck I have had to give up
jig-saws, aeroplaning, the dodging of

split infinitives, and all the gentle tasks

that go to fill the days of a simple and
useful life.

At ten this morning, for instance,

just as my fountain-pen had begun to

work without blobbing, my chief re-

tainer put her head in at the door and

said explosively :

"
Please, master

you 're wanted !

"

I had already entertained a mild

suspicion that this might be so
;

for

there h<jd been five knocks and three

rings during the preceding two minutes,

and a proud champing of bits and the

stertorous breathing of a Daimhard
sounded at the outer postern. So I cast

a lingering fond glance at a still wet

chapter-heading "How Henry Pressed

his Suit" and went dejectedly down-
stairs.

"Which room?" I asked. My chief

retainer made a circular sweep with

a plump mottled arm.
"
All of 'em," she said aggrievedly,

and tumbled down the kitchen stairs

to relieve the tension of over-stimulated

nerves by breaking coals below.

I went first into the grand salon,

where a young man with a gardenia
and an air of loving me rather more
than a brother gripped my hand

cordially and spun about me a dark

cloud of -words, words, words,; from
which there presently emerged, although
mistily, the -central idea that, -given
certain eventualities and right; conduct
on my part, my- food would cost me less.

I belieye I told him that, the matter
couldn't affect me, that I had no time

for meals at all during these days of

oppression. Somehow, at any rate, I

got rid of him
;
and tl.en I went to the

banqueting-hall.

Here, his gnarled fist resting on the

table my table, the board sacred to

hospitality stood an uninvited stranger,
with basilisk eye and a Scotch Presby-
terian beard. He flung forty fiscal facts

and Heaven knows how many rows of

figures at me, till dim at first and
nebulous there grew slowly into shape
the suggestion that, given unrighteous
conduct on my part, my food would cost

me more.
I know I told him that in that case I

should have to work harder, and that it

might be the making of me
;

for work
alone is noble. (It is worthy of note that

any argument which does not fit into a

well-worn groove will put the mind of the

partixany instantly out of gear.) We
parted, more in anger than in sorrow,
and I telephoned down the kitchen stairs

to ask who was in the Blue Room.
As I am not a Cabinet Minister there

was nothing to fear, really. But I did

my breathing exercises in the hall, went

hurriedly through my physical drill, and
then swung jauntily into the room,

humming a merry stave.

But the music died on my lips as her

eye fell upon me. For twenty minutes

by the clock, and with only two semi-

colons, she told me that my sisters and

my cousins and my aunts, as well as

my fourteen daughters, were slaves and
helots.

" And now, Sir," she said, con-

sidering my plate-glass windows with

an interest I did not at all care for,

"and now, Sir, have you made up your
mind to do vis justice at last ?

"

"
Madam," 1 replied, seeing my open-

ing here, "Madam, it would be difficult

indeed to do you justice." She looked

by turns mollified, doubtful, and then

dangerous; and I had to warn one of

my varlets, who was sweeping imaginary
leaves into heaps outside, to take"

particular heed that she did not indulge
an all-too-likely propensity for roof-

climbing. Then I went to the Red
Room.

I have an idea that he once mis-spent
a day putting my bath-taps out of

order, under pretence of being a

plumber. But he was quite ready to

mend the constitution, and he talked of

how our forefathers bled Heavens !

how they bled !

So they did every spiing. The

practice, I reminded him, has been
abandoned in modern medicine, though
the principle remains ; and if, as seemed

evident, he needed a cooling mixture,

my -good friend, Dr. Bolus, three doors

down the street

He , shed a stream of pamphlets
entitled

"
The; Dukes : Who the Deuce

are they ?" all the way to the front-door.

"Are there any in the box-room, the

bath-room, or un(jer the beds ?
"

I

telephoned downstairs.

"There's her in the Yaller Room,"
came the resentful answer. So I went
to the Yellow Room and sat down
beside her on the sofa.

"My dear lady," I said for she was

young and very, very beautiful, "my
dear lady, if I have a vote doesn't it

strike you that I 'have made up my
mind how to use it years and years ago ?

I am
whole-heartedly for a TariiTeren-

dum, and these visits, though pleasant,
seem to a busy man so unnecessary
Her eyes swam, and the mute reproach

in them stabbed me. "
I only came,"

she faltered, - "at
|

the cost of much
violence to my not unnatural feelings of

diffidence, to thank you a thousand
times for giving to the world that

beautiful, beautiful book, The Heart that

Overflou-:th."
And I had so often- wondered who

had bought it the sole copy of a still-

born masterpiece that did not figure in

the publisher's statement under the
head of

"
free copies."

But she was gone and for ever !

And so it has come to this : that a

mnn cannot tell friend from foe in the

privacy of his own castle.

They come and go, canvasser and ca i-

d id ate, big loafer, little loafer, word-

spinner, crank. And "Lor! the sweep-
ing up after 'em !

"
as my head servitor

justly remarks. And it is all the fault

of the ruthless oligarchs, who will have
it that I must be consulted about
the taxes I pay ! (Tyrants ! of course

they '11 have to go after this.)

My head servitor has given a mouth's
notice.

Proud LANSCOWNE, see your work !

SINGLE CHAMBER POWERS.
[77ic following Form of Declaration for a

gco'l Radical, to be signed and handed to tlie

Agent for the borough or divieion, lias been

generously tli'aicn tip by a Conservative.^

I, (give profession, if

employed), recently of sound mind and

discretion, do. appoint as my proxies in

the next, Parliament DAVID LLOYD GEORGE,
and failing him WINSTON CHUKCIIILI.,

and failing him any person they may
substitute, to pass such measures as!

may occur to^ them during the next'

seven years, and do hereby bind myself;
to accept these without a murmur,'
remonstrance, expostulation or contemp-i
tuous observation.

I give and bequeath all my property,,
real and imaginary, and all increment:

and decrement thereof, earned or the!-

reverse, to the absolute use of the;

above for experimental Parly ^purposes,
disinheriting any children or- relatives;

or anything of that sort I may happen
to have. This property to be operated

upon in any way for Socialistic objects!
or covered with jerry-built dwellings,
cut up into unworkable small :

holdings
or otherwise used for the convenience

of the greatest number of voters. The

public to be admitted whenever it

amuses them, for purposes of cricket-

playing, love-making, curiosity or casual

slumber, or for the picking of rare

flowers or fruit; which, being grown on
The Land, belong to no one.

I agree to accept what I am told by
Cabinet Ministers without question,.!

whether on the subject of pensions orl

dukes or anything else.

I further agree, to the .development
of economy in our national defences,
the reduction of the House of Lords
to the status of a dormitory and
sanatorium for played-out Peers, and!

the dismemberment of the United

Kingdom in any manner which may
be convenient for Party purposes.

I approve of the elevation of Wales to
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a (to day-maid, who luis arrived late).
" You 'BE TWO HOURS LATE, THIS MORSIN

i, MARY; WHAT is TUB BEASON ?
"

Uary.
" YES '11. BUT PLKASE, '11, MOTHER SAID I WAS TO TELL YOU WHEN SHE WOUND CP THE CLOCK LAST NIGHT SHE PUT THE BIO

UAXDLE B.G1IT, BUT CLEAN KOROOT ALL ABOCT THE LITTLE "OS."

the position of predominant partner in
(livat Britain, and the removal of the
Houses dt' Parliament to Bangor.

I hereby hand over my soul (or so
much of it as is still left) to the keeping
of the State. I acknowledge that I am
an incapable muddler, and devoid of

spirit or capacity of any kind. All the
wisdom ;mil character in the country is

embodied in the Radic.il wing of the
Liberal party. Its decisions are not to
be revised by anybody whatsoever, or

questioned by its electors. All this I

steadfastly believe.

I agree that any resolution of the
House of Commons is irrevocable, pro-
vided that the ( Jovcrnment is Radical,
even when passed in a snap division
or during a spell of influenza.

I hand over my business for experi-
mental purposes.

1 agree in advance to the disestablish-
ment of anything.

I am willing to subscribe, without
being consulted, to any other opinions
which may ore iir to the aforesaid LLOYD

OE and \VINSTON Cm i:rniu..

THE EXEMPLAR.
ONCE upon a time there was a little

boy who had a fit of naughtiness. He
refused to obey his nurse and was, as
she said afterwards, that obstreperous
that her life for about half-an-hour was
a burden. At last, ju>t as she was in

despair, a robin fluttered to the window-
sill of the nursery and perched on it,

peeping in.

"There," said the nurse, "look at

that dear little birdie come to see what
all the trouble's about. He's never
refused to have his face washed and
made clean, I kno'.v. I'd be ashamed
to cry and scream before a little pretty
innocent like that, that I would."
Now this robin, as it happened, was a

poisonously wicked little bird. He was
greedy and jealous and spiteful. He
continually fought other and weaker
birds and took away their food; he

pecked sparrows and tyrannised over
tits. He habitually ate too much

;
and

quite early in life he had assisted his
brothers and sisters in putting both
their parents to death.
None the less the spectacle of his

pretty red breast and bright eye shamed
and soothed the little boy and very
soon he became quite good again.

Motto for Hastings Conservatives.
" Nil despemndum Du Cros duce et

auspice Du Cros."

" Then gravely, and with signs of the deepest

respect, the vicar gave the good lady the prize.
It was a moving spectacle." Western Daily
Press.

It sounds like a clock-work Teddy Bear.

" South Africa's eleven for Durban will re-

main unchanged." lieuter.

And if the English team also refuses

to sliave as well as change their clothes

until they have avenged their defeat,

there will be a scrubby lot of players

taking the field at Durban.

"
foundary hits are grave and perilous ven-

luri's when the last wicket has fallen." "(Jlobe
"

leadentte on tlie Tent Match.

We agree that they would be bitterly
resented by the crowd that swarms over
the ground after the finish.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE sub-title of Garryoicen (FiyiiEii UN\VIN) is
" The

Romance of a Racehorse." If you expect something on the

lines of Black Beauty or The Life-story of a Partridge (vide

popular magazines) you will be agreeably surprised.
H. DE VERE STACPOOLE'S novel is an. ordinary comedy of men
and women. Of course there is a racehorse in it, Oarryowen
himself, no less, but his part is largely a thinking one. Mr.

French, of Drumgool, owed more than he could pay, and
his effects (including Oarryowen) were to be seized if he did

not meet a bill by a certain date. Now Oarryowen was a

dead cert for the City and Suburban, which was to be run
a week after that date

;
and French expected to get fifty

to one about him, for this was a very dark horse indeed.
Was this chance to go begging for want of seven days'

grace? Well, there was one way of saving the situation

Garryowen must be kept in hiding. The story tells how
Mr. French and his horse, household, little daughter, pretty
governess, and faith-

ful friend trans-

ported themselves

secretly from Ireland

to Sussex
;
how they

lived there on next

to nothing ; how they
were traced by a

wicked cousin who
was going to reveal

their whereabouts
to the moneylender ;

and how the faithful

friend kidnapped the

wicked cousin all,

in fact, as it should be.

Of course Garryowen
runs and wins, and
Violet marries either

French (the widower)
or Dashwood (the
faithful friend) ;

she
is left making up
her mind, but 1

think she will take Dashwood. When I read this pleasant
book I felt very grateful to Mr. STACPOOLE for it, because I

really thought it was going to be the life story of a partridge ;

that gratitude made me overlook the fact that it might quite
easily have had a larger share of fancy and sunny humour.

As myself something of an epicure in stories about buried

treasure, I lay down this general axiom that no author

starting with a ruined mansion, an impoverished family, and
a mysterious cryptogram, has any business thereafter to go
wandering off into German}' and wasting time over foreign
domestic comedy. If

"
JAKE WARDLE "

had only observed
this simple rule he would have made a far better job of The
Pasque-Flower (ARNOLD). Nothing indeed could have been
more promising than the early chapters. Old Mr. Palverson,
with his courtly poverty and the tradition of an ancestral

hoard, is the very character to "welcome of a winter's evening.
But the Teutonic part, however well drawn, and however
true to life the hospitality, kindness, and general amiability
of the inhabitants, only irritates a reader who, like myself, is

anxious to get on and discover what really was hidden at

The Queen's House. Especially as I was a little worried all

the time by a suspicion that
" JANE WARDLE "

wanted me to

stop building more Dreadnoughts. The result is an un-
fortunate break in the interest of the tale. How good it

might liave been is shown by the delightful thrills of the

end, which is worthy of the best traditions of the craft. The
secret of the cryptogram, when revealed, indicates a sliding

panel in the wainscot, behind which are narrow stone steps

leading downwards, and only to be descended with caution

because
"
the air may be foul down there." (Don't you always

love that bit?) And at the bottom they found - Ah, that,
I think, you must find for yourself ;

but I advise you to pay
the author the compliment of skipping his middle chapters
in the process.

If this were an appropriate moment to suggest a holiday-
task for politicians 1 should recommend Mrs. EVERAUD COTES'S

Th.e Burnt Offering (METHUEN) to their notice, because it sliows

very clearly the harm done by men who would rather talk

about subjects of which they know nothing than not talk at

all. Vulcan Mills (I like his name), M.P. for Further Angus,
goes to India, not so much in search of knowledge as of

evidence that the British are a race of oppressors. Stuffed

with prejudices and accompanied by his daughter he is soon

surrounded by people who regard him and her with
-veneration. Here, in

fact, is a first-rate

ass in the making,
with a bray more
harmful than his

bite, a man who
might easily have
become as tiresome

to those reading of

him as he became to

the officials who
closed his Indian
career by bundling
him back to England.
Such a blunder, how-

ever, has been
avoided. Vulcan is

mischievous enough ;

he swells with his

own importance ;
but

he retains an in-

genuous simplicity
which prevents him
from being a bore.

He is
"
out for the cause of the people any cause and any

people," and no further explanation of him and of his kind
is needed. Mrs. COTES is able to deal gravely with a serious

problem and at the same time to write an amusing novel ; we
are bound to sympathise with men handicapped in their work
by vain babblers, but we also smile at the egregious Mrs.

Livingstons Hooper, "struggling for utterance behind a
Carlsbad plum." I wish, by the way, that Mrs. COTES would
not add to her Burnt Offering by the revolting sacrifice of
an I in "all right."

'

The Perils of Dictation.
" The captain and his boat's screw were picked up by a passing

vessal." Birmingham Post.

One of the New Year resolves contributed by the Rev. F.
B. MEYER to Answers :

"To make room for at least one hour of solid reading daily."
But he mustn't neglect his Answers, all the same.

"Green and Roman children had none of the excruciatingly ingenious
toys which are inflicted on our younglings." Manchester Evening \r-,.
It is certainly safer to be born in the purple.

"He was deliberate, lucid, direct, concise, and he roused the audience
to a great pitch of civilisation." ISe'fas! Neirslcltei:

Unfortunately it is too late to commend these methods to

Tory Peers when addressing the usual Radical hooligans.

(It is proposed that architecture shall enjoy copyright.)

Architect of Pomona ViV.as ll'est side (to Architect of Laburnum Villas East side)

'HERE, you SCOUNDREL, YOU'RE INFRINGING MY COPYRIGHT!"
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK Hood of election oratory reached

il-i height la>t week, and one was ic-

iniiuk'd irresistibly of the statement in

the scli())ll)oy's essay on Capital Punish-

ment that
"
in some countries they put

people !.> death I iy elocution."

'I'll" tendency of parliamentary candi-

dates to publish their portraits on posters
seems to be increasing. We
cannot help thinking that

some of them commit a

terious tactical blunder in

doing so.

Erected formerly for the

defence of London, a fort in

the Surrey hills near Dorking
is now used for rearing
chickens. "Hen-roosts,"' as

Mr. LijOYD GEORGE would say,
"nre more useful than for-

tifications."
* *

Mr. l.u IIIACI: liimt; I as

rdled one of his critics "a
blot of scum." If Mr. IRVING

is not very careful lie will

one day be standing for Par-

liament. * *
*

After all, the great new
war harbour which the

Austrian Government is to

construct at Sebenico on the
Adriatic is not a preparation
for the conflict with Great
l>ritain. The Berlin Lokal-

ini.;v<<;rr tactfully points out
that it is to serve as a menace
to Austria's dear friend and

ally, Italy. *

From Washington it is

announced that Mr. ROOSE-
VKI.T has discovered a new
animal resembling a fox in

Hritish Fast. Africa. Let's

hope it will not prove to be

merely a North Pole-cat.

rumour afloat to the effect that he was

merely an unsuccessful litigant whom
the lawyers had done with.

* *
*

"A large number of women in BetluuJ

Clreen," said Dr. WYNK WKSTOH r, at the

Coroner's Court, "do not know their

husbands' names. They marry
'

Hill,'

and there it ends." It looks as if the

e-,iate of marriage was a simpler thing
than we had supposed.

, a BriMol lodging-home and been tackled

and soundly thrashed by two reprc-eiitu
lives of the gentle ne\.

* *

Dr. SI-EHI.K, of Frankfurt, urges
'housewives to . that their limn u

thoroughly ironed, as that is the sal'e.,i

way of destroying microbes. Many
j

tender-hearted women, however, cannot.

stand the shrieks of the little mites as
i they perish this way. V

From the
" Wanted "

column of a provincial con-

temporary :

YIIUM: LADY (liy birllu daily to

help in house and witli two little

children.

This interests us, as we have

always understood that we
were young by birth, but
never knew that there was
any special demand for such

persons.
*

Twenty pounds are to be
distributed in prizes by the

Underground Railway for

the best show of flowers

grown in small gardensalong
the line. It is not, we believe,

generally known .that many
persons, unable to stand the
noise of the motor traffic on
themain roads, are now build-

ing little villas underground
where they can enjoy com-

parative quiet.

A distinguished preacher
having expressed the belief

that the end of all things is approaching, !

and that the world may be destroyed I

by a huge conflagration, the Wallsend
Town Council are realising their

responsibilities to the inhabitants, and
have taken steps to improve the pro-
tections against fire in the town by in-

stalling an electric system and enlarging
their fire-station. ^ .,.

*

A sensational incident occurred in the
I'.iris Law Courts last week when a man
suddenly appeared in the corridors in
a slate of ab-olute nudity, lie was held
to be a madman, but there is a malicious

|

JACK ASHORE.
Fond Mother. "You 'RE NEVER SATISFIED, JACK. WHEN YOU GO TO SEA

YOU 'RE HOME-SICK, AND WIIFX YOU COJIE HOME YOB 'RE SEA-SICK."

letter TheFrom a

Clarion :

"Meetings everywhere are

crowded out. . . . Not only that,

but hike-warm sympathisers are

burning red-hot enthusiast*
'

This is carrying the thing
to extremes. Still, it does

prevent overcrowding.

Once it was said that we were slow to

catch on to new ideas. The reproach is

no longer deserved. Every day we have

proof of this. Last week The Athenceum
appeared with cut edges.V
At a meeting held last week in Xotting

Dale, from which scarcely a housebreaker
of distinction was absent, it was unani-

mously resolved that it was high time
that something was done to prevent the

spread of Suffragette tactics among
women.. The meeting was called to

consider the case of one of the frater-

nity, who had made his way recently into

" The society forthe i>rovriiticni
of animals received jf.'i 000."-

Halifax (N.S.) Evening Mail.

We should recommend the

"society to concentrate 011

preventing insects. Preventing, say, au
angry rhinoceros is dangerous work.

"The whole of the 2,000 guest, on arrival
went straight to their own tallies, for all had
be.n rooked beforehand." -fleiitle>r,>nin.

In these circumstances the sooner one
got going on the liors d'ccuvre the better.

"Mr. Curtice advised that Mr. S ..ares should
keep his hair on. (Loud dissent.) "--A", nili

licmn Journal.

The audience must have been hoping
that Mr. SCARES would go for Mr
CURTICE bald-headed.

VOL. CX XXV II I.
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"O TO BE IN ENGLAND."

[To a retired Member of Parliament, in his villa at Cap Martin.]

WHAT time, my friend, I picture you
(So distance yields to Fancy's wand)

Against a sky of sapphire blue,

With sea to correspond,

Envy of your Elysian lot,

A bitter envy, gnaws my breast,

Prisoned at home when home is not

Behaving at its best.

Here under wintry skies and gray,

Selling our little remnant souls,

We bite and scream and scratch, our way
To victory at the polls.

But you, in your enchanted air,

You miss our mud-pies, rich and thick,

Discharged at random with a prayer
That some at least may stick.

?

You miss our nausea (vide note*),
When BEGDIE, moist with unctuous pride,

Pledges his word that Heaven shall vote

On his (on HAROLD'S) side.

Ah, how I pine and even pant
After your dusk-green olive grove3,

There to escape from sickly cant,

Black lies and ditto loaves
;

To pace the shore by those "reserves"

Where residential oysters are,

Or lip the woodland way that curves

To lovely Castellar.

Or Monte's Shrine of Chance for me,
Where a great peace and silence reign,

And any loud remark would be

Resented as profane.

I picture you in that fair scene

Putting your miZZe-note on the red
;

S;e your resigned and gentle mien
When black comes up instead.

" Tis Luck," you say, and bear the blow,
And put a brace of miZZe-notes on,

And still preserve a genial glow
When they likewise are gone.

what a lesson there for us !

You turn no hair, your lips are dumb,
While we make all this beastly fuss

About a pendulum

So much the sport of every breeze

That none who brags of rise or drop
Knows where (to forty-five degrees)

The thing intends to stop. 0. S.

HAROLD'" The following specimen lines are extracted from Mr. HARO
BEUBIE'S electioneering

"
hymn" for Radicals in The Dally Chronicle :

" For the hour of doom has sounded, lo, the mighty are put down,
He hath said,

' Thou fool
'

to Midas, and on Dives falls His fruwn,
But He calls His little children to the Kingdom and the crown,

And He shall lead them on."

THE HEDGERS.
A NUMBER- of Parliamentary Candidates, anxious that the

country should know the real reasons for the result of the

poll, have sent us in advance alternative explanations,

leaving us to select the right ones according to their success

or failure. Unfortunately we have to go to press before the

first results of the General Election coma in, and the best

we can do is to print both reasons in each case.

WIIY I WON. WHY I LOST.

A." s Reasons.

Because I said I should from Because I knew at the out-

the beginning. set that I had the honour of

leading a forlorn hope.

B.'s Reasons.

Because I was careful to Because the subtle cahmi-
deal only in facts, and the nies of my opponent were too

truth, as it ever must, pre- strong for one who fought
vailed. only with clean weapons.

G.'s Reasons.

Because right is might and Because the gangs of

bruisers employed by my
opponent prevented me at

my meetings from pointing
the electors to their duty.

D.'s Reasons.

Because of the clear and Because of the deplorable
ringing lead given by our confusion of issues and the

honoured captains. want of concerted action on
the part of our so-called

leaders.

E.'s Reasons.

Because I was too much for Because the pensions lie

the pensions lie. was too much for me.

must ba victorious.

ELECTION STATISTICS.

OR, FACTS AT LAST!

IF the number of leaflets, etc., distributed up to last

Saturday were placed across Westminster Bridge, it would
take six men a considerable time to remove them, and would

probably cause a temporary stoppage of the tramway service.

The 670 members who will comprise the new House of

Commons would, if packed close together in the Serpentine,

displace about 38 tons of water. [Note. The SPEAKER is not

included in this calculation.] It is doubtful, however, if the

FIRST COMMISSIONER OF WORKS would allow the experiment to

be made.

As the names of at least two women have somehow crept
into the Register, we have the curious result that of the

7f odd million voters only a fraction over 99 per cent, are men.

The following interesting table shows by means of per-

centages the words or phrases most commonly used (excluding
Free Trade, Budget, Tariff Reform, Peers and People,
Pensions, &c.) up to the time of going to press :

Lie (common) ... 25

,, (frigid and calcu-

lated). . . . 13

Aged Poor .... 9

Welsh Solicitor ... 2

Ananias 7

Mack bread .... 4
Limehouse 8

Demagogue .

Backwoodsman
Firstborn . .

Tyrants .

Scaremonger.
I apologise .

3
11

3

5

9
1

100
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THE COLOUR QUESTION.
v/n ('9 K AN COMR^E). "MY POOR FRIEND, I HEAR THAT UNDER YOUR FISCALYOU ARE REDUCED TO EATING BLACK BREAD !

"

ruT
OUK
QvTrM Yv^AS BELLOW, MY HEART BLEEDS FOR YOU. I HEAR THAT UNDERbCAL SYSTEM YOU HAVE TO PUT UP WITH WHITE !

"
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TOO BLUE.
Uollier.

"
OH, YOU FILTHY LITTLE WBEICHKS ! WHAT ARE YOU UP TO NOW ?

"

Reggie.
"
WELL, FATHER SAID THIS MOBNINO THAT EVERYBODY OUGHT TO DO SOMETHING TO HELP THE CAUSE, AN' WE 'BE JUST OETTIX'

PEADY TO P'BADE THE VILLAGE !

"

THE VOICE AND THE QUESTIONS.
A Candidate to his Agent.

WHAT do I hear ? Another meeting ? No !

Oh, Sir, be merciful ! Consider, Sir,

I have had sixty meetings ; and two more
Are on the programme for to-night, and you
Would add a third one to the hideous list.

No, Sir, I can't, and that 's the truth of it.

My reservoir of phrases has run dry ;

The leaflets are exhausted : I have said
All that is printed there a hundred times.
You 've heard me say it, you yourself have hoard,
One hundred times, and now at last I strike.

Was it for this that I have left my home,
My humble but my comfortable home ?

Was it that I might be, what now I am,
The dull retailer of machine-made words,
The cheered, the groaned, the questioned Candidate ?

Pluck up, you say, your spirit ; be a man
;

Two days ivmain, two paltry little days,
And voters thronging from ten thousand homes
Shall make you victor in the dreadful fray.
But think, Sir, there 's the Voice that interrupts,
The fearful, mocking, ever-present Voice.
Lrst night it came as usual. I had said," Your bread," and there I paused ;

and thon the Voice :

"
Will cost us more unless we keep you out,"

And then the meeting laughed and I was dumb.
On other nights when I have praised the Lords,

" We 've had too much of them, too much of you,"
Broke in the Voice, and I was done again.
And, oh, the questions ! When, my speech at end,
The Chairman rises blandly and declares,

"Now, gentlemen, you've heard the Candidate
;

If any here are still dissatisfied,

Up with you ; put your questions to him straight.
He '11 gladly give you answers, never fear."

And so the torture-chamber is prepared,
And I, the victim, fixed upon the rack
Three times a night, and I must Smile as though
My keenest pleasure lay in being there.

No, Sir, I've had enough. I'll do no more.
And when the two remaining days are past,
And even the shouting 's over, I shall fly
To some deserted island of the South,
Where never men hold meetings, since there are
No men, thank heaven, to hold them ; and no Voice
Nor any question comes from any throat

To break the sunlit silence of the shore.

"But we must look on this war with Germany as not a tiling im-

possible, but a thing quite probable. I sincerely hope it will not take

place, but I fear it is inevitable. If war with Geimany took place, what
would be the position of the Isle of Man? I think it would mean the
ruination of the Island. It would kill all chances *of a successful

season, upon which the Island depends. But there is another view to
look at." Tfte Isle of Man Weekly Times.

Yes, yes, so there is. ... But of course it would spoil the
season.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Series.]

CHAFFER III. A REHEARSAL.

"Now this is a very simple trick,"

said Archie from the centre of the stage.
" For this little trick all I want is a

hippopotamus and a couple of rubies.

I lake the hippopotamus in one hand
so and caver it with the handker-
chief. Then, having carefully peeled
the rubies

Thomas put the last strip of silver

paper on to his axe and surveyed the

result proudly.
" But how splendid !

"
said Myra as

she hurried past.
"
Only you want

some blood." And she jumped over the

footlights and disappeared.
"Good idea. Archie, where do you

keep the blood?"
"
Hey presto, it 's gone. And now,

Sir, if you will feel in your waistcoat

pockets you will find the hippopotamus
in the right-hand side and the red ink

in the left. No ? Dear, dear, the hippo-

potamus must have been a bad one."
" Be an artist, Thomas," I said,

" and

open a vein or two. Do the thing pro-

perly, Beerbohm. But soft, a winsome

maid, in sooth
;

1 will approach her. I

always forget that sooth bit. But soft,

a win
"

"
Why don't we begin?" asked Simp-

son
;

"
I can't remember my part much

longer. Oh, by the way, when you
come up to me and say,

' Your Majesty
e'en forgets the story of the bull's-eye
and the revolving bookcase

' "

" Go away ;
I don't say anything so

silly."
"
Oh, of course, it 's Blair. Blair,

when you come up to me and say

They retired to the back of the stage to

arrange a very effective piece of business.

"Any card you like, Madam, so long
as it is in the pack. The Queen of

Hearts ? Certainly. Now I take the

others and tear them up so. The card

remaining will be yours. Ah, as I

thought it is the Queen of Hearts."
"
Archie, you 're talking too much,"

said Dahlia,
" and none of it comes into

your part really."
"
I 'in getting the atmosphere. Have

you an old top hat on you, dear, because

if so we'll make a pudding. No top
hat? Then pudding is horf."

" But stay, who is this approaching ?

Can it be I say, mind the foot-

lights. When are we going to begin ?
"

" There !

"
said Thomas proudly.

"Anybody would know that was blood."
" How perfectly ripping," said Myra.

"
Only you want some notches."

"What for?"
" To show where you executed the other

men, of course. You always get a bit

off your axe when you execute any-

body."

"Yes, I've heard that, too," I agreed.
"
Notches, Thomas, notches."
" Why don't you do something for a

change? What about the trap or what-

ever it is you catch your bally rats

with ? Why don't you make that ?
"

"It isn't done with a trap, Thomas
dear. It's partly the power of the

human eye and partly kindness. I sit

upon a sunny bank and sing to them."

"Which is that?"
"If we don't begin soon

"
began

Simpson.
"Hallo, Emperor, what's that you're

saying? Quite so, I agree with. you.

I wonder if your High Fatness can lend

me such a thing as a hard-boiled egg.

Simpson, when this rehearsal is over,

that is to say to-morrow, I'll take you
on at

j uggling ;
I 'm the best

Deny finished his conversation with

Miss Fortescue and turned to the stage.

"Now then, please, please," he said.
" We '11 just take the First Act.

'

Scene,

The Emperor's Palace. Enter Rat-

catcher.' You come on from the left."

I coughed and came on.

My part was not a long one, but it

was a very important one. I was the

connecting link between the different

episodes of the play, and they wanted

some connecting. Whenever anybody
came on to the stage, I said (supposing
I was there, and 1 generally was the

ratcatcher of those days corresponding
to the modern plumber) I said, "But
who is this ?

"
or

"
Hush, here comes

somebody." In this way the attention

of the wakeful part of the audience was
switched on to the new character, and

continuity of action was preserved.
I coughed and came on.

"No," said Derry, "you must come
on much more briskly."

"
I can't ; I 've been bitten by a rat."

"It doesn't say so anywhere."
"
Well, that 's how I read the part.

Hang it, I ought to know if I 've been

bitten or not. But I won't show it if

you like
;
I '11 come on briskly."

I went out and came on very briskly.
"That's better," said Derry.
" His Majesty ordered me to be here

at the stroke of noon," I said.
"
Belike

he has some secret commands to lay

upon me, or perchance it is nought but
a plague of rats. But who is this ?

"

"
Oh," said Myra, corning in suddenly,

"
I had thought to be alone."
"
Nay, do not flee from me, pretty one.

It is thus that I say, Myra, it's

no good my saying do not flee if you
don't flee."

"
I was just going to. You didn't

give me a chance. There, now I 'm

fleeing."
"
Oh, all right. It is thus that the

rats flee when they see me approaching.
Am I so very fearsome ?

"

"
'Orrid," said Archie to himself

from the wings." One moment," said Derry, and hs.

turned round to speak to somebody.
"
Puffickly 'orrid," said Archie again.

"Nay, do not frown," Myra went .on,
"

'tis only my little brother who is like

unto a codfish himself, and jealous
withal."

"Ay, ay, and I thought it icas a cod-

fish. So that I 'had e'en brought the

egg-sauce with me."
" Trouble not thyself for that," said

Archie.
"
For verily the audience will

supply thee with all the eggs thou
wantest. I say, we are being funny."

"I 'm not, I'm quite serious, I really
did think it was a co But tell me,
fair one," I said hurriedly, "for what
dost the Emperor want me? "

"Yes, yes," said Derry, "I'm sorry I

had to interrupt you. I think perhaps
we had better begin again. Yes, from
the beginning."
The rehearsal rolled on.

# * # * *
"
I think it went splendidly," said

Myra.
"
If only we had known our

parts, and come in at the right moments
and been more serious over it."

"If there 's any laughing to be done

it will have to be done by us. The
audience won't laugh."

"
Mr. Derry having explained that the

author was not in the house, the audience

collected their cauliflowers and left

quietly. I think it's a rotten play."
"
Well, it isn't frightfully funny,"

said Myra,
"
but we can put that in

ourselves."

"It's so jolly hard to say the lines

properly they're so unnatural," com-

plained Thomas. " '

Truly thou hast

created a favourable impression with

the damsel
'

well, I mean, that 's

absurd. Any ordinary person would

say,
'

Truly thou art amongst them, old

spot,' or something of that kind."
"
Well, you say that, Thomas ; you '11

be all right."
" We might put a few songs in," said

Dahlia,
" and a dance or two."

"I think you 've forgotten that we've

only done Act I.," remarked Archie.
" His Majesty's conjurer doesn't really

let himself go till Act II. Still, I 'm ail

for a song and a dance. Simpson, come
and Apache with me."

They dashed at each other fiercely.
"
Oh, we '11 make it go all right," said

Mvra. A. A.M.

Commercial Altruism.
" Do you wish that you were dead ? Try

'Bushmills.'" Adit, in "T.P.'s Weekly."

" Use of Floor for Visitors bringing their

own Skates, 2d. each Session."

The great
"
Session

"
joke has never

been put more neatly than this.
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THE LEISURED CLASSES.

I'r. Wilson, in a recent lecture, had a good word to say for tramps : "They were not really a very bad class; they enrrsaponJed

to the country gentleman,"

"
Don't know 'ow it is, I stems dead hoff my

'

drive,"

Bome'ow ! ab-serlootly rotten ! !

"

' " Nothink much in the way o' distance this mormu', Bleriot

r.ot more 'u abaout two or three 'tindred mile ; 'cos we 've got a

Bridge porty liter hon."

'Top o' my form ihis mornin'! simply c;iwn't miss 'em! It's

i hcasy as kiss my 'and !

"
"Bein' a J.P. I allus likes to put in an appearance nevery

nnoiv and agen. Goo' mornin', Constable."
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DUAL PERSONALiTY.
WHEN a thing goes astray, as it frequently may,
And is not to be found where I put it away,

I seem to become, says my dimidinm,
More blind than a bat in the light of the day.

She is seix.ed with the blues at the places I choose

To search for a trace of my second-best trews,

And she frowns as I grope with a vanishing hope

Through her blouses and skirts and diminutive shoes.

I can see her nerves shrink when I venture to think

They may be in the box with her ermine and mink,
And she'll probably ask, as I give up the 1ask,

If I've looked in the scuttle and under the sink.

But when I 'm at the office I am quite another me ;

I can declare

Precisely where
Each thing I want should be.

There all is ordered sweetly,
And tidied up completely,
And docketed as neatly

As one could wish to see.

At least, that is the tale I drum
Into my dear dimidium.

When I 'm making a hole in my hot buttered roll

It will frequently chance that the half of my soul

Will say,
" You will 'phone to the Stores, ownest own,

And order a ton of the best kitchen coal."
"
Very good," I reply, and I carefully tie

A knot in my hankie, and Citywards hie

In the evening great Scott ! I discover that knot
And wonder whoever has tied it, and why.

I puzzle my brain in attempts to explain
The knot and its meaning, but all is in vain

Till my ownest comes in and I hear her begin,
"
Oh, silly, you 've never forgotten again ?

"

But when I 'm at the office I am quite another man,
For there I find

I bear in mind
As much as mortal can.

There I 've no need to coddle
With tricky knots my noddle ;

My memory 's a model
Of order and of plan.
At least, that is the kind of tone

I practise on my ownest own.

When troubles appear, and the cook becomes queer
Regarding such questions as outings and beer,

When the porridge is clumps of impossible lumps
And I'm told to complain by the lady I fear,

Though I 'm vastly impressed that she dares to suggest
A course so heroic, I haste to protest

That the stuff is all right, that I fancy it quite,
Then when it 's like that it agrees with me best.

Then with masculine guile I endeavour to smile
As I start to absorb the detestable pile,

While my queen's upturned nose all too pointedly shows
That she knows that I know the mixture is vile.

But when I 'm at the office I am not like that at all :

The clerks obey
Whate'er I say,

The typists rush at call
;

The office-boys deliver

Their errands with a shiver,
The porters quake and quiver

When I pass through the hall.

At least, that is the kind of scene
I try to picture to my queen.

THE REMONSTRATOR.
I.

"
DESIKAULE."

" GOOD morning," I said to the house agent.
"

I have
come about that hou?e with your bills in the window in

the Upton Road."
He became intensely polite anil placed a chair for me.

"Oh, yes," he said; "you could not have made a better

choice."
"
I don't say that I have chosen it," I replied.

"No, perhaps not exactly cho-en yet," he said heartily." But well, you want to ask some questions about it."
"
That 's just it," I said. "I do."

"There's not a more desirable house in London," he ran
on. "It's But I interrupted him.

"You've come to the very point," I said. "'Desirable.'

You call it a desirable residence, not only in speed), but in

your bills.
' This desirable residence.'

"

"Naturally," he answered. "How could we do other-

wise?"
"
Well," I said,

" how long has it been empty ?
"

"
Oh, I don't know exactly," said he. "Eighteen months,

perhaps."
"
Just over two years," I said.

He looked at me narrowly.
"
Is it so long ?

"
lie remarked.

"
Well, what then ?"
" What is your definition of

'

desirable
'

?
"
I asked him.

" '

Desirable
'

?
"
he said.

"
Why, to be desired, of course

;

something that peopl-3 want."
"And yet," I said,

"
it lias bern empty for more than two

years. But to proceed," I added.
"

1 have been walking
about this neighbourhood for some time, just out of curiosily,

looking at the bills in the windows, and I have found no
fewer than forty-five of your bills. They were on houses of

every variety big and litt'e, neat and slovenly, detached
and in rows, old and new and every one is described as
'

desirable.' Now surely you could do better than that V

The English language is not so bankrupt as that ?
"

He edged nearer the door.

"How," I asked, "can one epithet describe accuiately
forty-five totally different houses ?

"

He began to groan, which encouraged me.
"And think," I said, "how foolish it looks. To go on

year after year calling this empty and forlorn house
'

desirable.' People will begin to think you are not sane.

No Avonder your business does not flourish. No wonder
your paint is so dirty. It 's a confession of failure."

He writhed.
" What do you suggest?" he asked at last.

"Well," I said, "something nearer the truth. Such as

'This well-built if empty residence which sensible house-
hunters would desire if they really examined it.' Something
like that. You see I have kept 'desire' in. I know you
couldn't get on without that."

He groaned again.
"
Or," I continued,

" '

This small but comfortably arranged
residence

;

' '

I his warm and inexpensive residence;
' ' This

residence with six bedrooms and three reception rooms
;

'

' This conveniently-planned residence
;

'

or even, as a last

resource,
' This residence.' But, I implore you, not 'this

desirable residence
' when it isn't desired."

He rose at last and thanked me.
"
Any way," he said,

"
you '11 let me give you an order

to view?"

"No, thank you,"I said.
" But you should look over it," he said. "It's an excellent

house, commodious, in every way des
" He stopped sud-

denly.
" But how did you know," he asked as an after-thought,;"
that it had been empty so long?

"

"
Because," I replied,

"
I live next-door."
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Lady (to Committee-room Clerk, who hand* h r a xm ill. bill announcing a forthcoming political meeting).
" DOT 18 IT POSSIBLE FOR

IE8 TO GO TO THESE MEET.'NOS ?
"

Clerk.
" WHY SOT ?

"
Lady. "1 THOUGHT THEY WERE MORE OB LESS OF A ROUGH NATUBE."I.A1UES TO GO TO THESE MEET.'NOS?" Clerk. "WHY SOT ?

"
Lady.

Clerk. "WELL, MADAM, WE'VE TAKEN EVEHY POSSIBLE PRECAUTION TO KEEP OUT THE SUFFRAGETTES."

LOVE THE REDUCER.
WIIKN first my love-sick form was thrown
For Dot's disdainful feet to flatten,

It tnrued the scale at fifteen stone,
And though I did iny best to batten.

On patent foods, like Anti-turn,
And exercises hard and ruin,

They only used to fatten.

But, oh, the powers of passion spurned !

When- drills and drills appeared to cosset
A l>rea*t. in n-nMii^ly concerned
To bring the buttons home across it,

Romantic grid began to melt
Like mountain snows beneath my l;elt

The adipose deposit.

Amanda's help was more than Dot's ;

Her " No "
(that nipped my prayers to win her)

Was worth its weight, in gold, and lots

More use than eating toast for dinner
;

And Laura, too, when she forsook

My life for over, made me look
At least a belt-hole thinner.

I think the next were Blanche and Nell ;

When they refused my hand (with jeering)
And all my shattered day-dreams fell,

Undoubtedly 1 found it cheering
When 'neath a bosom rent and raw,
Like long benighted friends I saw

My boot-tips re-appearing.

One disappointment more should May
The sequence of her sisters follow

And melt a pound or so away,
Though all the world thenceforth were hollow,

"IVould comfort me, I feel, a bit

To know the suits 1 wore would fit

The Belvedere Apollo. EVOE.

The Black Man's Burden.
Tlie Soulh Wales Echo, on the subject of the political crisis,

states that
" we are making history by sweeps." No names,

however, are mentioned.

The Transformation.
" She has her mother's beautiful golden hair, which she still wears

lieil back with ribbons." The Onlooker.
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Gwendolen (greatly shocked) "On, MOTHER! BABY'S SPEAKING TO ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE HE DOESN'T KXW !

"

THE VITAL ISSUES.

ofDEAR Mr. PUNCH, The attitude
"
Perplexed Patriot

"
in a recent issue

of yours fills me with unmitigated com-

passion. But why worry about conflicting
issues ? His course should be as clear

as mud. Take my case. Here am I, a
resident in Kensington, where the Candi-
dates were Lord CLAUD HAMILTON and

C.iptaiu MO!LWAIKE. I couldn't possibly
vote for the Caplain because he supports
Woman Suffrage, and nothing will ever
induce me to give the vote to a sex
which prefers the music of CHOPIN to

that of HANDEL. I supposs you will argue
from this that I supported Lord CI.AUD

HAMILTON: Wrong again. He is Chair-
man of the Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany ;

the climate of Norfolk always
affects my liver, and I never go to Liver-

pool Street station without losing my
temper. In those circumstances the

duty of a patriot to abstain from the

polling-booth was absolutely imperative.
Yours complacently,

RESOLUTE MUGWUMP.

DEAU MR. PUNCH, As a convinced
humanitarian and member of the Feline
Defence Society, I have made it my

business to extract, if possible, pledges
from the Liberal Candidates in the five

divisions in which I have a vote to

support tb.3 grant of a Government

subsidy to the Society in question. So
far I have entirely failed to obtain even
an acknowledgment of my L'tters. Per-

haps you will suggest some more effectual

means of inducing them to listen to the

voice of reason.

Yours faithfully,
ANTI-DREADNOUGHT.

The Zfetf, Catford Bridge.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, As the father of a

f.imily which I am attempting to bring
up in an atmosphere of culture and
refinement, will you permit me to lodge
a protest against the unspeakable vul-

garity of the Tory literature that is

being daily foisted upon my household ?

To take only one example, a few days
ago my little boy, Theobald Athanasius,

aged seven, br,night me a leaflet which
had been insidiously thrust into my
letter-box, bearing upon it the following
couplet :

"
If you want to cheaply smoke
Then kick out the Liberal bloke."

Whatever my political opinions may be,
is it not a gratuitous insult to imagine

that this revolting instance of the split
infinitive would appeal either to me or

to any other member of my family ?

Indignantly yours,
DISGUSTED HOUSEHOLDER.

Worple Road, Wimbledon.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, May I count upon
your well-known love of fairplay to give

prominence to the following. Though
I detest Home Rule and the Land Taxes,
I am so firmly convinced that the true

solution of all national problems is to

be found in the scientific study of

Phrenology that I shall be reluctantly

obliged to withhold my vote from the

Unionist Candidate in this Division, as

he has refused to support a Bill making
that subject compulsory in all elementary
schools. The Liberal Candidate, on the

other hand, promises that if the PIIIME

MINISTER introduces such a measure into

his programme he will give it his

benevolent consideration.

Faithfully yoiirs,

JONAH BURDEKIN.
Flanchetle Villa, Lealherliead.

"THE DAMPAIGN IN BRECONSHIRE."
Hereford Times.

That 's what it comes to, really.
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THE GREAT ELECTION STAKES.
MR. PUNCH. "HERE THEY COME. NOW THEN, MA'AM, WHAT'S YOUR FANCY*"

HANKS, I'M NOT BETTING
;

I ONLY HOPE THE BEST HORSE WILL WIN."
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CHRISTMAS DRAMA IN 1959.

\VlIU Wi: AUK niAIIM! TO.

Tin: Yule-tide attraction at Ton-eV
Theatre, this year, a play performed

entirely liy grown-ups, is certain to

draw large audiences, if only hy reason

of its p'npianl novelty. Spectators at

the opening performance were enthu-

siastic, over the quaint spectacle, and

when at its conclusion the manager
appeared before the curtain, leading by
the hand a lady who could not have

been a day less than thirty-five, the

applause was tremendous. Now that

the parents have a play written and

acted especially for them, they will

assuredly clamour to see it, and Mr.

Tonge lias very wisely arranged to give
two performances daily of The Herodians
till further notice.

I'ctcr Pan celebrated his fifty-sixth

birthday at the Citizen York's Theatre

last evening, and is apparently as fresh

and popular as ever. We are relieved

to notice that at least one line in Act III.,

inexcusably mutilated in (we believe)
the edition of 1934, is now restored to

its original form. Another victory for

the most enlightened government of

modern times !

At other London houses the usual

theatrical fare of the season continues

in brisk demand. Drury Lane, now
more than ever the nursery of the British

drama, has again followed the precedent
of the last twenty years in producing
a spectacular kindergarten play, an-
nounced as the work of the youngest
litterateur yet living. The entire book
of the piece has, we understand, been
dictated to a staff of nurses, the talented

author being at present unable to read
or \vrite. As usual, a noteworthy feature
is made of the orchestra, this year
augmented by a number of rattles and
coral bells, an innovation for which the
audience on Boxing Night testified their

approval by their hearty reception of

Hosier Glover, minimus, on that talented

youngster being lifted into the con-
ductor's seat.

Meanwhile a striking echo of bygone
taste was afforded last Sunday evening
at the Galsworthy Hall, where a dis-

tinguished gathering of serious play-
goers assembled to witness the inucli-

talked-of revival of Cinderella, a Christ-
inas Pantomime, by members of the
Defunct Drama Society. The perform-
ance, if a trifle esoteric for popular
enjoyment, proved on the whole unde-
niably interesting, care having been
taken to ensure absolute accuracy of

mounting even to such details as
coloured lires and the introduction of
a genuine contemporary moon [coon?
song. Much of the humour, indeed,

90 archaic as to be unintelligible

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING TECHNICAL.
Northern Farmer (on his icay to tlie Poll, after conversation with Candidate).

"
WELL, THAT

SETTLES 'T. DAXQKD IF Ail VOTES FOR A FKLLER AS TALKS ABOUT A BOSS'S LEFT FROXT LEO."

to modern ears ; and though certain

superior members of the audience
affected to laugh hugely over such

passages as the Barons reference to

tired kippers, or the demand by his

eccentric wife for female suffrage, or-

dinary individuals might well be excused
for wondering what it was all about.
The experiment, though of some his-

torical value, is hardly likely to be
repeated.

The terms were tempting, even for Madame
Sarah Bernliardt : 4,000 for twenty-four per-
formances in a month, each performance in a
ikstcfe to last ten minutes. This works out at
i good deal over a guinea ami a half a minute."
Manchester Keening Citron ii-l".

[t does indeed. What a lesson in

moderation might be drawn by Candi-
dates from the restrained methods of
this statistician.

Fashion Hints.
"

It is becoming usual now for men when
calling to leave their hat and stick in the hall,

except when foreigners." Daily Mail.

Even in the case of a native the hat and
stick may be taken into the drawing-
room if it is understood that the visitor

has called with the express purpose of

thrashing his host. The hat, replaced
on the head, will serve as a protection

against retaliation.

"One of the Committee-room* of Sir W.
Dunn, Unionist candidate for West Southwark,
was broken into during Friday night. . . . The
intruder had scattered alxmt the room a large
number of canvassing cads, and disarranged a

quantity of correspondence."
Mancheitter Guardian.

It must have been a brisk affair while
it lasted. Why should canvassers have
it all their own way ?
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
ELECTIONS AND THINGS.

Park Lane.
DKAEEST DAPHNE, There 's not much

left of your Blanche, after a strenuous
time working to save the country. But
I don't complain. One's country doesn't

have to be saved very often, and saving
it makes quite a nice brenk in one's

would be that their election colours

might be more becoming to her com-

plexion.

Talking of colours, my darling Pom-

pom is a bit affaisst: now that doggies
have to match frocks, and I can only
wear him when I 'm dressed in brown.

At the place I go to for match-dogs

they 're awfully clever at dyeing them.

together as they used to be. She 's

taken to writing impressionist stories

and plays, and she does such queer
things and goes to such queer places to

get local colour and first-hand impres-
sions that Bosh says he von't stand
much more of

when she was
was to get herself up en pauvresse and

it. One thing she did

writing Lurid London

One of my canvassing days I was in go and sit on a seat on the Embankment

ordinary amusements. It behoves us all
I blue, with a blue dog, and another day ,

one evening. She got into chat with

(isn't that a lovely phrase ? I

begin almost everything with
it now !) to stand together,
and join hands, and stem the

tide, and all that sort of thing,
don't you think ?

We were having a rippin'
time down at the Middle-
shires' when Norty told us
we 'd all got to go to town
and help to save the country.
It was in this way. His old

constituents in the North have
turned out to be pigs of the

first magnitude. They say
they don't want him for their

Member any longer, that he
hasn't kept the promises he
made them or introduced any
of the measures he said he

would, but has flourished away
on his own, making speeches
on subjects they don't care

tuppence about. He says

they're a rotten crowd, and
that they may but never
mind about that. So he's

standing for Grimy Green, a

weird North-Eastern suburb
of London that I 'd never
even heard of, and there I 've

been working myself half

dead for a fortnight. Oh, the

dingy little parlours I've

penetrated to and the immense
amount of information I've

given in these two weeks !

The big loaf, the little loaf,
the tall loaf, the short loaf,

the black loaf, the white loaf

I 'd no idea I knew so
much about loaves or any-
thing else ! (D'you want a
wrinkle in canvassing, my
ownest ? Wear a fresh frock

'~~

every day, and never leave off talking
about The Loaf

!)

Friend. "
Is IT SAFE TO SEND YOUR STUFF IN A WRAPPER LIKE TIIAT ?

Poet. "WELL, I FIND IT ALWAYS COMES BACK ALL RIGHT !

"

Aunt Goldie has sprung a surprise
on us. I don't defend Norty. The role

of neglected wife is an impossible one
,to play well, and the worm will turn
when neglected too much

; but Aunt G.
has proved quite'the turniest of worms,
and I can't forgive her for going over
to the other side and helping a horrid
Radical. The idea of letting private
feelings influence one's politics ! The
only thing that could possibly excuse a
woman for going over to the enemy

I was in green, with a green one.

Myself I carry the idea farther still, enough, so Lala has generously resolved

a pcor man, who told her he
was out of a job and hadn't
had anything to cat fora fort-

night. This was a simply
rippin' bit of local colour for

Wee-Wee. She didn't know
people. co uld go so long with-

out food. She said she was a
needlewoman who couldn't

get any needling to do, that

she 'd been turned out of her

lodgings that day and she
went on yarning till she gave
herself away (just like her!),
and the man who'd had no-

thing to eat for a fortnight
turned 0:1 her and said,
" You 're a fraud ! I know
you now. You 're Wee-Wee
Tresyllyan, and I shall get no
loc-al colour from you!

" And
\Vee-Wee said,

" And I know
you and you're a fraud -

and I shall get no local colour

from you. You 're Ray Rym-
ington." And so it was, and
he was out to get first-hand

impressions for h s poem,
The City of Terrille Tears.

Have you heard of Lala
Middleshire's new departure ?

Skating is her obsession, you
know. She lives on skates

and thinks on skates. She
can do all the club figures

right off the reel, including
those frightfully diffy ones,
Mustard-and-Cress and Don-

key's Ears, without making
the teeniest mistake. Well,
she's nothing if not philan-

thropic, and she 's founded a

School for Teaching Fancy
Skating to the Orphan Child-

ren of the Deserving Poor.

Subscriptions didn't come in fast

herself to the Cause. She
a skating turn at the Mag-

and hardly ever speak to anyone who ! to give
doesn't match the toilette I happen |

will do
to be wearing. Josiah was absurdly ', nificent, the Never-Say-Die, and the

elated because I took him with me to
j

Gorgeous. The terms they offer her
tea at RUMPO MAYER'S the other after- 'are enormous. It's the first time
noon. "This is as it should be," he 'they've had a duchess in the bills,

said.
" Husband and wife together."

j

We all think it simply-most immensely
dear man," I screamed,

"
don't

j

brave and splendid of her to sacrifice"My
be so ricky ! I 'm only wearing you
to-day because I'm in red, and you've
a red complexion !

"

her own feelings and come before the

public in aid of her pet Cause. The

stage dress she will wear for her skating
Bosh and Wee-Wee aren't so comfy , act will be a good deal like that of a
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ON THE EVE OF THE POLL.
Opulent Kadi-al (lanjrly interested in land and bretc?ry shares). "I'M AFRAID WE SHALL OEr lit AG.VIX, I'M AFRAID WE siut.r..'

1

Principal Boy, with high military boots

and a fur cap.
The Bullyon-Boundermere people con-

linue their efforts to be in the move-

ment, in spite of the snub courteous,
the snub with circumstance, and the
snub direct, as MIJ.TON says. They've
bought the Oldgores' place in Sussex,
and on New Year's Eve gave one of

tlio.-M- "Good Resolutions" parties that

have been so popular. Towards mid-

night, you know, dancing stops, and
i \eryone writes down a good resolution

for the Xe\v Year. You needn't put
your name, so you can say just what

you like. Then, when midnight's past,
in- iv 11 Is the good resolutions

aloud, and pri/es may be given for the
funniest. Well, the crowd at the B.-B.s'

wrote down their good resolutions and
they were all shaken together in a bag.
I 'resently old Bullyon-Bouudermere stood

up and began to read them aloud (the

poor wretches had a lot of swagger
prizes ready), and oh, my dear, my dear !

what do you think most of the people
had written as their good resolution?
"
AVrer to come here again !

"

Have you heard the rumour that

spring coals are to be quite, quite short
and hats small and saucy, also that

gowns will 1)
- flouncier and frillier, and

that with tin se more joyous and expan-
sive frocks plenty of laughter will be
c >nvct ? Ever thine, BLANCHE.

ONE CANDIDATE TO THE OTHER,

BILLY, old boy, we 've had a merry fight,

Arguing, ranting, raving, day and night,
Much as a pair of monomaniacs might.

But let me whisper, ere the frantic din
Which marks the close of battle shall

begin,
I hope with all my heart that you 'II get in!

'Tis not that I have wavered in my creed ;

I 'm ready, as before, to fight and bleed

For Unionism. Yes, I am indeed.

I still regard your Budget as a curse,
A Socialistic plot, a something worse ;

I can't explain it very well in verse.

I still believe your policy would tend
To cause our mighty Empire to descend
To very small potatoes in the end.

I still esteem the House of Lords but

stay,

Why need I tell you this? I'll merely
say

I grow more Tory-minded every day.

Nor is it, Billy, that I lack the grit
To show my face at Westminster, and sit

Among the Nation's Chosen. Not a bit.

But I am very fearful, I confess
;

And this is what occasions my distress

I never could live up to The 'Express!

Physical Development.
'.. From the ca'.alogue of the National
Loan Exhibition :

" He is seated, wearing a wig and gown ;
his

right elbow is on the table by his side ; his left

forefinger to his forehead; his left arm is bent
and he has a ring on the little finger ^ his left

hand rests on his hip."

Compare the above with the following
passage from a concert programme :

" A poor saul sat sighing by a sycamore tree,

Sing all a green willow.

Her hand on her bosom, her head on her knee,

Sing willow, willow, willow."

We have tried both positions and can
recommend them to sufferers from any
of the usual complaints.

"
Colonel Seely, addressing a meeting at Liver-

pool, protested against the sinister attempts to

stir up strife with Germany.

AN EXPLANATION.

Colonel Seely explains that what he really
said at Liverpool was that the pauper disquali-
fication would be removed and the number of

Old Age Pensions thus increased." ISangalore
Daily Post.

In a big building it is often hard to

catch the exact words.

"Boy scouts are entirely non-political. So

also, but to a still greater degree, is the Boy
Scouts Assistance Association." Kvening Stan-

dard.

The B.S.A.A. can never even have heard
of the Budget.
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THE ERNEST SMILES SELF-
HELP RESTAURANT.

(Extracts from Prospectus.)
" EXPERIMENTUM IN COHFORE SMILI."

MR. ERNEST SMILES, before resorting
to the Self-Help regimen, suffered from

cramp, club feet, diplopia, elasmobran-

chitis, pongo-pongo, the gorbles, and

many other incurable ailments. He has

now eliminated them all from his system
and has demonstrated that he has benefited

mentally as well as physically from the

new treatment, by writing : (1) Spiritual
Law in the Vegetable World ; (2) Suction

Gas Breathing (the standard work on

the subject) ; by composing his famous

Honey Pudding Polka, dedicated to Mrs.

Tita Bedale, and by winning back the

Vegetarian Spillikins Championship in

his forty-third year.

TRIAL TRIPS BY FAMOUS FEEDERS.

Before Mr. SMILES opened his Self-

Help Restaurant to the public he had his

recipes tested at sample meals by no

fewer than six hundred private guests,

with striking results. Among those

guests were the Head Master of ETON,
the Countess RATZ, Mr. VICTOR GRAYSON,
Mr. STEWART GRAY (the famous Hunger
marcher), Mrs. Chickering Chipp, Mr.

ARTHUR PONSONBY (author of Tlie Needle

in the Camel's Eye), the Countess of

WARWICK, Archdeacon SINCLAIR, Miss

TRULY SHATTUCK, ALGERNON ASHTON, Esq.,
Mr. ALEXANDER URE (the Lord Advo-

cate), Dr. BODIE, Mr. CODY, Mr. P. G.

KONODY, and others.

AN ATTRACTIVE INTERIOR.

As you enter you see on both sides

and in front of you various books

by Mr. and Mrs. Smiles on theo-

logical as well as culinary topics ;

also their famous batterie de cuisine

(including the notorious Collectivist

Colander, the Esoteric Nutmeg Scraper,
the Deep Sea Biplane Fryer with poly-

phonic gear) and various food specialities

(such as Desiccated Infants' Soup Snuff,

Proletariate Palatinoids, Salsify Galan-

tine, Beet-root Chocolate, Mud Bath

Buns, Iceland Moss Meringues, etc.).

Beyond are the tables gay with bunting
Sir PERCY is himself an occasional

visitor and the waitresses with their

deeply spiritual lineaments, magnificent
clievelures and rich meatless fruity
contr.ilto voices.

STRANGE MEAL-FELLOWS.

As Mr. Harold Bulbo once happily
remarked, the Self-Help Restaurant is

the Cranks' Clearing House. Here you
may see a notorious Mayfair roue

mingling his tears with those of a re-

tired bath-chair proprietor from Rother-

hithe
;
a prize-fighter unaware that his

next-door neighbour is in the running
for the Laureateship ;

an. archdeacon

hobnobbing with a fruitarian secularist
;

a famous actress terrified by the proxi-

mity of Mr. WILLIAM ARCHER
;
an inter-

national Rugby three-quarter fascinated

by the adjacence of a militant Suf-

ragette; or an athletic musician sharing
a salmi of toad-stoo'.s with an anasmic

musical critic.

SOCIETIES WHICH PATRONISE THE

RESTAURANT.

Among the Societies that have held

meetings at the Self-Help Restaurant

are The Universal Interference League,
The Vegetable Miirrowtime League, The

Scilly Islands Suffrage Association, The

Banbury Cake Walkers, The Anti-Tannin

Tea Tasters, The Cryptic Skipping-

rope G uild, The Teetotal Ballet-dancers'

League, The Incorporated Society of

Vegetarian Sandwichmen, The Phreno-

logical Temperance Wind Band, The
Christian Science Sea-kale Club, The
Anti-Bootlace Association, The Side-

spring Hand-bell Ringers, The Vege-
tarian Lion-food Institute, The Society

for the Promotion of Kindness to Crimi-

nals, The Infants' Anti-Sausage Society,

The Compulsory Sunshine Society, The

All-Veg. Universal Brotherhood, The
Anti-Banana Side-.Jp Society, The

Amalgamated Toe-post Boot Subscrip-
tion Dance Society, The

'

Inner Light

Society, The Anti-Saponians, The Anti-

Forcible Feeders, The All-wool Dew-

Bathers, The Barefoot Brigade, The
Chestnut Salon, -The National Feline

Defence League (President, Baroness

Puszkin), The Upper Tooting Almack's

Club, The Farinaceous Free Fooders,
The One Boy One Skate Association,

and The Brixton Neo-PIatonic Barley-
water Federation.

THE SELF-HELP RESTAURANT PROGRAMME.

Monday, Yitli.

11 1. School of Arctic Cookery.
2.30 P.M. Lecturette by Professor

Bastable Chump :

"
Levitation," with

musical illustration by the Lower Tooting
Flute Quartet.

3.30 P.M. Sermonette :

" The Duties

of Demonology," by Madame Hesper
Haddock, followed by Occult Dancing
Class.

5 to 6.30 P.M. Lecturine : "How to tell

Character by Tea Leaves," with Lime-

light illustrations, by the Countess
Tassila Banffy. ADMISSION FREE, in-

cluding lime-juice.
7.0 P.M. Professor PETER LATHAM will

lecture on the
"
Gnostic Propaganda of

the Grille." Admission Free. A Silver

Collection in aid of the Silver Grille.

8.0 P.M. Lecture by Miss Ediss Jaskit:

"The Need of Hallucination," with

Chirological illustrations by the Becken-
ham Tomato Omelette Coterie.

9.0 11.30 P.M. Annual Dance of the
Occult Breathing League (President,

Blanco Mandible, Esq.). Admission, Is.

Lucky Tub Refreshment Tickets, Gel.

each. Reincarnation Polkas, Gnostic

Barn-dances, Psychometric Lancers,

Sleep Cake-walking, by the President
and Mrs. Delia Warlock, P.P.Q. To
wind iip with an astral supper on
the roof garden, at which each guest
will be given two simulation chestnut

sausages, one magical mince-pie and a

glass of psycho-sherbet.

SOLVING THE SERVANT PROBLEM.

GENTLEMEN, will you be good enough
to range yourselves outside the door for

a moment, while 1 explain, for the bene-
fit of anybody who happens to be

reading this, who you are, who I am,

why you are on one side of the door and
I on the other. At the end of that time
I hope to be in a fit condition to admit

you.
What happened, as counsel says, was

this : William and I agreed to share a
flat in the Temple, and, having so agreed
and told each other how nice that would

be, we proceeded to take the flat and to

occupy the same. Being mere men,
we were a little surprised and pained to

find no furniture in the rooms when we
got there, for we had always imagined
that rooms would at least furnish them-
selves. With the assistance of a West
End firm, who had been established in

the year 2 A.D. and on this occasion did

most of the talking as befitted their age,
we overcame that difficulty and settled

down to live our happy life. But there

were other surprises waiting for us.

Rooms, it appears, are not only too lazy
to furnish themselves but will not even
take the trouble to clean themselves.

Breakfast neither cooks nor lays itself,

and things, speaking generally, do not

happen unless they are made to.

Realising this with the utmost diffi-

culty, we set about cooking and arrang-

ing a meal for ourselves, about which

processes the less said the better.

Suffice it that we managed to allay our
immediate hunger and to nourish our-

selves sufficiently to be able to smoke
our pipes. Packing, lighting and com-

busting tobacco is the one process that

men can satisfactorily manage for them-
selves.

They were ample pipes, but eventually
even they gave out. We felt physically
comfortable but morally anxious as to

why the remnants of our food stayed
on the table so long. At last we were
forced to the reluctant conclusion that

the clearing of breakfast tables is another
of those things which do not happen
but are done. Food, plates, knives and
forks will apparently sit on as you left

them for ever unless menial pressure is

brought to bear on them.
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SociaUat Oratir. "\Viur \m: w\vr, MY FINE FKI.LERS, is THE RIOHT TO WORK." Chorus of Unemployables.
" WHAT O !

"

"
William," I said,

"
this tabh ought

to be cleared by now."
"It ought," he answered. "I will

ring the bell for the servants.''

"There is no bell," I reminded him,
wearily, "and there are no servants."

"Then,"he said, "you must get a

servant," and forthwith went off to stay
with his people in the country. That
was a week ago.
At first I could not think how one

.uels a servant. Now that 1 have men-
tioned the matter to my la;ly friends. I

cannot think how one does not get filty
servants. It almo-t appears that these
ladies dodo something sometimes. ( 'an

it be the fact that they do not spend all

their days idling in armchairs and look-

ing beautiful? Can it be the truth

that, when we men regard -ourselves as

going off to work in the morning, we
are in nalit.y heiiig turned out of our
own homes to go and do nothing but
lo. .U important somewhere -where ii d< <-s

ii. 'I in itter, while the women are busy
managing that part of the world that
does matter? Anyhow, I had only to

mention my servant dillieulty to a few
of the leading members of the sex to be

besieged by applicants A word in

your ear, before you make any invidious
remarks : the gentlemen outside the
door are the said applicants. Let nu
tell you why they are outside.

It is now ten o'clock a.m., the

appointed hour for the interviews of

candidates. The first knock woke me
up. Why I was still then in bed was
because List night was the first occasion
on which I had succeeded in making a
bed possible to sleep in. If I was thus

unpunctual, it was not likely that one
of the fifty competitors for the post of
honour would give himself away by
being late on the first morning, so that
before I had nearly completed my bath

they had all arrived. There then they
all are on the other side of the door

clamouring for admittance. "But,"
you will say,

"
surely it is the servant's

job and not yours to open th ) front
door?" My dear friends, you show that

you are no more intelligent thun William
by the way you harp on servants that
do not exist. The whole of my potential
stalf is on the wrong side of the latch,
and I ... But that was in my ludicrous
and almost indecent past. Now I am
div.-s 'd and physically capable of open-
ing a door.

Welcome, gentlemen, to my modest

premises. One of you is to be my loyal
if incompetent manservant. The ques-
tion is, which? Come, you shall all

set yourselves to work. Cook this morn-

ing's breakfast, wash yesterday's break-
fast things, clean the seven pairs of

boots that are waiting to be cleaned and
remove the debris of a week from my
sitting-room. The man who does his

work best is the successful candidate.

Set to, gentlemen, for I have the hunger
of a week in me. Once that is satisfied,
I shall be most genial and easy to get on
with. Who knows that I may not be so

happy and pleased with life as to engage
the whole fifty of you on the spot ?

Political Candour.
"ENTHUSIASM FOR SIR C. CAYZER.
DENSE AUDIENCE AT THE TKEDEGAR-HALL."

Western Hail.

From an article in The Westminster
Gazttte entitled

" Under Protection in

Austria-Hungary
"

:

" Food among&t this class is very coarse, and
in tli county of Zips it is only enjoyed bix or
seven times a ye.r."

It must be really enjoyed then.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ALTHOUGH a good deal of the plot of The Settler (Houi>EK
AND STOUGHTON) is laid, as the name suggests, on virgin soil,

I must confess that I prefer, as being more thrilling, that

less?r part which is enacted in the outskirts of civilised

Winnipeg. Some twenty-five years ago, I gather, Winnipeg
had a colony of Slavs of all varieties Polak, Croatian,

Magyar, and the rest and they enjoyed nothing so much
as a two days' marriage feast in true native style, with

a fight and a fair sprinkling of knife-unlimited beer and
wounds to finish up.
were anarchists with a great yearning
from the yoke of the tyrant men wh
Siberia, or just missed going
there. There are exciting times

in such company, and Mr. RALPH
CONNOR provides these liberally.
We are introduced to a blood
feud (I will kill him. I have
sworn the oath ! Aha !), and

things are lively until Kalmar,
the avenger, is whipped away by
the strong arm of the law. But
of course an ordinary prison
cannot hold him, and one looks

for a brisk renewal of hostilities.

The author, however, has a lot

of local colour about settlers to

work off, and so there is a long
interval of settling, of a peace-
able nature, during which one
waits patiently for the reappear-
ance of Kalmar and the fulfil-

ment of the oath. At the end
of the book he comes, but with
a disappointing explosion-scheme
which backfires and does for

him as well as his victim. I

was rather sorry about that, be-

cause, though Kalmar was an

unpleasant customer, he was
better than the other man, and

j

I had a sneaking regard for him.
But I daresay that is mybad taste.

Some of the members of this colony
to liberate Russia
had escaped from

mountain, the scene of a tragic episode in the story. Great

grey crags, "massed in the grim indifference of everlasting

strength." 1'amela, the heiress, is a charming study of the

American girl. More subtle is the portrayal of her father,

patiently but unwillingly dragged by the chariot-wheels of

a vulgarly ambitious wife who doesn't mean to go back
" home "

and face her friends until she has captured at least

the eldest son of a peer. By a pleasant paradox Faces in

tlte Mist is a breezy book, full of life and colour.

When I

condition.

was a child I found many disadvantages in my
1 looked forward with confidence to growing up

The characters revolving
round the Faces in the Mist

(CLARKE) are not wholly unfamiliar

" GREAT PERCY !

LoTIIAYItIO ?
"

to the novel reader..

There is the nouveau, r'iche American who comes over to
the still Free Trade market with a marriageable daughter. ! be said for growing up.
There is the heir-apparent to a peerage who in consulta-
tion with his father, impecunious equally with himself,
comes to the conclusion that the million

"

sterling under-
stood to be the dowry pertaining to the imported article is

worth annexing to an ancient barony. Lastly, there is the
British lover, untitled and not too wealthy, who enters the
lists against the embarrassed heir of the noble backwoods-
man, in the end unhorses him and carries off the prize.
These arc the puppets of the play, of a class not specially
attractive. That makes the more creditable the success
achieved by Mr. STEUAHT. He tells a rattling good story,
artfully set in succession in the effectively varied back-
grounds of the Highlands and Egypt. He has a great gift
of presenting in a few strokes a scenic picture. Through the

,

centuries prose and verse have been lavished on the eternal
j

hills
; yet I do not remember anything more briefly or more

and becoming important. Now authors and playwrights
combine to make me ashamed of being no longer a child.

To-day it is not the thing to be grown up. Indeed, Mr.
ALGERNON BI.ACKWOOU suggests and warmly advocates a cure

for adultness. The Education of
Uncle Paul (MACMILLAlf) is under-
taken by Niece Nixie, and
directed to this point : that you
can be a child even up to the

ripe age of eighty provided you
take the right view of things.
You must, as Uncle Paul soon

learns, stop trying to look serious;

you imifi realise that clouds and
dreams are the things that ma'-

ter, that politics and meals arc tic

things that do not. Nixie hersel f

is the sweetest child, full of

imagination and affection, wis-

dom and inconsequence. As a
teacher she is less satisfactory,
even tiresome. She knows too

much
;
she explains too logically.

Children, I know, can find their

way "through the crack which
divides yesterday from to-day,"
but when they discuss that pro-
cess metaphysically they cea-e
to be children. Thus, charmed
though I was with the phantasy
and the poetry of the book, 1

came at the end of it to three

prosaic and rather dismal con-
clusions. The first, that we
tend nowadays to spoil the

invaluable child by injudicious
booming and excessive limelight ;

the second, that we deceive our-
selves in supposing that we can be real children without

being young; the third, that there is, after all, something to

'Ow DID THEY KNOW I WAS SUCH A

THK AWAY OF IT.
" WHITHER away ? "that was the light-heart tone,
Our careless greeting, on that summer's day ;

Little I guessed life should grow dark and lone
With her away.

But that 's the kind of prank Fate loves to play :

You roam from temperate to torrid /one,
And ransack life

;

" A fig for love !

"
you say," And all his fetters

;

"
then some Jill or Joan

_Trips
round the corner, "just by chance," and hey !

Without her all the joys your life has known
Wither away !

The will has been proved of the late Mr.
,
who died intestate.'

finely phrased than Mr.STEUART'sp"assingimpression of a Scotch
\

Tariff Reform means more of this.
1>"''

!l
/<;^"rw -
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CHARIVARIA.
Mi:. HKKULKT QUDSTOVE, we art- told,

lid.. ic giving orders for the forcible

feeding of the Suffragettes, tried the

process on himself. So little inconveni-

ence did lie feel that he could talk

[perfectly well during the whole of the

operation. So much for those who
stigmatised it as inhumanity on the

ground that il prevented a woman
from speaking for some few minutes.

The
V

and it should soon be possible to pick up
one lor a song. Here surely is a chance
for the young doctor who cannot afford

to buy a brougham.
* *

"Skating at St. Moritz
"

is the title

of an article in a contemporary. It is

wonderful how the craze is spreading.V
AVOID TIIK WEATDEB

TRAVEL UNDERGROUND"

says an insulting placard issued by the

The Duke of CONN u CUT has left

England for a hunting expedition in

Kasl Africa. This confirm.-* the iiimour
that Mr. ROOSEVELT one day missed a
lion.

TsAlt, receiving the I

so imperial naval mis-
1

said that Prince TSAI

HSUN'S visit would tend to

consolidate the friendship
which had existed for hun-
dreds of years between Rus-i \

and China. His Maje.>iy

might have gone further and
reminded the Prince how
Russia had quite recently

poured forth blood and money
on behalf of Manchuria.V

Mr. w. MORGAN'S next novel,
we are told, will be sold to

tin- (public at a halfpenny per
thousand words. We under-

stand, however, that it will

not be possible to purchase
a smaller quantity than the

entire book. * *

We make no apology for

quoting the following para-

graph from 27(e LtwrpOQl
l>nih/ Post, for it undoubtedly
deserves a place in our
columns :

" We are officially

informed that at a general
assembly of academicians and
associates of the Royal
Academy of Arts . . . .lean

I'.apliste Edouard de Taille

was elected an honorary
foreign academician

; and
William Orpen (painter), F.

I' 'rweiit (wood sculptor), and
Krucit George Derwont Wood EMl Tllls JEXKINS Is GOIS TO OET IS

;
BUT DO!i

'

T YOD S *T AS

StS^&SSaSS ME
I

s

D

EJ'"-
OR B " r "EU ainE "" "* '"" AN

' rM A LIB
'

RAL

Academv." * *

POINTS FOR PATRIOTS.

(Generously supplied to Tariff Jlc/orm
iinilors by a Free Trader.)

GERMAN measles come into this country
absolutely free. Is this fair?

A ten-per-cent. tax on

every imported measle would

give the home article a chance.

Vote for Tariff Reform and
British Measles !

Do you love the manners
and customs of old England ?

You do ? Tariff Reform means
better manners and MOM:
CUSTOMS !

Why buy eggs laid by hens
who cannot speak a word of

English? Tariff Reform
means a Busy Time for Buff

Orpingtons !

Ask your Pawnbroker how
business is.

"
Very bad," he

will reply. Quit3 so. Tariff

Reform means Prosperous
Pawnbrokers and More of
Them !

When you dine at a re-

staurant the waiter is pro-
bably a German. Is this

fair? No! Vote for Tariff

Reform and reverse the posi-
tions !

From a letter in The Glasgow
Herald:-

" Let each elector |x>uder on tliM

qp.ic-tion before entering the ballot

bos."

We pondered, and squeezed in.

I'r. COOK'S whereabouts are still only
a mat IT of conjecture. There is some
talk now of fitting out a Search Kxpedi-
tion. This is not unusual in the case of

Arctic explorers. V
A Kill to secure the future of the

Crystal Pahuv has been deposited for

introduction into the next Parliament,
but the difficulty of preserving a glass
building in an age of aviation would
appear to lx- almost insuperable.

* *

About three hundred disused horse-

omnibiises, it is said, are now lying idle,

Underground Railways ;
but we must

confess that the weather has brought it

on itself. + +
*

"
Well, I call it a most bare-legged

thing to do," said Mrs. Jones on hearing
of Lady CONSTANCE STEWART-RICHARDSON'S

appearance at the Palace.

Lady CONSTANCE, we understand, is

dancing for a philanthropic object, yet
her performance will serve to show
other members of the aristocracy how
they may be able to earn a living when
practically reduced to their last shift.

" The confers nee between the Northumber-
land owners and men on Saturday

in respect of

the Eight Hours Act resulted in no definite

decision. After sitting for some hours the

meeting broke up, and the following statement
was issued t> the press:

BE I'ATaioiic and eat- OATS.

I .M;..I: Packet, 5d."

Mail.

So the time was not wasted altogether.

"
Speaking at au overflow meeting at the

Corporation Baths . . ." Daily Tclejraph.

How easy some things are made for the
modern humorist.

TOL. CXXXVIII.
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BIRRELL ON THE BOROUGHS.
[Under tlie heading "Mr. Birrell's Message to the West,' Tlic Times

announces that after the second day's polling, when the results showed
that about 30 per cent, of the contested Liberal boroughs had gone over

to the Unionists, the Chief Secretary for Ireland gave to a Press

representative the following message for the Western Counties :

" The

boroughs have with hardly an exception proved tme. It now only
remains for the counties to do the same, and the grandest victory of our

time will have been won."]

I DO not blame a little bluff
;

1 rather like a dash of colour

Thrown on electioneering stuff,

Which even so is dull enough,
But might be vastly duller.

Yet, when the facts to Heaven cry,

If you are still for throwing dust in

The well-informed elector's eye,

Then I can only say,
"

Fi !

"

Or else
"
Tut, tut ! AUGUSTIXE."

The West, to which your message flew,

Defying facts as well as distance,

Is not the Wild West ; it can do
These little sums of two and two

Nicely, without assistance.

Not only clever clerks on stools

But fat-head ploughmen in the furrows,

Recalling certain simple rules

Imbibed in elementary schools,

Had totted up the boroughs.

Your West, in fact, had got to know

(You can't deceive these Occidentals)
That three in every ten or so

Who held The Faith four years ago
Had changed their fundamentals.

"
Scarce an exception ?

"
Ah, the touch

That lends to Truth a gloss and glamour !

I only hope you did as much
With those

"
exceptions

"
verbs and such

In your Hellenic grammar.

Still, you are
j
ust the same to me,

Thanks to old ties I would not dissipate ;

And, after all, these things must be
In every famous victory

Like that which you anticipate.

So in the West where this occurred

May Charity extend her bounties,

Saying,
" The wish begot the word

;

"

But please don't make the same absurd
Mistake about the counties ! 0. S.

Taking German Leave.

The Noi-th-Gcrman Gazette, anxious to conceal the eager
desire of the Germans for the victory of the Liberal Party,
says :

" To whichever side, whether Conservative or Liberal,
the majority of the British people gives the preference, we
have, for our part, always regarded it as a matter for the
British people to decide."

Many thanks for this very gracious concession.

" A local gentleman calls attention to a somewhat curious circum-
stance connected with the election result. If the figures for each
candidate namely, 1-J.334, 12,270, 11,529, and 11,058 are added,
o gcther with 74 1

,
the figure by which Mr. Knott beat Mr. Stuart, the

o till is 70 which is the age of Mr. Storey." Suntlerland Liaitij Echo.

Subtract 10 and you get the date of the new rnoon.

THE COW.
i.

From William llobdciijh, Pear Tree Farm, Farwell, Bucks,
lo Konald Campion, J.P., Ellsworth Hall, Calthorpc,
'Kris. Jon. 4,19 .

SIR, On Monday last I was driving cows along the road

clos3 by and yonr mo'.or car come along at a great pace it

run into one of my cows and throwcd her over she can n; V<T

be the same cow again now Sir I am only a farmer and \vi!l

you please to pay compensation I leave it to you
Yours respectly WILLIAM HOBSLEICII.

P.S. The cow is very bad

n.

From Konald Campion, J .P., lo William Bobsleigh.
Jan. 5, 19.

SIR, I have received your letter and have made enquiries
of the driver of my car. He tells me that on Monday last

he was driving very slowly and carefully owing to a fog, and
was sounding his horn at frequent intervals. According to

his account he was hardly moving at all when he met your
cows, and he was on his right side of the road. No
accident appears to have happened, but one of the cows

slightly grazed the motor when it was almost at a standstill.

It is plain that you were not exercising sufficient control, over

your cjws, and under the circumstances I cannot sec that

you are entitled to any compensation, more especially as my
man assures me that the cow was in no way injured anil

immediately rejoined her companions.
Yours faithfully, RONALD CAMPION.

in.

From William Hobslc'fjh to Ronald Campion.
Jan. C, 1'J .

Dit. Silt, Yours to hand and cannot believe you would
wish to do me harm but Sir the cow has been very bad and
remains on a bed of sickness Sir she is not an ordnery cow
but one of the best milkers and a great pet of the childicn

and my wife too she has a swelling in her side the size of a

marrer which was corsed by your motor car This is no
threat but why am I to suffer the cow is now groaning in

torchers and we cannot bare it shall we say three pounds
(3Ji) and no more heard about it Sir I am sure you are u

gentleman Yours respectly WILLIAM HOUSLKKJII.

IV.

From Konald Campion to William Hdbtsleig'i.

Jan. 8, 19.
Sin, I am convinced that my man gave me an accurate

and trustworthy account of what happened on Monday last
,

and I cannot see, therefore, that I am in any way liable to

you. I regret that your cow should be ill, but I am bound
to believe that her sufferings are not due to collision with

rny motor-car but to some other cause.

Yours faithfully, RONALD CAMPION.

v.

From William Hobdeigh to Ronald Campion.
Jan. 9, 19.

Dr.. SIR, We are expecting the cow to die any minnit and
we do not know how to go on her side is now swelled terribly

my wife is nursing her night and day but she cannot move
her hindlegs Sir if you saw her you would Fay three pounds
(3) is not enough but as you are a gentleman I will take

2 the house is all upset with it

Yours resply WILLIAM HOIMLI;I<;II.

VI.

From Konald Campion to William Ilobsleigh.

Jan. io, 19.
SIK, To avoid further trouble I propose to send a veterinary
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SALT OF THE SEA.
MR. PUNCH. "WELCOMK, !Sl|{, AND MORE SKA-POWER TO YOUR ELBOW!"

[With warm (?onj;ratti!atio!is to Admiral Wit.R'js on entering upon his new duties as First Sea
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SCENE Jloueltcep;r'a room. Enter excited family with letter from schoolboy brother.

/.'. /'. "HURRAH! MRS. RUGQLES, ARCHIE HAS cor HIS 'FIRST FIFTEEN' COLOURS !

"

Mrs. R. "WELL, WELL BLESS ins HEART, THAT'S GOOD NEWS. AND now MANY MORE WILL HE HAVE TO GET?"

surgeon to your farm the day after to-morrow at 11.30 in the

morning. If he certifies that the cow was really injured by
the collision and is suffering from that cause I shall be quite

ready to pay reasonable compensation.
Yours faithfully, RONALD CAMPION.

VII.

From William Hobsleigh to Ronald Campion.
Jan. 11.

J>n. Sin, Our cow died last night and we are now berrying
her so it is no use sending over Sir I am a poor man and so

is my wife but we want justice that is all we want we are

willing to take ten shillings for we dont want to be hard on

anybody. Yours respectly WILLIAM BOBSLEIGH.

vnr.

From Ronald Campion to William Hobsleigh.
Jan. 12.

SIR, I regret to hear of the death of your cow. In order
to avoid further correspondence I enclose a P.O. for 10.,
which please acknowledge.

Yours faithfully, RONALD CAMPION.

Rumoured Deafness of a Colonial Premier.

The Canadian House of Commons has overwhelmingly
rejected a motion to abolish the Second Chamber. In

opposing llii.s motion Sir WILFRID LAURIER is reported to

have said that he had "never heard it suggested, even by the
most Radical of Radicals, that the House of Lords should be
done away with." If Sir WILFUID has failed to catch the

trumpet-notes of our Radical Press, we are afraid that he
must be suffering from a serious defect of the tympanum.

THE BOY IN THE STREET.

THERE 's an undersized tyrant who governs our lives,

From whom the police have no power to protect us,

A cynic whose sarcasm always "arrives,"

Who, though we 're his betters, declines to respect us
;

The hurling of gibes is his principal joy,
And the "man in the street" is no match for "the boy."

With hands in his pockets and jaws on the munch
He comes, an unwashed but intelligent creature

;

On his mouth the remains of his breakfast and lunch

Form a permanent crust round that flexible feature ;

His manners are easy though hardly discreet ;

He's the crudest of critics, the boy in the street.

In taste he 's a Tory, impatient of change,
And the costume that marks an inflexion of fashion

Is greeted as soon as it comes into range
With a gesture of scarn or a start of compassion ;

His comments are rude and his juvenile squeak
Brings a frown to the brow or a blush to the cheek.

Oh, child ! you are hardly aware of the power
Of the sceptre you wield in sartorial matters ;

Your influence governs our taste in the hour
When we 're making a choice at the hosier's or hatter's ;

And the "latest creation
"
or

"
ultra smart line,"

With you at the back of our heads, we decline.

Aphorism for the Week.
"

It is fur better to use a pin-curl than to cut one's own hair."

Sunday Times.
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JEBBOMANIA.
A STUDY IN OBSESSION.

[Extracted from "The Mnu^nimj 1'oaL" of

April 1, 191 J.]

NOTICE.

THE proprietors of this journal have
decided to change its title from The
Mowning Post the name assumed on
the ever-memorable date of January 18,

1910 to The Daily Jcbb.

[Extract from Leading Article.']

The year opened ominously for

England with the abolition of the Second

Chamber, the disfranchisement of all

persons with incomes of more than

5,000 a year, the disbanding of our

regular army and the inauguration of

the Irish Republic. But it is always
desirable to retain a due sense of per-

spective in politics, and these disasters,

serious as they undoubtedly are, have

been altogether dwarfed and eclipsed

by the imperial catastrophe which it is

our painful duty to announce to our

readers to-day. Mr. RICHAUD JEBB is

suffering from an attack of influenza,

and although the latest reports point to

his speedy recovery from this depressing

ailment, at least two, possibly three,

days must elapse before he is restored

to the full exercise of his unparalleled
and superhuman powers. Meantime
all that we can do is to assure our in-

comparable leader that the hearts of all

his devoted iol.owers go out to him in

his affliction, and that they are more
than ever resolved to spare no effort

and stint no endeavour until the

nefarious pligue-spot of crypto-Cecilian
Free Trade has been everlastingly eradi-

cated from the body politic.

ELECTION INTELLIGENCE.

Polling in the South Salford division

where a vacan"y was caused by the

appointment of Mr. BELLOC to the Vice-

royalty of India took place yesterday,
with the following result :

J. PERKINS (Lab.) 6,120
F. EVANS (U.) 6,104
R. JEBB (Jebbite) 310

Mi-. RICHARD JEBB, in an interview

with a representative of The Daily Jebb,
said that he was entirely satisfied with
the result. Not only had he purified
his poll by fifty per cent, since his last

candidature, but he had succeeded in

rescuing the Unionist Party from the

humiliation of being represented by a
man who was tainted by the Free Trade

heresy. It was true that Mr. EVANS
declared his adhesion to the principles
of Tariff Reform, but it was none the

less true that Mr. EVANS'S wife's step-
sister had once been engaged to the
brother of a doctor who had attended
1'jord ROBERT CECIL'S under-gardener.

IMPERIAL VEKSE COMPETITION.

The adjudicators in this competition
have awarded the prize of 100 to Sir

HENRY MORRIS, who sent in the following
set of verses :

" Two heroes in the selfsame country
born

The Channel and East Marylebono
did adorn.

The first with ocean's wildest waves
did wrestle

The sacond overthrew Lord ROBERT
CECIL.

Nature, improving oil great Captain
WEBB,

When England's fame was at its

lowest ebb,
Produced the ever-glorious RICHARD

JEBB."

NATIONAL TESTIMON i A i ..

The subscriptions for the National and

Imperial Testimonial have now reached

a total of 2,409 IGs. lid. Amongst
the latest subscribers are the following :

s. d.

Anti-Cecilian... 550
Jebusite

Three Robertophobes
"J 'accuse Boyton" ..

Sursum Cauda
A (Lord) Bob-slayer ..

10 6

1 10
2 6110
7 6

The Committee entrusted with the

task of determining the form of the

testimonial have now unanimously re-

ported in favour of the erection in

the courtyard of the Hotel Cecil of a

colossal group of statuary representing
the modern RICHARD CCEUR DE LION

slaying the Dragon of Free Trade.

NEWS FROM ALL QUARTERS.

We have received the gratifying in-

telligence that the University of \Vool-

loomoolloo has conferred the honorary

degree of D.I.T. (Doctor of Imperial

Thought) on Mr. RICHARD JEBB for his

noble services to the Empire.
Telegrams from New York state that

the residents in the post-hamlet of Cecil,

Washington Co., Pa., by an overwhelm-

ing majority have resolved to change its

name to that of Jebbville, as a tribute of

their undying respect to the greatest

Imperialist of the Twentieth Century.
We have received a message signed

by three hundred prominent Tierra del

Fuegians conveying their deep and loyal

sympathy with the policy of this paper
and stating that at a public meeting Lord
ROBERT CECIL was burned in effigy.
A deputation oE loyal tribesmen from

Northern Nigeria waited on the Colonial

Secretary yesterday with a view to the

alteration of the name of the town of

Jebba by the omission of the last letter.

Mr. KEIR BARDIE promised his most

sympathetic consideration, and the de-

putation retired singing the National

Anthem in the Yoruba dialect.

THE REMONSTRATOR.
II. ABANAZAR.

ALTHOUGH when I saw him on the

previous night he had been covered

with grease paint and was dressed out-

landishly, I recognised him instantly

by his voice, a mellow, fruity organ, in

which ho said everything four times

that being at once one of his humorous
tricks and a device to conceal the fact

that he had never allowed his part to

distress him, if indeed a part had been
written for him at all a voice, too, in

which he said without think ing again most
of the things that ran through his nimble
and exceedingly sophisticated mind.
"I am glad to meet you," I said,

"
because I saw your performance last

night, and one or two things you said

perplexed me a little."

He laughed.
'' That often happens,"

lie replied.
" You see, I say a few

things at most performances purely for

a few friends in the stalls, or even for

the other actors."
"
Oh, do you ?

"
I remarked. " That 's

very interesting. How do the authors

like it?"
"Authors!

" He was really amused
this time. "I never act in plays where
the authors count."

"Well, then," I said, "how do the

audience like it ?
"

"
Oh, they like it, of course. Look at

the crowded houses."
" Yes but look at the crowded cast

too. Is it all for you ?
'

He let that pass.
"
Any way,

'

I said,
"
granted the

fascination of hearing a comedian say

things that one cannot understand,

surely there must be a certain residuum
who rather like to see the point of every

joke."
He admitted it.

"And isn't it a children's panto-
mime ?

"
I added.

"Of course." He was very hearty
about this.

"And if a grown-up person misses

some of the inwardne;s, wouldn't a

child miss even more? "

He had to agree.
"
Well, is that quite playing the

game ?
"

"Oh, come," he said, "one can't say
everything for children."

"Why not?"
'

Well, it 's a grown-up show too, you
know."

'' But don't such grown-ups as go
willingly reduce themselves to children?

Isn't that rather the idea ? Especially

nowadays with so much confessedly

purely childish competition?
"

He did not argue the point.
"
Well, then, why not talk so that

children will be made happy ?
"

"Don't I?" he asked.
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Last night," I replied, "you said to

\l,iJ<iht,
'

For heaven's sake stop calling

[or your mother, like a Hamper in a fog

on i'lapham Common.' What did that

mi an ''.

"

"It 's simple enough, isn't it?
"

"
\Vell, that's just it. If it is really

Dimple it's anything but humour for

children. It cither means something or

nothing. If it means nothing it's no

great shakes as a simile ;
if it means

anything it means too much."
"Oh, I say, aren't you overdoing the

charge?"
"Not a bit at a children's panto-

mime. If you said it at one of your
musical comedies, where one goes to

hear such things and is disappointed if

one does not get them, I should say

nothing. But not at a pantomime."
" But Abanasar was a bad man. He

would not choose his topics."
"
Oh, no, that won't do at all," I said.

You can't have it both ways. If you
made the faintest effort to play the part
of Abanasar consistently if you really

explained your position and made the

audience know your purposes and

reasons, that plea might stand ; but you
don't. In a pantomime notable for the

realistic faithfulness of the Aladdin and
the Widow Ttcankey and the Princess,

you are conspicuously a detached unde-
fined figure a humorous anarchist."

" But the audience laugh !

"

'

Oil, yes, I know. That, alas, always
happens."

SOME SEASONABLE TABLE
DELICACIES.

1. THE ST. KILDA HOLD-ALL. It is

not always wise to transplant a local

dish, but the following instructions will

afford, if carefully carried out, an
excellent imitation of a favourite luxury
of the Lonely Isle. Take two strips
of seasoned old leather four inches

wide and about nine in length. Cut

up a bar of yellow soap into little

cubes, mix these with tasty odds
and ends from the pantry (scraps oi

cheese-rind, potato-peelings, or jam-
labels), add three penny pieces oi

indlarubber, shredded linely, and spread
the mixture thickly over one of the

strips. Pepper it well, cover carefullj
\\itli remaining strip, then let a saddler
or a .shoemaker machine the two edges
thoroughly the lockstitch will be bes
in case any of the contents try to escape
Hake in a stewpan for ten hours anc
serve hot. Get a good grip and bite

well into it, and the result will be mosi

satisfying.
2. PLUM PUDDING. Put a quart o:

water into a saucepan (press it ir

tightly) and set on a quick fire. Pou
in two currants, having first sorte(

them and wiped them well with a damp

Jem. "I SAY, TOM, WE WON FIFTEEN MOBE SEATS YESTERDAY!"

Tom. "I LIKE YEB CHEEK-' WE,' INDEED ! GET YOUH VOTE AND THKN TALK ABOUT ' WE '

!

"

cloth
;
have a piece of wood handy to

hit them if they should get nasty and

try to hop out. Colour with one

teaspoonful of red sandstone. Now
make a thick paste of brickdust and
flour and stir it in. Brood over it for

twenty minutes or so, and when the

whole thing begins to set, arrange the

two currants in any pretty pattern on

the top, and leave it to cool. Chop
it out of the saucepan and serve as

required, garnished with holly and
onions. This pudding will keep for

months.
3. TURNIPS A LA RUSSE. Hollow out

two large turnips as though you
intended to construct a turnip-lantern,
rub the insides with camphorated oil,

and prepare the following ingredients :

One carriage candle shaved down
finely, wick removed ; half-a-pint of

sawdust (to give consistency) ;
a pound

of suet, and the shells of six walnuts.

Melt the wax and stir in the sawdust ;

melt the suet and stir in the walnut-

shells (which must be smashed up well) ;

melt the lot, and add whatever flavour-

ing you prefer a peppermint-drop

gives piquancy, Uut many persons u u

a pinch of acetylene gas. Then, while

the mixture is still semi-fluid, stuff it

into the turnips, and glue a piece of

wood over the apex. Boil for one hour,
remove lids, cut in slices and serve

at once. If any are left they make

splendid fire-lighters.

"
It has everything to gain and nothing to

lose by Socialism, and everything to gain and

nothing to lose by Tariff Reform." Etening
Standard.
"
It

" was Islington ; which remained

unmoved by the magnificent promise of

both these creeds and voted Liberal.
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A TALK WITH ONE OF OUR
DUMB PETS.

"How would you like it yourself?''
said a peevish voice.

I looked carefully round the room
but saw nothing. The voice continued,

however.
"
It 's no use your trying to see me

I 'in too small ; but you can talk to me
if you like.

'

"
Very well," I replied ;

"
to begin

with, what are you?
"

"I'm a microbe," was the disconcert-

ing answer. "Oh, it's all right; I

shan't hurt you,, old chap ;
I 'm not as

bad as I'm magnified to be, and I've

taken a fancy to you."

My first impulse was to shrink from

the speaker, but in the absence of any
idea as to his position, I kept my seat.

" You haven't answered my question

yet," the microbe continued-
" how

would you like it yourself ?
"

"Like what?"
"
Why, all this badgering and moving-

on business ! It 's making life unbear-

able for us microbes."

I nodded sympathetically in the direc-

tion of the voice.
" In the old days one could have some

fun ! What with fevers and wars and a

decent plague every few years, one could

put in a pretty good time
;
but now it 's

all medical congresses and carbolic acid !

It 's simply sickening."
I acquiesced vaguely, as the speaker

seemed to expect something from me.
"I tell you, I 'm fed up with life in

this country, and if I only get a decent

chance I'll clear out of it. Why, what
do you think happened last week ? A
snuffy old fool in a frock-coat and spring-
side boots shut me up in a beastly little

test-tube and lectured on me ! If I had
not been fairly spry I shouldn't be talk-

ing to you now, for if you '11 believe me
the brute gave orders to have me put in

boiling water ! Fortunately tlie servant

dropped me instead, and I managed to

escape. But it was a near thing, 1 can
tell you ! I 'm shuddering now, but of

coiirse you can't see."

As a fact, I was myself feeling any-

thing but comfortable, but refrained

from making any observation.
"
Perhaps I ought not to grumble too

much, though," continued the voice
;

"
I 've had some good times, I must

confess. I had the happy luck once to

spend the best part of a year in a sar-

dine tin. It was grand ! There was a

colony of us, and we were as sociable a

lot of bacilli as you 'd wish to meet. All

friendly and jolly and as thick as well,

very matey, anyhow. But of course it

wasn't to last. I think there must have
been a Jonah among us. WT

hat do yon
think happened ? An inspector fellow

came along and condemned us ! Yes, it 's

a fact, I assure you ;
he simply opened

the tin, glanced at us in a most casual

way, and ordered us to bo destroyed !

That's the sort of tiling that makes
microbes wretched."

"You escaped, however," I observed,

somewhat unnecessarily perhaps.
'.' Rather ! I escaped, and retired to a

slum that I know of. I should be there

now, 110 doubt, but some interfering

council or board came and pulled me
down ! The alley, I mean. I hung
about the neighbourhood as long as I

ould, .but it was no good, I had to

^hift again. Now I 'm here."

There was an awkward pause.
"
Oh, you needn't look so panicky,"

continued the visitor : "as I said before

I rather like you, but I couldn't dream
f sinying he:-e permanently. Why not ?

Well, if you must know, there 's a con-

founded draught in this room, and a

great deal too much sunshine to suit me.

I hate to say rude things to a host, but

it 's the truth ....
"
I lost my best friend not long ago ;

and it's wretched for a microbe to be

alone in the world, I can tell you. Dear

old Rex, he and I were the best of pals
;;nd never had an angry word. We
we: ( spores together, and were brought

up in the same glycerine. Ever lived in

glycerine? No? Well, it isn't all it's

cracked up to be, you can take it from
me. Poor Rex is gone now sterilised

to deatli ! He hung on as long as lie

could, but I could see the end was near,

when he l^came an attenuated virus.

Rex absolutely wasted to nothing, and

couldn't even look at a guiiiea-pig ! He
was one of the best."

My visitor was silent for a few

moments : when he resumed he spoke
in a more hopeful tone.

" Now the winter is here," he said,
"

I intend to have a change. One can't

go on for ever in laboratories stuck be-

tween sheets of glass. It 's too narrow
an existence for me. Where am I going?
Ah, that 's telling ;

for all I know you 're

an inspector person yourself ! Still, I

don't mind saying it 's in the country,
and it 's a pond with any amount of

weed and stuff on it. Perhaps 1 shall

have a quiet time there, and not be
chased about from pillar to post. It

seems too good to be true, but I '11 give
it a trial anyway. Good-night."

* * * *

The encyclopedia fell from my hands
and I looked at the clock. It was four

in the morning and there was a draught
in the room.

"Japanese gentleruau wants a Teacher of

bagpipe (very simple one), who can teach it

after dinner, once or twice a week." Daily
Telegraph.

Someone is looking for trouble.

" MADMASEL."
I CAXXOT imagine why my sister did

not attempt to break it to me more

gently.
She simply came and told me that

' Madmasel
"
was here to tea, and I was

completely unnerved.

"Madmasel," I exclaimed. "Good-
tieavens, what for?"
"To see us, of course," she replied

lightly ;

" come along."
" But I can't," I cried in agony.
How awful ! Is she in the house

now?"
"
Yes, she 's waiting in the drawing-

room I came to fetch you."
"
Well, I suppose I 'd better find the

picture-loto," I said.

i In the old days picture-loto had been
the great resource in all our French
lessons. It was a very convenient game
because you only, had to say things like

"Lo lapin commc il est grand!
" and

"
L'oiseau comine il est joli !

" and you

got through the hour in fine style.
"
Don't be si ly," said my sister.

" We can't ask Madmasel to play

picture-loto now. She hasn't come in

her professional capacity she 's come
to tea."

I shook hands thoughtfully witli the

air. "'Bon jour, Madmasel '

'com-

ment vous portez-vous
' ' comme il fait

beau temps' I think we might say

quite carelessly that we were just going
to play a game of picture-loto when she

came and
"

"No," said my sister firmly, "we
shall have to talk."

"Lead on," I said. "I am full of

conversation."

But outside the drawing-room door

I stopped, for I had come to a great
determination.

"No,'
1

I said, "I shall speak English.
I shall speak my own tongue," and in

we went.
" Good afternoon, Madmasel," I began

cordially.
"
I am delighted to see you."

Madmasel bridled.
" Mais le francais done, Monsieur

vous ne 1'avez pas deja oublie?
"

I faltered. "Un peu," I said feebly,
and searched about for some cakes to

hand her.

During tea Madmasel talked volubly
to my sister. I sat trembling on the

edge of a chair, and every time there

was a pause I said
"
Vraiment," and I

thought this was going to do, but at

length Madmasel turned to me.

"Et, Monsieur il ne dit pas beau-

coup."
"Mais oui," I protested, "justement

je viens de dire
'

vraiment.'
"

"Tenez," said Madmasel, speaking
slowly and distinctly as to a child.
"
Racontez-rnoi une petite histoire de

votre promenade C3 matin."
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Father (fetching dauglUer from p-irltj).
"
WELL, LITTLE WOMAN, HAVE YOU HAD A GOOD TIME?"

Daiujltter.
" AWFULLY SLOW, DAD. THE ONLY AMCSISO PERSON WAS THE MAS IN THE FANCY DRE.; S."

The worst had befallen me. I was

solemnly to relate a little story of my
illuming promenade. I thought des-

jierately. [ would say I never took

walks, or 1 woidd say that I was not at

liberty to make my adventures public

anything to escape.
Meanwhile Madmasel repeated the

request, and my sister threw in a little

unnecessary translation, adding insult

to injury, for I realised only too clearly
what was before me.

"Alora," I began cautiously. "J'ai

vu un chien, vous savez
"

" Et qu'est qu'il faisait ce chien ?
"

This was unfair. I had not thought
of that.

"11 il il marehait, vous savez." It

seemed a trifle weak as a story, so I

tried again. "II voulait traverser la

route et puis un une un automobile

s.piashaitle chien."
"

o oh, pauvro petit mais ces

automobiles sont terribles terribles."

I felt I had gone too far. Madniasel's

feelings had been needlessly harrowed.

I tried to modify the narrative.

"Est-ce-que j'ai dit un chien?" I

asked. "J'avais tort. C'etait un chat

tout-le-temps le chat comme il est

mechant, n'est ce pas ?
"

Madmasel liad never liked cats.
" A propoa des moutons," I continued,

the subtleties of the language coming to

me as I gained confidence.
"
Laissons

nous tous joucr un parti de picture-loto,

quoi ? Qa serait bien gentil pour le sake

d'Auld Lang Syne, n'est ce pas?
"

Madmasel seeming at a loss, my sister

endeavoured to explain that I had a

great longing to play the game again.
"
Oui, oui," I said,

"
le lapin comme

il est grand, vous savez, n'est ce pas?
Je cherche."

I honestly did go to look for it, but
somehow it seemed impossible to return,
and I hid in the box-room until the

front-door had closed behind her.

Overheard in Harley Street.

Dcctor.. Well, I've put in eleven good
votes for the Party to-day.

Friend. How 's that ? I thought you
only had two ?

Doctor. Ah, but I've been keeping
nine of my patients in bed.

"
Sir Herbert Tree could scarcely

have made a more interesting announce-

ment than that he lias acquired a new

play from Mr. Zangwill's pen," says
The Westminster Gazette. We venture

to differ. He could have announced

(to give only one instance) that he was
about to grow a beard, and oppose Mr.

WINSTON CIICRCIIILL at the next General

Election.

" Rooms for smug gentlemen, good table."

Jornal de Commercio.

Show this to your friends.
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Coalman (i:-ko ha* been summoned from tlic street to a flat on the tenth storey no lift).
" How

MANY HUNDREDWEIGHT DID YOU SAY, MUM ?
"

Lady (su-eetly).
" On ! I DON'T WANT ANY COAL ! I WAS ONLY TELLING MY LITTLE GIRL THAT

IF SHE KEPT ON HEIXG NAUGHTY YOU 'D TAKE I1EB AWAY IN YOUB BIO BLACK. BAG, BUT SHE'S
BEHAVING BETTER NOW, TilAXK YOU VERY MUCH."

THE LAST LAP.

[For the benefit of Orkney and Shetland and
other belated constituencies Mr. Punc/i pub-
lishes the following gems which a correspon-
dent his forwarded with the request that they
may be distributed among suitable organs of

the Tress.]

FOR The Manchester Guardian. -

There lias been no such crisis in English
constitutional history since the last

occasion on which the Peers struck an
effective b'.ow at the People's rights, in

the memorable contest of 1066.

For TJie Daily News. A spirited

brochure, under the heading of "The

Duke Goes Caravanning
"
(showing how

the Duke travelled a whole week without

going off ins OWN LAND) is about to be
issued (1) in pamphlet form, (2) as a

poster 47 feet by 3, (3) as a private

telegram from Mr. CLKSTERTON.

For The Daily Express. We publish

to-day a remarkable cablegram from Our

Special Correspondent in New York,

showing that the custom of giving away
grand pianos as Christmas gifts is

rapidly spreading among the working-
class population of America.
For The Daily Chronicle. Lord

LANSDOWNE'S letter, as we read it we

may be wrong, but it isn't likely means

not only (hit Old Age Pensions will be
discontinued under a Unionist Govern-
ment

;
there is in it, we think, a hidden

threat of an endeavour to recover the

money already spent by TAXING OLD AGE.

For The Westminster Gazette. The
Bread Line in New York on Saturday
Was FOUR JULES LONG.

For Reynolds'. Lord LAXSDOWNE is

threatening to rear pheasants in Hyde
Park the People's playground.
For The Observer. We say once more
and it won't be our fault if we fail to

make you believe it that it is entirely
a matter of taste. The German work-
man prefers the fruity, positive flavour

of black bread to tlic insipid, negative
flavour of wheaten bread. The latter,

indeed, of which there is no lack in

Prussia, is largely used for feeding

horses, and this fact in some measure
accounts for the admirable flavour of

their horse-flesh, FO different from that

of our own bus horses.

For The Daily Chronicle. Every vote

for the Tory is a vote imperilling Old

Age Pensions. [We fear it is no use

sending this to The Daily Chronicle. It

used these very words as headlines only
the other day during the elect! nns.]

For The Morning Leader. The truth

about KUITP'S. Their enormous output
of sewing-machines explained. THEY

HAVE NO OTIIE.t WORK TO DO.

For The Dally Express. Tariff

Reform means cheaper boots, meat for

half-price, and DREAD GKATI?.

For The Star. Tariff Reform means
SUDDEN DEATH.

For The Daily News. Vote for the

Liberal and Old Age Pensions at 50.

For The Daily Mail Vote for the

Unionist and Old Age Pensions from

the cradle to the grave.

"THE TITS' INTELLIGENCER."

DEAR Mit. PUNCH, I am in a difficulty,

and I need help. I have hung up in

the garden a number of cocoanuts with

one end sawn off, revealing the most

alluring and appetising cavern ;
but no

birds come. They have been hanging
there for a month

;
but no birds come.

The cocoanut meat is white and juicy;
but no birds come. What shall I do?
It seems that some bird gazette some
Tits' Intelligence-! is wanted to spread
the news. But how prepare and dis-

seminate it? Man is very clever: he

can talk from London to Paris ; he can

fly ; he can make telescopes and micro-

scopes ;
he can telegraph without wires ;

but he has no mains of telling titmice

that if they care to stroll his way they
will find cocoanuts and fat in his garden.
This is very absurd, and in a way
humiliating, is it not ?

Yours faithfully, BENIGNUS.
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THE MANDATE.
LIBERAL CHAMPION. "I ASKED FOR A CHARGER, AND THEY GIVE ME THIS!"
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POLITICS IN THE HUNTING FIELD.
Conservative Farmer. " HURRA! THERE'S ANOTHER RADICAL SEAT LOST!"

THK HONOURABLE SCAR.

[A Yorkshireinan is said to have laughed so

uproariously at an election meeting that he

liiiiilly dislocated his jaw.]

TKI i: sciou of a race uncrumpliug
'I'o Humour's ordinary thrust,

Whom beef and beer and apple-dumpling
Have gifted with the rhino's crust,

What was the devastating wheeze
That whelmed you witli its shattering

seas?

What fancy of Euphrosune's
Caused you to bust ?

Was it some flower of fiscal fables ?

Was it some farce of German bread ?

A jea dc mots on Tariff tables '{

A little tiling that WINSTON" said ?

Was it the Old Age Puision "
slip

"

That bade you let your buttons rip ?

Was it a pearl from GEORGE'S lip
That pinked you dead ?

I know not. But from crashing thunder
To sounds of rookeries that caw,

From river sluices rent asunder
To beams divided by a saw,

Through paroxysms unrestrained
Of laughter that severely pained
You rang the chimes till you sustained

A fractured jaw.

And when the tale of wounds is counted
Of those who for their party's sake

To foe-beleaguered platforms mounted
And fought with mattock or with rake

To let the cause of Progress in,

And suffer now from voices thin,
And huge abrasions of the skin,

And skulls that ache

On you I '11 lay the crown of laurel
;

With balm of Gilead I '11 anoint
Your head, that in no angry quarrel
Acquired a comminated joint,

But (oh, thrice enviable stroke !)

For joy and joy alone got broke,
At finding in some speaker's joke

A genuine point. Kvos.

I!LECTION NOTES.
IT is again rumoured that if the

Liberals take office Mr. ASQUITII will

still remain nominal leader of his party.

The Daily Graphic published a photo
on the 17th inst. depicting the scene
outside its offices when the election re-

sults were being announced.
" The

Strand was thronged by a dense mass
of people watching the figures of Mr.

Asquith and Mr. Balfour gradually
climbing the election ladder," said our

contemporary. "Ah deary me," said
an old lady subscriber,

"
there was a

time when responsible statesmen would

have been too dignified to make such
an exhibition of themselves."

V
"Birmingham is & Trilby," sajs Mr.

HERHEHT SAMUEL, "and has no voice of

her own, but sings whatever her Svengali

suggests." Trilby's foot, too, was
famous. * *

Liberals are pointing out that only one

constituency Exeter has returned a
DUKE. ^

*

At North Paddinglon, STRAUSS shows
which way the wind blows.

* *

An American gentleman visiting this

country is vastly amused at the un-
scientific way in which we carry on our
elections. He declares we are babies in

the art. To mention but three points.
If you are a Conservative, and a Radical

canvasser calls on you, you should, it

seems, not dismiss him at once, but
detain him in argument as long as pos-

sible, so as to prevent his canvassing
other persons. Ultimately you should
tell him that you will vote for his man,
and so make him over-confident. And,
on the day of the election, you should

get the Radical agent to send a vehicle

to take you to the poll, keep it waiting a

good hour, and then vote Conservative.
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ON THE RANK.
(Growler speaks.)

KEB, Lidy? . .

don't look the sort.

moves off the rankV Why, the 'orsa-

keb 'e moves up of 'is own accord, an'

you can go on eatin', hut the motor-keb
man 'e 'as to run out an' shove 'is keb !

Not 'er! She I've orfeii cried "Yah!'' to 'cm for

Wants one o' them that, an' taken a swig o' their besr vvliile

bloomin' gasometer kebs, I 'spec'. An' they "ve been out ! Oh, you can 'ave

welcome to it. An' welcome to it, I some fun out of 'em sometimes. Soon

says. It 'Jl cost 'er more an' perraps arter them motor-kebs come in I recollec'

'er life. Did you read in the noose-
'

I was passiu' a biwdin'-'ouse, an' there

paper, the other die, "ow a lidy an' 'er
j

was a bloomin' German waiter outside

biby was killed in one on 'em ? That 's a little undersized feller, looked as if

what we wants, lots more axdents like 'e'd jumped out of a box of sprats an'

that, an' then the public '11 give
'em up perraps, an' come back
to 'orse-kebs. In any event I

should say as them motor kebs
is doomed, for we shall 'ave

airier-kebs a-comin' along soon
I s'pose they won't call 'em

kebs then, they '11 call 'em flies ?

an' then the taxis' noses '11 be

put out o' joint, an' the little tin

gawds '11 'ave to come down from
their frones. For they 're only
a passin' fancy. Yuss, don't you
make no mistake, they '11 find

'emselves stuffed in a mujeuin
afore long beside the pore old
'orse keb, for all their fine close

and the grand hairs they gives
'emselves.

There 's them as speaks
against LLOYD GEOEGE. I ain't

one o' them. In my opinion
'e 's a werry good Chauncellor
a werry just man, an' a werry
fair man. An' I '11 tell you for

why. 'E 's clapt a hextra tax on
their peetrol. An' a good thing
too ! Let them pay as can afford

to. They calls 'emselves taxis,
so let 'em pay the taxe=. Good
old LLOYD GEORGE ! 'E 's done a

worry j
ust an' a werry fair thing.

My old 'ooman wanted me 'to

take up wiv a motor-keb. I

says to 'er, "Look 'ere. Which 'd

you rather be, the awful wedded
wife of a genterman what drives
'is 'orse, or the awful wedded
wife of a bloomiu' engine-

Huppingham Gardens?" Well, you
look 'ere, my dear. Tell your missus
that kebs don't 'ave no bargain sales.

Let 'er pay my correc' legal fare, an' we
won't say no more about it, an' you
shall 'ave a ride in my keb to the 'ouse

frown in. Hun 'omc an' tell 'er that,

my dear. . . . Purty little thing, ain't

she? Wouldn't mind takin' 'er any-
where for nuHink.

missus wanted.
But that 's what 'er

I know 'em well

driver? That settles 'er, for KrcK ;';,',,
_1 >_ n i i> -i

'

she's one to fink of 'er social

standin', is my old 'ooman. An'

ELECTION FEVER.
REVOLTING TORY TACTICS.

r's BIGHT, IT IS A RADICAL MOTOR. GlVE IT A

told 'er about pore Sam Empson. 'E

give up 'is 'ansom for a taxi, an' what
'appens ? The first day 'e takes it out
'is wife becomes a widder wiv ten
children! No, a 'orse- keb 's been good
enough for me these forty years, an'

it 's goin' to be good enough for me till

I drops off the box. Arter all, a 'orse

ain't a bit o' ironmongery ;
'e 's a noble

hanimal. ('Old up, Jenny, or you
shan't go in for the Durby nex' year !

Stand still !) An', mind you, we 'as our

I 'e says to me, "Oh, cabman," 'e says,

''please 'ow many times do you vhistle"

they don't say
"
whistle

"
like ms an'

you, these higuorant furriners, they says
"
vhistle"- -"ow many times," 'e says,

"do you vhistle for a taxi-cab?" 'E
'as the cool cheek to ask me that !

"
Thirteen times," I sharte. An' Master

German 'e believe me, an' I leave 'im

there a-whistlin' 'is little German inside

out. Ha-ha !

'Ullo, what does this little

servink-girl want? Now then, speak
advantages over 'em. What 'appens

;

up, Mary Ann. What is it you wants,
when you're gettin' a bit o' somethink

j my dear? "What would I charge to
to eat in the shelter, an' the front keb take your missu? from hover-the-way to

enough. She wanted a 'alf-crown ride

for a bob.

Ah, b'lieve me, you don't

know people till you knows 'em.

My experience o' people 's this :

A gent, 'e 's nearly always a gent ;

but a lidy 's scarcely ever a lidy.

They 're very purty as a sex,
I '11 grant yer. There 's some
as calls 'em "The Fair Sex." I

calls 'em " The Bare Fare Sex."

Mean? That ain't the word
for 'em.

What d'you fink of the lidy
what got into my keb yes'day
with free children ! She first

plumps the heldest on 'er lap,
then makes 'er take the nex' on
'er lap, an' that un 'olds the

biby, an' then she refuges to pay
for more than 'erself, arguin' as

'ow as the others was all in

harms !

An' then did I tell you about
the lidy an' 'er luggidge ? Why,
she 'ad about twenty pieces o'

luggidge, an' there she was a-

crammin' as many of 'em as she
could hinside of the keb, so as

she shouldn't have to pay tup-
pences for 'em.

"
'Alf a mo',

lidy," 1 says,
"

'alf a mo'."
"
Yes, what is it ?

"
says she.

"
Why, I fink I can give you a

little tip," I &ays.
"
Why don't

j'ou put hall the luggidge hin-

side," I says, "an* you an' the
little boy ride houtside," I says,
"
an' then it '11 only cost you

tuppence each," I says. Mean
old cat ! An' there 's plenty
more like 'er.

You see that little servink-

ain't come back agen. I wasgirl

right.
Never mind, we gets quits wiv 'em

now and then. I recollec' once I 'ad

a old crock oo paid nie my bare fare,

countin' it out in coppers an' freppeny-
bits an' what not I 'm not sure there

wasn't four farvin's among 'em you
know the sort an' as she walks up 'er

steps as quick as possible, I looks into

the keb, an' notices a di'mond brooch
on the floor.

"
'Ere, what 's this, lidy ?

"

I cries. "Not a penny more!
hanswers back as the door slams.

she

So
she keeps 'er penny, an' I keeps 'er

di'mond brooch. Ha ! ha !
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ROBERT SUPERMAN'.

WILD chaos ruled it in the Strand,

Folly and frenzy hand-in-hand ;

Now rowdy Radicals with jeers

Answered the Tories' raucous cheers;

Now hooligans In in Stepney, E.,

.lostled young cleiks from I'.attersea :

Now West-end toffs and bounders

bounded
All was confusion worse confounded.

Amid this seething sea, serene

In all the hurly-hurly scene,
( 'nmoved like some great rock I saw
A god-like guardian of the law.

Though history was in the making,
Though British Empires might be

aaakiog,
Yet

"
he was more than usual calm

He did not give a single dam."

There in the throng, alone, aloof,

I marked him, sphinx-like, passion-

proof;
No joy, no sorrow showed a trace

Upon that moveless marble f.ice.

Tariff Reform, Free Trade, the fates

(if
|. 'ttilbgging ( 'andidates,

For these he did not care a tittle;

It all was infinitely little.

To such as he what matter what

Ama/iug lies are nailed or not?
What in itter if we pygmies eat

I Hack bread of rye or white of wheat?
I >.)(; the great lion heed the mole
That 's crushed beneath his royal sole?

The f rest oak-tree deign to mark
The ants that crawl upon its bark?

As when a sacrifice is brought
Before some carvcn Juggernaut,
The struggling victims shriek and cry,
With yells the howling mob reply
Above the grim and gory scrimmage
Unmoved remains the graven image

-

So, following the godhead's plan,
Unmoved was Robert Superman.

THE REASON.
1 IIM> always expected that when the

Semiramisof Streatham married Smithers
he would lie made to drop poor Blithers.

This iut 'lligent anticipation was not
founded upon the fact that Blithers was
an old bachelor friend, dating b:\ck,

indeed, loan epoch long before Theodora
Trotter had been even thought of by
Smithers, at all events. Such a record

might doubtless have prejudiced an

ordinary girl against him. But Theodora
stood upon another plane. What other

advanced young woman, when she found
that the wearing of green, white, and
violet in stripes caused her to bo left

Strap-hanging, would have thought of

wearing tlic^ 1 colours separately on con-
secutive days? But she had the Cause
none the less at heart because she thus

SHAKSPEARE ADAPTED AD HOC.
WOLSEY (Aaquilli). "The fifth day comes a frost, a killing frost-

And, when he thinks good easy man full surely
They "re coming up quite nicely, nips his roots.

And then lie feels AS I DO! 1 have ventured
Like little wanton boys that climb on ladders
This many evenings in a blaze of glory

(But it's perfectly evident there's been &ome sort of mis-

calculation, somewhere ! ")

(TI'i/7 acknowledgments to Mr. Seymour TMCCIS, 7J.A.)

cozened barbaric man upon the Under-

ground into giving up his seat to her.

And Blithers teas barbaric not, of

course, in externals, but in ideas
;
and

with so intellectual a girl 1 felt sure that

ideas alone counted. His views upon
Theodora's pet subjects could only be
described as oriental, and he was brutally
frank about them. A great traveller

and a keen yachtsman, lie was commonly
credited with being able to give any
professional sailor points in the number
of ports wherein be had moorings of a
more or less sentimental character. That
one of the first official ats of Mrs.

Smithers nee Trotter would be to put
the name of Blithers upon the Index
was a foregone conclusion. I was

agreeably confirmed in my belief by his

conspicuous absence from her very first

dinner-party. But his name cropped up." You know him, of course?" I asked.

"He called, of course," murmured
Theodora,

"
once."

"
Blithers' point of view," I began

softly.

"
Delightfully old-world, and all that,"

said Theodora ;

"
I loved it."

" And his principles," I persisted.
"
Beautifully na'ive," she smiled

;

"but "

"But?" I echoed.
" He started teaching Geoffrey top.siil-

halyard bends and things knots you
know with a piece of picture-cord."

"Sounds innocent enough,"I ventured.
"On the backs of my new Chippen-

dale chairs," said Theodora.

The Art of Happiness.
" To enjoy garden work thoroughly, the gar-

dener must keep the proper posture. Do not

bend your back and work with all muscles
strained."

And if you are a coal-heaver take care

to keep the hands smooth and cle.m.

"Libearls, 75," said The Daily Chroni-

cle last week. If the Conservatism of

the House of Lords is to be overcome
there will need to be more Lib Earls than
that.
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"IT'S AN ILL WIND, ETC.;"

OR, TlIE OBITUARY ADVERTISEMENT.

Now that deatli duties threaten to

become almost prohibitive, it is clearly

the business of those who inherit pro-

perty to turn to profitable account every

opportunity offered to them by a fa nily

be eavement. We have pleasure, there-

fore in providing our readers with a

few samples of obituary advertisement,

modelled, to the verge of plagiarism,

upon originals that are frequently to be
found in the provincial Press :

THEODORE PUFF.

The death of Mr. Theodore Puff, which
occurred yesterday at his residence, Cran-

berry Lodge, Cherry Drive, removes from
our rnidst one of the old guard of the

pastry trade. Born in 1856, he was one of

the brightest examples of the old adage,
"
'Tis stodgv as does it." Educated at

Edgbaston Grammar School, he rapidly
showed remarkable leanings towards

pastry and a pretty taste in confectionery,
and when at the age of eighteen the

death of his father left him an orphan
he decided to seek his fortune without

parental assistance. The deceased used
often to tell how he arrived at Knockham
with nothing but a halfpenny bun in

his pocket. By a stroke of fortune,
which he regarded as -fate, he disposed
of this appetising morsel for thr. e far-

things, and so laid the foundations of

the enormous business in Main Street,
which will in future be conducted by
his two sons, William and John. He
became early celebrated for his dough-
nuts, which are still justly admired, and
are sold fjr the reasonable price of two
a penny or five for twopence. Mr. Puff

(pcre) always prided himself on the

purity of his confectionery, the standard
of which is maintained to this day. In
later years his sons, under deceased's

directions, opened a restaurant business

at the back of the shop, where the best

lunch in Knockham may be obtained at

such moderate prices as : fillet of sole,

4d.
; steak, S(L

;
cutlet and tomato

sauc .-, Gd.
;
cold meats, Qd.

; cup of tea

or coffee with roll and butter, 4rf.
;
and

so on. His motto was "
Tip-top tea

and no tips." Smoking after 3 p.m.
Deceased leaves two sons and three

daughters, who survive him. The
funeral, which will leave Main Street at

3 p.m. to-day, will be furnished by Silk,
Brass & Co., No 14, The Ridgway.
The Knockham Star.

W. B. BANNER.

We regret to announce the death, on
the 14th instant, of William Bright
Banner, our esteemed townsman and
a member of Salem Chapel, Dewlap
Road. Deceased was in his 80th year,

having been born of humble parents

in a Northumberland mining village
and educated privately. When he was

scarcely in his teens his parents left the

North, taking him with them to Leicester,

where, in deference to their wishes, he
entered a boot factory. In the same

year that the Prince Consort died, the

late Mr. Banner, in conjunction with
Tobias Flog, opened a small boot re-

pairing establishment at the corner of

Meadow Lane. Deceased, by his untiring

energy and determination, which he
owed to his mother's influence when
still a child, raised the business step by
step until he was able to erect the es-

tablishment on Pigskin Hill which is

known to the locality as one of the

best for high-class foot-wear in Little

Mocester. The deceased gentleman, who
by the way took much interest in muni-

cipal affairs, having a running contract

for t lie repair of the boots of the Borough
Police, used often to recall that when lie

started business, boots were IGs. Od. per
pair, whereas he supplied a trustworthy
article in all sizes at 4s. ILd., or in

patent leather 5.?. lid. His business,
which has passed into the hinds of his

nephew, the deceased being a strict

bachelor, will be conducted as heretofore,

and for one week, to commemorate the

decease of his relative, his heir, Mr.

Montague Ephraim Banner, has deter-

mined to sell all goods at a reduction of

two-prnce in the pound delivered free in

Little Mocester. The premises, we need
not remind our readers, are the first on
the left as you turn the corner out of

Hurdlegate. For further particulars see

advertisement on page 3. Deceased left

instructions in his will that the sum of

50 should be expended on a tomb-

stone, the order for which has been

placed in the hands of Cockle, Lucas,
Limited, The Crescent. Little Mocester
Guardian.

A correspondent writes to the Liver-

pool Dally Post :

"Sir, There are two remarkable coincidences
in the figures of the Aberdeen (North) Division.

The votes cast for the Liberal Candidate aie

exactly the same as the combined votes of the

Conservative and Socialist ! Further than this,

the Liberal majority over Socialist is exactly
the same as the number of votes secured by the

Tory !

"

Wait ! There is yet a third over-

powering coincidence ! ! The Liberal

majority over the Tory is exactly the
same as the number of votes secured by
the Socialist ! ! ! (N.B. We had a para-
graph like this four years ago, and we
shall probably have one at the next
election. But does it do any good? No.)

" The bodily needs would be met and without

any offence neressarily to the gustatory suscepti-
bilities." The Lancet.

Or "
taste," as we say in England.

AFFAIRE DE CCEUR.

Carydon.
I 'LL take your photo, Phyllis dear,
And celebrate your charms right here.

Phyllis.
I cannot think what you can see

To sing about in little me.

Corylon.
I '11 leave your photo on the shelf

And sing instead about myself.

When I was first by love possessed,
My heart was always in my mouth

;

But, as the wild affair progressed,
That tiresome member travelled South.

For, with so many in the field,

Mine seemed the unl keliest of suits
;

The more I felt my doom was sealed,
The more my heart was in my boots.

And thru I tried to use. finesse,

But failed my object to achieve.

He cannot hope for much success

Who wears his heart upon his sleeve.

I was indeed in sorry case,

For mine is not a heart of oak,

And, wearing it in uch a place,
I naturally got it broke.

I thought to buy another one
And have it fitted on the spot.

The doctor said,
"
It can't be done,

You '11 have to steel the heart you 've

got."

But oh ! the pained surprise with which
The sympathetic fellow winced,

As I explained the fatal hitch :

" 'Twas stolen on the seventh iust."

Phyllis.
You pig, you might have mentioned me!
I think you've a, ted heartlessly.

Cori/don.

Oh come, I say ! Look here, you know !

You said yourself not long ago . . .

Phyllis.
You needn't argue. We must purl.
I hate a man without a heart.

"
Play started with the men ankle deep in

mud and the sound of their running like horses

fla-hing through a stream." Lcic tier Daily
Mercury.

For years we have told the children that

the flash didn't cause the thunder, and
now it seems that we may have been

wrong all the time.

" SALE of excellent HOUSEHOLD FUHNIJ eni ,

Piano, MAHBLK BAS RELIEF of the 14th Century,
by Don. E. Tello." Chester Observer.

No Spaniards for us
; Mike L. Angelo

(N.) is the boy for our money.

From a Calendar :

"January 13. Thj Moham. New Year

(1328). [Light up 5.15."
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AtWio-floBM rroprirtor. -VOTE F.H; 1M ! NOT JIB. 'E CAME INTO MY BAH AN' TALKED FOB A xouu OR MORE ABOUT FREE TARIFF
HKFORM AN LOHM KATIN' ui- OUR LOAVES AND GERMANY SWALLEIIIN' UP wor 's LEFT AX' XEVEH STOO S. '-HKFORM AN LOHM KATIN' ui- OUR LOAVES AND GERMANY SWALLEIIIN' UP wor 's LEFT, AX' XEVEH STOOO VS.SA;W so uvcil AS A

'

P1XT HITTER, KOK i'l'i'.V ASKED UK If I 'AD A MOUTH \

A W1I1NE FROM A WOOEU.
ONOK mi a time, ere leagues for woman's freedom
Had shed upon the world their golden gleam,

Ere dames had stormed the fortress of M.P.dom,
The mere man reigned supreme.

No female dared to challenge th.it position ;

She only lived to grovel at his throne,
Content if she obtained his kind permission

To call her soul her own.

Then, l.ners' vows were food for maids' digestion ;

HMO, swains received their meed of fond support,Or read in azure eyes the plaintive question,
Why come ye not to court ?

Thiit was indeed a great and glorious era
;

But now we mourn for moments that are not,
Since modern damsels bluntly state that we 're a

Sad and a sorry lot.

LOUTS, whose wounds still crave the same old healiiu
Find \\hen they come to throw the handkerchief

An absolutely callous lack of feeling
Almost beyond belief.

I love my country ;
1 would gladly serve her ;

Bat, sirn-e. her daughters have no eyes to see

A matrimonial prize, I say with fervour,
"
This is no place for me !

"

Fixed is my resolution to escape hence
;

1 used to think my skin was fairly tough,
But kicks have been more plentiful than ha'pence ;

It isn't good enough !

England,- farewell, a long farewell
; for why let

The heart remain a slave for chits to tease,
When there is many a comfy little islet

Sit in the Southern seas.

Thither I '11 go, a lorn and 1 mely wight who,
Grown tiivd of wooing Phyllises, may rest

Content to know some coloured beads would buy two,
Two of the very best !

" The result of the election is not considered at all iu doubt, the
ncral feeling being that Sir Luke will be elected.

Only oue person was killed." Leeds Mercury.

Let 's hope he belonged to the other side.

" She was attended by Miss
,
who was attired in an c'vru in t

princess robe, daintily trimmed lace, and finishing at waist with tur-

quoise blue sasli." Newcastle Daily Journal.

Very pretty, but it finished too soon.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By J/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

MY feeling about The Anger of Olivia (MiLLS Axr> BOON) is

that under less discreet management than that of Mr. THOMAS

GOBI! it would probably Irave developed into a much more

serious affair. Because undoubtedly Olivia had a grievance.

She had been brought up to consider herself the daughter
of a widowed mother whose husband had lost his life

heroically at sea. Whereas her real parent, Dick Banister,

had disappeared to America, without going through the

formality of marriage. So that when this Banister suddenly
turns up in London, very rich, and proclaims his intention

of righting everything on the better-late-than-never system,

well, one sees how upsetting it must have been for poor
Olivia. If she had lived in Wessex, for instance, almost

anything might have happened. As a matter of fact, nothing
does which 1 take to be one secret of Mr. CWs popularity
as a novelist. Olivia herself, a thoroughly nice girl, is

admired placidly by
two well-bred swains ;

one the insolvent but

quite nice heir to a

title, the other an
artist and even nicer.

Banister (who ap-

pears, somewhat un-

expectedly, to be

really as nice as any-

body), seeing that

an unmarried Olivia

must remain an ob-

stacle to his own
belated nuptials,
offers the first suitor

twenty-five thousand

pounds to take her

and be happy. Olivia

thereupon promptly

accepts the other,

and, her anger hav-

ing by this time

evaporated, the book
leaves off as plea-

santly as it began,

having once more
earned for Mr. CODE the gratitude of a nice-minded public.

TOM GALLOK'S novel (LoKc) exhales

The praises of that type of scamp
Unrecognised except in tales

The pseudo-gentlemanly tramp.

The hero, nobly born as you,
Has fallen, but his cultured air

Shines like a bull's-eye lantern through.
The rags which are his only wear.

At least, I gather so, altlnugh
His doings, as depicted here,

Lack that refinement which we know

Clings to the caste of Vere de Yere.

In fact, The Great Guy Koad the way
On which he seeks his chequered fate

Is not what 1 should reckon gay,
Nor yet particularly great.

Still, GALLON 's no raw hand ; his works
Are nearly thirty (vide list),

And possibly in this there lurks

Some subtle point whic-h I have missed.

Oblivious apparently of the unhappy predicament of his

brother Peers, Lord de, Lys, who is the hero of Mr. II. B.

MARRIOTT WATSON'S Romance at Random (HuTCHixsox), occu-

pied his time with a series of mild amatory adventures in

different parts of the country and varying ranks of society,

behaving always with that extreme chivalry which mirks
the knight-errant of monthly magazines, even if he happens
to be a burglar. Not that Lord de. Lys was that

; I would
trust him with a whole deer-forest if I had one, and if he stole

anything it was merely the hearts of a procession of heroines,
none of whom he met again, and none of whom I found

particularly stimulating. The method of this rather watery
Prince Florizcl was to walk into strange houses and mix
himself up with other people's concerns, generally love-

affairs, and then, after having played Providence or made
the place too hot to hold him, to disappear suddenly without

leaving his card. Only once does an adventure border on
the serious, and though these stories are pleasant enough
reading they do not put any very exhausting strain on the
emotions. 1 think Lord de Lys ought to have been roped in

-
by his fellow-back-

woodsmen to serve

the cause. He might
have made a con-

siderable sensation

by appearing on
the wrong platform
and impersonating
Labour Members.

IsOPPORTUNE MOMENT CHOSEN BV THE MUSE FOR VISITING A RESPECTABLE POKT.

welcome Miss
ut's Ordinary

People (CONSTABLE ) as

a serious study of

London suburban life

-serious in the sense

that it is sincere.

Without holding a

brief for Suburbia !

think that of late it

has been treated with
scant sympathy in

fiction. We have had
countless opportuni-
ties to laugh at

suburban people, but
we have been given

few chances to learn much about them. Miss SILBERRAD is alive

to the humours of Netherford, but she has not insisted upon
them. Instead she has drawn a picture of the place which

I, at any rate, feel to be (rue. We get a real insight into

its little snobberies and cliques, so real indeed that were I

to be suddenly planked down in Netherford I know exactly
at which house I should hope to eat my early Sunday
dinner. Mr. Gridkelby, John Cobham and Mrs. Toller are

typical Netherfordians, and (incidentally) my familiar friends.

The book is perhaps unduly prolix, but in compensation we

get to know these humdrum people and to realise that a most

ordinary man may have at least one incident in his life

which redeems him from commonplace. 1 regret that

a touch of melodrama should have been added to John
Cobham s love-story, for to use a word of which Miss

SILBERIJAD is too fond it is somewhat incongruous.

A Good-Plucked One.

According to The Exeter Express and Echo, Mr. IAN

AMORY, the defeated Candidate, addressing his supporters
from the window of the Liberal Club, spoke as follows :

" We will take our defeat like ladies and gentlemen. What we
have got to do is to get ready for the next one (Loud cheers)."
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is commonly thought that the new

Parliament will be short-lived. So Ork-

ney and Shetland must push on with

their polling if they want to be in time

for it. * *

One of the scandals of the present
Elections has been the dragging in of

the name of the Deity by certain owners
of Nonconformist consciences. An un-

written law is surely
needed here. The
KINO is not sup-

posed to be drawn
into an Election.

This restriction
should be extended.V
"Up to the pre-

Fent," said the

Chanticleer of the

Exchequer at Stour-

bridge,
"
Bills have

been signed by 1 1 is

(Iracious MAJKSTV,
but in future they
have got to be

signed 'A. J. BAL-

Fouii.' 'EDWARD
li'i \ isnotenougli."

Rejected Bills, we
take it, will be

endorsed, "Arthur
Wrecks."

* *

"There is one

thing iu common,"
said Mr. Gicoito i:,

''between Whips
and little children.

It is said of little

children that they

ought to be seen

and not heard.

And Whips ought
to be just the

Fame." We don't

know if he was

thinking of the

Chief Liberal
Whip's announce-
ment as to the

1'itr. MIEU'S inten-

tions toward Home Rule, but it is signifi-
cant that Mr. J. A. PEASE will neither be
seen nor heard in the House for some
little time. * *

By the way, one of the most curious
results of the Elections, it has been

pointed out, is the defeat of Messrs.
J. A. and Pike Pease, who whipped on

opposite sides of the House. It looks as
if there were something, after all, in the

saying,
" As like as two Peases."

* *

Meanwhile it is said that a conference
is about to be arranged between them,

now that they have so much spare time,

with the view of seeing whether they
cannot convert one another.

Next time Mr. VICTOR GRAYSOK must

really be more careful in his choice of a

< 'hristian name. ^ +

The Liberal Candidate for the Stam-
ford division of Lincolnshire said in his

election address, "I stand fora minimum
standard of life and comfort below irhirli

lu'llished and re-gilded by one of the
last orders of the Government. This
confirms the rumour that it is to be
offered to the United Irish Party for a
Committee Room. ^ ^

Black bread is becoming quite the

rage in Conservative circles, but it is an

exaggeration to say that long queues of

Tories may be seen every morning at

street corners waiting while the local

shoe-black converts their white bread.

Sandy. "HooT, MAN, THE TRAIN'S GOING OFF THE LIKE."

Donald. "DiNNA FASH YERSEL, WE SHALL NO HAE TO PAY FOR THE DINNER."

no person shall be allowed to exist."

This proposal that every Labour Ex-

change shall have a lethal chamber
attached to it is surely a too drastic

solution of the Unemployment question.V
Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, in the course

of some severe remarks h propos of a

political speech by the headmaster of

Eton, advised him to stiek to his last.

This is rather good from Mr. CHURCHILL,
whose last was the Conservative party.

* *

The House of Lords is being em-

* *

"100 for a

Title," announces
The Week End.
One gets some idea

of the sensational

slump which has set

in when one thinks

of the enormous fee

which a certai n

Liberal peer is said

to have paid for his

title not so Ion g ago.

V
Judge WILLIS is

improving. "It is

one of the signs of

a man being out of

employment," he
remarked at the

Greenwich County
Court,

" when you
see him with a

cigarette in his

mouth." There is

something in this.

In the same way a

big cigar is often

the sign of the suc-

cessful bankrupt.

V
A number of Irish

people whoWere re-

cently deprived of

their old-age pen-
sions on various

grounds have now
been served with

notices demanding
reimbursement of

the sums paid. The
Government, it is said, is anxious to

scraps together enough money for

another Dreadnought.

V
Outside the collection box for the

Children's Infirmary at Liverpool there

has been placed an electric-light device

which, immediately a coin is dropped
into the box, displays the acknowledg-
ment " Thank you." It is contemplated
to introduce into churches a similar

contrivance which will deliver an insult-

ing message whenever a button is con-
tributed.

TOL. CXXXVIII.
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THE ALTRUIST AT THE POLLS.

[ON the front-window of The Chrialian World the total results of

lie elections have day by day been recorded, not under the natural

leadings, "Liberals" and "
Unio'iists," but "For ihe People" and

'For the Peers" respectively. The Westminster G,izetti pictorially

supports the same pleasant illusion with a slight variation
" Commons "

and ' Lords." If these categories mean anything, they mean tl.at about

uilf the British People have voted for the Peers instead of for them-

selves a very noble performance.]

MOST Christian England ! They who deemed you selfish,

Who in the shape of poster, print, or song

Implied that your ideals were low and pelfish,

Have done you grievous wrong.

They pictured you as passing keen on spending
Your giant strength to strike the Tory dumb,

Moved by a single passion for distending
Your pocket and your turn.

They called on you to crush the vile cncroacher,
To amputate the Peer's rapacious hand,

Laid like the paw of some insidious poacher
On your (the People's) land.

They trusted you would send to sheer perdition
These bloated Loi ds who longed to see you bled,

Who had designs, destructive of nutrition,

On your (the People's) bread ;

Monsters, whose bulging rnaws had ever fattened

On unearned increment of wine and oil
;

Rodents whose teeth habitually battened

On your (the People's) toil.

And yet, with cheek presented to the srniters,

Taking a purely altruistic tone,

You beamed forgiveness on these belted blighters,
And made their cause your own !

Yes, in your myriads, drawn from every station

Workers in towns and he that tills or delves

You voted, like a really Christian nation,
For them and not yourselves !

I speak of England. Pawky Scots rejected
The claim of noble sentiments like these,

Choosing the primrose path where they expected
To pouch the most bawbees.

And "gallant little Wales" ignored the moral

Which in her bardic hymns you find rehearsed

That noble kniglits should waive a private quarrel
And think of Others first.

(Erin's intentions I can scarce determine ;
.

With Home Rule and the whiskey-still at stake,

Her manner towards the gentlemen iu ermine

Is markedly opaque.)

Yet when the totalised results are sorted

We find this creditable fact (loud cheers)

That roughly half our populace supported
Its natural foe, the Peers.

Nay, though the Lords abused their light authority,

Consulting wantonly the People's will,

You justified 'em by a clear majority

Against the Budget Bill.*

* The result cf the Irish Elections must be regarded as unfavourable

to the Budget since the Natio .alisis vot?d against its Second Reading
So that, without prejudice to the future action of the Irish Party, we ma\

say that the United Kingdom, by a substantial majority, has justilie
1

tlu Peers' reference to the People.

So, lest we hear the voice of aliens crying
That you have let your chivalry go to seed,

Spent with the one desire of gratifying
Your own peculiar need,

Within our glorious annals be it noted,
And laid for future reference on our shelves,

How Lirge a portion of the People voted

For Others, not themselves. 0. S.

THE ENTHUSIAST.
I ENCOUNTERED him in the train, some scores of feet below

the ground, and he interested me, for instead of regarding
the periodical outbursts of poster-scenery or endeavouring
to evade the stony stare of the people opposite he was

deep in the perusal of a little book. Not that there was

anything extraordinary in this fact ;
but he read as though

his life depended on it. As we stepped off the car, faced

the wind, and huddled into the lilt, I noticed he had a

dreamy look. He trod on a lady's dress and met her glance

calmly, while I, who saw that glance only as an innocent

spectator, was compelled to shudder at iis lightning. I stood

icar him as the cage went up, and my curiosity perhaps
Attracted him, for he lifted his eyes from the volume
;he

| age had been kept by his finger and met my gaze. He
smiled; I smiled too, encouragingly ;

too encouragingly, alas !

"
I never waste a single minute," he remarked

"It is well," 1 said, "to occupy one's moments profitably."

"Yes. To that end I carry with me literature in lengths,
if I may so term it, suitable for any emergency of the day."

''

May I enquire . . . .?" I asked, as we tripped over the

step and fell into the street.
" With pleasure. In this pocket I have five Peeps at

Parnassus twopence a peep each containing material for

a ten-minute journey. In ten minutes I can read one of

DICKENS sonnets, one lyric of JOHNSON'S, and one compressed
edition of BUTLER'S Decline and Fall. For longer journeys

have the Quick-Lunch Edition of Assorted Authors :

No. 1 comprises
' Nibbles at NEWTON,'

'

Snips from SHEI.LEY,"

and '

Chips from CHESTERTON
'

it can be read through in

twenty minutes; No. 2 contains a page from POPE'S Essay
on Man "

"Pardon me," I interrupted maliciously, "you mean
THACKERAY, of course THACKEKAY'S

'

Essay on Man.'
'

" Of course thank you. Also two of CARLYLE'S short stories,

and HENRY JAMES s
' Ode to Melancholy

'

; this will take up
about half-an-hour. 'Fritters of Fancy' another helpful
i(jea contains fifty three-minute touches, for use while I

wait for lifts, wait to cross Piccadi'ly Circus, wait for the

telephone, wait, in fact, for anything; it is so arranged that

each item can be absorbed at a glance. Just to show you
what can be done yesterday was a busy time with me, and

yet I managed to get through the
' Sonnet to a Grecian Urn '

(you know that glorious thing of MILTON s ?); WOROS\VOI;III'S

'Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright'; KEATS'S 'La Beile Dame
Sans Merci '-

"
I have always thought VERLAINE'S

' La Belle Dame' one

of the loveliest things I ever read," I murmured.

"VERLAINE, of course the title should have told me cne

gets a shade confused occasionally ;
er . . . four pages of

Three Men in a Boat, by EMERSON, and a chapter of Omar.

Not bad for a busy man, eh? There is absolutely no ex-

cuse for the shameful modern ignorance of the world s best

authors. In th's way I regain the lost hours of youth, and

incidentally become a brilliant conversationalist; my friends

are astounded at the unerring manner in which I can fix a

quotation. Allow me to illustrate

It w,.s at this point that I wished farewell to this admirable

representative of the age we live in.
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THE POISONED WELL.
VOICE OF TRUTH (from lollom of uvtt). "IS THIS GOING ON MUCH LONGER?"
JOHN Bi;u.. "NO, IT'S NEARLY OVER." VOICE OF TRUTH.

" THANK HEAVEN!"
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE "CELTIC FRINGE "-CUM-CORDUROY.

Design for an appropriate composite costume for the
" Ministerial Boy

"
returning from the wars with his

" wild harp slung
"

all orer him.

A REIGN OF TERROR.

INTIMIDATION, from all accounts, lias

been tlio salient feature of the recent

Elections in the provinces. Several

flagrant cases have been reported, notably
from Carnarvon Boroughs and High
Wycombe.
-In Mr. LLOYD GFXJUGE'S constituency

two Carnarvon ladies had the effrontery
to sport the Unionist colours, in-

tending thereby to overawe a crowd
of about two thousand adherents of

the opposite party, chiefly quarrymen
from Bethesda. These staunch Lloyd-

Georgiles what a lot of "staunch"
individuals there are at election

time !
- - were driven to desperation

by such dastardly tactics (another use-

ful political phrase) on the part of a

supercilious p;iir of aristocratic hooli-

ganoses. The latter, not content with

parading the badge of domination in

public, carried their audacity to the

point of exhibiting the same to the down-
trodden descendants of the ancient

Britons from the threatening portals of

a Saxon po.st-ofTioe. To finish with, they

attempted to carve their way with feudul

arrogance, aided by an escort of their

minions, the police, through the huddled
masses of natives, who were now goaded

by panic and recklessness into protest-

ing against this last act of tyrannical

aggression and raising cries of
"
Kill the

devils !

" We are glad to say that this

show of independence on the part of a

cowering concourse, now swollen to some
five thousand, had its effect in putting
an end to the reign of terror inaugurated
by the pair of female despots. Feeling
themselves now their match, the justly

exasperated inhabitants swept aside the

police-escort and nearly stripped the

clothes from the backs of their would-be

oppressors.

Truly, with such a display of courage
and spirit, there is yet hope that free-

dom may be won.
At High Wycombe also, the audacious

promoters of a dump-shop went, for

once, too far in their campaign of in-

timidation. The collective Radical worm
began to turn at last and the emblem of

serfdom was overthrown, gutted, and

generally dispersed to the winds. The
populace arose in their might and chased
the pro-peeriff proprietor from their

midst. England has discovered at the

eleventh hour how to deal with the auto-

crat, since a thousand sturdy patriots
can now summon up courage to deal

with one (or even two, if of the oppo-
site sex) who would enslave them by
sheer force of terrorisation.

These examples of intimidation should
suffice for those who have hitherto been
in doubt as to the exact political appli-
cation of that word. But if further illus-

trations are needed we may say that

(according to a speech of Mr. LLOTD

GKOHOE, delivered a few days after the

Welsh episode described above) it was
intimidation

" when great landowners
came from outside to canvass their

tenants
"

in these same Carnarvon

Boroughs. Again, it was intimidation,
in the view of a writer in The West-
minster Gazette, when "

the farmers and
the landowners told the labourers that

if the Budget passed and Free Trade
continued there would bo less work."
On the other hand, it was not intimidation

when Radical Candidates told the

labourers that Tariff Reform would
mean dearer bread.

So now we know all about intimidation.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Scries.]

CHAPTER IV. LAST MOMENTS.
" HAS anybody here seen Kelly ?

"

asked Dahlia, putting her head in at

the billiard-room door.
" Imean Archie."

"I'm waiting here for Kate," I said.
"I mean Myra."
"Oughtn't you to be dressing? It

doesn't matter about me I 'm not oil

for a long time."

"A rat-catcher's best suit is not an
elaborate one

;
lean put it on in about

five minutes. It is now 7.15
; we begin

at 8.30 hence the billiard cue. More
chalk."

"
Oh, why aren't you nervous? How

you can stand calmly there
"

"I am nervous. Look." I aimed
carefully and put the red into a pocket
some miles away. "There you are.

Have you ever seen me do that in real

life ? Of course not. If my hand had
been steady I should have been a foot to

the right. Still more chalk."
"
Well, I want Archie, and I shall cry

if I don't find him. That 's how I feel."

She sat down and got up again."
-My dear Dahlia," I said solemnly,

"now you can understand a father's

feelings I mean, now you see what
you women have brought on your-
selves. Who suggested a play ?

"

The
women. Who dragged mo into it?
The women. Who said rat-catchers

always wore whiskers? The. women.
Who is designing me a pair of whiskers
at this moment-? The worn Simpson.
Who but for whom (this is going to be
a difficult sentence) would be just think-

ing of dressing leisurely for dinner,
instead of which we had a hasty snack
and have now got to put on Heaven
knows what? The women. Well, it

serves you right."
"Don't be horrid. I want Archie."

She got up for the third time and drifted
out of the room.

I chalked my cue and went into
a pocket without

. touching anything.
When I say I went in, I mean that the
ball I was playing with went in. You
do sre that ? Very well then. I took it

out and began to squint along my cue
igain, when two hands came suddenly
over my eyes and a voice said,

" Guess
who it is."

" The Queen of Sheba," I tried.
"
Right," said Myra.

I turned and looked at her.
"
Golly, you do, you really do!" I said

it last. "Did they always dress like
.hat in the Bong era? Short skirts,

ong pigtail, bare arms lovely."
' '

I can sit in the sun and look
j ust

wenty-one,'
"
sang Myra as she dropped

uto a sofa.
"
Well, just at present you 're sitting

a .the billiard-room and looking about

fifteen . . . How are you getting or

\\itli your French this term ? I had &.

very bad ivport in the holidays, from
your governess. The extra ninepence
a week seems to have been simplj
thrown away."

"Aren't you excited?" said Myra
looking at me with sparkling eyes.
"As for Callisthenics, well, what I sny

is, 'My daughter is Church of England
and if you don't like it she can come
away. I 'm not going to have her stuffed

up with all that nonsense.'
"

Myra jumped up. "Aren't you ex-
cited?" she- insisted.

"
Feel my tongue I mean my pulse,

it's quite normal. And why ? Because
I 've forgotten my part and I 'm going
to bed."

It 's a great responsibility our

beginning the play."
"It is. Have you ever thought that,

if we refused to begin, the play couldn't

continue, and then the audience would
be able to go home ? My idea was to

tackle the people as they arrive, and
come to terms with them. I'm sure
there's money in it."

" You aren't bothering, are you ?
"

" Of course I am. I 'd give a hundred
pounds to be out of it. No, I wouldn't

I 'd give a hundred pounds if you 'd

always wear that frock, and do your
hair like that. Will you? And you
shall go on with your French, child."

Myra curtsied prettily.
"And I'll go on with my whiskers.

You haven't seen me in those yet, have
you ?

"
There was a loud noise without.

" Here they are, coming in."

It was not the whiskers, however, but
Archie and Thomas in full costume :

Archie in green, and Thomas in black.
"
Hallo;

1

said Archie, "I feel just like
a conjurer."
"You look just like a grasshopper,"

said Thomas.
"
My dear friend," said Archie, patting

him kindly on the shoulder, "is that

you? But you oughtn't to be here, you
know. You came up the hot-water pipe,
I suppose? Yes, yes, but they mis-
directed you- the blackbeetle depart-
ment is in the basement. Well, well, it

will be easier going down."
"
Archie, Dahlia 's looking for you.""
It 's all right, she found me. She

was nearly in tears. She said,
'

Is that
my Archibald or an onion ?

'

I said
'Fear not, fair one, 'tis but the early
crocus.' Myra, don't you think they've
overdone the green rather ? To be
quite frank I don't see why a conjurer
should be dressed in green at all."

" To distinguish him from the rat-
catcher in brown, the executioner in
black, and the Master of the Gold Fish
in red."

"I had thought that perhaps a csrtaiu

aptitude for legerdemain might so dis-

tinguish him. But I perceive that I am
wrong. Hallo, why aren't you in brown,
then?"

"
I 'm going on like this," I explained."

I was going to have changed, but now
I 've seen you two I don't think I will.

With my ordinary clothes, one whisker

probably the starboard one and a
little insouciance, I shall be a great
success."

" What annoys me," said Thomas,"
is that in the early Hong age they had

no bally pockets. I 've simply got no-
where to keep a handkerchief."

"
Keep it behind the scenes

;
and

then if you blow your nose immediately
before the execution, and again imme-
diately alter it, you ought to be all right."

"It isn't for that
;

it 's in case I want
to cry."

It 's all right for me," said Archie.
"I've simply got to say,

' Now can any-
body in the audience oblige me with a
handkerchief?

'

and I shall get dozens."
"Then I shall probably touch you

for one. Great Irvings, is this really
Simpson ?

"

The Emperor Bong was making a

splendid en;ry, looking (except for his

spectacles) exactly like an emperor
"Rise, rise," he said. "Stop grovelling.

3h, look here, you fellows, when 1 say' On the stomach !

'

then you must
,
I beg your pardon, Miss Mannering,

[ didn't see you were t! ere."

"Where are my whiskers?"! asked
iternly.

"My dear old chap, I couldn't do
,hcm

; there wasn't enough to go round.
I made two nice little eyebrows instead

you '11 find them on your dressing-table.
Oh, I am the Emperor Bong, I am beauti-

'ul, clever and strong. I am beauti
Do you think I ougut to wear my spec-
tacles or not?

"

There was a loud shout of
" No !

"
"
Oh, all right. But I shall probably

'all over the sunset or something.
Thomas, if you see me wandering into
i new moon, tap me on the head with
your axe. Why isn't my rat-catcher
dressed ?

"

" He was waiting for his whiskers."
" That 's perfectly absurd. You could

lave grown a pair in the time. Go and
dress at ouce."
"I refuse to do anything till quarler-

>ast eight," I said.
"

If 1 get into my
-hings now all the atmosphere will have
worn off by the time we begin.""

It 's worn off me a long time ago,"
said Thomas dismally." And me," said Myra, with a shiver."

Well, we 're all very miserable," said

Archie; "let 'shave a bottle of some-
thing. What? Oh, hush! Simpson, just
ring the bell, and I '11 show you a little

conj uring trick. There 's nothing on the
table at present, is there? No. Well
now, you watch." A. A. M.
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THE STAGE AND SOCIETY.

FOLLOWING THE LK.YD OF LADY CON^TANTE STKWART-RICHARDSOy.

THE DUKE OF DOLMINSTER SINGS AS MUCH AS UE CAN REMEMBER
OF "POT HE AMONG THE GlRLS," WITH THE IDEA OF FOUNDING A
HOME FOR INDIGENT LANDOWAERS.

WHILE HER GRACE TAKES HER PET DOGS HOCND THE HALLS FOB
THE BENEFIT CF BROKEX-DOWN M.F.H.'S.

MRS. "Oorr" GOLDBERG STARS AS A THICK CYCLIST, TIIEREBT
ESTABLISHING A REFORMATORY FOR STRAY CATS.

WHILE HER IICSDAND GIVES uis GREAT " IMPERSONATOR
" ACT is

AID OF A FUND TO FACILITATE THE REPATRIATION OF ALIENS.
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HOW TO BE HAPPY THOUGH BEATEN.

[A. foretaste of the Cheery Optimism which
we may expect to see in the Radical Halfpenny
Press at the Next Election

!]

THE Beef Taxers are beaten and they
know it. The Unionist Party is dead
and buried and will never be resurrected.

Yesterday ninety-eight seats were con-

tested. Of these it is true the Black-

Breaders won twenty-four, and the Anti-

Peerites only won two, but one has only
to glance at the names of the con-

stituencies which have changed their

political faith to appreciate the true

significance of the stupendous Liberal

victory with which the country is ringing

to-day. Here they are :

PARTY GAINS.

Beef Taxers. Anti-Peerites.
Beats. Seats.

Manchester . 5 Hammersmith . . 1

Glasgow . . 4 Rochester ... 1

Liverpool. . 2
Swansea . . 1 Total . . 2

Bristol . . 2

Edinburgh . 3

Nottingham . 1

Leeds ... 4

Sheffield . . 2

Total . . 24

It will be seen, as Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
remarked contemptuously in his magni-
ficent speech last night, that the gains
of the Beef Taxers are mainly in the

industrial towns of the provinces. Let

them make as much of these so-called

gains as they like. HAMMERSMITH
(large caps, please !),

where the great
heart of London again beats true to

Liberalism, is ours ! Hammersmith has

sealed the fate of the Beerites for ever.

Rochester, our other gain, is magnificent!

By the superb majority of ninety-

eight (only two less than a hundred !)

this typical centre of cathedral culture

in the Home Counties has sent the Pro-

Peers packing !

To show how hopeless is the case of

the Beef Taxers, we have only to look

at the

PRESENT STATE OF PARTIES.

Liberals. . . . 17

Labour .... 26

Socialists ... 19 1^ 108

Nationalists . . 38

Independents . . 8

Beef-Taxers. ... 102

(Including the Speaker).

LIBEKAL MAJORITY. . 6
There is no getting away from these

figures. They speak for themselves

This is only the third day of the

Elections, but we have already won
Protection is a dead donkey. Free Trade
is a living, roaring lion. Hammersmith

and Rochester have spoken. The sands
are running out. Let us hear no more -

[Quite right. ED.]

STOP PKESS NEWS.

ELECTION RESULTS.

CORK CITY. One Nationalist and
one Independent Nationalist

returned.

STATE OF PARTIES.

LIB 11}
LAB 26

Soc 19 } 110
NAT 39
Im NAT. . . .

BEEF-TAXERS . . 102

LIB. MAJ. . . 8

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE at Pulwh-

ymwnlly :

"Protection is not only damned,
it is dead."

PROMETHEA.
BEFORE the February day

Yellows the window-pane once more,
I hear her on her slipshod way

Clatter outside my bedroom door,
Unshrined and all unknown to fame
To me a goddess just the same !

Hers was no columned Grecian grove,
Hers no be-ferned Sicilian fount ;

No shepherd of the white-fleeced drove

Adjudged her fair on Ida's mount,
Nor did she in the dusk unbar;

The dawn gate for the sun-god's car !

Yet, ere the laggard milkman cries,

Ill-nurtured nymph of household care

She comes, poor child, with heavy eyes
Adown the creaky lodging stair,

To struggle with the Stygian gloom
Of fog that fills the dining-room !

Coarse-fingered, grimy as to face

From scuttle, pan, or window-sill

Well, was the very rosiest Grace
So fit to merit man's good-will

As she, who comes in low estate,

Poor little drudge, to lay the grate?

And when the glow of kindly flame

Leaps 'neath her touch to warm and
cheer

The cockles of the human frame,
Its little handmaid doth appear,

For sheer humanitarian worth,
His equal, who brought Fire to Earth !

"
Cook, disengaged ; used to about 70

horses." Liverpool Echo.

This advertisement is premature.
" Cook " must try again when a Tariff

Reform Government is in and we are all

eatintr horse-flesh.

NORTH v. SOUTH.
A GREAT public demonstration was

held last Saturday in Belie Vue Gardens,
Manchester, to record the indignant
protest of Lancashire against the publi-
cation in The Spi-ctator of an article

signed Ovns, contending that London
was always right in politics.

Mr. Belluiry Hilloc, M.P., who took
the chair, was greeted with enthusiastic

cheers, showers of French beansand other

appropriate lloral tributes. When order
liad been restored, Mr. Hilloc said that in

his long and arduous career he' had
often been stirred to righteous indigna-
tion, but never had his blood broiled

with a fiercer fury than on the present
occasion. Speaking as a rate-payer

((Cheers), a tax-payer (Loud cheers), a

patriot (Cries of
"
Ch< ers for LLOYD

GEORGE!") and a father of a family

(Immense enthusiasm, and cries of ",4 bus

BAI.FOUR !

" "
Oonxpuez Kcwinylon ") he

did not hesitate to siy that this insult to

Lancashire wounded him to the quick.
For London the home of the idle and
rotten rich to insinuate that she led

Lancashire was a monstrous perversion
of fact. The direct contraiy could be

proved in a thons nd ways. If the

Thames was "liquid history," the Irwell

is "clotted wisdom." Did not the

proverb urn: "Wha* Lancashire thinks

to-day, England thinks to-morrow"?
Was it not the case that what Orkney
and Shetland said to-day, Lancashire

said the week before last? Had not

Lancashire elected him (Mr. Hilloc) one
of its Members ? (A voice:

" Rub it in!
"

and confused hmds from the gallery).
Had not London borrowed the names
of Piccadilly and Oxford Street from
Manchester ?

Mr. Hidoc concluded a brilliant speech

by declaring that he never went to

bed without drinking two pints of

Lancashire botanic beer.

Dr. HANS Ric TER, who spnke with a

strong Lancashire accent, s-aid th it he
associated himself with what had fallen

from the lips of the previous speaker.
Manchester was the Me ca of British

musicians, and the Halle Concerts, which
he had the honour to conduct (A voice-:
"
Cheers for LLOYD GEOKGE ! "), were the

best human approximation to the music
of the spheres (Cheers for Halle's Comet).
The scenery of the Manchester Ship
Canal was supeib and fully equal to that

of the beautiful blue Danube, (liissent.)

Miss HORNIMAN added a few eloquent
words on the interest shown by the

people of Lancashire in the drama. In
Manchester the theatre was a democratic

institution, wheieas London showed its

enslavement to obsolete feudal prejudices
by naming one of its new theatres

" The
Coronet" ("Down with the Peers! ").

The Editorof The MancheaterQvarc&an
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Pint Politi-ian.
"
I SEE Mn. MEADOWS HAS DOT is FOB MID-MODSIHBE, MRS. JONES. HE 's A FHIEND OF MINE, THOUGH UE is so STRONG

ON THE OTIIEIl PIOE."

Second Politician. "On! DEAR! DEAR! Miss, TO THINK uuw PEOPLE DO OET LED AWAY!"

First Politician.
"
WELL, 1 SUPPOSE, AFTEU ALL, THAT'S JUST WHAT THEY WOULD BAY OF us.

!1

Second Politician. "I DARESAV THEY WOULD, Miss, BUT THEN, YOU SEE, WB ARE I.ED AWAY IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION!"

in a polished address called attention to

the euphony of Lancashire nomenclature.
London and its environs could boast no
sucli names as Chowbent or Bootle,
where the historic Baby came from.

Even the streets in Manchester had
Christian names, e.g. John Dalton Street.

If he were not a Mancunian he would
iulinit ly rather be a Liverpudlian than
a Cockney. In conclusion he said that

though they were all for cotton he hoped
they would never be worsted (Cries of

"Help!" and "Chestnut").
Mr. MAURICE HEWLETT, the famous

novelitst, i-aid that, speaking us a work-

ing-man with Si iinc knowledge of DANTE,
he repudiated the contention of OS-it,
with all the Goliardic bravura at his

command. Mr. HEWLETT then quoted
a long passage from GUICDARDIXI in

the original Italian, punctuated by con-
tinuous cries of

" Rub it in!
"
and ended

a brilliant peroration by denouncing
Lord LANBDOWNE as a desiccated

meatien.
A resolution to the effect

"
that Lon-

don's claim to be superior in political

intelligence to Lancashire is a gigantic
and impudent imposture

" was then
carried by acclamation, and after the

Chairman had sung,
"
Partant pour la

Syrie," to the accompaniment of the

Bosses o' tli' Barn Temperance Reed
Band, the huge audience dispersed in a
state of comatose complacency.

"The doxology and further refreshments

closed a delightful gathering." 1'enrith

Obserccr.

We can quite imagine that the spiritual
refreshment had to be supplemented.

" Mr. MeKean said he did not wish to add
to the bitte rances of the contest, and he would
be glad if any words of his which would tend to

bitterness would be forgotten." Dublin Even-

ing Herald.

But he must not try to improve on that

delightful word "
bitterance."

" The large comet was seen by a resident in

the heavens in the direction of the Forest."

The Football Echo and S/iorts (jazette.

"The resident in the heavens" may
well have been Venus

; and, if so, we
think Mars ought to be told about it.

Spare the Bod.

"There is too much sugary sentimentality
in our dealings with our children. There is an

overwhelming desire to shield them from the

present woe at the excuse of the future wral."

The (jetulewomait.

"The present weal" is what was meant.

The Observer states that among (he

dances which Lady CONSTANCE STEWART-

RICHARDSON gave was, "Grieg's 'Ass's

Death.'
"

This must be a companion
piece to the tune the old cow died of.

" F r my part I look for a very close match
with a great deal depending upon the w y in

which H. O. C loper shapes with his Cambridge
colleague, H. O. Cooper." Sportsman.

One would expect them to be about the

.same shape.
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BALM.
"SPEAK, SAUXDEBS, SPEAK! DON'T YOU KNOW ME? I 'M YODK LANDLORD!"

THE REMONSTRATOR.
in. THE SUB-EDITOR.

"You are the sub-editor, aren't you?"
I asked.

"
Yes," he said.

"
May I have a few minutes' conversa-

tion with you?"
"
Certainly, if it 's important."

"It s about the paper," I said.
"
Oh, all right then," he replied, "fire

away."
' ' This article," I said, unfoMing yester-

day's issue.
" '

Astounding Revelations."

I suppose you had a hand in that?"
"
Only to cut it down and insert cross-

headings," he answered,
" and to give it

its title, of course."
" That 's just it," I said.

"
I guessed

it was you. Did you read it ?
"

"Read it? My dear Sir, I have just
told you I cut it down."

" Then you were astounded ?
"

" Well ... I don't know exactly that

I was a tounded."
" But you must have been. Here 's

the title added, of course, after you had
finished the cutting down

'

Astounding
II veluii' 'iis.' A man doesn't deliberately

say that unless he has been aetoundedi
does he ?

"

" Put it that I was surprised."
"
Oh, no 'astounded.' You said so.

So amazed to be literal that you were
struck dumb as by a peal of thunder."
He laughed.
"Then it 'snot true?" I said.
"
No, of course not. It 's journalism."

"And journalism isn't Irue?"
"
Well, not minutely and meticulously

true in every point. How could it be?
There isn't time."

"But why 'astounding,' anyway?
Why not 'surprising' or 'unexpected'?"
"So tame. Besides, where should

we be beside the other papers? You
evidently don't know much about even-

ing papers. There are certain words
which every sub-editor must use if he is

to satisfy his employers. 'Astounding'
is one of them. We have to be careful,
of course, not to overdo it, but

'

astound-

ing' once in every ten days makes a

great difference to the sales.
" Then there 's

'

sensational.' You
have seen that, of course ?

'

Sensa-
tional

'

is almost as good as
'

astound-

ing,' but not quite.
' Scene

'

is a seller,

too :

'

Scene in Court,'
' Seen '. at a

Theatre," 'Scene in the Strand.' You
can't go wrong with that. After we
have used

'

Scene
'

often enough we say
'

Disturbance
'

; but
'

Scene
'

's much
better.

" ' West-End '

also is valuable.
'

Scene
in a Church,' for example, would not
catch the reader half so surely as

'

Scene
in a West-End Ciiurch.' The other day
there was a row in a wretched little

club in the Italian Quarter in Soho ;

but do you suppose I hesitated to call it
' Raid on a West-End Club

'

? Certainly
not.

' Raid on a Club
'

means nothing.
" Then '

shocking.' In a way every-

thing at all violent is shocking, but we
keep the word for accidents and murders,
alternating it with

'

terrible
'

and '

hor-

lible.' No murder is anything but

horrible, of course, yet we find that to

continue to say
'

horrible murder
'

is

profitable. 'Brulal murder' pays well

too.
'

Disgraceful
'

also is a good friend

to us
;
the public lay down their coppers

for it nobly even more readily than for
'

thrilling.'
"

He ceased.
" Thank you," I said, having caught

the infection, "for your astounding
revelations. I quite understand now."i
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THE IRONY OF CIECUMSTANCE.
MR. JOHN REDMOND. "

WELL, IF I CAN'T RULE IN DUBLIN, I CAN HERE !

"
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CURTAILMENT
or
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SHORT SCHOOL
EEKLY

PENSIONS
OVER THE: AGE, or

SEVEH
TOTAL ABOWIT ION OF

ETO or

\M '*__

CHILDREN 1IAVIKO PLAYED SCC1I A PROMINENT PAttT IN THE RECENT El.ECTIOXH, IT IS HUMOURED THAT AT THE NEXT THEY WILL AS A
UNITED PARTY DEMAND REDRESS OF THEIR OWN GRIEVANCES.

"GOOD OLD CHARLIE."
[" I do not wish to make it (the Navy) a Party thing, but one has to

get into Parliament somehow." Lord Charles Beresford at

GIVE it a rest, my CHARLES : it hasn't paid.
The meetings that declare you good and old,

Hearing the clamour of your whirling words,
And all the pretty touches of your style ;

The innuendoes and the strange abuse
Of those who pee not eye to eye with CHARLES

;

The panic-moving phrases, and the froth
Stirred by the windy methods of your speech
Thes '

meetings cheer, but, oh, they disbelieve.
" Somehow to Parliament !

"
Is that your cry?

Quccunque modo rem yon know the tag
Hi possis tectc. and the rest of it.

But where 's the reete of your latest mood?
You doubt the Navy and the Navy's Lords,
Not being one of them ay, there 's the rub
Anil so to gain your petty private end,"
Navy !

"
you cry,

"
It 's going to the dogs.

Few ships we have, and tliose not fit to float
;

Few guns, and tliose not fit to fire a shot
;

And men too few to man our failing ships ;

And foels (or traitors) at the head of all,

Foo.s since they will not all agree with me,

And traitors since they scout my plain advice."

And so the Navy 's made a Party thing,
And CHARLIE B. is sent to Parliament.

Well, there 's a level there for all to find,

For CHARLES and others, and the words that shake
The platform leave the benches undisturbed.

And PERCY SCOTT perchance might give a hint

Of CHARLES, the breezy sea-dog, and his ways.

Therefore, while jet the Fates allow, perpend ;

Since BERESFORD too is mortal he may make
Mortal mistakes like any other man.
Give it a rest, my CHARLES : it hasn't paid.

The Matrimonial Column.
' Reversion to a nioiety of 12,800 payable on the death or marriage

of a lady aged 36. Will accept any reasonable offer." The IMUJ

Society's Registry.

Taking her age into account we cannot blame the lady.

Mr. HICKS -BEACH on his victory, as reported in The
Gloucester Citizen :

" Once again it has stuck true to its old colours. (Loud cheers

and cries of
' Good old True G oucester (cheers and cries of

' Good old

Glouloucester (Cheers, and cries of
' ood old loucester ')."

The enthusiasm seems to have been immense.
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ON THE RANK.

(Growler speaks.)

II.

I 'AD a couple o' Suffrajits in my keb
the other day. They 'ails me near the

Benk, an' says,
"
Drive 'ard to Traffalgy

Square." An' the 'ole way they was

cryin' "Votes for Wimming," an'

jumping about like a couple o' per-
i'ormin' fleas. Which reminds me. 'Ave

you seen them performin' fleas they 're

showin' in the Edgweer Road ? They 're

well worf seein'. There's one on 'eni

does sech tricks as 'd make 'is fortune,
I should say, on the Music 'All stage.

Might call 'im "Little Itch."

Well, I was goin' to tell you
about these Suffrajits. When
they gets to Traffalgy Square
all the way from the Benk to

Traffalgy Square they gets out,

on' gives me a sliillin', an" cries,
"
Votes for Wimming !

" "
Votes

for Wimming ?
"

I says ;

"
Oats

for 'Orses, that's what I want.

'Ere 'ave you been usin.' my keb
as a featre, an' then you offers

me a shillin' for it-) 'ire !

" But

there, what 's the good of argu-
fyin' with that sort? I chucks
the shillin' after 'em, an' drives

hoff amid the cheers of the popu-
lice . . . My opinion of 'em is

they 're mad. They 're tryin' to

prove that they ought to 'ave

the vote by showin they ain't

wurvy of it.

Votes for Wimming, indeed !

My old 'ooman started gettin'

uppish one night I 'spec' some
of them Suffraj its 'ad been talkin'

to 'er but I don't stand none of

'er truck. I puts my foot down
at once, an' pretty 'eavy too. I

says,
" You mustn't fink that

because I drives. a 'orse I can't

drive a donkey as well.
'

Mind you, there ain't nuffink

new about these Suffrajits. I recollec'

when I was a young man we 'ad the Wim-
mings' Rights meetin's. An' I recollec'

a werry good tale they used to tell about
'em. There was a Wimmings' Rights
meetiii' at the St. James's 'All, an.' the

lidy speaker she says,
"
After all, we 've

often 'eard of a Per/fee' Woman, but oo's

ever 'card of a Perfec' Man ?
" At that

up jumps a miserable little second-'and-

lookin' 1'eller in the body of the 'all, an'

'e says,
"
Hif you please, I 've 'eard of a

Perfec'- Man 'ear of 'im every day in

my life."
" Ho !

"
says the lidy speaker,

"an.' pray oo 's 'e ?
" "

Why, my wife's

first "usbang," hanswers the little man.
Ha-ha ! That 's my idea of a good story.
Which reminds me a bloke as I knows

what drives a 'ansom-keb 'ad a lark one

day. 'E was a-drivin' a 'usbang an'

wife, an' they started discussin' what
the fare 'd be. 'E says,

"
Heighteen-

pence," an' she says, "No, certingly not

more than a shillin'," at which they was
almost startled out o' their lives by
suddingly 'earin' a loud voice from the

top shout,
" Ye 're both wrong ;

it 's a

couple o' bob !

"
Ha-ha ! They didn't

know the trep-door was jess open.
Same bloke was a-drivin' a gent with a

habnormally large nose one day, an' it

comes on to rain. ''Let down the

glawss," says the fare. "All right, Sir,"

savs my friend
;

"
lean back, Sir," for 'e

sees 'is nose a-stickin' out. "I am
leanin' back as far as I can," hanswers
the fare. Ha-ha !

right enough. 'E 'ad carroty 'air an'

a turnip nose. The deesign of that
nose is goin' to be haltered.

No, my opinion o' people is they're
deteriatin' all round. For one thing
you don't meet with the same respec'
as you used to. They fink nothin' of

insultin' a 'orse kebby now. T'other

night I says to some gents as was
walkin' along,

" Keb ?
"

an' one o' them
hanswers,

" No thinks, we 're in a 'urry."
That was Yeu-mour, I suppose. Then a

lidy a<-ks me if I cou d tell 'er where
she cou!d find a taxi-keb. There's

exquizzit delicacy f;>r you ! I needn't
tell you where I told 'er to go for 'er

taxi-keb. Then there was two genter-
men as 'ailed me in the Stran'.

Furriners I took 'em for Parly-
voos, or Yah-yahs. There ain't

nuffink but furriners in Town
nowadays ;

it makes you fair

start to 'ear a word of Henglish.
"Gabman," they ^ys, "vill you
please drife us to ze Al'ambra."
So they jumps in, an' I thinks,
"
I 've got a bit of all right "ere."

An' when they gets out tlvy says,
"
Gabman, 'ovv mooch, please

vot is your far ?" "
'Alf-a-

sovring,"! says.
"
Right," they

says, "there's a shillin' towards

it, you lyin' ole scoundrel !

"

This in Hing'ish, so that I

almos' fell off my box ! You see,

they was only purtendin' to be
furriners. More Yewmour, I

suppose. You bet I give my
'orse a whippin' for that !

Irishman (afler waiting at the theatre entrance for a long

time on a cold night). "SuuRE IT'S MTSELF WAD SOONER WALK

FIFTY MILES THAV SIITASD FIVE 1."

Let 's see, what was I a-talkin' about ?

Oh, yes, 'ow close the lidies are. No,

j

they never overpays you. Not that they
'as a monoply o' meanness, mind you.
There 's gents himitation gents, I

should say what bilks you. One done
that to me a fortnight ago come to-

morrer. I drove 'im all the way from
the Swish Cottage to a 'uge big buildin'

in the City what 'ad a hentrance-in on
the one side, and a hentrance-out on the

other side. 'E says,
"
I shan't be a

minnit." An' 'e wasn't. I 'm waitin'

for 'im still. I fink I shall know 'im

again, but I don't fink 'is own muvver
will know 'im when I've done wiv 'im.

I 'm one what 's slow to hanger, but,
when my dander's up, it 's hup, an' it 's

been gettin' huppier every day for a

fortnight now. I shall reconnise im

THE TESTING OF THE
TARMAC.

THE Tarmac pond it is short

for Tarmacadam, a compound of

tar and sand and sawdust has
been the outcome of the curler's

repeated d isappoi ntments. After

years of open winters, when he

I
seemed to have never the ice and the

cup and the players all together, he set

about him to discover the best means
of economising the frost, so that the

game might be played with the least

possible support from the forces of

nature. The Tarmac is sprayed with
the merest skin of water, and if it is

freezing at all the ice is made in half an
hour and the game can at cnce begin.
It will readily be understood that the

main requirement of a Tarmac pond is

that it should be level. For it is not

the water level that one plays on but the

level of the surface itself.

I suppose I made a mistake in em-

ploying a local man. One generally
does. Anyhow the pond was finished,

the bill was sent in, and the contractor

paid me a last visit to inspect his
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handiwork before the transaction was
concluded.

Their had been a heavy shower of

rain during the night, and it seemed to

me a relevant <|iie.-tion to put to him

why, i'f the Tarn ac: was dead level, was
it covered with puddles? Was it not

an established, fact that water ran to the

lowest point V

"Weel,"said McIIogg at once, "that

is a rery interesting obaairvatioa. The
truth is that the leveller a pond is the

mair puddles there are. If there was a

slack place anywhere there would jus-t

be the one puddle." He seemed to have
me there. But I insisted that each

separate puddle represented a depression.
"
1 do not believe that the water in

any of them will cover a penny," said

he. He was a little disconcerted when
on this being tested a column of no
fewer than three pennies was com-

pletely submerged.
"Aweel," he said,

"
it 's everyway

likely that that'll level oot of itself,

owing to the contraction." I have not

yet the faintest idea what he meant by
that. Then he shifted his ground.
"Thae Tarmacs," he remarked, "are

a grand thing for the game o' curlin'.

Ye may say they have introjooced new
and scientific elements. It's just the

fact of tlieyre no being quite level that

adds a zest."
"

I >ut you said this one was dead level."
"
Hoots, ay. In a sense, that is. But

I was speaking to an auld curler in the
train this morning. He tells me they
lia\e grand sport on the Tarmac at

(Vashie Howe. It's that onlevel that it

requires a special skill. They are fair

delighted with it."
" But 3'ou undertook
" Ye see the game 's getting too simple

for thae guid players. Ony fule can play

straight on a true board. But on the

Tarmac they have the ad vantage of a" thae

wee ups and doons. There 'e no mistake
it adds an intc-. est. Some o' them are no
so very carin' aboot the deep water noo.

They find it kind o' monotonous."
1 cut the excellent McHogg short by

pointing out that what I wanted was a
level Tarmac, and that he must fulfil his

contract by making good all the de-

pressions before his bill would be paid.
He turned to me almost in horror.

"Alan," he said, "ye canna" patch
her the noo."

"Why not?" said I.

"Ye '11 spoil the business entirely.
We'll never get a fair surface if we
begin to tamper wi' her. She 's settled

noo into her final form."
"But did you not tell me that the

hollows would level out owing to con-
traction ?

''

" Oo ay, in a sense. I dinna say just
her final form. But we daurna patch
her. That 's fatal."

rfcK '>-

r.i n

,

'! V '

, I'!':

'rff

First Loafer. ''WELL, 'ow 'VE YE GOT ON TUROCGIT TIIE 'LECTION TIME?"
Second Loafer. SHOCKIN' ! COULDN'T RAISE so noon AS A FILL o' BACcr OUT o' NOBODT,

FEAU OF ITS BEIN
1

TOOK F.)R BRIBER* AND o'ttUI'TIOS."

But I tell you she 's not level."
"
Weel, they 're awfu' queer things,

levels. They 're not to be depended on.

But," with growing enthusiasm,
"
ye '11

get grand ice on hero. The pond 's fine :

there 's nothing ails her. Div 'e think

Sandy '11 win the cnp the 'ear ?
"

1 admit that McHogg here succeeded
in involving me in a lengthy discussion

of curling prospects, but 1 brought him
back at last and finally appealed to the

evidence of the spirit-level which pro-

jected from his waistcoat pocket. This
he was quite willing, even anxious, to

apply. He supported it on a plank
six or eight feet long, and it did

not occur to me till afterwards that

by this means he was bridging over

the smaller depressions. According
to this test there was no fault, lo lie

found, and McHogg further strength-
ened his case by a final statement tlir.t

it was the oil on the surface that

gathered the water. It had nothing to

do with the levels. "In a manner o'

speaking," he concluded,
" the water is

no lying doon below the surface. It's

standin' up above, by capeellary attrac-

tion. In a sense."

On further testing I found that one
could only draw to the tee by taking
a line a yard outside the seven-loot

circle. But meanwhile McHogg had got
his cheque.
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TO MY PIPE.

(Upon the occasion of a periodical erpunjalion.)

THE rose, -whose sweetness fills your

grain,
Too wildly flowers, unless we trim it ;

All happiness may turn to pain
And prove "the limit."

And music rare, whose rising swell

Enchants the soul, may soar, my
poppet,

Till someone has to go and tell

The brutes to stop it.

Such is the case, I trow, with you ;

Those lees of elegiac ferment,
That ripe luxuriance is due

For disinterment.

Not once nor twice my so-called friends

Have chaffed the swan-song in your
channel

(Poor smokers of inferior blends,
Their pipes are scrannel).

Little I care for what they say ;

But I myself have found your wheezes

A thought too rich, too rare to-day
Like Gorman cheeses.

So with the fond regret of one

Who finds the blesse'd daylight struck

dim
Because his heart's adored, his Sun,

Has been and chucked him,

And, though his life henceforth must be
Hollow and tasteless, tries to scrimmage

Out of the gates of memory
Her glorious image,

I gird me to the bitter strife,

And excavate your clotted splendour

(Using a hat-pin and a knife)
Into the fender. EVOE.

THE BORN ORATOR.
A MAN with Burke-Brown's gift of

eloquence was not likely to circumscribe

its value by attaching himself to any
one political party. Unhampered by
convictions, he was ever prepared to put
his unequalled talents at the service of

either side. I never knew an orator

who could carry away his audience so

easily or to such a distance from the

facts. It was not what he said, it was
the way he had of saying it. He not

only revelled in the sound of his own
voice, but was the cause of revelling in

others. In constant request on rival

platforms, he threw oil at least twice as

much oratory as any partisan during
the Elections. Towards the close of the

conflict his impartiality began to tell

upon him
; yet the influence of his

persua
c ive manner upon the emotions

of his hearers lost nothing of its mag-
netic quality. His final speech was

perhaps his greatest triumph. My notes

of it run as follows :

"Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-

men, it is now eight o'clock (Cheers) on
the twenty-sixth of January, nineteen

hundred and ten. (Applause.) Gentle-

men, this is an hour of deepest import-
ance to the welfare of our laad. The
House of Lords, because they trust the

People, have asked the People to decide

who! her a revolutionary budget shill

become law. (Loud cheers.) Gentle-

men, are we going to submit to that?

('
No ! ')

The greatest Government of

modern times have askr>d the rich of the

and to contribute their fair share of

taxation. This great Government in

which any man might be proud to serve

has declined to put a penny piece upon
your food. (Clieers.) Gentlemen, I ask

you again, are you going to submit

t-imely to that? (Loud protests in the

negative.)
"Are we sunk so low that we are

going to submit to do the bidding either

of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE (Laughter) or of

Mr. BALFOUK? (Renewed laughter.^ Do
we propose to use our intelligence?

(Dissent.) Is the working man going
to stay idly by while the price of his

bread is reduced from sixpence to a

miserable fourpence three farthings ?

(Cries of
' No !

')
Am I, are any of us in

this room, going to admit to these pretty

purple peers (Loud laughter) or these

little Welsh attorneys (More laughter],
1 say, are we going tamely to admit to

these men that we will willingly bear

the burden of a knowledge of what we
are talking about ? (Cries of

' Not ice !
')*****

"
Gentlemen, I will close, for the hour

is getting late. (A voice,' Go on, cocky !
')

But I cannot leave you without saying
that I do not doubt that, when the day
of the election comes, you will go to the

poll and by your vote show your opinion
of this jerrymandering Administration
and of the miserable and paltry oligarchy
enthroned in the House of Lords ! (Loud
and prolonged cheers!)

When is a train like a steamer? This

knotty riddle has at last been solved

by an Edinburgh correspondent of The,

Dally Mail, who writes :

"
I had a splendid view of Drake's Ci met

this evening. The head of the comet was

bright, and the train, nearly three degrees in

length, \vas broad, and like a steamer."

"Between the eighth and sixteenth moves all

the bishops and kings were exchanged."

Daily Telegraph.

Dear dear, how this reminds us of our

old chess days, when "
King takes King,

check !

"
invariably followed up the

huffing of our opponent's prawns.

BETRAYED BY A KISS.

[We have the authority of a weekly
for saying that most genuine female friend-

ships occur when the parties have reached
middle age.]

THE lady wove a pleasant spell
Around my callow heart

;

On being introduced, I fell

A prey to Cupid's dart
;

But, ere the conquest proved complete,

My resolution swerved
What if she only seemed so sweet

Through being well preserved ?

Time's footprints are not always clear

Unless the light be strong,
So, tortured by a panic fear

That I was choosing wrong,
I would not make my passion plain,

But hovered round the spot
In search of means to ascertain

If she were young, or not.

I saw her greet a friend, and lo

I shuddered at the sight ;

She actually kissed as though
She would not rather bite.

Forthwith her fascination palled ;

My love was overcast
;

I knew that she was what is called

(In French) a little past.

THE PRESS AND THE PLAY.

["Mr. Henry Arthur Jones will deliver a

lecture, entitled "Standardising the Drauin,"
to the members of the O.P. Club, at the

Criterion, on Sunday, February C, at 8 p.m."

Daily ChrmieU.']

IT is expected that Lord NOIITHCUI n;

will shortly address the members of the

Footlights' Club on the subject of
"
Daily Mailifying Shakespeare, or Car-

j

melitc Comedy." -

Reports are rife in Printing House

Square that Mr. C. F. MOBEKLY I!I:IL ;

will before long deliver a lecture at the

United Service Institute on " Mober-

lising the Theatre."

Mr. JAMES DOUGLAS, it is rumoured, has

completed an article for The Fortnightly
Review, entitled "How I became a

dashing Star serio."

It is persistently bruited in Noncon-
formist ciicles that Mr. P. W. WII.SOM,

Ex-M.P., intends to preach a sermon in

Whitefield's Tabernacle on "Cad bury -

ising Coven t Garden."
Mr. FABIAN WAKE, the Editor of The.

Morning Post, has most kindly signiiicd
his intention of reading a paper at the

next meeting of the British Association

on "
Jebbified Extravaganza."

Overheard.

Mrs. A. Did you sec the new comet
on Saturday evening?

Mrs. B. No, I was out of town for the

week-end.
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THE SIMPLE LIFE.
Jtllliijri/ GilCHt. "AFBAID I'M A BIT LATE, I.UT Ilill'E I HAVEN'T KEPT BB3AKF\sr WAN ING."
EotUtt. "Oil, I FORGOT TO MENTION THAT WE'RE TKVIN11 TilE 'NO UIIKAKI AST

'

PLAN/AND FEEL 80 MUCH BETTER FOR IT WE DOTiirsr IT WILL HAVE THE SAME EFFECT WITH YOU."

SCIENTIFIC HISTORY.
(Tlie Up-to-date Historian Sj>e7;a.)

DID any man of old desire

To sirum a tune on Clio's lyre,
Full easy was his task because
He simply strummed, and there he was.
No need for him with toilful paia
To cultivate a special brain,
X<> need to study iu the schools
The latest scientific rules,
Nor did lie make the least pretenca

-

To learn the laws of evidence.

HERODOTCS, for instance, glories
In idle tales and fairy stories

;

Whatever yarns of headless men
He chanced to hear, lie seized his pen
And wrote them down upon his tables,
No matter whence he learnt the fables.
There 's scarce a word of his that I
Could not pronounce a monstrous lie

lii short, a child could show the man.
Was either fool or charlatan.

Tin . vnmr.s was little better:
He was Imagination's debtor

;

lit' had no notion in his pate
)f what is meant by

"
acjurate."

His own unaided fingers wrote
The speeches which he loved to quote,
How XIKIAS spoke, how- KI.EON answered
He had no Times nor fdes of Hansard.

GIBBON, again, but little knew
What history is meant to do :

Instead of scientific facts,
State records, legislative acts,
He gives a pageant highly tinted

By spectacles through, which he squinted.

CARLYLE, MACAULAY if one tries,
To talk about their brazen lies,

One's words and
patience quickly fail

They both are quite beyond the pale.

How different am I ! How thorough
The care with which I delve and burrow
To trace a fact. They were content

Simply to read a document ;

They did not know the keen, ecstatic

Joy of the art of diplomatic.
My parchments carefully I pass
Beneath a magnifying-glass,
And every inch I scan to spot
What parts are genuine, what not.
When all the good has been selected
And all the spurious rejected,
I test again and then prepare
To weigh the evidence with care.
The various readings I collate,
The pros and cons at length I state,
And for each line of text I quote
A page or two of priceless note,
Wherein, meticulously traced,
You read on what my facts are based.

And yet this curious thing I find

Despite my scientific mind,
Despite my vast superiority
In dealing with an old authority,
GIBBON and Co. are studied still

While my admirers number nil.

Killed by Kindness.

From the "Post Mortem" column in

Cage Birds :

"
Subject : Cock Linnet. Caus3 of death :

Many thanks for encouraging remarks."

The following "classified advertise-
ment "

appears in The Dublin Eeen'nuj
Mail :

"
18 Fee-Simple Ground Dent, out of modem

property."

Under the heading, of course, of
" Motor

Cycles."

Miss MAUD ALLAN is making her first

appearance in America.
" She will," says

The New York Times,
"
be accompanied

by the Russian Symphony Orchestra,
Modest Altschuler, conductor."
We can only faintly picture this

gentleman's distiess.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

POSSIBLY, if Mr. J. E. BUCKROSE had written A Golden

Straw (MILLS AND BOON) as his first novel I should have appre-
ciated it more. At least I should not then have been forced

to compare it, not quite favourably, with other previous work

of his. Here is the same easy charm of description ; but

the tale itself strikes me as a machine-made thing, and the

characters are unconvincing. For example, Averild, the

heroine, wishing to go to Germany to study music, exclaims,

'I'll come back, but I must wander first. It's the Holder-

ness blood. We're made so. They were wanderers who
first landed here whom we've all sprung from," etc., etc.

Now it is one of my most cherished convictions that nobody
ever talks like this in real life. And I charge Mr. BUCKROSE

with knowing it. With regard to the story, of course Averild

gets her year in Ger-,

many, and as she returns

strangely short of money,
and with a habit, when-
ever the hero proposes to

her, of answering,
"
I love

you, but it cannot be!"

(or words to that effect),

and bursting into tears, I

for one was scarcely sur-

prised to learn that she

had been secretly married

abroad to the unpleasing

Winship, and had repented
it ever since. Eventually
her husband follows her

home, and is drowned in a

convenient flood, thus ful-

filling a dream about

"dark water
"

which had
been hanging about sus-

piciously since the begin-

ning of the story. In
this way Averild is left

free to marry Walgate,
and Mr. BUCKKOSE to begin
another book, which will

(I hope) be more worthy
of his powers and of the

esteem in which I hold

them.

has succeeded in adding a useful and attractive book to

contemporary history.

I received a great shock about two-thirds of the way
through Mrs. HUGH FIUSEII'S GianneUa (METIIUEN). It is the

story of an orphan girl (the daughter of a Scandinavian

painter) who owes her upbringing, when stranded in Rome,
to the kindness of a peasant woman

; and, after emerging,
so to speak, from the rather arid campagna of the heroine's

early years,
I had just got to the pleasant piazza of her

love-affair (and a very pretty affair it is, with pigeons that

carry messages, and balconies of flowers, and a lay figure
of a cardinal used for painting portraits for foreigners),

I had just got to this point, I say, when suddenly the

eyes of Manueeia (Gmnndla's benefactress) snapped. I felt

as if something had suddenly gone too. This terrible form
of ophthalmia is creeping gradually over all our English
fiction, and the circulating libraries ought to do something

about it. For the rest,

though 1 think the excite-

ment aroused by a hitch
in the heroine's romance

ought to have been sus-

tained a little longer, this

is a very charming idyll
of Rome, some time before

the Quirinal, and a long
time before the trams. The
authoress uses a great

many Italian words, and
these have been quita cor-

rectly printed, but I take

exception to -some of the

Latin ones: "stnltus

vulgus" may be Lucretian,
but

"
voluntiis tua

"
is cer-

tainly wrong, and though
I am not a botanist I feel

that the root of
"
filloxera"

ought to be taken up and
looked at.

FAST AND LOW.

Dealer.
"
I CAN HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS NEW BUEED, MADAME ! MOST UP-TO-

DATE AND FASHIONABLE DOQ IN THE MAKKET."

From time to time through recent sessions I have read in

The Daily Express a Parliamentary sketch which struck me
as being considerably above the average run. The articles

have been collected in a volume, The Asquith Parliament

(HUTCHINSON), and the author is revealed as Mr. CHARLES T.

KING. An essential to success in this field of journalism is

that the record shall be free from political party bias. The
Editorial Column may in most cases be trusted to supply
full measure of such spice. Mr. KING is void of offence

in this matter. Dr. JOHNSON, the best known, if not quite
the earliest, Parliamentary reporter, candidly admitted that

in preparing his narrative of a day's sitting in the House of

Commons he took care that the - Whigs did not have the

best of it. (He inserted an adjective permissible only in a

lexicographer.) Mr. KING writes with equal frankness and
fairness of all sections of parties in the last Parliament. His

thumb-nail sketches of the Labour Members, most of them
new-comers to the vineyard at Westminster, are particularly

interesting. With a shrewd sense of character, a keen

eye for colour, and a sharp ear for a good thing, Mr. KING

A Benighted Race.

"DADDY,"said Isobel, "do
missionaries go out to Ger-

many?"
" Of course not, my

dear."
"
Doesn't anybody try to convert them ?

"
she asked.

" Convert them !

"
I exclaimed.

"
Why, Isobel, the Germans

are a highly cultured nation. Some of the best known men
of science and Ltters come from Germany. Germany occu-

pies a position in the civilised world that is second only to

our own. Germany
"

"Are they cannibals?
"
she interrupted."

Certainly not. What has put that into your head ?
"

"
I don't know

;
I thought you said they ate dead horses

and black bread."
"
So they do, my dear. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, has put

that question beyond a doubt. The German workman lives

upon food that the British workman would refuse with

scorn, but the Germans are not cannibals."
" What is a cannibal, daddy ?

"

"A cannibal, Isobel, is a person who cats human flesh;
who kills and devours his own species.""

Daddy, I thought I heard you say that Mr. CHURCHILL
sometimes eats his own speeches ? Is he a cannibal, too ?

"

Children should never be allowed to listen to political
discussions.
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CHARIVARIA.
PRINCE HKNHY of Prussia has been

raised to the rank of Admiral of the

Fleet in both the British and German
navies. We understand that in time <>l

war he would take a command in each

on alternate (lavs.

Mr. says The Daily News,
"
has sunk beneath the notice of honour-

able men." Sjme of these honourable

men (like Brutus, who was an honour-

able man)
sighted.

are very short-

subscriber writes to The Observer to com- Hindu who is charged with killing an

plain that the name of
"
Mr. Augustus English collector lias expressed "his

de Morgan, who is generally held to be sincere regret" for the crime comes the
of some account in modern literature," news that he has boon committed for

does not appear in Messrs. MI/DIE'S trial on a charge of murder. The action

thanmonthly list. Surely it is a yet graver
scandal if the name of Mr. WILLIAM DE

MORGAN does not figure there ?

of the magistrate se.'ins more than a

little brutal after such a handsome
apology, and we venture to express the

opinion that it would have been impos-
Meanwhile we cannot help thinking .sible had certain pro-Hindus still been

that, in view of the fact that t lie libraries
j

Members of Parliament.

* *

have censored The Uncounted Cost, by
MARY GAUNT, the publishers would do

V
.It was rather hard on the

London Hippodrome, which,
with great enterprise, showed
us seventy polar bears afloat,

that it should have been so

soon eclipsed by the immer-
sion of an entire Zoo at

I 'aris. In these circumstances
it is more than creditable

that the Hippodrome should

be lending itself for a per-
formance in aid of the Relief

Fund. * *
*

The only animal, by-the-by,
who lost his life in the flood

was the giraffe. The silly

creature apparently imagined
he was a lighthouse, and
refused to budge from the

water. * *
*

" The Rue Royale is en-

tirely roped off. The shops
do not even dress their win-

dows," said an account of

the Paris inundation. This
was natural enough. One does

not dress when one is about
to have a bath.V
One effect of the flood was

to plunge Paris into darkness,
and a cheerful idiot now
writes to ask why Noah's Arc
Lamps were not used.V"

HIE KAISER.

HONOURS FOR DR. BODE AND
Till: HEAD OF KRUl'I'V."

Surely this should have been "Dr. BODE
and the Head of R. COCKLE LUCAS?"

* *

Certain art -lovers are congratulat-
ing themselves on the decision arrived
at by one of our Borough Councils in

regard to a proposal as to illuminated
advertisements. The scheme was re-

jeeird on the ground that it would
injure the appearance of the lamp-posts.
For ourselves, we
about that.

Bad news for boating men (received
as we go to press): "It is

impossible now to float even
an outrigger in the streets of

Paris."

Policeman (to u-hom Old Lady has been complaining of tlie destruction

of her flower-leds).
" PERHAPS IT 's BIRDS, MUM !

"

Old Lady (sharply).
"
TUT, TUT

; MORE LIKE TWO-LSOOED BIRDS !

"

should not worry

A propos of the Library censorship, a

well to inform the public that they have
now counted the cost and copies of the
book may be obtained for six shillings.

A new game for girls has been in-

vented, entitled Goalo. It is described
as being football without roughness,
and is evidently the very .'antithesis of
the Suffragettes' favourite game, Gaolo.V

By-the-by, Mr. EUSTACE MILKS mentions
as one of the advantages of the game
the fact that it develops the feet. But,
asks a French admirer, do the feet of

English girls need developing?
* *

Close upon the statement that the

Lloydgeorgiana .

Close on the heels of The

Daily Mail Representative,
Our Own Special Cabinet

Beag'.e has been tracking the
CHANCELLOR all about the Cote

d'Azur, in the hope of picking
up anything that might throw

light on the situation.

On Thursday, playing off

from the first tee at Cagnes, Mr.
MASTERMAN drove to mid-on.
"A bad pull,"he remarked.
"Let us all pull together,"

said the CHANCELLOR, and put
in a strong shot in the direc-

tion of cover-point.
" A big slice," remarked the

UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
THE HOME DEPARTMENT.

"
I have always had my fair

share of the cake," was the
CHANCELLOR'S witty retort.

At the fifth tee Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE'S ball rose like a rocket.

"
Rather lofty," observed

Mr. MASTERMAN.
"Like my character and

aims," replied the CHANCELLOR

modestly.

Yesterday Mr. GEORGE
visited the Casino at Monte
Carlo. After watching one of

the roulette tables for the best

part of an hour, he turned

away, saying,
"
This seems to me to be

a game of chance."

From a poem in The Idler (U.S.A.) :

"
Indignant at the godlet's tale,

She hastened to protest to Zeus,

(Her angry cheek was eearee so pale
When naughty Hector biffeJ Aneas)."

The biffing of Aneas by Hector we do
not remember, but of course we all know
dear old Ze-us.

VOL. cxxxvm.

" How TO DEAL WITH THE LORDS.

SPURS IN TRAINING."

"Morning Leader" poster.

Stamping on them seems to be the idea.
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THE WAITING GAME.
[Mr. BALFOUR to Mr. AsQumr, during the latter's recent retreat unde

Lord RENDEL'S roof on the Riviera.]

My HERBERT, I have marked with much emotion
How round your precious head blows every wind,

Like ^Eolus, his pack, let loose on Ocean
The Lib, the Lab, the Soc, the Nat, the Ind

;

Enough to make your hair

Go by the roots and leave the summit bare.

While you 're away, supposed to be enjoying
A little azure sea for private ends,

I can conceive of nothing more annoying
Than to be lectured by such lots of friends,

All giving loud advice

In all directions
; no, it can't be nice.

The gallant RENDEL, with a two-edged sword on,
Patrols his villa (ah, these splendid Peers !),

Prepared, behind a military cordon,
To slit the office-seeker's nose or ears

;

Nevertheless I doubt
If all his care can keep the papers out.

Your Liberal prints (myself, I never read 'em,
But each, I 'm told, intends to be your guide)

Must play Old Harry with your judgment's freedom
Once they have dodged the guards and got inside

;

Telling you things to do,
And what comes first, and which is No. 2.

Well, if you lack for honest sympathisers
To give your harried heart a little ease

;

If, in the multitude of your advisers,
There 's none that whispers,

" Go what way you
please ;

"

Strange though it seem to be
I can assure you, you may count on me.

I have no wish, not I, to speed your exit
;

Don't think I envy you your pride of place ;

I 'm in no sort of hurry to annex it,

Needing a year or so for breathing-space ;

So I shall use no guile
Not for the present, not

j ust yet awhile.

Time is required for you to make fresh errors,
And me to test my newly-mustered ranks,

To preach the food-tax and disperse the terrors
Due to that gospel down in Yorks and Lanes ;

I own and I 'm no dunce
I failed to grasp its beauty all at once.

So for a bit I '11 bide my hour in statu.

Meanwhile, if any section, one or more,
Of your assorted crew gets up and at you,

I '11 come and save your skin across the floor
;

Trust me, I will not stand
And see you perish till it suits my hand. 0. S.

A Baboo proudly quotes the following testimonial :

"Nazir Ahmed Baboo has beenany Baker and Confectioner for 12
'ears. He is a thoroughly capable bear and understand his rnerlyn all its detail. His bread and cakes are hard and best."

Another Master Baker says of him,
"
His bread and cake

were well liked and never a complement."

FOR BOTH PARTIES. Vox Fopuli, vox Dei The voice of the

'eople is the voice of those "^ I of the Dee (Chester).

THE RUBBER EPIDEMIC.
I AM, he said, a very miserable man. My life has become

a burden to rne. I dread the dawn of every day. I never
open a paper without wincing ;

I never see a postman with-
out shuddering. How long it will continue I cannot think

;

but let me tell you.
Three months ago I did a foolish thing. It was not

wicked
;

it was merely foolish
; but the consequences have

been awful. I did not think at the time that it was even
foolish

; merely perhaps a little impulsive, and yet a thing
that anyone might do. I will tell you what it was : I bought
thirty shares in a rubber company. Some one I know
now an enemy, but thought then a friend advised me to do
so. They would go up,

he said, in the casual way in which
so much of life's evil is done. So I bought them a mere
thirty, and should have forgotten all about them had
circumstances permitted.
How many tilings one can do secretly in this London of

ours I have never counted; but this is certain, that one
cannot buy thirty shares in a rubber company and expect
;he news not to leak out. What the organisation may be
[ know not, but it seems to be perfect for spreading such,
as you might think, trivial and unimportant tidings. Some
herald, I take it, carries round the information, "Mr. Blank,
of Dash Street, has bought thirty shares in the Pandamanan
Slubber Co. !

"

This announcement falls apparently on very greedy ears,
designed, one imagines, and kept open and alert for nothing
else in the wcrld

;
for the next day what do I receive but

the prospectus of the Ponkalong Rubber Co. ! This is
rather odd, I thought, coming so soon after the last, but I
lismissed it as an ordinary chance of life. On returning
lome in the evening I found, however, another long envelope
containing the prospectus of the Boomoo Rubber Co. The
next morning came that of the Bandarman Rubber Co., and
he next evening the Antananarivo Rubber Co.
What has come to the world? I wondered. Where is
this rubber to go when it is made ? Are we in future

to eat rubber? Is rubber to be our only wear? Still

asking myself these questions, I opened two more long
envelopes and revealed the allurements of the Singalay
Rubber Co. and the Guava Rubber Co.

They were all alike in two respects : no matter how distant
he plantations, all offered unparalleled opportunities to
he investor, and all wanted my money. Why they should
onclude so spontaneously that because I had idiotically
as I now began to know) ventured upon thirty shares in the
^andamanan Rubber Co., I had therefore spare cash for every
ther Rubber Co. existing, I have no idea

; but they did.
"hat was eleven weeks ago, and every post since has brought
e (I swear I do not exaggerate) new Rubber prospectuses,
no longer open them

;
I throw them instinctively into the

vaste-paper basket.

But the situation provokes statistical reflections. I believe
hat if all the prospectuses of all the Rubber Companies that
javecome to me since the fatal moment when I first took the
wrong turning were spread out they would cover Lord's
ricket-ground. [ believe that if all their capitals were
dded together they would more than pay the National
Debt. I believe that if all the directors were gathered to-

gether they would fill Holloway Prison. I believe that if
11 the promises of wealth were collated they would be
ound to contain exactly the same words.
I believe But I am tired of the subject. I hate

ubber. I can't bear to see a motor-car, because of its tyres ;

can't bear to see a policeman, because of his soles
;
I can't

ear to see an artist, because of his eraser. It is nothing to
ne that my thirty shares have gone up ;

I have done with
ubber for ever.
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HORSELESS HALDANE.
THE WAR MINISTER. "A HORSE! A HORSE! MY KINGDOM FOR A HORSE!"

Richard the Third, Act V., Scene 4.

[At a Conference held last Wednesday it was arranged to promote a Bill in Parliament to prevent the exportation of horses likely
to be required for the Army's use, the present supply being altogether inadequate.]
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AN ECHO OF ELECTION DAY.
Sybil (decorated with Unionist colours, indignantly to Nurse). "Xcine, IT is PERFECTLY ABSUBD FOR BABY TO WEAR BLUE! Hi: CANNOT

POSSIBLY UNDERSTAND ANYTHING ABOUT THE ELECTION !

"

A RAMSHACKLE ROOM.
Wm-.v tke gusts are at play with the trees on the lawn,
And the lights are put out in the vault of the night ;

When within all is snug, for the curtains are drawn,
And the fire is aglow and the lamps are alight,

Sometimes, as I muse, from the place where I am
My thoughts fly away to a room near the Cam.

'Tis a ramshackle room, where a man might complain
Of a slope in the ceiling, a rise in the floor

;

With a view on a court and a glimpse on a lane,
And no end of cool wind through the chinks of the door

;

With a deep-seated chair that I love to recall,
And some groups of young oarsmen in shorts on the wall.

There 's a fat jolly jar of lobacco, some pipes
A meerschaum, a briar, a cherry, a clay

There's u tli roc-handled cup fit for Audit or Swipes
When the breakfast is done and the plates cleared away.

Then- 's a litter of papers, of books a scratch lot,
Such as Plato, and Dickons, and Liddell and Scott.

And a crone in a bonnet that 'a more like a rag
I'Yom a mist of remembrance steps suddenly out

;

And her funny old tongue never ceases to wag
As she tidies the room where she bustles about ;

For a man may be strong and a man may be young,
But he can't put a drag on a Bedmaker's tongue.

And, oh, there 's a youngster who sits at his ease
In the hope, which is vain, that the tongue may run down,

With his feet on the grate and a book on his knees,
And his cheeks they are smooth and his hair it is bro.vn.

Then I sigh myself back to the place where I am
From that ramshackle room near the banks of the Cam.

" YOUTH (18) wants SIT. on Band Knife, slight experience." YvrkMre
Evening Post.

Luckily this is a profession in which staying power is more
important than experience.

"
Grandfather's clock ; splendid timekeeper; bargain; going abroad."

Glasgow Herald.

The question is, will it go at home ?

" DIRTY CANARY wanted for the A.O.S. Washing Demonstration,
Trades Hall, Friday, 8 p.m." Aberdeen Free Press.

Never throw away anything ; somebody may want it.

"Mr. Euros ISAACS, M.P., amid cheers, stoad upon the no.-,: ram."

Surrey Times.
And that was the end of Tariff Reform.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Series."]

CHAPTER V. THE NIGHT.

THE play was a great success ;
1

know, because many of the audience

told me so afterwards. Had they but

guessed what was going on behind the

scenes, the congratulations would have

been even more enthusiastic. For as

near as a touch we had to drop the

egg-proof curtain and hand the money
bask.

I am going to give you the opening
scene as it was actually said not as it

was heard across the footlights and
then you will understand. As you may
remember, the Ratcatcher (Me) and the

Maid (Myra) lake the stage first, and

they introduce themselves in the usual

way to the audience and each other.

The scene is the palace of the Emperor
Bong (Simpson). Very well then.

Maid (sweetly). Truly his Majesty is a

handsome man, and I wonder not that

his people love him.

Ratcatcher (ratlier nervous). Thou

surprisest me. I siuv him in the wings
in the winter garden just now, that

is to say anon, and thought him plain.
But hush, here he comes.

[They salaam, or whatever you call

it, and stay there.

Ha' catcher (still salaaming). What 's

the silly ass waiting for? I can't stick

this much longer ;
the blood 'a all going

to my head like anything.
Maid (in a similar position). He must

have forgotten his cue. Can't you say,

"Hush, here he corner," again?
Ratcatcher. I can't say anything out

loud in this position. Do you think I

might come up for a breath?
Maid (loudly). His Majesty tarries.

Ratcatcher (sotto voce). He does.

You 've got it.

Maid. Whatever shall we do ? Do
think of something.

Ratcatcher. Well, I 'm going to rise to

the surface. I 'm tired of being a sub-
marine. \They both stand up.
Maid (brilliantly). Perchance it was a

rat we heard and not his Majesty.
Ratcatcher (with equal brilliance). Fear

not, fair damsel. Behold, I will investi-

gate. [Proceeds to bads, of stage.
Archie (from wings). Come off, you

idiot.

Ratcatcher (always the gentleman to

Maid). Tarry a while, my heart, what
time I seek assistance. [Exit.
Maid (confidentially to audience to

keep the thing going^. Truly he is a
noble youth, though he follows a lowly
profession. 'Tis not the apparel that

proclaims the man. Methinks . . .

Me (annoyed). Who 's an, idiot ?

Archie. Didn't you see me wink ?

That ass Simpson 's banged his nose

against a door-post and is bleeding like

a pig. Says it 's because he hadn't got
his spectacles.

Me. More likely the champagne.
Archie. They 're dropping keys down

his back as hard as they can. Will you
and Myra gag a bit, till he 's ready ?

Me (excitedly). My good fool, how on

earth

Myra (coming to back of stage). But
behold he returns ! [Frowns imperiously.

Ratcatcher (coming on again very un-

willingly). Ah, fair maid, 'tis thee. I

bring thee good tidings. I met one in

the ante-room, a long-legged scurvy
fellow, who did tell me that his Majesty
was delayed on some business.

Maid. That must have been his Con-

jurer I know him well. (Aside)
What 's happened ?

Ratcatcher. Let us then rest a while,
an it please thee. (Seising her by the

arm.) Over here. That ass Simpson 's

hurt himself. We've got to amuse the

audience till he's finished bleeding.
Maid (sitting down, with her back to

audience). I say, is it really serious ?

Ratcatcher. Not for him
;

it is for us.

Now then, talk away.
Maid. Er h'm. (Coyly) Wilt not tell

m3 of thy early life, noble sir how
thou didst become a catcher of rats ?

Ratcatcher (disgusted). You coward !

(Aloud) Nay, ratlier let me hear of thine

own life. (Aside) Scored.

Maid. That 's not fair. I asked you
first. (Modestly) But I am such a little

thing, and you are so noble a youth.
Ratcatdier. True. (Having a dash

at it.) Twas thus. My father, when I

was yet a child, didst did no, didst

apprentice me to a salad binger
Maid (with interest). How dost one

bing salads ?

Ratcatcher (curtly). Ballad singer.
And I would frequent the market-place
at noon, singing catches and glees, and

receiving from the entranced populace
divers coins, curses, bricks, and other
ornaments. One morn, as I was em-
barked upon a lovely ballad, "Place me
amidst the young gazelles," I was seized

right suddenly from behind. (Bored to

death.) I'm sick of this. We're sup-
posed to be amusing the audience.

Maid. Oh, go on, I 'm getting awfully
excited.

Emperor (audibly, from green-room).
Confound it, it 's begun again.

Executioner (bitterly). And to think
that I spent hours putting red ink on
my axe !

Maid (with great presence of mind).
What 's that ? Surely that was a rat ?

Ratcatcher (greatly relieved). It was.

[Getting up.) Let's have Archie on, and
see if he can amuse them a bit more.

'Aloud) I must finish my tale anon.

Stay here, sweet child, what time I fetch

my trusty terrier. [Exit.
Maid. 'Tis a strange s:ory he tells.

How different from my own simple life !

Born of proud but honest parents . .

Archie. What 's up ? Stick to it.

Me. Have you got such a thing as a

trusty terrier on you ?

Archie. Don't be an ass.

Me. Well, the audience will be ex-

tremely disappointed if I don't bring
one back. I practically promised them
I would. Look here, why don't you
come on and help ? Everybody is

getting horribly bored with us.

Archie (delighted). Oh, all right.
Enter Ratcatcher and Conjurer.

Maid. But behold he returns again !

Ratcatcher (excitedly). Great news,
fair lady, which this long-legged scurvy
fellow I told you of will impart to us.

Maid. Why, 'tis the Conjurer. Have
you news for us, Sir ?

Conjurer (with no illusions about the

Oriental style). Absolutely stop press.
What is it you want to know? Racing?
The Bong selling plate was won by
Proboscis, McSimp up. Immense enthu-
siasm. Bank rate unchanged quite
right this cold weather. Excuse me a

moment, Sir, your moustache is coming
off ... No, the left wing allow me to

lend you a postage -
stamp. Do you

prefer red or green ?

Maid (biting her
lip). Will you not

give us news of the Emperor ?

Conjurer. I will. His Majesty has
met with a severe accident whilst out

hunting this morning, being bitten by
a buffalo.

Maid. Alas, what will my mistress say ?

Conjurer. She has already said every-
thing that was necessary. Her actual
words were, "Just like Bong."

Ratcatcher (seizing the opportunity).
His Majesty ordered me to meet him
here at noon. Methinks I had better
withdraw and return anon.

[Makes off hurriedly.

Conjurer (seising him). Not so. He
jade me command you to stay and sing
to us. [Sensation.

Ratcatcher (huskily). Alas, I have for-

jotten my voice that is, I have left my
music at home. I will go and fetch it.

[Has another dash.

Conjurer. Stay ! Listen !

[They all listen.

Simpson (in wings). Thanks, thanks,
;hat will be all right now. Oh no, quite,
thanks. Oh, is this your key ? Thanks,
thanks. No, it doesn't matter about the
other ones ; they don't feel at all uncom-
fortable, thanks. Yes, I think it really
did stop it, thanks.

Conjurer. I'm off. (Aloud) His Ma-
iesty has regained consciousness. [Exit.

Simpson (apologetically). Oh, Archie,
[ 've got the billiard-room key in my
Ratcatcher (very loudly to Maid). Hush,

iere he comes !

[They salaam. Enter the Emperor
Bong ... A. A. M.
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VIE DE BOHEME.
Painter. "Tnr.Rt: GOES THE CARAFE, IUNO IT! AND IT 'LL MAKE A NASTY CLSAH PATCH on THE FLOOR.'

THE LOST ACTOR.
[A Chicago showman has offered 50 reward for the discovery and

return of a performing flea which ha^ vanished from his troupe.]

WHITHER of wounded pride you felt the pain,

Failing to earn the meed of men's applause,
I cannot at this distance o'er the main

Exactly tell
;

it may have been the cause ;

Or possibly they billed you far too low,
And angered, till he left the cast in eholer,

One who by rights was toss of all the show,
Its HICKS, its BKEIIBOIIM THEE, its BARD, its WALLER.

But anyhow you skipped ; and was it wise
To leave the lamps of Drama and forsake

The cultured sets that counted you a prize,
Merely to keep some Philistine awake ?

nimble-footed sprite ! Ariel !

Why did you quit your company of stormcra
To front a frowning world that cannot tell

Nocturnal visitants from star performers?

If haply (forced by hunger) you should fare
Into some strange inhospitable crib,

Have you the mime's expression and his air,

The speaking optic and the tongue that 's glib ?
Yours is no mantle of the furry sort,
No ebon cane, no eyeglass, and no ringlet,

Nothing to prove divinity, in short,
And advertise (when off) the mummer-kinglet.

They shall not know you by your sad sweet smile,
Your haggard countenance, but merely keep

Hunting you up and down with anxious guile
Because you come to mar their beauty sleep ;

'Tis likely you will fall, with none to say
That this poor fretteJ shape imparted rapture

(The Hamlet of some Lilliputian play)
To crowded houses nightly, ere his capture.

This only I may hopa, that, when you bound
In sweet insouciance to plant a kiss

On some prone sleeper, he will turn him round,
S lying,

" No amateur could prance like this
;

"

And, when the chase is o'er (you shall not stem
The inarch of doom for aye, however gallant),

Utter above your grave this requiem :

"He was an artist
;
he had genuine talent."

"At Hallmyre, West Linton, at 7 a.m., the thermometer stood at 12

degrees below freezing point 20 degrees of frost."

Newcastle Daily Chronicle.

This is called a "
Scotch record

" and sounds like it.

From Saturday's instalment :

"The girl drew a deep breath . . . etc., etc. Then she turned to him
with a brave smile on her lipa.

(To be continued on Monday.)
"

Daily Mail.

How could she smile all Sunday ?

" A man knows a man is in love with her long before he is aware
of it himself. Except, perhaps, in this one circumstance when she
herself is in love with somebody else. And this is a highly important
circumstance." Ideas.

A strange thing is love.
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OUR BOY.
NOT to be outdone by The Evening

News and the highly variegated and

gratuitous exploits which its "Man,"
Mr. ARTHUR <_!OODE, is daily and nightly

performing on behalf of our contem-

porary's readers, Mr. Punch has recently

bought a Boy, and has been, over-

whelmed with a rush of applications
for his services. He is an extremely

intelligent and versatile Scout, as will

be gathered from his first six days'

programme. As yet barely twelve years
of age, he has outgrown his position as

Patrol Leader of the Wolves, and has

decided to devote his talents to a more
universal use. We have purchased our

small Factotum for a mere song, but,

before exhausting his capabilities we

confidently expect that the bright little

fellow will have solved most of the

problems which are now perplexing
society. He confesses, however, his

inability to make a North Country
audience understand what Tariff Reform

really does mean, and to render the

present comet visible from Bouverie St.

Subject to these limitations, we give a

short diary of his engagements for the

coming week :

Monday. Do a day's charring for a

bed-ridden countess. In the evening,
draw up the King's Speech for Mr.

ASQUITH, and help to rearrange the

Cabinet.

Tuesday. Before breakfast, test a

gas-meter for an over-worked curate.

Morning, teach a defeated Radical Can-
didate how not to be a

"
bad loser."

Afternoon, convert Lady BLOUNT to the

globular theory of the earth (tough job,

this). Later, cure a young lady of

chilblains and do up the back fastenings
of her dress for dinner. Evening, edit

The Times and put it to bed.

Wednesday. Photo Mr. McKENNA's

heir, and investigate cause of Paris

floods. Offer suggestions for further

postponement of Chantecler, and later

in the afternoon adjust differences

between Turkey and Greece. Invent a
new motto for the KAISER to put up in

his bedroom, and persuade a Suffragette
to give up the silly practice of chalking
the pavement.

Thursday. From 10.0 to 1.0 reconcile

Mr. WILLIAM O'BRIEN and Mr. JOHN RED-
JIOND. In the early afternoon relieve bow
in the Cambridge Eight and find Dr.

COOK. Devise a musical instrument to

represent hair standing on end in

STRAUSS'S Elektra. After dinner, help
Mr. EUSTACE MILES digest a pumpkin
souffle.

Friday. Give advice to Curzon Street

crossing-sweeper on development of his

pitch. Afterwards, conduct a Labour

Exchange, and explain to delighted
crowd how twenty-five jobs are to be dis-

tributed among five thousand claimants.

Run down to S.vinford Old Manor and

assist the POET LAUREATE in his latest

ode with a new rhyme to
"
throstle."

After dinner, give lessons to Messrs.

LLOYD GEORGE and WINSTON CHUIICHILL

on
"
Meiosis and Litotes, or the Art oi

Understatement."

Salurday. Regulate the traffic in

Piccadilly, and act as understudy to

Mr. TliouTiiKCK at an inquest. After

lunch, regulate the traffic, i.e. referee,

in a football match, and subsequently
visit hospital.

It will be seen that Our Boy has a

pleasantly varied time of it, but that he

conscientiously avoids taking girls to

skating rinks, or assisting at concerts

and fancy-dress balls. Applications for

his assistance should be sent to the

Punch office, marked "
Boy."

Z<GZAG.

ART FOR ART'S SAKE.
LET the maiden of ambition listen well

While I tell

Of a lady who arose to sudden fame
From a wild desire to shine

In the literary line
;

She is quite a friend of mine,
All the same.

Knowing nothingof the labour of the pen,
There and then

She determined, in a sunny way she had,
That she never would depart
From the highest form of Art,

Which, considered as a start,

Wasn't bad.

Much uplifted by that laudable intent,
Off she went

To attain to fame and fortune at a stroke,
And in time produced a book
Which the public wouldn't look

At, and all the critics took
As a joke.

Did she cry aloud in horror ? Did she tear

Off her hair?

Did the disappointment stab her like a
dnrt?

Not a bit of it. She said,
She was far above the head
Of a mob who never read
Works of Art.

As an Artist, to be slighted by the crowd
Made her proud ;

And she begged to be permitted to

suggest
That, as long as sales were low,
That was all she cared to know

;

And the multitude could go
And be blest.

But she made a second effort. And be-
hold

It was sold

By the thousand, by the million ! And
she struck

(To the undisputed gloom.
Of her rivals) on a boom
That should last her to the tomb,

Given luck.

Every year (when Christmas present time

is due)

Something new
Will be olfered from her never-failing

store
;

And the universal mob
Gives a sympathetic throb,

And, with something like a sob,
Asks for more.

There are cavillers who sneer at her

technique
(Which is weak)

iVnd her style (which it is easy to assail),
But it's credibly averred
That her powers are never stirred

Save at half-a-crown a word,
On the nail.

And, if questioned on the cause of her

success,
She '11 confess

That her victory is merely what she owes

(Putting genius quite apart)
To the Public's love of Art,
For the Public (bless its heart !)

Always knows. DuJi-Du.\i.

OPERATIC NOTES.
THE programme of Mr. Oliver

Codling's forthcoming Grand Opera
season is remarkable for its catholicity.
It will include Parsifal, The Bohemian
Girl, Fidelia, The Merry Devil, Tristan
und Isolde and STRAUSS'S Electrocuta
the last-named subject to the approval of

the Censor. Besides these standard
works Mr. Codling hopes to produce
A Suburban Hamlet by Mr. Archie

Pelago, the famous Anglo-Hellenic com-

poser ;
Ulat Tanalarezul, an Etruscan

Fantasy - opera by Mr. Quantock de
Banville

;
and Jack the Ripper, a grand

opera comique by Mr. Ole Brok.

Some notion of the initial difficulties

to be faced by Mr. Codling may b'e

gathered from the fact that each per-
formance of The Suburban Hamlet will

cost 2,000, irrespective of the com-

poser's fee for conducting his work,
which is 500 a night. Again, for

M. de Banville's work the orchestra will

be increased to 200 performers, while
in Mr. Ole Brok's masterpiece no fewer
than 1,200 instrumentalists will be em-
ployed, including 300 contrabass bulbo-

phones with reciprocating nozzles and
Harveyised placket-flanges.

But the preliminary outgoings reach
their high-water mark in the case of

Electrocuta, where the inspissated gloom
of the story and the appalling display
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of blood-boltered ferocity in the List Act

render it necessary for the management
to retain the service^ of a whole arm\

nf medical men, ambulance bearers and

nurses to attend to tin- needs of the

terrified speitulois. Sir I lee tor Parsley,

Hart., the famous brain specialist, will

attend i -very performance at a fee of one

thousand guineas a night, and it

Imped thai his mere presence will exerl

a restraining influence on neurotic

auditors.

The team of artists already

challenges attention, not merely for the

talent of the singers but their widely
different nationalities, viz., M
Cara i 'ass Materna Seigel, Maria Joly,
Camina Miles, Varalette Archdeacon,
and Pallid;; Pinker, sopranos ;

Mesdames
Casla Royal, Sanna Tojen (the famous
Finnish artist), Milka Metchnikoff and
Plasma Tabb-Lloyd, contraltos

;
MM.

Sidney Doan and S. M. Kaps-Yule,
tenors ; and MM. Pnlvermacher, Galli-

poteaux and Barbroux, basses.

Some personal particulars relating to

these redoubtable artists will perhaps
be of interest to our readers. Madame
Materna Seigel, who is of Bessarabian

extraction, is a woman of colossal build
and Amazonian physique. Her shrieks
in the death-scene, as STRAUSS once

generously observed, are more like the
cries of an inspired macaw than those of

a human being. Even in private life

hers is a formidable personality, and
DEBUSSY is reported to have said that
she reminded him of a mammoth who
had swallowed a peacock.

J-'adame Gamma Miles is another singer
of Titanic proportions, and her fore-arm
is quite the finest on the lyric stage.
For fifty years her voice has caused
indescribable emotions in the hearts of
the lutliili/cs of the Grand Opera at

Odessa. Madame Pallida Pinker is a

superb California!! brunette, and Madame
Varalette Archdeacen. who was born
at Varallo, is noted for the exquisite
effenesciiig quality of her high notes.
Madame Milka Metchnikoff studied suc-

cessively under Herr Sauer and Dr.

Bacillin, the famous Russian voice-pro-
ducer. She has a Grecian profile and
belongs to the sect of the Doukhobors.
< in the ot her hand, Madame Sanna Tojen
is a Mennonite with Bollandist proclivi-
ties, while Mr. Kaps-Yule affects the
Palatinoid heresy.

Another operatic venture which is

exciting deep interest is that of Signor
1'abiani Mercanzia, who announces a
short season at the Imperial Theatre.
The remarkable, indeed unique, feature
of this enterprise is that only one opera

be performed and only one vocalist

Sijuirc'a Daughter.
"
WELL, GILES, I HOPE ton VOTED FOR MY FATHER ?

"

Olleg.
"
I DID INDEED, MlSS. I PUT TUB BIGGEST CROSS AGIN 'IS NAME AS EVER WAS."

will appear, who is also the composer
and librettist. The name of the work
is Egoismo Imperiale, and the versatile

genius who, by liberal resort to the
method of quick changes, will sustain
all the principal parts is Signor Riccardo
Giebbo. Full particulars will shortly be
published in tho columns of Signor
Fabiani Mercanzia's journal, the Corriere
della Mattina.

Commercial Candour.

From the Catalogue of a Glasgow firm :

"
Notable Money-Saving Opportunities are

apparent in the Towel Section. To Start with.
We are giving away 100 Dozen splendid

Heavy Huck Towels, with hemstitched ends for
is. 1 Id. per half-dozen

; worth to-day 8s. ftd.

r dozen."

The Towel Section is starting well.

RINK WITH ME ONLY.
(After Ben Jonson.)

RINK with me only with thine eyes,
And do not clutch my frame ;

Clasp yonder expert's hand instead,
And I '11 not press my claim.

This form that from the floor doth rise,

Sick of the rotten game,
Was gallant once, but now is dead
To chivalry and shame !

Though I shall never cease to ache,
Dear heart, for love of thee,

And though thy guide, come weal or woe,
Through life I meant to be,

Another better man must take

The hand thou gavest me ;

Unclasp me now, beloved ; go !

And set thy Harold free.
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MY LORD BOUNTIFUL.

Benevolent Old Gentleman (icho l>as just given a penny to Miss .4., of Park Lane, who is selling "Votes for Women ").
"
No, NO, KEEP

THE PAPER. MY GOOD WOMAN, KEEP THE PAPER !

"

TO A SURVIVING CRANK M.P.

SOME things there are without vvhoscaicl machines will nevergo,
For Science plainly tells us this and surely she must know.

The simple automatic toy, the big machine that clanks,

What do we find in all of them ? Can no one guess ? Why,
cranks !

The principles of politics are scientific too,

Our great machine of state must act as other engines do,

And so it's only natural to find within the ranks

Of those returned to Parliament all sorts and kinds of cranks.

Its fundamental pnrts removed, the engine falls to bits,

And then no means of running it is known to human wits.

To those electors, then, we owe our curses, not our thanks,
Who pilfered from our Parliament its most essential cranks.

Our COTTON and our RUTHERFORD, our loved and lost LEIF

JONES;
Gone is their priceless counsel, hushed their highly mora

tones.

I shouldn't be surprised to see the Thames o'erflow its banks
With all the tears of sorrow for our poor defeated cranks.

Illustrious Survivor of the dark, disastrous fray,

Thank Providence that you at least are with us still to-day ;

That, though your comrades old and true are smitten hip am
flank,

Most rare, most precious, still remains one last and lonely
crank !

Bear up, brave heart though Chatterjees and Luptons low

are laid,

Though all (pro tern.) seems desolate, though we have been

betrayed,

Depend upon it, soon will rise to fill the aching blanks

?rom out our newly-made M.P.'s yet more and deadlier cranks !

The Resurrection of a Riddle.

A correspondent sends us the following extract from the

February number of The Contemporary Review: "Troubles

and rumours of troubles in the confused world of inter-

national politics ushered in the first year of the second

decade of the twentieth century." He also sends us a

letter of seven closely-written sheets pointing out that

1911 will be the first year of the second decade of the

twentieth century. He adds that it is difficult to prove
this in a brief letter, but that he will be pleased to

write an article on the subject so that we may place the

truth before our readers. He goes on to make unkindly
references to the intellectual condition of an editor who
permits such a gross misstatement to appear in his review.

The question of the exact date of the beginning of the

century is one cf those great questions which have ceased to

move us deeply. We had quite enough of it, one way anc

another, in 1900, and hoped the matter was ended ;
and we

don't want any articles or correspondence whatever abou
this hoary riddle. We may add that if people would cal"

the year simply
"
1910," instead of

"
the first year of thi

second decade of the twentieth century," a lot of troubl
would be avoided.
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A PLAGUE OF VOICES.
[The Prime Minister has bsen staying at Cannes for a little rest and change.]
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A'ercoua Suitor.
"

I ER WISH TO MAIIRY YOUE DAUGHTER, SIB !

"

Parent. "WELL, MY BOY, HADS'T YOU BETTER SEE HER MOTHER FIRST?"

Nervous Suitor.
"
I HAVE, SIR, AND ER ER I UTII.L WISH TO MARRY YOCR DAUGHTER."

GOOD NEWS FOR PATRIOTS.

KVKRY one really interested in the

well-being, intellectual and political, of

Ixmdoners will be delighted to hear

that another music-hall larger than any
at present existing in Great Britain

is now in course of construction at a

cost of 200,000 for variety entertain-

ments twice daily.
This is as it should be, and the pro-

moters' patriotic efforts to get frivolity
into a people that otherwise might be

doing themselves harm by thought cannot
be too highly applauded. More paiticu-

larly should they bo thanked for the

wise boon of a regular afternoon per-

formance, coming at a time, as it does,
when so many persons are tempted to

weary, if not positively injure, them-
selves with work.
A country isolated and protected, as

we are, by that great natural rampart
the sea, is in a position different in every
respect from a continental nation with
no such advantage. Were we to be

told, for example, that Berlin was adding
to its present inconsiderable number of

places of entertainment a new music-

hall vaster than anything already exist-

ing in Germany, we should shake our
heads in some anxiety and disapproval.
For Germany has no physical guarantees
of immunity from attack, such as we
have, and therefore it behoves her to

think rather of technical schools and

gymnasiums, rifle clubs and studious-

ness.

Again, France would be ill-advised lo

overdo recreation and live entirely on
the memory of greatness, with her

frontier so beset by Teutonic guards.
But a nation like ourselves, which is at

the top of the tree and so obviously the

darling of the gods, may be permitted
its hours of ease in very considerable

profusion; we have indeed earned them.
It is therefore that such an announce-

ment as this concerning the new music-

hall for Oxford Circus, capable of hold-

ing its thousands every afternoon and

evening (to be opened next September),
fills us with satisfaction. London needs
all the gaiety it can know, the total of

music-halls at this moment being so

snail only thirty-six in London proper

and thirteen in the suburbs, with a

beggarly forty-six theatres in London
and twelve in the suburbs, not to

mention a poor sprinkling of skating

rinks and cinematograph-halls in addi-

tion.

If we had a criticism to make, it would

be that morning performances should be

given too beginning, say, at eleven,

when work often is getting so tiresome;

but even such a suggestion as that is

ungrateful when we recollect what this

new enterprise really means.

One word more. Mr. GIBBONS, the

benefactor who is preparing for London
the new hall, is at present, he says, in

doubt whether to call it
" The Palla-

dium "
or

" The Arena." Both names
are excellent ; but would not

" The Lotus"

The Siren
"
be even better?or

From a Girls' School Examination :

Q. Explain the following passage:
" Those melodious bursts that till

The spacious times of Great Elizabeth."

A. Songs that Queen ELIZABETH used

to write in her spare time.
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ON THE RANK.

(Growler speaks.)
in.

Yuss, you meets some queer cards.

A nole lidy 'ires me by the hour last

Sunday. You know 'ow we likes that,

an' I does the usual funeral crawl, o'

course. "Do 'urry up a bit," she says

at last.
"
Cawn't," I says ;

"
my 'orse

don't fink it decent to be fast on

Sundays." "All right," says the old

geyser in a pet, "I don't mind. It'll

only 'urt you. The hour '11 take you all

the longer !

"
Laugh I thought I

should ha' bust !

Them lidies ! There was a stout

party with a fice enough to make a

motor-keb shy come up to me wiv a

little pet puddle dog as stout as 'is

missus almost, an' all

ribbings.
"
I want to

go to Tottinam," she

says ;

" do you fink your
'orse could go so fur?

"

" That 's all right, lidy,"
I says. Then she comes
round an' 'as a look at

the 'orse. "Oh," she

says, "I'm sure 'e

couldn't go so fur, an'

I want to get 'ome quick
as my little dog ain't

well. Why, your 'orse

is nuffink but skin an'

bones." Says this afore

me, an' afore the gee !

At that I gives my
'orse a slash wiv the

whip, an' what d'you
fink 'e does? 'E runs
over the puddle dog !

Pure ax'dent, o' ccurse.

In fac', I 'as a fright at

first, I fought 'e 'adn't

done it.

And then there was

done up in

digestion ain't been the same since.

No, manners ain't what they was. The

public 'as no consideration for anyone's
feelin's. Why, a 'bus-conductor fren' of

mine told me that one day a lidy says

to 'im bang outright, "Are you a

Pirate?" Quite rightly 'e refused to

incriminate 'isself. As a matter of fac'

the public 'as more consideration for the

hanimals than for us. Why, in the

summer a little body comes up to me
an' says,

" Would you like a nice sun-

bonnet for your, pore 'oss?" I says.
" Thank you kindly, lidy." An' my old

woman 's a-wearin' it now. I buys six-

pennorf o' hartiScial flowers, an' sticks

'em on to the 'at, an' gives it for 'er

birfday, an' werry hartistic it looks !

Mind you it was a kindness to the 'orse

to do that. They 'ates them bonnets.

The 'orse, as I said afore, is a noble

'e cries, "Great Jehosophat,
So I goes an' looks, an'

SPORTS THE ZOO. HIGH-DIVING.

the American

gennerman what jumps in at the Hotel

Ceecil an' arsts me to drive as 'ard

as I can to Li'pool Street Station as

'e got to catch a train in twenny
minutes. So I flogs my old gee till me
arm fair aches, and gets there with five

minutes to spare. 'E pays me heighteen-
pence! "What's this?" I says.
"Your fare," 'e says. "Yes, but look
'ow I 'urried," I says.

"
Well," says

Stars an' Stripes,
"
I reckon you 're

ready the sooner for anuvver job it

ain't 'urt you." "You're wrong in

your reckonin'," I says. "Look at my
pore 'orse," I says.

"
Ah, I forgot 'im,

pore fellow," 'e says; an' then what

d'you fink 'e does? 'E goes to the

"orse's 'ead an' drops a tanner down 'is

mouf, an' was gone afore I could get off

my box an' make 'im see ssme o 'is

stars. Yewmour again, I suppose ! It 's

on occasions sech as this that new
swear-words is inwented. My 'orse's

A lidy give me a

say, hoffered me
tip!
one.

hanimal, an' 'e don't want to be made
to look a second-'and music-'all comic.

By-the-by, I didn't tall you of a

remarkable thing that 'appened to me
yes'day. Such a thing never 'appened
to me before.

Or, I should

Yuss, she 'd paid me 'er shillin', an' she

says,
" Wait a minute, Cabby," an then

arst me if I 'ad change of a penny!
Unluckily I 'adn't, an' the hincident

closed, but I 'd 'ave liked to 'ave the
coin to keep as a curosity.

Yuss, it isn't orfen you. 'as adventurs.
A fren' of mine 'ad one about a munf
ago. Free gents 'ails 'im in the 'Ay-
market arter supper, and gets in. They
was werry nice gents, an' afore long
they stops at a pub an' arsts my fren'

in, an' treats 'im very generous wiv

pork wine stands 'im almost as much
as they 'as themselves. Then they gets
in again, wi' difficulty, an' 'e drives 'em
to their destination. They was real

genermen right up to the end, for two

of 'em pays 'im, one on each side of the

keb. An' then my fren' drives to a

rank where I 'appened to be. 'E gets
off 'is box an' opens the door of 'is keb,
and then
look 'ere !

there, sprawled on the floor, habsolutely
dead drunk an' hincapable, was one of

the gents.
" What am I to do ?

"
asks

my fren'.
" What 're you to do? Why,

it 's puffikly clear," I says,
" what you

got to do. You takes 'im to Scotland

Yard, an' if 'e ain't claimed wiviu free

munfs, 'e's yours."

Yuss, we 'as a little romance in our

perfession, sometimes.

Well, it don't look as if I'm goin' to

'ave a job this arternoon. 'Owever, no
matter. There's always the work'us.

I shall lie in good company there along
o' the Books. Only what wiv the rheu-

matiz an' the bad times,
it do take the sperrit
out of you a bit. I

was we'l known for my
back - answers at one

time, but now I ain't got
the 'cart for rippartee.
T'other day one of them

great stinkin' mobusses
a Union Jack (they

ought to call 'em Onion
Jacks

!) runs into me
an' breaks one o' my
winders, an' all I says,
as the glass falls, is,

"Never mind, you've
brought me up to date

now you 've made me
into an airier -cab."

That's 'ow I took it.

I s'pose it 's hold age.
. . . No, no one wants
the 'orse-kebs now. It 's,
"
Sorry, I wants a taxi."

Sorry be durned ! That won't keep you
from starvin'. 'Owever, never mind. If

the public don't want me I don't want

them, 'aug 'em ! 'Ullo, what 's

that? "Four-wheeler up." 'Ooray. Get

on, old 'oss ! 'Ere y'are, lidy

AFTER-EFFECTS.
i.

"No, we don't worry about him," said

his brother to me.
" The doctors say

he is quite harmless, quite happy, and

perfectly sane, excepting in this one

particular."
I glanced across at the mild-looking

young man in the opposite corner,
who smiled pleasantly to himself, and
hummed a little tune, as he turned over
the pages of The Daily Telegraph and

jotted down figures in a big note-book.
" He became very enthusiastic over

the Elections, and every morning made
it his first business to work out how the

parties stood. Thus he grew to love
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that K'Ct'lOn Of till' newspaper where till'

lal>'st figures appeared, and now, poor
fellow, Ee misses tin in div.dl'uily, and

can't get over it. He makes a cheerful

he-.) of it, however, and. failing election

figures, you sec. lie content-, him-ell

with others."

Just then he was adding up the line-

in a column, and as \ve watched him he
> ded to multiply them ]>y 17,0'.).">,

lieing the number of the i-sue'of the

]>aj)cr. Turning; the pages rapidly, lie

entered other figure; in his note-book,

finally casting the paper aside and

adding up the grand total, which

appeared to give him every satisfaction.

"I can show you something very

interesting," he said, addressing me.
" Do you mind counting the number of

pages in this newspaper?" and he
handed me his Daily Telegraph. The
number was twenty.

" Now watch me," lie said, and folding
the paper in two he cut it through with
his knife. "Now count the number of

pages," he said triumphantly, handing
me the two halves together.

"
Forty," I said.

" Now you understand how twenty
gains count forty on a division," he

explained.
II.

Reggie was a small boy with ideas.

He had read the newspapers intelli-

gently during the Elections, and he had
noted the terrible effect that could be

produced by quoting what some great
politician had said years ago.

Keeping his own counsel, he went to

the stationer's and bought a threepenny
note-book. He headed the pages as
follows: "What Father said," "What
Mother said,"

" What Beryl said,"" What Tom said," leaving some dozen

pages for eacii section.

He has already begun his entries,

giving the exact date to each. In a fit

of exasperation his fath<r called out to
him the other day when Reggie was
.strumming for his own amusement:
" You must not play that piano !

"
Reggie

has put it down, thinking that it will be
useful to quote when the practising of
scales seems to have no < harms for him.

,

"I don't want you to go to church in
the rain," his mother said on Sunday,
when Reggie, in spite of a heavy cold,
begged to be allowed to go and hear his
friend thr fat curate preach. It is now
in the book, ready for a wet Rundav
when the Vicar will hold forth. "You're
a nasty boy, and I don't want you ever
to play with me again," is entered under
Meryl's name, and should successfully
counter any appeal at an inconvenient
moment; while Tom's latest offer is

not.d thus: "I \\ill give my knife for
i your skatis," an option which
e p;oposes to exeivi-c when the

v. inter is over.

Old Jarge. "THEY TALKS ABOUT FREE FOOD AND ALL THAT, BUT WHAT I WANTS TO KNOW

IS, WHAT 'S ALL THIS ABOUT THIS YERE SUPPER TAX ?
"

LITERARY NOTE.
TIIK latest cinematoscope device is

the pictorial arrangement of short stories

from the magazines, with enough ex-

planation to make the author (should he
be present) flush with pride.
The idea should spread, and indeed is

spreading, a mass meeting of literary

agents (who, it is well known, now far

outnumber the authors) having been
held in the Albert Hall to agree as to

a line of policy.
As an outcome we are informed that

the film-makers are hard at work pre-

paring a strip 8,000 miles in length, or
a third of the distince round the world

the longest ever made for the ade-

quate pictorial treatment of It Never

Can Happen Again, Mr. DE MORGAN'S

latest trifle.

This, of course, will mean for a while

a film famine, but directly that is over

the audiences of London may expect to

see bioscoped several recent fictional

successes, including some amusing
fancies of Mr. HENRY JAMBS, while it

is probable that many authors will in

future write direct for this public, and,
in the present state of literary mutiny,
let the ordinary readers go.

Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, for example, is,

it is alleged, already at work upon a

cinematoscope romance on a film that

would reach from I>ondon to West Herts

and back again, entitled (to touch tl.e

sympathetic chords of the music-hall aud i-

ence) A Boy's Best Friend is His Mother.
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AT THE PLAY.

"THE O'FLYNN."

WHEN the Actor-Manager of His

Majesty's finds himself with a part that

suits him, more than half the battle is

already won. And there can be no

manner of doubt that the inconsequent

character of The O'Flynn was admirably

adapted to Sir BEERIIOIIM'S methods. Swag-

gering yet courageous, swashbuckler and

poet, egoist and altruist, Falstaff and

Cyrano in one, sighs behind the laughter

and laughter behind the sighs, and

part
more

lave played the

ienedetla with a

ind distinction.

As for Mr. HENRY AINLEY, lie is in-

japable of poor work ;
but I think the

wdience never quite recovered from the

hock of finding that lie had been ca^t

or the leading villain of the piece. If

possible he should always be a hero,

loing things as handsome as his face.

Mr. EDWARD SASS, as Van Di-onlt, gave
.n admirable study in bibulous Dntch,

uid Miss AURIOL LEE, in the part of a

itrolling comedienne, known as Fancy
'>ee (though never found in strictly

ESPRIT D'ESOALIER.

The O'Flynn (Sir H. B. TEEE) extemporises
for the benefit of the Lady Benedetto, Mount-

micliael (Miss EVELYN D'ALROT).

the right Irish humour playing over

all it was a figure (for professional

purposes) after his own heart. As for

the play, which, after all, is the thing,
it has its good moments, as in the

duel of swords, when The O'Flynn
forbears his own advantage and swallows

a bowl of punch between thrust and

parry, so as to put his drunken adver-

sary on level terms with him; or in

the duel of drinks with Burgundy
this time .for the medium between the

hero and Van Dronk. But Mr. JUSTIN

MCCARTHY'S design is rather naive, and

the dialogue and action have their thin

patches, notably in Act I. and the

first scene of Act III. It showed, too

a certain poverty of invention to make
Tlie O'Flynn masquerade twice over

in other men's wigs.

My pleasantest memory is of Miss

EVELYN D'ALHOY. To every word an<

motion and mood she brought an exqui
site grace and dignity. I shall not soon

forget her loyal anger in defence of Lori

Sedgemmith, who had been challengec
and pinked for using her name lightlj
in public.

" He is my lover : he ma;
say of me what he chooses." I doub
if we ha /e any living actress who couh

of The Lady
perfect charm

with wild and wicked thoughts about

Sir Danvers and the butler (particularly
Sir Danvers) . . . and behold, he has

automatically changed into Hyde ! As

Hyde, of course he has no difficulty

in putting things on a more secure

basis (Act II.) ; strangling Sir D. and

cutting the but'er's tliroat.

So far Mr. COMYNS CARR. In the last

two Acts STEVENSON has much more of

a show. Here we do see Hyde hiding

(I'm sorry, I can't help it) from the

police in his Sjho lodgings, in a fury
of impatience for the arrival of the drug
which will restore him to the form of

maiden meditation"), did full justice \Jekyll.
Mr. IRVING was magnificent in

extreme candour his Act a very devil (if devils areher name, and to the extreme

if her part. I could have wished that

VTr. NIGEL PI.AYFAIR, as a mournful buf-

oon, doomed to suffer from toothache

nd a necklace of sausages, had had

more scope for his talent.

Perhaps the most effective figure of

11 was that of Mr. FAY, who, as the un-

rowned Majesty of Munster, did the one

eal piece of Irish work in the play.

As with so many of his race, there was

a strain of unforced pathos under his

wave show of humour.

Altogether, I have to thank everybody
_!or a very pleasant entertainment which

never taxed my intelligence beyond its

simple powers. And in any case I could

never have the heart to find fault with a

day in which the author has shown so

jenerous an appreciation of the merits

of punch. 0. S.

"
DR. JEKYIX AND MR. HYDE."

MR. COMYNS CARR'S play at the Queen's
Theatre is "founded on" STEVENSON'S

book, and provides a score of parts ;
if

it had been
"
adapted from" it, then it

would have been a one-man play, and
we should have had an uninterrupted

evening of Mr. H. B. IRVING. That is what
1 should have liked. We should, of

course, have needed a certain number of

walkers on, for Hyde to strangle ; supers
with thinking, or rather dying, parts ;

possibly a child or two. For the rest,

Mr. IRVING now as Jekyll, now as

Hyde ; soliloquising, transfigurating,

murdering. ,

Mr. CARR, as a practised playwright,
knows better than to allow this

; there

would be nothing dramatic about the

death of an odd super ; Hyde must have
some splendid reason for killing. So

Jekyll is provided with the usual

entanglement. An old intrigue with

Lady Carciv is about to be revealed to

Sir Danvers, the injured husband, by
a discharged butler who has obtained

possession of
"
the letters." (Yes, actu-

ally
"
the letters

"
again ! Why will

people write? And now they talk

about a Sunday post as well!) Lady
Carew appeals frantically (Act I.) to

Jelujll to save her. Jekyll is fillec

3owards too) as he gloated over his

>ast orgies and trembled for his present

langer. (But why such a miserable

Dr. Jekyll (Mr. H. B. IRVING).
"
I am ill, I

am ill I must have a complete change."

(Mukes it in the next Act.)

lodging ? You c.m do more in the orgy

way, I should have thought, with luxu-

rious surroundings.) Magnificent he

was, too, in the last scene of all,

where (as in the book) the spirit of

Jekyll is finally imprisoned in the body
of Hyde, and there is no way out but

death. These two Acts were inde-

pendent of Mr. CARR'S
"
plot," and they

could not help being the better for it.

Of course Mr. CARR had an impossible
task ;

it is not his fault that STEVENSON'S

strange case does not go into a play.

But if you will not see a great play at the

Queen's you will at least be properly
horrified. Mr. IRVING will make yqu
shudder he may even make you dream.

As a contrast you will enjoy the curtain-

raiser, The Plumbers, a music-hall sketch

which cannot fail to make you laugh.
Thus in one evening you can experience
most of the emotions. M.

"ROWING 13 MILES AT 80.

Dr. Furiiivall's Great Feat Next Sunday."

Evening AT
etr?.

This is indeed wonderful. Why even

in the Varsity race the crews only row 4

miles at an average stroke of 30 or so.
.
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Matilda Jane. "Ir TOO DON'T COME 'OME THIS MINDTE, JOHN PHILIP, I'LL TELL IIUVVEB ABAIIT YER GETTIJI' YEB FEET WET!"

A FEBRUARY TROUT-FANCY.
Now are the days ere the crocus

Peepa in the Park,
Ere the first snowdrops invoke us,

Ere the brown lark

Hymns over headland and heather

Spring and her riot of weather,
Days when the East winds are moaning

together,

Dreary and dark !

Stil 1

, just at times comes a hint of
Softness that brings,

Spite of the season, a glint of

April's own wings :

Violets hawked on the highway,
West winds a-whoop down a byway,
Silver clouds loose on the blue of their

sky-way,
Such are the things !

Yes, though old Winter o'ertake us

Swiftly again,
These are the portents that make us
Pause by the pane

Windows where weavers of tackle
Snare us with shows that unshackle

Dreams, as we gaze upon tinsel and

hackle,
Greenheart and cane !

Visions of bud on the sallow,
Swards in gay gown,

Glimpses of pool and of shallow,
Streams brimming down

;

Wail of the wandering plover,
Flute of the thrush in the cover,
Swirl of the pounder that breaks, turn-

ing over
At your March Brown !

Hark to the reel's sudden shrill of

Line that 's ripped out,
Feel the rod thrill with the thrill of

Fate still in doubt,
Till, where the shingles are showing,
Yours are the rainbow tints glowing
Crimson and gold on a lusty and know-

ing
Devonshire trout !

Such are the fancies they throw us,
Sun and soft air,

Woven at windows that show us,

Lingering there,

Not the mere flies for our buying,
Not only rods for our trying,
But if we 've eyes for it a

1

! the

dying
Fun o' Spring Fair !

un-

From an article in The Clarion
"
by

VICTOR GRAYSON, M.P." (Why M.P. ?)
" There was little Ernest Hunter, whose

indescribable hat covered a head that must have
knocked around the worl 1 considerably before

he found it."

Title for the picture: "The Head-
Hunter."

" Various speculations have bsen indulged ia

as to the identity of the mysterious benefactor.

One of these is that the donor of the bank-notes

is a lady." Dally Mail.

After deep thought we venture to inform

our readers that, on the other hand, the

donor might be a gentleman.

" MR. ASQCITH'S DEMANDS.

P shrdlu miwypay yqayayq yayaqyaqaq J |
"

Dublin I'.'icniii'j Mail.

With a majority of 120 he may safely
demand all that.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

J. PLUVIUS (as the sporting papers style him) has been
accused of constantly popping out of his machine to ruin

top-hats and test matches, and to interfere in even more

important human affairs. Yet, from the classic case of

Dido and .ZEneas, whom he drove into the fated cave, to the

more modern instance of Ralph and Phyllis, the protagonists
in A Winter's Comedy (LAUKIE), for whom the god arranged
a first meeting in a Yorkshire farmhouse, he has assisted at

more love-affairs than Venus herself. J. P. and Mr. HALLIWELL

SUTCLIFFE were so pleased with the success of their little

experiment with Ralph and Phyllis that they agreed
to repeat it in the shape of a heavy mist which cut the

happy pair off from the rest of the world when they
were out hunting on the moors, and forcibly convinced

Ralph that Phyllis was his only joy.
a prehistoric family
that came over with

Noah, and, as he had

only a beggarly two
thousand a year,
could not afford to

keep up Mount
Ararat, the old

family place in York-
shire. Phyllis \vas

the niece of an ex-

farmer who had made
his pile abroad, and

bought an Eliza-

bethan house and
some of the broad
acres of the same

county. And the

county, which hae

not, as a rule, much
use for newcomers,
called on them and
took to them because,

although the bluff

straight-riding uncle
was obviously not

one of them, the

niece was charming,

Ralph belonged to

story.
"
Ah," he says, with bated breath,

"
if only I dared tell

you the horror at which I must only hint ;

"
and all the time

you are saying cheerfully to yourself,
"
What, poor old 1'an

again ? Never !

"
No. 10, in fact, can ba recommended to

readers with a sense of humour as a pleasant and harmless
little story of the blackest magic.

The range of subjects in Mrs. MANX'S volume of short

stories, Bound Together (MILLS AND BOON) is so wide that if

you have a weakness of any kind she is almost certain to

gratify it. Granted that you are a pre-Rafflesite and no

worshipper of burglars, you can still take your choice
between Sabbatarians, cats and people who "love the

mystic." If you are not excited by the stupidities of a

jealous wife, you may still be interested in the antics of a

silly husband. To take the two best stories Old Billy
Knock is a simple tale, which tells of a great love of home
in the heart of a labouring man

;
but it also reveals a

nobility and a firmness of mind which those who reg.ird

country labourers as

mere pawns upon a

political chess-board
are apt to disregard.
The Brown Greatcoat

contains two delight-

fully funny and un-

expected situations,
and is an excellent

example of the
author's humour. I

return eighteen
thanks to Mrs. MANN,
one for each of her

stories, and am glad
to say that, as her
book contains no

acknowledgment of

the courtesy of
various editors, I

conclude that even
the most voracious

readers of magazines
can approach it with
confidence.

TOUCHING FILIAL PIETY OF ROMULUS AS SHOWN IN HIS
TREATMENT OF HIS FOSTER-MOTHER.

and bore a wonderful and mysterious likeness to Ralph's
dead mother. (For solution of this coincidence see the
book itself.) On the whole the course of true love runs
through Mr. SUTCLIFFE'S simple but pleasant little story with
exceeding smoothness. Everything, in fact, goes as right as
rain.

If a man may say that he was "
disappointed in the

Atlantic
"
perhaps I may be allowed to confess that I am fed

up with the great god Pan. Pan conies trotting into EDGAR
JKPSON'S book, No. 19 (MILLS AND BOON), and he is sur-
rounded by all the dear old mysteries. The dead woman,
the horrible smell of the goat, the cloven footsteps in
the gravel, the man who has lost his reason and can only
mutter, "Pan is not dead "these are all here; yet Mr.
JEPSON pretends to leave his hero, John Plowden, absolutely
mystified as to the happenings of the night. John canno't
have read much contemporary fiction. Of course I don't
mind if the hero of a novel seems to be a fool, but I object
to the assumption that the reader is too

;
and I am annoyed

when an author appears to plume himself on some quality
which is entirely absent from his book. You can almost
hoar Mr. JKPSON shuddering at the awful mysteries of his

"S'ome of the reports
from the country dis-

tricts bring the temperature down to absolute zero this morning, but up
till the time of writing none of the correspondents have ventured on the
minus sign. With a little more encouragement, however, this is safe to
come."

"
ROTUESAY. The frost here is regarded as the keenest for sixty

years. The thermometer is 16 degrees below zero."

Demand and supply, from the same number of The Glasgow
Evening News.

The Contortionist.

The Naturalist of this month calls attention to a gentle-
man who was "one of the founders of the Hull Geological
Society, and has passed through its presidential chair !

"

Moreover, he has "acted in the capacity of honorary secretary
to the society almost without a break !

"

We can picture to ourselves a jolly evening with the H.G.S.

"His boy, not yet released from the trammels of sshool, can milk
cuivs and kill a sheep at a pinch." Christclutrch Press (N.Z.).

There were heroes in the old days who could kill an ox at a
blow

; this is better. But of course it 's knack rather than
strength.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: Committeeof theSocialist-Rcpub-

licau Alliance of Madrid have decided

to send a telegram to congratulate the

leader of the Liberal party in the British

Parliament on the result of the elections.

We are sure it was kindly meant.V
The Anglo-German Arbitration Agree-

ment of 1904 has be. 'ii prolonged for a

further period of ten years. If either

party should refuse to be bound by it,

the other, we understand, will enforce

it, if necessary, by arms.

Another sign of the times ! From an
account of Graft's Dog Show: "It is a

melancholy fact that

only eight entries have

been received in the

mastiff section, this fine

old British variety hav-

ing steadily lost ground
of late years, whereas
the German Great
Danes have propor-
tionately increased,

their strength on the

present occasion being
99." Even when we go
to the dogs the Ger-
mans are in front.V
"There is little

doubt," we are told,
"
that the impending

agreement between the

Great Western and the

London and South
Western Railways will

take the form of a

pooling of the West of

England traffic." We
would beg these Com-

panies not to be too

precipitate. Reports
from Paris state that

the pooling of the Metropolitain there

has had a most damping effect on the

spirits of the Directors.V
Mr. MONTAGU SHAWE, in charging the

Grand Jury at the Middlesex Sessions

last week, pointed out that there were

only 22 cases to be investigated as com-

pared with 50 at the last sessions, but
hastened to add, in case this should be
taken as a sign of decadence among our

criminals, that this was always so in the

February session, and that in the suc-

ceeding months the numbers would rise

again all right.
* *

One could wish that all our newspapers
were as jealous as is The Express of the

dignity of our judges. In recording
the fact that at the opening of the

Northampton Assizes the nose of the
LORD CHIEF JUSTICE bled, our contem-

porary spoke of his Lordship as offering

from
"
a violent attack of hemorrha-r

"

of that organ.

" No home is quite complete without

children," says the Bisiior OF LONDON.

On the other hand, a father points out,

no home is quite complete with children.

Something is always getting broken.V
Adearold lady, who has been studying

the report of a recent lecture on the

determination of sex, says she thinks she

understands it now: fat hers always have

daughters and mothers always have sons.

"Everything this season," says an
article in a contemporary on spring

LONDONESE.
Coaler.

"
'ERE, WOT ABAUT IT ?

"

Hawker. " WOT ABAUT WOT ?
"

Coaler.
" WOT ABABT WOT YER SAII> ABAUT ME?'

Eawker. "
WELL, WOT ABAUT IT ?

"

fashions,
"
will be shot." This is good

news. We have been wanting for some
time past to down certain hats.V

Coventry now possesses a funeral

motor-hearse which is capable of travel-

ling either at a walking pace or at such
a speed that it can pick up customers
as it goes along.

The National Poultry Organisation
Society is instituting a campaign with a
view to drawing attention to the enor-
mous possibilities of poultry farming in
this country. That huge profits are to

be made out of poultry is sufficiently

proved by M. ROSTAND'S fabulous suc-
cess with his Chanteder.V

Signer ZEROLA, the Milanese tenor,
who is to make his debut at Covent
Garden during the forthcoming season,

is described as a modern Hercules,

standing well over six feet, and having
a remarkable muscular development.
The proportions of operatic heroines
ha\v been becoming so enormous that,
to manipulate them successfully in en-

Ihvment scenes, the operatic athlete has

become a necessity.V
The Entente, even if it had achieved

nothing else, would be notable for the

interchange of intellectual products
which it has promoted. The latest good
news is that Mr. GEOKGE GROSSMITH,

junior, is going to Paris to introduce

there a French version of
"
Yip-i-addy-

i-ay," under the title of
"
Yip-ai-ady-ai-e."

The Great Western

Railway is to run

shortly a special egg
train. Now is our
chance which we
seize of not calling
this an Eggspress.

The skating craze

continues to spread.
Land-slides are repor-
ted from the Isle of

Wight and Northum-
berland.

* *

Now that it has been
decided that theBrown
Dog of Battersea is

to be removed, there
would appear to be
some difficulty as to

its disposal, and it is

not impossible that the

constitution of the
local Dogs' Home may
have to be altered so
as to admit of its shel-

tering homeless canine
statues.

* *

With reference to the KING and the

Crisis, The Daily News issues the fol-

lowing warning :

" He has to decide in
accordance with the rules, and a failure
to interpret them impartially might have

unpleas.int consequences for him." After
this sweeping admonition, His MAJESTY,
we fancy, may be trusted not to lose his

head.
'

From an advertisement in The North
Middlesex Chronicle :

'Veni, nidi, tici!' I came, I saw, I con-

quered. Memorable message of Alexander the
Great centuries ago."

Even as a lad ALEXANDER shaped well at

Latin.

"Lost, a Donkey. All expenses paid."
igl>y Advertiser.

Conscientious creature. May this be a
lesson to the human absconding lodger.

[And no on.

VOL. CXXXVIII.
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THE FEMALE VETO.

L'ltomme propose: la femme dispose.

BETTY, I have borne enough !

Comes a time, I 'd have you know,
When the worm, however tough,
Has to let his feelings go ;

When the People, suffering long
'Neath the upper crust (or stratum),

Turns at last to right the wrong
With a manly ultimatum.

Sound proposals I indite ;

Hand them in on bended joint ;

You reject the things at sight,

Or amend the crucial point ;

"
Wife," a most important word

(This is where I get so gloomy),
" Wife

"
you cancel as absurd,

But you '11 be a
"
sister

"
to me.

Well, it 's more than I can stand ;

Must my manhood still be mute,
Humbled by a woman's hand,

Bested by a woman's boot ?

Shall they make me drink the dust

Such a tiny hand and wee toe ?

No, rny Betty, I will bust

Up your antiquated veto.

I have swallowed bitter rue

All these barren, blighted years,

Now I mean to deal with you
As the Commons with the Peers.

Every Valentine I 've shot

At your heart, you chose to flout it ;

Now 1 '11 have my way, if not

With your leave, why, then, without it

Twice, within a certain space,
I propose to press my claim ;

Twice (I give you ample grace)
You are free to spurn the same ;

But for I decline to spend
Half my life in .looking silly

At the third time 1 intend

You shall wed me, willy-nilly.

" What !

"
you say,

"
if I refuse

Still when you have thrice appealed,
Is it your design to use

Savage force to make me yield ?
"

" Go to AsQurni," I reply ;

"
Scoop the secrets of the Caesar

;

Bring them here, and then will I

Tell you what my
'

guarantees
'

are."

0. S

The Very Latest Humour.

From a bright young contemporary :

"
It is not improbable that another vacancy

rray b3 caused by the retirement of Lord

Wolverharnpton from the Duchy of Lancaster.' 1

And if Mr. BUYCE would only retire from

the Irish Secretaryship there would be

yet another vacancy.

Election Paradox from the East.

"Top pressure is being exerted on both
sides." The Pioneer.

HORAE PETRINAE.
WE note with natural satisfaction that

r. PETER KKARY his now so far modi-

ied his original views on Success as to

idmit that you cannot always
"
get it in

one." But there are some obvious omis-

sions in his new work, Success after

failure, and these we now propose to

remedy in Mr. KEAUY'S best manner.

HANNIBAL.

HANNIBAL began life as a donkey-boy
at Biskra. He was a wild young rip,

and so given to practical jokes that he

soon got the chuck and enlisted in the

Carthaginian Hussars.

Nature, while generally true enough in

the long run, sometimes wobbles a bit

on the start, while she is getting her

searings, but dear old HANKY wasn't long
.n getting on the job.

He introduced elephants into the

Uarthaginian cavalry, patented a new

army boot, and not long after won the

Dattle of Cannae against the Romans.
HANNIBAL was the first man to cross

the Alps. It was a tough job, but he

did it, assisted by HASDRUBAL, HIMILCO,

HITHERTO, and other Phoenician bosses.

Then came Capua and the fleshpots of

ampania.
Capua! What a moral that word

teaches ! ! Old HANNY was a bit of an

picure and the restaurant life was too

much for his constitution.

He and his soldiers got "fed up," and
FABIUS and SCIPIO knocked spots off him
in the long run.

Then he started as a financier and

company-promoter in the East.

He worked hard, but good intentions

without results failed to fill the bill and
he perished by his own hand.

Poor HANNIBAL!

When he died he was an extinct

volcano.

If he were alive now I 'd offer him
20,000 down for his reminiscences.

Mirrored in the pages of his deadly
enemies, HANNIBAL still fairly knocks us.

And, after all, no greater book has ever

been written than LIVY'S History.
He makes the most wonderful people

and happenings live before us just ai

they were in those golden days. No
man who has any sort of mental ambi-
tion can afford to be without this master-

piece of luscious narrative.

If you haven't read it get it at once.

If you can't read it in the Latin, buy
borrow, or steal a crib.

I mean to read it as soon as ever '.

stop writing books.

JOHN MILTON.

THE MAN wuo CHEEKED CHARLES THE
SECOND IN PRISON.

Before MILTON turned up, poetry in

England had fairly got the hump. POP
was far away, SIL\KSPEARE was a bud

umber, and BYRON, SHELLEY and KEATS
ad not as yet dawned upon the world,

'he Muses were sick, the Pierian spring
md lost its h'/zle, and people were won-

ering if the
"
tuneful nine

"
would ever

ipe up again.
Then came MILTON and altered every-

hing.
There was no "

blue blood
"

in JOHN
V!ILTON'S veins. From the

" Smart Set"
f his day he was as far removed as he
,vas from the inhabitants of Mars.
He wrote Paradise Lost, the greatest

pic in the English language, a work
hat is especially necessary in this

mstling, commercial age, when the
material is so overshadowing the

piritual, and when pretty nearly all

ife's values dwarf before that of the

)anknote.

But MILTON did not merely write
'aradise Lost. He sold it for 10 ! ! !

Poor MILTON!
But although blind and nearly dotty

10 kept up his pecker to the end, and

;ave his daughters "what for" on the

lightest provocation.

Great, brave, big-hearted, large-souled
HILTON ! If you do not know him
already, make haste to form his acquaint-
ance.

I mean to.

SHAKSPEARE failed as a wool merchant.

CROCKETT got out of the pulpit to

address a bigger audience as novelist.

JOHN WANAMAKER began life as an

M-rand-boy. He afterwards became the

Napoleon of the retail trade.

Mr. CORTELYOU failed as a music-
master.

Sir ARTHUR WING PINERO was educated
as a solicitor.

(To lie continued.)

"Two Fulliam electors handed in their

polling card slips at the Queen's Hall At Home,
with the news that they had this time voted

against the Government." Votes for Worn n.

But that still leaves about 3,165,146

Opposition voters to be accounted for

somehow. We hope it will be possible
to trace them.

Beauty Culture.
"
Dip your soiled face in alcohol, rinse it in

the liquid and h:mg it straight to dry. It may
then be pressed." Toronto Mail and Empire.
" Give me thy face that I may press it

gently."

" In his leathern gaiters you do not at first

recognise him as one of the best, if not the best,

inside-left in England.'
1

Morning Leader.

One would have thought the gaiters
would have given it away.
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PICK-ME-UP OB KNOCK-ME-DOWN.
PUCK. "WELL, IF I'VE GOT TO BE DOCTORED, I SHOULD REALLY MUCH PREFER THIS

LITTLE MIXTURE OF MY OWN."
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FINESSE.
Road Inspector (u/io has put a new man on). "WELL, JOHN, WHAT'S TOUR NEW MAN LIKE?"

Siceeper in charge of gang.
"
WELL, *E 'a ALL BIQIIT, SIR, FOB JUST STRAIGHT SWEEPIS', BUT 'K AIN'T NO GOOD FOR ANY

\VORK, I.IKE WHEN IT COMES TO SWEEPIN* HOUND A LAMP-POST AND 8IOH-LIKE."
TICKLISH BIT

THE CUPBOARD VALENTINE.
Mary, in this month, of Lent,

Although the motley minstrel feels

It hard upon his native bent,
An Anglo-Saxon never squeals,

And I adhere to my intent

Of cutting down my monstrous meals.

And so these Cupids on the wing,
This lover's bow I did not choose

To mail to any sweet young thing
Who fires my amatory Muse,

But her who makes the kettle sing
A somewhat different pair of shoes.

There may be beauty more divine
Than that to which I fondly look,

But yours is that resplendent shrine,
With saucepans hung on every hook,

That d li'ns From us this Valentine-
Accept it pray, Mary, cook !

For yours it is with constant care,
And well-tried culinary plot,

To furnish me with pluck to bear

(Egeria of the basement grot !)

The rigours of my Lenten fare,
And make me seem to gorge a lot.

You help me through: your art is such
That (granted the correct receipt)

It makes the little like the much,
The plain as toothsome as the sweet

;

Your lingers have the fairy's touch,
Whatever si/.eyou take in feet.

Then if you loved me in the past,

Mary mine, so love me still,

Accept this token of my vast

Affection, and be sure to grill
The meagre sole that suits the fast

With more than customary skill.

EVOE.

AFTER "CHANTECLER."
[Green Room Gossip of the Future.]

PREPARATIONS for the forthcoming
piscatorial ptay at His Majesty's are

rapidly approaching completion. The
proscenium opening has been fitted with
its plate-glass front and the curtain of

green seaweed is in position.
As our readers are already aware, the

plot of the piece deals with the love
affairs of a plaice who has conceived a

hopeless passion for a high-born lady
mackerel.

* * * *

Interviewed yesterday, Sir HERBERT
Bi:i:it!ioi!M Titiiic said he was delighted
with his part of the plaice, as it afforded

great opportunities for the display of
varied emotions. A plaice indicates
these by changing the colour of its

spots a mode of expression not confined
to the chameleon, as is popularly sup-
posed.
A strong part is provided for the

villain, a sinister devil-fish, to be played
by Mr. LYX HARDING.

Some idea of the size of the properties

employed may be gathered from the

announcement that little ELSIE CRAVKN,
who appears as a dancing winkle, will

reside in a shell fifteen feet in circum-
ference.

* * * *

Aphis, the long-talked-of insect sketch,
is due at the St. James's on Saturday
evening.
A typical GEORGE ALEXANDER part is

that of the handsome red ant who
protects the heroine, a fascinating green-
fly, from the machinations of an elderly

earwig.
The entire action takes place on a

rose-bush in full bloom, the flowers

measuring over four yards in diameter.
* * * *

Mr. ARTHUR BOURCHIER announces that

he has secured the rights of a new
animal comedy written by the Editor of

The Zoophilist. He will play a middle-

aged okapi, a congenial
"

friend of the

family" part, while Miss VIOLET VAN-
BRCGH has been cast for a wayward
gazelle.

* * * *

The latest addition to the "Follies"
bill is a new potted dog play, in which Mr.
PELISSIER appears as a French poodle.

Motto for the House of Peers.

"Mirantur taciti et dubio pro fulmine

pendent." Statins.
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THE RABBITS.
[Second Series.]

CHAPTER VI. THE CURTAIN GOES DOWN.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said Simp-
son at the supper table, glass in hand,
"

it is my pleasant duty
"

"
Bother !

" murmured Myra ;

"
drink-

ing healths always makes me feel funny."
"
Silence for McSimp," shouted Archie.

"Now then, pass along there, please.

There 's no need to push, you '11 all be

able to hear. Gentlemen, the O'Sumph
is addressing us impromptu, not to say
unasked."

"It is my pleasant duty," continued

Simpson, "as your late emperor [Half
an hour late. How's the probosef] to

propose the health of the Rabbits Dra-

matic Company. [Hooray.] Great as

we are on the cricket field [IVidc/]

great, I say, as we are on the cricket

field [Pitch 'em up, Simpson] we are,

I think, still greater in the halls of

Thespis. [Don t know the lady.] Gen-

tlemen, I knew IRVING [7>iar] I have

heard tell of GARRICK [Good / Everheard

of Shakespeare?] but to-night has been

a new experience for me. [I will give

you. the kee-eys of ]. Ladies and

gentlemen, I propose our very good
healths, coupled with the name of Miss

Myra Mannering." [Loud cheers.]
" That's me," paid Myra.
"
I single out Miss Mannering," added

Simpson,
"
because I 'm sure we should

all like to hear her make a speech."
"
Oh, Samuel," said Myra, shaking her

head at him, "and I thought it was be-

cause vou loved me."
" The Rabbits ! Myra !

" we cried.

"Miss Mannering will now address

you," announced Archie.
"
She will be

glad to answer any questions afterwards
;

but anyone who interrupts will be
hurled out. I appeal to you as English-
men to give her a fair hearing."

Myra stood on a chair, looking lovely
but very lonely, and waited till we were
silent.

"
My dear good friends," she began,

and then she caught Thomas's eye.
"
Hallo, Tommy," she said wistfully . . .

"
My dear good friends, but why should

you say I 'ma jolly good fellow when it

isn't my birthday or anything? But
how silly of you ! Why, of course, we 're

all jolly gcod fellows and jolly good
actors, too. It has been fun, hasn't it ?

. . . Oh, Archie dear . . . Ihopeweshall
all be here in the summer, don't you ?

Well, you can't very well say you don't,

now I've asked you, can you? You'll
have to pretend your uncles are very ill,

and then you needn't come. . . . Oh
please don't all look at me like that, you
make me want to cry, and I only want
to laugh to-night. . . . Archie, may I

get down?"

:< She is a dear," Dahlia whispered to

me.
" How you can go 011

It was Simpson who saved the situa-

tion and made us merry and bright

again. He hastily trotted out the sugges-
tion that we should tour the country
in the summer, playing cricket in the

day and Bong the Second at night.

Archie backed him up at once.
"
Only I'm off Bong Two altogether,"

he said.
" Of course, what we want is

a cricket play. We shall have to write

one ourselves, I expect ;
there aren't any

really good ones about. Act I. : Rupert
Vavasour, a dashing bat and the last

descendant of an ancient but im-

poverished house, is in love with the

beautiful but equally impoverished
Millicent. Milly is being pursued by
a rich villain of the name of Jasper

Fordyce, the said Jasper being a bowler

of extreme swiftness, with a qualification

for Essex. ... Go on, Simpson."
"In order to restore the fallen for-

t'lnes of the house, Rupert plays fur

Kent as a professional Binks (R.)

and secures talent money in six succes-

sive matches. Jasper hears of it, and

(Act 11.) assassinates the scorer; brib-

ing a hireling of his own to take the

deceased's place. In the next match

Rupert only scares 49."

"Rupert," continued Thomas, "who
had b^en counting his own jolly score,

and made it 87, was furious, and deter-

mined at all costs to foil the villain.

Accordingly lie went on to bo\vl in the

next innings and took five wickets for

239, thus obtaining talent money."
" A little love interest, please, Dahlia,"

said Archie.

"Now the captain, who was in the

secret," said Dahlia,
" was in love with

Rupert's sister,, which was why ha put
Binks (R) on to bowl. As soon as

Binks had co'lectel his five wickets,

Blythe went on, and took the other five

for three runs. In this way Kent just

managed to win, and so Rupert got
more talent money."

''The next match was against Essex
Act III., the great Act of the play

and Jasper Fordyce was playing for the

Leyton brigade. As he put on his spurs
before taking the field, and brushed his
sleek black hair, he smiled sardonically
to himself. Had he not overnight dug
holes in the pitch at the pavilion end,
and was not the wicket fiery, and he
notoriously an erratic bowler ?

"

"
Everything points to Simpson play-

ing Jasper," I said, and continued.
" '

Heads,' cried Jasper. It was heads.
'I put you in,' he remarked calmly.
'What!' said the other in amazement.
Ten minutes later Binks (R.) and Hum-
phreys were at the wicket. Binks took
first ball with a touch of nervousness at
his heart. All depended on this match. If

only he could make 450 to-day, he would

be able to pay off the mortgage and marry
his Millicent . . . 'Play.' Jasper rushed

up to the wicket and delivered the ball.

Then before anybody could see how it

happened, Rupert was stretched full-

length upon the sward."

"I had rather thought of playing

Rupert myself," said Archie.
" But I'm

not so sure now."
"Five for 239," I reminded him.

" The part was written for you."
" But what of Millicent?

"
said Myra.

"Fearing lest some evil should overtake

her lover she had attended the match
lad in a long ulster, and now she flung

it off, revealing the fact that she was in

flannels. With her hair tucked up be-

neath her county cap she looked a slim

and handsome boy. To rush on to the

field and take the injured one's place
was the work of a moment. ' Who is

this?' said the umpires in amazement.
'

Fe.ir not,' whispered Millicent to

Humphreys, 'I have a birth qualifica-

tion for the county, and the gardener
coached me for an hour last night.'

"

" Once more Jasper rushed up to the

crease, and the spectators held their

breath."
"

I 'm going to bs a spectator," I said,

"with a breath-holding part. Sorry

go on, Blair."

"Then Millicent's bat flashed, and,

behold, the ball was on the boundary-!
A torrent of cheers rent the air. Again
he bowled, again the bat flashed. Jasper

ground his teeth."
" The curtain goes down here to re-

present the passing of an hour. When
it rises again Millicent's score is 423.

. . There was dead silence for a

moment. Then Millicent swung her bat.

And at that the cheers broke out, such

cheering as had never been heard before.

Maclaren's record score was beaten at

last !

' Now siirely he will knock his

wickets down,' said the spectators. Little

did they know that until 450 was upon
the tins the mortgage could not be paid
off! 430 440 449 a sharply run

single 450 ! From the pavilion Rupert
heard the cheers and fainted again."

"
It was

'

over
'

and Millicent had the

bowling. Jasper delivered the ball, a

fast half-volley
"

(" Oh, Simpson simply must play
Jasper.")

" and Millicent drove it back hard
and true. Jasper tried to duck, but it

was too late. He was dead."

"Act IV. All his rnjney went to

Rupert, who was a distant cousin. He
married Millicent, and they lived happily
ever after. But, though they are always
to be seen at the Tonbridge and Canter-

bury weeks, they have never played
cricket again . . . Curtain."

" And bedtime," said Myra suddenly.
"
Good-night everybody."

TUB END. A. A. M.
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WHY READ AT ALL?

FOR BUSY MEN. THE WORLD'S GREATEST AUTHORS TAKKN" JN AT A (il.AXt'K. IV. THE BIG GAME SUOOTER.

SiART FOB THE HUNTING GROUND. TllE AUTUOR AND A DAY'S BAG IS MvBA.

THE AUTHOR AND A DAY'S BAG is ZLUIIBA. THE AUTHOR AKD A DAY'S BAO IN MLZMJIBA.

TIIK AUTHOR AND A DAY'S HAG is ZLMBZLMMBA. THE AUTHOR AND A BAY'S BAG IN Muz ETC.
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LITTLE ARTHUR'S INFLUENZA.
A sitting-room; TIME 5 P.M. Little Arthur, heavily

wrapped up, is in an armchair with a clinical thermo-

meter in Itis mouth. Mamma is attending to hint.

Mamma. Arthur, you really mustn't try to talk with that

thing in your mouth. I shall never be able to get your

temperature properly if you do. Keep it well under your

tongue. There, that's better. Half a minute more, only
half a minute. For Heaven's sake don't cough. You '11 bite

on it and break it, and then where shall we be? (Little

Arthur grows purple with the effort of suppressing a cough.)
The child will burst, I know he will. There, that 's enough.

[She takes out the thermomtter and examines it.

Little Arthur. Ough, ouch, wouf, wouf, ouch !

Mamma. If you cough like that, I can't possibly read the

thermometer. Yes, I know you can't help it, poor boy,
but Ah, 100. Come, that 's better. You were 101 this

morning, so you see you 're getting on. And now I '11 give

yon your medicine, and then it'll be time to go to bed.

You '11 be better off there, and you shall have a nice hot cup
of beef-tea later.

L. A. Mamma.
Mamma. Yes, dear.

L. A. Must I take the medicine ?

Mamma. Of course you must. How do you think you 're

going to get rid of the influenza if you don't take the
medicine? Besides, what will Dr. Pollard say if he finds

you haven't taken his medicine ? (She pours a dose of pink
medicine into a wine-glass.) There it 's the prettiest
medicine I ever saw.

L. A. It may be pretty to look at, Mamma, but it 's the
beastliest medicine I ever tasted.

Mamma. Arthur, that is not a nice way to speak of

Dr. Pollard's medicine. You ought to be thankful to him
for his kindness. Think of all the poor children who can't

have a doctor when they 're ill.

L. A. Yes, Mamma, 1 do, and I think they're very lucky.
But, Mamma.
Mamma. Well, what is it now ?

L. A. Ought everybody to drink medicine when the doctor
sends it to them ?

Mamma. Of course, everybody ought that is, if they 're

not foolish and wilful.

L. A. Well, I know Papa didn't drink his when he had
his gout three weeks ago you remember, Mamma, when he
threw a book at Uncle John. It was called The Complete
Golfer, or some name like that, wasn't it, Mamma ?

Mamma. The name of the book doesn't matter.
L. A. Doesn't it, Mamma? I thought perhaps you VI like

to know, and it might help you to remember.
Mamma. Help me to remember what ?

L. A. That Papa didn't drink his medicine. I was sitting
with Papa, and just after Uncle John had gone out quickly^
you came in witb the medicine, and you poured it out your-
self, and Papa said he 'd be hanged if ho 'd take any more of
Pollard's filthy stuff. It never did him any good, he said,
and it was bad enough having the gout without having (o
ruin your constitution by drinking a mixture that tasted like
the smell of rotten eggs and old cabbage stalks.

Mamma. I 'm sure your father never said anything of the
kind.

L. A. Oh, yes, he did, Mamma : he said all that and a good
deal more, too. And when you came up to coax him he
made you give him the glass and the medicine bottle, and he
(old me to open the window, and he chucked them out. He
said it was poor man's gout that he had, and he was going
to have a goud glass of port that very night ;

and YOU know
he was mucn belter the next morning. Do you think Papa
was foolish and wilful, Mamma ?

Mamma. I 've told you a hundred times at least that you
mustn't always compare yourself with your father. It's $
very bad habit. Your father 's a grown-up man, and you 're

a little boy, and that makes all the difference.

L. A. But you were very angry with Papa.
Mamma. Yes, and 1 shall be very angry with you if you

don't drink your medicine quickly. I'll hold your nose "for

you if you like.

L. A. No thank you, Mamma. I think I '11 hold it myself.
But I 'm quite sure it won't do me a bit of good. I sliould

get on much better without it.

Mamma. I daresay you think so, but you're not fit to

judge in these matters. You know I wouldn't do anything
that wasn't for your good.

L. A. No, Mamma, but
Mamma. Come, drink it up quick. I can't wait here all

day with a glass of medicine in my hand. (He drinks.)
There's a brave boy. And now I'll read to you for a
quarter of an hour or so.

L. A. Thank you, Mamma, but I don't feel

the medicine. I think I '11 go to bed.
up to it after

'CHOICE WORD AND MEASURED PHRASE.'
FIND me the phrase whereby I might express
My depth of feeling, neither more nor less.

When things have dared to go awry with me
And primal impulse prompted me to curse

The Fates, myself and all the powers that be

(A process doomed to make the evil worse),
I have refrained and even come to see
A means therein myself to reimburse

By finding humour in catastrophe.
Thus I have set myself in solemn verss

To find a phrase whereby I might express
My depth of feeling rather more than less.

This has its limits
; let me tell you them.

And, firstly, note : I have a telephone,
A very foolish thing to have. And, mem. :

I live in comfort, but I live alone.
At five o'clock, at five o clock A.M.,
When I was sleeping comfortably prone,

It rang me up, and, though I used the
"
Dem,"

The "
Doose," the "Hang," the

"
Well, I will be blown !

"

I failed, and failed by fathoms, to express
My depth of feeling either more or less.

When it had rung its fifty-seventh ring,
That was, I knew, a summons to obey

Or listen to an endless summoning.
I rose in anger ; after much delay," Are you a p'liceman ?

"
said the silly thing.

I said,
"
I am a bard," and came away.A frosty morn at five ! Oh, readers, bring

^
Your intellects to bear. What could I say?

Find rne the phrase whereby I might express
My depth of feeling, neither more nor less.

Cock-Crow Echoes.
THE Great Play is having a considerable effect upon

fashions. It is true that Messrs. WORTH have informed The
Daily Telegraph that ladies are unlikely to attempt to rival
Madame SIMONK in the street, which is regrettable in these dull
days ; but every hat with a feather in it, even a sham ostrich,
is now called a Chantecler hat.

More than one attempt has been made to give the correct
moral of the play ; it may perhaps be summed up in this:
advice to those about to take themselves too seriously
LOCK-A-DOODLE-DON'T.
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HOW TO SEE HALLEY'S COMET.

MANY earnest correspondents ask us

to reassure them as to the great Comet's

visibility. They gather from the news-

papers that the
"

mii<[iie celestial dis-

play
"

will be difficult to find. One old

gentleman says that ho was born in

175'J, just three days after the comet's

disappearance. He lived with feveri-h

impatience until 1835, when it was
timed to reappear, and, as luck would
have it, he was the first English victim

of influenza, which kept him on his

back during the whole period of trau-it.

He did not, however, despair. Since

that date he has taken care of his eye-

sight and bought a pair of spectacles,

only to be filled with misgivings aroused

by the vague predictions which he is

just able to read in t lie daily press.
" Am

I," he asks pathetically,
"
to have lived

all the.--.' years in vain ?
"

Another gentleman, writing from

Hampstead, inquires what the London

County Council are doing. If the comet
is to be visible at Greenwich, why not

at Hampstead? Would it not be more

just to ihe ratepayers to select without

prejudice some central spot (such as

Parliament Hill) whither all might go
for the occasion ?

We hasten to relieve the minds of

both these correspondents. To the first

we may mention that facilities for comet-

seeing have made great strides since

1835, and the pastime is now possible
even for the bedridden if they will go
to the very slight trouble of having a

glass roof made to their house. This
idea occurred to astronomers after the

erection of the Crystal Palace, and has
found great favour with scientific in-

valids. The Hampstead resident will

be glad to hear that the term "
visible

at Greenwich" is a quite obsolete techni-

cality. Many years ago it was found
convenient to extend the radius of

observation for the benefit of those

astronomers who, though engaged in

star-gazing atGnenwich all day, had to

get home to dinner in other parts of

London by 8.15. Nowadays most of the
stars which are visible in Greenwich
are also visible in several other suburbs,
including Hampstead. Before long it

is hoped to complete the service by ex-

tending it to Haverstock Hill, Camber-
well, Belgrave Square, Iloundsditch.and
the Admiralty.
Another correspondent is more confi-

dent of success in his observations, but
thinks that he might make assurance

doublysure i f he had a telescope. "Are they
expensive ?" he asks. This question is

rather out of our province, but luckily a

paragraph in that enterprising weekly,
The \ oung Galileo, furnishes an adequate
answer. "Very serviceable telescopes
can be made out of the cardboard tubes

HARD TIMES.
Lady Caller (confidentially to her hostess).

" MY DEAR, WHY DOESN'T THE DEAN PAD His LEGS ?
"

Wife oj tlie Dean (pathetically).
"
BCT, MY DEAR, IIE DOES !

"

which are used for packing photo-
graphs. A number of these fitted into

one another and supplied with suitable
lenses will be found, in capable hands,
quite as useful as many of the highly
priced instruments bought by the inex-

perienced."
The following general directions will

be valued by many other correspondents
with whom we have no space to deal

separately. To find Halley's Comet,
stand so that Mars and Saturn are in a

line running due N.N.E. by E. from the

parallax, and making an angle of 34

degrees with an imaginary line drawn
S.E. by E.S.E. (approximately) from the
Pole Star, Venus or the constellation

of Orion. Taking then the mean distance

between any two of these points and

Greenwich, draw a pentagonal focus-line

directly opposite to the base of observa-

tion. This will give the required
altitude, and the curve of contact will

be instantly apparent. It should be
noted that after G A.M. the tangent of

co-ordinated coefficients should be re-

garded as equal to the sum of the

differences of the two equations squared.

''

Turnips are very much damaged by being
eaten by hares, and they travel such a distance

that they are difficult to deal with." The
Scotsman.

To see the whole field in full cry after a

turnip is one of the most inspiring sights
of Scotland.
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'THE RIGHT TO WORK."
The Villagi Drum. "

I DON'T CAKE WUAT YOU DO SAT, THE TONE AIN'T FINISHED.

INSTEAD OF FOWEK 'UNDEBD, AS IS tit SHARE."

I YE ONLY IIIT 'UN DKEE 'UNDEBD AX* FIFTEEN TIMES

THE COMING CREATION.
DEAR MR. PUSCH, I am rich beyond

the need of further avarice, and from

time to time I have liberally fed the

Party coffers. I should therefore in

the ordinary course of things have a

claim to be one of the few selected for

the rare honour of a Peerage. But if

the Upper Chamber, upon which I have

been careful to direct only modified ridi-

cule, is going to be swamped by the

creation of five hundred outsiders from
the Lord alone knows where, what be-

comes of my well - earned nobility ?

Every new Peer will become a laughing-
stock, without distinction of persons.
Yet I dare not vote in the Commons
against the removal of the veto, lest I

should get into trouble and not be
included even in the five hundred. It

is a rotten dilemma, isn't it ?

Yours faithfully, Vox CLAMANTIS.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, We all know that

when people have been going about the

country abusing the House of Lords and
the Hereditary System we Liberal Peers
have been regarded, for the purposes of

this attack, as non-existent. But it

seems to me that the time has come for

us to protest against this assumption.
We may be a small and virtuous body,
but we do exist. And, while I love my
Party well enough, I love my Order a

great deal more. Now, if there is any
idea of its beiug made a laughing-stock
or having its constitutional powers re-

duced to the level of a school debating-

society by the creation of five hundred
new anti-veto Peers, then I give fair

warning that I for one shall be found

voting on the other side, the side to

which our Liberal ci cations (and with
much less reason) have got into the

habit of drifting. I should like you to

ask my respected leader, Lord CREWE,
what he thinks about it. He wouldn't
tell you what he really thinks, but you
might j

ust ask him.

Yours mutinously ORDER ! ORDER !

DEAR MR. PUNCH, Placing my coun-

try's interest before my own, I should

not hesitate, if asked, to become
one of the five hundred. But these

new peerages ought to be heredi-

tary. You see, the custom among both

parties of buying titles tends to make
a new peerage ridiculous; but a brave

man is prepared to put up with that,

because he thinks that by the time his son

inherits his nobility its origin will have

been forgotten. But if he is only made
a Peer for life, he has no such hope to

buoy him up between his creation and
the grave.

Still, as I said, one must think of one's

country first, and for England's sake I

propose to take what I can get.

Yours, in the spirit of sacrifice,

PRO PATRIA.

"It is doubtless the case tliat, if Tariff Re-

form had been tubmitted to the people as the

single issue, it would have saept the field. But
the Government, veil knowing the deep un-

popularity of Free Trade, were careful to con-

fuse the issue. They complicated it with the

Budget." Daily Mail.

Yet there are dear old gentlemen of the

Early Edwardian era, with memories

stretching back to November, 1909, who
can still recall the legend, current at

that time, that the Lords "
referred the

Budget to the people
"

! Yes, the

BUDGET, dear Daily Mail.
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KIVAL GHANTECLEES.
ALL (together}. "MY SUNRISE, I THINK!"

[la M. ROSTAXD'S Chanlecler the cock is under the impression that he regulates the rising of the sun.]
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THE NEW PANGLOSS.
I SEE by tin- papers, with deep concern

that my friend X lias been run over l>>

a motor-bus aiul killed, at, the ;\g<-
>

only thirty-eight. I wish I could lim:

someone who helped to pick him up

just to see if he suid anything about his

cud : because

Hut I will tell you about him.

i'nibld was to believe that everything
that happened was for the best foi

liimself. Not for mankind; he hac

none of the great Dr. Pangloss's satis-

faction that everything that was was

right for everybody, that this is the best

ol all possible worlds none at all

but he was persuaded that his owi:

fortunes were being vigilantly ant

tirelessly watched by tutelary powers
that he was, in short, a darling of the

gods.
And in this creed he had grown very

ingenious. I remember once hurrying
with him to catch a train, which, lit

said, he must not lose at any cost

Well, after seriously injuring ourselves

or at least myself by running with,

a heavy bag, we lost it.

"Never mind," he said calmly, "1

was evidently intended not to catch it.'

"Then why on eartli did you drag me
along at that infernal pace ?

"
I asked.

"
Oh, well," he said

"
one has to try ;

one does not know what fate's game is."

"What do you think it is?"

inquired coldly.
"
I expect the train will meet with an

accident ; if so, we are well out of it."

I took the trouble to find out, when
we did at last reach the London station,
if that train had come safely in.

" To the minute," said the porter.

"There," I said to my friend, "what
do you make of that?"

"
Oh," he said,

"
I daresay someone

with an infectious disease had been

sitting in our compartment and we
should have caught it."

What are you to do with a man who
talks like that ?

Your ordinary fatalist who thinks

that, everything being ordained and
fixed, no effort of his own can matter,
is bad enough ; but the fatalist who
is also an optimist and secure in the

knowledge of his own prosperity is

worse
;
and yet it was rather fine too.

The hardest rebuffs (as I should call

them) left him smiling.
One day he lost a lot of money in an

investment.

"That 's very serious," I said.

"Not so bad as it might have been,"
be replied. "It was done to teach me
not to speculate. I am not naturally
speculative; I waa going against my

nius when I did it. Now I have lost

500. But if I hadn't I might have
,ost 5,000 later on."

T /
"

^c -^

THE HOUSE OF COMMON-SENSE.
(BRITISH CONSTITUTIONAL ASSOCIATION.)

Lord lioxebenj.
" MY DEAR Jonv, WHAT A PERFECTLY AWFUL MESS YOU ARE is ! WHAT A

PITY YOU CAM'T BE IN HERE WITH us !

"

Lord Cramer. "YES. So SELECT; SPLENDID VIEWS ALL BOUND, AND NO MUD!"
[Ixird Rosebery, Lord Croiner, and many other distinguished speakers are attending a dinner

to-night (the loth) in honour of Mr. Harold Cox, President of the British Constitutional Asso-

ciation, and ex-M.P. for Preston.]

I looked at him in amazement. A
dnd of inverted Christianity was at

work had he only known it. But he
.irided himself on his paganism.
Well, now he is dead and can find

10 extenuating circumstances; but I

lave no doubt he would have explained
the catastrophe perfectly, had it been

anything short of fatal.

"I was very run down," he would

jrobably have said,
" and needed rest,

could not have got it naturally, being
"ar too busy ;

so this accident was sent to

ieep me in bed for a couple of months
ind pull me clean round."
But it seems that even the protective

tars can now and then have trap de
cle.

Where to Keep Crhowds.
" The crhowd were kept on tender hooks. "-

Sunday Chronicle.

Our imaginative country correspon-
dent informs us that he observed the

following sign on a village inn the other

day :

"BEAR SOLD HERE,

BUT NOT OUR BRUIN."

Taking Time by the Forelock.
"
Young Men present a presentable appear-

ance in middle ;ige by using the

Fertilizer." Advt. in The Pioneer.

It 's too long to wait.

Hair
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THE HEREDITARY INSTINCT.
He (about twenty-one). Would you like

the window up ?

She (rather less). I beg your
- Oh,

yes, please. I mean, no, thank you. I

like it open.
He. So do I.

[A pause, during which they both

lookout of opposite windows, steal-

ing furtive sidelomj (jlanc.es at one

another till their eyes at Last in-

evitably meet.

She. Is that The Globe you have ? No,

the one you 're sitting on. Might I h..ve

a look at it?

He. The Globe 1 Er, no
;
it 's The Pink

er, I tried to get a Globe, but they
were all sold out. I 'm so sorry.

She. It doesn't mat- -

terabit, thanks. Isn't

that a sort of sporting

paper ?

He. Ah, yes sort of.

But it 's are you fond

of games ?

She. Oh, yes, I love

them. Don't you ? I

expect you 're very-

good at them, aren't

you?
He. 'M, well, I don't

know. I try to be,

you know.
She. You can't do

more than that, can

you ? I mean
shouldn't you like to

be Mr. FRY?
He. CHARLES BUR-

GESS ? Oh, well

d'you mind if I come
and sit over there ?

It 's so awkward talk-

ing right across the

carriage. Thanks aw-

fully. I'd rather be
MACLEOD ? I like a man who hits.

She. KG.?
He. I say ! Fancy your knowing his

initials ! I saw him play that innings

against Kent.

SJie. No, did you ? So did I. Wasn't

it glorious ? Where were you sitting ?

He. I was in the B. B. tent. Ripping.
She. I was in a motor.

He. Oh, the other side of the ground.
What luck ! I mean, I wish

She. Why don't you like Mr. FRY?
He. Oh, I don't say I don't like

him
She. He was at Oxford, wasn't

Do you know him?
He. No. I 'm a Cambridge man.
Slie. I thought you must be.

He. What? Cambridge?
She. Well, no. A Varsity man

Don t you think you can always tell ?

I'm Cambridge too. And Eton. I like

light blue much the best.

He. I expect that 's that 's because

it suits you so well. I think fair hair

and er blue eyes
She. Don't you think Oxford men are

rather prigs ?

He. Yes, I daresay they are, rather.

She. If you 'd been at Oxford you 'd

have been sitting over in that corner

still.

He. Yes, and we shouldn't have had

this jolly talk. I hate that sort of thing,

don't you? It's so so

She. So English?
He. Yes. I wanted to talk to you

long before I did.

She. So did Did you ? Then why
didn't you ?

He. Oh, I suppose because you looked

so I didn't think you'd perhaps it

Balfour. "WELL, MY DEAR Asquint, AT LAST WE KNOW OUR FATE! THE ORKNEYS

AND SHETLANDS HAVE SPOKEN ! !

"

Asquith.
"
YES, MY BOY ! WHAT THE ORKNEYS AND SHETLANDS SAY TO-DAY THE KEST

OF THE COUNTRY ALWAYS SAYS ABOCT THREE WEEKS BEFORE!!"

he?

was because I am English. At least

partly. My mother was Welsh.
She. Why, so is mine. Isn't that

funny? Look there to goodness now,
whateffer ! Perhaps we 're cousins.

Wouldn't that be fun? She didn't

happen to be a George?
He. No, a Williams. Hullo, here's

Colchester. You're not getting out

here, are you ?

She. No. Are you ?

He. Er No. Bother ! Here 's some-

one go next door, you old idiot !

This isn't a smoking carriage, Sir . . .

Thank goodness !

She. That 'sail right. I was afraid

You may smoke, you know, if you want
to. I suppose you do smoke, don't

you ?

He. Oh, yes, I've smoked for for

years. But I won't now, thanks most

awfully. Did you say your mother's

name was George ?

She. Yes
; why ?

He. Not any relation of LLOYD GEORGE?
She. No, I 'm afraid not. Isn't he

splendid?
He. Splendid ? LLOYD GEORGE ! But

you don't you're not why, he's a

regular Socialist.

She. So am I.

He. You,?

She. Yes, really I am. I always lei

so dreadfully sorry for all the poor

people who haven't enough to eat. And
he 's going to do away with all that sort

of thing poverty and wretchedness

and hunger and drink and dirt and er

the House of Lords, and make the

world a happy place for everybody.
He. By the Budget?
She. Yes by the Budget.

He. But even if we
if the Lords do pass
the Budget this time

I suppose we '11 have

to I don't quite see

how that's going to

make people not hun-

gry and wretched.

She. Oh, don't you?
It 's all so beautifully

simple. Everyone
who's got money will

pay for everyone who
hasn't. And after

that

He. The Deluge !

She. No, the Millen-

nium. And it 's only
the horrid old Peers

who are stopping it.

Oh, I'm thankful
I'm not one. Aren't

you ?
1

He. Well, I the

fact is, I supposing
I was one ! I might
be, for all you know.

They 're not all old,

them are quite decentand some of

chaps.
She. You ! But of course you 're not.

He. Why not? They're just like

other people to look at.

She. Oh, yes, to look at, I suppose.
But not to talk to. If they were they
couldn't do the things they do.

He. The things LLOYD GEOKGE says

they do.

She. Yes. Oh, do agree with me.

You were so nice till we began about

the Lords. You do want everyone to be

happy, don't you? I'm sure you do.

He. Yes, of course.

She. Then that settles it.
^

If you
were a lord but of course you 're not.

He. I say, just look at the time. I 'd

no idea it was so late. Bother !

She. Half-past seven. Then we must

be quite near Ipswich. That 's where

I get out. I 'm going to a dance there

to-night.
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Mtixtrr
(xluiltiii'j /its fiat at liard-ridmg parsen).

" CONFOUND YOU! I \\isii I HAS u>un

lie. By George, yes, we 're nearly due.
I get out there, ten. Oh, I say I wish
I was going to the dance. Are you fond
of dancing V

She. Yes, I love it. Don't yon?
He. Well.er, the fact is, I can't dance.

But I 'm going to learn now.
She. It's quite easy. I'm sure you

would dance beautifully if you tried.

I'm coining up to Cambridge for the

May week.

He. No! Are you really? Oh, how
ripping! At least it's a beastly long
way off. Couldn't we

She. Here we are at Ipswich. Well,
good-bye, Mr. ---

lie. Dick, my name is. What 's

yours?
N'JC. I'll tell you that when wo meel

again.
ll<: Oh, but I say,

There 's a subscription dance at
the Kensington Town Hall on the

twenty-first of next month. If you can
dance by then--

He. Oh, I say, thanks awfully. Can't
I see afier your luggage?

>'/. My brother is coming to meet
me. There ho is. Good-bye, Mr. Dick.

Good-bye. No, don't bother about me.
Uc. Good-bye, good-bye .... I

wonder .... I hope she won't, mind
when she finds out who I am. I don't

believe Here, porter, when 's the

next train back to Colchester ?

She. I wonder. . . . He never said

he wasn't. ... I rather wish he was.

The Art of Sub-Editing.
"BRII'JRLEY WOOD.

SUNDAY SCHOOL, BRIERLEY WOOD,
On Saturday tlis annual te.i and prize distri-

bution took place in connection with the school.

Mr. R. Riley presided over a good at'e idance,
and Mr. H. S. Haigh distributed the prizes
The concert consisted of solos, glees, recita-

tions, etc., by the scholars. A pleasant time
was spent.

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION. Tits annual tea
and prize tli.-,t ibution in conuec:ion with the

Brierley Wood Sunday School was held on
Saturday last. The chair was taken by Mr.
Rk'hard Riley, aii'i Mr. H. S. Haigh distributed
the prizes. An enjoyable evening was spent,
the concert consisting of solos, glees, recita-

tions, etc., Ly the scholars.

PRIZE 1) STR1BUTION. On Saturday
the annual tea and prize distribution in con-
nection with the Brierley Wood Wcsl y;i",

Sunday School took place, a good number
attending. Mr. R. Riley presided and the

prizes were distributed by Mr. H. S. Haigh. A
c.ipital programme of solos, recitations, etc.,
was gone through by the scholars, Miss E.
K;uc being the accompanist." Iluddersfield
Chronicle.

And
that.

now our readers know all about

ON THE ROAD.

[The Tramp, a p^p?r for all those interested in

the roid, is shortly to be issued. We suggest a

few features.]

SPORTING COLUMN. How to deal with

Bulldogs (sp 'cial). Notes on Gins, Traps
and Spring Guns. Short Story 'How
We Burnt the Hayrick."

TRAVEL BUREAU, conducted by
"
Weary

Willie." Exhaustive lists of Iledgi s

Vacant and Wanted. Workhouses recom-
mended. Black-list of principal Prisons

and Labour Exchanges.

POLITICAL. Technical articles on Free

Food, the Right to Shirk, and the Open
Door.

THH HOUSEWIFE. Cookery column.
Directions for making Poached Eggs.
Boned Turkey, &c. Chickens 'and all

about them.

LEGAL ADVICE. Special articles of ab-

sorbing interest on the various felonies.

Sleeping-out, Lock-picking, and Deporta-
tion problems dealt with by experts.
Brilliant series on " The Police Force,"

by
" One Who Knows."

COMPETITIONS. Marathon Race for

Tired Tims. Ticket -of -leave-number
Guessing Competition. Watch - dog
Trials. Finger-print Contests.
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"UBIQUITY JOHN."

MK. JOHN BURKS, it lias just been

stated by an Essex vicar, last summer

spent some days pea-picking in that

county, in pea-picker's clothes, in order

to inquire into the conditions of that

ndustry. As is well known, he recently

spent a week-end helping with the Paris

floods. Other narratives of his excur-

sions into the life of the workers during

the past week now reach us from sources

which we have no reason to consider

other than what they are.

MONDAY.

The Central News informs us that Mr.

JOHN BURNS, wishing to test for himself

the earning capacity of the ordinary

taxi-driver, spent Saturday on the box

of one of these vehicles, beginning at

nine in the morning and continuing

until one a.m. the next day. In an

interview with a C. N. representative he

stated that he had in that time twenty-

eight fares, and took, according to the

meter, 48s. 4tZ. In tips he received

6s. 9d. Mr. BURNS says that these

figures, he fears, are not typical, being

above the ordinary takings owing to the

fact that he spent only half-an-hour

over his dinner and a quarter-of-an-hour

over his tea, as against the two hours

for dinner and four hours for tea of the

ordinary chauffeur.

TUESDAY.

Not the least interesting figure among
the many forlorn objects who spend the

daylight hours in examining the dust

heaps of Wanstead Flats, picking over

the refuse of London, deposited there

by the dust-carts, to see what can be

retrieved of value, was the sturdy thick-

set figure of Mr. JOHN BURNS, who, try-

as he might to disguise himself in rags,

was patently "Ubiquity John" to the

practised eye. On realising that the

game was up, Mr. BURNS readily granted
our representative an interview, anc

admitted that he had come, not for whai

he could find, but to observe for himsel

the conditions under which dust-heap

picking was carried on.

WEDNESDAY.

Actingupon information which recently

reached him as to the social amenities o

Saffron Hill, Mr. JOHN BURNS has jus

spent a day of investigation disguisec
as an Italian organ-grinder. Wit]

this instrument, his beard carefullj

blackened and wearing a heavy som
brero, Mr. BURNS perambulated many o

the streets of London, both poor anc

rich. As the result of twelve hours

work he is in a position to corroborat

the oft-told tale that the needy are mor

generous than the affluent ;
for wherea

in the wealthier districts, although play

no-, "Let's All Go Down the Strand,"

Charley Brown," and "Boiled Beef

nd Carrots," with the expression of a

naestro, he was warned off, or at most

e^eived a surreptitious penny from cook

r housemaid, in the mean streets (so

ailed) he reaped a copper harvest. Mr.

JUKNS is of opinion that the Italian

rgan-grinder has quite as good a time

11 London as lie ought to have, and no

e.dress is necessary.

TllURSDAY.

Chancing, writes a correspondent, to

lave a plague of rats in my warehouse,

recently engaged a ratcatcher to assist

n ridding me of these pests, and,

lescending last night to the cellar to

ee what success he was having, I found

lim accompanied by an assistant, a

niddle-aged, grizzled man, whose zeal

md ability appeared to be commensurate.

What particularly struck me was the

ittitude of deference which he seemed

inspire in the ratcatcher. Judge of

iny surprise when I discovered later that

le was no other than Mr. JOHN BURNS,

who was inquiring for himself into the

ratcatchiug profession in order to be

satisfied that it was carried on with

mnianity and skill.

FRIDAY.

Being wishful to learn at first hand
f the reports as to the extraordinary

eloquence of the Billingsgate fish-wives

and other assistants in the fish-market

are true, Mr. JOHN BURNS has just com-

pleted a day's work as a porter at that

place, and the results, he tells a Press

Association interviewer, have transcended

;he wildest flights of rumour. "
I con-

sidered," he said,
"
that I had myself a

fairly useful vocabulary for London
street difficulties

;
but I now know that

1 know nothing. There are ladies here

who could make even DEMOSTHENES look

foolish."

SATURDAY.

Actuated by a very natural desire to

do all that is humanly possible for the

great band of readers in the British

Museum Reading Room, Mr. BURNS

spent Saturday in that institution, says
a correspondent. He arrived at ten, dis-

guised carefully as an habitual reader

That is to say, he carried, in direc

defiance of the rules, his lunch in a

newspaper, and had an exceedingly bac

cold. He immediately surrounded him
self with books, many of which othei

readers were seriously needing, anc

having erected a huge rampart arounc

him, he drew forth The Morning Leader
and subsequently fell asleep, awaking
only to sneeze. In this way, varied bj
lunch, he remained until closing time
so successfully escaping recognition tha
he had at last to take a reporter into hi

confidence. He is satisfied, he says, tha

he Reading Room is kept sufficiently

varm, and that, at present at any rate,

no legislative reform is called for. He
inks, however, that the Rowton Houses

lave a distinct case for infringement of

opyright if they care to take it up.

THE SILENCING OHAIR.

IT is stated that the new FIRST SEA

JOED has had removed from his room in

Whitehall all the chairs excepting his

D\vn desk chair, his purpose being the

discouragement of bores.

This seems to us rather hard lines on

,hose callers who are not bores. A better

way perhaps would have been to fill

lie room with chairs, scores of them.

Nothing takes the heart out of a bore

more easily than having to climb over

stacks of chairs before he can get at his

victim. When a welcome visitor ap-
peared at the door, the climbing would

eadily be done, of course, by the

Admiral.

An Editor, whose experience lias

seen consulted on the matter, writes as

'ollows:

"Your idea is sound, but a neat little

thing which we have in our own office

would be better still. It is a cosy chair.

of the kind that a bore would be sure

a make for. Immediately above it is a

landsome piece of plaster ornamentation

in the ceiling, which nobody would

suspect to be the exit of a cistern.

When the bore becomes troublesome,

the manipulation of a small lever under

the desk sets the shower-bath to work.

IE the bore persists, another lever will

:lose the arms of the chair across the

occupant's body and lower a hood over

his head, and by the pressure of a small

pedal the door can be opened auto-

matically and the chair and contents

shot out and down a few of the stairs

until it stops. The chair is strongly
made for its arduous work, and its cover

is waterproof. Any water that may
miss the bore and fall on the floor runs

away through a grating underneath.

This really useful scheme of furniture

is supplied by the Last Word Office-Fur-

nishing Company. We used to have one

of their chloroform sprays which, while

effectually silencing the bore, did not

remove him ; and this meant a lot of

heavy work for the hall-porter. We
also tried a trap-door arrangement which
let the bores through the floor

;
but the

disadvantage of this is that one so easily

forgets to release them when leaving
for the night. As a matter of history

there are two down there now who were

unfortunately overlooked.

No, the Silencing Chair is the best

thing we have come across yet, and we
recommend it to Sir ARTHUR WILSON as

preferable to his ingenious plan."
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" The iniiid of the country elector is an unknown quantity." Daily Telegraph.

Labourer. "MAISTEB JARQE, BE TOD A-OOIN' TO TAKE TUEH STAIRS AWAV?" Maister Jarge. "NoA, WILLUM."

Labourer (after weighing the matter carefully).
" THES BE YOU A-OOIN' TO LAVE "EH OOP?" Ualater Jargi. "AT."

HALOLOGY.
DR. TALMAOE DOREN, lecturing at Nor-

way, Connecticut, last week (as quoted
in Tlie Daily Telegraph of Feb. 8),

si at i (I that every human being is equipped
with an aura or halo radiating from his

lx dy for two or three feet and usually
drab in colour. Sadness, however, may
cause a purple luilo, jealousy a green,
and anger a red appearance. The aura?,
In- says, are so powerful that two

persons with ill-matched ones cannot sit

In-side each other comfortably in a rail-

way carriage or associate in married
life.

This being the case, Mr. Punch, ever
anxious to benefit humanity and smooth

things over, has started a llalo Registry
and Exchange. We are enabled to

quote already the first few applications
on his books :

Two CABINET MINISTER, finding their

Sanguine Emanations a little the worse
for wear, are anxious to exchange these

for a Couple of Halos sufficiently Fiery
to overpower the Heather-mixture Radia-

tions of their Colleagues.

CANDIDATE, rejected by his constituency
in the recent Election, has a Second-
hand BUFF ACHA for Sale and would like

to try a BLUE one for next time. Must
reach beyond the platform. What
offers ?

The Militant Hunger-strikers' Union
invite Tenders for the repair of various

White, Purple and Green Halos which
have been somewhat damaged in en-

counters with the authorities. Wanted
for approaching Martyrdom Season.

ACTRESS, abandoning Musical Comedy
for Farmyardodrama, has a Pink Haloette
of irreproachable Cut and Design, for

which she has no further use. Would
like a Pheasant-coloured Envelope of

tint to match that of The Times Dramatic
Critic.

SALOME DANCER, about to Star the

Provinces, is looking for an Elastic

Nebula of approved Transparency and

Tenuity, yet Warm enough to make up
for Exiguousness of Costume. Should
be vermilion shot with green and yellow.

BRIDGE ENTHUSIAST, hitherto unlucky
at cards, is anxious to hear of a Rever-

sible Halo (Black and Red) to suit her

Hands and Partners. Would also pay
commission on Takings at Monle Carlo.

HALO - READING from the Face and

Figure, while you wait, by Professor

Aureole Borealis, B.H.A. (British Halo-

logical Association). Never known to

fail in giving Accurate Delineations.

Painless Re-adjustment of Incompati-
ble Auras is neatly and expeditiously
effected by Trained Halo-setter. In-

valuable for ill-assorted Husbands and
Wives. Apply Aural Bureau, Review

of Reviews Office.

HOSTESS, with many years' success and

experience, will give Advice as to Sorting
the Auras of Prospective Guests. Her

Dinner-parties and At Homes gooff with

a Bang. Address by telephone,
" Halo !

are you there !

"
ZIGZAG.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I HAVE followed STANLEY PORTAL HYATT across the wild

places of the earth, on perilous exp:ditions through the

hinterland of Portuguese East Africa, in guerilla warfare

with the Filippiuos, at carrier-work with a Khodesian trans-

port-rider, and have found him possessed of high gilts ot

observation and a most effective manner of telling a story

simply and vividly. From his Marcus Hay, The Little

Brown Brother, and The Marriage of Hilary Garden J

derived "real profit.
13ut he is a writer who has little pront-

for me, at any rate-when he is in his own country or among

his own people unless they are at the other end of the world.

In more than one of his previous books I had suspected,

from such glimpses as they offered of English society, that

he was much more at home in exotic surroundings. And

his new novel, Black Sheep (LACBrii), which is confined to

certain phases of purely English life, endorses these

suspicions. I should not cavil at the almost uniform dulness

and sordid provincialism of its characters if only they lived
p l!j... -

But on the whole they talk too much
To suit my humble liking.

Some of them marry, some do not,

But neither consummation
Achieves itself without a lot

Of verbal explanation.

In fact and here I speak as one

No stranger to reviewing
I never knew so little done

With such a deal of Dewing.

There are two things about A Will in a Well (STANLEY

PAUL) that have rather perplexed me. First, I should like to

ask E. EVEIIETT GKEE>J whether a bride really would wear

white satin and a veil when being married privately in a

London flat. The second point is this : when Val Acryngton

and the boy Bosh, having tracked the villains to the Savoy, seat

themselves beside them "at the small table set for four," and

presently thereafter are bidden to share a box at the Gaiety,

I cannot help feeling that they found the patrons of that

in an atmosphere of reality.

But from the first we are

asked to accept an improb-
able hypothesis that the

relations of Jimmy Grierson

(I don't know why the

author should have chosen

to give his
"
black sheep

"

the well-known name of a

distinguished officer com-

manding a division at Alder-

shot) would, on his return

after ten years' knocking
about the world, have wanted

to treat him like an ado-

lescent whose morals require
careful supervision on the

part of his family. There is

only one character in the

book that makes any appeal
to one's sympathies, and she,

like The Woman mill tire

Dead Soul, under the tragic

necessity of finding means to save a dear life, has become

an outcast. Here Mr. HYATT shows a touch of humanity

which recalls his treatment of the woman at Beira in his

Marcus Hay. But his virtuous types are commonplace.
The fact is that it takes more skill to give freshness and

vitality to familiar things than to reproduce conditions

which have a freshness and a vitality of their own. Let

me therefore implore Mr. HYATT to pack up again and go
far afield for his themes, in search of the colour and move-

ment of new worlds. Frankly he is not yet so complete a

master of literary style that he can afford to choose his

material j
ust anywhere.

"Are you. quite sure truose are ETERNOS

AN ADVERTISER, TO BE REALLY SUCCESSFUL, SHOULD ALWAYS DEPICT HIS

CLIENTS AS MOVING IN THE HIGHESt CHICLES.

hotel in a mood more gre-

garious than tallies with my
own experience. Still, these

are small points, and it

would be ungenerous to fix

upon two incidents in a story

that supplies them with so

lavish a hand. A peer, a

persecuted heroine, two dis-

puted successions, a rascally

lawyer, and a hypnotic ab-

duction, all compressed into

three hundred pages of large

print, is at least liberal

measure. Added to which,
the resulting tale is itself an

excellent one, and remark-

ably well told. It is far too

intricate for reproduction
here you must read for

yourself how the lovely

Mary came near to be de-

prived of her heritage, how

the gallant Lord Cotswold wooed and won her, and how by
the aid of Val and Bosh (and perhaps we should couple

with them the head-waiter at the Savoy) villainy was con-

founded and beauty victorious. It is all capital fun,

though I think the title might be improved upon ;
it makes

it just a little difficult to be properly astonished at the end.

I've read throughout from front to back

E. DEWING'B book (MACMILLAN),
And what I think it seems to lack

Is
j
ust one high-class villain.

The daily round of those who live

In Other People's Houses
Is scarcely less contemplative
And placid than a cow's is.

Its people have a cultured touch,
A few of them are striking,

The Truth. About Solomon.

"Nethersole was Solomon reincarcerated. \Vheu two mothers both

laid claim to Quong Yuen, and a father, three sisters aud eight cousins

failed to srttle the dispute, Miss Nethersole whispered in Jock*

Murasky's ear that the older woman was the real mother because the

other bulldosed too much." Vancouver World.

Those were SOLOMON'S very words, you remember.

Mr. R. H. PAUR, opening a Unionist Club at Bristol, is

reported by The Bristol Times and Mirror to have said :

'

Weekly meetings would be held at that club, and no pains would be
taken to keep interest alive in that district (hear, hear)."

But this is quite the wrong spirit.

" The stoppage of the circulation forces people to return home
foot." Birmingham Post.

Nothing like exercise when you feel queer.
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CHARIVARIA.
M\NY schools arc now raising funds

with the object of presenting Captain
SCOTT with sleighs and clogs for his

South Pole Expedition. The sleighs

and dogs, it is announced, will be named
after the schools. In view of the fact

that some explorers look upon their dogs
as emergency i at ions, it is to be hoped
that the little eh;i|> who maybe named
" Kton

"
will not he super-

stitions. * *

It seems somewhat curi-

ous that, scarcely had it

been intimated that the

KING objected strongly to

the importunities of staring

throngs at Brighton, when
it was announced that His

Majesty'sgrandsonsj Prince
AIJIEUT and Prince HENRY
of Wales, are to go to Broad-

stairs. It is, we suppose,
with a view to hardening
them against what they

may have to put up with

later on. * *
*

A Royal Warrant has

been issued for the safe-

guarding of Baronets'
titles. We should have

thought that the case of

the Peers \\a-i more urgent.V
Lord ROSEBERY, at the

dinner in honour of Mr.

HAROLD Cox, proposed that

a new party should be

organised from the Silent

Vote. As the Irishman

said, "The Silent Voter
must make his Voice

heard." * *
*

The Life of John Red-

mond, M.I'., is announced.
This is what Mr. A SQL7 ITU

will be asking for shortly.
* *

The proprietors of Books

of To-day are offering a

prize for the best essay on
" Should ( ienins Wash ?

"

In connection with this vexed question
we understand that a high authority at

Carmelite 11 -us/ is now of the opinion
that journalists, at any rate, should
have nothing to do with Soap.

Since the last session the interior

of the House of Commons has been

thoroughly cleansed and generally beau-
tified and brightened. The knowledge
of this mule the fate of the rejected
Candidates harder than ever to bear.

The fact that a soldier has met with

injuries while walking in his sleep has

caused a general feeling of uneasiness

in the War Ofliee.V
Sir P.\vir> GII.T, declares that Ihdley's

Comet is incapable of exercising any

political influence. Still there are other

heavenly bodies on the side of the

Government. There is always Mr. Bin.' >c.V
One hears so often that British Enter-

tinguished brigand is peculiarly liable,

but his iron constitution enables him to

survive what would prove fatal to the

average man. V
We are happy to be able to contradict

the rumour that when, in the recent

election for a Primate of Australia, the

Archbishop Of SYKXEY and the Arch-

bishop of BRISBANE tied, the prelates
decided the matter by to.-ssing.

/

Golfer.
" I CAN'T GET THE TIIIXG OUT, ASD I 'VE BIT HARD ENOUGH !

"

Superior Caddie. "An, Sin! IT'S KOT STRENGTH WOT'S REQUIRED, IT'S

IXTEI.I.l

prise is dead that it is pleasant to be
able to adduce evidence to the contrary.
We understand that as a sequel to the

report that Mi'i.Ai HAFID, the Sultan of

Morocco, in a fit of anger tore up the

agreement with France when presented
to him the other day, a British firm has
drawn the attention of the French
Government to their indestructible rag-
books. $ .,,

*

We are glad to hear that KAISCU is

once more recovering from his death.

This is an ailment to which the dis-

go too far.

What is wrong with the

law of Supply and Demand?
In spite of the recent sur-

feit of wet, the Water
Board is talking of raising
the rate. * *

The Association of Short-

hand Writers and Typists
discussed last week the

question of what typists
should eat for lunch.

Curiously enough no one

suggested type and onions.

Said a policeman of a

prisoner at Kingston last

week: "He is a clever

mechanic who has invented
a fog-signalling apparatus
and also a special van

brake, but neither of them
seemed to catch on." We
are not mechanical our-

selves, but we should say
that a brake which would
not catch on was almost
doomed to failure from its

birth. * *

"It often occurs," says
Monsieur RODIN in La
Rente, "that the uglier a

being is in Nature, the

more beautiful he is in

Art." It is astonishing,

however, how many artists,

in spite of admirable
material, are producing the

most regrettable portraits.

*
The Entente continues

to make enormous strides,

and it seems that it may
For example, in the

souvenir of the National Loan Exhibition
Sir THOMAS LAWRENCE is described as

belonging to the French School.
* *
*

A dear old lady, on hearing that

rubber shares were now in great demand,
said that she supposed they were more
durable than the usual sort.

Motto for a speculator who wishes to

treble his capital:

III lilIEK ET AES TRIPLEX.

VOL. CJCXXVIII.
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A FABLE OF THE CRISIS.
" There was a young latly of Riga."

0!d Limerick.

[Efforts have been made by some of the

Liberal Press to put a gloss upon the luncheon

given last week to Mr. JOHN REDMOND and other

Nationalists by the CBANCKLLOU at his official

residence. The Daily Chronicle expresses a

doubt as to whether
" he saw the Irish leaders

on that occasion at all," while The Westminster

Gazette speaks of Mr. REDMOND as having
" waited on

"
the author of the Budget.]

THERE is a legend, freely sung
Where Limerick harpers sit at mess,

About a Lady, sadly young,
And Riga was her home address.

Great nerve she had and knew the game
Of handling large and savage brutes ;

Even the Tiger, turning tame,
Would wait on her and lick her boots.

(These cats, you say, affect the East,

And Riga sounds too cold by far ?

1 know ; but this peculiar beast

Was not as other tigers are.)

One day, when lunching off the grill,

She tos; ed him many a tasty snack,
And not a hitch occurred until

She started riding on his back.

In what direction went (he twain;
Whether the brute obeyed her whim,

Or, feeling shaky, she was fain

To leave the choice of route to him
;

Whether lie galloped lithe and gay,
Or trickled at a funeral trot,

I should not hesitate to say
Were I aware, but I am not.

One tiling is certain : human sight
Failed at the rest, but this is known

That, when the Tiger, late at night,
Came padding back, he came alone ;

Alone, that is, to outward view,
But purring softly all the while,

His tummy big enough for two,
And on his face a fat, fat smile.

===== ' S '

The Journalistic Touch.
" When Big Ben boomed out the hour of two

this afternoon, the House of Commons resembled

nothing so much as a swarm of Gargantuan
bees." Brtuiol Times.

Surely the writer is in error. We can
think of several things which the House
resembled much more closely.

"The large grey hat of Mr. John Ward was
ornamenting the cross-benches, and many pro-
minent politicians found accommodation, iliere."

Evening Xti

Impromptu lyric :-

There was an M.P. with a hat
Which was grey, and a large one

at that
;

Two Rads and a Tory
And SAMUEL STOREY,

They all found a seat in this hat.

HINTS TO PARLIAMENTARY FRESHMEN.

[This guide is intended for the sole and ex-

clusive use of these gentlemen who, much to

tlieir own amusement and surprise, find them-

selves now for the first time Members of the

:Iou=e of Commons. The public at large is

'orbidden to read it, as the matter contained

of a particularly private and confidential

lature. . . . Printed and Published by
Authority. Whose authority ? Ah !]

I. GENERAL INFORMATION.

THE nearest underground station to

Westminster is Westminster.

You should see that your letters are

addressed to "House of Commons, Op-

posite Underground Station," and not to

Near Pirnlico."

The large building opposite the Houses

of Parliament is St. Thomas's Hospital.

The large building opposite St. Thomas's

Hospital is the Houses of Parliament.

The seat yeu secure on the first day
will be yours for the Session. There
are no early doors and it is not permissi-
ble to have your place in the queue or

your seat in. the House reserved for you
by a messenger boy,unless he be a duly
elected Member of Parliament.

Of the six hundred and seventy
recent elections your own lias been by
far the most important and the most to

be talked about. Do not be led to

think otherwise by the conceited re-

marks of other Members.

If you have been committing burglaries
on the strength of the M.P.'s privilege
of freedom from arrest for forty days
before and after the meeting of Parlia-

ment, you will be disappointed to learn

that that privilege do^s not extend .to

indictable offences.

It is a tradition of the House that all

Members know each other without an
introduction. Of course, everybody else

will know you, but you must also appear
to know everybody else.

Thus, if you cannot avoid conversation
with a mere Labour man, salve your
pride by regarding yourself as a

philanthropist taking a kindly interest

in the well-being of the lower classes.

JI. PARTICULAR INFORMATION.

(1) For Members of the Majority.

However much you dislike the food

provided for you by the Kitchen Com-
mittee, your chief expects you to refrain

from making any complaint. Remember
that you have pledged yourself to oppose
any attempt at Tariff Reform.

You are further expected to enter the

House by the Free Tradesmen's entrance

only.

Mr. ASQVITH solicits the favour of your
vo'.o on all divisions, but finds himself

unable to fetch you to record your vote

in a motor.

Remember that at critkal moments
of high policy Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL
has a great deal of complicated thinking
to do. He must consider the interests

of. the Government as opposed to those

of tlie Opposition ;
the interests of him-

self and Mr. LLOYD GEORGE as opposed
to those of the Government

;
the interests

of himself as opposed to those of Mr.

LLOYD GEOIWJE. Any remarks you may
desire to make to him upon the struc-

tural merits or demerits of the House,
its upholstery or heating apparatus,
should be postponed.

In 1772 a Bill was rejected, thrown
over the Table by the SPEAKER, and
kicked out of the House by the Mem-
bers, because it had been returned from
the Lords with an amendment to a

money clause. Be sure always to have
a pair of football boots and an old suit

ready to don at a moment's notice.

Possibly your chief object in putting
up for one of the best clubs in London
was that you might be thrown into the

society of. Mr. VICTOR GRAYSON. We
regret to have to announce that that

gentleman has decided to sever his con-
nection with the House. It is said
that in coming to this decision he was

largely
influenced by the expressed

opinion of his electorate.

Temperance advocates among you
will be glad to learn that there is no
Off-licence and no Bottle and Jug
Department attaching to the Bar of the

House of Commons.

In demolishing the House of

please be careful not to hurt the char-

women and other members of the staff,

whom necessity, and not the inherent

viciousness of aristocratic birth, brings
upon the premises.

(2) For Nationalists only.

In making yourself comfortable in

the quarters specially reserved for you
at Westminster, do not forget that your
main object in life is to cut yourself off

from the place for ever.

" The Bishop of Bristol was the sole occupant
of the Episcopal Bench. He, having said

prayers, stayed for the event of the day. Th ;

other Lords just looked in, swore, and went out

again." Irish Times.

We think the Prelate should have made
some protest.
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"WHEN CONSTABULARY DUTY'S TO BE DONE."
MB. LLOYD GEOR.JK (to the new Hum-: Si:. III.IARV). "I SUPPOSE YOU'RE GOIXG TO SETTLE DOWN NOW?"
MR. WINSTON CiiriiaiiLi, "YES; BUT I SHAN'T FORGET YOU. IF YOU FIND YOURSELF IX TROUBLE I'LL SEE

IF 1 CANT GET YOU A REPRIEVE, FOR THE SAKE OF OLD TIMES!"
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THE METCHNIKOFF MOVEMENT.
Crand-Unele (to Nephew \clio lias dutifully come to enquire after his health). "DELIGHTED TO SEE YOtT, MY BOY.

r LIFE. You 'VE JUST OOME AT THE HKIHT MOMENT. WE 'RE HAVING A SOUR MILKERS' AT HOME."
NEVEE FELT BETTER

THE LIMIT.
fAnotlier General Klrction within three months is anticipated in some

ijnartera.]

NKVKII a whine escaped me, not a whimper
Through all those weeks of weariness and fuss,

When every morning found the lyre grow limper,
As LLOYD said this and CHURCHILL laboured thus.

AVho heeded songs meanwhile? What o:its had Pega-
sus ?

Here were the papers stripped of half their glmy,
The subjects which delight the Muse and me

;

What do we care for Liberal or for Tory
So we preserve a Press that's fancy free,

Hanging the whole wide world (through REUTEII'S agency) ?

The Mm was blotted out with farts and figures,
And through the darkness, desolate, opaque,

Perspiring rhetoricians toiled like niggers
As tlirmgli some solid issue were at stake.

Poor innocents ! And yet I neither moved nor spake.

And now, as when the List straw comes and smashes
The overburdened dromedary's spine,

They hint at more elections. Dust and ashes !

Am I to take this tyranny supine?
Is there no end to politics, no anodyne?

Must I again be numbered with the readers
Of awful economic- rigmaroles ?

Admire the spectacle of party leaders
For ever climbing up their slippery polls ?

And hear the "Last Results
"
sound forth like funeral

tolls?

If it be so, then, Ministers, take warning!
Ere I submit to that impendent pill,

Out I shall go (accomplices suborning)
And wreck the panes in Downing Street, and squall,
" No votes for anyone ! No votes ! No votes at all !

EVOE.

Gloomy Outlook in U.S.A.

There are times when one despairs of the American's sense
of humour not his own humour, of course, but other people's.
Here is The Outlook, of New York, whose "Contributory
Editor" is no less a man than the great TEDDY himself, re-

printing (without acknowledgment) a large slab of Mr.
Punch's recent burlesque of Mr. MAURICE HEWLETT'S Election

Manifesto, under the impression that it has got hold of the

original. If all British humour is to be taken like this,

au grand serieux, we can understand the cause of some of

those misapprehensions which aie popularly encouraged over

there in regard to this admirable commodity. Fortunately
The New York Sun, less because it loves Punch than because
it has its own private quarrel with The Outlook, has exposed
the latter organ of culture as having lifted, in ignorance of

the nature of its swag,
"
the delightful imitation of Hew-

lettian precocity published by the London PHMC/I." So
we 11 leave it at that.

The Murder in Cromwell Road.

Ethel (writing to friend). "Poor Mabel, you know, is

pretty rotten, getting over the 'flu.' I thought she might
be dull, so I sent her my jig-saw,

' The Victnry off Ports-
mouth.' I just popped in a handful from 'The Finding of

Moses," to m:ike it more interesting."
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MATTERS OF CRAVE IMPORTANCE.

[\Ve greatly regret to announce that the

min I of our Special Correspondent Behind the

Scenes has become unhinged by the stress of

lecent events, and that he is evidently obsessed

with the ide.i (among others) that Punch is a

daily paper. At any rate, he has bcsn sending

us veracious reports each day from Downing
Street of an extremely topical nature ; reports

which, when collected at the end of ihe week

into volume form, necessarily lose much of

their apparent veiacity. Still, even so they

seem to us to be at least as readable as the best

efforts of rival correspondents. ED. Punch,']

Monday. The situation lias now be-

come very tense.

The question of Budget or Veto first

is still exercising the minds of Ministers

to the exclusion of all other matters. At

this moment, therefore, it may not be

out of place to recall the words of Mr.

ASQUITH at the Albert Hall, at the end of

last year. Mr. ASQUITH said :

" We shall not hold safeguards, neither

shall we assume safeguards, until we
have received the experience which Par-

liament shows to be necessary in the

office of a single lifetime."

Remembering these words, and the

further pledge of the PRIME MINISTER to

retropose reimspectively all the (axes

without a single comma as from this time

forward, we have no hesitation in sayin

that the policy of the Government may
be summed up in two words :

BUDGETOE FIRST.

Tuesday. Mr. ASQUITH had a bus

day yesterday. His time-table was a

follows :

11.30 Meeting of the Cabinet.

12.30 Audience of the KINO.

3.30 Meeting of the Cabinet.

5.0 Second audience of His MAJESTY

6.0 Meeting of the Cabinet.

7.0 Receives Mr. REDMOND.

8.0 Meeting of the Cabinet.

9.0 Receives Mr. BARNES.

10.0 Meeting of the Cabinet.

11.0 Receives Mr. BELI.OC.

12.0 Final meeting of the Cabinet.

One of the first to arrive at 10, Down

ing Street, was Mr. J. A. PEASE, the nev

Chancellor of the Duchy. He report

that the Duchy is looking extremelv

well after the recent rain, and says tha

he quite expects to like the life.

It is now generally agreed that th

situation has lightened considerabl}

and attention is called pretty general!
to the words of Mr. ASQUITH before th

dissolution of the last Parliament. I

may be as well to set them down here :

" We shall not assume experienc
neither shall the will of the elected safe

guards prevail until we have shown
Parliament the single office which a

lifetime holds to be necessary."
This is now taken to mean

VEEBIDGE FIRST.

Wednesday. As we announced yester-

ay the policy of "VEDGEBO FIRST, THEN

\:EBIV" is rapidly gaining ground, and

t is felt that unless Mr. ASQUITH is pre-

iared to sacrifice his own inclinations

3 this end his hand may be forced.

His own view of the situation
_

was

ifferent, as will be remembered if we

ecall his famous declaration at the

Ubert Hall :

We shall not hold lifetimes, neither

hall we experience lifetimes, until we

elected Parliaments within the

imits of a single safeguard which

lecessity shows to be assumed."

Yesterday's diary was as follows :

12.0 Mr. ASQUITH receives Mr.

PELISSIEH.

1.30 Mr. W. O'BRIEN dissolves Par-

liament.

2.30 Mr. REDMOND receives Mr. T. P.

O'CONNOR.

4.0 Mr. GARVIN dissolves Parlia-

ment.

5.30 Mr. BYLES receives Mr. BELLOC.

6.0 Mr. HAROLD Cox dissolves Par-

liament.

(N.B. Cabinet Councils every lialf-

'wur. Refreshments provided.)

TIDGEBOV FIRST.

Thursday. The situation has sud-

denly taken a startling turn. A brieJ

synopsis of yesterday's happenings will

best show the course which events are

taking; but in view of the exceptional

nature of the crisis it is well to restate

first Mr. ASQUITII'S pledge as given by
him at the Albert Hall towards the end

of 1909 :

We shall not assume lifeguards
neither shall we hold lifeguards, until

we have received those limits within the

experience of a single safetime which
Parliament shows to be elected."

(Cabinet Councils every three minutes

Season tickets must be shoicn on demand.

10.0 Mr. REDMOND reaches Downing
Street.

10.5 Mr. ASQUITH produces gua
rantees.

10.6 Mr. ASQUITH produces safe

guards.
10.7 Mr. REDMOND leaves Downin<

Street.

11.0 Mr. REDMOND calls 011 Mr
O'CONNOR.

11.1 Mr. REDMOND shows safeguard
to Mr. O'CONNOR.

11.2. Mr. REDMOND shows guarantee
to Mr. O'CONNOR.

12.0 Mr. O'CONNOR calls on Mi
BARNES.

12.1 Mr. O'CONNOR shows guarantee
to Mr. BARNES.

12.2 Mr. 0' CONNOR shows safeguard
to Mr. BARNES.

1.0 Mr. BYLES calls on Mr. BEI.LOC.

1.1 Mr. BARNES arrives.

1.2 Mr. BARNES shows guarantees to

Mr. BYLES.

1.3 Mr. BARNES shows safeguards
to Mr. BELLOC.

2.0 Messrs. REDMOND, O'CONNOR,

BARNES, BYLES, BELLOC, and

PELISSIER call 011 Mr. ASQUITH.

Vedgibo First.

Friday. The situation is now at its

asest. All depends on Mr. CLAUDE

3.0

Pi
nsest.

IAV. Mr. HALDANE'S pledge not to re-

nain single within the lifetime of an

lected Parliament is generally thought
have little bearing on the situation.

,lr. HAROLD Cox called on Mr. PELISSIER

t an early hour yesterday. Mr. PELISSIER

ubsequently left for Paris. The Seine is

eported to have risen again. The CHAN-

ELLOR OF THE DUCHY declared war on

reland at 3 P.M. and the Duchy's fleet

ailed for Dublin. Mr. W. O'BRIEN

ailed on Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER to

nquire after his new trouser-press.

.ord ROBERTS called at Downing St. to

nspect the Royal Safeguards (The Blues).

BUDGEBO FIRST.

Saturday. We are in a position to

umounce that a settlement has at length

}cen arrived at, and that all the rumours

f the past week may be dismissed as

vholly unauthorised. By an arrange-

nent come to between Messrs. ASQUITH,

BALFOUR, RKDMOND, BARNES, O'BRIEN,

DCoNNOR, BYLES, BELLOC, HAY, PELIS-

IER, ALEXANDER and Cox, the following

.equeiice of events will be observed in
3urliament next week :

]. King's Speech.
Address.

Budgetoe.
4. Veebidge.
5. Todgebit.
0. Safeguards.
7. Chaos.

8. Vidgebodge.
<J. Gobo.

10. Limits.

That this is the most satisfactory way
out of the impasse will be generally

admitted, even by the most violent

partisan ;
it will be admitted also that

Mr. ASQUITH has shown great tact in

dealing with the tituation. And now
that the crisis has at last been overcome

there will be many who will not fail to

recall the memorable words of the PRIME

MINISTER at the Albert Hall in the closing

days of the old year :

"We shall not guard i-afes, neither

shall we assume small holdings without

limiting side-shows within the experL-

ence of a single comma." A. A. M.

From a lecture on the Irish drama :

"Monarchy is really a painted wooden figure-

head, which reached the zenith of its sp!en<l<nu

centuries ago, and is now at its last gasp."
Cork Constitution.

What a life!
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WHY READ AT ALL?
FOR BUSY MEN THE \Voi;I.l>'S GREATKsT AUTHORS TAKEN' IN AT A GLANCE. V. SIR A. COXAV DdVI.K.

OLD Roosi is BAKER STREET. ARRIVAL OF CHEST.

TlIK INTROSPECTIVE BRAIN AT

LlSTENISG TO THE PROBLEM OF THE LlST EaiilSE MUFF.

LIGUT IN THE DARKNESS.

Poon ! A VEHV SIMPLE MATTER. COLLAPSE !
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REMARKABLE MARTIAN
OBSERVATIONS.

[Whilst the British Press lias been making

special leforenco to Professor LOWELL'S dis-

covery of a new canal in Mars, it is remarkable

that this extract from The Martian Antronomieal

Times has not bejn quoted by a single British

paper.]
SUMMARY of Professor Xzclioote's

special observations on the curious

variations in colour of the One Moon
Star.

At an early period in this year, careful

observers noticed that the colours of the

portion of the star under observation

showed a tendency to alter. The strong

red which was characteristic of the bulk

of the area began to alternate violently

with blue. The most plausible expla-

nation of these colour-changes is that

they are caused by violent ebullitions of

gas. Advocates, however, of the inter-

esting theory that the One Moon Star

possesses inhabitants assert that the

colourings are produced by human

energy. Gradually the blue colouring
covered a larger portion of the surface,

though towards the north, near the polar

cap, the red colouring seemed excep-

tionally persistent.
For the moment the changes appear

to have ceased, and now the visible area

of the One Moon Star is almost equally
divided between red and blue, though
on one side there is a patch of bright

green colouring. According to the

keenest observers, there has been a ten-

dency on the part of the red gas to

amalgamate with the green. It is quite

possible, alleges Professor Zzchoote, thai

such a chemical combination may resuli

in an awful explosion, which may sepa-
rate entirely the area held by the green
from that occupied by the other colours

Amongst scientists who adopt the

theory that the One Moon Star

inhabited opinion is divided as to the

meaning of the colour-changes. On
section argues that the red area, being
situated nearer the polar cap, is th
scene of the keenest struggle for ex

istence, and that its inhabitants mus
therefore be more intelligent. There
fore they conclude that the encroachmen
of the blue on the red is a sign of a sue

cessful inroad by savage barbarians.

On the other hand, other scientist

argue that the colder climate am
constant rainfall of the northern are

must be absolutely inimical to th

growth of ci vili/.ation . Hence any spreai
of the blue at the expense of the rei

indicates that the area of civilization i

extending in the One Moon Star.

Professor Xzchoote, though declinin

to commit himself to any definite opinio
on these points, declares that he antic:

pates more remarkable developments o:

the One Moon Star at an early date. 1

is impossible that the various iloatin

ases can continue in their present

ondition. Either a peaceful amalgama-
on or an explosion must take place.

He notes further that the curious

roove on the surface of the One Moon

tar, which has only appeared at intervals

or the last fifteen years, is once more

isible. It will be remembered that

he Professor very happily named this

roove "The Lonely Furrow."

THE DULNESS OF DOWNING STRRET.

THE extremely prosaic character (duly

eported in the Press) of the scene

n Downing Street on the arrival of

Ministers to attend the recent series

f Cabinet meetings, suggests that

miething might be done to reward

lie patience of the usual crowd by in-

reasing the interest of these occasions,

'his could easily be done if Cabinet

Ministers would use a little imagination,

ncidentally furnishing the Press with

ight material of the following order :

Looking very fit in his smart running

pants, the PRIME MINISTER, who had left

Windsor four hours earlier and followed

he Marathon route, was seen rounding
,he corner into Downing Street just as

Big Ben was striking three. Great

crowds cheered the fine sprint which

.erminated a splendidly-sustained effort.

At 3.5 the CHANCELLOR, who had

:ome up after spending the week-end

n Carnarvon, arrived over No. 10 in

lis well-known dirigible, "Belle ol

31aenau Festiniog," and, descending by

parachute to the level of the street

passed through the man-hole, and so

;ained entrance to the Cabinet chamber.

The next familiar figure to be seen

was that of Lord CREWE, who arrived in

wheelbarrow, propellfd by another

member of the doomed House.

The luisu SECRETARY followed, amic

loud cheers, in a well-equipped jaunting-

car, followed by a taxi in which MI-

CHURCHILL figured at the driving-wheel
Interest deepened when it was observet

that the chauffeur was seated inside.

"It occurred to me," remarked .the

eX-PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE to a

Kodak-operator,
"
that on the way here

the man and I might very well make a

labour exchange."

"Dr. Hinckley, who is well known from hi

astronomical observations, dwelt on the plane
Mars." Ueriden (Conn.) Record.

There you are, that settles it. Hi
reminiscences of how he fell into a cana
when a small boy will be of extra

ordinary interest.

"
Visitors are sometimes concerned about th

spelling of the name of this station.
' Mou

meiu,' 'Monlmein,'
' Moulmein

'

and, rarelj
'Moulmein.'

"
Rangoon Gazette.

Of the four we prefer
"
Moulmein."

HOME ADVERTISING.

[" Mr. D. Stewart Dawson said. lie too owed his

iceess to advertising. He could tell stories

)out advertising that would electrify them

id induce each one of ihem to go home and

Ivertisc." Westminster Gazette.]

REGGIE perused the above, and after

moment's quiet reflection went s .I'tly

oin the room and up tairs into his

ither's study. .'The study was the

lace where Reggie's father read the

apcr or gently, slept when he was not

usv at golf. Just, now he was up to

is neck in golf, so Ri-guie turned the

ey of the door, gathered together a

undle of ncwi-p:ipers and some large

liects of white paper, and set to wo:k.

3y a piece of great good for une there

vas red ink in the ink-pot mark -d

Red," besides a blue pencil and black

nk, a dried-up paste-brush, and a small

amel's-hair brush which his father kept
>r painting his throat when the golf
uid tried it too severely.

Parts of the advertisements he copied
rom the newsp ipers ; parts were the

reation of his own brain. They made
\ brave show when he had thoroughly
pinned them to the backs of the books

in the shelves. When Reggie's father,

eeling very comfortable, eniered his

tudy after dinner, he suddenly stopped

lumming to himself, took the cigar
rom his mouth, and said he was what

ve venture to hope he never will be.

lere are some of the advertisements :

WANTED A Air-gun like Mark Symmonses.

Only l'2s. and Sixpence and it would _ive me a

ot of pleasure and plenty of peo le spe id more
han that on a days golf and things like that.

\pply REGGIE.

MOTHERS! Why al'enate the affections of

our Children by making '.hem take Nasty
tlediciues? Try TKEAKI.YuJ.L, Cheapirand
?etter than Cod Liver Oil, Seiiner Tea, Monyated

Qwineen, and the beastly medsiu you gave; me
on Monday for being sick, (i p to a point this

vas copied from a newspaper.)

DOES YOUR HAIR FALL OUT? All

Bald Men Should Read This ! Put your Hah
on Parade Every Morning, give it our Hair-

Drill, and dont let it fall out of the ranks. Read

our Testimonials: ''Young recruits goinj,

strong." MAJOR, R.A.
'

Father doesent dc

your hair drill but it might do his hair gooc'

and I should like to watch him doing it I love

soldiers. REGGIE.

WANTED a Comfotabble Home a long

away for a girl aged 10 years. C n look aftci

dolls like annything b ;t cant play criket what-

evver she may state to the coutrv. Reason foi

leaving she is a nuisance. Apply REGJIE.

All the Ancient Britons required for

the pre-historic scene in the Londor

Pageant are to be selected from Hackney
In. order to preserve the colour of tb

period, they will drive up in Hacknej
cabs, if sufficient examples of th:

ancient survival can be mustered.
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MATERNAL CARES.
'

DOLLY, DO YOU KNOW I AM SOMETIMES ALMOST TEMPTED TO wii-n YOU DAD NEVER BEEN BORN ?
"

THE UNIVERSAL CRITIC.

A oonitESpoNDENT of The Nortliern

Tribune has been complaining that the

reports of weddings are so mucli alike

that they ought not to he printed in

extfimo at all. Perhaps he would prefer
cr.ticism. We offer two examples for

him to choose from.

I. Tire BijkND.

A successful and crowded wedding
was hold y, slcrday at St. Julien's

Church, wlu'ii Mr. Gabriel S.mtander
and .Miss Esther MacNiven were well

married by the Rev. AloysIoS Pond.
The church had been decorated with
skill and judgment, although possibly
the note of red was a little too prominent.
The bride, who was supported by a

very capable bevy of young ladies, wore
a wh to satin dress, on which no pains
had been spared, and the bridegroom
charmed everyone by his manly hairing
and *'n> excellence of his frock coat. He
spoke r.1: lines with perfect enunciation,
therein setting an example to the bride,
who was not, we regret to say, distinctly
audible in every part of the church, and

had she been a public speaker would no
doubt have been adjured to be more dis-

tinct. In a wedding, however, whether

rightly or wrongly, it is agreed that these,

little defects may be overlooked.

The clergyman's sermon was a sterling
if somewhat hackneyed effort

; but, after

all, what is there new to say '( Save for

two or three rather feeble passages here

and there we have nothing but praise
for the organist's rendering of the

Lohengrin
"
Wedding March," while

the quality of the confetti thrown at the

happy couple seemed to us of the best.

II. THE EXACTING.

We have been present at many
weddings in our time, but never at a
more disappointing function than that

which we saw yesterday at St. Peter's

Church. To begin with, the bride was
late, an unpardonable error so late,

indeed, that the bridegroom was only
too patently fearful that something seri-

ous had happened, although why a

man should tret at having his married
life abbreviated we cannot understand.

Then, when the lady did arrive, she was
observed to be in a state of nervousness

highly unbecoming to herself and highly

unflattering to her future husb.md. Her
veil was awry, and, to add to her mis-

fortunes, her clumsy fool of a father trod

on her dress and tore it. The brMes-
maids were an ordinary-look ing lot, and
whoever designed their costumes ought
to know better.

The bridegroom did his best to carry
off the ceremony with eclat, but he was
in poor voice and his difficu ties with
the ring were unceasing. The bride

was discovered to have no voice at all
;

but the easy-going clergyman was evi-

dently satisfied with her whispers, for

he pronounced them man and wife amid

perfect silence on the part of the audi-

ence, and the event was over. We came

away convinced that a few more re-

hearsals would have made a wonderful
difference.

Lord ROSUBF.RY as reported in The
Manchester Guardian :

'

1 sometimes venture to winder in the

audacious moment of soliture and perhaps you
will allow me to consider the present as one of

those."

By all means.
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"Mr MJTJER'S A-GOIXQ TO A WJIST-BBIVB TO-NIGHT."
"
WHY, I TIIOUGUT ONLY TOFFS WEST TO THEM."

-**.- "STUPID! SHE AIN'T A-COING TO DUIVE, SUE'S A-GOING TO WASH ur."

RUBBER.
ONCK I hated the post witli its budget o ills,

And I hated the postman, the bearer of bills
;

But now when he comes with his letters for me
I rush, yes, I rush to inspect -them- with glee.

They 're as good as quinine for my spirits and health,
For they all of them speak of unlimited wealth

Which is waiting for me, like a cub for the cubber,
If I only invest all my money in Rubber.

It is found in all lands where an Englishman may go,
In Bolivia, Brazil, and in Tierra del Fuego ;

In the isles of the wily Malay, and in Java,
In the depths of Peru, in the purlieus of Ava.

There 's the Takitor-Leerit, the Bookitan-Catcliit,
The Bongo, the Hinyo, the Tapit, the 8Itratch.it,

All names full of hope for the toiler and grubber
Who means to be rich by investing in Rubber.

Each morn with my letters I go to my lair,

And peruse every glowing prospectus with care.

They have all got their buildings, their trees and their labour,
And each gives a better report than its neighbour.
" Walk up and walk in and you 11 all be content

With your twenty or thirty or forty per cent. !
"-

That 's the sense I collect from the rub-a-dub-clubber
Whose drum sounds the rapturous glories of Rubber.

There 's a proverb I heard as an innocent child

Which warns you of cats ferce nat. (when they 're wild).

No matter ;
I '11 scrape up a thousand or two

And invest them in trees in Brazil or Peru.

To neglect such a chance is the part of a dunce ;

I intend to be rich, and I '11 be it at once
;

For my trees, as a whale makes you rich -with his blubber,

Shall provide me with millions by yielding their Rubber.

What happened to Hobbs.
" After the kick out Spitty, the outside wing man. got the leather

aud passed in the centre to Hobbs, who kicked thx ball over his

lead, aud came down and went into the net to the goalie's surprise."
Hath Chronicle.

From the London Letter in The Balk Herald :

"All day Saturday and again yesterday visitors pressed into the

Spanish Room of the National Gallery to see the chosen pictures
"rom the Salting Bequest. It was a well-dressed crowd when
joined it."

The little more and how much it is !

Mr. Punch Regrets.

IN a recent article in these pages, the name " Tarmac
"
was

given to a substance described as being composed of tar, sane

and sawdust. This has caused great and regrettable pain
in certain quarters. Air. Punch is sorry that his contributor

should have employed the registered name of a distinguished

company that produces a road-material among whose in-

gredients neither sand nor sawdust plays any part at all

not even so much as a walking part.
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THE ONLY WAY.
Mi; .Ions- REDMOND. "THIS IS MIGHTY UNPLEASANT, BUT I'VE GOT TO GET INTO CONDITION

FOR Till'; 1UU EVENT SOMEHOW."
[According to the inspired Press Mr. liKnitOMD is exfcct?d to give way on the Budget in. view of the greater importance of the question

of the Lords' Veto.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FHOM THE DIARY OF TOBY, M.I'.

House, of Commons, 'I'lii'sdai/, Fi'li. \~>.

\\'as it, ;i blush on ingenuous coimteii-

mco, or was it, merely tlio tan on the,

-ensitivo check one brings home ;it this

In, I tin- year alter hrict' sojourn nu

thcMinny UivicniV Hi (Terence of opinion
remains unsettled. Certainly when
PIIKMIKII entered just now from lieliind

Sri:vKi:it's Chair tlio rousing cheer from

crowded benches of faitliful followers

that hai'ed his coining brought ilusli to

his clioek.

A minute, later cheer taken up from

other side as Pmxi.'E AIITHI it lounged in

with that air of studious easualness he

preserves for these occasions. Happen-
ing to be. passing by thought he might
as well look in. And heie lie is, nis

white locks a never erasing surpri-e to

us who remember him as far back as

Fourth Party days. Makes no sign of

recognition of the gladsome shout of

welcome. Cannot, fail to recognise in it

the loudest that for full four years has

greeted his ear on entering House. The

camp where his friends gather, a Deserted

Village in the last Parliament, now holds

a teeming population, g'ad they are alive

and safely sealed.

N'o SPEAKER, in the Chair, for, like the

Spanish fleet on a memorable occasion,
In is not yet in sight. No Mace on the

Table. Presently enters BLACK ROD, a

vision in courtly garb that awes new
Members who have never looked on the

like before. At times when House is

fully c instituted, with SPEAKER en-

throned, BLACK ROD advances to table

with carefully counted steps, thrice

making low obeisance. This afternoon

his goal a Maceless Table, an empty
Chair, he with nice discrimination bows

only once as he crosses the Bar.

Brings a summons to this "honourable
HOIIM; immediately to attend the House
of Peeis to hear the King's Commission
read." The Clerk of the House, like

Cnfihi-iwi with a difference, steps down
in wig and gown and leads the way.
The PHKMIEK promptly follows. Finding
himself alone, he looks shyly round and

seeing PRINCE ARTHUR, aw aits his coming
So they walk out, side by side, in friendly
converse, as if the General Election liar

vanished like a frigid nightmare, or as
it all the hard words spoken had been
calculated benisons.

After brief interval ilo."k of Members
who followed their Leaders to Bar ol

1 Ion so of Lords stream back again. They
tare received instructions to" repair tn

the place where you are to sit and there

proceed to the choice of some proper
person to bo your Speaker."

" Sjme
proper person," forsooth! "Repair t<

the House where you are to sit," quotha.
Jn the phrase is uncanny echo of the

" So THEY WALK OUT, SIDF. BY SIDE."

Agquitli.
"
Well, my clear Arthur, tliis is tetter than climbing up those confounded ladder?,

anyhow !

"

Arthur Ji. "Yes; but there's no telling how soon we shall be on "era again, that's the

worst of it !

"

formula occasionally heard in criminal

courts of justice, where the prisoner in

the dock is ordered to "return to the

place whence you came" as a prelimi-

nary to being
"
hanged by the neck till

you are dead."

However, DON'T KKIII HARDIE says we '11

change all that by-and-by.
The Resolution "that the Right Hon.

JAMES WILLIAM LowniEU do take the
Chair in this House as Speaker" com-
mitted to charge of PAPA Buicr, who,
somewhat late in life, finds himself
Father of a family G69 strong. A little

embarrassed with sudden situation and
unwonted responsibility. A proud posi-
tion for the pit-boy of sixty years ago to

be hai'ed Father of the House of Com-
mons, its honoured spokesman in pro-

posing tho election of the SPEAKER.

Embarrassment only temporary. PAPA

BURT, content to be himself (than who
there is no better chap), delivered speech
that had the charm of earnestness, the

winsomeness of simplicity.

By flash of dramatic instinct, PRINCE

ARTHUR "presented" HARRY CHAPLIN to

second the motion. Impossible to con-

ceive a wider difference in individuality,

honourable to both, than here came to

the front. Strikingly illustrative of the

universality of the House and the rigidity

of its democratic principle of the equality
of man when duly elected M.P.

Murmur greeted one sentence of the

ex-Squire of Blankney's speech.
"
I am confident," he said,

"
I shall

have the support of every single gentle-
man who is present in the House to-day

"

in extolling the SPEAKER-, lect.
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Why this invidious distinction? Why
should married men be ostentatiously

excluded from the computation? Per-

haps nothing meant. Nevertheless it

rather chilled enthusiasm for the moment.

Welled forth again when Mr. LOWTHER,

D'tcli Whittington of the Parliamentary

story, thrice Speaker of the House of

Commons, returned to liis old familiar

place.
Business done SPEAKER elected.

Wednesday. Process of swearing-in
Members occupied sitting. A dull per-

formance, growing in weariness as

the hours passed and resembled each

other. At four o'clock it seemed feebly

dying out. There were not more than

half - a - dozen Members waiting their

turn. Suddenly there was quickened
movement at the Table where the Clerks

sat. One rose, and approaching Sir

COURTENAY IiBERT, who stood by the brass-

bound box administering the Oath and

overlooking Members as they signed the

roll of Parliament, made whispered com-
munication.

At this moment there slowly emerged
from behind SPEAKER'S Chair a bent

figure leaning on the arm of , SON

AUSTEN, in his left hand a

stick, behind him Lord

MoitPETH, newly appointed

Whip of a non-existent

Party long ago merged in
.

(he ranks of Toryism. Mur-
mured conversation among
(he few Members present

abruptly hushed, -when,

looking up, they beheld

what seemed the wraith of

the once foremost, fiercest

fighter in the Parliamen-

tary lists.

It was, in truth, DON
JOSE come to sign his name

(or see it signed for him)
on the roll of the new Par-

liament to which he .had

been triumphantly elected.

Painfully pacing the pas-

sage between Table and

Treasury Pencil, he by
chance dropped into the

seat next to that usually

occupied by the Leader of

the House. Time was when
he was accustomed at criti-

cal epochs to rise thence

from the side of GLADSTONE
and break the serried ranks
of Conservative Opposi-
tion with irresistible dash.

Later, from the same place,
he leaped to his feet amid
thunderous cheers from
Conservative colleagues to

prod old political friends

with remorseless lance.

Always, in whichever
position, under whatsoever

'Goc' OF CLACKMANNAN" AND

OF TUG OlIKXKVS.

' MAO00 '

The brothers (Eugene aiid Cathcart) Wason.

circumstances, he dominated a crowded
House.
Now he sat there whispering the

words of the Oath recited to him by the

Clerk, touching with trembling pen the

signature another wrote for him on the

roll of Parliament. This done, he slowly

"DON'T WORRY ABOUT THIS. Go AND SEE 'TlIK FoU.IES.'"

With acltnouicdyments lo tlic talented designer of the famous poster.

[On Thursday night Mr. Asquith attempted to shake off the cares of state

by a visit to ''The Follies" at the Apollo Theatre.]

paseed out, and the curtain fell upon the

most pathetic scene witnessed on the

Parliamentary stage within the memory
of living man.

Butinets done Members sworn in.

Thursday. Every one glad to see the

BROTHERS WASON back again. Pleasure

furtively increased by observation that

during General Election neither has

added a cubit to his stature. As their

united heights aggregate 14 feet 9 inches,
and their weight brings the scale down
at 20 stone 5 pounds per brother, such
unearned increment would be super-
fluous. But when a habit is formed
one never knows when it may not sud-

denly assert itself.

Their good nature, kindness of heart,
and popularity on both sides of House
are equal to these manly proportions.
A little incident, perhaps not known
outside House, dwelt upon with pleased
reflection by old Members, is charac-

teristic of their consideration for

others. When CATHCART was returned
for Orkney ten years ago, BROTHER
EUGENE was already seated as Liberal

Member for Clackmannan. Obvious

danger of overdoing things if Loth
sat on same side. House

might heel over, like ship
whose cargo had shifted

to starboard or to larboard.

Accordingly CATIICART took

his seat on Unionist side,

almost exactly balancing
EUGENE on t'other.

After a while, having
made cautious experi-

ments, they discovered that

their fears were illusory,
and CATHOABT crossed over

to join his brother. Takes
same position in new Par-
liament.

SAHK had some uneasy
moments previous to open-
ing of campaign in Orkney.
It was rumoured that

EUGENE, triumphantly re-

elected at Clackmannan,
was going North to help
his brother. As SARK said,
in such case the little island

would forthwith have been

proclaimed as a Congested
District.

Happily idea was aban-

doned. Clear that brother

CATHCART, whether he posed
as Unionist or Liberal, was
the man for Orkney, need-

ing no extraneous assist-

ance. Thus it proved, and
the Bounding Brothers

from Brobdingnag, each
returned by his old consti-

tuency, are back again.
It is understood that the

SPEAKER has ruled that, as
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'

'

Sportsman \Jrom far bank).
"

HOI.I.O, OLD CHAP! GOINQ TO WAIT FOII LOW TIDE?"

in tin- list Parliament, their votes shall

count only two on a division.

liiisiiu'xis done. Policeman at Lobby-
door tells me "

they 're still svvearin' like

anythink."

FURTHER DEALINGS WITH
PETER.

Wi. have given some account of the

gospel of I'etcrism, in our reference last

week, to Mit. PETER KEARY'S new book,
N/irrrsx n/i,T l''nilnre, the sub-title of

wliifli is Nome Men ic/io liai-e Got Out
iiml (lot On : enough perhaps to indicate

wluit an admirable and satisfying creed
l'i iu;'- is. To make money: that is

geiiing on. To tail to make it : that is

getting out. You can coiuvive of his

scorn for the non-arrivers, so to speak,
duly by reading his pages.

I'ETER cannot get over his adoration
of the men who as boys began by doing
the wrong thing and then found their

true walk in life and succeeded in it.

lie calls that getting out and getting on.
But his book is otherwise so American
that one marvels at this insistence on
such a commonplace of existence ; for

no American of twenty-five is doing
what he was doing at twenty ; and no
American of thirty is doing what he was

doing at twenty-five. The change from

a youthful mistake to a congenial course

is not anything to write Ixuks about,
PETKR. That is not necessarily adm irable.

Nothing so infuriates PETER as soli-

taries and lovers of nature. BORROW,
for example, enrages him BORROW, the
"
useless tramp," who dared to waste

his life in roaming about this interesting
world studying men and adding language
to language. No money in it, says PlTRB ;

and then, hypnotised by the fame of

Lavengro, he drags BORROW into his

pages, nil unconscious that the reason

he wrote Lavengro and got on was

purely his systematic getting out (in
PETER'S phrase) while he was preparing
to write it.

THORUAU, too, the recluse of New
England, whose ear was so near to

nature's heart PETER cannot do with
him

; he calls him a tramp too, and yet

finding that TIIOREAU, as well as BORROW,
wrote books which are among the best

hundred, into his tin Valhalla THOREAU
also is kicked forthwith.

" In with

you," says PEPER, "you're a feckless

ass, and you never paid income-tax in

your life, but in some extraordinary

way you made a reputation, and I can't

afford to appear ignorant of you."
But, PETER, it won't do. You can't

have it both ways. You don't care

a fig for BORIIOW and THOREAU. Have

you ever read either? Anyhow you are

not going to presume on their genius to

patronise them without a protest. How
dare you say they got out? You kn:.\v

they did not, any more than HEINE, or

DARWIN, or NEWTON, whom you also

beslaver. You know perfectly well they
did not get out, they merely developed

slowly in a non-Petrine way.
So back to your real heroes your

GAMAGES and CARNEGIES and ROCKE-
FEU.KR9 and- leave the quiet and the

great alone.

After such a bewildering example as

THOREAU, one wonders that PETER did

not overcome his disgust for Sr. FRANCIS

of Assisi and drag him in too. Because,

although this It.dian gentleman gave up
all he had and was so anti-social and un-

Petrine as to found an order of mendi-

cants, wasted his time and brains in

being kind to animals, had no banking
account whatever no rows of shops in

Assisi, no villa just outside with a

double coach-house ; although this was

so, yet he made the Fioretti, and cms
feels that, hnd PETER l>een told of the

popularity of the Little Flowers, he

might have relented. For a book that

has gone into many editions always
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brings him to his knees. Then we

should have had :

" Eccentric Italian

who after years of wasted meditation

and unprofitable charities writes a book

that has consoled thousands." For that

is FETICH'S way. But no one told him of

the Little Floicers, and so the Saint

escapes.

ORDEAL BY PLETHYSMOCRAPH.

AN emotion-indicator has just been

invented by an American, who has given

it the pretty name of
"
pleShysmograph."

As illustrated in last week's Sketch, it

consists of a dial connected by tubing

with an india-rubber bag which is tilled

with water and drawn tight after the

insertion of the patient's hand. If the

heart is stirred, in spite of this damp

proceeding, by the recital of any name

or otherwise, the involuntary acceleration

of the pulse will be shown by the index.

If this ingenious device is generally

adopted, we think a lot of trouble will

be saved and breaches of promise

avoided. Every properly equipped

young woman who contemplates getting

married will have this apparatus and

a jug of water within easy ivach in

the front parlour when a possible choice

is paying a call. It is true the opera-

tion somewhat resembles the pouring of

a can of water down the sleeve of the

Boy Scoiit who is caught using bad

language, but the lady must not flinch,

even if the experiment might result in a

similar How of eloquence. She must

request her visitor to turn up his shirt-

cuff and take a plunge into! the lucky

bag. (If he is restive or maladroit, she

had better conduct him to the pantrj

or places where there is u sink.) Shi

will then repeat to him all the femiuim

names she can think of, and at the sann

time keep an eye on the index. If he

own name scores the highest reading
she may accept his attentions as serious

If inconstancy is suspected,- it woul

be as well to take a weekly test, and th

figures could te neatly inscribed on

card, as is done by the gas-inspectoi

This will put an ead to the
"
He-loves

ine-he-loves-me-not
"

state of. mind. A
identical programme can be carried .01

by the gentleman, if he can inveigle th

girl to play at being wet-bob.

In the law-courts, too, the plethys-etx

bids fair to be invaluable. A secretiv

witness with his iist in the water-ba

will, in the intervals of sneezing, revet

by the gyrations of the indicator whe
the opposing counsel has dealt him
home-thrust. Any attempt at perjui

will, so to speak, let the cat out of th

bag, and be recoi ded on a chart for thr

inspection of the jury. We are, in fact,

going back to the good old Anglo-Saxon
ordeal, and shall have to wear our hearts

upon, or rather, inside an india-rubber

sleeve.

AT THE PLAY.
" TANTALISING TOMMY."

MR. CYKIL MAUDE'S new production at

he Playhouse (by PAUL CAYAUI.T and

JICHAEL MORTON) is not a notable addi-

ion to the British drama, but it is a

ery pleasant after-dinner entertainment,

should have enjoyed it still more

f Miss MARIE Loiiu had not made an

ntirely unnecessary appearance in

pyjamas at the end of the First Act.

'his, I have no doubt, will be spoken
f as' the great feature of the play ;

even

now it may be on posters all over

England ; but there will be many to

egret this appearance of the musical

omedy touch in connection with Miss

.6m.
'

Mind you, I have nothing against

LIFE AT THE COLONIAL OFFICE.

James Cottenham . . Mr. CYRIL MAUDE.

Tommy ..."... Miss MARIE LOUR.

pyjamas .qua pyjamas, possessing indeed

several pretty pairs of my own, and

having had for many years the privilege
of gax.ing at a sufficient number of

others through shop-windows ; what I

object to is the cold-blooded manner in

which they are introduced to us on this

occasion.

The Great Pyjama Scene is reached

in this way. James Cottenham, an

elderly young clerk at, the Colonial

Office, is spending the week-end at his

country cottage with his friend, Ha
KilUck. Late at night a car breaks down
outside the cottage ;

the station is miles,

away, and there are no other houses near.

James, greatly to his disgust (he is a

shy, old-fashioned person), has to offer

hospitality to the owner of the car, Miss

Pepper, commonly called Tommy. \ le

gives up his room to her, and sleeps on
a sofa downstairs. Also he lends her a

pair of pyjamas. The curtain might
have fallen here, but it does not.

Tommy retires to her room, and some
minutes later appears at the door of it

in the pale blue silk ones. . . . Tableau,
Curtain, Posters, etc., etc.

(Looking at them from another point
of view, do elderly young clerks in the

Colonial Office wear blue silk pvjaiu::.- ?

I think not. Do they wear pyjamas
at all ? I should doubt it very much.

Ten to one anybody who has to spend
the day in an old-fashioned Government
office spends the night in an old-fashioned

nightshirt.)
If you care to remain after the great

scene is over, you will find mucli td

amuse you in Tommy's wooing of Jams-i

(Mr. CYRIL MAUDE) under the watchful

eye of Killick (Mr. KENNETH DOUGLAS)<
Mr. DOUGLAS'S Killick is the best 4aer-i

formance of the evening. He, more

than anybody, enters into the spirit of

he farce, and makes no pretence to take.

t seriously.
'

But, though I did not. take

t seriously myself, I should like to believe!

,hat the lunching scene at the Coloia|
Office was really possible. You *ee

from the picture how jolly it would be. !

M. .!

A BALLADE OF DIFFICULT
CHEERFULNESS.

WE thank tiie Muse to-day
For finding us a theme,
The burden of our lay

Unruffled self-esteem.

We care not one centime
How badly things may go ;

The worse the more we scream:
|

Are we downhearted ? ^No !

For Tories, far away
Their future triumphs gleam,
And heartily they say ,-

Tilings are not what they seem.

Their own defeat they deem
A triumph o'er the foe,

And shout, to work up steam :
.;

Are we downhearted ? No !

What of the Rads? dp they
1 (espondently blaspheme?

No, that is not their way,
The trials of their regime

Spur on their eager team :

With zeal they simply glow,
And cry with joy sVpreme :

Are we downhearted ? No !

The Muse's sacred stream

(Our verse) may backward flow
;
f

Still of success we '11 dream :

Are we downhearted ? No !

** Cf. EURIPIDES : ave> irorajuwf ifpwi' ^aff)ot<ji

irayai evidently referring to rejected conlrj)

buttons. > I

"The New C;ibs . . . will have powerful
motors and will likely be worked on the hexa-

meter system." Tlie Colonist.

Motto for the new Cabs :

'' We scan alone.!

Depreciation.
" DISSOLVED Acetylene Outfit, complete with

tfauge and pol.shed mahogany box
;

cos

XI 1,000; condition as tew; price 7 net."

The Autocar.
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"1 TOLD UY OPINIONS HIKE AND HOrEN IN THE "ARF BlIlCK.'

SETTLE FOR ALL / CARES. I 'VE WASHED MY 'ANDS O 1

POLITICS !
"

I SI.Z, WOIKYEK 'API-ESS TO THE CuUSTRV XAH, I 3EZ, P^RL'llEXT CAJi

HEREDITARY MINSTRELS.
<!IM:AT excitement prevails in Parnas-

sian circles over the forthcoming banquet
of the Poetry Recital Society to be held

early in April. What lends peculiar in-

terest to the gathering is the fact that
the guests will include as many of the
descendants of the greater poets as

possible,

Already the attendance is assured
of descendants of VVoiinswourii and
HiiowNiNO, but we understand that the

following eminent personages will also

grace the gathering by their presence.
Mr. AIIUI:I> AUSTIN, as the spiritual

descendant of the illustrious laureate
Pvi:.

Miss ( 'IIKISTAIIEL PANKUUHST, by virtue
of her Christian name.
The Proprietor of Scott's Restaurant

as representing SoulT, CliAllBK, SPKAT
and Siir.t.i.EY.

Mr. LKWIS WAU.EK, as a descendant of
the famous lyrist.

|

Mr. SiiiNMY LEE, as writer to the

Cygnet of Avon.

Mr. LKWIS SIDNEY, as representing Sir

PHILIP of that ilk.

Miss JKSSIK POPE on behalf of the Sage
of Twickenham.

Mr. Airniuit COLLINS, the great-great-

grand nephew of the author of the Ode
to the Patnont.

Mr. Joirs BURXS has readily signified
his intention of attending the banquet
and will recite a poem of which the first

stanza runs as follows :

"
Rads, wha h;te wi' Gladstone bled,

Rads, wliiiin
'

Honest John
'

has leil,

Strike the caitiff Tories dead-
lied! for Battersca !

"

Another interesting feature of the
feast will be the recitation by the Jlight
Hon. Sir Ai.i:x\Ni)i:i: ACUHD-HOOD of The
Song of the Whip, a poignant ballad
which opens with thes3 memorable

"Whip! Whip! Whij,!
With a weary and aching head,

Till you long to give your 1'arty the slip
Anil go straight home to bed."

The lle\-. 1{. J. CAMPBELL'S contribu-
tion to the poet-prandial progtamuie

will take the form of a stirring appeal
to the conscience of City men, entitled

The Battle with the Baltic.

The admirers of ELIZA COOK have
addressed an urgent appeal to her polar
namesake to attend on her behalf, but
no answer has yet been received. We
understand, however, that Mr. FRANK-
FORT MOORE will be present, and sing a

song entitled Paradise and the Peary.

"
All literary and artistic Paris were present

yesterday evening at the dress rehearsal of M.
Roskmd's farmyard play Cfiante-lcr, which
lias l>en rc|jeatedlv postponed since 1503."

Eijijftian .Morninij iYeu;<).

That 's how legends grow and grow and

grow.

"
Lady Castlereagh is married to another

politician. Viscount C'astlereagh, who is the

heir of the Marquis of Londonderry, having
been selected for Maidstone last month."

Hearth an

Why object to the hereditary principle
when it is apparently settled by the

people at the polls ?
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE have been a great many ingenues (mock or real) in

modern fiction, and doubtless one or two in actual life; but

there was never one inside a book or out of it who came
within a four-mile cab-radius of Margarita. She had been

brought up on a desolate strip of Atlantic beach by shadowy
and mysterious parents, and when Roger Bradley met her

on Broadway her innocence was positively sky-scraping.
She did not even know her own surname, but she was

marvellously beautiful, and linger, like a sensible fellow,

married her immediately and then started educating her.

The method adopted by INOKAHAM LOVELL in telling the story

of Margarita's Soul and by Mr. JOHN* LANE in publishing it is

rather unusual. Thei>bok bears the sub-title of The Romantic
Recollections of a Man of Fifty (supposed to be the hopeless

|
adorer of the heroine and bosom-friend of the hero) ;

it

is profusely illustrated, and the chapters are prefaced by
extracts (also illustrated) from Sir Hugh and the Mermaiden ;

much of it is in the

form of letters and
extracts from diaries

;

and the writer has a

curious way of intro-

ducing well-known
names, sometimes
with letters omitted,

as, for instance,
General B H, and
sometimes not, as

in the cases of

WHISTLER, STEVENSON,
andDuMAUiiiER. The
last-named, by the

way, made a picture
of Margarita on one

occasion, but with-

drew it "from the all

but printed page
"
of

Punch at the request
of her husband. This
was a pity.becauseMr.
T. SCOTT WILLIAMS'

romantic black-and- -

IF THE FARMYARD PLAY DEVELOPS WE MAY EXPECT A NEW TYPE
OF ACTOR TO BE EVOLVED.

PltOIUItLE SCENE IX A THEATRICAL Cl.UB OF THE FUTURE.

three, if you include the village idiot, the "fool" of the title

Hilary Gibbon, an Irish lad with gray eyes and a brogue,
and Gillian Clarltson, who was living at the vicarage during
the absence of her husband. Gillian had flame-coloured
hair and an appreciation for Celtic poetry ; she and Hilari/
used to go and talk it together in a wood, and when they
missed the last train home the Suburb said some sharp
things about them. Quite rightly, too. Eventually Hilary
is drowned in trying to rescue the idiot, and with the return
of Gillian's husband the book ends, sadly or not as you like

to take it. Personally I did not much mind either way, as
its only effect upon me was to rouse a kind of irritated common-
sense which made me almost ashamed of my most cherished
beliefs even of the times when Tinker Bell has been revived

by my applauding palms. It is all very unfortunate.

No, you are quite wrong about The Prime Ministers

Secret; you're thinking of a different Prime Minister. This
one was Lord Fenslnirst. For three years he carried a secret
document about with him (instead of sending it to Chancery
Lane, like a sensible man), and at last it was stolen by Captain

Melun. The noble

Captain offered to re-

veal the secret to

Germany unless he
was given half a
million pounds and
the Prime Minister's

daughter ; Lord Pens-
hurst was prepared
with the half-million,
but drew the line

distinctly at Melun
as a son-in-law. How
the crisis was averted

by Sir Paul Wester-
ham is told by W.
HOLT WHITK fn this

exciting story which
FISIIEII UNWIN pub-
lishes. The book is

full of delightful

things like this: "He
felt a little cold ring
of steel pressed
against his right

It was once my lot to accompany a small patriot to a

stood there they drew their knives.". "But Melun

white work 1ms not entirely convinced me that this young
j
temple." . . . "Instantly two men jTimped from their

prima donna (bless your soul, of course she became a prima ! seats and put their backs against the door. As they
donna) was quite worthy of the adoration she aroused in

Winfred Jerrolds. Much the cleverest feature of the

story, of which I should guess a good part to be tran-
scribe! from actual experience, is to be found in the
letters from Sue Paynter to the narrator; and for these
alone the book is well worth reading.

was first, and the revolver which he had whipped out
covered the other man's breast." .... "Driven hard
up to the hilt, straight through the man's he.;rt, was
a knife, which Westerham instantly recognised as one of
his own." . . . "Lying on the "top of a little pile of

shavings was a human enr.
'

Oh, God,
1

cried the Premier,

j

'it's my daughter's.'" (I always love that.)
-. e 41>

llljr uaujjin/Ka o. II iUWUYH lOVB lliai. I . 'Tlieil
performance of An Englishman s Home, from which he as he stood there with his eyes bent on her hair he heard the

rued with the unexpected remark that the funny young sickening thud as Mclun's body fell on to the stones below."
... So it all ends happil) for it was the wrong ear,

man who refused to defend his country was
"
jolly decent, bul

the volunteer was a prig." Something like the same un-
fortunate result seems to have attended my own reading
of The Fool of Faery (MILLS AND BOON). It is clear that
M. UBQOHAUT meant it to show how a knowledge of the
unseen world about us, and belief in its mysterious influence
could distinguish the Elect, even amid the prosaic life of a
suburb. That, I am sure, was the idea

; but it pains me to
confess that after reading it my sympathies went entirely
on the wrong side. Brutally put, the behaviour and con-

and the secret had not been revealed to Germany after all.

If you like this soit of thing as much as I do you will

certainly read Mr. WHITE'S book in one breathless sitting.

Iu tlie pockets of a thirteen-year-old Arbroath boy found crying in
the streets of Glasgow were an electric lamp and 30. He left li. uni-
on Monday to start upon the career of a highwayman."
To have collected 30 in a couple of days and in Scotland

vernation of the Elect seemed to me a peculiarly annoying too was not bad work and we don'term of psychic snobbery. There were two of them or : complain about.
t see what he had to
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: (iovernment. has now raised over

.'I.",!',,
i tOO.OOO in Trea-ury bills. This

only shows what they could achieve with

Bills if only there were no House of Lords

to interfere. , *

During the gale, la^l week the Union
.lack lloating from the flag-staff at the

Law Courts was Mown to tatters. This

has greatly eliminated the wind-bag-i
who offer strenuous opposition each year
to the celebration of Kmpire Day.

* *

No one can deny the pluck of our

English Suffragettes, but it is as naught
compared with that of the American-;.

Thei are proposing to kiss every member
of the legislature
without distinction of

whiskers until a mn-
sent is given to their

demands.V
Mr. ROOSEVELT has

now completed his

Dig ( lame tour, and,
on his return to Ku-

rope, it is evident,
the tables will be

turned. The ex-

1're-ident will then
be the hunted lion.v

Inaccuracies in the

City's coat -of -anus
are to be removed

by the Heralds' Col-

lege. It had always
struck us that the

turtles looked ab-

surdly like griffius.

*
Not the least pleas-

ing feature of Mr.
DKI.CHVM'S production
of Eleklra is the fact that the English
artistes who take part in it appear
under their own names. There was a
time when Miss Tumi, who plays one of
the maids, would have figured, according
to a ridiculous custom, as Signorina
Tubbi.

the offices of the Metropolitan Water
Board. * *

*

A lady's journal suggests as an act of

self-denial for Lent that its rea'lei-

should do without a ball-dress. Another
form of self-denial would be to do
without everything else except a ball-

dress
;
and something very like this is

n >w being done in the sacred cause of

charitv at the 1'alac- Theatre.

A Scotch-woman saved a

destruction last week by

train from

wavng her

red petticoat as a danger signal. This
shows one advantage of not being a

classical dancer.

It is not often that the male sex beats

HALF-MOURNERS.
Distant Relative of Deceased. " OIE os A BIT BIRL BOON' THE TOON JC*T TO SEE TUB

8I011TS AFORE YE GANG BACK."

V
An extension of the Stoke

churchyard, made famous by GRAY'S
Poges

was consecrated last week by
the Bishop of OXFORD. The offer of a
business-like minor poet to extend the

poem is being unfavourably considered.

The Express has been complaining of
the difficulty of obtaining water at City
tea-shops. Has our contemporary tried

asking lor milk ?
* *

Meanwhile the tea-shops are pointing
out that it is just as difficult for
the general public to obtain tea at

the other in the matter of Fashions, but,
as regards the Chantedcr mode, we
would point out that men have been

wearing billycock hats for years.
* *

Mr. SfoKENxVs explanation as to The
TnvlncMe't gun mountings has not
satisfied Lord CHARLES BERKSFORD. In
the opinion of the Member for the Navy
Mr. McKENNA is making mole-hills out
of mountings.

* *

A man was charged last week at Bow
Street with breaking a window of the
!l'>u-i' of Lords. It is scarcely surpris-
ing that the public should be getting
impatient at the delay in abolishing the

Upper Chamber.

In Election Time.

Our fathers used to lie in Four-
Posters. We lie in fifty score.

TALKS ABOUT OLD LONDON.

(\Yilli ain'orjira to
" The Keening \eirx.")

" Ah yes," he said, "I remember 1907.
I 've always had a good memory.
"I was sitting on a bench in Datter-ca

Park conversing with Mr. Thomas
Binjies, a Ixmdoner born and bred.

'That was a great year," he cont inued.
"
It was good to be alive then."
"
Let me see ; then you can recollect

seeing the sun ?
"

I said.

"Yes, we had some sun in 1907.

Very pretty it was too, shining on the

cliimney pots and warming the sooty
air. We used to get about dry-shod in

those days."
"And they tell me that there were

hansoms then."

"Oh, yes, that's

right. It was before
the days of the.-c

here taxis. Hai

everywhere, there
were. Bright young
fellows on the box
and smart spanking
horses in the shafts.

There are a few left,

I 'in told, but they 're

ruins. Nothing to

what they used to

be."
" And omnibuses

were drawn by hor-

ses, too?"
"That's right.

I 've seen them witli

these eyes."
"How strange it all

is !

"
I gaid.

"
Tell

me some more."

"Well, there's my
father. He ain't
what you call an
old man, but he re-

members the Em-
bankment before they had the trams

running along it."

"That was in the days of the penny
steamers, wasn't it ?

"

"
Yes, that 's so. And some days,

when his head is clear, he has a sort of
dim recollection of London before The

Daily Mail was started. But he can't
be quite sure whether it was in his
time or my grandfather's."

This last glimpse into the dark nges
was too overwhelming, and hurriedly
excusing myself I bade farewell to this

wonderful living link with the past
the man whose father rememb re I

London without The Daily Mail !

"OXFORD v. CAMBRIDGE.
KxcLisiiictN's SPLENDID VICTORY."

Manchester Evening Netrs.

Can this have any reference to the Rhodes
Scholars at Oxford ?

VOL. CXXXVIII.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"FREE-FOODER." I have it on the authority of the

Monagasque Vice-Consul at Baden-Baden that ofTal is the

habitual food of the so-called working-classes in the Protected

Fatherland. At the same time I am assured that it is the

very best offal.
"
DUBIOUS." You say you cannot make up your dear mind

whether you would sooner be made an hereditary peer with-

out a veto, or a life-peer with one. This is indeed a horny
dilemma; but you must boar up. After all, it is just

pcssible that you mayn't be made eilhcr.

"RADICAL." Of course, if you got into Parliament by
telling your constituents that the hereditary principle must
be done away with, and now find that your leader hopes to

go shortly to the country with the cry, "The hereditary
character of the House of Lords must be preserved," you are

certainly in a very awkward position.
"PRO-PECTIVE PEER." If you have made it quite clear to

the PiiiME MINISTER that you are prepared to become a Peer,
under any conditions, even the most humiliating, you can do

nothing further for the present. Unless, peihaps, you might
join the Radical cave, and te EO nasty to him that he might
have to shove you into

"
another place

"
to get rid of you.

"CAVEAT EMPTOR." No, I cannot recommend Asquith
Guaranteed Stock. Why not try Rubbers?

" ONE OF THE GRKAT MAJORITY." It is a very difficult case.

As you say, if the Nationalists had carried their conscientious

approval of Tariff Reform to the point of supporting Mr.
AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN'S amendment, instead of merely abstain-

ing from voting, there would have been a majority of 50
against the Government. And the same thing may be said,

prospectively, about the Budget. Your best course would be
to go about the country saying that the People were never
consulted on either of these two issues, but simply on the
Lords' Veto. Only I don't advise you to start on this tack
in the

"
Great Industrial Centres

"
of the North.

"
PRO-TIBET." Yes, you are quite right about the DALAI

LAMA. He is a biped. With two more legs he could have
run away much quicker."

SPECULATOR." I cannot account for the boom in Rubber,
unless it is to be explained by the wet season causing a run
on goloshes.

"
PARISIEN." I, too, have been reading M. -RAYMOND

REOOULY'S En Anyleterre, and have remarked that, after long
residence in England and much intelligent observation of
our manners, he still labours under the impression that an
English gentleman habitually dines en smoking. My poor
friend, it hurts me to destroy one of the most cherished
illusions of your countrymen, but we don't dine in a
"smoking "^(whatever that may be) any more than you ride
in the Bois in pyjamas. 0. g

The Perils of the Country.
A correspondent writes to The Reading Mercury :

"Sin, May I ask (through your Paper) whether somethin" cannot
be done to prevent men in the village of Tileliurtt from firing off .mns
in cottage gardens, too near the cottage entrances? I was frightened
yesterday morning while in my bedroom by witnessing a man in the
next garden firing off a gun perilously near (although in the opposite
direction; to the place where I should in a few moments later have
been standing in my garden."

A pretty near thing, that.

"
East Lothian farmers had a great dinner on Friday last. Butit was

Hamlet without the Ghost. Mr. Harry Hope, M.P., was absent."

Scottish Farmer.

Probably the Ghost was away at Westminster counting two
on a division.

MR. PUNCH'S REPERTORY THEATRE.
No. I. GLOOM.

A DEAMA OF MODERN LIFE.

Characters.

JOHN WILSON.
JOSIAII MiiitiiiDEW, Master of the Workhouse.
Tim REV. ARTHUR NASH, Chaplain to the Workhouse.
NANCY ARDKN.

GHACE MERRIDEW.

ACT I.

SCENE A Churchyard not far from the Wo'khouse. As the
curtain draws up John Wilson and Nancy Arden are
discovered inspecting the gravestones.

Wilson. Here is another, Nancy. Listen. (lie reads the

inscription on a gravestone.)
"
Beneath this stoi e is interred

all that was mortal of Abraham Ballinger, Alderman and
Justice of the Peace. Venerated and loved by a 1 who knew
him, a good hu band and a kind father, he died on April 2nd,
1909, in the 75th year of his age. Go thou and do likewise."
Now I knew that man you knew him, loo, Nancy and I
have no hesitation in saying that the operative part of the

inscription is a lie from beginning to end. He d'ove his
wife into a lunatic asylum by his brutality ;

Ui? son and
his daughter rightly h.ited him, and he ainded an absolutely
incalculable amount of fsugar in his grocer's shop. And then
he dies, and this mendacious record is carved for the decep-
tion of posterity. Pah !

Nancy. Oh, come, John ! Poor old Uncle Abraham wasn't
so bad as all that.

Wilson. Yes, he was, and much worse, too. But it 's all

part of the system on which this life of ours is based. I 've
made up my mind to expose that system. I mean to crush
it. I 'm going to begin on it direc'.ly, and I want to feel that

your love and your sympathy are there to sustain me.

Nancy. You can be sure of me, John
; but what do you

mean to do ?

Wilson. Do you see that Workhouse ? (lie points off E.)
Well, that is the symbol of the system, the embodiment of
all the maddening hypocrisy of existence. I shall introduce
myself into it as a tramp, learn its ghastly secrets and publish
them to the world. Then the system will come to an end.

Nancy. Take care, John. That 's what father used to say
many years ago.

Wilson. Your father, Nancy, is one of nature's noblemen,
but a sad sufferer.

Nancy. He was a powerful man once, and very cheerful ;

but that was before he set himself up against mother's
system of household management. He didn't struggle long,
and 700 can see for yourself what a wreck he became. If

you '11 take my advice you '11 leave systems alone, John.
Wilson. Never ! How could I look you, or, for the matter

of that, myself, in the face if I did ? And now embrace me,
and, for a time, farewell.

\They
^

embrace. The strains of the
" Dead March in

Saul
"
are heard from a distant German band, and

the curtain falls.

ACT II.

The Masters Room in the Workhouse. At tlie back is a door
lending into the Casual Ward. Josiah M-rridew is seated
at a table with a large ledger open in front of him. Two
attendants bearing a stretcher are passing through from
the Casual Ward to a door on the right.

Merridew (to the attendants'). Come, come, not so much
hurry, please. I haven't made the entry yet, (They stop.)Whom have you got there?

First Attendant. Old Abel Skillicorne, Sir.
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TOO YOUNG TO DIE.

THE Pur.
" PLEASE DO NOT CUT ME OFF WITH MY LIFE'S WORK STILL UNDONE."

MH. REDMOND. "
WELL, HOW LONG DO YOU WANT FOR IT ?

"

TIIE PUP.
" ABOUT THREE MONTHS."
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English Lady (cnming to the. rescue of lier countryw iman who has entered a Paris shop on the strength of the notice,
"
English spoken

here," but can get nothing out of the Attendant).
"
Qui DONO PARLE ANGLAIS ?

"

Attendant.
"

AlAis, MADAME, LES ACBETEUSES ANQLAISES."

Merridew, Oh, so lie 's gone at last (enters the name In his

ledger). Let me see, that makes the tenth to-day. Well,
well, in the midst of life, you know. You can carry him out.

(They do so as the Chaplain enters R.) Ah, good morning,
Mr. Nash. Can we have ten minutes or a quarter of an hour
of your time to-day, to-morrow and the next day ? I really
don't like t trouble you, but we must get these funerals

done.

Mr. Nash. Well, if I must, of course I nust, though I'm
bound to say it 's not a job I care for. I can just do it for

you to-day at four, between the School Management Coni-
mittc'c anil Mrs. Hanson's garden-party.

tltrridtw. That '11 do very nicely. Hallo, who 's this ?

[An attendant enters, escorting Wilson disguised as a
tramp and hcarily handcuffed.

The Attendant, lie's as deaf as a post, Sir, and as I
couldn't make him hear I thought it best to slip the brace-
lets on him.

Merridew. Quite right, quite right. No doubt a very
dangerous fellow. (To Wilson) Now, Sir, you listen to me.
You 've not come here to amuse yourself. You 11 have an
hour under the pump first, and then we'll see what we can
do with you. l)o you hear?

Wilson. No, Sir. I am deaf- a mining accident two years
ago.

Merridew. That makos it worse. Take him away.
Enter Grace Merridew.

Grace. Father.

Merridew. Well, dear.

Grace. Don't send that man away. There is something in

his face that bespeaks my pity. [She smiles at Wilson.
Merridew. Grace, I will not have you smiling here. The

atmosphere of this place must be maintained.
Grace. Help me, Mr. Nash. You, who are a Christian

clergyman, must feel

Mr. Nash. Grace, I can do nothing for you. You must

obey your father.

Merridew. There you hear what Mr. Nash says. (To

Attendant) Take him away at once.

[Wilson is removed struggling, Grace faints.
Mr. Nash. I think I will fetch some smelling salts.

Merridew. Oh, never mind. She always faints about this

time. [He continues to malte entries in his ledger.
Curtain.

ACT m.
We merely sketch this Act. The scene is laid in the

padded room occupied by Wilson. He is mercilessly beaten

by attendants and dies just as Grace enters with an order of

release. She dies on seeing what has happened ; and finally

Nancy, entering through the window to rescue Wilson, dis-

covers the attendants gazing at the two dead bodies, and
also dies.

Merridew, representing the triumphant system, enters
the deaths in his ledger and arranges with Mr. Nash for
the funerals.
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AFTERNOON SLEEP.
[" In the afternoon tliev came unto a land

In which it seemed always afternoon."]

I AM like Napoleon in that I can go
to sleep at any moment; I am unlike

him (I 'believe) in that I am always

doing so. One makes no apology for

doing so on Sunday afternoon the

apology indeed should come from the

others, the wakeful parties. . . .

"Uncle?"

"Margery."
" Will you come and play wiv me ?

"

"I'm rather busy just now," I said

with closed eyes. "After
tea._""

Why are you raver busy just now ?

My baby's only raver busy sometimes."
" Well then, you know what it 's like

;

how important it is that one shouldn't

be disturbed."

"But you must be beturbed when
I ask you to come and play wiv me."

"
Oh, well . . . what shall we play at ?

"

"
Trains," said Margery eagerly.

When we play trains I have to be a

tunnel. I don't know if you have ever

been a tunnel? No ; well, it 's an over-

rated profession.
" We won't play trains," I announced

firmly, "because it's Sunday."
"
Why not because it 's Sunday ?

"

(Oh, you little pagan I )

"Hasn't Mummy told you all about

Sunday ?
"

"Oh, yes, Maud did tell me," said

Margery casually. Then she gave an

innocent little smile.
"
Oh, I called

Mummy Maud," she said in pretended

surprise. "I quite fought I was up-
stairs \

"

I hope you follow. The manners and
customs of good society must be observed

on the ground floor where visitors may
happen ; upstairs one relaxes a little.

"Do you know," Margery went on
with the air of a discoverer, "you
mustn't say

'

prayers
'

downstairs. Or
'

corsets.'
"

"
I never do," I affirmed.

"
Well,

anyhow I never will again."
"
Why mayn't you?

"

"I don't know," I said sleepily.
"
Say prehaps."

"Well prehaps it's because your
mother tells you not to."

"Well, 'at's a silly fiug to say," said

Margery scornfully.
"
It is. I 'm thoroughly ashamed of

it. I apologise. Good night." And I

closed my eyes again. . . .

"
I fought you were going to play

with me, Mr. Bingle," sighed Margery
to herself.

"My name is not Bingle," I said,

opening one eye.
"
Why isn't it Bingle ?

"

" The story is a very long and sad
one. When I wake up I will tell it to

you. Good night."

"
Tell it to me now."

There was no help for it.

"Once upon a time," I said rapidly,

"there was a man called Bingle, Oliver

Bingle, and he married a lady called

Pringle. And his brother married a

lady called Jingle; and his other brother

married a Miss VVingle. And his cousin

remained single . . . That is all."
"
Oh, I see," said Margery doubtfully.

" Now will you play with me ?
"

How can one resist the pleading of a

young cheild ?
"
All right," I said.

" We '11 pretend
I 'in a little girl, and you 're my mummy,
and you've just put me to bed. . . .

Good night, mummy dear."
"
Oh, but I must cover you up."

She fetched a table-cloth, and a pram-
cover, and The Times, and a handker-

chief, and the cat, and a dolls what-I-

mustn't-say-downstairs, and a cushion ;

and she covered me up and tucked me in.
"
'Ere, 'ere, now go to sleep, my darling,"

she said, and kissed me lovingly.
"
Oh, Margie, you dear," I whispered.

" You called mo '

Margie
'

I

"
she cried

in horror.
"
I meant '

Mummy.' Good night."
One, two, three seconds passed rapidly.
"It's morning," said a bright voice

in my ear.
" Get up."

"
I 'm very ill," I pleaded ;

"
I want to

stay in bed all day."
" But your dear uncle," said Margery,

inventing hastily, "came last night
after you were in bed, and stayed 'e

night. Do you see? And he wants

you to sit on his chest in bed and talk

to him."
"Where is he? Show me the

bounder."

'.' 'Ere he is," said Margery, pointing
at me.

" But look here, I can't sit on my
own chest and talk to myself. I '11 take
the two parts if you insist, Sir HERBERT,
but I can't play them simultaneously.
Not even IRVING

"

"Why can't you play vem simrul-

aleously ?
"

"
Well, I can't. Margie, will you let

me go to sleep ?
"

"Nope," said Margery, shaking her
head .

"You should say, 'No, thank you,
revered and highly respected Uncle.'

"
" No hank you, Mr. Cann."
"I have already informed you that

my name is not Bingle; and I have
now to add that neither is it Cann."

"
Why neiver is it Cann ?

"

"That isn't grammar. You should
say,

'

Why can it not either ?
' "

'"Why?"
"I don't know."

"Say prehaps."
"No, 1 can't even say prehaps.""
Well, say I shall understand when

I'm a big girl."

" You '11 understand when you 're a

big girl, Margery," I said solemnlv.
"
Oh, I see."

"That 's right. Now then, what about

going to sleep ?
"

She was silent for a moment, and I

thought I was safe. Then
"Uncle, just tell me why was 'at

little boy crying vis morning?
"

"Which little boy?"
" Ve one in 'e road."
"
Oh, that one. Well, he was crying

because his Uncle hadn't had any sleep
all night, and when he tried to go to

sleep in the afternoon
"

"
Say prehaps again."

My first rejected contribution! I

sighed and had another shot.
"
Well,

then," I said gallantly,
"

it must have
been because he hadn't got a sweet little

girl of three to play with him."

"Yes," said Margery, nodding her
head thoughtfully,

"
'at was it."

A. A. M.

ONE OF THE OLD GUARD.
I WROTE the other week of my poor

friend, the New Pangloss, as I called

him. And now I he.ir that another
friend has gone to the Land of Shadows.
He was one of those dear men who

never pick up a new idea or use a
new phrase. Sometimes one wonders
whether one admires most those deter-

mined conventionalists or the acquisitive
modernists who are picking up wrinkles
all the time. This friend, now dead,

certainly was a magnificent example of

his type. I will wager that during the

past twenty years of his life he never
referred to the French in any other way
than as "our lively neighbours." He
never entered a hackney-carriage with-
out asking if there was "room for a little

one"; he never opened the door for a

guest without saying, "age before

honesty"; he never remarked upon his

last night's repose without saying he had

"slept the sleep of the just," or parted
with a friend without saying,

"
be good."

If you asked him how he was, he

said, "right as a trivet," although he
had no more idea than you or I what a
trivet is. He always told children that
"
stinging - nettles do not sting this

month," und that
"
fingers were made

before forks," and it never rained hard
but he mentioned that it was good
weather for ducks.

In short he never disappointed the ear,
and I am inclined to think that a man
of whom this can be said is, in the sum
of things, more to be desired than your
most original and tickling wit. He was
a human cuckoo-clock. And now he is

dead run down and I shall mourn him
as another lost landmark, another solid,

tangible link with Simplicity and the
Past.
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WHY READ AT ALL?

FOR BUSY MEN. THE WORLD'S GREATEST AUTUORS TAKEN IN AT A GLANCE VI. -Ma. WILLIAM LE QUEUX.

In THE SMOKE-BOOM AT Cl.AKIDOE's.

THE PEACE OF EUROPE IN JEOPARDY DIPLOMACY TO THE BESCUE.

THE ACCUSATIOH.

TUB SLEUTH-HOUND AQAIH.

A MoNABcn's JOT (THEONE-ROOSC AT CLABIDOE'S). THE WAB-CLOHD DISPERSED.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
A REST CURK.

Rippindorf-auJ-Schneegebinje.
DEAREMT DAPHNE, I'm just beginning

to buck up ;i bit, since coming here with

Bosh and Wee-Wee. My dear, I was so

prostrate and my nerves were in such a

slate after my election exertions that Sir

Henry Kiddem said I must go away
at once and have perfect rest. Jo.siah

said lie 'd take me away next day ;
but

dear Sir Henry, who's the best doctor that

ever felt a pulse and understands people's
constitutions a merveille, said emphati-

cally, No ;
in my present state I must be

quite away from those dearest to me.

So Josiah didn't come.
All of us election victims here are

agreed never to mention votes or polls
or beastly politics again as long as we
live. Poor dear Norty lias got to leave

us to take his s?at for Houndsditch ; but
he's been doing his best while here to

forget that there is such a place.

Oh, my dearest and best ! you don't

know all that can be got out of life till

you ski ! It 's sailing on the sea, and

flying in the air, with a heavenly some-

thing added that doesn't belong to either.

I'm having lessons from Count Olaf

Hesseljof, the best amateur ski-er that

even Norway has ever produced, and he

says my progress is simply sei-eaminy
and that my grace and activity are

and so on. He 's distinctly inclined to

be a darling, pale and fair with curly
flaxen hair and an awfully good figure.

Norty says he 's an "
anaemic ass

"
and

that his ski-ing is "flukey"; but, cntre

nous, Norty never got his ski-legs ; they
were buried in the snow and he couldn't
find them hence his bitterness. I said

to Olaf yesterday that ski-ing teaches
one how it feels to be an angel, and he
told me I needn't be ski-ing to feel that.

He talks the prettiest English, not

exactly broken, only a teeny bit chipped.
There 's a fly in the ointment, however.

Josiah keeps on writing to know if I 'm
stronger and if the "mountain quiet"
is doing my nerves good, and if he may
come. What time have I to answer
letters, I'll ask you, with ski-ing and

bob-sleighing all day, torchlight skat-

ing in the evening, and dancing and
pillow-fights nearly all night ? I 've

managed to send him a few words,
however, telling him I 'm a weeny bit

better, but that my nerves won't yet
stand the excitement of seeing my dear
ones. There 's no doubt this place has
a wonderfully curative effect on those

suffering from strain, as most of us have
been. Fluffy Tuistledown broke down
quit" suddenly while she and Thistle-
down had a big house party of relatives
with them, and had to leave him to see
to them, and come off to this place in a
life-and-death hurry. And now she

seems quite recovered, and is bob-

sleighing with Jack Hurlingham nil day.

Talking of bob-sleighs, you should

see Princess Poppolinsky's (autrefois

Clytie Vandollarbilt) ! It 's all of ebony
and silver, with the Poppolinsky cipher
and coronet wherever there 's room for it,

guided by a big moujik or Tartar or

something, with the cipher and coronet

again on the front of his fur cap, and

Clytie herself in such sables, Daphne,
that I hardly dare to look at them for

fear I should be tempted to slay her.

There 's an aloofness and chilliness about

her, now she 's a Highness, that I find

quite delicious. I said to her the other

day :

"
I suppose you came to the

Schneegebirge, my dear, from a fellow-

feeling, because it also is cool and a

highness !

"

I don't see much of Stella Clack-

mannan. Since her arrival a week apo
with her broom and stones, she's given
herself up to practising her curling
like mad for the Bouspiel. She doesn't

want to lose her rep. as the best woman
curler of the day. She 's already got
"curling face," which, Norty says, isn't

as nice as curling hair.

Oh, my dear, such fun ! Bob Aislabie,

M.F.H., has actually chucked her be-

loved hunting for a week and joined us.

Of course, Lord Ninian ffollyott has
come in her wake, though he doesn't go
in for any of the sports and can't stand
the cold. He still says they 're engaged,
and she says they 're not. Bob 's for

ever tobogganing down all the most
horribly dangerous slopes she can find,
while Lord Ninny, wrapped up to the

eyes and shivering, looks on, bleating
out: "Tweetie, you cruel girl! You 11

break your neck and mv heart ! Dearest,
do be careful !

" And Bob shouts back :

" Shut up, Ninny, and clear out, you
blitherin' little idiot!"

C'est un couple comme il ny en a

point.
I gave such a perfectly lovely Snow

Picnic last week. Everyone said it was
immensely well done and quite quite.
We all dressed up as Eskimos and
pretended to be an Arctic Expediti m.
I borrowed a lot of dogs, and tried to

get some penguins, but Bosh says
they 're not necessary at the North Pole,
and we set off wiih sledges and every-
thing en regie. Oh, it was the sqwakicst
affair! OJaf looked most awfully busi-
ness-like ; the Arctic get-up suited him
right down to the snow. We pretendod
to make all sorts of discoveries, and
Norty said he should send our data to

Copenhagen! We had lunch in the
snow

; the cham was splendidly frappe,
of course. "But the worst of it is,'
said Bob Aislabie, "all the grub's
frappe too !

"

After lunch we'd a glorious snow-
balling rag, and just as we were think-

ing of going back we missed that absurd
Wee-Wee. We had to explore in

earnest then, and we 'd all got into quite
a nervy state before she was found ever
so much higher up the mountain, stuck

fast, and unable to go up or come down.
It was local colour again. She wished
to imagine how it would be to be lost on
the mountains, that she might write
about it

;
and she got her wish, and

something over ; while as for ZocaZ colour,

my dear, her poor little nose was blue
with cold and terror ! Bosh was angry
with her. He said she'd end by going
to look for first-hand impressions at the
bottom of a crevasse, and then they
wouldn't be any use to her !

Adieu, cherie. Come and learn to ski.

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

The Latest Fashionable Cure.

"High above the Leads of all in th narrow

gallery unbroken lilies of pe resses ran along
the dirk oak sides of the House I eneath the

great stained glass windows." Evening News.

Exercise, that 's the best thing for the

figure.
" The spot at which the accident occurred

runs parallel with the sea." The Scotsman.

See above. The most energetic spot we
have heard of lately.

Tales of the Old Gaiety.
"The Church and the stage have but little in

common, but St. George's late choirmaster,
Meyer Lutz, composed many vivacious airs for

the old Gaiety, where for a con-iderable period
he conducted the orchestra. It was there, also,
that the first Archbishop of Westminster,
Cardinal Wiseman, was enthroned."

Pall Mall Gazette.

Hardly the place, we shoul.l have said.

" As a result of a recent conference in London
a gigantic international map of the earlh is

planned on a scale of a million kilometres to
the centimetre." Continental Daily u.ail.

This works out at about one and a half
million miles to the inch. It scarcely
seems worth while.

" The above article will appear every
Friday in the

'

Suffolk Chronicle and

Mercury,'
"

is an announcement made
by that paper. In a year or so the

superstition that Friday is an unlucky
day should be firmly established.

From a bookseller's catalogue :

" COD LIVES OIL. A Comparative Study of
the Nose upon tho Nutrition of Euormal and
Tuberculous Pigs."

We always though there was something
sinister in cod liver oil.

From a placard :

" The Sphere HAS NO PEER."

Cheer up, Mr. SHORTER
; there 's hope yet.
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Uotess. "
PliOFtSSOB, WHAT IS MRS. RAYMOND'S NUMBER IN HANOVER STREET ?

"

Professor. "LET ME SEE ER I FORGET FOE THE MOMENT, BUT HER DOOR-SORAPER 's IN O SHARP!"

MALADIE DE SIECLE.
SONS of the new generation
Atliirst for inordinate thrills

;

daughters, whose love of sensation
Is shown in your frocks and your frills

Come, faithfully answer my queries
If you would completely assuage

The passionate craving that wearies
Both sinner and sage.

Has IBSEN no power to exci'.e you?
Can't MAETEHLINCK make you applaud ?

Do dancers no longer delight you,
Who wriggle about a la MAUD?

Are you tired of the profile of AI.VLEK ?
The tender falsetto of TREE ?

Do you envy each bonnet insanely
That harbours a bee ?

Is the METCHNIKOFF treatment a failure ?

Do you weep when you miss your short putts?
Have you ceased with enjoyment to hail your

Diurnal allowance of nuts ?

Are you bored by the leaders of SPENDER ?

Or cloyed by the pathos of CAINE?
Do you find that "The Follie.s

"
engender

A feeling of gene?

Are you sick of Sicilian grimaces ?

Unattracted by Chautecler hats?

Are you wary of Marathon races

And careless in choosing your spats?
Are you jaded with aeroplaning
And sated with social reform ?

Apathetic alike when it 's raining
And when it is warm ?

Do you shy at the strains that are f ober ?

Does WAGNER no longer inflame ?

Do you find that the music of AUBER
And EUIAU is equally tame ?

Do you read without blushing or winking
The novels of ELINOR GLYN ?

Do you constantly hanker, when rinking,
For draughts of sloe gin ?

If I am correct in divining
The tortures you daily endure,

Don't waste any time in repining,
But try this infallible cure :

With the sharpest of musical plectra
Go pluck at your soul till it 's raw ;

In a word, go and witness Elektra

Give up the jig-saw.

According to The Daily Dispatch, the author of Don
Juan had a daughter called

" Ada Sole, who became Countess
of Lovelace." There is, of course, authority for this

Ohilde Harold's Pilgrimage :

" Ada I sole daughter of my house and heart."

111
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Shareholder in Rubber Company (ivho has had a narrow shace).
D D TYRES OUT !

"

'

Gl> ON ! WEAR YOCE

THE VETO.
BY ME. ROBERT BART KENNEDY-BLATCHFOBD.

A PALK-FACED throng sit in the Parlia-

ment House. They are in conclave.

They are obsessed by a burden. A
heavy burden. They strive to throw
off the fetters that nullify their legisla-
tion. Their legislation.
What fetters them ? In two words I

answer, The Veto. It presses on them,

and, through them, on the People. To
the People the Vtto is the question of

the hour. The all-important question.
Men who think, men who toil, men

who toil not, ay, even the little children

of the slums, on each the Veto presses
like an incubus. It presses sore.

Away with it! And with it the

Lords. The Lords must go. The

country is too full of Lords. They
crowd out the down-trodden and the

hungry. Because of the Lords the

bitter struggle for the scanty crusts oi

life grows ever more severe, ever more
fierce.

The crusts are few. The Lords are

many. Therefore must they go. Why
Because it is decreed. It is decreed by
the People.
Where must the Lords go ? It does

not matter. There are so many places.
The choice is infinite.

The objective of the Lords may be
left to the future. The future can take

care of itself. The Lords can take care

of themselves. They always do.

Who are the Lords ?

They are born in the purple. Will
silver spoons.

Silver spoons in their mouths !

They are a race apart.

They are the back-numbers in the

Marathon of Life.

What is Life? What is a Marathon ?

It does not matter. The Lords must

go.

If there were no Veto there would be

10 Lords. It is essential to abolish the

joi ds. Therefore it is first essential to

ibolish the Veto. The one thing is a

jorollary of the other.

The Lords must go. They must be

. . [So must this. ED.

THE TURN OF THE WHEEL.

("It is state 1 that the bicycle is to be-jome

asbionable again.]

TIME w.is (I do adore that phrase)

When, keen as mustard, I bestrode

The metalled horse of modern days
And took the king's high road.

A very bird, adown the slope

With lifted feet I '<\ lightly drop,

Or toil till I was heliotrope

To reach some mountain-top.

Yet, over and above tne speed
I liked the splendour and the fuss

About my old velocipede,

My tin Bucephalus

The reverence of the hind to win,

To pause, a Person of account,

While ostlers hurried from the inn

To hold my prancing mount ;

To flabbergast the village liens
;

Against the Hedge-row (ne.itly spiked)

To urge pedestrians by tens

These were the parts I liked.

Now it is otherwise ;
a wail,

A whirl of dust that makes you blink

The road-hog passes in a gale
And leaves behind his stink.

He is the undisputed lord

Of whatsoe'er may roll or run
;

By him the farmer's carts are bored,

By him the hens fordone.

Not TURPIN in his palmy prime,
ilero of ale-house host and wench,

Achieved a kingship so sublime

(Also he lacked the stench).

Therefore, I say, I do not yearn
To mount the pump-inflated hack,

To grip the wobbling bars and turn

Blue in the face or black.

I that of old was "
upper crust,"

To whom the yokel used to cringe
In days when he imbibed his dust

Without that petrol tinge ;

Am I to hear his loud guffaw,
To feel, when shaving past his spine,

The transference of the ancient awe
From me to motor-swine ? EVOE.
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THE ALBERT HALL ORACLE.
PHIEST. "THEY'RE COMPLAINING THAT YOUR UTTERANCES ARE AMBIGUOUS."
THE ORACLE. "WELL, THAT'S ONE OF MY 'SAFEGUARDS'!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
ElTSACTEB FROM THK DlARY OF ToBY, M.I'.

MORE "DELICACIES" OF DEBATE.
In response to a polite request from Mr. Austen Chamberlain "

to prove any single statement he made on the Fiscal Question during the

Election," Mr. Lloyd George showed that Mr. Chamberlain had omitted very vital words from a quotation, and proceeded to lay about him
pretty freely. He incidentally introduced some fresh items from the appetising Protectionist menu of the German working-classes. To
the famous "

horse-flesh
"
and "

black-bread
"
he added donkeys and dogs !

House of Commons, Monday, Feb. 21.

House thronged in anticipation of

what is spoken of as thePttEMiER 8 momen-
tous announcement on course of busi-

ness. Four o'clock fixed for commencing
work. Every bench on floor, side

gallrries , and over clock occupied. As
at Epsom a dog sometimes casually
crosses course, with field in sight, so a
few laggard Members seized on the

opportunity to be sworn in. This inter-

lude, unlike the Derby diversion, delayed
debate on Address, which was further

postponed by debate on Standing
Order which forbids Peers to meddle
with Parliamentary election.

House in quaint moment of magna-

nimity resolved to annul the Standing
Order. Bi en debated for years; whenever
division taken, majority mustered against
it. Now it goes without even a division.

SARK sees in it the touch of nature that

makes the whole world kin. Just as in

the good old time gentlemen condemned
to death, halting on their journey to

Tyburn, had pressed on their acceptance
the flowing bowl, so noble lords des-

tined to decapitation in respect of

legislative powers have this century-
old ban removed. JOCKEY OF NORFOLK

may at next General Election indulge
in his passion for correspondence with
"
my dear PROFUMO," none daring to

make him afraid.

Momentous occasion aforesaid turned
out to be surprisingly dull. Possibly
this natural result of overstrained

expectation. Certainly PRINCE ARTHUR,
who led the attack, was decidedly

prosy. Nor did light of battle flash

from the PREMIER'S eye. Contrary to

habit he brought down mass of MS.,
from which at times he closely read.

Overloaded with detail, Members had

difficulty in grasping his plan of proce-
dure. When fully mast red, it had

-chilling effect upon numerically large
section of Ministerial force who want
Veto first. Enthusiasm that found vent

in mighty cheers when PREMIER rose

gradually died away.
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On the whole a dispirited opening of

what
fight.

promises to be epoch- making

- House had advantage of

realisation of something

Business done. Address moved and
seconded.

Tuesday.
-

assisting at

approaching debate in Irish Parliament
when it shall be re-established on College
Green. Full flavour restrained by foreign

surroundings. Encircled bycold-blooded
Saxons, scene and action lacked the

inspiriting atmosphere breathed in

Dublin. But they served.

WILLIAM O'BRIEN, with his bodyguard
of ten bould bhoys, has come to West-
minster with avowed intention

of wiping the floor of the House
of Commons with the limp body
of JOHN REDMOND. In PAKNELL'S

time and later, Irish National-

ists were united in opposition
to Government of the day what-
ever its political colour might
be. Now, by comparison with
his feelings towards the Red-

mondites, WILLIAM O'BRIEN
almost worships the CHIEF SEC-
RETARY to the LORD LIEUTENANT.
The foes of Ireland, he laments,
are those of her own household,
sons nourished at her bosom.

O'BRIEN, after long interval re-

turning to )olitical life, has
devoted himself to the task
of driving forth the traitors.

Brooding over their iniquities,
he chants in the ear of Ireland
a variant on LOVELACE'S death-
less couplet addressed " To
Lucasta on going to the Wars" :

"
I could not love thee. Dear, so much,
Loathed I not REDMOND more."

Opportunity came to-day in

debate on Address. He seized
it by the hair, as they say at

Boulogne. Lost no time in

preamble or parley. Went
straight for REDMOND, and (in

Eng.ish Parliamentary sense,

were, the restraint of place and circum-
stance was borne with heroic self-control.

Once or twice, at some exceptionally
vicious assault from the grey-bearded

spectacled man on his legs almost within

hand-grip, murmured exclamations

formed a sort of chorus. For the most

part O'BRIEN ignored this commentary.
Once he turned round and the melli-

fluous voice in which he addressed the

House suddenly changed to fierce

hissing whisper <is he enquired,
"
Is there anybody behind me who

says different ?
"

Later, on renewed provocation, he
turned again to face the music, with the

A VOLCANO IN SHEEr'S CLOTHING.

"Ferocity of attack rather iuc reased by studious quietude of

manner." (Mr. Wm. O'Brien.)

of course) got his head in Chancery and
punched it with resounding blows.

Ferocity of attack rather increased by
studious quietude of manner, laboured

polish of phrase. From time to time
the volcanic emotion that underlay the
surface manifested itself in fierce out-
burst that raistd the voice almost to a
shriek. Instantly he recovered himself,
and succeeding sentences were whispered
in a voice so humbly low that it was
sometimes difficult to catch all the

syllables.
As he went forward the countrymen

he denounced sat restless on the two
back benches. Or ly a narrow strip of
neutral territory divided them from the
accuser. Had the incident happened on
College Green, this bench would not

long have served as barrier. As things

incomplete declaration,
"
If there is any

articulate observation
"

Wh.it in such case would follow was
left to the imagination. Whatever the

threat veiled it succeeded for a time in

que.ling the growing disturbance on
the back benches.

Business done. Debate on Address
continued.

Thursday.
"
But that 's another

STOREY," said the MEMBER FOR SAEK, un-

consciously quoting familiar phrase
reiteiated by KIPLING in his early and
better days. He was listening to the
new Member for Sunderlund, who, like
bread thrown upon the waters, has
returned after many days.
Remember him twenty-nine years ago,

when he first appeared on Parliamentary
stage, proudly writing himself down in

the pages of the placid Dod " A Radical
and Home Ruler." He was, in truth,
raucous in his Radicalism. The great
Liberal upheaval that had just placed
GLADSTONE in power was in his opinion
nullified by Whiggism prevalent in the

Cabinet. He wanted to do away with
most things, especially the House of

Lords and Royal Palaces.

One day in the spring of the session

of 1892 AI.PHEUS CI.EOPHAS, then in his

prime, raised debate in Committee of

Supply on expenditure upon the latter.

With that largeness of mind, that

almost reckless generosity that marks
the action of gentlemen dealing with

other persons' property, AL-
PHEUS suggested that Bucking-

! ham Palace or Kensington
Palace, he really didn't seem to

care which, should be set aside
for the purposes of a British

Gallery of Art. SAM STORKY,

stepping in, caused to creep the

flesh of lion, and right hon.

gentlemen in the quarter of the
House where to-night he stands

applauded.
"The PRINCE OF WALES and

the rest of the Royal Family,"
lie said and Members at first

thought he was going to pro-

pose a toast
"
are well able to

pay for the maintenance of their

residences. It is shabby of them
not only to occupy their palaces
rent free, but to sponge upon the

public to keep them in repair."

Twenty -nine years later,

SAMUEL, once more called, comes

back, as he plaintively says,
"too old and too disillusioned

ever again to be the strong
Party man I once was." So he
seats himself among the Elect

behind Front Opposition Bench,
and, amid continuous cheers

from country gentlemen to

whose fathers and uncles he
was anathema, delivers a strong

Protectionist speech.
A strange tendency this on part of

extreme Radicals to blossom or is it to

fade ? into ultra -Toryism. Save with

stupendous exception of Mr. G., in early
manhood the rising hope of stern un-

bending Toryism, one does not recall

a notable parallel case in the other

camp. (A/em. Write a treatise on this

subject, with photographs, showing emi-
nent Radicals at various stages of their

journey to North Pole of Toryism.)
Business done. Debate on SON AUS-

TEN'S amendment to Address in favour of

Tariff Reform. KETTLE wittily described
it as an effort to nail not his colours but
his captain to the mast. PRINCE ARTHUR,
as usual, fenced with admirable skill.

On Division amendment negatived by
285 votes to 251.
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AWAY

EMBARRAS DE RICHESSE.

Youth (lighting gorgeous Mted cigar, just received from his prospective fatlier-inrlaw, Mr. ITtestyne).
" HOPE nonsos WON'T FIND AND GO

FBOM HEBE, BECAUSE I 'l.I. HAVE TO STAY BEHIND AND FINISH TH13. IKE WOULD NEVER FORGIVE ME IF I DIDN'T I.O IT JUSTICE.

MODEL ADDRESS FOR AN
L.C.C. CANDIDATE.

[Recollect that the mere word "election"
fills tlio voter with miusea, and, in composing
your eliftii>n jvldivss, tread lightly.]

LADIES, GENTLEMEN AND WHAT-NOTS,
Here \ve all are again, faced by another

of these tiresome elections. Here am I

being polite to you, and promising you
all the good things that you can possibly
want in this world or the next, on one
small condition. Yes, you have guessed
right the very first time. It is your vote
I want.

I offer myself as your candidate for

three reasons. In the first place I want
to see for myself what the inside of the
L.C. Council Chamber is like. In the
second place I want a free pass over all

the L.C.C. tramways. In the third

place .... but 1 have forgotten the
third reason. It was, I think, something
beginning with an "8," but whether it

wasSocialism, Steamboats, or' Stoonding
'Stravagance, 1 cannot say.

I ask you for that which you cannot
possibly want for yourself, "your vote.

It has been suggested to me that in

asking I should give you some inkling
of my policy. In the first place I stand

here for the sacred principle of building

Dreadnoughts ad libitum, and making
the foreigner pay. One man, one Dread-

nought ;
one foreigner, one bill for one-

and-a-half million sterling, with five

per cent, discount for cash. That is my
motto. In the second place I am happy
to be able to say that I have made the

following statement upon affidavit :

"
I,

Richard Roe, make oath and say as

follows : To the best of my knowledge
and belief I want Tariff Reform. The
black bread and dear loaf arguments
can be reduced to an absurdity by
eating biscuits. I make biscuits.

(Advt.)." But I am told that the L.C.C.

concerns itself with neither Tariff

Reform nor Dreadnoughts. More shame,
i-ay I, to the L.C.C. However, as my
Agent is looking over my shoulder as I

write, I pass on.

He tells me, this Agent, to "come to

you on Belgian Tram Rails." I fail to

understand him, but I obey. What we
want is Belgian Tram Rails and more

Belgian Tram Rails. What we want

them for I cannot think, but I am told

that you do want them, and what you
want I want to want. Gentlemen, we
will have these rails, even if I have to go
on my knees to Mr. GKOROE ALEXANDER h im-

self for them. But I beg your pardon ;

I am now told that you do not want

Belgian Tram Rails. Though I should

like to see you make up your minds once

for all at the start as to what you do

want, I confess that I think that your
second thoughts are the more sensible.

What could you do with a Tram Rail ii

you had one? It would only fill up
your drawing-room, and no one would

really think it looked pretty, even

though Belgian. I proclaim myself

therefore, an I.A.B.T.R.,an Independenl

Anti-Belgian Tram Railer, and await

the favour of your further orders.

I am told that the only other matters

of first importance are Education anc

Sewers. For the present I confine

myself to the statement, evolved upon
my own authority and upon the inspira-

tion of the moment, that in 180i) the

average of our education and sewers
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was one per cent. ; to-day it is cent, per

one. For the rest I will do myself the

honour of calling upon you personally

and chatting about these things when
1 have found out something about them.

May I take this opportunity of warning
that what, on my part, would be an act

of courtesy in personally visiting you

will, on the part of my opponent, be

gross intimidation? When therefore

he calls and tells you that he wants

a Belgian Tram Rail, say to him,
" We have given you education. We
have given you a sewer. Now you
want a tram rail. I conceive

"
(ironically)

"that a man of your extensive claims

can have no use for my poor little vote.

I shall thus have much pleasure in

giving it to your opponent
"

(me).

I should like to have concluded this

address by telling you to which party,

Moderate or Progressive, I belong.

Unfortunately my Agent has this

moment left the room. A rough-looking

gentleman, one of our workers, at

present engaged in licking envelopes,
tells me that he suspects from the

colour of our posters that I am a

Moderate. But I do not trust or ask you
to trust this man, suspecting as I do

that under cover of his employment he is

making a free meal off gum
-

for which
I have paid, and wilfully engendering
in himself a thirst which it will be my
inevitable privilege to assuage.

Thus, when my opponent with great

pomp and to-do proclaims that he is

a member of this or that party, I shall

preserve a discreet silence. But, gentle-

men, I can do better than he. I can

and do, in the blessed absence of my
Agent, say that I will attach myself to

whichever party you prefer. Could any-

thing be fairer than that ? Can you, in

the face of that manly offer, go and elect

my opponent who entertains biassed and

partisan opinions on these matters, which
he is determined to thrust down your
throats if he can ? No. Don't be

bullied, gentlemen. Choose your own
municipal politics, tell me what they are

as briefly as you can, and I will repre-
sent them for you, whether I understand
them or no.

On one thing only have I an opinion
which cannot be altered or improved.
I am strongly and unswervingly in

favour of myself. 1 hope you will all be.

If you are, poll early and poll often.

Your humble servant, RICHARD ROE.

AT THE PLAY.
"
JUSTICE."

IF any alien accuses our nation of

saving ceased to take its pleasures

sadly, let him go, on three consecutive

nights, and assist at Elehtra, Jekyll-

Hijde, and Justice, and he will be

bound to withdraw that cruel charge.

[ try to think how Mr. FROIIMAN (which,

being interpreted, is Mr. Merryman)was
ever persuaded to start his Repertory
scheme with so gloomy a play as that

of Mr. GALSWORTHY.
" This will test my

public," he must have said.
"
If they

;an stand this, they can stand anything.
Let Justice be played, though the gallery-

gods should fall on us." Fiat, in fact,

Justitia; ruat caclum.

One shrinks, of course, from ribaldry

on so awesome a theme. Yet I confess

The Decline of the Press.

From a poster of the day after the dis-

cussion on the Tariff Reform. Amendment

DAILY MAIL.

LARGEST CIRCULATION.

31

His BRIGHT SMILE HAUNTS ME STILL.

William Falder (Mr. DENNIS EADIE) informs

Counsel that he could remember nothing of the

period of his temporary aberration except that

he
"
thought of Cokeson's face."

Inset Cokeson's face (Mr. EDMUND GWENN).

to a certain resentment at being treated

like a child that has no imagination
and needs an easy object-lesson to be

put before his eyes. Mr. GALSWORTHY
will argue that, if he sent a letter to The
Times urging that crime on the part of

a neurotic should be treated as a disease,
and that solitary confinement is brutal-

ising, no one would pay any attention

to him. But let him illustrate his

views on the stage with a concrete

instance, and we shall be staggered.
Well, I grant that the stage is the place
for exposing moral abuses and social

scandals which might otherwise escape
our notice. It gives us a new perspec-
tive : we learn to see ourselves. But it

is different with those conditions in our

public life, well-known and admitted,
which have already engaged the earnest
attention of specialists not less wise or

sincere than the playwright himself.

The nicely-balanced arguments which
have determined their choice of the least

of many evils are unsuited to a form of

art whose first business is not with

abstract Truth but with the emotions of

an audience. Mr. GAISWORTHY knows
all this, and BO he flings the plain

pitiful facts at us, as if they were the

sole and unanswerable argument.
It seems that such a question as the

law's hopeless lack of elasticity in

dealing with individual cases requires
more adaptable medium for its presen-

tation. ROBERT BROWNING (though he

would not have hesiiat"d to argue on

both sides in any medium) recognised
this in his treatment of the case of

Caponsacchi, a case not so very unlike

that of Mr. GALSWOKTHY'S William Falder,
for the Court of Judgment in each

instance declined to accept the plea
that the prisoner had been tempted
by the need of sav ; ng r> helpless woman
from the brutality of her husband.

All the same, Mr. GAISWORTHY. has

come near to justifying himself of his

Justice, because he has done his best

to avoid special pleading, except, of

course, where it was to be expected
in the speech of the Counsel for the

defence. And even here he admits

that there might well be abuses of the

clemency of the law. It would never

do for a man to be ab'e to excuse

himself for having committed murder
on the ground that he was not feeling

quite well at the time was, in fact, a

bit below himself. But a kind of

special pleading was shown in his par-
ticular selection of the circumstances

which provoked the crime and made
a contributory appeal to our pity.

And I noticed, too, that the worst

case of inhumanity, not here the fault

of the law's machinery, but of men's

hearts, was almost ignored. Falder,

coming out of prison, gets a chance

in a new situation. It was the cruelty
of his fellow-clerks, when they dis-

covered his history, that ruined his

chance of redemption. Much, and to

much purpose, might have been said of

the need for that charity which covers

up the past, but it would not have
suited the author's book, and so he let

pass the very theme on which he could

have done most service. But this is

not to suspect his sincerity, which was
manifest.

The play was admirably put on ;
and

the performance throughout showed the

fine restraint of which the author set

so excellent an example. The trial

was perhaps a little protracted, and the

scene in the cell hardly conveyed the

actual horrors of solitary confinement.

This was in part because we had seen

and heard a good deal about them
already from the outside

;
in part
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Student of Politics.
" AND WHAT BE REELY Tins YERE COALITION TUEV DO BE IARKINU ABOUT ?"

OZdpsi Living Local Authority.
"
WELL, IT "s LIKE THIS. SOME PARTIES SATS Tins, AS' SOME SATS THAT AN' T'OTHER. HOT WHAT I SATS,

THERE'S NO KNOWINS NOR NO TELLINS, AN' MARK JIY WORDS! I BAIN'T FDE WRONG."

because it was hard to persuade oneself
that the prisoner could not easily have
walked out over the footlights if he had
only thought of it.

the play held the house, though I

confess to having been a little tired

of too much Gokeson. And this was

strange, for lie was the comic relief.

Anyhow, I sympathised with the

prisoner, who declared that he could
recall nothing of the period of his

temporary aberration except the fact

that
"
he thought of Cokeaon's face."

This was put forward as a point in his

favour, since it argued that he could
not have been responsible for his actions
at the time.

A word about the costumes
; though

the play perhaps hardly lent itself to quite
the smartest sartorial effects. Still, Mr.
H'n/(tr Hows silk hat was a good
model, and Mr. James How's frock-coat
in the last Act hung well on him

; but
the attachment of his eye-glass should
have been an invisible cord. Silk has
an air of affectation. Cokeson's office

coat (these should always be loosely cut)
was serviceable, and the judge's scarlet
and ermine (each in just the right nuance)
made a happy contrast with the sombre
hues of counsel's robes. The detective's

lounge suit was not in perfect style, but
well enough adapted to his station. On
the other hand, a Norfolk jacket for a
prison chaplain is in bad taste. 0. S.

"THE TENTH MAX."
More politics this time at the Globe.

George Winter, financier and scoundrel,
is the Liberal Member for Middlepool.
The Liberal Government has been in

power for six years, and is now going to

appeal to the country on (Help !) the

question of Conscription. The contest

is expected to be very close, so that

every seat is of importance. Apart from

that, his own seat is naturally of some
importance to Winter, guileless specu-
lators being more ready to trust their

money to one who can sign himself M.P.
Now Mrs. Winter is about to divorce

her husband, and a divorced man is

no sort of candidate for Nonconformist

Middlepool. At all costs she must be

prevented from bringing the action
before the election. Winter accordingly
threatens to counter-petition. His wife
has indiscreetly visited Venice and other

places contemporaneously with that

rising Under -
Secretary, Mr. Robert

Colby; and, though Winter knows their
relations are innocent, he points out
that the mere fact of being "cited" in
the case will ruin Colby's chances of
Cabinet rank. To save her lover Mrs.
Winter withdraws, assuring the leading
Liberal lights of Middlepool that she is

on the best of terms with her husband.
But Winter has forgotten the

"
tenth

man." Nine men, we are told, can be
bribed or flattered, but the torth is

honest. James Ford is the tenth, and
he has discovered the truth about one of

Winter's companies. Nothing can move
him. At the moment of the Liberal

victory at Middlepool he announces his

intention of going to Scotland Yard.
The financier tries all his blandishments
in vain . . . and then poisons himself.

The first by - election ! (Another is

imminent, because Mr. Colby has been

promised the War Secretaryship).
There is really more finance than

politics in the play, but 1 have dwelt

chiefly on the political motif partly
because I have no head for finance, and
should get it all wrong if I tried to

describe it, partly because politics on
the stage always make themselves felt

so enormously. In this case they give
an undue appearance of theatricality to

the play. Mr. SOMEHBET MAUGHAM does
not seem to have taken any trouble

to make them real, and The Tenth Man
suffers in consequence. Yet it is an

interesting play, well handled, and con-

taining one or two excellent characters.

Mr. BOURCHIEII as George Winter was

magnificent ; he had a part which suited

him perfectly. Mr. EDMUND MAURICE as

a noble direc'or was also very good,
and Mr. HOLMES-GORE nearly made me
believe he was the Prime Minister. But
I am afraid I had no confidence at all in

Mr. GOPFKEY TEAKLE as the rising hope
of Liberalism. M.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(Tin Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. DESMOND COKE has assured me (on the title-page) that his

last book, Beauty for Ashes (CHAPMAN AND HALL), is a comedy
of caste, and I should like to believe him

; but, in all the

"comedies" 1 know, the hero and heroine, whenever the

author has encouraged us to like them, are left to get married

at the fall of the curtain ; and, if a novelist is superior to

the playwright's conventional endings, he should also, I

think, dispense with the playwright's terminology. Humphrey
ScoU-Mahon, who prided himself on being an individualist,

left Burcot Priory, where he was in the position of steward

t > his father's impoverished estate, and after some vicissi-

tudes, admirably reported, succeeded in making a boy's club

in the East End "
go.

'

Incidentally he became engaged to

a fellow-worker, but realised that he wasn't genuinely in

love with her at about the same time that she discovered her

heart to have been all along in the possession of a former
admirer. (And this on page 300 out of 330 !) So Humphrey
returned to

"
the county

"
and a possible marriage with a

very shallow poseuse (if there are poseuscs), having heard the

West or, at any rate, the aristocracy a-calling. Now if

were I could take you across the hog-backed bridge between
them straight up Whispering Street till wo came to the
House of Blind Fortunes. But as I don't know where ill the
South country the twin towns are, and as it all happened
two hundred years ago, I can only tell you that it makes a

pretty picture in my mind, and that because I like it I can
almost believe that I am still young and unsophisticated.

Of them that write "mystery" novels, some, determined
to work a good mystery off their chests, use the novel as a
mere medium ; others, bent on writing a good novel, invent a

mystery solely as an excuse for so doing. Judged by the far-

fetched nature of his plot and the title of his book, Why Did
He Do It? (METIIUKN), Mr. BERNARD CAPES is of the 'latter

class.
"
lie

"
is Professor Urchin, head of the archaeological

department of a London Co-operative Stores. "It" is an act

of treachery by which the practical joke of his bobbish young
friend, Mandrake, is allowed to be taken for an attempted
theft and discussed in a police court as such. The problem
is set in the three first and solved in the three last chapters,
and those six seemed to me the only dull ones in the book.
I found so much more pleasure in the behaviour of the minor
characters than in the progress of the main theme that, when
they became obsessed with the duty of being mysterious and

THE 'TORTOISE" COSTUME FOR BASHFUL DINERS.
'On, MB. SMITH, DO TOU rn.iEVE IN TLATOSIO LOVE? I 'M DYING TO KNOW YOUR OPINION."

Humphrey had been a bit more of a prig, or if Rosa had been
more obviously middle-class (it didn't come out very plainly
until after they were engaged), or if the lady at home had
been even faintly attractive, I should have felt happier, but
as it was I had, I suppose, to laugh

"
sardonically," and

that is so difficult to do outside a fcuillelon. As usual, the
author has dissected his characters' brains beautifully and
has delightful flashes of humour

,
but in romance I am an

iron sentimentalist, and, unless there is a suitable princess in
the background, shall justify King Cophetua every time.

It is a refreshing change from the reek of motor omnibuses
and problem novels to the early eighteenth-century repose of
Cousin Hugh (METIIUEN), by

"
TIIEO DOUGLAS."

"

Not that
there is any lack of incident in Mrs. H. D. EVERETT'S

pleasantly-written story. It is a tale of treason and mystery,
of the surreptitious barter of French prisoners for counter-
feit coin and real old lace and brandy, of sleep-walking and
sudden death, of ghost-impersonation and amateur burglary,
all deftly woven together to form the background of a pretty
old-woild love story, which ends as all love stories should.
Mrs. EVERETT has a happy knack of making her places and
people real. 1 know just what Hugh looked like, and kind
Dr. Flcetwood and his rascally half-brother, and selfish old

Lady Marrable, and sweet Alice North, and I know just
how the river flowed past the Red Deeps, and if only I
knew where red-roofed Loxhall and its twin-town Loxleigh

paused to ask each other and themselves from time to time
"
Why did he do it ?

"
I felt more irritated than intrigued.

Even the ultimate solution, though it involved the Philoso-

pher's Stone and the Tree of Knowledge itself, left me com-

paratively cold. However, without the mystery we should
not have had the novel, and I would have put up with a
much worse plot rather than be deprived of so entertaining
a story. Had one found the style of its telling less attractive
and unusual, one might have been more excited about getting
to the end of it.

In Wrach (from DUCKWORTH ; MAURICE DRAKE)
Note, by the way, the subtle art

Of Drake and Duck there 's no mistake
About the ships and shipping part ;

Stokeholds and engine-rooms and such
Are open books to MAURICE D.,

And I am bound to say his touch
Has made them quite appeal to me.

Afloat, his writing gets a grip ;

You feel the spray across your cheek
;

But when the hero leaves his ship
The salt's unsavoured, so to speak ;

The strenuous life aside he flings ;

He finds a faithless girl to woo,
He writes, he's made M.P. all things
Which almost anvone could do.
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III! WAS A Y'H'Nf! EARNEST MUSICIAN AND FOUND IT U.VRD ENOUGH TO MAKE ENDS MEET. TllKN HE LEARNT
MUSIC-HALL STAGE, AND THIS DEVELOPMENT OF HIS ART EHOUi.Iir HIM AFFLUENCE.

A FEW THICKS FOB THE

CHARIVARIA.
THE Welsh are now demanding that

Home Rule shall not have precedence
of Welsh Disestablishment. We do not
think that they have any real cause for

alarm. ^ $
*

The Divorce Commission is. puzzled
how to raise funds to make Divorce

cheaper. It seems to us that there are

simple means at hand to ensure an
enormous revenue. Why not forbid the

publication in the. newspapers of reports
of Divorce cams, and let the Divorce
Court issue its own journal ? In the

present state of the public literary taste

such a venture would be an assured
success. * t

*

The Council of the University of ( 'ain-

bridge proposes to grant the degree of
B.A. for 1. Oxford University, we
take it, will now consider whether it

cannot supply as good an article at

tt/llf. %,

The Parisian Tress is annoyed with
the English and American Press for

having publisher! exat^erate 1 accounts
of the flood. Fortunately, however,

there has not as yet b?en any consider-

able expression of annoyance with the

English and American donations to the
Relief Fund which flowed in as a result

of such exaggeration.

With reference to the Dreadnought
hoax, Mr. McKENNA refused to answer

Captain FABER'S enquiry as to whether
the officers bought white kid gloves for

the occasion. The question of colour

may be in doubt, but the officers were

unquestionably kidded.

There is, we hear, much heart-burn-

ing among living bards over the forth-

coming dinner to the descendants of

famous poets. The former complain
that they are much more in need of a

good dinner than the latter, many of

whom are engaged in remunerative

professions. * +
*

It has leaked out that the next panto-
mime at the Lycenm is to b3 Cinderella,
and the manager trusts that no rival

will appropriate the irlen.
* *

Mr. BERNARD SHAW has bean complain-
ing that the progress of his Misalliance
was continually interrupted by the

laughter of the audience. This is his

typical egoism. He is not interested in

the case of those who through the same
heartless behaviour were exposed to the
horrors of insomnia.

* *

The Rev. F. DORMER PIERCE, Vicar of

Southend, has announced his intention

of giving a wedding present to each

couple married at his church. This
idea of a consolation prize for mitri-

mony does credit to Mr. PIERCE'S kindly
heart. *

*

The fashion of wearing veils which

give one the appearance of having a

dirty mark on the face is making head-

way among those who, curiously enough,
belong to the very sex which is trying
to convince us that its intellectual quali-
fications entitle it to a vote.

* *
*

The problem of Monarchs out of

business becomes more grave every
day, and there is talk of a forthcoming
Congress between the ex-SuLTAN, the ex-

SHAH, and the ex-L.tMA to discuss the
situation with a view to combined action
of some sort. It is thought that the
institution of a Royal Labour Exchange
would be as useful as anything.
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MILK FOR BABES.
To the Parliamentary Correspondent of

" The Daily Chronicle."

[Commenting on the suggestion of Lord HUGH CECIL that in order to

check the present criminal waste of the nation's money a resolution

might at least he parsed legalising the collection of income-tax, the

rarliameiitary Correspondent of The Daily Chronicle makes the follow-

ing observation :

"
If the Conservative party had its way the House of

Commons would soon be shorn of all its noblest attributes. The old

sentiment of pride in the House of Commons seems to have perished in

Tory bosoms."]

STERN moralist, the guide of those in sore doubt !

Luminous sign-post on the tricky way !

But for whose counsels, liberally poured out,

Our feet infallibly would walk astray-
Surely in your above remarks, dear Sir,

Surely, for once, you err.

Those " noble attributes." that make the glory

Of the great Commons there are still a few

AVhich evpn he, the tough and hardened Tory,
Tie: ts with as much respect as even you ;

Of which if Parliament were shorn (or sheared)
His bosom would be queered.

One such there is, conspicuous for its beauty,

Which, with your kind permission, I will name :

It is the high, imperious sense of duty
Which calls on Governments to play the game ;

Especially to see at any cost

That Budgets don't get lost.

You '11 tell me how the Peers (those bloated nincom-

poops') are to blame for England's empty chest;
Theirs the unique offence if dues on income
Remain in people's pockets by request ;

And May still finds us gathering, in arrear,
The nuts of yesteryear.

I know that parrot-wheeze : it sounds familiar ;

At first it seemed a fairly poignant cry,

But, growing sillier by degrees and sillier

AS week by wasted week, the time goes by,

To-day its credit, always rather small,
Is less than none at all.

Twelve months, by customary computation,
Make up a year. One on the polls was spent,

After some six required for explanation
Of what the Budget actually meant

;

But where the rest have gone, or hope to go
That 's what I want to know.

My brother-journalist, I shall be happy
To wait your answer

; meanwhile let me hint
Since

"
noble attributes

"
are on the topis

How I adore simplicity in print ;

How well I like your trust, profound, immense,
In others' innocence.

But oh, beware ! The nation 's not so guileless ;

This England, whom you take to be a fool,
Prefers to have her teaching in a style less

Adapted to an unweaned infants' school
;

She *s getting quite a big girl now, and knows
Far more than you suppose. 0. S.

"
If retreat is impossible for the Ministry, it now obviously is hardly

less easy for the Nationalist leader." Tlie Scotsman.

Hardly ;
in fact we cannot imagine anything less easy to

perform than an impossibility.

BIRD CULTS.
["Maeterlinck's poetic idea of The J'luc Bird for Happiness has been

taken up by a number of clever and well-known women in the worlds
of Literature, Music and Art, who have banded themselves together into
a Dining Ciul) with one object, the I ursuit of Happiness.
The rites and ceremonies practised by the

'

B^ue Birds' at their

meetings are kept a profound secret.

The membership is strictly limited in number, and no man is

permitted to join this feminine freemasonry."
Circular Letter from Ilaymirltet Theatre.]

Mr. Punch is very happy to be able to announce that the
Blue Birds are not to be alone. Already plans are afoot for

rapidly forming a band of the best gushers among the
women in London society, to be known as the Pink Geese,
who will devote tlieir too considerable leisure to the pro-
motion of Sloppiness. This they will seek and foster in
whatever sphere they may find it, whether music, literature,
the drama, or the social circle. The name of the president
of the Pink Geese is at present, like all their rites and cere-

ra-mies, a profound secret, but doubtless it will be revealed
in time.

News comes also of the Green Owls, a society of learned
ladies who are banded together in a league for theacquire-
ment of culture, or, in other words, Era Lippo Lippinoss.
Where they meet no one outside the charmed circle knows,
but you may tell them by tlieir jargon.
Another coterie of a most exclusive and esoteric type is

that of the Purple Pipits, formed into a luncheon club with
the sole aim of cultivating abject Pipiness. Each member
is bound by the rules of the society to bring her own pipkin
to lunch, at which pipless oranges form a regular feature.
The members are divided into two grades, known as the

Pipians and the Quipians, following the terminology of

CAYLEY, and a variety of quaint ceremonies are practiced at
their meetings.

Latest advices from Mayfair describe the foundation by a
number of brainy and well-bred girls of a charming Assb-
ciation called the White Wagtails, who will concentrate

thejir
brilliant talents on the diffusion of unutterable Waggislmeds.
Animated by a beautiful altruism they will not seek to con-
sume their own gaiety, but are resolved to communicate if as

widely as possible to all classes of the public.
As a protest against the levity of the White Wagtails,

several leading Society women have formed a Club to be
known as the Magenta Magpies. The prime object of this

confraternity is the pursuit of Magpiety, and their rites are
of a deeply devotional character. The name of the Grand
Mistress of the Magenta Magpus has not yet been revealed,
but it is rumoured that she and her troupe will shortly appear
on the boards of a West-End Theatre in order to collect funds
for the education of destitute twins in the mysteries o the

two-step.
In view of the incalculable value of deportment in

modern life, great satisfaction is 'felt at the public-spirited
action of the ladies who have organised a Dining Club under
the inspiring title of the Fiery Flamingoes. It is their

purpose to cultivate a eupeptic condition by making it a
rule to eat standing on one leg. This beautiful idea has
met with the cordial support of the authoress of The Scarlet

Pimpernel, who has kindly consented to act as Patroness of
the society.

Lastly, we may note the formation of the Incorporated
Society of Iridescent Ibises. This is a body expressly de-
voted to the interests of young girls, and according to the

prospectus will make a point of encouraging Flappiness in

every form.

" The birthrate shows a steady decline, that for last year being 13.6

per head." Mandutter Evening Chronicle.

What must the family have been in the good old days?
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SUPPLANTED.
LIBKRAI, PARTY.

" ISN'T HE A BEAUTY !

"

BUDGCT. "BOO-HOO! THAT'S WHAT SHE SAID OF ME ONCE!"
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VENUS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN.
Fair Frar.faitc. "Is IT PERMITTED TO MAKE THE toun OF YOCR BEACTIFCI. VESSEL V
HI iilaliipman (after getting his breath back). "RA-IHft !

"

THE MANLY" MONTH.

MARCH, when the liurricanes hurtle,

And hares are incurably mad,
And resuming the bayleaf or myrtle

Tlio bardlet is almost as bad,

My spirit is thrumming
(1 knew it was coming),

1 am prompted to toot like a turtle,

To warble, egad !

For the spring is arriving in flashes,

The torrents are heard from afar.

And the toil ha* come out into rashes

In beds w here the < rocuses are
;

All Nature rejoices
With murmurous voices

And suburbs resound with the cr.ishes

Of na-ial catarrh.

But I chiefly delight in the splendour,
O March, of your breezy carc^

\Vhcn some creature of feminine gender,
With hat all awry, and a tress

Coming down o'er her fore-

head,

Remarks, "This is horrid

(Of course I don't like to offend her

And so I say, "Yes.")

But I know that these charmers who revel

In snubbing our sex if they can

So soon as the storm winds dishevel

Their skirts and tha orderly plan
Of their flounces and "

you
knows,"

They cease to be Junos
And sink to a far lower level

Than lubberly man.

They may beat us in brains and in

muscles
On morns that are smiling and fair,

But not when old ./Eolus hustles

The tempests around in his lair;
I take it serenely,
But Dora the queenly

Is fighting with furious tussles

Her frills and her hair.

So, whatever betide in the garden,
month of the War God, be grim ;

Your blows unrelentingly harden
And prove to my lady whose whim

Inspires her to flout me,
Site 's scarcely without me

A leg to stand up on (her pardon,
I should say,

"
a limb "). EVOK.

"So the zealous woman put (he tracts in a

box near the refreshment bar, and added a card

with the words,
'

Please take one.
1 A waggish

sailor transferred the card to a dish of jam
tarts. The moment the sailors rushed into the

bar for dinner they saw th? card
'

Pleflse take

one,' and speedily cleared the plate of larls!

The incident shows how adroit one must be in

this work." The Young Woman.

Yes, one never loses anything by being
one of the first to rush into the bar for

dinner.

'

Gymnastics, Dancing, Games, Swimming,
Anatomy, Hygiene. Students introduced to

posts." Manchcxler Guardian.

But it must be very dull dancing with

a post.

Tragedies in Brief.

From The Statesman birth column :

"
JORIIAS To Mr. and Mrs. Jordan, Jharsu-

gada, on the 20th, yet another (eo.i)."
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THE COMING OF THE CROCUS.

"It's a bootiful day again, Sir," said

my gardener, James, looking in at the

study window.
"
Bootiful, James, bootiful," I said,

as I went on with my work.
" You might almost say as Spring

was hero at last, like."
"
Cross your fingers quickly, James,

and touch wood. Ixk here, 1 '11 be out

in a minute and give you some orders,

but I'm very busy just now."
"
Thought you 'd like to know there's

eleven crocuses in the front garden."
"Then send them away we've got

nothing for them."
"
Crocuses," shouted James.

I jumped up eagerly, and climbed

through the window.

"My dear man," I said, shaking him

warmly by the hand, "this is indeed a

day. Crocuses ! And in the front

gar on the South lawn ! Let us go
and gaze at them."

There they were eleven of them. Six

golden ones, four white, and a little

mauve chap.
" This is a triumph for you, James.

It 's wonderful. Has anything like this

ever happened to you before?"
" There '11 be some more up to-mor-

row, I won't say as not."
" Those really are growing, are they ?

You haven't been pushing them in from
the top ? They were actually born on
the estate?"

" There '11 be a fine one in the back
bed soon," said James proudly.

" In the back my dear James ! In
the spare bed on the North-east terrace,
I suppose you mean. And what have
we in the Dutch Ornamental Garden?"

'

If I has to look after ornamental

gardens and South aspics and all, I

ought to have my salary raised,"
said James, still harping on his one

grievance.
"
By all means raise some celery," I

said coldly. "Take a spade and raise

some for lunch. I shall be only too

delighted."
" This here isn't the season for celery,

as you know well. This here 's the
season for crocuses, as anyone can see if

they use their eyes."

"James, you're right. Forgive me.
It is no day for quarrelling."

It was no day for working either.

The sun shone upon the close-cropped
green of the deer park, the sky was blue
above the rose garden, in the tapioca

grove a thrush was singing. I walked

up and down my estate and drank in

the good fresh air.

"James!" I called to my head gar-
dener.

" What is it now ?
"
he grumbled.

"Are there no daffodils, to take the
winds of March with beauty?

"

"
There 's these eleven croc

"But there should be daffodils, too.

Is not this March ?
"

"It may be March, but 'tisn't the

time for daffodils not on three shillings
a week."
"Do you only get three shillings a

week ? I thought it was three shillings
an hour."

"
Likely an hour !

"

"Ah well, I knew it was three shil-

lings. Do you know, James, in the

Scilly Islands there are fields and fields

and fields of nodding daffodils out now."
"
Lor' !

"
said James.

"Did you say 'lor" or 'liar'?" I

asked suspiciously.
" To think of that now," said James

cautiously.
He wandered off to the tapioca grove,

leant against it in thought for a moment,
and.came back to me.

" What's wrong with this little bit of

garden this here park," he began, "is
the soil. It's no soil for daffodils. Now
what daffodils like is clay."

" Then for heaven's sake get them
some clay. Spare no expense. Get them

anything they fancy.""
It's too alloovial that's what's

the matter. Too alloovial. Now cro-

cuses like a bit of alloovial. That 's

where you have it."

The matter with James is that he
hasn't enough work to do. The rest of

the staff is so busily employed that it is

hardly ever visible. William, for in-

stance, is occupied entirely with what

might call the poultry ; it is his

duty, in fact, to see that there are

dways enough ants' eggs for the gold-
fish. All these prize Leghorns you
hear about are the merest novices com-

pared with William's protegees. Then
John looks after the staggery ; Henry
works the coloured fountain

;
and Peter

paints the peacocks' tails. This keeps
them all busy, but James is for ever

hanging about.

"Almost seems as if they were
yooman," he said, as we stood and
Listened to the rooks.

"Oh, are you there, James? It's a
beautiful day. Who said that first?

I believe you did."
" Them there rooks always make a

place seem so home-like. Rooks and
crocuses, I say; and you don't want
anything more."

"Yes; well, if the rooks want to
build in the raspberry canes this year,
let them, James. Don't be inhospitable."
"Course, some do like to see prim-

roses, I don't say. But
"Primroses I knew there was some-

thing. Where are they ?
"

"
It 's too early for them," said James

hastily.
" You won't get primroses now

before April."
"
Don't say

'

now,' as if it were my

fault. Why didn't you plant them
earlier ? I don't believe you know any
of the tricks of your profession, James.
You never seem to graft anything or

prune anything, and I 'm sure you don't
know how to cut a slip. James, why
don't you prune more ? Prune now I
should like to watch you. Where 's

your pruning-hook ? You can't possibly
do it with a rake."

James spends most of his day with a
rake sometimes leaning on it, some-
times working with it. The beds are

always beautifully kept. Only the most
hardy annual would dare to poke its

head up and spoil the smooth appearance
of the soil. For those who like circles

and rectangles of unrelieved brown,
James is undoubtedly the man.
As I stood in the sun I had a brilliant

idea.

"James," I said, "we'll mark the

croquet lawn this afternoon."
" You can't play croquet to-day, it 's

not warm enough."
"

I don't pay you to argue, but to

obey. At the same time I should like to

point out that I never said I w;is going
to play croquet. I said that we, meaning
you, would mark the lawn."

" What 's the good of that?
"

"
Why, to encourage the wonderful

day, of course. Where is your grati-
tude, man ? Don't you want to do some-

thing to help ? How can we let a day
[ike this go past without some word of
welcome ? Out with the marker and the
mower, and let us hail the passing of
winter."

James looked at me in disgust.
"Gratitude!" he said indignantly to

heaven. "And there 's my eleven crocuses
in the front all a-singing together like

anything on three bob a week !

"

A. A. M.

"
Tliis may not seem much when we have a

Budget of 102,000,000, but many a pickle'
makes a muckle." Dally Telegraph.
This solves the domestic problem
what to do with your spare gherkins.

"There was an awful whirl of waters, a
rushing and a roaring, a vacuum in the raging
sea and then, nothing ! "Daily Mirror Serial.

The shock of coming across nothing,
just

after meeting a vacuum, would be
intense.

From a poster
EXPERIMENTAL MARRIAGES.

TBIIID TEST MATCH.

After the third you would know more or
less whether it suited you.

' ' We shall get to know,' Mr. Lloyd Oeorge
irgncd persuasively :md the Prime Minister
lodiled his head behind)

'

whether the Lords
approve our plan.'

"
Yorkshire Post.

Mr. ASQUITII seems to be an all-round
man.
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MR. PUNCH'S REPERTORY THEATRE.

No. II. MAJOR MANIFOLD'S MARRIAGE.

MAJOII AUGUSTUS MANIFOLD, late of the Indian Army.
CAFFAIN HICNKY WIGRAM, 31st Hussars.

JOHN BONAMY, M.J).

THE RIGHT HON. THOMAS VANDELKUR, M.P., Secretary of

State for tlie Home Department.^
MRS. MANIFOLD, Major Manifold's Wife.
ALTHEA MANIFOID, Major Manifold's Sister,

[The stage-directions and descriptions arc taken, in a reduced form,

front the printed book of the play.']

ACT I.

A December night in the County of Bucks, some thirty-five

miles from London. It is an agricultural district domi-

nated by the village of Arden Constable, which in its turn

is dominated by Arden Court, Major Manifold's residence,

a red brick building in the Georgian style, situated in a

park of a hundred acres, and approached by an avenue

of elms now swaying and creaking in the December

storm. It is 11 o'clock, and the ladies have just retired,

ostensibly to bed, from the drawing-room, -while the men
have filtered into the Major's smoking-room. This room

is brilliantly lit with electric light. On its walls are

arranged the ferocious heads of buffaloes, hippopotami,

moose, tigers and giraffes, formerly alive in various

African or Asiatic solitudes, but now consigned by Major
'Manifold's rifle and the ait of the taxidermist to an in-

definite period of dead and glassy contemplation. Major
Manifold is standing by a table of spirit decanters and

siphons of soda-water. He is a man of forty-two, with

a grizzled moustache, a bald head, an aquiline nose and a

chin denoting a wetik sort of obstinacy. Captain Wigram
is sitting in an arm-chair. He may be thirty years old,

and has the unintellectual air of trifling decision ordi-

narily associated icith a mounted military career, a pink

complexion, a licavy fair moustache and thin blond hair

irreproachably parted. Mr. Vandeleur has loose lips
and dark whiskers, and -is about fifty-three. He is

standing in an aggressive attitude in front of the fire as

though he were crushing a member of the Labour Party
by quoting statistics from a Blue Buol:. Dr. Bonamy, a

distinguished specialist in nerve troubles, is clean-shaved

and abrupt. He appears to be perpetually on the watch

for symptoms, and is in good athletic condition in spite

of Jiis sixty ye :rs. He is in another armchair.

Manifold. Whisky-and-soda for you, Wigram. Here you
are (he hands it to him'}. What 's your mixture, Vandeleur ?

Vandeleur. Just the least touch of whisky in hot water.

Manifold (heartily). Oh, come. That won't do here. No
temperance men here, you know. Must give you two fingers
of whisky at least. (He gives him the steaming mixture.')

Bonamy, what do you say ?

Bonamy. Soda neat, please.

Manifold. That 's easily done. You doctors have to keep
your hands steady, I suppose. It 's a curious thing, though.
I never stinted myself in liquor and my hand 's always as

steady as a rock. Good constitution, I suppose.

Bonamy (significantly). Ah !

[Wigram looks earnestly at Bonamy, icho, unseen bij

Manifold, taps his shiit front in the region over the

heart.

Wigram (aside to Bonamy]. Bad case?

[Bonamy shakes his head.

Manifold. There now, you 're all provided, and we can
have a good talk before we turn in.

[He makes for an armchair and prepares to sit down in

it. As he does so he gives a sharp exclamation of
pain.

Bonamy. What's the matter?

Manifold. Nothing, nothing. A more touch of rheumatism

in the shoulder-blade. My old wound, you know. I shall

have to get you to overhaul me, Bonamy. We're none of us

so young as we were. That 's the sort of thing you begin to

find out when you come to my age.

Vandeleur. Pooh, pooh. What's all this talk about age?
You're a mere boy, Manifold, a mere boy. Personally, I

think we ought to "pass an Act forbidding a man to marry
before he 's forty. A man under that age hasn't lived.

Bonamy. Why not forbid it altogether at any age ? You 'd

save any amount of unhappiness.

Wigram. Hear, hear. It's a mug's game saving your

presence, of course, Manifold I mean it's no manner of use

to a fellow who's got all his life in front of him. There's a

chap I know in the Bays, a youngster of twenty-five, got
married a year ago, and now he's the father of twins. Well,
there he is, you know. How's he going to get any hunting
or shooting or anything? He 's done, I tell you.

Manifold. Nonsense, Wigram. I can't listen to that sort

of cynical talk. A man isn't a man until he 's married. I

thought I knew a lot, and I was always laying down the law,

just like Wigram, but I give you my word of honour I was
a mere fool.

Freedom for me.

Manifold. Now that 's just where you 're wrong. It isn't

until a man 's married that he knows what freedom really is.

Take my own case--
[At this moment the door of the smoking-room opens, and

Mrs. Manifold and Althea Manifold come in. An
air of gentlemanly surprise and pained discomfort
settles upon the male occupants of the room, who all

get up from their chairs. Mrs. Manifold is d>cssed

in a pink frock, cut low. She has a good deal

of fair fluffy hair, is thirty years young, and

frequently pouts at her husband. Althea is dark-

haired, dark-eyed and stormy-looking. She is twenty-

six, and is Major Manifold's sister by the second

marriage of their father, Lord Justice Manifold,
7WIO deceased.

Manifold (after a few moments of blank-ness). Why, my
dear, I thought you'd gone to bed. What brings you
here?

Mrs. Manifold. Oh, sit down all of you, do. We 're not

going to stay. We thought we 'd give you a pleasant little

surprise, didn't we, Althea? Oh, do sit down. It's per-

fectly awful to see you all standing up like statues. (They
sit down ivith an appearance of great reluctance and under

protest.) The fact is, A\igustus, I 've come for you (she

pirouettes across the room and seats herself lightly on Major
Manifold's knee). There now. Here I stay until you agree
to come. You're not well, you know, and the worst thing

you can do is to sit up. Captain Wigram (she looks archly
at him), you must help me in this.

Wigram. Haw, delighted, 'pon my honour. Do anything 1

can. (Aside to himself) Shall have to take care, by Jove,
or poor old Manifold will go off the hooks, and then she '11

make me marry her. (Aloud to Althea) Anything I can do
lor you, Miss Manifold ?

[Eventually Manifold is captured and carried off by the

two ladies. The other men remain and for half
an hour more continue to dismss marriage with

greater freedom and less responsibility. In Act II.

tliis discussion is taken up again, and in Act III.,
Manifold being now a wry sick man in a red dress-

ing gown and carpet slippers, it is still continued,
to the increasing discomfort of Cap'aiu Wigram,
who has become more and more heavily invoiced.

with both ladies. Nolliing, however, happens, and
thus the play ends.
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MORE THAN MEETS THE
EYE.

'I'm; Parliamentary Correspondent <>l

Tin Duili/ AYirx, writing of a recent

debate, s.iiil, "The cheer that gneird
tin; l.il.oral leader was long rather than

loud. The i-ln i-ring of t he < 'ominous is

the inosl, varied ami expressive music in

the world. It is never tin- same and it

always UK ans things. The cheer to-

day meant personal loyalty, blended

with ivrtain inevitable misgivings, now
happily reniovi <!.''

This is fine analytical work. But
think the writer must have allowed his

attention to wander as the debate went
on. For he seems to have thrown away
several other opportunities that occurred

of remarking and interpreting the feeling
of the House. To any one gifted with

the true Parliamentary frame of mind it

was an eventful evening. Mr. AsQurrii

had not proceeded very far in his speech
before a smilo lit up the faces of his

followers. It was long rather than loud.

Now the smile of the Commons is the

most varied and expressive grin in the

world. It always means things. The
smile that I speak of meant if you
will believe me intense personal affec-

tion wedded to sundry overwhelming
sinkings of the heart, subsequently
obliterated. But this was not all. As
the evening wore on a close observer

might have arrived at the conclusion

that one of the Irish Members was asleep.
His siesta was loud rather than long.
But the slumber of the Commons is the

most varied and wonderful repose in the

world. It means things. On this

occasion you must take it from me
it can only have meant a deep personal

devotion, marred by repeated crush-

ing disappointments, eventually assimi-

lated.

While I am in the mood for explaining

things there is another iqatter that

I should like to draw attention to.

Thesn trifles are so apt to be over-

looked. I refer to the behaviour
of one of the Labour Members, who,
finding that no mention was to be made
of the Budget, grunted. The grunt
was long lather than loud. Indeed, it

was almost inaudible. But I cannot too

earnestly emphasise the great truth that
the grunt of the Commons is the most
varied and expressive utterance in the
world. It means things. This one
meant curiously enough a passionate,
almost insensate enthusiasm, tempered
by a barren sense of disillusionment,
which might luive done much to counter-
act its influence had it not been wafted

away by the reconciliation of palpable
discrepancies. At least, that is how I

read it.

i Of course it must be admitted that it

is oaly the old Parliamentary hand that

A CHILD OF EARTH.
Grannie (after aectmj ait aerofilane for the first time). "An, WEI.I, THIS riAiNQ IN THE

13 VERY WONDERFUL, BUT I I.IKE OLD KNGLAND BEST, AFTEB ALL."

understands these things. Those of us
who are without his peculiar instinct

are bound to miss a lot. For example,
a startling incident occurred towards
the clos3 of the debate, when a

Member on the Opposition benches wns
beard to sneeze. It was loud rather

than long. Hut, though you may find

it rather hard to believe me, the sneeze
of the Commons is the most varied and

expressive spasm in the world. It means

things. Can it have meant in this case

hat the hon. Member was sitting in a

Iraught?

"At the cnil. Gras.so leaps on the back of his

adversary ami brings down the curtain."

Daily Mail.

Why don't they leave all that to the

stage hands ?

We were surprised to read the follow-

ing advertisement in the Buenos Aires

Standard :

"An English Government requires holiday

engagement for six weeks."

Really, it has quite as much as it can

take on in England.
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WHAT IF THE JIG-SAW EPIDEMIC SPREADS?

INFLUENZA.
I MUST candidly own that occasions 1 've known
When I rather enjoyed having

"
flu"

;

I recall pleasant days when they urged me to laze

And 1 'd nothing whatever to do
But to watch the flames leap, half awake, half asleep,

Or to smile when my Abra came up
With some nice chicken broth on a dainty white cloth,

On which she would woo me to sup.

But if Abra, poor dear, should herself become queer,
And retire to her bed for a spell,

While the housemaid and cook have both taken their hook
And there 's no one to answer the bell,

If you find that you are boots-valet-cook-char-

Nurse-doctor-and-patient in one,
While your agonised head simply hankers for bed,
Then "

flu.
"

is the poorest of fun.

If you struggle from town with a tongue that 's as brown
And as dry as a bit of old leather,

While your once rosy cheek is as green as a leek

And your knees are both knocking together,
It will make you rejoice when you hear a weak voice

From the bedclothes say,
"
Soul of my soul !

You are ill ? Well, you can't go to bed no, you shan't,
Till you 've brought up a scuttle of coal."

Then the dogs come and bark for a walk in. the Park,
And their eyes are all hopefully bright :

"
Take us out for a run ! We want cats ! We want fun !

We are bored and we spoil for a fight !

"

But their tails will drop low when you sadly say,
" No !

'

And you feel you 're a selfish old brute

When their confident trust is all turned to disgust
And their joyous ovations fall mute.

What a chill, like a breath from the cold lips of Death,
Seems to strike through your vitals at eight

When you painfully fare down the cold kitchen stair

To tackle the cold kitchen grate.

There are dampers about which you push in and out,

But your pains end in nothing but strike,

And you creep back to bed rather more tlian half dead,
Convinced that the

"
flu

"
is no joke.

"A candid critic," says The Da ily News,
" comes forward

in The British Medical Journal with strong views on the

London matriculation English." This critic is then quoted
as follows :

" The student is driven to go to the crammer t-i be taught the si.ippets

of information which are the stock-in-trade of he wlio aspires to win the

so called competitions."

We can mention one snippet of information which this

writer might well have been taught.

Mrs. ATHERTON on the Englishman, as quoted in

1. The Daily Telegraph :

" He is far and away the most interesting type of the genus homo.'

2. The Daily Mail:
" He is far and away the most interesting type of the genius of home.'

We prefer the more expensive penny version.
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KEEPING IT UP.

MR. ARTHUR BALFOLR (joining in). "IT GOES AGAINST THE GRAIN-(piitf /)-BUT I CAN'T AFFORD
TO LET IT DROP (puff .')

JUST YET."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THK DIARY or TOBT, M.P.

7/0 .<c of domnwHx, Momlty, 7'W>. 1'S.

Since tin- days

\Vli,<n Miiliiclii wiiru tin; i-i)llar of gold
Mr u.'ii fiMin tin proud inruiliT,

Irish Members never been so surprised
in their lives. Silting full of dramatic

turns culminating in one in which they

(inured. Seine years ago an eminent

I'Yench writer was accustomed to con-

tribute to a, Paris newspaper a weekly
I'liitKcrie that came to

he known as his Lun-
<li.t. PiiK.MiEit also lias

his Mondays, not quite
so pleasant as SAINT-

HI:! vfi's. One last week,
when declaration of

Ministerial policy was
followed by mutiny.
Another to-day, when
it falls to his lot to

announce that the tail

has successfully wag-
ged the dog ;

that,

stubbornly cherished

plan of
"
Budget first"

has consequently been
abandoned

;
and that,

as soon as urgent need
of money frr starving

Departments is sup-
plied, question of
Veto will bo pursued
to end, howsoever
bitter.

Even this surrender
did not revive enthusi-

asm that bubbled over
Ministerial Benches
before PREMIER, in,

mood of Benedick, ad-
mitted that, when he
said he would rather

die than forego guaran-
tees, he did not think
he would live to re-

nounce them.
PRINCE ARTHUR, re-

covered from apathy
of last Monday, made most of oppor-
tunity. Chaffed PREMIER in brightest
style. Presented entertaining picture
of forlorn Cabinet, at issue upon ques-
tion of House of Lords, striving to reach

compromise that would avoid absolute

break-up. But were they not men and
brethren ? Was it for a magnanimous
Opposition to take advantage of their
dilemma and turn them out on a com-
monplace motion to take time necessary
for voting Supply ? Perish the thought !

House chuckled genially at this pre-
sentation of the patriot rising above
Party considerations.

"Purser, ARTHUR'S a child in these

matters," said the MEMBER FOR SARK.

" Hut not so infantile as to take a step

which, however tempting, would bring

upon him responsibility of getting

country out of financial mess into which
it has been plunged by refer of

Budget to the country.
'

Then came along KKDMOND A INI':, more

magisterial in manner than ever, with

slight suggestion in pose and arrange-
ment of necktie of recent study of

personal appearance of WARWICK THE
KiMiMAKEit. Like Pniscu ARTHUR, situ-

ation forces upon him peculiar condi-

tions. Whilst PRIXCI-: ARTHUR whacks

them will resign, he will lead his nn n

into Jbby against Ministerial Ii, .-Mil-

lion now before the House.
Ll\l> ( li oi;i,i: gave pledge demanded.

Irish Members I lieiviipiui ivHivd fr,,m
House to consider fresh situation.

Clix-k marked a quarter to eight. Fur

three-quarters of an hour they de-

liberated, linally coining to conclusion

^iat they would show I hem-elves as
merciful as they were strong. They
would spare the Government yet a

while, refraining from executing their

leader's threat of voting against motion
to give up all time to

the 2Mi March to

Ministerial business.

Hurrying back to an-
nounce this agreement,
possibly to receive

meed of humble grati-
tude from a Govern-
ment saved as it were
on the steps of the

scaffold, they discover-

ed that a strange thing
had happened. Whilst

they, jealously locked-
in in a Committee -

room upstairs, were

discussing fate of the

Government, lo! it had
been settled. PREMIER'S
motion had been car-

ried without a division.

Irish Members came
back to find House in

Committee prosaically-

discussing Resolution

authorising Govern-
ment to borrow money.
Business done.

Another crisis fizzled

out. Four weeks' truce

proclaimed.

Tuesday. At single
hound Captain COOPER

leapt into position of

prime favourite in

second Parliament of

King EDWARD THE
SEVENTH. Yesterday
unknown, his name is

the Government within an inch of their
, spoken to-night at many dinner-tables

in tone of admiration mellowing into

personal affection. Whether achieve-

ment result of accident or design, who
shall say? It does not matter, since

triumph was complete.

Happened in that unexpected manner
not unfamiliar in evolution of notable

events in the Commons. BANBURY much
to the fore lamenting financial chaos

consequent on Lords' rejection of Budget.
Cannot conceal from himself or the

House that "situation is entirely, directly,
due to four-and-a-half years of Radical

Government." Pondering this paradox,
House got into Committee on Supple-
mentary Estimates.

FAKS VOBISCUM; OR, THE LINCOLN HANDICAP.

Wo \\<"'l not /.end ze Budg-ett to ze Hans of Lurrdz to l>c x.rown out ou-ly a-gon ! !

(Mr. J. T. T. Lincoln- bom at Paks in Hungary. 1

life, carefully observing limit marked
by necessity of avoiding immediate Dis-

solution, REDMOND AINE, preserving atti-

tude of austere independence varied by
blustering threats, is bound to exert his

utmost power to keep Ministry on its

legs till it has come to grips with House
of Lords on Veto question.
With TIM HEALY .sitting watchful on

bench below, he dare not openly display
complete complacence towards Govern-
ment. So he finishes up with threat that

unless categorical pledge is forthcoming
that, if promised Veto Resolution be

rejected by Lords, PREMIER will go to

CROWN asking for guarantees, and failing
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PLYMOUTH Ho ! !

" When I first put this uniform on."

(Mr. C. E. Mallet, the new Financial Secretary to the

War Office.)

At this stage COOPER emerged from

obscurity. Interposing, he claimed in-

dulgence for delivery of his maiden

speech. Incidentally he mentioned the

pleasing personal fact that he is the

youngest Irish Member in the House.

Then there was a pause, COOPER visi-

bly growing more aged. Committee sat

silent awaiting the oration. A propos
of nothing, COOPER, drawing himself to-

gether, asked somebody
" What steps

are being taken to render the men who

got the land which is being acquired
efficient cultivators?"

Another pause, quite long enough for

anyone who really knew to answer this

riddle. The gallant Captnin stood look-

ing round at the Committee. The Com-
mittee sat looking at the Captain. Being
another half-minute older, he resolved

to make clean breast of business. Fact

was, he explained, he had prepared a

most elaborate speech on work of Con-

gested Districts Board.
"
I filled it,

'

he said,
" with quotations

from Iris'-i papers and from the CHIEF

SECRETARY'S speeches. But I was told

the vote would not be taken to-day, so I

left the speech on my dressing-room
table."

Amid murmur of generous sympathy,

warmer by reason of under-current

of satisfaction at escape, gallant

and youthful Captain, manfully

controlling his emotion, resumed

his seat.
"

If," said the SPEAKER when,

progress being reported, he heard

of the incident, "that method of

dealing with a speech were more

common, we should have shorter

sessions and more work to show

for them."
ST. AUGUSTINE did a really nice

thing. Retiring to the Library

and, with that delicate touch that

indicates fine nature, selecting a

sheet of black-edged paper, he

wrote a note to COOPER saying how
much he would appreciate oppor-

tunity of reading the speech if it

were found intact on the dressing-

table on the Captain's return to

his room.

Episode had such effect on

course of events that by a quarter
to eight the whole of business set

clown was accomplished and House

adjourned in time for dinner and

the conversation alluded to.

Business done. Quite a lot.

Thursday. DUDLEY WARD, mak-

ing first appearance as Treasurer

of the Household, stood at Bar,

bearer of a message from tlie

KING. Looked very well in his

uniform, carrying in right hand
the wand of ancient office. Called

upon by the SPEAKER, he with

due obeisance advanced to Table,

with clear voice pronounced His MA-

JESTV'S satisfaction at the Address in

reply to the Speech from the Throne.

This sufficiently commonplace. Crisis

arrives when, message delivered, Mer-

cury withdraws. Etiquette forbids the

turning of the bar1
.: -n the SPEAKER.

In present straiutx* relations of two

Houses, any breach would b3 excep-

tionally resented . Must retire backwards.

Interest of House in this performance
always breathless. Members on both

sides look on as if fate of Empire
depended on successful accomplishment
of manoeuvre. A few paces showed
that DUDLEY WARD was all right. As he

reached first appointed halting
-
place

and bowed low to Chair, ringing cheer

burst forth, renewed as he unfalteringly
made his way backward as far as the Bar.

Here ordeal is usually completed.
Messenger turns about and walks forth

face foremost. Not so DUDLEY WARD.

Encouraged by the cheers, he continued
his backward march, shouldering his

way through the appalled crowd standing
at the Bar, backing into the swinging
glass doors, and so amid ringing cheers

evanished.

Business done. Transvaal War Loan
Bill passed through Committee.

CHAMPION BACKWAKDS-WALKER OF THE WORLD.

(Hon. Dudley Ward, Treasurer o the

Household.)

MORE JUSTICE.

(From
" The Kensington Herald.")

WE regret to state that the residence

of Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY, the famous

dramatist, in Addison Road, was broken

into by burglars on Thursday evening
while the whole household were at the

Duke of York's Theatre. The thieves

were returning for one more load of

valuables when Mr. GALSWORTHY drove

up in a cab just in time to intercept
them. What then happened we are

enabled to relate in the words of the

chief of the burglars, who called at our

office eager to acquaint us with so

remarkable an experience.
"'Pardon me,' Mr. GALSWORTHY says

to me,
'

but do you know what you 're

doing?
'

" '

Perfectly,' says I, thinking it best

to brazen it out
;

' we 're burgling your
house."

" ' But that 's a very anti-social thing
to do,' says he.

'''It 'sour livelihood,' says I. 'You
write books and plays and we rob.'

"'Come in,' he says, 'and talk it

over.'
" '

Right 0,' I says, tipping my mates
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i-'uitis M.F.H. "Dm you THUAM ox THAT HOUND, SIR? I'rlati S/wrfsmnn.
"

Mi-: '< WHY, I HAVEN'T DEF.N OFF MY UOKSE ALL PAY."

the wink to lie low ; and we sits down
comfortable by the fin 1

.

" ' You 're back early,' says I.
" '

Yes,' says he
;

'1 had a headache
and had to come away. I don't regret
it now that I have the opportunity of

studying you at first hand
;

'

and he puts
up his eyeglass and lojks at me all

over.
'

Well,' I says,
' what about it ?

'

' What about what?
'

he asks.
" ' This burglary.' I says ;

' how does
it strike you?

'

'"
Oh, that,' says he. 'I am consider-

ing it. 01 course I look upon you merely
a-- a victim of so.-iety; I can't blame you
personally. Besides, you no doubt hate

being poor, and you know my pity for

anyone who is not rich. What I was
thinking about, was my property. Do
you intend to return it ? 1 don't wish to

influence you: I doubt if I have the

right ; but I should like to know what

you propose to do ?
'

''Well,' said 1, 'I always used to

hear that finding's keeping.'"
True,' he said. 'A saying drawn

from our old barbarism. But how did

you come to select this house ?
'

'

Well,' I says,
'

I happened to have

nothing to do this afternoon, so I

dropped into a matiiuV of your play,
and 1 says to myself, "This is the man

for me. Even if be catches me he
won't put me into jug." And that 's the

long and short of it. Here we are.'
"
This made him sit up ;

and he said

nothing for ever so long.
"
Well, time was getting on, and at

any moment the others might come in

without any of his nice ideas, and so

I got up." '

I 'm very sorry,' I said,
'

but I

must say good night. I've a lot of

hard work to do before I get to bed.

Have you anything more to say to me ?
'

" '

No,' he said,
'
I 'm still thinking.'

And with that I left him, and I've
never seea him since."

its

THE LESSER CELANDINE.

(ONCE MORE.)

THERE is a flower, the lesser celandine,
That may appeal to poets by

looks,
Its innocence, simplicity; in fine,

By all the qualities we like in books
;

That may, as WORDSWORTH gazes on its

face,

Inspire his mind to fancies sweet and

rare,

And cause the child to check his happy
race

And pick a posy for his nurse's hair.

But, after all, there's something else

besides

A flower's appearance : there 's its

root as well
;

And this the lesser celandine provides
In such profusion as I wince to tell.

Once let it get possession of the soil,

And surely is your garden wilder-

nessed ;

Not all your hirelings' grim and costly
toil

Can ever overtake and kill the pest.

Mine 's full of it. Whichever way I send

My fearful glance it rests upon this

blight.

Expensive beds are choked with it
; no

end
Of care and thought obliterated quite.

The lesser celandine a joy, forsooth !

Not if I know it ! This is what I sny,

'Tis only by ignoring half the truth

That WORDSWORTH won the place he

holds to-day.

"Fane was bowled at 92, and one run later

Woolley caught Hobbs. Bird stayed until 188,
when he was run out by L?veson-Gower.
Hobbs knocked off the remaining runs." Cork

Krcning Kflio.

He was then stumped by RHODES, and
the great match was over.
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AT THE PLAY.
"
MISALLIANCE."

"
TALK, talk, talk," says the revolting

young lady in Mr. SHAW'S play, after

silently assisting at a protracted sym-

posium on just any subject that oc-

turred to anybody; "talk, talk, talk,

and nothing ever happens." I was

with her there, very heartily, for she

reflected, with great accuracy, my own

indignation ;
but these favourable senti-

ments were modified when she seized

the occasion of a general dispersal of the

LOVE-MAKING (SHAVIAN STYLE).

llypatia Tarleton (Misa MIRIAM LEWES) to

J.oseph Pcrcival (Mr. CHARLES BRYANT).
" Hand-

some man, chase me iii the heather !

"

company to talk at an appalling length
on her own account. Nobody, of course,

can ever be angry with Mr. SHAW, be-

cause he is such a dear, ingenuous child,

opening large eyes on the world with

an innocence apparently unqualified by

experience of tilings as they actually
are. But the trouble is that, like a

spoiled child, he has got into the habit

of taking himself too seriously. He sees

himself as an Institution, and, therefore,
like all established things, a fit subject
for ridicule and burlesque. I don't so

much mind his making merry with the

Bible, for instance, because that kind of

Lad taste defeats itself
; but I do object

to his treatment of himself as an equally

recognised Institution.

I never found out what the title of

his new play, Misalliance, referred to.

I think it must have been the unholy
wedlock which Mr. SHAW had arranged
between mere dialogue and the stage.
Si ill, I got a good deal of fun out of the

farcical third Act, though here Mr.
SHAW committed an unforgivable error

.n introducing a situation which closely

recalled a recent tragedy in actual life.

The author owed much to the uni-

versal excellence of the performance, in

which nearly everybody said the most

improbable things with a great air of

probability. Mr. LOWNE was particularly

happy in his easy transmission of the

sort of paradoxical humour which has

long enjoyed the hallowed sanction of

antiquity ;
and Miss FLORENCE HAYDON

was admirable, as ever, with her cor-

rective pathos.

THE TRIPLE BILL.

I confess that I prefer Mr. BAUD IK h\

his moods of fanciful sentiment. The
whimsical habit of thought which is

the great charm of his lighter manner

seems to produce a sense of insecurity

when he deals with terrible things.

Neither the head nor the heart of me
could accept the tragic element in Old

Friends. The reformed drunkard was

sound enough, but his young daughter,
the confirmed dipsomaniac, was (apart
from all question of physiological science)

unbelievable, and so was the mother,
with her vindictive cruelty to the father

who, as the supposed cause of their

child's hereditary taint, has to submit to

a bitter tirade on the subject before the

child's very face. Nor could the old

maxim, here repeated, to the effect that

men often imagine they have conquered
their vices when it is really their vices

that have grown tired of them and left

them, have ever conceivably been applied
to the vice of alcoholism. A more trivial

fault was the insistence with which the

author, by aid of irony and other sugges-

tions, foreshadowed the retribution of

the gods. It made the play (for all its

brevity) drag a little in the scene between
the father (Mr. SYDNEY . VALENTINE) and
the rather stagey parson (Mr. HUBERT

HARDEN). There were moments of effec-

tiveness (for which no small credit was
due to the dim light) ;

but the pity and
terror of it all were never purifying.*

i

because one s intellect remained uncon-
vinced. I don't really think it was
worth while to have done it.

On the other hand, The Twelve-Pound

Look, a half-farcical comedy by the same
Mr. BABBIE, was wholly delightful, and
showed the author in his happiest vein

of genial cynicism. Also it gave Miss
LENA ASHWKLL her first decent chance in

the Repertory series, and she used it in

the quiet way which suits her manner
and her voice so much the best, if she
would only believe it. Mr. GWENN was
a superb Sir 'Arry, gorgeous in his

contented Philistinism, though, perhaps
excusably, he a litt'.e overplayed the

part. The only reflection that I venture
to pass upon this charming sketch is

tlrat, while hinting that the second
wife may one day seek the same relief

as the first, Mr. BARRIE has not thought
of providing her with a similar motive.

The two women have nothing in com-
mon except the fact that they have mar-

ried the same man. The one had no
fear of him, but simply could not toler-

ate the tedious banalities of life with a

too-successful man. The other shows

no sign of this form of annoyance, but

merely cowed by her husband's

overbearing egoism. If she ever goes

type-writing on her own, it will be with

a different motive for escape, and I think

the motive should have been the same.

But I don't much mind how her faco

is going to get
"
the twelve-pound-look,"

the hunger for stenography-with-free-

dom, because the first wife, in the course

of explaining how she got her own

twelve-pound-look, afforded me just as

much mirth as I was capable of accom-

modating.
Sandwiched between the two BARRIIC.S

was GEORGE MEREDITH'S
" unfinished

LOVE-MAKIXG (MEKEDITIIIAN STYLE).

Aitrcca . . . Miss FAY DAVIS.

Arden .... Mr. CHARLES MAUDE.

comedy," The Sentimentalists. The
formal yew-hedged garden and the

Early-Victorian costumes were in keep-

ing with the deliciously pedantic flavour

of the dialogue. (I except from my
approval the costume of Professor

Spiral, which was more suited to a

mature Corinthian buck than a connois-

seur in rhetoric.) As in Mr. SHAW'S

play, it was "talk" and nothing "hap-
pened

"
: but such talk

; such quality
of phrase ;

a wit so fine
;

a gallantry
so lyric ! In the first scene, where
the humour was less elusive, there

was some very pretty jesting and

exchange of preciosities over the Pro-

fessor's homily on the charms of the

young widow Astrma. Here, too, Miss

JEKROI.D, as the over-married Lyra,
made a most piquant figure, and
Mr. DENNIS EADIE, as Uncle Homeicare,

interpreted his part with a nice appre-
ciation of its humour. The dia.ogue
of the second scene was not so seizable,

partly because its form blank verse,

and of great distinction did not make
for clearness ;

in part because the senti-
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ment moved on a higher plane, in an

atmosphere more rarefied ;
in part, too,

becausa Miss FAY DAVIS (welcome back

to the stage) rather hurried her words.

It must be added regretfully that with

all her charm she was not quite in the

picture. Mr. CIIAIM.KS MAI in-:, as her

lover Ardi'n, brought to the delivery of

his lints a very noble quality of voice

and expression.

Altogether, I have to thank Mr.

FHOIIMAN for a most sporting evening.
If the feelings of some of us were har-

rowed by Old Friends, and our in-

tellects a little strained by The tienli-

iiii'iitnlists, at least Tlie Tuxh-e-1'ouud

Ijook left a final smile on our happy
faces

;
and I for one have pleasure in

putting
"
Received with Many Thanks "

to the last two items of The Triple Hill.

0. S.

SEASONABLE STARVATION.

(With adtiiatclcdijmenla to the Vimtnine Press?)

AT this season, of course, we are all

studiously careful to keep
"
the larder

lean, and clean From fat of veals and

sheep," as dear oh I UERKICK how
sweetly lavetidery the name is so

quaintly puts it. Asceticism has in-

vaded even the smartest of the smart

restaurants, and to such a length is

principle carried in the fashionable

world that I know of one grande dame
who will not even allow her Pekingese
anything but vegetarian biscuits be-

tween Shrovetide and Easter.

Fasting, then, is de riyueur, and now
that the matutinal rasher would lie

hiavy on the consciences of her guests
the up-to-date hostess is naturally look-

ing out for little plats sufficiently morti-

fying to the flesh, yet containing enough
nourishment to prevent actual collapse.
For such I have copied out a few taste-

ful recipes, and which will be well

within the means pf the most thrifty.
COTKIKTIB (hiANTi-xiLER. Take a pint

of shrimps. Trim off their whiskers and

slap till tender. Break .n dozen golden
eggs, G.W.R. brand, into a saucepan,
and add a piece of butter the size of a
cocoa-nut. Whisk with a whisker. Dump
in a pound of flour. Stir all together.
Slice with a sharp niblick, fry a nice

brown, and score heavily. Sufficient for

one ascetic.

POULET LLOYD GEORGE. Bone a chicken
from the nearest hen-roost. Stew til

tender in dry champagne, taking care

to skim off the increment every time ii

appears. Set aside the liquor the flesh

of course, must not be eaten. Add two

quarts of calipee and twelve large mashed

potat es. Now have ready some nice

forcemeat. Hake in a fast oven, and
stuff well. (For two persons take double

quantities of each ingredient.)

n C- KVV =-

THE EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT OF OUR GIRLS.

SeltoolmiKtress. "WELL, ELIZA, WHAT DID YOUR MOTHER SAY YOU WEBB TO DO WHEN YOU

LEFT SCHOOL ?
"

Eliza. "PLEASE, MISTRESS, MUVVER SAYS I KIN STAY AT 'OJIE FOR A FEW WEEKS AN' M01ND

THE BIBY FER PRACTICE AN
1 THEN I'LL BE FIT TO OO INTO A COUNTBSS'8 FAMILY."

DUKE HUMPHREY'S DUMPLINGS. (A very
favourite fast dish with children.) Take
three pounds of the stodgy part of a cod.

Make some light pastry, remembering
that dripping is taboo. Put in the cod
and any vegetables and nuts left over
from yesterday's dinner. Add mace,

mai/.e, mint, cayenne, cinnamon, cochi-

neal, mustard and angelica to taste.

Plug well. Roll round and round and

round, and bake till it blunts a sharp
fork. This quantity will do for one
small child.

Those who experience any feeling of

faintness after this matgre diet. should

try an oyster mousse, or sip a pint
of clear turtle between breakfast and
lunch.

At the Hotel Fitz, by the way, a

special nine- course Lenten dinner for

rigid self-disciplinarians is now served

in the Pompadour Hall at a guinea a

,
head. An interesting novelty is the

i
introduction of paon de luxe a la

Financiere in place of the ordinary
relive. As the peacock is now, ecclesi-

astically considered, not fowl, but fish,

even those possessing the most super-
sensitive consciences may partake of it

without scruple.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(R/y Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

THE easiest way to criticise anything is to condemn it

because it is not something else. It would not be difficult,

for instance, to point out by how much The 1'all and tlie

Cross (WELLS GARDNER, DAHTON) fails to be this, that and the

other which its author, G. K. CHESTERTON, never intended it

to be. For myself, I should have enjoyed reading it more
had it been pure romance, devoid of symbolism ;

but Mr.

( 'IIESTERTON would not have enjoyed writing it so much, and

it is his book. I don't think he can ever have enjoyed him-

self so much as on this occa-

sion
;
towards the end, in fact,

he has quite carried himself

away. For three-quarters of

the book I followed him with

breathless eagerness for the

last quarter 1 had to confess

that I was lost; but I was
comforted by the feeling that

probably he was lost too. The
Ball and the Cross, a splendid
mixture of Mr. CHESTERTON'S

two enthusiasms, fighting and

religion, tells of the duel

between an Atheist and a

Roman Catholic, and of their

wanderings in search of a

quiet spot in which to finish

their battle. Their adven-
tures are delightful, until they
find themselves in an asylum,
when, as I have said, Mr.

CHESTERTON appears to lose his

grasp of the story. At one

moment, indeed, I had an un-

easy suspicion that he was

working off on me some of

his well-known scorn of the

prison system and the inde-

terminate sentence. I hope
he wasn't.

at any rate like that. But, if you have any affection for

London, you will like his history. Nothing much ever

happens in either, but there is about both a pervading air of

movement and adventure. It is a pity that either the author,
MARK ALLKI:TON, or the publishers, Messrs. METHUEN, could not

have hit on a title less inane than Such and Such Things for

so plea-ant a book.

Pre-

was

.To talk about the invasion
of London as a dreadful possi-

bility of the future is absurd.
We are always being invaded,
and we do not mind in the
least. Every day a determined

young conqueror or two ar-

rives at Euston or Charing
-

Cross lusting for a career, bent upon subduing,
pared to overcome every obstacle, they are all, as .,

David Logan, confronted by one least dreamt of but most
insuperable. London offers no obstacle for them to overcome.
There is no resistance

; the Londoner is polite and apathetic.

I^do
not remember seeing this point made before in fiction.

The attitude of the about-to-be-conquered, when it is men-
tioned, usually oscillates between violent opposition and
abject admiration; when not mentioned, I suspect it of being
one of complete indifference, for heroes who condescend to
business careers are generally inhuman, nearly always dull,
hardly ever romantic. David Logan has none of these faults.
He has no unfair start in his race for greatness, his progress
never fails to provide amusement, and he has three very
probable but quite unprosaic encounters with the Sex. You
will dislike him personally, for he is stolid and mean. That
was why he got on, and one does not like people who get on,

THE ROMANCE OF WAR.
Sceptical Youtli. "Bui YOU DON'T MEAN TO SAT THERE ARE troys

IN THE CRIMEA?"
Old Warrior. " MY BOY, I BE A-TALKING o' FIFTV YEAR AND MORE AGO !

'

Personally, were I on a secret mission to Peking, and sur-

rounded by rivals anxious to steal my plans, f think that, if

a strange lady fainted attractively on my verandah, I should
at once take steps to change my hotel. Almost certainly, I

should not permit myself to sit in the dark in company
with this same lady and an
unlocked despatch - box. If

Peter Ken- had followed these

simple rules he would have
succeeded better over the af-

fair of the Chinese liailway
Concessions. But, on the
other hand, The Human Col-
web (MACMILLAN) might never
have been written

; and I

should have been genuinely
sorry about that. The Cob- '

web that Mr. PUTNAM WEALE
has spun is by no means the
slender affair that its tit'e

suggests ;
on the contrary, it

is a novel almost, as regards
size, in the antique manner,
and full throughout of the
most interesting and enter-

taining matter. Frankly
speaking, I found the Eng-
lish chapters sometimes a
little tedious, but they are

few, and once Mr. PUTNAM
WEALE lands his hero inj

China, amid the cosmopolitan
crowd of diplomatists and-/

concession-hunters which lie

himself obviously knows at

first hand, then the thing
fairly sparkles. Indeed, I

think I have never read a

story of which the local

colour was more vividly

presented ;
so good is this

that the reader emerges as

from an actual
"
week-end in

picturesque Peking
"

for six

shillings. It should cer-

tainly stimulate the tourist traffic to so fascinating a spot.
:

The DALAI LAMA has clearly been favoured with an advance
copy.

"GERMAN GENTLEMAN desires HOME in best English (Christ'an) familvm London, N.W." Morning Post.

There are so many good families in the North-West that one'
cannot lightly fix upon the best. There 's that family in
Maida Vale, of course ... or that large one in Finchley
nna.fl . r>r W^ll :*- '~ ,!::,.. .ii , ._*

Well, it 's a difficult question.

12, Organ, knee swells & stops." Manchester Evening Chronicle.
That's the worst of these cheap organs with their
pedals.

stiff

NEW MOTTO FOR THE
"
WESTMINSTER GAZETFE." Aestuat

infelix angusto limite Mondi.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin- X[n-clator lias been advocating the

formal ion ol a CVntre Party. Hut surely

(In' Liberal Party is this. Is it not

I ehv.rn tlic Devil and the IV j> Sea?
* *

Tho Ixinls are now, it is evident, pre-

paring in earnest for the great liglit.

'/'/;, < lir.rllr announces the appointment
of Lord llosi.n; KY to the Hon.-

Colonelcy of tin- 7th Bittaliou.

ol the !!o\al S->is Regiment.
* *

The Da'ihj Mull has discovered

at Llangollen a p irrot wh.cli

makes such political remark-; as

"What aliout the Budget V
"

and ''Lu>Yi> (ir.ouGE for ever !"

with fast-. We see no reason

why such biids should not in

time take the place of hecklers

at election meeting.-:.
* *

Mr. llABCOURT, in moving the

Sf-cond ivadmg ol the Ancient

Monument* 1'rotec ion Hi l.sta'ed

that it win introduced for the

purpo'-e of enab ing the Govern-
meut to accept the offer of a

bi quest which he had no he^ita-

t on in describing as the finest

historical monument in the

country. The Brown Dog of

Battersea, now gone periiaps for

ever, is said to h ,ve expressed
no doubt as to the present accu-

racy of this description.

It is patiefftctory that two lady
members were returned to tne

L.C.U. Had only one been suc-

cessful it would have been ne-

cessary to supply her with an
official chaper ne.V
A contemporary publishes a

paragraph enlitled "Brewing
(Statistics.

"
To judge by the way

in which they are turned out at

election time we had always
imagined that this was how
they v\cre made.V
Germany has now decided to

tike part in the race for the
South Pole. Locally, we under-

stand, it is hoped that she will

n it be successful, for Germany's treat-

ment of the Poles in the past has left

much to be desiied.V
The United States Geodetic Survey

has discovered that the earth is slightly
larger than it has hitherto been sup-
po-ed to be, and we are prouder than
ever of being an inhabitant of this dear
old planet. % ^

*

Mr. W. II. LEVKR has presented the

91,000 which he was awarded a^

damages in the soap lib ! actions to

Liverpool University. Curiously enough
the announcement of this benefaction

dOM not appear in the pages of a c, i lain

contemporary under the beading:
DAILY MAIL Cn u;mi .-.

V
Arrangements are to be made to in-

clude in the Census returns persons who

The proposal ha> been made that ill

future our
Ih-niitiitiiitjlitx, instead of

being named, shall he numbered. The
idea impresses us as being a good one.
If our next leviathan were to appear as

Di-ciKhifnifjlil No. 8006, think how it

would strike fear into the hearts of our
enemies. ^ ,

The marriage is announced of the son
of the U.S. SKCIU:TAI;Y 01 SIAII;

Master I'IIIIANDKR C. KNOX,
who is still at school. While
there are no statistics available

on the subject, we believe it to

be a fact that there are compara-
tively few married schoolboys in

our old-fashioned country.
*

By-the-by, after an unsatis-

factory interview with Papa at

Washington, Master KNOX in-

formed a representative of the

Press that he was returning with
his wife to Providence. That,
we believe, is the usual resort

of runaway couples.

"WHAT ABVMT THIS 'EBE 'ALLEY'S COMET?"
" 'E AIN'T COME YET, HOT I '* BEADY FOB 'm.

O* SMOKED CL4SS 'ANDY."

E GOT A BIT

are travelling in trains or in ships, ljut

no provision is made for aeroplauers,
and many reticent maiden ladies are

already taking lessons in the aerial art.
* *

Meanwhile Mr. HALDANE'S announce-
ment that there is to be a Census of
Horses has c; us >d a flutter in equine
circles, and m ny silly mares are pro-
testing stouth hat nothing will induce
them to declare their age. They do not
realise howstupid it is to show their teeth.

HIS FIRST VOTE.
WE are told by The Daily

Telegraph that Mr. WINSTON
Ciii'iicuiLi, recorded the first vote
of his life at the recent L. C. C.
election. Entering the polling
station with Mr. SIOTT DCCKEIIS,
one of the Progressive candid ites,

the HOME SECUKTAUY obtained his

ballot paper.
It was a beautiful sight, this

young man in the hey-day of life

exercising for the first time his

privilege and duty as a citizen.

He walked briskly to a vacant

compartment at the polling-desk,
and with a swift glance about

him to ensure the secrecy of tho
ballot, he put his pencil to the

paper, his hand trembling a little

with excitement. There was a

proud, if shy, look on his fac&

as he stepped to the ballot-box

and pushed the paper safely
home.
"There!" Le exclaimed.

"My first vote ! How it thrills !

"

"
I am so much obliged for

your support," murmured tho

Progressive candidate.

"Don't mention it. I could not have
given my first vote to a better man,

1 '

replied the HOME SECRETARY.
"

I notiro
a bad defect in the ballot-paper issued
to me, however. There is really hardly
room to put one's name in those little>

squares."
We regret to add that Mr. Swrr

DICKERS was not one of the sucee-sful

candidates, in spite of the distinguished
support he received.

VOL. CI1XVIII.
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THE NEW CHRONOLOGY.
LMFOKTANT NEW DEPARTURE BY

" THE
DAILY JEBB."

THE method of computing time b\

reference to the age of some prominent
politician recently outlined in The Daily
Mail in its comments on Lord HALSIUJRY :

return to the Bench is, we are interested

to learn, about to receive an important
extension. The Daily Mail, it may be

explained, merely confined itself to the

relative method, noting the fact that

Lord HALSBURY became Solicitor-General

while Mr. ISAACS was still at school, and
that, he was a "silk" of seven years'

standing when Mr. F. E. SMITH, K.C.,
was born.

The system of chronology, however,
which will in future be adopted by The

Daily Jebb (late The Morning Post) has

been drawn up by Mr. FABIAN WARE on
a positive basis, and will be known as

the Jebbian Calendar. Mr. RICHARD JEBB

having been born in the year 1874, which
is taken as the starting-point of the new
era, 1910 now becomes 37 anno Jebbii.

The names of the months will remain
as heretofore, with the exception of

February, which, by Mr. JEBB'S gracious
consent, will in future be known as

Jebbuary. At the request of the As-

tronomer-Royal the planet Jupiter has
been reshristened Jebbiter, a name at

once far more euphonious and infinitely
more in accordance with the imperial
destiny of our solar system. Mr. JEBB,
it will not easily be forgotten, was edu-
cated at Marlborough and New College,
Oxford. By a unanimous resolution of
the governing bodies of these two insti-

tutions, it has been decided that they
shall henceforth be known as Jebborough
and Jebb College respectively. (Dr.
SPOONER, the Warden of New "College,
we may note parenthetically, has by a
deed poll now assumed the style and
title of PHILOJEBB FABIAN SPOONER.)
Funds are being collected by Marl-

burians past and present for the erection
of a colossal obelisk on the summit of
the school mound inscribed with the
titles of Mr. JEBB'S various monumental
works on Imperial topics.
The Governing Body of Jebborough,

we understand, have issued an impor-
tant circular stating that henceforth the

following rules will be enforced :

(1) No book prizes will be awarded
other than the works of Mr. JEBB.

(2) Pupils bearing the Christian name
of Richard will, on and after the 1st of

April, 37 A.J., be granted a rebate of
50 per cent, of all school fees.

(3) Pupils bearing the Christian name
of Cecil, Hugh, or Robert will be sub-
ject to a supertax of 100 per cent, on
all school fees, and under no circum-
stances whatever will be eligible as pre-
fects or members of the School XI. or XV.

(4) All pupils, on arrival, must bring
with them a knife, fork and spoon o.

Fabian ware, an/1 m irked with the

inifals R. J.

(5) No assistant-master will be ap-

pointed after the date already refemx
to whose views on Imperial Defence
Tariff Reform, and the leadership oi

the Unionist Party have not bpen pro-
nounced sound by the Editor and

Proprietor of The Daily Jcbb.

(0) The College cry will in future be
as follows :

" Rah ! Rah ! Yip-i-addy !

T/.ing-boom-Jebby-Jebby-Jebb !

"
Boy

who use any other cry will be gated and
condemned to wear a label with the
words

"
Unionist Free-Trader" upon it.

NATURE NOTES.

(.4 little In the manner of too many journalists.';

IT is good news that the 'Aoo has at

last acquired a specimen of the Caclus-
stomached Spandril. The absence of
this animal has for too long been a blot

on the otherwise .admirable administra-
tion. A denizen of Rangoon, it is occa-

sionally met with and killed by hunters,
but the natives pi eserve it on account of
its utility as a destroyer of the deadly-
Blue Grease Snake, which it lies upon
and extinguishes. There has been no
Cactus - stomached Spandril in the

Regent's Park reserve since 1803.
* * * *

The reference in the papers recently
to talking parakeets would suggest that
for these birds to be accomplished in the

way of speech is a rarity. On the con-

;rary, I have known scores. The only
;hing needful is to begin early with their

Draining before the bird is fledged, in
"act. Its vocabulary then comes with
ts feathers. I had one in 1901 which
[ taught by reading to it every morning
a page of Webster's Unabridged Die-

lonary. Thus accustomed to the use of

words, it soon put them together, not

always perhaps with perfect discretion
or even propriety, but vastly to the
amusement of my friends.

* * * *

Apropos of birds that talk, I remember
that in the year 1905 I -was on board a
steamer bound from Melbourne to Hono-
lulu, when we were followed for about
250 miles by a shark which sang several
selections from TOSTI'S operas. I recog-
nised the mellow tones of MELBA, and
CARUSO'S bell-like tenor; but having
assured myself by marconigram that
both artists were alive and in America
at the time, I came to the conclusion
that the shark had swallowed a gramo-
phone.

* * * *

Talking of swallowing, it is wonderful
what can be done by practice. I once
kept a tame ostrich, a charming bird,
gentle, kind to children, and altogether

a most delightful companion. At first I

fe.l it, according to the usual custo n,
with broken bottles, cokp, and rusty
nails. But after awhile it loAt its appe-
tite and began to pine a vay, unlil some
one suggested my trying the disused
blades of a safety razor. Immediately it

begin to pick up, and in a fortnight was
in the pink of condition.

* * * *

Is, a correspondent asks me, a bird in

the hand worth two in the bush ? The
question opens up a wide prospect. The
late Lord DUNDREARY, a nobleman with
whom I was on t>rms of some intimacy,
held that if the bird in the hand was a

wobbling redbreast, as he put it, and
the birds in the bush a braue of plump
partridges all ready for the oven, then
the proverbialist was a prevaricator.
But in my opinion the old saying refers
to the advantage that comes from actu-

ally possessing something of even small
value above the possibility of acquiring
greater wealth. In other words, certainty
versus potentiality. This being so, the

proverb is sound.

LAUDER ON THE LINKS.

(Allegro.)

I LOVE my brassie,

My bonnie bulger brassie,
It 's the finest club that ever yet

was seen.

Over ev'ry bunker sailing
With energy unfailing

It lands my Dunlop deftly on the

green.

I love my brassie

When the lie is not too grass}',
Or obstructed by the bushes of the

whin,
And escaping altogether
From the pitfall of the heather,

I find my ball is lying by the pin.

(Pensieroto.)
I loathe my brassie,
For I 'm not a BRAID or MASSY

My handicap 's a very bad eighteen
And I whack the purple heather
For hours and hours together

Without ever getting nearer to the

green.

Yes, I loathe my brassie

My cleek-shots are not classy,

My putting would demoralize a
dean

;

But for foozling and for fluffing,
For slicing, topping, duffing
My brassie play's the best I've

ever seen.

" The bout was carried on tlie shoulders of

willing hands." Guernsey Weekly I'rcsx.

You see what a difficult life the jour-
nalist's is

; it is hardly safe to make the

simplest remark nowadays.
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"IN GOOD LLOYD GEOKGE'S GOLDEN DAYS."

BI.ITOE CITIZEN.
" NO INCOME-TAX AND A RUBBER BOOM WHAT 'S THE MATTER WITH OLD

ENGLAND ?
"
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<wVou sun, MUM, I AIN'T 'AH NO vorfc SINCE MY 'VSBAND DIKI>."

AT PUTNEY.
WIIKK eight strong fellows are out to row,
With a slip of a lad to guide them,

I warrant they '11 make the light ship go.

Though the coach on the launch may chide them,
With hia

"
Six, get on to it ! Five, you 're lute !

Don't hurry the slides, and use your weight!
You 're bucketing, Bow

; and, as to Four,
The sight of his shoulders makes me sore !

"

Hut Stroke lias steadied his fiery men.
And the lift on the- boat gets stronger ;

And the C
1

oxswain suddenly shouts for "Ten!
Reach out to it, longer, longer !

"

While the wind and the tide raced hand in hrind
The swing of the crew and the pace were grand ;

But now that the two meet face to face

It 's buffet and slam and a tortoise-pace

For Hammersmith Bridge has rattled past,

And, oh, but the storm is humming.
Tli3 turbulent white steeds gallop fast ;

They 're tossing their crests and coming.
It's a downright rackety, gusty day,
And the backs of the crew are drenched in spray ;

JSut it's "Swing, boys, swing till you're deaf and blind,
And you 'II beat and baffle the raging wind."

They have slipped through Barnes ; they are round the

bend ;

And the chests of the eight are tightening.
" Now spend your strength, if you 've strength to spend,
And away with, your hands like lightning !

Well rowed !

" and the coach is forced to cheer

"Now stick to it, all, for the post is near!
"

And, lo, they slop at the coxswain's call,

With its message of comfort,
"
Easy all !

"

So here's to the sturdy undismayed
Eight men who are bound together

By the faith of the slide and the flashing blade

And the swing and the level feather ;

To the deeds they do and the toil they bear ;

To the dauntless mind and the will to dare ;

And the joyous spirit that makes them one
Till the last fierce stroke of the race is done. ..R. 0. L.

Modesty.

The following
"
press opinion

"
is quoted in The Church

Times in advertisement of a book recently published by the

Rev. H. H. T. CI.EIFE:

"Mr. Cleife's own contributions to tli daily portions are not tho

least interesting."

The publisher should have said this over to himself two or

three times before quoting it.
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THE POET AND THE BOY.
"
OH, how shall I travel to Arcadie,
The land that the poets sing,

Where the fairies dwell in a flowery dell

And dunce in a fairy ring?

"SI i till I make my trip in a golden train

With ivory tickets and rainbow steam,
And an engine flying with might and mai:i

That doesn't know how to scream ?

And shall 1 recline on a silken seat,
With plenty fo look at and lots to eat?

Oh, Uncle, Uncle, is that the way ?
"

"Nay, child, nay.
I 've told you once, and I tell you again,
You won't get there if you go by train."

"But how shall I travel to Arcadie,
The land where the fairies are?

Should I find (he way if I went one day
In a wonderful motor-car ?

In a silver car with a crimson hood
And wheels of velvet and sandalwood,
With a horn that murmurs melodious airs,

And a big green bonnet like Auntie wears ?

Shall I dash in a flash through the purple dusk
To that halcyon land of bliss,

With odorous petrol of myrrh and musk
And roses and ambergris,

And lamps like a tiger's eyes, that blink
And gleam with a basilisk glow :

Would that be a likelier plan, d' you think ?
"

"
Oh, do what you like, but go !

But I don't mind saying, you won't get far

To Arcadie in a motor-car."

" But Uncle, Uncle, I wa-ant to know
;

Shall I soar in a big balloon
Like a beautiful shimmering bubble, and "

"Oh!
Why don't you try the Moon,
Or the shores where the mermaids dip?

You 'd find out a way to them just. as soon.

Young man, you can take my tip :

This quest of yours is a hopeless case,
For there's no such place there's no such place."
"
But, Uncle

" "
Be quiet, I want to write !

"

"
But you told us about it yourself last night !

"

"
I didn't. I 'm busy. So don't talk trash."

"But you did!" "I didn't!
" "You di-id!" "Oh,

dash !

Come hither, you shrimp, to your uncle's knee
And I '11 give you a lesson on Arcadie.

There 's an exquisite vale in the Isle of Dreams,A land where it 's always cool,
A lazy land, with meandering streams,
And lilies on every pool,

And the meadows are sunny the whole year round,
And quiet the whole day long,

Except lor the dove's low croon and the sound
Of a pipe and a tuneful song ;

And that is the song that the shepherds sing
Of lambs and lovers and lasting Spring.

And the winds are fragrant with wafted spice,
And the heavens are always blue,

And it's just a poetical paradise,
Which isn't the place lor you I

A poet's paradise, mark you that !

And, whatever a place might be,

If it harboured a little inquisitive brat,

It wouldn't be Arcadie !

And, now you're satisfied, go to bed !

If you don't stop crying, 1 '11 smack your head."

DuM-Duif.

A GLANCE INTO THE FUTURE.
1911. Another General Election. No change in the com-

position of parties, save that Sir GEORGE DOUGHTY is returned
for Pudsey. Country pronounces itself decidedly against
the Budget and Tariff Reform, Free Trade, and the Lords,
Little Englandism and a Big Navy. Mr. AsQurm takes a

firm stand Budget fir.-t. But on receiving a resolu:imi

from the Radical Members for' Clackmannan, explains that

this really means Veto first. The CHANCELLOR borrows

100,000,000 at four per cent. Mr. BYLES created a peer
to terrorise the Lords.

1912. No great change occurs at the annual General
Election. Pudsey returns Mr. BERNARD SHAW. Mr. ASQLIIH

puts his foot down firmly, and says, "Veto first." Torch-

light procession from the National Liberal Club to Downing
Street. The CIIANCEU/IR borrows 80,000,000 at six p.r
cent., as no majority can be found for the four-year Budget.
To the consternation of the Peers Mr. CADBUEY h created
Lord BOURNVILLE.

1913. Interest in the General Election concentrated on

Pudsey the index constituency. Pudsey returns Mr.
HAROLD Cox. Mr. ASQUITII says that the time for talking is

over the time for action has arrived. Banquet at the
National Liberal Club to celebrate this epocli in our history.
CHANCELLOR borrows 40,000,000 at eight per cent., and
strikes a deadly blow at the House of Lords by omitting
the salaries of its door-keepers from the estimates.

1914. Great interest in the General Election as the
PREMIER announces that it is to be fought on the Veto
question, and that he will not take offics unless this is

settled once for all. Pudsey returns the Rev. II. J.

CAMPBELL. Mr. ASQUTII retains office, and declares em-
phatically that the six-years' Budget must come first. On
cross-examination by Mr. REDMOND, he explains that this
means "first after the Veto." Congratulatory address pre-
sented to the PHEMIER by Mr. SILAS K. HOCKING on behalf of
the National Liberal Club. Mr. LLOYD GEORGE reduces the
LORD CHANCELLOR'S salary by half, and this blow at the Peers

proving ineffective borrows 20,000,000 at fifteen per cent.
1915. At the Albert Hall meeting before the General

Election Mr. ARQUITH declares with emphasis that he will
not hold office for one moment if subject to the humilia-
tions of former years. Pudsey returns Sir HENRY NORMAN.
This is regarded as a sign that the country demands the

Budget first. The PREMIER announces to the House that
their first duty will be to put the finances of the country
in order and that the Budget shall have priority over

everything except the Veto. Bonfires blaze outside the
National Liberal Club. Mr. LLOYD GEORGE borrows 5,000
at eighty per cent, for urgent national purposes the
payment of the CHANCEI.LOR OF THE EXCHEQUER'S salary.

1916. Extraordinary migration of people assessed for
Income Tax. Hundreds of people crushed to death at Charing
Cross and Victoria, sinking of six overcrowded Channel
steamers, and downfall of eighty packed aeroplanes.
Address presented to Mr. ASQUJTH by the National Liberal

Club, congratulating him on his patriotic self-denial in not
clinging to office when he had not a majority
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Mrs. Ueadouxi. " BLESS us, JOSIAU, rnAr's \ PECULIAR TURX-OCT."

Mr. Meadows. "SioH o' THE TIMES, iir DEAR. THAT'S A. SWELL, BUT 'E 'AD TO START SELLIM' 'is PROPERTY. 'E'LL SOON 'ATE TO TART
WITH THE REST OF 'is OAR."

ANOTHER STRANGE CALLING.
"AND what are you ?" I asked. "A

professional beggar ?
"

"You dome an injustice, Sir," replied
the seedy individual.

"
I 'm a Picker-off

of Letters from Shop Windows."
" Do explain," I said.
"

\Vliy, you must 'ave noticed, Sir,
outsule many shop windows, hinscrip-
tions stuck on the gla^s, announcing the
name of the perprietor, and what 'e

soils and sech-like things. Well, them
insrriptions is made up of a number of
letters white enamelled letters mostly

and every now and then some of them
letters, from the effec' of the weather
and what-not, comes unstuck, and falls

off and gets lost."

"I follow,
'

I said.

"And they 'as to be replaced, of

furso, for not only does they look

untidy when there's any inissin", but
sometimes they looks ridikerlus. For
example :

'TO I.KT

SALOON
'

Well, it ain't TO I.KT. It should be
'TOILET SALOON,' an' the owner's fair
driven mad by people coming in Vo

want to take 'is shop. An' I 've known
a man to bo nearly ruined by a hentire
word coming off. It was the second
word of 'REFUSE IMITATION'S,' and 'is

stock stood labelled as '.REFUSE.' An' a
lot of trouble was caused to an 'osier by
the announcement :

'
OOMI'ULSORT ALE

'

A crowd of hundeairables colleoted an'
insisted on being served, an' the perlice
'ad to be called in. ... So the missin'
letters 'as to be supplied, o' course.
And that's where I comes in."

"How?"
"
Why, I just goes an' picks the letter

what 's wanted off another shop window,
and sells it to the other feller at a
ridikerlus easy price."" Phew ! Dangerous work, isn't it ?

"
"
Well, heverytliink 'as its risks, Sir,

but it 's soon done with a knife. Mind
you, it 's cruel 'ard work, sometimes ;

you may 'ave to walk 'alf over London
afore you finds the letter you wants,
for there's many different patterns of
'em."

"And have you ever been caught
'removing

'

?
"

"Yuss. Once. A week come next

Toosday. It was a Berlin wool shop
kep' by two widders. They believes me
all right, bless their innocent 'carts when
I says as "ow the letter 'ad fallen off,

and I was trying to fix it on again, an'

arsts me in to tea, an' gives me some-
fink for my Honesty, and some wool to

d.iru my socks wiv. But you can't

drink wool, Sir. But never mind
;

again I &ays it Bless their innocent
'earts. They was Ladies. I wish there
was more like 'em

; but it 's a unbelievin'

age, Sir. There 's a sight too many of

the other sort. Why, yes'day I takes a
mis-in' letter into a shop kep' by a

furriner, an' offers it to the feller f >r a

'alfpenny ;
an' what do you think

'appens ? Why, the bloke 'as the blessid

impidence to accuse me of 'avin' picked
it off 'is own window !

"

"Well, and hadn't you?"
"
Yuss, Sir. Ah, it 's a dog's life, an'

not what it was."

"Well, it's a wonderful world," I

said, as my hand went to my pocket." You 're the first gentleman I 've met
to-day, Sir."

I suppose, strictly, I ought not to

have done it but we men of letters

must stand by one another.
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A LOST PLAY OF SHAKSPEARE ;

On, THE NEW PRELIMINARY PUFF.

Sin-: was a fairy with three gifts to

bestow on whomsoever she would, and

the lirsl person tint she would was an

Author.
He had just been reviewed under the

heading of "The Fertiuadons Plagiarist,"
and his heart was heavy withal, for the

reviewer had put an unerring finger

upon his great weakness. He could not

be original. No sooner did ho think ol

a really strong plot than he found some

other man had already used the idea

long n
" He of good heart," she told him.

"I have a wondrous gift with which to

help you. Henceforth, when you write

a story, all remembrance of similar

works shall fade from the minds of

men."

"But," he objected,
" what about the

printed copies of such works? Do you
not know that we live in an age of cheap

reprints'?"
"
That," she replied,

"
you can safely

leave to us. You write the story and
we do the rest/'

Whereupon ho thanked her and em-

barked on the creation of three guineas'
-

worth of healthy fiction.

Shortly afterwards, the Fairy called

upon a Journalist. 1 le had just returned

from the first night of a children's play,
and knew exactly how to entertain

fairies. In due course she mentioned

her three gifts and the munificent dona-

tion to the Author, which had been the

first of them.

"My dear girl." he said in horror,
" do you realise what you have done ?

This Author is doubtless an estimable

person, but his work will hardly com-

pensate us for the loss of the World's
Best Books."

"
Surely he does not split his infini-

tives?
"
she asked anxiously.

"
Perhaps not

;
but that is not every-

thing."
"
Oh, well, don't worry," she said

soothingly.
" You shall have my second

gift, and shall remember what the rest

of the world forgets."
In the calmer light of the morning

the Journalist dismissed the interview

as a dream, and thought no more of the

matter until a review, in which he
likened the last Surrey drama to King
Lear, was returned with a polite request
that he would abstain from erudite and

unintelligible references.
" Even I my-

self," wrote his edilor, "am at a loss to

comprehend the allusion to Lear."
Then he realised what had happened.

The wretched Author had hit upon the

same plot, and a work hitherto deemed
immortal was forgotten by all the world
save one man. And he, by the way
had never actually read it.

An endeavour to remedy the mischief

not only see ned a public duty but

offered excellent copy, and within two

hours his article,
"
Disappearance of

King Luar," giving the full details of

the 'fairy's ill-judged charity, was on its

way to the offi.es of the paper with one

of the largest circulations.

The effect of the article was instan-

tane us, for everyone was beguiled into

reading it by its taking title. It sounded

so like a Balkan detective story : people

thought of it as the latest (if there is

a latest) Le Queux. The booksellers

throve mightily on the Shakspcare.m
)oom which it produced, and, though
10 one could find any evidence of the

existence of Kin<j Lear, everybody

profited by reading some of the other

)lays.

But with the boom came indignation.

Correspondence poured into the offices of

,he paper, a mass meeting in Trafalgar

Square was mooted, and violence to the

Author was being freely hinted at nay,
nore than hinted at when a parti-

cularly sane editorial relieved the

situation.

It pointed out the perils of violence,

ince it was by no means certain that

even a fairy's powers would be equal to

undoing the evil, unless she found the

Author intact on her return.
"
Rather,"

it concluded, "let our esteemed con-

tributor endeavour to get in touch with

his and the Author's lady friend," and
it offered the use of its Missing Relatives

Column for the purpose.

Through this means the Fairy and the

Journalist were brought together once

more, and he put the facts before her.
"
I don't see that I can do anything,'

she said.
"
Can't you take your gift away ?

"

"That would be very hard on tht

Author."
"

It will be much harder," he told her

grimly,
"

if my pat iotic countrymen risi

up and lynch him. They 've alreadj
broken his win 'ows and let in a draught
Only Actor-Managers are allowed to

tamper with the text of SHAKSFEARE."
He thought for a while and thei

continued :

"Can't you blot out all recollection o.

these unfortunate happenings from the

mind of the Author and everybody else ?
:

"Including you?
"

"Yes, including me," he said, risinL
to a sublime height of self-sacrifice

"Don't you see the injustice of you:

gift ? It is robbing the world to benefi

the Author . . . Now, if you can givi
him a little real originality as your thin

gift . . ."

"I can," she interrupted, and in

moment the thing was done.

Look out for the Great New Seria

by A. N. Author. Something reall

fresh in fiction.

AT THE PLAY.
'.' THE MADRAS HOUSE."

IT will be a great relief to put the

tory of Mr. UKANVH.LE BARKER'S "comedy
a four Acts

" down on paper. The play

eg.in at the Duke of York's at 8 o'clock

ist Wednesday, and I seem still to hear

lem talking; when I have sorted my
lind out I shall feel better.

Henry and Catherine lluxtable lived at

)cnmark Hill with their six daughters.

Icni-ij was in the drapery business,

aving part control of
"
Roberts and

luxtable" in a suburb, and "The
ladras House" in the West End.

'Itiiip Madras, another partner and the

on of Constantino Madras the founder

f the business, drops in on the //",!-

ililcs one Sunday morning with his

riend and colleague, Major Thomas. In

he course of conversation it appears
hat an American has made an oiler for
' The Madras House." This is accepted,
t also appears that a girl in the sub-

irban shop has
"
got into trouble." A

Jr. Briijstock is accused, but it turns out

.hat the guilty man is Constantine, who is

on a temporary visit to England ;
he had

eft his wife for the Ea4 a long time

ago, in order to embrace Mahomme-
lanism and all that Mahommedanism
illows a man to embrace. Meanwhile

Mrs. Philip had been flirting with Major
rhomas, and our Mr. Windlesham was

ntroducing into the fashionable world a

lew hat made of an inverted fish-basket

incircled by a pair of garters. . . .

Yes, that is the story, and why Mr.

BARKER ever bothered about it I do not

tnow. Nor do I know why he called it

The Madras House. He might just as

well have called it The, Fourth Miss

llnxtable, or Fixltbaskets, or The Indis-

cretion of Major Thomas, or anything else

you like. But what it s ould have been

:alled was Burlier on Women A Debate

in Four Acts, the last one being much too

long ; then we should have known where

we were. I was particularly unfortunate

in not knowing where I was, becai.se I

missed the first few moments of the

play ;
and for two and a-half Acts I

reproached myself bitterly. All the

missing clues to the plot I placed as

having occurred in those first momenta
a very hot three minutes. Not until the

Third Act did I discover that there was
no plot.

Though The Madras House is not a

play, it nvght eventually become three

good plays ;
I would suggest to Messrs.

Ftti ii i.MAN and BARKER that this bo done

for the next Triple Bill. First Play
An expansion of Act One,

" A Comedy
of the Suburbs"; Second Play Act

Two and a little of Act Four,
" A Tragedy

of theLiving-in System" ;
Third Play-

Part of Act Three,
" A Conversation

about Women." With what eagernesi
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I would go to any one of these three !

Yet becaas" Mi-. HAIIKKU is lull of real

ideas an I bi'caii.-o his |>e >ple (us played

iby the excellent Uop rtory Company)
are real people, il, was impossible not,

tornji'V 'I'/i'' \lii'lriia llniine; impossible
DOl t<> fed tli it it was something very
much letter than tin- *:ago carpentries
which .-'> iil'tcn pass as :eal [days. The

pity is that Mr. lUiiKKit was not strong

ciiniigh to control his ideas; ho has let

them carry him very far from the promise
ol Th<; TO//.SV// I iilii-rilnii,- .

Of the players it, would be enough to

;-ay I'latall were excellent ; but I think
I must pick out Miss MAIIY JICRKOLD and
Mes-rs. K. W. (lAUDKV, Di'.vMs K.\nii-: and
CIIAKU s M.MKI: as the best. And even
that leaves me with a dozen others whom
I should like t) mention by name. Most
of them only appear in one Act each

;

well, they will Lave greater opportunities
when my suggest.on for the new Triple
Bill is adopted. M.

T11K PKKL TOWKK.
Oin ruin, slumbering where the pines

Mass at t'ic entrance ID the glen,
1 trice in your grey m iss-grown lines

Old tales of far-oil' limes and men !

Could von but sptiik, how you 'd enlarge
On blades sent homo, on blows with-

stood,
Fierce charge and roLiring counter-

charge
I love such gentle deeds of blood.

So, when I've lingered where you lend
The shadow of your rampart high

On afternoons when hill-lops blend
Their blue with sister blue of sky,

It seems to me the stunted firs

That in the middle distance stand
Arc little Pietish moorlaaders,
A painted, cautious, skin-clad baud,

That creep and eroitch in slow retreat,
And watch, with ilint-tipped dart on

string,
The Legion's skirmishers that boat

Methodically through the ling ;

Whil-.i by the river's broken banks
Again the sun 's aglint upon

The Kaglcs, and the ordered ranks,
Behind their tall centurion.

They fade
;
and n nv each ragged spruce

lleeonies a dhuinewassal stem
Who goes to strike a blow for BIHJCK

And break a spear at Bauiiockburn.

Again, I see a picket pause ;

1 know the Stuart lilt he croons
The while he ga/.cs o'er the shaws

For " Butcher
"
CuMBEBLAHD'a dragoons.

You tough old stones you 're well im-

bued
"With many a desperate doing, dared

By painted Pict, by clansman rude,

By covenanting Georgian laird !

.

*" >' *y3gte/^K.ff*p TKfj* f ^-^-^ r^

" Do's MH. SMITH LIVE HERE ?
"

" DOFS HE LIVE IN THIS STttEET ?
"

" Do TfOU KNOW HI3 NDMBER ?
"

"No, Sni.'
1

"
YEB, Si."

"NO, SU; BUT lOU'l.1. SEE IT ON 1118 DOOH."

You 've seen the ruffian side of things,

Fights grimly settled man to man,
Red cattle-raids and moss-troopings,
The robber, and the cateran.

And yet perhaps most crude, you '11 find,

Of all you've watched go down the

Pass,
Are those to-day who leave behind

Their sandwich papers on your grass.

An Explanation.
The Vicar of SOUTHEKD writes to Mr.
ii'ich to point out that the paragraph

in last week's number which referred to

his (the Vicar's) alleged offer to newly
married couples was based on a mis-

understanding. The Vicar did not de-

finitely promise an indefinite wedding
present to those whom he united, but

promised generally one particular pre-
sent to wit, a missionary box. Although
this offer was only made to the newly-
wed Mr. Punch has no doubt tl at the

Vicar of SOUTHEND would be glad to send

equally good missionary boxes to any
single ladies and gentlemen who would
undertake to fill and return them.
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AN APPETISER
Traveller "Bui, WAITER, I ONLY ORDERED TWO EGOS. Yon HAVE BROUGHT THREE.'

Waiter. "I KNOW, SAH, BCT I THOUGHT POSSIBLY ONE MIGHT FAIL."

The golden rule is :

to take you out, if

FRIGID AND CALCULATED
LETTERS.

TUB main work and worry of

bachelor's life in London is to get his

Sundays fixed up.
"
Get the Greens

possible. Failing them, do the best

you can for yourself."

Flrsl Series (written on Monday).
DEAR MRS. GREEN, I find I have still

that most interesting book, Parabola of
the Palaeolithic Age, which your husband
so kindly lent me. I intend to return
it on Sunday next, as I have nothing to

do on that day. I will bring it round
some time in the morning.

Second Series (written on Wednesday).
i.

DEAR MRS. GREEN, I must confess I

think it is a pity to consign so valuable

a book to the rough usage of the mere

post ; but, as you insist, here it is. Any
damage that it may suffer will not, I

hope, be put down to me nor prevent

your lending me another book to help
me pass away my unoccupied Sunday.

n.

DEAR JAMES, Are you lunching any-
where on Sunday next ? If so, I will

lunch with you.

DEAR MRS.

in.

PERKS, I know vou arc

advice. Suppose I looked in about tea-

time on Sunday ?

IV.

DEAR MRS. JKNKS, My laundry having
adopted a dull grey tint which, if un-

common, does not suit my old-fashioned

tastes, I am wondering if you would
undertake the responsibility of recom-

mending me another laundry V Rather
than put you to the trouble of writing
me a letter, I will just drop in for a

minute or two about six or half-past on

Sunday.

Third Scries (written on Friday).

i.

DEAR MRS. FERKS, Let mo accept with

pleasure. It is mjst kind of you to ask

me to make a day of it. I am not High
Church, and by no means insist on

playing games on Sunday. I make a

principle of neither working nor playing
on Sunday.

ir.

DEAR MRS. JENKS, I am most annoyed
at haying to cancel our engagement for

Sunday. The truth is that I have a

sudden access of work that will keep
me hard at it all Sunday. So full are

my chambers of briefs that there is

barely room for me, and the ever-

increasing queue of solicitors waiting
outside for consultations threatens at

every moment to create a breach of the

peace. Moreover, on second thoughts I

begin to like the grey tint of my linen,
if only for its originality.

P.S. I am not certain how one spells

"cue," but feel that I have made two

very good attempts, one of which must
be right.

III.

DEAR JAMES, OLD MAN, Of course I

meant it as an invitation. You didn'ttliink

I was cadging, did you ? Unfortunately,

however, it is all off owing to an im-

portunate aunt in the country. But I

insist on your coming and taking a little

food with me at the club one of these

days.

Fourth Series (icritten on Saturday
Morning).

i.

DEAR Miss. PERKS, This is more than

annoying, but after all I cannot manage
Sunday. In fact, I am on the sick li.-t,

having a touch of appendicitis. May I

ask you not only to forgive me, but to

invite me on another Sunday, when I

am able to sit up and take a little

nourishment ?

ir.

DEAR MRS. GREEN, Thanks very much
indeed. A day's golf will be very

pleasant. Please don't apologize for the

short notice, as by an odd chance I

happen to be free all Sunday. I don't

interested in charity, and I want your mind how late I get back.
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/:

A NEW LEASE OF LIFE.
Dn. RosF.nF.itv.

" YOU 'RE IN A BAD WAY', MY FRIEND. WE MUST LET A LITTLE OF YOUR
BLUE BLOOD: THAT'LL MAKE ANOTHER MAN OF YOU."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIABY OF TOBY, M.P.

House of Tsinh, Monthly, March 7.

--Man :iii'l W, 1 have for forty years

lived at centre ol Rnrliamantary afeirt.

lhi\e B limes been painfully struck!

by i 1! II nr lire of

1'nrty politics upon
i<;il character.

Swayed by them,
men of punctilious

:n- in all lola-

tions of private life

wi 1 sometimes say

the thing that is

<not, will delibcr-

ately misrei resent

4he actions of lion-

am 1 right hpn.
gentlemen opposite,

ill be guilty of

other perversions
of fact and truth

from which they
would recoil if

situation we re

(created outside
Westminster.

This makes the

more noble attitude

assumed to - night

by House of Lords
in connection with

Budget. Situation

was described by
LORD CHANCELLOR in

course of debate.
" Wo are," he

said, "in a very
lamentable financial

''condition, and the

country has to suffer

for it. How was it

created ? It was
created wholly and

(solely by the un-

precedented and, as

fcl think, constitu-

tionally unjustifia-
ble interference of

ihisl I.nise by throw-

ing out iho Budget
laM ycLir."

Adjectives and
adverbs apart, that.

is plain statement
of historical fact.

The Budget being
hung up (as if it were a leg of

mutton), the Exchequer is empty.
Paily necessities of Departments have to

be met by borrowing, at a cost to tax-

payer, CROMKK estimates, equal to 1,200
a day. Under charge of wantonly creat-

ing this unparalleled situation noble
lords have for weeks and in ntha been

objects of vituperation by reckless Radi-
cals in the Press and on the platform.
What do they do? Do they boast of

their achievement? Do they glory in

their so called sin? No, Sir. They
turn upon the Government, and the

majority in Commons, and with wither-

ing indignation denounce their conduct

in not immediately setting aside all other

business (including question of

111(111 Tli.M'iKDY.

Mr. William O'Brien as Mrs. Siddoiis.

Veto) in order to bring in again the

banned Budget.

To-night LANSDOWNE, in unaccustomed
tones of passionate entreaty, pleaded for

the restitution of the lost one. Faced

by mischievously smiling countenances
on Treasury Bench, con-cious of ominous

wrestling with his \\ig by LORD CHAN-
CELLOR on Woolsack, he cried aloud for

the touch of a vanished hand,
The sound of a voice that is still.

" The finest conception of high comedy
I li i\e seen for \ears," said SM.-K.
"
Played u ith consummate skill, (oo. <

>r,

if you 1'ivler larce to comedy, t suggests
the Wicked I'ncle drawn back to the

eene of the tragedy in the \vood, fure

Stalling '.lie; robins by covering the stark

b idies with tender

leaves.
'

N.it. al\\a\> alile

to follow SutK in

his commentary. A
simple minded per-
Ron myself, I He in

to-night's proceed-

ings, led by LANS-

DOWNK, played up
to by Ul.VI.ISTOKE,

F.IHKII, and ( 'HOMER,
with ST. AumvN
trying to make the

best of both cases

and committing
himself to neither,
an episode that ele-

vates tone of public

life.makingusmore
emphatic and de-

vout in our thanks
to Providence that

we still haveaHouse
of Lords.

Business done.

In Commons HAL-

DANE introduces

Army Estimates.
Gives glowing ac-

count of forward

march of Territorial

Army. Incidentally
draws parallel be-

tween himself and
the late NEHEMIAB.
Admits that he has

advantage over the

prophet, inasmuch
as during the life

of the latter The

Daily Mail was not.

Twnilaij. Slight

explosion to-night
from volcano below

Gangway on Oppo-
sition side, where

_
TIM lli'i.viAand WIL-

LIAM O'BiiiEN, for-

getful of old times,

sit together in sweet

amity, flanked by
their bodyguard ten strong, every one

sworn sooner or later to have JOHN HKD-

MOND'S blood. Bodyguard a lit le hoarse

thisaf ernoon. Yesterday ICADUCBQuiX,
duly elected for North-Eist Cork, ar-

rived, completing full muster of Eleven

of All Ireland (with extra man as usual),

captained by O'BiiiEN. Arranged that

as soon as he, escorted by chiefs, com-
menced triumphal march to Table the

nine left seated should raise tremendous
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TIIE WICKED UNCLE (LANSDOWNE) FORESTALLS

THE ROBINS."

clieer. Unfortunately in excitement
^

of

moment GILHOOLY started too soon. The

rest hurried up, but never succeeded in

achieving Mm ss of chorus. Seemed to

be all shouting for different men. Effect

rather comical than impressive. Never-

theless Itedmondiles knew what it por-

tended, and trembled in their shoes.

To-day fresh panic seized them when,

questions on paper disposed of, O'BuiEN

interposed with one of which he said he

had given PREMIER private notice. Hush

of expectancy fell over House. What
was to the fore now ? About WILLIAM

O'BRIEN'S appearance, his voice and

manner there is a touch of the tragic

that invests even the commonplace with

awe. Tradition records how Mrs. SIDDONS

having at a repast been served by mis-

take with unsolicited refreshment, turnec

upon the servant and remarked, "I saic

beer, boy." According to testimony o

those piesent, effect of voice, of gesture
and flash of eye, whilst flattening ou

the erring servant, created unforgettabli

impression upon the guests. O'BRIEN
1

s

ejaculation of the ordinary phrase, "Mr
SPEAKER," sends thrill through nerves o

least sensitive.
" When I look at him and hear hi

voice," said SARK, "I recall leadin*

character in the Pirate of the, Poron

Deep, a moving drama cherished ii

childhood. Only, somehow, whilst ii

appearance living up to suggestion o

the character, O'BRIEN subtly manage
to convey impression that he is a re

formed Pirate. No more sanscullotteisrr

for him. Fully garbed, gravely spec
tacled, grey-bearded, deep-voiced, lie ir

these later days essays to personify th

wrongs and woes of Ireland, chiefly con

trii.uted to by JOHN REDMOND. Tha

hapless Irishman has concentrated upor

aim all the suspicion and hatred that

i quarter of a century ago simmered

ound the rugged figure of BUCKSHOT

"OUSTER."

Question this afternoon seemed at

first sight unconnected with his country-

men on back bench. Ostensibly related

o operation of Irish Land Act of

ast year. Came out all right in end.

O'BaiEN with SPEAKER'S tacit permission

conducted somewhat prolonged debate

with PREMIER on working of Act ;
As-

QUITH remaining steadfast in refusal to

give day for discussing it, the seething

SHEEHAN flashed torchlight on real object

of episode.
"Is this decision," he sternly askeil,

'the result o! an interview with Mr.

JOHN RKDMOND?"
Ha ! that was it. Whilst PREMIER sat

with folded arms in guilty silence, the

Eleven of All Ireland, temporarily over-

;oming hoarseness, stridently cheered.

Business done. Got into Committee

on Army Estimates.

Thursday. Undeterred by threaten-

ing Rt solutions, undismayed by prospect
of enforced self-reform, House of Lords

continues to assert its domination of

the Commons. Has heard something
of alleged disposition of NAPOLEON B.

HALDANE to avoid appearance of con-

densation in remarks on current topics.

On Monday GEORGE WYNDHAM delicately

alluded to the matter when he congratu-
lated him on having occupied only two

hours in exposition of army Estimates.

A TIP FOE RUFCS ISAACS!

With a very little "make-up," and one o

two readily obtainable accessories, the ne
Solicitor-General could make himself an aim is

exact replica of his distinguished predecesso
Sir Samuel Evans, and how could he possib.
do better?

WASTED LAVA.

Mr. Ramsay Macdona'd in full eruption,

jaring passion to tatters with his ;;ccustomed

ranspontine vehemence, was bl ssfully un-

onscious of the effect of his oratory on Mr.

oseph King, of North Somerset.

Cerlainly N. BONAPARTE HALDANE in

lis public addresses is wont to exceed

ngth of bulletins of his famed proto-

ype. But that is no more an affair of

he House of Lords tl.an is the Budget.
iTet by carefully planiud, nicely timed

manoeuvre it managed to bring to un-

imely close brief speech just opening.
It was in reply to question about

nension drawn by disabled gunner. Had
ust completed introductory sketch of

progress of gunnery since the Siege of

3ebastopol, was proceeding to enlarge
on the status of the gunner then and

now, when enter BLACK ROD with mess ige

[rom the Lords "desiring attendance of

this hon. House" at the business of a

Royal Commission. In the middle of a

sentence, nay halfway through a sylla-

ble, N. B. H. stopped and sat -back on

Treasury Bench speechless, what time

the SPEAKER, escorted by SERGEANT-AT-

ARMS bearing Mace shoulder high, pro-
ceeded to obey the summons.
As far as immediate effect was con-

cerned, it must be admitted the strategy
was successful. But it is not the sort

of thing to soothe growing feeling of

irritation between the two Houses.

Business dime. Brisk breeze blows

from Opposition benches on discovering
I hat Government ask for Supply cover-

ing period of only six weeks. De-

nounced as shabby manoeuvre deliber-

ately d< signed to leave penniless possible
successors to Ministerial office.

The Survival of the Fittest in

South Africa.

"A very interesting hockey match was playe(
off on the National Rink on Saturday evening
between the Spinsters and Flappers. . . . Th

younger girls maintained a marked superiorit
ovur their opponents, and won by some fou

girls to one." Times of Natal.
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M.F.ll. "Hi! voo SIR, 'WABK SEKUS ! CAN'T TOU SF.F. THAT'S \ SOWN FIELD?'

Sporting Tailor. "I'M ONIT RIDING CP TIIK SKAM."

THE FRUITS OF FRANKNESS.
I'l'lie sad result of attaching too much im-

;><>rl:inco to the stalemen in a weekly paper
that personal beauty is frequently tlie biggest
fraud on earth.]

TIME was when, unoppresscd by care,
I went my humble way

Unfalteringly debonair,

Incorrigibly gay.
Tlu- neighbours .called me Sunny Jim
1'y way of playful pseudonym.

Mere beau ly I account -d nil,

Or wor.-e than ni
, a sham.

"1'is gilt, 1 :-aid, upon a p. 11,

A powder's veil of jam ;

And ever I rejoiced to sec

The plainness of Penelope.

Not hers the charm of vagrant curl,
Fair form and fairer face.

I never met another girl
So very commonplace.

'Twas this that won my love ; but oh,

Why ever did I let her know?

Her coldness made me yearn to don
An overcoat of furs

;

The ring I 'd bought was left upon
My hands (instead of hers).

Now "
Memory is the only thing. . . ."

And mine 's a perfect beast to sting.

L'Entente Cordiale.
"

I hear from Paris that there is much excite-

ment at the prospect of his Majesty's visit to
'

Chantecler,' and the officials at the Opera I ve

been overwhelmed with demands for seats for

that particular night." Bournemouth Daily
Velio.

Note the crowd at the Gaiety the next
time M. FALLIERES goes toGovent Garden.

"The Cologne Gazelle demanded the resigna-
tion of Lieutenant-General von Podbielski, i n
the ground of his flabbiness in the face of t!ie

rising prices of food." Ceylon Observer.

You are implored not to stop at the

word "face." Tha'. would give you
quite a wrong impression of POPUIEUSKI.

The Literary Touch.
" We should think tliat the players reeded

repose, that they blessed Mr. Arthur Jones when
his double whistle pronounced

'

adsirn
' "

The Observer.
'' 'Ad enough," is what the whistle says
for most people.

Financial Notes.
(Ky our City Ediior.)

MtniiiK AI.IIAKI the Peerless Queen of Song.
To-night's programme . . .

' Ye Banks and
Brass.

1 "
Adrt. in "Western Krening Ileml.1."

" Veto" Bill: Mr. WILLIAM UKMIOND.

Irish Politics.

"Two candidates we:e proposed Sir 1'..

Fitzgerald at d Councillor O'r'iyim, and each
received seven votes. Sir F.dw.ird Fiizgerald
give his casting vote in his own favour, and
declared himself elected while the I-ord Mayor
lave his casting vote for Councillor O'Flynn,
and declared that gentleman elected. An
attempt was then made to go oa with the

business of the Public Health Commit t e, but

owing to the confusion and disorder which pre-
vailed the proceedings came t > an abrupt end."

It was up to Councillor O'FLYNN to

straighten things out. He should have

given his casting vote for Sir EnwAno,
and declared the I/HID MAYOII elected.

The best thing from the Hench this

week :

" Mr. Justice Kve :

'
It is the misfortune of

being musical. You might go on playing the

same tune over and over a^ain to some people
and they would not know the difference.'

"

Of course there wouldn't be any differ-

ence ;
that 's the joke.

"A six-weeks-old child found aban-
doned in Southwatk has been named
John Milton/'says The Evening Standard.
lint "Paradise" would have been a
better name, since it was first lost and
then regained.
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MISUNDERSTOOD.
"
WKIX, are we going to do a charade?

"

said Gerald suddenly, in the drawing-
room after dinner.

" Guess again," I suggested.
"Come on, it's great fun. You'll

come, won't you, Miss Sanders? And

you, Mary ? Four that will be enough ;

we can do anything with four."
"
Yes, we could play Bridge," I said

wistfully.
"Nonsense. Come on."

And so we found ourselves in the hall.
"
I don't know if we play it the same

way as everybody else," said Gerald.

"You take any well-known person or

place you like, say Nero
"But I don't like Nero he was a

bad man."
" And then you do each letter in turn.

For N you act somebody beginning with

N, like Nelson ;
for E, say Elizabeth ;

R, Raleigh, and so on. All in dumb
show."

"I don't quite see how," said Miss

Sanders,
" but I shall soon."

"It's very easy," said Mary. "Now
then, who '11 think of a name ?

"

"
Nebuchadnezzar," I suggested.

" That would take all night."
"And we can't spell it. We want a

short, easy one."

"Jehu," I tried again.

"Why Jehu?"
"I don't know; it just came to me,"

I said modestly.
"All right Jehu. Now then, what

shall we do for J ?
"

"John,"said Mary. "Signing Magna
Charta. Or Joan of Arc. I '11 be Joan."

"
I '11 be the Arc. I mean, what about

Jason, and Gerald can be the Golden
Fleece ?

"

" Jack and Jill," suggested Gerald.
" That 's too easy," I said.

" And too

wet. No, I've got a brilliant idea

Jamshyd."
There was an anxious silence.
" Which of the many incidents in his

crowded and notorious life shall we
represent?" asked Mary at last.

"
There is only one

'

They say the lion and the lizard keep
The courts where Jainshyd gloried and drank

deep."

I thought that if I were a lion perhaps
Mary wouldn't mind being a lizard with

me, and then Gerald could glory and
drink deep for all he was worth. Miss
Sanders would be the attendant who
hands him the foaming bowl."

"
That 's splendid. How do you glory,

by the way? I've almost forgotten. It's

such a long time since I did it."

"Oh, you just ylori/," explained
Mary.

"
Oo-oo-oo-ooh ! like that."

" We ought to do it in two scenes,

really. You two go in and glory first,

and then the curlain falls to denote the

passing of a few hundred years, during
which the audience are requested to

remain in their seats. Then Mary and

I come in and keep the courts."

It was a great performance. I was

the best lion outside Regent's Park,

pretty well, but Mary was a little too

much on one note as the lizard. Of

course, if you knew she was being a

lizard, then I can quite see that she was

a good lizard, but anyone not in the

secret might have admired her equally
as a Channel swimmer. Of Gerald s

glorying it is impossible to speak too

highly."
E," said Gerald, in the hall again,

as lie put down the loving-cup. "No,
I've drunk it all, old friend. What
shall we do for E ?

"

"There are all the Edwards. Let's

do Edward VII."

"Isn't that contempt of court, or

something'?"
"
Endymiou," I said.

" He was kissed

by Selene. I thought we might do

that scene. . . . Any competition for

Selene? . . . No rush at all."
"
Endymion," said Miss Sanders

so freezingly that I felt quite cold,
" was a very beautiful youth."
"Let's be Etukishook," I said, with

a shiver,
"
or Little Eva, or

"

"Etukishook good idea. I'll be
Cook."

" Like Gerald to take the fat part,"
said Mary.

" Will you be the last dog,
or the North. Pole?" she asked Miss
Sanders.

Miss Sanders, who is rather tall, de-

cided to be the North Pole. At the last

moment I threw up the part of the

faithful Etuk for that of the dying
hound. They are much alike, but I act

better on four legs.

"H," said Gerald, when we had dis-

covered the Pole.
"
There 's Hercules."

"And there's Hobbs," said Mary.
" He 's really been more in the public
eye lately."

"
Hamlet.

' Tis not alone me inky
cerloak, good mawther.' I saw an inky
cloak somewhere."

" Hero and Leander," said Miss
Sanders.

"They'd think it was Holbein and
the keeper of the Calais lighthouse," I

objected. "Some people are so dull.

What about Hengler ? Then Mary and
I could be animals again. We can keep
on coming in as different ones."

Hengler was a great success. Gerald

played the name part with a whip and an

eyeglass obviously Hengler to the life.

I was in turn an elephant, a land crab,
and a white ant. Mary was a lizard

again (she fancies herself at this appa-
rently), a humming bird, and Mrs.

Hengler. Miss Sanders thought it was
rather silly, but didn't mind being a

flamingo. She was a perfect flamingo.

"
Una," we all said, as soon as we were

outside again.
" That 's the only one."

"
Except Ulysses and Uncle Tom's

Cabin," we added.
" We could do Ulysses all night," said

Gerald.
" He was simply made for this

game. Let's do something harder.

Una's the boy. I '11 be St. George."
Well, there we were. Mary, of course,

with her weakness for reptiles, was the

Dragon, I was the Lion, and Miss
Sanders was Una. It was a spirited
sc >iie, not at all marred by the fact that

we were all rather vague as to the plot.
The great point to bring out, it seemed
to me, was the docility of the Lion. I

was very docile.
" Now we 'd better do Jehu himself,"

said Gerald, "or they'll never guess."
"
They 're bound to guess if we do,"

said Mary.
"
Can't we make it awfully

difficult ?
"

"Jehu drove furiously," I said. "I'll

be Jessop, Mary is Strudwick, Gerald
is Lees, and Miss Sanders is in the deep.
Then I'll drive like anything. That

might give them a hint, which is all

they want."
* * *

"Splendid," said Mrs. Gerald, when
we had brushed our hair and come in

again.
"
Did you all guess?

"

"
Oh, rather. Kent, of course."

We looked at each other blankly.
"The first," went on Mrs. Gerald,

innocently,
" was Miss Kellermau, the

swimmer."
"I told you so," I murmured to

Mary.
" The next was Etukishook."

"I'm glad you guessed that," said

Mary.
" That was me."

"The third was Noah ;
and the fourth

Thomas a Becket."
" How how did you guess the

fourth?
"
I asked.

"You, chiefly. The penitent king,
after Becket had been murdered. You
looked so penitent ; it was a delightful
bit of acting."

(Penitent, indeed ! Can 't they re-

cognise docility when they see it ? )

"And the last of all," said Mrs.

Gerald,
" was of course obvious. You

were Ilutchings."
Do you know, I think it was that that

hurt me most. My numerous lions and

Mary's lizards may be misunderstood ;

well, let them go. But that a grown-up
person should be unable to distinguish
between Jessop and Ilutchings at the

wicket
"
Yes," we all said sadly,

"
it was

Kent." A. A. M.

"
Lady wishes to sell her daughter's clothing.'

1

The Lady.

But this is not the act of a real ladv.
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l.itlle (lirl.
"
MOTHER, T;UT V SMI A KASTV LITTLE EOT; WHENEVER in: PASSES ME HE MAKES A FACE."

Mother.
" VERY RUDE OF HIM. I HOPE TOO DON'T DO IT BACK."

Little Girl. "On BEAR, xo ! I SIMPLY TUBS w MY NOSE AMD TREAT HIM WITU DESMSEKY."

THE FIRST FLIGHT.
WIIILE there's one on his feet with a tale to repeat, and

another is sampling a drink,
The eager First Flight have a girth to draw tight and a

chain to let out by a link ;

While the boisterous laugh in that circle of chaff the opening
music has drowned.

You will hear the First Flight as they whisper,
" That 's

right !

"
to the note of a favourite hound.

When a holloa makes sure that his flight is secure and
dispels every doubt of a run,

When the crowd gallops straight to the obvious gate with
the latch that is never undone,

You will see the First Flight cram a' topper on tight, catch a
willing old nag by the head,

And, clapping on sail at the blackthorn or rail, take the line
of the robber in red.

They thunder away over stubble and clay, over roots or the
love! o Ion,

The gallant Fir.st Flight that are soon out of sight while the
slow ones are sadly at sea.

The crash of a rail in the deep of the vale is to them but a
matter of mirth,

And the avalanche fall of a hoof-rattled wall but the merriest
music on earth.

There are gaps, there are gates, for the coward who waits
;

there are roads for the fellow who fears ;

Not to left nor to right go the gallant First Flight, save to

veer with the chase as it veers.

No field has a fence so dark-looming and dense, or a rail

so unyielding and stout

But if once the First Flight have got in it all right you may
trust them to find a way out.

Now the men who ride first may be frequently cursed as

they press on the faltering pack,
But we 're all of us loth to pull up for an oath when it comes

from a field or two back,
And the Master may blame and the jealous declaim, but the

weakest must go to the wall,
And it 's plain the First Flight have the premier right if the

hounds may be hustled at all !

Come, drink with me, then, to the big-hearted men who have

pluck to sit down and go straight !

Whether farmer or squire, may they keep out of wire and
be spared a lift home on a gate !

Fill your glasses to-night to the gallant First Flight ! Let
us wisli them the luck of the line,

And to-morrow's recall to the best game of all and the wind
that is better than wine !
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

CRy Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is a liard tiling to lose one's cherished romances, but

harder still to have one's favourite bugbears destroyed ;
and

this latter blow I have very narrowly escaped in the case of

WILLIAM OF OKANGK. I never liked the fellow, 1 don't know

wliy, but four-lil'ths of MAIUOHCK BOWEN'S I Will Maintain

(MKTUUEN) had made me a red-hot convert to the House of

Nassau, and I was on the point of breaking my pen and

handing it, respectfully to JAMES THE SECOND when the terrible

deaths of JOHN and" CORNELIUS DK WITT (whom the Sladt-

holder could ea-ily have saved) opportunely damped my
enthusiasm. The authoress of The Viper of Milan has

accomplished a great ded in this book, and possibly

attempted a little too much. She has written, entirelv

without love interest, an historical romance that is absolutely

tlirilling (wait till

you come to the part
wheie they open the

dykes), and the con-

trast of the splendid

pride of the young
prince with republi-
can idealism on on<

side, and the swag-

gering insolence of

the French and
English Courts on

ihe other, is very

finely maintained (to

use the hero's word);
but to glorify botli

WILLIAM and the

GRAND PENSIONARV (;is

she undoubtedly
do s), and to ask us

to divide our sym-
pathies equally be-

tween tin m, is to

demand almost too

muL'h of ihe emotions.

The canvas is verv

big (as larj,e as one
of DUMAS') and in-

cluiles two battle-

scenes, besides the

figures of Louis TUB SIXTEENTH, Sir WILLIAM TEMPLE,

MONMOUTH, ARLINGTON and BUCKINGHAM
;
and if one or two

infinitives got split- during the raking broadsides of Solebay,
and a rather unnecessary use was made of the present tense
when the flooding of Holland was discovered, 1 was much
too excited to care. But was that mutilation of the brothers
de Witt at the end necessary to the scheme, I wonder?
However, it saved me a broken pen, as I say, so perhaps 1

oughtn't to complain.

THAT maight be raiht, and all be vair

In niakin' love and vvagin' war,
Be trew enough, but have a care

Unless it V grief you 'in huntin' vor
;

Leastways that 's how it happened out
Wi' Vanner I'hilip Ouldsbroom, one

Whom EDEN PHILI POTTS tells about
In the last tale he' ve took and done.

It 's Dartmoor, be it understood,
Zo the e 's no call for me to go

And zay The Tli ief of Virtue 's good,
For all his Dartmoor tales be zo.

It 's packed with gert good sense and wit,

Like those he 've- written back along ;

JAN MURRAY be a-zelliu' it,

And I should zay it 's goin' strong.

The loss of an election is

practised by the other side.

always due to the bribery
Similarly, when our dis-

tinguished amateurs take to the stage, they fail only because
of the jealousy of the Profession and the chicanery of agents.-

This 1 take to be the suggestion o! HOIIAIE W. 0. NEWTK in

Calico Jack (MiLt.s Axr> BOON).
"
Calico Jack," Mis* Cellini,

Lilly and others are mere "pros.," panto and legitimate.
Their merits are few and accidental, their fa"lts overwhelming-
and innate. Gisburm and Susie, are gentlefolk (the latter

"surrounded by an intoxicating atmosphere of amorous-
ness ") driven on to the boards by force

Their virtues are glaring, their onlv

loyalty and unselfishness.

of

I 9IO

circumstance,
fail ng an excess n[

Together these all experience
the vicissitudes of

theatrical life and
demonstrate to tlw
reader in minutest,

detad how the art isto

has his being, his

board and his lodg-

ing. Indeed, the

tale of G iyb ur lie's

CLgag nn-rit to Lilly
and marriage tu.S'ux/'e

I,
had the Jaw heen
more accommodatii g
he would clearly hr. v

prelcrred to n.ariy
them both) is only
an excuse fir the

publication of the
author's studies in

Bohemian ci ivies. I

only wish that they
could have bet n ex-

pressed in a style
less disconnected and
made in a spirit more

sympathetic. I con-
fess to a sneak iiij

affection for real

actors, good It-Lows

on the whole, who
take the rough with the smooth and do much to add to the
cheeriness of things : I own to an intense dislike for the

gifted amateur, usually a tiresome creature who has all the
lun and none of the hardship and does everything to exhaust
the pocket and patience of the all-important play-goer. Mr
NEWTE, however, thinks differently.

"As we expect' d, the release of the d 'porters is couriered to be a

'sop in tl'e pan' by a certain section o 0[iniin in Bengal." Indian
Daily Telegraph.

It should never be forgotten that a sop in the pan is

worth two in tho bush, besides being a m..re fleabLe in
the ocean.

"Oh! how vividly I romp > bercd my conversation with the bride-

groom who was a m'ro lad of five yeara. I queried him '

My dear,
why do you mairy BO s,ou? At ;his ho looked

| iquet at me, and
letor ed in a s'uili toil',

'

Why wh^t the devil do you m an by s eh
a nonsensical query? I must marry ? I must i.avo a \vifc.'

"
Ltilwre

Tribune.

ft was rather soon, but we don't wonder he looked piquet,
rather than let the lady look old maid.
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VOTE
FOR

LORD
HENR

N ATI'IIK FOR NATIUK'S SAKE.

I'I.AB Mil. Puxcii, I am aware that

you have kept pace with your cou-

raries in giving to the world an

occa-ional column of ''Nature Notes,"

but are you sure that they have been

written in the right spirit? Do you
look upon the subject from the correct

point of view? Are, you really kind to

dumb creatures, or have you not rather,

on the contrary, still some pitiful,

-ueaking regard for human convenience

in tiiis connection ?

In the event of your conscience smit-

ing you at all in the matter, Perilla and
1 \\oiild be glad to offer ourselves as the

humble instruments by whose means
a nobler gospel could be promulgated
from time to time in your pages. I am
a nature lover, Perilla is a

nature maniac, and our friends

consider us both in tin- re-|>rt!

perfect naturals. We start,

therefore, mentally well

equipped for tho crusade, and

my inimt diatcobject in writing
this letter is to satisfy you
i hat we have also tho neces-

sary experience.
I may say, then, that I have

always been devoted to ani-

mal-. Bo has Perilla. Perhaps
I like them best in the right

place, and Perilla in the

wrong, but the distinction is

trifling, and, at any rate, the

result is animals everywhere---

which is just what the curate

said when he fell over the

mastiff on to tho hedghog
merely because the porcupine
brushed against his leg in the

garden. Our garden is not

large, and Perilla always fret-

ted lest we were keeping the

young emu short of exercise ; but to me
it seemed to sprint over the flowerbeds

with frequency and zest, whilst the way
in which it habitually ran at and chased

the small boy who brought the gar-
dener's dinner was enough in itself to

acquit us of any such charge of incon-

rateneaf,

And talking of emus reminds me of

Keckitts, our blue-tit, who is so tamo he
will bathe in the slop-basin at breakfast

and shake himself over the omelette

afterwards; but Perilla did not of

eour.-e -u.eeed in training him to this all

at once. "If you only keep quite still

for long enough," she had said on the

first morning she opened his cage, "you
can get any wild thing to come to you."

Presumably a short December day did
not all'ord the requisite scope, for I

iiber it was not Perilla's immo-
bility, marked though that was, but a

buiterfly net and an acrobatic leal of

inv own which ultimately retrieved

him from the cornice before we went
tu bed.

I!, trieving is one of the kfcnc.it. of

the pleasures one derives from animals.

If Perilla yearns in summer to show the

tortisc to a friend, the five minutes
v. hicli I get in the nasturtium tangle
mi !cr the monkey-punk makes spilli-

kin- seem comparatively tame; whilst,

in the event of disappointment there,

the Turner whore you squeeze between
tho laurels in your clean flannels is

certain to produce a result of some kind.

I never grudge the time spent in this

pursuit, for, as Perilla says, the only
real thrill you get from a tortoise is in

limling him, and, as she has invariably

gone back into the house before this

happens, I get the thrill all to myself,
and can furthermore take the first

command and blind to the proximity
of fragile articles >hi' c.m still enjoy
her nights in tho servants' bedroom,
to which her raucous Miullle and
stertorous sleep have necessitated her

lion.

In insects I must admit one lailurc.

\Ve i-ecurcd a number of cockroach.-^

with our leise, but they did not an-uer :

they never learnt to come to me, and
Perilla never learnt to go to them. They
are almost the only animal> ur have
ever had which did not uor-hip the

ground Perilla trod upon, but this may
have been partly because she never trod

on the ground at all if she thought
there was one within sight.

I hope I have said enough to convince

you of our fitness to expound t In-

humane in term.-, ol the relative unim-

portance of the merely hu-

man : and I subscribe my>elf,
to command.
LUCAN I/'VI ill.

"
IT BAYS 'EKE THAT THERE 'LI BE AXOTHKU GENERAL KLKCI ION .MORE

THEEB MONTHS IS OUT."
" WOT ! DON'T TODNO LORD "EsiiT GIVE SATiarAcnox THEN ?

"

step to another by losing him again at

once.

Wo have several dogs, but none, I

can assert, whose dispositions have been

spoiled by repression. Even the mastiff,

under a promise which I made to Perilla

when she first purchased him at the

Dogs' Home because he was suffer-

ing from rickets, is never confined to

the yard, but has the run of the drive

or at least, if he is in high spirits, ho
and the more timorous of our visitors

have the run of it between them. Our
terriers impress everybody with their

implicit trust in mankind, and the

manner in which they will fearlessly

leap into the laps of afternoon callers

who are balancing their tea and cake,
is a standing testimonial to the humanity
of our methods. Perilla never spares
trouble with her pet-, and by unremit-

ting care we have kept our dachshund
to a phenomenal old a^'e, in which
I hough in the daytime she is dc.if to

TJIK BEAB-GABDEN
T1IA.T I LOVK.

THE house is full of Teddy
bears

;

They creep uponme unawares ;

They catch my feet upon the
mat

And make me think I've

squashed the cat
;

I sit upon them during meals
And shiver at their long-

drawn squeals ;

I find them in my bed at

night,
But luckilv they never bite.

The house is full of woolly
rabbits ;

One never masters all their

habits;

They seem to have their little holes
In sofa-backs and china bowls

;

I find them in the queerest places
With woolly smiles upon their faces,
But they are quiet as a mouse
And gentle-mannered in the house.

The house is full of golliwogs
In rather loud and baggy togs.

They follow me with button eyes
Unbuttoned in a mild surprise.
Their hair is black and very sleek

;

They always seem about to speak,
But change their minds when I come by
And fix me with that button eye.

The house is full of funny thingr-,
And every week some new one brings ;

1 'm never certain in the least

When I may meet some savage bea-t.

But though I growl a lot about them,
I couldn't bear to do without them ;

For all these bits of rag and fur
Are tried and trusted friends to Her.

vol.. cxxxvm.
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MR. PUNCH'S REPERTORY THEATRE.

No. 11I.-THE BLUE-PETER PAN-BIRD.

n\'e undcrataii-lthat lli'i* ;<';/ written by tlie icel-kuoun Scoto-

Btljian dmin-Uiit, .1 . .V<iiti <Ve U u rtehnk. ,

Gharaflere.

I'AMYJ., u Hoy.

Mvi.iT.r, (i <.!u-L

GRANDMAMMA,
TVLNA an Aberdeen T< rrier.

NANO, ait Oslend Bull-doij.

SCENIC The chief room in a cottage in the Belgian Lowlands.

Grmdpapa and Grandmamma are seated in easy-chairs,

with plaids of the best Brussels tartan ever their knees.

Grandpapa has just finished a solo on his Antwerp bag-

pipes. As the curtain rises Grandmamma is discovered

loeeping.

Grandpapa That was good, wasn't it?

Grandmamma. Ay, tluil it was. I always said you. were

the best p'ayer on the pipes in all the country round.

Grandpapa. But if you thought it so good it is surely

straiige that you should weep.

Grandmamma. I ;im never merry when I bear sweet music.

Gi andpapa. How wonderful that you should say that !

For it seems to me that I have heard the words before.

Grandmamma. In a dream it may be you heard them, but

as for me I have not used them befoie.

Grandpapa. Perhaps in a dream I heard them ; but our

life, is it not a dream ?

Grandmamma. Our little life is rounded with a sleep.

Grandpapa. That, too, I have somewhere heard before.

Grandmamma (to herself). The auld yin 'a bletherin'

day. (Aloud) It is time pur life were ended.

Grandpapa. I am not sure ;
I dinna ken. There may be

happy days left for us. Wha can tell?

[The door opens, admitting Piintyl and Mylpet.
Ttiss Grandpapa and Grandmamma.

if 7 f (together').
Good morning, Grandpapa ;

Itylpet J

morning, Grandmamma.

Grandpapa \

(to,jethe> .-).
Good morning, dears.

Grandmamma }
J

Pantyl. Grandparents, we have made up our minds.

Grandpapa f
(tonether'). The childre.i have made

Grandmamma J
v

their minds.

Mylpet. We have decided to travel.

Grandpapa 1

(together). They have decided to travel.
Grandmamma )

v

Pantyl. We shall visit the Hall of Dreams in the Good

City.

Grandpapa. That is the place from which Grandmamma
obtains her beautiful sayings.

Mijlpet. Yes, indeed, we shall find them all there.

Grandmamma. And will you not take with you Grand-

papa's bagpipes to cheer you on the way?
Pantyl. No ;

for what will Grandpapa do when ho has an

attack of rheumatism? But we will take the dogs to guard
us. [lie whistles. The two dogs enter fgluing.

Grandpapa. They must not bite my legs.

Grandmamma. Nor must they bite mine.

[Tlie dogs stop fighting and assume an attitude of attentive

guardianship.

Grandpapa. They are faithful creatures. And now
children, good-bye.

The Children. Good-bye, grandparents ; we shall not be

long.

[Thei/ his* tlielr grandparents and exeunt with tJie dogs

the

They

good

up

The Grandparents. And now we shall have some peace.

Curtain. [They no to dee
L
>.

ACT II.

SCENF. The Hall of Dreams in the Good City. A sense of

vastness is imparted by rows of pink colonnades extend-

ing far into the distance. Dim shapes flit from pillar to

piLlar. The two children enter apprehensively, followed

bi/ the two dogs.

A Voice. Dogs and smoking are not permitted here.

Pantyl. But we arc not smoking.
A Voice. But you have dogs.

My'pct. They have come with us to look for their dreams.

[At this point Tylna finds a rabbit and Nano a laiya

mutton-bone. Each retires to a corner and gioids
over his treasure.

Pantyl. There, you see they are quite good.
A Voice. Well, let them remain. But what has brought

ou here?

Mylpet. Grandpapa has rheumatism.

Pantyl. Yes, Grandpapa has rheumatism.

A Voice. There is no rheumatism.

Another Voice. No, there is no rheumatism.

Mora Voices. No, there is no rheumatism.

Pantyl. Can we tell Grandpapa that ?

A Voice. Yes, you can tell Grandpapa that.

Mylfet. Oh, Grandpapa will be so glad.

Pantyl. And he will never have to play the pipes again.

Mylpet. And that will make Grandmamma glad, too. \Ve

will go home now.

A Voice. Yes, you can go home now. [They go.

Curtain.

The remaining Acts develop the story to the point where

Grandpapa and Grandmamma begin to Ike happily ever

afterwards on being informed that there is no rheumatism.

PEACE FOR THE WICKED.

CIMIEZ, thou charming foster-child of Nice

(Taller than mother but without her bulk)
Where luckless gamblers can repose in peace

And sulk ;

Where they may bask beneath a peach-hung wall

(Provided by the latest thing in
"
Palaces "),

Lamenting that the subtlest "systems" all

Have fallacies,

Striving in orange-gardens to forget
The croupier's rasping accents (so metallic,

So droningly monotonous, and yet
So Gallic),

The Trente-et-Quarante and its fearful cost,

The "
Little Horsea" and the wobbly ball,

And how one staked a thousand francs and lost

Them all
;

Thine, easeful Cimiez, is the grandest coup :

To soothe the fevered gamester, when he sickens,
And stop him hurling all his louis to

The dickens !

"The canon, who had served under six archbishops, expressed tlio

opinion that ono of the recipes for old ago 'was to avoid alcohol.

'Nothing,' lie added, 'is more calculated to shorten life than iuloii-

cating drink.'
"

.Six archbishops ! D-rar, dear ! And the canon, by avoid-

ing iheir evil habit, has outlived them all!
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OUR THRICE-PRECIOUS STEEDS.

Livcry-Stallc Keeper (to Yeoman). "Now, DO BE CAREFUL OP THAT TOUXO 'OKSE, AS' DON'T OVER-BIDE nisi, 'cos 'E'S WANTED FOI; IHK

FIELD GUNS THI AFTEBNOON, AKD TIIE HAICBII.ANCE WAQQONS TO-NIOHT."

HINTS TO HOUSE-HUNTERS.

By an obvious Amateur.

AT this season of the year many
people are looking out for new homes
to move into at the approaching quarter-

day. It is hoped that to those who are

unaUe to afford tho advice of a qualified

surveyor the following hints may be of

some use :

1. Avoid a house which advertises

"Ancient Lights." They may bo pic-

turesque, but they are sure to lead to

litigation in the long run.

2. Never think of taking a house
with "

Dilapidations." Tell the landlord

that you propose to bring your own and
ask him to remove his.

3. Make a careful note of the thick-

ness of the walls, more especially if the

house is one of a row. Where your
prospective neighbours are in the habit

of giving parties, an extra thick, or

"Par!;/ Wall," as it Is c:ille I, is essential.

4. lieware of "Picturesque

SPEARE says about jerry-built villas,
"
rough-cast them how we may."
5. If you are a lover of dogs and

purpose taking your pets with you to

your new home, make a point of ascer-

taining whether the walls have ever

had "distemper."
6. Never take a

"
beautiful Eliza-

bethan half-timbered house" without

first ascertaining what the other half is.

7. Do not be allured by tho house
which is advertised to be "within a

etone's-throw of the station." Most rail-

way companies have now a by-law against
thi- pastime, and charge 40s. per shot.

Villas." Remember what SIIAK-

Tragedy in the Fish. World.

From a catalogue :

' Old Line Engraving,
' Tim Rape of tlio

S.irdines.'
"

"Moscow. HOTEL BEBLIK. - English homo
up-to-date. Swiss proprietor."

Adrt. in
"
Evening Standard."

.Tust the place in which to practise

Esperanto.

Chastened Youth.

Tlie Globe is responsible for the fol-

lowing statement :

"
It is further pro-

posed, in conjunction with the Board of

Agriculture, to encourage the breeding
of horses suitable for Army purposes,
and to buy the foals at three years old

instead of four. These are steps in tin-

right direction, and are to be com-
mended." Wo understand that the War
Office has decided also not to purchase
calves for the food supply of the Army
at a younger age than four years, nor

lambs younger than three years. It is

also in contemplation that no boys shall

be taken into the Government Service at

a lower age than thirty-five.

"
Any Memljer may at any time determine

his Membership by notice in writing to that

effect, sent to the Secretary not later than the

thirty-first day of December in any year."

This is
"
By-Law 14

"
of the Society of

Chemical Industry. By-Law 15 certainly

ought to announce the granting of a

day's grace in leap .years.
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THE DAILY ROUND.
[Being extracts from Mr. Punch'* new daily

edition, published simultaneously in London,

ilanrlii'-liT, Peebles, Windermciv, and Baling;

iriee one halfpenny ;
date as postmark.]

THE POLITICAL SITUATION.

(I'y our Sp:eial (.'orrefpmdenl underneath the

THE political situation is increasing

every lay. Although it is now cerlain

that the Budget, as such, h dead, it is

possible that the Veto, as which, may
survive. If this is so we shall see some

very interesting developments shortly.

The crucial date will be May 13, when

Supply gives out. Thereafter the prc-

rranuiie > s expected to be as follows :-

May 14. No money for the Civil

Service. Indignation meeting at Post

Office. Rising of the Parcel Bangers.

Massing of the Postcard Readers.

Maif 16. Somerset House in arms. The

Inland Revenue Irregulars mobilise.

Eorced march to Gaiety Restaurant.

May 17. Mr. ASQUITII refused safe-

guards, guarantees, injunctions, rules

nisi, and statu QIUO'S. Resignation of

the Government. Mr. BAI.FOUR sent for

May 18. Mr. BAI.FOUR refuses to take

office ;
Mr. REDMOND sent for. Mr. RED-

MOND refuses to take office. Mr. HAROLI

Cox sent for. Mr. GARVIN sent for

I/jrd NORTHCLIFFE sent. for. Mr. C. A
PEARSON sent for. Mr. L. J. MAXSE sent

for. Mr. MAXSE refuses to take office.

May 19. Deadlocks.

May 20. The Grand Army of Civi

Servants muster in Trafalgar Square
After interval for usual siesta they marcl

upon Downing Street. Mr. HAI.DANE

captured by a detachment of Telegrapl

Boy Scouts and held for ransom.

May 21. Mr. ASQUITII r. ceives parce

containing Mr. HALDANE'S ear. Unfortu

nately there is twopence to pay upon it

Mr. ASQUITII is greatly shocked am
consents to assume office again.

A/a</ 23. Dissolution of Parliament.

Should events shape themselves afte

this fashion our readers will know wha
to expect. As far as can be seen ther

are only two ways out of the threatenec

deadlock. One is that the House o

Lords should hastily pass a Home llul

Bill, and the other is that (ho Govern
ment should introduce a large anc

comprehensive scheme of Tariff Reform

WHERE TO GO FOR THE EASTER HOLIDAYS

Such a variety of places immediate]

suggest themselves to the eager touris

in need of rest that it may safely be sai

that the choice becomes harder ever

year. Owing to the enterprise of ou

great railway companies many place

formerly out of reach of the week-ende
are now within easy distance. Penzane
on the Cornish Riviera, Weymouth
(as it is generally called) the Englis

aples, the Northern Nice (Blackpool),

ic British Vienna (Sheffield), and the

destine of the West (Maida Vale) may
11 be reached by the holiday-maker in

minimum of time.

A glance at our advertisement columns

-ill reveal to the. reader the opportuni-

es for a pleasant stay at these and

ther delightful spots which arc now

laced at his disposal. We might, for

Some Interesting Facts.

One of the most notable Oxford crews

was that of 1732, all the members of

which ultimately sat on the Bench ;

with the exception of the cox, who fell

overboard during the race, never re-

covered the entire use of his faculties,

and eventually became a Bishop.

istance, call attention to the promise of

omfort contained in this :

" S'HTiiKm Beard res. lib. lab. litli. P"0.

iry. hth. asp. inc. tins. Th. to Tu. crt. cxtr.

giife. v\vs. Mrs. Hggns. Wvcrst."

Without wishing to influence our

eadcrs' minds unfairly, wo feel it our

uty nevertheless to point out that,

hould a holiday at the delightful re-

ort of Southend be meditated, Mrs.

Higgins (or Huggins) of Wavecrest

ppears to cffer a boundless hospitality.

Take this again :

"HrnNE BAY. Hme. frrn. lime, suprf. ekfe
'.

10 frgnrs. kp. t. th. rght. mud. th. stp. aflr. y.

th. tli. meatBaw hs. anbdy. hr. sn. Kly."

How delightful to be made so we1-

:ome, even after the comparatively
short journey in the luxurious carriages

of the South - Eastern and Chatham

lailway ! (see p. 7).

THE UNIVERSITY BOAT RACE.

To-day for the 395th time repre-

sentative crews of the Universities of

Dxford and Cambridge will meet in

friendly rivalry on the historic course

irom Putney to Mortlake. The race has

not always boon rowed upon this course

indeed upon one occasion it was from

Mortlake to Putney, but the spirit of

<;ood sportsmanship has always been

the Fame. Our "
special correspondent

under the thwarts
" sums up the chances

of the respeclive crews in another

column (another nine columns, to be

exact), and all we need say here upon that

point is that two more evenly-malched

eights have not been seen upon the

Thames since the last occasion. We
append statistics of the race for the last

lew years, together with some interesting
facts about some of the crews.

Previous Results.

Course. Result.

P. to M. Oxford won.

A curious coincidence occurred in the

historic race of 1806. "Seven" in the

Oxford boat was twenty-one years old

(3x7), had seven letters in his Christian

name (Herbert), and eventually married

a Miss Isabel Wordsworth, said to have

been a relation of the WORDSWORTH who
wrote that famous poem,

" We are

Seven." What makes it more remark-

able is that this athlete only obtained his

seat in the boat at the very last moment.

LATEST FROM THE LOBUY.

THERE are rumours of a new "Fourth

Party
"

in the House of Commons, con-

sisting of Messrs. APQUITH, A. J. B.u.Kont,

REDMOND, BARNES, W. BIIIEN, Bia.i,oc,

BYLES, and Lord HUGH CECIL. The
officers have been chosen as follows:

Chairman and Hon. Gol. of the Safe-

guards Mr. ASQUITH.

First Whip Mr. REDMOND.

Master of the Trufflehounds (without

portfolio) Lord HUGH CECIL.

Groom to the Camel Corps. Mr. BYI.EH.

Deputy Inspector of lite Ice Tank
Mr.' O'BRIEN.

Penjola Surveyor and Warden of the

Sponge ilr. BELLOC.

Keeper of the Cutlets Mr. BAI.NKS.

Cover Point Mr. BALFOUU.

Though they do not propose to take

any action at present which may cmbar-

ra-s their leaders, they will at the same
time keep a sharp eye upon the situation.

1.
o

Year.
* 1909

t 1908

||
1907
1906

* 1905
1904

P.M.

M.P.
L.C.C.

R.S.V.P.

P.T.O.

1903 P.P.C.

Cambridge won.

Cambridge won.

Cambridge won.
Oxford won.

Cambridge won,
think.

I 've forgotten.
6 Rowed ia a typhoon.
t Rowed in a simoom.

!|
Bow lost his oar.

Bow lost his head.
::ii Stroke wanted his hair cut.

tt I"18* iace " t'10 old I'.T.O. coins ?.

Iw 1'oth boats sjnk.

THE WEATHER.

Forecast for to-day.

England, N. Same as 3.

England, E. Same as 4.

3. England, W. - S.une as 2.

4. England, S. (includingHampstead).
Hot to cold. Some rain, some

snow, some sleet, some fine. Wind,
calm, sun, fog a la carte or

table d'hote.

Barometer. Lowest on grass, 27.

Highest on roof, 87.

Our special correspondent at Brighton

telegraphs at enormous expense,
" Wea-

ther lovely." Other reports from the

chief seaside places are, "Lovelv,"
"Lovely." "Beautiful," "Lovely,"
"Grand," "Lovely," and "Beautiful."

We are unfortunately compelled to

liold over our usual map of Europe,
owing to a shortage of arrows with
which to indicate the track of the

customary depression. A. A. M.
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Master.
"

\\'IIY WEKK UK: I.ATI:

SCENE Selioolmas!er'i Study.
EARLY SCHOOL, Wniciin ?

"
Writ/lit.

"
PLEASE, SIH, 1 MUST HAVE OVEBWASHED M.SELF!"

THE MODERATION OF MANCHESTER.

[Mr J. If. I'ATTKV, the Chicago wheat-king,
wlui i-i hiis|iertrd of designs on cotton, has just
IHTII mobbed ou the Exchange nt Manchester.
Tin- SUMO city recently prohibited the perform-

i Miss MAUD ALLAN within its boundaries,
;nid is l>!d up to ridicule on

j>
inters ns having

tabooed L.\ MII.O.]

TOWN of the mules that work by steam,
To wliich our ways are so abhorrent,

Tellme the blushing thoughts you dream
There by the Irwell's silvery torrent :

Why do you flout the pagan fair

Whereon our halls of music batten,

Why (lid you spurn the millionaire

And place your feet upon a PATTEN?

l-i il perchance (ns I divine)
That filled with equal rage you view it,

When mortals overstep the line,

And when they merely underdo it?

!s if your aim to steer between
' The twofold vice, and practise what '11

I \,u-tly fit the golden mean
So much admired by AIIIMOII.I: V

'Thus when the living statue stooped
(Compare the ads.) to aid our culture,

You not unnaturally swooped
Down on the notion like a vulture :

Art you adored in any guise ;

With none at all it seemed improper,
And so you veiled averted eyes
From marble hoax and classic hopper.

Not otherwise you deem the man
Who, fearless of the frown of Nemesis,

Collars and pinches all he can,
Meet to be hooted off the premises :

You mobbed the Transatlantic bull

Who hoped, maybe, to corner cotton,

Showing your intellectual pull
O'er Liverpool (where life is roiten) !

This is the purely moral side :

But all things have commercial issues,
The best of creeds may be applied
To raw materials and tissues :

And types that make the market mad
No doubt inspire the selfsame loathing

In spots that spin, as those whose fad
Is chucking up all kinds of clothing.

EVOE.

Litllc i i'ni (to Father, who IMS done his

one performa nee, that of saying the alpha-
bet backwards).

" Now say it sideways."

Cause and Effect.

"
All this needs hourly care, for neglect may

rausi the infant, not only an illness, but its

life." Mother and Home.

Yet even to be kept alive by neglect is

preferable to being killed by kindness.

From The Mystery of the Green Heart:

"Now appeared upo:i the scene . . . that

(o;irtly old gentleman, Dr. Philippe llorencoau,
of the University of Paris.

"'You are Dr. Philippe Morenceau, of the

t'niversity of Paris . . . ?'

"The doclo.- bowed gravely his English
was almost without accent."

Later on he shrok his head in French
and gave the whole thing away.

Describing paper mills in Newfound-

land, the prospectus of a new company
states :

"The mills are claimed lo be the newest,

largest and most scientifically equipped iu

Kur.ipc or the Continent of America."

Newfoundland appears to be fond of

travel.
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AS IN THE BEGINNING.

IN the very far beginning, wlicn our fathers lived in wives.

And the glacier rolled and shuddered where to-day yoi

roll the lawn,
Then the forests and the rivers, and the mountains and

waves
Were the haunts of troll and kelpie, gnome, pishogue am

leprechaun ;

Long ago oh, long ago,

Little feet went to and fro

In the hushed and solemn moonriso, or the silence ol

dawn, .

Weren't they just the prowling otter or the

the fawn ?

If the punting hunters plodded on the hairy mammoth's

trail,

Till the flint-tipped lances laid him in the twilight still and

v

If the yelling tribesmen lingered at the stranding of the

whale
Till the sledges were benighted in the demon-lumiite<

dark,
luiuli untutored scalp would rise

At mysterious woodland cries,

And they'd glance across their shoulders, with a shudder

and a "Hark!"

Though 'twas probably the screech-owl or some startled

roebuck's bark !

If the neolithic lover in a neolithic June

Met at nightfall, 'neath the hawthorn bough, a neolithic

maid,

Then, despite the ministrations of a full and friendly moon,

As it caught the clumps of blossom in a net of light and

shade,

They would hear with knocking knees,

Come a kind of grunting wheeze,

For they'd think some spook had spied them, and theii

cheeks would match their jade,

But they never saw the badger rooting truffles in the glade !

( !o you out along the chalk downs, and you'll see our fathers

yet

(Cairn upon the thymy hill-top, tumulus of tribal kings !)

Yes, and in the sun-warmed quarry find perhaps an amulet,
Such as kept them from the kobold, or the beat of goblin

wings ;

Then your sympathy shall stray
To our sires of feebler clay,

With their little local godlings and their foolish fairy rings,

Though you know- for science says so that there never

were such things !

For yourself you've sometimes hurried when the mayfly
cease to rise,

With your rod inside its cover and your cast around your
hat,

When the beetles boom like bullets, and the bats are hawking
flies,

And the night is in the meadows, and the mists are on th

flat,

Past some darkling belt of pine,
While you ve felt all up your spine

Run a sort of icy shiver, and your heart's gone pit-a-pat
Yet 'twas only just the night-jar, just the plopping ic<iter-mt !

Our Fashionable Artists.

"PAINTER aud Paperliangei' (Good) wanted j
must foe society mai

wages 9J. per hour. Daily Chronicle.

CONTEMPT.
DEAH Sin J AMISS, -Forgive me making a guess at_it, but,

.uring the fifty-seven seconds over wMch our acquaintance,

might almost say our intimacy, extended, [ had not the

ipportunity of enquiring what actual name your god-parents

lad originally deemed most suited to your peculiar merits.

f I have made a bad shot and you do not like the
"
Jame-;,"

'. feel that you cannot but be flattered by the
"
Sir."

It was, you will remember, at the Booking Office of tlm

Sharing Cross Underground Station at about 7.1o I'.M. on

March 18 that we ran or rather walked up against each

jther. Over that booking office there are the words "
IN

:1

ind "OUT," aud I confess freely that I, with some six other

ntending passengers had entered by the "OUT" side and

showed every sign of going out by the
"
IN

"
side. You alone

vereentering by the"iN" side and passing out by the "ovr"
side. You alone were gloriously and monumentally right.

You were, I think, putting yourself to unnecessary exertion

n trying to compel me to pass out by what was at any rate

,he unfashionable, though technically correct, way. Confess,
u your cooler and less florid moments, that, whether the

;redit be due to the elasticity of the barrier or to the adapt-

ibility of my shall I say diaphragm? I performed a

notable feat in forcing my mere 10 st. 5 Ibs. past your W
stone odd.

Now let me explain my motives. Firstly, on general

grounds, I am a member of a large but not incorporated

society pledged to resent actively all deeds of public inter-

'erence committed by fussy middle-aged gentlemen who, we
'eel sure, have no other qualification for managing other

people's business save that they have grossly mismanaged
,heir own. Secondly, I am by profession a barrister, and
lave been informed aud verily believe that I must get into

;he habit of not being bounced by anybody, whether 1 am
in the right or in the wrong. Thirdly, lastly and most

mportantly, I believe and hope that you were a judge.
Even in my very short and insignificant career I have

suffered sufficient snubs and rebuffs from the Bench to

make me long for the opportunity of meeting a judge in

.in open field and no favour. Had I been in a position to

see less of your back and more of your face, I could have

spoken with more certainty as to your judgeship, but Ikon-

was ample evidence of it in your manner of commanding me
and never doubting but that I should obey you unquestion-

ing. My Lord, I could then and there have addressed to

you a learned argument directed to the point that in

Underground Railway Stations you had no jurisdiction, that

you were Junctus offieio, that you were almost that thing
which you are so fond of calling other people, a man of

straw. I could have whispered,
"
Ultra vires !

"
in your ear

in such jocular tone as would have made your blood boil

over. I think I did better than that merely by flouting

silently but deliberately your order and making you wish

you! that you had the judicial powers and authority of a

mere railway inspector. Though you spoilt my shirt-front

and did not improve my left lung, though I appeared to the

bystanders to be something of an ass, 1 feel that as between

judge and counsel, counsel is avenged.
In my young breast I cherish much satisfaction and two

distinct hopes one, that you appreciated then and will

never forget that if I was squashed physically, you were

squashed morally ; the other, that at the decisive moment

you saw as little to recognise of me as I did of you, and that

that little is the part that will be hidden by my wig when I

next have the honour and misfortune to appear before you,
in the High Court, or in whatever Court (if any) yon control.

I subscribe myself, if your lordship pleases,

Yours, till our next merry meeting,
JUNIOR NATO Mi sun *.
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>'oatcr (to Old /xijiy somcirliat ooiricrouyJit tt/ a course of tlie &i< titans).
'' 'KRE Y'AUK, LIMY. DKIII.UD OKANHK !

"

CHARIVARIA.
WE hear that all the Musical Comedy

Actresses who married sons of Peers
under the impression that they were
future legislators, are about to combine
witli ii view to taking steps to protect
their vested interests.v

By-the-by, it is rumoured that there

is trouble between Lord ROSEHKRY and
his elder son. It is said that his lord-

ship put forward his scheme for the

abolition of hereditary peers without

consulting his heir-apparent.V
"Moderate [mpudence was the title

given by The Dally ('hronicle to its

account of the decision of the victors in

the L.C.O. election in tint matter of the

Aldermen. We are glad to sec our

contemporary showing at last a little

rc-traint in it-- cpiilii-l--.V
I lie recent boycott of our prisons by

the Suffragettes lias had its effect. The
HOMI; Si;ri(i;i.\itY now announces that he
has made arrangcinonis for additional

I'omforts for then).

V
I In re is some excitement in Calcutta

because the Lieutenaut-Goveruor of BEK-
GAL lias ordered the confiscation of a

quantity of waist-cloths having on their

borders a seditious Bengali poem. The
order was made under the powers given
by the new Press Act, and the natives

are declaring angrily that this was never
intended to be a Clothes Press Act.

* *

The Reichstag has passed a resolution

in favour of a Bill making the IMPERIAL
CHANCELLOR responsible for all political
acts and omissions of the KAISER. The

question now arises : Will one Chan-
cellor be sufficient for the job?V
"Most flattering, I am sure," Presi-

dent TAVT is reported to have remarked
on reading in a Khartoum cable that

Mr. ROOSEVELT'S figure is now slightly
more burly. * +

Mr. THOMAS BKECIIAM, aud Mr. JOSEPH

YU, his father, have, wo are told,
been hinting at other great surprises in

stniv for opera-goers. Not so long ago,
it may be remembered, we prophesied
that it might be possible, with the aid

of Mr. BEKC-HAM:, to obtain for a shilling
a box worth a guinea.V

Dr. WALDO, the City Coroner, in his

annual report, points out that at the

Oitv Mortuary there has now been estab-

lished something similar to the old Paris

Morgue. Those persons who were in the
habit of going abroad for their

inents will kindly make a note of

amuse-
this.

"All the worst-conditioned horse-.-,"

>ays The Daily Mall in an article on the

disused horse scandal, "are taken from
the various British ports to Belgium,
where the conditions they have to face

are much harder than those in Holland.

The animals sent to Holland are of a

slightly better class, and are mainly sold

for butchers' meat. The Belgian con-

signments for the most part find their

way to the sausage factories." But,

seriously, we would ask, Do horses care

tuppence about thoir future after death?
* *

A bargo containing 300 barrels of

bi-er sank on the IrJth inst. in the Med-

way. Many plucky attempts at re-cm-

by local topers are reported to have
taken place during the week.

Judge LU.MLEY SMITH, in sentencing a

billiard instructor at the Old Bailey, let

him off hard labour on the ground that

the effect on the prisoner's hands might
make it difficult for him to follow his

calling after his release. Pickpockets, to

whom lightness of fingers is an essential,

are now complaining bitterly that they
never meet with consideration like this.
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TACTICS.

The gentle reader is aslud to understand that one mammy Harold, having been over-corrected, ran aicay from home in order la

teach hia parents a, lesson ; lot, u-i'.h the apprjach of night, he changed his mind and slunk back, reckoning on a fine fattcd-ealf welcome.

To Ills 'disgust his' absence lias not been noticed, and 'after some thought la draws attention to his desperate and disciplinary measure 6yi his ditty

remarking', "I SEE you 'VE STILL cox THE SAME OLD CAT."

SELF-PHOTOGRAPHY.
" With a ii3w portrait of Mr: Sliaw, photo-

graphed by himself." From a 1'uUisher's

Advertigemmt.

THE famous playwright entered the

famous photographer's room, and, stand-

ing before a mirror, began to chat with
him.

"
I am beginning to think it is time

for me to have another portrait taken,"
he said.

"I certainly think so," said the

photographer.
" Some of the public

would like it, and the rest ought to like

it
;
and you know as well as I do that

it pays to give the public what it wants
and what it ought to want."

''

There is nothing in the world that

accomplishes that end so successfully us

SHAW. Whether 011 the platform or on
the st-ige, or on the printed page, give
them SUAVV

;
and when they're tired of

listening to SHAW and reading SUAW,
let them look at SHAW."
"But I do not like to think they

weary of listening to and reading me,"
said the famous author-dramatist.

"Anyhow, it won't do any harm to

get out a new portrait for them to look

at. And, by Mephistopheles ! it is a face

worth looking at," and the famous

photographer gazed admiringly at his

vis-a-vis, turning his head and moving
his position to catch different aspects of

his features.
"
My boy

"
(it should be

explained that the photographer was on

the best of terms with the playwright),
"it is a face in ten million. Let me

photograph it ! A splendid idea a

great man photographed by a great
man ! Won't that fetch the Shavians !

"

The dramatist smiled at the notion,
then briskly assented, helping with the

camera.

"Now, I wonder whether it would be

best, for once, to assume a natural pose,'
mused the eminent photographer." No ; on the whole, 1 think an un-
natural one suits ine, and will please
the Shavians better," was the opinion of

the other.

The camera was ready. The distin-

guished playwright was again before the
mirror practising varieties of facial ex-

pression.
"
Please look as unpleasant

as possible," was the injunction of the

photographer ; and when an expression
suitably weird was found, the popular

author hurried to the chair before the

strange light in his eye died away.
The ball was pressed, the pneumatic

shutter did its work, ai.d the great
author-dramatist shook hands with him-

self I mean with the photographer-
congratulating him on the achievement
of another scoop.

Benefit of Clergy.
" An appeal by one Dean against a sentence

of five years' penal servitude for hcmas-breaking
was allowed to the extent that the sentence,

w.is reduced to three years' peaal seivitude."

. The Times.

The Liverpool Courier reports Lord
ROSEBEKY as follows :

" What an aspic had (his dejpatra beeu

nourishing in his bosom !

"

It sounds a very cold amusement.

The following advertisement was re-

cently inserted in The Pioneer:
"NEW FOREST Cottage residence . . . fish-

ing, boating, and New Forest Hounds."
" Dear Sir," wrote a native enquirer,

"kindly inform me where the New
Forest is, and also if it woidd be neces-

sary to take over the New Forest hounds,
as I have an aversion to dogs."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
THE Hum OK Tony, .M.I'.

House iij I'jorilx, Momlny, March I I.

- Nulling less like ;i lonely furrow

could ]>o conceived tlian appearance of

House to-night when KosKiiKHY, quitting
his seat on Cross I'irncli, advanced to

the Table. The red leather benrh. -,

ordinarily a wilderneaa with lierc and
llit'ie a rose in person of a stray peer,

thronged to 1'iilles.t capacity. Bright

oycs mined influence from side galleries
v. li.nco I'rcn-scs looked down. The
Commons I', night for places in congested
districts allotted to- them in corners of

Ballery over the liar. Steps of Throne
llnoiled with Privy ( 'omieillors. The
brilliant scene presented striking testi-

mony toa commanding personality. Only
UOSEBGKY could have created it. Since

the MAKKISS passed away he is sole

possessor of magic wand whose waving
draws together eager multitude to House
of Lords.

His theme was reformation of what is

distantly alluded to as the Second
Chamber. Whilst majority of Com-
mons are eager and resolved to depose
the Lords from position of supremacy,
Rosimaty would have them put their

House in order with their own hands.

To that end proposes abolition

THE >SA<:RIKK IAJ. KNIFB.

f.ord lioscbcr,]. "Well, it's plain that wo'iv
pretty unpopular in some quarters, so tluno n
ii" lirlp for it wine ot YOU .-Imps have cot.*

'of heredity. A
bold suggestion lo

[make
in its \,-\\

[stronghold.
Noble

I

lords of Victori u

'era shake their

he-ads in grave dis-

sent. What is to

become of tin-

country if they
their sons and
heirs, no longer
n-sist, at moulding
its destinies? HAI>- -

BUiiY has great e

teem for BoBKBEBV,
more especially
when he engages in

active opposition to

policy of former
Cabinet colleagues.
But blue blood (in

this respect only),
like murder, will

out.

Alluding to re-

commendations of

[Select Committee

appointed two
years ago, ROSI-.BERY

described them as unanimous and spon-
taneous in favour of abolition of heredit-

ary right to sit in Parliament.

'Not unanimous," growled HALSBURY,
i from front bench before which the

; apostle of hara-kiri stood. ROSEBERY
hastened to make reparation.

"My noble and learned friend/' he

said, "a valued member of the Com-
mittee, opposed all our proceedings with-

out any exception whatever."
HAI-SIU-HY glowed with just pride

at this tribute to his high character.

Bad enough for inheritors of the posi-
tion of the Saxon Witenagemot, "de-
scendants of the men who wrung the
Charter from JOHN on the plains of

Runnymede," to be threatened with dis-

establishment. Too much to have it

stated that he, Baron HALSBUIIY, Viscount
TiVERTON, Constable of Launceston Cattle,
had been accessory to anything favour-

ing such Revolution. ROSEBERY'S prompt
disclaimer, his adroit adulation, smoothed
over what threatened to develop into

angry incident. Thenceforward HALS-
BURY suffered in silence outburst of

hen sy that threatened to undermine
foundations of ancient Constitution.

Most significant feature of situation
was the chilling reception of magnificent
speech. During earlier portions, de-
voted to scornful treatment of Minis-
terial plans iu respect to Veto, cheers
were frequent from overflowing Oppo-
sition benches. When it came to re-

commendation of specific Resolutions,
enthusiasm subsided, After speaking
for two hours, the orator concluded
amid faint tribute of applause, which

No "HABA-nn" FOH Mm!
Halbur

if.

"
Why, if yon tried for a. oontury you couldn't protlm'e

a more perfectly impartial political tribunal than myself! ftiyonara !

"

subtly conveyed acknowledgment of

intellectual pleasure received as distinct

from approval of the cause pleaded.
Business done. Tx>rd ROSF.BF.UY pro-

poses Resolutions for reform of House
of Lords on basis of abolition of

Hereditary Right to sit and vote.

House ofCommons, Tuesday. AXEUIMN
WILLIAMS is still new to Westminster,

coining hither for first time at General

Election. That event fruitful in

WIU.IAMSKS. Six bear the honoured
name. But there is only one ANEURIN',
and the SPEAKER, who knows most

things, is not certain how to pronounce
the word or what it means when uttered.

When, as happened to-day, he has to

call upon the Member for Plymouth, he

judiciously hedges, naming him "Mr. .\.

WJI.I.IA.MS.''

A great occasion for ANEI TRIV. Has
balloted for place with scores of others.

Chances at least twenty to one against

his turning up in group of most favoured

three. Anyhow will see the business

through. Finds a seat on furthest

Cross Bench. Favourable position for

viewing the scene. Whilst others Hank

it, he commands it. Almost immedia ely
fates the SPEAKER. Can look down the

parted hosts Liberals to left of him,
Unionists to right of him with absolute

impartiality. Wouldn't be at all a bad

thing, now all corner seats are appro-

priat< d, to mark this one as his own.

(Forgets, or never knew, that l>eing

beyond the Bar it is technically out of

the House. No Member seated there

may catch the SPEAKER'S eye, nor, rising

thence, may address him.)
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CROMWELL LOOKS ui> RIBBLESDALE.

The Shade of Oliver. "Ix>ok here, old man, if I haven't haunted Gisburn up to now, it 'a

just about time I began ! So look out for squalls ! !

"

("He did not propose saying anything about Oliver Cromwell, although Oliver Cromwell

slept for two nights in his house" (Laughter) "and he was proud of the fact" (More
lau-jl-tcr.) ..." It was just as well to remember what was written of him by a great historian,

namely, that he could govern neither with nor without Parliaments
"

(lavgnter).
Lord Rilihlesdale in the llouac of Lords.}

Ballot opened. Clerk at Table thrusts

Land in lucky bag containing numera-
tion of Members taking part in it.

Calls oiit the figure from first paper
abstracted. The SPEAKER holds in hand
a list of Members balloting, each num-
bered. At second dip into lucky bag,
out comes number corresponding with
that attached to nama of Member for

Plymouth. It was then the SPEAKER
called upon "Mr. A. WILLIAMS."
With a start ANEURIN jumped up ;

hastily produced from breast pocket a

scrap of paper.
"I beg leave to give notice

"
he

said in the profoundest bass voice that

ever rumbled through the reformed
Parliament.

Instantly half-a-clozm brawny arms
thrust him forth from Cross Bench.
Would enquire later into meaning of
this outrage. Meanwhile must get
along with business. Standing outside
the Cross Bench a good stride in rear
of the Bir, he began in basso more pro-
fondo than before,

"
I beg leave to give

"

Straightway found himself bodily
bundled across the Bar. Voices ex-

plained to dazed ear that he was out of

bounds and out of Order. Anyhow he
was safe now. Steadying himself with
left hand on back of Front Cross Bench,
he, in voice that bsgan to show signs of

breaking down, began again. "I beg
leave to

"

Once more there was a rush. A
Member seated on Front Bench below

Gangway in proximity to Cross Bench
hastily surrendered his place, and before
ANEURIX knew where he was he found
himself standing by it. His third

attempt to address the Chair had been
made from space outside the thin red
line beyond which Members addressing
the SPEAKER may not stray.

Really safe at last
; no mistake about

it this time. Mopping his brow, casting
hurried glance behind as one who did
not know what a moment might bring
forth, ANEURIN spread out the crumpled
paper on which his notice was written

and began for fourth time his recita-

tion.

Lo! a strange thing happened. Next
to interest in watching the gymnastic
process by which the new Member was

brought in!o ordered line, lookers-on

were struck by remarkable profundity
of voice in which fragmentary sentence
was declaimed. Now it heard quite
another voice, a faltering falsetto, a

piping treble, remark : "I beg leave to

give notice that upon this day fortnight
[ will move a Resolution in favour of a

more perfect representation of electors

in this House and other public bodies."

Business done. MoKENNA, after ab'c

fight, defeats by rattling imijority the

Little Navyites and carries Vote for

wages of officers and men.

Thursday. Memory of SINGLE-SPEECH

HAMILTON' still cherished in modern
House where such eccentricity of moder-
ation is unknown. But what was SINGLE-

SPEECH HAMILTON compared with NINE-

BILLED MCLAREN ?

The noble Baronet has beaten the

record. Sudden eruption the more

striking since it comes from unexpected
quarter. A busy man of affairs, con-

stitutionally modest, tho MEMBER FOR

BOSWOKTH FIELD rarely thrusts himself

upon attention of House. Confines him-
self to speaking on subjects of which he
is master. On such occasions is equally

lucid, considerably briefer, than was his

illustrious uncle, JOHN BKIGHT. All of a

sudden, without other notice than is

imposed by Standing Orders, he de-

scends upon amazed House with both

WOMEN'S MAGXA CASTER (-PATERSON).

(Sir C. B. McLaren.)
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arms literally full of Kills, for which he

a--ks first reading.
A glance down the list snoots that

they are de-i'-'iicd as component parts of

a woman's Magna Charta. When they
are added to the Statute Hook, Woman,
single or married, will he' delivered from

that galling, worse than Ka>tern, condi-

tion of inequality under \vhieh, as we
all know, she lah nir.s. She will find

herself elevated to the legal and social

status of a man and a brother.

I'RKMIKR feels his position a little em-

barrassing. Has declared several times

that, pending settlement of Veto question
with the Lords, he cannot promise to

introduce legislation on any subject.
And here is a Private Member bringing
in at single sitting no fewer than nine

Bills of far-reaching consequence.
Business done. Lords deeide to go

into Committee on EOSEIIKRY'S Resolu-

tion*. HALSIHJRY, in delightful speech

overflowing with unconscious humour,
remarked,

"
I am concerned at present

to show that in voting for the noble

Karl's propositi ns I am not committing
myself to any one of them."

INDIVIDUALISM.

["Modern conditions have created a keen

Socialistic movement. We aro all agreed that

riches aro not so fairly distributed as we should

like, Imt all present, aro agreed that the kind of

di-tribntion some people propose ia not one on
which any society can exist." Mr. HAROLD Cox.]

reader, I approach with stealth

The trite but touchy topic "wealth."

I, pulling up my poet's socks,
Proclaim the praise of Mister Cox.

1 clot my p's and cross my </s,

And advocate Childe HAROLD'S views.

I thump my tub and shake my fist

And cry,
"

I am no Socialist."

You ask me, Sir, to tell you why ?

"I don't," you say.
" You do," say I.

You need not sneer : you need not scoff,

You .simply cannot put me off.

Don't yawn or look the other way.
Be kindly good enough to say:

"With Socialism there would be
More wealth for you: more wealth for

me.

<: The present state of things is such
That neither of us have as much

As we should like." I tell you flat

I have no fault to find with that.

I 'm open, I admit, to more,
For wealth 'fl a thing which I adore.

I 1 's when you press for more for us

That I presume to make a fuss.

The object which I have in view
Is more for me but less for you.

Ir'iali Groom (to Sporfma who lias been mounted ly liia matter). "Y<a~'i.t. HAVE T" KimcKi

TIGHT TO THAT MABE, TEH HONOUR, OB SHE MIGHT BE LAV1N
1

YE."

At last you take some interest,

And even venture to suggest

A doubt "
if you could do with less."

That only shows your selfishness.

"
If an umbrella is rolled in this same

fashion until it is old enough to look rusty it

will look ns if newly bought." The People's
Friend,

This ia one of a number of "Helpful
Hints." It sounds as though it would
take too much time.

STAYS AT THE HOTEL CURZO\ "

announces an advertisement iu large
print. Of course it 'snot peculiar in this

respect. There are some in Bond Street.

"The epidemics of serious illness which Irom

time to time have been known to attack com-

munities accustomed to eat this bread have

inv.,riably been due to contamination of the

ry grain with a poisonous fungus which is

prone to infect rye.
There need be no doubt, then as to ths

nutritive value of rye-bread." The Daily Tele-

graph.

Likely as not there will be some low-

down people even now who aren't con-

vinced.

"The vessel left Barry with boanl lift-boat

and flange ventilator, carried hundred miles

off i-'cil y, on Friday, she experienced a heavy
sea, which smashed the star-Wilkie, who took

lh" part of the sailor's wife." Cornish Echo.

Any part in a storm, even the Widow
Twankay.
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MUSICAL NOTES.
TJIE immense success of Eleldra and

the triumphant vindication of the prin-

ciples it embodies has encouraged the

composer and librettist to take another

momentous step in the emancipation of

the lyric drama from the fetters of an

effete formalism. We understand that

1 lugo von llofmannsthal has already com-

pleted his new version of Othello, and
that STRAUSS has sketched out his score,

which the great modern Greek critic,

VoDtpros Mtucatjjt'Sijf, pronounces to lie the

most magnificent piece of <rnov<j>os

that the world has ever known.

How just this criticism is will be

readily admitted when it ia stated

that in the new version Othello is not
a man at all. He is a colossal gorilla.
Destlemona is a superb chimpanzee,
and logo is a supple and sinuous

orang-utan. Again, in Hugo von
I lofmannsthal's improved rendering
of SIIAKSPEARE'S mule and uncon-

vincing narrative the play ends in a

tremendous light between Othello and
Infjo, in which the latter is torn

literally limb from limb and the bits

are scattered not only over the stage
but throughout the auditorium. The
episode of the suffocation of Desde-
mona is quite superbly repulsive.
Indeed, in the happy phrase of Dr.

Schweinfleisch, of Munich,
"
anything

more magnificently beastly it is im-

possible to imagine."

The text of the libretto marks a
most astonishing advance upon any-
thing that even Hugo von Hofmanns-
thal has yet perpetrated With a
view to getting down to the absolute
bedrock of elemental passion, he has
eliminated all inte.ligiblc phrases or

words, and confined himself exclu-

sively to phonetic transliterations of

the bellowings, bowlings, trumpet-

ing, snortings, gquealings of wild
animals as recorded by him at
various zoological gardens and mena-
geries.

By the kind permission of Mr.
Zamrock, the eminent music publisher,
we are enabled to present our readers
with two lines which, in the opinion of

STRAUSS, are the most beautiful and
inspiring that he has ever heard:

(iach! Udehiehuua ! Jabelubeli,
Amawacker, lauten, sthlafunas, sleletlicarriu !

They form the climax of the touching
scene in which, after dilaniating lago,
Othello execrates SIIAKSPEARE for blacken-
ing his (Othello s) character as well as
his complexion.

As at present arranged, the parts will
be played by human beings, made up to

resemble the splendid simians whom
they will be privileged to simulate. But
it is the earnest and confident hope of

both composer and librettist that in a

very short time it will be possible to

have the opera entirely performed by
animals. In this hope they are strongly

encouraged by Professor GARNER, who is

at present conducting some interesting

experiments with a view to teaching
baboons how to play the double-bass.

The volume of sound which Professor

GARNER s pupils already produce is quite

meeting a vote of censure was unani-

mously passed ag; inst Mr. HENRY J.:

WOOD for tho "monstrous obscurant-
ism" displayed by him in framing the

programme of the last Symphony Con-
cert, which was entirely devoted to the

compositions of
"
the Bonn impostor"

that being the title by which BEETHOVEN
is habitually referred to by members of

the Society.

ONE OF TUB THINGS WHICH THE SpliINO WEATBKB
WILL REMOVE FROM OUB AOI1INO VISION.

remarkable, owing to the prodigious
strength of their arms, and is likely to

satisfy even STRAUSS'S exorbitantdemands
for intensity and sonority of tone. Human
performers on wind instruments have
always been unsatisfactory owing to
their lack of lung power. Experiments
are accordingly being conducted by Mr.
FRANK T. BULLEN, who for some time
past has been engag-d in instructing a
school of right-whales how to blow tubas,
double -bassoons, saxophones, sarruso-
phones, dinosaurophones, and other in-
struments of tympanoplectic enormity.

We are informed by the Secretary of
the Anti-Beethoven Society tliat the

membership has enormously increased

during the past month. At the last

Mr. BAMBEKGEII, the famous pianist, is

shortly about to publish his reminis-
cences. As he has more than once been

round tho world, and on three sepa-
rate occasions has been captured by
cannibals, his book ought to contain
much appetising reading.

"PURPLE, GREEN AND WHITE."
DEAR Mil. PUNCH, I think politics

are silly things, and I don't want a

vote; but in spite of that, the way I

have been forced into touch with the

Suffragettes lately has been most
painful, and might have ended in

tragedy but for the intervention of
the public. To start from tho begin-
ning, I must tell you that being
always hard up and short of credit,
I can only afford one toilette at a
time, and have to wear that or

nothing till next quarter. My spring
costume, however, was quite duo-
one of the new foulards, you know,
shot with emerald and amethyst,
with a broad knee band and back
panel of blue and white violets em-
broidered on eau-de-nil cashmere-de-
soie. You can guess how duckie it

looked ; but you can hardly picture
my misery when, wherever I went,
my own sex shrank from me, while
the other one glared at me with re-

pugnant curiosity, and the street boys,
almcst without exception, shouted,"
Votes for Women "

when I passed,
and I realised, too late, that my cos-
tume was a subtle manifestation of

Suffragette opinions in purple, green
and white.

I bore it for three days, then I kept
indoors and wrote an account of my
impossible position to our leading daily
paper. Whether the public most wished
to relieve a deserving case or to show
their antagonism to the Suffragette move-
ment, I cannot say. What I do know
is, that 1 have received fifteen new
frocks from unkriwn s^ inp.ithisers, and
I hope you will let me say, through the
medium of your columns, that I don't
want any more, as I 've no pegs left to

hang them o;i, and to add, in your
private ear only, that though purple,
green and white may le unpopular
colours, I at least owe them, indirectly,
a debt of gratitude.

Yours sincerely,
"
STOCK SI/E."
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PULP !

Ot'll readers arc, we trust, alive to the

extraordinary change \vhicli is to be ob-

MTV, il between the. paper on which tlic

lit, is.Mic! of Punch i-i printed and
that in use hitherto. With tliO aid of a

magnifying glass of quite ordinary power
they will see that tin- uc\v paper con-

tains a fibre totally distinct from that

of theold. Sensitive lingers :ln( l tliumbs
will also detect a marked difference in

surface texture. In fact, it is a new
paper; Punch, tor the lirst time in its

history, is being printed on a product
of the woods instead of a product of

rags. Heretofore wo have at great

expense used a paper manufactured

solely from the old clothes of peers.
But times are changing; peers are

becoming out of date ; and we have
now fallen into Hue with other journals
and acquired forests of our own.

At lirst wo tried to get an island,
and our special commissioners examined
and reported upon enough of th< se

things to make an archipelago. But in

the end we purchased an immense tract

of laud in the neighbourhood of Punches-

town, in Ireland, and at once set about

planting it-with trees. Here again was
a ditlicnlty: what tree to p'ant? The
spruce, the larch, the Norwegian pine,
the Beeibohm, the Christmas tree all

came under the attent on of experts.
The araucaria, or monkey-puzzler, was
considered too, but dismissed as being
disrespectful to our readers ; the chest-

nut was discarded as offering too easy
an opening to this woild's Plowdens.
In the end the plane-tree won it, partly
because we want to be unambiguous and

crystal clear, and not a little because
Punch is not coloured.

The next thing was to secure the

rapid growth of the plantation, and this

was done quite easily by rubbing into

the roots day and night the -world-
famous preparation

"
Grohare," 60 fami-

liar on our hoardings.
It is, indeed, a romantic story that

of the progress of the tree to the copy
of Punch in your hand. The felling,
the hauling, the sawing, the pulping
all are processes which deserve treat-

ment from eloquent pens, and get it.

We have at this moment an army of

descriptive writers and photographers
hard at work at Punchestown doing
their best ; and the results will be
terrific.

But this is not all. No journal of

to-day can leave the matter there. We
are not only makers of paper, but
ameliorators of the lot of woodmen and
pulpers. carters and clerks, the Bailors

who make the perilous voyage across the
Irish Channel bearing our precious com-

modity, the railway men who have to

get it to Bouverie Street, the people who

Eadie. "Do TELL us TUB JAPANESE FOB 'How DO YOU no,' MR. KATSU."

(iVoiee like foot bclny pulled out of giramp.)
"ABB YOU 8DRE?"

see it pass by in fact, everyone. This
revolution in paper has also made a
revolution in our character : we are now
philanthropical busybodies. We have
built Institutes and Reading-rooms,
Lecture Halls and Athenaeums(golly, what

buildings!), gymnasia and swimming
baths. We have a staff of lecturers and
instructors, a football ground and a

polo ground, a Bridge Club, and several

restaurants. There is nothing that we
deny our pulpers, for we know that the
man who pulps the forest rules the
world.

Some of these details may strike the

reader as superfluous, but we assure

him that experience teaches that this is

a subject on which no amount of trum-

pet-blowing is de trap ; and we are

making arrangements for a much wider

publicity of what the peers, not un-

naturally, call our "high treeson,"

by means of supplements to the illus-

trated papers, animated photographs,
and so forth. The world, in short,

cannot ha too much instructed in the

art of paper-making. It has got to

listen.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Camera Adventures in the African Wilds is tlie title of a

hirty-shilling book, published by HICJNKMANN, beautifully

rinted and got up, and illustrated by the most wonderlul

jhototn-aphs imaginable. Observe, for instance, the rhino-

ceros on page 6. He was "snapped at a distance of 1

feet in the act of charging the author and his companion.

When xou look at him, bis tail and ears well up, you will be

thankful that you were somewhere else at the time.
'

Hippo-

potamus and a crocodile
"

is another cheery picture ;
and so

is the flashlight photograph of a lioness, taken when she was

facing the camera, and only ten yards away from it.

intrepid author and photographer (if anyone so far Irom the

be called "intreid" is A. lUwLYrre DUOMORE,Pole may be called "intrepid") s

and many people will prefer Mr. PUG MOKE as a sportsman

to well, to others whom it would be inopportune to men-

tion. His main object was not to kill, but to study ;
I hope

I may say that I am
(

-

glad of that, with-

out being called a

pro-rhinoceros. Of

course, some ani-

mals "sat" to him
better than others,

and occasionally it

was necessary to

shoot a bad sitter

in order to save the

camera (not to men-'

tion the photo-
grapher) ;

but this

was done only in

self-defence never

in anger because

the subject failed to

keep the expression.
Mr. DTOMORE'S ac-

count of his adven-

tures is nearly as

exciting as his nu-

merous pictures,

Two heads and but a single tale,

Two ready hands that write as one

(For METHOEN) : these never fail

C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON".

Lord Lofdand (who's a peer that needs

Money to help his ancient name)
Discovers so the title reads

America, in quest of same.

His plan is just to find a mate-
No matter whom, so long as she

Can enter the connubial state

Equipped with boundless s. d.

The scheme goes wrong ; pride has a fall ;

His lordship humbly bites the dust
;

But things come right at last, as all

Good novel readers know they must.

FORGOTTEN SPORT- DASHING THE HABER.
(From an illuminated missal in the Library of the Worshipful Company of Ralcrdaaltcrs.')and his book is cer-

tainlv one which
should be in the library of every sportsman and nature-

lover.

I fancy The Cumner's Son (MILLS AND BOON) was among
other South Sea folk whose acquaintance Sir GILBERT PARKER

made when he lived and worked in Australia, not dreaming
of the House of Commons, much less of Westminster Abbey.
He is fortunate in having at an impressionable age found

his lines cast in pleasant places in the rich lands of Canada

and Australia. Continent and island share the advantage,

since one does not recall any writer who possesses in larger

degree the gift of being able to reproduce glowing scenery

by a few strokes of the pen. This quality is supple-

mented by a greater one, the power of creating and

describing human character. Sir GILBERT is indeed the

BRET HAUTE of the South Seas, telling in a few pages

moving stories of the rough-and-ready folk who people

its islands. It is probable that these vivid sketches

were his earliest efforts in literature, were published in

Australian papers and magazines, and have now been

collected for the edification and pleasure of gentlemen

(and ladies) of England who live at home at ease. How-
ever that be, it is a charming volume, full of life and

light and colour.

"I have simply tried to draw the men and women I have

known, with all

their perplexities
and imperfections,"

says STELLA M. DU-
RING in a preface
to The End of the

Rainbow (CHAPMAN
AND HAIX) ; and I

think that her book
would have gained
in attractiveness if

she had treated her

heroine a little more

mercifully. Lilith

Somers, who fur-

nished most of the

"perplexities," be-

gan by being ex-

pelled from school,

although in this

incident both she

and Lady Nora
Mansfield (who also

uses an alias Lady
Mansfield) have my
sympathy. I can-

Lilith when she returnednot, however, sympathise with
home and made what I must call matrimonial hay of her

kind, vulgar family. Her sisters' "young men" a dissent-

ing minister and a shop-assistant (pomatumed) worshipped
at her shrine, and it seemed strange that she did not guess
what they were doing. She lived in an orgie of unsatisfied

longings, and her flights in search of religion had such

peculiar results that Mrs. Somcr* was quite right to be

alarmed by them. The author has drawn a most difficult

character with considerable skill, but I can well understand

that the many
"
imperfections

"
of Lilith may be an offence

to those who prefer their heroines to be of the first water.

Anyhow. 1 never read a truer preface.

" The nnixtsse continues,

leek."- Times of Ceylon.

Mr. Asquith is indisposed to eat tli

He would certainly be indisposed if he did eat it. Mxich

better try the Welsh shamrock.

" The School of Tropical Medicine has awarded J. L. Tpdd, of

McOill, Montreal, a meal for valuable contributions to tlie Beirmv of

tropical medicine." Manitoba Five Pram.

It is not much, but he should choose dinner and make the

most of it.
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CHARIVARIA.
Mil. BUXTON has informed the House

thatan
"
Unemployment Insurance Bill"

lias been prepared. This must not be

confused with the Budget. That is the
"

I'.ill for Knsuring Unemployment"
* *

The writing on the wall? "Mr. As-

oumi's private house, i'l>, Cavendish

Square, which has not been occupied

except by a caretaker for -cine time, is

now being redecorated and painted."

"I should greatly regret," said Lord

LANSHOWNE, "any alteration in

the name by which the Second
Chamber might 1)0 known." I Us

lordship is evidently unaware
that in Liberal circles that insti-

tution is sometimes called "Lans-
downe House."V

Messrs. RAPHAEL TUCK, by the

way, are advertising in their

Xag-Xaw Puzzle Series :

" The
House of Lords a Magnificent
I'K hire containing 250 Historic

Figures cut into upwards of
l.L'50 pieces." We can imagine
no more acceptable gift for a

Liberal politician than this.
* *

Sir .louts BIGIIAM, the late

('resident of the Probate, Divorce

and Admiralty Division, has taken
the title of Baron MERSEY. This
is as it should be Justice com-
bined with Mersey.

The choice of the Hon. IVOR
( IUEST does not strike us as being
quite so happy. He has become
I'M ron ST. LEDGERS a title which

might well have been left for a

successful merchant or an owner
of nice-horses.

* *

The Eltham*Golf Club has

presented a Japanese mantelpiece
to the Ki\(;. The KING, it is

stated, intends to present it to

the. QUEEN. It is not known yet to whom
the QUEEN will present it.v
Rumour has it that our Admiralty,

which was never more alert than now,
has at last decided to adopt and even

improve on I he ( ! , rinan policy of secrecy.
Statements, it is said, Mich as the follow-

ing, will be issued from time to time:
"

//..1/..S. Leviathan u as launched vester-

day." "II. M.S. Colialh successfully

boats, the effect on our rivals will be

terrifying. * *
*

The mystery of the famous Flora bust

lends t ) become deeper. Dr. BODE
de, 'Lire-, that the wax which Dr. PIXKUS

I proves the modernity of the

work of art was taken from the outside

of the bust, and this may very likely
have been worked on by Lro.\3. Now
the inside of the bust was shown to

consist of a Victorian bed-quilt. What,

then, is left for poor LEONARDO ?

There is, we hear, a strange mis-

"
WELL, HOW IS IT. M.UOB ?

lishei-.s, for instance, is announcing, at

considerable expense, that
"
Kver\one i,

reading
"

a eeriain novel which he lias

just i-siied. Surely, if everyone is

reading the book, it i.-, sheer waste of

energy and money to attempt to in.

the number of readers.
* *

And a certain City firm is advertising
itself as "Artists in Gentlemen's Hat
Wear. Now, if "foot wear" is

what the foot wears, and "neck wear"
is what the neck wears, please what
is "hat wear"? It must be the ribbon
round the ha V

And '

'.s I;I,\CM,I,M. MI:AV-<

MOIIE TIME IN r.r.n," declares an
i v 'edingly subtle advertisement
which caught our eye the other

day. We c in only imagine the

meaning of this to be that, if

you black your face and hands,

you need not wash, in the

morning.

A USEFUL FORMULA.
["It claims kinship with

and ln'f (n'rinati (Itirdfii, Tlie dalden

Age, The Ijidy of the Decorali n, and
others which liavo charmed thousands,
but it has an individuality all it

own." /'Vom a recent piMinlirr'n

dealing tr'itli tanmu forth-

Voice from tie Smokiny Koo
STH.I. RISING ?

"

The IneeKtigalur. "No,

took the water on Tuesday."
Wednesday last //..1/..S. Awful
II.M. S. Tcn-'ifu- were added to

British Navy."
left the slips
mention will be made of the

'On
and
the

"
II.M.8. Tremendous

on Friday." As no
fact

thai these ves-cis are merely dispatch

understanding in Notting Dale as to

the effect of the Police Rest Bill In

consequence of this misunderstanding
many criminals whose religious scruples
do not forbid it are making arrange-
ments to work in future only on Stiudavs.

* *

"
I did not know where to look when

the Classical Dancer appeared," wrote a
imdcst lady critic in a lady's paper.
With commendable enterprise a well-

known firm of publishers is said to

have promptly sent her an advertisement
of their little book of reference, entitled," Where to Look."

By-the-by, the ways of some adver-
tisers are strange. One of our pub-

MESSRS. Odder and Thynne
will shortly publish a book
of fantastic adventure entitled

Tltirty Million Miles through

Space. Though betraying a

striking resemblance to the

romances of the late JULES VERNE,
it nevertheless has an intrinsic

originality which justifies its

existence as an independent
work of genius.

Mr. Anthony Faith will shortly

publish through the firm of

Jones, Younger & Co. a thrilling

story entitled The Captive of
Brcnda. As unthinking critics

may be led to associate the work
witli similar effusions from another pen,
it is as well to state, that though a

strong family resemblance is noticeable,
the names of the characters and of the

country in which the scene is laid are

the exclusive invention of the author,

who, we have the best authority for

asserting, is a man of such pronounced
and aggressive originality that he has

never read the works of SCOIT,
or THACKERAY.

From "Answers to Correspondents"
in The Uurttinydonslilrc Post :

"A SITFERER. Take a hip-bath as hot as

can be borne before the pain comes on."

The pain will come on then, anyhow.

V01..CXXXVIII,
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THE MINOR POET ABROAD.
"LAY down," they said,

"
that tinkling lyre ;

Relax awhile your weary nerve ;

And take the rest that you desire

And we, your patrons, well deserve ;

Go, seek the Cote d'azar, and there,

Tonic for wits grown rather we?dy,
Imbibe the balmy sort of air

Associated with the Midi."

A kindly thought, yet breathed in vain !

There lurks within this seething breast

(Habitual haunt of toil and strain)

Something that will not let me rest ;

Others may taste relief from strife

Once they have sheathed the pen or sabre,

For me there is no peace in life

Save such as comes from change of labour.

My mind, I own, is not distraught ;

This tideless blue I have to thank

That in my so-called brain is wrought
(Witness these lines) a perfect blank ;

But in another sphere I 've earned

Reclame for most amazing vigour,
For where my appetite 's concerned

I labour like a very nigger.

And not alone at private shows
Have privileged spectators seen

What energy my waistcoat throws

Into my host's superb cuisine ;

But where all ways in Monte meet,
Amid the flower of Europe's heroes,

Full many a gastronomic feat

Has got me fair renown at Cmo's.

Not for myself I aim so high
In realms of pure Lucullan art ;

For England's sake my best I try,

Changing my heaven, but not my heart ;

For this I gladly stretch my frame
In frequent orgies at the Paris

That you may win reflected fame,

My Punch (" The London Charivari ") !

Cap Martin, March 21st. 0. S.

MR. PUNCH'S REPERTORY THEATRE.
No. IV. ASSASSINAZIONE.

[Freely translated, with the exception of certain sounds of rage,

from the original Sicilian.]

Characters.

GRASSO Fomoso.
BRAGAGLIA PASSIONATA.

THE SYNDIC.

Priests, Villagers and Policemen.

SCENE .1 cjround-floor room In a Sicilian house. The rising

of the curtain discloses Bragaglia struggling in the arms

of The Syndic.

Bragaglia. Unhand me. This is, indeed, a fine thing.
And yuu claim to be the friend of Grasso. Unhand me
say. (She smacks his face violently with both hands at once.]
Hah! That has made your face redder than ever. Hvlp,

help ! What, no one? Let go, you monster ! Grastogolino,

grasto, gushi garozzo gruff gurozzo ! (She frees herself.]
At last !

The Syndic. What ails you to-day ? Why this sudden

modesty? Yesterday you laid your head on my shoulder.

and to-day you beat me in the face. But remember, I too

iave the feelings of a mini, and I will not bear 1o be

nstilted too much. [A female villager rushes in.

The Female Villager. Bragaglia, Bragaglia, he is coming.

He is but a short distance away now. He will be here soon.

[She rushes out.

The Syndic. What docs she mean ? Who is coming ?

Bragaglia. Have you not heard? And you a Syndic tco!

raso is coming, my Grasso, whom I lost ten years ago.

The Syndic. What ! ! Grasso, who killed Cesarc and

Dmberto ?

Bragaglia. Yes. There is only one Grasro.

The Syndic. Thank the saints for that. But ten years

of prison and work in the sulphur mines will have tamed

!iim. Pooh ! I snap my fingers at Grasso. He is a poor

man. I am a rich man. I will win you in spite of Grasso.

Bragaglia. Take care. You little know him if you think

lie will abandon me.

The Syndic. Let us sit down and reason out the situation

before he comes. [They sit iown at a table.

Bragaglia. Now say what you have to say quickly.

The Syndic. Bragaglia, if I swear to be content henceforth

to be no more than a brother to you, will you give me one

last kiss ?

Bragaglia. Yes, a last one but make haste about it, for

Grasso will be here directly.

[They kiss. As they do so a human eye comes flying in

through the open window and lands on the table,

unnoticed ly Bragaglia and The Syndic. The eye
is shooting out flames of rage and jealousy.

The Eye (aside). I am the right eye of Grasso. He has

sent me in advance, for he is detained by the villagers. l!ut

he will be here directly. Let me dissemble. [It dissembles.

The Syndic. Bragaglia, that was a most pleasant kiss. .May

I have just one more ?

Bragaglia. Hurry up, then.

[They kiss again. At this moment there is a loud noise

as of several lions and tigers outside the house. The

kissers fly apart, and Grasso, with a crowd of vil-

lagers in attendance, bursts into the room.

Grasso. At last, then, I am back with those who know me.

You at least are not deceived. I had to kill them.

A Villager. That is true. Any one of us would have acted

as you did. But you have suffered terribly.

Another Villager. Yes, you are blind in one eye.

Grasso (aside}. Where can that eye have got to? (Aloud)
Ho there, Bragaglia, the polenta !

[She brings the polenta hi a bold, which she planes on the

table, covering the eye.

Bragaglia. Here it is, Grasso. You remember me, then ?

Grasso. Yes, yes, I remember you. (Aside) Where can

that eye have hidden itself ?

The Eye (from under the lowT). Help ! help !

Grasso (aside, as he turns to the bowl). Hah, it is there, (lie

lifts the &oitl and replaces the eye in its socket.) Gooroo!

laminaraggio ! Diabolissimo ! Gizzardo ! Stiletto ! Ruggiero !

Rugg Rugg Graggiolento !

A Villager. What is the matter with him ?

Grasso. I see all now. Bragaglia, prepare to die. Some-
one hold The Syndic till I 'm ready for him.

Bragaglia. I am innocent.

The Syndic. It was her fault.

Grasso. You must both die. Gizzardo, ma non troppo !

Bragaglia. Spare me !

[He rushes at her, seizes her l)y the hair, severs her head

from her body, kicks it round the room, and then

cuts her into forty separate pieces.
Grasso. Now for The Syndic. [He chops him up.
The Villagers. Justice is done.

[2V(e police enter, and Grasso kills them all.
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THE PROBLEM PICTURE.
S I.NE Selecting Committees Room al the Peers' Royal Academy.

LORD ROSEBERY. "THAT'S MINE. PRETTY GOOD, EH?"
LORD LAKSDOWNE. "H'M, I CAN'T SAY I QUITE

"

LORD OURZOX. "I'M SURE I COULD IMPROVE IT."

LORD HALSBCKY. "TAKE IT AWAY!"
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FondllotTitr. "I DIDN'T SEND TONY TO SCHOOL THIS TERM BECAUSE ov THI; IXKMM:N/\. iirt I THINK BE 'LI. oo NEXT TERM." (To
"LET ME NEK, ("'IIMII.IE, WHAT in NF.XT -IKIIM?"

Charlie. "GENERALLY MUMPS."

final'.

Grasso. Next, please. [Two priests enter.

First Priest. Grasso, you Lave been overdoing it.

Second Priest. But certainly you were greatly provoked.
tli-iiaxo. Ouf! grouf! grrrrr! [lie hills himself.

Villagers. And now let us celebrate our yearly festival.

[The Church bells ring without. All troop out.

Curtain.

TI1K COUNTER-REJECTION.
l!i LINDA, when I dumped the other day
My heart before your fashionable boot-tips,

And you replied with an immediate "Nay,"
But then bethought you of the love-god's cute lip*,

And asked me kindly to remain
Your brother the request was vain.

I hare conferred this boon (whene'er I could)
On those who thought to ease my bosom's blisters

With friendship's halm; but be it understood
1 have no vacancy just now for sisters,

No opening at the present date
For prayerful "followers of rny fate."

.Kit lias been that for ages, so has Joyce ;

There's Laura too (though her demand was weaker);
(>nt, goodness ! had I failed to use my choice,
Had 1 I ie -towed a berth on every seeker

To serve; as my Platonic chum,
There would have been a fine old scrum.

Besides, Belinda, though your queenly brows,
Your perfect elegance, might prove a treasure

Regarded from the standpoint of a spouse,
I scarcely think you 'd satisfy the measure

Of friendship's untempestuotis throb ;

That is a rather brainy job.

You 'd have to laugh at all my lightest jokes,
To pen the warm encouraging epistle ;

Bless you, not every face in furs and toque*
That dooms me to devour the leek (or thistle)

Is fit to join that little band
Who help, who praise, who understand.

No, when the bard is searching for a wife,
The careless feet of hundreds of enslavers

May pound his soul and prance upon his life ;

But when they proffer him a sister's favours
] Fe has a right to pick and choose,
And yours, Belinda, I refuse. EVOE.

Extracts from a breezy article on Dark Rooms in

Photography :

"At night, miles* we resort to artificial illumination, all rooms arc
dark . . .

As is well knowu by most people, the photographer*! dark room is

not actually dark, but is illuminated liy red light only. The best way
of getting the right sort of red light for the purpose is by mean* of

a ri'd lamp. . . .

arc ninny ways of darkening n window . . ."
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MR. R., WHOSE CIIAHMINO KESIDESC:! ON THE PORTSMOUTH ROAD WAS UTTERLY UNINHABITABLE ON ACCOUNT OF THE MOTOR DUST, HAS

SUPPLEMENTARY CRITICISM.

A DECENT issue of Tlie Pall Mall

Gazette initiates a new and fruitful

method of dramatic criticism. Under
the head of

"
Theatrical Notes

" we read

the following :

." The following extracts from the letter of a

very experienced and shrewd playgoer giving
his impressions of a visit to the Duke of York's

Theatre to see Justice will perhaps be of

interest :

.'If, as I suppose, Galsworthy thinks weak
criminals should bo treated as patisnts. I do
not agree with him. but it is a horribly difficult

question and I think he sets forth his case with
admirabb moderation. Fa'.der, alas! . . . .

could never have been any good. The play
left me with a feeling that an alteration in

prison discipline was most desirable. The trial

fceii's was finely managed. Eadie was very
line, though I think there was too little

differer.cj between the boy before and after

imprisonment. Boucicault, Hersee, and Bryant
1 thought lifelike. .... Cokeson appeared to

me a blot on the play. He was a weak imita-

tion of a character out of Dickens, and a

Dickens' character in twentieth century sur-

roundings must be a caricature. The part
was theatrical, and I thought Gweun played it

very theatrically.'

In the same letter the writer gives his im-

pressions of The Tenth Man, concerning which
he is, I think, in agreement with most critics

in declaring his George Winter the best thing
Mr. Bourchier has ever done. 'He icas the

man,' he writes, 'and his technique was a

delight.'
"

We venture (o afford some further

specimens of this vicarious criticism in

which the impressions of the anonymous
but influential outsider are quoted to

supplement or correct those of the

regular representative.

From " The Dally Telegraph."
A famous athlete and ex-' Varsity Blue

thus summarises his impressions of the

performance of Othello by the Sicilians.

The freshness and originality of his

point of view will better be understood

when it is explained that he had never

read or sesn a representation of SHAK-

BPEAEE'S version :

" What the show was about or what
the actors were driving at, of course I

hadn't the foggiest notion whatever. I

always thought Othello was an Italian,

but it seems that he was a black man
with a very bad temper and absolutely
no knowledge of the Queensberry rules.

He had a scrap with a Johnny called

logo, a most decent quiet sort of chap,
and mauled him shockingly. And finally
he had a row with his wife, a quiet sort

of woman, strangled her, and then killed

himself. Personally I can't understand

why people want to see this sort of a

play. I only know that it took away
my appetite, and I couldn't eat a bit of

supper afterwards at the Savoy."

From "
The Times."

We offer no excuse for laying before
our readers the subjoined vivid appre-
ciation of the latest Levity success from
the pen of a distinguished Greek Pro-
fessor :

" What ARISTOTLE would have thought
of Our Miss Dibs is a rather difficult

question to answer. But if it be the
function of tragedy to purify the soul
of the spectator by pity and terror, so,
it may be urged, musical comedy ought
to elevate the intellect by refinement and
wit. And I am certain that HOMEU
would have appreciated the all-pervasive
Smile, the avrjpiBjinv yt\a<rjj.a, of Miss
Goethe Schiller in the name p:irt. Com-
pared with the score of Elekti-a, it is

true that the instrumentation of Our
Miss Dibs betrays a certain tenuity of
texture. But the melodic charm of the

songs is undeniable, and when we come
to the lyrics the joint work of Mr.

Harry Prance, Lionel Greenwood, Ha-
drian Boss, Peter Epstein, and Orlando
Meldon it is not too much to say that

they equal, if they do not surpass, the

ataxpo\oyia of AltlSTOPIIAXES ill his most
unbridled mood. All things considered,

then, this is a very rare and vital enter-

tainment, in which topical allusiveness,

temperamental vivacity, and a sumptuous
mise-en-seene comliine to titillate the
auditor with superlative success."

From "The Ration:'

A distinguished member of the Cabi-
net has kindly furnished us with the

following inleresting comments on Mr.
SHAW'S Misalliance :

" The true significance of Mr. SHAW'S
brilliant satire has so far been entirely

misapprehended. In the first place it

shows the danger of prolonged political
discussion without nsort to a more
drastic application of the closure than
is at present possible. Secondly it is

an overwhelming condemnation of the

hereditary system as illustrated by a

neurotic youth and an anarchic girl.

Lastly it is a superb indication of the

sanity and wisdom of the Minority
Report of the Poor Law Commission and
foreshadows the speedy establishment of

a model city organised on the eugenic
system, and bearing the inspiring iiame
of Webbville."

From " The Morning Post."

The greatest living Impeiialist we
had almost said the greatest man since
NAPOLEON has generously placed at our

disposal these poignant observations on
Elehtm :

"No one who has witnessed this

magnificent work can have failed to
notice the extraordinary political parable
which underlies the contest between
Eltktra and Clytemnestra. Elektra, sus-
tained throughout all the years of servi-
tude and misery by the thought of

retaliation, typifies the cause of Tariff

Reform, while Clytemnestra, plastered
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IIILl HIMSELF Of THE NUISANCE BT A SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE DEVICE.

with cheap jewellery 'made in Egypt,'
is a living incarnation of the cruelty, the

vulgarity and the corruption inherent in

the system of Free Imports . . . The
figure of Orestes, I may note, reminded
me curiously of Lord MILKER, while the
exultation oi the crowd at the close was

strongly reminiscent of the enthusiasm

displayed by the Tariff Reformers in

the recent East Marylebone election."

1

PERILLA PROTESTS.
I >r.\R Mr. PUNCH, Under the heading

"Nature for Nature's Sake,"ypu printed
the other day a letter . from Lu>an,
evidently intended to convey'.the impres-
sion that he and a certain Pe. ilia named
in it had carried the worship of animals
to a point when it became a nuisance.

Now, Mr. Punch, I am the Perilla con-

cerned, and I know I need only mention
that fact to secure from your well-known

gallantry the opportunity of putting
things in the right light.
So far from animals being any

nuisance here, we suffer from the want
of them. We actually still cut our
tennis lawn with a horrid noisy mowing-
machine because of Lucan's refusal to

buy the dear little baby donkey with
which I fell in love in Connemara two

years ago, though it would have grazed
it beautifully, and could easily have
stood in the knife-house whilst we were

playing. Moreover, I have had to fill

our dovecote with the pigeons, which all

our neighbours say damage their

i,':inh>ns so muc-h, because LUCUH would
not bring home the four young cor-

morants we found in their nest in Skye.
lie didn't deny they would be perfectly
mrcct in the garden if we re-built tl.e

j>if,vi>n-loft and sank the sit/-bath in the

tulip bed, but he made excuses about the

difficulty of transportation as if he
could possibly have forgotten the parra-
kcets we brought right a3ross Europe
from Vienna (such much nicer little

darlings than those at the bird-fancier's

round the corner here), or the tarantula

we should certainly have got safely home
from South Africa if Lucan hadn't

suddenly refused in the Red Sea to keep
it any longer in the corner of his berth.

Of course I know he was feeling ill at

the time I mean Lucan was, not the

tarantula ;
that must have been perfectly

right and healthy, poor little thing, for

it bit a sailor's bare foot only the next

morning, and the cruel wretch killed it.

Then there was the pelicanwe saw at Jam-

rach's,whichwasaperfe:>t duck and would
have been really useful too, for the man
snid he would only eat absolutely fresh

fish, so that if you offered him what the

fishmonger sent for your dinner, and he
ate it, you could be sure it wouldn't have
done you any harm. And there was the

baby alligator, the sweetest little mite,
which I had on approval from Cross's

one day, until Lucan happened to come
home hot and dusty in the evening and

got into the big bath with him in the

dusk but, as I said at the time, you
must put alligators in water, and where
else was there ?

The fact is, most people get cross

with animals if they don't behave better

than Christians
;

like Aunt Caroline,
who annoyed the parrot every Sunday
for five years by wagging her horrid

false front just outbids his cage, and
then altered her will because he took it

in at last.

I had heaps more to say when I sat

down, but Dicky is singing so glori-

ously I can't remember it; and if I don't

soon take Lucan's book of artificial flies

away from the puppy 1 'm afraid he '11

hook himself. I .think if one keeps
animals at all one ought to look after

them, don't you ?

Yours confidently,
PtltlLLA LOVEITT.

"RINKING, RINKItfG, KINKING."
WITH Stella cool and very smart
At double turns on rollers,

I fain would skate
;
she 's won my heart ;

I 'm anxious to cajole hers.

But when the maid my signal sees

She "
two-steps

"
by like winking ;

I follow, though I 'm not at ease

When rinking, rinking, rinking.

My feet feel rather out of hand,
Half measures don't content them,

They leave me even when I stand
Nor can I circumvent them.

Their treachery results in spills ;

My dear avoids me, shrinking,
She finds no fun in thuds and thrills

When rinking, rinking, rinkiug.

When other maids I would induce
To skate with me and chance it,

They spurn me with a cold cxi-u.-e

As cutting as a lancet.

And so my secret hope grows weak,
As to the ground I 'in sinking.

Of rousing Stella's jealous pique
When rinking, rinking, rinking.

"PUBLIC BAND. The attendance on Febru-

ary 13 was 733, and on February 20, "CO.

On both occasions the Hall was emptied in

4 minutes." Shanghai A/imici/xi' Gazette.

We have heard bands like that in

England.

"Mention should be made of ihe accompanist
and prompter, both of whom were heard to

distinct advantage." Eastern DaiLy Press.

In amateur theatricals the prompter
generally is.
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REAL REFORM.

[This article was apparently intended for

'lalsbury's Hebdomadal liecieu: Having niis-

aid that paper's address and not knowing
where the offices of Wemyee'l Weekly are, we

print the article ourselves.]

Tin: news that Lord ROSEIIEUY'S
'

re-

form resolutions" are purely academic,

and that in any case his indictment of

the hereditary principle didn't mean

what you thought it meant, has been

received in the countiy with feelings of

relief and thankfulness. Our reputa-

tion as a nation of sportsmen would be

gone for over if once our faith in the

House of Lords as an impartial revising

body were shattered. The urgent busi-

ness before us now is that reform of the

House of Commons to which more than

one noble speaker in the Upper House

has called attention. I^et us see what

can be done in this direction.

It is obvious in the first place that

any extreme difference of opinion be-

tween the two Houses must result, as

things go at present, in a deadlock,

which is bound to bring about a con-

siderable disturbance in the business of

the country unless one or other side

gives way. For the House of Lords to

give way would be lo render its labours

null and void, and it is doubtful if their

Lordships would consent to give their

services to the country if these were to

be spurned at the first moment of crisis.

For the House of Commons to give way
appears at first sight to be the natural

solution of the difficulty, and it has

worked perfectly well for hundreds of

years;" but we must move with the

times, and the times are ripe for a

change. What change, then, is possible ?

Plainly it would be better to prevent
the deadlock than to set about curing
it when it had arisen. That is to say,

we must bring the two Houses more
into line with each other, so that differ-

ences of opinion may be made im-

possible. The Socialist (and Anarchist)
would do this by altering the compo-
sition of the House of Lords : that

House which saved the Empire only
a short time ago by postponing the con-

struction of tram lines along the Em-
bankment until the country was ripe fo

the extraordinary innovation. He would

attack the hereditary principle, and by
so doing strike a blow at the Throne
itself. That is the Socialist remedy ; bul

the great heart of the country would not

tolerate it for a moment, particularly
when it sees before it another remedy
delightful in its simplicity.

It is simply this : Alter the cortlpogitior

of the House of Commons, so as to brim
it Into line iclth the House of Lords.

How shall this reformed and impartia
House of Commons be constituted?

Tnat, of course, will have to be a mattci

or careful thought by a Select Com-

nittee of the House of Lords ; but we

nay venture to draw up a rough plan.

The House of Commons should con-

;ist of 555 members ;
250 to be nomi-

uited and 300 to be elected, together

vith 5 life members.
The nominated members should be

chosen as follows :

Selected by the House of Lords 100

Specially nominated by Lord

HALSBURY (counting four each

on a division) 50

Nominated by Lord ROTHSCHILD. 30

Nominated by Lord BURTON ... 30

Nominated by the Archbishop of

CANTERBURY 20

Nominated by Lords CURZON,

MILNER, and CRO.MER (six each)

Nominated by Lord ROSEBERY ...

Nominated by Lord CREWE ...

250

These 250 impartial members should

sit in the House of Commons for a

period of twenty years ;
that is to say,

for two Parliaments. Every ten years

300 members will be elected as follows :

One hundred special qualified mem-

ber?, commanding the confidence of the

country, will be elected by the Houss of

Commons. These will be chosen from

(a) Municipal Reform Aldermen.

8
Defeated Unionist Candidates.

The Stock Exchange.
(d) The Trade.

(e) Brighton.

Two hundred will be elected by the

constituencies in the ordinary way ;
a

Redistribution Bill having first been

passed by the House of Lords, by which

England will be divided into 197 con-

stituencies Scotland, Ireland and Wales

returning one member apiece.
Five Life Members will be chosen by

some high and impartial authority (e.<j.

the Duke of NORFOLK). These would
be moderate and independent men, be-

longing to no party. The first five

might be :

The Editor of The Times.

The Secretary of the Navy League.
The Secretary of the National Service

League.
The Secretary of the Property Defence

League.
Lord TORHIICIIEN (if ho '11 be good).

We venture to say that a House of Com-
mons constituted on these lines woidc
receive the approbation of all right-

thinking men in the country. It woulc
also act in harmony with the House o:

Lords that House which for its irn

partiality is the pride of every true

sportsman in Britain and the admiratioi

of the whole world. Were the Housi
constituted thus, there would be nc

putting of party before country, indeec

no considerations of party at all.

Can it be doubted that such a state of

hings would commend itself to the

nation at large? Can it be doubted

hat such a state of things will only
)e decently brought about by a true

nd patriotic reform of the House of

Commons ? A. A. M.

BKLLS, BELLS.

["The bell-ringers of- set up a freeh

erord last Thursday evening, when they rang
en million changes of Treble Bob major (and

as many more of T. B. ini.) in 2 hrs. 22% min*.''

A nt/ lof.al paper.'] -

-"EERLESS nay, unapproachable Quar-

tette,

You hold the record ? Well, that must.

be ripping !

Hy ! and the exercise you fellows get !

The sweat
You set

A-dripping !

'\>r golf, of course, you never cared a

pin ;

You left (quite rightly) cricket in the

lurch, too
;

But, oh ! what fun to usher evening in

With din
;

And in

A church, too !

Yet, tell me, now (accepting from a

scamp
Who swings a pagan brassie, due

apology),
What moved you first, disdainful of ih-3

damp,
To ramp
At camp-

anology V

Was it that your too solid flesh might
melt

And you become as nimble as a pup
with it ?

Still, you must often (though it made

your belt

So svelte)

Have felt

.Fed up with it.

Or lurked some magic in the Treble

Bob,
Some anti-tocsin, good against satiety V

Or did you dream that at the belfry's

sob
The mob
Might throb

With piety ?

Ah, that result were fine, if it were real ;

No doubt, it's added virtue thai you
wish us.

And yet, oh dear! each time 7 IH..T

your peal
I feel

A deal

More vicious !
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The Vicar.
"

WEi.r,, liii.Es, DID iou FIND MY LECFURE DBY LAST NIUHT?"

Gift's. "WELL, SIR, I WOULDN'T oo so FUR AS TO SAY THAT, BUT WHEN YOU STOPS IN THE MIUULK TO KV A SWHI, THOUGH IT w.\s ONLY
WATER, I SES TO MY MISSUS,

'

'K.\n, "EAR !

' "

SINE QUA NON.
I AM, dear Madam, in receipt of yours,
And note you ask me for the second prox. ;

This I accept upon the following terms :

i.

You shall dispose me as it seemeth best,

Upstairs, downstairs, inside or out of doors.

Outside, to fish or hunt or feed the chickens :

Inside, to read or bridge or stroke the dogs.
To sleep by night on linen or on straw :

To rise at six, or nine, or not at all :

To shave in boiling, cold or tepid water:
To feast on peaches or to starve on cheese :

To live, in short, just as it suits yourself.

(This, on the whole, an easy term for you.)

u.

Myself, to make myself no sort of nuisance ;

To come by trains which footmen cannot meet,
To bring my bag upon my private back
From station up to house and there unpack it :

To make myself of use about the place,
To do the seemlier of the menial tasks,
Then bribe the menial persons heavily,
And make my exit, carrying bag to station.

(This not too lenient a term for me.)

in.

You not to speak to me, unless you want to,

But I to talk or listen as required,
And entertain, if wished, the dull and plain.

(This also not too hard a term for you.)

IV.

Yourself to use and lose my knives and pencils,
But I to pay for articles I smash.

It has not yet appeared where I come in,

But now it shall. For reasons of caprice,
Of greed, or health, economy or sin,

I take my tea with neither milk nor sugar.
The fifth condition : I to have my tea

Severely neat, and not a question asked,
Nor one suggestion made, however apt. . . .

This last requires, perhaps, some explanation.

Five thousand times I've made that small request,
Five thousand exclamations of surprise
Have greeted it

; and, when they were exclaimed,

Five thousand lumps of sugar have occurred.

Five thousand drops of milk have wandered in.

Then, when at last the hand that rocks tue pot
Had been induced to carry out instru -lions,

It has been put to me five thousand times

That I should take my tea in Russian fashion

(Alleged) from tumblers with a Slice of lemon.

When I had heard this jest, say, fifty times,

I tried the process, much against my will,

And found the combination simply horrid.

And now the bare suggestion nauseates,
And makes my living insupportable.

I hope you gather that I stipulate

My fifth condition to be paramount.
Which, if agreed, I bind myself to come,
And sign myself, Yours more than faithfully.
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Ayel Inhabitant (as a rootar suddenly <jies past).
'

En, DEARIE ME, THE PLACE anovis MOKE USE LONDON EVERY DAY !

'

THE FRENZY IN THE FORCE.

[A case the second of its kind is reported
from Bristol of a policeman who paints when
off duty and has exhibited pictures. J

EVER we knew tliem firm but kind,

Keen, when a row arose, to whelm it,

But not till lately looked to find

The artist underneath the helmet ;

But now the facts are guaranteed,
The coat oE blue, the buttons argent

May hide a CONSTABLE, indeed
A veritable SARGEST.

And not the painter's art alone,
I like to feel, is represented

Amongst the lads of eighteen stone

By leathern cinctures circumvented
;

Somewhere, I ween, perspiring hard,
Because they will not let him go it,

Behind the tunic silver-starred

I have a brother poet.

He does not prance adown Pall Mall,
No wave-like curl his forehead borders,

He does not wear the vocal shell,

For these would be against his orders
;

But far away, on fancy's beat,

His spirit still is fain to follow,
With tramplings of tremendous feet,

The lute-string of Apollo.

Oft, when he takes his note-book out

To write some mystic screed upon it,

That which you dimly deemed no
doubt

The cabman's number, was a sonnet
;

And whiles, when duty bids him lug
From Downing Street obstreperous

maidens,
He modifies the march to jug
With dithyrambic cadence.

And sometimes I may dare to hope;
While slumber holds our earthly

senses,
'

But up the Orient skyline's slope
The usual business recommences,

That, heedless of convention's whims,
The scowls of his inspector scorn-

ing.
He stands upon his toes and hymns

(Like Chanlecler) the morning.

Forgive me if I go too far

By fond imaginings transported,
But, if I ever face the Bar,

If ever to the beaks escorted,
I have to hang the shamefaced head
With types thnt come disgraceful

croppers,

May my melodious charge be read

By Tennysonian coppers.

The Critic.

"The Moody -Manners' company brought
to a close its visit on Saturday night with

Wallace's 'Maritana,' the rendering of which

was decidedly clever. Mr. John Child as Don
Ctesar de Bazan was exceedingly clever, and
Mr. Graham Ifair as Don Jose, and Mr.

William Anderson as King of Spain were also

very clever. The title role was excellently

taken by Madame Beatrice .La 1'aluie, and Miss

M Gaythorpe was clever in the role of the

Marchioness."

What's the matter with Madame LA
PALME that she shouldn't be called

clever too ?
'"

"The present indifference of game b'rds to

danger, early bees, hedgerows in the house, the

cunning habits of ihe wake-robin plant, and

the quarrelsomeness of cock pigeors, are dealt

with in
' In the Country.' "Daily Express.

There 's simply no pleasing game birds

they don't seem to care about any-

thing.

Another Contortionist.
" Either manner, or the possession of what

Meredith described in Sir Willuughby Patterne

as a
'

leg,' seemed to shut out from Mr.

McKenna's eye any mental view of the party
behind him." The Nation.

Mr. MoKENNA must do this again.
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"THE BLAST OF WAR."
KIN-G HENUY (Mi:. ASQMTII). "ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH, DEAR FRIENDS, ONCE MORE!" . . .

ra (Mi!. LLOYD GEOBGE). "UP TO THE BREACH, YOU DOGS! AVAUNT, YOU CULLIONS!"
King Henry the Fifth, Act HI.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Kvriurmi nt"M TIIK PMKY OK TOBY, M.I'.

T11K I'KNCUN THAT FELL ON ITS AlAHCil !

(A tragic picture suggpitetl l>y the simile of -Mr. Uoyil tiri
>!;

i 'minim,!*, Mi>ii,!,ii/, .Uiuv/i 1*1.

In l/>rds to-night dUcii>.sing 1,'n -i:-

IIKIIY'S Resolution for reform 01 lloii-c,

Rini.KV ill I'llH
1 'vlllcilri' ill vl.ll'i (I, "It is

necessary that wo should march with
the times and have a fresli current of

air."

In the Commons this iiy.i;iriiir I]CMIV

was lavishly realised. Current of air,

in fact, amounted to brisk brec/e. I

to blow on motion for second reading of

lidated Fund Bill. Sn:ici.-.\l \i r

1 'gan it, with indictment, of (!overil-

nicnt for financial cliaos following on
rejection of Budget, by birds.

Sp, cial feature of lively debate was
its wealth of literary allusion. SUM
M.un \M> likened iiciion of (Jovermneut
in matter of additional spirit duty to

the incident of .IV i; wre*tlin.r with the

I.U5YD tjKOiiiii:, ho said, had
wrestled with the distillers, refusing to

let their spirit ;*o until they had stumped
up the added three-und-nine.

FLUELLEV LLOYD I!EOK<JI; went to

SIUCKLETON'S book for his parallel. The
almost -discoverer of South Pole tells

ho\v, when penguins carry their younir,
if one falls on the march, all the rest

tumble over it, and in their anxiety to

set it on its legs, tear the little one to

pieces.
"That is what is happening now,"

said Ki.n:i.i.i:N-, ever apt at parallels (you
ivmember Macedou and Momnouth)." The poor old Budget has fallen in its

march, thrown down by a cruel House ( .f

lrds, and all the penguins are peeking
at it. There is one," he cried, pointing
at S >N ATSTKN seated on t'other side of

Table.
" And 1 can see another lying in

wait," he continued, indicating blame-

less Coi'six IIi:iiir below the (laa^way

wringing his hands in ill-subdued in-

dignation.
When COUSIN HUHH'S turn came he

found his illustration in "Jackanapes,"
which tells how a perverse little boy sat

in a puddle with deliberate design to

soil his trousers.

"It is the same with the Govern-

ment," said Cot'MiN Hur.ir, performing his

favourite trick, at which Labour Members
never cease to wonder, of sei/.ing his

left wrist with right hand and turning
it completely round.

"
They are anxious

to sit in puddles and make as much dirt

as possible, so that they may charge the

House of Lords with having spoiled their

due clothes."
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BATHUUST with tears in his voice,
" what

will the children of the second and

third generation of noble lords now

sitting in this Chamber say if their

inheritance be lightly given avray ?

Beware, my lords, lest your descendants

of the third and fourth generation turn

and rend you."
Business done. Division on ROSE-

BERV'S third Resolution declaring that

possession of a Peerage shall no longer

of itself give the right to sit and vote.

AJAX HALSBUHY, with that other young

thing WEMYSS as co-teller, led seventeen

THREE PLASTER Brsis OF THE CARDINAL VIRTUES.

A collection of sculpture which the imagination of Mr. Gibson Bowles refused to conjure u

(Messrs. Alfred Lyttelton, Bonar Law, and George Wyndham.)

Next to this profusion of literary lore

was notable the directness of personal
attack. FIRST LORD OF ADMIRALTY, follow-

ing STEF.L-MAITLAND, rammed him with

declaration that he was "
wrong in every

fact he asserted."

BONAR LAW likened Government to a

beaten fox.
" What is the use," he asked his lion,

friend behind,
"
of trying to discover the

principle on which the Government is

acting ? The Government has no prin-

ciple. Argal it cannot be found or

stated. It would be unreasonable to

ask a fox to give an explanation of the

tvvistings and turnings to which it had

recourse before its strength was ex-

hausted and the hounds were upon it."

FLUELLEN retorted that BONAR LAW was
"
always positive and always inaccurate."

As SPEAKER heard all this without

interposition, it follows that two inte-

resting additions have been made to

catalogue of what are known as Parlia-

mentary words. You may not call lion.

Member from whom you differ a goose ;

but you may without rebuke from the

Chair allude to him as a penguin
Similarly, if BONAR LAW called CHANCEIXOR

OF EXCHEQUER a wolf he would instantly
be culled to order. He may with im

punity speak of him as a fox.

Business (Zone. Consolidated Funds
ll read a second time.

House of Lords, Tuesday. Not since

,he gentle LOCHIEL received his fateful

warning (" For a field of the dead rushes

red on my sight ") has there been such

thrilling episode as that which to-night

shook the House of Lords. It followed

close upon speech by HAI.SBURY, of itself

alculated to unnerve the most reck-

iess Backwoodsman. Instinctively, prob-

ably unconsciously, throwing his lithe

figure into attitude of Ajax defying the

lightning, the ex- LOUD CHANCELLOR

besought the Peers to ponder ere they
committed suicide at the instigation of

ROSEBERY.

Then came BATHUKST, hitherto an un-

familiar figure in debate, henceforward

assured of warmest welcome. He joined
in melancholy prognostication of collapse
of the Constitution imminent on destruc-

tion of
"
the one place where the i ight

of free speech exists, the one place where
we respect the rights of property." Re-

garding with pained suspicion ROSEBEUY

seated on Cross Bench holding on will

both hands to the back of his head
discovered Socialism at the base of his

Resolution. Then came the peerles

peroration.
"
My Lords," said BATHOS I meai

ONE OF THE RISING HOPES OF TUB UNIONISTS.

"
Steel-Mait'.and began it."

men into the Not Content Lobby, ROSE-

BEUY bringing up a motley brigade 175

strong.

Wednesday. Parliament adjourned
br Easter recess.

Sinister.
' The directorate [of the new shipping concern]

will include lard Pirrie .... and probably
Mr. David Jones." Shipping Gazette.

Not Davy of the Locker, we trust.

" Coach wanted for intermediate B.Sc. Ad-

dress G. G." Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

The Coach and Geegee together oughl
to pull through.

"
Very charming pet bullfinch ; comes out

cake
;
most interesting." The I^ad'j.

Just the thing for the pudding nex
Christmas.
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Little Girl . "THAT BUN \ou SOLD ME YESTEBDAY HAD A FLY ix IT, AXU MUVVEB SAYS YOU OUGHT TO GIVE lit: ANOTUEB oh."
>.

"
I OAM'T DO THAT

; BOT TKLF, YOUR MA THAT IF SUE 'LL LET UK HAVE THE FLY BACK 1 'LL HIVE HER A CUBRANT FOR IT."

THOUGHTS IN BED.
To a bird outside the window,

SING, bird, if you insist :

Certainly .sing if that 's tbe way yon feel.

Myself, I do not find my tepid zeal

Inspired by morning mini.

I Vspite your merry chanl
I have no \\isli to rise with you and dress.

Apart from inclination, I confess

Quito candidly I can't.
Talk of my sloth, c;ill me what names you please;

JJeally you do me wrong.
I have a delicate tin-oat, one sudden snee/o

Would spoil your song.
Still I quite see your view ;

If, as you say, the Spring has really come,
You cannot well be dumb,

Although the subject is not -well, quite new.

1'ivcecd : you seem in form.
I really loved that last long-drawn-out trill.

I can appreciate more subtly still

Oh, much if I keep warm.
Sing on ; it is not waste,

Not, MMltering pearls beloiv a sleepy swine.
I 'in something of an expert in your line.

1 have an ear and taste.

Strange how we differ ! You with a-.dent strain
Welcome the birth of light,

While like the lobster I would sleep again
If so I might.
I see why you 're so brave ;

Though early you must rise to catch your worm,
You do not have to squirm

In icy tub, nor need the grisly shave.

I wish I Lad your luck.

When I go townwanls, you in airy flight
Scatter your notes by flood and field. That quite

Explains your present pluck.

My life 's a sordid round,
And yours apparently one long romance.
But why to-day such marked exuberance ?

Or have you proper ground
For all that noise? When I pull up the blind,

Will that for which I 've yearned
At last reward my patience? Shall I find

Tlie Sun returned?
I 'Jl do the desperate thing,

I 'II look You little liar! Same old rain

Blurring the window-pane.
C'lear out. Still, if it 's Spring, by all means sing.

''Hie bridoasslie stood at the altar revealed the proportions of a
Jumbo." Local Paper.

Yes, it 's a misprint, of course, but it is what the local

paper generally means when it talks of the "proportions
of a Juno."
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STORIES OF GREAT CRIMES.

I. HUGH WOTXOT'S GUILT.

CHAPTER I. I Introduce Myself.

READER dear, I will lay before you my
soul in all its naked candour. You
shall know all my innermost feelings,

all my self-doublings, my self-suspicions,

my self-loathings, as upon a day in

November last I went into the Bank to

cash a cheque.
I am a tall man with light wavy hair.

My nose is aquiline (whatever that may
be), and my mouth is just about per-

fect, fitted with a supply of teeth
(

and every modern improvement. On
second thoughts, I don't think that

I will be a tall man with light wavy
hair. I will be a short man, with

black straight hair and not too much
of that, and a figure inclining to

stoutness. I will stick to the original
nose and mouth. On third thoughts
I will be a plain, ordinary English-

man, -just the sort of man who would
be going into a lank to cash a

cheque.

CHAPTER II. The Dedication.

This sad story is dedicated to all

who have suffered as I have in the

matter of cashing innocent cheques
in a suspicious manner. The dedi-

cation should have come earlier, but
the drayman who brought the 1,897
miles of paper on which this periodi-
cal is printed got the rolls out of

order. The 1,895th mile got in before

the 1,894th ; hence the confusion.

CHAPTER IIT. Finance.

The milkman, the coalman, my ser-

vant, .the breadman, the cigarette-man
and the man at the desk to whom I

confide daily and with shame what I

have eaten for lunch, and who then

fess the truth, I had no very great ! He intended to compare the signatures !

belief in it. Do you ever believe that

you are entirely innocent of everything
when you go into the bank to cash a

cheque ?

1 came to the conclusion, after sonic

thought, that I must be guilty of

fraudulently, maliciously and goodness-

knows-what-clse-ly impersonating Hugh
Wotnot. The defence that,

" Dash it

all, I am Hugh Wotnot," did not, it

seemed to 1113, deserve consideration.

No wonder all the nice rich men on the

other side of the railings looked at me
askance !

I took up the pen, and, when he was not

looking, I deliberat-ly copied my signa-
ture 1'rom the other side. Oh, }'es, I

am a criminal all right now. 1 have

forged my own signature, and forged
it very badly, too.

CHAPTER VII. The Escape,

This is how I escaped. After examin-

ing the signature for, I should say, two
hours and forty-five minutes, he thrust
five golden sovereigns at me. I could
have told from the way he did so, if

I had not already known, that I had
done something wicked. Burning
though I was to bolt before the

police came, I yet stayed and counted
the money slowly. 1 even stood and
brushed my hat deliberately 011 my
sleeve before I sauntered to the door.
The police had not yet come. The
porter was off his guard. I looked
him in the face and, feigning an ex-

pression of I -am -only -going-now -

because -nobody -seems -to-want-mc-
but-I-shall-be - coming-back - in-a-

minute, I passed out into the open.
I wonder when they will come and
arrest me ?

II. THE CHIME OF LADY LINNET.
'

The question was, whom had Lady
Linnet murdered ? It could not have
been Hugh Wolnot, because he was
the hero of our last story and this

is the beginning of our new one.
Lord Linnet was suspected, but not
the keenest cross-examination could
shake him in his sworn 'statement
that he had not been murdered. Who
then was it? That is a question
which niust'ever remain unanswered.

Frankly, we do not know.

Student.

BRONZES.
demands off me one-and-sixpence for KEEPER?'
hush-money all these agreed that I Attenda,.
wanted more cash.

"
Fourpence," VERBALLY!'

they remarked,
"

is not enough to

keep you in milk, coal, service,

bread, cigarettes and hush for a day."
How right they were ! It was the work
of the moment to sit down and write a

cheque.

CHAPTER IV. Black Suspicion.

The position was this : I was Hugh
Wotnot, and the Bank had 75 of my
money. I wanted five pounds of it back,
so I had written on a suitably-coloured

piece of paper,
"
Pay Self, if you please,

five pounds. (Signed) H. WOTNOT." Im-
mediately upon entering the Bank I was
a suspected person. Moreover, I was
only too glad that they did not call

upon me to defend myself then and
there, for I could not have asserted my
innocence with any emphasis. To con-

"
I WAST S01IE INFORMATION ABOUT THE

I SUPPOSE I DAD BETTER WRITE TO THE

Attendant. YES, Miss ;
OR you MIGHT SEE HIM

CHAPTER V.The Plea.

I selected the man with the least

railing and askancity about him. To
him I addressed my plea.

"
I want to

A SURPRISE DISTRIBUTION.'
WE were talking of the most sur-

prising thing we had ever known or

seen : such things as come into the
observation or experience of ordinary

stay-at-home people, not lion hunters or

polar explorers or special correspon-
dents.

'Well," said I, "one of the most
cash this cheque, please. I swear to surprising things I ever saw I saw last

you that I am not naughtily impersonal- evening. It was in a third-class carriage,
ing Hugh Wotnot. I beg you to believe into which came a soldier. He was a
that I am Hugh Wotnot. I am trying tall handsome fellow, with some stripes,
hard to believe so myself. ... If you
are going to make a fuss, please, please
have ni3 arrested as quietly . as you
possibly can."

I may add that I said all that with
my eyes. My tongue was too parched
to be of any real use.

CHAPTER VI. The Depths."
Will you kindly endorse it, Sir?" lie

said with mock politeness. A trap !

and from his conversation with another
soldier at the door, until the train started,
I gathered that he was a bit of a dog
among the ladies too. Well, no sooner had
the train started than he produced from
somewhere or other about his person
a spectacle case, took out a pair of

spectacles, rubbed them with his hand-

kerchief, put them on, and began to

read the evening paper.
. "I have always said that a British
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working man with a single eye-glass
would be one of the most extraordinary

possible sights that could be imagined ;

but an Knglish soldier ia spectacles
runs that very close."

"My surprise,' slid Kastlake, "was
like this. Jt was all tin- more surprising
lii-caiisc I was surprised l>y mys If. I

must till \ou that, I have an unfortunate
habit 1 try to fight against it of ap-

pearing to be more interested in a sub-

ject about, which someone is talking to

me than perhaps I really am. 1 did not
know tins formerly. I know it now.

If, for instance, 1 met the Dean of

Arches at a dinner-party he would pro-

bablyif I did not take due piecautions

go away under the impression that

my hobby, apart from my profession,
was ecclesiastical law. Similarly an
owner of racehorses would suppose that

in my spare moments my thoughts ran

entirely on the Turf. This weakness is

strongly emphasised, I 'm afraid, by the

fact that, being a journalist, I have been
trained to make the best strategic use of

my information.
"
Well, when I was staying once in

Wiltshire I had a most agreeable con-

versation about birds in a house where
I had been invited to luncheon. My
host was full of information, and I

threw such light as I could on the sub-

ject by telling him about birds I had
noticed in my own county of Cheshire.
You understand that I know very little

about birds, except that robins are pug-
nacious and kill one another, and that

cuckoos generally prefer hedge-sparrows'
nests, and such commonplaces as that.

A day or two later, this host 1 am telling

you about asked me to luncheon again
quite a pressing invitation. When I

arrived, he said,
'

I am delighted that

you could come. This is Mr. [in-

troducing me to a well-known orni-

thologist], who particularly wished to

meet you. I told him about our con-
versation the other day. He ia most
anxious to compare his notes with yours
on certain points of detail. In fact he
has long been trying to meet with an
observtr of the Cheshire birds

'

It
was terrible. 1 can see now the pene-
trating, ornithological glances of that
man through his spectacles. And he
had come half across the county to meet
me."

"
But, my dear Eastlake," I said sym-

pat helically,
"
this might happen to you

again any day.""
Too true !

'

he said.
"
But, as I have

ti'1.1 you, I take precautions. It has
almost become a habit with me to say
I am intensely interested in this subject,
but 1 really know nothing about it.'

"

"My pet surprise,
"
said Latiiner, "oc-

curred about two years ago, and nothing
icd since to beat it. We had

been asked to dinner at a neighbouring.

ENTHUSIASM.
Antioua Messenger. "Siv, FIREMAN, THERE'S ANOTHER FIRE BROKEN OCT UP TOE STREET."

New Recruit. "ALL RIOUT, OLD CHAT; KEEP HER GOING TT*.L WE'VE FINISHED THIS ONE."

country house occupied by very swagger
people. We got a lift there in a friend's

motor, but arranged to be fetched at

half-past ten in the village fly one of

the finest extant specimens of a vehicle
which will soon be in existence only in

museums. Everybody for miles around
knew it and its octogenarian horse; but
there was nothing else available.

"
Very well : the dinner passed off

as such things do: I was between a
Countess and a Lady : my wife was

hedged about by peers. Then came an
hour or more of hard talk in the drawing-
room, all very strange to me. And then,
to my profound relief, I heard the sound

of wheels as the venerable fly arrived,
and a footman with powdered hair flung

open the door and announced,
'

Mr.
Latimer's car !

'

Car ! The unexpected-
ness the grotesque unsuitability of

that word its impact on my brain has
still to be beaten."

Fruit!
" The First Fruit of the Year Some

Novel Ways of Preparing Rhubarb,"
says The Daily Mail. The great thing,
we take it, is to remember to remove
the pips after peeling. (P.S. We hope
we have not misled people by saying
" we take it." We don t.)
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerhs.)

To err in the direction of reprinting in book form miscel-

laneous articles that have first seen (lie light, in a magazine
is human. Occasions when the procedure is justified are

rare. One presents itself in To-day and To-morrow (JoHJf

MURRAY), a volume in which Lord EsHEB preserves flotsam

and jetsam rescued from tli" Head Sea of monthly magazines
that long ago ran their course. An expert on military

topics, a member of the Imperial Defence Committee, over

which the PKEHIEB presides, his dicta on military concerns
will receive respectful consideration in the quarters most

nearly concerned. The general reader will be attracted by
the chapters on Queen VICTORIA'S Journals, in the editing of

bright and even interesting without being in love. In other

circumstances 1 would have .said with all solemnity that the

reader would not put the book down until he had finished

the last page. Instead, 1 point with meticulous care to a

fault of affectation on page 154, but add that this one fault

is too trivial to be worth the finding. I hope Messrs.
METIHKN will find that lasl sentence detachable and eulogistic

enough to quote, if a book of such merit stands at all in

need of advertisement.

Unreserved praise could be given to Quaker
(STANLEY PAUL) if Mr. WILFRIH |!AM>KM. had laid less stress

upon the love-story, and had allowed Elhclberta (the < at) and

Quintus Homthts Flaccus (the dog) to remain dumb. One
feels that the book has been puffed out with some unnecessary
and inferior padding ;

for Mr. R \\in:u.'s real business is with
which Lord ESIIF.I: shared; by the essays on GORDON, PAR-

j
engines, and when he is writing of them his descriptive-

XKI.I.'S downfall, Lord ROSEBERY and Mr. PUT. In the first
i powers are undeniably fascinating. Quaker Jtobins, although

the writer is a little constrained by the awesomeness of touch he looks on the cover like a Yankee '"
boss

"
on a holiday,

with royalty. In the others, giving full play to his pen, he' was an engine-driver by trade, and when he was separated
is entertaining and
instructive. The
article on GORDON,

long time a per-
sonal friend, is one
of the most attrac-

tive tributes to the

memory of that

heroic man I

remember having
read. Very inge-
nious is the parallel
established between
I 'ITT and Lord ROSE-
ISERY in review of
the latter's mono-

logue on the great
Commoner. On
page 193 there will

be found an art-

lessly veiled refer-

ence indicative of

peculiar personal
circumstances in

Lord ROSEBF.RY'S
first and only

FORGOTTEN SPORT: SNAPPING THE DRAGON.

Administration, which from, its birth doomed it to a troubled
life and an early death.

. from his engine
he seemed to me
to be incomplete.
Full marks in do-
mestic virtue can
without hesitation

be awarded to him,
but, pattern hus-
band as he was,
I am bound to say
that 1 liked him
best when he was
at work. There
are incidents in

this book which are

not only to be re-

commended to

engine -lovers, but
also to anyone who
likes stirring narra-

tive
;

and for my
own part I can add
that since reading
it I have regarded
engines as if they
werehuman beings,

Mr. C. E. MONTAGUE, having his laugli. at journalism in

,

and all railway-men with an increased sympathy and interest.

I hope that Mr. T. A. COOK will pardon me for saying that
his book, International Sport (CONSTABLE), is a hotch-potch,

general^ chips the race of reviewers upon their accustomed !
when I add that I found it a delightful one. Mr. COOK dis-

use of "the good, round, eulogistic sentence, readily detach- 'arms me when he says in a preface, "This modest volume
able for each book's publisher to quote in his advertise-

j

has no pretensions to be a very serious contribution to the
ments." Merely personal reasons, therefore, prevent me i history of sport or travel;" but as regards sport, at anyfrom calling A Hind Let, Loose a brilliant.novel, a most read-! rate, I venture to say that he has no cause to be so
able book, one of the destined successes of this publishing apologetic. For its variety of information given in a
season. Without prejudice, I may say that it concerns itself manner far from pedantic International Kport is both
with the newspaper enterprise of a big provincial town, and

"

introduces Mr. Finn, of The Stahrart (Liberal), and Mr.
Brumby, of The Warder (Tory), the one priggish, the other
pompous, both revelling in a vicarious reputation for literary
ability. The shocking truth is that the stirring leaders of
both are written by deputy: the humour of it, that their

deputy is the same wild Irishman. Of the discovery of this

fact, the righteously indignant dismissal of the double
deputy, the shamefaced but inevitable re-instalment of him
in both editorial sancta, it is less to fee said that they are
well told than that they happen in the most natural and
laughable way in the world. True, there is little love
interest, but that only shows that one can be merry and What an exceptional man a gardener has to be nowadavs.

useful to read and valuable as a book of reference. Not only
do we get the history of the Olympic Games and the names
of those who won wreaths of olive in 1000, but also we
are given a list of "all the winners" in the Games of 1908.
In these days, when one hears so much groaning over our
athletic decadence, it is a pleasure to meet an author who
has a whole-hearted enthusiasm for amateur sport, and some
very pertinent remarks to make about it.

WANTED, a Hardener. Any windmill pump experience appreciated.

Ablo^to
drive. Abstainer and Christian. State reference. Too feet
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CHARIVARIA.
lo the fact that Good Friday

anil <A>uartcr Hay synchronised this year,

a large iiuinlirr (if clergymen, with a

the appropriate, preachedsense n!'

moving V
'I he l!ev. '. Moii<;\N (iir.iKiN, a pro-

minent \Vel-li None informist, miniver,
ha- tnlil ail interviewer that he has no

ilonlit as to the identity of (lie anony
moii.-. author nl' Tin- 1'i-rj'ulioiiif \\'< ' /'

mini. Said lie: ''He is a Welshman
sure enough. Of course the whole of

hi> charges is a tissue 1 of lies." The
"

(if course
"

seem* to us a

wee hit imforlunate.
* *
*

In an article on the hn-

miit iliility of E^ypt" Mr. II.

II \MII:IO\ Fin-: mentioDB that

ill a museum he \vas 08

by a smart,, Knglish-speaking
native attendant, who, having
answered enquiries, sal, down,
look his boot olT, and pro-

ceeded to chiropody. Here

is immutahiiity indeed. There

is still corn in Egypt.
* *
*

"At Cairo," stales a care-

le.-^ly
- edit( d contemporary,

"Mr. UoosKvr.i.T was met at

the station by a large crowd
ol'tlie better class of Egyptians
in European dress with tar-

brushes." While Mr. lloosE-

vi:i r's pro-British views have

undoubtedly caused a certain

amount of irritation among
the natives, this suggestion
that an attempt was made to

tar and feather the Kx-Pl!F.si-

IIF.M is not strictly true.V
'

1 iidding fare.well to Lord
SKI i; <UM:, the Bechuana chief

KttuiA said that ho and his

people were in tears at the

departure of his Excellency." A worthy
representative of the Yellow Press is

said to have given to this item of news
the -eusational heading:

Fioolis iv I!], in \\M.v\n.
* *

(ierman discipline is a very fearful

and wonderful tiling. A soldier who
attempt! d to commit suicide the other

day was charged with stealing the

bullet with which ho shot himself;
and a marine who dropped a treasury
chesi into the sea has been accused of

tin It, although he only attempted to

fl ai a loan.
,

Following on an impassioned harangue
at the Independent Labour Conference
by an Indian I'ri.'iiil of his named I'M .

Mr. Km: MAIMHI: has been advocating

the e.-lahlishnient of a similar parly for

India. The wisdom of the now move
seem- doubtful, for it will probably
mean thai funds will be diverted from

England to the Must. Ki IK would teeta

lo have forgotten the invaluable advice,
"
N'cver introduce your Donors to a I'al."

'* *

M. .lo>i. I'M ( 'IIMI.n. \'s book on British

India, ju-t publi-hed by Mes.-rs. M v -

MII.LAN, make-; it cpiilo clear, by the

wav, whv our Labour Memliers havo so
. . . .. i f

In
first

.sight everybody seems to be taking part
in some common toil ;

as a matter of

much sympathy for the Hindus.

India, our author tells us, "at

habitual conviel.s at. I'arkhm I

Isle of Wight, will comprise a billiard-

room and a line recreation ground. A I.

lhi> rate the time of our ( 'riminal ( 'ourl

of Appeal will so ,n I,,- taken lip liy

appeal- against acquittals.V
Whole- de reform- in the law relating

to ( 'oroner,
1

Impie-t- are pro pi jed ii

the Departmental Committee which, hag
lie-n inquiring into the fjucstiou, and

many pels MIS have decided to in ,-i i one
* i .___ i

,
.. , . .

their snieidts until

are introduced.

the improvements

THE DANGERS OF THE STREETS.
I.itil' < !h-t

"
I.UOK, AUNTIE, TIIEIIK'S A roou MAN WITH A WOODEN

LEO. CAN'T I GIVE HIM A PENNY ?
"

Aunt. "CEIIT.UXI.Y NOT, DEAR. I IUVE xn nn'nr HF. 's \N IMPOSTOR."

fact, several persons are looking on at

the labour of one. Out of five people
who seem to be working, one is doing
nothing, one is resting, one is looking

on, and another is helping the previous
three." Here, without doubt, we havo
our British Workman's long-lost brother.

* *

Interviewed by a representative of

'/'/if Hxpress on the subject of Mr.
SiNCf-AiR's article, the Editress of The

llrr.iltlof Health mentioned the case of

a swarthy foreigner who lived for fifteen

days on water only, with the result that

at the end of that time his skin was
much fairer. Was it, we would respect-

fully ask, water only, or was there not

perhaps a mixture of soap with it ?V
il i> said that the new prison for

SpmejJproiK
-1 s, it transpire-, are paid

by fees .Cl Vis. 8(/. for each

inquest. This arrangement,
il i.- propi. -,<(). ,|ionld lie abol-
ished. Iho temptation to

kind hearted friends of the

coroner to help him when he
is not doing well should un
cloubtedlv be removed.V

1 fearing that the Hoyal /< < >

logical Society is no \ showing
a number of Sugar 1'irds at

liCL'ent'.s Park, an enterprising
an firm is said to have

offered the Society a number
of Marxipan animal- on sale

or return.
^ +
*

A contemporary publishes
an article drawing attention
to the many uses to which a

handkerchief may be put. It

omits to mention, houw. r,

that for small boys, when
playing Pirates, one of their

handkerchiefs will general I \-

form an admirable black Ha"V
Mr.UUDEB'e picture, .S'/(nri/

Hills, has been stolen for the

second time from the Welling-
ton Art Gallery, New Zealand.
So far no clue has been found
to the thief, who, if there be

anything in the saying,
" Am est cclarc

artem," would appear to be a more suc-

cessful artist than Mr. LEAKKIS.V
Under the auspices of the Agricultu-

ral Organisation Society a special poultry
and egg train is to run, later in the

month, from Paddington through South
Wales. It will be accompanied by a
staff of expert lecturers. A pi

that these learned men, with a view to

rivetting attention, shall wear Clianteclcr

costumes, is said to be under considera-

tion. * *
id

The Liberal members of the S.*-iciv

for the Prevention of Premature Burial
are delighted to hear that an attempt is

to be made towards the end of the month
to resuscitate the Budget.

TOL. OXXXVIIl.
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A QUIET HOUR.

up?" suggested Frank,

linking his arm in mine.
"
No, thanks, old chap," I said.

"
1 'in

going to have an hour's quiet reading."
Frank disengaged himself, gazed at

me sadly, and went his way.
There are authors who resemble

certain winding roads or dangerous
hills if you try them at too great a

speed you come a cropper. For the

safe negotiation of their works I am in

the habit of retiring to my hermitage.
It is a delusion in the household that

nobody dares interrupt me there. In

an easy-chair I settled myself comfort-

ably and read for five splendid minutes;
then it occurred to me that a cigar
would be particularly pleasant. My
case was in the pocket of an overcoat

downstairs. I fetched it and resettled.

"George, dear," enquired a clear voice

(I
ho cig.ir had a half-inch of beautiful

white ash),
"
have you seen Dorothy's

doll's deck-chair ?
"

I turned to con-
front the usually delightful person who
peered at me from the half-opened door.

"
1 have not seen Dorothy's doll's

deck-chair," I replied formidably.
" Nor

have I perceived the pen-wiper of the

lamp-lighter's nephew, Really."
"But you mended it only this

morning."
"
I never touched his pen-wiper in all

my life."

''Oh. . . . Are you reading ?"" No
;
I am papering the room,

darling. The room needs papering.
Do you like the paper? The husband
of the gardener's wife has not any paper
in his room, poor chap not even The
Daily

"

"The curate's just called. Shall 1

send him up ?
"

"
Leave me !

"
I exclaimed but the

door had already closed.

Particularly fine was the ensuing
paragraph of the volume, and greatly
proud was I, as I sank into the deep
cushions, of having grasped its main
idea. A serene glow of satisfaction took

possession of me. What grand fellows
these old philosophers were ! What
anchor-chains of thought they forged
from their white-hot conceptions ! Listen
to this :

" Got a stamp, old boy ?
"

It was the lady who is popularly
known as Auntie Nell. Marking my
place, I set the book aside.

"Helen,
'

I said, "I will not deny it;
I have a stamp. I)o you want one ?

"

"No. I came in for the fern-pot."We regarded each other steadily.
"Shall I lick it?" I enquired meekly.

"And affix it for you?"
"Yes, p ease."

"Would you like me to run to the
post, Helen?"

"No thanks. Pay you to-morrow."

"Numerous considerations," observed

my author, when I had regained the

sense of the argument and become calm,
"
pointing towards deep, unfathomable

regions, present themselves here." The
consideration which presented itself to

me, after a few minutes had passed, was
that one of my fingers was sticky. You
can't read decently with sticky fingers.
I rose, sought the bath-room, and washed

my hands. Returning, I made to re-

plenish the fire, and discovered that

there was no coal. Ringing the bell, 1

waited until fuel had been fetched.
" Nature does not make all great

men," pursued the luminous unturned

page,
"
in the selfsame mould. ADDISON

says

"Daddy!" (This must have been
ADDISON'S earlier manner.)

"
Daddy !

You don't know what I 've got."

Dorothy climbed on my knees and sat

on the book.
" Go away," I said austerely.

"Open your mouf and shut your
eyes," commanded Dorothy. ... It

was a sugar-almond, and I nearly swal-

lowed the thing.
"
Let me look at it." (I opened my

mouth.)
"
0-oh ! The pink 's almost

gone. Now suck hard and you come to

the nut. Is it nice? Put your cigar
awav, or you can't suck proper."

"Dorothy," I said, "I want to read."

"Why?"
"
Because li'in because it improves

my mind."
"Don't you ever want to play wiv

me?"
"I played with you this morning."
"But that was /fours and /tours ago.

Can you feel the nut yet?
"

"No. Call Mummy. Where's Miss
Smith? She ought to put you to bed."

"She's teaching Uuky Frank to p'ay
brilliards." (Ah, Frank!) "Just one

game." I smiled, sighed, succumbed.
"What shall it be?"
"Bli'man's-buff. You be bli'man

first."

"In all times and places," my author
murmured between the shut pages, "the
Hero has been worshipped." Am I not
a Hero? Dorothy worships me; and
Dorothy's mamma once said

"
George, have you seen Dor - Oh,

you darlings !

"
Being bli'man, I

couldn't dodge the kiss.
" Good night, daddy, fankyou. Is the

nut froo ?
"
And, as the nut way through,

and I seemed by now to have mislaid
the thread of my author's argument, I
went off to relieve Miss Smith.

" The Recorder ultimately adjourned the
:ase to enable the Croun to have ihe law in-
volved by senior counsel." Dub. in Even'mii
Herald.

How often this happens.

TOO MANY DAYS AGO.

(With apologies to the authir of "A Few Days
Ago" in " The Sphere.")

IF any of my readers if I have readers
should feel surprise at the remark-

able antiquity of some of the paragraphs
in this column I hasten to assure him
that it is no fault of mine. I hold myself
guiltless of a system which makes it

necessary for a writer to pen on the 10th,

say, ol the month, the article which his

readers will not see until the 25th.
That is one of the penalties of demand-
ing pictures along with text.

One of the most interesting episodes
in connection with Queen ANNE'S funeral,
which 1 could not help witnessing, as

my taxi was held up for an hour by the

procession (at great expense to me), was
the unhorsing of one of the officers.

Why it should be so humiliating to be
thrown from the saddle I leave to

psychologists to decide. Enough forme
that I felt, and knew that every one
else was feeling, a mortification and
grief equal to the rider's own : surely a
remarkable example of sympathy.

To return to tin question of taxis,

surely some day a taxi-cab builder will

arise with enough brains to devisj M mo
system of communication with the driver
less clumsy than opening the door and
less awkward than speaking, like 1'yra-
mus and Thisbe through a hole in the
wall. My own I iabit and, as my readers

know, I now live entirely in these vehicles
is to arrange with the driver (before I

get in) a cjde of taps on the glass ;
and

then all is well. One tap = turn to the

right; two taps = turn to the left;
three taps = stop ; and so on.

When are we to be provided with a
lift at the National Gallery? It is a
scandal that in this treasure-house of art

the visitor should be expected to put
one foot before the other to climb the

steps. Art that is worth seeing is worth

seeing in comfort.

The cricket sea?on is, thank heaven !

upon us again, and the boring pursuit
of the football will cease for a while.
None too soon. But how pleasant it

would b3 if someone in authority could
assure us that at Lord's it would be

possible to get something to eat at lunch-
time on the big match days, and that
the tea interval was to be abolished for

ever. Has Mr. FRY chosen his new
county yet, I wonder? W. W. W.

"
MATRIMONY. A young gentleman wishes to

meet a young lady." goatamon.

Yes, that 's how it begins.
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THE TRYST AT THE WALL.
IVi.vuus (PRESIDENT TAFT). "I SEE A VOICE: NOW WILL I TO THE CHINK,

TO SPY AN I CAN HEAR MY THISBE'S FACE.
TIIISISK!"

THISBK (Sm WILFRID LAumr.it). "MY LOVE! THOU ART MY LOVE, I THINK."
us. "THINK WHAT THOU WILT, I AM THY LOVER'S GRACE."

Midsummer Night's Dream, Act V., Scene 1.
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MR. PUNCH'S IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION.
KOFI! SIlI.KfTKl) KXAMI'l.ll-i IV \V\X.

THE Sii HOME. THE ].rn;i[AKY AND AUTISTIC HOMK.

THE GRIP."

that the wit and wisdom
of Messrs. GIIANVIU.K BAIIKKK and l?::it-

NM;I> SHAW are as undeniable a* their

inability or reluctance to introduce move-
ment into their dramas is regrettable,
Mr. ARTHUR COLLINS has, we are de-

lighted to learn, arranged with these
authors to collaborate with Messrs.
KMI.K.II and HAMILTON in the next great
Drury Lane production. Of the won-
derful quadruple masterpiece that will

result, and is now in process of con-

struction, we are privileged in being
aide to give tho following advance

synopsis. The play will be entitled The

(lrif>, in four Acts.

Act I. A desolate strip of the L. and
N. W. Hallway line between Berklmm-
sted and Tring. There arc four srN nf

iwtal tracks, and between each pair of
rails is an armchair, on which are
seated lAeut.-Col Jfobinson (an ex-officer

now in the hardware business), Mrs,
1'ii-onni (his housekeeper^, Miss Jiroirn

(her (laughter), and Mr. Tlioman Jones

Sier
fiance).

iscuss

The quartette proceeds to

Socialism,
The Canals in Mars,
Plural Voting,
Confucianism,

bedspreads.
In the middle of Bedspreads, the Car-
lisle express (real) arrives suddenly and
carries off Mrs. Brmcn. (Curtain.)

Act II. A peak in the Alps. The
survivors of Act I., accoutred with axes,

alpenstocks, ropes and spectacles, are

scaling a difficult pitch, and continuing
the adjourned discussion on Bedspreads.
From this they drift naturally into

Anti-vivisection,

Vegetarianism,
< 'hristian Science,

Bimetallism,

Japanese Art.

During the last topic the Licut.-Colonel
is sei/ed with vertigo, and plunges into
a bottomless abyss (real). (Curtain.)

Act III. A tight-rope over the

Niagara Kails (real water). Oil this the
two protagonists are balancing. After

some brisk repartee on Tariff Reform
and the Sex question, during which the

tire-proof curtain is twice lowered and
raised rapidly, Mies Brown invites Mr.
Jones to chase her. This he proceeds
to do, but misses his footing and falls.

In an agony of remorse she plunges
after him. (Curtain.)

Act IV. The interior (profusely de-

corated) of St. Paul's Church, Knights-
bridge. The two lovers, both with bad
colds after their recent welting, and
in convict's dress (they have been im-

prisoned, as it transpires, for giving an
unlicensed acrobatic entertainment with-
in the boundaries of the British Kmpire),
are about to be married. They wrangle
for some twenty minutes on Eugenics
and the Divorce Law, and the ceremony
proceeds. Just as it is over and they
are on the point of being conducted to

separate solitary con6nemeut by the

prison warders, a King's messenger
arrives up the aisle in a motor-car with
a free pardon from His Majesty. Re-
joicing and National Anthem. (Final
Curtain.)
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MR. ROOSEVELT IN ENGLAND.
(Uxtraded from tlie

"
Hebdomadary Journal of tlie lioosccclt

Bound-Trip.")

I.

TO-DAY (Monday) Mr. ROOSEVELT, liaving arrived at Charing
Cross on the previous night, addressed the members of the

Ixmdon County Council at the County Hall in Sprin_
Gardens. Mr. ROOSEVELT was received in state by the Chair-

man and the Aldermen, and was conducted to his place by
Mr. HAYES FISHKR and Sir Jons BENN. In an impassioned

speech, which occupied two hours in delivery, he adjured the

Council to neglect party, not to bother about the rates, and

to sound the death-knell of municipal trading of all kinds.

What, he asked, did a tram-line more or less matter, and

why should iv.it all needy parents of at least twelve children

be fed and clothed at the expense of the rat -payers ? At
this stage Mr. HAYES FISHER and Sir JOHN BENN left the 1 fall

;

but Mr. ROOSEVELT, nothing daunted, continued his address.

Eventually the meeting adjourned in confusion after an
enthusiastic vote of thanks to the distinguished visitor had
been passed by a majority of one on a total vote of three.

II.

To-day (Tuesday) Mr. ROOSEVELT paid his long-promised
visit to the Houses of Parliament. Members of both Houses
had assembled in Westminster Hall to do him honour, a
mixed guard of honour being furnished by the 1st Regiment
of Life Guards and the Middlesex Yeomanry. The SPEAKER
of th.3 House of Commons and the LORD CHANCELLOR led Mr.
ROOSEVELT to the brass plate commemorating the position of

STRAFFOUD during his trial
;
and Mr. ROOSEVELT then began

his harangue by dwelling in scathing terms on the contrast

between the material splendour of an Archbishop and the

needy wretchedness of a labourer out of employment. No
Archbishop, he thought, should receive a stipend of more
than 100 a year paid quarterly in advance, and both of

them ought to be compelled by law to pass at least eleven
months of every year in a slum dwelling. At this point the

Archbishop of CANTERBURY was unfortunately called away by
a long-standing previous engagement. Mr. ROOSEVELT, con-

tinuing, poured scorn on such efforts as might from time to

time be made by the Bench of Bishops to preach and enforce
the superannuated doctrines of peace amongst mankind.

Having thus cleared the Hall of all the Bishops, Mr.
ROOSEVELT went on to deliver a glowing panegyric on Wiir as
the reinvigorator of nations. He was himself, he said, no
supporter of the obsolete pi ivileges possessed and exercised

by the House of Lords, but at the same time he felt bound
"to commend that House for throwing down the gauntlet
to an upstart and ignorant assembly like the HOUSJ of

Commons, who, for their part, deserved nothing but praise
for tlie way in which they had determined to assert their

privileges against a most unwarrantable encroachment.
Both these Houses ought, he thought, to wield a perpetual
Veto against one another. They might then combine to
build ten Dreadnoughts a week and to make every man,
woman and child a soldier a course which he himself had
determined to pursue when, if ever, he returned to the
United States. Let them use the big stick on one another
and on foreign nations and all might yet be well. Finally
Mr. ROOSEVELT shook the hand of his rem lining audience (a
deaf peer whoss name did not transpire), and left West-
minster in a taxi-cab.

in.

Unfortunately, Mr. ROOSEVELT'S promised lecture at
Windsor Castle on "The Duties and Rights of Royalty"
Ins had to be postponed, Mr. ROOSEVELT having been sum-
moned to Berlin by the KAISER and the Irnperiil Caancellor
to settle the vexed question of the Prussian franchise.

THE GILDED PiLL.

(A SORROW OF THE FIRST TEE.)

[One result of the rubber boom has been to raise the pi-ice ol the

oit golf balls from -s. to 2a. G</.]

BANG in the blessed spinney there he goes !

(Was ever round so rottenly begun V)

The last survivor of my
"
silver crows,"

He shall not leap into the morning sun,
Ho shall not through the bristling bunkers roam,
Nor gambol in the furzes any more

;

Now he has journeyed to his long, long home,
Peace to his hand-made core.

We shall not look upon his like again,
That pallid face with cicatrices marred,

That sometimes in the reedy swamp has lain,

And sometimes in the meadow primrose starred

All but an inch or so has tucked away,
And answered nothing to the niblick's call

What? Did you speak, my caddie? Yes, you may
Put down another ball.

But not his equal, Edward, not his mate
;

In former days I might have dared indeed,
Cheered by the rosy chance of hitting straight,
To sacrifice a second of his breed.

Silvanus only knows what flowery nooks
Have stifled, ere to-day, the dying throb

Of countless unremembered " daws " and "
rook^

"

Costing the bard two bob.

But now the skyey brutes have grown more dear
And vendors hope to rush me half-a-crown,

I draw the line ; there is no patent sphere,
No airy creature of approved renown

For whom I mean to pay that famine price.
The good old tax I '11 bear, but naught above,

Not for a glittering bird of Paradise,
Not for a Paphian dove.

Pile me the mound again ;
and let us place

A feebler victim on the altar-top,
Some poor concoction of a hybrid race,
How slow to move, how resolute to stop !

Sea where the wretched thing has gone and rolled !

You say the party next behind us swears :

Ah well, it may be j ust : perhaps they hold
A heap of rubber shares.

Apropos of the newly revived "Parade of the Black
Knight," at Ashton-under-Lyne, The Daily Mail says:
"The Black Kuiglit was a tyrant in the fifteenth century who live.] at

the Old Hall, Ashton, now demolished. He was notorious for the large
lumber of wives he had, and his summary method of disposing of the'm
by rolling them down a hill in a spiked barrel. I^eft to individual
enterprise, the custom had of late years fallen into decay."

Perhaps it was as well. In the hands of a really enterprising
ndividual it must have been a very unpleasant custom for
lie wife.

" In all the churches hi Ipswich, including those of the Noncon-
brmist bodies, Eastertide was oWrve.l. Many of the Kpiscopalian
;h-.irches were more or less elaborately adorned; this custom, indeed, is

jecoming general." Ea t Anglian I) .itij Times.

leavens, how Ipswich is going ahead !

"SWEDISH gentleman (21) wants to exchange language with
English lady or gentleman." Scotsman.

Shame ! (And only twenty one
!)
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THE DEPARTMENTAL SYSTKM.

(By tlic Solicitor's ClerJs.)

I BIT in a vast marble hall, Idled \vilh

eh-etne light, heated to a nicety by the

'ting apparatus, sup-

jjlii
il \villi li:ts and cv.-ry nin lern COD-

1 am in tlio Land liV^istry
( )llicc, and asking myself,

' Where does

tin- money conic from?'' I am also

wondering whether the Client, who is

by a gracious legislature compelled to

patronise this institution every time he
wan's to transfer his Ixmdon property,
is a wealthy man. I hope he is, because
lie has to pay for the conveyance of his

land by the good old system which
works well, and the nice new system
which does not. This imports variation

into life
;

it is an effective bar to mono-

tony ; but it is costly. Yet he must be

wealthy, or Low could he be a client?

I am ushered into the Official's room.
There is a nice fire in the grate, and the

Official is just about to read his morning
paper. I have c >me to see him over a
matter of a Is. Gd. stamp. We converse
about stamps generally, this Official

and I. By a natural and easy process
we get from the abstract to the concrete,
and 1 am informed bit by bit that there

is something about my stamp that only
Somerset House can properly appreciate.

* * *
Somerset House and I are old friends.

We understand each other. I have no

difficulty in gathering, during the course
of conversation, that the Land Registry,
modest creature, is re dly the connoisseur
of this particular stamp. Let the Land
Registry only condescend to initial the

stamp, and Somerset House will then do
the dirty work.
The walk between the two places is

pleasant and beais repetition.
* * *

The Official is stoking his fire when
I enter. I explain what Somerset House
want, and explain it again. The Official

summons another Olli ial. We are in-

troduced, we pull our chairs up to the

fire, and for the third time I explain.
They at once grasp the outline of the

idea, and pencils are produced. The
second Official returns to his nest, the
first to his paper, aiid I to Somerset
House.

* * * *
There is another man at Somerset

House, lie is proud, and cannot con-
oeive what, his colleague was up to. He

that Somerset House ought to

have done the initialling and the Land
try the dirty work. But, as I

have said, the- House and I are old

friends, and I know how to take a joke.
* * * *

.The fire in the Official's room is

getting, perhaps, a little
top

hot. How-
ever, "How are you getting on with

k V,.svti
A;\\

Mother (wHtmg son at preparatory school).
"
WELL, MY DAULINU !

"

Son. "I SAY, MOTHER, PON'T LOOK so GHASTLY IM.EASEU BEFORE ALL TIIK.SK FKI.LOWS."

that stamp of yours ?
"
says the Official.

I explain that, having made a little

investigation of my own, I have dis-

covered a special Stamp Department in

this very building. I have left it there
for a week, so that they may see if they
can think out something for me. " Do
you know," says the Official, "I am
becoming quite interested in that stamp
of yours. What exactly is the matter
with, it ? I am afraid I did not listen

very carefully when you first told me
about it." I explain that I want it

cancelled and the 7s. 6d. back. Why
do I want it cancelled? Because it

ought never to have been put on. Then
why, if he may ask without seeming
rude, was it put on ? Because he, the

Official, told me to. "Did I really
now ?

" he says.
" How very inter-

esting ! But tell me, how did you ever
come to find out that it ought never to

have been put on ?
" "

They told me so
at Somerset House." "Ah," he said.
"
Well, they probably know."

* * *
The week has elapsed. The Stamp

Department have thought the matter

over. The Land Registry has exchanged
messages with Somerset House. (I have
been the messenger.) There has been,

no hurry, no hustle, no bickering, no ill-

feeling. Once only the Official inter-

vened, courteous and quiet as ever.

Consideration has shown him that

Somerset House was quite right. The
stamp ought never to have been put on
the registration. How he knows this is

because the registration on which the

stamp was put ought never to have
been made. Finally I sign several

documents and get the seven and six-

pence back in penny stamps.
I say good-bye to the Official, won-

dering whether the Client is possibly
rich enough to stand it. The Official s.iys

good-bye to me, wondering whether to

put another lump of coal on or not.

Consolation.

"
Chills caught on the football field have

often proved iat.il, but it must be borne in

mind that consumption might have killed them
had they never taken part in football." '1 'it-tits.

Luckily there is always a something.
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NAPOLEON AT WORK.
WIIFS I am in any doubt or difficulty

I say to myself,
" What would NAPOLEON

have dune?" The answer generally

comes at once: "He would have bor-

rowed from Henry," or
" He would have

aid his aunt was ill" the one ob-

viously right and proper thing. Then

I weigh in and do it.

" What station 's this ?
"
said Beatrice,

as the train began to slow up.
"
Baby

and I want to get home."

"Whitecroft, 1 expect," said John,

who was reading the paper.
"
Only

four more."
l;

"It's grown since we were hero last,

I observed. ''Getting quite a big

place."
"Good; then we're at Hillstead.

Only three more stations. Hooray !

'

I looked out of the window, and had

n sudden suspicion.
" Where have I heard the name

Byres before?" I murmured thought-

fully.
" You haven't," said John.

"
Nobody

has."
<;

Say
'

Byres,' baby," urged Beatrice

happily.
"You're quite sure that there isnt

anything advertised called 'Byres'?
You're sure you can't drink Byres or

rub yourself down with Byres?"
"
Quite."

"
Well, then, we must be at Byres."

There was a shriek from Beatrice, as

she rushed to the window.

"We 're in the wrong train Quick !

Get the bags ! Have you got the rug ?

Where s the umbrella ? Open the win-

dow, stupid !

"

I got up and moved her from the door
" Leave this to me," I said calmly

"
Porter !- porter/.'PORTER ! ! ! Oh

guard, what station 's this ?
"

"
Byres, Sir."

"Byres?"
"Ye-, Sir." He blew his whistle ant

the train went on again.
" At any rate we know now that it ivas

'Byres," I remarked, when the silence

began to get oppressive;
"It's all very well for you," Beatrici

burst out indignantly,
"
but you don'

think about Baby. We don't know :

bit where we are

"That's the one thing we do know,'
I said. "We're at this little Byret

place."
"It was the porter's fault at Liverpoo

Street," said John consolingly.
" H

told us it was a through carriage."
"
I don t care whose fault it was ;

I 'n

only thinking of Baby."
" What time do babies go to bed as a

rule ?
"

" This one goes at six."

"Well, then, she's got another hour

Now, what would NAPOLEON have done?'

"NAPOLEON," said John, after careful

bought, "would have turned all your

3lothes out of your bag, would have put

he baby in it diagonally, and have

)ored holes in the top for ventilation.

['hat's as good as going to bed you

avoid the worst of the evening mists.

\nd people would only think you kept

caterpillars."
Beatrice looked at him coldly.

"That's a way to talk of your

daughter," she said in scorn.

"Don't kill him," I begged. "We
may want him. Now I 've got another

dea. If you look out of the window you

observe that we are on a single line."

"Well, I envy it. And, however

single it is, we're going away from

lome in it."

"True. But the point is that no

train can come back on it until we 've

.topped going forward. So, you see,

there 's no object in getting out of this

train until it has finished for the day,

as it were. Probably it will go back

itself before long, out of sheer boredom.

And it 's much better waiting here than

on a draughty Byres platform."

Beatrice, quite seeing the point,

changed the subject,
" There 's my trunk will go on to

Brookfield, and the wagonette will meet

the train, and as we aren't there it will

go away without the trunk, and all baby's

things are in it."

"She's not complaining," I said.
"
She's just mentioning it."
" Look here," said John reproachfully,

"we're doing all we can. We 're both

thinking like anything." He picked up
his paper again.

I wns beginning to get annoyed. It

was, of course, no good to get as anxious

and excited as Beatrice
;
that wouldn't

help matters at all. On the other hand
the entire indifference of John and the

baby was equally out of place. It seemed

to me that there was a middle and Napo
Iconic path in between these two extremes
which only I was following. To be con-

vinced that one is the only person doing
the right thing is always annoying.

"I've just made another discovery,'
I said in a hurt voice.

"
There s a map

over John's head, if he 'd only had the

sense to look there before. There we
are," and I pointed with my stick
"
there 's Byres. The line goes rounc

and round and eventually goes through
Dearmer. We get out at Dearmer
and we 're only three miles from Brook
field."

" What they call a loop line," assistec

John,
"
because it 's in the shape of i

loop."
"It's not so bad as it might be,

1

admitted Beatrice grudgingly, afte

studying the map, "but it's five mile:

home from Dearmer
;
and what about mj

trunk ?
"

I sighed and pulled out a pencil.

"It s very simple. We write a tele-

jfi\m :

'

Stationmaster, Brookfield. Send

wagonette and trunk to wait for us at

Dearmer station.'
"

Love to n.other and the children,"

idded John.
Our train stopped again. I summoned

, porter and gave him the telegram.
"
It 's so absurdly simple," I repeated,

s the train went on. "Just a little

)reseuce of mind ;
that 's all."

We got out at Dearmer and gave up
>ur tickets to the porter-station-master-

iignalman.
" What 's this ?

" he said.
" These are

10 good to me."

Well, they 're no good to us. We 've

inished with them."

We sat in the waiting-room with him
'or half-an-hour and explained the situ-

ation. We said that, highly as we

hought of Byres, we had not wantonly
tried to defraud the com,- any in order to

et a sight ol the place ;
and that, so far

rom owing him three shillings apiece,

we were prepared to take a sovereign to

uy nothing more about it. ... And still

the wagonette didn't come.
"
Is there a post-office herj ?

"
I asked

the man.
" Or a horse ?

"

" There might be a horse at the
'

Lion.'

There 's no post-office."

"Well, 1 suppose I could wire to

Brookfield station from here ?
"

' Not to Brookfield."
' But supposing you want to tell the

station-master there that the train's

off the line, or thnt you 've won the

first prize at the Flower-show in the

vegetable class, how would you do it?"

Brookfield 's not on tliis line. That's

why you've got to pay t'.iree shi.l

"Yes, yes. You said all that, Then
I shall go and explore the village."

I explored, as NAPOLEON would have

done, and I came back with a plan
"There is no hor-e," I taid to my

eager audience ;

" but I have found a

bicycle. The landlady of the
'

Lion
'

will

be delighted to look after Beatrice and

the baby, and will give her tea; John
will stay here with the bags in case the

wagonette turns up, and I will ride

to B ookfield and summon help."

"That's all right," said John, "only
I would suggest that / go to the

' Lion
'

and have tea, and Beauice and the

child
"

We left him in disgust at his selfish- I

ness. I established the ladies at the
J

inn, mounted the bicycle, and rode off.

It was a windy day, and I had a long
coat and a bowler hat. Alter an ex-

tremely unpleasant two mil s some-
:

thing "drove pa-t me. I lifte 1 up my
head and looked round. It was the

wagonette.
I rode back behind it in triumph.

When it turned up the road to the
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FJri Jaefc Tar (to sliijma'.e*, who Itace. hired a very small cart ami a jn/ larje h-j.'ae).
" "Ow AUK YE HOIS' TO SEE WHERE YE la:

OOIN* WITH TilAT TIII.HK ELEPHANT IN P.IONT OF YE?"
5 eond Jack Tar. "Tiivr's ALL RIGHT, MATE. BILL 'E'S GOIS' TO KEEP A LOOK OUT TO STARBOARD, I'M oois' TO LOOK OUT TO

AND Til . 'OSS 'A GOT TO LOOK OUT AHEAD."

station, I hurried straight on to the
"
Lion

"
to prepare Beatrice, I knocked,

and peered ii.to rooms, and knocked

,ii;ain, and at last the landlady came.
" Kr is the Luly
"
Oil, she's gone, Sir, a long time

ago. A gentleman she knew drove past,
lie asked him to give her a lift

in his trap. She was going to

tell the other gentleman, and he'd wait
lr you.'

1

"Oh, yea. That 'sail right."
I returned my bicycle to its owner,

distributed coppers to his children, and
wont up to the station. The porter came
out to meet me. lie seemed surprised.
"The gentleman thought you wouldn't

be coming Lack, Sir, as you didn't corne
with the wagonette.

'

"
I just went up to the

'

Lion
' "

"Yessir. Well, he drove off quarter
of an hour ago; said it was no g >o<l

Baiting far you, as you'd ride straight
me \vln-ii you found at Brookfield that

the wagonette 'ail come."
And now I ask youWhat would

NAPOLEON liave said ? A. A. M.

OUR M1STKR GIBBS.

["Here and there, still, are men and winrn
who do wild delightfal things in the trim spirit
of folly, an 1 who havo learnt the secret of the

laughing heart, caring not a hang for what the

world tliinks, or their next-door neighbour. I

have known middle-aged men, nnd one an
'eminent educationalist' (as he is described in

the Press), who havo played leap-frog on the

vdlage green, to the great delight of the villa-

gers. I ha\ < seen a party of distinguished 'adies

and gentlemen rl.i ce a two-step across Trafalgar-
square at midnight. I have sc> n a drawing-
room full of intellectuals' silent for two hours
while they played at jig-saw puzzles. I know
1 alf-a-dozen l.te nry men who have challenged
each other to walk to Brighton, though some of

them have never wa ked f.irther than lialhain.

Oh, gay-hearted Fools! Oh, noble Folly !
"-

l/r. 1',,'dip Oibbs, in "The Daily Chronicle,"
April 1st.]

I 'VE seen an Archimandrite dance a cake-
walk in the Strand;

I've seen a maddened 'bus horse charge
into a Germ.in band

;

I've seen upon a Scottish moor three

German Jews in kilts ;

I 've 8en a tame gorilla caracoling upon
stilts

;

I've seen a M jor-Gencral bowl Lis

grandson witti a lob ;

I've seen a Plymouth Brother riding
barebacked on a cob ;

I 've seen a Senior Proctor playing polo
in a wig ;

I've seen a piebald whippet running
races with a pig ;

But lile was dull as ditch-water and flat

as cocoa-nibs

Until I road the joyous japes of Mr.

PHILIP Ginns.

Generosity.
"
Exchange first-class cLars against good

stamps. G.vefor l'. wor.h of stamps l. worth
of cigars, Colonials preferre.l." Th Baz tar.

A good way of gettihg rid of half-a-do/en

Tusmanian cigars.

"
Last March tlicro was only one instance of

.1 diy wit tout rain and only three in ti.e wholo

mouth)." lite Timci

Solutions (accompanied by a sixpenny
postal order) s..ouid be sent to ihis

office.
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FILIAL PIETY.

Shopman.
" WHOSE BADGE is THAT YOU'RE WEARIN-Q, MISSY?"

Missy.
"
IT 's MR. HOSKINS'S. HE 's ur FOR THE ELECTION FOR THE DISTRICT COUNCIL."

Shopman. "BUT IT'S THE WRONG MAN."

Mis y. "YES, I KNOW; BUT IT'S FATHER."

OUR POET PEERS.
THE newspapers have been full of the

contributions to a bazaar-book of maxims

prepared by the Garelochhead (Dum-
bartonshire) Golf Club. These included
a rhymed eulogy of golf by the Duke
of ARGYLL, which opens with the noble'

lines .-

"
It gives to the bad the sleep of the just ;

It lays the proud low in the bunker of dust ;

It raises the bumble to sit in the lap
Of lortuno made kind by n fair handicap.
l*'or the man of adventure 'tis balm to his soul
To get himself happily into a hole. . . ."

The same high level of achievement
is maintained in the melodious verses

of Lord PENTLAND, the Secretary for

Scotland :

" So I said it, and think not 1 said it in jest,
For you '11 find it true to the letter,

That the only thing old people ought to know
best

Is that young people ought to know better."

Viscount GLADSTONE OF LANARK, the

new Governor-General of South Africa,
sends:

" Fear not for the future ;

Weep not for the past."

This couplet, wo bplieve, has since

been expanded to a stanza by a brilliant

addition from the pen of Lord DUNEDIN:
" On the Scottish lute, URE

Cannot be sur] assed."

Amongst later delightfully humorous
contributions to the bazaar-book is the

following from Loid CARKIKGTON, the

if tod President of the Board of Agri-

culture, whose serious speeches are

always listened to in the most awe-

stricken silence in the House of Lords.

It is surely not too much to say that this

exquisitely pathetic morceau combines

the poignancy of CATULLUS with the

simplicity of HEINE:

"I'd like to be a Viceroy
And with the Viceroys reign ;

Ho i.e Agrieslture gives no scope
To my colossal brain.

"
I "d like to be a Viceroy,

In fact, I 'm quite prepared ;

But the i 'car old Daily Chronicle

Asserts I
'

can't be spared.'
"

Lord PIRRIE, K.P., evinces his wide

culture in the subjoined brilliant im-

promptu :

" NON OMNIA POSSUMUS OMNES.

The scholar versed in classic Greek

May be unskilful with his oleek.

The smartest, I est set-xip Bimbashi

May be a duffer with the mashie.

Lloyd George, that very gifted Taffy,
IB not a flyer with his taffy.

Ev'ri I, who write tho- deathless rhymes,
Have missed the blooming ball sometimes."

Another amazingly coruscating con-

tribution is the foil nving quatrain from

the polished pen of Lord EVERSLEY, who,
as Mr. SHAW-LEFEVKE, was known as the

wittiest of our aediles :

Though never partial to the Muse,
Your kind request i can't refuse.

I therefore beg you in these lines

'Make hay while good old Phoebus shines.'
'

Lord COURTNEY originally forwarded

an epic poem on Proportional Represen-
tation, but afterwards generously substi-

tuted t'.iis dainty little stanza :

" In my youth men studie 1

Commerce, letters, law
;

Now they spend the livelong day
Over the Jig-saw."

Lastly, the Earl of GRANAISD sends the

following pithy dUticli fraught with a

world of wistful meaning :

"
If life 's sometimes a burden to a b ironet,

Uneasier lies the head that wears a coronet."

''A camel corps was in wailing, but Colonel

Roosevelt and Mrs. I'oos v,-lt . . . elect?d to

travel to-day in a dog car. Others of iheir

immediate pany mounted horses or donkeys."
lijuton Transcript.

The COLONEL modestly waving away the

herds of camels, horses and donkeys, and

selecting the humble dog what a pic-

ture for a Landseer ! (By the way, you
did recognise him as "Colonel," didn't

you?)
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NERVOUS WORK.
PEER (Zo?.). "WELL, I SUPPOSE THEY'LL GO ON MISSING ME AS USUAL; BUT I MUST SAY

IT 'S GETTING RATHER WARM !

"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
ElTBAOTED FROM THE DlABV OP TOBY, M.P.

Hon.-'' O/OOMMMU, 7't'.W(ii/,.l/<in-/i ;.".>.

To-day House preserved itn unique
iccoid as the place where (lie unex-

pected happens. At length 1,/ords mid

Commons have nctually eoine to grips
on question Who shall 1).' pi-cdnininaiit

partner. The ring is cleared. Hound
the roped enclosure gathers crowd

eag rly watching. Natural to expect
thai, the champions would comport them-
selves in manner suitable to historic

occasion. They were the pick of the

lighting men. Now we should see some

pietty play, some swift attack foiled by
smart manoeuvre, feigned retreat leading
up to sharp attack.

To tell the truth there was nothing of

the kind. Had the matter at issue been
an ordinary amendment to commonplace
clause, the manner of PKE.M licit and
LEADICII OF OITOSMION could not have
been less emotional, the passion of

the opposed hosts less deeply stirred

Aso.iimi struck keynote by studiously
rot rained manner, unbroken moderation

of phrase. Throughout ho was frigidly

argumentative. Made no appeal to

passion or prejudice.
FLUICLLEN LI.OYD (.!EOI;IC, sealed next

to him, dumbly marvelled. How dif-

ferent would have been the s:enc had

'.I'm: I-' i

"
AuiM'o."

"All. my iliar Awpiilli ! Kn tli'm in your
Revolution! Most iinvrcsling and so imtircH-

uhatV!!"
'

Tin- IjMili-r ,,f i!,,. OppoMii,,,, ma,|e an
Hi (i

lli|,|,atlt m:ini:iT to luilt,'ll the*-
< lationi out of court."

Mr.
\\",nxtuiiUiur,:f:lU.']

Oiu.xsn. ><>u MII. I'li'i.-i., rrinx.

Mr. Asquith's speech in moving his Anti-Veto Resolution, while a powerful ami uluijueut
indictm nt, was voted a simile too "frigidly argumentative."

he been standing at the Table on such
occasion ! B, fore he had reached his

lil'th sentence this decorous crowd would
have been transformed into a seething,
shouting mass of humanity.

PIIINCE AirnruK, fresh from southern
sea and sunlit clime, was in lighter
mood. House gratefully laughed when
he spoke with high scorn of

"
these

piebald Resolutions," "this harlequin
scheme." No one listening, otherwise

ignorant of real state of affairs, would
have conjectured that the House was

entering upon battle round a great con-
stitutional question, the issue fraught
with the fate of the Government and the

making of history.

Only time PIIIC.MIKH really stirred an
audience to which the United States,

France, Austria-Hungary and Japan con-
tributed the presence of their Ambassa-
dors, was in the final passage, where
he dealt with position of the Crown in

respect of the Veto. Recalling how
Quten ELIZABETH in a single Session
vetoed 48 out of 91 Bills that had re-

ceived the assent of both Houses of Par-

liament, he emphatically declared "That
royal veto, then and for long afterwards
an active and potent enemy of popular
rights, is dead as Queen AKNK."

All eyes were turned upon the Heir

Apparent to the Turone of the Tudors

and the Stuarts, who, with elbows

leaning on front of gallery over the

clock, intently listened to this lesson in

history.
And has monarchy suffered? The

loudest cheer of the sitting greeted the

PiucMii it's answer to his own question.
"
There is not a man among us, in what-

ever quarter of this House he sits, who
does not know thai the Crown of this

realm, with its hereditary succession, its

prerogatives adjusted from generation to

generation to the needs of the people and
the call of the Empire, is held by our

gracious Sovereign by a far securer

tenure than ever fell to the lot of any of

his Tudor or Stuart ancestors."

Cheers broke forth again, rattling with
tierce energy along the crowded Minis-

ter. al benches, when the PUICMIICK, point-

ing the moral of his story, roundly
declared, "The absolute Veto of the

Lurds must follow the Veto of the

Crown."
This was the one flash of fire in the

long night's talkee-talkee.

Buslneystlone. Pnijj ic MINISTER moved
House into Committee to consider rela-

tions between the two Houses of Parlia-

ment.

Wednesday. COUSIN Hcua inadvert-

ently put his foot in it just now.

Learned, if he did not know before,
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QUEEN ELIZABETH EXERCISES HER ROYAL VE-TO.

"Queen Elizabeth in a single Session vetoed forty-eight out of ninety-one Bills that liad

received the assent of both Houses of Parliament."

that the House is exceedingly sensitive

about attack on any one of its sacred

Membership whose constitutional mo-

desty habitually withdraws him from the

front of the stage and whose gentleness
of manner indisposes him to withhold

his right chiek from the hand that has

smitten his left.

Episode strayed into delivery of

speech against PREMIER'S proposal to go
into Committee on Veto question. Pic-

turing the dreadful state of things that

would accompany realisation of Minis-

terial scheme, COUSIN HUGH genially re-

marked : ''There is no greater hypocrisy
than to represent the House of Commons
aa a free assembly."

This fell a little flat. Everyone knows
COUSIN HUGH'S stingingly epigramatic

way of putting things ; accepts it as

a matter of course. This disappointing.
COUSIN HITCH out for a shindy ;

not to

be disappointed.

"Everyone knows it is not," he
asserted.

Still no one moved to tread on the

conveniently outspread coat-tail. COUSIN
HUGH grew desperate.

" Does any hon. Member deny it ?
"

he asked, lucking searchingly along
Labour ranks.

It's a painful story, but must be told.

Nobody moved. The coat-tails flapped
unregarded on the unsympathetic floor.

At this moment COUSIN HUGH'S flaming
eye fell upon the winsome WINSTON
seated on Treasury Bench smiling in

innocence of middle-aged youth. Here

was his chance. Citing case of HAROLD

Cox, driven from House, as he said,

because he was too independent to

please its prejudices, he, casually as it

were, remarked, "The HOME SECRETARY

had not courage and high principle

enough to stand up in Mr. Cox's

defence."

Then the storm burst. If such wanton
attack had been made on FLUELLEN
LLOYD GKOKGE, he might have been left

to repel it unaided. But WINSTON ! It

was, as J. WARD remarked from under
the eaves of his brown felt hat, like

hitting a woman.

Instantly uprose angry cries of

"Order! Order!" "Withdraw! With-
draw!" Cousis HUGH, quickly per-
ceived he had made a mistake.

"
I did not," he inconsequentially said,

" mean to throw any doubt on the right
hon. gentleman's moral character," of

which nobody had been thinking.
"What did you do for Mr. Cox?"

asked the voice from under the roof-

tree of J. WAim's hat.

"I wrote a letter," said COUSIN HUGH,
"
publicly and openly defending him."
Then came JOHN DILLON'S opportunity

and his triumph.
"That killed him," he said.

Tliis is the shortest speech J. D. ever

addressed to the House of Commons.
The fact that it was also the most
effective suggests a useful moral.

Business done. Debating Veto Reso-
lutions.

Thursday. RUNCIUAN, though young

n years as Scotchmen count, has had a

varied, always distinguished, career inthe

Commons. Little more than ten years
iuce he entered the charmed circle. To-

day is a Cabinet Minister in charge
of important Department. Sits at the

Jouncil Table close by WINSTON, who,
Before lie found salvation, routed him
out of Oldluun and for a while seemed to

lave wrecked his Parliamentary career.

Two years ago, in charge of the latest

Education Bill he seemed within an
ice of succeeding where BIRREI.L first,

MoKKXNA after, failed. On a certain

nfternoon, over tea and muffins in the

jarlour of Lambeth Palace, the wes'er-

ng sun looked upon the preliminaries
to signing and sealing a concordat that

would finally settle this long -vexed

question. The sun set ;
so did the for-

tunes of the Education Bill. The con-

cordat proved to be a mirage.
Of late MINISTER OF EDUCATION

relegated to background. . Enjo\ing
seriod of well-earned leisure. Suddenly
dragged to the front and (in Parliamen-

tary sense, of course) beaten insensible

by question from Mr. CLOUGH. The
Yorkshireman, gloomy of countenance,
stern in attitude, wants to know,

" What
is the portion of any expenses incurnd

by the Lindsey County Council, in

respect of capital expenditure on account

of the provision of any public elemen-

tary school, charged on the parish
served by thnt school in accordance

with Clause 18 (1) (c) of the Education

Act, 190:J ."
Read this backward and forward and

see what you make of it.

RUNCIMAN gallantly stood up to reply.

Murmured words inaudible across the

Table and dropped back in his seat.
" Will the right hon. gentleman,"

asked the implacable Ciouim, "lit me
have a copy of that answer?

"

"Yes, Sir," feebly answered RUNCI-

MAN, glad to be let off so cheaply. Let

to-morrow look after itself. Sufficient

to the day is the question thereof.

Business done. WINSTON nails colours

to the ma&t once more.

" Mr. Byles asked the Premier it any treaty
existed between this country and France by
hich there was assured to loth countries in

case of conflict the absolute mastery of the

Mediterranean.
Mr. Asquith. No treaty of convention of the

nature t-peciiied exists between this country
and France." Daily I'apcr.

Still, don't blame the Government

hastily. It 's a difficult sort of thing to

arrange off-hand. (N.B. The printer

has, with our connivance, put one of the

words in what are technically known as

italics, with the object of making the

joke le:ip more swiftly to the eye. We
are always ready to do anything like

that for you.)
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WHO'S WHERE.
Mit. l'ivn's Lisr OF AunivAis v\i>

DEPAIITI i

\l.\r..\STKI.'. Mrs. I'A\\n:i.iNK ALA-

n \s 1 1 i; lias arrived at Ilie Hotel Koii^'e-

inoiil. from I'aris.

HLAUBAKT. -Mr. CM;I. I'.i M-IIART, of

ISiferstein, lias arrived at. the Hciti-1

Cassel.

('KACKKK.-Mr. T.II.I. CI.-M'KKH, <,f

Whiierhapel, has left Bow Street for

Bollonay,
DOKDLK Mr. W.M.I.MIY T. DOIN.I.K,

of Seattle, Wash., ]KIH arrived at the
Hotel Bonanza.

KI'STKIN. Sir KMMANI'KI, KPMIIIN

ha,-, arrived at tlio Hold Hrunimel from
his ancestral seat in the Beak country.
FKOHMAN. Mr CHAHLKS Ftaaua,

of New York and London, is in one of
those two placis at once.

GOLOF1NO -TlieCavoliere ( ;OU>FINO

\\-A* arrived at .the Hotel Stinradoro from

Wiggsville.
BiRDTMHTB. Mr. HAravnnmi lias

arrived fioni Havaria at, the Hotel Poynta
per U.M.8. Piiinsylvania.
IKKY. MOIIK. and Madame OVIDIUS

IKKY liave arrived a 1

, the Hotel Prodigue
I

KM- K'.M.S. Naxanic.
Jol'E. Sir FELIX and Lady JOPE

h.ue arrived at the Hotel Mosaic from
Jericho.

KATANGA. Prince DoitiA KATANGA
lias arrived at the Hotel Bibendum from

Leopfildville.
I ,i K i N hi. Herr ODIOO LOGNE, the Hun-

garian violinist, has arrived at the

Queen's Hall from Huda-Pesth.

MENOT. The French poet and critic,
M"n-. FORGET MKNOT, has arrived at

tli Savoy Hotel.

NOBBEIL Senator JULIOT 1'. KOBBEII.

of Tippenisalem, ( Iklahoma, lias left the
Hotel Hussell for Rallybunnion, North
Kerry.
ONDEttWATEH. Mr. and Mrs. JAN

ONHKIIWATKU have arrived at the Hotel
P.-rrier from Ihiblieldani.

I'ONTOl'IMHAN. -Professor Hono
PoNTorniuN has arrived at the Hotel

Goluptious from Brandywine, (F.S.A.

QUAYLK. Lord QIIAYI.K and tbe Hon.
tii...i;v (,'i \YI.K have left lleineann's
Hotel l\ j- ('asllc UiKHiister, I. of M
KITH. Mr. K. KIT/, of Paris, has

arrived at the Waldorf Hotel.
SMITH. Mr. ,Toi: SMITH, of (Went

(larden, has lelt l.oek hart's for Pearce
and I'lenU's.

TITTKHS. Sir TKHOIWAM and Lady
Tmrjis, i, f h;:ls t (irinstead, have sailed

from LiverpiK)! per O.P.R. Co.'s R.M.S.
Sardonic.

l
; .Ml'.KU.-Mr. ]{.\i'Ai:i. H. K.MIIEH, of

Siena, lias left, the Hotel llerkimier for
Col .alt.

VKKCII, Mr. CHUMP Vi i f.,ii, of

Simkini (agel 12 producing pielure-pontcard of favourite aclresnt. "I HAVK A

OF A HUSUBKII AT HUME."

Williams (ciycd 11). "I WISH I HAD A IIFNHIII.H i-noToonArHs or KSCINKS."

Himltina.
" SOULLESS BKAST."

Smyrna, Ky., has left the Hotel Milton
for Mantua, Italy.

WALDORF. Mr. K. WALDORF, of
New York, lias arrived at the Kit/
Hotel.

X ANTHOPOULO. Mr. XANTHOPOUIX.,
of Hilkeston Hall, Newmarket, has left

the Hotel Cumbria for Pentonville.

YAW. Miss VANESSA YAW, of Winni-

peg, has s liled from Liverpool to Halifax
in an open boat.

XANCKi. Professor XANCIG has re-

turned to Birmingham University after

a prolonged tour in Tibet.

Pedestrianism.

".-45 pm. 100 miles race (final).

3-0 p.m. 5 meter raon (fina ,)."

Eyyptian Daily Pout.

All distances come alike to them out
there.

" Ou April "lli or 8tli he hoped the

of the Society would be able to listen to >.r.

\i wis Wilkinson lecture on one of the English
poets."- Milrlnrrih l\>>.

Of course, if they simply can't bear it,

they must leave as quickly as possible.
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THE OLDEST INHABITANT.

[The bcdy of RA-NEFER, a high official in the

Court of SNEFEKC, of the fourih dynasty of

lisyi't, is six centuries older than any known

numtny, and dates from about 3700 B.C. On

the oilier hand, the skeleton of the ]
alaeulithic

nan recently discovered in the Dordogne may
be 20,000 years old.]

THAN Time and his ravages tougher,

Immune as a gherkin from waste,

antediluvian buffer!

Embalmed in a resinous paste,

Or ever the sistrum of Isis

Was shaken (for all that I wot),

Aware of the world and its vices,

And up to a lot.

If the fates had permitted your bogey

(Surviving along with the clay),

And by now a respectable fogey
Of fifty-six centuries, say,

To be gummed with the spice of your

cerements,

My word, it would roll me a log

Of fightings and feasts and endearments

(RA-NEFER, you dog !)

And I ween, like a'l elderly parties,

The changes of Time you 'd deplore,

For the truth of what love and what art is

Was sacred to Dynasty IV. ;

And the feeble and spiritless flavour

Of notions that afterwards grew
May have started, perhaps, with some

shaver

Like RAMESES II.

"Long years," you would say, "ere a

varlet

Invented your pyramid style,

The Red Sea was something like scarlet,

We did have some floods of the Nile ;

In days when no suitor was craven,

What amorous sighs we would mix !

What letters of love would be graven
On barge-loads of bricks !

How absurd are these mummified minxes

Compared with the maids I have met
We knew how to ans'wer the sphinxes
When Egypt was Egypt, you bet ;

I wonder where SNEFERU'S column is :

You call that a scarab, good lawk !

The PTOLEMIES! WhoaretheP'roLEiiiES?'

Yes, that 's how you 'd talk.

But, my boy, you are merely a stripling

Compared with that stony antique,
Who had done with his toils and hi

tippling
Some cycles before you couM squeak

For an era of peare and of plenty,
When all things were fair, let us go

To some fossilised gray beard of twenty-
Two thousand or so. EVOE.

AT THE PLAY.

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE."

MR. GERALD DU MAURIER, having been

an English thief and a French thief, is

ow (in Mr. PAUL ARMSTRONG'S play

t the Comedy; an American thief.

Neither Raffles nor Lupin was captured,

jut the heroic Valentino is introduced

o us first in Sing Sing Prison, New

York, where he is serving a ten years'

entence for bank robbery. Fortunately,

ust before he was put away he had

nrned the undying gratitude of Miss

Rose Lane, the niece of the Governor of

sw York. Some man had insulted her

" As head nurse, or baby, good needlewoman

disentailed.
'

Adit, in "Devon and Kxctc

Gazette."

So, you see, it 's no good your makin;
the excuse that you haven't got a babj

Jjce Randall ... MR. GERALD DU MAURIF.I!.

lied Joelyn ... MR. C. M. HAI.UAKD.
"
My friend Mr. Joelyn and I will now do

our great feat of opening the keyless safe. 1

have taken off my coat so that my fingers may
tie unhampered, while he has also discarded his

waistcoat and collar to enable him to strik

matches with case and comfort."

in the train between Buffalo and I can

only remember Buffalo, whereupon
Jimmy came up and threw him out o:

the window. She repays him by per-

suading her uncle to grant him a free

pardon, and her father to give him a

post in his bank. Valentine, I must

say, had always sworn that he was inno-

cent of the crime for which he was con

victed ;
so emphatically, indeed, that he

quite deceived Miss Lane, and the

Governor, and me, and Mr. Lane, and, in

fact, all of us.

But Doyle, the detective, knew al

about him, and wanted him for another

little job done years and years ago
Three years alter Jimmifs release, Dnyl
tracks him down to Springfield (111.'

where he has become (under the name o

Randall) a reformed and diligent assis

tant cashier at the bank, and the promised
husband of Rose. Jimmy is ready for

him with a most convincing alibi, which
includes a faked photograph of himself

(Randall) at a public dinner taken when

7almitine was in prison. Then, just as

yle is reluctantly admitting that I c

s mistaken, the watchman dashes in

rith the news that Rose's little sister

as got locked in the new safe, and they
on't know the number which opens it.

This was Valentine's speciality : open-

ng safes by the sense of ioiu-h. (Don't
sk me to explain I can't.) Shall

do it and betray ^himself, or. do no-

hing and let little Kitty die? Well, of

ourse you can guess which he does.

Joyle watches him go through his per-

orrnance, arrests him, sees his parting
rom Rosa, and . . . lets him go.

" Her

leed is greater than mine," so to pay.

Of the three burglar plays, Mr. AUM-
TRONG'S contains most play and least bur-

jlary. Had the scene been laid in Eng-
and I should have probably called it

unreal; but I am always able to believe

anything I am told. about America. Con-

sequently I had an extremely pleasant

jvening, for which I have chiefly to

,hank Mr. GERALD DU MAURIER. But his

was not the only acting which was good,'
S/Iessrs. D. J. WILLIAMS and FIIED CREM-
,IN gave extraordinarily clever little

sketches of old gaol-birds ;
Mr. C. M.;

MALLARD came out with an inspired ren-

dering of a part quite strange to him'

(RedJoclijn, no less): Mr. GUY.STANDING,
as the detective was very effective in

the_

iypical quiet Americanway, and Master

FRANK THORNDIKE proved himself to be

the most delightful ^tage-boy. The last-

n;imcd I should like to see .playing John

Napoleon Darling next Christmas now
that GEORGE HERSEE is "Master" fi*--"

no longer. M.

HINTS ON BIRD'S-NESTING.
THE time is now drawing nigh when

the birds of England make their nests

and lay their eggs in them, and it

behoves every manly boy to' be up and

doing, lest these feath red creatures,

which already do so much damage to

buds and fruit, and 'even 'the mortar

between the tiles, multiply excessively

and do much more. .

Exactly how much damage is done

by each bird I cannot say ; but gar-
deners and fanners will assure you thai

they are a pest, one and all
; while as

for nightingales, it is notorious that

they are the best friends to that in-

sidious malady, insomnia, father of

madness and despair. Plovers do not

perhaps work much evil, but is it

reasonable that a wise providence would

have made their eggs exceedingly good
to eat if man was not to eat them ? Honks

disfigure the neighbourhood ; owla

shriek in the night with disastrous

results ;
liawks kill young chickens (or

so it is said) ; and wrens and robins

increase holes in the wall, which leads

to expense. In short, the bird's-nester
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can very easily, if he trios hard ami has

iiny gilt for sophistry, com,- to l< ok

upon himself as a national benefactor;

and what is pleasantei
than that?

1'iinls build in all kinds of places,

even on the ground. Plovers. I r ex-

ample, ami the irritating lark (so diffi-

cult to see in I lie sky and so easy to

_raini lay their eggs where anyone
can step on them. How much hett r (o

rr]iio\e thi'iii and pl.n e them in the col-

lection (or, in the case of the plover, in

the i-nisine) than to leave them to be
smashed beneiih the foot of man or

beast ! Thrushes and blackbirds build

in hedges, and take alii ost no precau-
tions to prevent discovery. Treat them,

therefore, as they deserve. They ask

for no quarter: give, none. Alter all,

the young birds, il allowed t > hatch out,

would merely become only so many more
tiresome (Inters and whistlers at evening
and consumers of worms and slugs.

Sparrows build in gutters and pipes
or under the roofs, and often their nests

cause stopp iges and overflows, but since

the eggs are not pretty anil very com-

mon, you need not trouble to take them.
Conecntiate your energies rather on the

rare birds and the singing birds. The

nightingale, for example. You can get
a shilling oich for these eggs, so take

all you can find and ensure quieter

nights. Swallows again these are not

English birds, any more than the night-

ingale; they are. emigrants who settle

here (like the Germans) and eat our

food. You know, be ng ;:ii honest Eng-
lish boy, how to deal with foreigners.

So get your climbing irons out, my
bravo young fellow, and your cotton-

wool, and your box, an I your blowpipe,
and start forth on the great annual ad-

venture. And particularly remember
what 1 have told you about nightingales.

OUR CLEVER PETS.

THE frequent records in onr daily Press
of the enthusiastic fecundity of certain

fowls, together with sundry notes con-

cerning conveisational starlings, loqua-
cious p rrnts, beavers who beave, and
other remarkable members of the animal

kingdom, have incited Mi: I'unelts spe-
cial envoy to undertake a little research
into what mav be termed abnormal

developments of natural history.
hi several out-of-the-way spots lie un-

earlhed items of such genuine interest

that they may well be presented in th-ir

i iir; catalogue form. What a smart and
conscientious sub-editor could make of

them may perhaps be left (O the imagi-
nation of onr n aders :

(1) ISrr. (St. Ives). Name Teddy.
Chirps when tickled. Can hum the
alto to several easy songs. Slinks tax-
collector and gas-man. Sleeps on mat.

Occasionally brings in another bee to tea.

Master. "I SEE YOU'VE UOT A UURSE8IIOK CP TUKRE, 1'AT. I -JUOUGHT YOU DIDN'T BELIEVE
IN THAT SUPERSTITION."

Pat. "SURE AN' I CO.N'T, SIR. Bur I HAVE HEARD TUAT TUB* AS DON'T BELIEVE IN IT GETS
THE BEST LUCK."

(2) WELSH RABBIT (Haresfield, Ulos.).
Can tell time by ordinary watch.

Fond of cheese. Goes to the post every
night.

(3) CANARY (Birdlip, Cheltenham).
Smokes cigarettes and barks like a dog.
Good at figures.

(4) PARROT (Polperro, Cornwall).
Laps up milk, and reads daily paper
every morning ; refuses to be put off

with Spectator and other weeklies. Col-
lects stamps, and has asked for vote.

(5) LiMi'ET(Stieklepath, Okehamptou).
Purrs loudly when stroked, and comes

out of hutch, when called. Very affec-

tionate, and quite a pet with all the

youngsters. Age unknown.
(0) KAT (Mouseliole, Cornwall). Loves

mil.- ic, and often whistles simple hymn-

tunes. Does odd jobs about the house,
calls the maids, and answers the door.

Will drink tea, but prefers lemon-and-
dash. Non-smoker.

Mr. Punch will be pleased to hear of

any instances of animal (or vegetable)

sagacity, carefully substantiated, which
exceed in curiosity the above examples
of advanced intelligence in unexpected
quarters.

The Expert.
"

It was at S'ai borough that a score of

bathers, hii-hiding four ladies, were observed

yesterday The figures on the whole were well

up to the average of previous yearn."- Brad-

ford Daily 'I'cleijmpli.

They seem to have been observed very
carefully.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Roman.' W. CHAMBERS tlnvuti-iis to grow a little too easily

satisfied with his fluency. He begun well with some ex-

cellent historical fiction, and then seems to have got caught
in the fringe of New York society and lost his head over it.

He deplores its decadence, but always with a sneaking pride
in the luxury that makes its vices so easy, fn Tins Fighting
Chance (a good story), The Yoinxjcr .Set, The Firing Line,

and last (and least) his new book, The llangcr Marl; (AlTLETON),

he has drawn pictures of this society with an impressive air

of authority which is just

foreigner, but can hardly

a
ood enough to impose upon the

ln> taken quite seriously by his

fellow-countrymen. Not content with choosing four titles

which all scan alike, he has now returned to the theme of

The Fighting t.'hanec, which may be briefly described as the

struggle between Love and Alcohol. This time it is a young
and innocent girl, as in Mr. UARRIE'S Old Friends, who suffers

never a very pleasant subject. Thefrom hereditary taint

book is overloaded

with characters

sketchily occupied
in being rich and

conducting little

contemptible flirta-

tions; the narrative

is desultory ;
the

dialogue thin. Yet
Mr. CHAMBERS has

ill him the stuff of

a maker of tales, if

he would only wait

till he has some-

thing to say, and

give himself
enough time and
trouble to say it

well.

The struggle be-

tween a woman of

mature age and a

callow schoolgirl
for the affections

of a man who is unworthy of either is no new theme for
the novelist. Indeed, the plot of Mr. EDWARD H. COOPER'S
last book, A Newmarket Squire (SMITH, ELDER), if not

actually as old as the hills, is at least as old as that famous
hill at Epsoni, which in many respects it resembles. Like
that popular eminence, it forms the basis of a kaleido-

scopic series of those vivid race-course scenes so dear to
the heart of every Briton. As Englishmen we must all

feel (or simulate) a deep interest in that noble animal the
horse, whether regarded merely as a channel for losing
fortunes 011 the Turf, or in its more domestic moments as a
means of exercise or beast of burden. No lover of horses
can peruse A 'Newmarket Squire, without his love being
stimulated and intensified. As he lays the book down his

thoughts revert with more than usual tenderness to the book-
maker to whom he is accustomed to remit his Monday
cheque with such commendable regularity ; he even regards
the Club tape with kindlier eyes. It is devoutly to be hoped
that Frank Vaughan is not typical of his class. He vacillates
so persistently between Mrs. Tendon, the wealthy widow with
whom he has long philandered, and Pc/jfjij Eetcourt, the pretty
girl with whom he has fallen in love, that it depresses rather
than surprises us to find him proposing to the former and
marrying the latter. We turn with relief to the charming

portraits of that pathetic pair of
Royalist exiles, the Due and

Duch&sse dc Lille, patiently awaiting at Newmarket the
restoration of their beloved monarchy.

It is not, however, given to everyone to share Mr. COOLER'S
enthusiasm for the Turf. The sainted Lord SiutTEsiiuitY, who
unwillingly attended Queen YIOTOKI\ to Ascot in 1841,
summed up his experience in a few words: "

It was a dull

affair, and I hope harmless
"

Thirty years Liter the Shah of

PERSIA'S criticism of Ascot Week was no less crushing. "That
one horse can run faster than another is certainly true," he
wrote, in that account of his visit to England which he com-

piled for the edification of his subjects,
"
but why make a

journey to see it?" Mr. G. W. E. RCHSKI.L recalls these

comments, together with much else that is entertaining and
interesting, in his latest volume of essays, Sketches and
Snapshots (SMITH, ELDER). It would be a dull publishing
season indeed without some new book of ane -dotal memoirs
from Mr. RUSSELL'S prolific pen. Happily, the .store of his

recollections seems inexhaustible
;
his acquaintanceship with

the illustrious living and the mighty dead is ,so wide and
varied that it

provides him with
a boundless fund
of reminiscence
upon which to

draw; upon each
he discourses in

that brilliant,
leisurely,

"
across -

the - walnuts - .ml -

the-wino" fashion
in wli.ch he cxceK

FORGOTTEN SPORT-HUNTING THE UNICORN.

Piano and I

(Amt'iws.MiTii), by
GEORGE GitossMirn,
is not a dialogue
as the formula
might suggest. It

is not a history, an

essay, nor even a

Treatise. It is just

chatter, and any
who have heard
Gee Gee vocally

indulge in that method of conveying information or ainusJ-

ment, know it is exceedingly good. Like the ttrook we wot
of, he chatters over stony ways in little sharps and trebles

;

he bubbles into eddying bays, and babbles on the pebbles.
To put the case more completely in prose, he jot.s down any
odd reminiscence that may occur to him. There is happy
deliverance from sequence, more than compensated for by
constant flow of genial humour. And all for a shilling : but.
mind you, net.

Commercial Candour.
The motto of a certain hotel in Munich is

"SlEWERDEN GUT HEDIENT."
A very proper sentiment. Unfortunately for the benefit of

English visitors it has been translated as'

"IT SERVES YOJ K.OnT."

From the list of new books in The Alhvnamm :
"
Gangopadhysya (Saradakanta). Conic Swtion's Made Easy, a annaV

It doesn't sound as though it's going to be very easy. The
'

dakanta
"
part we understand, of course.

" A wag cried 'Bis!' (\vliieli is the French fr encore), and tV:c
was a shout o laughter." Johannesburg Star.

Ha ha ! (which is the Italian for spaghetti).
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CHARIVARIA.
1 1 ha- he'ii decided that King Lud

shall not be repre-ented in the l^ondon

Pageant. The Lud- m IMI to he in for a

run of had luck ju.-t now.V
Tn sjiite of Mr. M IN-KIN t 'HI m -1111.1. s

statement, the Government, i I iaasa rted,

lias decided to withdraw a few commas
from the liudget, realising, apparently,
that the only alicruative would be a full

stop. * *
*

"The Master of Klihaiik is a great
success as a money-finder for party pur-

says a conlemporarv. This will

.scarcely snrpri- the French

newspaper which refers to the
duel Whip a^

'' Le maitre de
la Bampie d'Eli."

* *

President TAKT, after having
shaken hands with I,TOO visitor-

at the White House the other

day, refused to proceed further

with the operation. This was,
we suppose, the only way to

save his valuable sunny smile.
* *
*

Fifty-two million ladybirds, a

New York cable tells us, which
were reared in the State In-

iry, S icraiii -nto, are being
trans] i >rted free of charge in

special railway carriages to

Caliiornian melon fields to keep
down certain insect pests. We
like the idea of "special railway

carriages
"

with notices, we
imagine, above each bench : To

lo.OOO IJU>YBIKI>S. Indeed,
one can almost hear the gruff
voice of the harassed guard
crying :

" Now then, ladies, move

up on that seat, please: there's

room for one more."

V
Tlic limit/ Mail has published

an account of what it describes as
'

a
"
prosperous butterfly and moth farm

"

at Il/xley, Kent, and now we are simply
longing to see a prosperous butterfly

though we think we can just, picture the
l>luse creature, slightly given to emlon-

/ii'ini, lolling at full-length on a con-

vilvnlus, in blissful ignorance of the

llndget, and calling lor a -mall honey
with a head on. ^

*

It is rumoured that the Keeper of
the National Portrait Gallery is of the

opinion that the lady in the painting
ed to \"i:i \sijui:/ is not Venus, but

Ij an artist's model. It is certainly
significant that she stubbornly refuses
t > turn round and face the public.V

^\ e would have given a good deal to

lie pres( nt at the National Gallery when

the eight grave and reverend art experts,

armed, we imagine, with magnilying-
gla->e>, tele.-copes, and opera-glasses, ex-

amined the luikeby Venus. The scene

mu-t have !)ec>n strangely reminiscent of

the incident of Susannah and the Elders.V
The \li-tc. .I-, ilogical Cilice has decided

to i.-sue forecasts of the weather for

several days ahead. We must confess

that as a rule we would rather not know
too much on this matter.V
The remarkable absence of London

fog- during the fog season which ended
in March shows that our atmospln T> i-

now undoubtedly less polluted withsraoke

i- up in arms because /.- Mutin has
cdlcd that city the "little

'

port of

Hull. We trust, however, that it is not
a fad. a- The l>,iily News states, that

the M ivor ha- written In the I'ari-ian

editor objecting to the description
"

/<

jii'titf," and (ailing on him to make the

amende honorable. It lojks as if the

amendment should come from this side

of the Channel. * *

The following advertisement caught
our eye in Rradihaic the other day:
"Nottingham. Flying Horse Hotel.

Established 1483. Under neic manage-
ment." How the centuries bring their

changes ! V

SOCIETY GOSSIP.
"BlZXESS 18 VI.IIY SLACK, 'ElIBSOIKiIiy \BAIII \V'v IS IT?"

"W'y, DON'T YI:U KNOW, 'I,iz\? 'Or-Kiioi.n BBIGADE STEEPLE-
CHASES, o'

than formerly, and Mr. HEIIIIEIIT SAMUEL'S
wisdom in abolishing the small boy's
cigarette is more apparent than ever.V

With reference to the letter

iu The Daily Mail from a gentle-
man who complains that, while

seated in the stalls of a theatre,
he was stabbed in the back by
a hat-pin which a lady had
thrust through the back of his

chair in order to fix her head-

gear there, a fair correspondent
writes to us to point out that

such accidents could easily be
avoided by men wearing a steel

plate, instead of a flimsy lining,
at the back of their waistcoats.V

"
1 he MULLAH," said Lord

CREWE, in replying to Lord
Cuitzox's complaint that we were

proving ourselves the good
friends of our enemy,

"
is a sort

of successful freebooter." As a

freebooter is, we take it, a near
relation of a freefooder, one can
understand the Government's at-

titude.
, ^

During the trial of theCon ntess

TAKNOWSKA, it was related that

on one occasion, at a theatre, the

lawyer PKILCKOIF leapt, at her

instigation, from liis box to the

stage. An enterprising nm-ic-
Iiall manager is reported to have at once-

booked this turn.

The Sour Milk diet for prolonging
" The Household Brigade Steeplechase* Ukd

life is making such headway that our
economical Government is said to be

thinking of making it a condition as

regards the pensions of all civil servants
that the re ipients shall undertake not
to adopt this elixir.

* *

place at Hawthorn Hill on Wednesday and

Thursday. Social trains will run from Pad-

dinglon to Taplow, and motor-omiiilm-cs will

be in waiting at Tnplow to convey them to thp

course." Daily Telegraph.

This is luxury : from Paddington to the

paddock without changing.

The Metropolitan Police have issued a

regulation providing that all new taxi- !

cabs must be fitted with horns of a
uniform nature. This knocks on the
head 1 )r. Sue \rss's proposal that a com-

plete taxicab orchestra should be formed.V
Hull, we learn from The Daily News,

From a Pall Mall Gazette poster ;
-

"
Kol.LOWING AX El.ol'IM; \VllK.

REMARKMILE SPCHT is ... Ifn.i.

We have often said that goloshes make
the best running shoes for this kind of

work.

VOL. CXXXVIII.
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TO MR. HALDAIME IN MUFTI.

[The War Minister was put up to introduce the first of the
" V> to

Ileso'utions."]

As when a man with breast of steel,

Who many a time through seas of blood,

Sabre in hand and spur at heel,

I his dealt the foe a fearful thud ;

Alone in dongas, after daik,
Has mown the rebels down in batchc.?,

And been the object of remark

In various picturesque despatekes ;

As when a warrior such as that

Puts off his mili ary gear,

Assumes the sombre suit and hat

That fit a plain civilian sphere,

And, posted in a clerkly pew,
His task to check accounts and file 'cm,

Subsists as secretary to

A club, or lunatic asylum ;

Reared in a sternly virile school,

Where discipline comes first and last,

He docs his duly, as by rule,

But oh. his dreams are with the past ;

Visions of gore that will not wash
Smile from the blood-red office blotters ;

His hear; is still at Stellenbosch

Tracking DE WET'S elusive trotters ;

So I have seen you, Dog of War,
f-hin down from off your fierv barb,

Undo your trapping-, aft and fore,

And don an academic garb ;

Have Feen you slough your martial pride
As though I saw a lion doff its

Pelt for a lamb's civilian hide

HAUUSE among the Veto prophets !

Thos3
"
Resolutions," doomed at birth,

Like "good intentions," graven fair,

Which form, to make Olympian mirth,
The paving-stones of we know where

How could you join this paper feud

Which members of a pany gang wage,
You with your figure stoutly thewed,
Your soldierly command of language ?

Indeed, on such a doubtful case

Your lips were never meant to speak ;

You have the warrior's open face .

Your soul is stamped upon your cheek
;

Stick to your game the clean, bright blade
" R. B. for England !

"
on your banner,

And leave the politician's trade

To men who lack the Army manner ! 0. S.

From The Calcutta Gazette Extraordinary:
" Whereas it appears to the Lieutenant-Governor that certain dhoti

(waist-cloths) having on their borders a poem entitled
" Farewe

Mother "... contain incitements to violence. . .

" And whereas . . . the said dhotis (waist-cloths) are Jocumen
wi'hin the meaning of section 2, clause (b) . . .

"Now therefore . . . the Lieutenant-Governor hereby declares a

copies of the said documents wherever found in Bengal ... to be for

feited to His Majesty. . ."

We can imagine an indignant Bengali explaining volubl

to a policeman that it didn't mean ''Farewell Mother" a

all, but
"
All wool, unshrinkable."

MR. ROOSEVELT IN PARIS.

RAPTUROUS WKI.CO.ML:.

(Z'Yo.vi on / Special Representative, Sujnor Piccolo A/ayico.)

MR. ROOSEVELT'S lour, as it goes on, fully justifies my
escription of it as a unique tribute to a personality which

.as deeply impressed the whole world, vegetib e and airinal,

swell as human. His recepiion in Paris has been sume-

liing pyramidal. As for the scene at the Co lie lie Francaise

ist night, it was such as I have neither seen nor heard of

>efore. The house was largely filled with students from the

jitin Quarter, and between the Second and Third Ad< of

Yoii-Z'Yofi loud cheering was heard. Happ.;ning to notice

hat Mr. ROOSEVELT was not in his place, I left my box and

jtiickly hurried along the torriilor. 1 found him making a

peech to the students on the Latin g uius as exemplified

jy the histrionic prof ssion. One passige which struck me as

ingularly impressive was the following:
"The energies of the actor, if tney are continuously

leveled to the realistic portrayal of mean, ignoble or un-

lesirable characteristics, cannot but react disadvantageous^
Dn his moral fibre. Contrariwise, if the actor, or actress,

exclusively devotes his or her best talenis to the impeivo-
latiou of such characters as are only noted for their integrity,

lonestv and piety, it is more than probable that in the long
un his or In r soul will be braced and toned up to a higher
evel of moral achievement."

The students were hypnotised by Mr. ROOSEVELT'S vdie-

nence, and by his (sledgehammer sincerity. Strong women

wept like men
;
several fascinating gfnibreUes were reduced

o hysterics; a:idayou"g French noMeman, renowned fur his

command of English slang, observed in my hearing,
"
Golly !

What a corker !

"
Mr. ROOSEVELT wound up a speech which

asted for thirty-five minutes, and contained sixty thousand

words, by a poignant and soul-shaking appeal to the students

;o be true to the ideals of the ancient Homans. "li'mne,"

lie said, "was not built in a day, and the Latin Quarter

cannot be adequately described in a quarter of an hour." As

the Tuird Act of Frou-Fiou was now approaching its con-

clusion Mr. ROOSEVELT reluctantly returned to his box.

Friday morni'ig.I have just returned from witnessing
one of the most beautiful and touching sights that has ever

fallen to the lot of a modern journalist. I refer to the visit

paid this morning by Mr. ROOSEVKLT and his son to the

Jardin des Plantes. Never since the memorable preach-
ment of ST. FRANCIS to the 1 irds has a great man exhibited

such gracious condescension to the brute creation. In such

circumstances some men would have gone armed to tlie teeth,

but Mr. ROOSEVELT did not take with him even a revolver.

The note of perfect friendliness towards the inmates was

set at the very beginning of the proceedings when Mr. KERMIT

ROOSEVKLT was lowered into the bear-pit, climbed to the top
of the pole, and ate several buns with an exquisite courtesy
and grace. Confidence being thus established, Mr. Roosi:-

VELT went the round of all the cages and enclosures, address-

ing a reassuring sentence and in some cases a pithy and

stimulating exhortation to each. What, for example, could

have been happier than this genial address to the giratl'e ?-*
" Your heiglit exposes you to great danger, for, as a witty

writer has said, giants are generally their own killers.

Console yourself, however, with the reflection that the pos-
sess TS of long necks are seldom subject to apoplexy."

Very felicitous, again, was the mode in which Mr. Roosi:-

VEI.T introduced his son to the oldest lion in the gardens :

" Monarch of the forest, allow ine to present to you my
cub KERMIT."

Great satisfaction was expressed in the monkey-house at

the friendly admon tious which the Ex-PKESlDENT addressed

1 1 its agile occupants :
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THE WANDERER'S RETURN.
r lin.i.. "WELL, FATHER, AUKX T YOU PLEASED TO SEE YOUR CHE-1LD AGAIN

I'AIM-AT. "OH, IT'S YOU, IS IT? W,.!,-,,m ,. Bomsl"
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First Stockbroker (having just holed out).

(On the last green a fiver on the match.)
' WHAT AIIE YOU DOWN IN ?

"
Second Stockbrjleer.

"
WELL, WHAT ARE YOU DOWN IN ?

"

First Stockbroker.
"
I ASKED you FtRST."

"Soma unthinking critics have compared you to man's

poor relations. It is not your poverty, however, that is a

legitimate object of criticism. It is your dangerous indul-

gence in the practice of mimicry which exposes you to the

charge of a vulgar obsequiousness." Mr. ROOSEVELT also

specially appealed to the chimpanzees to avoid excessive in-

dulgence in tobacco and spirituous liquors.

"
Vor sale 9 h.p. 2 cylinder Clement, toimeau liody for 4 ... Owner

Celling larger." Exchange and Mart.

Owner must take it in time with plenty of fresh, air, sponge
baths, and no sugar.

''A woman calling herself Jane Wartou was sentenced on January
1 Ith to a fortnight's imprisonment in connection with the Liverpool
MiiTratjHte ili -turhanr, s. The authorities have just discovered that she
U really t'on-talile Lyltoii."

-
\Vaiirjamu Herald.

Now he knows what it 's like, he won't be so ready to arrest
the next deputation. (But didn't anybody miss P.C. Lytton ?)

"
Tin. Di OBI !: HI.' I MI i..i; . S n:\. r.

' Jolm Trotter, li.Sc. Thesis 'HiH-]>-mi>tlioxybenzylidenediine-
(hylpyrone, an-l >ome of its IVrivalncs.'

"
-The Seottoum.

1-iieky that the "bis" didn't come at the end of the word,
or he might have had to say it all over again.

are nut rorr.el; N'eUon, l'ie "n-at Itritisli Admiral,
was lioru on S<.pi t .iiili T -Jlllli. IK7S, at I!unili:iiu Thorpe, Norfolk."

':;
N nr and Dally Herald.

All the same, we would bet that "Suffjlk" made as good a
' '

a- that.

A CUP TIE EPISODE.
[A weekly paper recently advocated weeping for men as

"
(he true

elixir of energy and the greatest of Nature's restoratives."]

ON our football aspirations fortune very seldom frowned,
For our wings were very speedy and our centre very sound ;

And the total of our victories went gaily mounting up,
Till we figured in the final of the Gutta-Percha Cup.

I remember every incident connected with the tie,

How the trams were running crowded and our hopes were

running high.
We had youth and skill and backers of a sort that seemed

to me
Quite sufficient to intimidate the boldest referee.

Now it may have been our nervousness at such a stringent
test,

Or it may have been the subtlety the other side possessed ;

But, at any rate, the fact remains, when half the game was
done

They were actually leading us by three good goals to none.

When we went to the pavilion for a breather find a rub,
We were sad at such a blot upon the 'scutcheon of the club

;

And we felt the sorrows people feel when every hope departs,
So we busted out a-weeping fit to break our little hearts.

And the tears were so effective that the match's latter bit

Saw our eyes a little reddened but our feet exceeding fit ;-

And, before the final whistle put a limit to the score,
We had vigorously walloped them by seventeen to four.
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CITY CHAT.
"I WANT to be rich," said Charles

thoughtfully.
"Then buy rubber," said Algernon

from behind his evening paper. "Sell

your holding in Tapiocas and buy
rubber."

"How do you buy it?
"

"I don't know. I'm a child at

business. I think you go to the tele-

phone and just buy it. You don't want

any money only a loudish voice."
" Have you ever much; money on the

Stock Exchange or anywhere ?
"

"Never. 01), well, I once made a

penny on the Post Office Savings Bank.

My father, with the idea of encouraging
thrift, put in a pound for me when I

was fourteen. Nothing further hap-

pened until I was fifteen, when I drew
it out again. Interest of a penny had
been accruing all this time . . . but I

never applied for it."
"
In a thousand years that penny

will come to to to quite a lot at com-

pound interest."
"
Yes, we used to work it out at

school. It was about four million

billion pounds. I shall leave it to you,
Charles ; and in the event of your death

to the Middle Classes Defence League. I

trust that they will spend it wisely."
Charles was silent for a long time.
"
I don't understand," he said at last,

" what this rubber boom means. Why
should rubber keep on going up in price
so much?"

"
Because so many more rubber trees

are being planted," suggested Algernon.
"No, that must be wrong," he admitted

generously.
" What is rubber used for except for

tyres and golf balls? There's no new
demand for it, is there?

"

"
Mats with ' Welcome '

on them are

always made of rubber. I'm ordering
one with 'Good-bye' on it. It will be

placed just inside the door where it

catches the eye at once, and will be made
entirely of rubber."

" There are goloshes, of course."
"And sandwiches. 'A thin slice of

india-rubber and two pieces of dry
bread, please, Miss.' Yes, there arc

plenty of ways of using it."
" But these are all the same old ways.

That 's what worries me."

"Why be worried about it at all?"
asked Algernon. "All you've got to

do is to take advantage of it, and buy
shares in the" he referred to his paper

"in the Burra Burra Development
Company, Limited."

"
Oh, is that a good one ?

"

"The very best. Our old friend
Colonel John Tench, late of His

Majesty's Indian Army, and now of
Ravenscourt Park, is a director. Also
Lieutenant WHbraham of the Royal

Navy and Addison Road.

Oppensteiu. Those names

spire me with confidence."
"
I 've never heard of them before."

"Neither have I. But they sound

exactly right. Probity and shrewdness

simply oo/o from them probity from

the first two, and shrewdness from the

other."
"
Yes, but how much rubber oozes

from them ? That 's what I should want

to know."
"Dear Charles, you are very hasty.

How can rubber ooze before the trees

are grown up ? How can trees grow up
before they have been planted ? 1 low

can they be planted before the estate

has been cleared ? How "

" But if there 's no rubber
"

"I hadn't finished. How can the

estate be cleared before it has been

bought ? How can it be bought before

you, Charles, have come out with the

money ? Now you see."

"Then it will be years before any
rubber is ready for sale at all?

"

"
Years. But what a harvest when it

comes. In 1920, it pays here, they

expect to produce 500,000 Ibs. of rubber.

Putting the net profit on rubber at four

shillings a pound
"Why?" asked Charles.
"
Well, they must put it at something.

Putting the net profit at four shillings
a pound, you get well, there you are,

that 's what you get."
"But I can't possibly wait till 1920.

Hang it, that 's an awful long time. I

always thought one made money on the

Stock Exchange much more quickly
than that."

Algernon looked at him compassion-
ately.

"My poor friend, how little you seem
to know. You talk as if you really
wanted a piece of india-rubber, and
would have to wait ten years for it.

Never mind about the rubber
; you buy

the shares."
" Look here, I suppose you know that

I don' t want to spend money, I want to

Also Mr. Fritz 1 photograph in The Daily Mirror of a

always in- man who has made 10,000 in three

weeks over rubber
;
of course, hundreds

of its readers rush in to do the same
;

up go your shares again. In Ihe

afternoon somebody discovers that there

really is a place called Burra Burra, and
that rubber trees have been known to

survive there. Once more the shares

go up. At the end of a week or so you

;
and I didn't say

shares, I said you
you

make it."
"
Quite so

pay for the

them."
" And then what do I do ?

"

"Then you wait. To-morrow, per-

haps, some refreshment contractor lays
in a new stock of sandwiches, or there
is a great demand for wedding-cakes,
or I buy my mat

; naturally the price of
rubber goes up. Naturally, also, the

price of your shares. Next day the Burra
Burra manager cables that they 've been

having perfectly glorious weather out

there, with just a few nice showers to

bring up the rubber trees if they had
been planted. So sensitive is the Stock

Exchange that the shares shoot up
still further. Next morning there is a

sell and there's your money.""
There 's the money," echoed Charles.

"And not only the money, my dear

Charles, but the feeling that you have
earned it nobly, that you have done

something for the Old Country with it.

You have helped to expand the Empire ;

you have served your time as a captain
of industry ; you have been a landed pro-
prietor and an employer of labour. Ah,
Charles, Charles, it is men like you who
make the world go round."

said Charles

you lendEr could
now? "

me
doubtfully,

five pounds
A. A. M.

[Tirf,

WAIT AND SEE!"
-Mr. A .-QU ITU'S answers, passim.]

SCHEMES are shattered, plots are changed,
Plans arranged and re-arranged !

Words are eaten
; every day

Broken pledges thrown away ;

Here the riddle where the key ?

Wait and see !

Does his wandering course reveal

Only love of Britain's weal?
Does he toil through heavy sar.d

Seeking how to keep his land
Clean and prosperous and free?

Wait and see !

Is it that he turns his eyes
To a goal that needs disguise?
Just a paltry party score,
Checked by some about him, more
More particular than he ?

Wait and see !

Is he one whose wavering mind
Lightly veers to every wind,
Hither pitched and thither tossed,
While the country pays the cost

Of his flaccid vertebra; ?

Wait and see !

Be it not that he has so'd

All the faith that men should hold
Sacred

; that he walks his ways,
Flogged by those whom he obeys,
At whose word he bows the knee-

Wait and see !

Wait and see, and wait again :

But the country waits in vain.

Waits for order finding none
;

Sees but duty left undone.
* * *

What will Britain's verdict be ?

Wait and see ! DuM-DuM.
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WILY

A PLEA FOR GREATER VARIETY IN THE BALLROOM.

i" ri.'ivAii: i>i: sn'Mi: or IKK IA\I'I;< \vr HAVE BEEN RECI:KII.Y SIIUWN AT TUB Mi SIC-IIALLS ? Foa INSTANCE

TUB "
CONSTANCE

"
C'OTILLOS. THE

THE ".SALOME" LASCERS. THE "VAMPIRE" YALSB.
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A SPECIMEN PAGE FROM OUR OWN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY.

HOMER AND THE MODERN SPIRIT.

No man, least of all a Scotsman, is at

all times aware of the depth of his own

ignorance. , r
For in-

stance, I did

until last
there ex-

kingdom of

there still

doin ? I am
a town

not know
week that

isted in the

Saxony is

such a king-
no t sure
named Na-

seweis
;
nor had I be-

come conscious of the University of

Naseweis. Naturally enough, therefore,
the existence and the activities of Pro-

haut en bus. He is like the village

umpire who, when asked for "middle"

HOISTING TUE BRITISH FLAG IN THE MOLASSES.

From left to right : II.H. The Shugar of

Khamli; General Sir John Beet, K.C.H.G-.

(Governor) ;
Colonel Cane, V.C.

by a player in a rival team, promptly
gave him out leg before wicket. It was

monies. Dr. B. simply brings his book
down on HOMER'S Lead and makes an
end. I don't know how the learned
world will regard this inhuman treat-

ment, but I am pain-
fully con-

there is at

gorge which
to rise. And
happens no
earth can
wigs from
to the green
balls.

I am all for politeness towards Pro-

fessors, and even when they launch

Churchill on his

way to Bond
Street.

scions that

least one
it hascaused
when that

power on
prevent
gelling on

like golf-

THE DcuiiEss OF DJNGWALI, IN IIER CELEBRATED
DRYAD DANCE.

fessor Hildebrand Bummelstecher of
that University, have been, if I may say
so with all respect, a sealed book to me.
My own fault, of course.

REPORTED DEATH OF THE EX-SULTAN OF TURKEY.

Typical Street Scene in Adriauople.

magnificent, but it wasn't cricket. In.

the same spirit Dr. B. puts HOMER aside.

The Professor, in fact, is very short
with poor HOMER. He does not show mcicuj ^ituurti/uyma <n, me j. icmsu uu

him even the ordinary courtesy of the
\ proceed on the principle of two keels to

South Sea Islanders, who, before they 'one.
^

Dr. Bummelstecher, like most
German Professors, has strong
views of his own (on HOMER in
this case), and has written a
book all about and about them,
as the little girl said. Why
should German Professors write
so much about HOMER? Why
is there nobody 1o ask them,
as Lord MELBOURNE once asked

somebody, if they can't leave
it alone? However, we must
take things as we find them,
and as Dr. Bummelstcclier's
book on HOMER runs to 2,059
closely printed pages, exclusive
of preface and notes, I need
hardly say I found it solid, and, in its

own way, highly German.

A PRETIY SOCIETY WEDDING.

Mr. Walter Jones and Miss Phyllis TaUkivcll
at St. Mark's, Peckham.

literary Dreadnoughts at me I refuse to

One small torpedo will settle the
Professor's hash well enough.
If he is still dissatisfied after

that I may refer him to the
remark of the headsman to the
Laird of Dalwhipple who had

complained that the axe did
not look sharp "It'll carve

your heed, my man," was that
amiable functionary's reply.

BIRTHDAY OF BRITAIN'S YOU\<;I.ST CENTENARIAN.
Mr. James Wilson and his descendants dine together at Royston.

club their aged relatives to death, in-

variably ask them whether they would
.prefer beads or banana skins as a head-

HOMER very much do
\

dress for the impending funeral cere-

After all, HOMER'S Iliad is

still the best, and so is his

Odyssey much better than
Bummclstecher's. That is I he

long and the short of it, as the

Cambridge scholar said when
they asked him to define a
trochee. Professor Bummel-
stecher is a spondee, and a Ger-

man spondee at that. He is all length
2,059 pages, exclusive, as I have said, of

preface and notes. He has a rod and a

line, but he has forgotten his fly.
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IJiu-mfilot/able Gentleman (on scat).
" WOT 0, BILL! GOT A JOB? "Ow D'YER I.IKE IT?"

Ex-Unemployable. "So so, CHARLIE IF ONLY THE SIDDES CHANGE DON'T PLAY 'AVOU \viv JK COXSTITOOTIU.X."

FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES.
Wi: \vero in the compartment next fo

the engine and there were five of us.

There was myself (first always). There
was the Old Man, who looked as if he
owne 1 a large estate in Herefordshire,
but probably did not. There was the
I >augliter, who despised her father but

lot going to lot you despise him.
There was also the florid Business .Man,
who w;\s trying to look as important as
his despatch case. We were strangers,
but we l< It. \\c must be talking, so fell

to abusing the Great Western Railway
Company. I love the old G.W.R. ! I

abuse and abuse ami abuse it, and it

gets fatter and redder in the face and
more prosperous every day.

This time it was the beating of the

carriages. Para nally I had been think-

ing that ours was much too hot already,
but the Daughter \\as as headstrong as
>lie was handsome, and iiiM.-tcd that it

was not hot enough. The Old .Man

obviously hail no feelings of his own
;

I

sank mine in the good cause, and it

never transpired what the feelings of
the Business Man really were. It was
elear that lie had very Btr ng f. rlin-s,
and that was enough for us. So v.

to, ami sail I whatever occurred to us;

ami any other railway company but the

G.W.R. would have just stopped its

train then and there, and have gone and

wept in its goods-yard before we had
finished. But the old G.W.R. merely
rushed through Warwick shrieking and

rocking with laughter, and that just
about finished the Business Man. He
started with insinuations of gross care-

lessness, went on to impute dishonest

motives, and concluded with a shout
that steps must and should be taken in

the matter. At that we all puffed our-

selves out and determined to make the

most of ourselves by fair means or foul.

The Business Man had the first go,
because it was his idea. He said he
knew the Traffic Manager of the District

(I have no reason to suspect that he was

telling the truth), and would let him
have a piece of his mind. Being a man
in complete control of his temper, he
had only done this once before, and on
that occasion the traffic had been com-

pletely reorgani/.ed in the railway uni-

verse, and the manager in question had
taken to his bed for three critical weeks.
The Business Man would havo liked to

develop the incident, but we all wanted
our turns, and the Daughter showed
signs of getting hers by force. So he

briefly recapitulated the circumstances

and bound himself to raise what I

must not mention in influential circles.

His speech could not have been more

interesting had we even known whether
he was complaining of the heat or the

cold.

The Old Man began muttering about
the station-master at Leamington, whose
intimate friendship he was just about
to claim, when the Daughter started in.

I could not help being curious as to

what official she was going to know.
He was, I do not doubt, a carriage-
cleaner of sorts to begin with, but I saw
the lucky fellow being promoted all

the time the Business Man was talking.
He ended by being something va^ue
but imperial, the reigning monarch at

Paddington. She would send George
(George came as a blow to me) round to

Paddiugton the first thing on Monday
morning, and we need not have any
doubt that reigning there would become
at once quite a different affair. She was
not going to be put upon in this dis-

graceful way. George would see to that

all right. I felt when it came to my
turn that I must go one better. I must
know a Director. But why confine my-
self to knowing one? Trying to look

as much like a person used to Directing
as possible, I said, "1 am myself a
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A CRISIS.

Village Organist (to new Vicar).
" WE MUST 'AVE SUMMUT DONE TO 'UN, ZIR. WHEN I DO

PLAT THE AMENS THAT THEK' NOTE DO HANCI os TO 'UN TILL I HAVE TO PRIZE 'UN UP wi' A znur
KNIFE."

Director. I will sack everybody. This
shall not occur again." That took all

their breaths away but did not otherwise

affect the temperature. Nevertheless we
were all proud and contented with our-

selves till the fifth passenger intervened.

You remember I said there were five

of us. I did not tell you who the fifth

was because it was not worth while.

You have forgotten all about him ? So
had we. He was j ust a man in a corner,
a poor labouring man who could not be

expected to know the Chairman of the

Board, and, apart from Royalty, there

was no one else left. But wasn't there ?

As the train came to a standstill in

Oxford station, he poked his head out of

the window and shouted to the engine-
driver :

"Bill, old man," he said, "we're

perished in 'ere. Put us a bit o' steam

through the pipes."

LITERARY GOSSIP.

(By OUR INDEPENDENT CKITIC.)

THUS far the books of the Spring hav<

been somewhat lacking in persona
interest; but this reproach will be re

moved by the publication of Mr. Thodj
Lyon's Reminiscences of the Upper Ten
It is a remarkable fact that the on!
commoners mentioned in this charming
narrative are Mr. GLADSTONE, Mr. BALFOUI

and ROHERT BROWNING. The dramati

personce, so to speak, include two em
perors, seven kings, thirty princes anc

eventeen dukes, and one chapter has

he significant and impressive heading,

'Ego et reges mei."

THE WORLD'S WORTHIES.

Famous luminaries of the past corus-

ate in the pages of the numerous new
memoirs and historical books promised
iy the famous firm of Scriven and Scoop.

*ascinatiny Fairies is the bewitching
itle of a volume from the vivid pen of

Vlr. Paul Corporal, in which the inner

ife of Byzantine Society beauties is set

arth in glowing colours. Mr. Peter

'rior has edited the Diary of Scmimmis,
ind Mr. James Tibbitts has written a

monograph on CLEOPATRA, showing the

leep interest evinced by the Egyptian

[ueen in social reform and the enwncipa-
ion of women. A fantastic sociological

romance, entitled Blue Beard's Wives,

jy Misa Clarissa Richardson, is also

mminent, which the publisher's reader

>ronounces to be teeming with ineffable

onltomie.

alANTS AT HOME.
Dr. Gabriel P. Dreffler writes of The

^atayonians at Home, in a book shortly
o 1 e published by Messrs. Odder and

Strange. As a colonist in that country,
Dr. Dreffler has enjoyed peculiar facili-

ties for studying its inhabitants and

noting their ways, and he has embodied
lis observations in a thrilling volume

telling us how the Patagonians play and

fight, what they eat, ho.v they dress and
dance. The volume will be enriched by
an appendix on Patagonian music by
Mr. BAMBEKGER, and a photograph of a

giant sloth listening to Mr. BAMBEKGER

playing the violin in a captive balloon.

BRIC-A-BRAC.

Mr. Alexander Nibbs has completed a

novel which he quaintly and effectively

christens, Hindliead L< t Loose. A famous

man of letters who has re.id the manu-

script pronounces it to be "at once

scintillating, contumelious and abysmal."
Messrs. Flathers and Bluff are the for-

tunate publishers of this impending
masterpiece.

Following on The Mys'ery of Barry
Ingram, by ANNIE SWAN, which Messrs.

CASSELL announce, we note the promise
of The Enigma of Clement K. I^omjman,
which Miss Charlotte Wuthering will

shortly publish with Messrs. Esher and

Fisher.

"
Gibraltar, Tuesday.

" The annual mobilisation of the fortress

began last night, and will end on the 14lh inst.

The Artillery will occupy positions on the

upper level of the Rock, and the Infantry will

occupy positions on the upper level of the

Kock, the Infantry being on the lower level."

Newcastle Daily Journal.

"This is the very level," said the In-

fantry, when it knew what it had got
to do.
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THE CONSTITUTION IN THE MELTING-POT.
THE THRF.K WITCHES.

"
DOUBLE, DOUBLE TOIL AND TROUBLE !

"
Macletli, Act IV., Scene 1.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIART OK TOBY, M.P.

llutise of Commons, Monday, April 1.

In old Fourth Party days tin re was
a Parliamentary game much in vogue
known as "

drawing
"

< il.ADSTONE. Three

or more could take part in it. As a, rule

(iKAMKM.ru led off, patting to the Pi

highly oootroversial question more or

le.-s subtly dflviaed in form of conminii-

place search for information. Mr. (.!.

having replied, \Voi.i-i- nipped in with

supplementary query. This also met
with painstaking courtesy. Then up
gat .1 UN o'GocBT, who, with profuse

acknowledgment of the great go. dm^s
of tlie Pitic.MiKi: to humble Members of

the House, made engaging appeal for

further enlightenment.
In this way some minutes of valuable

time were lost. Occasionally Mr. G.,

beginning to smell the rat which every-
one else saw moving through the air,

grew angry. Then followed a scene
which crowned the achievement of

obstruction.

As compared with current opportuni-
ti'-s (he Young Men of the 'Eighties
were hampered by the wholesome re-

striction, then and for many years later

operative, strictly limiting the range
of supplementary questions. The old

barrier removed, we may, as appears
at every sitting, have a brisk little

debate on any question that appears on
the Paper.

This afternoon, by concerted action in

which no fewer than fourteen Members

illy ill-, li .

I'Ut . . . glV
to smell a

i who thus strictly conforms to the in-

junction that your conversation be Yea,

yea, and Nay, nay ? Once, almost laps-

NKVER TOO LATE TO MAKE AMENDS.

Citizen Asquith (to .V. le Condamne). "Ah! Monsieur le Marquis do Lausdowno ! Your
friends complain that I disregard the decencies, the decorums (pour ainsi dire) o the Revolution.
Alors ! I come now to give you the details the most minute of the tumbril in which you will do
me the favour to travel, of the guillotine which will have the honour to interrupt a career tho
most distinguished ; tout ! everysing ! ! That will be all-a-right, hein ?

"

"They (the Government) disregarded even the decencies and decorums of a great revolution."
Lord Hugh Cecil.

took part, some interposing half-a-dozen

times, elaborate attempt at
"
drawing

"

ASQUITH was watched with amusement
by crowded House. The morning papers
brought their readers to tiptoe of ex-

pectation. "Awkward Questions to the
Premier" was a common headline

pointing to anticipated dilemma.
But HENRY Ikum-trr does not lend

himself to this game with the enthu-
siasm that marked the acquiescence of

emotional Mr. G. He underwent the

process with the equanimity that marks
a duck's submission toablution by water.
In erispest tone, shortest sentences, chil-

lingly matter-of-fact manner, ho replied
in succession to the fusillade.

"
Will the next Vote on Account be

taken before the Parliamentary rec

asked EVELYN CECIL.

"Yes." said the PUKMIER.

"Arising out of that answer" and
CECIL went on to put another poser.
"I do not think that arises out of

my answer," remarked the imperturbable
IV|.-.Mii.:i;. "Isud, 'Yes.'"

\Vliat 's to be done with a Minister " Winterton popping up.
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ing into verbosity, the PREMIER met

persistent curiosity with the remark :

" The lion, gentleman had better wait

and see."

This such a success that he from time

to time repeated it, till the performance

developed into what HALSIIURY would

call "a sort of" duct. COUSIN Hucin,

STANLEY WILSON, LONSDALE, HOPE, WIN-
TERTON and CASTLEREACH popping up in

succession chanted a query to which,

came from Treasury Bench the bass

refrain,
" Wait and see."

The phrase thus accidentally evoked

stuck. Has already established itself

amongst small wits as a catchword.

Nothing new under the sun. ThcMKMiiER
FOB SAUK recalls a curious coincidence.

Twenty-four years ago, the eternal

Irish Question breaking out in fresh

place, OLD MORALITY, not yet Leader of

the House, was despatched by the

MARKISS to make personal investigation
at Dublin. During his absence the

Government were pestered in the Com-
mons with enquiry as to what course

they intended to pursue. The stock

reply from the Treasury Bench deve-

loped into the formula :

" Wait till we
hear from Mr. Smith.

'

ASQUITH charac-

teristically puts it with fewer syllables.
But it's the same thing.
Thus doth history repeat itself.

Business done. By majority of 10G
in House of C08 members Opposition
amendment to proposal to go into Com-
mittee on the Lords' Veto defeated.

Tuesday, Having what FABER called
"
a very nice Tuesday afternoon."

Nothing but tea and muffins lacking to

domestic charm of gathering. Suddenly
bolt falling out of the blue tumbled into

the teacup and there was deuce of a
storm.

It was the WINSOME WINSTON who
launched it, apparently without design.
Supporting motion to suspend Eleven
o'clock Rule in order to get forward
with the Veto Resolutions, he dropped
hint that as soon as Resolutions are
carried through Commons they will be
introduced in Lords.

Arrangement, as more than ever mean-
ing business, enthusiastically cheered
from Opposition Benches. Correspond-
ing depression in Ministerial camp. The
House, half empty whilst WINSTON spoke,
began to fill. GEOI;GE WYNDHAM on his

legs, lamenting subjection of Govern-
ment to Irish masters. PREMIER sent
for. PRINCE ARTHUR hurried in. In-
formed of new turn of events, plungtd
into fray. COUSIN HUGH followed with
shrill demand to

"
h ive done with this

foolish mystery-mongering."
Effect upon CARSON almost heartbreak-

ing. As forty years ago citizens gather-
ing in the streets of Paris cried aloud,
"Nous sommestraliix," so the EX-ATTOU-
NEV-GENERAL with a sob in his voice re-

" Mr. Speaker ! There's no dliout abhoubt ut,

we're bein' hombogged ! ! hombogged ! !

"

Sir Edward Carson.

peated the plaint, "We are being hum-

bugged." In vain PREMIER explained
it was a business arrangement which

COUSIN HUGH \vnn HIKG IN THE DEADLY COILS
OF AN IRISH " BULL !

"

" The Government desired to kill one As-

sembly by a blow, and to destroy the other

Assembly by the slow poison of the guillotine."
Lord Hugh Cecil.

obviously carried recommendation of

saving time. What was the use of

introducing a Bill in the Commons?
Alter spending weeks upon moulding it

into shape it would go to the Lords and
be rejected. Let tho Lords fire first.

CAHSON, weeping at fresh evidence of

Ministerial duplicity, would not be com-
forted.

"We are being humbugged," he

crooned, as if he were assisting at a

wake; "humbugged."
Business done. House sat up late

with Veto Resolutions.

Thursday. The long, occasionally

draggled debate on first Veto Resolution
closed amid turbulent scene. Arranged
that at half-past ten knife of the guillotine
should fall, lopping off amendments and

speeches. PREMIER spoke early in sit-

ting. FLUELLEN LLOYD GEORGE before the
dinner hour contributed to the making
of the salad the necessary quota of oil.

To the new SOLICITOR-GENERAL was left

the honourable task of winding up the

debate, sending the majority off into

Lobby in high spirits. Fine opportunity,
of which RUFUS ISAACS was safely counted

upon to make the most.

Sat with growing impatience whilst
the Member for Swansea Town spoke for

tout h monde. After him came TERRELL.
Then DON'T KEIR HARDIE, with his

pompous, judicial air, his habit of saying
nothing particular in long sentences
delivered with slow intonation, so that

no one should run risk of missing a

precious syllable.
When he sat down finger of the clock

seemed almost to touch the half-hour.

As matter of microscopical accuracy,
three minutes were left to spokesman
of the Government.
RUFUS ISAACS undismayed. Adjusting

an impalpable wig, pulling over his

shoulder an invisible gown, he re-

marked :

" In the three minutes which
remain, I will undertake to explain the

difference between the two sides of the

House."
He might have done it, too, but for

SON AUSTEN. His interposition signal for

outburst of angry shouts of "Order!"
from Ministerialists, answered by stri-

dent cheers from Opposition. Above
the din SON AUSTEN stood at the Table
voiceless. SOLICITOR-GENERAL refused to

give way. Pointing a hand to the clock,
he dumbly pleaded that he had only two
minutes and could not spare one for SON

AUSTEN, who had earlier in debate en-

joyed full fling. Thus they stood,
divided by

"
the substantial piece of

furniture" DIZZY once publicly thanked
Heaven separated him from GLADSTONE.

Shouts of
"
Order!

"
and strident cheer-

ing continued. Steadily the hand of the

clock moved on. When it passed the

half-hour the CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES

rose, and the speechless orators, glaring
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THE HUNT STEEPLECHASE SEASON.
First Horseman Bringing up the rear of a large field). "I Tuonairr YOU WERE coma TO MIKE THE PACK FOR os?"
Kcrontl Horseman. "No FK.VK, oi.n niAV ! IF ONE OF THAT CROWD IN FRONT COME< DOWN, I'D BATIIKB BE ON TOP OF THE IIEA? THAN

Al 'HIE BOTTOM, THANK TOU."

at each other across the Table, resumed
their scats, neither having had oppor-
tunity of saying what he thought of the
other.

Strangers in crowded Gallery looked
on pleased and proud at this method of

conducting business in the home of the

Mother of Parliaments.

llunines* done. First Veto Resolution
carried by 339 votes against 237.

A SPRIG OF EDELWEISS.
'I'm: sun was setting ; the snow moun-

tains \vcre pink in the glow. In the

valleys the pines came down to the edge
of the lake, whose surface was smooth as
a mirror. In the distance came the

thud, thud of a lake steamer homeward
bound.

Suddenly the door opened and the
( 'mint entered my room, lie was radiant,
lie -truck an attitude denoting triumph.
Tin- (.unit was a tall lean man and
quite frank about his appearance. I It-

knew he was lean. He revelled in it.

He said that without leanne-s hi- poses
would lir ali-urd, and without poses life

would IK' unendurable. He sometimes
ont>ide himself, and laugh. ,| ;,(

the figure he cut. But, usually he re-
I wilhin and sup: rvised all the

important features of tin- pose. "A
succe.-slul pii.se,'' he used to s iy, "always
tremble- on |j;c verge of disa-ter. At

the very height of the dramatic one may
touch the ludicrous, and there "s an end
of it."

The Count was triumphant but calm.

I saw it was the Napoleonic pose, the

strong will and terrilie personality. I

offered him a chair. The Count relaxed
so far as to smack me on the back.

"My friend," he said solemnly, "it is

done. To-morrow I introduce you to

the future Countess de la Croix."
I congratulated him warmly, but with

all the deference due to the dignity of

the situation.
" What a woman," he murmured,

" what spirit, and yet what tenderness !

"

He mused a moment in silence.
"
Don't say romance is dead," he cried,

and glared on me.
I hurriedly deprecated any insinuation

whatever. The Count softened. The
curtain had dropped on the Napoleonic
pose. He was now the ardent lover,

reaily to lace anything. He lit a cigar-
ette and blew rings airily.

"Listen, my friend," he began; "I
went to her yesterday morning. She
received me kindly, but not as I had

hoped. 1 offered her my heart, my title,

my very life. She a-ked th last. Ah,
you may well start. What a woman !

What a mother of lions ! I too was
taken aback. 'Mademoiselle,' I cried.

throwing myself at her fee', 'it is a poor
thing, but take it when you will.' My

friend, I was magnificent. And she
she was superb. Quite calmly she said

no man could win her hand who could
not win her admiration.

' What shall I do ?
'

I cried. I was

ready to swim the lake, to do anything.
'There is edelweiss on the moun-

tains,' she said quietly, and hummed a
tune.

'

But, Mademoiselle,' I gasped.
'Since you are afraid,' she began

coldly.
I rose with dignity.
'It is certain death,' I said with

admirable composure,
'

but it is nothing.
It is already done. Mademoiselle, good-
bye.'
That I think you will admit was a

fine scene. If I had closed the door
and gone away at once, it would have
been unequalled, but 1 could not re-i.-t

a little glance back, so 1 reopened the
door and peeped in. She was reading
the newspaper. What a woman !

I hired six guides and started.
' Where you will,' I cried. It may
have been the Matterhorn. Possibly it

was only Mont Blanc.
'

Ach,' they said,
'

it is dangerous.'
I frowned gloomily on them.

'Ach,' I replied, 'the edelweiss I

must and shall have at all costs.'
'

Schaffhausen !

'

they cried ;

'

the

lean gentleman ha- the courage of ten

chamois.'
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I bowed.
We started.

I carried an alpenstock, an umbrella,

and her photograph. It is a large

portrait, so I strapped it on the back

of the guide in front, and it gave me

courage. With stern faces we took the

road. How the crowds cheered! They

love a brave man, these Swiss. Would

my Angela could have seen me. And
then the silence of the Alps! For

thousands of. feet I did not speak, and

when" I did it was only to cry,
'

Courage,

m,'.i hi-arcis,' and prod the guide before

me with my umbrella. I slipped. Death

seemed inevitable. 1 hooked the nearest

guide with my alpenstock. Saved at

least / was. But I will not weary you

with all the details of that perilous

journey. Besides," added the Count as

an afterthought,
"
modesty forbids.

At last I saw the edelweiss pure and

white as newly-fallen snow. I uncon-

sciously struck an attitude full of simple

dignity. I expected the guides to burst

into song. They would not meet my
eye. I admit it was a grave risk.
'

Cowards,' I shouted,
' who will come

with me?' Not a man moved."

There was a dramatic pause. The
Count shrugged his shoulders.

" What
would you ?

"
he said.

"
I went alone,

yes, I, Rupert de la Croix went alone."

I took his hand, unable to speak.
With an effort he continued, "At last I

touched I held it in my grasp. 1 hate

to talk of these exploits. Some of us

will do anything for the glory of it."

I squeezed his hand.

The Count was now the bored hero of

a hundred fights.

"Let us speak of something else," he

said wearily.
*

"The Countess," I murmured,
" what

of her?" :

,

'
'.

He was again the ardent lover.

"Ah, my Angela, ma petite! Tired

and travel-stained though 1 was, I

hastened to her. I slowly opened 'the

door. I began to feel weak with the

strain. She rose to greet me. On my
knees I took her hand and in it laid the

sprig of edelweiss.
' You 've brought it,' she cried and

paled.

'Yes, Mademoiselle,' I answered

quite quietly, 'you mentioned your
desire, n'est-ce-pas ?

'

She stared at me in a daze. I rose,
and looked down into her eyes that can

gleam like cold steel, but were now as
soft as a deer's.

'Angela,' I whispered, 'it is nothing.
Believe me, I would do more, much
more

; only, when you look at it, think
sometimes of the risks it took to win, of

the solitary heights in which I sought
it before it came to this fair Lucerne.'

She burst into tears. It may seem
foolish, but I too wept like a child."

" And then ?
"

I queried.
The Count raised his eyebrows and

smiled quite naturally.

"My friend," he said, "what could I

do but take her in my arms ?
"*****

There is a little shop in Lucerne that

has had four sprays of edelweiss in the

window for many weeks. As I passed
it next day with the Count, I observed

that there were only three. I turned to

my companion.
But the Count at that moment was

preoccupied.

AN INN SCENE.
IT was a longer walk from Ilcudon

than I had expected, and I was not at

Hampstead till half-past eleven
;
and it

was therefore with satisfaction that I

noticed the words,
" Hot Suppers," on a

strip of paper in the window of the

"Crown." That was exactly what I

wanted and should be too late for by
the time I reached London.

While I was sitting in the friendly

bar, reading the evening paper, the door

opened and an inquiring head was
thrust in. A body followed, lurched a

little, and leaned against the wall. It

was a tall man of forty or so, plainly but
well dressed. His right hand clutched

a stick, his left waved a cigar. A
good-natured weak face, regular enough
to be called handsome by a poor judge.
Black bright eyes. After looking at me
for a few moments with the benignity
of the slightly unmanned, the stranger
asked,

" Arc you the boss ?
"

"No," I said.

"Then," he inconsequcntly replied,

"give us a tune." (There was an auto-
matic melodion in the corner.)

Before I could answer, the host ap-
peared, bringing supper, and stood in

the middle of the room watching my
approval.

While he was waiting the stranger
crossed the floor unsteadily until he was
within two feet of him. "Are you the

boss?" he asked.
"
Yes, Mr. Freeman, I 'in the boss,"

said the landlord.

The man was puzzled, as his face

showed.
" Mr. Freeman !

"
he repeated.

" How
d' you know my name? "

"Ah, I know more than that, Mr.
Michael Owen Freeman," said the land-
lord inscrutably.

"Why, .who are you?" the stranger
asked.

"
Ewell," replied the landlord.

"
Cheedle's farm. The Blue Posts."

The stranger's mental feelers grasped
vainly at these hints, and the landlord
smiled the smile of a clever sober fellow

with a tippler at his mercy.
"
Emily," said the landlord.

The name was illuminative. "What,"

cried the stranger in a warm flush of

recognition "what, you're not Harry
Evans ?

"

"
Yes," said the landlord, with a touch

of embarrassment, for it is difficult to

share this kind of effusion.
" Not Harry Evans of Ewell old

Harry !

"
(He pronounced the first

syllable of "Harry "as though it rhymed
to

"
bar.")

"
Yes," said the landlord, almost wish-

ing he wasn't.
" Then give ns your hand," said the

stranger.

They shook hands.
"
Straight V

"
the stranger inquired a

little suspiciously.
"
Straight," said the landlord.

"Then give us your hand."

They shook hands again.
"You're not kidding me?" the

stranger asked in another visitation of

doubt.

"Honour bright, I'm not," said the

landlord.
" Then give us your hand."

They shook hands again.
"
Well, I 'in dashed,

'

said the stranger.
"What '11 you take ?" suggested the

landlord, perceptibly eager to end these

demonstrations.
"
Say the word and

you can have what you like champagne,
port, whisky
"A drop o' Scotch, cold," said the

stranger, adding, "Is it really old Harry
Evans? Well, I'm Here, shake
hands once more."

But the landlord had gone for the

drinks.

Mr. Freeman rocked insecurely from
toe to heel lor ten seconds; then he
turned to me.

"
'V' you read DICKENS ''.

"

he asked.

I said I had.

It must have sounded curt, for
" You 're not cross, are you ?

'"

he asked,
with a touch of anxiety.

'"
No, I 'm not cross," I replied.

"Then give us your hand," he said.

We shook hands.
" DICKENS is full of take-backs, isn't

he ?
" he remarked.

"Full," I replied.
"You're not cross, are you?" he

asked again.
I said I was not in the least cross.

He appeared satisfied, and resumed.
"
Well, of all the take-backs in 1 )K ki:\s

there isn't one to beat this. . . ."

He was silently ruminative.

"To think," he began again "to

think of meeting You 're not cross,

are you? You didn't mind me mis-

taking you for the boss?"
I satisfied him again, and we shook

hands on it.

"To think," he continued, "of meet-

ing old Harry Evans. After all these

years too. We used to court the same

girl. That was at Ewell. And to think
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of him landlord of tin' 'Crown' and
inn with thirty bob a week. You're
not cross, are you '<

"Cross? No," I said with emphasis.
"Then give us your hand."
We shook hands again.
Mr Freeman lookftl .it me cunningly

and be^au once more. "He owes me
four shillings," he said softly. "He
It HI it, to me at Nap twelve years ago
and 1 mean to have it. And now 1

know where he i8, I'm going to woik
this place for all it's worth. I haxen't
us. '.I a had word to-day, but, if you '11

excuse me, 1 don't mind saying that I'm
going to give this place bl inky socks.
Old Harry Evans, the landlord of the

'Crown,' is lie? All right."
He became more confidential. "I

d m't mind tolling you,
'

ho said, "that
I 've had too much to drink. In point
of fact, I 'm drunk. But I shan't let old

Harry know. crikey, no! I moan to

do him for that four bob. Every penny
of it. You see."

He wandered out, and the landlord
came back with the glas^e3.

"That's a rum thing," said the land-
lord to me.

"
I haven't seen that man

for these twelve years, and we used to

be always together. We courted the
same girl. Strangely enough, she's

coming to tea. to-morrow with my wife,

lie was as sharp and clever a young
fellow as xou'd meet. An architect

doing his five hundred a year easily.
But he took to drink and Hung his

money about. Tre ited everybody. And
then he w is sacked he was surveyor
to a Local Board and disapi cared."

Here Mr. Freeman returned and shook
hands with the landlord again and
talked of old times. They recalled larks

together, lark after lark, until very
skillu.ly Mr. Freeman led the conversa-
tion to cards, and suddenly remarked,"
By the way, Harry, do you know you

owe me two-and-eightpence ?
"

The landlord was incredulous.
"
See," said Mr. Freeman, "at Charley

Permit's one night, Number 13, Hamil-
ton Crescent. When wo left off you
owed me two-and-eightpence. Ask
<
'liarley."

"Very well," said the landlord, "I
always pay my just debts. Here you
are," and he counted out two-and eight-
penco.

Mr. Freeman drew himself up with
dignity, and, standing as steadily as

might be, fixed an offended eye on his

companion. "What!" he said, "do
you think 1 'in a man that takes paltry
gambling debts twelve years after they 're

made? No, Sir. I may be low, but
I 'in mrt so low as that. Put it, in the
bo.x. (There was a hospital collecting
box on the mantelpiece.) "1 don't want
the money. 1 'm poor, but 1 've always
got enough for a drink for a pal. But

^^rj7:

" AND WHERE IS TOUR SAILOR SON NOW ?
"

"
WKLI., I DON'T RIOIITLY MIND, MUM, IF HF. BI: HONE TO GIBRALTAR IN THE JDPITER, OR

TO JUPITER IN THE GIBRALTAR, BUT IT BE SOMEWHERE^ IN THEM PARTS."

I like to see debts paid. Put it in the
box."

The landlord acquiesced, and Mr.
Freeman eat down again and drank
some more whisky.

"
I like yon, Evans," he said

;

"
I like

you and I like your house. And I m
coming here often. And not alone,
mind. The next time I come I shall

bring a gang of the boys with me, and
we'll do you proud."
The landlord was grateful. "Have

another drink," he said.

"All right!" said Mr. Freeman.
'

I 'm on the ran-dan to-night."
The landlord rang for more whisky

and they talked on. Five minutes
before closing time Mr. Freeman felt

strong enough to mention his old love.
" Do you ever see Emily ?

"
he asked.

"
Oh, yes," said the landlord.

" She's

coming here to-morrow to have tea with

my wife."

"Sail unmarried?" asked Mr. Free-
man.

"
Yes," said the landlord.

Mr. Freeman finished his whisky and
threw away his cigar. Then he stood

up aud buttoned his coat and turned
towards the door.

The landlord waited. I waited.

Mr. Freeman braced himself for au
effort.

"
Tell her," he said,

"
that I 'm

twelve years older, and I 've only got
thirty shillings a week instead of ten

pounds, but if she 's agreeable she can
have me still. Good night." And he

staggered to the door aud out into the
street.

The landlord reached up to turn out the

gas as I rose to go.
" Drink is his ruin,"

he said comfortably.
"
G> od night."
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

"I'm; .scheme of two pairs of lovers who execute a chassee

crolsce has already been used by ANNE SBDOWIOK in her

remarkable book, Valerie Upton. In FronWtn Zone

she makes a variation on this well-established
.

manoeuvre by re-redistributing her couples, and so restoring

the xtatns quo. The process is not really so absurd as i

sounds; for the author is almost painfully sincere in her

analysis of motives, and allows no one to speak or smile, or

even breathe, without so many good reasons that you a:e

sure it must be right. And, if she had seen well to extend

her story rather too long as it is and arranged a re-re-

redistribution, I am convinced she. would have found means

to persuade me that everything was still all right. For, to be

frank, I take her word for the behaviour of types which I

never quite realise. Gerald, with his contented egoism, is

the easiest to believe in, being the least complex ; yet I have

my doubts of a man of quick intelligence who, all his life,

can keep up the closest of friendships with a woman of his

own kind without once suspecting that she wants something

closer still. Helen, again,
child of the moors and

mists, who nurses Ler
un-j

spoken passion, and drifts

desolately and cheaply
about the continent with-

out any taste for its attrac-

tions, her heart being in

the Highlands all the time,

is a character that appeals

warmly to the heart but

coldly to the intellect. Al-

tltcea, with her Bostonian

"standards
" and her ter-

ribly healthy interest in

Europe,
"
in everything

that is of the best pic-

tures, music, places and

people
"

(she reminds me
a little of the unassailable

Imogen in Valerie Upton),
is a type which I am certain that ANNE SEDGWICK has drawn
with authority, yet 1 can only accept her blindly on trust.

Finally, with Franklin Kane, admirable creature that he is,

the author has not quite succcsded, as Miss SINCLAIR succeeded

in The Divine Fire, in converting a ridiculous object into a

figure of high romance. Probably this was not her intention,

for she can do most things that she wants to. But if she has

failed in this or any other purpose I confess I would choose

her failures rather than the success of a hundred others. She

is, of course, in the first rank of modern novelists, and nobody
who cares for good work can afford to miss one line that she

writes.

for a hero of 1015, the date of the tale. Having slain his

disreputable father in a wrecker's brawl, lie runs away to

sea, takes part in the sack of Cartagena, is made a .slave,

liberated, becomes the beloved of a Spanish dame, then a

refugee a^ain, and finally a successful buccaneer from

which lasr phase he returns to Devonshire, flinging his

ill-gotten gains overboard, and landing as poor as when

he left. A life so crowded with incident would have (one

thinks) small leisure for the moods and subtleties and the

yearning for
"
self-realisation

"
from which we are told that

John continually suffered. Anyhow, I like my pirates

simpler, and would sooner walk the plank to an accompani-
ment of oaths than of philosophy. But for all this I have

my prophetic eye upon Mr. NIVEN, of whom I think to hear

more in the future.

PROBABLE SCENE OUTSIDE THE HOLBOUN RESTAURANT IN THE EVENT OF A

REPETITION OF THE BASQOET TO THE DESCENDANTS OF POETS.

Mob o! Descendants of
" Anon "

claiming admittance.

Accomplished master of the matrimonial hunt as Mr. PERCY

WHITE is, I wish that intriguing men and women could be

protected from him by a close time. In An Averted Mar-

riage, an extremely outspoken tale which gives the title to

his volume of short stories (MiLLS AND BOON), the author

devotes eighty pages to an old gentleman in search of a

young wife
;
and I don't think it was worth while. One

fears that Mr. WHITE found
this story very easy to

write, and as an admirer
of his I should like to add
that I found it very difficult

to rend. I am tired, in fact,

of Mr. WHITE'S characteris-

tic vein, and my thankful-

ness to him is great when
he gets away from it, as

in some stones here which
make ample compen-
sation for "An Averted

Marriage."
"
Abdoolah,"

"The Model" and "The
Canary" are pathetic and

haunting, and to-day, when
an unmarried political can-

didate would seem to be

incompletely equipped for

the fray,
" The Stockings

"

When, upon the second page of The Island Providence

(JOHN LANE), an experienced reader finds the warning, "Now
this is no milk-and-water tale, but a tale of salt seas," he
will probably think that he can give a fair guess at what
will follow. "STEVENSON!" says he to himself, already

scenting blood. By-and-by, however, he will find, with

though Mr. FBEDKUICK
in plenty the leader he

follows is not R. L. S., but rather MEREDITH, or even perhaps
JAMES (HENRY). The result, as I say, is confusion. An
introspective pirate, however possible, is so little what usage
has led us to expect as to be by no means easy of belief.

Further, John Upcott strikes one as unconvincingly modern

some natural bewilderment, that

NIVEN hints at battles and murders

comes as a delightfully humorous warning to tactless wives.

But it is "The Swimmers" which really has my vote, and

makes me certain that Mr. WHITE is something more than a

rather flippant and clever novelist.

Among the convenient realities which form the stock-in-

trade of romantic novelists the Foreign Legion occupies a

position of very much the same value as the Sargasso Sea.

As to this may drift all marine derelicts, so to that may drift

all human ones. With the writer of nation nothing, in its

kind, is too extraordinary for either; and, so' far at least as

one of them is concerned, Mr. EnwiN ROSEN'S book, In the

Foreign Legion (DUCKWORTH), proves that the writer of fiction

is amply justified in giving himself a good deal of rope. I'oi

Mr. ROSEN'S book is not fiction. It is a fascinating, vivid

record of actual experiences. In a brief
"
Prologue," curiously

strained and self-conscious compared with the remainder ol

the work, he explains how, having led a roving, eventful life,

he lost "the jewel happiness," and decided to enlist. Thf

Prologue off his chest, he gives a wonderfully illuminating

account of the existence of the legionaries, and of the training,

quite cheap, which produces splendidly efficient mercenaries

who march well, shoot well, use common sense, and are able

to act independently. ]t is a fine book, and to novelists who
wish to follow., say, Mr. A. E. W. MASON, it should be as

useful a volume of reference as Dcbrett to the tuft-hunter.
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CHARIVARIA.
"Two brothers of I/uton, named

claimOMIOKN," The A'x/<rtx* telU us,

that they have discovered the secret

nut iiuly of perpetual motion. but of

perpetual power." This must be the

recipe for which the Liberal Party has

been .-earching for so long.

Mr. WlX.-H'N ('in KclliU. has admitted

th;i( there are differences of i pinion ill

the Cabinet. The Liberal daily wliiuli

declared, the other day, that
"
the ;

Cabinet an- ia>u at one" evidently did

not go quite far enough in its

statement. Jt should have been
"

at one another."
* *

Pursuing their policy of sccre-

tiveness, the German naval

authorilies are now, we hear,

insisting on their sub-marines

performing evolutions under the

water.
* *
*

l>r. l!oi>K, who purehased the

Flora bust, has been the re-

cipient of a presentation from
Berlin art dealers to mark their

appreciation of his judgment.
One can understand this. It is

not every day that dealers can
find a gullible art expert.

A little boy, on hearing that

.Mr. ROOSEVELT'S bag comprises
over 10,000 animals, said that

he pitied the poor devil who
had to carry it in that awful

African heat.
* *

We do hope that Captain
SCOTT is not going ahead too

quickly. He has ordered three

motor sledges for his expedition ;

but how does he know that the

local authorities iu those out-

landish parts will not insist on
each of these vehicles being
preceded by a man on foot with,

a danger flag ?

With reference to the newspaper
heading :

'

I'l.-ol 1. OH LoWKI.I.

nx Tin; CANALS IN MMSS,"
we are requested to state that the Pro-

fessor has never been on I hem. However,
if the suggestion should meet the eye of

I'r. COOK .... V
lu the discu^.-ion on Prison licform

(he question of the most suitable books
for prison libraries has been, raised.

(Surely the most desirable must be vol-
ume,- of the "

Rallies
"

type, which tend
to give a burglar a proper pride in his

profession.

Although Hug-land beat Switzerland The foot that a motor-cyclist who was
at football the other day, the Svvi-- te, im, charged at (iiiildl'ord with exceeding
;;> might ! expected iu \ iew of their the speed limit was discharged on,

training ground, played a goo 1 up-hill pointing out that the cigir which he

game.
^ ^
*

We would draw the attention of the

v for the Prexcnli in of Cruelty to

Childrea to the fact that .Mr. CiotuiJi.v

P. C.ii.i.iv-, who was elected M.P. for

( Ireenock and became a father the same

wa-i smoking at the time had neirly an
inch of ash on it when he was .-topped
has, we hear, given a bright i lea loan
enl Tprising manufacturer of cycling
and motor aeee.-.-orie-. He will shoitly

place on the market a counterfeit cigar
with permanent a.-h.

day, has named the helple.-s little mi
"< irianaig." which is (iaelie for (ireenock.

;

"A thrush,
"

says a contemporal \ .

%*
"

lieu a I a cat which had desig'
' To plant a kiss on a woman's lip- is itaneSl in Victoria Park, Dover. The

Vandal! Unless, of course, the

"designs" on the cat's nest
were Art Nouveau.

V
The fashion lor a bride to be

accompanied at her wedding by
a "best girl" has now be -n

inaugurated, and promises to

become popular. Ix't us hope
that it may never lead to an

unpleasant scene when the

bridegroom decides that, after

all, he would be a fool not to

marry the best girl.
* *

Eash ounce of a new lactic

cheese which has just !> -n

placed upon the market con-

tains, it is said, an army of

57,000,000,000 germs. The care-

ful housewife, however, will,
we imagine, before parting with
her money, say,

" One minute,

please, while I see if they are all

there."
* *
*

"Kinking is one of tlio.-o

amusements in which there is

risk of accidents, and a skater

must take the risk himself,"
said Judge LCMLKY SMITH in

refusing to grant damages to an

injured skater. Besides, a man
ought to be content with the

damage he has already received,
and not ask for more.

YET ANOTHER!
(A suggestion lias been put forward fur the formation of a

"Motor Party
"

iu the House of Commons.)

Independent Motor Candidate. "(JENTLKMEX, I ASK YOUR
SUPPORT IN THE GREAT CAUSE WE AM. HAVE AT HEART THE
ABOLITION OF THE POLICE VETO !

"

a great privilege," says Judge WILLIS.
It is indeed one of the most popular
phases of intensive culture.V

''The new school of professional
photography," says Mr. Hoppfi, "aims
to show the sitter as he is, blemishes
and all, instead of giving him a

face that might be a new-laid egg."
This still leaves us wondering as to

what the new school does with bald

V
The manners of some oinm-

Sltter,.

V
A contemporary's pardonable mis-

print :

" The prospectuses of several
new Robber Companies will be found
in our advertisement columns."

bus conductors leave much to de-
sired. A lady wearing a fashionable
hat entered an empty omnibus, ''lion

you go, Bill! Full up!" shouted the

conductor to the driver.V
Many persons are of the opinion that, in

ordering the release of CJIVRI.K- Bi'i.uwK,

who was found guilty of stealing coal,
the HO.MI: SECBETAEY did not go far

enough. The popular little hero ought
to have received a reward of some sort.

To Intending Heirs.

"Lady recommends Boy Attcndaiit if her
deceased uncle to any gentleman wanting .such."

Dublin Daily Krpreiui.

WL.OUZTI1I.
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POLITICS AND THE POSTER.
[The coloured announcement of the Army I'ageant, to lie held at Full:am

in June, represents a Union Jack borne l>y what appeal K to be an ancient

IJriton, if ono may judge by his state of jartial nudity.]

HORSEMAN on your charger sitting

Practically "in the buff,"

Save for socks and loosely-fitting

Wherewithals of homely stuff- -

Pelt of wolf or other vermin rudely tailored from the roiigb ;

So of old you faced the weather,

Fought the best that Rome could rai-.e,

In the almost "altogether"
With OAHACTACUS'B Greys,

Or with BOADICEA'S Cow-boys kept the streets on levee days.

Thus I fancy you, my trooper,

Turning foes and nursemaids pale;

But what (ills my brain with stupor,

Makes my shattered reason quail,

Is the Union Jack you carry in a ninety-knotted gale.

I allow it helps the picture
With its pattern nicely spread,

Yet. if I may pass a stricture

Based on books that I have read ,

You are previous : you are eighteen hundred years or so

ahead.

Was your second-sight so nimble

You could clearly visualise

Yon superb heraldic symbol,
Could foresee those sacred ties

Which (he IlEDUONB-AsQumi bargain beautifully typifies?

Could you adumbrate

Letting LLOYD beside him lie,

Cheek to muzzle, lamb and lion,

In the blessed by-and-by,
With the common flag above them in a perfect pageant sky ?

No, my brave but early Briton,

No such dream occurred to you ;

"fwas the artist's head that hit on
This sublime prophetic view,

Showing in a simple poster what Creative Art can do.

Still, I hope to see your circus

On tl.e Fulham Palace track,

But if you attempt to burke us,

If you chuck your Union Jack,
I shall call upon the Bishop and demand my money back !_ 0. S.

"PAINLESS EXTRACTIONS!/; WITH GAS 3/0."
Advt. in

"
Eastern Daily Prces."

Or, of course, for 2s. Qd. you can have the gas alone. The
only thing is that you must consume it on the premises.

From the instructions given away with a certain
"
Lightning

Cough Cure ":
" Take Cough Cure every two hours for six doses, then every

three hours until completely cured." [Pause here by the way and ob-
serve the "lightning."]

"
Keep yourself warm and free from draughts

and before retiring take hot onion gruel, and put your feet in hot water
and mustard for a few minutes. The 'alter is an important part of the

treatment and must not be neglected."

Our own "
Lightning Broken Leg Cure "

is now on the
market. Take it every two hours and have your leg well set

by a good surgeon. The latter is an important part of the

treatment and must not be neglected.

MAXIMS OF THE MONTH.
[In the Leonine manner of 7 Vic National Kecicir."]

IT would not be easy to describe in adequate language the

condition to which CJreat Britain and Ireland and the Over-

seas Dominions have been reduced by the incompetent

aggregation of shouting charlatans and molluscous mounte-

banks' who are at this moment masquerading as Ministers of

the Crown. There was a day, from 1895 to 1905, when

patriot statesmen, earnestly devoted to the public welfare,

strove to make their country glorious without regard to their

own interests. Our readers can remember as well as we do

the magnanimous galaxies of genius, marred here and theie,

it may be, by a few examples of talent, that succeeded one

another on the Treasury Bench. Most of them still live and

are only too anxious to serve their King once more. How
long will the country tolerate the criminal ineptitude of the

Cabinet of Cowards which now hangs like a millstone round

the exhausted neck of the Empire ?

Take, for instance, the prolonged debate on the so-called

Veto Resolutions which the Government, with their usual

arrogant disdain of the democracy, cut short by the most dis-

graceful use of the guillotine known to history. Those who
listened to the superb and convincing eloquence of a BALFOUP,
the ardent and generous invective of a CHAMBERLAIN, the su: -

tained and tremendous philippics of anAssoN, or the glowing
and decorative periods of a LAUKEXCE HAIIDY, and then con-

trasted them with the shuffling inefficiency of an ASQUITII, the

limping and lamentable efforts of a SAMUEL, and the coi.-

temptibly bra/en balderdash emitted by the self-seeking

demagogue at the Home Oflice, must have realised the pitch
of degradation to which we have sunk under the rule of the

hucksters and traitors who for the ruin of their country draw

large salaries, for which they never did an honest day's work,

from the long-suffering purse of the public.

If the contrast between the two front benches was striking,
what w< rd can be used to express the difference between the

rank and file on the two sides ? It may be said without the

least exaggeration that the records of Parliamentary oratory

may be searched in vain to find parallels for the massive

and magnificent speeches made by men on the back benches

to the left of the SPEAKER. One of these we regretfully

forget which soared to an all but unsurpassable height of

constitutional splendour. On the other side we had nothing
but the raucous bleatings of pot-house politicians and the
"
kept

"
party who happen for the moment to be leagued with

them for the abolition of honest dealing between man and man,

though, for their own interest and that of the country which

they continue to misrepresent, they would be better advised if

they frankly accepted the predominance of the Unionist party
and joined its members in promoting a policy which holds a

promise of untold benefits for Ireland and the Iiish.

It may be true we have never sought to deny it
; indeed,

we have affirmed it in so many words that the House of Lords
contains some of

"
the most blatant bounders on the planet ;

"

but we have yet to learn that Canada has faltered in her

firm offer of a preference which, by banishing unemployment
from our midst, will cause the sun of prosperity to rise upon
a distracted and misgoverned land. Sooner or later the

Radicals themselves will recognise this, in spite of the

ravings of the Cocoa chorus. There is in all Englishmen
we wish we could include Scotchmen and Welshmen a

natural spirit of fairness which makes them suspicious of

those who employ abuse in the place of argument. They
will thus, in spite of themselves, be drawn into association

with the great Unionist Party, which can alone offer them a

conjunction of courteous amenity of manners with sound and

permanent political views.
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THE KILKENNY MINSTHRELS
; OR, ALL FOR IRELAND.
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GOLF LINKS "DEVELOPED. THE BUDGET.
' To Bli.L-PosTEttS, &o. The Secretary of the Alnmouth (iolf Club is open to offers for Advertisements on Hoardings, in Bunkers, and

about the Course." Alnwick and County Gazelle..

MORRIS ON, MORRIS EVER.
IT is Beatrice, is it not? in Much

Ado About Nolhing or Much To-do
About. Nothing, as the programme boys
outside the Lyceum in its great days
used to rail who says that a star danced
and under that was she born. What
then of the members of the Esperauce
Club, who, with Miss NEAI. as their mov-
ing spirit, h;ive been working so hard
and gaily for several years now to bring
about n revival in England of the old

songs and dances? Were they not born
under dancing stars too ? Surely. And
il they had their way this planet of ours

might look to the other planets and stars
M it it danced too.

Miss NF.AL has just compiled The

Bipiranoe Morris Book (Cwiwrar AND

SDKS), with a history of the movement
since 1905, when the j. iris' feet first began
to be too much for them as they danced
and sang while ordinary dull persons
walked and talked, down to the present
time when they have to their credit hun-
dreds of villagers all over England in
whom the old melodies and happinesses
liiivr been implanted. This admirable
achievement is recorded

; instructions as
to the songs, dances and singing games
are given; and a selection of them follows,

arranged for the piano. Thus any one
possessing the book has, so to speak, a

tourist's ticket for Merrie England and
a complete outfit while there.

May it find many possessors and more
readers !

COALS OF FIRE.

["It will be wise of the men to capitulate at

once, and no longer insist upon male superiority
and male privileges. Their ru!e is nearly over.
And if, in the see-saw of human events, they
should in the future be placed in a subordinate

position, we must accord them more generous
treatment thnn they have given us. We must
not retaliate. On the contrary, wr should resist
all attempts to degrade them, and Jet equality
be onr motto then as now." l./idy Cook.']

,
the fight is done,

The glorious cause of Woman won,
And conquered Man now quakes to feel

Upon his neck the high French heel.

Ye!, ill our great triumphant hour,
Shall we, like Man, abuse our power
And make of him the hapless victim
He made of Woman ere she licked him ?

Nay, sisters, be it our desire
To heap his head with coals of fire

And let him find a foe in us
Not merely just but generous.

The vanquished tyrant sees at length
That we possess the giant's strength ;

But, if he do not prove defiant,
We will nol use it like a giant.

The light and tender touch, the heart
Of mercy these are Woman's part,
And in the age that dawns to-day
All thoughts of vengeance shall away.

We will not, in vindictive spite,

Degrade the foe, as well we might ;

But let us rather in the sequel
Treat him as though he were an equal.

We don't propose to bar the spheres
Of all professional careers,
But unto men shall be committed
The work for which we find them fitted.

The Church between us we '11 divide,
An equal share for either side,

Apportioned in the' proper way
The rectors we, the curates they.

So, also, will we leave ajar
The door that leads one to the Bar
And freely let them take their places
As devils unto us, the K.C.V.

The world of business too we '11 throw
Ope to our conscience-stricken foe,
And leave who can to make his mark
As office-boy or junior clerk.

Motto for Mr. ROOSEVELT when he
arrives in England (or for CHARMK
BULRECK or Mr. O'BRIEN or anybody eUe
you like) :

" Who is it in the Press that
calls on me ?

"
Julius Casar, I., 2.
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ANTI-STARVATION LEAGUE.
GREAT MEETING OF PROTEST.

AN indignation meeting of London
restaurateurs was held at the Mansion
House on the 18th to protest against the

advocacy of starvation as a means to

perfect health in an article by Mr. UPTON
SINCLAIR in the current Contemporary
Review. The Chair was taken by the

Prime Warden of the Butchers Com-

pany, and the audience included Sir

J. CKICHTON - BROWNE and some of

the best nourished members of the

Stock Exchange.
The Chairman in declaring the

meeting open said that they were met
as rational human beings and as busi-

ness men to put on record their ex-

treme hostility to any movement that

might depopularise the pleasures of

deglutition. The Roast Beef of Old

England was in danger, and they
were there to protect it. (Tremendous
enthusiasm.) He would first read a

little correspondence which had been
collected by their indefatigable hon.

sec.

A letter was read from the Secretary
of the Royal Society, stating that

every member of that body which
included some of the most learned

men in the world ate. (Clieers.)
A letter was read from the Secre-

tary of the Asinajum Club to the effect

that no fasting man had ever been
a member of that distinguished and

sapient club. (Cheei s.)

A letter was read from the private

secretary of the Archbishop of CAN-

TERBURY, in which the writer said
that the PHIMATE often had meals.

(Cheers.)

triumphs a mathematician would indicate

with a curve. (Loud laughter.) Very
well, then, let their motto continue to be,

'Eat on, eat ever.'"

Mr. EUSTACE MILES said that, though he
did not hold with hippophagy, he was a

strong supporter of eating something and a reason,
therefore wished to record his opposition e'aborate

to the SINCLAIR doctrine. If he had be-

she give us teeth but to tear good fcoc

apart with? and where could you ge
better or cheaper food, without the

irritating impost of tips, than at-

(Cries of
"
Order!

" " Order ! ").

Nature, he said, did nothing
and why
digestive

did she

systems

without
Uf

to
give
but

The President of the Royal Society
of Dental Surgeons wrote to urge
upon the meeting the need for energy
and venom in its attack upon the
new heresy.
Lord COURTNEY OF PENWITII wrote

to say that in his opinion a car-
nivorous diet was not incompatible
with adhesion to the doctrine of

Proportional Representation.
The first speaker was M. GUSTAVE,

of the S.ivoy Hotel, who riddled the
SINCLAIR theory with shafts of Alsatian
wit. "Look," he said, "at the Savoy:
tiie size of it, the beauty of it, the cost

THE ADVANCE IN ELEMENTARY CULTURE.

['I
he lady visitor lias just a.-J<ed Henry whether lie

digest? If he mi_>ht venture upon a

witticism, Nature said digest, and
Mr. UPTON SINCLAIR said just die.

(Loud grief.) He begged to move
that The Contemporary Review be
called in future The Contemptible
Review. (Applause, followed by "For
he 's a jolly good Joseph")

Mr. WILLIAM HARRIS begged to

support Mr. LYONS. What he said

about Nature was true. Nature
would not have packed a sheep full

of ten-ounce chops ii she had not

meant them to be devoured by hungry
men. Pigs, too. Natuie made the

flesh of pigs with an eye to the

sausage, because she knew that the

sausage was a sustaining article

of diet to human beings. Speaking
not as one of the uninitiated but
with all the weight of a Sausage
King, lie said that Mr. SINCLAIR,
when he recommended starvation,
talked nonsense. (Cheers.)

Sir JAMES CRICHTON-BROWNE having
delivered an impas.-ioncd eulogy on
beef-steaks as the cure of every ill, a

resolution in favour of founding an
Anti-Starvation League was passed
with acclamation, and the vast audi-

nce dispersed in a mcod of voracious

enthusiasm.

enjoyid his recent birthday party']

Henry. In the impression retained by the memory,
shades have ceased to count : it stands, sharply, for a
few estimated and cheiished things, rather -than,
nebulously, for a swarm of possibilities. I cut the
silhouette, in a word, out of the curious confusion of
it all, 1 save and fix the outline, and it is with my eye
on this profiled distinction that as a critic I speak. It
is ths function of the critic to assert with assurance
when once his impression has become final ; and it
is in noting this circumstance that I perceive how
slenderly prompted I am to deliver myself on such
an occasion upon the merits or attractiveness of the
entertainment so generously provided for the diver-
sion of myself and friends.

[Lady visitor before swooning has sufficient presence
of mind to ring the bell for assistance.

and
man

are better without

plause.) And an

tl.en consider the sanity
who suggests that we

banquets.
American

(Ap-
too!

foridfter what the Savoy has done
Americans, this is indeed base. (Hear!
lear!) No doubt if the ideal man
was to be a scarecrow the starvation doe-
rine was sound. But was it? He asked

No,hem, was it? (A voice: "No!")
ertainly not. The ideal man was
veil nourished, a man whose edacious

lieved in starvation he would have opened
a Starvation Salon, where it could be done
wilh tact and refinement, under the per-
sonal superintendence of Mrs. EUSTACE
MILES. But he did not believe in it

;

hence his salons were for other purposes
but were no less under that lady's control.

(Wild enthusiasm.)
Mr. JOSEPH LYONS stigmatised the

doctrine of starvation as both cowardly
and crude. Nature, he pointed out,
did nothing thoughtlessly ; why did

"Many years ago, when an insurance
case was being argued before a bench of

seven judges, the late Lord Craighill re-

narked, in answer to something said by
:ounsel :

' But 2 and 2, you know, doji't

always make 4."
'
If 2 and '2 don't make 4,'

snorted Lord Young,
'

I don't know what
ve are sitting here for.' Whereupon, to the

great relief of Loid Craighill, Ixjrd Mrl.airu

replied,
'
If the things don'i b long t j the

same denomination they dou't make 4
;

2

;audles and 2 tons of cjal don't make J.'
"

This story appenred in The Wcst-
n'mster Gazette on April llth, and

igain on April 13th. We under-
tand that it will only appear once
more . . . and then .... if

House of Lords remains obdurate
. . . it will (ter-remble !)

be placed upon
the statute book. (What we really meant
to say was that, even if 2 and 2 don't
make 4, once and once makes twice, with
the very best story.)

the

" Tho Commissioner exonerates the police
from the charges of impartiality preferred
againstthem by the Protestant party." GY.ixjoip

Evening Times.

Of course ! an absurd charge !
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THE INOPPORTUNIST.
HINTS ON THE LOBDS' VETO.

"
K'*! Whilst on a tram this morning I was asked what was the meaning of the Lords' Veto. I fully explained what it meant. But

nay there not be many who do not thoroughly understand this question ? I invariably raise discussion whenever opportunity arises, and I
hope that some good result luay ensue from keeping the serious cruestion of the Veto before the public. Yours, *c." Morniny Leader.
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CRICKET CHAT.
[Just to oueounige the weather.]

THE COUNT? CiLVMPioNsmp.

'I'm: possibility that there is to be a

new method of scoring points for the

Championship has aroused general in-

terest and not a little criticism. The

suggestion is that draws and losses

should equally be ignored, and the per-

I centage taken of wins to matches played.
I Most of you know by this time what

!

"
perc -ntage

"
means, so I need not go

into that ;
but I should like to point

out what a ridiculous system this new

one really is. The futility of it will

become obvious to the meanest intelli-

gence (e.g., yours) if I take an imaginary

example of the records of two counties :

P.
20
20

W.
1

10

L. 1).

25
8 8

Kent

Surrey . . .

Under the new system Kent would be

below Surrey, although all its twenty-five

draws might have been overwhelmingly
in its favour, and only brought about by
rain! This is absurd. On the other

hand, under the old system Kent would

have been above Surrey, even though all

its twenty-five draws might have been

overwhelmingly in favour of its oppo-
nents! This is still more absurd. The

futility of this or any system, in fact,

becomes ridiculously clear. What, then,
is the remedy ? Obviously but I must
leave this for another week.

By the way, have the authorities con-

sidered what would be the position of a

county with the following record ?

P. W. L. D. Abauduneu
Lancashire ... 28 28

Or this?

P. W. L. D. Ab. Tie

Somersetshire 18 18

No. And yet, unless every possible
result is brought under consideration,
how can a fair system of scoring possibly
be arrived at?

FASHIONS FOR THE SEASON.

The changes which have been decreed

by the sartorial experts of the Strand
this year in gents' cricketing outfits are

as usual very slight, but no well-dressed

man can afford to disregard them.
Flannels will, if anything, be worn
whiter than ever, the trouser being
shaped a little closer to the leg, and the

shirt cut full. Messrs. H. and 0.
are showing a very smart blazer in red

and yellow vertical stripes which looks

particularly well upon short stout

figures, and is sure to be generally

popular. The price is reasonable and
well within the reach of all.

Bats are again having a splice, and

though the varnish on the back certainly

gives them a dressy appearance, it will

not this year be absolutely de rigtieiu:

A correspondent writes to ask me if it

is a necessity to have a set of bails of

one's own. It is not a necessity, any

more than it is a necessity to carry about

one's own soap ;
but it will certainly be

found in the bag of every man who

wishes to be thought really smart. The

same remark applies to the leather

gauntlets and buckskin safeguards which

are indispensable to the well-groomed

wicket-keeper-about-town.

ETIQUETTE OF THE GAME.

The success of the player depends

(undoubtedly) a good deal upon what

he does, but it depends, at this time of

the year, even more upon what he

says. On the cricket field, more than

anywhere else, it is necessary to sav

the right thing. Speaking for myself,

I have always found that the following

conversations carry me through the first

match without loss of dignity. .
At the

beginning of a new season every young

player should commit them to memory.

As a Batsman.
"
No, sixth wicket down. . . . Well,

it's my first game this season. In fact,

I asked Bill to . . . No^ haven't

touched a bat at all. . . . Yes, I was

seeing them rather well at the end of

last season. . . . Oh, I never keep

my average. I always think . . .

Well, no, not quite so much as that.

. . . Hallo, there goes Gerald ! What
Hid he make ten? . . . Hard luck,

Gerald. I don't wonder at anybody

getting out to-day. . . . Ah, well, 1

haven't touched a bat this season, you
know. . . By Jove, Robinson's out. . . .

Bad luck, Robinson. 1 expect we shall

all get out pretty quickly to-day. . .

Perhaps not you others, but I haven't

touched a bat myself, you know. . . .

You in, James? Mind you make some.

. . . No, take mine. It won't matter

much what I have ; you see, this is my
first . . . No, not for a long time.

. . . Oh, I asked Bill myself. . . .

"
Yes, I 'm in next . . . Oh well, 1

shan't keep you waiting long . . . No,
last season I did pretty well. But I

always think that in one's first game
. . . No, simply haven't touched a bat

... It is rather absurd, only Old Bill

wanted me to play . . . Oh no, I don't

expect to it's just for the fun of the

thing . . . Hallo, Brown 's out. . .

Well, see you again soon. . . . Hard

luck, Brown. You know I haven't

touched . . . One leg, please. . . .

Yes, we are going out rather quickly.
We don't get much practice, you know.
I simply haven't touched a bat myself.
. . . Is that right, umpire ? . .

Jove, that was a good ball. . . . Yes,
it must have come back a lot. . .

The bowling 's awfully eas\', George
it only wants hitting. Of course not

laving touched . . . Oh, -i/ou ought
to make a lot. . . . Sorry, Bill, but I

warned you, didn't I?"

As a 1'owler.

"Me? . . . Oh, all right. I don't

suppose I . . . No, two slips!. . . . Yes,

mother in the deep, I think. . . . No,
[ must have an extra cover. . . . James,

a t take one down. . . . Sorry, Brown,
out you shouldn't go to sleep. . . .

That 's all, thanks. Jove, how stiff

one's arm gets ! '. . . Oh, sorry, Bill. . . .

Absurd, it was nothing like a wide. . . .

Awfully sorry Gerald, get round
a bit more. ... I think I d better have

one slip. . . . Sorry, Bill ;
I haven't got

any nails in my boots, you know. . . .

Yes, I used to bowl a good deal, but

this year I haven't played . . . Stay

there, Gerald, will you ? . . . Catch it !

. . . Why, he simply didn't try."

As a Field.

"Sorry, Bill, I lost sight of it alto-

gether. . . . Awfully sorry, Robinson,
I slipped. Sorry, Bill. . . . Mid on?

Right ! . . . I never much mind
where I field

;
do you ? . . . Bad luck,

Robinson. If the sun hadn't been in

my eyes, you 'd have had that man. . . .

No, didn't see it at all. . . . Oh, awfully
sorry, Bill. . . . Square leg ? Right O.

Did you ever see an easier catch

than that? . . . Haven't the faintest

idea. Thought I had it stiff. ... Oh,
sorry . . . sorry . . . sorry, Bill. . . .

Point? RightO."

ANSWERS TO COR.RESPONDKM -'.

CHELSEA. (1) It is not true that Derby-
shire have bought Lord HAWKE at a record

price and have arranged to draw both

matches with Yorkshire. (2) Write to

Mr. BENTLEY of the Football Association.

CAUSHALTON IV. It is immaterial

whether you oil your bat in the morn ings
or evenings. Your position at the

wicket, as shown in the photograph

you t,end, is extremely sound. No, you
can only score when you hit the ball

yourself; I agree with you that it is

hard lines to run the other man's runs

and then find that the scorer has given

you nothing, but that is the rule.

STEEPLE PUMPTON. (1) If the ball

when bowled disappears down a rabbit

hole, the other side could certainly claim

six wides for lost ball. (2) Brown cows

make the best screens. (3) If the Little

llagley policeman had money on the

match, it was extremely bad form for him
to arrest your fast bowler in his first

over, even if he had a warrant. A
gentleman would have waited. (4)

Certainly parsons can be leg before.

TOM. It 's no good asking for a
"
two-

eyed stance" at GA MAGE'S they don't

stock them. You keep your left shoulder

forward now, and the language will come
afterwards. A. A. M.
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Saaut of Lion Patrol atalkimj Buffalo Patrol (suddenly to old Gentleman partaking of wayside luncheon). "BEG PABDON, SIB, IIAVE TOU
SKEN ANY BUFFALOES ABOUT?"

CULTURAL HINTS FOR APRIL.

(Bv "HIGHLY COMMENDED.'')
\V UKRING. During a dry April the

requires at least one thorougli

snaking. A little ingenuity will euable

you to effect this without incurring the

arbitrary exaction which the water com-

panies impose upon the use of a hose-

pipe. Open the backdoor; remove the

istair carpet; and by means of a small

chip of wood (a match will do very we.l)
down the ball which automatic M I ly

controls the bath-cistern tap. In the
c . 'iirse of an afternoon the water will

Ihi'l its way into the most remote corners
of the garden, thus not only saving you
many hours of laborious work but

affording a very pleasing spectacle in its

descent.

To MAKE A HOT-BED. The simplest way
is to pour a kettleful of boiling water
0?ei the selected bed. The treatment
should be repeated as long as it is de-
sir, (1 tu k.vp tin- |i-d hot.

Tin: Kunii.N GARDEN. The vogue of
"
natural gardening," which has revolu-

tionised th.- flower department, need not

'stop there. I continually practise it in
.' the kitchen garden with the happiest

. 1 >i card all formal beds. Pur-

,ehasi: a guinea collection of vegetable
and without reading the labels

pour the contents of all the packets into

an old hat and mix thoroughly. Sow
broadcast over the entire kitchen garden,
rake well in and light roller. By this

process the ingredients of a mixed salad

can be gathered in the dark. New
combinations of unsuspected piquancy
are being daily reported. Insects, too,

are completely baffled by an arrange-
ment which they cannot understand, and

they invariably leave the garden in a

body.
MULCH. I have frequently come

across this name in gardening manuals,
but I have never grown it. Possibly it

is an implement. If an insect, strong
gas-lime would certainly be effective.

NOVELTY OF THE SEASON. The Theodore :

a new pumpkin ;
a sport of the old

President stock, with a tendency to

revert to type every four years. Throws
out immense shoots, which continue to

increase if they are encouraged. A
pound cropper, if rather crude in

colour; it should be cut back repeatedly
or it covers too much ground to be

effective.

" Water fell to 36 feet 4 inches oil the lock

Bill. On Monday tli height was guaged at

38 feet 4 inches, a difference of six feet. Oaring
the height of the flood the water measured fully
35 feet, so that there has been a fall of 9 feet in

4 days." Montreal Daily Star.

Goon ; don't be downhearted; "guage"
it again.

TO THE NEW VIOLA.

[Miss Pmi.LiD.i TEREON, at His Majesty's.]

Viola, with your namesake's air

Woodland sweetness, fresh and fair

When you walk and talk and sing
'Tis the very breath of Spring.
Dowered at birth and gently trained,

Yours the charm of youth unfeigned ;

Art is yours, but Nature first,

Which can never be rehears -d.

Though your note was brave nnd gay,
Now as man and now as may,
In the hush of laughter's part
We could read within your heart,

And a grace beyond your years
Guess the rarer gift of tears.

Take my homage how you will,

I 've the same opinion still :

Still must tell you, dear Miss TEHSON,
You 're the most engaging person
I have ever made a verse on. 0. S.

" Smart Salesman required immediately for

van trade, applicants must be used to horses

and total absiainers."- Sou h Wales Echo.

After this no applicant can complain
that he wasn't warned as to the company
he was expected to keep.

MOTTO FOR A PREMIER WH-> is NOT HIS

OWN MASTER. They also serve who only
"wait and see."
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THE NEW SKIRT AND THE POETRY OF MOTION.

Ediih (breaking Into a hop).
" HURRY UP, MABEL; von 'LI. KEVEB CATCH THE TUMX IF T-C KEEP ox TRYING TO RUN.'

GOOD NEWS FOR STUTTERERS.

[Miss MA.IIIE ILUKOTON says that the more

nervously and awkwardly a proposal is made
the more difficult it is to refuse gracefully.]

No stammering marked my fond request ;

I did not say the same thing twice ;

My mien was wholly self-possessed ; .

My words impassioned but precise ;

I've seldom felt so much at ease

As when I dropped upon my knees.

But when she firmly answered "No,"
And brought my wooing to an end,

Then, somewhat softening the blow.

Trusted she still could be a friend,

I own I felt a little hurt,

Having esteemed the thing a cert.

Later we met 'twas at a dance

And, though her language had been

plain,
At rather less than half a glance

Hope promptly roused itself again,
And whispered

"
Re-assail the fort.

Just have another shot, old sport."

I engineered a tete-a-tcte ;

The- lady's scorn I duly dared
;

But, feeling I was in a state

Inevitably unprepared,

Scarcely imagined she would be
Moved by my incoherency.

Yet wondrous change upon her face

The love -light soon began to shine.

She could not negative with grace
This nervous second shot of mine.

With joy my heart leapt wildly, as

She swore to marry me. She has.

THE DRAMA OF TO-MORROW.

(A rosy anticipation.)

WHY look at living actors? Why
bother about personalities c n the stage ?

Come to the Cinem.itophone Theatre

instead.

It has long been the great drawback
of English drama that plays are written

around the figures of popular actor-

managers, to the detriment of true art.

The Cinematophone Theatre will change
all that. When the player no longer

appears before his audience in the flesh,

the desire for individual ovations will

naturally cease.

What is the Cinematophone? It is

an, ingenious combination or rather

correlation of the cinematograph (which
has already abolished the necessity oi

going to see races and motor accidents

in person) and the gramophone. The
former flings the movements of the

drama on a screen, whilst the latter

>laccd in the wings, reproduces the

voices of our very best actors and

actresses. The standard of these voices

will be higher because none but the

3est will be used. A couple of picked
voices, one for the men's parts and one

Tor the women's, can, wilh various

modulation'', speak the whole play into

the instrument. Dramas nec.'d only l,e

acted once, and that before the camera,

when nobody will be nervous. Every-

one, in fact, will be benefited the

actor, because he will have
] lenty of

time to spare for more useful avocations,

such as politics and philately ;
the

public, because they wiU get more for

their money, for the Cinematophone can

be made to go twice as fast as the

original performance ;
the playwrights,

because they will write better plajs

(there will be no one-part pieces now);
and the Cinematophone Theatre, because

the box-office will be beleaguered all

day. There can be no doubt that the

Cinematophone Theatre has come to stop.

"Mr. O'Brien seems to have blundered into

the wildest inaccuracies and indiscretions, soim

of which even the Chancellor of the Kxchrquei
has had to correct." Manchester Guardian.
" Even "

is good, for a Radical paper.
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THE LITTLE DOTARD.
RKOISTIIAR JOHN- BULL (to bearer of venerable infant).

"
WELL, WILYT CAN I DO FOR IT BIRTH

CERTIFICATE OR OLD-AGE PENSION?"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KATRACTED FROM THE DIARY or TOBY, M.P.

Iliiitxi' of dommoiix, Mmiiliii/, Ajii-'d 11.

Just before the clock pointed to

quarter t'> four, signalling automatic

closing of series of debates I hut d;iily

arise u\\i |>ruee.-s ni' questioning Minis-

ters, I'IIINVI: AiiiniMt strolled in. At

sight ol' him storm of cheering burst

from Irish camp. Echoed from below

Gangway on Ministerial side.

This really very nice. An old 1'ar-

li.mii 'iitary hand, hardened to varied

emotions of Parliamentary life, PRINCE

AIITIII it not prone to display emotion.

lint at this spontaneously hearty re-

ception a faint blush crimsoned his still

fair check, a pleased smile illuminated

his countenance. Not quite clear what
it all meant. Natural to suppose that his

late arrival, blooming with, health and

gaiety after week-end spent in the

country, had relieved apprehension.

They thought he wasn't coining, and
here he was. Hence these cheers.

As he dropped into seat on Front

Bench, cheering u prose again, continuing
to interruption of business. Very odd.

M ist be more in it than met the eye or

the ear. Whispered enquiry addressed to

LONG solved the mystery. Just before his

arrival there had been animated exami-

nation and cross-examination of PIIEMIKR

with respect to literary exercise of Sir

ROBKRT ANDERSON, sometime head of

A BCRDINO 1'KIMKOSC.

Mr. Neil Pi-inn. i,.d the House of
(

t

"""is (and Ixinl Ui.M'U'ry in tin) Peers'

Gallery) by delivering an admirable maiden

THE Mcsiu or THE FUTURE!

.V blood-curdling little ballad of the Proletariat

by Mr. Hilaire Belloc.

Criminal Investigation Department at

Scotland Yard. Writing in a monthly
magazine, he casually mentioned as

who should say,
" On such and such a

day I bought a horse or a house
"

that he had contributed to epoch-mak-
ing series of articles published twenty-
three years ago entitled "Parnellism
and Crime."

Irish Members naturally wanted to

know what a trusted confidential Govern-
ment servant was doing in what printers

might call this galley? In reply PREMIER
did not mince matters or phrases.
Denounced excursion into field of

journalism as
"
gross breach of official

confidence." "action contrary to *ulcs

and traditions of the Civil Service." All

done without consent or knowledge of

his chief.

Even whilst these words of stern

reproof rang through House, PRINCE

ARTHUR, with unconscious dramatic

effect, lounged in. At the period in

question he had been Chief Secretary
for Ireland. It was under his regime
that the contributor to venerated Maga
had been engaged by the Castle authori-

ties on Secret Service work. Putting
two and two together and making five,

quick-witted Irish Members saw their

opportunity, and by inarticulate accus-
ation associated the blameless LEADER OF
TIN: < >PFOSITION with the old unsuspected
si amlal that had just leapt to light.
As to a blind horse a nod is as good

as a wink, so to tin 1 alert House of

Commons an ironical cheer is, upon
occasion,u expressive as an explanatory

pooch.

BilMMM ilnllf. Sr.-. ml Veto JJe-O-

lution moved.

'/'<../</
1/. -According to Ordcrsof the

Day and general expectation, debate of

Bitting will wander round Veto Resolu-

tions. Actually that highly rcspcclaliln
1 in I, a- it turn* out, somewhat stnliil I ursi-

ne--, plays a part that \Vn.i IA\I ( ) BIIIF.N,

alluding to his friend .l<>n\ RF.HMOND in

relation with his esteemed compatriot
JOHN DOUBT,calls "averycracked second-

hand fiddle." As hinted al>ove, in these

days of a still young Parliament it is

what is ironically called the Question
Hour that produces liveliest debate, in-

creasingly attractive by reason of variety
of topic. Time was when, in deference

to spirit and letter of Standing Order,

(Questions addressed to Ministers might
be put only after due notice. In rare

cases it was permitted to seek elucida-

tion of answer by further enquiry. What
are called supplementary questions, cal-

culated to place Minister in embarrass-

ing position upon probably delicate

matter of state, were sternly repn --> <1

by the Chair.

THAT Youso SEA-DOO
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"GERMAN CRAKES A\D OTHER STRANGE BIRDS."

(Discovered by Mr. Bottomley.)

Bottom.
" Find out Moonshine, find out Moonshine."'"''

"It shall be called Bottom's Dream, because it hath no bottom.''

Midsummer Night's Dream.

To-day, under new ordinances, suc-

cession of skirmishes swept the House
First to comein its opening hour,

under fire was SEELY. Catechism about

the MAD MULLAH brief compared with

fusillade of questions re-opening old con-

troversy touching Chinese and Kami-
labour in South Africa. SEELY has not

been to the wars for nothing. With his

back to the wall, attacked by hon.

friends below Gangway and hon. gentle-
men opposite, who fire at each other

through his body, he comes out of scuffle

not only alive, but kicking.
That young sea-dog MoKENNA next

taken by scruff of neck with intent to

shake him. ADMIRAL (of the Blue) BUR-
COYNE and ADMIRAL (of the Red) MIDDLE-

MORE bear down upon him from different

quarters. CHARLIE BERESFOUD chips in

with enquiry

doing on the

launching Dreadnoughts ? LEE hauls

to leeward and fires shot across bows
of Admiralty yacht. Then BOTTOMLEY
comes alongside with searching ques-
tions about German cranes and other

strange birds. He is permitted to fire

right off a volley of six arguments or

assertions thinly veiled in form of ques-

as to what Austria is

Danube in the way of

away oa the port side roar of

tion.

Far
the voice of Mr. BELLOW (South Salford)
for a moment dominates sound of miscel-

laneous firing. Additional effect given to

this interposition by its suddenness, its

irrelevancy, and its deafening blast.

SEYMOUR FOSTER, a propos of nothing,

slips in a hit at
"
unpopular Cabinet

Ministers," and MACVEAGH, readiest,

wittiest of Redmondites, gets back a

nasty one about
"
Company promoters

in the City."
Now and then in comparative pauses

of the turmoil sounds a shrill
" Hear !

hear!
"
from under Gallery immediately

behind REDMOND aine. This is Mr.

REDDY giving vent to overcharged feel-

ings. He doesn't mean anything, whether
in the way of approval or dissent. But
excitement must find vent, and it is

quite Parliamentary to cry,
" Hear !

hear !

"
However grave may be the

business to the fore, however high angry
passionmay haverisen ,

Mr. REDDY'spiping
falsetto

" Hear ! hear !

"
with its under-

current of almost childish delight is

answered by roar of laughter. This
clears the air for a moment. Then the
hounds of interrogation are off again on
fresh tack, having caught scent of CHAN-
CELLOR OF EXCHEQUER.

" Such larks !

"
as Joe Gargery used

to say to Pip. The only persons in-

clined to regard situation with appre-
hension are the Members, considerable

in number, who, having in obedience to

Standing Order given notice of ques-
tions which appear on printed paper,
find themselves at a quarter to lour

Business done. Lively miscellaneous

del ate in Question Hour. Later, dull

discourse on Veto Resolutions.

Thursday. Dull debate droning
through four days suddenly flamed up.

I

At 7.30 blade of guillotine would fall.

1'iiKMiKR intervening proposed to state

i

what would be done in event of Lords

! throwing out Veto Resolutions. PUINCE
I ARTHI'U objected ou point of order.

i Difficult position for CHAIRMAN OF COM-
MITTEES. Mr. EM MO IT as usual rose to

occasion.
"

I have not," he said,
"
yet arrived

at what the right lion, gentleman is

going to say."
Could not therefore judge whether he

was or was not in order.
" What I was going to say," the PRE-

MIER explained, "is this. If the Lords

fail to accept our policy as embodied in

,
these Resolutions -

PRINCE ARTHUR up again, still object-

j

ing. CHAIRMAN deferred to obvious

technicality. ASQOITH postponed state-

ment till motion for adjournment.
At eleven o'clock PREMIER made his

statement. Announced that if Lords

throw out Veto Resolutions
" we shall

feel it our duty immediately to tender

advice to the Crown."
This note of battle echoed with

enthusiasm on Ministerial side. Here

was proclamation of war. House roused

to state of frantic excitement. Earlier,

when Resolutions were agreed to and

PREMIER brought in Bill founded upon
them, Radicals liad sprung to their feet

and vociferously cheered. This nothing
to scene that followed on adjournment.
Once more Members on Ministerial side

rose en masse, madly cheering. Oppo-
sition vigorously replied. It occurred

to some 'twas time to go out and look

for taxi-cabs ;
still as they passed forth

they wildly cheered.

Business done. Veto Resolutions

passed by majorities that steadily main-

tained the average of the round hundred.

A Rumour.

Mr. LEVER'S present soap case (Hudson
v. Gossage) has, we hear, caused much

heartburning in Carmelite House. The
Brethren complain and we think the

complaint quite reasonable that, after

their long and close association with

Mr. LEVER in so many of his trials, their

ungenerous exclusion from participation
in the present one is an act that almost

savours of discourtesy.

Extract from the Royal Sea-Bathing

Hospital Report :

" Each patient is required to bring .... a

Tooth Brush and small Tooth Comb."

swamped by flood of controversial acri- Be sure to part your teeth down the

mony. I middle.
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Middy (to Car-drirer wlio lion Icen discoursing on the woes of his dislhrestful country). "Wiu. YE HAVE SOJIK WATIIKII nun ui?"

Car-ilrirer. "SuKK. I WILL NOT. WOULD KB BR ADDIN' TO ME OTUEB THROCBLES ?
"

OUR ADVERTISEMENT
COLUMNS.

SICNATURESI SIGNATURES! SIGNATURES.

No more confusion as to Old Masters.

Everything as plain as day.

By the Kristalklir Process all doubts
removed.

The process is not of course adaptable
to pictures already painted, but every
artist who proposes to become an Old
Master should ensure his success by
using it.

Tin- Kristalklir process of signing a

name on a picture is at once Distinct

and Permanent.

The name is so indelibly bitten in that

nothing can ever obliterate it.

If VELASQUEZ had used Kristalklir
the Bekeby Venus might or might not
li:ivr hunie his name

; but, if it had, there
would have been no cham-e lor Air. ( IKKK;
t write to The Morning Post. Nor

would there have been, had the Kristal-

klir process been known to DEL MAZO.

Demonstrations of the Kristalklir

method of signing pictures, may be

witnessed daily from 10 to 5 in the

Burlington Arcade Studios (adjoining
Burlington House).

SPRING IS HERE '.

Green Peas are Coming !

Ask at your Cutler's for the

PATENT SAFETY PEA-KNIFE
FOR SKLK-MAI>E MEN.

Cannot Cut the Lip.

Easily carried in the pocket, and can
be opened secretly under the table and
transferred to the plate without attract-

ing attention.

THE PATENT .SAFETY
1

PEA-KNIFE

has several advantages above all other.-..

(1) Its size. At the great demonstra-
tion of its uses at the Albert Hall on

February 30 the winner of the first

prize conveyed as many as 120 peas to

his mouth at one time without a scratch.

(2) Its beauty. Biker-plated.
(3) Its compactness. The vest pocket

of an evening dress waistcoat could

easily hold three; but one is enough!

Price (with 6 additional blades,

guaranteed to last the most determined

pea-eater for ten years), half-a-guinea.

VENUS AND "THE MORNING POST."

THE extraordinarily interesting corre-

spondence in The Morning Post on the

subject of the Roheby Venus has been

damped down sinco the appointment of

the committee of investigation. As our

contemporary remarks, "the matter must
now be considered sub judice." Mr.

Punch, however, has great pleasure in

printing a few of the overflow letters

which have been kindly placed at his

disposal by disappointed correspondents.

SIR, By a natural transition the dis-

cussion of Venus suggests the kindred
case of Mars. This must be my excuse

for obtruding on your notice a curious

personal experience which recently fell

to my lot while staying with my old
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friend, Professor Schiaparelli. The Pro-

'essor, as your readers are doubtless

aware, is a great expert on the subject

of Mars, and amongst o'ther artistic

trophies is the proud possessor of a fine

portrait by CANALETTO. Looking at it in

a strong light one day, I was startled to

observe a complicated cipher on the

upper right-hand corner of the picture,

and, examining it carefully through an

astigmatic myoposcope, I made out

clearly the initials R. J. (RicHARD

JEBB ?) surmounted by an imperial

crown and supported by a coronet.

May I suggest that, after completing

their investigations into the signature

of the Rdkeby Venus, your committee

should proceed to Bologna to settle the

question of the Canaletto Mars. It is

by such acts as these that international

amity is promoted.
Yours, etc., PIPSTON RIVERS.

Sin, Anyone can sign a picture, but

to paint one in the manner of VELASQUEZ

is, as SH \KSPEAKE says, quite another

story. For instance, I never sign my
pictures, but their problematic character

renders them recognisable at a glance,

and I am quite certain that your com
mittee would never fail to distinguish
them from those of SARGENT, ORTEN,

BOSBOOM, or MARIS.

Yours, etc., JOHN COKER.

Sin, The Committee you have invited

to inquire into the alleged presence of

markings or ciphers on the Rokeby
Venus is by no means bad so far as it

goes. But there are some unaccountabl

omissions which I trust you will remedy
before the work of inspection is seriously

begun. The National Gallery is an

imperial asset, and it is impossible fully

to master the great lesson how to think

imperially without knowledge of the

treasures enshrined beneath that ma-

jestic cupola. Hence the paramount
importance of including representatives
of the Imperial Evolutionary Idea on the

Committee. To supply this crying need
1 should suggest the addition of the

names of Mr. RICHARD JEDB, Mr. PIPSTON

RIVERS, Mr. FABIAN WAUE, the Hon. A
BATHURST, and possibly Mr. ALGEBNON
ASHTON. Yours, etc.,

CONFEDERATE.

SIR, I think I can throw a litde ligh
on the mystery which has been puzzling
the cognoscenti of the art wor.d.

couple of months ago, while passin/

along the North side of Trafalgar Square
I saw a thin man with a haggard
hatchet face hurrying along carrying
large roll several feet in length. As h

waa obviously a gentleman it seemec

strange that he should be carrying s

awkward a parcel, but I thought nothing
more of the matter until I recognisec
the bearer by a photograph in one o
the papers as Lord ROBERT CECII

Siting two and two together, I have

ittle doubt that when I saw him, still

marting from his defeat at Blackburn,

his unscrupulous opponent of the Im-

Derial Evolutionary Idea had just pur-

oined the real Velasquez and substituted

or it the indifferent canvas bearing the

trangc marks debated by Mr. GREIG.

Trusting that the matter may be made

he subject of a question in the House.

I am, Sir, Yours,
SEBASTIAN PUAYRE.

SIR, Has it occurred to anybody that

under a proper and rational system of

^rotection it would never have been

jossible to introduce VELASQUEZ' unfor-

unate picture into England, and that

ve might then have been spared the

ong and harassing controversy which

las distracted the minds of thinking

Englishmen from the vital problem _of

low best to promote that Imperial
Evolution to which, you, Sir, and Mr.

JICHARD Jr.BB, have consecrated your
ives ? Yours, etc., TOBY J. P.

Clothes-lanes.

[" Fair lady with two Friends . . . Wednes-

day evening. Mackintosh desires acquaint-
mce." Evening News' Agony column.]

BLUE SERGE DITTOS. Marble Arch;
would like to hear from large cartwheel

hat (nothing else visible).
"
Thy face I

never see."

BUFF WAISTCOAT. Can you meet short

skirt (Bond Street) at the Carlton lounge?
ODD SOCKS would like to correspond

with stout pair of boots (Hackney Road)
with a view to partnership.

FAISANE (CHANTECLEH) HAT. White

Spats (Berkeley Square) would like t<

make your better acquaintance. Ad-
dress "Cocorico."

" So here they are on the landing stage ai

Liverpool, waiting their turn with hundred!
more like them, men of all trades and businesses

patiently waiting to race the doctor, the emi

gration officers, the four days at sea. and five

days in a railway train, and the rolling prairi
at the end." Daily Mail.

Competitors who are successful in th
first four events may run or roll, as thej

prefer, in the final contest.

"A gun had been designed capable of throw

ing a projectile within a radius of 50 s<ruar

yards." Tlte Globe.

The mathematician who does our con

temporary's tariff statistics must explain
to the staff again what a radius is.

" The parts were well sustained, and the

was very little loss of pitch in any of the pieces
in fact, some of the gleps were finished quite i

time on the last chord." Kent and Sussc
(Courier.

Just the right place to finish.

AT THE PLAY.
"1'nc NAKKD TRUTH."

THOUGH Mr. CHARLES HAWTREV always

lays the sort of man whom in real life

detest, yet I must confess that I find

irn, as plaved by Mr HAWTREY, irre-

stible on the stage. In this play, by
JEORGE PASTON and W. B. MAXWELL, at

Vyndham's, Bunny Darrell is the usual

wn-ab-mt-town-and-in-the-city, with

lis difference: that owing to the

nfluence of a magic ring (which his

ncle has brought home .from India) he

iddenly finds himself forced to tell the

uth on every proper and improper
ccasion.

At the end of twenty-four hours of this

e is practically ruined libel actions,

ivorce actions, and every other kind of

ction are hanging over him
;
the girl

e loves is leaving him, the woman he

hilandered with is threatening to stay

rith him. But he has pained one

riend. His uncle is struck by the

.oble way in which he denounces the

rauduleut company of which he i-s

ecretary, and promises to give him
fresh start (with legacies in prospect).

\t this happy moment Bunny manages
t last to get the ring off h s finger.

Fo the satisfaction of himself and all

lis friends, the fatal gift of truth leaves

iiii
; quarrels are made up and every-

)ody is happy again. (Even, no doubt,

he cook, who had been told that her

imelettes always seemed as though they

lad sat up all night.)

Now, shall I put the discarded ring on

my own finger, and say that the idea is

old to the point of stiffness; that an

unpleasant atmosphere of bowdlerised

ntrigue hangs over some of the action ;

hat at times, particularly in the First

Act, the humour isattenuated toadegree?
Never! Let me rather say, as 1 suid

Deforc, that Mr. HAWTREY is as irresistible

as ever ;
that he has a way of saying the

most ordinary thing so that it sounds

jxtraordinaiily funny ;
and that in the

.ast two Acts he really lias a number of

'unuy things to say.

Let me call attention also to some

splendid acting by o'her members of the

company. Mr. ERIC LEWIS is always

amusing ; but, in addition to his, there

were two excellent \ erfonnances by

Mr. GEORGE BELLAMY, as Prosscr, a stock-

broker's clerk, and Mr. ERNEST THESIOEB,

as Teddie Lestramje, the usual over-

dressed idiot, with in th's case the most

delightful lisp. (Mr. ERIC LEWIS, by
the way, was Mr. Hayter,

"
the biggest

flirt in the Royal Society.") Mr. Aimiui

PLAYFAIR and Mr. LYLE, too, who were so

good in The Little Danwsel, were gooc

again. You understand that I do no'

need to take the ring off to say that a
1

these help to provide a very enjoyabl

evening's entertainment. M.
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Caller. "Is MRS. BROWN AT IIOME?"

Artlen ParluurmaiJ (xnii/iu'/ confidentially). "No, MA'AM SUE RKAI.LV OUT TUIS AFTERNOON."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(fli/ Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Mi:. HARRY PAIN always writes well about disagreeable men,
;m<l with an enjoyment which 1 (at any rate) share. His

is a wide one, extending from the utterly base to the

merely futile, anil including every kind of fool and bounder
that you can possibly want. At times his insight into their

souls is almost indecent; no rag of tnnke-believe is allowed
to i lifm. I remember one of his villains telling some girl
that he always hated walking over Waterloo Bridge at night,
hoc auso if some poor woman jumped into the river he would
be afraid to jump in after her. The girl said,

"
Ah, but

if you 'n- afraid of being a coward that shows you wouldn't
be one." "Of course," wrote the man in his diary that

nifthi,
"

1 knrw that women think you must be brave if you
i-o:, li-s I.) being a coward, and that was why I said it."

\Vh-n I 1,-ud Mr. PAIN I begin to think of all the things I

ud lately, anil to wonder why I said them. In The
/'.//. *o (MKTiii;LN) he introduces us to a healthy

aiftians, all of whom have had to leave England sud-

denly to liml .-ancillary upon an island in the South Seas.
'I here is trouble between the natives and these Englishmen ;

nice ruffian who had been more sinned against
than sinning ; there is a pretty girl who arrives unexpectedly

in a yacht. Mr. PAIN has fashioned simply and ingeniously
a framework which suits his methods exactly, and h.is built

up on it a story of great humour and interest.

Reginald in Russia ( METHUM) might with equal impropriety
have been called

" Vladimir in England ;

"
for Vlatlimii 1

appears just as often as Reginald and that's once in

"S.\Ki's" delight ful little collection of cosmopolitan trifles. He
gets his chief effects by the device of a final surprise. For

examples : (1) Vladimtr goes out shooting at large, and

brings home an animal with whose designation he is un-

familiar. Front his account of it (nobody actually investi-

gates the contents of his bag) it is assumed that he has slain

a fox. This is the last tragic blow in the unfortunate career

of the local Master of Hounds. It needn't have been,
for the beast turns out to be nothing worse tluin a polecat.

(2) A gentleman of nervous habit is cruelly embarrassed by
the necessity of dismantling himself in a train so as to

release a mouse that is doing pioneer work in his under-

garments. He needn't have been, for the lady who is the

only other traveller in his compartment turns out to be blind.

(3) The near-sighted husband of Larfy Anne finds her touted

stiffly by the tea-table in the gloaming. He conducts a one-

sided conversation, in which his efforts to conciliate her, by-

making light of their quarrel at lunch, are vain. He needn't
have insisted, for she turns out to have been dead for some
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ime (This is too like the blind lady story, and also perhaps

v little too gruesome.) But the author's
" shock tactics are

gruesome
lot confined to situations. He never allows us to forecast

he

Lew men are better qualified for the task of producing such

a record. Its performance is hampered by the exhibition of

strong personal feeling displayed, with exceedingly rare

exception, against his former colleagues. An unconscious

humour runs'through the long story. At least a dozen times

Mr. O'DoNNELL presents himself to the consideration ol the

reader as the impartial historian. The remark is generally

preliminary to an exceptionally savage attack on PAKXELL
inr&a ui ni= oiit.iv iv^i.*^ -.-j~ . .

p,ir]|o nlontarv I'arty. But, though sedulous in

^^SKKK^^^^K^S^SS^SS^IS^^'. '11 * t

us next swift turn of phrase or fancy. Of course

annot always conceal-what jester can? that his humour

s designed'; that he means, in fact, to be funny. But lie

seldom gives away his processes. For the rest, what malice

lurks in his satire remains impersonal and hurts nobody.
_

A

lioping that you will enjoy it.

Before I came across Messrs. DUCKWORTH'S helpful hint

that The Diary of an English Girl is the genuine article, and

so "free from literary artifice," I took it for an elaborate

satire on the old-fashioned critics who were blind to the

virtues of certain other diaries of yesteryear, chiefly remark-

able for the unpleasant impression they gave of the modern

like an iron bar, he refuses to others the joy of recrimination.

In fact, their indulgence in that habit is seized as opportunity

for dealing a whack all round. In one of his vitriolic at lack *

he thus desrribes the attitude of PAUNELL'S followers when

disaster fell upon the chief :

"
They used to escape penury

by blind obedience to Parnell. They could now throw

Parnell to the wolves who ravened for his ruin and feel com-

placently satisfied that they could afford themselves that and

other luxuries." This is said more

H'/lcniieo. In the altered circum-

stances of to-day we see it brenk-

iug forth again in the compliments

publicly exchanged between Mr.

REDMONU on one side, aud Messrs.

O'BRIEN and DILLON ou the other.

Making due allowance for it, stu-

dents of the history of one of the

most remarkable and far-reach-

ing evolutions of home politics

achieved in the last half-century

will find Mr. O'DoNHELt's book

rich in information and suggestion.

I am sure that if- KATHAIUXE

TYNAN could find it in her heart

to moderate the triumphs of virtue

and the discomfitures of vice, her

heroes and heroines would be the

better for it in the long run. As
it is, 1 leave them feeling that they
are scantily equipped with ex-

perience for life in a complicated
world. Take the case of Dolly

Lindsay, who is really the princi-

pal figure in Betty Carew (SMini,

EI.DEK). She lived in Windlestraw,

Hants, though I don't know what

Ireland has done to be deserted

like this. She was pretty, but

foolish mother and grandmother that she made the mistake discontented with the very suitable young man to whom
of thinking that, after all, the daisy might have an odd she was engaged, and went some way towards compromising
number of petals. (If you work the sum out you '11 find that herself with a local bounder possessing motor-cars and a

I'm right.) But our Niobe for her wealth of tears is 'dangerous fascination, who was instinctively avoided by the

almost classical has her consolations. She writes nice little
j

almost equally beautiful Betty. The affair was harmless.

maid. I imagined the anonymous -

author saying,
" We have piped

unto you, and ye have not danced.

You object to strong meat. Bien.

will give you milk-and-water,

aud see how you like it." But it

seems I was wrong. The book is

a human document, a real liona-

fule diary,
"
the delicate self-por-

trayal of a girl of eighteen," and

its record of picnics, riding expe-

ditions, dances, Christian Science
"
treatments," unrequited love aud

tears especially tears must be

judged accordingly.
" He loves

me, he loves me not
"
("he

"
being

a stalwart undergraduate of Cam-

bridge), sighs the maiden over and
over again, and, with each fresh

petal that she plucks from the

innocent daisy of her poor little

attachment, weeps bitterly. So

that I was heartily glad for her

sake when she learnt the sad truth

from the very last petal, and

plunged into her fifteenth flood of

tears. But, alas, she has mourned
unto me, and I have not wept,
hard-hearted brute that I am,

though I pity her deeply, since

it was largely the fault of her

Magistrate (to Prisoner).
"

Ii
1 YOU WEBE TUEKE FOR so

DISHONEST 1'UIIl'OSKS WI1V WE lit YOU IS YOUB STOCKINGED

FEET?"

Prisoner. "I 'BAKU THEUE WAS SICKSUSS IK THE FAMILY."

verses, quite good enough, to judge from the samples in her

diary, for the evening papers, and short stories which bring
grateful letters and cheques from the editors of the maga-
zines. And, in spite of her passion for crying, she is much
nicer than the "literary artifice" girls who write those other
diaries.

In his day FIIANK HUGH O'DoKNELL, one of the most
brilliant of the Irish Parliamentary Party that came to West-
minster under the leadership of ISAAC BUTT and were sub-

sequently captained by PARNELL, was also its Ishmaelite. A

but Dolly was cut by the county. Then came the gve.it

cricket match, where, after being publicly snubbed (and
even refused a cup of tea) by several rich parvenues, the

victim of social spite was dragged gloriously from Coventry
by Lady Castledoicn herself ; and, right on the top of this, had
the luck to rescue the child of her most venomous assailant

(the bounder's wife) from death at the mouth of a mad dog.
There are some very pleasant, likeable characters in Jictty

Carew, and I am glad to have met them ; but a mad dog
immediately after recognition by a countess ! no, I cannot

quarter of a century ago, resenting the action of the Land
League, he withdrew from the arena. He reappears, bringing
with him two portly volumes labelled A History of the Irish

Parliamentary Party from 1870 to 1890 (LoNGHAXs). As
for a dozen years he lived and worked behind the scenes,

believe tbut the gods distribute their favours so loosely.

"The question of forming a resilient floor for use as .1 bathroom is

under consideration." Indian Engineering.

The whole art of the morning cold bath lies in bouncing out

quickly.
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CHARIVARIA.
AT the Banquet of the Associati n

of Muniiiiul l'"n options the I'm MI.

MiNiyrF.it made a sporting offer to change

]>lac<--i with the Mayor of EASTBOI IINH.

At one time it was hoped that the sug-

gestion might lie acted upon, but Kast-

bourne is said to have raised

obstacles.
* *

The question of election

colours is exercising many
minds just now. There is a

demand for "One party, one

colour;" but surely we have

this already. The other party
is always black.

* *

"Germany," says Lord

MONTAGU,
"

is mistress of the

air in the same way as we
claim to be mistress of the

sea." The song in Germany,
we take it, is :

Ru'e, Germania,
Germuniii rules the air !

Unions never, never, never

Will -get there !

* *
" The fleets engaged in the

North Sea Mano?uvres," says
a contemporary, "are moving."
This just proves that our

ships are not iu the rotten

slate that some persons would
have us believe.

* *

Owing to an unfortunate

quarrel between Colonel
lliCAnnoand the Army Council,
the Millennium has been in-

dciinitely postponed.

*

A man imprisoned in an
American penitentiary has
been writing such excellent

poetry during his incarcera-

tion that, as the result of a

newspaper agitation, he has

been released. There are

still, we believe, quite a
number of gaol birds in the

Sing-Sing prison.V
Four - and - twenty head-

hu liters from Formosa have
roino over for the Japan-
British Exhibition. Their
arrival is said to have caused

something like a panic among the peace-
able Shepherd's Bushmen. It is not

realised that, beyond removing their

heads, the true Formosan does no harm
to lii-- victims.

v'

Why are telegraph messengers al-

lowed only twenty minutes for dinner?"
asked someone in the House of Commons.
The question shows a lamentable igno-

rance of human nature. The average

boy can stow away in twenty minutes

what it would take an adult an hour to

circumvent. V
It is reported that at Glasgow on the

]f>th inst, before nearly 7,000 persons,
Mr. AI.KKANI>ER GASTON and Miss MARY

410,180," a gentleman write-- to us
from Gotham to enquire how one may
become an latest ite, as it is evidently a

very paying profession.

"The 1,000,000 in gold brought
from New York by the Mauretania,"

reported The. Express last week,
" was

taken through the streets of

Ixindon to the Bank of Eng-
land yesterday in ordinary

railway vans." Chorus in

Netting Dale :

" What 's the

good of telling us this after

the event?"
* *

The marriage of Aliss MAK-
JOBIE Goi'U> and Mr. ANTHONY
DHEXEL has duly taken |>!a"e,
" The wedding gifts," we
are told,

"
were valued at

250,000." The knowledge
that they may be valued adds
a fresh terror to the giving
of wedding presents.

Old S/io^iiiiflH (to Boy trliolias forgotten u-liat his motlier has sent him

for). "MAYBK IT'S TIXTACKS, on is IT FLOOR POLISH? IT CANNA BE

I III'M I
.!:,

BECAUSE YE HAVE NA GOT A JUG. Is IT A WEE BIT TOBACCO

KURYERl'AW? NO? THEN II 's 1'ERIIAPS A QUARTER-PUN O* TEA? IT'S

SO LINOLEUMS OR BOOTLACES YEB HITHER 's WANTING? CANNA YE THINK,

LADDIE? Is IT HAIRPINS OH CURRANT CAKE? PERHAPS IT 's

Day. "I'VE JUST THociir O'T. IT'S A SOOTHER FOR THF. BABBY."

Shopman.
" AHA' wi' YE TO TH2 DRUGGIST; WE UISSA KEEP THEM.

From the report of the

Inspector of Reformatory and
Industrial Schools :

" The two most troublesome

girls are one wh:> is persistently

disobedient, and another who is

equally persistent in her attempt-,
to abscond. Since being vacci-

nated, however, slief has settled

down better. There is a mark

t.ysli'm which might be worked
to better effect."

It is not clear whether vacci-

nation is part of the mark

system or not.

What Gordon Said.
" The two men were then face

to face, the Arab with his dusky
cheeks and flashing black eyi s, ihe

Englishman with his glitt -ring

grey eyes and li|-.s sot firm as

steel. There wa-i another monvnt
of silence while they stood together

so, and then Gordon, liberating

Ishmael's arms, said, in a i m
mandiug voice

(TO BE CONTINUED.)"
Manchester Evening Chronicle.

A poorish outlook for Ishuiael.

"
Yesterday afternoon the M.

Alert, owned by the Guernsey
Strain Ton-ing Company, struc k a

rock in Rocquaiiu' Bay, in the

neighbourhood of the Hanois

Lighthouse. The A lert had been engaged for

a pilotage examination. . . . The three candi-

dates for the pilot's certificate passed

fully." Guernsey Erening Press.

rom a
j sounds rather an easy examination,

sign-board outside a bootmaker s shop
in Westminster: "Rock Bottom Value

MAOKIE were quietly married in a den of

performing lions. V
More Commercial Candour.

is the Secret of our Success."
* *

Having read in his newspaper the

announcement :
"
Intestate leaves

"AFTER OFFICIAL HOI' Its.

S.V\ U'UVH 3KOH
"

Liverpool Daily Post.

We quite understand.

Vol.. 'XXXVIII.
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THE PEERAGE MUTUAL SELF-RESPECT INSURANCE CO., LTD.

[MOTTO : 5!olo nob'di'a /;'.]

THIS Company is to be formed immediately after the

Spring Recess, for the purpose of providing Insurance

against the risk of an offer of a Peerage under the Asquitli
Guarantees Scheme. It is felt that, though the Liberal Party,
as a whole, may be in favour of correcting the pnli i.-al balance

in the House of Lords by the creation of 500 new Peers

individual members of the Party will naturally recoil from
the prospect of receiving an invitation to the Peerage under
conditions so subversive of self-respect. The Company's
Policies an? therefore expected to appeal to a very wide circle,

embracing in particular:
1. Liberal Members of Parliament.

2. Liberal Candidates recently defeated at the Polls.

3. Gentlemen who, from motives of simple loyalty, have

generously subscribed to the Liberal Party Fund, the Budget
League, the Gladstone League, and other subsidiary Party
organisations.

4. Editors arid other gentlemen of the Press who as a

matter of conscience have supported the Liberal Party,
whether right or wrong.

5. Gentlemen not already included in this category who
by other services to the Liberal Party have inadvertently
rendered themselves liable to Official Recognition.

6. Baronets of Liberal creation, who, by their proximity
to the Peerage, are peculiarly exposed to the above insidious
assault upon their dignity.

7. Knights of Liberal creation, similarly exposed, but in
a less degree.

Insurance will be effected upon a sliding scale according
to the risk indiiated. Thus a Liberal Member who has been
returned by a large majority will be invited to pay a much
higher premium than a Member whose seat is regarded as

shaky. Subscribers, again, of large sums to the Party
coffers will not be accepted at the same attractive figure as
subscribers of a comparatively modest amount.

Favourable terms will be allowed to those who limit their
risk to the offer of an Hereditary, as opposed to a Life,

Peerage. At the same time it must be understood that such
offer, though implying the recipient's eligibility for assoeiation
-with a degraded Second Chamber, will not be regarded us

constituting a sufficient insult on which to found a claim

upon the Company's benefits, unless the offer specifies in-
clusion among the 500. Gentlemen, therefore, who antici-

pate appointment to a Colonial Governorship, entailing the

penalty of a Peerage, are warned that they will not be ac-

cepted as Policy-holders. In any case, as set out below, their
claims would be invalidated by the acceptance of a Peerage.
As a measure of precaution, claimants of the Company's

benefits will be required to prove in black and white the

receipt of an invitation to the Peerage, signed by the
Prime Minister, and witnessed jointly by a Justice of the
Peace, a Mayor, and a Chartered Suffragette.

Claims will be invalidated

1. By the actual acceptance of a Peerage.
2. If it can be shown that the Policy-holder, after taking

out his Policy, has committed some conspicuous act of loyalty
to the Liberal Party with the object of securing the insult of
an invitation to the Peerage, and so enjoying the Company's
benefits.

3. If it can be shown that a Policy-holder, after taking out
a Policy, offers a bribe to the Party Chest with the object of

securing the said insult and so pocketing the difference
between his bribe and his insurance money.

4. If any announcement of the said insult, appearing in
the Press, can be traced to the recipient's initiative, liights
of publicity will be confined to the Company's books, which

will be open to inspection by Shareholders and Policy-holders

only.

Among its many other attractions, the Company will offer

special facilities to any group that may desirs to take out a

Policy en blue against the risk of a general invitation to the

Peerage: e.g., a company of the Guards, the Staff of The

Daily Chronicle, or the congregation of the lle\r
. SILVESTER

HORNE, M.P. 0. 8.

THE AVIATRIX.
[" Five women can fly

"
Daily A/aiZ.]

WHAT need have they, the sweet young things
Who rule us with their smiles and tears,

What need of mere mechanic wings
To haul them up to higher spheres?
On S"raph plumes I see them buzz,
It fills me with delight, it does,

To think of them as goddesses (the dears !).

And if by art of whirling screws
The less aethereal sex to-da'-

Can dare the short Olympian cruise,
And rise superior to its clay,
What is it to the mental lift

That long ago was woman's gift,

The power of love and peerless beauty's sway ?

Then seek not, gentle ones, to fly !

Leave to the dull material man
The engines that can scale the sky,
The swoops of that tremendous fan,
The wings that : though the bard has scoffed)

Indubitably flap aloft

With frequent "dopings" from the petrol-can.

Let Vulcan in his smithy forge
A better than Dasdaiian craft,

And smoky furnaces disgorge
(With huge propellers fore and aft)
A char-a bane of airy breed
That does attain a tidy speed

Although the chaps that
"
chauff

"
her look so daft.

But 'et not Venus, the divine,
lii aviating gown ana gloves

Attempt the steering wheel, nor twine
The goggles 011 her suite of L-ives,
Nor wear those semi-arctic looks,
But sally from Idalian nooks

Still in the old victoria with the dove:;.

That is the point ; for I have seen
Some portraits of the flying fair,

And, if my temporary queen
Should choose to don that dowdy wear,

I know that I should have a fit,

I could not stand her in a kit

Mingled of Esquimaux and EJward bear.

From "
Queries and Answers "

in an Indian paper :

" Will anyone kindly suggest an effective cur for eczema 'i

''

Ml the curs we know have it already.

"Mr. Otto Kahn, of New York," says the London corre-

spondent of The South African, News,
"
has bought the por-

trait by Frans Hals of himself and his family for the sum of

103,000." The sub-editor interprets this in a head-line as :

"BOUGHT OWN PORTRAIT AT RECORD PRICE."

We must try to imagine OTTO sitting to HALS.
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A WORLD OF SHAMS.
Qffitcr (of Umpire Staf). "Ht, YOU IIIEBE! You MUSTN'T CBOSS HERE! CAS'T you SEE THE NOTICE? THIS BBIDGE rs SUPPOSED TO

iu; HKSTKOYED."
Subaltern (cliecrfvllij). "On, THAT'S ALL RIGHT! WE'RE SUPPOSED TO BE SWIMMING ACROSS."

BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
SPHING IN TOWN.

Park Lane, April 26.

DEAREST DAPIINE, The most sensa-

tional wedding of the season, so far, has
been the Marquess of Midlands and
Gwendolen Carruthers's. When it got
about that the bride was not an Ameri-

can, and not from the Merriment Theatre,
but just an English gentlewoman, a

huge crowd collected, stormed the

church, and blocked all the streets near.

It was all Midlands and Gwendolen
could do to reach their brougham after-

wards; and there was such a dreadful

fight among the camera-men trying to

snap-shot the bride that poor Gwen
almost fainted. The dowager Midlands,
who has an old-fashioned horror of

publicity and bruit, says she 's inclined
to be sorry her son has done such an

outrt, conspicuous thing as marry a

countrywoman of his own and his equal
in birth

; but Midlands says his only
regret is that lie didn't charge ten-and-
six a head for admission to St. Agatha's!

I gave a most enormously successful
dinner-dance for the Hairy Ainus the
other night. People were ready to kill

each other for invitations to meet them.
There was such a frightful crush on the

staircases after dinner that I'm quite
certain hundreds got in who weren't
invited.

The Ainus are simply quite ! We
couldn't have any knives or sliarp things
at dinner they 're not to be trusted with
them. Isn't that a dilly idea ? We 're

all tremendously gone on one of them,
the Hairiest and Ainuest of the lot. A
charming creature, my dear! I hear
he had some brothers even sweeter than

himself, but he killed them before leav-

ing wherever it is they come from.

During the evening, Popsy, Lady Rams-
gate, who is a good deal epi'ise, asked
him to dance. She was trying to make
him understand, when a Hairy Ainu-ess

(she looked awfully cJiie you couldn't
see anything of her face but her lips,
and they were tattooed) became so

threatening and violent that Popsy was

frightened "and backed out.

Stella Clackmannan (you know what
a clever amateur artist she is) had this

particular Ainu to Clackmannan House
to do his portrait. But at the first

sitting, just as Stella was "putting him
in," as she calls it, something put him

out. He lost his temper all of a sudden,
and when the Hairy Ainus lose their

tempers, my dear, they do lose them!
Stella screamed and ran out of the

studio. The man who manages him
couldn't manage him; the duke came
in to help ; but in spite of the man and
the duke he smashed almost everything
in the studio. Isn't he a sweet creature?
He's going to be the rage in London
this summer.
We 're all rubber-mad still. I 've had

a little flutter and it came up heads, and
I gave a rubber lunch at the Recherche^

Everyone seemed to be giving rubber
lunches the same day, and the babel of
"
Malacca,"

" Sumatra
"

and "
Vallam-

brosa" was absolutely deafening. It

has its drawbacks. Lots of people have
had to go into Nursing Homes with
rubber heart and rubber brow. Myself,
I have my brow massaged every day,
the rubber frown is so horribly unbe-

coming, and the worst of it is, you do it

quite unconsciously whenever rubber is

mentioned.
The Bullyon-Boundermere people are

on the crest of the rubber wave. He 's

made a big scoop, and, as we all want
his advice and his tips just now, they 're
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invited everywhere and everyone goes to

her parties. It won't last, of course.

As I said to Norty yesterday, as soon as

the boom 's over, they and their parties
will be dropped. "That won't matter,

though," he said.
"
Their parties being

rubber balls, the more you drop them,
the more they '11 bounce up again."

Descendants have been a good deal

in the air lately. 1 've been whipping
my brains up trying to arrange a pageant
or kick-up of some kind with descen-

dants in it. I thought of descendants

of highwaymen and descendants of

Derby winners ;
but I can't make up

my mind which of the two would make
the snappiest show.

Pity me, dearest. I 've a young
cousin from the wilds of- Devonshire on

my hands. It 's all my absurd good
nature. Her people pleaded with me on
the bended to take her, lick her into

shape, and erase the memory of some silly

love-affair with a young wandering artist.

And so behold your poor Blanche

chaperoning a pre-historic girl, with a
fixed colour and an immense capacity
for silence, who believes in all sorts of

things, and has a funny little set of
"
principles," in case complete, with

winch I can see her measuring all of

us while we wait. And the way the
child blushes! Isn't it a funny arrange-
ment that the people who have least

cause for blushing, do it all? I've
taken her to task on this point and some
others.

" You must not blush, Rose-

mary," I tell her. "Blushing is quite
out. And you must talk, my child.

Even if you've nothing to say, you
must say it. The old saying, Silence
is golden, certainly doesn't apply in the

marriage market silent girls never
fetch good prices there. And another

thing you mustn't sit and think.

Thinking is not done. And with regard
to this little affaire-de-cceur of yours,
no girl ought to think seriously of an
artist unless he 's an R.A. and then
he's too old to think of at all."

It 's a boresome role,
" With a little

hoard of something, preaching down a
cousin's heart," as one of the laureates
said. Ever thine, BLANCHE.

Disintegration.
" 709 The British Isles, unbound, in parts,

and Old England, in 25 parts."
Auctioneer's Catalogue.

The melting-pot getting to work.

From an expert report in the pro-
spectus of a new rubber company :

" The Indians are very careful in the pre-
paration of Rubber, because they handle the
matter with extreme carefulness."

If that doesn't convince you, you'd
better invest your tuppence in Aerated
Breads or something, and leave rubber
to people with a little spirit.

GETTING READY.
WE walked through the Park and

observed the rank and fashion of London
none of them (as I pointed out to Miss

Middleton) more beautiful than our-

selves, all of them richer.
"
Speak for yourself," she said quickly.

"None of them more beautiful than

me," I amended.
"
I meant the

'

richer
'

part. I 've got
a rubber share."

" What do you do with it ?
"

"
I don't do anything ; they do all the

doing. James gave it to me, and said

that if I kept it till I was
"

"
Seventeen

"

"Yes and then sold it, I should

make a lot. But I don't think 1 ought
to sell an uncle's present, do you ?

"

"
I know you mustn't look an uncle

in the mouth, but I don't think there 's

anything about selling his rubber shares.

Sell them, and buy me a anything."
"
Oh, I 've got plenty to buy just

now," said Miss Middleton, confidently.
"It is an expensive time of the year,"

I agreed. "I simply must have some
new summer suitings."
"You should have your old ones put

away carefully at the end of the summer."
"
I do. And then when I ask for

them at the beginning of May I 'm told

that the moth has got them. Moth!"
I said, bitterly.

" What does a moth
leant with a pair of flannel trousers?

"

"I expect it wants to play for The
Butterflies. Sorry ;

I simply had to."

We walked on in silence for a time
I gurgling at Miss Middleton's joke, she

brooding over my wrongs. No, that
can't be right. She gurgling at her
own joke, I brooding over my wrongs
that 's what I mean.

" You seem very happy about some-

thing," I said at last.

,

" But I 'm happy about everything.
Aren't you?"

"Well, I'm not unhappy about any-
thingexcept that moth, and I do like

seeing you look like this. Otherwise
I 'm just about ordinary.""

Oh," said Miss Middleton reproach-
fully, "what a shame to say that on a

day like this with cricket just going to

begin, and dances and everything. Oh,
I 'm going to do such a lot this time."

"
I say that at the end of every April,"

I remarked.
" And then it rains."

" But it won't rain this year."" Thank you very much."
"It isn't me, it's Negretti," she con-

fessed generously. "So now you '11 be
happy, won't you ?

"

"
If you 're sure it will be fine," I

said cautiously. "Don't think me a
doubter, but last year does want some
forgetting. The week-ends in the wet

;

the fielding in the cold
; Lord's in the

rain. When I think of it I feel that

I 've lost a whole year of my life. 1909

simply doesn't count."
" But you can't only count the fine

days or what about the farmers?
"

" True. Besides I should only be about

five that way. Still, blow the weather."

"But I've promised you this summer
is going to be fine," protested Miss

Middleton.
"
Don't go back on that."

"
Right ;

I 'm a believer. One of the

elect. Hooray !

"

"
Hooray ! Now, what are you going

to do? Are you getting lots of invita-

tions?"
"
Millions."

"I simply love getting them."
"I simply hate answering them.

I generally wait until I 've lost them,
and then I 've forgotten the day and the

address and everything."
" You should ask your nurse to buy

you one of those 'Where is It' books."
"
I should never know where it was.

No, you 'd better let me go on in my old

way. I get there in the end generally
on the wrong night."

" You '11 come to our dance on the

right night, won't you ?
"

"If I'm asked."
"
Oh, I expect mother will ask you."

"
Yes, she s a nice woman, isn't she?

I must ask her to come to the Oval with
me one day."
"I'm going to Henley, and the

'Varsity match, and Eton and Harrow,
and the Tonbridge week, and the Army
Pageant, and Ascot, and the Shakspeare
ball," said Miss Middleton in a breath.

"
I 'm going to the Surbiton Lawn

Tennis Tournament, and Derbyshire v.

Northamptonshire, and the bazaar at

Leamington, and the opening of the

Kettering baths, and the Polytechnic
bicycle races," I said in two breaths.

"
Oh, anybody can go to all the things

I'm going to," said Miss Middleton

modestly.
"
It 's rather difficult to get into the

enclosure at Kettering," I said.

'I suppose you know the mayor.
How jolly ! Well, we shall meet some-

times, I expect."
''

Halfway between Leamington and
Ascot, perhaps.''
"Even that might be rather nice.

But it 's a long time to wait. I '11

give you an invitation now, if you like."
" Do. I '11 promise to answer at once."
"
Well, come and have lunch with me.

I mean really
'

with
'

me, because of my
rubber share. Besides, I 'm awfully rich,

anyhow. We '11 begin the season well."

The sun came out from behind a
cloud and made believe it was June.

(I don't mean June of 1909, of course.)
Miss Middleton took a deep breath and
looked round the Park.

"Oh, hooray for everything that's

coming," she said softly to herself.

A. A. M.
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A CAREER IN THE MAKING.
IVn y, jealous of the hero of a recent canf celebrr, steal.-, a p't Uu in the liojie thai he may a]>|>eir in '/'/ Daily Mirror as

PERCY, TIIK i.mi.i: I'I:>-KIUM LAD, Pur IN PRISON' nut PINCHING A I'OIAIO!

PERCY AND HIS AGK.D CiRANDUOTUEK.

(1'erey is indicated by a X.)

CONSTABLE WHO ABRKBTKII PERCY. TUB SAME is CIVILIAN ATTIKE.

PKBCY'S LITTLE PLAYMATES AT PEX^KUAM.

ATT^K, nil

C)i:
ii KwiiF.sE.xTATivi: nisi IS>IM. mi: SITI'ATIOS WITH

KII.UIVK OF PERCY is ins I'IIETTY YORKSHIRE DOME.

STAMP USED BY PERCY WHEN WRITING

.
TO THE HOME SECRETARY. THE POTATO Siior, jm IT AP-

I'EIRS AfTEB CLOSING HOURS AND
ON

VIEW AT .STUEATIIAM, A PLEASANT WALKING HISTANOE FROM PEU.Y-.
HOME. JNSET PORTRAIT OF EX-MAYOR OF STREATHAM.

A Sw IS

RE-UNION OF PEIICY AND HIS PARENT:-.
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FISCAL FANCIES.

; l',clij Letters to any Editor icho may can to print them]

S Ilt) In the article which appeared in your columns yester-

day, Mr. John Welbore puts the following question to Tariff

Reformers. Supposing, he says, that the imports of raw

materials are balanced by the exports of manufactured goods,

what will be the effect of a duty of two shillings on wheat,

allowance being made for the cost of freight and insurance

wherever the rebate is equal to the prime value of the piece

goods reckoned in the currency of the country of origin

together with all the charges of carriage from place to place

f.ab. and c.o.d., no account being taken of the incidental

effects (this is important) of climate and the habits of the

importers? I think I have stated Mr. Welbore's question

fairly, though for the sake of conveni"iice I have summarised

it. The answer is easier than Mr. Welbore seems to imagine.

Since piece goods, according to his own admission, are a

variable quantity, freight and insurance must necessarily

rise to the level of the demand for wheat (in quantity, not in

value) and the resultant is the mean expenditure multiplied

by the numbers of the population (see Politzky on "Averages,"

pp. 15, 16 and 17, and the note on p. 26). It is clear, there-

fore, that a duty of two shillings can only decrease the cost

to the consumer; and the same is true of all sums up to

twenty-eight shillings. At that point another factor comes

into play, and we have to consider how the miller is likely

to be affected by the rise in the price of offal.

I have now shown that Mr. Welbore's conundrum, which

was intended to demolish Tariff Reform, is in reality one of

the most convincing arguments in favour of that great con-

structive policy. Yours, etc., ALBERT E. BOLUS.

ii.

SIR, Mr. Albert E. Bolus, in his haste to support the

tottering fabric of Tariff Reform, has omitted to state or to

answer one of the most essential points in my argument, and

has added to it an assertion which I never made. I said

nothing at all about manufactured goods. My whole

argument depended on the rate of exchange between two
countries of which one uses gold as a medium, while the

other uses either beads or silk handkerchiefs. On the

other hand, I maintained that, ceteris -paribus, the available

capital of a country varies in an inverse ratio to its foreign
trade in partially manufactured goods. The price of bread

in a protected country is, therefore, necessarily double the

price in a country which enjoys free imports. Politzky's
well-known inference from the wage-tables of agricultura
labourers has nothing whatever to do with this. If Mr. Bolus

had extended his reading to page 300 of the
"
Averages

" he
would have found the statement that

"
the fact that wages

tend to disappear under a protective tariff cannot be gain-
said." Why did Mr. Bolus suppress this important passage?
Finally, let me ask Mr. Bolus to consider the following case

The population of a town in Bengal wishes to buy an

elephant, but finds that the home article, owing to the

operations of the elephant trust, is too expensive. The
elephant is therefore purchased in Africa at a saving o

10,000 rupees, shipping and food included. What is thf

result ? The inhabitants of Africa are immediately euablec

to buy a Bengal tiger for 5,000 rupees. Thus Bengal gets
its elephant, and can, with the saving of 10,000 rupees, plui

the 5,000 obtained for the tiger, purchase loin-cloths or othe:

commodities, while Africa possesses the tiger and can givi

employment to a considerable number of hunters and tracker;

who would otherwise become a charge on the poor-rate. I

Mr. Bolus had his way Bengal would have to purchase he

elephant at home, the manufacturers of loin-cloths wouli
lose 15 000 rupees, and some 10,000 natives would have t

go naked, while Africa would lose her tiger as well as the

nirchase-price of the elephant, and would have to see the

p-adual starvation of her hunters and trackers owing to

uiemployment. Can any sane man doubt which of these

wo systems is the better ? Yours, etc., JOHN WELBORE.

in.

Silt, I have no desire to pursue a correspondence with a

nan capable of such statements as appear in Mr. Welbore's

etter to you. I merely want to point out that Politzky's book

ontains only 259 pages, and that the statement quoted by

Ir. Welbore from page 300 is therefore as mythical as the

est of his assertions. Free Trade must indeed be in a bad

vay to need the support of such a champion.
Yours, etc., ALFRED E. BOLUS.

IV.

SIR, Mr. Bolus of course has the Tariff Reform edition of

'olitzky. If he will consult the original and only genuine
dition he will find that it has 360 pages and that the state-

nent I quoted duly appears on p. 300. Mr. Bolus must try

gain. Yoiirs, etc., JOHN WELBORE.

THE POET'S ATLANTIS.

[lu America, it appears, a poet can contribute to magazines anJ

papers whilst in prison, and facilities are given to the convict
for|

)iano playing.]

GIVE me your charming claw, and let us shake,

Bird of a land where freedom fairly oozes,

And penitential walls appear to make
A Paradise for children of the Muses

;

What though their liberty to loaf be gone
Their numbers in the press go marching on !

Here when the hairy poet makes of Spring,

Tells of his woodland haunts (what flowers have

pranked 'em),

The public hardly deigns to hear him sing,

The Editor (reclining in his sanctum),

Contemptuous of the great, the Delian god,

Wishes (aloud) his caller were in quod.

That, he believes, would stop him : so do I.

Not though his strains were lively as the linnet's

Would j
ustice do a two-step on the sly,

Would warders be at hand with harps and spinets,

And fountain-pens and foolscap sheets and lyres,

And all the what-nots which the Muse requires.

There it is otherwise : that gladsome shore

(Which sends us millionaires and potted bisons

And ROOSEVELT, raging with prophetic lore)

Allows the sacred bard a bit of licence :

It lets him forge sweet music's heavenly link,

And even utter wood-notes, while in clink.

Impressionable gaolers hear him crash

The vocal chords, and come and oil his tresses ;

The papers offer him no end of cash

For first refusal of his MSS.'s
;

And editors besiege the awful frown.

Of Aeacus to have his time cut down.

Then waft me, eagle, to a soil where song,
Whate'er betide, is never wholly bottled,

And poets, if confined for doing wrong,
Whether the garb they wear be plain or mottled,

With dulcimer and bells in constant use,

Can aggravate the crimes they did when loose.
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N. O. U.

(Nephews on Uncles.)

The Daily Mail's article on Mr.

UEUMOND by his nephew suggests a

departure in personal journalism which

may rapidly develop into something
like this :

UNCLK KIAVAKD.

EIJ William Hohenzollerti.

I le has been called the undo of Europe
(Hoch!), but since Kuropo has no indi-

vidual pen let me, as a nephew, see

what I can do lor him. And who could

do it better ? To be uncle of Europe is

no small thing, as I can tell, although 1

have never tried it. Enough for me
to be its enfant terrible. Well, he

courteous, my uncle, tactful (Hoch !),

quick, ban qarfon, and yet always the

King. I admire him intensely. May
the day be long distant when it is neces-

sary for me to eclipse him !

UNCLE DAVID.

By a Nepliew.

Oh, he is charming at home, charming.
You should see him with his golf clubs

all so jolly. And nothing like so

food
at sums as you might think, or so

een on money. I have often seen him

give coins to beggars ;
and he has even

tipped me. His language too in private
life is quite refined : you would hardly
know him. And his wit when we
were all with him the other day about
the scandalous attack on his veracity he
said,

"
Oh, never mind : it 'a only one of

O'BniEN's breaches."

UNCLE TIM.

By a Nephew.
Few men in the political world are at

once better and less known than Mr.

HEALY, the Irish statesman. The im-

pression of the world is that he ia a
caustic and witty critic of men' and
measures. On the contrary, he is the
mildest and sweetest of creatures. His

witty speeches are written for him (I

may not tell by whom), and he commits
them to memory only with tears and
sobs. It is as though a grasshopper
had to use the sting of a wasp. You
may ask in surprise, Why does he do
this ? The answer to which is, You do
not know my Uncle Tim; his passion
for Irish liberty is so great that he would
go to any personal suffering rather than
not servo her even to being sarcastic.

UNCLE AimUK.

By a Nephew.
Few men in the political world are

more successful in concealing their true
identities than Mr. BALFOUK, or Uncle
ARTY, as I cannot help calling him. For
example, when I was at school, I had
to open a debate in favour of Free
Trade, and, being ignorant of the subject,

"D'YOU HECOLLEO* OLD WOT's-'lS-NAME?
"

"'] WITH THE COLLAR?"
" AY !

" " WOT ABAHT 'IM ?
"

"
'E 'AD TO GO DOWN (jerk of the head) tou KNOW THEY civ' 'IK WOT YOU CALL IT

DIDN'T ABF GIT IT, I DON'T THINK !

" " REELY !

"

"
'ADN'T YOU 'EABD TUEN ?

"
"I DID 'EAR SOMEFI.NK, BUT NO DETAILS, NOT AFOBE now."

I wrote to him for advice, with the result
that he sent me a speech which enabled
me to secure a handsome majority.
Mr. BALFOUK has been and may again
be PRIME MINISTER, but his real passion
is dancing. To see him at his best you
should see him in the ballroom. He is

the best two-step dancer in Haddington-
shire. Music is another of his accom-

plishments, and he always plays the

>rgan in church at WhiUingehame when
10 is at home. As a boy he was very

fond of bird's-nesting, but it is charac-
teristic of his kindness that he will never
touch lobsters because they are caught
alive. He is much addicted to puns and
practical joking, and taught me how to

set a booby-trap before I was ten. He
is a great believer in breakfasting in bed.

UNCLE MICHAEL.

By a Nephew.
When Sir MICHAEL HICKS-BKACH suc-

ceeded the late Mr. JAHKS LOWTHER as
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" WHAT A HIDEOUS CREATURE, JACK ! WHAT is IT ?
"

"AN ORANG-DTAN FROM SUMATRA."
" On ! THE DELICIOUS DARLING ! SAME PLACE AS THOSE DELIGHTFUL RUBBER SHARES COME

FROM THE OSES YOU BOUGHT ME LAST MONTH!"

Chief Secretary for Ireland, someone

enquired of the late Lord MORRIS what
manner of man the new-comer was. Lord
MORRIS at once replied,

"
Well, now, every

wan called LOWTHEK '

Jimmy,' but I 'd

like to see the man that 'd vinture to

call HICKS-BEACH '

Micky.'
"

As a matter of fact, this anecdote only
illustrates the strange barriers that divide

the political from the domestic personali-
ties of our statesmen. Speaking without
the slightest nepotistic bias, I can assure

the readers of The Dally Slop Pail that,

although his relatives do not call him

"
Micky," a vast number of the younger

generation affectionately refer to him as
" Uncle Mick." And, indeed, he is at

his best with children, teaching them
the fine old game of knucklebones, play-

ing hunt the slipper, or singing nursery

rhymes in a rich fruity baritone, which
often makes the tears glisten in the eyes
of the ladies who are present. He is also

very fond of reciting the fairy tales oJ

HANS ANDERSEN with appropriate gestures
and can still throw the boomerang as

well as most Australian aborigines. In
the political arena he sometimes shows a

jertain forbidding hauteur, but in private
ife he is the sweetest of men. It is this

intinomy that led to the saying that he

combined the manners of a brigand chief

vith the nerve of a nursery governess.

THE PLEA OF PARNASSUS.

["It is hard to discover what the public
understands in these days when poetry does

iot pay." Mr. C'corye Wyndham.J

SCORNFUL of shawms and of sackbuts,
slow as the slug on the lawn,

<lat, flat as tlie bilge in your back-butts,

Deaf adders whose hearts are as

brawn,
Jull reptiles who cheer not the charmer,

Public, we cry to you now
fo shake off dull sloth and to strap on

your armour
And rise from the slough !

With troubadours dead as a haddock

(Those fancy Provencals of France),
And Pegasus penned in his paddock,
And withered the Rose of Romance,

?rom the lute and the lyre of Apollo
You turn as a bird from the toils,

And shake off the Muses and Minstrels,

to wallow
In Rubbers and Oils !

comrades of youth, who could render
In form-rooms that faced the grey
quad

The rolling hexameter's splendour,
In Augment and Aorist shod,

You 've quitted, you renegade rotters,
" The Royal high service

"
of song,

The bays are a burden, the ink-bowls

and blotters

Can go to Hong-Kong !

From the mesh of the Mart that would
choke you,

Come back, for, neglected and glum,
We bards in abeyance invoke you
And crave for a comforting crumb ;

bme back to the niche where the Nine

are,

The spacious, the sweet, the succinct,

Ere Phoebus and all of the laurel-linked

line are

As dodos extinct !

"
It is settled lor Dillon to ride Lemberg in

the Two Thousand. Dillon was the first jockey
to ride both this colt and his illustrious ha'f-

brother Bayardo, who made their debut in the

same race the New Stakes at Ascot and won
it easily." Daily Mail,

We saw DILLON (or somebody) do some-

thing like this in a circus years ago.

A contemporary refers to the airship

garage at Wormwood Scrubbs as
"
pro-

bably the largest building of its size in

the world." It is careful not to point
out that the garage is also the smallest

of its size. Special pleading of this

kind is valueless.
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A WASTE OF GOOD MATERIAL.
BIUTAKHIA (to LOKD KiTcnKXEn).

" WELCOME BACK ! I WISH A BETTER POST COULD HAVE
i FOR YOU-BUT OUR POLITICIANS ARE A LITTLE AFRAID OF STRONG MEN."

'" ^ Me(literranean militar7 command. Its last occupant resigned on the ground that it didn't give
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FKOM THE DIARY OF TOBY. M.P.

ll'iuac of Commons, Moiulay, April 18.

As not infrequently happens, realisa-

tion of stirring scenes in Houso of Com-
mons full far short of anticipation. It

i^ tin 1

unexpected that holds the secret

of success. To-day popular theatre was

crammed in pit, stalls, boxes, and top-
most galleries. N'ot since the introduc-

tion of Home Rule Bill in 1!IO'>, when
chairs were ranged on floor of House, has
there been such a gathering. Royalty
regarded the moving scene from seat

over the clock. On one side Hanked by
inuster of Foreign Ministers

; on the

other the Peers crowded, the PRIMATE

standing forlorn amid a group of late

coiners by the doorway.
Revelations expected. Particulars

ln,,ked for of CHAKI.-EI.LOR OK KNCIIIXM I.K'S

midnight assignations with rebellious

Irish Members who demanded a price
for sale of the dearest interests of the

Empire. Didn't care much about the

internecine quarrel between O'BniENand
REDMOND ainc. But if FI.UKLI.EV LLOYD
GEORGE could be caught out, or shown

up, or what you will that would

damage his personal reputation, and

P --ilily confound the Government in

a common ruin, here, tridy, would be
nuts.

O'BiUEN spoiled superb opportunity.
At outset sympathy of House decidedly
with him. As far as Opposition was con-

cerned he was as enthusiastically cheered
as if he had torn down the Home Rule

flag, declared himself a Unionist, and
handed TIM HEAI.Y over to Castle autho-
rities with intent that he should be im-

prisoned in cell beneath its deepest
moai. Had he been satisfied with half-

an-hour's speech, he would have re-

tained, as at lirst he commanded, atten-

tion. Temptation proved overwhelming.
Never since he entered House had he
had such an audience. Why should he
let them off ?

At end of first three-quartan of an
hour, smiting with right hand his
left palm as if it contained the head of
JOHN RI-:I>MOM>, he remarked, "And now
to sum up." Then he went on for what
seemed another half -hour, though it

might have been less by Westminster
c!o k.

Throughout he was in the manner of
Mrs. SiDioxs. At limes ho hissed accu-
sation in blood-curdling-whisper. Anon
he thundered denunciation at top of
strident voice. Ostensibly he was there
to say,

' ' You 'r<; another !" to CHANCELLOR
"! EXCHEQUER who accused him of gross
untruth and disgraceful breach of con-
fidence. As ho proceeded with his
task the, head of JOHN REDMOND ever
throat itself under his arm; finding it

there, he stopped to punch it. His ear

"
JIIERF.MOIAH."

(Air. MacVeagh, the humorist of the Irish

Party.)

was alert to whisper or movement of

compatriots on benches behind. At

slightest interruption he faced about
and slew one or other with fierce stare.

Poor SWIFT MAC-NEILL, in lightness of

heart at finding himself back in old

familiar scene, once gurgled with, laugh-
ter. Turning swiftly upon him, SIDDONS
O'BRIEN announced in tragic tones that

he was "
not to be disconcerted by apish

interruptions."
The whole affair more nearly

approached three - cornered duel of

A BORN DIPLOMATIST AND PEACEMAKER !

"
Quietly asked whether Pigott was not born

and bred a Nationalist."

(Mr. William Moore, K.C.)

MAKRYAT'S fancy than anything ever seen
at Westminster. Difference was that,
whereas his three controversialists,

'placed on triangular lines, blazed away
at each other's backs, O'BRIEN, having
had (irst shot at FLL'KLLKN and BxDMOHD
nine, they in turn riddled him.

Best performance in the serio- comedy
was TIM HEALY'S. REDMOND atni, smiled

contemptuously at Bin EN'S hate -em-
bittered references to himself. The thing

; was overdone, the animus too obvious.

|

Different in case of TIM. He played
with his victim as cat with mouse,

:

rolling him over with swift stroke of paw,
setting him up again for further frolic.

All done so easily, with almost fiendish

good humour. His putronage of the

PREMIER, who had "sized up the Member
for Watcrford at his proper worth and
mediae and found him a man without
an ounce of political backbone," was so

unaffectedly hearty that to suggest male-
volence were hypercriticism. But, as the
charmed audience felt, there underlay
the banter the cruellest form of malice
in the assumption that the object of attack
was not worth making a fuss about. For
the rival aspirant to the Leadership of

Irish Nationalists this more scorching
than the brimstone flames, more hurtful
than the thunderclaps, of O'BRIEN'S

tempestuous oratory.
Business done. Time allocated for

dealing with Budget.
Tuesday. Talk about Empire Day,

this is Captain CRAIG'S day. Member
for East Down has for ever destroyed
illusion obscuring his Parliamentary
position. Understood his gifts of speech
did not go beyond capacity for inter-

rupting with pointed remark orations

in process of delivery by one of his

fluent countrymen below Gangway. In
this art he finds a generous rival in

Mr. MOORE, the twin Orangeman who
represents another division of Ulster.

To-night MOORE illustrated its efficacy

by getting in a nasty one about PIGOTT.

That renowned person, who in his day
drew from GRANDOLPU a well - known
passionate adjuration, has cropped up
again in connection with the literary
excursions of the gentleman whom
TRUCULENT TIM was yesterday, without
rebuke from the Chair, permitted to

allude to as
"
that ass Anderson."

Attempt being made in Redmondite camp
to exploit the blundering forger, MOORE

quietly asked whether PIGOTT was not

born and bred a Nationalist, and was
he not long lime in pay of the Party ?

Shot went home
; subject dropped

like a hot potato.
CRAIG'S flight was loftier, longer sus-

tained. He not only made a speech.
He brought in a Bill, and would have

carried it over its first reading only
for a hostile majority of 92. Wants to

create new anniversary to be known as
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GHOSTS WALK AT WESTMINSTER.

Empire Day. As far as could be made
out does not aspire to share Lord

AVEBURY'S place in history by adding
to the number of Bank Holidays. All

he desires is that, as the years revolve,

on the 24th of May the British flag

shall be run up at the offices of all

Departments of State and on every
National School. In a glowing passage
he told how if this were done

"foreigners chancing to visit these

shores would see that we had the greatest

Empire in the world," whilst the youth
of the country

" would be taught the

true meaning of the flag and what was
the meaning of Empire Day."

DILKE, unmoved by this patriotic

sentiment, took matter-of-fact view of

situation, pointing out that adoption of

the measure would stir up hostile feel-

ing in Canada, South Africa and India.

On a division first reading was refused.

But that a fate common to other great
measures eventually added to Statute

Book.
Business done. Old friend the Budget

back again. Though lost to sight it

has for four months been to memory
dear. Its unprecedented history fully
maintained in this last chapter. Turns
out to be the marvel of the age. Have

daily, weekly, morning and evening,
read how the country was on the verge
of bankruptcy. Disaster postponed by
hand-to-mouth policy of borrowing.
Turns out there has been some loss to

national purse consequent on rejection
of Budget by Lords. But it does not

exceed 1,300,000, a mere fleabite to a

country irretrievably gone to the dogs.
When all is squared up, instead of a
deficit there will be a surplus closely

approaching 3,000,000. Which, as

CHANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER cheerily says,

"
can be applied to any purpose the

House of Commons may direct."

Tlmrsday. The Harp that once

through Commons' Halls The sound of

discord raised suddenly broke out again
on Vote on Account. TAY PAY, in speech
that commanded attention of crowded

House, moved to reduce amount by
sum representing pension of ex -Civil

servant who, having contributed article

to monthly magazine, woke in the

morning to find himself more than

famous. Debate carried on by series of

speeches of considerable length contri-

buted by HOME SECRETARY, LEADER OF

OPPOSITION, and PREMIER. Though not

lacking in liveliness, House for long time

kept clear of unruliness. Just before

ten o'clock Members, having dined, re-

turned, thronging benches in anticipa-
tion of division.

Ex-ATTORNEY-GENERAL FOR IRELAND pre-
sented himself at Table.

In appearance and forensic manner ol

speech, Mr. CAMPBELL does not notably
differ from Mr. URE. This makes it

more amazing, as SAHK says, how these

Law Officers succeed in covering the

Parliamentary green with dishevelled

wigs. At this hour, making the sixth

of interminable talk round the subject,
Members on both sides inclined to resent

interposition of a somewhat didl ex-Law
Officer. For five minutes CAMPBELL
sustained his alleged character. Sud-

denly, without inflection of voice or

approach to gesture, he turned an almost

somnolent audience into tumultuous mob.
Allusion to PARNELL in connection

with Phoenix Park murders flung the

fat
'

into the fire. In Committee Room
No. 15, subsequently elsewhere, the dis-

crowned King of Ireland suffered much
contumely at the hands of former col

eagues, upon whom he retorted by
jenially describing them as

"
gutter-

snipes." But, if colleagues and com-

patriots may fling mud on their former

dol, they will not permit one whom they
all a Castle hack to take a hand in the

game. Angrily insisted iipon CAMPBELL

withdrawing what they denounced as

nsulting remark.

Ex-AlTORNEY-GENERAL FOR IRELAND, like

LjORD ADVOCATE OF SCOTLAND, stubbornly
stood to his guns. For a quarter of

in hour storm raged. Irish Members

latnouring for withdrawal turned aside

From assailing CAMPBELL to browbeat
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES because he

would not rule expression out of order,

fn absence of PREMIER and other col-

leagues the WINSOME WINSTON in charge
of Treasury Bench. Intervened in con-

genial character of DJVC of Peace. Un-

availing effort. NAPOLEON B. HALDANE,

brought in from his room, where he was

studying the course of tie Punic War,

q aally unsuccessful. Not even per-
mitted to conclude a sentence. At

length Closure moved, the Iiish Mem-
bers halting on way. to Lobby to give
three wild cheeis for the Leader whom
nineteen years ago they loved and lost.

Business done. Vote on Account

greed to.

A RUBBER-GAME SONG.

SQUASH racquets that 's the only sport
Fit for a man to play,

When all the world is one vast court

From London to Malay ;

Prospectus pit ! remittance pat !

The ball is bouncing free ;

Allotment ! Can I get up that ?

A premium ! One to me.

What matter if promoters serve

Once in a way with guile ;

No weak directors break my nerve

If shares are brisk the while :

I bear the market for the fall,

And so increase my heard,
Then leave to someone else the ball,

And let him hit the Board.

Then join with me, you have my leave,

It takes a pair to play,
There 's one is needed to receive

And j ust one more to pay ;

A purchase pat ! A profit pit !

A sale so ends the round,
And anyone may make a hit

With rubber on the bound.

"WANTED, at once, a WASHING WOMAN;
please state lowest price per dozen." Bath

Herald.

Really it comes cheaper to have one at a

time.

" Mr. Dillon b?gan with an Elia-like essay ;

you could almost see the title
' Of Bargains.'

"

East Anglian Daily Times.
"
Elia

" must have been another of

BACON'S pen-names.
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CONJECTURAL CORRESPONDENCE.

[" If the I'Myli^'lil Saving Hill had been
|> is-ii-il.

it-, '(.nation woulil liiivc couniiriired yrMcnlay,
;,nd tli<- hour uf sunset would have Ix-cu 7..

r
>8

to-nighl, instead <>f li.W." Mr. IT. \Villett in

"The Xlar" of April 18.]

Mil. A. KiFLiMi COMMON- has written

an eloquent letter to The Erening
Standard to express regret that SH\K-

spKMiK did not live in the twentieth

century. In that event, as lie shows

by a masterly and cogent rhain (if argu-
ment, the controversy as to I he author-

ship of his plays and their ascription to

I'lVt'N would never have arisen or been

possible.
Sir HKMU ll(i\\c!itni has, written a pro-

digious letter to The Times, occupyi
a special Supplement of eight pages, for

the anniversary of the date of his lir-t

letter in that journal just fifty years

ago. In it he pays a very generous and

gracefully worded tribute to ('<

FEEL, and Tiiucm. "That these politi-

cians were misguided, mischievous and

impatriotic," he writes,
" cannot be

denied. The damage that they inflicted

on the prestige and prosperity of the

British Empire is of mammoth dimen-

sions, and will not be obliterated in

tliis or even the next century. But
this much must be at least set down to

their credit. Had they not inspired me
in my generous youth to combat their

poisonous heresies, I doubt whether I

should ever have entered on that long
and arduous scries of letters, none of

them less than one and a half columns
in length, which, if paid for only at the

rate of a penny a line, would have

brought me in from first to last close

upon 1,000."
Mr. ALCKISNO.V ASHTON writes to The

Lancet to point out that if the Metchni-
koff treatment, which prolongs the span
of human Jifc to 120, had been dis-

covered in Lord MACAILAY'S time, he

might be alive now and only 110 years
o! age.

Mr. LowTitiii! Ilium. i;it writes to The
Pall Mall Gazette to point out that if

NAKH.KOX had perished in the French
Revolution the liattle of Waterloo would
in all probability have never been

fought, and the phrase "to go Nap"
would not have been found in the
current phraseology of the card-room.

Mr. A. C. BENSOX has addressed a
remarkable communication to The Atlie-

iicmm, in which he spectdates on the

extraordinarily interesting reminiscences
of HALL CAINE which DANTE GADBIEI,
ROSSETTI might have given the world if

he had lived sixty years longer.

"-uiiles by road, .V) minutes by rail from
London. A choice little residential property
to be sold." Ada. in

"
Tlie bystander."

It doesn't say upon what line it is, but
we can guess.

Golfer. "I SAY, S.VNUY, COULD YE GET SOMEBODY TO PI.AY A ROUND WITH MI:; SOME
ONE Vim PI. MS .Midi THE S.VMK GAME AS I HO?"

.S/(/;/.
"
AY. WIFE, BIMXG JOCK AI.HSC."

SHOUT AND BITTEN.
[The Spring and Summer modes are designed

for tall and slender women, and are surveyed
with consternation by the short and plump.]
"
I am so short," the maiden cries,

With trouble in her big blue eyes ;" The kilted skirt how can I wear
With panels plastered here and there?
On long-drawn lines my charm relies.

Tall Amazons, if they arc wise,
Such height-reducers well may prize,
But I have not an inch to spare,

I am so short.

And, though this lack I might disguise
If gowned by

'

Stella,' who supplies
Designs that lend a graceful air

Of slimness to the nearly square,
[ can't afford her price," she sighs ;

"
I am so short."

The Polygamist at Home.

Seen in the country :

"UNION CHAPEL.
LICENSED FOR THE BOLOMOHIZATION OF

MARRIAGES."

The Journalistic Touch.
'

IVrhaps you will allow an old pageanter to

give his impressions of the admirable presenta-
tion of Elizabethan times which he baa just

thoroughly enjoyed in common with an audience

literally packed from floor to ceiling." Wralern

Morning AVr.

On these occasions, as any sardine will

tell you, the great thing is to be on the

top layer.

"ENGLISH BOARDISO AND APARTMENT HOJSK.
Dark-room ^onvenien for bathing." Daily
Malta Chronicle.

This is true modesty.
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OUR SERIAL FOR GOURMANDS.

[SYNOPSIS of Previous Chapters, which

Might have Appeared in this Paper, but
Somehow did Not : The father of Con-
stantine Drummett, supposing rightly
that his son, who has hitherto led a
blameless life, has not sufficient brains
to carry on the ancestral business of

sauce-making, has made him a barrister.

A like fate has befallen Algernon de

Bouverie, more as a punishment for a

misspent youth than as an intended
boon for prisoners at the bar. By the

intervention of fate and the machina-
tions of the Author, Consfantine and

Algernon are thrown together, and even

go to the length of sharing the same
room in a set of chambers, thus warning
the reader that tlieir story is to be a

highly technical
one. Constantine
is a tall slim' man,
with a marked
taste for Algernon's
cigarettes. Alger-
non is a short, fat

man with a massive
but inaccurate

knowledge of fish-

ing, which he de-

sires to impart.
Neither of them is

in love, but both
are prepared to be,
if the Editor can do
with a dozen more

chapters or so.

For the moment,
romance is in

abeyanc e.

Their set of
chambers is one of

eight sets in 4, In-

brief

The
elsewhere, comes and presses a
into the hand of Constantine.
latter endeavours abortively to combine
a boast about his success with a denial
of liability for dinners

; but Algernon,
having spoken a few gracious words of
formal congratulation, insists politely
1 j P .. _ _ 1 .1 f nf\ t

a loud and important knock on the outer

door, whereat his brightness becomes
almost vulgar. It becomes quite vulgar
when he fancies he hears his own name
mentioned in a colloquy without.

"
If,"

says Algernon, "a brief gets as far as

this room and is not for me, I shall die."

Constantine, when he really overhears his
j
but firmly on seeing the fee. This the

own name being bandied about outside, ! Author, no less generous than his own
allows

and he
will stand you a dinner." It is there-

upon agreed that on the first brief

coming into that room the lucky re-

cipient shall give the other a dinner to

cost ten per cent, of the fee. Algernon
makes the only clever legal move of his

life, and gets that down in writing.
Amidst a tense silence Constantine is

his joy to get the better of him, solicitor, has put at two hundred guineas;
says,

"
If the brief is for me I and Algernon, in a thrilling and dra-

hailecl outside, while Algernon affixes a

ner Temple Build-

ings, itself one of

twenty buildings
looking out on to

Ingenious Artist.
"
I HAVE INVENTED A SCHEME FOR ENSURING THE AUTHENTICITY

PICTURES. YOU SEE; I PUT MY NAME ON THE FACE OF THE CANVAS BEFORE I COMMENCE PAINTING.
F AT ANY FUTURE TIME THERE SHOULD ARISE ANY DOUBTS OF THEIR GENUINENESS, I HAVE WRITTEN

INSTRUCTIONS ON THE BACKS OF TUB PICTURES TO THE EFFECT THAT IF THE PAINT BE THOROUGHLY
REMOVED BY PUMICE-STONE THE TRUE ARTIST'S NAME WILL APPEAR "

of their own, they deem it the best

preparation for their future careers
to watch, from their windows, solicitors'

clerks taking briefs to other more for-

stamp within. It is with mixed feelings
that the latter subsequently learns that
the supposed brief was a demand for
immediate payment of an outstanding
debt to a mere tradesman. As for Con-

tunate but less deserving counsel.
|

stantiue, the emphasis of his language
Algernon, with the object of accustom- becomes so marked that the Editor has
ing his mind to figures, calculates that,
as tl.eie are on an average five barristers
in each get of chambers, there are eight
hundred possible destinations for every
brief that wanders into Queen's Bench
Walk. At this, Constantine becomes
strangely depressed, and remains so
until a solicitor's clerk appears, unmis-
takably making his way to 4, Inner
Temple Buildings. Fully aware that
even at 4, Inner Temple Buildings there
are forty willing recipients of briefs, of
whom himself is the least, he yet con-
cludes that a miss is better than a mile

to take the Author apnrt and warn him
that, unless he is careful, someone else
will get the job of writing serials for
this paper.

Maybe it was the Editor's fault for

forgetting the neurotic and highly ex-
citable temperament of the Author, or
maybe the latter acts just for revenge.
Anyhow, having up to this point kept a
tight hand on himself, he now becomes
hysterical and so far departs from real
life as to invent a solicitor with a kind
heart. The latter bustles into Queen's
Bench Walk and, resisting seven hun-i ,

.
I ,. :

mo jjouuu WCU.K. auu, resisting seven nun-and bnghtens up a little. There follows I dred and ninety-nine temptations to go

matic moment, produces the agreement
and demands a dinner to cost twenty
guineas. Constantine produces a series
of arguments contra, from which one
gathers that he will have to improve
considerably before his case comes on for

trial, and finally, on Thursday, April 14,
it is agreed that they will meet that

very night at a certain world-famous
restaurant (see ad-
vert i seme n t s),
where Algernon
may do his utmost
to carry out the ori-

ginal idea. Thus,
when the reader is

just beginning to

think that the Me-

tropolitan Police
By-laws ought to

limit the number of
all previous chap-
ters and put a stop
to this disgraceful
traffic in synopses,
the narrative is sud-

denly resumed.]

CHAPTER 407.

Thursday, April
14, was well begun
and more than half
done when the
Temple clock'struck

one. No less auto-

matically, Algernon
rose from his seat,

put the agreement in his pocket and his
hat on his head to go out to lunch. He
had even got as far a? the door before

II Y

he remembered what he doing.
Then he returned slowly into the room
and took off his hat again." On second thoughts," he said, look-

ing at Constantine, "I do not think I
will have any lunch to-day."

THE

The Growth of the Pageant Movement.
^

"
MLLE. MANIA SEQUEL (decorated with the

French Academic Palms) receives PIANOFOHTE
PUPILS at her studio." Adct. in

" The Morning
Post."

A pretty custom.

In 1883 the plaintiff's mother married his
(the defendant's) father's sister." The Times
(Law Reports).

We bope we have not committed con-

tempt of court in reproducing this.
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A CHANGE IMPENDING.
If YOU ACCEPT HE IT WILL MAKB ANOTHER MAS OF ME, BLT IK \OU REFUSE MK I MULL SK\KR BE HIE SAME MAN AUA1V.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Pnndi's Staff oj Learned Clerks.)

MR. WINSTON CHUBCHILL (the other one) is a magician.
Just as it was taid of GARRICK that he "

could act a gridiron,"
so Mr. CHURCHILL can write about an American Sjciety-
woman and make one sympath se. Hotiora, the heroine of

A Modem Chronicle (MAOMILLAN), is what would be called a

Fascin ttor. Beginning in St. Louis, where she is the adored
of an undo and an aunt, several callow youlhs, and inci-

dentally an ex-office-boy. Peter Erwln, she marries Howard
Spence, ;\ young stockbroker from the East (U.S.A.). Thence-
forward a lar-o section of the book is a record of her pro-

pnn, financial and soc al, towards Fifth Avenue. It is told

in Midi ca eful detail as to leave one with the impression of

having known New York Siciety intimately at first hand
and with no desire whatever to reiv w the experience. Then,
that the chronicle might he truthfully modern, there comes
along IIugh Chiltern, the strong, passionate lover; and
llonora, weary of her uninteresting husband, obtains a

money-down divorce, and marries Uuyh. What follows, the

story of her failure to build up a secure and honourable
homo upon Mich foundations, is not only the best part of the
lxx>k, but, I incline to think, the strongest thing Mr.
I'liriii HILL has yet done. The tragedy of such defeat is

intense v realised. Mercifully, Hugh's sudden death cuts
short the lingering punishment of their joint degradation,
and Hanaro, changed and chastened, escapes to Pans, where,

five years later, Peter Erwln, now famous, but with his old

devotion unaltered, takes her in his arms. Peters, in the

novels, always end that way. Yet I fourd the finish the least

convincing part of an unusually clever book.

If you are a crusty old bachelor, own a mile of house-

property in a provincial town, collect your own rents, and
live on next to nothing in a tiny cottage, you will save

roughly about 5,<;00 a year. But if your charming etep-

great-niece, hitherto estianged from your avuncular bosom

by a family feud, suddenly alights in the midst of jour
solitude, cooks you a ravishing kidney omelette on the spot,

and throws up her position as a Board School teat-her to

come and housekeep for you, then you will begin -to find

out what the world looks like when it is upside down.
At any rate that was what old Mr. Ollerenshaic discovered

when Helen With tlie High Hand (CuArjiAN AND HALL) came
down on him like a LLOYD GEOROF, on the publicans and

dukes, dipped her pretty fingers into his cash-box and

gently but firmly began to drag the old hermit-crab out of

his shell. The friendly duel between tl.e shrewd old man
and his high-handed young relative is described by Mr.

ARNOLD BENNETT with delightful and subtle humour, anil his

book is the, most diverting I have come across for many
a long day. Parry and thrust follow each other with

lightning rapidity, till in the final bout the once miserly
old man, after he has lieen cajoled into buying the big
show place of the district, responds by quietly marrying
its wealthiest widow. Uncle and niece arc both lovable
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human people; the characters and provincial life are drawn
with a firm hand

;
and I, for my part, have found Mr.

BENNETT'S story a most agreeable relaxation from the tedium

and annoyances of a too political world.

A rather ragged game of Rugby football played on a wet

ground and seen through a fog is the nearest simile I can

find for the raging activity of Mr. H. C. BAILEY'S Storm and

Treasure (METHUEN). People (and especially the hero) are

constantly being seized from behind, flung to the ground,

pinioned, trussed, and dragged through the grass or under-

growth to some dark place of captivity, to be hauled up to

the light again with the regularity of a tube-lift, just when
all hope seemed at an end. The Vicomtc de Jan, a French

t'migre, is persuaded to return to his ehdtean of Tiffauges, in

La Vendee (that is where the ingots are hid), in order to

assist the fortunes of
"
the Grand Army

"
against the

Republic. Here is one of the Vicomte's exploits :

"
But

M. de Jan hurled himself at the unready horseman, and
bore him crashing over his horse's head. It was M. de

Jan who was up to

snatch the bridle

again, to cast Made-
j

moiselle across the

saddle and spring

up behind her." A
neat but simple
trick, as they say
in the conjuror's

text-books, but one
j

that staggers the

audience every
time. Personally I

don't believe Rudolf
J'asscndyll could
have done it. And
twisted up (either

literally or meta-

phorically) with the

figure of M. de Jan
are those of Lueile
Co let (e n i g m a),

Yvctle Barsac (ri-

randicre), and Jessy
Wild (English spy),
who thwarted NATO-
LEON in Mr. BAILEY'S

last book, but this time doesn't seem to me to have been earning
his money from the Foreign Office. You might think that with
all this movement the author's characters would be too ex-
hausted for elaborate repartee, but, bless you ! no, not a bit
of it; they are more brilliant than ever, even when lying
iielpless and covered with dirt in a cave or imprisoned at
Nantes by the sansculottes. But I do hope that among the
Vicomte't wedding presents was a good stout silver-backed,
liog-bristled clothes-brush

;
for he needed it.

To come on some secluded mere
And catch the hippo shyly dipping ;

To find a track and murmur,
''

Here
The elephant went lightly tripping ;

"

To note the rhino's wholesome glee
While on his hide your bullets flatten,

These are the reading themes for me,
The feud on which I love to batten.

Yet Mr. TAXGYE'S book does not

Though it 's about that kind of
'

bcasties
"

(1 quote his word) quite touch the spot
That should be touched where such a feast is

;

The banquet 's adequate enough,
But spiced with elephantine humour,

Which, though it seems the proper stuff,

Makes heavy work for the consumer.

But don't, I beg of you, suppose
That every line of In the Torrid

Sudan (from MURRAY) is verbose

Or quasi-humorously florid.

Much of it is, but there 's a deal

That's not included in mv slating;
And folk who have the explorer's zeal

Will find it worth investigating.

Don Estebdn, a Spanish aristocrat, took to wife Maydalen
Falkland, a Saxon minx, and there were issue of the mar-

riage three sons, Guillen, Pepe and Frazeo. On the death
of the father and the second marriage of the mother, the

boys were abandoned to the care of their English
uncles, to be by them rechristened Punch, Judy "and

Toby, and " have all

that foreign non-
sense knocked out
of them." Three
eventful careers
were well founded,
three noteworthy
characters were in

the making, and
Tlie Bounty of the

Gods (DccKwoimi)
was showing every
sign of being a
well - written and

carefully studied

novel, when the

wiiter, Lady HELEN
FORIIF.S, fell a vic-

tim, it would ap-
pear, tj the in-

fluence of the
ELINOR GLVN school

ol fiction. There-

upon the crisp at-

mosphere becomes
warm and humid,
the grammar visibly

weakens, and the narrative completely breaks down. Punch
incontinently dies ; Judy is forgotten ;

and Toby meanders
without purpose through a disjointed career, wherein snake-
like women and decolletage abound. His wavering between
Protestantism and Roman Catholicism, one of the incidents
to which the reader looked forward, tails off into a hasty
digression, misconceived and inaccurate on the face of it.

Finally and quite unaccountably he becomes tin greatest
singer that ever was, and the book concludes: "Probably
the path of European fame never opened before a candidate
for immortal honours who stepped on to it with a clearer

perception that the gods never give with both hands.
Turnbull and Spears, Printers, Edinburgh." In this instance
it is doubtful if the gods ever really gave at all.

;lark Ctoaw.
BOKN 1835. DIED APRIL 21, 1910.

Farewell the gentle spirit, strong to hold
Two sister lands beneath its laughter's spell !

Farewell the courage and the heart of gold !

Hail and farewell !
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CHARIVARIA.
Chanlecter, it ia now definitely an-

nounced from New York, ia to be trans-

lated into American. Kven the dramatist,

according to our information, will not

escape, and will figure as Mr. Uoosternd.V
We understand thai Mr. Uc.ioSEVELT

IKI-. lii-eii approached with a view to his

accepting the Presidency of Europe in

the event of the accomplishment of the
Federation of thatcontin nt.

but, with his well-known
common sense, he has not

yet given a definite consent.
* *

1 Hiring his >tay in Paris,
Mr. KOOSKVKI.T paid a flying
visit to the Louvre,

"
where,"

we are told,
" he spent a few

enraptured minutes before

the Venus of Milo." This is

characteristic of the great
hunter's largeness of mind.
He can admire not only a

Btrong man armed, but also

a weak woman unarmed.
* *

Mr. KOOSKVI.I.T also paid
his respects to NAKH.KON.
Tin TO is, indeed, nothing
petty or jealous about the
ex-President.

* *

From Constantinople
comes the news that His

Sublimity the SULTAN has

measles, and fe.irs are ex-

pressed lest AIIDUL HAM u>,

who is ever on the wateli,
shall attempt to take advan-

tage of his successor's loss

of prestige. There is some
talk of rectifying the situa-

tion by forcibly giving AIIDUL
the mumps.

* *

'The I'OPE having visited
his displeasure upon the
Prince of MOX.V.I for calling
upon the King and Queen
of 1 1 u.v the I'KINVI:, it ig

rumoured, has retaliated by
giving strict instructions at Monte Carlo

we should have thought he would have
made an excellent regimental pet, or

perhaps an emergency earthwork.

We are sorry to

has given

hear

great

that Lord
offence in

( -rtain circles by a spei-eh made al the

opening of a rifle range at Haye^, in

which he expivs^.-d tli view that the

object of a rifle should be to kill.

The Dublin magistrates have held that

GETTISOl;l:roHJIEti BITRULAUS OOXPI.AI.V OF TUK llIFFIt ri.TV

KSIPLOYM^ST. TllE TUFF S.VFK Co. WILL NOT ALLOW A MVS'S PAST
TO 8TAKD IN HIS WAT.

that under
Holiness

Casino.

no circumstances shall his
ever be allowed inside the

arcSensitive persons in Manchester
said to feel more thnn hurt that it should
have lieen deemed necessary to offer S;>

lar-e a sum as 10,000 to induce any-
0BC to fly from London to their citv.V

ii-eript named GBOBOES GENN, The
Us us, has just been declared

unfit for military service in France for
the

extraordinary
reason that he is t _, ^^ ^^ m ^

f.ghs 19 .stone. Personally ! London at the Crystal Palace, Mr.

a Suffragette who chalked an announce-
ment on the pavement had committed
no offence. This method of attracting
attention has, we suppose, become neces-

sary owing to so many persons having
ignored the writing on the wall.

* *

The fact that the polar bear Barbara
could only be induced to enter her new
residence by being prodded with a pole
proves how thoroughly acclimatised this
animal has becomp. Her great desire
now is to be farthest fro'.n the pole.V
For the final scene in the Pageant of

i I.KS requests the loan of twelve
white bullocks, two elephants, twelve
coal-black horses, two red bulls, six

rains, and six greyhounds. We should
have loved to oblige, but unfortunately
we have promised all of ours with the

r\c-ptiin of our elephant "Fifinc." who
is indisposed to the loial citlle show

* *

A writer in Tltc Evening Klai,,l,inl

expresses the opinion that the middle
classes suffer from an excess of clothing.

A recent decision as to

Matinee Hats should do

something to reined v this.V
It is said M. PUSSIER has

his eye on SirCoNAN DOYI.D'S

new play, Pot of Caviare,
and will shortly have it

repotted. *
*

We overheard an interest-

ing conversation between a

couple of sparrows last week.

"Yes, ten thousand pounds,"
said the one. "What! just
for flying from London to

Manchester?" "Fact, I

assure you."
"
Well, I 'm

jiggered !

"

* *

Meanwhile there is some
talk in the avine world of

offering a handsome prize to

the first bird which shall

succeed in walking all the

way from London to Man-
chaster. + #

*

In the printed "Disposi-
tions of His Maj esty 's Sh ips,

' '

issued by the Admiralty last

week, appears for the first

time the name of "H.M.S.
Biter." This, we take it,

is an improved edition of

"H.M.S. Bittern."
* *

A masseur recently raised
his charges. Asked for a

I reason, he replied that he
I had thought it wa-i well

-
' known that rubbers had had

a boom and were in great request.

*

As we go to press it is rumoured
that a substitute for rubber has at last

been discovered. It was found in a

City restaurant, and was served up as
a steak.

An advertiser of incubators announces
them in The Daily Telegraph to be:

"Tuic m:- r ivim: Woiti.n; WILL LAST A
GENEHATIOX."

Which is, of course, an absolute nece.-sity
if they are to be of any use at all.

^ X \ \ V I II
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FLYING NORTH.
I KNOW, I know that Spring is come ;

I cannot but remark

The tulips sitting up in bed and smiling in the Park ;

I toy with fresh asparagus, I browse on early peas;

[ always know when Spring is here by subtle signs like these.

I see the R.A. blooming in its hardy annual dress,

I see the PBEMIEII taking what he calls his Spring Recess ;

I note the Young Man's Fancy she assumes a livelier tint,

And I attribute this effect to Nature's vernal hint.

I don't include the cuckoo's call, though in the Press I 've read

How in between the storms of hail he tolls the winter dead ;

I do not hold with liars who allege that they have heard

Whole months ago the bleat of this incorrigible bird.

But there 's a larger, loftier fowl that loathes the icy gale,

His spirit being willing, but his constitution frail ;

And when I mark a brace of these making the welkin hum

(Hey for the North and Manchester !)
I know that Spring

is come.

Such, Mr. DEVEY,* such are they whose visits you would greet

Coldly if they alighted in your garden's chaste retreat ;

Whom, if they sought your sheltering roof, through some-

thing going wrong,
You are prepared to welcome with a rudely-pointed prong.

Ah, if my hearth might but receive the god in his machine,

Wliat matter though the chimney-tiles came with him on the

scene !

Could but my pleasaunce entertain an angel from the blue,

How gladly would I sacrifice a cauliflower or two !

I would not have the law of him for my geranium-pots,

But speed at once to pick him up and salve the wounded

spots ;

And I would pour out wine and oil and help to mend his

wings
And get him, while he took a rest, to talk of heavenly things.

Oh, DEVEY, Mr. DEVEY, Sir, I fear your heart is black,

Black as the soot adhering to your stuffy chimney-stack,
Or you'd distinguish (though he fell upon your favourite

shrub)
This kind of fallen angel from a foul Beelzebub. 0. S.

a In the midst of the excitement about the flight to Manchester, Mr
H. B. DEVEY had a letter in The Time* announcing the attitude which

he proposes to take up in the matter of aviatory trespass. Fliers who
descend upon his trees and shrubs will be sued for damage, and those

who attempt to come through his roof will be received on spikes anc

prongs attached to the chimneys.

"
Stop and think for a moment. Many people are all run down, tirec

out and hardly able to drag about don't know what ails them
's Wine of Cod Liver Extract, tha great tissue -builder, is the

answer."

"'Is life worth living?' Eat 's rich Cream Toffee and you
won't ask."

How morbid the candour of advertisers is getting nowadays

"The leader of the Opposition played the part of Clytemnestra ii

the tragedy which is now unfolding itself, lie prophesied nought bu
evil." Dally Chronicle.

We had heard of Cassandra as a prophetess, but ha<

never had our attention called to Clytemnestra's achieve
ments in this line. Certainly she hinted at the murder of he

husband, but then she knew she was going to do it herself.

WHERE IS IT?

(Foil are invited la guess the scene and occasion of the Dialogue.)

He. We 're in very good time. Let 's get out here. He '11

e an hour getting to the entrance.

She. Right. It 's only a few yards.

\Tliey get out of the taxi and walk on.

He. Hurry up. It 's crammed already.

She. Just a moment. My hat

He. Oh, it 's always your hat. (To a young man] Bride-

room's side. (To her) Let 's go in there. (To various

cople) So sorry. I beg your pardon. (To her) There we
re. Lucky to get such good seats.

She. There 's Mrs. Holbeach. Fancy her coming all that

yay. Oh, and there's Mary Tressider. (Nods and smiles.)

didn't know she knew them but she never misses any-

liiug of the sort. Who 's that dark-haired man ? No, not

liat one. The handsome one.

He. Captain Oakley, Gerald's uncle.

She. Gerald's uncle, is he ? He doesn't look like an uncle,

omehow.
He. What do you expect uncles to look like ?

She. Oh, I don't know. Whiskers and turn-down collar

nd a malacca cane with an ivory handle something of that

ort.

He. I'm a. bit of an uncle myself, you know.

She. So you are. How funny.
j

[S/ie turns round, recognises a lady behind her and beijlns

whispering to her.

He. It 's no good your trying to whisper. You can't get
within a yard of one another. Tell her she 'd much better

whisper to me. She could get quite close to me.

She. Don't be silly. She told me the bride's dress was three

nches off the ground and only a yard and a quarter round

^Stirand animation. A burst of music.) She's come. . . . How
well she looked a little pale and nervous, but that's natural.

He. Ripping pretty lot of girls. Nice idea that, to sepd
em along without hats.

* * * *

A Voice in the distance. ... let him speak now or lor

ever hold his peace. [A pause.
He. Wouldn't it be awful if somebody didn't hold his

peace and just chipped in ?

She. It lias happened.
He. It didn't happen to me.

She. They didn't know you.*****
He. Ought we to kneel now ?

She. No. They 're nearly all standing.
He. No. They 're all sitting down. [They sit. Music.*****
She. They 're in the vestry now. Isn't it exciting ?

He. What, the vestry? Much like any other vestry, I

Eancy. [A burst of music.

She. They 're coming now. Here they are. Ah !

He. Did you see them ?

She. Not much. Did you ?

He. Just the tip of Gerald's nose. Very handsome and

manly I thought it. Let 's make a move.

[Tliey squeeze out sloicly, and proceed in a tavi to

another place.
She. What a crush ! Is my hat

He. Yes, it '3 as big as ever.

She (to a lady). I congratulate you so much.
He (to the same). My best congratulations. Such a pretty

(he is pressed on). We '11 just walk round.

She. I must look at the presents. (To a icaiter) Thank

you. Just a little piece. (To him) Charles, you must have

a piece of the cake.
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THE WISDOM OF THE WEST.
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lie. Not for a million. I '11 have a glass of fizz, though.
(He has it.) Let 's get along to Gerald and shake hands
with them. [They get along and do so.

fllii: Now for the presents ....
Jle. Whore 's ours ?

She. That's it the claret jug.
He. We '11 go now. {They go.

HE AND SHE.
\ViiKiu: gloom of laurels flunked the dusky glade
And no rough sound the summer silence jarred,

I saw the wanton where she pierced the shade
With amorous regard.

Itold, brilliant eyes played their familiar part,
But I refused to flinch or turn aside,

And, with a eold pang at my angry heart,
insolence defied.

I knew so well for whom she lingered there,
To charm him while he listened and she lied,

Seeking with soft appeal or brazen air

To move his manly pride ;

y veiling other lawlc.-v- love-

In artful talk and little tender cries
Her voice the murmur of tlio cooing dove,

Her eyes the serpent's eye.-.

Awhile we ^a/.ed, hate answering back to hate :

Then suddenly my wrath teok fire and flared
;

Her baffled glances proved she knew her fate

I'd kill her if I dared.

With that the dusk cut off her half-told tale ;

I lost the blurred line, tawny gold and white
;

It vanished with a long-drawn sibilant wail

Into the summer night.

Swift as a dream she melted into space,
An elemental passion veiled in fur,

A thing of evil, but of wondrous grace,
Soft as a velvet purr ;

A homeless stranger, careless of her fame,
Unpedigreed, unfaithful, most untrue;

And he, the owner of a royal name,
My Champion Persian Blue.

"
\\ AMi:r>, new pair of football boots, for a good young Fox-terrier

Uog or cricket suit." Adrt in
" Our Dog*."

On second thoughts we will have the good young cricket

suit, if it includes a coloured belt.

" The ne\v enclosure is a striking contrast to that formerly occupied
by the bears, covering an area of sixty square feet." Daily Graphic,
Ten feet by six ! It seems hardly enough to swing a cat in,
much less a polar bear.

"There were scenes of great cntlmvasm when the victorious French-
man landed. ... M. Puulhnn was the coolest man in the crowd."

Evtnixa Standard.

Easily, we should say, after being nearly frozen alive.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND.
HE came down to breakfast one

morning to find two letters on his plate.

The handwriting on the envelopes being

strange to him and the postmarks re-

vealing nothing, he decided, after some

minutes' thought, to see if there were

any clues to be found inside. Accord-

.ingly lie picked up the first letter and

opened it. It was written from the

hiohly aristocratic address of

Curzon Street, Mayfair, W., which

fact was naturally a source of some

pleasure to him. He was still more

gratified and intrigued to discover

that the writer was no less a person

than Reginald St. John Berkeley. The

actual letter, however, was something of

a disappointment.

99a, Curzon St., Mayfair, W.

DEAR SIR, I write to inform you that

I am prepared to advance upon your

note of hand alone, without any security

whatever, sums ranging from 10 to

10,000. Hoping to hear from you

shortly, Yours faithfully,

REGINALD ST. JOHN BERKELEY.

He put the letter on one side and

poured himself out a cup of tea. Then

he opened the other envelope. This

proved to contain a communication

from (Mrs.) Matilda Ascot. A little

surprised at hearing from her, for he

had never been introduced, he pro-

ceeded to make himself acquainted

with the contents of her letter. She

wrote, he was distressed to find, from

an unfashionable address in Notting

Hiii.

23, Spa Road, Hotting Hill, W.
DEAR SIR, You will be surprised at

hearing from me, but I can no longer

keep silent. This is the third day
that the children have been without

boots; their father is again out of

work, and I am alone in the world.

You will be interested to hear that

I have been trying to get a little

money together with which to start a

small stationer s shop, and if I can do this

I can make a living and keep my four

children and my husband in comfort.

Will you not help me? Lord
,

Colonel John , C.B., and the

Rev. William have already sub-

scribed small sums, and if I can only

get five pounds more I shall be able to

buy the shop and start earning an

honest living for myself and my
dear ones. I have appealed to you
because I feel sure you have a generous

heart, and because I think you would

like to be associated with Colonel John

1 C.B., Lord and the Reverend

William in this, work of true

charity. Will you kindly forward this

small (and necessary) sum of five

pounds by return so that I can buy the

shop and begin work at once ? Thank-

ing you for past assistance,

Yours very gratefully,

(Mrs.) MATILDA ASCOT.

"Dear, dear," he said. He put

both letters carefully away, and took up

his morning paper.
A week later he came down to

breakfast and found two letters on his

plate. He recognised the writing at

once. After a little hesitation he de-

cided to read Reginald St. John Berke-

ley's note first.

99a, Curzon Street, Mnyjair, W.

DEAR SIR, I must confess that I have

been somewhat surprised at not hearing

from you, in answer to my communica-

tion offering to advance you sums ranging

from 10 to 10,000 upon your note of

hand alone, without any further security

whatever.

Can it be that you are not in any want

of money ? The expenses incidental to

the opening of the season are numerous,

and it frequently happens that gentlemen
of your position are in temporary need

of assistance. It is not always possible

to sell out stock at a moment's notice,

nor is it always quite convenient to

borrow from one's friends. It is on

such occasions that most gentlemen are

glad to seek my aid, and it would sur-

prise you if you were to look at my books

to see how many of the nobility and

gentry are willing to accept money from

me. There are men in the very highest

position in England among my clients,

and I am prepared to treat you with just

the same consideration.

Now, cannot I send you a trifle?

You want a new motor-car, you desire

to go in for aeroplaning, your wife

wishes to spend a week in Paris well,

why hesitate? You can return the

money when you like (with, of course,

such small interest as will repay the

incidental expenses of the negotiation),

and you will have the satisfaction of

knowing that you have not (perhaps)
missed the opportunity of a lifetime

through a temporary shortage of ready

capital.
Now let me hear from you at once on

this subject. You will, of course, under-

stand that I cannot undertake to advance

you a larger sum than 10,000 upon
your mere note of hand. Should you
therefore require more than this it will

be necessary for me, in order to protect

myself, to receive some security.

I enclose a stamped envelope, ad-

dressed to myself, so that you can

inform me at once of the amount you

require, and remnin
Yours faithfully,

REGINALD ST. JOHN BKKKELEY.

"Well, well," he said, "this is very
sad." He wiped away a tear and turned

to (Mrs.) Matilda Ascot.

23, Spa Road, Notting Hill, W.
DEAR SIR, You have wounded me

.

deeply by your silence how deeply I

trust you will never know. In my
bitterness I said to myself,

" Never again

will I show my confidence in him by

giving him the opportunity of being

associated with such noble Christians

and true gentlemen as Lord ,
Colonel

John , C.B., and the Reverend

William in a work of real charity."

But afterwards I relented ;
I told myself

that possibly you had been ill or away

upon a holiday ; and I decided to give

you one more chance.

I am about to start a small registry

business on which to support my dear

little children (5), who are quite alone

in the world, their poor father being

unfortunately no more. General Sir

Rupert , K.C.B., is interesting

himself in the matter, and many other

gentlemen of position are helping me,

among them the Bishop of ;

while Lord ,
Colonel John ,

C.B., and the Reverent! William

have again shown a true Christian spirit

in contributing. I only require ten

pounds more, and this sum I have

decided to let you subscribe. You will

want to send the money at once, and I

am therefore enclosing a stamped

addressed envelope, so that you may not

be vexed by any unnecessary delay.

Trusting to hear from you to-morrow,

and thanking you for past, assistance,

Yours very gratefully.

(Mrs.) MATILDA ASCOT.

He gave a deep sigh.
" What a lot of unhappincss there is

in the world." he reflected. "I don't

seem to be doing any good at all; j

don't help anybody. They all write to

me and . tell me their troubles why
don't I do something ''.

"

He thought for a moment, and then

a noble idea occurred to him. He took

Mrs. Ascot's letter and put it in Mr.

Berkeley's stamped addressed enve-

lope ;
and he took Mr. Berkeley's letter

and put it in Mrs. Ascot's stamped

addressed envelope. As l:e poured

himself out a cup of tea he looked

fatuously pleased with bim?elf.

"They ought to have been introduced

to each other a long time ago," he said.

A. A. M.

"BARON'S ALLEGED OFFENCES.

BH.AMY CHARGE TO BK PREFERRED."

East Aii<jlian Daily Times.

The alleged offences must be pretty bad

if he really would prefer a bigamy charge.

" General Niox said that
' he often pondered

on these splendid thoughts, nnd Mr. Roosevelt

replied that he was
'

delighted to find his words

Lad penetrated so far.' "Daily Mail.

Which was not very polite to General

Niox.
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LINES TO A "RARA AVIS."

HENRY, felicitously surnamed Bum
(Since there is music in the very word,
Besides you 're dedicated to Euterpe

And are by nature chirpy),
Although your.lubilee was held last week

With quite unique
J:'i:lut in Harmony's august abode,

'

1 hope you will allow
An ancient friend to pay you now

The tardy tribute of a free-and-easy ode.

I low great the changes and the chops
Since you, one of the props

And pillars of the
"
Pops

"

Proved, by your sympathy and skill

pianist ic,

Accompanists could be artistic !

Heavens ! how ill they played,
Some of your predecessors,

Although they weren't afraid
To style themselves professors !

But you from the beginning tackled
BRAHMS

BIIAHMS at his rockiest and showed no
qualms ;

'When STRVUSS and when DEBUSSV came
along,

They found you going strong.
Fearless transposer ! \Vhy, they even say

That, on one memorable day,
You actually contrived to follow
A devious votary of Apollo
Through each involuntary change of

key
And there were three

Before the singer's ultimate catastrophe !

Innumerable concerts and recitals,

Enough to sap the vitals
Of heroes less efficiently arrayed,
I lave left you unembittered, undismayed.

Yet there are times
When ballads upon ballads tune and

rhymes
Alike artistic crimes
The soul of bathos shed ;

And then my heart has bled
To see you with self-sacrificing zeal

Hiding the grief you could not choose
but feel

;

And, animated by a sense of duty,
That never fails you in the direst need,

Handling, as if it were a thing of

beauty
8ome maudlin melody married to a

bleating screed.

Minstrels, like bards, are irritable folk
Whom trifles oft provoke

To sudden fury or unseemly tears
;

But you, blithe spirit, from your earliest

years
Have been undeviatingly urbane,
Free from all frills, considerate* cour-

teous, sane,

.
And to the cnd wiU so remain.

\\ herefore, with deepest reverence im-
bued

For your supreme pianofortitude,

*T- Vv\ - -Tiff r -.T \\ . -t-U^js*-T*~"*- P\\,o"ADS;

TO

Loafer. "I wisu I 'AD A EASV JOB LIKE vou'its, MATE.'
. "EASY! YEB I.UNKO WOT YOU 'BE TOBKIN' ABAIIT. KM! LOOK AT THEAm - K S "ISD! IF l LEM'K BF *' FOK '"' A M0> I CITS E '5AV-THEN WHERE DO YOU BECKON '

AKF TUB 1-OPILAIION 0' Lu.KNON 'LL OIT

And by melodious memories rarely stirred,
Punch hails your Jubilee, tuneful

BIIID !

At the Royal Academy.
There was once a king who very

nearly executed a certain MOBDECAI. A
namesake Mr. J. MORDECAI has been
executing our KING in cold oil, and seems
to liave taken a pretty fair revenge on
Royalty.

"
It is estimated that Mr. Alfred Killick,

who has just retired at Tnubridge Wellg afier
half a century in the postal service, has walked
from 240,00;) to half a million miles in the
course of his duty in delivering letters."

Manchester firming Kent.

Really, we should have thought that a
closer estimate would have been possible.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOE AT THE
ANGLO-JAPANESE EXHIBITION: Shepherd's
Bushido.
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POTTED PAPERS.
I. The Neto Age.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

THE Government continues its disas-

trous career towards the rocks, every

day bringing it nearer to destruction.

As we have always foreseen and said,

the Cabinet is at sixes and sevens and

only by Herculean efforts can the PREMIER

hold his team in check. Never did a

stern brow mask so absolutely woolly

a personality as that of Mr. ASQUITH.

There is one way, and only one, to-

wards the salvation of England. It is

the democratic way. Demos carries the

light and it must be followed. The

Lords may survive the present storm,

but another and another will follow,

and ultimately they will be whelmed.

The creation of five hundred peers will

hardly postpone their annihilation a

moment. Who will they be? Ask

yourselves. And how long will they

remain Liberal? Ask yourselves that

too.'

BOOKS AND PERSONS.

(An occasional eauserie appearing

regularly every week.)
I have been reading Hopeless Idiocy,

by Schnetchkernoff, in the translation

just issued by the only publisher in

England who has any brains. You who
read this volume have, of course, never

heard of Schnetchkernoff, but let me
tell you that you will. For he is a

coming man ; he is one of the men that

count. I discerned this the moment I

had smelt the cover of the book, and
five minutes after I had opened it I was

gasping with the ecstasy that one artist

feels for another. On my recent visit to

England I made every effort to meet the

translator of the novel, but he was never

at home. But I shall be in Moscow next

week, and shall then sip my vodka with
1 the novelist himself, and tell him a few
facts about this England of ours.

* * #

Looking in recently on Milan, I was

delighted to find the industrious and
'not despicable young Italian who trans-

lated my novel into his language, which
I understand perfectly but have not time

to write in. I asked him what Italy did

before he began his labours, but he was
unable to tell me. "

Corpo di Bacco !

"

he said, and shrugged. But I under-

stcod. Still, all that is now changed.
I then told him a few startling things
about Italy which he had not dreamed

of, and showed him how very like geese
were most of the swans which his

countrymen admired.
* * *

By the way, there is in England at

this moment only one man who can
write decent journalism, and that is

the leader writer on The Bournemouth

Excelsior. If ever that paper comes

your way, treasure it as you would

treasure line gold. JACOB TONBON.

ART.

Let me resume my indictment of the

obscure lumber-room in Trafalgar Square
called the National Gallery. Last week

[ demolished the claims of VELASQUEZ,

TITIAN, RAPHAEL and LEONARDO. I wish

now to dr; iw your attention to that in-

credible example of bad drawing and

vulgar coL mringcalled ANDREA DKI.SARTO'S

portrait of himself. How could such a

feeble thing be admitted into any collec-

tion, one asks. But there are no limits

,o the incapacity of the trustees of this

institution.

[And so on.]

\Viiv NOT SURRENDER TO RUSSIA?

By W. R. Titterton.

Last week I proved that, as we had

already virtually surrendered to Ger-

many long ago, it was only by a formal

surrender that we could get a quid pro

quo for our humility. But England's
need is not only one but several fresh

conquests. Accordingly I plead this

week for another conquest this time

by Russia. Here again we should only
be regularising the 'fait accompli, for we
have already surrendered to Russian

ideas. TSCHAIKOWSKY has conquered us
;

TOLSTOI has conquered us
;

all right-
minded people are the slaves of caviare

(a Russian product), and Jacob Tonson
is passionately addicted to vodka. The
Russians have the deepest bass voices

in the world. ANNA PAVLOVA is the finest

dancer in the solar system, and I have

recently mastered the balalaika. Quid

plura ?
^'

.

The Loving Cup.

"Mrs. Ward gave an address, after whicli a

cup of tea was handed round." Burrow Xcicn.

"
Lady Cook open to engagements ; Dinner

Parties,
' At Homes,' good cake,. bread, butter,

ices ;
would play harmonium for service."

FarnJtam Herald.

Would this be the funeral service ?

"New Arrivals in Noirette Under-

skirts," says an advertisement in the

Edinburgh Evening Dispatcli ; but there

is nothing about it in The Times' social

column.

"For downright sentiment there is nothing
to teat Mr. H. J. Dobson's interior."

Yorkshire Pant.

We express no opinion on what seems
to us a purely personal matter.

"Mr. E. M. Watson, A.R.C.M., was deservedly
encored for his pianoforte solo, which was

given in a smaterly style, the expression being
particularly good." Reading County Times.

On the contrary, we think it a rotten

expression.

HORSE ROCKING-MARK f."

A Riding-Matter Speaks :

COME hither, my gentle recruities !

A lesson I have to impart
On one of your principal duties,

The noble equestrian art.

The horse, you may know, is a creature

Which prudence would bid you avoid
;

He bites with his principal feature,

And kirks when he's feeling annoyed.

But here, by our latest invention,

We free you from any alarm ;

Approach him without apprehension ;

Nay, pat him ;
he cannot do harm.

Henceforth you need never be wary
Of handling the beast as you like ;

Our Patent Mechanic.il Hairy
Is safer by far than a bike.

The old-fashioned horse, in his paces,
Is often exceedingly rough,

Which comes, in particular places,

Uncommonly hard on the
"
buff

;

"

His temper is highly capricious ;

He bucks and he jibs and he rears,

And likes, when he's playful or vicious,

To hurtle you over his ears.

But mark, what a lasting improvement !

This excellent Pattern you '11 find

A thing of luxurious movement
And woodenly docile in mind

;

You sit with a foot in each stirrup ;

You needn't hang on by his head ;

The motion 's as soothing as syrup
And grateful as cocoa or bed.

Then rock you, my gentle recruities,

And try (if you can) to enjoy
The simple and dignified beauties

Of soldiering learnt on a toy.

Come rock-a-bye, rock-a-bye ! Faster !

Come wpsey-down, upaey-down ! So !

Ride on without fenr of disaster !

Come, rock-a-bye! Lord,what a show!
DUM-DUM.

AN INTRODUCTION.
IT is understood that Lieut. - Col.

NEWMIAM - DAVIS has been appointed
to give the introductory lecture to the

College for Hotel Managers which is

about to be opened. The following

synopsis of his remarks should not be

uninteresting :

The high mission of hotel-keeping ;

the nobility of the career of chef ;
well-

cooked food the basis of pre-eminent,
nations ; empire and beche -de - mer,'

dominion and truffles, progress and

ortolans, success and char; the true in-

wardness of viticulture ;
the duty owed;

by the right citizen to the grape ; pati-i-;

otism and Chateau Yquem, conquest]
and Chateau Lafitte, the relation of;

1898 champagne and moral fibre
; very;

oM brandy and supremacy ;
the gastric

juic3S our best friends; how to nourish
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them ; a good digestion the noblest end
to strive for ; a healthy appetite a sign
of a healthy mind

; poor or undiscrimi-

nating eaters UK; enemies of Society ;

leetotalen and vegetarians the worst

pariahs; restaurants and the civic ideal;
i he educational value of talking to

waiters ;
the importance to waiters anil

other employes of having conversation

for guests ;
the way for hotel managers

to treat the Press
;
how to discover if

the Press man is sufficiently influential

to be flattered and encouraged ; how to

behave to him if he is not ; the wise

way with the police; cigars, what brands
tn keep and what brands to give away ;

the bars, how to make them attractive;
drinks suitable to take with customers
as being less deleterious than others;
medicaments to act as antidotes to ex-

cessive health-drinking.
So much for the first part. There

will then be an interval for refresh-

ments, when the gallant Lieut-Colonel,
hero of a million engagements (to dine),
will enter upon Part II., which will

consist, of an account of his own e.\

periences in hotels the world over, with
lessons drawn therefrom. The college
will tlieu be declared open.

A FLATNESS IN POLKS.

[Kor want, we air told, of tl v funds
ilir Am. 'Hc-aii Ant nvtie. Expedition, which iv:is

to have raced Captain SoOR to the South I'"!''

I as Ix'i'll abaildnlled.
]

Tins in a blow, indeed it is,

To hear so vile a motive, vi/.

The scarcity of cash,
Has interfered with Uncle Sam
And caused him, so to speak, to dam

His threatened Polar dub.

What of the millionaires who toil

At, making Trusts in in. at and oil,

Men whom you merely prick,
And libraries and parks they ooze
Have they no fervour for a cruise
To lind the frosty stick ?

Can it be true that stately kings
Of potted pork and other things

Are backward with their doles?
That Railway Hnjahs cut up rough
And murmur,

" We have had enough
( 'avortiug afkr Pol< ^ 'i

''The business is not bright nor new,
The eagle now lias perches two
Cut from the frozen North

;

If PK.MIY finds another peg,
And some new artist pulls our leg,

That makes the third and the fourth."

1

es. I can almost understand
Why ( a^er

i
atriots do not hand

^

The needful nuggets out
;

I bere comes a time when hearts (I guess)
Are filled with strange snow-weariness,

Fraught with a sense of douht.

"
\Vll\T IS THi: BABY CRUSH FOB, MY CHILD?"

"I DUNXO
;

'R'S ALW'Yli CUYIMJ. I NEVER CAME ACBAWST AS YON B WJT LOOKS UPON THE Ii.UtK

SIDE OF TIIIMiS AS
-

K i

It needs some more exciting
"
stunt

"

To place the Stars and S'ripes in front
Than mi > sag. s from COOK," The Southern Pole is ours. Enquire

For further facts (beyond this wire)
Of Antetukishuk."

j.*vo(,

"

Selecting
a particular year in this century,

the distinguished statistician shows us that

while, iii France, out of one thousand men who
had not yet attained the age of 20 and who
married, two were bachelors, and upwards of

.evenK-inur were widowers ,-md divorced men.
1

'

The Jtu'iltj T,lr<jr<i/ih.

Leaving !.K)0 odd polygamists. Shame.

''The oflirial storing point was passed at
."i.'ll p.m., amid scenes of the same intense

I

excitement." Eccninj Neics.

Still, even common, unofficial persons
were allowed to stare from all the rest

of the route.

Straight tip from The Daily T>-le-

iji'aph :

"
I still think that if Leiuberg is sufficiently

forward ho will win."

The great thing in racing is to get well

forward at the finish.
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Mrs. Montmorency-Smythe. "AND WHAT WERE YOU HEADING WHEN I CAME IN, Mr DEAR?
MAN! AND TO THINK THAT HE WASN'T EXACTLY WHAT ONE WOULD CALL A GENTLEMAN."

SHAKSPEABE ! Au ' WHAT A WONDERFUL

A SLAVE TO DUTY.

[" There are more women than men." Vide Census Returns.'}

DEAR ladies, the season approaches
When love aft'airs go with a swing,

And Strephon to Chloe impulsively, broaches
The Question that blooms in the Spring ;

But a tear does a sprint down my cheek at the hint
Which has filled me with sorrow profound

There 's a positive glut of fair Phyllises, but . . .

There are not enough men to go round !

The sorrow and shame of it mingle ;

I cry for a
"
Bachelors' Tax "

As I think of the Jills who are doomed to be single
Because of the shortage of Jacks

;

And it seems very wrong to withhold from the throng
(I fancy my logic is sound)

A love that could cheer half a score, when it 's clear
There are not enough men to go round.

So my hopes as a lover are banished,
I \& broken the vows I had vowed,

Thedreams in which Rose figured daily have vanished
SHE can only bo one of a crowd !

And when I 'in with Norah, or Betty, or Dora,
Sue labels me "

flirt," I '11 be bound,
Yet I merit applause, for it 's simply because
There are not enough men to go round !

AEROPLANES v. GOLF.

WRITING to The Field Mr. U. P. JENKINS (can he, by chance,
be the originator of the celebrated game of

"
Up, Jenkins

"
? )

voices his dread of low-flying aviators, who, he says, would
obstruct his tee shots, and claims tbat he is entitled to a
sufficient amount of air, if paying a subscription of fifteen

guineas to his golf club. This is very sad, but we are afraid

there is no help for it, now that England has gone aviation-

mad. The mere fifteen-guinea golfer had better resign himself
to being bunkered by coveys of bird-men, swooping over the
sandhills after mammoth prizes and pursued by droves of
motor cars conveying sporting journalists.

By judiciously topping his ball the asphyxiated enthusiast

may yet be able to creep from hole to hole beneath the stream
of aeroplanes playing the low-down game foreseen by Mr.
JENKINS or, if he does not mind his fees being considerably
enhanced, he may still breathe his quantum of air on a course
fenced and roofed in with close-meshed wire in the manner
of a chicken-run. The royal and ancient game would then,
of course, be better played with croquet mallets, and suffi-

cient variety could be obtained if a few new shapes were

introduced, such as a knobkerrie, a bandy-stick, or a pavior's
beetle. If aviators persist in their vulgar habit of ricochet-

ting from tee to tee, there will be little left for the plane-
flapped golfer but to follow the mole and pursue his game
in a network of tubes underground. Still, he might always
play from aeroplanes and defeat the air-hogs in their own
element. So cheer U. P. JENKINS ! ZIGZAG.
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A OUTKANCE.
"PARDON ME, BUT AS A MATTER OF ACADEMIC INTEREST I SHOULD VERY

! WHETHER YOU COULDN'T WIN WITHOUT YOUR SWORD"
MOST INTERESTING SPECULATION. BUT I'M NOT TAKING 'ANY MORE RISKS THAN I NEED"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KM MI ii h n:"M IIIK Pi Alt V "T 'I'l'liv, M,l*.

llnnse of CommoiiH, Monday, April 2'>.

The. Admirals are out oil a fresh

< Tnise. Having teen that the Navy is

as well provided as is possible under an

incapable, corrupt Administration which,

when it is not truckling to Germanv, is

on its kiiet-s to JOHN UKIP\IUM>, they have

innicil their attention to the number of

guests entertained on board tho Ad-

iniralty \acht, with particular enquiry
as to who pays for their grub.

<MT and on have for so:nc time been

firing in this direction with object of

finding the range. To-day concentrate

attack. Owing to misunderstanding
VICE-ADMIRAL BuiiuoYNE is left to conduct

it single-handed. His consort, UEAH-

ADMIUAL MiDDLEMonE, like the Spanish
Fleet on historic occasion,

"
is not yet in

sight." Too literally construes his title.

"
All v. ry well to be a Rear-Admiral,"

says the VICE-ADMIRAL snappishly, sling-

ing his telescope round to wrong eye
and surveying ofling in Palace Yard ;

" but on a day like this he need not

keep go far in that direction as to be

l)elow the horizon."

i-, MII>IIIEMOIIE i- tlown at his

I

ONE t.K 1MB (iRKAT

(Mr. Will Thome.)

There is a growing tendency among i\\<i<f

who worship at the shrine of
" Labour "

to

rt'sont any application of the rod or birch to

any of those. tractable littlo scions of tho Pro-
i who are lurnril out, \\itli such engaging

manners ami so much self-control, by the

Elementary schools of the country. Is it not
cun civah'.r that a practice which is borne with

Htunly submission hy Public School hoys ami
titlicis ini^'ht, in some, cases work well? Is
there not a risk, fur iiint:iiu'i>, that in sparing
the roil you may spoil tho Member of Parlia-
ment '!

ADMIRALS AI.I.
; on, NAV.U. EIPERTS CM>EB FIRE.

" Rear-Admiral Middlemore
"
takes cover behind "

Vice-Adiniral Bnrgoyno."

i Mr. J. T. Middlemoro, Mr. A. II. Burgoyne, and the Rt. Hon. Reginald McKonna.)

marine residence (Arethusa Lodge, Top-
sail Lane, Stourbridge), rigging up a

flagstaff in the back-yard. In addition

to a vane designed to show Stourbridge
which way the wind is blowing, he will

have a Union Jack run up on Empire
Day with intent, as CRAIG put it the

other day, that
"
foreigners chancing to

visit these shores will see that we have
the greatest Empire in the world." The
REAH-ADMIRAL rather thinks that, with
this flagstaff and a few big stones lime-

washed in coastguard fashion, Arethusa

Lodge, though situated in the Midlands,
will have about it a decidedly naval look.

Odd how these two authorities on the

policy and minutiae of naval matters

have developed from what on the face

of it seemed unlikely sources. Out-
side Parliamentary arena VICE-ADMIRAL
HntnoYNE is something in the wine
business. REAR-ADMIRAL MIDDLEMORE.

entering life with intention to follow

the medical profession, drifted into a

solicitor's office and ro=o to the high
estate of a Birmingham City Councillor.

Yet and the lesson should not be lost

upon new Members by patience and

perseverance in the Question hour, they
have come to number themselves among
our most authoritative naval expert*,
each ready at an hour's notice to take

command of Channel Fleet. No secret

that when JACK FISTIER, recalling memo-
ries of TEMPLE at Sheen, retired to his

country seat to cultivate his roses, there

was some disappointment in family
circles that neither of the Admirals was
"
sent for

"
to take his place. Due

entirely to political animosity; PREMIER
ever ready to sacrifice best interests of

country on altar of Party.
Didn't make much out of this new

cruise. House inclined to regard en-

quiry as petty, not to say impertinent.
But the VICE-ADMIRAL will haul about
and attack again when his consort comes
in sight.
SARK says the best thing for FIRST

LORD to do would be to ask the Admirals
down to Sheerness and give them a
cruise in the Admiralty yacht. He
fancies that, should the sea be a little

choppy, the table expenses of the guests
would not be excessive.

Business done. Budget read a second
time by majority of eighty-six.

Tuesday. The licence of the Question
hour, with its irrelevancies, its self-ad-

vertisements, its personal animosiiies,
and its Party controversies, strikingly
illustrated in a queiy in to-day's long
list standing in name of WILLIAM THORNE.

That explosive gentleman, who, like Mr.

BELLOW (South Salford), always goes off

nt half-cock when rising to address the

Chair, desires
" To ask the President of

the Board of Trade, whether any inquiry
has been held into the disappearance at

sea, on 2nd October, 1909, of an Asia! ic

fireman named Lai Yu, whilst serving
on the steamer liellerophon, of Liver-

pool ;
whether he was on duty at the

time ; whether he was mediciilly ex-

amined before joining ;
how long he

hail served on the vessel; whether he
had had any previous sea service."

"The answer to the last part of the
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question
"

(to quote a familiar Treasury
Bench formula)

"
is in the negative."

SYDNEY BUXTON, shrewd middle-aged

young man, is rarely at sea. Why
THOENE supposes that PUESIDENT OF TIIE

BOARD or TRADE might have been on

duty at moment of disappearance at

sea of an Asiatic fireman ;
that he

was medically examined before joining ;

and that he served some time on the

vessel, are among the things no fellow

can understand. They are at least con-

sonant in coherence and genuine desire

for information with nine-tenths of the

supplementary questions put at an

average sitting.

Business done. Budget Bill went

through Committee and reported with-

out division.

Wednesday. To-night, amid shout of

triumph from embattled Ministerial host,

Budget Bill read a third time. Final

scene up to mark of historic occasion.

Ordained that at eight o'clock the blade
of guillotine should fall, debate be cut off,

and division taken on amendment moved
from Front Opposition Bench for re-

jection of measure. Long before hour

approached, benches on both sides

thronged.
SIDDONS O'BRIEN'S rising to fling last

curse at Bill and, incidentally, to run
amok among "the mass of conspirators
in the background responsible for the
unconditional surrender of the rights of

Ireland," led to dramatic incident that

profoundly stirred crowded House.
Hitherto the Leader of Nationalist Party
has been the chief, almost exclusive, ex-

ponent of its views. Following O'BuiEN

to-night came DEVLIN, who replied in

speech of equal fire and fury added to

considerably more point. It disclosed
the priceless possession by the -Red-
mondites of a second TIM HEALY. Whilst

lacking the sardonic humour which
flickers through TRUCULENT TIM'S ob-
servations, DEVLIN has all his fighting
power. The Leader of the Nationalist
team will do well to give this young colt

his head.

PREMIER, who met with enthusiastic

reception from his followers, summed up
facts of situation with the pellucid

phrasing, the pitiless logic, that are at

his command. Then came division
which in House of five hundred and
fifty-five Members negatived hostile
amendment by majority of ninety-three.
Bill thereupon read a third time without
division.

Business done. Budget Bill carried
across corridor to Lords. No one there
to receive resuscitated infant. Couldn't

very well leave it on doorstep. Standing
Orders moderately require quorum of
three for transaction of business. After
five minutes' active search quorum
roped in, and Bill solemnly read a first

time.

Tliursday. To young persons about

to enter upon Parliamentary career,

Viscount CASTLEREAGH serves as awful

example. Young, rich, heir to a marqui-
sate, squire to one of the most charming
of English dames, he has sunk into a

condition of despondency that positively

blights the benches in his immediate

neighbourhood. Only four yenrs have

sped since he was returned Member for

Maidstone. Sufficed to bring about this

transmogrification.
Accidental position occupied vis-a-ris

Treasury Bench has something to do with
it. Is ever in full view of LLOYD GEORGE,
WINSTON, and other Members of a Ministry

"TUB lurORTASCE OF BEING EARNEST."
"
Suffusing with greyness what should be a

youthful countenance, bowing his shoulders
with gruesome grief."

(Lord Castlereagh.)

for which, in respect of lack of all the

virtues, the ages provide no parallel.
Cheered the other day by hearing WINTER-
TON genially describe Government as

"
a

man-eating tiger that has tasted blood."
Elation only temporary.
A sort of withering influence emanat-

ing from Treasury Bench subtly possesses
him, suffusing with greyness what should
be a youthful countenance, bowing his
shoulders with gruesome grief, hamper-
ing his stride with symptoms of patriotic

paralysis. His noble father has his trials

in another place. By comparison with
his soii-and-hcir's lot in the Commons,

life in the Lords is at least bearable.
With untamed spirit, not always subject
to the discipline of Party, Lord LONDON-
DERRY (using the phrase in strict Parlia-

mentary sense) kicks out afore and
ahint. Generally attacks attenuated

minority on benches opposite ;
if need

be does not spare his diplomatic Leader
on front bench below. On Lord
CASTLEREAGH in the Commons the sun
never shines. Ever he sits in the
shadow of the supremacy of a man-
eating Radical Government hurrying on
to abysmal depths of Socialism.

His condition brought under direct
notice of sympathising House by not

infrequent habit of putting questions
designed to floor FLUELLEN or to take
the wind out of WINSTON. A small

matter, curious in its way and significant
of the situation, to note how when he

slowly rises from front bench below
Gangway to put a question he looks as
old as his lather. When, having re-

sumed his seat, he listens to reply that

inevitably reveals fresh duplicity on

part of the Government, he looks ap-
preciably older.

Business done. Lords, suspending.
Standing Orders, pass Budget, if not
"
without alteration of a comma," yet, as

PREMIER says,
"
in all substantial respects

unaltered."

Friday. Budget received Royal
Assent

; both Houses adjourned for

Spring Recess.

Flight Notes.

It is said that a well-known fancier is

about to dispose of his loft of racing-

pigeons to a firm of poulterers, having
no further use for it.*****
We have not been to Wormwood

Scrubs for some time, and the great

progress in the conquest of the air

which seems to have taken place there,
as indicated by the establishment of a

floating hotel (see following paragraph
from The Times), had quite escaped our
attention :

"At ten minutes to 6 o'clock Mr. Grahame-
White was in the Pavilion Hotel, which is near
the ground, awaiting the latest news of his

rival."

We know now, of course, that Mr.
GRAHAME-WHITE would have been better

advised to stay at an hotel of the old-

fashioned kind, actually ore the ground.
It was probably the time lost in de-

flecting the planes and bringing the
main exit to within safe jumping dis-.

tance from the earth that gave the
Frenchman so generous a start.

* * * * *
" '

I was completely turned round three time^
by the force of the wind at this pint,' said Mr.
Grahame-White to a Press representative."

Manchester Courier, \

At about the twelfthpint thephenomenon
is of common occurrence.
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Hater Hall.
"
SAM'L, THOU oi,i> VILLAIN, I no BELIEVE THOU BE IHIUNK."

Prodigal (contentedly).
"
WELL, IF I BE'UKT, I HA' WAYASTED THREE BOAB !

"

I'M >ERGROUND TO MANCHESTER.
TIIK distance between England's

capital and the great centre of Free
Trade and the cotton industry having
now been covered by coach, train, and
motor-car, on foot, bicycle, and wheel-

barrow, by water and by air in every
way, in fact, but one it has been left

to The Daily Netrs, the only other paper
besides The Daily Mail which publishes
a Manchester as well as a London
edition, to offer a handsome guerdon
to the first aboriginal or naturalised

Englishman who can traverse the route

by burrowing.
The conditions of the competition are

as follows : The shirt must take place
within a four-mile radius of The Daily
Nncs offices in Bouverie Street, anil

the finish must occur opposite the Man-
chester Town Hall in Albert Square.
The time occupied must not be more
than twenty-four weeks, and competitors
mu.-t not come up oftener than six

to blow. The sole implement
that may be used besides the hands and
leet is an ordinary spade, adjudged and
declared to be such by, jointly, the
'dilor of The Daih, Kcics and the
Minister of Agriculture. The objects
aimed at in this enterprise will be :

(1) The advancement of the
" Back to

the Land "
movement.

(2) The survey of ungolten minerals.

(3) The promotion of an interior and
local enthusiasm as opposed to the

spirit of Imperial pride. (" What do

they know of England who only know
her on the top?")

It is anticipated that the- generous
reward offered (105, in spade guineas)
will stimulate a large number of

intrepid talpiators (or mole-men) to

make the hazardous attempt, and inci-

dentally to re-create history.
Later. Mr. G. K. CHESTKRTOK has

started. He left the cellars of the

"Cheshire Cheese" at 8p.m. last night,
with no provisions but a slab of choco-

late and two bottles of barley wine.
He is burrowing hard.

Lafe special. Mr. L. G.CiiiozzA-Mo\EY
is following in Mr.Cni:sTi;inoN'>? wake. He
started from Praed Street Cnderground,
and expects to crop up at Blisworth
,1 unction by the subway in about four
weeks' time. The greatest excitement

prevails above the probable line of route.

' ;

Tli<- lines nicMlioned in this circular IIMVC a

value exceeded liy what you ]>ay for them "

That, after nil, is rather the idea of shop-
keeping as a profession.

THE KEY OF THE MYSTERY.

OK, THE MYSTERY OF THE KEY.

[I prefer the second title. The other one

isn't true. Author.]

LIFE assumed a brighter hue for me
to-day, when for the first time this

season I took my flannel suit from my
wardrobe (let us call it a wardrobe, at

any rate) and put part of it on my back,

part on my chest, and the remainder on

my legs. "If we cannot have adventure

and romance in life," I said to the gl.iss,
" we can at any rate have a change of

raiment."

Now this is going to be one of those

tiresome narratives, in which all sorts of

apparently irrelevant details are to be

vastly important at the end. Go back
to the beginning, therefore, get tho-

roughly used to the idea of the flannel

suiting, and then make a careful note of

the following facts. The last time I

wore this suit was in September, 1909.

I then invited myself to stay with my
sister, who, owing to the fault of her

husband, is married. He becoming
obstreperous, I infonned my go d
friend George that I should stay a night
with him on my way South, and thence
made my way to my reverend uncle's

house in Herefordshire. Driven from
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there, I returned to London, wrote an

article derogatory to all brothers-in-law,

Georges and uncles, and sadly placed

the flannel suit in the wardrobe, from

which I this morning took it for the

first time this season (life tlien assuming

a brighter hue).

Putting my hand in the trouser pocket,

I drew forth to the gaze of an astonished

mirror no other thing than a key. To

you a key may be an every-day affair,

to be regarded neither with excitement,

suspicion, joy, nor even curiosity. There

may be chained to your person a dozen

or two of these treasures, each unlocking

some private drawer, each excluding an

inquisitive public from the secrets of

For me there

drawers, no
your amoiars and finance,

are no keys, no private

amours, no finance.
"
This," I announc-

ed,
"
is someone

else's key. No per-

son of delicacy
would allow such

an enormity to

separate him from

his love letters or

business correspon-
dence. This is a

latch-key. The hue

which my life is

assuming is not

simply brighter ;
it

is gaudy."
Which of the

three is the untidy

person who left a

latch-key lying
about in my pocket ?

The reverend uncle,

I remember, forced

me into saying I

should like to in-

spect his schools.

the business of EDWARD THE CONFESSOR

or the foolish attributes of 2 plus 2.

If nay, then it is George's stable key.

Picture Georges corpulent horse

smiling through the stable window,

through which food can be passed m
but wild horses cannot be dragged out.

Men must have walking exercise. Dumb
animals must be protected. Stable doors

were made to be locked, and locked

before the horse is gone.
"
George," I shall say,

" what a nice

figure you have got! You must have

been doing a lot of walking since I last

saw you. Once I thought you were

going to be fat." I shall have him at

my mercy then, for he is a bad arguer

even when he is cool and collected.

Failing him, there only remains my

her equality, not by acquiring her vote

but by getting rid of her husband's. In-

asmuch as that woman is my sister,

how shall I not rejoice?

Ah, little sister, I see you sitting

before your fire, secure in the possession

of your warder-off of burglars, happy,

contented and independent. But do 1 also

see your head swelling a little with this

new independence? Do I see familiarity

breeding contempt, security begetting

carelessness ? Yes, I fear I do, and the

general outlook becomes on that account

less pleasing.
You will take to the unwomanly

pastime of thinking, and sooner or later

your thoughts will light on me. At

once you will connect me with the key

and, in a light-hearted moment, you will

I remernljer that he

tcok a key off a

peg over his study

mantel-piece (what

THE ALL-CONQUERING SCOT.

OU Scotsman (to his son, who lias just returned from a business trip to London").
"
WEF.L,

LADDIE, AND WHAT DAE IE THINK O* THE ENGLISH NOO?"

Son. "On, I DIDN'T HAVE MUCH OF A CHASCB TO STUDY THEM. You SEE, I ONLY HAD TO

DO WITH THE HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS !"

communicate your
thoughts to your

husband, who will

still be in a state

of inexcusable irri-

tation. Blinding
himself to the
falseness of your

reasoning, he will

accept your fortuit-

ously right conclu-

sion, and will there-

upon start out in

search of me and
the key. lie is a

tall muscular man,
who has never yt t

stopped looking for

a tiling till he found

it. Eventually, a

fate will overtake

me, in the face of

which argument
and all the other

subterfuges of

civilization will be

futile. What, I

wish to know, was

wrong with the old

good vicar would
not ?) wherewith to open the schoolroom

door. I remember that he dragged
me from an easy-chair and The Ro-

mance of a Blighted Life to show me,
with conscious pride, a school-room

remarkable only for the bareness of its

walls and the hardness of its sitting

accommodation. I even remember that it

was I who turned the key in the lock as

we came out again, but I do not remember

pressing that key into my uncle's hand,
with a few well-chosen words of grati-

tude and enthusiasm. Can it be that

. . . ? If yea, I have my revenge and
the satisfaction of knowing that I have
the cause of the children at heart. I

shall have been the means of their being
locked out of school for half a year,
Six months' glorious holiday for the

little ones, unstained with ink, uncon-
taminated by tiresome facts relating to

married sister, and every good married

lister has a front door. But I see no
reason why a man like Peter, who has

already got more than he deserves in

my sister, should also have a separate

latchkey to himself. Let us hope that

now he has not A little discipline will

do him good. There will be no more

coming home after dark at his own sweet

will for Mister Peter. He will keep
regular and early hours, or else wait on
the door-step until the powers that be

see fit to admit him. He will learn

his place, which of an evening is at

home. He will become a better man.

Think, too, of the triumph of the Cause
of Woman ! The political tyranny
of the husband is gone, for with
his latchkey is lost his sole title to a

vote, which he always uses to the ad-

vancement of his own and the oppression
of his wife's sex. One woman has got

[me of life that it needs must be changed
for this ?

'Sermons were preached at tlie Parish

Church on Sunday morning by the Rev. Canon

O Flaherty, and at night by the Rev. R. Nor-

wood on behalf of the Diocesan Fund for the

augmentation of curate's stipends. The collec-

tions amounted to over 7.

Parish Cliurch.^Sennous were preache 1 at

the Parish Church on Sunday morning by the

Rev. Canon O'Flaherty, and in tha evening by

the Rev. R. Norwood, on behalf of the Diocesan

Fund for the Amalgamation of Curates' Stipends.

The collections amounted to over 7."-

Knyby Advertiser.

The second idea for the collection was

much brighter.

"
This, by the way, will be the first play in

which Mr. Anthony Hope has collaborated since

his last dramatic effort, also made in association,

with another author." The Glube.

There, you would never have noticed

that.
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Constable (Lo Motorist who 7io exceeded the speed limit).
" AKD I HAVE MY DOUBTS ABOUT THIS BEINU youa FIBST OFFENCE. YOUR FACE

SKKMS FAMII.IAH TO MB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Mu. ALGERNON GISSINO has a very engaging way of making
Love in the Byieai/s (F. V. WHITE). Here are a dozen short
stories of the marriages and givings in marriage of country
folk, each opening with its littlo dilemma, each concluding
to the happy sound of the right wedding bells. Here honest
yeomen make progress with comely lasses. Trouble sets in,
but nice-spoken gentlemen intervene and all is well. Now
and then an old-fashioned tune is played on the village
violin

; occasionally there is a note of tragedy ; once there is

almost murder. For the most part the moral is that the course
of true love may not run smoothly, but does eventually get you
there. The author treats his simple, obvious themes with an
easy grace. His style, marred only by an excess of "com-
mencements," itself suggests the sunlight and single aim of
rustic life. Not for him is the movement, the dust and the
thrill of the town. None of his characters deals in subtle
sex problems or the intricate detection of crime. Only one
of them even smokes a cigar. Let me recommend you, after
the rush of a busy day and in your less complex moods, to
read the book. You will not sit up half the night to linish

More probably you will retire at the decent hour of ten
under the temporary illusion that you are in the country
yourself.

It has long been the mournful habit of publishers to
lainUun that short stories appeal but little to the popular
te. Wo live, nevertheless, in an age of literary dram-

Innlung ; the public displays a passionate desire for snippets,
Jovt

'

8 to assimilate its literature in small doses, and enjoys

tl i e classics in compressed tabloid firm. Even the student
of biography would appear to share Mr. ALFRED LESTER'S

preference for
" a short life and n gay one." If, therefore,

the short stc ry has fallen into disfavour, brevity cannot be
regaided as its sole excuse for unpopularity. The writers
of short s'ories are as numerous as the sands of the seashore,
and, alas ! too often as arid. Against their bleak ;md dreary
background a few clear-cut polished gems ahine out, like
broken bottles on thp beach, with redoubled effulgence. In
Corporal Sam and Other Stories (Suira, ELDKR) "Q" once
morp proves his right to a place, with KIPLIKO, JACOBS,
CONRAD, and perhaps one other, in the very front rank of
modern story-tellers. He is a past-master of his craft,
dramatic, deft, full of humour and imagination. The reader
who is depressed by the somewhat morbid ending of the
story from which this collection derives its title will be
relieved by the cheerful sentimentality of "Colonel Baigent's
Christmas," or "My Christmas Burglary." He will join
with Troy in the laughter evoked by the discomfiture of the
facetious Mayor Pinsent, and share in sympathy the sorrows
of Sir Felix Felix-Williams. For all who delight in tales
of adventure and romance "

Q
"
provides a rich and whole-

some feast.

It is a very gallant period (" Od's heart" for the gentle-
men, and "La!" for the ladies, you know) that Mr. RAFAEL
SAUATINI has chosen for his Anthony Wilding (HuTCUiNSON) ;

but I don't think he has made the most of his cavalier!
He should either have Hung him (dragging me behind)
whole-heartedly into the cause of MONJIOUTH, which I admit
would have been a pretty difficult job, or else have painted
such an attractive portrait of the man that I could forgive
the rather ineffectual role he plays in the Protestant rising of
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the West. As it is, Mr. Wilding (an accredited agent of the

Duke) is not present at any action, and escapes the charge
of treason at the end, through the circumstance that he holds

a letter compromising SUNDERLAND, which he ought to have

delivered to the invader. But (shade of MONTROSK
!)

this is

not the stuff of which mj7 idols are made when they work for

a hopeless cause. On the other hand his love-affair was
brisk and breezy enough. He forced Ruth Westmaeott to

imrry him at the beginning of the book by promising to

spare her brother's life (the young man had insulted him),
and she fell in love with him afterwards during a series of

exciting and mutual rescues, of sufficient h.p. to have carried

the unfortunate pretender to victory. On the whole 1 think

1 was most attracted to Mr. Nick Trcncliard, the hero's

friend, a very raffish rake-hell, whatever that may be, who
remarks in one place,

" Not thirsty ? Why, lad, it 's the beast

that drinks only when he thirsts. And in that lies one of

the main differences between beast and man," a sentiment
almost worthy of Athos in his unregenerate days. But I

doubt whether Mrs.
:

Wilding invites him to

Xoyland Chase.

ing,
she

Mr. JOHN BARNE'IT,

the author of Eve in

Earnest (SMITH, ELDER),
is too much given to

j

the trick of talking to '.

his readers about his

characters, as if they
j

were not the clay and
j

he the potter. When
j

he says,
"
I believe

j

Ere s head was whirl-
,

or "I suppose
I

looked older than
]

her age," or
"
I fancy

j

she was startled," he
tires me. If writers

like "W. M. T.," late

of Mr. Punch's Table,
or Mr. WILLIAM DE
MORGAN, buttonhole me
in this sort of way, I feel

that they are slightly

opening the door of

their minds and in-

viting me to peep
through the chink. But Mr. BARNETT, seeking,

FORGOTTEN SPORTS-SLINGING THE HOOK.

I am not quite certain which of the many problems con-

tained in Mrs. PARRY TRUSCOTT'S new novel is the special one
that gives its title to The Question (WERNER LALRIE). One
might suppose it to be the choice between musical fame and
domestic happiness that Rupert May had to take, or rather

that Josephine, the ambitious, took for him. Or ag.iin, it

may refer to the doubt as to which of her two lovers, Rupert
or Penuel, this same Josephine will finally accept. What is

more to the point is that Mrs. TnusoOTT lias written about it

all in a manner that makes a usual story unusually charming.
She has an appreciation, half humorous and half tender, for

nuances of character, and a gift of translating them into

language that is both fresh and delightful. The Question
is a book of which no page can be missed without loss. But
because I have enjoyed it so much, and shall look forward
with interest to its successor, let Mrs. TRUSOOTT pardon me if

I entreat her not again to illustrate it with a "photographic
study" of her heroine. This is a growing practice with

novelists, against which the protests of the sentimental should
be emphatic. Not that
I have anything against
the young lady who
forms the frontispiece to

the present volume
;
on

the contrary, I am con-
vinced that she is as

amiable as she is charm-

ing. But, labelled Jose-

phine, and thrust upon
me with the " none-other-

are-genuine "mandate of

the author herself, she
stifles imagination. And
this is just what the

heroine of a novel should
not do. Pictures used to

be bad enough ;
but

there it was always pos-
sible to believe that the

artist, poor fellow, had
been unable to represent
Her manifold perfec-

tions, even it he had got
them right in his mind's

eye. But a "
photo-

graphic study" no,

no, away with it !

make
make

his
suppose,

puppets extra lifelike, only seems to me
more visible the strings by which they are

pulled. Apart from this flaw, which may not irritate

others as it does me, there are good points in the book,
notably the picture of Eve's old father, who, engaged on a

magnum opus which dulls his conscience to the duty and
necessity of writing pot-boilers, throws the whole weight of
the household on to Ere's pretty shoulders. However, after

blushing and working unseen through twenty-three years'
existence in Bloomsbury, she visits a worldly aunt in the
(iarden of England, and is introduced by Mr. BARNETT to a
rather second rate Adam and a modified Eden. Unfortu-

nately Adam, like some other young Members of Parliament,
lias a swelled head and is not too pleasant to live with. S-j

Eve runs away to Bloomsbury, and it is up to Mr. BARNETT to
devise some means of reconciling the once fond pair ; which
he does, on the principle that pity is akin to love, by
afflicting Eve with poverty and Adam with temporary blind-
ness as the result of a railway accident

;
after which it only

remains to present them with two single first-class tickets
back to Eden.

An author who has an intimate knowledge of the country
and of village life appeals to me so strongly that I am loath
to find fault with MARY J. H. SKRINE'S A Stepson of the Soil

(ARNOLD). The tortuous sentence is, however, Miss SKIIINE'S

trouble, and one specimen on page 132 has got com-
pletely out of hand. But having made my grumble I
can honestly add that much enjoyment is to be obtained
from this book. For the most part the story is of humble
people, and without an exception the characters of the
peasants are admirably drawn. Phil White, the heroic waif,
both in his hero-worship and his gratitude for kindness, is

a lovable child, and for Jane Dallins I have a most sympa-
thetic admiration. The smell of the soil must come to any
lover of the country who reads of Phil White, and, after all,
it is as difficult to create a .wholesome atmosphere as it is to
be a stylist.

A Good Flying Part.
We understand that out of compliment to the intrepid

French aviator, the lady who is in the habit of playing
the title role in Peter Pan will in future be billed for the
part as Miss PAUIJIAN CHASE.
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CHARIVARIA.
SOME alarm was caused in Ireland

last week by the statement, published
in all the leading newspapers, that tlie

PREMIER had been presented to the

King of PORTUOAL. It was pointed out

jealously that Mr. ASQUITH was Mr. lti:i>-

MIIM.'S, and no one else had a right to

give him away. ,,, +

Still, it is good to know that the Irish
are not, after all, to have it all their

own way. Mr. REDMOND reck-
oned without the writer of the

following letter, which ap-
peared in 'Hie Express last

week:

time of war. Its comment- on PAULIHN'S

victory, according to The Daily Mail,
was: "Prodigious, and at the same
time very sweet for our French armour-

propre." V
Upon his arrival in Brussels Mr.

ROOSEVELT was presented with a written

protest against his massacre of game in

Africa. The wording of the protest,
which referred to the destruction of
" our helpless brothers," was somewhat
unfortunate in view of the fact that

patches which give most trouble to the

adapter from the French are the blue

ones. V

services.

"Sm, For many years I have
drunk only Irish whisky, but in

view of tha action of the Nation-
alist Members of Parliament in

ashling the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to pass his iniquitous
Budget I have decided to abstain
from it in future. CITIZEN,
London."

It only remains to hope that
"
Citizen

"
wasa heavy drinker.

* *
*

" There was a little jealousy
here and there yesterday,"
said a writer in TJie Daily
News one day last week,

"
be-

cause some of us had received

the beautiful founder's badge
of the Gladstone League while
otlu rs had not. It was, how-
ever, explained . . . that mem-
bers were being served alpha-
betically." Naturally upon
reading this we imagined that

the name of the writer began
with an "A," or a "B," or

anyhow a "C." Judge of

our surprise upon finding
that the note was signed
"X. Y. Z." This looks like

favouritism, and should be

enquired into.
* *

From Durban comes the
news that Heard Island has
l> MM] anne'xed by Great Britain.

Ijet this be a warning to otlier

little islands that they should be Seen
and not Heard. * +

He

" GREAT BIRD YEAR.
UNUSUAL RUSH OF SUMMER

VISITORS,"
states a contemporary. This record

immigration was due, we understand, to
an extraordinary misconception in the
bird world to the effect that The Daily
Mati 10,000 competition was open to
all bipe'ls. ^ ^

*

L'lntransigeant evidently believes that

aeroplanes will be of practical use in

VOL. OXSXV1II.

IN MEMORIAM.

ng %
BORN, 1841. DIED, MAY 6, 1910.

At midnight came the Majesty of Death-

Kings of the earth abide this King's decree-

Sudden, and kindlier so, to seal the breath

And set the spirit free.

And now the Peace he held most near his heart,

That Peace to which his country's steps he led

So well for us he played his royal part-
Broods o'er him lying dead.

Thus passes Britain's crown from King to King,
Yet leaves secure a nation's deathless love,

Dearer than Empire, yea, a precious thing
All earthly crowns above.

0. S.

Short and early Sunday services for

sportsmen have been instituted at St.

Andrew's Church, Surbiton. Golfers,

cyclists, tennis -
players, and oarsmen

will be welcome at these, but spelican

pliyers and marblers, we. understand,
will be expected to attend the usual

V
We certainly live in an

inconsistent world. Last week
Commander PEARY was feted

for his Arctic
"
Dash," and a

bicyclist, who, in a moment of

heat, said,
''

Damn," was fined

for it. A question of tempe-
rature, we presume.

v" Who was NELSON ?
"
asked

the master.
" The man who

invented two-shilling novels,"
said the up-to-date boy.

* *

The licence of the Ship Inn,

Pakefield, has had to be trans-

ferred to another site, as,

owing to the encroachment of

the sea, the house is in an
unsafe position, and may fall

at any moment. This victory
of water over alcoholic bever-

ages has given great satisfac-

tion to local teetotalers.V
Those who. are interested

in coincidences no doubt
noticed last week that simul-

taneously with the report that

Lord KITCHENER was to over-
haul Gibraltar appeared the
announcement that a bird
known as the Cock of the
Rock was to be added to the
collection at the Zoo.

the ex-President's bag includes manv
monkeys. V
The skeleton of a mammoth has been

found in a ravine near the village of

Senkovo, in Russia. It is thought that
the poor creature must have died of
starvation while its master was away on
his holiday. ^ ^

*

After all, we are to have Chanteder
in English. Mr. Louis N. PARKER has
done the translation.

"
There are some

wonderful purple patches in the play,"
he says. As a rule, of course, the

"The recommendation of the

Bye-Laws Committee that during
the coming season there should be
no hiring of donkeys on the sands
allowed between 1 and 1.30 p.m.
was amended to from 1.30 to 2,
that being considered a more suit-

able time for the animals' mid-day meal."

This is the Llandudno Urban Council
at work. After all, 1 p.m. is rather early
for a donkey to lunch, particularly when
it has had a glass of sherry and a biscuit
as recently as 11 a.m.

"The Deptford Borough Council invite ap-
plications for the appointment of clerk of
works. . . . Salary will be at the rate of
3. per week, and the person ap|x>inted will
be required to devote whole time to the
duties. Contract Journal.

The queue outside the Deptford Town
Hall is getting quite a nuisance.
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WHERE IS IT?

(You are invited to yuess the scene and occasion.)

She. I can't do it.

He. Can't do what ?

Sftc. Go in among that seething mass of women. I

never knew there were so many women in the world.

Where do they all come from ?

He. London, England, the United Kingdom, the Empire
and there are lots more left at home. It's a great

thought. Come on.

She. Idaren't. Ishallstayherewiththesenicecoolstatues.
He. Well, I'm for a plunge. Pull yourself together.

Let your hat go first, and you 're bound to follow. Now
then one, two, three ! [Th&y plunge.
She (emerging). There, it 's ruined. The brim 's gone ;

I

knew it would be. Charles, promise you won't leave me.
I really I beg your pardon; I thought you were

my Oh, there you are, Charles.

He. Nice thing to seize another man by the arm like

that and a clergyman too. They 're always the worst.

She. Yes, wasn't it awful ? But one man's arm 's just
like another's, you know, and he was quite nice about it.

I did pinch it very hard, too. Let 's get on now.
He. What's that?

She (consulting a book). No. 9.
" Tfie Kiss of Farewell."

Isn't it lovely hair ?

He. What 's she kissing it for ? She ought to let some-

body else do that.

She. Going to be a nun, silly, so it 'B got to come off.

He. I bet she chucked the nun part at the last moment
and kept her hair. No woman

She. Don't shout like that. They 're all looking at you.
He. Well, push along a bit.

:: :: * *
He. Halloa, there 's the Dreadnought.
She (consulting the book). Wrong again. It's No. 102,

" The Crisis."

He. There 's no such ship in the Navy.
She. It 's in the catalogue, anyhow. See ?

He. Eather a mysterious title.

She. Not a bit. There 's a war, and they 're getting the

ships ready, coaling and victualling and all that, and the

big ship
He. Hush ! they '11 think you 're JACKY FISHES, and

they '11 begin to ask you about the two-power standard.
She. Oh, there 's George Alexander.
He. Where ?

She. On the wall, right in front of you. Isn't he just
He. Yes, isn't he?

"
-- *

She. There 's the Gaekwar of Baroda.
He. Doesn't he blaze ?

She. Yes ; but it 's the merest waste for a man to wear
such pretty things.

He. I daresay the Gaekwaress has just as good.
She. She ought to have better.

He. Look at the Polar Bears, No. 127.
Site. They 're too sweet for words. I should like to

cuddle them. Did you see in the papers about their chang-
ing their cage ?

He. These chaps haven't been in a cage.
Sfo. There you go again. I mean the bears at the Zoo,

Sammy and Barbara. They simply couldn't get Barbara
out of her old cage. Too touching, wasn't it ? There !

He. What 'sup?
She. Fat man. Gathers. I 'in torn to rags.

He. What 's the name of that judge ?

She (read'ing from book). No. 442. "Mr. Justice Eve."
He. Jolly old party, isn't he ?

She. Yes ;
doesn't look like a judge, somehow.

He. They don't always frown.
She. But they 've got to do a lot of sentencing every day,

wet or shine, and that must make them look morose. I

don't call that a penal-servitude face.

He. What do they call that ?

She. No. 484. " Portrait Group." How strong and red
and determined they all look. They must all be relations,
of course.

He. Why?
She. Well, you can't imagine people as angry as that all

staying together in one room unless they were a family,
and had got to stay together.

He. Thank goodness, we 've finished it. Eeally it
;
s

She. Oh, don't say it's a commonplace exhibition.

Everybody 's always saying that. Try and find something
original.

He. I was going to say it showed what a pitch art had
got to in England.

She. That 's more like it. But you can do better than
that if you try.

TO A BANK OF ENGLAND PIGEON.
DESCENDANT of the doves of Aphrodite
Who fluttered in that type of beauty's train

And followed her affairs the grave, the flighty,

Cooing in just your calm, uncaring strain,
Whether she thought to rid her of a rival,
Or bring some laggard lover to her knees ; .

I see you, Sir, the latter-day survival
Of such fair plumed satellites as these !

"
Bred in the bone," perchance you know the motto !

And so you doubtless dream of tides that lace
O'er snow-white sand by some blue Paphian grotto,
Or of your sires' dark, murmurous, woodland Thrace

;

A penny whistle shrilling 'mid the traffic

May seem the goat-foot god's own oaten trill,

Till you shall think to hear the Maenads maffic
In the upborne commotion of Cornhill !

And from your perch where sooty winds are striving,
Bank Stock-dove, as o'er Hymettian bloom

You yet may watch the busy bees a-hiving
The sweet and subtle fragrance of the Boom,

And see, as once before the Cyprian matron,
The crowds that wait, obsequious and discreet,

On her, your passionless and newer patron,
The stern Old Lady of Tlireadneedle Street ! .

Stick No Bills.

We are requested by The Alniciek and County Gazette to
state that the advertisement which appeared in its columns
announcing that "The Secretary of the Alnmouth Golf Club

:

is open to offers for advertisements on Hoardings, in Bunkers,
and about the Course" an advertisement which afforded;
Mr. Punch matter for illustration did not actually emanate ;

from official sources, but was a baseless fabrication. It

appears to have been the work of Colonel Bogus.
" A Frenchman who was arrested at L verpoo], on the ground that

he had escaped from the French penal settlement of Devil's Island,
was held for extradition to-day. The magistrate faid the French
courts would take attenuating circumstances into consideration."

Montreal Star.

There must be a good many "attenuating circumstances"
on Devil's Island.
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U
SET FAIR:" MAY TO OCTOBER,

BRITISH LION.
"
WELL, THIS IS SOMETHING LIKE A SUN !

"
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A SUGGESTED PRECAUTION.
In VIEW OF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S VISIT TO LONDON.

MUST MEETINGS.
You hear a great deal just now about

May Meetings ; let us tell you some-

thing about Must Meetings.
One of the most frequented centres

for Must Meetings is Bow Street Police

Court. There is generally a full and

orderly attendance ; some of the most

eloquent and talented speakers are to
be heard there, pleading worthy causes
or denouncing desperate evils, and the
remarks of the gentleman presiding are

always sure of respectful attention.

A collection is a feature of these meet-

ings ; it frequently occurs that someone
pit si-nt, obviously not well-to-do, will

contribute as much as forty shillings.
A notable Must Meeting took place

at the Law Courts (King's Bench IV.)
last week, Mr. Justice CHANNELS pre-
siding. The principal speaker was
Mr. HALL CAINE, who dealt with the

interesting subject of " The Unwritten
Law." The meeting ended quite
amicably, Mr. HALL CAINE shaking
hands with one of the speakers who,

earlier in the meeting, was evidently at

variance with him. It was noticed by
the audience that no collection was
taken, but we understand that a num-
ber of solicitors and barristers who
happened to be present will attend to

this matter in due course.

It is not unusual, excepting in the

month of May, which is unlucky for

the purpose, for Must Meetings to take

place in churches. We ourselves took

part in a meeting of this kind in a

country church not long ago. The
vicar presided. The meeting had been

brought about by a young man of our

acquaintance, who, however, strangely
enough, at the last minute was re-

luctant to attend, urging as his excuse
that he couldn't face all the trimmings." You must," said his counsellors, and,

pushing him into a cab, they got him
at last to the church. In proof of the
wisdom of their efforts they found that
the meeting had waited ten minutes,

refusing to proceed without its insti-

gator. The young man was persuaded
to say a few words during the pro-

ceedings. There was also an attractive

young lady speaker ; the organist played
some well-written compositions, and
the vicar' s address will not readily be

forgotten by those who paid attention

to it.

The last of the series of Must Meet-

ings for which we have space took

place in the quiet of the study of the

headmaster of a well-known boarding
school for young gentlemen. Only two

persons attended, the headmaster and
one of the young gentlemen, who had

proved himself to be more young than

anything else. The subject of the

meeting was the effect of arboriculture
on the human anatomy, with experi-
ments. The younger of the two took
the chair, and was much affected by
the proceedings.

According to a local paper the Beck-
enham Urban District Council has
"decided to meet for three months
every three weeks." This spirit is all

very well at tlie start, but it doesn't last

long.
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TAXATION WITH MISREPRESENTATION.

AT any moment now I may get a

letter on blue pager from my friend

Mr. B. H. Penton, Surveyor or what
not of Taxes. It is certainly his turn

to write. My only doubt is as to what
he will say. If he says uncompromis-
ingly, "Please remit" oh, no, but he
won't say

" Please
" " Eemit at once

17,806 3s. 2d., the amount of income-
tax due for the year 1909-10," then I

shall be all right. But if he simply asks

me to " Eemit income-tax," and makes
no mention of the amount, then I am a

doomed man. The whole truth will

come out, and I shall waste the best

years of the rest of my life in Portland
or Dartmoor. I hope that there will

be a choice, for I certainly prefer Port-

land.
* * * *

I am the only man in England who
pays his income-tax with the utmost
cheerfulness and yet invariably pays the

wrong amount. If the Judge is a

gentleman he will take into conside-

ration the fact that the wrong amount
is considerably in excess of the right
amount. But I am afraid the law is no

gentleman. I put it, however, to the
British public that this is an ex-

tenuating circumstance. You who read
this will. I am sure, feel that it is a fact

which justifies you in signing the peti-
tion to the Home Secretary for the
condemned man's reprieve.
To begin at the beginning we must

go back a few years to the day when
I received my first letter from my
friend Mr. E. H. Penton. It was a

long letter, rather involved, and full of

difficult words like "schedule." Mr.
Penton had left a lot of spaces in this

letter, into most of which (when once
I had mastered the idea of the thing)
I had no difficulty in putting the word
"None." But there was one space
which seemed to require figures. The
actual figures being left entirely to me,
I hastened to think of some.
What was wanted, of course, was

my estimated income for the ensuing
year. The proper way of estimating
this (I am told now) is to examine your
paying-in book for the previous three

years, add ah
1

the amounts together,
and divide by three. There were diffi-

culties in the way of my doing this,
however even if I had known that it

was customary. The first was that I

had lost my paying-in book a long time

ago ; the second was that I had earned

practically nothing the two previous
years. It would have seemed rather

cheap to return, as my estimated in-

come for the approaching year, only a
third of the glorious income which I
was then receiving.

You understand that it was some-

thing of an event to be allowed to pay
income-tax for the first time; a mile-

stone on the road to success to receive

a letter from Mr. E. H. Penton. There
had been two barren years during
which he had ignored me entirely.

Each morning that I sat down to

breakfast there was a frigid silence, an
utter absence of communication from

my friend the Surveyor. Now at last

I could bask in the smile of his friend-

ship. "Let me," I said as I read his

letter again eagerly "let me "and I

hurriedly looked up
" schedule" in the

dictionary "let me really do the fellow

proud."
I began to do him proud by getting

out my pass-book. A pass-book differs

from a paying-in book in two important
particulars, the more important of the

two being that the Bank looks after

your pass-book for you and sees that

you don't lose it. The other difference

is this : that, if you did happen to keep
and fill in a paying-in book, your cheque
of 10 from The Poultry Keeper's
Gazette would be entered "

Poultry

Keeper's Gazette, 10," whereas in the

pass-book it is recorded simply as
"
Chq. 10." Now "

Chq. 10 "
might

just as well be a birthday present from
an uncle or the return of a loan from a
friend ; that is to say, you cannot be
certain whether it was part of your
income or not. Consequently I could

only get a rough idea of my earnings
from my pass-book all I could say
was,

"
They were not mare than a

million pounds
"
(or whatever it was).

Very well ; at the outside I had
earned a million pounds in the last

year. But surely I hoped to earn more
than that in the ensuing year, or what
was Life, where was Ambition? The
least I could anticipate (if genius was
ever to be recognised) was two million

pounds. Now you cannot return

exactly two millions pounds as your
estimated income, or they will know
you are lying ;

I added therefore (and
have added ever since) one pound eight
shillings and threepence for the sake of

verisimilitude. Two million and one

pounds eight shillings and threepence
was the amount of my return, and I

left it to Mr. Penton to work out the
tax due . . . Which he did very
quickly and accurately.

Ce n'est que le premier pas qui cGute,
as M. PAULAN said to the reporter. My
first step on the downward path (to give
the proverb a slightly different meaning)
has proved very costly since. A year
later I had another jolly letter from my
old college friend, Mr. E. H. Penton,
asking me again to think of an income.

Again I found that I couldn't possibly
have earned (or, rather, received) more

than a million, and by this time I knew
that genius wasn't being, and wasn't

going to be, recognised. But was
Penton, E. H. Penton, to think that I

was a failure ? Was I to wear my
apparent decrease of income on my
sleeve for Pentons to peck at ? Never !

Pride would not stand it. Two million

five-hundred-thousand and one pounds,
eight shillings and threepence, Mr. Sur-

veyor, and make what you like of that !

x- "- -"-
:;-

And so it goes on. But here is my
difficulty, here is where prison threat-

ens me. I can never remember what
the amount was which I swore last

year to be a true estimate of this year's
income. I find fairly easily a sum
which is certainly greater than my
latest earnings; then I add some round

figures to make it more than my return
of the year before ; and then one pound
eight and threepence (I tliink) for veri-

similitude. A total obtained so subtly
can never be duplicated. If I am asked
for the figures again I am done.

Up till now there has been no trouble.

Mr. Penton is a gentleman and accepts

my word. But with the rejection of

the Budget I began to be afraid. If he
demands now a certain sum (any sum),
all is well

;
but if he begins all over

again, and asks me to declare my in-

come afresh, I shall have to tell him
that I haven't the least idea what we
decided it was. For of course I lost

his ante-November letters on the sub-

ject a long time ago.

Well, I can only hope that it isn't a

serious offence to pay too much income-
tax. As 1 say, I pay it very cheerfully,
I get a lot in return for it, really nice

fat policemen, and beautiful life guards,
and cheap stamps, and (above all) the

knowledge that, if ever I did happen to

want eight and be unable to wait, 1

should be in a position to shout for

them. And I have one thing, anyhow,
for which to be thankful. In my
return to Mr. Pentou I did not (so far

as I can remember) claim rebate for

any children under sixteen. Had 1

done so, 1 should certainly have for-

gotten by now upon how many children

I had claimed. A. A. M.

The Astronomer's Love Song.

(Greenwich Time.)

No more I feel the potent spell
Of Jupiter or Mars,

Or know the magic peace that fell

Upon me from the Stars.

A fiercer flame a Comet-love
Consumes my spirit now;

I cry to yon still heavens above,
" Oh! Halley's, where art tJiou?"
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ROYAL ACADEMY. FIRST DEPRESSIONS.

TALES OK THK Dter. A FISH STORY (7 IN).

WINTER SPORT IN THE ALPS.
THE OPEN-AIR CCBE (239).

'I'lIK lit/I I' UN FKOH THE PAGEANT (195)
)

'PICTURES WITIf ,ILLUMINATING TITLES.
A SAUCER OF MiLK,.{6). THE LUTLE Omi.

AT TUB DOOR (211).

ACCOMPANYING UNDER DIFFICULTIES (292)

MlHBOU PICTURES AI!K VEbY POPU-

A DrmUKHCE OF OPINKIX IN fl\i.i.Eiiv VII.
IIIF. .NIGUTINOALK? (127). THK SKYLAHK 't (111;.

I.AK THIS YEAH. SDOOIjbTIOH FOR
A GROUP (AiiTisr AND SITTER)
ENTITLED, "ALL MY tYE AND TlIE II At STING SMII.K OK THK SlII.RIFK.

BETIY MARTIN." (275).
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A SHORT WAY WITH PROPHETS.
1 FOUND him in liis laboratory affecting

to be busy.
"
I want to know about the summer,"

I sail].
" You are a weather expert?

"

"
Yes."

" And you have discovered and an-

nounced that the summer is to be a cold

and wet one?
"

"
Certainly," he replied smilingly.

"
Unusually so."
" How do you know ?

"
I asked him.

"The law of averages," he said.
" What lias happened will happen, you
know. The Gulf Stream . . ."

" But how do you know? "
I repeated.

"
We.1, of course it remains to be

seen if we really know," lie replied ;

"but probabilities . . ."

"My dear Sir," I said,
" do you moan

to tell me seriously that you consider

yourself justified, after collecting a few

measly probabilities all the wrong way,
mind in publishing to the world at

large your depressing conjectures?
"

,

" But I am a man of science," he
answered "a professional meteorolo-

gist."
"Professional Dismal Jimmy!" I ex-

claimed. "Why are you? Who wants

you to be one?"
"
I assure you," he said,

"
I am greatly

in request. Journalists are continually

calling to interview me."
"
Yes," I said,

"
in the hope that you

will Lave something decent to say. That
would be some good cheer people up."

" But science . . ." he began.
"
My dear Sir," I said,

" do you remem-
ber last summer ?

"

He shivered.
"
Very well, then. You remember last

summer, and what a ghastly failure it

was ; and yet here in May, on the
threshold of things, when hope runs

hi^h, you dare to come forward and say

you have reason to believe, from some

twopenny-halfpenny statistics regarding
the Gulf Stream, that the forthcoming
summer will be cold and wet too ? You
can do that?"

"
Science ..." he began again:

.

"
Ha," I cried,

"
if it were not so ex-

pensive twenty shilling* and costs I

would apply to such science the only
epithet it deserves. My point is that
when a man does not knoie we can do
without his morbid conjectures. You
don't knowj how can you? No one
knows. Very well, then, hold your
tongue, or say something nice."

He smiled tolerantly.
"You haven't held your tongue," I

continued,
" and you have said some-

thing rotten. I am going to make you
take it back. My wretched countrymen
have suffered too long ; they must have
hope, and you must give it to them."

" But science ..." he began once

more,
"
by investigation ... by repu-

tation ..."
"Prophets can always hedgf," I said,

"
and you are going to

;

" and so saying
I drew from my pocket a window-clean-

ing syringe of enormous calibre, ami

began to play upon him with it from a

reservoir fastened to my shoulders. He
was in a corner and could not escape.

"
Now," I said, as he squirmed and

struggled,
"
you know something of

what a cold and wet summer means.

Write a new forecast. Quick."
And he did so.

So, if you see in the papers next week
that the summer, after all, is to be a good
one, you will know whom to thank.

THE VOCAL CURE.
,

[A distinguished ex(>ert has recently given it

forth as an undoubted fact that the exercise of

the vocal cords is extremely beneficial to tho

general hea.th.]

WHEN I feel a trifle
"
off,"

With a headache or a chill, I

Do not call in METCHNIKOFF
And his legions of bacilli ;

No opposing millions execute a scrum
In my turn.

But I exercise the cords

Of my voice (if I may so call

That arrangement which affords

.Certain sounds, remotely vocal,
Like the night-song of the tabby who

reviles

On the tiles).

When 1 shiver in the grip
Of the "flu" you'll think me

faddy,
But I loudly utter

"
Yip,"

Followed quickly by
"
iaddy,"

And the baffled germs with one

despairing cry
Do a guy.

When sea-sickness makes me crave
For the funeral bark of Charon,

I just hymn the ocean wave
And the life th it men lead thereon

;

Which I fancy turns the others that
are ill

Sicker still.

When the savage thrills of gout
Rack my body with their malice,

I vociferously shout
For the whereabouts of Alice

;

It's surprising what a different man
I feel

For the squeal.

Not for me the weary tour
Of those Continental places

Where you take your costly cure
Witli the dismallest of faces.

I can purchase all the health for
which 1 long

For a song.

JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE.
A FICW words, dear reader, on the

galiant Japanese, who are to entertain

us at tho Bush of (lie Shepherd during
the summer, will not be out of plaee.
For to visit the Exhibition totally ig-
norant of this people would be an im-

mense mistake. The more one knows
of a nation whoso exhibits one is to

study and admire at a charge of a

shilling a head, the better will >ne be
instructed. And not only its products of

commerce and art, but its pleasures too
;

for how could one rightly be amused on
the Flip Flap, that ancient -Japanese
levice for depriving the tourist of his

silver, if one did not know its_ history ?

Listen therefore to a discourse on the

Japanese as profound as it is timely and
as veracious as it is brief.

Japan but first a word should be
said about the extraordinary contradic-

tion of a famous line by one of our best

poets not Mr. SWINBURNK, as it happens
this time, nor Mr. RHOADES, but Mr.

IPMNI! himself that is about to be
established. Mr. KIPLING, in a moment
of wh.it was then considered inspiration,
but is now recognised by all the best

intellects as error, once wrote that
" East is East and West is WT

est, and
never the twain shall meet." How false

that is no matter how fine as poetry
one has only to go to Shepherd's Bush
to ascertain. For no one can say that

Japan is not in the East : its very flag is a

representation of the rising sun : hence
the new and witly description of Shep-
herd's Bush as the land where the sun
never sets (which has been ascribed to

Mr. SHAW, but was really said by Lord

CAKRINGTON). Very well, then, here are

the Japanese, an essentially Eastern

crowd, mingling with English sight-
seers in London, which is as essentially
the West

; and, what is more, at Shep-
herd's Bush, which is in the West of

London. What do you think of that?

Mr. KIPLING'S reply will be eagerly
awaited by many thousands of readers.

Japan has sent its best to the exhi-

bition, and what Japan's best means I

leave you to guess. For few nations are

busier in the production of works of

utility. Every man in Japan, for

example, wears clothes of some sort, and
those have to be made; every woman
has her ornaments, and these have to be
made also. Here we have at once the

nucleus of considerable industry. Then
there are the utensils of life, decorations,

furniture, and so forth, all peculiar to

Japan, as our own are peculiar to

England. Not that interchange is im-

possible. On the contrary, it is not an

infrequent experience, on entering a

Japanese house, to find an English
article, or, on entering an English house,
to find a Japanese one. (I am, for
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8 NO USE YOUH TALKING TO HIM LIKE THATPassemjtr (to Conductor, who is having an altercation with foreigner about change}.
"

IT'I

HE DOtSx'T t'NDERSTAND A WORD OF ENGLISH."

. C'oryiuotor. "OH, HE KNOWS ENGLISH RIGHT ENOUGH. WHY, WHEN HE GOT INSIDE TUB 'BUS HE SAID, "OBORN !

' "

example, using a Japanese fan with my
left hand at this moment to correct the
heated state into which the exercise of im-

parting so much information has thrown
me.)

One other little point about the East
and West question, if I may be allowed to
return to it. Japan, although it is the
East to us, is of course the West to any
one on the other side of it. By moving
one's position rapidly, in, say, a very
swift aeroplane whether a bi- or mono-
is immaterial one could, you observe,
make an absolute fool of the compass.
To do so would, of course, be wrong,
since one must not tamper with science

;

but there it is. Nothing to our English
way of thinking is so West as America.
"To the West, to the West, to the land
of the free," we sing. The American
Ambition, a few years ago, was called
The Far Wart." But how does a

Japane.-e think of America? As the
East. That's very extraordinary, isn t
it i It just shuws how careful men and
1' ol.s must be. Standing on his strand

|

which may or may not be made of coral,
and looking towards California, he says,
in his own language, which I will not

give here, but will translate literally,"
See the East !

"
But that is not all

; for,

standing on the strand on the opposite
side of his profoundly important and

picturesque country and looking to-

wards China, he exclaims in his own
tongue, which again I translate,

"
See

the West !

' And yet how do we refer

to the Chinese ? As Orientals, by the
word Oriental.

So you see what an interesting people
the Japanese are, and how valuable to us
all. morally and mentally, should their

exhibition be.

"
Mr. Briand was speaking at a political

jjanquet at St. Chamond when a mob of social-
ists smashed the windows of the hall and
stoned the Premier and liis party as they were
leaving. Several were hit. M Briand was
quite calm throughout He was uot hit."

Reutcr in
" The Allahabad Leader."

Certainly it was easier for him to keep
calm in these circumstances.

THE MONTHLY SWEEP.
THE Major seldom broods or thinks
About the little sums he sinks
Li Bogey pools, nor cares a whack
When not a farthing flutters back ;

Although his profits are so meagre,
Month after month he turns up eager,

And hope gives birth

To the forlorn sixpeunyworth.

His luck, of course, is always rough,
Yet, for some holes he has enough
Philos >phy to disregard
The frequent minus on his card;
Also its paucity of plusses

Engenders only casual cusses
;

Hopeful and keen,
He hacks along from green to green.

"Pis at the twelfth, beyond the furze,
Where oft the ultimate occurs ;

He takes his card and with a frown
Observes that he's a dozen down ;

Whereat the ineffectual sn liter

Utters some comments (which the writer

Wisely omits)
And teats the beastly thing to bits !
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Applicant. "I HEAR YOU WANT A IADY PARLOUR-MAID.''

iMdy (who has interviewed fifty or sitty). "No, I'VE GIVEN ur THE IDEA."

Applicant. "To TELI, YOU THE TRUTH, I DON'T WANT TO BE A IADY ANT MORE. MOTHER DON'T HUNK THERE'S MUCK IN IT."

THE GOOD BEASTS' BOOK.
THE benevolent interest in (so-called)

dumb creatures which has always been
evinced by The Daily Mail has recsntly
culminated in The Harmsivorth Natural

History a work whose first number,
we are told,

"
has opened the eyes of

thousands to the extraordinary fascina-
tion of this subject." Much more im-

portant, however, than mere human
ecstasy is the attitude of admiration

adopted by those immediately concerned.
To put it briefly, this brilliant under-

taking has created a furore throughout
the whole animal world. The first

fortnightly part was eagerly devoured
by an Indian rhinoceros at Regent's
Park, whither our special representative
journeyed with a bundle of copies ; and
so marked was the enthusiasm of the

monkeys that they actually tore several
numbers to fragments in their eager
rivalry for the possession of these per-
sonal records. A chimpanzee chattered

incoherently on beholding his simul-
acrum in a coloured plate, and the
duck-billed platypus and the South
American armadillo were prostrated by
a violent rush of blood to the head-
always a symptom of extreme joy among
these species, A thoroughly reliable

keeper asserted that he had never seen
the larger cattle so moved by the sight
of any printed publication not even
The Evening Gnus.

Outside the Gardens also The Harms-
worth Natural History is the sole topic
of conversation among domestic animals.
Several cab-horses have been noticed

wistfully eyeing the bookstalls, and
Newfoundland dogs particularly are

walking about with an unusual perki-
ness, in the belief that the paper em-
ployed for this venture was made from
the wood-pulp of their own native isle.

Everywhere humanitarians are to be
found busily tearing up copies and
strewing them with the morning crumbs
for the sparrows, in order that our
feathered friends may line the walls of
their ideal homes with suitable literature
and works of art. There is also some
talk at Carmelite House of issuing an
edition-de-luxe on currant buns for the
benefit of the Polar bears.

" A Maidenhead fruiterer set a duck oil lien
eggs, from which eleven ducklings were
hatched. "-Nctabury Weekly Xews.
At Marlow they think more of the
local poulterer who gummed a mar-
malade label on a pear tree, and hatched
eleven orange.-.

ANOTHER SHATTERED ROMANCE.
(Aeiop^aue is the nan e <f the latest colour

for women's dresses.)

SHE wrote to her Thomas to meet her
On Saturday evening at eight,

And knew, in his ardour te greet her,
The gentleman wouldn't be late

;

But, fearing the crowd that is often about.

At corners of streets which are "main,"
She added, to guide him in picking her

out,
"

I '11 come in my aeroplane."

But now their attachment is ended
;

Their parting was painful and rude
;

For he was extremely offended,
And she was much misunderstood.

He blamed her for arrogance paltry and
mean,

And made a ridiculous fuss,
Because she had mentioned her flying-

machine
And reallv arrived in a 'bus.

Financial Candour.

From an "
Appreciatorv Letter," pub-

lished by way of testimonial, in the

prospectus of a firm of money-lenders :

"GENTLEMEN,-! have reason to bo much
indebted to yon for the manner in which you
dealt with im-."
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AUTHORMOBILITY.
THE evidence recently given by Mr.

HALL CAINK as to the strung' lidiuv-

iour of his car has caused great excite-

ment in motoring circles. It will not

easily he forgotten how, in his own
\vonis, in order to avoid colliding with

a Imy driving a cart "the chauffeur

tobogganed into the bank, and the

heavy car, with its groat momentum,
hurled itself into the air and landed

on its feet." As though this were not

enough, later in the same month

(August. 1908), as he was on the point
of stepping into his automobile at the

top of the drive at his house,
" the car

broke away from the brakes and ran

down the slope. Many women and

children were in the park. I was in

fear that the car, which weighed two

tons, would kill someone before it came
to a standstill."

As the result of careful inquiries we
have ascertained that this eccentric be-

haviour is by no means unusual in cars

owned by literary men and women.
On the other hand Mr. MAX PEM-

BERTON writes that his car, though only

weighing three tons, is extraordinarily
sensitive. He distinctly remembered
how once, after nearly running over a

pig on the Great North Road, it sat up
on end and cried like a child. Mr.
PEMBEUTON adds that the drive- to -bis

house is three miles long and that on
his birthday as many as fifteen hundred

people have picnicked in his grounds.
Miss PHYLLIS DARE recounts a thril-

ling adventure that once befell her

while on her way to her photographer.
As she was passing by a farm, a spring

chicken, attracted by the sound of "Pip
Pip," suddenly ran out in front of her

car. She was herself at the wheel,

and, hastily porting the helm, was
thrown from her seat into a haystack
in an adjoining field. The chicken was
so grateful for its rescue that it insisted

on following her home, and had re-

mained with her as a pet ever since.

But for several days she was unable to

fulfil her photographic engagements
owing to a sharp attack of hay fever.

Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S chauf-

feur, on being interviewed by our repre-

sentative, said that his master on one
occasion in a fit of absent-mindedness

put his motor at a ha-ha in his park,
with the result that the car, weighing
four tons, turned a complete somersault,

alighting on its bonnet. His master's

park contained 400 acres, and the deer
were much excited by the incident.

Mr. PELISSIER describes a curious
incident that occurred to him as he
was reading TJie Contemporary Review
in his car a few days ago. His car is

fitted with a horn which can sound all

DID THAT RASCALLY BOY UEAX ANYTHING?

Mr. Asquilk (off Gibraltar to Middy of the Admiralty yacU).
"
WELL, MY TOCNO FRIEND,

HOW DO TOO ACCOUNT FOB THE LARGE AMOUNT OF 8PBAT THIS YACHT TAKES ON BOARD EVEN WHEN
IT 'S SO CALM ?

"

Middy. "'FRAio I CAN'T TELL YOU EXACTLY, Sin; LARGELY A QUESTION OF WEIGHT AND SSA,
I SHOULD SAY, SIR !

"

the notes of the scale, and suddenly,
without any warning, it began to play
"Bye, Baby Bunting."

Mr. FRANCIS GRIBBLE, in reply to

our representative, related an exciting
incident which occurred while he was

finishing The Love Affairs of Chris-

topher Columbus or else The Sweethearts

of Confucius, he could not remember
which. As he was approaching a level

crossing at the rate of fifty-five miles

an hour, he suddenly became conscious

that an express train was coming along
at full speed. He applied the brakes

with great force and the car leapt clean

into the air over the advancing train,

landing on its feet at the other side.

The accident fortunately did not affect

his health in the slightest; he completed
the Love Affairs of Christopher Colum-

bus that night, and before going to bed

began to work on The Courtships of
Methuselah.

The Orowth of Humour in the East.

From a Calcutta catalogue :

"MAGIC KNIFE. This is an article which is

both handy and elegant with nickel plated
handle. It can be used to frighten frierds by

t-tabing with it while at the same lime by

pressing the lop the blade goes in and does not

harm anything."

A Bribe.

Beneath a norrible picture in The

Sunday Companion appears this sen-

tence :

" This striking incident occurs in the Rev.

Glen Withy's great story
' Coals of Fire.' . . .

You will see that 100 is offered for reading it."

However, even so. ...
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
JAPS, YANKS, AKD OTHEKS.

7'<n7; Lain', May.
DKAIU-:ST DAPHNE, This is going to Lc

a Japanese summer, and those who
aren't lucky enough to have dear little

tucked-up eyes, a mysterious smile, and
an inscrutable manner, l>y nature, must

get them by act, or be out of the picture,

my dear, voila tout.

the beauty-doctor, is

Madame Blagueuse,

simply most im-

mensely successful with her newJapanese
treatment, and we poor things who, for

our sins, have nothing of the Far East
in our appearance or our ways, go to her
three times a week to have our eyes tucked

up and to learn the mysterious smile and
the inscrutable manner, also the correct

oriental mode oi waggling a fan. She

says my progress _
is quite wonderful,
and I really do

think, without con-

ceit, that I 'm get-

ting Japaneser than

any of the others.

Wee - Wee came
twice, and was get-

ting on pretty well,
and then Bosh put
his foot down and

stopped it. He said

he wouldn't have
his wife's eyes tin-

kered with, or her
smile or her man-
ner. She wasn't
much to boast of,

he added, and her

eyes, smile, and
manner might be

open to a lot of

criticism, but, such
as they were, he'd
have them left au nature!, and not

Japanned ! I>id you ever hear any-
thing so odiously rude and tyrannical?
And that absurd Wee-Wee actually
gave in to him and stopped the treat-

ment.

I'm a good deal vexed with my
respected parents just now, and if I

weren't the most dutiful of daughters
but never mind about that. This is

what has happened. Among the new
-Americans in London for the season are
the T. Silas Bunkers (of "Bunker's
Dime Bazaars," which are to be found
in every quarter of every city of every
State of the Union). They 're rich beyond
the dreams, and are enormously anxious
to be " on the premises." The few people
they do know in London are English,
I believe, for with true republican
exclusiveness their compatriots over
here, those who have as many as two
generations behind them, let them
severely alone. Mrs. T. Silas bitterly

resents this attitude on the part of her

own aristocracy, and especially com-

plains, I 'm toll, of Lady Lacksiller, one
of her countrywomen (you remember
Portia Blogg's wedding last year to Sir

Angu Lacksiller of that Ilk). The
Bunker woman attacked Lady L. in the

lounge at the Recherche and demanded
an explanation in terms like unto these :

" You hadn't need to put on I'rills

with me, Portia Lacksiller, and leave me
on the mat. Weren't we class-mates in

old times ? and wasn't I the better

scholar of the two? and hadn't I more

mentality than you ? What 's the

matter with me and Silas anyway
'

But it was of no avail,

better half continues to

The baronet's

treat her old

class-mate to what she calls the cold mit.

Well, but about my grievance. The
T. Silas Bunkers have rented Fewacres

FORGOTTEN SPORTS-DOING THE DODO.

House this summer, the London home of

your own Blanche once upon a time, and
the other day I had a letter from Old
Court, in which Mamma tells me that
"
these Bunker people are willing to pay

quite a fane;/ rent for the season, if you,
my child, will sign the enclosed agree-
ment promising to go to Mrs. Bunker's
parties. You were always a good-natured
girl, Blanche, and I feel sure you won't
refuse to use your social popularity to

help your parents. (When the money 's

once paid, of course you can do a^ you
like about going to the parties.) What
with this wicked Budget and every-
thing going down in value and every-
thing else getting horribly expensive,
your father and I are" and so on.
And now, my dear, what do you think
of that? I couldn't refuse to sign the

thing, for I know my old people are in a
ghastly state of stoniness just now, and
here I am pledged to go to that woman's
parties. If I don't go, 1 've no doubt

she '11 bring an action for tort or some-

thing. (Next to getting into society,
there 's nothing Americans love better

than going to law.) This is not the only
instance this season of a sort of habeas

corpus way of letting one's town house.
I hear that old Lady Needinoro is making
a very <jood thing of letting Needmoie
House, with herself in it, to some pickle

people.
You '11 be sorry to hear that George

and Babs have scored a failure uith
their Social Bureau. They were getting
on quite nicely, when an unlucky thing
happened that wrecked the Bureau.
Mrs. T. Silas Bunker is in this storv too.

She has got through about the average
amount of marrying in her own country,
and T. Silas is I.er fifth husband, I

believe. Well, when Mrs. B. gave her
first parly, she w nt to Gtorge and

Bab's Sccial Bureau
for her guests.
Among the latter

was a certain Rus-
sian prince; and
when this Russian

prince made his

bow at Fewacres
House, in spite of
Ins Orders, his
black beard and
moustaches, his
broken English,
and- his almost art-,,

gressive Russian-

ness, Mrs. T. Silas

B. recognised his

eyes as thosAof Jake

Marshall, her hus-
band before last.

And so, my dear,
the Social Bureau
is closed, and the

Russian prince
and other ''profes-

sional
"
guests have got to seek un autre

metier.

A good many people are going in for

the No-food cult, the Dick Flununerys
among others! Indted, dinners and

suppers seem to be by way of becoming
extinct functions. Dick says that till

you've been without food for a week
you don't know what you 're really

capable of. I don't think that would
bs a very reassuring thing to hear from
anyone looking as wild and haggard as
Dick does now, if one happened to be
tete-dk-tete with him and some knives !

Dotty tells me that, with their tiny
!

house and small means, they find enter- ;

taining much easier now they belong to :

the No-food set. Their little rooms will
'

hold twice as many no-fooders as ordi-

nary people, she says, and then there 's
'

no expense of feeding 'em. No, indeed.
At the Flummerys', when your partner
asks, "What shall I get you?" he

merely adds, "Hot or cold water?
"
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Owner (prartically unscathed). "SMART MAN, MY CIIADFFEUK. GOT DOWN TO HIS WORK ALREADY."

My little Devonshire coz continues to

distinguish herself. People have been

awfully sweet 10 her for my sake, and

Lady Manoenvrer's girl, Vio'.et, asked
her to be a bridesmaid at her wedding
next month. I found, if you please, my
dear, that she h:id actually refused ! 1

asked what shj meant by doing such a

thing.
" Oh ! please, please," she said,

"I couldn't be bridesmaid at such a
dreadful wedding. She c.in't love that

fearful old Lord Iricre; no girl could ;

he's seventy and Lv.ne, and has a glass

eye. Please, please, cousin Blanche,
don't make me be a bridesmaid because
I won't!"

Pretty good for an eighteen-year-old
ru-tir, eh V

"You absurd prehistoric chit!" I

said. "Many girls think seventy more

fascinating than thirty. Lord Lucre is

a most charming man. He 's not lame
-that's simply the hereditary Lucre

ica/fc; and as for his having a glass
eye', to a certain type of face a glass eye
is immensely becoming. It's exceedingly
forward of you, Rosemary, to talk to me
about love in this way. Girls have

nothing whatever to do with love. All

tlicy have to think of, quand il s'agit
des noccs, is duty."

But I make no progress with her.
Few people realise the amount of pig-

headed obstinacy and power of won't

that 's waiting till called for in your

blushing, white-muslin, yes-and-no girl.

If it weren't that I hate to own myself
defeated, I 'd turn her out of training at

once, for she '11 never win even a selling

plate ! Ever thine,
BLANCHE.

From a story in the
" Union Jack

Library":
"There was, in fact, a ghastly silence iifter

I'lummer's last remark. Not a sotu;d came
from the room, not a word from either of the

men. Tinker knew that kind of silence. It

was the kind that ushers in earthquakes, that

creeps up the spine and pants noiselessly in the

small of the back the kind that only tomes to

any man, especially lo any two men at the same
time, when catastrophe grips them unexpectedly

by the gizzard."

If this is what Christian Science means

by the "silent treatment," no wonder it

is effective.

" UNSPOILED VILLAG KRS.

WBEBTLERS WHO TRAIN ON MEAT AND A VEGE-
TARIAN BHNBMUBB."

Kr iiin-j Ncics.

If the wrestlers are the villagers referred

to, we do not, agree that they are im-

spoiled. If their diot is any criterion,

they are shockingly pampered.

A CRCESUS BY PRESUMPTION
[Baldness is said to be on the increase as th

result of motoring.]

MY obvious tendency to moult
lias caused me such unpleasant shocks

In former times that I would bolt

And purchase lotions for tiie locks.

It always made my spirits low

To realise that 1, who rather

Aspired to be Dorinda's beau,
Was being taken for her father.

But now a mild contentment dwells

Within my breast, for I can snatch.

Some solace, though my mirror tells

A constant tale 'of thinning thatcli.

Folk deem my lack of hair to be
A witness, silent but emphatic,

That I 'm a motorist, i.e.

A person who is plutocratic.

Extract from an advertisement in The
Allahabad Leader, entitled, "A Genial

Hint to the Titulary Magnates or their

Equivalent Contemporaries" :

" With this an uncommon advantage of train-

ing and remodelling tne physical and mental
m nility of t >e youth is also declared and
assured. By this is meant the formation of

such noble character, as may consistently be
rational to refer to common sense."

You see exactly the sort of youth that

the system turns out.
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HUMOUK IN HOLLAND.

[Amongst other honours paid to ex-President

ROOSCTKI.T in Holland has b en the presentation
to liim of a beautiful piece of blue Delft ware

bearing a portrait of WILLIAM THE SILENT.]

EULBB, underneath whose grim rod

Tammany was wont to curse,

Indefatigable Nirnrod !

Whose arrangement to rehearse

How the rhino (hardened creature)
Fell beside the pinked giraffe

Formed a palpitating feature

Of The Daily Telegraph;

Fresh returned from fields of slaughter,

Bringing home your quarry's pile,

Tanned of hue, with muscles tauter,

First of all you shook the Nile :

Egypt's monumenta vetem

Sloughed their immemorial sleep,

Sphinxes, hippogriffs, etc.,

Followed you about like sheep.

As of old some hairy hermit

Left the wilderness to preach,
So (with stray remarks on KEEMIT)
Forth you volleyed speech on speech ;

Italy, with arms asunder,
Bade you to her yearning breast ;

Austria was filled with thunder ;

Statesmen sobbed in Buda-Pesth.

Paris (where they keep no morals)
Heard, and took to sackcloth clouts ;

Teutons heaped your head with laurels,

Brussels with her local sprouts :

Britons, too, in trepidation
Wait to thrill with pious throes ;

Yet your most sublime oration

Blossomed where the tulip blows.

Wooden-booted Amsterdammers,
Wearing those peculiar breeks,

Listened to your words (like hammers),
" Hark !

"
they said :

" a prophet
speaks

"
:

Something in your stalwart presence
Brought to mind their hour of fame,

Eeprdduced the Orange essence,
'

Though the peel was not the same.

" WILLIAM lives !" (ah, wasit mockery?)
Thus they cried,

"
though ages

lapse
"

;

Then they handed you the crockery
Possibly designed for schnapps ?

Anyhow, mighty speaker 1

Pardon if a clown discern
Points of mirth about that beaker

Stamped with Bill the Taciturn.

EVOE.

"The District Court at Yaransk, in St.

Petersburg, has been hearing -a number of

charges brought against Chermimiss peasants
who have returned to Paganism and burned
their relatives without the service of the
orthodox Church." Dublin Evenmj Mail.

Relatives are great sticklers for the
formalities.

AT THE PLAY.
" HELENA'S PATH."

To those of us who had read the

delightful story of Helena's Path in

Mr. ANTHONY HOPE'S book, Tales of
Two People, its production, dramatised

by Mr. COSMO GORDON LENNOX, at

the Repertory Theatre, was a distinct

disappointment. To the others who
had not read it, and who expected

(probably) something powerful and

gloomy, the whole thing must have
come as a surprise. I feel sure that

there were a good many people present
on the first night who were taken by
surprise, with the result (as it seemed
to me) that a pretty but delicate

comedy found itself in the wrong
atmosphere, and was asphyxiated at

LORD LvNnoRouau (Eio.s AND OXFORD) CLEARS
3 FEET 6 INCHES WITII SPRINGBOARD.

Lord Lynborou'jh ... Mr. CIIAELES BRYANT.

the start. Certainly on several occa-

sions, when the whole house might
have been expected to ripple with

laughter, I found to niy horror that I
was doing all the rippling myself.
The audience was not alone to blame,

of course ; the play in any case was
not so good as one expected it to be,

although as it stood it didn't have a
fair chance. The Second Act, "The
Village Cricket Ground at Fillby," was
the failure. Too much had to happen
here in too small a space and in too
short a time; towards the end it all

became so unreal that one could
almost imagine it was a musical

comedy. I don't think Mr. CHAKLES
BEYANT as Lord Lynb&rough (the hero)
improved matters by wearing a high
collar for his cricket

; this is only done
by very smart young men at Syden-
ham.

The story concerns the quarrel
beween Lynborough and Helena (Mar-
chesa di San Servolo) over a right-of-

way. In the book the man gradually
wins over the supporters of the

woman, and the woman those of the
man

;
in the play this has to be done

rather quickly. In the book, they take
some time to fall in love with each
other ; on the stage we cannot see this

gradual process. In the book (though
this is a small point) the gallant Lyn-
borough leaps a 5ft. Gin. gate and knocks
down a bailiffwho opposes him

; on the

stage the jumping is elementary, and the

ju-jitsu obviously dependent on the com-

pliance of the bailiff. These are some
of the reasons why, after the play was
over, I went home and read the book

again with increased enjoyment.
Mr. BRYANT makes a very handsome

Lynborough, though I think as a
charmer he "presses" rather; and
Miss IRENE VANBRUGH was charming
without any effort as Helena. But the
best written, and therefore the best

played, part of all was that of Lady
Norah Mountliffey, which was delight- 1

fully given by Miss MART JERROLD.
M. I

" PARASITES."

I DON'T know what portions of the

original French play, La ftabouillaisc,
were cut out by its adapter, Mr. PAUL
POTTER, but I think they must have
included the vital spark, for I have
seldom seen anything less like life than
his Parasites. The situation in the
First Act took a tedious long time to

explain itself, and it was greatly to the
credit of Mr. BouRCHiERthat his appear-
ance at the last moment should have

dissipated our ennui and put us on
tolerable terms with ourselves. Four
months' retirement in gaol had not only
left Colonel Bridau's sword-arm as agile
as ever, but had given him enough
stored energy to carry the rest of the

play through on his broad back. One
thinks of the reserved and massive

strength of that earlier PAUL POTTER'S
" Bull

"
at the Hague. But other

qualities beside brute vigour went to

the making of this swashbuckler, and

chiefly an undefeated gift for farce.

Yet the swift and windy humour of the

part never quite condoned its brutality,
and the two together made a jarring
discord when they came to clash with a

tragedy that broke a woman's heart.

The bustling fun, noisy enough to

deaden for a time our sense of the fit-

ness of things, had worn off by the
end ; we were rather shocked to find

how little there was to choose between
the virtue of the hero and the mce of

the villain ; and the final curtain left

us critical and cold.
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"
'" '

'l.

'

> r ii

yort-7iri) Farmer (on <i ,/Zi/my t>iti to London'). 'SEE TiitE, I..VD ! KINO'S CROSS SHARP ! AND THOU 's NOBBUT jcsr oor TIME TO UATCII

l" ONE-FORTY."

Taxi Chauffeur. "WELL, YOU 'LL 'AVK TO TAKK TUB FIRST cvn OM TMI-: RANK, ANV'OW
; BUT I 'SPECT 'E 's 'AVIN' 'is LUNCHEON now."

The one note of probability was
struck in the character of the miser

Moiujet, his doddering old heart divided

between liis money-bags and his para-
site. Mr. GEOKC.K was admirable here.

In the part of Flora, Miss CONSTANCE
COLLIEK, though she did honest work,
never quite conveyed the idea of a de-

signing min, and the secret of the
charm which she exercised over her
ancient

'

protector was well kept. I

don't think it could have been her

costumes, nor her little Japanese steps,
for neither of them suited her very per-
fectly. Mr. TREVOR'S Gikt was a good
figure, and Miss ROSE DUFRK was more
than worth her humble place in the

mi'iintje. But if the play is to survive

(which I doubt) it is Mr. BOURCHIER
that must bear the weight of it; his
are the Atlas shoulders on which The
Globe (the one in Shaftesbury Avenue)
will have to rely. 0. S.

"In the inenntimi?, said Mr. Hall (.'nine, he
hud ivad ;i great d.-al about the unwrilUiii law
;uid had Mudi d V !<-t >i Hugo's story justifying

<!', mid the
writings of Lord Bacon

weighed uiion him like a nightmare."
Manchester 1-hvnlng Ne.tce.

Probably they weighed upon SHAKSPEARE
like a nightmare too

;
this being yet

another point of similarity between our
two greatest, Englishmen.

DISILLUSIONED.

YE that murmur in your folly :

"Friends are faithless to tneir trust;
No one can return a brolly ;

Youth's ambitions end m dust ;

Creeds are vain and life is jolly
Well unjust.

"
Buoyant as a puuiped-up bladder,

Long ago we dreamed of bliss,

Gaily climbed romance's ladder ;

Now the world is all amiss;
"

Look you, mine 's a case that 's sadder
Much than this.

Harking back, I don't remember,
As the bulk of bardlets do,

Hope expiring like an ember,
Skies of iridescent hue

Stricken into dull December
Tout A coup.

Cynic rather were the poses
Which inspired my pen to start

Raging at the sham that glozes
Love and faith and life and art

Grubs that perforate the rose's

Blooming heart.

Sentiment, I thought, was sloppy :

I beheld a world of wrong,

Crimes that flaunted like a poppy,
Foul abuses going strong,

(Quite invaluable copy,
Set to song).

Now with every dawning morrow
I observe that goodness stamps

Half mankind, and (ah, the sorrow !)

Even see suspected scamps
StilJ returning, when they borrow,
Books and gamps.

Virtue all about me thickens ;

Toleration hourly grows ;

Where is now the type that sickens ?

Where 's the canker in the rose ?

Goodness, or maybe the dickens,

Only knows.

Anyhow the fancies dwindle
Which obsessed a youthful bard ;

Hage no longer can enkindle

Scorching satires that regard
All things as a high old swindle

This is hard.

" '

This is my unlucky . weolc ,' said Mr.

Orahame-White as lie walked unobserved into
liis office iii Albeuiarle Street, Piccadilly."

Daily Neica.

How the craving for publicity grows
upon a man.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN any struggle between a brilliant slacker and a dull

plodder, I am all for the slacker ;
in real life he is so much

more interesting. If I had actually met Harry Belfidd at

the Savoy (whore he was generally to be found of an evening)

I expect I should have been loyal to him as against Andy

Hayes, the other protagonist of Mr. ANTHONY HOPE'S novel,

Second String (NELSON : 2s.). Not having experienced his

charm at first hand, I am prepared to acquiesce in his

dethronement by Andy, but without prejudice to my general

feeling about his kind. Harry, though, was something

more than a slacker ; indeed, in his relations with women it

was his pace which was his undoing. He was never really

happy until he had begun a new flirtation ;
and even when

he was engaged to Vivien he must needs be making love to

her companion, Isabel. When this came out he was done

for in the county. He fled back to the Savoy, his place as

Vivien's lover and the Division's

candidate being taken by dear old

dull Andy. Mr. HOPE has drawn

Harry Belfield's character very care-

fully and very cleverly ;
in the end

we have to admit that the pride of

Meriton is a waster who will never

do any good. Isabel Vintry, who

brings about the great collapse, is

not seen so clearly ; still, she was a

woman, which was always enough for

Harry. But "The Niin" (a dear

person from the music-halls)
"

in-

trudes" almost as delightfully as did

Peggy in a former book of Mr. HOPE'S ;

indeed, putting aside that book, I

cannot remember any which has given
me greater pleasure to read than

Second String.

To say (as people almost certainly

will) that Mr. CHARLES MARRIOTT, the

author of Now ! (HURST AND BLACKETT)
owes a considerable debt to Mr. G. K.

CHESTERTON, is neither here nor there.

Most of us do that; but Now! is a

repayment in kind, with perhaps a
trifle of added interest. Admittedly,

though it will not be for all tastes
;

it is too modern for that.

The scheme of the thing indeed is so subtle that even I, who
am far, far cleverer than ir.o-t, found myself at times irritated

by it, and inclined to suspect the author of affectation
;
so

that I doubt very much whether the circulating libraries will

make head or tail of it. The plot what there is of it is

concerned with the question whether Julia Kemcyn-Brown
shall marry Wilfrid Lambert, an every-day young man, or

Conrad Lowe; the point about Conrad being that he be-

longed to a great secret society, the "Droppers Out," whose

development and aims and general significance form the

real subjejt of the book. These Droppers Out, organised by
one Morrison from a headquarters in Cornwall, have for their

object to regenerate society by disintegration, or, in shorter

words, to take their own line and let everything else go. It

is all a little vague, and, as I say, I am not sure of having
rightly got the hang of it even now

;
but the results as told

by Mr. MARRIOTT are undeniably amusing. The scene in

which Julia and her delightful family discuss the question
of her engagement in the presence of the rival suitors would
make the fortune of a BERNARD SHAW comedy. So, if you like

that, you '11 like this. Otherwise, don't worry.

I never quite realised before what a good thing it is that

so many people will ask questions about things which don't

really concern them. If that had not been a widely-spread

human characteristic, I gather that Mr. and Mrs. THORNTON

would not have written Leaves from an Afghan Scrapbook,

or, at any rate, that the leaves would not have been taken out

and published by JOHN MURRAY. The authors say modestly
that they have "endeavoured to supply answers," and, since

the chapters each consist of more or less detached notes on a

variety of topics, the book may perhaps be regarded simply
from that unassuming standpoint. But there is a good deal

more to it than that. Collectively, these chapters provide a

very fascinating survey of a country which is practically un-

known to Englishmen. Mr. THOKNTON managed a tanning
and bootmaking factory for the AMIR, and Mrs. THORNTON

taught one of his wives drawing, gardening, and other

subjects. Incidentally, the pair were successful in intro-

ducing skating, treacle pudding, and other British sports

into the highest circles of Kabuli society. The book is

written with a simplicity which lends value to the many
surprises inevitable in a land which
is at once modern and mediaeval.

Almost anything might happen in

a country whose ruler rewards his

doctor for curing an attack of gout
by promoting him to be Brigadier-
General of Sappers and Miners.

The Worm (turning'and rising to the occasion, after

enduring ten minutes' choice language). "CAN I ASSIST

YOU, Sin ?
"

If DOROIHEA DEAKIN had provided
The Goddess Girl (CASSELL) with a
local "Who's Who" I should have
been grateful. A few complications
are well enough, but by the time I

had been introduced to a poacher
who didn't poach, and a gardener
who wasn't really a gardener, and-

gamekeeper wl:o did game-keep *

only the Goddess thought he was a

rich man in disguise and fell in love

with him I was thinking that a list

of these people's amusements and

occupations would have saved a lot

of perplexity. All these men, it is

true, eventually explained themselves,
but the title of the book remains a

puzzle to me. Flatly I do not believe

in "The Goddess," Phillida Gale, and

although she stuck to her game-
keeper I can only think of her as a primitive American,
who said "vurry," "cayn't," and "I guess" far too often.

There is, however, another girl who was as natural and
human as Phillida was tiresome and divine. The Parson's

Sally has my unstinted admiration, and whether she was
controlling her father, her "general," her ducks, or her
lover's relations, she had just that spark of vivacity and
charm which makes a character unforgettable. As an act of

homage to Sally I should like this book to be rechristened
"The Very Human Girl."

" The widow sillied and said,
' How co'd you English people are ! If

you had been Spanish you would have kissed me.'
The young man promptly impriired a kiss on the lady's lips.

(CONTINUED IN STOP PRESS COLUMN.)." The Star.
"
Discontinued

" we should hope (and expect) in the "Stop
Press

"
column.

"At the sixteenth Miss Titter-toil's ball unluckily trickled into the

bunker, which she lost." Daily Mail.

It didn't matter much, for, after all, there 's no rule about

replacing hazards.
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February 11, 1843.

THE FIRST TOOTH.

[King EDWARD was born at Buckingham Palace on the Oth of November, 1841, a few months after the birth of Mr. Puncfc.]

V'lL. (.'XXXVIII.
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EVERY INCH A SAILOR.
PRINCE OF WALES. "HtBE, JACK! HERE'S SOMETHING TO DKINK MAMMA'S HEALTH !"

[An incident that occurred on board the Royal Yacht in 1840.]

September 26, 1846.
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Auytml 10, 1350.

THE ROYAL RISING GENERATION.
BRITISH LION. " You want Mar'borj' House, and some Stables !! Why, you '11 bi wanting a Latch Key nsxt, I supposa !!

"

[In the year 1850 application was made for the purchase of Marlborough House for the Prince of WALES.]
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AT HOM *

[The marriage of the Prince of WALES and the Princess ALEXANDRA of Denmark was el



klUVARI. MAY 18, 1910.

) BROAD.
rteut St. George's Chapel, Windsor, on March 10, 18C3, amid universal rejoicings.]

March 7,
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January 23, 1804.

WHAT THE NATION HOPES SOON TO SEE.

[On January the 8th, 1804, announcement was made of the birth of a son and heir (the late Duke of CLARENCE), whose first public

appearance was eagerly anticipated.]
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December 23, 1871.

country

SUSPENSE.
[In Idi 1, the Prince of WALES, struck dovrn by typhoid, lay for a long period between life and death. The anxiety felt throughout th

i intense, and his ultimate recovery was hailed with keen expressions of thankfulness.]
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A " PAS DE TROIS."
November 9, 1873.

[In 1878 the Prince of WALES accepted the Presidency of the British Commission of the Paris Exhibition. The figure on
the right is Marshal MtcMAiioN, President of the French Republic.]
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June G, 1806.
A DERBY FAVOURITE.

E WALES, aimer of "Persimmon'"). "YOU'RE A GOOD SPORTSMAN, Sin, AND I WISH YOD LUCK ON

[A memorable and very popular victory in 1836 : Persim-non won by a neck amidst scenes of great excitement.]
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February 6, 1901

GOD SAVE THE KING!
Mtt. POXCII.

" YODE CORONATION AWAITS YOUE MAJESTl's PLEASURE, BUT YOU ARE ALREADY CBOWSED IS TOE HEARTS OF YOC8 PEOPLE.'

[On January the 2i'ud, 1901. Que.n VICTORIA died, and oa the following day the ascession of Kin- EDWARD VII. was proclaimed }
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TO HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD.
A CORONATION ODE, 1902.

MY Liege and Sovereign Lord,

First of your line whose legend marks the might

Of Britain's Ocean-wide domain !

Ere yet to-morrow's light

Beholds you leave her high memorial fane,

By that irrevocable rite

Of solemn oath and lifted sword,

Of holy oil and sacramental cup,

Crowned and anointed King ;

Before the dazing splendour blinds our sight,

And in our ears the gathered shout goes up
Of homage won from half the world ;

And back from bended skies,

Flecked with the countless ripple of flags unfurled,

The shattering echoes ring and ring ;

While still our suppliant breath may rise

Like incense on the waiting air,

For you what vigil shall we hold to-night !

With what compelling prayer

Importune Him, the King of Kings,

To grant you health and years' increase,

Wisdom to keep your people's love,

And, other earthly gifts above,

The long-desired, the gift of Peace,

Alway to shield you with her shadowing wings !

Little he dreamed, the last who bore your name,
Our boy-King Edward, dying ere the prime
Of that adventurous age
That fixed his royal sister's fame

Little he dreamed how fair a heritage

Should fall to England's crown in after time.

Beyond the seas that ringed his island realm

Scarce any owned him Lord ;

Great kingdoms stood that yet should reel

Beneath the clash of English steel,

Instant to overwhelm
;

Far lands were yet to win from out the waste

By patient courage strong to tame

Wild natures, earth's and man's, and make
On rude inhospitable shores

New English homes for the old England's sake.

And of their toil who lightly faced

Danger and death for this their best reward

To-day the garnered fruit is hers and yours.

So stands your Empire ; over such a race,

Fearless and proud and free,

Whose hands have laid your Kingdom's base

Upon the outmost edges of the sea,

Loyal all times and now

Fresh-proven in the fierce assay of war,

You take the seal of lordship on your brow.

Small seems the labour, light the task

Of empery over lands that crave no more

The meed of conquering arms, but only ask

For silent annals after storm and strain.

And yet not easy is the weight to bear

That claims your kingly care.

To guard, unsullied still, that dear renown

Our fathers handed down
;

To help us hold, through peace, our warrior-rights

Won in a thousand fights,

And sacred by our blood and tears ;

To see we use, against the coming years,

Before its memory fade,

The lessons of the past, and draw

Knowledge from failure, and from loss a gain ;

To humble arrogance, the curse of ease ;

To make their consciences afraid

Who bid your England fold her hands in sleep ;

To be of truth the mirror, and a law

Of honour unto men of all degrees ;

To champion the Faith and keep
The fear of God before your people's eyes ;

Such royal service we, who gladly bring

Our own to greet you on your festal way
We ask in turn of England's King !

And, so your heart be set on this,

Then let whatever need arise,

And come what perils may,
Be well assured you cannot miss

God's and your Country's love to be your stay !

0. S.
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THE KING OVER THE WATER."
October 22, 1902.

[On Oc'ober the 25th, 1902, the KINO and QCEES made a Royal progress through the streets of the Capital, driving from Buckingham
Palace to the Guildhall, and subsequently over London Bridge and back by the South side of the Thames. Their MAJESTIES were
everywhere received with the utmost loyalty and enthusiasm.]
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" As Am T

[In July, 19C3, the KIKG and QCEEK raid a State i 1 1(



AUIVAKI", MAY IK, 1!U<).

E. July 22, 1003.

'

SAILS."

ltd, and were welcomed with the greatest cordiality.]
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ERIN'S WELCOME.
April 27. 1904.

"HE LOVES THE GREEN ISLE, AND 1118 LOVE IS RECORDED
Li 11EABTS ttlllfll HAVE SUFFERED TOO MUCH TO FORGET."

Moore's Irish Melodies
" The Prince's Day."

[In April, 1904, the KINO paid a second, and less formal, visit to Ireland.]
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A MOMENTOUS INTERVIEW.
June 22, 1904.

' USCLE> AT KtE '" AKD NOW
'
AS TIIERE AKE NEIT" ER CABI*KT MINISTERS NOB KEPORTERS-TUE SEA IS CALM, AND IT IS SPLENDID WEATHER FOR TUB YACHT RACES."

*MENTION
.

[In June 1904, the KING went to Kiel, where he was entertained by the GERMAN EMPEROR on board the IMtenzollem.]
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A WELCOME INVASION.
SlUDE OF QUKEN ELI/AIICTII.

"
DD3 MY I.IFF.! A K[NO OF SrAIN IN ENGLAND! AND RIGHT CODSISLT ENTREATED WITHAL !"

[In June, 1905, the young King ALFONSO visited England.]
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FRIENDLY RELATIONS.
June 10, 1008.

WOULDN'T MIND OUR TALKING OVER

[In June, 1908, the Krvo journeyed to Reval, to meet the Tsar of RUSSIA.]
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EUROPE'S TRIBUTE.
TO THE MEMORY OF THE MAKER OF PEACE.

[King EDWARD died May 6, 1010.]



TO HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE.

SIRE, while the heart of grief is not yet dumb

For him we loved, how well can scarce be said ;

While still the music of the muffled drum

Eolls in the solemn requiem of the dead;

For you, on whom the instant duties lie

Which were ordained of old for Kings to bear

And may not pause for death we lift our cry,

"God keep you in His care!"

It had to be that your first steps should fall

Within the dreadful shadow thrown across

The path you take at Destiny's high call,

Lonely alway, and lonelier by your loss;

Yet if our prayers, where Hope and Memory meet,

If loyal service laid before your throne,

Can lend you comfort and confirm your feet,

Then are you not alone.

Nay, there is set beside you, near and dear,

Your Queen and ours, the gentle, brave and wise.

Fit Consort by the claim we most revere

Her English love of home and homely ties ;

And there is that Queen-Mother, who is fain

Through bitter tears to bless your work begun ;

To whom, though King and Emperor, you remain

Just her beloved son.

Nor comes it strange to you, this realm of yours;
Your eyes have seen it, crowned with large increase,

Have ranged the circuit of its seas and shores,

Canopied by the covering wings of Peace;
Such is the gift he guarded close for you,

Your royal Father, such his fair bequest,

Who saw the promise of his task come true,

And so lay down to rest.

Yet may we pay for Peace too dear a price

If, lapped in confidence and careless ease,

We let the summoning need of sacrifice

Find us with sinews soft and feeble knees;

Sire, it is yours to lift the nation's life

Out of its languor ere it be too late,

And make her win from Peace that nobler strife

Which keeps a country great.

The ancient splendour falls upon your brow !

Take up your heritage with both your hands I

Call us to shake ourselves, betimes and now,
Free of the snare of slumber's silken bands t

See, we are true men still, a patriot breed ;

Still to our storied name and fame we cling ;

Give but the sign, we follow where you lead,

For God and for the King ! 0. S.
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HAIL, KING!
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

EXTRACTED FROM THE DIARY OF TOBY, M.P.

House of Commons, Wednesday, May 11. Less than a

fortnight ago House broke up with jubilation
to enjoy

a real holiday, a real four weeks' holiday in May-time.

Members hurried off by land and sea, the SPEAKER

to distant Constantinople, PRIME MINISTER (in keeping

of FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY) to Gibraltar. The

rest, Ministers and private Members, scattered far and

wide over Continent and Home islands, trying not to

think of the date that would recall them to Westminster

for the grim fight with the Lords.

To-day, a fortnight before the appointed term, Members

assemble. With strange silence they re-people the old

familiar scene. Everything is changed, even the motley

of work-a-day garb. The KING is dead, and the faithful

Commons have come to pay a tribute to his memory and

swear allegiance to his Son.

The universality of KING EDWARD'S sympathies was

especially shown in connection with House of Commons.

In the stirring days and nights of the early Eighties

his gracious presence, his smiling countenance, were

familiar in the seat over the clock in the Peers' Gallery.

During times of storm and stress, on one occasion ex-

tending over a period of twenty-six hours, he was as

constant in attendance in his allotted seat as was the

SPEAKER in his Chair immediately facing him.

On an afternoon in April thirty -five years ago he

played passive part in historic scene. Accompanied by a

number of Peers whose faces were well known at Epsom
and Newmarket, he came down to hear his friend HARRY

CHAPLIN move a Eesolution affecting the breed of horses.

It was a great occasion, to the height of which the then

Member for Sleaford was prepared to rise. He had

forgotten JOSEPH GILLIS BIGGAR, whom a few days earlier

he had ruffled by stately rebuke. But JOEY B. remembered

and saw his opportunity.
As soon as CHAPLIN, called by the SPEAKER, rose to

declaim a cherished oration Mr. BIGGAR "spied strangers.'

In those good old days a single Member, however

obscure, was master of the situation. The SPEAKER, tiec

and bound by time-honoured ordinances, was obliged to

order strangers to withdraw. Accordingly the HEIR

APPARENT to the British Throne, the GERMAN AMBAS

SADOH, who sat at his right elbow in the Diplomatic

Gallery, and a group of Peers representing the blues

blood in England, withdrew at the bidding of a Membe:

of the lower middle classes.

H.E.H. accepted the situation with the impregnabli

good humour that sweetened his long and busy life.

Another accident, personally more startling, befell Hi

late MAJESTY whilst yet a Peer of Parliament. In coursi

of debate YOUNG WEMYSS rose from his favourite coigi

of vantage on the Second Cross Bench in House of Lords

Commanding full view of congregation on both sidei

glowing with his own eloquence, swinging his sword arn

bout as if he were again at Bannockburn, WEMYSS,

n course of driving home an argument, brought his

lenched fist down upon crown of hat of Prince of WALES

eated immediately below and in front of him.

On another, less familiar occasion, chance was run of

imilar disaster. Lord TEYNHAM, who had lately succeeded

o peerage, presented himself to make maiden speech. By
accident or design he strayed upon bench whence YOUNG

WEMYSS is accustomed to discourse. In the corner seat

was the Prince of WALES. Few, if any, knew the Peer

whose plaintive voice rose from the Cross Bench. Glancing

n that direction their Lordships beheld a white-haired

gentleman with pallid face flushed by excitement of

oratory a tall, swaying figure with peculiar habit of

occasionally turning its back upon audience and address-

ng imaginary friend in recess of Strangers' Gallery.

Among other convulsive movements the orator frequently,

with sweeping gesture, brought his hand in perilous

contiguity to the hat of utterly unconscious Eoyalty. At

ihe end of quarter-of-an-hour of painful apprehension,

disaster was averted by Motion made "that Lord TEYNHAM

>e no longer heard."

In common with other Princes of the blood royal, his

ate MAJESTY never joined in debate. With one excep-

tion, he refrained from taking part in divisions. This was

bund in connection with that once hardy annual,

the Deceased Wife's Sister Bill. When it came on for

Second Beading in the Lords H.E.H. frequently pre-

sented a petition in its favour, and invariably voted for it.

He lived to give his royal assent to its addition to the

Statute Book.

One other of the Peers' privileges claimed by his late

MAJESTY was that of introducing new Members. Twenty

years ago, the Earl of FIFE being elevated to a Dukedom,

his royal Father-in-law took part in the quaint procession

which accompanied his re-introduction. In this same year

the Duke of CLARENCE, taking his seat in the Lords, was

introduced by his Father and the Duke of EDINBURGH.

Three weeks ago the corner seat on the Front Cross

Bench, where through the long reign of Queen VICTORIA

the late KING was accustomed to sit, was occupied by his

Son. Next time the new KING appears in the House of

Lords he will take the vacant chair under the royal canopy.

For several days the Commons have been crowding

round the tables set on the floor of the House, repeating

the oath of allegiance taken as recently as January.

There is a new name inserted in the formula. Members,

momentarily undivided by political faction, know with

sorrowing hearts that King EDWARD, beloved by the

Commons, " will come back to Lochaber no more."

Eloquent tributes have to-day been paid in the House to

his late Majesty; an address voted to King GEORGE,

assuring him of loyalty ; and a message of sympathy sent

to the QUEEN-MOTHER.
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CHARIVARIA.
"I HOPE,"says the Rev Dr. CLIFFORD,

" to be able to throw up my hat when
the Church of Wales is disestablished."

We luive not seen the Doctor's hat, but
it is quite possible that the offer may,
from an irsthctic point of view, be
worth closing with at once.

" I have something like a mortal fear
of a paper constitution," declares Mr.
KKIH HARDIK. Naturally, we should
all prefer to have iron constitutions.

" An article," announces a con-

temporary,
"
by the editor of Old and

New Japan, pointing out that Japan
was a civilised country when Britons
were painting themselves with wood
(sic), appears on page 4." " Wood '

is clearly a misprint for burnt cork.

One of the " Tableaux of British
Dress" at the White City repre-
sents, we are told,

" The Lawn of the
Garden Club after Dinner." Visitors

are recommended to see this rather
than the original, which will be found,
we fear, to be but a feeble and dis-

appointing parody of the copy.

Another attraction is "Japan in

the Four Seasons." A companion
picture,

"
England in the Four

Seasons," can also, owing to the
marvellous versatility of our weather,
be seen on most days.

One of the Formosan head-hunters
at the Exhibition, we read, menaced
a photographer who wanted to in-

clude him in a picture, and, had he
not been restrained, would have
attacked the white man then and
there with an improvised club.

Those people, who have already-
been victimised by press snap-
shooters, consider that the officious

persons who interfered incurred a grave
responsibility by preventing an ele-

mentary act of justice.

Asked whether Halley's Comet af-

:ected the weather, Dr. LOCKYKB
answered,

" Not a bit. Weather vari-
ations are duo to changes in the sun,
and the comet is a mere flea-bite in

comparison with that." Still, those

spots on the sun, which were puzzling
:>he experts a little while ago, may
have l)L-en caused by the mere flea-bites.

Meanwhile the tail of the comet is
said by some observers to be getting
smaller.

Apparently the comet has
now approached sufficiently near to
.he earth to see that long trains are no
onger worn.

The horrors of duelling again ! After
a contest between a French journalist,
M. GUNGL, and an Italian fencing
master named CAKLETTr, M. GUNGL,
we are told, kissed Sig. CARLETTI.

llcrr RUDOLF MAKTIN, in his book,
l>i'iitr/i/> Muclitlidhfr, gives a list of the
favoured advisers of the KAISER. These
include Herr vox GAMI-. The KAISER,
with that thoroughness which is so
characteristic of him, evidently believes
in preparing for a rainy day.

A lady has been fined ten shillings
at Eastbourne for committing an assault
at a wedding by throwing rice and
flour at the bride's mother. The Bench

Exogamy should turn out to be unfit
for our daughters.

A gentleman writes to The Dm hi
Mail to state that it is not a fact that
Mr. CARTER,

" the hairdresser to the

Bar," never employed a foreigner
there used to be an old Pole at his shopWe seem to have heard of this Barber'?
Pole before.

:|: ';.

A new cookery book, giving
" 365

seasonable dinners," purports to mak
provision for an entire year ; but ai

anxious eater writes to point out thai

he presumes that a special edition wil
be published in Leap Years.

" VERT WELL THEN, STAY THSRB !

was no doubt anxious to prevent the
introduction here of the quaint Irish
custom of throwing rice mixed with
shillelaghs at the bridegroom.

A German waiter, accused of obtain-

ing money by false pretences, was said
to have appeared at various dates as a
man of many callings, including those
of a doctor, a professor, a matrimonial
agent, and a Baron. This bears out
the old adage that Everything comes
to him who waits.

It looks as if the libraries' boycott of

flippant literature is at last having an
effect on the publishers. Messrs.
MACMILLAN, at any rate, are determined
to take no risks, to judge by the title of
a book they have just issued. We shall
be surprised indeed if Totemism and

the

NATURE NOTES.
A. L. M. The way to find out i.

the bee is mad or not is to offer it a
drink. If it refuses it is mad anc
had better be killed. If it takes it

you had better insure your life al

once.

B. K. If as you say the bird has
not only built but hatched out in

your hair, my advice is to visit the
barber at once.

F. L. G. The flower you send is

not a scarlet pimpernel, as you sup
pose, but an Orczy daisy.

P. J. W. It was stated the other

day, afterYorkshire's opening match,
that by giving one's hens HIRST'S
toffee they would lay duck's eggs
but I have not tried it.

K. F. A. No, it is useless to plant
a London back garden with rubber
trees. Washing-poles are far more
profitable.
MRS. WIGGS. I have had the

cigar analysed. It is a pure cauli-

flora di Cuba.
H. H. T. I wish you would not

send live jumping things without

putting some kind of warning on
outer wrapper. My heart has

always been weak, and to open a box
and have a great frog leap out brings
on palpitation.

"
Another important by-product is malt-culms,

the feeding properties of which have long since
been known to the farmer, who uses them for

milking cows, and ewes in the lambing season,
which endorses the high opinion that experts
have of such a inalt food as a food for poultry,
and it may bs added that scientists state after

experiment that the cow requires the same
material ta produce her eggs." Ormakirk Ad-
vertiser.

However, it is rather a difficult subject
and we must refer to it again later.

The World Missionary Conference
publishes a "draft programme for
Parallel Meetings in Glasgow." We
always thought Parallels couldn't meet.

VOL. 0\\\VII[.
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ADVERTISEMENT BY PERSONALITY.

COMPOSED BY THE PUBLISUEB,

THE REGENERATION OF COUA MARIGOLD. By SAMUEL
PlPPLESWICK.

Mr. Samuel Pippleswick is already

a household word in two hemi-

spheres, and his new work bids fail-

to extend his fame to the remaining
third. In the realm of theological

romance he has long reigned su-

preme, and his benevolent tyranny
over the minds of the cultured

million has been attended with

countless spiritual boons. Never
before has he asserted his daemonic

talent with such superlative forceMil SAJIUKI. PiiM'Li-swic;;

as in his new book,
" The Regeneration of Cora Marigold."

It is not only his longest but his strongest novel. Yet it

may safely be placed in the hands of the most blase man of

the world, while no harm can possibly accrue from it to

infants of less than two years old.

ON MY TEN TOES. By UTHER PELLEAS BAGGS, author

of " The vTui with the Blue Chin,"
" A Sanctimonious Sinner,"

" In

Quest of Crime," etc.

Uther Pelleas Baggs has long
been a name to

. conjure with, but

the magic of his genius has never

been exerted with a more potent

spell than in his latest creation,
" On

My Ten Toes," which has the fresh-

ness and fragrance of new-mown

hay. In it Mr. Baggs transports
his reader on his magic cloak from

Battersea to Benares, from Clacton-
Mli ' UTIIE" l ELLEAS BAGG8 '

on- Sea to Calcutta. In a word it is the work of a thorough
artist who combines the demands of poetic justice with the

relentless claims of realism, and for the reader who desires

to steal a few hours' oblivion from mundane preoccupa-
tions no better soporific can be recommended than this

bewitchingly sedative romance.

" SELF-HELP FOR SMILES." BY JONAH DOLDRUM, author
of "The Silly Ass," "How to be

Funny though Married," etc.

It has long been a commonplace
among literary men that there are
more laughs to the square inch in

Jonah Doldrum's stories than in

those of any other author living or

dead. His stories are the favourite

reading of the Ex-Sultan ABDUL
HAMID, Lady COOK (nee TENNESSEE
CLAFLIN) and Mr. HENNIKER HEA-
TON, M.P., thus showing the wide

humanity of his outlook. His new
book "

Self-Help for Smiles," is one prolonged guffaw.
But the work is not all comedy

" The sense of tears in

human things" occasionally emerges with poignant in-

sistence, and amid the most breezy or facetious surround-

ings we are suddenly confronted with the horrors of

elemental passion. In a word Mr. Doldrum has once more
scored a resounding and prehensile success.

THE CONQUEST OF COWES. By ALFONSO DIGGLE.
As has been justly said, what Mr. HALL CAINE is to the

MB. JONAH DOLDRUM.

Isle of Man so is Mr. Alfonso Diggle
His new story, "The Conquest of

Cowes," is an account of the in-

vasion of the island in question

by a horde of Amazons from Da-

homey, and tells how it was re-

pelled by a corps of Girl Scouts.

But the book is not all carnage.
Amid the crash of arms and the

rattle of Winchester repeaters is

heard the tender pipe of sentiment,
on which Mr. Diggle performs
with a limpid bravura which is all

his own. ME. ALFONSO DIOLE.

LITTLE Miss MEPHISTO. BY HILARY BARDOLPH, author of
" The Perfect Cure,"

" No Earthly
Use," "The Wicked Week-Enders,"
etc.

Hilary Bardolph is already a

veteran, having no fewer than forty-
five novels to his credit. But he

preserves the ingenuous charm of

the eternal child, and his new
story,

"
Little Miss Mephisto," is

the sort of book which braces the

fibre of a nation to nobler aims
and doughtier deeds. The character

of the heroine is a wonderful study
Indeed the perusal of these thrilling

and keeps off somnolence.

Mit. HILARY BARDOLPU.

of infrahuman cruelty.

pages accelerates respiration

Finally the book is written in good grammatical English,
with very few split infinitives, thus showing the author
to be both well educated and fastidious.

VAMP, author ofJESSICA'S JAMBOREE. By JOSKIN
"
Tiffany's Wedding,"

"
Angels on

Toast," etc.

Among the younger generation
of penmen few have leaped to fame
with a more confident stride than
Joskin Vamp. He is the writer of

five novels, each more vivid and
vital than its predecessor. In the

fifth,
" Jessica's Jamboree," there is

a subliminal religiosity in the con-

ception of the hero which is little

short of sublime. In a word Mr.
Joskin Vamp has once more proved

MR. JOSKIN VAHP.

himself to be a benefactor of the deepest dye.

DIANA THE SHE-DEVIL. By JULIAN DE VERB COONEY. :

Mr. Cooney's new novel like all

its predecessors, a novel with a

purpose is designed to expose the

appalling wickedness of the fox*

hunting set.
" Diana the She-Devil ''

is the charming name of his new
venture, which describes the con-

version of the Master of the Pytchley
Bucknounds from a career of un-

imaginable depravity to a life of self-

> .:r.rifice in the slums of Monte Carlo".

It has been well said of him by his

publisher's reader,
" No writer since

Juvenal is so superbly moral as Julian de Vere Cooney."

MB. JULIAN DE \EiiE COONEY.
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THE GREAT AMATEUR.
AVUTOII. "MARVELLOUS FLIER! AND DOES IT FOR LOVE!"
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ANOTHER TRIUMPH OF SCIENCE. 1910.

Hiss ELBA FODULK.

SALINA TIBBITTS, author of " A Saint

in Cerise."

Miss Tibbitts had no reason to

complain of the reception of her
first book,

" A Saint in Cerise." Her
second venture, however, is a far

more serious undertaking, and, being
imbued with that subtle current of

magnetism which is the sign-manual
of genius, will electrify Bayswater
and titillate Pimlico.

HERODIAS OP HANGER HILL : A
GOLFING EOMANCE. By ELSA
POODLE.

Miss Elsa Poddle has long been

regarded as one of the most inspired
delineators of ultra-smart society.
Her new romance easily eclipses
the steepest exploits of her rivals

and will probably win for her the

sobriquet of " Casanova Eediviva."

AHOLY HOB-
ROB. By MES-

Miss MKSSAMNA, TIB runs.

CHEOPS AND TOMATO SAUCE. By MABMION BRUMFIT.
Mr. Marmion Brumfit has written

a superb historical romance of the

days of Cheops, under the fascin-

ating title of "
Cheops and Tomato

Sauce," and, as historical facts have
been adhered to as much as possible,
a wonderfully realistic notion is given
of the Court life of a great Pyramid-
builder, with allits splendour, ferocity
and callous disregard for human life.

Indeed Mr. Brumfit thinks that it is

the finest thing he has done since
" The Love Affairs of Catoof Utica."

EVE IN QUEST OF COPY.
A Warning to those with Literary and Artistic Lady Friends.

BY A VICTIM.

LITTLE I thought as I frivolled with Vera,
And in her light atmosphere struggled to float,

That I should be potted in Eve and her Era,
And piirchased (with pattern) for less than a groat !

My hall-room inanity
Labelled : Man's Vanity :

la he a Sane Enough Creature to Vote ?

Little I knew when I nodded benignly
To Ruth (with the floor coming promptly to grips)

That she, as she sympathised, dimpling divinely,
Had mentally snapped me for Snippity Snips!

Sketching me afterwards,

Legs waving ra fter-wards :

Rinkery Revels
; or, Percival Slips !

Little I dreamed when, a prey to my passion,
And seizing my chance while her chaperon dozed,

I pressed Helen's hand in no niggardly fashion,
Looked deep in her orbs and the incident closed,

That one so ethereal,
Hot on material,

Would move men to mirth \\-\l\iHoic Percy Proposed!

"
In her evidence plaintiff &aid defendant swore '

by the liver of hia

father and mother" a sacred oath." Evening Argus.

It certainly should only be used on very special occasions.

" We send to you 3 Ibs. of the finest tea in the world for P.0.0. for
5s. that's all." Adrl. in

" The Scottish Chronicle."

They might send you a banana as well.

The Wedding Breakfast.

COUPLE, getting married, WANT FISH and CHIPS."

Advt. m "
Daily Dispatch."
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A CITIZEN'S DUTY.
"You are hereby summoned," said

the notice,
" to attend and serve as a

Juror in this Court, at the hour of

eleven in the Forenoon upon the trial

of any Action or Actions to be then and

there tried by Jury; and in default

of attendance you will be liable to a

penalty of Five Pounds, under sect. 102

of the County Courts Act, 1888." So

of course I went.

-::- * -" *

10.45. Though I have never been on

a Jury before, 1 feel that it is as well

to be punctual. Is this the County

Court, policeman ? Thank you. First

come, first serve, is the juryman's
motto. If I am sworn in for the open-

ing action I may yet be down at the

Oval for lunch.

10.55. Upstairs there seem to be a lot

of jurymen about, most of them without

collars; I wish I knew the etiquette.

And where do I go now ? Perhaps if I

show somebody my summons ... In

there? Thank you very much . . .

Oh, is this the dock? Thank you.

Oh, yes, over there. Thanks.

11. In the jury box. Evidently I am

very late. We are in the middle of the

action, and I haven't taken an oath of

any kind. I ask the juryman next to me
for a rough synopsis or resume of the

case as far as it has gone, so that I can

give a right and trusty verdict. He
explains that our action hasn't begun

yet, and that this one is being tried

without jury. Most sensible that 's

how all actions should be tried.

Having nothing else to do I listen to

counsel. As far as I can make it out,

"We" (by which, I take it, the little man
in thewig means himself and his friends)
have been unable to obtain reasonable

access to the bathroom of our lodgings
for the purposes of bathing, the land-

lady having pocketed the key of the

same. No wonder we are annoyed.
On the other hand, as the fat man in

fancy dress rightly points out,
" We "

(meaning him and the landlady) have

only locked the door between the hours

of 11 A.M. and 8 P.M., the fact being
that his learned friend was in the habit

of washing his clothes in the bathroom.

(Disgraceful.) We are only too de-

lighted to allow him to bathe in the

morning and at night, but it must be

fair bathing.
His Honour thinks this reasonable.

The Little Man says he will undertake

not to wash his clothes in the bathroom ;

but suppose he wanted a warm bath in

the afternoon ?

His Honour thinks that any reason-

able man or woman might want a warm
bath in the afternoon say between
three and four.

The Fat Man says that if his learned

friend really wants a warm bath in

the afternoon, say between three and

four, he is prepared to allow access to

the room for that hour.

His Honour thinks this noble.

The Little Man urges that he might

possibly want his bath at five. (True.)

After much argument His Honour

suggests 4.30 as a reasonable com-

promise. Agreed that the Little Man
shall be allowed to bathe from 8 P.M.

to 11 A.M. and from 3 P.M. to 4.30 P.M.

Now for our action.

11.45. We stand up in twos to take

the oath. Having read all about germs
I decide to kiss my thumb, instead of

the book which I and the man next

to me are holding together. In my
nervousness, however, I kiss the other

man's thumb. I hope he won't mind.

Before our case begins the usher

announces that all the other actions

bave been settled out of court and that

the rest of the jurors summoned are

therefore dismissed. This is veiy

annoying. If I had only come late

enough I needn't have come at all.

And they 're just beginning at the Oval.

12.0. Matthew Pringle kept a small

fishmonger's shop in Commercial Eoad.

One day he was horrified, gentlemen,
to see a motor car come into the shop.
A week later, having recovered from
the shock to his system, he estimated

the damage as follows :

Damage to shop .... 20
Do. to fish .... 200
Do. to bicycle (which was

leaning against shop) . 500
Loss of business ... 300

Total 30

I make a note of the figures and

yawn, and wonder what on earth the
defence can be.

12.45. Counsel for Defence is cross-

examining. Eoughly his line seems to

be that the damage to shop was

fourpence, damage to fish tuppence,
damage to bicycle an improvement,
and loss of business nil.

" Now take the fish," he says.
"What sort of fish had you in the

shop ? Had you salmon ?
"

Mr. Pringle admits that he had no
salmon.
"No salmon, gentlemen," Counsel

says to us scornfully.
It occurs to me that salmon was out

of season at the time of the accident,
but as it doesn't seem to occur to

anybody else I say nothing.
Counsel continues. Under relent-

less cross-examination witness con-
fesses that he had also no sturgeon
red mullet, trout, octopuses, whales

:

sardines, or dog-fish in his shop at the

time of the accident.

"Well, what had you got?" asks

Counsel, absolutely at a loss.
" There was kippers and
"
Kippers !

"
sneers the Defence.

Having had a couple of kippers" ior

breakfast that very morning, I resent

the sneer and decide to give a verdict

for the plaintiff.

2-30. We have adjourned for lunch
and resumed, and are still at it. I

expected to be locked up and given
lunch at the expense of the county, but
had to go out and pay for it in the
usual way. The Defence is now con-

centrating on the bicycle, which is in

court. Counsel is prepared to admit
that it is a bicycle, but produces an

engineering expert (without a collar) to

tell the whole truth about its past.
" You see that bicycle ?

"
Counsel

says contemptuously, as if it had had no
right ever to have been a bicycle. Cer-

tainly it doesn't look much like one
now.

" I do."
" And for how much would you be

prepared to mend it ?
"

" "Arf-a-crown." (Sensation.)
" And

I'd give 'im a new one as good as
that was for five shillings." (More
sensation.)

3.30. The man next to me is very
conscientious. He has been putting
down all the figures in the case. As I

feel that I have been rather inattentive,
I ask him to let me refresh my memory
by studying them. After all, I have
kissed his thumb, so we are not alto-

gether strangers.
He has added them all up so as to

save me bother.

Fish in sliop 250
Breadth of roaj at scene of accident 27ft.

Gt?ar of bicycle . . . .84
Average cos. of kipper . . . Id.

Number of motor . . LC 97896
Train I want to catch . . . 4.(ip.ni.

Total damage . LC 982G2.6 ftdpm.

" Thanks very much," I said,
" but I

doubt if you catch your train."

4.15. We retire. We are all very in-

dignant. One stout bald man explains
that he was going to have been married
or christened or something this after-

noon, and now he has missed it. He
must try again to-morrow. We are

all agreed that it is perfectly wicked
that a whole day should be wasted in

this manner. We are all busy men. I

am (I say) a particularly busy man.
"
Plaintiff, of course?" says the bald

man casually. Of course. "Damages?
He claims thirty say twenty-five ?

"

Our confidence in the bicycle being a
little shaken, we all say twenty-five
with alacrity.

4.30. Justice is done. But it is too

late now to go to the Oval. A. A. M.
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ROYAL ACADEMY. SECOND DEPRESSIONS.

Lady in the Corner. "I KNOW rr MUST BK VERY msri'iinrx .

TO UAVE ALL THESE PEOPLE DROPPINC1 IN WHILE YOU 'BE DOING
MY PICTURE. DDT, NOW THEY ASg HERE, I SUPPOSE YuU MIGHT
AS WELL PAIKT THEM "

(484).

///,(. f/7'.r/i.'irr.

" N"W sn:si)Y, \M> AIL 1 OOK Pl.Kmsr' (185).

The, Balltera.
''

On, I ix> WISH HE 'D

CO AWAY AND LET t'S GET AT OOB
CLOTHES !

"
(32 j).

FROM THE GEM ROOM
THE LlTTLK WlFE-BF.ATEtt (543).

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A

BLIND MAN'B BUFF, < R now BABY
OOVEKED TilE SIGNATURE (746)

MlSS
,
THE WELL-KNOWN

CLASSICAL DANCER,
'

SAYS :

" YOUU TOOTH-STUFF 18 A BIT

OF ALL RIGHT" (603). GOLF IN THE TROPICS :

A HOT FINISH (167).

Ti'insr (213).

SITII.NU our A DANOE AT A FANCY DBESS
BALL (379).

A Boos TO AKTISTS.

SDOGESTED SKELETON SCHF.ME FOB PORTRAITS
OF NEW PKERS.
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"T. P." AMONG THE POETS.
THE gentleman who dispenses

" Lite-

rary Help" in T. P.'s Weekly was

recently asked by "B. (York)" to criti-

cise ati original musical setting of

Canto cxxx. of " In Mernoriam." By
a stroke of superb luck the poet's

name was omitted from the score, with

the following captivating result:

"
I do riot know whether the verses are

original, but I have been wondering what the

song is all about. The song says
'

I cannot

K .ii;ss,' ami 1 am inclined to agree. I do not

catch the meaning of 'Though mix'dwiih God
and nature thou,' and (here is apparently a

syllable missing in the line
'

I l:avc tliee and I

rejoice
'

at the foot of page 4."

It is when our Literary Helpers thus

fail us and delight us that we realise

that we have not lived in vain. The

missing syllable, by-the-by, is "still."

Perhaps the critic will turn to his

Tennyson, and, applying a wet towel to

his head, try to get a glimmering of

the crystal meaning of four of the most

beautiful stanzas ever written.

Meanwhile we shall look confidently
in our T. P. for the following :

H. (Lincoln). Your blank verse is

undoubtedly blank. Let me tell you
once for all that to invert the true

order of words is not poetry, though
too many tyros think it is. You

bej>in :

" Of Man's first disobedience and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world and all our

woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us and regain the blissful seat,

Sing, heavenly muse . . ."

Now, there are two glaring faults here.

One is to begin with a preposition,
which no good writer would do, and
the other to be so long in coming to

the point. The point is that the

heavenly muse is invoked to sing of all

these things ;
but if you count the

words before we arrive at that invitation

you will see that there are thirty-eight.
How much better to have begun,
"
Sing, heavenly muse," and so forth.

M. H. (Brighton). Your lines are

not altogether bad. I like the descrip-
tion of the marigold as going to bed
with the sun ; it is pretty and poetical.
And the epithet "bold" for oxlips is

good, and "pale" for primroses un-

doubtedly they are pale.

"Violets, dim,
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes

"

is far-fetched
;
but there is a certain

courage in it. But what to make of
"
Daffodils

That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty,"

I cannot think. What does "take"
mean ? Surely it is a misprint, but
cannot imagine for what. How can

you take a wind with beauty '? You

can take a walk, you can take a cup of

tea, you can take cold ; but how can

you take a wind with beauty? This

is, of course, if not a misprint, sheer

affectation, and I advise you to dis-

continue it.

Lastly you write :

"
Beauty's ensign yet

Is crimson in thy lips and in thy cheeks

And death's pale flag is not advanced there,"

This will never do.
"
Ensign

"
is far

too technical: "banner" would be

better. Then " crimson
"

is a crude

and violent word. The last line doesn't

scan. Besides, you don't " advance
"
a

flag ; you hoist it.

TERMINOLOGICAL EXACTITUDE.

[Witness.
" He is under the L.C.C."

Judge Bacon.
" What is that 'i

"

Witness. "The London County Council."

Fragment from a case in the Whkceliapel

County Court.]

So different from the elder BACON
Whose cryptograms were horrid hard

(And thus his verses got mistaken

For those of BILL a minor bard),
The namesake of that nimble beak

Repudiates the verbal freak,

He will not have the language shaken,
The wells of English marred.

To him abbreviated titles

Are crude as crimson to a bull,

He stipulates for long recitals

Because they are so beautiful ;

The twin de guerre or name for short

Annoys him like a legal tort ;

Contractions corrugate his vitals

And nicknames warp his wool.

Suppose a felon, forced by famine
To pilfer crumpets for his tea,

Were brought before him to examine,
How pained his gentle heart would be

To hear that solecistic use,

Whereby, in circles sadly loose,

A shop for eating bread and jam in

Is called an A.B.C.

Where other men would come a cropper

By asking how to reach the Zoo,
He 'd buttonhole the nearest copper
And bid him state a case (or two)
On travelling by the Underground
To Regent's Park (the Northward

bound),
And bridle (as is only proper)
At words like Bakerloo.

Then, England, while you have such

judges
The ton-pet and the robe to don,

Whoever fakes, whoever fudges,
The law shall not be put upon ;

'Tis men like these in every sphere
Who still uphold by acts sincere

The British flag that never budges,
The glorious Union John.

EVOE.

A VISIT TO MR. PUNCH'S FARM.

WE feel bound to say that of all our

adventures in the wider journalism
and we have gone pretty fur afield at

;imes none has been crowned with so

wnspicuous a success as the sporting

iiiterprise of Mr. Punch's Farm. Nothing
!ias pleased us so much as the triumph
of our now famous fifteen acres. It is

no small achievement to have revolution-

sed British agriculture as we claim to

!iave done in the course of a couple of

years ;
and you can have no idea how

lolly it is to feel that we are landed pro-

prietors. There is always a pleasant
stir and bustle in the office when rent-

day comes round.

But the farm has proved its value

quite incidentally, you will understand
in yet another way. And this is the

beauty of it. It furnishes us with a
continuous supply of first-class copy.
Of course we feel some compunction
in exploiting the farm in this manner.
But what would you have? We cannot

bring ourselves to disappoint the burn ing
:uriosity of our readers. Nothing goes

quite s,o well as a little column of accounts.

Our readers love to know the cost of the

garden rake, and to deduct it from the

price that was obtained for the Brussels

sprouts. They discu.-s all the bearings
of the fact that sixpence each is allowed

for empty superphosphate bags, if re-

turned in good condition. It is our

claim and we are justly proud of it

that our fifteen acres provide food not

only for the body but for the mind.
Last Tuesday our representative

dropped in quite unexpectedly. He has

lodgings in the village, as we found

this cheaper and more satisfactory than

always paying for railway tickets. He
remarked, to his surprise, that it was

washing day, and noted the fact, of

obvious interest to all small holders,

that the amount of soap used for the

wash should depend not so much on the

heat of the water as on the number of

the clothes. In spite of the bustle inci-

dental upon this weekly festival there

were already several visitors on the

premises. Our cattle expert was measur-

ing the new calf with a tape, and a

high official of the Beekeepers' Associa-

tion might be seen delicately skirmishing
round the hive with what looked like a

toasting-fork. The Simple-Life reporter

was knocking off a poem under the

apple tree, and a market-girdener,

specially imported from Holland, was

grubbing about with a note-book in the

potato-patch. Our tenant's wife com-

plained of being short-handed, as one

of the photographers had turned up:

without an appointment, and the chil-

dren were being taken in a group round

the pump. While I was waiting, writes

our representative, a parcel arrived froril
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"t' ,

A PROBLEM IN SOCIAL ETIQUETTE.
'I SAY, LAURA, WHEN you MEET A FRIEND AS "AS 'AD MORE THAN is GOOD FEH 'IM, OUGHT VEK TO BOW?'

the station which proved to be a new
handle for the turnip-cutter. You will

remember that I pointed out in my last

report that a flaw had been discovered
in tbe old one, and anticipated that
some steps would have to be taken

shortly.
Our tenant was at last discovered

watering the honeysuckle at the gate."
Hullo !

"
lie remarked. " Here we are

again."
'

Yes," said I.
"
Anything new ?

"

"Sparrer's nest in the water-spout,"
he replied without looking up ;

"
put

it clown."

Taking a note of this new instance of
the alarming increase of the sparrow
pest in rural England, I proceeded to

put a few leading questions to our
tenant, according to my custom.
"Do you really think that we have

succeeded in proving to the world at

large that old pasture is not necessary
for cows, or is it all spoof?

"

Our tenant grinned.
"It must l)o a satisfaction to you that

the accounts continue to show a balance
on the right side.''

1 Our tenant winked.
We were interrupted at this point by

the arrival of the poultry expert with

his egg-testing apparatus. Our tenant

flung down his watering-can and picked
up his coat, and I had only time for a
final question.

" What do you intend to do at the
termination of your lease ?

"

"I'm looking out," he replied firmly
and calmly, "for a bit o' land on a
desert island."

Answer to Correspondent.
" DISTRICT PASSENGER." You com-

plain that " neither of the platforms at
j

Earl's Court station that most popular
'

of junctions contains a single time-
'

table of the Wimbledon service." We !

think you are hard to please. The
Directors have very generously studied I

the convenience of passengers : they :

have provided them with two tobacco-
'

shops, and a quarter of a dozen estab-
lishments for the sale of nougat, and
you have no right to expect more than
this from any railway company.

"Seven Signets were Latched in the Lawn,
Dawlish, yesterday morning." Devon and
Exeter <jazettc.

To be less technical, seven seals were
born.

DANS LE MOUVEMENT.
[An entire French garden, soil as well as

plants, lias been movel from Reading to
1$ nningliaiu.]

WHY Pay Kent ? The International
Eemoval Association can save you this

recurring annoyance. Write for full

particulars to our House-Shifter Depart-
ment. Confidently recommended for

Irish peasantry. Secrecy. Rapidity.
Telegrams

"
QUARTER DAT, London."

Are you a Duke? Do you suffer

from Unearned Increment? We can
move your town residences into the

country cleanly and cheaply. Commu-
nications received in strict confidence.
Our Rus in Urbe Department (no

connection with the Fresh Air Fund)
brings air from all the principal health
resorts to your door at a nominal

charge. "A Revolution in Town Life
"

vide Press.

Frontiers extended. Rivers deflected.
Inland Oceans laid out at reasonable
rates (we lately earned some of the
North Sea into the Interior of Germany
for secret naval manoeuvres). Coast
erosions arranged on commission.
Volcanic eruptions a speciality.
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"INTELLIGENCE" DEPARTMENT.
Company Officer.

"
Is WHICH DIRECT:OS CAN TOD SES FURTHEST ?

"
Promising Heernit. " Tin: WAY I i OOKS !

"

DIMINUENDO IN FOUE BAES.
I. AT THE AGE OF TEN.'

The Written Word.

"Master William Porterhouse has
much pleasure in accepting the kind
invitation of Mrs. Brown to a dance
on January 1st."

Tfa Underlying Thought.
Buns ; lemonade ; trifle ; more lemon-

ade ; possibly even ices ; at any rate
more lemonade. With decent luck,

something in the food line to take away
with me at the end. Hooray ! Hooray ! !

Hooray ! ! !

II. AT THE AGE OF TWENTY.
The Written Word.

" William Porterhouse, Esquire, has
much pleasure in accepting the kind
invitation of Mrs. Eobinson to a dance
on February 2nd."

The Underlying Thought.
First-class rag ; top-hole supper,

with champagne in buckets; all the
prettiest girls in the county ; band sure
to play "Kiss Me and Get It Over"

waltz. I shall be all over it, and may
even cadge a day's ferreting off old

Eobinson to end up with. Hooray !

Hooray ! !

III. AT THE AGE OF THIRTY.

The Written Word.
'

" Mr. William Porterhouse has much
pleasure in accepting the kind invita-
tion of Mrs. Jones to a dance on
March 3rd."

The Underlying Thought.
SHE will be there. Hooray !

IV. AT THE AGE OF FORTY.

The Written Word.
" Mr. William Porterhouse has much

pleasure in accepting the kind invita-
tion of Mrs. Smith to a dance on
April 4th." .-'

The Underlying Thought.

S'pose I must. D .

" Scotchman wishes to meet German for im-
provement in respective languages." Ediii-
bitrr/h Evening Dispatch.

Both languages need it.

SPEING SALMON.
IT 's oh, but I 'm dreaming
Of grey water streaming,
Great rivers that go gleaming
Where brown the heather blows,

Ere May's southern graces
Eub out the last white traces

From high and mountain places
Of stubborn, storm-packedsnows !

The chill wind that searches
The low-lying birches,
The old red grouse that perches
And swaggers in the sun,

I 'm fain for its blowing,
I 'm restless for his crowing,
And it 's I that would be going
Where the Spring salmon run 1

And oh, were they bulking
Bright silver, or sulking
In the snow-broth a-skulking,

I would care not at all,

I 'd hear the falls ringing,
I 'd see the pine-tops swinging
In a wind that 's filled with singing
When the green plover call !

TOPICAL SONG : Ta - rubber - boom .

de -
ay.
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THE SHIP OF STATE: A NEW EMPRISE,
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AN ADDED TERROR.
A prominent Motoring journal announces that the touring department of the R. A. C. is arranging a scheme to supply motorists in

touring centres such as Cornwall, etc., with guides well acquainted with the local objects of interest.

TOURISTS IN THE DISTRICTS MENTIONED ESPECIALLY DRIVERS HAVE Ms. POUCH'S SYMPATHY.

THE JOKE WITHOUT A POINT.

Tin RK was once a Joke. And the

point of it was that it had no point ; so

that everybody could see it as well as

his neighbour.
It was hatched by a Cynic with an

established reputation for saying funny
things. But the Cynic was furious with
the world because it refused to take him

seriously, regarding him as a Humorist
and not as a Philosopher. So he deter-

mined to have his revenge, and hatched
tin- -loke.

He let it loose upon the Town at a

frigidly calculated moment, and it was
r. c. -ived uproariously. It went the
round of the Clubs, and no dinner-party
was complete without it. After a time
not to have hoard it was to argue oneself
on the wrong side of the Fringe. People
were now more convinced than ever that
the Cynic was a prince of Humorists

;

but the Cynic only laughed in his sleeve,
now the left and now the right ;

which

was bad for the fit of his clothes.

At the summit of its success it was
lold to a young Colonial at one of the

greatest gatherings of the Season. It

was told to him within the hearing of a

galaxy of dislinguished men and women.

They had all heard it before, and they
now crowded round to see how the new

j

arrival would take it. In anticipation of

an accident, a young doctor was in

attendance ; many were prepared to

see the Colonial leave the room on an
;

ambulance.
But a strange thing happened. Not

only did he fail to see the Joke, but lie

said so.

They told it him again and again, and
still he didn't see it. He even asked
them to explain it to him. Gently and
with due consideration for his Colonial !

disabilities they explained that it was
one of those Jokes that could not be

explained ; you either saw it or you
didn't.

" But what is there to see ?" he
asked.

They could not answer that, and they

gazed at one another in embarrassment.
Then one of them, whether stricken in

his conscience or out of pure courtesy,
confessed that he never had seen any-

thing in it ;
and several others reluct-

antly testified to the same effect. To
clear the matter up it was resolved to

send a deputation to the Cynic. A
select few of the bolder spirits waited

upon him in the small hours of the

morning and stated their case. The

Cynic regarded them with a malevolent

smile, and slowly answered :

"The point of it was that it had no

point. I made it like that on purpose.
The Joke was mine. Good night."
The Cynic achieved part at least of

his desire, for he ceased to be accepted
as a Humorist. But when he found

that he was no longer received in the

best houses his philosophic stock-in-

trade dwindled to nothing. So he be-

came merely a Cynic ;
which is a dog's

life.
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TEMPORARY INSANITY.

I PICKED up the receiver and put it to

my e.ir.

." Number, please."
"
Double it, add seven

"Number, please."
" What are the May fairs like this

morning?"
"I don't know what you 're saying."
"Never mind. I think I'll have a

Gerald. They 're always safe."
" Gerald what number?"
"Well, if I take a thousand, will

you
"What?"
"I said a thousand the

number one followed by no

fewer than three Os."
" One double 0,.you mean."

"Very well," I said re-

signedly.
There was a pause. Then,
"We have no such number."

"Well," I said, "can you

get it me?"
"I tell you there 's no such

number."
" What 's the nearest you 've

got?"
"What?"
" What about one doub'.e

one?"
"Gerald one double

one."

There was another pause.
Then,

"
Hullo,

'

said somebody.
"Hullo."
"Who is that?"
"What's your number?"

said I.

"What number do you
want?"

"
Yours. What is it ?

"

" One double one."

"That's right. Are you
there?"

"
Yes."

"

"Where?"
There was a choking noise

in the distance and then I

listened for a quarter of a
minute while he was rude. When he
had finished,

__

"I say," I said, "you do know some
awful ones. Where were you at school ?

' '

After stating on oath liis failure to
see what it had to do with me, he said
he had been at Eton.

"Ah," I said, "I thought I knew
your face. I was at Blundell's too."

"Eton, you fool," lie roared.
"Where?"
"
Eton," he yelled.

"Ah.' 'It's a rotten word to roar,
isn't it ? One can't get hold of the E
somehow."

"
I 'd give something to get liold of

your throat."

"You. haven't even told me where

you are yet," I said reproachfully.

Again he lapsed into irrelevancy, and
it was only after dealing viciously with

my whereabouts, present and future,
that lie answered that he was at South

Audley Street.

"South Audley Street," I said; "what
makes you think that ?

"

The noise he made in putting back
the receiver was almost indecent.*"

After balf-an-hour with the Post-Office

and Telephone directories I found him.

THE HERBACEOUS BOARDER.
A VISION OF SUMMER ON THE MARINE PARADK.

South Audley Street is not so very long.
Then I took up the receiver and asked
for Gerald one double one.

" Damn the "phone," said a voice I

recognised.
"
Yes."

I answered in an assumed voice and
threw all the officiousness I could into

my tones.
"
Excuse me, Sir, but are you Major

Horsehair?
"

"lam."
"I'm the inspector on duty at Bow

Street."

"Where?"
"Bow Street, Sir. I've rung up to

know if you 've been troubled by anyone
on the telephone this morniug. We

have received information which leadsus"
" Troubled !

"
indignantly broke in

the Major, "troubled! I've been in-
sulted insulted not half-an-hour ago
by a blithering fool

"
Blithering, yes, Sir. Can you de-

scribe him at all besides liis being
blithering ?

"

"How can I describe him, man, when
I 've never seen the fool ?

"
" Do you think you 'd know his voice

if you he.ird it again, Sir ?
"

He thought on oath that he would.
"You can't tell me at all

what he wa? wearing, Sir,
what sort of hat

"How the devil can I tell

you what hut "
"
Squash hat, yes, Sir."
A hollow groan was the

only rejoinder.

"Well, Sir, if he should
trouble you again, Sir, if you
just ring up four double four
five four Central and ask for
me "

"All right," he said wearily.
* * *

Ten minutes later I was on
to him again.
The expletive that he used

as he put the receiver to his
ejr was a bald and rugged
one.

"
Yes," he said savagely.

"I say," I said in my natural

voice, "it was Eton where you
were, wasn't it?

"

He gave a roar like a wild
beast in answer and began
jabbing the hook thing up
and down like a maniac.

"
Exchange," he yelled,"

Exchange, four double four
five four Central quick. Ex-

change
"

* * * *
I dropped into the Club in

the afternoon and went to the

telephone.
"I say, Exchange," I said,
can you tell me if there's

such a number as four double four five

four Central ?"
"Just a minute, please."
I waited. Then,
''

Yes, it 's tlu advertising department
of Motor Goggles, Limited. Shall I get
them for you?"

"No, thanks," I said hurriedly; "I
expect they 've been bothered enough
to-day."

"
It is with joy I received news the other

day of a new handkerchief which has appeared
on the horizon, the handkerchief dainty, fine,

and such as fastidious womankind has to pay
through the nose . for."IHack and White 1

,

This seems all right.
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A HARDY ANNUAL.

s

But

al

"You look very tired," I

"
Yes," lie replied, with :i sigh.

1 sliall get some rest now. It

over for a while."
" What is over ?

"
I asked.

"My work,"he said. "It does iml

begin again with any seriousnebs till

next February ;
but it goes on then

till April with terrific vigour." He
pressed his hand to his brow.

"
May I know what it is? ''I inquired

"Of course," he said. "I naim

pictures for the Exhibitions. The cata-

logues are full of my work. Here, foi

example, is one of my most effect iu

titles :

' Cold flows the Winter River.

Not bad, is it ?"
I murmured something.
" Oh, I know what you 're thinking,'

he replied. "You're thinking that ii

is so simple that the artist could have
done it himself without my assistance.

But there you 're mistaken. They
can't. They can just paint a picture
some of them and that 's all. You 've

no idea . . . Well, well."

"Really," I said.
"
Yes," he continued ;

"
it 's so. Now

turn on. Here 's another of mine,
' It

was the Time of Roses.' That sounds

easy, no doubt; but, mark you, you
have not only to know it to have read
Hood but and this is the secret of

my success to remember it at the

right moment." He almost glittered
with pride. "Turn on," he said.
' East and West.' That 's a subtle

thjng. Why 'East and West'? you
say. And then you see it 's an English
girl the West holding a Japanese
fan the East. But I 'm not often as

tricky as that. A line of poetry is

always best ; or a good descriptive

phrase, such as 'Rivals,' 'Awaiting
Spring's Return,'

' The Forest Perilous,'
'When Nature Sleeps,' 'The Coming
Storm,' 'Sunshine and Shadow,'

' Wait-

ing,' 'The Farmer's Daughter,' 'A
Haunt of Ancient Peace.'

"'

He paused and looked at me.
"
They all sound fairly automatic," he

went on ;

" but that 's a blind. They
waul doing. You know the saying,
' Hard writing makes easy reading ;

'

well, it 's the same with naming titles.

You think it 's nothing ; but that 's

only because it means real work."

Again he held his head, this time
with both hands.

" That last title," I said,
" ' A Haunt

of Ancient Peace.' Surely I 've heard
that before."

"
Very likely," he said. " But so far

as I was concerned it was new. That
is to say, it came to me spontaneously.
The artist set the picture before me

Country Vicar (visiting a family irlierc a child lias scarlet ferer).
"

I SUPPOSE YOU Ki:i:r

HIM WELL ISOLATED?"

"LOB BI.ErS YOU, SlR, YES. HE KEEPS BEHIND THAT CLOTIIKS-IIOUSE, AND DON'T COME AMONG
US BUT FOB MEAI

and waited expectantly. I looked at

it, and made my mind a blank that
is my usual procedure and this title

came into it : 'A Haunt of Ancient
Peace.' I don't know how to explain
the gift uncanny, no doubt. Kind
friends have called it genius. But
there it is."

"I hope the financial results are

proportionate," I said.
"
Ah," he replied,

" not always. But
how could they be ? It 's not only the

expense of getting to the studios taxis,

and so forth but the mental wear and
tear. Still, I manage to live. Good-

bye."

"Mr. J. McAuley, who at the termination of

the lecture entered the room, in proposing a
vote of (hanks to the fair lecturer said that he

had never listened to a more practical or able

lecture." Kerry Kveniny I'ost.

This was probably true, if Mr. McAuLEY
always delays his entrance till the

psychological moment at the end of

the lecture.
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AT THE PLAY.
" CHAINS."

I HAD always kept a warm corner of

sympathy in my selfish heart for the

dull routine of those who drag out their

lives on office stools in the City. I

had imagined that
" The noisy laugh
And ill-bred chaff

Of clerks on omnibuses
"

was only a brave bluff designed to veil

the thwarted ambition of adventurous
souls. But I was wrong and my sym-
pathy wasted ; for I gather from
ELIZABETH BAKER'S play that these poor
slaves actually hug their "chains."
You cannot persuade them to throw

up a safe thing for the risk

of enterprise in the open.
Anyhow, the dashing in-

trepidity of Fred Tennant,
who is resolved to break
loose and try Australia,
seems to have staggered his

fellow-clerks. " Have you
heard about Tennant's new
departure?" says someone.
" What, is he going to be
married?

"
they all cry, con-

ceiving of nothing else that
could be expected to cause
a convulsion in his ordered
existence. When the thril-

ling truth comes out, they
are divided in opinion ;

some holding him to be a

madman, others a hero ; but
all agreeing that he is

something hors ligne. Only
one of his fellows, Charlie

Wilson, is so bitten by his

example that he is determined
to follow it

; but he is

married, and this is another
and more deadly "chain."
All his wife's family, with a

single exception, support her
tears and regard him as an

the deliverance of his soul is stiffish

work for a clerk without complica-
tions ;

for a married clerk it is appre-

ciably harder ; for a clerk who is not

only married but lies under the threat

of fatherhood it is hopeless. There

may be a moral in all this, but it looks

bad for the census.

However, moral or no moral, Miss
BAKER has handled her milieu with

an extraordinary sense of reality, to

which the

responded.

whole
It

cast

was not
most loyally
to be antici-

pated that a middle-class suburban

atmosphere, properly unrelieved by
farce, should afford much scope for

humour ; and the audience greedily
seized on what spasmodic fun there

faintly recalled to me, Chains was
designed to show the need of medicine
for a social evil. But, once again, no
good prescription was vouchsafed.
There was little to show that the
Colonial experiment, even if it was to be
crowned with success, would entail less

chain-work in the process. And there
is much to be said for the conten-
tion that a bird in the hand is worth
two in the Australian Bush. What was
needed was not so much a plea for

emigration as a demand for more colour
and broader intellectual ideals in
the hum-drum, third - rate existence
which this play so admirably repro-
duces.

As EGBERT BROWNING says in Shop :

"
I want to know a butcher paints,
A baker rhymes for his pursuit,

Candlestick-maker much acquaints
His soul with song cr, f.ap ymute,
Blows out his bruins upon the

flu'.e!"

If Miss BAKER had it on her
chest to present us with the
social problem of clerkhood,
she might have claimed our
better gratitude by suggesting
a remedy that should begin
at home and stay there.-

0. S.

Snubbed. :

"
Halley's comet was visible in

the tasteni heavens for the first

time this morning. The Gove n-
meut Astro cnier stated, however,
that no official cognisance had
been tiken of its arrival. 'Sydney',
Vady Telegraph.

'

If the comet has any spirit
it will go back again.

THE PRISONER AND THREE OF HIS CHAINS.
Cltarlie Wilson Mr. DENNIS EADIE.

Alfred Masscy (father-in-law) ... Mr. EDMUND GWENS.
Mrs. Massey (mother-in-law) Miss FLORENCE HAYEON.

Lily Wilson (wife) .'. Miss HILDA TREVELYAN.

Extract from letter of a
native clerk in India": "Hum-
bly request leave of absence
in that I have been sadly be-
reaved of a friend's wife."

unfeeling brute. So the thing must
be done secretly. He will make a
show of starting for the office, and
join Tennant's ship at Plymouth.
Then comes a stroke of force majeure ;

his wife announces that he is about
to be a father. The blow goes home, and
he sallies forth to his toil, in silk hat and
frock coat, a doomed man, destined to
wear his " chains

"
for ever and ever.

I am not sure that I much care for
this intervention of fate ; but I cordially
admire the author's courage in employ-
ing it for the further confusion of
her original text. There are chains
which are the handiwork of society,
and there are those which are nature's,
but it seems a mistake to confound the
two kinds in one and the same homily.
For the argument seems to be that

was. I could wish that this had not
included the apparent attempt to raise
a laugh over the singing of " Abide with
Me," ahymnwhichmustatany time, and

especially now, have its sacred associa-

tions. One other particular flaw Ihave
to find in an excellent play. It was Lily
Wilson's method of informing her hus-
band that a child was to be born to
them. It took one back to John
Halifax, Gentle-man and the false shame
of mid-Victorian times. Surely we are
clean-minded enough by now to treat
such matters, even in fiction and on
the stage, with the frankness which
nature demands and the decencies of
actual life approve.

I suppose that, like that other

Repertory play of the imprisoned clerk,
which Mr. DENNIS EADIE'S acting

Fashionable Intelligence.
"The many friends of Cedric Toughy will,

be glad to learn that he is improving very!
favourably from a severe illness nd will soouj
be able to return to school."The DailyColonist!
(Victoria, B.C.)

School is a desert without TOUGHY.

"In Salisbury, Rhodesia, last year there was
only one day without sunshine."- Daily Paver .<

That must have been the day we hadi
it here.

'Old and
Intuition.

New Japan
'

. is written by!
Mr. George Lynch, whose knowledge of Japan;'
comes from within.". Daily Express.

The Slump in Art.
"
Splendid pianola, prime cost 50 gs.

pictures, prime cost 50 gs. or 20s. cash."

Exchange and Mart.

Take
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TAotiier (instruct/'iij \\llle dautjliter to peel potatoes). "BE CAREFUL TO GET TUB EYES OUT, BIDDT. I ONCE KNOW'D OF A swono-swALLOWEB
AS WAS CHOKED WIV THE EYE OF A TATEB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Puneh'i Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE ought to be a statutory limit to the competence
of heroes. Hainibaut of Vacqueiras was the most inspired
and sweetest - voiced troubadour of his contemporary
Provence; that much is permissible. He was also the
most handsome youth of his time ; that, too, may be for-

given him. He was a knight infallible and invincible in
the joust ; here is matter for complaint. He was further
a model of chaste demeanour, not to be led astray by
amorous chatelaines, proof against the open offers of

Belliwnda, most attractive of them all ; the thing is be-

coming intolerable. Add to all this the last remaining virtue
of modesty, intense almost to the point of oppressiveness,
and you have a grave public scandal, a crying need for a
ivdist ribution of merits. For the rest, I found Tlie Severed
Mantle (MioTHUEN) a charming book. Its plot, based on
the paragon's search for the perfect love, is too vague to

summarise, ;uid not sufficiently memorable to reproduce
*n extent. The author in his preface as good as confesses
that he thinks little better of it than I. What we both
like so much is its theme. "I have tried," saysWILLIAM LINDSEY,

" to picture Provence in the time of the
troubadours, to show the land of the nightingale and rose

when Idealism reigned supreme, with Love, Joy and Song
her counsellors." He has succeeded, say I. Indeed, he
carried me body and soul into France and Italy of the
twelfth century, and left me thinking of Avignon and

Ventimiglia as homes of music, the tourney and romance,
instead of tiresome stations where officials wake me up to
demand my ticket or my keys.

Many books have been written recalling pilgrimages in

the footsteps of CHARLES DICKENS and some of his immortal
creations. In Rambles with an American (MILLS AND

BOON) CHRISTIAN TEARLE has achieved the distinction

of producing one of the worst. Had he been content
to tread the old familiar ways, more or less m<x.U;slly

describing his impressions, it would have been exacting to

expect anything new ; but the book might have been
devoid of irritation. Mr. TEARLE invents the machinery
of a pert, self-satisfied London solicitor and a client from

Chicago,
" whose countenance, though remotely suggestive

of the Red Indian type, was refined and gracious ; his

more than fifty winters have dried him up rather than

aged him, and his tall form was spare and willowy." This

person, who apparently cannot be described in a single
tense, is in the habit of producing from his waistcoat

pocket a sheaf of notes containing extracts from FOBSTER'S

Life of Dickens and other accessible work?. With this in
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hand the couple visit Hatton Garden, the Marshalsea, and
other quarters of London associated with DICKENS. AVhen

they come to appropriate spots the client pulls out the

sheaf of notes and reads an extract, and the solicitor makes
humorous and penetrating remarks. " ' Eichard and Francis

Lovelace were both colonels,' said the American. '

Only
two colonels !

'

I exclaimed with much sympathy.
'

Dear,
dear.' Good patriot though he was, a gleam of amuse-
ment sparkled in his eye." Well, it doesn't in mine. Nor
does one beam in looking through other chapters dealing
in the same airy fashion with SHAKSPEARE at Stratford-

on-Avon, GOLDSMITH in Green Arbour Court, and SCOTT at

Abbotsford.

Mr. CHARLES PEARS, known to the world as a delightful
artist, is also a sailorman of high skill, resource, and courage.
He owns a yacht

" of registered tonnage 2-65, and of yacht
measurement 4 tons which means that she was 26 feet long
over all, 19 feet upon the water line, and 6'6 feet wide." In
this cock-boat he -

(

started last year
from the peaceful
haven of Hammer-
smith and sailed

past Gravesend !

and out into the

wild waters of the
'

open sea, beyond
j

Ramsgate, and so;

on to Calais,:
thence, with vari-

ous rests by the

way, to the Seine,
and eventually
from Fecamp back

;

again to Hammer-
1

smith. This ad-
j

venturous voyage
'

he has now de-

scribed in a hand-
some book, From
the Thames to the

Seine (CHATTO AND !

WINDUS), and has
\

adorned it with a '

great wealth of

most beautiful
illustrations.

Uncle (taking niece for her first taxi ride).
"
WELL, GLADYS HAD EXOUOH ow IT, EH ?

"

Gladys (much interested in fare dise). "On, so, UHCLE. LET 's GO ON I WANT TO SEE IF
THE SHILLINGS CAS C.O ISTO DOUBLE FIGDRE8."

If, as I'm led to understand,
The coming summer should be fine,

Myriads, Baedeker in hand,
Will wander forth to do the Rhine.

With Baedeker, it 's true, they '11 make
Certain of all the sights there are,

But I would have them also take

The Sicord Maker, by ROBEBT BARR.

BARE gives them the romantic side,
Dressed in a very taking way,

With thrills and love affairs to tide

Over the ennui of the day.

Indeed, the book (from MILLS AND BOON)
So pleased my jaded appetite

That, starting late one afternoon,
It held me far into the night.

You would not think that, after beginning his story
with the discovery
of an unknown
baby girl, aban-
doned in a pew
in "the little chapel
in Maiden Lane,"
there existed an
author capable of

such restraint as

j

to carry it through
to the end with

i never another word
about the found-

ling's identity. But
there does. And
his name, one you
will recognize with

pleasure, is E.

TEMPLE THURSTOK.
At every fresh
chapter of The
Greatest Wish in
the World (CHAPMAN
AND HALL) I said

to myself,
"
Now,

surely, Peggy is

going to turn out

to be a long-lost

somebody !

"
But she never did : and this is one of the

Mr. PEARS account of his doings and of the admir- many good points of a simple and tender little storv. It

tfcSf
lr

~f ,..^i.
S

i!l
yaC^ u

8
-

* dlreC^ and is 80 8imPle that il " a11 t told in verv few words.

Peggy, thus left to the care of a delightful old Irish priest,
Father O'Leary, is brought up by him and his housekeeper.

graphic piece of work, breezy and briny as such an
account should be. To be sure, he is occasionally, shall
I say, a little impressionist in his dealings with French
genders, but, on the other hand, his eye for colour is

unfailing, and his renderings of the beauty he saw on sea
and land are amongst the most brilliant and fascinating
things ever done in this kind. Indeed, Mr. PEARS is an
artist enrage I use the word in a sense as highly compli-
mentary as it can be made to bear. When he was suffer-

ing tortures from a toothache at Abbeville and was hunting
elusive dentists through the streets of that city, he could
stop in his vain and maddening chase in order that he
might contemplate and admire and sketch the beauty of
the Soinme Canal,

" a weird view of sombre still water
reflecting gloomy trees, a mysterious bank upon either
hand, and a few gas-lights Looking into the water
below it seemed as deep as the sky is high."

I congratulate Mr. PEARS on his yacht, his pluck, and
his book.

Mrs. Parfitt, till she is old enough" to fall in love with Stephen
Gale, the sailor lodger in the house opposite. Then Stephen
goes away in his ship and gets wrecked on a desert island
with no posting facilities

; and Peggy, mistaking grief for a

vocation, is just about to enter a convent, when . But
naturally you guess what happens then.
Not that this is by any means the way in which Mr.

THDRSTOV tells the tale; no synopsis of 'mine could do
justice to a style of which the quaint irrelevancies and
playful charm must be enjoyed for their own sake. 1 am
not perfectly sure, though, that towards the end Mr.
Tin I:-THN- has not permitted that same playful charm to run
away with him for some little distance, to the extent, indeed,
of giving possible offence to those for whom mat'ers of

religion are not amenable to such treatment, be it. never so

delicate. I hope not ; for I should like everyone to find the
book as pleasant as I have found it.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK Bradford Chamber of Commerce

is exhibiting at the Brussels Exhibition

a scries of tableaux illustrating our

worsted industry. We fear, however,
that foreigners are too well informed

nowadays to believe that only one of our

industries has been worsted. (NOTE.
This ji-ii d'csjirit dates from the time of

JOB'S comforters.)

;;-.

An American gentleman who visited

Paris at Whitsuntide failed absolutely
to unravel the omnibus system, and is

said to be still standing outside

a shop which exhibits a notice,
'

Stitppayf-," wondering why the

blamed things won't draw up.

Mr. JOHN CLAY, of Chicago,
is about to undertake the mas-

tership of the North Northum-
berland Hunt, and the hounds
are said to be terrified lest

someone shall give them the

sobriquet of " The Potted Dogs."

A skating rink was opened at

Chichester last week. It is the

first place of amusement the

town has had since the abolition

of the old theatre more than
half a century ago, and well-

informed persons are requested
not to tell the simple-minded
inhabitants that rinking is now
out of date. ... ...

" Outward appearances mean
nothing," says Judge EMDEN

;

"
nowadays they are more mis-

leading than ever." Dishonest

people with criminal faces are

of the opinion that this great
truth cannot be too widely circu-

lated. ... ...

The coquettish straw roofs on
the buildings in the Japanese
Village at Shepherd's Bush have been

greatly admired by lady visitors. There
are dreadful rumours that a few smart

people have bought options on them
for next season's headgear.

Professor ADOLPHUS WAGNER con-
siders that the immense hats now in

vogue for women are a sign of decad-
\Ve do not agree with the

Professor. On the contrary, we remark
with satisfaction the modern growth of
that courage which is prepared to face

any ridicule in a noble cause.

which began before the American Civil

War." A sex which is capable of such

dogged perseverance and resolution as

this is bound to go far.

In the list of contents of a Magazine
devoted to the interests of the home,

notice the following item :

" Ourwe
New Baby What is it like?

" We can

guess the real answer quite easily, but
we dare not say it aloud.

Two moremen appeared the otherday
in the police-court for being concerned

AN APPEAL.
THE following Bound Robin has, we

understand, been received at Bow
Street :

"
I SUPPOSE TOO 'BE ONE OF THOSE IDIOTS THAT TOUCH WET

PAINT TO SEE IF IT'S DIIY ?
"

"No, I'M NOT. I TOUCH IT TO SEE IF IT 's WET."

" Miss Emily Brown," we read in
one of our well-informed newspapers,
"has married Norman Provost, at

Stamford, Conn., after a courtship

in a safe robbery. It really looks as if

there is no such thing as an absolutely
safe robbery. ... ...

We had no idea what a powerful
(and old-established) institution is

Lloyd's Register until we came across
in a book, the other day, a reproduc-
tion of a painting by Mr. BBANGWYN
which bore the following title :

"
Queen

Elizabeth going on board the Golden
Hind (By kind permission of the Com-
mittee of Lloyd's Register)."

A sign of the times. Notice in a
bookseller's shop :

LIFE OF COBDEN
Reduced to Is. 9d.

To tlie Magistrate, Bow Street.

DEAR SIB, We the undersigned Old
Offenders have a request to make,
which we trust you will consider in the

spirit in which it is proffered. For some

years past we have been in the habit

of riding from Bow Street to Holloway
and other places in Black Maria, as

every self-respecting lawbreaker must
- be prepared to do some day or

other ; and the police and gaol
attendants will bear us out when
we say that we have done our
best to be cheerful on the ride

and have behaved ourselves like

gentlemen and ladies.

But, Sir, although we are

prepared to go on doing our best,
we think the time has come for

a change. Look at the progress of

science all around us. Look at

the aeroplanes flying the Chan-
nel and the Marconi wireless

system ; look at the cinemato-

scope and colour photography.
Most of all, look at the im-

provements in traction ; which

brings us to our point, and that

is, as we humbly submit, that

the moment has arrived for Bow
Street to fall into line with other

high-class establishments and
substitute petrol for horses. In
other words, what we want and
what we believe we are entitled

to have, is a motor Black Maria.
The advantages are easily

enumerated and are all on your
side

(1) We should get there

quicker.

(2) In busy times one engine
would cost less than two horses.

(3) In slack times, when there
was nothing doing, the engine would
not be eating its head off.

We are ready to disregard the con-
sideration that by performing the ride

more rapidly we should have more time
in prison. We do not want more time
in prison, but we are proud of Bow
Street and jealous of its good name,
and we don't like to see it lagging
behind like this.

Accept, Sir, our apologies if we have
been too presumptuous or too long; and
believe us to be, Yours faithfully,

[Here follow ten signatures.]

"MAMMOTH REMAINS AT FILET."

Daily NCICB.

As long as it does, we don't mind.

VOL. CiXXVIII.
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TO MY LADY ROSEMARY.
|
NOTE. Rosemary, from ros marinua, dew of

the sea. The name is here used to signify

the Unseizable, though the author admits that

he has not had an opportunity of consulting

the famous specialist, M. MAETERLINCK, as to

the propriety of this symbol.]

MY Eoseuiary, or sea-dew

(Observe the note above),

How very much I need you
When I indite of love !

You are to me a mental prop,
A sort of guiding star,

And, but for you, my brain would drop
Some distance under par.

Precisely as the torn-tit

(I take a simple type),

Without a theme to prompt it,

Neglects to tune his pipe,

So it would be with this poor breast ;

Without you, I should hush

My twittering larynx, or, at best,

Throw off the saddest slush.

Yours are the feet I follow ;

Your beauty, none but yours,
Can fill, in me, the hollow

That Nature so abhors ;

And, if to other lips and eyes
I turn a rhyme or two

For courtesy or exercise,

I mean it all for you.

Some women I could mention

Might easily have erred,

Misreading my intention,

Taking me at my word ;

But you, thank Heaven, are not of such,
Not of their foolish brand

Who miss the light Platonic touch,
And never understand.

I speak as if I knew you,
But that is not the case ;

Merely my thoughts pursue you
Content with just the chase ;

I may not realise my dream,
Not in this tearful Vale,

But anyhow I have a Theme
When other topics fail.

"Unlike the sailor's Nancy
Palpable on the quay,

You flit through realms of fancy,
Dew of a fairy sea ;

And I may safely sing and sing
Your charms that cannot pall,

Bec,iir,e you are The Perfect Thing,
And don't exi:t at all !

O. S.

Conscription.

We draw the attention of middle-agec

spinsters to the cheering statement o:

a witness before the Divorce Com-
mission that " he would make it com-

pulsory for everybody to be married al

a registry office."

THE TARIFF THAT WAS REFORMED.

THERE was once (there was indeed)

Commercial Traveller who believed

some things (not, of course, all)
that he

was told. There was also a Firm which,

because it was an American firm, was

the Greatest Beady-made Clothes Firm

in the world. The beautiful suits, which

the Firm sold wholesale to the retail

tradesmen, were eventually bought

by lucky and grateful individuals at

20 dollars apiece. Sometimes there

was a discount for cash, but that dis-

count was always small even for a

discount, and as often as not a little

bit was added on to the price before

the little bit was knocked off. In the

end the individual paid his 20 dollars,

whether he knew it or not, and his

friends, relations, female admirers, and

business acquaintances never failed to

hazard a guess that that suit was a very,

very beautiful suit and darned cheap at

the price.

The Firm sent the Traveller forth to

book orders, warning him that the

retailers were a rapacious class and

that the suits could not be made with

profit at less than 15 dollars. That

price was to be the minimum he should

accept in booking orders. There need

be no maximum. Thus instructed, the

Traveller set forth and, after some

negotiations of a minor sort, he came
to a Big City, where he was offered an
order for 500 suits at 14 dollars apiece.
Your offer," he said, "is an absurd

one. It leaves no margin of profit for

the firm." Nevertheless, after a lon_

argument, consisting of false deduc-

tions from inaccurate facts, he was per-
suaded to wire to his Firm. The Firm
wired back, not after the manner of

men incurring a heavy loss,
"
Accept

offer."

At the next Big City he was offered

an order for 700 suits at 13 dollars

apiece.
" We may," he said,

"
sell

suits at cost price, but we are not

philanthropists." Yet, upon wiring for

instructions, he was again told to accept,
and no mention made of philanthropy.
And so, as he passed from Big City to

Bigger City, the price fell from 13 to

12, from 12 to 11, and from 11 to 10

dollars, and all the while his private
letters from home continued to refei

to the Members of the Firm as pros-

perous, well-dressed, overfed men, very
happy and given to continuous smiling.

Finally, when in the Biggest City ol

all he received instructions (unaccom-
panied by foul language or even mile

complaint) to accept an order foi

1,000 suits at 8 dollars apiece, he walkec
out into the street in a mizmaze anc
was run over by a car.

The hospital doctors said his case

was hopeless and asked him if he had

any last wish he would like to mention,

supposing that he might have some
domestic affair with which he would
ike them to deal.

" Wire to the Firm,"
said the Traveller,

" and ask them to

;ell a dying man, who won't give the
show away, what is the lowest price

hey really would take for those there

iwenty-dollar suitings."

Signs of the Times.

DECLINING REVERENCE FOR POTENTATES.
" MASTER OF THE HOUSE. Fresh smart man.

recently, twelve years with Prince
; would

ntertain financial interest in any similar small
Concern where his abilities could be utilised to

advantage." Adct. in " The Globe,"

[t is only fair to Lord GRANARD to state

that he knows nothing of th.3 adver-
tisement.

" A dootor, called as <i witness, expressed the

opinion 'that alcohol taVe:i regularly in small

quantities is much more dangerous than when
taken in larger quantities at frequent intervals."

Sunday Chronicle.

However, as there is no conceivable

opinion (idiotic or otherwise) which
some doctor has not expressed, we
shall continue to take our weekly glass
of elderberry wine in preference to the

more healthy half-hourly basin of gin,

"N. FII.BURY (Southwark). 1. We prefer
Brawn. -. Arnold Warren, the Derby>hire
Cricketer, is not lien Warren, tlie Ch vlsea foot-

baller." Athletic AVu;s.

Additional Ansivers : 1. There's a

good deal to be said for Pressed Beef.

2. Nor is he Arnold Ward, the Mem-
ber for Watford.

"The ratj of infantile mortality last year was
11 per thousand below that of the previous

year, and was lower than in any year on rroi d.

Nothing could be more satisla tory." West-
minster GazetL'.

With great respect, we beg to differ.

We have worked it out, and believe

that 12 would have been "imre satis-

factory."

"In the front of i he vestibule is a window which

can ba raised on December 28, J90S, and April

14, 1910, while lowered." Glasgow Herald.

As luck would have it, we were out of

Glasgow on both those occasions.

"The dancing season is upon us, and to

quote the penny-a-liner the 'light fantastic

toe is,' etc., etc." Buenos Aires Standard,

" Milton ! thou shouldst be living at

this hour."

From the Marriage Column of the

Yorkshire Observer:
"
Boyce Boys."

Ah, well, Boyce will be Boys.
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THE START FOR THE POLE.
THE ANTAIICTICS.

" GREAT SCOT!1

, THEY 'RE OFF !

"

The Term .Vorg irs annoiinrdl to sail from London on the South Polar Ex|>cditioii ou June 1.]
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" So YOU 'VE LOST THE TOSS, CYRIL ?
" "

YES, BUT I WASN'T TRYING MT HAIIDEST."

"QUANTUM MUTATUS AB ILLO . . ."

[Halley's Comet has proved a bitter disappointment. All that could

be seen of it in most parts of the world was an insignificant object,
fainter than an ordinary star, surrounded by a slight filmy haze.]

CELESTIAL vagabond, you 've come at last,

Preceded by long columns of advertisement
That told us, pointing to your lurid past,
That by your visit some unlooked-for hurt is meant.

We took your splendours willingly on trust,

And read religiously those chatty articles

In which expectant scientists discussed
The composition of your caudal particles.

And now we 've seen you in the flesh ; but, oh,
The bitter tale of Time's relentless ravages !

Candidly speaking, Sir, your present show
Should not alarm the most untaught of savages.

Where is that fiery
"
dagger in the sky

"

That could so thrill the ancients and bamboozle 'em,
That once (unless the annal-mongers lie)

Spoke far from comfortably to Jerusalem ?

Where is that blnxe that hovered o'er the ship
Of Conquering BILL when, gazing at the heavens, he

Discerned a helpful omen for the trip
That landed him one fateful morn at Pevensey ?

Must we believe that you are getting old
And past your work? Or have you been meandering,

Since last we saw you, in some amorous fold,
With countless bright-eyed planet-loves philandering?

Or, dallying in some Eum-and-Milky Way,
Or where theThree Stars make one chronic night of it,

Have you come staggering from the festal fray
Back to the Sun, but blinking at the sight of it?

Go, seek some skilled physician of the skies

And tell him what an awful state your head is in ;

Show him your furry tongue, your bleary eyes,
And drain a brimming bumper of his medicine.

Then do another seventy-five years' slope ;

And when your health is in its normal state if I've

The fortune to be living still I hope
To see you quite yourself in 1985.

"An incident which shows the continental temperament took place
quite recently, when it is said that a large crowd which assembled in a

public square at Turin to look for the n w comet grew HO impatient when
it did not appear that they began to kiss." Touwarille Eccniny Star.

Townsville (Queensland) is not, as you might think from
its name, a river or a mountain, but a city. And what
it doesn't know about the " Continental temperament

"
it

can guess.

"At the Hippodrome Mile. Olga Preobrnjenskaia is supported by
twenty other dancers." Illustrated Ismlon News.

Now at the Coliseum there are moments when M. THEODOHE
KOSLOFF supports Mile. BALDINA all by himself. But then
she hasn't such a big name.

" The high-collar (says the
' Globe

'

fashion writer) is quite gone,
and every dress must end at the base of the throat." Yorkal.irc

Evening Post.

Which, really, is just about where you would expect it

to begin.
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GOSSIP OF THE WEEK.
" WE live in stirring times," said

Charles as he folded up his paper.
" ROOSEVELT has received a degree at

Cambridge -

" That 's nothing. So have I," inter-

rupted Algernon.
" Edwardes Square is in a state of

siege, Northamptonshire has made a

record score of three hundred, and The

Jhnlij Mail publishes a special article

urging the young men of England to

emigrate."
" Is it called ' The Plight from Free

Trade
'

'?

"
asked Algernon innocently.

" That was last week how very old-

fashioned you are, Algernon. By the

way, do you realise that there must
have been a meeting at Cambridge
yesterday as noteworthy as that be-

tween LIVINGSTONE and STANLEY, and
that the papers say nothing about it ?

"

" I remember when I met my credi-

tors for the first time
" I refer to the historic meeting

between Colonel THEODORE ROOSEVELT
and Mr. A. C. BENSON. What volumes

they must have had to impart to each
other after all these years ! What a

comparing of copy-books ! How very,

very plain the obvious must have
become after they had thrashed it out

together !

"

"It reminds me of my efforts to

bring HENRY JAMES and BART KENNEDY
together," said Algernon.

" I wanted
them to collaborate in a novel, but
there was a little difficulty. HENRY
suggested that they should write alter-

nate sentences, but BARTHOLOMEW
thought that he ought to be allowed

thirty-eight to every one of HENRY'S.
So it fell through."

" I always suspect BART of being
Bradshaw, and JAMES of drawing up
leases and things for solicitors

; but I

may be wrong."
" Of course," said Algernon magnani-

mously,
"

it 's very easy to rag ROOSE-
VELT, but if one goes about making
speeches all over the world one can't

say anything very new each time."
" On the other hand, it is quite possible

only to make one speech, and yet for

that one to be very old."
" I suppose I 've got to hear about

it," said Algernon resignedly." You have. It was at my private
school. We had what was called an
Impromptu Debate

; each boy in turn
drew a subject out of a hat and ad-
dressed the school upon it."

"
Upon the hat ?

"

"
Upon the subject. I drew '

Gym-
nastics,' and stood up absolutely speech-
less

; until the boy next to me, who
thought he knew what '

Im-prompt-u
'

meant, well, he - - er whispered

to me,
'

Gymnastics strengthens the

muscles.' So I said very distinctly,

'Gymnathticththtrengthenththemuth-
leth,' and sat down with the air of one

who has disposed of the question."
" How interesting. Did they give

you one good mark for neatness ?
"

" I 'm not quite sure. I rather fancy
the whole school had potted meat for

tea .... I did tell you, didn't I, that

Northamptonshire had made three hun-

dred ? An episode for the Northampton
Pageant of 2,000 A.D."

"
Yes, but think of the Kensington

Pageant of 2,000 A.D. '

Episode VIII.
The Battle of Ed gardes Square. The

Mayor of Kensington leads his troops
to victory with the battle-cry "A Philii-

more !

"
Major Derry's retreat. Gal-

lant sortie by Captain Toms.' They 're

sure to get it all wrong."
" I wish I lived in Edwardes Square,"

sighed Charles. "Or Marloes Road, or

near the Mayor, or absolutely anywhere
within a walk of Edwardes Square. Oh,
how I 'd stare and stare and stare!

"

" It 's very rude to stare," said

Algernon.
" But your little song re-

minds me of something. I don't know
if you ever happen to talk about me to

any of our friends
"

" Never. I think it would bore
them."

"
Well, if my name should happen

to come up
" It 's all right, we should laugh it

off somehow."
" I wish you 'd say that when you

first knew me I had a house inEdwardes
Square. Because I've been telling

everybody that I used to live there. I
find it gives one a sort of position."" Is that quite as true as as some
of the things you say ?

"

"It isn't a question of truth, but a

question of manners. You know that

story of you and Lord ROSEBEBY ?
"

" You mean that one about the

pheasant, when he and I
"

"Yes. Well, whenever I tell that

story I always tell it as of me and
Lord ROSEBERY. It seems such im-

pertinence to drag your name into a
story told to somebody who has never
seen you and has expressed no desire
to hear about you. I can't insist on
introducing my stray friends to every-
body I meet."
"I may be your friend, though I

shall have to re-consider the matter
seriously after what you have just told
me ; but I am certainly not stray.
And anyhow, what have these dredgings
from the past got to do with Edwardes
Square ?

"

"
Why," said Algernon,

" there is

such an intimate note about the little

stories of the Square which I tell, that

they can only be assigned to some

resident who knows every stone and
blade and leaf in the place. And, as I

object to dragging an absolute stranger
into a private conversation for no better
reason than that he lives at Edwardes
Square, I have to assign them to my-
self."

" Overcome as I am by your con-

fession," said Charles,
" I have still

strength left to ask you, who is the
resident at Edwardes -Square whose
stories you are stealing ?

"

" In this case," said Algernon,
" no-

body; I make them all up myself."
A. A. M.

THE PENINSULA.
[The second crossing of the Channel in a

monoplane, this time by M. DE LESSEPS, has
revived the painful reflection thu England
is no longer an island.]

So you are spoofed again, Poseic'on !

The barrier of bounding blue
That DRAKE and FROBISHER relied on,

That satisfied a NELSON'S view

(How much there was HORATIO never
knew

!)

This has been vaulted twice. The
tripper,

Returning from Dieppe or Rome,
No more shall murmur (o'er his kipper)
About " the sanctity of home,
The shores of England padlocked by

the foam!
"

The Cockney, when he eyes the billows,
Shall cease to feel his ancient trust

In men with hides like armadillos

(The triple bronze and oaken crust),
Who simply rule the deep because

they must.

What boots it that our fleets are whop-
ping

And Dreadnought types the ocean

gird,
If aviators keep on popping

Across the Channel like a bird ?

This is the second time the thing 's

occurred.

In vain we arm the island fences
With sea-dogs, in the place of spikes,

For when this sort of joke commences
We need another brand of tykes
To hold the Olympian trough, the

airy dykes.

Where \ve shall get them from I know
not;

Whether a breed of boyish scouts
With angel wings (instead of bow knot)

Shall ease Britannia of her doubts
And stir the pathless air with eldritch

shouts,

Or something else ; but one thing 's

needed,
The ocean bulldog to assist,

When iron walls are superseded
And boundaries are mainly mist :

Sky-terriers of England, please enlist !
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THE EQUALISER.
I WAS struck by his crafty little faci

and the interest which lie showed ir

my friend's conversation. My frient

was talking about the difficulty o:

{citing level with life : wilh the peopl
\\lin charge too much, and with biu

management generally ; the subject
having been started by a long wait
outside the junction, which made our
train half-an-hour late.

" How," my friend had said,
" are we

ever going to get back the value of this

half-hour? My time is worth two

guineas an hour ; and I have now losl

a guinea. How am I to be recouped 1

The railway company takes my money
for a train which they say will do the

journey between 11.15 and 12.6, and
make my plans accordingly. It does
not get in till 12.36, and all my plans
are thrown out. Is it fair that I am
not recompensed ? Of course not.

They have robbed me. How am I to

get equal with them ?
"

So he rattled on, and the little cun-

ning eyes opposite us became more
cunning and glittering.

After my friend had left, the little

man spoke to me.
" Why didn't he take something ?

"

he asked.
" What do you mean ?

"
I said.

"
Something from the carriage, to

help to make up ?
"

he said. " The
window-strap for a strop, for instance ?

It 's not worth a guinea, of course, but
it 's something, and it would annoy the

company."
" But he wasn't as serious as that,"

I said.
"
Oh, he's one of them that talks but

doesn't act. 1 've no patience with
them. I always get some, if not all,

of my money back."
" How ?

"
I asked.

"
Well, suppose it 's a restaurant,

where I have to wait a long time and
then get only poor food. I calculate to
what extent I 've been swindled and
act accordingly. A spoon or two, or

possibly a knife, will make it right. I
am scrupulously honest about it." He
drew himself up proudly." If it 's a theatre," he went on,

" and
I consider my time has been wasted, I
take the opera-glasses home with me.
You know those in the sixpenny boxes ;

I 've got opera-glasses at home from
every theatre in London."

" No !

"
I said.

"
Really," he replied,

"
I 'm not

joking. 1 never joke. You tell your
tin IK! when you see him next. Perhaps
it will make him more reasonable."

A LAST \\OHD ON HALLEY's. No
further comet is needed.

Burglar (with sudden enthusiasm for astronomy).
"
"Scuss HE, GCY'NEB, OAN YOU TELL ME

I CAN GET A VIEW OF THIS 'EBE COMET ?
"

THE FIEST FISHERMAN.
BESIDE a vast and primal sea
A solitary savage he,

Who gathered for his tribe's rude need
The daily dole of raw sea-weed.

He watched the great tides rise and fall,
And spoke the truth or not at ah

1

!

Along the awful shore he ran
\. simple pre-Pelasgian ;

A thing primeval, undented,

Straightforward as a little child,

Until one morn he made a grab
And caught a mesozoic crab !

Then told the tribe at close of day
A bigger one had got away t

From him have sprung (I own a bias

To ways the cult of rod and fly has)
All fishermen and ANANIAS !

Colonial Preference.

Seen in a shop window at Montreal :

VEND IciON

DEMI PBIX

Prices reduced
25 TO 30
PEB CEKT.
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AVE, C/ESAR!
FULL in the splendour of this morning hour,
With tramp of men and roll of muffled drums,

In what a pomp and pageantry of power,
Borne to his grave, our lord, King EDWARD, comes!

In flashing gold and high magnificence,
Lo, the proud cavalcade of comrade Kings,

Met here to do the dead KING reverence,
Its solemn tribute of affection brings.

Heralds and Pursuivants and Men-at-arms,
Sultan and Paladin and Potentate,

Scarred Captains who have baffled war's alarms
And Courtiers glittering in their robes of state,

All in their blazoned ranks, with eyes cast down,
Slow pacing in their sorrow pass along

Where that which bore the sceptre and the crown
Cleaves at their head the silence of the throng.

And in a space behind the passing bier,

Looking and longing for his lord in vain,
A little playmate whom the KING held dear,

Caesar, the terrier, tugs his silver chain !

-:- ::- ::- -::- ::-

Hail, Caesar, lonely little Caesar, hail !

Little for you the gathered Kings avail.

Little you reck, as meekly past you go,
Of that solemnity of formal woe.
In the strange silence, lo, you prick your ear
For one loved voice, and that you shall not hear.
So when the monarchs with their bright array
Of gold and steel and stars have passed away,
When, to their wonted use restored again,
All things go duly in their ordered train,
You shall appeal at each excluding door,
Search through the rooms and every haunt explore ;

From lawn to lawn, from path to path pursue
The well-loved form that still escapes your view.
At every tree some happy memories rise

To stir your tail and animate your eyes,
And at each turn, with gathering strength endued,
Hope, still frustrated, must be still renewed.
How should you rest from your appointed task
Till chance restore the happiness you ask,
Take from your heart the burden, ease your pain,
And grant you to your master's side again,
Proud and content if but you could beguile
His voice to flatter and his face to smile ?

Csesar, the kindly days may bring relief
;

Swiftly they pass and dull the edge of grief.
You too, resigned at last, may school your mind
To miss the comrade whom you cannot find,
Never forgetting, but as one who feels

The world has secrets which no skill reveals.

Henceforth, whate'er the ruthless fates may give,
You shall be loved and cherished while you live.

Eeft of your master, little dog forlorn,
To one dear mistress you shall now be sworn,*
And in her queenly service you shall dwell,
At rest with one who loved your master well.
And she, that gentle lady, shall control
The faithful kingdom of a true dog's soul,
And for the past's dear sake shall still defend
Caesar, the dead KING'S humble little friend.

E. C. L.
9 It has been announced that Ca?sar will henceforth be cared for bv

the QUEEN-MOTHER.

THE OLD GENTLEMAN.
I CAN hardly describe to you the queer shock of surprise

it gave me to meet him after all these years. Of course,
in a vague way I had always expected it, as a thing that
was pretty well certain to take place some time or other.
I had even gone so far as to form an idle picture of what
he would probably be like ; a flattering picture, I see now,
wherein a venerable and almost patriarchal benevolence
was choicely blended with the good-humoured sagacity of
the philosopher. As I say, the idea of our meeting was
one for which I was not altogether unprepared. But to
find myself at last actually in the same room with him
I think I could have encountered the Pope of Borne with
less emotion !

The manner of it was thus. I was calling that afternoon

upon Marjorie's Aunt. Not that the fact of He* being
Marjorie's Aunt had anything to do with my visit. So far
from it, indeed, that until about halfway through the call I
was even unaware of Her very existence in that capacity.
There were, however, a thousand reasons why I should
call upon Her which (in view of what happened later) need
not now detain us.

Anyway, at one point in the conversation She said,

smiling,
" I don't think you 've met my little niece, Marjorie '?

"

I admitted the misfortune.

"She's the funniest little person!" said my hostess,
smiling again (I am obliged to mention this

;
in my place

you would understand why), "and keeps us all in fits.

She 's staying here at present."
" Indeed !

"
I said, thinking about something else.

"
Yes, I hope she '11 come in before you go. She 's so

delightfully quaint about the people she sees in the street.
She 's only seven, you know."

" Of course," I said heartily."
Only yesterday," continued Marjorie's Aunt,

" she con-
vulsed the household with a really wonderful piece of

acting. You know how windy it was ? Well, if you 'd

seen her imitation of an old gentleman running after his
hat! I do hope she'll get back in time to do it for

you !

"

I said at once and fervently that nothing could give me
greater pleasure. It was a lie, but I said it. Honestly
speaking, the prospect bored me. Even then, before I had
any suspicion that the subject of the promised performance
was the Old Gentleman himself. (Perhaps, to avoid 7iiis-

apprehension, I ought rather to have called him my Old
Gentleman.) However

" I know it would appeal to you," said Marjorie's Aunt.
" You have such a keen sense of humour."
And then, before we could discuss this really interesting

topic for more than a few precious minutes

"Why, here is Marjorie," exclaimed her Aunt, to my
extreme disappointment, as the door opened.

I am prepared to accept Marjorie's age at seven years,
as stated. She gave me further the impression of con-
sisting largely of white fluff, balanced upon a pair of black
silk legs slightly too long for her. But I may be prejudiced.

"Well, darling," She said (not Marjorie, of course)."Had a nice walk? Come and say
' How-do-vou-do ?

'

to
Mr. Smith."

Marjorie came forward at once. She may be an obedient
child, but her smile is not a patch on her Aunt's.

She did not say,
"
How-do-you-do?

"
She said, speaking

very distinctly,
" I saw you in the street yesterday. You

didn't see me. You did look funny running after your
hat !

"

So that is how I first met the Old Gentleman.
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Bobby (feudal baron). "MlNION, WHO COMES HITHEB?"

Betty (enthusiastic vassal'). "MtTiliNKS, MY LOBD, 'TIS THY SWORN FOE.'*

Peggy (younger ditto ditto").
" MY LORD, lie KNOB'S IT is !

"

WHAT CAMBRIDGE MAY
EXPECT.

(.hi Anl'n-'iixdorii Review from
" The Daily

Donald," Nov. 5, 1910.)

CAMBRIDGE, like Oxford, is a many-
facetted gem, and while other writers
have dwelt on its spiritual and intellec-

tual charms it has been reserved for
Mr. Frank Screever in his Chatter from
Cambridge CoiHini>iin><>i/in to reveal to us
a wholly unsuspected but none the less

delightful aspect of his Alma Mater.
Good as lie is in other respects, Mr.

Screever is at his best in his accounts
of the vagaries of those members of the

University who afterwards became
distinguished members of the Church.
Truly exquisite are the account of the
collection of door-knockers made by
MILTON in his unregenerate days, and
Hit! humorous but little-known sonnet
to his "gyp," which begins :

'.ins, of frowsy parents frowsier son."

The episode of MILTON'S rustication,
;tf,';iin, is told with a minute particu-
larity which is quite bewitchingly
sloppy. Anyone can write of dons and

deans in their official and ceremonial

aspects, but to present a true picture
of them in mufti, or in the delicious

dishevelment consequent on prolonged
potations of audit ale or '34 port that
is a task which calls for the tasteful

and alluring pen of Mr. Screever. For,
after all, these are the things that
matter not class lists or prizes or the
cloistral seclusion of the student, but

strings of jolly stories revealing the com-
mon humanity that pulsates below
the mortar-board and palpitates beneath
the gown. So Mr. Screever, with a
sure instinct, tells us about ERASMUS
and the tobacconist's daughter; why
GKAY was ducked in the Cam

; how
many men TODHUNTEB invited to share
a bottle of grocer's sherry when he be-
came Senior Wrangler; why WHEWELL
threw LIGHTFOOT out of the window ;

how GKAY climbed back into Peter-
house after attending a masked ball at

Audley End
; and what THOMPSON (the

Master of Trinity) said after reading
Mr. HALL CAIKE'S first novel. On all

these points Mr. Screever is mar-

vellously well informed, and, addressing
liimself primarily and frankly to an

audience who want not archaeology
but apocryphal anecdotes, he caters
for their needs with an assiduity and
irrelevance that are truly and wholly
admirable. Books like these are the

great lubricants of life. As a noble
master of unction has beautifully put
it,

"
they oleaginise the bearings of our

horribly complex mental machinery."
Only a gownsman and a man of super-
lative taste and good feeling could
have given us that memorable vignette
of the late Professor CAYLEY'S first

experience of a safety razor.

Extract from the Closer Settlement

(Amendment) Act, 1909, of New South
Wales.

" Where the value so determined is greater
than the amount of the offer or valuation
referred to in paragraph (a), but is less thaa
the amount of the claim of the owner aforesaid,
the Crown shall pay to the owner as cos s the

amount to l)e fixed by multiplying the owner's
taxed costs by a fraction of which the numer-
ator is tlie amount by which the value determined

by the court exceeds the offer or valuation afore-

said, and the denominator is the difference

between the amount of the claim of the owner
and the amount of the said offer or valuation."

Now, whose idea was that ?
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CONSULTING THE ORACLE.
Artemis (gazing into tlie crystal). "I SEE ROLLING I OWNS CROWDS - POLICE HOUSES. THEY ARE RACIXG. THE HOUSES ROUND THE BEND

-THE JOCKEYS LASH THEM. THEY NEAR THE POST TWO LEAD NEOK AND NEC1K A DEAD HEAT NO ONE OF THEM DASHES AHEAD AXD WINS !

"

C.tenf. "YES, YEH, DOT WHICH? WHAT ARE THE WINNER'S COLOUIIS ?
"

Artemis.
"
ALAS, I CANNOT TELL YOU ! I AM COLOUR-BUND !

"

MY AEROPLANE.
I WOULD not be a butterfly ;

I envy not the bird

The wings that lift him to the sky ;

I hope to have some by-and-by,
But that may be deferred.

Mere wings, for all the poets say,
Would be more toil than gain ;

But, when the thing has "come to stay,"
When it 's quite safe, I hope I may
Possess an aeroplane.

The stranger beating at my door
Whom 1 have cause to shun

Would not annoy me as before ;

I should not shiver at the bore
Or tremble at the dun,

But lightly to my rooftree spring,
And on mine airy craft

Serenely from their presence wing,
Leaving them there to knock and ring

Till they were dead or daft.

And then, to sally far and wide,
To see, as from a cloud,

The haunts of Privacy or Pride,
Places one wants to see inside

Because it 's not allowed ;

The grounds about the ducal Hall,
The parvenu's abode,

The park, the palace most of all

The nunnery behind the wall,
So baffling from the road,

In truth 'twould be a dear delight
These hidden realms to see ;

But, oh, it is the secret night
When the advantages of flight

Mostly appeal to me.

There is a certain man I hate.
With divers plot and plan

I have schemed early and schemed late,

Seeking a just and adequate
Eevenge upon that man.

Yet one by one they came to naught ;

Some were too gentle ; some
Involved the risk of being caught
(Which wouldn't do at all) ; I thought
My chance would never come.

But now some night I hope to go
In one of these machines,

Armed with a good stout bomb ; and oh,

Eapture ! with any luck I '11 blow
That man to smithereens.

Dusi-DuM.

The Slump in Cricket Enthusiasm.

From The Morning Post's account of

the first day of the match between

Surrey and Oxford University : "The
weather was fine, but three was only
a moderate attendance." If this total

included The Morning Post's reporter,
we certainly think that the time is ripe
for a revival of interest in our great
national sport.

"A London telegram says that a dispute
has arisen ln-inv.'ii tlio Upper House of Par-
liament and the one down Ixloiv." Chinese

Daily Paper.

We do not know who the gentleman is

that is here described as " the one down
below," but we regard the phrase as

invidious.
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'

THE "FKEEDOM" OF THE CITY.
Mil. ROO.SEVKI.T.

' Mi MIXIN', BRER TERRAPIN!"
CITY TURTLE. "iloiiNIV, COLONEL! GUESS YOU AIN'T GOIN 1 TO LIE LOW AN' SAY NUFFIN'?"
Mi;. ROOSEVELT. "WELL, WHAT DO YOU THINK?"
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FASHIONS FOR THE SEASON. No. 1.

IT 18 RUMOURED THAT THE MAN ABOUT TOWN MAY POSSIBLY ADOPT THE PRACTICE, SO FASHIONABLE A1IOSO LADIES, OF CARRYING DOC;
BUT WITB A DIFFERENCE, THE RULE BEING THE LAROF.R THE DOO THE SMARTER THE MAN.

THE "BACK TO THE LAND THEATRE."

WE are in the position of being able
to announce the decision of a millionaire

impresario, who for the present wishes
to remain anonymous, to organise and
finance a theatrical company on entirely
new lines.

The Aldbourne Players are actuated

by the noble desire of leading our
urban population back to the sweet

simplicity of rural life. The nameless
millionaire is impressed with the neces-

sity of supplementing this salutary
process by educating the dwellers in

remote villages up to the level of the
most advanced and sophisticated metro-

politan culture.

To this end he proposes to send out
his Missionary Theatre to play the
most emancipated dramas in villages
of not more than five hundred in-

habitants.

Interviewed by our representative at
his noble mansion in Park Lane on
Friday, Mr. X. thus briefly outlined
his intentions.

" My repertory," he began,
" includes

the leading plays of TOLSTOI, IBSK.N,

ECHEGARAY, HAUPTMANN, SUDEBMANN,
D'ANNUNZIO and MAETERLINCK, all of

which I propose to present in the

tongues in which they were originally
written. As the company embraces

Eussians, Scandinavians, Spaniards,
Germans, Frenchmen and Italians, the

claims of linguistic efficiency will be

fully met."
" Will not this involve considerable

expense?"
"
Undoubtedly. I estimate that my

salary list alone will come to 10,000 a
week. Fortunately money is no object,
and I am prepared to lose 300,000 in

the first year of my enterprise."
" How do you propose to find suit-

able theatres in these small villages ?
"

"
Very easily. I have already ordered

a travelling theatre to be constructed

capable of accommodating the largest
audience likely to assemble in any of

these centres. But even if the attend-

ance is only a hundred or so I antici-

pate most valuable results as affecting
the art of my company. To play
habitually to large audiences is de-

moralising. As GIBBON says, solitude

is the school of genius."

" Will any new plays form part of

your repertory ?
"

"Certainly. I have commissioned Mr.
MAURICE HEWLETT to write a play on
the working man. Then I have been

promised a Burlesque Tragedy by
Mr. SHAW called King Lear of
Limerick. I am also in treaty with

Mr. ROOSEVELT 'for a Homiletic Ex-

travaganza, and with Mr. GRAHAME-
WHITE for a Comedy of the upper air.

" Will music enter into your scheme?"
"
Oh, yes ! I have retained the

services of a German Conductor,
an orchestra of 100 players, and a

Kussian Corpn-de-Ballct headed by
Mines. Tchitchikoff, Goremykin, Cerito-

ski and MM. Bobolinski and Popoff.
On this alone I expect to lose 15,000
in the first few months. But, after

all, wealth has its duties as well

as its privileges. To inoculate the

down-trodden victims of our tyrannical

squirearchy with a tincture of cosmo-

politan culture is at least a noble

aspiration, and my scheme has the

approval, amongst others, of Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE, Mr. IMRK KIRALFY, PIERRE

LOTI and Mr. JOHN PAGE HOPPS."
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STORIES FOR SKIPPERS.
THE I.EGKXD OF GRAYLING TOWEIiS.

OK the edge of a forest, beyond the

fair fringes of which a city's smoke
j

curled like dream-vapours, separated:
from a sheet of rush-bordered water by

|

three terraces and a suu-dial, its lichened

wings facing all points of the compass,
stood Grayling Towers. If the heroic

eyes that lined its walls could have had
their sight restored to them, they would

scarcely have recognised the corridors

through which, generations

ago, they had been wont
to roam. Sir Mostyn Merri-

dale, respondent on his

cream palfrey

"Sir Hugh Mapleson, baronet, gen-
tleman, and blackguard," thundered a

voice behind them, "may I show you a
remarkable white poppy that grows at

the far end of the lake ?"

Two shots rang out as oue. A night-
bird rose from the rushes, adding its

weird music to echoing death. Then a

stifled voice hissed,
"
Curse you !

"

It was Sir Hugh's voico the voice of

the blustering braggadocio who, only a

few hours previously, amid the

And here, in this wood-
land spot, Gertrude would
weave her fancies and dream
of her deceased ancestors,

wondering whether the age
of chivalry were truly as

dead as they

"
Oh," cried Gertrude, be-

fore this sudden apparition.
"
I hope I didn't frighten

you," said the stranger.
He was a light-headed,
broad-shouldered man, and
his honest features twinkled
with good-nature.

"Oh, no," replied Ger-

trude, blushing despite her-

self.
"
My name is Gertrude

Merridale. I live with my
father over at Grayling
Towers yonder. We are

giving a big ball to-night.
Sir Hugh is coming. I hate
him. I must go."

"
Gertrude," breathed the

young man, softly. The
woods .

THE HAIRY !- KNOWS

A time comes in the life of every man
when

" Of course," said Wetherby, breath-

ing upon the pan and polishing it,
"
the

ways of 'igh life ain't all chocolate

eclair."

The maid glanced fretfully from side

to side. Would he never come back ?

He had pledged his word that only
death itself would keep him from her,
but his eyes had twinkled, and she
knew that if he "got going" undisturbed

among the left sweets she
would have to do all the

washing up herself. Wl
didn't Wetherby

THESE MOST CURIOUS INHABITANTS OF

BRITISH ISLANDS HAVE A LANGUAGE OF THEIR OWH.

THEY ARE REGARDED WITH MINGLED FEAR
, CONTEMPT.

AND HATRED BY THE YCvTH OF THE ' COUNTRY . THEY
CONVEY THLIR MEANlNC (Jy QUEER CBftLiVT|C Sttn Role (< .,

fli*'* t-f-'l)

Ah, how this handsome
stranger filled her mind !

Downstairs, in the great
hall to which she must pre-
sently descend, she would
laugh and sing and do her
father's bidding ; but her
heart would be in the woods,
beating wildly at memory of that one
poignant moment. There, across the
lake, rose vapoury visions of a for-

gotten past. There, across the lake,
Bitted faint forms, dim dancers in the
twilight. There, across the lake .

. ARE
:ITAT OK ANNOY 1H- ,

OF Ttl'S VILtAGe. "GET YOUR 'AIR CUT
AN> OTHtR PRGVOfATIVt NMIONAL AIRS
NOT Ptnrrrto WITHIN A HUNDRED

TMt 1

LOVELY ENGLAND. SIDE-SHOWS MERCIFULLY OMITTED
FROM THE JAPAN-BRITISH EXHIBITION.

No. I. THE PRIMEVAL VILLAGE.

"
Oh, how could you, how could you !

"

cried the flushing girl.

"Gad, tempting butterfly, but I could
again!" laughed Sir Hugh, chasing
ler round the summer-house."

Oh," cried Gertrude, now thoroughly
suffused,

"
you, cad !

"

There he lay, bleeding profusely
by the once-white poppy, while his

rival bent grimly over his writhing
form.

" Do you know me at last, Sir Hugh?""
Great Heavens ! Gregory Mostyn

Ford Maddox Price Carruthers Mont-
morency !

"
exclaimed the other.

G. M. F. M. P. C. Montmorency
smiled, for it was indeed he. Then he
turned and walked rapidly towards

Grayling Towers.
But a figure rose from the carlh and

followed him!

golden

He was pale, but, thank
God, alive.

"I have killed Sir Hugh,"
he said simply. "I, a

stranger, have done your
lather's friend to death.

What have you to say ?
"

"Oh, brave heart," she

whispered, creeping clo<e.
" Do you think it matters to

me what you have done or
who you are ? I love you
for yourself alone."

"
Joyous hour !

"
he cried,

clasping her.
" Now may I

reveal mysilf, now tl:at I

know how you love me. I

am your cousin, G. M. F. M.
P. C. Montmorency !

'

"
Gregory !

"
she breathed.

A soft 1'ght shone in her

eyes, as a maze of memories,
flitting like fairies through
the vapoury vistas of the

past

" Be calm, dear heart," he
answered.

" Your father 'a

glad. He never really liked

Sir Hugh, and I 'm the

youngest son of his favour-

ite sister, though I always
imagined that he cherished
an unnatural prejudice

against me. And I remind
him of his mother. How
mistaken we can be in these

good old men, Gertrude."
minute passed. It seemed

Suddenly she raised her queenly
head.

" Do you smell gas?" she asked.
"No. Yes, a little. A lot. Heavens,

I choke ! The door 's locked ! Open
the window !

"

She did so, and Sir Hugh's body
rolled in.

"
You, you !

"
cried Montmoreucy,

stamping on him.

"Stamp away, stamp away," gloated
Sir Hugh. "The door 's locked. I've
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eaten the key. It 's a drop of eighty
foet from the window, and we '11 all be

asphyxiated."
Qertrnde ran round and round, and

then swooned. Monliiinrency fell exactly

by her side. Sir Hugh crawled over to

them. A sudden change swept across

his face.

"Did / do this?" he cried, aghast at

what he saw.
" So young so fair so

tender !

"

lie stared helplessly around. Then,
seizing a knife, he planted it in his

flattened chest.

FOG GOLF.
[Autltor. When are you going to publish my

fog story ''.

Editor. Too late. The fog season 's over.

Author. Well, why didn't you publish it

during the season ''.

Kditor. I was waiting for a fog, and there
weren't any.

Author. Perhaps there aren't ever going to

be any fogs again. So there 's no sense in

waiting any longer.
Editor. Oh, very well.]

FOB this sport there are three <

tials a fog, a golf-course, and two
enthusiastic lunatics. My uncle is

neither a golf-course nor a fog, but

well, everj" Saturday morning he is

accustomed to meet his old friend Bolter
in a round of golf a outrance. Both are

twenty handicap men, but the affair is

conducted with the solemnity of a

championship. The stake, half-a-crown,
never varies, and forfeit is exacted if

either combatant is absent.

One Saturday he remarked at break-

fast,
"
I want you to help me with my

clubs to-day, my boy." (My uncle does
not care for professional caddies. He
dislikes their manner of smiling, in

which he traces a supercilious air. Mr.
Bolter's must be either a greater nature
or a more callous one.)
We were breakfasting by gaslight,

owing to the thick yellow fog that rolled
outside the windows. I seldom argue
with my uncle, because he does not like

it, but I looked my amazement.
"Yes, yes, I know!" he said testily.

"There is a little mist. Well, it may
frighten Bolter into paying forfeit. He
is five shillings up !

"

:: -:: -::-

The fog seemed to have thickened
when we reached the clubhouse. It

crept into your eyes and stung. My
uncle found his clubs, and we groped
our way towards the first tee. As we
approached it, a muffled voice came to
our cars out of the clinging vapour.

1 shall wait, five minutes more, my
lad," it said triumphantly, as though
in answer to a protest. "Alter that, I
shall claim forfeit!

"

Two nebulous figures, a large and
a little one, became discernible. They

No, THIS IS NOT THE VICTIM OF A RELENTLESS CuBTOM HOUSE, BUT AN ABSENT-MINDED WEEK-
ENDEB, WHOSE BETUBN TICKET 18 SOMEWHERE IN THE SUIT HE WENT DOWN IN.

resolved into Mr. Bolter and a small,

red-haired, shivering caddy. At sight
of each other the faces of my uncle and
Mr. Bolter fell. It appeared that both
had hoped for forfeit. I know that /

had, and I fancy that the caddy had
been clinging to a similar wistful

aspiration.
Our principals bowed coldly to each

other. Off the golf-course they are old
and dear friends

; upon it they assume
the bearing of duellists. Mr. Bolter took
the honour. He is the untrammelled

type of driver that rises slowly upon
both toes, and then leaves the ground
altogether at the moment of problemati-
cal impact with the ball. His whole-
liearted style tends to variety. Upon
this occasion chance willed that he
should hit the missile.

"
It felt straight and clean," he re-

marked to his caddy with pleasant

optimism.
" We should have no diffi-

culty in finding it."

The child answered unemotionally
that Mr. Bolter had achieved a short

high slice. He added that they might
find the ball, and then again they
mightn't. It struck me that there was

probably Scotch blood in his puny body.
Mr. Bolter appeared annoyed and dis-

appointed.

My uncle relies for his drive (with

perhaps misplaced confidence) upon
a short, quick, powerful jerk. The
tawny, remorseless fog engulfed his ball.

' A clinker, Harry !

"
he cried exult-

antly.
" One of the very best, wasn't

it?"

Silently I led my uncle away to the
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left. Botli of us, despite liis incurably

sanguine nature, knew that in all human
probability lie had pulled. He always
pulls except when he clean misses, 01

when there is more danger in slicing,
before we had gone six paces Mr.

Bolter and his small victim were
invisible.

My instinct had not failed me. Un-

erringly, like some trained and patient

hound, I led my uncle along the left-

hand hedge, and there in the ditch we
found his ball. He did not appear
over-grateful to my instinct.

That first hole is always a long one.

To-day it seemed somehow to have been

lengthened. Sooner or later you should
come to a pond across which you have
to play. Everything looked altered and
unreal in the fog. I will say for my
uncle that we did not have much
trouble in finding his ball after each
stroke.

"
Short, straight, steady play is needed

to-day, Harry !

"
he kept saying . . .

But somehow we did not come to the

pond.
The next thing that I remember is

finding ourselves upon a green. I re-

moved the pin, and my uncle holed out
and picked up with some quiet triumph.
Nothing in the least offensive, you under-
stand. But "

Where's Bolter?" he
asked, with just a trace of superiority." Where 's the pond ?

"
I rejoined, for

a horrid doubt had come to me.
" We must have gone right round

it," my principal answered hopefully." Good Lord ! ... I do believe this is

the sixth green !

"

It was, and my uncle had handled his
ball and lost the hole. We made a wide
cast to the right, my uncle frankly
grumpy, and I more than ever convinced
that a compass and someone who under-
stood the use .of it were essential.

" We must be near the pond," he said
at last.

" Do I or do I not hear splash-
ing and violent language ? Yes, by the
Lord, there 's someone in the water !

"
.

It was Mr. Bolter. It appeared that
he had walked straight into the pond.
Fortunately, from a humane point of
view to which Mr. Bolter neglected to

give expression, his caddy had been
warned in time by his first scream.
Mr. Bolter cheered up on hearing that
we had lost the hole

;
his caddy seemed

to think .that even tears were vain.
" You are very wet, Bolter," my uncle

said solicitously. "If you would rather
abandon the match and pay forfeit

"
"
I am one up !

"
Mr. Bolter answered

very curtly, and led the way vaguely
towards the second tee. We found it

quite by chance after a protracted
search.

Both of them drove, apparently in the
same direction, but we could not find

niy uncle's ball. Mr. Bolter, a being in

whom golf brought out the basesl

instincts of humanity, made but a half-

hearted effort to assist us in the search.

He went back to his own ball and

played it three times within a space oJ

twenty yards. As we searched on, my
uncle suddenly gave a short shriek oi

pain. A ball had sailed out of the fog
and had struck him a stinging blow.

A blurred shape came running towards
us. It was Mr. Bolter.

"
I am sorry for hitting you," he said

triumphantly, "but I am afraid I must
claim the hole ! You were in front of

me, and the rules are clear upon the

point."

My uncle could only gobble witl

excusable rage.. I, too, fclt that the

case was hard. Then his eye fell upon
the missile that had struck him, and he

gave a yell of triumph.
"By heaven, Bolter, you've played

with my ball, more than once !

"
he

howled.
"
It 's my hole, after all."

Mr. Bolter's jaw fell.
"
I 'm afraid

you 're right," he admitted dolefully.
That makes us all square, and and 1

fancy my caddy has run home !

"

" Mine is still here," responded my
uncle, glancing at me with the com-

placence of a successful trainer of lions.

"However, I will accept no advantage
over you, Bolter

'

"
Perhaps he can carry for us both ?

"

suggested Mr. Bolter hop.'fully.
And it was then that I followed

slavishly the example set by that in-

telligent, red-haired Scottish child.

Our Foreign Friends.

La Argentina heads its account of

;he re-played Cup tie (if you can re-

member as far back as that),

"EL NCEVO JUEGO DE BusrUNG "

apparently because, in the report as
cabled in English, it said that "Barnsley
played a bustling game." The account
ends up

"Shepherd hizo un juego magnified.
Burst, segundo, fue multado."

In case you have forgotten your Spanish
we may say that this means :

"Shepherd played a magnificent game.
Burst, second, was lined."

Burst, however, was not really fined for

being second ; the explanation seems
to be that SHEPHERD scored the second
goal with a fine burst.

It is now your turn to help us. In
an advertisement in The Boston Herald
we read :

" A few whiffs of the poppy or a couple of

jabs often turn the knob in such a manner that

you think you see things in dope form."

Though we are always glad to translate

Spanish for you, we confess to only a

smattering of American.

POOD FOE THOUGHT.
(Dr. Poc CK, rector of a Manchester college,

blames ba I cooking for the fact that many men
take to drink.)

Do try, my dear "
Intended,"

To grow exceeding smart
At all that 's comprehended

In "
culinary art

;

"

Peruse the book of BEETON,
Therein becoming versed, .

Lest later on I find the things I've
eaten

Provocative of thirst.

The pangs of indigestion,

Although they hit me hard,
Could never make me question
The depth of your regard ; ,

Tis no such terror haunts me,
From that I would not shrink,

But dipsomania, darling, really daunts
me

;

I do not want to drink.

A cooking course can clearly
And certainly be shown

Advisable, not merely
For my sake but your own ;

For at some future time, love,
So logical folk are,

They 're almost sure to reckon yours the

crime, love,
If I stand at the bar.

THE WEAKLING.
"THIS, Sir," said the Attendant, "is

a stationer's shop, but we do not sell

stations. Envelopes, \ >aper-fasteners,

gum, notebooks, calendars, and, if you
desire it, more gum ;

but no termini."
"
Ah," said George,

"
then I am afraid

we shall not negotiate to-day. To tell

you the truth, I looked in to enquire the

way to the Town Hall. Born as I was
of rich but humble parents and educated

among congenial surroundings, it early
fell to my lot to make the acquaintance
of your fellow-townsman, William Taylor.
I will not tire you with the. details of

his caresr; I will simply state that,
fired as he ever was with a passion for

Town Halls, he eventually took office in

your Rate Collecting Department. Inci-

dentally he always goes out to lunch at

lialf-past one, and it is now twenty
minutes past. Need I say more ?

"

" You need not, Sir," said the Attend-

ant, "for you have already said quite
enough to convince us that what you
really need is a fountain pen."

George rose from the seat on to which
lie had been thrust, and requested
silence. "Ladies and gentlemen," he

said, addressing himself to the slaff in

general, "I stand here for the liberty of

the subject. I base my appeal to you
upon those traditions of independence
ind self-government so dear to the

iiearts of Englishmen. I demand pro-
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Cabby (to Motor-driver, who is slightly disorganising the traffic,).
" WHY DON'T TEH nuixo YER OWN YAED TO TORS IN ?

''

tection for the individual against the

oppression of the fountain pen. Man, as

I confessedly am, of few principles
and unaccustomed to hard swearing, yet
have I taken my oatli that upon principle
I would not be compelled by advertise-

ment into the purchase or perusal of

halfpenny papers, the buying of

notorious tooth-pastes, the burdening of

my person with never-to-be-sufficiently-
overrated fountain pens. With shame
I confess ... I say, I confess with
shame, . . ."

"Fetch the gentleman a glass of

water," said the Attendant.

George drank and continued: "I was
weak. The hoardings were persistent
and merciless. I bought the paper
oiu-e. I bought it again, and then ittook
to coming of itself to my front door

every morning. Finally I even read
it. 1'id that concession t) my weak-
ness save me : Did I thus effect a

compromise with the tyrant? No.
That very paper, whispering insidious

eulogies into my ear in my more genial
and less vigilant moments, itself in-

duced ma to take the second step on
the downward stage. Briefly, I fell

again, and the teeth which I cannot
mention without showing are now daily
corroded with the compound in question.
So far. so bad. But my waistcoat pocket
is yet innocent of fountain pens. May
it not remain so? Of the once false

step which brought me into this shop
shall the penalty be inevitable? Ladies,

and gentlemen, you, who are justly

proud of the few among those New Year
resolutions taken by you on January
the first which were not broken on

January the second, you I implore to

let me leave this shop a selt'-respecting

citizen, a iuan of my word, proud in the

possession of nothing worse than a lead

pencil, fitted with a reversible lead,

made in Engird and patented abroad."
Amid a buzz of applause, the At-

tendant buttoned his coat to reply.
"

It

is with the greatest pleasure and not a

little feeling of personal unworthiness
that I rise to thank our distinguished
customer for his eloquent address. It

is with increased satisfaction and I am.

certain that I speak as well for my
colleagues as myself that I now proceed
to show him a selection of those fountain

pens which in happier circumstances

he might already have bought and
waited in vain for years to catch leaking.
It would be an insult to his intelligence
and an unnecessary reflection upon our

own methods, were I to add that we
make tliis display only for his entertain-

ment and with no desire to force him
into an unwilling purchase."

Thus, after a brief but shameful cere-

mony, George left that shop, forsworn

and unprincipled, bulging, moreover,
with ten-and-sixpence worth of vulcanite.

Further, owing to the unnecessary length
of the Attendant's speech, he arrived at

the Town Hall to find William gone out

to his lunch.

" Like Niobe,
'

Captain
'

Falcon was all

smiles." Athletic Neirs.

See the new popular version of Niobe
with the happy ending. Happy FANNY
FIELDS in the name part. Boars of

Laughter. Box Office, 10 to 10.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN Fortune J. C. SNAITH has chosen an attractive title

for a captivating tale, an adventure-story of mediaeval

Spain ;
and the allowance of fights, escapes, and general

swashbuckling in his pages would be generous at three

times the price (2*.). The hero, Miguel Jesus Maria de Sarda

y Boegas, setting out in chapter one to conquer fate

on a capital of ten crowns, an old horse and an older

sword, is a figure assured beforehand of at least one easy

victory over the hearts of the reading public. His perils
are legion, and all of the right
breathless variety. Falling in

by the way with two fellow-

adventurers, a Cornish giant,
Sir Richard Pendragon, and a

mysterious Count de Nullepart,
the young Spaniard journeys to

the castle of Countess Sylvia, in

whose service the three perform
many strange exploits, amongst
them the kidnapping of the King
of Castile in a sack. Almost

every chapter seems to begin
with the comment,

" We were
now indeed in dire straits," nor
do I think that the promise of

these delightful openings is ever

falsified. Sir Richard Pen-

dragon himself is an entirely

priceless person, and, as I am
sure Mr. SNAITH'S love for him

equalled my own, I have hopes
that our parting at the end of

the book is but temporary.
Meanwhile, for author and pub-
lisher (NELSON), Fortune should
be as good as its name.

BOOMING

There is, it appears, quite a

number of nice people in this

country, and they are all

Roman Catholics. Most of

them are just ordinary nice

people, but a few, a very few,
have a call for the life religious
which they are bound to obey ;

as for the rest of the popula-
tion of Great Britain it is either

hopelessly stupid or hope-
lessly frivolous and shallow.

Accept these premisses and I can guarantee that you will

thoroughly enjoy A Winnoiring (HUTCHINSON), which is

the title of EGBERT HUGH BENSON'S latest novel ; in any
case you will admit the cleverness of the writer's descrip-
tions, whether of scenes or psychological crises. Nor is

there any lack of excitement, for in the first few pages one
of the principal characters dies for a few moments as the
result of a fall (it is this that leads him to fancy erroneously
that he is fitted for monastic vows) and then comes to life

again. I do not think that this has been done in a romance
before. I feel compelled to state, however, that if you are
as cantankerous as I am, and reject Father BENSON'S
primary assumptions, you may be annoyed now and then
at the bitterness with which he paints the portraits of
unbelievers. Take, for instance,

'

carried in his left hand a small

' Jim '

engraved upon it in a feminine writing. I have no
idea who gave it him

; perhaps he bought it. His right
hand held a small round Turkish cigarette

"
which

leaves me vaguely wondering whether good Catholics smoke

large square Virginia cigarettes, and if so, where on earth,
or even beyond it, they procure them.

The Bolster Book (MILLS AND BOON), in offering itself for

judgment, presents a difficulty. It is admittedly a "funny"
book, containing forty-four prose articles, with here and
there a rare a too rare verse. It is conceived in a vein of

cheery sarcasm and nai've familiarity with great persons of

the moment. It abounds in jokes, good, bad and in-

different. But who shall say
which jokes are which ? For
instance,
"
Oh, wad some pow'r the gi.'tie file us
To see some folks before they see us,"

made me laugh incontinently
for a moment and smile amiably
for a day. It may leave you
comparatively cold. You may
even say,

" O heavens, the man
is trying to be facetious." On
the other hand, where I almost

yawned, you may be danger-
ously convulsed. Captain
HAKKY GRAHAM, however, in-

sists on being heard in his own
defence: "This volume is pri-

marily designed to minister to
the needs of all who are

strangers to the arms of Mor-

pheus. Every chapter has been
chosen on its merits as an aid

to slumber." He demands, in

short, to be tried by a jury of

those " who toss feverishly upon
wakeful couches, vainly wooing
slumber throughout the inter-

minable hours
"

of night. So I

leave the case to a jury of insom-

niacs, strongly advising them, if

they have an occasional doubt,
to give Captain GRAHAM the

benefit of it.

COUNTRY LIFE.

SUGGESTED UNIFORM FOB TICKET-COLLECTORS ox THE UNDER-
GROUND RAILWAYS.

Mr. Fakenham.
silver match-box

'He
with

Let me confess that when I

began to read A Book of the

Black Forest (METHUEN) I

did not expect to be either

interested or entertained. I

have never been to the Black
Forest, I had also a feeling that I did not wish to go, and

as regards guide-books I knew of only one living author
who could at once saturate me with information and delight

with his humour. But now that the book is read Ime
agree with the publishers that it is "an ideal companion,"
although when I set out upon my pilgrimage I shall want
C. E. HUGHES in a pocket edition. Another country has
been added to the lands of desire, and for this I offer my
gratitude to the author. He is a collector of, and an
epicure in, legends, and his remarks about them are in-

variably quaint and amusing. He knows well enough how
to mix fact with fancy, and just as routes and roads are

making you feel hot and weary you will find yourself
wafted away to some cool and romantic spot. Two maps
and numerous excellent illustrations add to the enjoyment
of a bulky but delightful book.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tm<: war parts in Germany, we hear,

is now declaring thai one has not hud
to wait long to sec the deplorable effect

of tho expression by the K\IM:K of

certain peaceable sentiments to M.
PlC'HON. Had His Majesty's IUt heen

mailed it would have been impossible
for an insect to sting bis hand.

Mr. JOHN GLOVKB, a Socialist, was
fined two pounds last week for taking
a sun-bath in the public road. This

discovery that luxuries are only for the
rich is scarcely calculated

to cure Mr. GLOVER of his

Socialism.

From Lisbon comes the

news that, during a bull-

fight at Santare in, a bull

leaped over the barrier and
tossed a number of the

spectators. Frankly, we
like to think that every
bull lias his day.'

One cannot but admire
the happy thought of the

enterprising manufacturer
of fireworks who, since the

Halley failure, has been ad-

vertising :

"
1'lease note

that my Comets are still

the best."
i

" More than 6,000 season
ticket-holders live at South -

end," states a contempo-
rary. It would be interest-

ing to know what there is

about this town which
exerts such a peculiar
fascination over holders of

season tickets.

Are we getting less

touchy ? We noticed the

following heading in The
Xuiultiii Time* last week :

UOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
FELLOW REFUSED A HEARING,

but have heard of no libel action as a
result. Not so long ago to say to a
man, " You are a fellow, Sir," would
have been treated as a deadly insult.

me lic.il contemporary gives par-
of what it calls a "Beauty

Cure." This seems a pity. Beauty is

not so common that one should try to

find a remedy for it.

The question whether there were
dentists in pre-historic days would now
seem to be solved. A heap of teeth

and tusks of antediluvian beasts has

been discovered by men at work on the

tube station under the IMace de I'Opera

y
The serious shortage of meat in this

SUGGESTED CONVERSATION CHART FOR THE GAGGKD
CLIENT OF THE DENTIST.

country is attributed, in certain German
circles, to the gradual supersession of

the horse by the motor.

"Sir Eldon Gorst," The Globe tells

us in a personal note,
"

is compelled
by short sight to wear glasses on
almost all occasions." A notorious
American thinks that Sir ELDON wouldThe Cheshire nightingale which

,

^^m.^,^ v.,.un.3 lutt, ail *jUl.

attracted thousands of persons each i do well always to wear them.
night last summer to a wood near!
Audlem has, The Express informs us,

'

Life's little comedies ! An obvious
a welcome reappearance at husband was waiting outside a Bond

ston, near Nantwich, and already i Street jeweller's pawing the ground
many people are flocking to listen to

|

with impatience. His wife emerged
song. The local Sabbatarian party ; from the shop.

"
They want a thou-

1 to be considering what steps sand guineas for it !" she said. "Thank
should be taken to stop the concert on Heavens !

"
cried the husband. "Now

OBMay* come along !

"

The desire of the German lady i-i to

emulate the Parisienno in elegance,
The Diiili/ Hfiiil informs us in an
article entitled " Their Aim in ]>.

If that be really the aim of the German
lady, then it must be her rnarksm m
ship that 'a at fault.

THE SUPREME TEST.
[The Icguniinotl.f.-api-fs aiv tin; latest diet

specialists. 80 ne of their beliefs are that

green peas produce a tendency to flirt
;

that

spinach develops constancy ;
and that beans

are an ideal diet for pen

"THEY grew in beauty side by side,"
Twin sisters, (flat twenty-

four,

And often (but in vain) I

tried

To settle which impressed
me more.

They both deserved the fer-

vent phrase ;

There never were such

charming creatures ;

Joan's were the more en-

trancing ways,
And Jane's the more at-

tractive features.

By such a painful problem
faced,

My peace of mind was

wholly wrecked,
Until their proud papa em-

braced
The tenets of the latest

sect;
And Joan was proved a flirt

(the green
Peas plainly showed the

fact at dinner).
While Jane's adoption of

the bean
Announced the poet's

soul within her.

Now Jane adorns my hum-
ble cot,

And, at our climate's

milder times,
In some secluded sylvan spot
We sit and cap each other's rhymes ;

No couple half so blythe as we
Exists from John o' Groats to

Greenwich,
For nought can shake our constancy

(Except, perhaps, a dearth of

spinach).

Dr. FLINDERS PETRIE, discussing in

The Daily Mail the corruption among
Egyptian officials, says :

" What the

peasant endures is endless .... he
must bribe the doctor or post-mortems
will wear him out."

Of the many examinations to which
we have been subjected, we have

always found a post-mortem by far

the most exhausting.

VOL. CSV Will.
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MR. ROOSEVELT AS ART-CRITIC.

WE arc indebted to a contemporary for the statement

that Mr. ROOSEVELT, on having his attention drawn to

FBITH'S "
Derby Day," at the Tate Gallery, exclaimed,

" Ah ! Tempora mutantur \

' '

In connection with this alleged remark of the ex-Pre-

sident's, we are in the happy position of being able to

furnish our readers with three appreciations of Mr. ROOSE-

VELT, two of a critical nature, favourable and unfavour-

able, and the third characterised by good-humoured im-

partiality.

I. APPRECIATION BY A STRONG PRO-ROOSEVELT.

[It is not pretended that the following criticism reproduces the

actual style of that inexhaustible chronicler, Mr. SYDNEY BROOKS, but let

us hope that it is animated by the same spirit of veneration.]

The man's driving-power is stupendous and unappeasable.

It might have been thought that after his monumental and

epoch-staggering speech at the Guildhall Mr. ROOSEVELT

would have taken a day off, merely permitting his secre-

taries to read the newspapers to him, that lie might gather

the impressions which his speech had made upon the

chancelleries of Europe, and the electric change it had pro-

duced in the basal principles of the Imperial Idea. Not he.

Before lunching as the guest of the leaders of the Irish

National Party itself a prospect which might well have

impaired the vitality of a smaller man he insisted upon

passing in review the whole range of British Pictorial Art.

And it was in front of PRITH'S picture of Derby Day
that his masterful criticism culminated in the memorable

phrase Tempora mutantur (Times change). .

Envious natures and greatness ever provokes envy
have traced an element of the platitudinous in some of

Mr. ROOSEVELT'S world-orations. Yet the highest truths

are the simplest ; and it is the mark of genius to find the

right word for the thoughts that seethe in the universal

breast waiting for someone to give them articulate utterance.

Thus, though the spirit of change is widely recognised as a

feature of every age, it was left for Mr. ROOSEVELT to

crystallise this feeling in the imperishable phrase, Tempora
mutantur.

It is true that the words are borrowed from an
ancient Roman writer, but this is only another proof, if

one were needed, of Mr. ROOSEVELT'S modesty and re-

pugnance to self-assertion, and further illustrates his

instinct for tempering the Republicanism of the New World
with the finest traditions of the Old. The fact that the

words he chose are in Latin (one of the noblest of the

dead languages) shows that Mr. ROOSEVELT'S culture is

above that of the ordinary lion-hunter ; at the same time

they are not so recondite as to suggest affectation, for he is

above all things a true democrat.
It will be noted that he did not extend his quotation so as

to include the words, nos et mutamur in illis (and we change
with them literally, in them). It is characteristic of the

Colonel that he always knows when he has said enough.
He has the gift of speech, but he has also the rarer gift of

reticence.

It was remarked as not without significance that Mr.
ROOSEVELT uttered his great dictum before the picture of

Derby Day, on the very morning of the great race for

the Blue Riband of the Turf. The coincidence shows that

he was not at Epsom. And for those who remember with
what courage he set himself during his various Presidencies
to exterminate the habit of gambling which was once so

We have it on the highest authority that Mr. ROOSEVELT denies

having made any such observation. We cheerlully accept this dementi,
and rejo ce that our symposium will r.ow stand on its own merits, with-

out the trivial assistance of facts to support its main theme.

rife in Wall Street, it would be impossible to picture him

as assisting at an event like the Derby. For there is no

virtue preached by him in public which he does not practise

strenuously in his private life.

Mr. ROOSEVELT is due in a few days to depart from our

shores. We predict a great future for him. In any case,

when we reflect upon those unassailable truths which he

has told us, or has yet to tell, we may safely say that he

leaves England a better country than he found it.

II. APPRECIATION BY A STRONG ANTI-ROOSEVELT.

[In the manner of Mr. WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST, editor of The New
York American, and former candidate for the Governorship of New
York State. See his recent letter to The Daily Mail.]

It was not enough that this windy swashbuckler, this

self-appointed butcher of defenceless lions, should interfere

in British politics, of which he knows nothing; he must
now rush in and make another exhibition of himself on the

subject of British art, of which he knows less than nothing.
And what was he doing anyhow, this so-called Trust-

buster, this anti-gambling crusader, in front of a picture of

Derby Day ?

"
Tempora mutantur," he says. In order to ingratiate

himself with the brutal imperialism of a decadent nation

that governs in the sole interest of the oppressor, he

adopts the language of an effete Empire, reared upon the

same ideals of blood and iron. If his own American

tongue was not good enough for him, he might at least

have employed that of the great sister Republic, France-,

and remarked :
" Autres temps autres moeurs."

The fact is that this self-appointed representative of

American institutions is not a true American at all. He
repudiates the very creed which has made Americans what

they are. That creed claims that a just government is

based upon the consent of tho governed. Why should

we have massacred one another by countless myriads in

the war of North and South unless for the purpose of prov-i

ing the excellence of this Christian and American doctrine ^

"Times change," indeed, and quickly. Yesterday, prior
to luncheon with an English Lord Mayor, he was urging
the British Government to throttle at its birth the budding

passion for freedom among the down-trodden races of

Egypt. To-day he lunches with the leader of the Irish'

National party and hypocritically professes a whole-souled

sympathy for their struggles to emancipate themselves

from the crushing heel of the same tyrannical Government.

Why this volte-face on the part of our Rough-and-tumble
Rider ? The answer is obvious. He wants the Irish vote

for his next Presidential campaign. The Egyptian vote is

relatively negligible.
To be candid, yet without overstepping the limits of

American political courtesy, ROOSEVELT is a born advertiser

of himself another characteristic wholly uncongenial to

the national temperament. The sooner he gets back to

Oyster Bay with his stuffed rhinos and giraffes the better

for everybody. At home we know his value and are not

to be bluffed. True and self-respecting Americans should

give this posturing imperialist a warm reception.

III. APPRECIATION BY Mr. Punch.

Good old TEDDY_!
0. S.

To our Best Ball.

The royal and ancient laurels fall

Once more around you, JOHNNY BALL ;

Pray, mingle with your seventh bunch
This little spray from Mr. Punch !

New Patriotic Song.
Britannia Rules the Waves and ROLLS the Air.
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MULTUM EX PARVO.
l-

:n .MINX. >,></;,, MR. KOOSICVELT on the proper management of Egypt). "SPLENDID! THERE'S NOTHING HE
*T KNOW ABOUT EMPIRE! AND TO THINK THAT HE PICKED IT ALL UP FROM ME!"
['I advise you only in accordance with the principles on which I have myself acted as American President in dealing with the

Philippines." Jfr. Kooterelt at the Guildhall.']
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Ethel (who, calling at lite Vicarage with her Mother, has siglied for some time at a bowl of apples without result).
"

I SAT, MB. BROWSE,
LET'S riiiiTEND IV EVE AND von 'HE SATAN."

MOON-FLOWERS.
THK moon-flowers, the moon-flowers, to sleepy splash of

fountains

They open grey and silver when the stars come over-

head,
And if you 'd go to Fairyland and find the Peacock Moun-

tains

You 've got to pick the moon-flowers before you go to bed.

Oli, would you go to Nineveh of ancient pomps and palaces,
Or see the towers of Ascalon lift spire on aching spire,

Or sup with Montezurnas golden plate and jewelled
chalices

Or dip your pocket-handkerchief in purple vats of Tyre ?

Would you sail, a swart Phoenician,
On a buccaneering mission

(Dig and drive and swing of oar-blades as the plunging
triremes go !)

Till the sea-rim gives the highlands
Of the fern-fringed Happy Islands ?

All, you 've first to see the moon-flowers blow !

You 've missed the Peacock Mountains through the pearl-

pink sea-fog shimmering,
The turkis-blue and opal that they bind about their brows ;

You 've missed the magic moorings where the flying fish

go glimmering
And painted dolphins, leaping in the tide, race round the

bows ;

For the bit of wedding-cake, you
Said was certain sure to take you,

Never got you any further on the road that you should go
To the sapphire peaks and gorges
Than St. Peter's or St. George's,

And you 'd never heard of moon-flowers No !

The moon-flowers, the moon-flowers, when first the twilight

changes,

They open grey and silver as the stars come out a-row,
So if you 'd go to Fairyland and see the Peacock ranges,
You 've first to face the twilight and watch the moon-

flowers blow !

the

Stage Personalities, by those who know.

Among the publishers' announcements we read

following :

How to know the Trees, by HENRY Inma (CASSELL).

We understand that this appreciation of the BEERBOHM
TREES by the late HENRY IRVING is to be followed by other
similar treatises, including

Practice at the Dulls By WILLIAM ARCHER.
"Where Waller Rules
How I discovered Hourcliier ....
In the days of Marie Lohr ....
Ne Sutro ultra Crepidam
The Importance of being Alexander . . .

At the Court of King Wyndham and Mary ,
SAH SOTIIF.RN.

GUOROE ALEXANDER.
A. B. WALKLET.
PRILI.IDA TERSON.
A. W. PINERO.
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SUPERSTITION.
" SUPERSTITION," said the night

watchman, spitting thoughtfully

[EDITOR. Is this story by W. W.

Jacobs, or you ?

AUTHOR. Me. I made a mistake.

May I begin again .']

They had been telling each other

tales of Derby winners and lucky bets

all night, and the quiot man in the

corner had sat silent but engrossed,

drinking it all in. At last the flow of

stories ceased. With one accord they
turned enquiringly to him, as if wait-

ing for his contribution. He sighed,

and then in a melancholy voice began
to speak.

" I never have any luck myself," he

said.
" I drew a horse called Kensing-

ton in our club sweep this year. I had

never heard of Kensington before, nor

had anybody else in the club ;
in fact, I

don't know how his name came up at

all. The most positive information I

ever got about him was that there had
once been a horse of that name who had
died. I even went so far as to take a

bus down to Kensington to see if they
knew anything about him there, but

they didn't. Finally I put him up
to auction, but when the bidding had

gone slowly up to ninepence I with-

drew him. Sentiment has always been

my curse
"
Funnily enough, my young brother

drew Lcmbery. The iirst prize was

fifty pounds, and he sold half of him
to Travers for ten pounds. When
Lemberg won by a neck they had a

great argument as to whicJi half

Travers had bought. My brother said

it was the end or tail half, which
had been beaten, and insisted that he
had kept the front or winning half for

himself. I forget how they settled it. . .

" Some of you were talking just now
about dreams coming true. Thinking
of that and of my poor horse, Kensing-
ton, reminds me of a very curious dream
which a superstitious friend of mine
had some years ago. His name was
Willson, and he knew nothing about

racing at all, except that there was a
contest called the Derby which horses

went in for. In fact he seemed to

think that it was the only race in the

year, or else that they ran it every
week I am not quite sure which.

Well, he had this dream one night a
week before the Derby, and next morn-

ing at the office he was extremely
thoughtful and mysterious. At last

he took one of the other men into his

confidence.
" He said casually :

' Is there a horse
called Armadillo running in the

Derby ?
'

" ' I don't think so,' said the other

man. '

Anyhow, he isn't one of the

favourites.'
" Willson was silent for a long time,

and then he said in quite an ordinary
voice : 'I think of putting my shirt on

Armadillo.'
" The other man was extremely sur-

prised, because Willson had never

talked like this before. Willson's

lunch was generally a small dry ginger
ale and a nut cutlet, followed by half a

non-throat cigarette. So the friend

took him on one side and begged him to

ease his mind by confessing all.

"
Well, it appeared that Willson had

had a very vivid dream about a horse

called Armadillo. He had seen the

horses cantering past, and he had

picked out one of them and asked his

companion (who was the Sultan of

Zanzibar) what its name was. And
the Sultan had said ' Armadillo put

your shirt on him.' And then Willson

had found to his horror that he had
been in such a hurry to catch the train

that he had only got his night-shirt on
;

which so appalled him that he woke up.

Coming up to the office next morning
he found out from an acquaintance
what the expression

'

putting on your
shirt

' meant
;

and he had already

given instructions to his stockbroker

to sell out everything, so that Armadillo

might be properly supported.
" ' Of course, there is a good deal in

dreams,' his friend admitted. '

I 've

no doubt you're right, if What
was this horse like '?

'

" ' Just an ordinary horse. One of

those brown ones.'
" ' Oh ! You didn't happen to notice

the colours of the jockey ?
'

" Willson hadn't. He had a sort of

impression that the jockey was the

King of the Belgians, but he couldn't

say what he wore. It was all rather
hurried. Still he was absolutely certain

that Armadillo was going to win the

Derby.
" ' And I 've got two thousand pounds,

and that means twenty thousand when
he wins.' He had a vague idea that
all horses started at 10 to 1.

"
Well, he made a lot of inquiries, but

nobody had ever heard that Armadillo
was starting or had even been entered
for the Derby. For two or three days
he pottered about riding-schools and
stables, and talked to ostlers and people,
in the hope of hearing something
about this horse. He was not always
successful in making them understand
what he wanted, for in the course of

the week he was offered on ridiculously

cheap terms several horses which were
called Armadillo, and several more
which could be so called if necessary,
and one genuine armadillo from South

America which would answer equally
well to any name . . .

" The day before the Derby he had
another talk with his friend at the

office.
" ' I have been thinking it over,' he

said,
' and I have come to the con-

clusion that it is just possible I did not

catch the name with complete accu-

racy. The Sultan spoke rather rapidly.
What horse has a name most like

Armadillo?
'

"
They got a Sportsman and went

through the list of starters. There
were two hopeless outsiders called

Armiijcr and Zcnatello, and it really
looked as if Willson would have to

put his shirt on one of these. They
had a long argument as to which one's

name was most like that of the dream
horse, and finally decided on Zenatcllo,
which Willson thought was some kind

of animal itself, but which Willson's

friend felt was either a flower or a

musical instrument. Anyhow, what-
ever it was, it carried two thousand

pounds of Willson's on the next

day. . . .

"
Well, most of you will remember

what happened on that Wednesday
afternoon. I don't quite know how to

explain it. Sometimes I think that

dreams do go by contraries, and that

the fact of Zenatello coming in abso-

lutely last justifiedWT
illson's faith in the

reality of his vision. Sometimes
The quiet man paused for a moment.
"Yes?" said everybody who was

awake.
"
Well, Willson had never been on a

racecourse, and he seemed to have, as

I said, a sort of idea that the Derby
was the only race that was ever run.

This race that he saw in his dream may
not have been the Epsom Derby at all.

For we discovered afterwards that

there was a horse called Armadillo
which in a field of two had won the

Steeple Bumpstead Stakes on a foul

at the Little Yeldingham Summer
Meeting."

" Then Willson was right, after all '?

"

" Ye-es. Except, you know, that

the Little Yeldingham races took place

just a week before he had his dream.
It was a good dream, but I 'm afraid

there was never any money in it."

A. A. M.

" One of the common temptations is that of

remarking on the Might of time or the suitability
of human affairs." Daily Mail.

Not to say the mutability of words.

" Mr. Jager driving against Mr. Pollock from
the fir=t tee pulled his ball into the press tent,
and ran under the flooring." Dundee Courier.

Coward !
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NO SMALL BEER.

DEAB SIR AND COMPANY, LTD., Let
us respect each other's anonymity. I

am concerned to make public less who
you are than what I am not. Forgive
me, but I do most emphatically ilrny
that I am or ever have been "a small

lager." Small, possibly; light or dark,

probably; small light (or dark) lager,
most certainly not.

Let us get the identities clear to start

with. You are the proprietor of most
of the brightest and best feeding houses
in the City and County of Bondon (we
will not let the real names leak out)
and I am your customer. The matters

complained of took place in one of your
restaurants a year ago last Saturday.
I have allowed that interval to elapse
before declaring myself, so that all

coffee-stains and other important clues

might be removed by competent
laundry

- women in the meanwhile.
You must, therefore, give up all hope
of tracing the affair to its origin, and I

am left with a free hand to deal with
the narrative as I see fit, without fear

of detection or correction.

Right in the middle of the Grill

Room of this restaurant there is a very
pleasant table, meant to seat four appe-
'tites. This table is deservedly a favour-

ite, because from it you can see every-
thing that is going on and yet not hear
too much of the, pardon me, music. I

know, and the Superintendents know,
that, if a solitary feeder once gets seated

there, nothing will induce others to

join him. Nevertheless, on the Satur-

day night in question, I made up my
mind to occupy that table alone. The
waiter didn't like it; the Superin-
tendents didn't like it. Lots of jovial

quartettes didn't like it. I, however,
did like it, and there accordingly I

stayed.
We will not revive the memories of

that very happy meal, but we will note
that what I was treating myself for
was not thirst but hunger. When,
therefore, the drink question arose, I

inclined to water, but to drink that in

a public restaurant is to court universal

suspicion and hatred. So I thought
of the cheapest fluid consistent with

dignity and popularity, and ordered
beer. Moreover, because I love my
country less than my liver, I chose

icrman brand and ordered a small
PiUener.
As the meal neared completion, in

came the most important man ever
made, a Plenipotentiary Autocrat (I
gather) of your Company's Board. He

, not for noise, people, food or
merriment, but business. He came to
see that the old place was going along

;

FASHIONS FOR THE SEASON. No. 2.

THE EAR-GUARD HAT, WARRANTED IMPERVIOUS TO ALI, MOTOR NOISES, TO BE WORN WITH A SCIKED
FOR SKIRTS. AN ABSOLUTE DEFENCE AGAINST TAXI-CABS AND sucu STRKET DANGERS.

all right and to stir up the Staff.

Gathering the latter round him in

degrees of humility varying from the

Spare-me-O-King to the Very-Good-
Sir, this great man in the victuals and
drink world started to criticise things
and their arrangement. I was the
first, because the nearest, thing on
which his eagle eye alighted, and in

one lightning glance I was gauged at my
worth as a nourishable article. Every
man is entitled to his opinion, and

every other man is entitled to hear it

if he can.

"Good heavens," he said,
" what on

earth have you been doing with our
most valuable table ? We ought to

have a two-pound lot here, drinking
No. 28." (When my ship comes in, I

shall say to the waiter in a loud and

penetrating voice,
" A barrel of No. 28,

please," or, "A barrel of No. 28, of

|

course, idiot, and here 's a sovereign
for yourself." At this present my ship
is still on the very high seas, so I

waited lowly to hear what particular
sort of a wastrel I was going to be.)
" Don't you know," he continued,
" that this is the most paying table in

the whole room? Fancy wasting it, on
a Saturday night too, on a Steak and

Chips. Couldn't you see when It

came in at the door that It was only
a . . . ?

" But I ask you, Sir. Do I

even look like a small lager ?

Your humble PATRON.

M. or N. ?

" There will be a good lot of damming to be
done before these alluvial tin properties in

Northern Nigeria reach an industrial dividend-

paying stage." The Financier.

It will be done, never fear.
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A LOCAL LAUREATE.

(From T. Hatherley, Barton Lodge, Dilston Magna, to

Augustus Bond, Esq., J.P., Reppington Hall, Dilston Magnet,.

DEAR Sin, I hope you will pardon what may, but I

trust will not, appear an intrusion upon your domestic affairs,

but the rapidly approaching wedding of the daughter oi

our High Sheriff (yourself) with Sir Mallaby Boxley, Bart.,

is an event of such universal interest to Dilston and the

surrounding districts that I cannot forbear myself from

sending you the enclosed tribute to the auspicious event in

verse. Pardon me if I have made a mistake as to the

number of the bridesmaids.

Yours ffly, T. HATHERLEY.

(Enclosure.)

ODE IN CELEBRATION OF THE MARRIAGE OP
Miss ROSAMOND BOND TO SIR MALLABY BOXLEY, BART.

On the Fifteenth of July of this present year
It is most earnestly hoped that the sky will be clear,
And that the Sun in bright effulgence will cast down his ray
On the pair who will walk to the hymeneal altar on this day.

May Heaven shower blessings on fair Rosamond
Whose honoured sirname is known to be Bond.
With her husband beside her, that ancient Baronet, Sir

Mallaby,

May she have all the joys which, alas, have been denied
to me.

A proud man and glad is Sir Mallaby Boxley, Bart.,
At any rate he ought to be at having won her heart.

And our noble High Sheriff and his matronly wife,

Though parted from their daughter, will look after her life.

We will all of us shout just as loud as we can
When the bride and the bridegroom issue forth in the van,
And the six (?) lovely bridesmaids, like a herd of young deer,
March out covered with blushes and bring up the rear.

At the Church of St. Matthew's the ceremony will take place ;

It is the Parish Church of this celebrated place.
Every pew will be filled with beauty, rank and grace
To do all the honour that can possibly be done
To the two whom the Vicar will marry and make one.

T. HATHERLEY.

ii.

(From Augustus Bond to Major-General F. Hatherley, D.S.O.,
Barton Park, Dilston Magna.

DEAR GENERAL HATHERLEY, I can assure you that we
have all been deeply touched by your kindness in sending
us your beautiful Ode in celebration of Rosamond's
approaching wedding. Both my wife and the young
people themselves have read the charming lines with
sincere gratitude and appreciation, and Rosamond bids me
say that the Ode shall always be preserved amongst her
most valued family records. I was not aware that your
busy career had left you leisure to cultivate the Muse to
such good purpose. If I might express a preference where
all is admirable, it would be for the third stanza. We shall
indeed feel the parting from our daughter, but the thought
that she will not be far from us and that we may still be
able, as you so well put it, to " look after her life," will
sustain us. With renewed thanks, I am, dear General
Hatherley, Yours very truly, AUGUSTUS BOND.

in.

(From Major-General Hatherley to Augustus Bond, Esq.)
DEAR MR. BOND, I have received your letter, but you

must forgive me for saying that I am totally at a loss to
understand it. I have never written an Ode in my life.

Of course you have my good wishes, but I prefer to express
them in honest prose.

Yours very truly, F. HATHERLEY.

(From Augustus Bond to Major-General F. Hatherley.)

DEAR GENERAL HATHERLEY, Your letter has astonished
me. I enclose herewith the letter which I supposed to be
from you, together with the Ode, so that you may see that
I had some warrant for a mistake which is most annoying.
On re-reading these documents I notice that the hand-

writing is quite different from yours, that the signature is

slightly different (T. instead of F.) and that the letter is

dated, not from Barton Park, but from Barton Lodge.
There is some mystery here.

Yours very truly, AUGUSTUS BOND.

v.

From Major-General F. Hatherley to Augustus Bond, Esq.)
DEAR Mr. BOND, You are right : there is some mystery.

I need hardly say that I am in no way responsible for the
Dde, nor have I the remotest knowledge of the writer who
las presumed to masquerade in my name. If I can dis-
cover him I shall certainly bring the law to bear upon him.
[ do not profess to be a poet, but I cannot help thinking that
f I tried I could produce something better than the pre-
xisterous and impudent rubbish which has been so falsely
ittributed to me. I cannot agree with you that the Ode is

Beautiful or the lines charming.
Yours very truly, F. HATHERLEY.

VI.

(From Augustus Bond to Major-General F. Hatherley.)
DEAR GENERAL HATHERLEY, I owe you my apologies

or having supposed that you were capable of writing what
you truly call preposterous rubbish. You will admit that
while I was labouring under this mistake it was natural
that I should invest the lines with merits which they do
riot possess. I have made enquiries of the Dilston post-
naster, and have discovered that the personage calling
limself T. Hatherley came here two years ago. He was
originally known under the name of Spraggs, but a few
nonths ago he changed it to Hatherley and at the same
;ime converted his semi - detached cottage from " The
Vlinchins

"
to " Barton Lodge." I fear this imitation is

ikely to cause you great inconvenience, but as he holds
his cottage on a long lease from Bottrill, the Radical mill-

-iwner, I do not see that anything can be done.
Youis very truly, AUGUSTUS BOND.

VII.

(From T. Hatherley to Augustus Bond, Esq., J.P.)

SIR, More than a week has passed by since I sent you
ny Ode on the approaching marriage of Miss Bond, and I
have not heard from you in acknowledgment of same. I
am sure it arrived, as I sent it by hand. This is not the
conduct that one gentleman has a right to expect from
mother. I do not wish to stand upon punctualio, but may
press for a reply or a return of the poem. Otherwise I

hall know what to think, for High Sheriffs are not every-
Yours ffly, T. HATHERLEY.

"
WANTED, Alan to Melt (dry steam), take in fat." Ea*t Anyl'iai.

Take off fat
" we should have expected.
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TOBACCO AND ALL ABOUT IT.

To the young num about town start-

ing upon the thorny path of life, nothing
is more important, than to know from
the [list the true inwardnew of tolar. a
Many a City clerk has worked his way
through liis ten lair. without thu faintest

idea who the young lady may be whose

photograph accompanied the packet. J

even count among my acquaintances a

middle-aged man, of otherwise stainless

character, \vhu lia - coloured three meer-
schaums without knowing how to spell
one of them.

1 laving no acquaintance amongst the

poets or their well-fed descendants, I can

yet say this much without fear of con-
tradiction. Tobacco is like the poet in

that it is born and not rnado. (Naacitur,
non fit.) Otherwise their methods differ,
and the distinction is all in favour of

tobacco. Not a word of complaint ; not
a sign of impatience ; not a movement of

disgust or insubordination. The plant
Stands quietly there, handing out tobacco
with unfailing precision and courtesy,
modestly unconscious of the joy it is

conferring on humanity.
The chief object for which tobacco

was discovered was to keep the mouth
occupied between meals.

Once past the age limit, you may
smoke a pipe, a cigarette or a cigar.
You may even, if you are an unscru-

pulous person, smoke a calabash. Your
pipe may be of cherry-wood, briar, clay
or the unspellable ware of foreign origin,
but you cannot hope to get on in life if

it has not a piece of silver on it some-
where. Given that passport to gentility,
you may without fear of a scandal smoke
it in the broadest of daylight. I do iut

absolutely prohibit your smoking in the
dark, but I suggest to you that you will

not enjoy it or, at any rate, know that

you are enjoying it. To get rid of dark,
buy a match and rub it lightly on the

ers.

Cigarettes may be bought by number
or by weight, may be purchased in

packets or tins. They cannot be hired.
VVhen you borrow a cigarette from a
friend, he will not take offence if you do
not return the bit at the end for which
you have no use. As for the proper
disposal of the ash, that is one of the
most keenly debated subjects in the
world. Some say it should be thrown
on the carpet, arguing tentatively that
it is good for the carpet, and asserting
with more conviction that at any rate it

shows by its absence or presence next
morning whether or not the room has
been swept since last night. Some say
it should certainly not be thrown on the

'. adducing no arguments, but
generally prevailing nevertheless. You
niii-t decide for yourself between the
two points of view. The former is

THE RULING PASSION.
Fair Bridge Enthusiast (as nereou* Curate almftlei his notes be/ore giving out the text).

"I'll AFRAID, DEAR, HE'S GOINO TO MAKE IT Sl'ADLS."

backed by the authority of men who
have the largest experience of cigarettes,
the latter by the authority of women
who have the largest experience of

carpets. The practical solution of the

diflieulty is to drop your ash on the

carpet, but to avoid ostentation and, as
far as possible, detection in so doing.
As to cigars, there are four degrees of

strength : the claro, the Colorado claro,
the Colorado, and the no-thanks-I-think-

I-will-smoke-a-pipe-if-you-don't-mind.
Be ever on the alert.

There remains only the question of

feminine smoking. Much has been said
in private and written in public on this

burning question. For my part, I do
not object to ladies smoking. It would
make no difference if I did.

A Short way with the Opposition.
"
Hutchison was pitched into the bunker at

the sixteenth, and Hilton secured the hole and
the match by three and two." Edinburgh
Keening Dispatch.

From an advt. in The Field:
"
Every corridor in the Hotel answers to

Euclid's definition of a straight line."

Not altogether, we hope, for that would
make it very uncomfortable and con-

gested.

"
Shuravleff is known to have committed at

least seven murders, and to have been con-

cerned in 15 armed robberies, 12 church thefts,

and 200 other crimes. He is only 3." Bath
lie mid.

So young and so untender 1
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THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS-
Reveller.

" AT LARST ! I 'AVE THE BLUE BIRD!"

[The s:areh for the Blue Bird in M. MAETERLINCK'S play o that name is alleged to symbolis'

the pursuit of happiness.]

EUS IN UBBE.
WHEN roses first begin to bud
And twigs grow green and sappy,

A raging fever fills my blood

And I become unhappy.
" Back to the land!" is then my sigh,
" A curse on chains !

"
I always cry

About this season of the year
When dew-dipped roses first appear.

But when my spirit thus is spurred
To fly from smoke and houses,

Then is the voice of wisdom heard
It is my prudent spouse's :

" Our private income figures out

At five pound ten, or thereabout,
So if you leave your office, John,
What shall we have to live upon ?

"

Inexorable prosy truth !

My chains must e'en continue
Till the last drop of dried-up youth
Has left each creaking sinew.

I frown and fretfully complain
"Until the voice is heard again :

" If you desire the land, why not

Begin upon the garden plot?
"

The mower from its shed is drawn
And to and fro I travel ;

Most carefully I plant the lawn

With weedlets from the gravel.

I hose each individual root

In hopes that it may learn to shoot,

And on each drooping plant I try

The finest guano cash can buy.

I dig until the blood o'erflows

My apoplectic cranium,
And here I plant a rambler rose

And there a pink geranium.

Aching and sore at length I stand

To view the labour of my hand,

And as I take my well-earned rest

Hope springs eternal in my breast.

But, though with richest fare I feed

My precious plants and pet them,
I cannot make them take the lead

That cheerful Hope has set them.

They still refuse to spring ; they choke

Amid the petrol-laden smoke,

Till, beaten by the smutty mob,

The very chickweed chucks his job.

So, after weary weeks of toil

And planting many a seedling,

I gaze upon a patch of soil

That cannot boast a weedling.

And yet, no doubt, when next year's

spring
Once more the earth-desire shall

bring,
Still hopeful, up and down I '11 go

Trundling the mower to and fro.

" Then Dr. Buck played a Basso Obstinato

by Areusky which is all in 5.4 time, except

the Basso Obstinato, which is in 0.4 lime."

Tlie Harrovian.

Evidently one of those Double Bassos.

" He was suffering from the att-r effects of a

cough at Doucaster, and when defeated by a

short head at Newmarket recently he se. med a

trifle backward in comparison with the winner."

Daily Mail.

It is a great mistake to let the judge

get that impression.

" To cure damp walls make a varnish of one

part of shellac to two parls of naphtha, and

cover the damp part thoroughly with it. This

varnish has a disagreeable smell, but it toon

wears off." Leek Times.

So that it comes rather expensive in

the end.

"LADY R, X. By sending us the colour you

desire your white hair tinted we shall forward

a small sample bottle to be tried on a piece oi

your hair inside the head to make sure of the

result and avoid any surprise." The Queen.

But it is bound to be a bit of a surprise
for the lady's friends some time.

Mr. Punch, in wishing bon voyage to

Captain SCOTT'S ship, Terra Nova
which will soon leave its last English

port, expresses the hope that her crew

may land safely on Terra Scotta.
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WAV

IN THE SCULPTURE ROOM OF THE R.A.

Site (after tiring day with the pictures). "Do THEY CHANGE THESE STATUES BVERY TEAR?"

THE ART OF FAINT PRAISE.
(Dedicated with deep sympathy to tin: Musical

Critic oj
"
The Times.")

MR. ARGYLL MULLET'S CONCERT.
A NOTEWORTHY feature of Mr.

Mullet's concert on Thursday last at
tin 1

Broadway Hall was its linguistic

versatility. To sing songs by such
diverse composers as Monleverde,
Lully, Napravnik, Smetana, Sinding,
Vincent d'lndy, Gomez, Wagner and
Stephen Adams is in itself no small
achievement. To sing them in the

languages to which they were origin-

ally composed is something of a
miracle, and, as a matter of fact, it

proved rather too much for Mr.
Mullet's powers. His somewhat glu-
tinous tenor voice has been diligently
trained, and there are moments when
he produces a comparatively agreeable
tone. But his technical equipment is

still inadequate to the demands of
such bravura songs as Napravnik's
"Chanson do Phuyoci/tc" or Stephen
Adams's "Serenade to Mrs. Kddi/."
Here the articulation was indistinct,
wlicivus the one thing ni'i>dt'ul in such
songs is that every syllable should lie

enunciated with perfect distinctness.
Nor again was Mr. Mullet above re-

proach on the score of intonation
;

indeed it was only occasionally that he
deviated into tunefulness. This last

remark also applies to Miss Vinolia

Turtle, who assisted in the recital,

singing songs by Field (of Lambeth),
Cyril Scott-Gatty, and Windsor-Brown,
Senr. The programme also included
recitations by Miss Vanessa Blurt, who
has a powerful voice and vigorous
gestures, but would be well advised to

modify her methods. The bulls of
Bashan were doubtless valuable on the

pasture lands of Og, but they are out
of place in a London concert hall.

The accompaniments were played by
Mr. Harry Jaggers with good inten-

tions, but a far too liberal abuse of the
loud pedal. There was a large but

unimpassioned audience, of whom at
least two- thirds were girls of between
thirteen and seventeen years of age.

MRS. BINDONY TOSHER'S CONCERT.
The programme of Mrs. Bindony

Tosher's concert at the Lovelian Hall
on Saturday was entirely made up
of her own compositions. A test
from which the greatest masters do not

always emerge unscathed is a somewhat
severe ordeal, but it must in fairness
be admitted that the majority of the
audience enjoyed or, at any rate, suc-

cessfully simulated enjoyment of this

unmitigated succession of pseudo-

oriental ditties. Three new cycles, en-
titled " The Cobra's Courtship," "By
Balmy Bangalore," and "In Spot Cash-

mere," were introduced, with the com-
poser at the piano, and Miss Silence

Towers, Miss Pinkie Pilotelli, Miss
Lenore Spink and Messrs. Kedger Eea,
Horatio Tank, and Bungalow Dawkins
as vocalists. The artistic quality of these

songs, if measured by the number of

artists engaged in their performance,
must be considerable ; and as a musical
alternative for confectionery of the
sweetest and most cloying kind they
undoubtedly have their merits. Mrs.

Bindony Tosher, who was arrayed in a
white jibbah with esoteric Lama fril-

lings, Afghan sandals and a Senussi

turban, accompanied her songs with
obvious zest.

JONAH QUIGLEY ORCHESTRA.

The programme of the Jonah Quigley
Amateur Orchestral Society's concert
at the Elephant and Castle Philhar-
monic Hall on Tuesday last had at

least the merit of containing very few

pieces which are frequently heard.
Whether it is in the interests of art

that they should ever be heard at all is

another question. The most important
work was Erasmus Rumpelmayer's
fifteenth symphony (in F major),
which, in spite of its inordinate length,
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EXHIBITS MERCIFULLY OMITTED FROM THE " JAPAN-BRITISH EXHIBITION."

A DAMUHAI, OB ANCIENT BEITISU WARRIOR, ATTENDED BT HIS NATIVE "WEAPON-BEARER."

(At the moment chosen for the group he has been throwing up earth-works, in a bunker,

for thirty-five minutes or so.)

seldom, if ever, surpasses a level of

blameless banality. A place was also

found for Kosloffs piccolo concerto,

the solo part in which was played by
Mr. Chickering Pepys. Mr. Pepys is

an agile performer, but the tone which
he elicits from his instrument is occa-

sionally disconcerting. The vocal part
of the programme consisted of a group
of Patagonian Folk Songs, arranged by
M. Polydore Lalouette, and sung by
Mme. Hilmi Pingouin. The songs are

in themselves exceedingly insipid, but

might have sounded better if Mme.

Pingouin had delivered them more

imaginatively and with a greater com-
mand of tone colour. These qualities,

however, were unhappily quite lacking
in her rendering, which combined with

the indifferent ventilation of the hall to

produce a stats of somnolence in the

auditors quite distressing to witness,
M. Lalouette accompanied with an
excessive self-restraint, for he controls

his tone even in fortissimo passages.
We venture to suggest that it would
become more weighty and dignified if he

developed the muscles in his upper arm,
which are obviously deficient in fibre.

THE NEW AERATED BREAD. Hot
Cross-Channel ROLLS.

LIGHT ON THE EMINENT.
AT a time when no detail of the

ives of successful persons is considered

iuperfluous, especially in connection

with the grandest of English sports, it

is well to set down all that can be col-

lected concerning some of the more
remarkable of the winners of Derby
sweepstakes all over the world.

The great Calcutta Turf Club sweep
fell, as every one must now know, to

an officer of the Indian army now on
leave in this country. It is also com-
mon history, since most of the papers
have devoted space to the matter, thai

he sold half of his chance to a London

syndicate for 7,500, and that Lemberg
thus brought him only 33,000. We
are in a position to state that with this

sum the lucky speculator has bought a

radium safe.

The Motherland Club sweep a'

Melbourne was won by Mr. Michae
Swinton, a prominent Australian sheep
farmer well known for his love of sport
Little did he think that the five-pound
note that he flung down so carelessly
some few weeks ago would be bringing
him in ten thousand of the very best

or to be exact 9995. Mr. Swinton i:

fifty-three years of age and has fou

ons and two daughters. The sons are

till under age. The eldest is intended

or the Australian Bar and ultimately
lolitics. The second is going into his

other's business. The others will pro-

iably come to England to be educated.

The daughters, Cicely and Gertrude,

ilay and sing with great spirit. Mrs.

Swinton (who gets a new bonnet out

>f this windfall) is a favourite in society
it Ullalongville, where their home is.

Captain Fossetter, who drew Lc.m-

<erg in the Grey Watch sweep, is an

active soldier of thirty-two, keen and
ambitious. From Sandhurst he went
o Aldershot and thence to South Africa,

where he was shot right through the

lead (at Paardeberg), without, how-

sver, any permanent damage. On the

nniversary of the injury the wound is

aid to open again, so that one can see

right through the gallant officer's brain ;

,nd both in 1907 and again in 1909 a

ommittee of medical men visited him
,nd reported on the phenomenon to The

Lancet. Captain Fossetter is unmarried.

On drawing Lemberg in the Jermyn
Club, Mr. "

Ronny
" Withers was natu-

ally the centre of an excited crowd,
and he received many offers of sums

varying from 5 to 100 for his chance.

3e had, however, the good sense to

tick to his ticket, and is now the richer

by 699. Mr. Withers is one of the

most versatile young men in London.
Be plays the balalaika with much taste

and feeling, is an expert golfer, can

candle the bat, dines out with skill

and discretion, and reviews fiction for

The Literary Post.

Lord Arthur Way, who drew Lemberg
in the sweep at the Newmarket, is said

to have devoted a cool fifty of it to the

evening's entertainment, beginning with

the Empire and passing on to a restau-

rant in the Strand, outside of which he

was to be observed, in the small hours,

delivering an admirable Romano's lec-

ture to his friends and a number of

unattached spectators.

Quite different was the course of

action followed by Miss Hilda St. Just,

who won the sweep at the Ladies'

Grille Club. On hearing the glad news

of Lemberg's victory she is said to have

at once taken a taxi and driven to the

studio of M. Sigismund Goelzi, her

favourite artist, and commissioned him

there and then to paint a picture in

green, purple and white, symbolical of

the cause of women's suffrage, to which

her young and charming life is for the

moment devoted.

Sam Briggs, who won the first prize
in the sweepstakes at the Union Arms,
Lad Lane, Hoxton, called all his mates

to join him in a feast and spent the

whole five shillings on winkles and

beer. Mr. Briggs is a fine, well-made
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man of forty-two, and though he has

been gambling in :i small way all his

I life this is the first success that has

come to him. He was educated at the

Board School in Ivy Place, but he did

not take a degree. He then entered a

grocer's as errand boy, but becoming
dissatisfied with the quality of the

sugar tie left, and, alter a roving life of

four or five years, he married and
became doorkeeper at the New Road

Umpire, where he has remained ever

since. His hair is dark to medium.

TIIK ADVANTAGE OF A PAST.

[Tin- Coal Kxrlianuc- in Tli;imes Street closed
iu Kales on Derby I>ay, "in iiieinnry uf Lord
llowr's famous na\;il victory on the let of

.Illlll'."]

IF nnroinantic types there are,

Or men of niggard mind,
Who take no stock in Trafalgar,
To NELSON'S prowess blind,

Who gird at DKAKE, the gallant tar,

And flout Th,' (i,)l,l,-ii Hind
;

If HAWKINS, RALEIGH and the rest,
I f KODNKY, HOWE and HOOD

Have failed to stir some island breast

As deeply as they should,
Here is a proof, a final test

Of glory's end and good.

What chance have they, whose fame is

short

The breed of lesser states

Whose sires have sacked no foreign

port
And stormed no harbour gates,

What hope of holidays for sport
On well-remembered dates?

For us, the salt surrounding seas
And half their shores as well,

Where Britain's flag has braved the
breeze

And Britons fighting fell,

Are charted with historic pleas
For knocking off a spell.

With what despair the Teuton eyes
A race that knows to keep

The memory of a sea-won pri/e
By entering for a "

sweep
"

!

That still asserts in Derby guise
Its lordship of the deep !

Too idle was the poet's taunt
That deemed us men at play ;

Have we not battle flags to flaunt?
Our clerks can always say,

When reprimanded for a jaunt,
That Sluys was fought to-day.

Mysrlf (of patriots not the least),
When any scroll records

A bout of English tars (deceased)
With pirate Danish hordes,

I don't intend to miss the feast,
I mean to go to Lord's. EVOE.

A FLIGHT OF FANCY AT EPSOM.
Maria. " NAH THEN, Hox'iBLE ROLLS, LOOK WIIKHE TEH FLTIN' !

PROGRESSIVE WHIDGE.
LUCKILY for me there were two men

in. the hat-and-coat room whose hair

parted down the middle. They spent
so long over the mirror that I had time
to learn the rule on the back of the card,

expressed in simple yet nervous English :

" When partners or no partners the

Lady with the highest score moves up
and the Gentleman with the highest
score moves down but should two
Ladies or two Gentlemen score an equal
number of tricks in a no partners' deal

they shall cut the lowest to win and
move." By the time that the bald man,
who nipped in just in front of me, had
;atisfied himself once more that two
parallel wisps of hair, being produced
ver so far at right angles to their
common paths, will never meet, I was
word-perfect. So I moved up to the

hair-brushes and then moved down to

the drawing-room, which seemed just

large enough to hold seven card tables

or twenty-eight people, but not both.
" Good evening," said Mrs. Pomphrey."
Delighted you could come."
" Thank you very much," I answered.

" ' But should two gentlemen score an

equal number of tricks in a no partners'
deal they shall cut the lowest to win
and move." Would you mind telling
me how the lowest can make sure of

winning ? There 's some catch about
that rule."

"
Oh, we 've dropped that rule. It

seemed rather complicated. Wasn't it

scored out on your card ?
"

"No; and I've learned it by heart

and don't believe I can ever forget it."

"Never mind," said Mrs. Pomphrey.
"We're going to progress just in the

ordinary way. This is your first partner,
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Mrs. Tarbut, and she will tell you all

about it."

Mrs. Tarbut said it was very cold

outside, but quite warm in here, and

that she was glad I knew the rules for

Progressive Whidge, because she didn't,

but that she had been to The Blue Jilrd,

and thought it quite as nice in some

ways as Peter Pan, but not perhaps

quite so nice in others. At the same
time both were nicer than Elektra, the

story of which was hardly quite nice.

Recalled to business, Mrs. Tarbut said

she believed that we were to progress

just in the ordinary way, winners to

taken by spades counts 8. Copyright ;

entered at Stationers' Hall.'
"

"Perhaps that very last bit you read

isn't in the game."
"
Well," said Mrs. Tarbut cautiously,

"
there is a line drawn just above it, but

that may be for adding up the score."
"
I wish we were adding it up now."

"That's not very polite, when we
are partners."

"
1 know, but the fear of losing you

spoils everything. You see I was never

taught Progressive Whidge at school,

owing to the craze for athletics, and
after we lose the first hand we change

move on, and either change partners or partners, and after I lose the second

keep the same partner all the evening.
Mrs. Pomphrey had said which way it

was to be, but Mrs. Tarbut never had
had any head for figures. But we could consolingly.

'

see what the other people did.
" Even if I lose ?

"
Let 's find our table

and sit down, and that

will nwkc room for

other seven or eight

people. Here it is.

Will you sit with your
back against the fire-

guard or your elbow in

that pot of hyacinths ?

Yes, you will be more
comfortable there. Now
I wish you would ex-

plain the inside of this

card to me :

'

Total

number of tricks taken
to be scored.' Is that

meant as a hint against
cheating?"

"No," said Mrs.
Tarbut.

"
It means that

you score all the tricks

you take, and not just
the ones above six

or is it eight? the -

way you used to do at whist."

hand you move on, and I shall never
see you again."

"
Except at supper," said Mrs. Tarbut

You've totakemedown."
Good. But I may

IF THE RUBBER BOOM CONTINUES THE LOST GOLF BALL.

"But this isn't whist,

sive Whidge."

It 's Progres-

" But some of it 's whist with varia-
tions."

"So it is," said I, consulting my card.
"I say, you know, this first thing is

rather serious. It says, 'Auld Lang
Syne : Ordinary Whist ' and I haven't

brought my music. And if we sing
' Auld Lang Syne

'

now, it will break up
the party."

"Yes," said Mrs. Tarbut.
1 This card

doesn't seem very well arranged.
' Auld

Lang Syne' should come at the end
instead of

'

Wealth.'
"

" Wealth ! I haven't come to that yet
I mean, it hasn't come to me."

1 '

Wealth,'
"

said Mrs. Tarbut very
impressively, reading from her card,

' '

Wealth, Partners, count all tricks, no
trumps, each trick taken by hearts counts
2, other tricks count 1 as usual, each
trick taken by clubs counts 4, each trick

not be here then. Do you see the third

thing on the card between
'

Defeat
'

and
1

Robbery
'

?
"

"What is it?"
"
'ESCAPE.' It can't be true, though.

Nobody ever gets away so early as ten."
"No. It's just another way of play-

ing. If you score the odd trick you get
nothing and your partners get 7, and if

you score more than the odd trick each
side scores all tricks."

"That's quite simple. Suppose we
score 8, then each side puts down 13
and nobody moves. That will be jolly,
if we get to a really comfortable table,
with nice people."

"I don't think that's quite what it

means," said Mrs. Tarbut, doubtfully."
Perhaps not. But we mustn't take

the rules too literally. For instance,
look at

'

Defeat.'
'

Whoever holds Queen
of Spades when game is finished loses
all tricks (no partners).' That's non-
sense, for if you lose all tricks you lose

taken by diamonds counts 6, each trick
| your partner, just the same as if you

win all tricks. You lose her at one table

if you lose, and you lose her at the next

table if you win. If we could play to-

gether right through the evening, I feel

we should really do something rather

good. Now if I were arranging for

Progressive Whidge
"

"
If you were arranging," said Mrs.

Pomphrey, thrusting two people by
force into the other two chairs,

"
you'd

want to get begun as soon as possible."
At supper Mrs. Tarbut was rather pre-

occupied. She had scored 54, and the

highest lady's score was 61. And the

man on the other side of her wanted to

discuss whether, when you are playing,
"
Defeat" and hold the Queen of Spades

and three others, you should play it in

the second round or hold it up on the

chance of throwing it away. It seems
to require a special kind of mind to play

I

Progressive Whidge, for

nobody quite normal
would hold a thing up
just to throw it away.
After supper we had to

play again until a bell

rang, and then we were
all allowed to stand up
and try to move about
the room, till the prizes
were distributed. Mrs.

Tarbut was an easy first,

which meant that Mr.

Tarbut had a large

flower-pot full of daffo-

dils to carry home. I

got into a corner, where
there was a good view
of the clock, but Mrs.

Pomphrey found me out

there and presented me
with a brass donkey.
I thought it was a

piece of rather crude

symbolism, but when Mrs. Pomphrey
explained that it was really a paper-
weight I felt quite happy.

TO TEEESA AN ENTEEATY.
TERESA, some lovers in anguish
Would raid pharmaceutical shop3

,

Or depart for the Tropics to languish,
Or seek consolation in hops ;

Your Eupert is saner and stronger,
He won't make a mess of his brains;

Though you flout him and love him no

longer,
It isn't of that he complains.

Though tears at your faithlessness

trickle,

I still can forgive and forget,
Since the maiden who couldn't be fickle

Has never by mortal been met
;

I yearn not for Percy to perish,
I 'm used to these amorous knocks,

But can't you induce him to cherish

Some sort of refinement in socks?
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FORCE OF HABIT.
Little Girl. "MuMMTl (No answer). MUMMY ! ABE THOSE SWALLOWS?" Mummy (deep in her book).

"
YES, DEAR. DON'T TOUCH THEM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN his new book, The History of Mr. Polly (NELSON),
H. G. WELLS seems to have set out to do two things not

easily compatible: to present honestly a certain pitiful
phase of life, and to be funny at all costs. I would not
question his success in either effort

; but the result of both
is this, that, when we have followed the career of his hero
from draper's to publican's assistant, through its varied
stages of shopkeeping, arson, and tramphood, and grate-
fully appreciated the author's fidelity to human nature,
in the end we are left with a suspicion that the whole
thing is a fantastic and even farcical caprice. The pathos
of a romantic nature struggling vainly against the banality
of its environment was too obvious and trite for Mr. WELLS

;

so he invented, in Mr. Polly, a character who, for all his
yearning after the colour of life and the sound of high
phrases, remains so much a figure pour rire that the tragedyof tbe contrast between what is and what might have been

list hopelessly lost in the absurdity of things. So
vaguo und futile is his ardour for expansion that it takes
him fifteen years of monotony with the dullest of women
in the dullest of shops to discover that you can "

changeworld
"
by the simple process of burning down your

ablislnnent, deserting your wife, and taking to the openroad with a light conscience. Mr. WKLLS' attitude towards

his hero is no doubt sympathetic, but the chance of com-
municating this sympathy is sacrificed at times to a wilful
and persistent humour. Still, it was worth while, for he
has given us some extraordinarily good scenes of low
comedy; but some of his fun is rather forced (I could
seldom get a laugh out of Mr. Polly's verbal malapropisms),
and too often he relies, in the old-fashioned manner, upon
a wealth of epithets. Somewhere he tells us, incredibly,
that Mr. Polly had little taste for cheap fiction, because
" there was no epithet

"
in it. Of course Mr. Polly had not

heard of his author's own contribution to Messrs. NELSON'S
admirable two-shillingsworths ; but, even so, his views are

against common experience.

Mrs. C. A. DAWSON SCOTT, the author of Madcap Jam
(CHAPMAN AND HALL), has reversed the usual practice, and
treated a farcical theme in the manner of high comedy.
Jane was the new wife of Sir Julyan George, an elderly
widower; and Mrs. SCOTT wishes me to believe that her
heroine, having quarrelled with Sir Julyan, runs out of the
house and incontinently takes service as third housemaid
in the establishment of a pious neighbour, whom she had
offended at an afternoon call that very day, and who
happens moreover to be the first mother-in-law of her
husband. Also that she remains in this situation, un-
suspected by the autocratic Mrs. Angel, for the space of
three days. Well, frankly, I can't manage it. But the
skill with which the atmosphere and intrigues of the
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you
real

servants' hall at Egreuiont are

so clever, indeed, that, instead

which so wild an argument leads you to expect,

presently find yourself among a collection of very
human beings, in whose actions you must 'take an almost
breathless interest. At least, that is how I felt about
them. Of course, Madcap Jane being married already,
there could be no Young Marlon' in this modern version of

Slie Stoops to Conquer (one of the footmen did look upon
her with an approving eye ; but it came to nothing), and
the adventure ends, inevitably, with her restoration to the

arms of her adoring husband. I can only hope that other

people will be as sorry when this happens as I was myself.

When I was very young they made me read Les
Memoires d'un Ane (I think it came after Les Malheurs de

Sophie) and I am also pretty well up in the history of
Balaam's Ass, but it is evident from The King of Four
Corners (HUTCHINSON), which would seem from the fly-leaf
to be G. B. BUKGIN'S thirty-seventh novel (so he ought
to know), that, for

all-round literary
and rhetorical
talent, donkeys are

a mere back-num-
ber compared with
mules. Anyone
opening this
volume, at what-
ever corner, is sure

to light upon some

preternaturally
wise repartee
uttered ("implied"
is the word the
author generally

uses) by Miss
Wilks, who was
not, as you might
suppose at first

blush, a young
lady, but the hybrid
fourfooted com-

panion of the Old
Man who camped
out alone on the
banks of the Ottawa
Eiver. One of Miss Wilks's most remarkable feats was to
wade out into this stream for the purpose of catching fish
with her mouth, and so augmenting the Old Man's larder.
Her own diet, by the way, seems to have consisted mainly
of whisky and tobacco. 'For the rest the book is chiefly
remarkable for the sane and breezy humour that we expect
from stories of the Dominion, and for a rather ultra-con-
ventional kind of romantic sentiment that contrasts queerly
with the emancipated behaviour and almost Shavian intelli-

gence of the principal heroine.

If I am to meet a villain (in fiction) I like him to be so
unlimitedly wicked that I can hate him to my heart's
content. The man who wastes precious time in wavering
between crime and repentance is not depraved enough for
me. Gladly I award full marks for villainy to Colonel
Ribera in A Prisoner in Spain (GREENING). As he pro-
ceeded steadily from crime to crime he became the domi-
nating figure in the book, and, like a true artist, he kept
his most original and outrageous crime until the end. I

congratulate WILLIAM CAINE upon the creation of such
a very perfect monster. Hilario was also as vicious as his

described, is wonderful ;
j

weak knees would allow him to be, but, though his inten-
of the farcical puppets ! tions were the worst in the world, the Colonel could still

have given him a stroke a crime. Two little love-stories

help to clear the criminal atmosphere ; yet, amiable and
well drawn as these lovers are, I was so exhausted with
hatred of the arch-villain that I had no emotion left in

reserve for them. Should your taste in villains be the
same as mine, I commend this novel to you.

THE LITTLE WORRIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
A KNIGHT OVERHAULING HIS STOCK OF DOUBTFUL COINS PRIOR TO A DISTRIBUTION OF LARGESSE.

Mr. H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON describes his hero as
" Richard Ryder, otherwise Galloping Dick, sometime
Gentleman of the Eoad ;

"
the publishers advertise him as

" a tobyman with a reckless, cheerful spirit and a generous
heart ;" my own opinion of him is that he is a passably
good fellow with a most ingenious tongue and an amazing
gift of getting into and out of impossible scrapes : his rivals

and victims declare him to be "a swashbuckler," "a tavern

knight," "a gamecock," "a bully captain," "a rat that
would gnaw his betters,"

" a windbag,"
" a Beelzebub,"

" a

belly-crawling, oath-mincing Southron," and " a Bobadil."

Speaking as a

critic, I affirm that
his adventures on
The King's High-
way (MILLS AND

BOON) are far

fetched, almost
absurb, at any rate

utterly unlike life,

even life at its

brightest and best

under the Merry
Monarch. I can-
not believe that

Beauty was so con-

sistently lenient to,

and Justice ever so

easily outwitted

by, Bobbery with
Violence. I take

exception to
the monotonous

triumphs of his

one lonely sword
over every well-

armed majority,
and blame the

regularity with which the legally wrong is shown in each
event to have been on the side of the morally right. But,
speaking as a man real life and morality be hanged ! I
am going to have another look at these twelve rollickingand exciting stories.

A yarn about a gardener
If any one a week ago

Had told me that should make a stir,
I would have said politely,

"
No,

A man must use, to catch the town,
Bait of a more seductive kind;"

But now I 've met with VINCENT BHOWN,
And altogether changed my mind.

His book, The Glory and the Abijas
(CHAPMAN AND HALL), is really fine;

Yet in effect it 's simply this,
A yarn of see my opening line.

It 's told with strength, refinement, charm,
And, if the public doesn't buy

(Six bob won't do them any harm),
The public is an ass, say I.
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CHARIVARIA.
TUB Duke of CORNWALL, it is stated,

a wise one. Many murders would un- scarcity of wood is predicted, and many
doubtedly be spoilt if notice had to be foolish persons, it is said, will shortly
given beforehand, and, in any event, be losing their heads in this new form

is to be made Prince of WALKS at an ! the presence of the cinematograph man of speculation
earlier date than was originally in- 'would tend to make the mnrderer
tended. According to a usually ill-

'

horribly self-conscious. There seem to be rival claimants to

in formed Continental journal the reason
I the distinction of having invented the

A homing pigeon, a resident of Little
j pneumatic tyre, and the proposal to

Drayton, has returned there after being I

erect a memorial to Mr. DUNLOI- has

for the alteration is the fact that cer-

tain ardent admirers of Mr. LLOYD
(ii;oi;cn: have I iceii urging that gentle- away
man to seix.e the vacant post.

for two years. The bird

Free Traders are now point-

ing out that in Protectionist

Germany even the KAISER is

unable to make both ends meet,
and it has become necessary
to grant him a further annual

subsidy. ... ...

It is again asserted that two
German Dreadnoughts which
have not proved a success have
been offered to Turkey. Tur-

key, however, is said to have

replied that Switzerland's need
was even greater than her own.

The Dai It/ L'hrSnicle has been

complaining of the fact that
the statue of Dr. JOHNSON in

Fleet Street has not yet been
unveiled. If it is anything like

the average London statue cm-
con temporary had better leave
well alone. ... ...

According to The Daily Mirror
a well-known doctor's latest

recipe for beauty is pork.
Another handicap in favour of

the Christian !

A new play by the author
of The Merry Widow, entitled
The. Doll Girl, is to come
ultimately to London. There
should he no difficulty in find-

ing an actress to fill the title role.

Prince GEORGE of Servia has
left Belgrade for the benefit of
his health and that of his
father.

:

.

: ,.

" The Nanking Exhibition
was successfully opened this morning.
. . . The Exhibition is as yet incom-
plete." In spite of Mr. KIPLING, East
is West sometimes.

:): *

Messrs. PATHE, who have conceived
the idea of showing the news of the
week on films at the cinematograph
theatres, have informed an interviewer
that it is not their intention to chronicle
murders, but to confine themselves
more especially to the passing pageant
of life. We think that the decision is

is
'

evoked a proposal to erect one to Mr.
R. W. THOMSON. Would it not
be possible, we wonder, to com-

promise by making a rubber

bust, with an inner lining : the

features of one hero to be on
the outside, and those of the
other on the inside, accessible

by means of a puncture ?

Itfitter's Nicaragua!! repre-
sentative cabled last week :

"General Rivas, commanding tlie

Madrizist forces, holding Bluefields

Bluff, having threatened to stop

forcibly any vessel entering the har-

bour, the commander of the U.S.

gunboat I'ubuque replied: 'On the

lirst shot lieing fired at the American

flag an Amer'can vessel will level the

lUuflf.'"

It sounds a little like Poker.

It is becoming quite a com-
mon occurrence for theatrical

novelties to be first produced
in the provinces. The Liver-

pool Echo, the other day,
contained an account of
" SIR H. BEERBOHM TREE AS

' TKILBY.'
"

Versatile Sir HERBERT !

We are not surprised that

we did not have to wait long
before " the silent woman " who
was found wandering on Clee-

thorpes golf links was identified.

There can't be so very many
of them about.

Grandmamma, "
GOOD-BYE, DEAR. Go STRAIGHT HOME."

Modern Youth. " So LONG. BE GOOD !

"

strangely reticent as to the reason of
its long absence, and locally it is be-
lieved that it is keeping up two estab-
ments.

The Kent magistrates having held
that winkles are wild animals, private
and cultivated grounds in Kent and
Essex are being over-run by winkle-

pickers, and the owners are now in the
same category as their winkles.

The latest boom is in timber. A

"Stop!!!"
"Why pay more? All plants are

A I quality, and all have been trans-

planted, not, like some firms, drawn
from the seed beds." Adrt. in "Tit:

Da-ly Mail."

We always suspect a firm that

has been drawn from a seed bed.

"It's an ill wind," &c.
" A WIDOW'S THANKS.

'

My husband took

out an accident policy with your company, and in

less than a month he was accidentally drowned.

I consider it a Rood investment.'" Testimonial

in "The Finance Union."

Still, it seems a bit of a gamble. One
can never be certain of these accidents.

"Mr. C.S. Rolls in Wax."

Heading in
" The Western Mail."

We don't know who " Mr. C. S.
"

is,

but he must have found it very un-

comfortable.

OL. OIXIVIII.
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THE MOOD OF CONCILIATION.
[The Daily Chronicle a Parliamentary Correspondent, while admitting

that
"

it is the duty of the Government of the day in a grave constitu-

tional stiuggle to exhaust all possible measures of conciliation before

unsheathing the sword," says that
"
Liberal Members are asking

what their leaders can have to give away, and if there is nothing to

concede what possible good can come from a conference except to

conjure up illusive hopes."j

IN really grave and pungent crises,

Such as are apt to crease the patriot's brow

(And I suppose the dullest eye sees

That something of the sort is on just now),
Whoever truly loves his land,

Whose thoughts, like ours, are solely for the nation,

Is almost bound to take a hand
In pouring oil upon the situation.

A Government that knows its duty,
That has the finer conscience which can feel

A solemn, sacrificial beauty
In self-effacement for the common weal

A Government, I say, like that,

Eager that Peace should stand secure and stable,

Will rightly call a parley at

A Bound (or, anyhow, an Oval) Table.

So let us now proclaim a truce full

Of rosy promise for the public good,
One that (by Heaven's aid) should turn out useful,

But, be it very clearly understood,
Be it regarded as a cinch

That, though our appetite for Peace is hearty,
If anybody yields an inch

It won't be our side, not the Liberal Party.

We may assume the glove of velvet,

But, should the foeman show a naughty pride,
We shall not hesitate to shelve it

And loose at large the mailed fist inside;
'Tis well to wear a gentle cheer

And let our talk be sweet as sugar-candy,
But we must have our fighting-gear

Hung in the neighbouring cloak-room, nice and handy.

LOCAL COLOUR.
I ONCE knew a man who was engaged in writing a novel.

There 's nothing very surprising in that, of course. Lots
of men constantly write novels, and lots of other men go
on knowing them. The remarkable thing about this par-
ticular novel was that the scene of it was chiefly laid in the

Malay Peninsula. Garfield let us call my novelist Gar-
field had never been nearer than Yarmouth to the Malay
Peninsula, but he was very obstinate about it. He said
he wanted to describe the clash of civilisation and bar-

barism, and the consequent changes and developments in
various characters ; and the Malay Peninsula, about which
he knew nothing, was the only place for him. Besides, he
said, he liked the sound of the name, and saw his way to
some tremendous situations which would make his pub-
lisher and the public sit up.

"
If," he continued,

" I can
only get some of the real local colour the place must be

simply chockful of it I shall have letters from all the

present and retired Malayans in the Empire telling me how
marvellously true my descriptions of life in the Peninsula
are, and asking me how many years I spent there, and if

I 'm any relation of the Garfield who suppressed a native

rising there in 1882." Anyhow, he refused to abandon
the Malay Peninsula. Novelists are often like that.

Now at Brillstone-on-Sea, where both Garfield and I

happened to be spending some of the so-called summer
weeks, there was resident at this time a man called

Borden. A queer-looking party he was. His battered

panama was always cocked jauntily on his bald head
; his

clothes were shabby. He had only two fingers on his right
hand ;

his walk was a curious mixture of a shuffle and a

swagger, and there were permanent traces of a somewhat
blood-shot youth in his face and eyes. I got to know him,
while Garfield was cooped up in his lodgings with his nose
to the grindstone of his novel, and one day I chanced to

mention to him that I had a friend who was busy on a book
destined to be immortal.

"One of those writing johnnies, hey?" said Borden.
What 's he writing about ?

"

I said it was the Malay Peninsula.
"
Funny place to write about. I spent ten years there,

and
" You spent ten years there?

"

"
Yes, more's the pity, ten blessed eternal years, and I

never thought there was anything to write about. All I

wanted was to get away from the mouldy place."
'

Why, you're the very man," said I.

I then explained to him that Garfield required local

colour, and when he understood what local colour was he
undertook to supply it in buckets. " He '11 find that what

can't tell him about it ain't worth writing about," was
what he said. So I undertook to bring Garfield and Borden
together.

When I told Garfield about this he was very enthusiastic.
He had been mugging up a great many books about the

Peninsula, but he said they didn't give him just those little

intimate touches that he wanted, and he thought he could

get them from Borden. So Borden was asked to dine with
us at Garfield's lodgings you know the kind of dinner :

fried sole with paste-sauce, beefsteak, and something called
lemon pudding. Garfield was very tactful with his guest.
He didn't want him to think he had been asked merely
from motives of self-interest. During the fish they talked
about London theatres, and Borden got off a long story
about an actor he knew twenty years ago. It wasn't until

the middle of the beefsteak that they started on the Malay
Peninsula.

"I hear," said Garfield,
"
you've been good enough to

promise to tell me something about the natives. I 'm

writing a book, you know, about them."
"
Well," said Borden contemplatively,

" to tell you the
truth I never had more truck with the natives than I could

belp a rascally lot. I remember old Dick Tozer you 've

heard of him, of course, Dick Tozer of the Police, rum old
cock with one eye I remember him getting hold of one
of the chiefs quite a civilised chap, the chief : wore a top
hat and a pair of shepherd's plaid trousers, and took in

brandy as if it was swipes. Well, you couldn't beat Dick
for a yarn. He told me some of the best I ever heard.
There was one about his uncle and a broker's man. The
uncle rigged the broker's man up in a footman's livery and
made him wait at a dinner. That was in Chelsea. Not a
bad place, Chelsea. Poor old Dick ! Cards settled him.
He couldn't keep off "em."
"I suppose," said Garfield anxiously, "he couldn't play

ards much in Malacca ?
"

"
That," said Borden,

"
is just where you 're wrong. Not

play cards ? Why, we started at ten o'clock one night and
we didn't get up till nine o'clock on the next morning but
one. There was Dick and myself, and old Cornford of the
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A CERTAIN LOSER.
COD (eaves-dropping at Lhe JIayiie). "I DON'T KNOW WHY I SHOULD TAKE ANY INTEREST IN

THK RK8IILT OK THIS CONFERENCE. IT'S DEATH TO ME ANYHOW."
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THE EMBARRASSMENTS OF WAR.
Outi>o8t Scnfn/ and Enemy it Scout (nimultaneoualy).

" HALT ! HANDS UP!" Sentry. "'ERE! I SAID IT FIRST!"

Bodyguard, and Tom Harfield of the Education Department.
That was how I lost my fingers

"
he held up his claw

"
fell over a doormat coming out in the morning and cut

my hand on the scraper. Blood-poisoning set in. Yes, it

does look as if I 'd had "em chopped off with a kris, but it

was only a rotten scraper."

Garfield was beginning to be a little desperate.
" As to

the seasons, now," he said; "I suppose they're very
different from ours, aren't they?

"

"I don't know," said Borden. "All seasons are good
for a drink anywhere. That's what smashed up Tom
that and the Government. They never know when they 've

got a good man. Tom woke up one morning no, I 'm

wrong ; he never woke in the morning ; kept it till the

afternoon. Well, he woke up and found they'd put a mere

boy from Oxford over his head. You can't expect decent
iniriii'ss from a Government : they're all the same. Tom
never recovered from it. Got D.T. and went off in a day.
It 's just the same here in England. Why, I 've been at

the Colonial Office about once a week for five years now,
and a precious poor job I 've made of it. They owe me
over a thousand back pension, and if I cared to throw in

my fingers I could make it up to fifteen hundred ; but I 've

as much chance of getting it as I have of winning the

Derby."

And that was practically all the local colour that we got
out of Borden. He talked till close upon midnight, and
I 'm sure he thoroughly enjoyed himself. " Don't mention
it," he said to Garfield. " I 'm only too glad to give a chap

a lift. Of course I 've been there and you haven't, and
that makes all the difference." Garfield had to finish his
book as best he could, and Borden speaks of Kris and
Cartridge to this day as " the book I helped that Johnnie
to write. He didn't know a thing about the Malay
Peninsula, and I put in all those bits for him "

which is

partly true.

A CRICKET CEI DU CCEUB.
I AM aweary of the frequent blob,

Sick of the fours that follow as I bowl
A length o'er which I cannot keep control,

And make the batsman's task an easy job.
His are the hefty smites that please the mob,
While I, whose "

egg
"
remains for ever whole.

Would find a "
single

"
soothing to a soul

That shrinks in terror from the merest lob.

Oh, waft me where (if such a place exist)
Each ball is pitched securely off the stumps,

Where catches are invariably missed,
And I can safely make my favourite clumps;

There, when my century at last is won,
Put me on bowling in a rabbit run.

Mr. THOMAS BEECHAM, who has been doing some very
sporting work in Opera, announces, on large posters, a
" New Mis-en-Scene." This is the right English feeling.
We would always sooner see a Miss (even with one s shor*'

than a Mademoisellc-en-Scdne..
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THE LATEST PROM CLUBLAND.
A FEW unimpeachable facts

corning the Spartan severity

con-

of the

with a view to converting the orna-

mental water in St. James's Park into

a turtle tank for the exclusive benefit

of the Club. Green fat for lubricating
new Eoyal Automobile Club (on the

j purposes will, it is hoped, be provided
site of the old War Office) in Pall Mall

j

at exceptionally favourable terms.

The Club notepaper will be made

exclusively of the bark of trees from
Windsor Forest, and special issues of

all the daily papers, with gilt edges and
rubricated headlines, will be printed
for the members.

In the card-room the lowest points
at which it will be possible to play

seem to be called for in every properly
regulated paper. Very well, then.

Since it has been decided to make it

a palace rather than a club, a palatial

bearing will be de riijucur in its

members. No one will be admitted a
member who (1) does not pay super-
tax, (2) has not been educated at Eton,
(3) does not possess ten fur

coats.

After prolonged negotia-
tions, His Grace the Duke
of has consented to act

as Secretary, at a salary con-

siderably in advance of his

rent-roll.

The Hall Porter is a
reduced Earl, and many of

the waiters are old public
school boys proud of their

new and exalted position.
Sound claret d discretion will

be served to all the servants
at their dinner, and cham-

pagne on Sundays.
Mr. Priiger, late of the

Savoy, has come straight
from the Millionaires' Res-
taurant in New York to

control the commissariat for

consideration that might
tempt even a comic singer.
The kitchens will be under

the direction of a chef lured

away from an Imperial
Palace by a bribe which we
besitate to name. All his
utensils are either of pure

or platinum. The
kitchen-maids, it is under-

stood, will in every case be

daughters of bishops, deans
or archdeacons.
The dining-room services

will be entirely of gold, and
/he meals will be served to

hung on C springs ant

draped with diaphanous silken hang-
ings imported from Samarcand.
A new and delightful feature of the

establishment will be a special dor-

mitory on the ground floor for aged
members, richly furnished with lounges,
hammocks, and other incentives to

stertorous repose.
A Lethal Chamber de Luxe will also

be provided so that if members have

fatally injured any person on their

way to the club they can provide them
with euthanasia on the premises.

Malel. "I WONDER HOW OFTEN THEY HAVE TO BE INFLATED."

a constant accompaniment of ravishing
music supplied by the Spotted Dal-
natian Band of one hundred and fifty
>erformers, conducted by Prince

"gor Bobolinsky, the hereditary Voivode
of Lompalanka, whose exclusive ser-
vices have been retained at a stipend
-f '

The Club cellars are stocked with an
ncredible quantity of Imperial Tokay,
ohannisberger and very, very old Clos.
^o wine will cost less than 1 Is. a
>ottle, but pearls for dissolving in the
lub's golden goblets will be furnished
it special rates.

Negotiations are on foot with the

Right Hon. LEWIS HARCOURT, M.P.,

Bridge will be a sovereign. No cigars
will be provided costing less than two-
and-sixpence each, and any member
seen in or outside the Club smoking a
Borneo cigar will at once be expelled
in circumstances of the utmost con-

tumely.
The billiard balls, for the many tables,

have all been turned from the tusks of
the regal elephant accredited for many
years to the court of the Maharajah of

Roadogojee, and purchased by the Club
at enormous expense.
On the roof will be a superb aviary

for flying members, and a troupe of
Russian dancers will be permanently
installed in the Saltatorium, a spacious

TO-DAY IN THE PAST.

[11 ith compliments to tlie

enterprise of "Tlte Daly Mail."]

FIVE thousand nine hun-
dred and ten years ago
NIMKOD was entertained at
dinner at Nineveh by the

Society for the Preservation
of the Fauna of Babylonin.

Three thousand and nine-
teen years ago the intrepid
airman, ICARUS, essayed to fly
the TEgean in a Daedalus

bi-plane, but fell into the sea
and was drowned. His father,

however, safely performed
the feat, and thus won the

prize of 10,000 drachma;
offered by the 'O naff ij^pav

Ayyapos.
It is exactly two thou-

sand four hundred and ninety
years since NEBUCHADNEZZAR
entered on his historic ex-

periment in vegetarianism.
DIOGENES, precisely two

thousand two hundred and

forty-five years ago, told

ALEXANDER THE GREAT to

get out of his sunshine.
Two thousand one hun-

dred and thirty years ago
HANNIBAL ate his first

Spanish onion on the back
of an elephant.
Eleven hundred and ninety

years ago the Venerable BEDE suffered
from his first attack of influenza.

Four hundred and three years ago
LEONARDO DA VINCI put the finishing
touches to a wax bust of Flora, which
he had carefully modelled upon a

rolled-up waistcoat which he borrowed
for the purpose from his life-long friend,
Riccardo Chiocciola Luca.

Three hundred and seventy-two years
ago His Majesty King HENRY THE
EIGHTH attended the Royal Commis-
sion on the Divorce Laws sitting at

Westminster, to furnish expert evi-

dence.

Two hundred and fifty-nine years
ago the Spanish painter VELASQUEZ
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added the last of thirty-five hiero-

glyphic signatures to his painting of

Venus and Cupid now hanging at the

National Gallery.

Thirty-eight years ago Mr. F. E.

WEATHEKLY wrote his immortal lyric,

Nil >ii- 1/ Lee,.

Thirty-seven years ago Mr. ALGER-
NON ASHTON composed his thirteenth

Funeral March after visiting the grave
of JOHN MILTON.

Equipped with a small hand-bag, Mr.
HALL CAINE came to visit DANTE
GABRIEL ROSSETTI thirty years ago,
and stayed till the poet-painter's death.

Thirteen years ago, being then only
six years of age, Miss MAKIE CORELLI

began to play on the mandolin.
Ten years ago Mr. KEBLE HOWARD

assumedwith .superb restraint the tide

of Chicot the Jester.

Nine years ago Mr. BERNARD SHAW
registered his last blush.

Exactly two thousand nine hundred
and fifteen years ago, THERSITES pub-
lished an offensive article on the death

of King AGAMEMNON.
T. PUBLIUS CLODIUS, precisely two

thousand and sixty -eight years ago,

being employed in negotiations with a

view to reconciling CICERO and MARK
ANTONY, was observed to enter the

villa of CaisAR by the front door,

shortly afterwards emerging from the

back door of that of POMPEY.

OUR FLYING COLUMN.
A FLIGHT OP IMAGINATION.

[Passages by aeroplane under the conduct of

Mr. GKAHAME-WHITE have been offered for sale

by auction.]

WEEK-ENDS WITH ROLLS, a Thousand
Feet above the Sea. As patronised by
the aristocracy. Paris and Back while

you wait.

TRY OUR " ALIEN IMMIGRATORS," com-

plete with disguises. No official fuss

or inspection routine. Interpreter
carried. Plying direct from Poland.

"THE SMUGGLER." Capacious air-

ship, property of a gentleman leaving
the country shortly. Lectures given
in the air on Free Trade.

" THE BOMB LINE." "
Ingenious,

entertaining." Vide Anarchist Press.

Reductions made for parachute descents

en route.
" SHOOTING THE MOON." Our air-

ships start on this trip from the suburbs
of London every quarter-day, stop to

pick up at Carey Street, and are

licensed to carry furniture and other

heavy articles. Invisible at night.
Mem. Fares payable strictly in ad-

vance. Address, in strict confidence,
"
Hookit," London.
"THE BL(UIOT STONY-BROKER."

Australia by Air. We do a great deal

of business in this excellent line with

Booky (from whom Old Genl lias juat received fivi sovereigns at /our la one).
" Now THEN,

SANTA CLACS, WHAT ABE YOO BITISO 'EM FOR ? Do YOO THINK I 'D GIVE YOU WRONG 'UNS ?
"

Old Gent. "NOA, LADDY, IT'S NO THAT; I'M JUST MAKKINQ SUBE THAT I HAV'NA CIOT THAT

ONE BACK WHICH I PASSED OFF ON THEE!
"

company directors, turf commission

agents, outside stockbrokers and others

requiring privacy and freedom from

annoyance. Bidders must submit full

aliases, finger
-
prints, and two last

convict stations.

Buy our Publication,
" Hundred Best

Ways out of England."

DEGREES FOR BRIDES.
A CURRICULUM of household manage-

ment for married women was advocated

by Mrs. ST. LOE STRACHEY in a dis-

cussion upon a "
University Standard

in Home Science
"

at the Women's

Congress at the White City on June 8.

We are left in the dark as to the sylla-

bus, and as to whether the fair aspirant
for matrimonial honours will try it on

the dog or a dummy husband. Should

degrees be conferred on successful can-

didates, we hasten to enter a caveat

against some familiar initials obtaining
the following acceptation :

B.A. =Blatantly Argumentative
M.A. = Moderately Affectionate

B.C. = Barely Connubial
Sc.D. = Scarifier of Domestics
Litt.D. = Litter Distributor

LL.B. =Loves Lots of Bridge
Mus.D. =Musically Defective

And we hope that the young ladies

who achieve a Poll Degree will under-

stand that this does not mean a pa<
for Loquacity.
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A CORRESPONDENCE WHICH WENT WRONC.

i. LITERARY NOTE.

11 INSPIRED by the success of those

recently published books, Letters to a

Salmon Fisher's Son and Letters of a

Modern Golfer, a well-known firm of

publishers will bring out in August a

realistic work on the same lines, by

Mr. SAMUEL WITHERS, entitled Letters

to a Porcupine
- Hunter's Nephew,

in

which will be found set out in genial

form the whole art of Porcupine hunt-

in" ; interwoven, for the sake of the

ladies, with a charming and entrancing

love story. One of the most delightful

characters in the book is Stanley

Mertens, the recipient of the letters. . ."

n. THE LETTERS.

MY DEAR STANLEY, It is a long

time since you had a letter from me,

hut I have been so busy writing to

arrother of my friends, a certain Lionel

Blathers, whose second cousin plays

water polo for Wiltshire (Letters to a

Water Polo Player's Second Cousin, 6/-)

that I have scarcely had time to

think of you at all. Now at last

have a few months to spare, and

cannot doubt that you will be glad to

hear from such an old friend of your
uncle's as 1 am. But what, I ask

myself, shall I write to you about ?

Your uncle, as you cannot fail to be

aware, was one of the greatest sports-

men of his age. Equally agile in the

pursuit of the jerboa, the dromedary
and the mountain goat, his mosl

superlative skill was shown in his

dealings with the porcupine. Il

occurs to me that a few hints to yoi

upon his methods, such as may leac

you eventually to emulate his skill anc

equal his reputation, may be of service

for I assume that your ambitions, too

have always lam in this direction.

I shall write to you, then, from da]
to day, putting down such scraps o

advice as occur to me, and discussing

any points which you may care tc

make in reply. I do not, however
insist that you should answer m;
letters ;

I should go on -writing jus
the same however impenetrable you
silence a duty which I owe not onl]
to you but to my publishers. But, o

course, I should welcome any criticism

if you see fit to make it.

One word more. In case you shoul

find the reiteration of sporting techni

cality wearisome I have decided t

introduce into these letters from tim

to time the story of my very lates

love affair ; hoping that in this way you
zeal for big-game and your passion fo

romance may equally be stirred.

Your affectionate friend,

SAMUEL WITHERS.

DEAR STANLEY, You will be sur-

rised at hearing from me so soon-

hat is until you get used to it; but

ou understand that if I am to make a

ook of these letters by the beginning

f August, I must writs to you every

ay.
I have been thinking over what you

aid in your last what I mean, you

vould have said if there had been time

or a reply and I have come to the

onclusion that where you are wrong
n your method of catching porcupines

y i T j? j. i ~ .-. 4-A
If they are to

they must be
in your carelessness.

>e tickled successfully

ickled in the right place at the back

)f the neck where the quills are short ;

aid you must exercise discretion in your

election of a victim. SHAKSPEARE speaks

>f the " fretful porcupine," and some of

hern are very fretful. These should

je stroked with care or you will find

hat much of them will
" come away

nthe hand," as the expression is. All

he same, having once made a start

you should continue. Your dear uncle

ways used to say that it is better to

>ear those quills we have than fly to

others that we know not of.

Speaking of this reminds me that

;as introduced to a most charming

;irl last night. Henrietta it is

pretty name, I think. Am I in love ?

; can hardly say as yet.

Yours ever, SAMUEL WITHERS.

MY DEAR BOY, I am afraid I can-

lot take your telegram seriously. You
mist want to hear all about porcupine

hunting. There is simply nobody els

eft to whom I can write about it.

Blathers made himself impossible over

she last book, when he claimed hall

the profits on the ground that he had

had to give the postman an extra large

gratuity at Christmas. Of course, il

you really don't care a if, I mean

you are really not interested in the

porcupine, I am only too ready to talk

about some other branch of sport. Have

you any feeling for hippopotami or silk-

worms ? Your dear uncle had a way
with these that I have never seen

equalled. He used to take them be-

tween the finger and thumb (I am
referring now to the silkworms) and

transfer them to his collecting box with

an imperturbable calm.

If you don't take any interest in any
animals, for Heaven's sake and that

of my publishers at least keep silence

about it. I can go on writing with

practically no encouragement at all,

but I cannot put up with a flow of in-

sulting opposition. Let me therefore

beg you as a favour to remain passive
in the matter. In return for this I

will, if you like, insert your photograph
in my book as a frontispiece. I had,

of course, intended to put my own
nit no matter.

To continue. I saw Henrietta in

,he Park to-day. How lovely she

ooked ! She blushed when she saw
me I wonder if her little heart was

seating !

1 shall make a few points about the

Wart Hog in my next.

Yours, SAMUKL.

DEAU MERTENS, I was disgusted by
the brutality and profanity of your re-

peated messages to me yesterday. For
some time I considered whether I

should not punish you by ceasing to

write to you, though I felt that this

would perhaps be rather a severe line

to take. After consultation with cer-

tain friends in the publishing business
whom I have implicit confidence,

I have decided to go on with this cor-

respondence ;
but in future I shall

write from the point of view of a

modern athlete, assuming you to be

as interested in the game of Halma as

I am. l'}ie Letters of a Modern Halma
Player, in this case, may be looked for

in September, and I am sure you will

be proud even to take only a sleeping

part in the gieat work.

To-morrow, then, I shall give you a

short acccunt of the history of the

game, and at the same time recom-
mence the story of my little love affair

with the captivating Henrietta.

Yours sincerely,
SAMUEL WITHERS.

SIR, Kindly return me my letters

at once. S. WITHERS.

in. LITERARY NOTE.

"... a well - known firm of pub-
lishers will bring out in October a

realistic work on the same lines, by
Mr. Samuel Withers, entitled Letters

to an All-round Sportsman's Brother-in-

Law. . . . One of the most delightful

liaracters in the book is Ernest Beau-

champ, the recipient of the letters. . .

A. A. M.

According to a contemporary, the

British Ornithologists' Union's Expedi-
tion to Papua was joined at Singapori

No doubtby
" ten p'ckled Ghurkas."

a misprim. for gherkins.

From a Parish Magazine :

"The Rev. will start for his annual

holiday ou June 13th. He therefore asks that

the Missionary Boxes should be returned to hin

not later than June 10th."

We hope he will have a good holiday.

"Her Second Time on Earth."
" Will Friends and Acquaintances of Mrs

H. T
,
late of St. James's Cemetery, Pleas

Xoie Present Address : 3, BINDOS COTTAOES

etc. ?
" Devon and Somerset Gazette.
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THE ANNIHILATOR OF ANECDOTES.

MimviNTKii, the man with whom I

share chambers, is a very good fellow,

manly, straightforward and extremely
sane. But he has the defects of

his qualities. lie is unimaginative,

severely logical and altogether steeped
in dry light. One of his peculiarities is

the rooted conviction that all sinecdotrs

are apocryphal. Personally I have a

weakness for anecdotes and cling to

my belief in their veracity. But most
of them have been pulverised by his

analysis. For example, the other night
we were talking about the inconsi-

derateness of railway travellers, and in

a moment of expansion I started out

on a story about SOTJIKRN -p&rc, the

creator of Dumlmiry.
" SOTHERN arrived at a London Ter-

minus one night just as the train was

starting, and was bundled into a com-

partment with one other occupant.
This gentleman, it appeared, had

specially engaged the compartment for

himself, and was extremely indignant at

his privacy being disturbed. SOTHKRN

expressed his regret most courteously,

explaining how important it was for

him to catch the train, and how he
never had the slightest intention of

trespassing on the privacy of a stranger,
and so on ; but the other man refused
to be mollified. On the contrary, he
continued to make the most injurious
and offensive remarks about SOTHERN'S
behaviour. This SOTHERN stood for a
while without saying anything, but at

last he jumped up, lifted his dressing-
bag down from the rack, opened it,

took out a razor and began stropping
it with feverish energy. The stranger
dried up in a moment, and hurriedly
quitted the compartment at the first

stop, leaving SOTHERN in undisturbed

possession. Of course the other man
took him for a maniac. Bather smart
of SOTHERN, wasn't it?"

"No," said Midwinter; "extremely
idiotic, /think."

"Why?"
"
Well, to begin with, if the other

man had engaged the compartment,
the railway people would never have

put SOTHEKN into it. However, that's a
mere trifle. But about that razor. If

the other man really thought SOTHERN
was mad, he would have grappled with
him, if he was a fool. And if he
wasn't he would have humoured him
until the train stopped and then quietly
informed the railway authorities. In
that case SOTHHKN would have been
collared and locked up, instead of being

in undisturbed possession of the

compartment. No, it won't work, your
story. Besides, SOTHKRN probably used
a safety razor."

\

Platelayer (to fasaeitger tclio lias jumped from the Londoii-l'lymouth Non-stop Expreei).
"JUMPED AIIT? HID VER. WOF FOR?"

Passenger. "CROWD OF GOLFERS IN THE CARRIAGE- COULDN'T STAND AXOTH&R TWO HOURS OF
THEIR SHOP."

" My dear Midwinter," I exclaimed,
" SOTHERN died in 1882, long before

safety razors were invented."
"
SOTHERN," replied Midwinter, who

has a diabolical memory for dates,
" acted in the United States from 1852
to 1860, and I am pretty sure that the
first patent for safety razors was taken
out there in 1858."
Not having a hardware encyclopaedia

handy I went to bed.

" H might interest some of your readers to
know that last week, after moving a holly some
lo ft. high from one part of my garden to

another, a linnet was still sitting on her nest."

The Field.

The custom among linnets of rising

silently for a few minutes whenever

anybody moved a holly ia now falling
into disuse.

"K. L. Hutchings and tieymour in splendid
foam." --Evening Xeicn.

It was a very hot day, if you remember.

"But it is probable tliat the 1'iess exagge-
rates the real public feeling, and the Socialist

'Vorwftrta' is nearest to the truth when it

suggests that the bulk of the population, like

Galileo, cares for none of these things."

Daily Neics.

It wasn't that he was indifferent, but
that he was so busy with his telescope.

" A fountain pen is only a little thing, yet it

is said to spoil more carpets and tablecloths

than all the nails hi our boots."

The writer sounds as though he would
be an unwelcome visitor in some
houses. Still, it would be something
if he kept himself off the top of the

grand piano.

"
It is estimated that there are

61,166,600 microbes in a cubic inch of

grape," says the Bristol Evening Times

carelessly, a projms of nothing in parti-
cular. We insist on a re-count.
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Motherly Hostess.
" OUR MODEST ESTABLISHMENT IIAS ONLY ONE BATII-KOOM, so WE ALL HAVE TO ARRANGE WHEN TO TAKE ouu TUEM.

WHAT TIME WOULD YOU LIKE TO IUVE YOUB BATU? "

Nervous Youth (who means \cett).
"
OH, YOUB TIME is uise, MRS. BROWN."

HANDS AND ARMS.
[" Territorials need not apply." Recent Commercial Announccm3nt.]

I JOINED the Territorials
; I saw the nee 1 was great ;

And here the chance was ready to my hand
To learn to play the citizen, to hold a rifle straight,
And win the right to serve my native land.

My leisure was but little, but I did what in me lay,
While Dick and Tom and Harry wandered free ;

My holidays were labour, labour, labour all the way,
While they were idly loafing by the sea.

They didn't see their duty, or they thought it well to shirk
The trouble and the discipline behind

;

They knew if they did nothing there was none to make
them work,

When I who did do something might be fined.

They hugged their independence, as the Briton only can
;

Their freedom, which was far too dear to touch
;

Forgetting that a citizen may be a better man
For learning to behave himself as such.

But I, the Territorial, said, those can laugh that win
;

For if the time should come as come it mightWhen Britons have to battle for their country or their skin,
They '11 neither have the power nor the right.

I 've left the Territorials. A little while ago,
The notice of a billet caught my eye ;

I entered for the job, but the employer answered,
" No ;

For Territorials need not apply."

He owned that we had merits. But for purposes of trade
He liked a man of more pacific stamp,

Who didn't ask for Saturdays and evenings for parade,
And didn't want an extra week in camp.

He 'd take us on and willing if his rivals did the same ;

But competition kept him on the run
;

And Harry, Tom and Dick must have priority of claim
Till all were Territorials, or none.

-
-::- :: -:: *

I 'm not a Territorial. I tried to do my best.

But, though I 'm just as loyal as before,
Till Tom and Dick and Harry do their duty with the rest,

I '11 be a Territorial no more.

For he that can't defend himself and won't defend his land
Will never lack employers to select him

;

But gets the very billet from the patriotic hand
That loses it by learning to protect him. DUM-DUM.

Keeping Up the Two-Power Standard.
" A number of Navy Boles have been put down for to-day."

Devon and Exeter Gazelle.
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"
PISTOLS FOB TWO AND COFFEE FOB ONE."

MR. ASQUITH.
" SUPPOSE WE BEGIN BY SHARING THE COFFEE

;
THE PISTOLS CAN WAIT.'
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SUBWAY
TO

1 1- DOWN ING

STRit I

ARRIVAL <>F HIE IRISH AMBASSADOR. L'NDKRURCVND INFLUENCES AT WORK.

PRESSURE FROM PlIESSURE FCOJI DELOW.

DOWNING STREET.
taken in it l>y -Mr. T. P. O'Connor, the favoured

At two o'clock lie called at the Chief Whip's
I lie premises by Mr. Lloyd George's door for

.. ^..^ ..^ j/ v/uvo UAV/HT, entered into conversation with the Lord Chancellor
I Lord tarniigton us they were leaving, nnil th-n pissed into the house of the Chancellor of the Exchequer." DaUy Paper.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIARY or TOBY, M.P.

House of Commons, Wednesdayi
June 8. There is a fine restraint

about House of Commons that endears

it to looker-on. Met to-day under mem-
orable circumstances. Since we parted
for what was planned as brief Spring

holiday, great things have happened.
KING EDWABD is dead and a fifth KING
GEOBGB has come to the Throne. Only
a week or two before adjournment the

alert presence of the then PRINCE or

WALES surveyed scene from Gallery
over Clock. Next time he appears on

parliamentary stage he will take his

place on the Throne.

Meanwhile men's minds full of con-

cern as to next move in game for

high stakes opened last year between

the two Houses. When will the Veto

Eesolutions be taken? What will the

Lords do with them ? What will follow

thereupon ?

These are questions Members meet-

ing in the Lobby or the reading-rooms

eagerly put to each other. The public

intently listens at the door. Eeas-

sembling of Parliament looked forward

to with certainty that a sign would be

forthcoming. The PREMIER expected
to make statement indicating course of

public business. Between its lines we
should surely read how matters stand.

Thus the environment of the scene.

On the stage itself scarcely any move-
ment ; certainly no turmoil ; pretty
full attendance, but no cheering or

counter-cheering. The PREMIER enters

unnoticed. PRINCE ARTHUR does not

think occasion sufficiently important to

claim his attendance. In his absence
HARRY CHAPLIN gracefully drops into

seat of LEADER OF OPPOSITION and

regards show through single eye-glass.
A pair would, you know, be making too

much of it.

SPEAKER having read judgments upon
election petitions, we take our coats off

and get to business. First, we read a

third time the Charnwood Forest Bail-

way Bill. Next we pass through final

stage the Farnham Gas Electricity Bill

and eke the South Hants Water Bill.

For a moment there seemed prospect
of equable stream of legislation being
ruffled by a breeze. ALPHEUS CLEOPHAS,
rising from unfamiliar back seat, pro-

posed to offer a few observations.

Whether they related to the affairs of

Charnwood, Farnham or South Hants
no man knoweth. House did not desire

to hear ALPHEUS on any subject, and

unmistakably indicated lack of desire.

CLEOPHAS showed disposition to insist.

Storm rose to angry height ; after brief

struggle ALPHEUS CLEOPHAS bent his

head before it.

Thereupon House read a third time

the Standard Life Assurance Company
Bill.

Above crowd at Bar waiting to

be sworn in, head and shoulders of

OWEN PHILIPPS, Chairman of Eoyal Mail

Steamship Company, towered. Since

House last met he has bought another

fleet. 'Tis his custom of an afternoon.

On the average pays a million-and-a-

half sterling for goods received.
" My dear PHILIPPS," said CHARLIE

BERESFORD, looking up to him as if he

were a mainmast that might presently
be swarmed,

" there 's only one thing
left for you. You must buy the British

fleet."
" Odd you should mention it," said

Sir OWEN. " To tell you the truth, I

had been thinking of it. If the deal

comes off I '11 ask you to take com-

mand."
"Done with you," said CHARLIE,

hitching up a pair of trousers preter-

naturally wide over the foot.

Business done. Parliament reas-

sembled after Spring Eecess.

Thursday. Both Houses met again

to-day. Gravely proceeded to do busi-

ness as if nothing had happened out-

side or was in process of happening.
A poor make-believe not long kept up.
The Lords, approaching Orders of the

Day at 4.30, adjourned at 4.35. Shut-

ters up in the Commons at 25 minutes

to 6.

Meanwhile JAM MACDONALD had
buttonholed SEELY on subject of sub-

sidised bananas. Alleged that, in spite
of subsidy of 20,000 a year paid to

steam-fleet owners, Jamaica bananas
drifted to the broad bosom of the

United States, leaving England forlorn.

SEELY pleaded things weren't quite
so bad as that. Ministerial crisis averted

only by promise that before contract is

renewed House shall have opportunity
for fully discussing it.

All this done with delightful gravity,
as if no one knew anything of the talk

that fills the crowded Lobby, that

throbs through the Tea - room and
hurtles over the Terrace. All about a
Conference in course of arrangement,
designed to avert battle-royal between
Lords and Commons on Veto Question.

"
Very nice indeed," said MEMBER

FOR SAHK, peeling one of the bananas
SEELY sent round by way of additional

rejoinder to MACDONALD'S attack upon
Colonial Office,

" but I 'm old enough
to remember the Bound Table Confer-
ence that took place 24 years ago, with
SQUIRE OF MALWOOD presiding. It was
designed to bring DON JOSE back to the
GLADSTONE fold. What I don't re-

member is his return."

Business done. Navy Votes passed
Beport Stage.

THE BRITISH SUFFRAGETTE.
AIR "The British Grenadiers."

[Suitable to be used as a Marching-Song fo

spectators who accompany the great Votes-for-

Women Demonstration on Saturday next.J

SOME talk about GRACE DARLING and
FLOUKNCE NIGHTINGALE,

JEANNE n'ARC and other women whose
deeds can never pale,

But of all the world's brave heroines

there 's none has made as yet
Such a row, row, row, row, row, row, as

the British Su-uffra-a gette !

Chorus But of all the etc.

Those heroines of old times to us look

rather small
;

They never used a dog-whip to s!;ish

their foss withal ;

But our brave girls can use 'em with a

thumping epithet
In a row, row, row, row, row, row of a

British Su-uffra-a-gette !

Chorus. But our brave girls etc.

Whenever they 're commanded to raid

the House at night,

They inarch out with their banners of

purple, green and white,
And smack policemen's faces for that '3

the etiquette
In a row, row, row, row, row, row of the

British Su-uffra-a-gette !

Chorus And smack policemen's etc.

And when the raid is over and some to

gaol are sent,

They say that they are martyrs and
never will repent,

And should their scorn of prison food

with feeding tubes be met
There 's an awful row, row, row, row

from the British Su-uffra-a-gette!
Chorus And should their scorn etc

Then let us fill a bumper and drink
" more sense to those

Who don't behave like women though
clad in women's clothes

;

"

We may admire their principles, but
what we do regret

Is the jolly row, row, row, row of the

British Su-uffra a-gette !

Chorus We may admire etc.

Save us from Our Friends.
"
It is reported that the llullali is fleeing

with only 400 followers, and pursued by 11,000
friendlies." Belfast News Letter.

The subsequent report of the MULLAH'S
death is now explained. He must have
been killed by kindness.

The Tyranny of Fashion.
" Not long ago a party of ststesmen it seems

fashionable to call them that were dowu iu

Porto Rico." Smth Wales Echo.

Perhaps our contemporary would kindly

give us a hint as to the fashionable way
of pronouncing this word "ststesmen."
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FASHIONS FOR THE SEASON. No. 3.

A NEW IXVENTItiX I.IKKLT TO BF. MUCH WORN "TlIB Go3CI.VG.VO." LOOKS LIKE OBDIXAR1T GOGGLES, BUT CAN BE WOBX OVER TIIK

MOUTH WHEN REQPIIIKU, ENABLING MOTORIM'S TO EXPRESS THEIR FEEI.IX08 (AS IX THE ABOVE CASE OF A BURST TYRE) WITHOUT GIVING OUT.XeK
TO THE MOST SENSITIVE PA88EXCIER.

ATHLETES ALL.
[The news thiil lliroi' thousand spectators) followed a tie in the ivce:it

Aiuatrnr (!dlf Championship is supposed to have given ris? to the fear
that. I liilf may \< come a game of mere vlcariotis enlhusiasm.]

NAY, not as when the wild mob, making feast,

Tramples the turf and, tipped by sporting dailies,
The townsman bets upon the noble beast,

Untaught which end his head and which his tail is ;

Or when some football concourse crowds to see

(All skill-less in the art, but earnest backers)
The triumph of their own pet galaxy

Of hardly-purchased hackers

Not thus we follow round in regal state

The heroes of the craft, whose high approaches
Flop on the sunburnt green inanimate,

Limp as the breakfast eggs that Susan poaches;
Whose drives are longer than the dreams of youth,
Whose putts go down unerringly as rabbits

1 Live we not also striven after truth

And straightness in our habits?

Have we not wandered in the sandy dunes
Morn after morn, each moment growing pinker,

\\ ith armouries of decks and shining spoons
And now and then got in a perfect clinker?

And sometimes, as we hacked the futile sods
And strove to make some beetling bunker porous.

Been haunted in the rear by Hoylake gods.
And bade them pass before us?

And, when we watch them play, with due applause
We greet them, and with adulating glances,

Not for themselves alone, but most because

They teem with useful tips for style and stances ;

Theirs is the help we want, when you and I,

With many a (dash between inverted commas),
Halve in about a hundred, wet or dry,

Each Saturday, my Thomas !

Others may like to view7 an alien sport,

May lounge at ease, their gladiators hiring ;

But we who constitute the champions' court

Have worked as they, with twice as much perspiring ;

Not one, I trow, of that devoted band
But sometime toiled at bay with temples sheeny,

Toiled till the niblick clave unto his hand
On strenuous arena.

The Spartan Foster Mother.

''TiiE Yui'XG LIRKIMI, is on its legs: our bantling is cast on the

rocks. We, the midwife and nurse of this great venture, will do our

l>art towards its development to a sturdy and vigorous manhood."
The Young Liberal.

If they keep on casting it on the rocks a sturdy manhood
is assured.
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late

free.

AT THE PLAY.
" GLASS HOUSES."

Smith Tertius were asked to trans-

" Comiais-toi," and gave the

rer
" Glass houses," he would al-

certainly receive correction on

;round that his rendering was too

Mr. KENNETH BARNES, who is

n up, has a perfect right to take

ties with his French original, but

think he ought to be required to

h the right meaning to an English
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CRCESUS JUNIOR.
' A FIVER FOR YOUR THOUGHTS, NURSE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

DORSET is not, I believe, one of the first-class cricket

counties. But, to judge from some of the novels of Mr.
THOMAS HARDY and " M. E. FRANCIS," in the sterner game
of life, in which the implements are not bats and balls, but
love and jealousy and sudden death, its rustics must be
well in the running for championship honours. The Wild
Heart (SMITH, ELDER), Mrs. FRANCIS BLUNDELL'S new
Ixiok, touches the same note of tragedy as Far from the

Mn/l<l i >uj Crowd, It begins with a manslaughter and ends
with a murder, all because a many years ago certain long-
tailed birds were introduced into Europe from the neigh-
bourhood of the river Phasis, since when they have had
their revenge by bringing many a promising youth to the

gallows. They did not quite do that for David Chant, of the
wild heart, but one shining night he was so unlucky as to
kill a keeper who would otherwise have brained one of his

fellow-poachers, and got twenty years' penal servitude as
his share of the bag. Within a few months he was an

escaped convict with a price upon his head, and three years
later returned to his native village, disguised in a beard and
a false name, and married the girl-farmer who had helped
him to escape. Then, unluckily for them both, just when
he \\iis beginning to yearn once more for the delights of

poaching, the widow of the man that he had killed guessed
his secret, and in a fit of jealous rage, because he had
refused her offer of her heart and hand, first betrayed him

to the police, and then, to save trouble, with her own fair

hand pulled the trigger that stilled the beating of his wild

heart. The story, though its plot may sound melodramatic,
is told in the quiet pastoral manner which Mrs. BLUNDELL
has made her own.

Before we start bone-picking, let it be clearly understood

that The Heart of Marylebone (HUTCHINSON) is no amateur

story of North-Western love, but an expert study, subtly

developed and most ably written, of husbands and wives

and even third parties in health and in sickness. Leila Gay-
thorne (even if she was a Celt, she need not have shouted

so much about the Celtic merit) and Henry Palmerston,
whose manners are so exquisite as almost to have eliminated

his manhood, marry in haste and fall in love at leisure.

j

Mrs. D'Arcy Vaux and Captain Vandaleur love each other all

! the time, but are married, as ill luck will have it, otherwise.

,

Sickness brings Leila on the one hand, and the Captain on
the other, to a nursing home in Marylebone, and from that

|
point of vantage their respective situations are reviewed by

I

themselves, their nurses, their doctor, and their anonymouB
author,

" HANDASYDE." All hold bright and diverse views

j

on love and the other emotions as they should be, and

express the same in a manner most attractive and con-

| vincing. Now for the bones. I suggest that a little more
I movement is needed to justify a novel of three hundred and

forty closely printed pages. I deny respectfully that the

Scot, with all his virtues, is quite the paragon of quick

imagination and perfect understanding that he is here said

to be. I assert positively that, when " Sheridan
"
furniture
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is mentioned, something else is meant. There are, besides,

i thousand moot points in the book ;
but that, perhaps, is

its charm. It makes you think and pine for discussion.

Yet, however argumentative you may be, you will not

dispute the warm tribute paid to the personal devotion as

well as technical skill of the medical profession, a tribute

richly deserved and long overdue.

Anna and Astrid Avelan, the heroines of Mr. PAUL

WAINEMAN'B new novel, The Wife of Nicholas Fleming

(METHUEN), resembled each other so closely that even then-

own mother could scarcely tell them apart. It was there-

fore not to be wondered at that Count Nicholas Fleming, a

Finnish nobleman with more money than intelligence,

after falling in love with Anna, should commit the pardon-

able error of marrying Astrid. One morning, however, the

two sisters happened to go down to the sea-shore for

a swim. Astna confided her wedding-ring to her sister,

while she practised some high diving, and in a momen-

tary absence of mind Anna slipped it on to her own

finger. Scarcely had

she done so when a

terrific storm over-

whelmed the boat from

which they were bath-

ing, swept Astrid out

to sea, never to return,

and left Anna to be

rescued in a semi-

conscious condition

by a passing peasant.
WbemAnna was carried

up to the Count's castle,

with Astrid''s ring upon
her finger, he assumed
that she was his original

spouse. Anna was too

weak to explain mat-

ters. When, however,
a son was born, and the

Count was killed by a

fractious horse, she

realised that it was

wrong of her to deprive
the rightful heir of !

his property. It was
j

really very fortunate

cleverness of the author is undiminished. Indeed the great

singer, Margarethe Styr, and several of the .minor cha-

racters are drawn with such brilliant skill that I am
reluctant to say that from my masculine point of view the

hero, John Ordham, is thoroughly contemptible and unin-

teresting. Ordham's fascinating manners failed to fascinate

me, and as until nearly the end of the book he seemed

unable to show any durable feeling except hatred of his

elder brother and his young wife I longed very sincerely

to kick him. He was fortunate, perhaps, in spending

nearly all his time with feminine admirers, but I wish that

we had been given more opportunity to see what men

thought of him. While recognising the remarkable ability

with which parts of Towers of Ivory are written, I cannot

recommend the book to the squeamish. In the description

of Munich society Mrs. ATHERTON might, on one occasion,

have been more reticent without being less effective.

On Fads (CHAPMAN AND HALL) is divided into three parts

ethical, literary, social and may be recommended to

anyone who likes such

subjects as " Moral
Education in the
Home," "Modern Hu-
mour in Modern Litera-

ture
"
(with little slaps

at Mr. CHESTERTON),
and "The Increase of

Luxury." As the

author, Lady GROVE,
states that "

critics
"

often read nothing but

prcfases, I wish to say
that I have not con-

fined myself to the

preface here (for there

is none), nor have ex-

tracted the title of

these essays from the

list of contents, but

from the body of the

book, of which I have

read every word. Lady
GROVE is most satisfac-

tory when she does not

try to be entertaining.
While sympathising

LITTLE WORRIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
THE HIRED ASSASSIN CALLS TO COLLECT HIS MONTHLY BILL.

that" he should chance to be none other than her old with many of her opinions, I protest both against her

flame, Captain Benford, a hero of the Russo-Japanese War. anecdotes and her manner of relating them. The repro-

She was thus able to marry him with a clear conscience, duction of such an ancient tale as that of the biggest liar

and to spend the evening of her days in his society in Kent, i taking the kettle may be partly excused on the ground
Mr. WAINEMAN writes with skill and sympathy of the 'that the story is old enough to be almost new, but when
Finland which he knows and loves, but he taxes the

j

Lady GROVE spoils a tale of a girl's first Eoyal ball by
reader's credulity somewhat severely if he expects him to adding

" I was more fortunate in my partner, for he

believe that even the wildest of "backwoods" peers would
be only able to distinguish his wife from another lady by
the clothes she wore. The fate of Nicholas Fleming's first

wife will undoubtedly strengthen and confirm that old-

fashioned British prejudice (which still survives at so many
of our fashionable watering-places) for regarding a wedding-
ring as an inadequate bathing-costume.

happened to be a friend of H.B.H. the Prince of Wales,"
I feel a creeping sadness.

'BRITISH RAINFALL. BRITISH RAINFALL.
GIFT BY 1>R. MILL.

The Times.
TRUSTEES TAKE OVER WORK Of

ORGANISATION."

Kvenlny Standard.

It has been very kind of Dr. MILL, but he overdid it lasl

We are told on a red wrapper that Totcer of Ivory (JoHN y eai
.

(
and we are glad that there is to be a change of

MUBHAY) is
" a large tapestry of modern life, dealing with

j management." If the new trustees can arrange for the

things as they are, human nature as it is, with eternal rainfall to come in the middle of the week or during the
f>Vi<vrant.f}i*iuf.ife nrf. r^aecinrf YiVirococ " nnrl t.Vild nrmr\nnr*o_ -xl. !> 1 ll^l^-., . U1] U~ ...... t .. t'. , I

, not passing phrases," and this announce-
ment is, I venture to think, as redundant as the "r" in

the last word of it. But although I have to record my
vote against Mrs. ATHERTON'S book my admiration for the

other people's holidays we shall be grateful.

'

Collier c Rector b Floissac b Elliott c Rctor b Floissac 0."

Better luck next time. Alanc'iesler Guardian.
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CHARIVARIA.
A DKA.H old lady haying read of the in-

tended fight betwee n.l 1:1- 1 uii:sand JOHN-
SON is said to have cabled to America

boding them rather .to lay the matter

in dispute before the Hague Tribunal.

Lord I!OSI:I;I:KN 's allegation that, we
are less thrifty than we used to be has

been brought to the notice of the

Controller of the Post Office Sayings
Dank, who has expressed the opinion
tbat nowadays the English-
man puts money by for the

fine day, not for the rainy

day. But this, in our climate,

surely means more thrift, not

less?

" It is the man who wears
the cloth cap who is the ruler

in the country," says the

Archbishop of YORK. This
news as to the headgear
affected by Mr. REDMOND is

most interesting.

" As a patron of the
theatre in London," says Sir

Hi'imiKRT BEERBOHM THEE,
" Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is an
asset." There ! We always
thought that there must be

some good in him.

A representative of The

Daily Chronicle has inter-

viewed Dr. RUTHERFORD on
the subject of Sir CHARLES
HABDiNviM's appointment as

Viceroy of India. " I think,"
said the dear doctor, "this

appointment is a fatal blun-

der. ... If I were asked
whom I would suggest I

should say unhesitatingly,
Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL.
. . . I feel that we over
hero hardl\ realise the posi-
tion in India." This last sen-

tence may explain but does
not excuse the previous one.

respondent of The Daily Chronicle'.
" The appointments made by Genera'
BOTHA as permanent heads of depart-
ments arc fair and efficient, and of

a non-racial character. Transvaal
officials have secured most of the

places."

Exception has been taken in Berlin

to the KAISER'S testimonial to the

effect that he reads the Bible often

and with pleasure. It is felt that it

would have shown a more Pan-Ger-

GuarJsmaii. "
HCLLO, JIM, woi's YER CAME?"

Fril'lld. "I'M GOING FOR A SOLDIER !"

Guardsman. " Yoc DOS'T S.VY so. WHAT BEGIMENT, JIM ?

J-'rienrl. "I WTNXO
;

'i:'s nis A-WAI.KIXG AIIT wi\- MY Liz.'

elation may bring back to London
the habit of dreaming beautiful
dreams. The reaction against the
"Wake up, England!" movement has

apparently come sooner than we had

expected.

The Carlton Hotel system for the
abolition of cab-whistles was inaugurated
last week by Madame PATTI, and there

is some dissatisfaction in musical circles

that the famous diva should not rather

have used her influence for improving
the musical quality of the
whistles. Supposing, for in-

stance, that the Hotel had
retained Mr. CAPPER for the

job?

We hear, by the by, that

locally the nuisance, which
is mainly due to persons who
have been supping, is known
as the Pig and Whistle
Nuisance. ... ...

Meanwhile, although a be-

ginning has been made in the
abolition of the cab whistles,
and quieter motor omnibuses
are promised, there is no
immediate danger of London

becoming too dull owing to

the silence of the streets.

A canary which, by its fall

from its perch in a house at

Long Acre, saved the lives of

several persons by warning
them of the presence of

poisonous gases, received the

honour, last week, of a

post-mortem examination at

Charing Cross Hospital. The
proposal, said to emanate
from Our Dumb Friends'

League, that the bird should
also be accorded a public
funeral, would appear to have
been dropped.

An article in The Daily Mail on
"The Waste of Great Men" opened
with the following words : "Three of

the most distinguished men living and

working to-day are without opportunity
for the public exercise of their talents."

Judge of the surprise of Mr. GHAYSON,
Mr. LUI-TON, and Mr. HORATIO MYEK,
of the late Parliament, upon reading
on, to find that the article referred to
Lord KIK iir.sRR, Mr. ROOSEVELT, and
lien- DKKNIH KG !

For the following Charivarium we
are indebted to the Johannesburg cor-

manic attitude if he had said something
to encourage contemporary Teuton
literature. ... ...

!

" The discovery of the North Pole,"
says Commander PEAKY,

" means that
the last of the great primary problems
of the North Polar work is solved, and
it is now a matter of filling in the de-
tails." That, however, was just what
Dr. COOK found the most difficult part
of the business. ... ...

''':',."

Professor J. H. B. MASTERMAN hopes
that the Workers' Educational Asso-

Mr. KETTLE, M.P., has
been objecting in the House
to Sir EDWARD GREY'S having

taken Mr. ROOSEVELT'S advice in regard
to Egypt. "As for Mr. ROOSEVELT,"
declared Mr. KETTLE, "he does not
seem to be a person of very great

importance." This is not the first time
there have been differences between a
little Kettle and a big Pot.

The ROOSEVELT example is evidently
infectious.

" Your Aliens Act is a

farce," said another foreign critic, this

time at the Guildhall Police Court.

And he knew what he was talking
about. " I have already been deported
twice," he added.

VOL. CXXXVIU.
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A DREAM OF PLAIN WOMEN.
[Mrs CAKI. MKYER, responding to the toast of "Fair Women" at

the Giafton Galleries, is alleged to have stated that all women in their

hearts consider that they ought to be classed under that category.]

How rnauy -women, far from fair,

I have observed and wondered why
( They challenged with a conquering air

The homage of the passer-by ;

Or else assumed a modest mien,

Shunning with shy averted glances

The outrage of a gaze too keen,

Too full of vernal fancies.

Untouched I 've sauntered through the spell

And kept my eye serene and cold,

Having no flattering tale to tell,

No hint of ardour overbold ;

And still the marvel grew and grew

Why women, built with hopeless faces,

Won't rest content to worry through
With just the moral graces.

But now I know. By instinct taught
The homeliest woman likes to think

(The wish is mother to the thought)
That she is beauteous as a pink ;

From this obsession all in vain

Her bosom-friends conspire to free her,

She will not see herself as plain
As other people see her.

Ah ! Harriet, you remember how
I overlooked your lack of charms,

Ignored your narrow spotted brow,

Your tilted nose, your tawny arms ;

Moved by the fate that marred your life

(And Love is Pity's near relation),

I meant to let you be my wife

By way of mitigation.

But if, of course, by Nature's light

You felt that beauty from you shone

Almost too perilously bright
For naked orbs to gaze upon,

I see exactly why you sniffed,

Treating the golden chance like pewter,
Gave to your nose an extra lift,

And lost a priceless suitor. 0. S.

THE AVERAGE-ADJUSTER.
SOMEHOW his appearance seemed quite familiar to me, !

ut for the life of me I couldn't say where I had met him

efore. There was a curious look in his face something:
vhich struck me as being both indefinite and universal. It

idn't make any one special impression, but seemed to be :

rying to make all sorts of impressions at the same time. :

lis clothes were of no particular age or cut. Nondescript ;

lothes, I should call them. He wore a bowler hat, a black :

ie and a pair of brown lace-up boots. During the whole :

f our conversation, which, by the way, took place in the
;

strand, he was smoking a briarwood pipe, or, rather, his i

ipe was always going out, and he was continually light- :

ng it again. He must have spent at least fifty wooden!

matches in ten minutes.

It all began with the blowing off of my hat.

ood enough to capture it and restore it to me.
"
Pray don't mention it," he said when I thanked him.

If it hadn't been yours it would have had to be mine."
" What do you mean ?

"
said I.

"
Well, you see," he answered,

" our people are coropih'ugi

tatistics about hats for a private investigator, and if there!

ladn't been one more hat blown off in the Strand at this

ery moment, all his tables would have been wrong. I

was ordered to watch, and if somebody else's hat hadn't

>een taken mine would have had to go. It had to be an

actual hat : we never fake our results.

Procedure.

Barrister's clerks regulate the whole professional actions

of their masters, and further type their letters, prepare
their afternoon tea, caddy for them on circuit golf links

and as often as not become the most intimate of their

confidants.
"
William," said I,

" this is a matter of extreme delicac

and importance. The great text-books of the law are

silent on the point and give me no advice, so I turn to you
I am about to engage a cook. There is an applicant fo

the post. She has written to me and I have written back

I should have liked to engage her without further to-do

but I am told that a preliminary interview is essential

Under pressure I have made an appointment for fou

o'clock this afternoon. It is now a quarter to, and I am
still in complete ignorance on all matters domestic, menial

economical, purveyoral and culinary. What shall I sa

to her?"
" Ask her, Sir," said William, simply,

" ask her if sh

can cook."

He was :

' You 've done me a good turn to-day nothing makes a

man more ridiculous than running after his own hat so I

don't mind telling you who we are and how we work. Our

>eople are Average-Adjusters, the greatest organisation inj

ihe world. There 's nothing in America to match it. They;
don't know everything over there, not by long chalks.

Sow do we work ? Well, I '11 give you an example. I

daresay you've noticed paragraphs giving an account of

the things left by passengers in railway carriages so many
umbrellas, so many handkerchiefs, so many babies' feeding-

jottles, so many cuckoo-clocks, etc. Then there 's a state-

ment of the total number of passengers carried by all

;he companies, and from that they calculate the forget-

'ulness per thousand. Most of it 's our doing. We work
;or the companies, of course. Last year, for instance, they
wanted something striking, so we had two hundred of our

best men told off to litter the rolling stock of the United

Kingdom with dogs, pictures, mowing machines, kangaroos,
musical boxes, boots, bangles and purses stuffed full of

sovereigns. -We were at it for a week. There was an article

about the whole thing in The Moonbeam. You wrote it,

did you ? Well, I couldn't have done it better myself.

" I daresay you 've wondered why the consumption oi

beer and spirits 'has been going down. No,- it isn't the

Budget : it 's our organisation. Two of our Directors have

turned teetotalers, and the consequence is all the employes
have had orders to give up alcohol and drink water or dry

ginger-ale. You can't cut off a couple of hundred thousanc

steady drinkers without making a difference. I forget the

exact decrease in gallons per head of the population per

annum, but it 's something pretty substantial. Personally
I don't like the change. My imagination doesn't seem to

work so well on ginger ale; but I daresay it 's a good thing
take it all round.

" Then there are the traffic accidents. We do a lot

that ; it 's one of our best lines. Not the deaths, you know
we don't touch them, except now and then on ver
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FOUR HANDS THAT BEAT AS ONE.
'I'HK "PROTECTING POWERS" PROCEED TO "REGULARISE THE SITUATION" IN REGARD

TO CRETK.
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i

The Villain of the Piece. "AND so, EUSTACE GOODHEART, I LEAVE TOU TO TOUR FATE, FIVE HUNDBED MILES FROM ANY POSSIBILITY or
HI-MAN AID. ESCAPE IF TOU CAN WISE YOU !

"
[And lie does escape twice night 'y.loo '.

special terms but the ordinary accidents, where people
are knocked down or slightly run over. If it wasn't for

us, there wouldn't be any average worth mentioning. The
motor-cars have made people so careful. We 've got twenty
picked men and women out in London to-day on that kind
of job. Do you see that old lady there in the middle of the
street ? She 's one of our champions. Ah ! she 's running
back now. It 's not a bit of good their all shouting and
blowing their horns. She 's bound to be into that motor-
bus just as it stops. There! She's done it as neat as

ninepence. I must go and help to pick her up and identify
her. She's my aunt, you know." And with that the

Adjuster plunged into the crowd and I lost him.

"These .... omnibuses will revolutionise town traffic, and they
will certainly tend to soothe, instead of irritate, the jaded nerves of the

jioui- dwellers in cities by their gliding smoothness and lack of sound.
1 hope that we shall hear more of them ere long on the streets of
London." Stand trd.

Thank you, we have heard enough.

"
YVr arc supplying thousands of Families throughout the kingdom

with various kinds of excellent Fruit all the year round for 2s. Write
to us and we will do the same for you." Arfct. in "

Liverpool Echo."

It sounds cheap enough.

"
Ajiperley batted first, and compiled 101 for six months."

Gloucestershire Echo.
Yorkshire must look to its laurels.

POTTED POETS.
I STOOD at midnight on the bridge which bore me

Forwards, forwards o'er the starlit sea :

The winds were high on Helle's wave and stormy,
And Mary called the cows across the Dee.

The Curfew tolled between the dawn and day-time ;

The deep sea moaned ; the vessel puffed her sail
;

I could not hear the children in their playtime
(Oh, prithee, lover, why so wan and pale?)

The happy tree was planted in December;
A thing of beauty ever is a joy :

The house where I was born I can't remember,
For on the burning deck there stands the boy.

And from the golden bar the blessed maiden
Leaned out : she dwelt half hidden from the eye

Upon the Grampian Hills in distant Aidenn ;

Drink ! for you know not whence she came, nor why.
But Linden saw another sight next morning ;

His comrades left him there a little while,
His starved lips gaping wide with horrid warning ;

Oh, Mary, come ! I 'm sitting on the stile !

"
Laccetta sang love songs, in a good tenor voice, and the widow

succumbed." The Star.

It wasn't always as fatal as that, however. Survivors were

frequent.
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THE PENALTY OF GENIUS.
(An Interview in the gntdgiag manner of

Mr. Bram StuJter.)

SIB GULI/IVEB STODGE, who on Sun-

day entered his sixtieth year, was sitting
in the picturesque pagoda in his garden
at Edgingham, the residential suburb

of Brumchester, wherein he often works

when the weather is fine. Contrariwise,

when the weather is inclement, he

prefers to exercise his mighty brain in

the seclusion of his own
sanctum. The day being
somewhat chilly, Sir Gulliver-

wore a heavy "caped
Munster" coat. But his

cloth cap had been laid aside

and revealed the noble pro-

portions of his superb cere-

bellum in all their opulent

immensity. Sir Gulliver

Stodge is a huge man even

huger than I am. Six feet

three inches he stands in his

stocking vamps, to use a

picturesque Hibernianism

pardonable in one who has
made a special study of

vampires, and he is strongly
built, though not fat. His

general appearance im-

presses, carries conviction

with it ; but his head is

Olympian. It is a massive

cupola, high and broad and

long, with all the great

phrenological faculties seem-
i n g 1 y well developed.

Naturally with a man of

such deep study he is rather

bald ; what hair remains is

fine and close-growing. His
features are somewhat mas-

sive, as becomes the great-
ness of both body and mind.
He wears a beard now
streaked with white and

grey, conveying the im-

pression of a colossal

humanised magpie, endowed
with preternatural sagacity.
This magpie simile, by the

way, never occurred to BEJBIE, who
once also did his worst with Sir

Gulliver. It is there that I get the

bulge on the saponaceous HAROLD.
Sir Gulliver's grandfather, who had

twenty-four children, was domiciled
for several years in Co. Tipperary,
famous for its big men, but Lemuel
Stodge outbulked them all. He was
six feet eight in height, weighed thirty
stone and wore a number nine hat.

The epithet "stodgy," Sir Gulliver
assures me, was first coined to desig-
nate the massive and monumental
corpus of his eminent ancestor. Ulti-

mately the Stodges migrated to Bootle,

and finally settled at Chowbent, where

Sir Gulliver first honoured the light.

Since then his life has been one

long carnival of transcendental intel-

lectuality. Indeed, it is hard to under-

stand how a man who has launched

the new Brumchester University on

its dizzy career of prosperity could ever

have found time for such a constant

succession of strenuous mental efforts.

He is interviewed on an average three

times a day. Casts of his head are

Atoilier (to Po'icemaw).
"
SHURE, DENXIS ISN'T A BAD BOY AT ALL AT ALL

BUT HE '8 THROUBLED NOW AN' THIN WID A RUSH OF MIND TO THE BRAIN.'

taken almost hourly, and there are
times when the click of the camera,
snapshotting his Olympian features and
his wonderful magpie beard, is heard

continuously from morn till dewy eve.

Now, as he sits in his garden-house
looking out over the emerald lawn, all

glistening with late rain, with fine trees
and luxuriant shrubs budding every-
where and flowers in rich profusion, it

is hard to realise that this serene, big-
browed man is talking of things of

which the very thought is still in a
state of inchoate semi-adumbration in
the untrodden limbo of the future.
Over the wet grass walks daintily a

gorgeous peacock, waking strange
echoes with his strident voice. Two
tall, beautiful young daughters, straight

as lances, sprint gracefully across the

lawn to their handsome mother who is

picking a bunch of flowers. The air is

full of music ; thrush, blackbird, night-

ingale, peacock, owl and chiff-chaffjnch

sing emulously, and their pellucid

piping seems to give resonance and
flavour to the far-off roll of wheels on

the roadway beyond the belt of beech

and flowering alder. Some-
how eye and ear alike yield
themselves in this cosmic

background to the thoughts
of the great student of the

mysteries of life and nature.

I must premise the record
of our conversation by stating
that though in places I try
to give Sir Gulliver's actual

words, it must be under-

stood that I aim at the

general effect of the conver-
sation produced upon myself.
" I notice," I said, "that in

your book, Subliminal Swilti-

erings, you state that the

conjugation in very great
masses of conglutinative

gladiobes conduces to apla-
natic as well as contrapuntal
modifications of the medulla

oblomjata. Are we to take it

that the centrifugal conscious-

ness exerts a reciprocal action

on the metatarsal bascules?"
He assented with a grave

nod of his Olympian occiput.
"Then," I queried, "if

memory and individuality
remain, and if in virtue of

your claim of sentience for

the grouping of groups, the
collocation of atoms can be

indefinitely postulated, are

we not already on the "way to

produce at will an astral

body ?
"

" Pardon me," interjected
the bulbous-browed philo-

sopher, gently agitating his

massive dome of anything but

silence,
" I didn't use the expres-

sion '

grouping the group.' Such a

process is only fit for astral acrobats.

What I do assert is that we are each
of us only a part of a larger personality
than is here displayed of a bigger
Me! "

" A bigger You," I exclaimed in a
fit of abject incredulity.

"
Why, Sir

Gulliver, that is simply inconceivable !

"

and in a brief monologue, lasting for

some three-quarters of an hour, I placed
before him the conclusions of the
ancient Egyptians, the primitive Peru-

vians, and the aboriginal Australians
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on the subject of concrete cosmopoli-

tanism, abject asceticism, and kindred

topics.
* * *

In the twilight, in the rain-sweetened

garden, and later on in the silence of

the study, wherein we talked when the

others had gone to bed, the train of

thought continued. And still the pea-
cocks raised their Melbu-like sopranos
in celestial strains. At last one pierc-

ing top note reminded me of other

duties, and I tore myself reluctantly

away from my huge but gentle-hearted
host. At any rate, I said to myself as

I committed the results of this mon-
strous day to paper (not made in

Newfoundland), I have out-Harolded

BEGBIE, I have out-blathered BLATH-
WAYT.

LETTERS FROM TRADESMEN,
i.

DEAR SIB, A time of year has now
arrived when it is desirable to exchange
thick underclothing for something more

light. We therefore venture to take

this opportunity of drawing your atten-

tion to the enclosed samples of our
famous " Airloom

"
material, the popu-

lar subslittito for wool, which combines
all the advantages of a woollen fabric

with the durability of chain-armour,
at half the price. Trusting to receive

the favour of your kind patronage,
We are, Yours humbly,

-&Co.
ii.

DEAR MADAM, We take the liberty
of drawing your attention to the

accompanying tin, which contains a

sample of
"
Bredsmeer," the new and

wonderful substitute for butter. For a

long time some of the most distin-

guished chemists in the country have
been at work endeavouring to solve the

problem how to make a butter which,
while preserving all the more popular
characteristics of butter, shall yet not
be butter, and thus neither make the
severe inroads upon the purse which
butter makes, nor subject the consumer
to the numerous ailments incident to
bovine life. Trusting you will see your
way to ordering a sample firkin,

We are, Yours cordially,
-&Co.

in.

DEAB MADAM, As you are no doubt

only too well aware the price of meat
is not only exceedingly high at this

moment, but is likely to rise still higher.
This being so we have decided to come
forward as public benefactors, and have
placed upon the market our great sub-
stitute for beef which we call "

Square
Meal." The ingredients of "

Square

SLAVES OF FASHION.
Ktliel. "LEND ME TOUR HANKY, MABEL." Mabel. "HAVEN'T you ONE m TOUR DAO?"
Etlicl.

" GOOD GRACIOUS, ur DEAR OIBL, DO YOU THINK I SHOULD PUT ANYTIIINO IN Tina BAO ?

IT'S AS MUCH A3 I (AN OAKRY EMPTY 1."

Meal
"

are naturally a secret, but we
may say that the best analytical che-

mists that money can buy have found
in a pound block of it enough nutri-

ment to sustain twenty Territorials on
a long and fatiguing march and twice
that number of Boy Scouts. The price
of a pound block is only eightpence,
which we venture to think compares
favourably with the price of even in-

different brisket at the present moment.

Trusting you will retain the accom-

panying block and give it a fair chance,
We are, Yours faithfully,

-&Co.

IV.

DEAR SIR, Feeling confident that

you, as well as ourselves, and indeed
all sensible persons, must deplore the

systematic inflation of the price of wine,
we make no apology for bringing to

your notice a champagne of our own
devising which we are confident will



yield the most satisfactory results at a

igure less than a third that which is

asked for the well-known brands. Our

substitute for champagne, which we

nave called "Veuve Groseille," is a

perfectly pure product of fermented

iruit, and so skilfully is it compounded
that blindfolded experts have been

utterly at a loss to detect which was

the imitation and which the (so-called)

real. We do not claim that a gourmet
would not be deceived; but for all

practical purposes "Veuve Groseille"

does the trick. We can offer it at 24/-

a dozen, and beg your acceptance of

the accompanying quarter-bottle.
We are, dear Sir,

Yours to command,
- KT CIE.

v.

DEAB MADAM, You may not per-

haps have seen a recent number of The

British Medical Journal, in which

attention is called to a new and subtle

danger of domestic life, the irritation

to the lungs caused by inhaling minute

particles of pungent dust that arise

from the canister whenever a spoonful
of tea is taken out. So fine as to be

almost imperceptible, this dust is none

the less a violent irritant, and many a

cook and parlour-maid, and even lady

of the house, have suffered in conse-

quence, all unconscious of the insidious

cause.

Taking this serious matter into con-

sideration, as also the high price o(

tea, we have placed upon the market

a perfectly satisfactory substitute for

the famous and fragrant, but dutiable

and dusty, Chinese herb, which will be

known, we trust, in every family ii

the United Kingdom as "Cad-Ton'

(Caddy Tonic), a product of natural

growth which, however, while smelling

like tea and looking like and tastinj

like tea, contains no tannin, does noi

unduly excite the nerves, makes no

poisonous dust, and, being non-dutiable

can be sold for sixpence a pound anc

still yield a just margin of profit to al

grocers.

Trusting that the enclosed ounce

sample will give you joy,
We remain, Yours hopefully,

&Co

From a letter in The Daily Chronicle
" A clergyman once complained to me tlia

nine-tenths o hi8 parishioners went away iron

Saturday to Monday, one-fifth of the remaining
tenth took advantage of the Sunday trips, one
fifth remained at home, and the remainde
made up the congregation. I am glad to say
there are some exceptions. Fortune guidec

my steps past the Carmelite Church la

Sunday. . . ."

That, we gather, is the complaint.

PAT-BALL.
"You'LL play tennis?" said my

ostess absently.
" That 's right. Let

le introduce you to Miss er -urn."

"Oh, we've met before," smiled

lissI've forgotten the name again

low.
"Thank you," I said gratefully,

hought it was extremely nice of her to

remember me. Probably I had spilt

emonade over her at a dance, and in

some way the incident had fixed itself

n her mind. We do these little things,

you know, and think nothing of them

at the moment, but all the time
" Smooth," said a voice.

I looked up and found that a pair of

opponents had mysteriously appeared,
and that my partner was leading the

way on to the court.

"I'll take the right-hand side, if you
don't mind," she announced. " Oh,

and what about apologising?
"

she

went on. "Shall we do it after every

stroke, or at the end of each game, or

when we say good-bye, or never ? I

get so tired of saying
'

sorry.'
''

" Oh, but we shan't want to apolo-

gise ; I 'm sure we 're going to get on

beautifully together."
" I suppose you 've played a lot this

summer?
"

"
No, not at all yet, but I 'm feeling

rather strong, and I've got a new

racquet. One way and another, I

expect to play a very powerful game."
Our male opponent served. He hac

what I should call a nasty swift ser-

vice. The first ball rose very suddenly
and took my partner on the side of the

head. (" Sorry," she apologised.
" It 's

all right," I said magnanimously.)
returned the next into the net; the

third clean bowled my partner; and of

the last I was caught in the slips

(One, love.)
" Will you serve ?

"
said Miss ".

wish I could remember her surname
Her Christian name was Hope or

Charity or something like that ; I know
when I heard it, I thought it was jus
as well. If I might call her Miss Hop<
for this once ? Thank you.

" Will you serve?" said Miss Hope
In the right-hand court I use th

American service, which means that .

never know till the last moment which
side of the racquet is going to hit th

ball. On this occasion it was a deac
heat that is to say, I got it in betweer
with the wood; and the ball sailei

away over beds and beds of the mos
beautiful flowers.

"
Oh, is thai the American service?

said Miss Hope, much interested.
" South American," I explained

" Down in Peru they never use anythin
else."

In the left-hand court I employ the

rdinary Hampstead Smash into the

ottom of the net. After four Hanip-
tead Smashes and four Peruvian

'easers (Love, two) I felt that another

xplanation was called for.

I 've got a new racquet I 've never

sed before," I said.
" My old one is

eing pressed ; it went to the shop

esterday to have the creases taken

ut. Don't you find that with a new

acquet you er exactly."
In the third game we not only got

he ball over but kept it between the

vhite lines on several occasions

bough not so often as our opponents
three, love) ;

and in the fourth game
Vliss Hope served gentle lobs, while I,

t her request, stood close up to the

et and defended myself with my
acquet. I warded off the first two

hots amidst applause (thirty, love), and

:odged the next three (thirty, forty),

nit the last one was too quick for me
ind won the cocoa-nut with some ease.

Game. Love, four.)
" It's all right, thanks," I said to my

>artner ;

"
it really doesn't hurt a bit.

<fow then, let's buck up and play a

simply dashing game."
Miss Hope excelled herself in that

fifth game, but I was still unable to find

a length. To be more accurate, I was

unable to lind a shortness my long

game was admirably strong and lofty.

"Are you musical?" said my part-

ner at the end of it. (Five, love.) She

aad been very talkative all through.
" Come, come," I said impatiently,

1

you don't want a song at this very
moment. Surely you can wait till the

end of the set?
"

"
Oh, I was only just wondering."

" I quite see your point. You feel

that Nature always compensates us in

some way, and that as
'

Oh, no !

"
said Miss Hope in great

confusion. " I didn't mean that at all."

She must have meant it. You don't

talk to people about singing in the

middle of a game of tennis ; certainly
not to comparative strangers who have

only spilt lemonade over your frock

once before. No, no. It was an insult

and it nerved me to a great effort. ]

discarded for it was my serve the

Hampstead Smash ;
I discarded the

Peruvian Teaser. Instead, I servec

two Piccadilly Benders from the right-

hand court and two Westminster Welts

from the left-hand. The Piccadilly
Bender is my own invention. It car

only be served from the one court

and it must have a wind against it

You deliver it with your back to

the net, which makes the striker

think that you have either forgotten
all about the game, or else are apolo

gising to the spectators for yourpreviou
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.exhibition. Then with a violent con-

tortion you slue your body round and
serve, whereupon your opponent per-
ceives that you are playing, and that it

is just one more ordinary fault into the

wrong court. So she calls " Fault !

"

in ii contemptuous tone and drops her

racquet . . . and then adds hurriedly,
"Oh, no, sony, it wasn't a fault, after

all." That being where the wind
comes in.

Tliu Westminster Welt is in theory
the same as the Hampstead Smash,
but goes over the net. One must be in

very good form (or have been recently
insulted) to bring this off.

Well, we won that game, a breeze

having just sprung up; and, carried

away by enthusiasm and mutual ad-

miration, we collected another. (Five,

two.) Then it was Miss Hope's serve

again.
"
Good-bye," I said ;

" I suppose you
want me in the fore-front again ?

"

" Please."
" I don't mind her shots the bottle

of scent is absolutely safe
; but I 'm

afraid he '11 win another packet o
woodbines."

Miss Hope started off with a double
which was rather a pity, and ther

gave our masculine adversary what is

technically called " one to kill." I saw
instinctively that I was the one, and
held my racquet ready with both
hands. Our opponent, who had been
wanting his tea for the last two games
was in no mood of dalliance ; he fairly
let himself go over this shot. In a
moment I was down onmyknees behine
the net . . . and the next moment 1

saw through the meshes a very strange
thing. The other man, with his racquel
on the ground, was holding his eye with
both hands!

' Don't you think," said Miss Hope
(two, five abandoned)

" that your over-
head volleying is just a little severe?"

A. A. M.

(

The Fatal Spot.
"Tin! week also supplied the inevitable

sharging rhinoceroe, this particular one
charging the ramp during lunch and creating
the most indescribable confusion and noise
until his eueei- was cut short by a bullet near
the

dining lent." The Standard.
The writer puts it very delicately;
though we always thought that a better

place was just behind the shoulder.

From a letter in The Scotsman :
'

I was inform, <] n cently by a worthy mem-
Hie kirk-session of West l.intou that he

;" A/' a fact that Kemp was born in the
ubourhood of Biggar, and that his mother

1 been present ,m li.il, auspicious occasion
b*ing a relative ,,1' I he family.'

1

About the second part of the worthy
member's assertion there is certainly
the ring of truth.

Basil. "MOTHER, NUKSE ius SENT ME IN TO SAY I'M SOREY I'VE BROKEN THE WATER-BOTTLE
IN THE JilGlIT NURSERY (icith ferocitl/) JIU.VZ.VO TO."

For the Truthful Organ-Grinder.
A correspondent who has recently

been making a study of the inscriptions
displayed on street-pianos sends us the

following suggestion as suitable for the
use of the honest organ-grinder :

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I am a

?oung fellow of only twenty-four years
of age. I am not a British working-
man, neither am I a clerk who has
sought in vain for employment, nor a
bus-driver who has been driven off the
road by the motors. In short, I am an
organ-grinder.

I am not driven to this occupation
as a last resource ; I have chosen it as
he means most attractive to me of

earning a living. I do not possess a
starving wife or nine little children

;

ndeed, I am a bachelor. I am in

excellent health, suffering from neither
cataract in the eyes, nor cancer, nor
injuries caused by a boiler explosion on
H.M.S. Handel.

I do not expect you to spare a copper
if you don't want to, but my mate will

pass round the hat in case you do.

Anyway, don't worry about me ; I

make more at this job than any bus-
driver and many a clerk, and though
my face may be sad my heart is light.

Your obedient Servant, etc.

Remarks which have averted Panics.

"Not a Frenchman in possession of his wits
I ilrenms that Alsace will ever be restored to

Turkey." The Bystander.

i
There are probably very few things a

|

Frenchman doesn't dream about, but
this is one of them.
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LITTLE WORRIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
AN UNFORTUNATE Sl'OIUSMAN INCURS THE DISPLEASURE OF A WlTCH.

THE POACHER'S PARADISE.
["Iu the Blue-Book on the preservation of wild animals in Africa,

just issued, a despatch from the Acting-Governor of Uganda mentions :

Four bull elephants shot in error
'

and * two cow elephants shot in

error.' How the
'

errors
'

arose is not explained, but
'
in no case was it

considered that a fine was necessary.'
"

Daily A/cii/.]

PARRITCH for breakfast an' parritch for dinner,
Parritoh for supper an' parritch for tea !

Whiles there are days when the wame o' a sinner

Sets him protesting
" Nae parritch for me !

"

Whiles he 's a habit o' thinkin' a rabbit

A pleasin' divairsion frae sic a dull fare,

Whiles a bit pheasant he doots would be pleasant,
Whiles a bit pairtrick or mebbe a hare.

I '11 no be denyin' that aiiice in a blue mune
A thocht sic as this may have entered ma head,

I '11 no be denyin' the licht of the new mune
Has lured me awa' mair than aince frae ma bed.

I '11 no be denyin', when white tails were flyin',
Wi' ferrets ahint them, I 've made some mistak's,

A n' it may hae sae happit my stick has been drappit
Of course accidentally doun on their backs.

Noo, errors like these may be weel comprehended
I' the dark ye can scarcely tell rabbit frae stoat,

An' ye arena surprised gin, afore the fun 's ended,
Ye find a bit game in the tail o' your coat.

When the nicht 's dark an' chilly the pairtricks seem silly,

An' fly in your face just as fast as ye please,

The pheasants grow feckless an' rocket sae reckless

They drap at the feet of ye plump through the trees.

But when a man says he has shot accidentally
Muckle great beasties as big as a house,

Ye wunner if onything 's wrang wi' him mentally
Whether he thocht 'twas a rat or a mouse.

Did he doot 'twas the figures o' cannibal niggers
Waitin' to kill him an' chop him in chunks ?

Or had be been drinkin', and micht he be thiukin'

'Twas snakes when the beasties were wagglin' their

trunks ?

An' gin it is strange that a body should dare to

Invent an excuse ye can only ca' tosh,

It 's mair o' a wunner that ony should care to

Pretend to believe that they thocht it wad wash.
Gin the keeper had found me wi' pairtricks a' round me

;

An' I had explained 'twas in error they fell,

Do ye think that ma fiction would carry conviction ?

'Twould no to the Bench, though it micht to mysel.

"There is an old lady living in Bathurst Street, Grahnmstown, who.

enjoys the distinguished record of having lived under the reign of thi

last six British Sovereigns. Born in George II. 's rtign, she has wi

nessed the changes of Government as represented by George
George IV., William IV., Queen Victoria, Edward VII., George V,"

Eastern Province Herald. >>

Even now she is only a hundred and fifty.
\
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High comedy founded on projected
Conference on Veto Resolutions carried

a stage further. Only two characters

in the piece. There is the British

Public, represented by House of Com-
mons, burning with desire to know all

about it; and there is the PREMIER,
who cannot conceive why anyone should

bo interested in a matter so

infinitesimal in importance that

it would never occur to him to

mention it.

House crowded in anticipa-
tion of " a Statement." Papers
full of the subject ; where two
or three are gathered together,
in Clubs, at street corners, in

the Lobby, the Conference is

sole topic of conversation.

Buzz of excitement runs along
crowded benches when PRINCE
ARTHUR strolls in, flushed with
the June sun and victory on
tbe golf links at Sandwich.
The PKEMIKU, earlier in his

place, sat sorting notes, doubt-
less presently to be elaborated

in the momentous "Statement."
Scores of questions printed

on paper. With exception of

one group their slow progress
impatiently watched. Excep-
tion relates to arrangements
made for Members to view

procession at Funeral of late

KING. LOULU, brought to task
in his capacity as First Com-
missioner of Works, takes

cover behind EAKL MARSHAL.

Naturally manosuvre inade-

quate. A good deal of LOULU
seen above head and shoulders
of his Grace of NORFOLK, whom
he describes as being

" in sole

control of arrangements."
Very well ; House not pedan-

tic about details. If it were the
EAKL MARSHAL who arranged
position of Parliamentary stand
where little could be seen, if it

were he who forbade ox-M.P.'s,
albeit Privy Councillors, to enter West-
minster Hall during the Lying in State,
then let the EARL MARSHAL'S head be

brought in on a charger. Clamour of

supplementary questions having this

object in view was rising to dangerous
height, when SPEAKER interposed. Con-
sequently EAKL MAHSHAL still lives.

At last, in response to enquiry from
PJUNCI: ARTHUR as to course of busi-
ness, PKEMIKU on his legs. A hush
falls over impatient House: now all
shall be told, rumour laid to rest, con-
jecture silenced. Referring to notes,

PHKMIKU commences to appropriate

particular work to successive days of

week. Mentions Consolidated Fund
Bill; alludes to Census Bill, Small

Holdings (No. 3) Bill, the Civil List,

a Regency Bill,
" and on Friday we

will take a Local Government Board
Bill."

Then, positively, he sits down ! Not
a word about the Conference. House

gasped with astonishment. In another
second SPEAKKR would have called on

"LOULU TAKES COVER BEHIND EARL MARSHAL.''

(The Duke of Norfolk and Mr. Harcourt.)

Orders of the Day. Happily DALZIEL
is on his watch-tower on back bench
below Gangway, to see that Liberal

Party is being run straight, and that,

speaking generally (as BROWNING did in

quite another connection),
"

all 's well
with the world."
"Does the PRIMK MINISTER," he

asked, leaping to his feet, "contemplate
making any statement in regard to
certain reports as to negotiations
proceeding between the two Front
Benches? "

Delightful non-committal vagueness

about terms of question. For momeni,
PREMIER sat unresponsive; evidently
turning them over in his mind and

wondering what specific matter they
might allude to.

Ah ! the Conference, of course. It

must be that. Suppose he must say
something in reply.

This he did in two sentences. In
the first chaffed the omniscient news-

papers for "their illuminating revela-

tions;" in the second confirmed this

particular one.

Poor realisation this of ex-

travagant expectation of dra-

matic disclosure. But it served.
Business done. Miscellane-

ous. In opposing issue of writ
for East Dorset MARKHAM gave
welcome new turn to hackneyed
figure of speech. Represented
Lady WIMHORNE, in anticipation
of Mr. GUEST standing for the

constituency, saying to herself,
" My son has fought and lost

three elections. Now at last he
has come down to fight under

my own doorstep." Quite time
the old fig-tree was uprooted.

Tuesday. A pretty episode
varied prosaic course of busi-

ness. Questions disposed of,

the DEPUTY-SPEAKER (presiding
in place of Dr. LOWTHER, who
has business at Cambridge to-

day) called on " Mr. BURT."
From the bar, where he had
stood unobserved, the Member
for Morpeth responded.
"A message from QUEEN

ALEXANDRA."
House long known respected

and esteemed colleague whose
proud record is written in the

pages of Dod :
" Commenced

working in the coal mines at

ten years of age." Has watched
with pleasure his advance to

Ministerial office, his promotion
to the Privy Council. Never
imagined it would behold him
as a Queen's Messenger, the
authorised medium of com-
munication between the QUEEN-
MOTHER and the faithful Com-

mons. Yet here he was in his Sunday
suit, reciting with broad Northumbrian
burr her MAJESTY'S words :

" I thank

you with all my heart for the address of

condolence you have presented to me."

Having read the document, the

representative of Royalty made due
obeisance, advanced to Table, and laid

it thereon. Here it seemed was end
of scene watched with keen interest by
crowded House. BURT might have
wheeled to left or right, or turned
about to regain his place by the Bar.

Whenever he takes a matter in hand
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PROFESSORS

ftiTHORP- EUBANK

TRAINING COU&GE
" DEPORTMENT :

IAIKING

The Professors.
"
My dee-ar Curt ! that 's simply perfect ! You Ve an absolute gift fur it

We couldn't have done it better ourselves ! !

"

is accustomed to do it thoroughly.

During thirty-six years' membership
has had many opportunities of observing
the uniformed Envoys of the Sovereign

discharging duties akin to that com-
mitted to him. Has often seen BOBBY
SPENCER, when Vice-Chamberlain, sup-

ported by native dignity and highly
starched collar, advance and retire with

his "
Message from the QUEEN." In later

years has had the advantage of studying
the MASTER OF ELIBANK on the same

errand, performed with equal grace and
skill.

As successive Black Rods have

learned, it is no easy task (not being a

crab) to make a bee-line backwards
from Table to Bar, conscious of the

critical scrutiny of four hundred pair of

eyes. But Thomas,
" son of Peter

Burt, miner," did not spend boyhood's

years among devious turnings of

Northumberland coal-pit for nothing.

Having delivered his message he, to

consternation of House, began to walk
backward. As with sure foot he made
his way, consternation changed to ad-

miration. When ho reached the Bar
and made final obeisance to Chair, a

hearty cheer burst forth from both

sides.

Incident rather spoiled opportunity
of PEIME MINISTER and CHANCELLOR
OP EXCHEQUER. As it chanced they
also were charged with Royal messages
LLOYD GEORGE came first with one from

the KING, concerning the new Civil List.

The PREMIER, bearing a second dealing
with Appointment for Regency, at-

tempted to exalt his mission by mention-

ing that his message was "
signed by

the KING'S own hand." BURT took the

shine out of all, and the House does

not care for more than one sensation

at a sitting.

ASQUITH is above mean jealousies.
He knows now where, in case of

vacancy in the Household appoint-
ments, he can find a suitable Treasurer

or Vice-Chamberlain. We may yet see

THOMAS BUHT uniformed, belted, epau-
letted, carrying the white staff of office,

the bearer of yet unwritten "
Message

from the KING."
Business done. Several Bills ad-

vanced a stage. In respect of one of

them order made that without consent
of Urban District Council Portrush
shall not play golf on Sundays.

Thursday. Towards close of busy
week Members still asking themselves,
Who is DOBE? and what his well-

cnown case ? Introduced to notice by
WINTERTON. Question arose upon
appointment to desirable position in

India Office. Members behind Front

Opposition Bench have heard that

"HANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER, a "sort

of" Lord UALSBURY, has marked the

prize down for a prottgf-. Hence the

quickened and sustained interest in the

affair.

Several questions put and answered,

up gat WINTERTON with searching en-

quiry, addressed to UNDER-SECHETAHY,
Will the honourable gentleman

bear in mind the well-known case of

Mr. DOBE ?
"

House stared in blank amazement.
Who 's DOBE ?

" men asked each

other, and there was no reply.
The MEMBER FOR SARK fancies WIN-

TERTON was thinking of DOWB and the

famous message transmitted by the

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR to the

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF of the hapless

army in the Crimea,
" Take care of

DOWB." Disclosure of this domestic

injunction convulsed the nation with

sardonic merriment, DOWB being a

young kinsman of the WAR MINISTER.

Half a century ago, when WINTERTON
was at Eton, it was still the talk of

town and country. Out of rich store

of historical erudition he brings up the

old catchword and applies it to modern

instance, with effect partially marred by

mispronunciation.
Business done. A good deal, and

House up at 7.40 withal.

The right word at the right moment.

Habeas Corpus was a dull-looking

chap, not over-shaven. Once he walked

into a shop, stole some boots, walked

out again, but was unfortunately over-

taken by the

remarked,
" It

shopman, to whom he

is a fair cop." At the

Police Station he was duly cautioned

and asked if he desired to make any
statement. "It was a fair cop," he

said, and was eventually committed

for trial at Quarter Sessions. It was
when the Clerk of the Peace had said,
" Habeas Corpus, you are charged for

that you on the first day of this month

feloniously did steal, take and carry

away one pair of boots of the value ol

seven shillings and sixpence, the pro-

perty of Archibald Stone. How say

you, are you guilty or not guilty?
"

il

was then that Habeas Corpus summed

up the whole situation in one priceless

remark. " It was," said he, "a fair cop.'

Corrected Notice for the Tube.

Present. Version. A lift descends to

connect with each westbound train.

Suggested New Version. A lift con

descends to connect with every othei

westbound train.
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AT THE ACADEMY.
1'inllniKias' (ir/io 7ias com? very early to aroii t'tc crowd).

" PRETTY r>i'Lt. Snow."

She (from lite country). "HouniDi-Y! NUTIIIXK TO SEE BCT PIOTDRES."

THE KIND EED LIONESS.
I WILL admit that my head ached

and I looked tired ; but I was not so

depressed as all that. None the less

she thought I was, and being a good
soul she did what she could to help
me, and since I knew her to be a good
soul doing all she could to help me I
had to acquiesce." Let me bring you something to
chocr you up !

"
she said. " Of course

it 's lonely staying in a country inn all

by yourself. I know it must be. But
I \c got something that will make
you laugh. I '11 fetch it in."

I feared the worst as Mrs. Tally
hastened away ; and I knew the worst
when she returned bearing the Visitors'
Book.

"
There," she said,

" I often have a
good laugh over that of an evening.
Such funny bits there are in it. Some
of the gentlemen we get here are such
wiigs. Look at this" and she placed
her fat finger on a drawing of a young
man in a straw hat, leaning against
the liar while he blew kisses to an
enormous figure behind it.

"That's me," she said, pointing to

the enormous figure.
" I remember

that young gentleman so well. He
came with two others, on bicycles, and

they stayed from Saturday to Monday.
So bright they were, and so full of

jokes. See what he wrote underneath."
I read :

" Dook Snook, Lord Bob,
and the Hon. Billy came and saw and
were conquered to-tally !

"

" Do you see the joke in that last

word ?
"
she inquired.

" Bather smart,
wasn't it ? But they 're full of fun, all

of them. Here 's another amusing
one. I remember that gentleman very
well. He was always so witty."

I looked and read :
" I was sent to

the Eed Lion by my doctor for change
and rest. The waitress got the change,
and the hostess the rest."

"Isn't that good?
"
the Eed Lioness

inquired.
I said it was. How could I dash

this enthusiast's spirit by telling her
its age ?

" This is a bit of poetry," said my
bostess, proceeding to read it :

" ' Of all the girls that are so smart,
There's none like Mrs. Tully.

Sha is the darling of my heart,

And lives in our alley.

Signed X (Biu, BAII.ET, his mark).'

" He was a jolly young fellow. I

wonder what 's become of him ; he
hasn't been .here for months. Here 's

some more poetry :

" ' There 's nothing like a Lion that "e Red
For pleasant food and comfy bed.

I mean to c.ime and stay again,
But now must ran and catch my train.

Al.GE NdN Ml'LL,

200, Proad Walk, Ealing.'

"Don't you think it 's wonderful to

be able to make up poetry
"

she called

it poytry
" like that?" Mrs. Tally

continued. " I do. I 've tried, but I

never could do anything worth repeat-

ing, and as for writing in a Visitors'

Book ! . . . Don't you agree with
me? "

she asked.

"Most cordially," I said. "It's a
real gift, there 's no doubt about it. A
gift."

"Yes," she said, "a gift. That's
what it is. Here 's another funny
one," she added.

I read :

" The Ten Thirsty Tiddlers

visited the old Eed Lion for the fif-

teenth time. Everything A 1 as usual."
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" But 'Of course," said Mrs. Tally
"
although these are amusing and make

the book such good reading, it's the

serious compliments we like the best

All comic wouldn't do at all. Some

people, indeed, actually dislike it. There

were two lady artists here not long ago
who asked me to remove the book from

the room, as it was so vulgar. Fancy
that ' remove the book !

'

No, it 's

the serious things that do the mosl

good in the trade, of course. Like this

for instance
" and Mrs. Tally pointed

to the following, one after the other :

"
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Flower, of Dunedin

N.Z., spent a week here very pleasantly in

July. The cooking was excellent and every-

thing was most comfortable. They hope to

return on their next visit to the dear ol

country.
" Comfortable rooms, good attendnnce, perfect

cooking and the best of landladies. In short,
a home from home. H. A. MAETIN,

St. Swithin's, Sydenham, S.E.

"
My daughter, Mrs. Crawley, andmyselfhave

s))eut a very agreeable week-end here and hope
to come again.

"

J. MURIIAY PHIPPS,
Member of the Committee of

the Royal Musical Society.

" We have received every kindness from Mrs.

Tally and her very efficient staff.

MR. AUD MRS. J. ARBUTHNOT GILL,
Wood Dene, Pinner."

"Well," said Mrs. Tally, "I must
go now ; but I '11 leave the book with

you. And there 's an earlier volume if

you like to see it. It '11 cheer you
wonderfully, and you'll just die of

laughing."
The honest kindly soul ! There are

moments when one is more ashamed of

what is called culture than any one can
ever be of ignorance.

POMP.
WHEN Arthur John Robinson,

Esquire, was made a borough J.P.,
and appointed to sit and dispense
judgment in a court of summary juris-
diction, he determined to do the thing
properly. So, before his first appear-
ance on the bench, he attended all

the accessible assize courts and studied
with great attention the methods of the

Judges of the High Court. Particularly
was he impressed with their manner
of sentencing convicted murderers, but
not so impressed as to doubt that he
could do it as well himself, when
occasion arose.

The first matter with which he was
called upon to deal was a charge of theft,
a first offence and not a very ambitious
one at that. Bearing himself with
great dignity and decorum, he discussed
the sentence with the Magistrates'
Clerk, and suggested a longish term of

penal servitude. But the Clerk, who

knew not only his business but also his

limitations, tactfully pointed out that

the most that could be done for the

prisoner by that court was three months'
hard.

The next case was a summons against
a father for not sending his child to

school, for which offence Robinson, J.P.,

without consulting anybody, ordered
him to be imprisoned in the second
division for six months. But the Clerk
arose again, and declared in a useful

whisper that, though the father deserved

every day of his sentence, the law did

not permit of his being imprisoned at

all. So the sinner was recalled and
his sentence commuted by a lenient

Bench to a mere fine.
" I do not

know," said Eobinson, J.P., to himself,
" which I find more tiresome, the inter-

ference of magistrates' clerks or the

incompetence of the law. Next time I
will have my go."
The next item was a " drunk and

disorderly," and the Bench prepared
itself to deal with this in its most

judicial manner. This time, however,
the Clerk was consulted first as to

the maximum sentence ; which done,
the utmost silence was commanded
throughout the court and sentence thus
delivered :

" Prisoner at the bar, you
have committed one of the most serious

and most dastardly offences a man may
commit. You have been guilty of one
of the worst crimes possible against
your country, your borough, your
family and yourself. Justice must
exert, unremitting, its every effort to

suppress you and your abandoned
kind, that so the State may be rid of
its most dangerous enemy. I sentence

you to twenty-one days' imprisonment
with hard labour; and may the Lord
have mercy on your soul !

"

IMMUNITY BADGES.
OWING to somebody's bright idea, a

long-suffering section of the com-
munity those generous souls who
are inveigled into bazaars may
now breathe again, and continue to
do so on and after July 1, when the
"Please don't ask" badge is to be
introduced at the "Country Pair" in
;he Botanic Gardens in aid of Our
Dumb Friends' League. A large bright
red disc labelled "Immunity Badge,"
at a cost of a mere ten shillings, will
warn off all stall-holders, bran -pie mer-
chants, and raffle-mongers from the
wearer, who will then be enabled to
;ake a dispassionate view of the pro-
ceedings, and even have to beg for a
cup of tea at the market price from the

presiding duchess at the counter.
This brilliant invention might with

'

advantage be carried a stage further.

A laborious and crowded afternoon
would be saved if

" Absentee Tickets
"

were issued, say for a guinea, by the

purchase of which those who figure on

Charity Patrons' lists would be enabled
to stay away altogether from any
particular Fancy Fair.

By a further extension, stall-keepers

might be excused from exhibiting any
wares whatever, and, if this privilege
were universally and quite reasonably
taken up, the whole show could be
omitted. This would effect a marked

economy in time, temper, postage and

printi-ng, while the funds of the approved
institution would be proportionately
enriched. It would be a matter for

skilled actuaries and determined philan-
thropists to settle between them. In
fact the logical deduction seems to be,
that bazaars may now be entirely
eliminated from the social scheme.

THE GREEN GRASS.
MY garden 's my pride and my glory,

It gives me employment from dawn,
But the part that is turning me hoary

Is the bald-headed state of the lawn.

With grass I proceeded to sow it

And longed, unsuspectingly blithe,
For the time when I shortly should

mow it

And looked up the price of a scythe. !

Though I rolled it, and watered it daily
With tears and the sweat of my brow,

Discomfiture shadowed me greyly,
The grass wouldn't grow anyhow.

My dogged endeavours were routed,

My patience was shattered to shreds/
The seed on the lawn never sprouted,
But came up in weeds on the beds.

Then I scattered the seed, growing wary,'
Round my bedded-out seedlings lb.

night,
Convinced that, still being

"
contrairy,",

It would grow on the lawn out of spite; !

Not a chance ! The bed fostered
its,;

powers,
It grew with an impudent growth

And rooted so strong round the flowers
I had to pull neither or both.

So I think this well-proved information
Should be added to gardener's books

For the amateur's edification :

" Grass isn't as green as it looks !
"

Stop Press News in an evening
paper :

" Vine r.ot 57-1."

This match must have been going on
for years and years and years.
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77oi (Jo Gveat who i ruining court ly p'aying tit high heele). "I'u so AFRAID YOU MAY TWIST YOUR ANKLE WITH THOSE UEELS.
DO LEI MY WIFE LEND YOU A PAIR OF TEVKIS-8I.OES."

Guest.
"
Uu, NO, THANKS I 'M QUITS ALI, Riairr

; THE GROUND 'a so SOFT TIUT MY IIEEI.B SINK RIGHT IN, AND I osr A SPLENDID FOOTHOLD !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

To the rich and popular Simon de Gex life was a comedy
at which he looked on with a smile, for all that he was
troubled with a little pain inside. One day he consulted
a doctor about this pain after which he realised that

even comedies come to an end some time and that this one
had only six months more to run. Thereupon he started out
to play Providence for the short time that was left to him ;

very confidently setting himself the task of earning happi-
ness by making others happy. Somehow it did not seem
to be as easy as he had expected; he brought only
unhappiness to those whom he thought to befriend. So
when his time was come, and he realised bitterly that
even as a Good Fairy he was a failure, he was glad
to die. But Fate denied him even this he recovered.
Then, penniless and friendless, he began again; helping
others humbly this time, not in his own way, but in theirs.
It was by this means that Simon the Jester found happi-
ness. You must read Mr. W. J. LOCKE'S story (LANE)
a novel of wit and wisdom and tenderness and under-
standing. My task, you see, is easier than Simon's; I
have only to recommend this book to earn my reward.

The Outliers are a forest race, skilled in woodcraft*
nomad, and all the better for not being civilized. The Far
Folk, though they prefer the bleak hills, are just such
another race, equally brave but not quite so honest. The

House-livers (you and I are House-livers) are beneath

contempt. Now the Outliers once held The King's Treasure,
which the Far Folk wanted very badly. And because the
latter wanted it so badly and had been guilty of no little

treachery on its behalf in the past, the Outliers determined
that they should not have it. So they buried it in a secret

place and set as ward over it one of their young maidens,
changing the same periodically. As each maiden came off

duty, she was made to drink the Cup of Forgetfulness,
for even in Outland (MURRAY) women are not expert
secret-keepers. Over the winning and losing of the Treasure

by divers means, not omitting the use of the romantic side
of the fair ward's youth, Mr. GORDON STAIBS has contrived a

dainty yet exhilarating romance, told in a simple eloquence
which becomes an atmosphere so little complex. He would
not have had any truck at all with the despicable House-
livers, had he seen his way to telling his tale without them.
As it is, he only admits one of either sex, and those not too
civilized. I suspect him of being a bit of an Outlier himself,
from the way in which he bursts into the middle of his

delightfully impossible tale, as who should say,
" Don't let

us bother with houses and reasons and surnames and pro-
babilities and all the other tiresome by-products of polite

society." And, when I had got used to doing with quick
movement, lots of fresh air and no explanations, I came to

wish heartily that I, too, had been born an Outlier.

The book entitled George Meek, Bath Chair-man, by
Himself, which is published by Messrs. CONSTABLE, with
an introduction by Mr. H. G. WELLS, has made me feel
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rather proud of myself, because I am certain that I am the

only critic who will resist the temptation to describe it as

a human document. GKOHGK MEEK is a real living man
who has pursued many callings with indifferent success,

lie was a shoeblack, a baker's assistant, a club servant, a

political registration agent to select at random from the

list. Finally he became a bath chair-man at Eastbourne.
As by-play during many of these occupations he tried his

hand at writing, and Mr. WELLS, to whom he applied for

advice, seems to have urged him not to worry out schemes
of Utopian Socialism, which he was rather inclined to do,
but to tell the story of his own life. Mr. WELLS says he
thinks he remembers writing something to this effect :

" You must know no end of things, and have felt no end
of things, I, as a writer, would give my left hand for. Try
and set them down." Well, Mr. MEEK has done it, with a

good deal of frankness, and the result is undeniably inter-

esting. I have only to express
the hope that Mr. WELLS will be
satisfied with the written record,
and not go bartering one of his

hands for a chance of the actual

experiences. At any rate I am
glad he is not prepared to am-

putate the hand he writes with.

If you like to search for improbabilities in The Girl with
the Hal Hair (CASSELL) you will find a whole crop of them

;

but, although I do not believe in MAX PEMHERTON'S under-

graduates and least of all in the one who tells the tale I

swallowed their adventures at one sitting. The trouble is

that the author (late of Cains) has learnt a lot since'his

Cambridge days, and meanwhile has forgotten how ignorant
a Varsity man can be. But if Mr. PEMHEBTON likes to

handicap himself by writing as an undergraduate it is no
concern of mine; for his business is with intrigues, plots,

perils by land and sea, and hair-breadth escapes, and his
art is to make us believe the incredible. So when he gets
his characters away from Cambridge and shuts them up in

an old Swedish castle, I am with him (and them) whole-

heartedly. At various times the hero is in danger of being
drowned, starved to death, murdered in his bed (no marks
for that), and shot, and my only regret is that he had not

time to do a little flying. Still

something must be left for the
next hero, and in all truth this

one did enough to satisfy the

greediest appetite for incident.
But to enjoy The Girl with the.

lied Hair you must have a good

According to Maria, the whole

duty of woman is to climb. If

you start, as she did, from the
dead level of Brixton, and going
round by the safe and easy Bays-
water Boad mount steadily up-
wards, with your eyes glued on
the shining peaks of Park Lane,
you may get there or thereabouts
in time, provided that you are
not overburdened with a sense of

humour and have a large enough
reserve force of innate vulgarity.
Those are the Alpha and Omega
of the great gospel of Getting On.
Also, you must not be unduly
sensitive about the smiles and

pin-pricks of your dearest friends
ind rival mountaineers. In all

;bese respects Maria was ad-

mirably equipped for the enter-

prise. The story of her struggles
with society and her ultimate

- _
gir _

triumph (as told by Mrs. JOHN LANE), and her Brixton- to learn that there, at the Faroe Islands, which'belong't.Vltem'Sirk. and
every day among others are visited by numbers of British trawler.-, has
been for some weeks, and still are, two German men-of-w.ir practising
gun shooting, etc., at one of the best harbours in 1he Faroe Islands,

Sandy.
"
DOCTOR, MAX, THERE'S A WEE BIT EBBOB i' THIS

BILL O' YOUBS. YE 'vE CHAIRGED HE FOR AWICE All KEVEB
Tl'K IT."

digestion.

When you open your Printers'
Pie you will find many more than

four-and-twenty black-and-white
birds (and birds of the gayest
plumage, too) ready to sing to

you for all they are worth, which
is a great deal, though the charge
for the whole concert is only a

shilling. Printers' Pie is, indeed,
a dish to set before a king.
Mr. Punch's compliments to the
Chief Baker, Mr. HUGH SPOTTIS-

WOODE, and may he sit in his

counting-house counting up great
masses of shekels on behalf of

the Printers' Pension, in whose
good cause he has done this

iabour of love and loyalty.

From a letter in The
Herald:

cum -Bayswatery views on marriage, wedding -presents,
common objects oftiquette, charity, art, and all the

the wayside on the well-worn track by which
ravelled, makes up a clever and amusing satire.

she

>ook is

that ever were; a" merciless expose of all the wrinkles
ind blemishes of their suburban souls. Not one of
hem has escaped Mrs. LANE'S eagle eye. And yet the
esult is not what shall I say? not quite up to The
Champayne Standard which she set herself. It is a good,
sound-bodied, wholesome wine, but, considering that it

comes from the cellars of that famous hostelry, The Bodley i

Vestmaiihavn called, where the crew has leave
- Ihe the officers at the same time are taking m

like a composite photograph of all the Marias ' and coast near by. \Yh:,t this means is nnt Jenmcn."

ashore, a

Still, the writer must have had some idea in his head when
he began. (N.B. The italics are still ours.)

Graphic Description.
From a feuilleton by C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON :

'Always the walls were blank, save for a deep-set, nail-studded door, ,Hoad inrlr.p-n-.5tr.oATi-. Tr>o*- T . Ill' J\, J11W!1
.
VS llle wfuls were blank, save ior a de?p-set, nail-studdbears the Mis JOHN LANE label, it seems to black as a big splash of ink, or a window no bigger than a s,,,,;me to lack the sparkle and freshness that I should have ho!e -"

r>Y nPAr.Pfl n /"1* TWi'o Ti-vTrx-Ti^T,! , . T-k

are dark

expected. For Mrs.
own. .But so many

Maria before her that, on' this

has a very pretty wit ! Pour, as we did, a bottle of ink over a sheet of white paper
people have written about and you will get the idea of the walls at once. For the

occasion only, her
narks and her humour run the risk of appearing to be too
)bvious.

.

other effect, take an ordinary board, and cut out a square
hole with a fretsaw; this will give you a rough impression
of the size of the window.
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THE HERO-WORSHIPPER.
IT \vus Siit urday night in a train

from linker Street to Aylesburs, uml

the carriage was so full that since we
had to incommode each other seri-

ously we nil felt we. had the right to

talk.'

"You wouldn't guess what I've

been doing," said the man who was

preyed against me on the left. "I
don't look like a first-class cricketer,

do I? But in a manner of speaking
I am I 've been fielding in the Middle-

sex and Yorkshire match. I 've been

going to send him something on his

birthday, just for fun.
' He waa missed once l>\ i substitute

fielding for LITTLKIOHN. If it had
been held Middlesex would have won,
or, at any rate, not lo-.t . Hut the

fieldsman dropped it. I don't know
who he was ; but 1 heard from some-
one afterwards what Hiii.vr said.
' Poor lad,' that 's what he said,

'

1 wish
he had caught me ; he must feel bad.'

That 's the way to play cricket. That's
a man, that is.

" Look here," he went on, extrica-

ting with infinite contortions a tin box

the match might have been drawn,
and all HIUST'S magnificent effort in

vain !

"

" So it was really you who won the

match," T said pleasantly.
"Oh, no," he replied; "I shouldn't

say that. Of course not. It was
HIRST'S match. But another man
might have thrown those boundaries
back crooked, and then where would

they have been? So I had a hand
in it.

"
Well," he said,

" I '11 never forget
it, never. It's my first real county
match. Good night !

"

LITTLE WORRIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
THE JESTED.

throwing back the ball after some of
HIRST'S boundaries. He sent about
ten in my direction, and I was always
the first to hop up and get them. I
wouldn't have missed it for pounds." See here," and he showed me a

very dirty hand. " I 'm wondering
whether I '11 wash it till Monday. I

should like the boys to see it, and I
shan't have a chance to show it to all

of them till to-morrow night.
"He's a champion," he went on,

'

II IKS] is. I waited to see him after-

wards. He's grey, you know. Limped,
too. And 1 don't wonder 137 in that
sun. with everything against him. Just
think of that 137 ! And he 's thirty-
eight years old. I looked it up. He
was burn on September 7, 1871. I 'm

from his pocket ;

" that 's his toffee.

HIRST'S toffee. A penny. They sell

it all over the ground. I shall keep
that tin as long as I keep anything.
A souvenir, don't you know. Every
time I look at it I shall remember that
wonderful match and how I fielded
and threw back his boundaries. They
hurt too, some of them ! He can hit.

Why, ho can't be more than five foot

six, and thirty
-
eight, too ! Mar-

vellous.

"I threw them back quickly, I
can tell you. Didn't waste any time.

Every minute, every second, was im-

portant. Why, do you know there
were only twenty seconds to spare
when the winning hit, was made? So
you see, if I 'd fumbled those returns

"The two sides of the square were taken up
by the men's tenls, the end facing the officers'

quarters being the gun park, and down the
centre the officers not nt work were tethered
to

]> >s. contentedly browsing at the heaps of

hay." drimsb'i Daily Neics.

We always thought they hushed this
sort of thing up.

" Bowell wae smartly stumped befure a run
had been scored. Perrin joined Bowel I, and
runs came freely."MVjfmtnatir Gazette.

Probably they had a game of stump
cricket in the dressing-room.

"
Trough! caught in a Heavy Thunder-

storm "
is the heading of a letter to

The Fishing Gazette. We are afraid

they must have got a bad wetting.

VOL. cxxxvm.
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WHERE'S WHERE?
OH, GUIDES TO BEAUTY SPOTS.

IT was just a fortnight ago, with barely two clear months

in which to make up his mind, that my friend Raoul Tren-

cham, of His Majesty's Civil Service, began to wonder where

he was to spend his summer holidays. He is not easily satis-

fied. He wants a spot at once warm and bracing, in the

neighbourhood of at least two golf courses, and preferably

near the sea, for he likes his sand-bunkers to be the work

of Nature ; yet not too near, for ozone is unsympathetic
to his digestion. He also hankers after inland woods and

pastures, with a trout stream ; and, at the same time, his

heart is in the Welsh Highlands. The North appeals to his

nerves; the South calls him with the call of the blood.

He has a preference for privacy ; yet he likes to see the

Pageant of Life (as he puts it) passing before him.

You will guess the chaotic condition of his mind, when
I say that he tells me he has been resorting to the study,

on railway platforms, of pictorial advertisements of Beauty

Spots, although he has a sensitive nature, quickly offended

by crudity of form or colour.

The first to arrest his notice was a poster of Messrs.

COOK, who offered to take him anywhere on a magic carpet.

But lie disliked the look of the people with whom he would

be expected to share the carpet, some of them being dressed

in the very loudest taste ; and he also took exception to

the moustaches of the genie.
He was at first rather drawn to a Swiss summer scene,

but the only man in the picture wore a sort of semi-hunting
kit, and Trencham makes it a rule never to ride to hounds
in the Alps during August.
A trip on a Nord-Deutscher-Lloyd's Weekly might have

had attractions for him, but he did not care for the colour

of the tea which the hatchet-faced gentleman in the deck-

chair was pouring out ; and the slabs of bread-and-butter

had a repellent aspect. The girl with the sad sea eyes
wouldn't touch them.
The Kyles of Bute, again, were out of the question, for

the steamer was nearly the same size as the islands, and
seemed almost certain to get jammed in the narrows which
abound in that neighbourhood.
The Norfolk Broads, on the other hand, were more

roomy, but the moon in those parts is far too big and yellow.
Yellow does not go with Mrs. Trencham's complexion.
From a distance his heart was moved by the portrait of

a nice bright Irish girl, clearly anxious to give him a
welcome. But when he drew closer he found that she was

saying
" Come back to Erin." Now, Trencham tells me he

has never been to Erin, so he cannot go back there. If he
went he would be deceiving the poor girl ;

and he would
find that all the other visitors were old hands since nobody
is ever asked to go there for the first time.

He was very disappointed with the Golf Eesorts. A
Lincolnshire Spa offered him Salt Bromo-Iodine Waters,
and this was a great temptation, for there is no brand of

casual water that is more stimulating to the rubber-core :

but he shrank from the girl in the bunker who was playing
with her eye on her caddie instead of on the ball. This
meant wild work, and if you are going to be knocked over
on a golf-course it doesn't help you much to know that

you have been hit in the "heart of TENNYSON'S country."
At Bridge of Allan you also get mineral waters

; but
there is a woman there with a bright blue skirt and scarlet

coat (always a combination that is obnoxious to Trencham)
who carries a driver with a head partly of wood, partly of

iron. My friend has no club of that description and he
does not care to be out of touch with local sentiment, He

also had his doubts about the quality of the climate ; for the

legs of the young man in attendance went with rather a

trailing movement.
At Boscastle he did not like the way in which fishing-

tackle was left lying about the links. Otherwise he might
have been persuaded by a printed quotation from Sir

HENRY IRVING in favour of this spot. Treucham often

admired Sir HENRY in tragedy.

Among popular watering-places Southsea was not to be

thought of, if it contained any more women in yellow like

the one in the seascape. Trencham tells me that he much

preferred another woman in yellow that sits on a terrace

near Harrogate, though the wreath of pink roses which
she wears in place of a picture hat would have been better

in the same nuance as her gown. But Harrogate, he says,

has a choice of eighty different mineral waters, and this,

to a man of Trencham's indecisive character, would have

proved insufferable.

At Swanage he found the children far too noisy and
united. No fewer than five of them were holding hands
as they raced along the shore in an ecstasy of glee.

Trencham, though a family man, is easily oppressed by
excessive happiness in the very young.

Tunbridge Wells seems to have a good hotel ; but the

Cambridge Blue who shares the garden seat with a lady
friend is clearly better placed than the solitary Oxford Blue
in the background ; and Trencham is a loyal son of Isis.

At Eyde the fatal feature was a mermaid. Strangely

supercilious for so indifferent a figure, it was not only her

contour that distressed my friend. Ever since he first read

The Forsaken Merman of MATTHEW ARNOLD, he has

steadily set his face against the female of chat species.
And this reminds me that, in addition to his artistic

sensitiveness (the gaudy colours of the people who punt at

Staines nearly made him riversick), Trencham has a nice

literary feeling, not less quick to take offence. Thus, he was
hurt when he came to look at the little bathing boy who is

being retrieved from the surf at Sunny Clacton by a paddling

lady. It was not the harmless title
" A Morning Dip "-

that annoyed him ; it was the inverted commas. Trencham
is very severe upon superfluous inverted commas.
Nor was he better pleased with "

Bright, breezy, bracing,
beautiful Bexhill." He told me that he thought that this

example of alliteration was wanting in subtlety. True art,

he said, should conceal itself.

On the other hand, the picture of the three rabbits on
the Underground (only one of them is really underground ;

the other two are sitting out in the open) appealed to both
his sporting and literary tastes. He was particularly

pleased with the legend, that ran thus :

" Fresh woods and

pastures new." He tells me it is the first time he has ever

seen this passage quoted correctly.

My friend saw a great number of studies of trains going
at full steam, but got little inspiration from them. After

all, as he rightly said, they are the means rather than the

end. There was one that showed the footboard of a Great
Central engine with the stoker stoking ;

but and I can
well understand this attitude Trencham always prefers
to travel in an ordinary compartment.

At present his mind still remains open. Two adver-

tisements have impressed him favourably. One is of a

washing-establishment in the suburbs, where two very
lovable laundresses pass across a nice green field. He
would rather like to stay there. He says you might
almost call a laundry a watering-place, and he doesn't mind
whether they use bromo-iodine or not. The other is of

the Japan-British Exhibition ; and there is some talk of

his taking a furnished house in Shepherd's Bush for the

month of August.' O. S.
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CHARIVARIA.
Wu consider that Mr. JOHN BURNS

lias been unfairly chaffed for accepting
a salary of 5,000 a year after stating

that no man is worth more than 500.

In making that statement he expressed
no opinion as to what a superman might
be worth.

'

-f

We were not sorry to see Mr.

BYLES, M.P., protesting against the

upward tendency of Ministerial salaries.

It almost looks as if he had resigned
himself to the prospect of an unofficial

career.

"
Tory

"
writes that the

general opinion about the Con-

ference seems to be that the

rank and file of the Liberal

Party will never submit to a

compromise. We have corrected

"Tory's" spelling; "rank and
file

"
should not be spelt with a v.

With reference to the hint

that, in the event of the Govern-
ment making any concession,
Mr. REDMOND will kick the

Government out, we suspect
that the boot to be used for this

operation is merely a shop-
window boot. Vide " Boot Trade

Tricks," in the Press.

Mr. ASQUITH, it is realised,

displayed considerable wisdom
in arranging to see the Suffra-

gists and the Anti-Suffragists
on the same afternoon. That
no attempt to kidnap the

PREMIER was made by the

former is said to have been due
to the knowledge that there

was a powerful force of the

latter within call.

his congregation to wear open work

blouses during service in the church.

We are not surprised at this. Open
work on the day of rest is peculiarly

unseemly. :;: :|:

" For the present it is the German

Emperor who stands at the head of

the family of monarchs," says Asalii of

Tokio. " There is no question as to

the peaceful intentions of the KAISER,

but in him the new King of GREAT
BRITAIN will find a strong competitor
in his work for the maintenance of

the peace of the world." Well, let

The Regent Street Polytechnic's
steamer Viking met with what might
have been a nasty accident last week
when she ran aground in Geiranger
Fjord, near Bergen. The two hundred

passengers, who betrayed no panic,
were having breakfast at the time, and
it is thought that, if the impact had
been a little harder, some of their

coffee would have been spilt.

Some remarkable incidents were re-

ported during the recent heat wave,
the strangest being the case of a house
in Great Ormond Street, Bloomsbury,- which suddenly fainted.

Of interest to botanists:
"
Cricket," Hie Sunday Chroni-

cle informs us,
"

is, like the

camelia, constantly changing."

Interviewed on the subject
of the new coinage which he
has been commissioned to

design, Mr. MACKENNAL stated,
" I cannot at present give any
indication of the form the coin-

age will take." A little bird

tells us, however, that their

shape will almost certainly be
round. In any case they are

sure to be much sought after by
art-lovers, and others.

The members of the Soci^te

d'Economie Politique de Bel- -

gique, upon the occasion of their visit

last week to this country, were shown
the grave of COBDEN, their hosts being
members of the National Liberal Club.

This is the first time that the National
Liberal Club has admitted that COBDEN
is dead. ... ...

Mr. CHURCHILL has explained that

the young man who was reported to

have been fined 1 for using the word
" Damn "

really made a stronger re-

mark. While the actual expression
has not transpired, we understand that

it was really something of a bargain
forl. ,

:
;

:

From Geneva comes the news that
a Swiss cure has forbidden members of

LIFE'S EMBARRASSMENTS.
DISGUSTING POLITENESS OF SHORT-RIGHTED INDIVIDUAL wiio WILL

RESTORE DROPPED 'Bl'.< TICKET UNDER THE DUCHESS'S VERY EYES.

us hope there will be no fighting
about it.

MORE ENTENTE CORDIALE.

"The Frenc'.i Ministry of Public

Instruction has conferred the Order of

Les Palmes Academiques en '
Little

Ticli.' The Order was instituted by
Napoleon in 1808, and is conferred on

literary mn, scientists and all who
advance education."

Tlie Daily Ejeprtst.

Le bon p'tit Tich

Is free to stitch

Upon his chest a decoration ;

'Twas ever so

That prophets owe
Their honours to another nation.

* *

The swing of the pendulum ? The
other day everyone was talking about
the rise in the price of meat, and now

" Half a loaf is not only better than no bread,

but it is often mor>? easily obtained." I'irminrj-

liam Daily Post.

We cannot agree. Possibly a music-

hall comedian of inferior talent may
from CHRISTIE'S comes the news that

|
have bread hurled at him, but the rest

WEBSTER'S "Roast Pig," which fetched
j of us can always escape it.

3,727 10s. in 1872, has been sold for
j

262 10s.
:
, ,

:

Madame de THEBES, the Paris "
pro-

phetess," has informed a representative
of The Daily Mail that she has des- JOHNNY, how thoughtful of you !

troyed the influence of the pig as a
|

luck-bringer, and that the elephant is the

now the real mascot. Superstitious Evening Newt.

ladies, it is said, are already having their He should have left at once even if

boudoirs enlarged to take the new pet. j
he wasn't satisfied with the decision.

:
Sidelights on Tyldesley.

"j. T. TYLDESI.EY'S THOUS.VND lu'

(Specially compiled for The Spji'txm

"
J. Tyldesley left soon sft?r being caught at

p wicket for a patient inning < of (ill."
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Pliygician. "AND WOULD YOU MKF. TO BE A DOCTOR, JACK?"

Mother (irlrile Jack is still hesitating). "No, NOi THE DEAR EOT COULDN'T KILL A FLY!'

TO WILLIAM (A TEAMP).

\Thc Evening Standard considers that the ordinary tramp is not

worthy of his surroundings. He is not an artist. He has a soul which
is not at one with Nature.]

WILLIAM (and shall I also dub you Weary,
As do those artists who are weekly hired

To limn you mated with a Bill that 's Beery,
Or with a Tim alliteratively Tired?)

William, I say, the mug of your misconduct
Is filling up at an alarming rate ;

Whipped at the post, or in the village pond ducked,
You 'd still have one offence to expiate.

We knew already how you fostered habits
Which honest folk consistently forswear,

Disdaining not to help yourself to rabbits
And other wildfowl which belonged elsewhere.

We knew that all the livelong day you pitted
Your wits against the law

; and had no doubt
That in the night you brazenly committed
The last and greatest sin of "

sleeping out."

But, having passed the usual moral stricture,
We might have schooled our judgment to condone

If only you had kept within the picture
And harmonised your tints to Nature's own.

Your clothes, for instance ; where 's the touch artistic

In what you call by courtesy a " frock "?

Could anything be more antagonistic
To picturesqueness than your billycock ?

Your customs, also, show you do not follow

The worship of the Beauty which is Truth ;

No woodland herbs fill your recurrent hollow,
But salvaged mutton that has lost its youth.

And when the pangs of thirst assail your throttle

No crystal fountain serves for your carouse ;

You soil the landscape with a blatant bottle

Filled at the last-encountered public-house.

In fact, friend William, it 's beyond denial.

And amply proved by other pens than mine

(See the above quotation), that on trial

You stand condemned both rogue and Philistine

As out of tune amid the country's graces
As those egregious advertising bills

Which noise abroad, in ill-considered places,
The benefits of Someone's Liver Pills.

" For sale, fried-fish restaurant fittings ; also kilt, plaid, no (ops, and

sporran, new ; patent pump and cycle lamp, f> pairs boys' trousers,

new; aPlanchete; double Albert, stamped on every link, silver."

Exchange and Mart.

He must have been clearing up his study.
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THE PAY 'S THE THING.
MY DEAR YOUNG MAN, I am sorry to hear you are on

your beam-ends again. There 's no doubt about it : pub-
lishers are a hard-hearted race and editors are no better.

Between them they manage to -clap an extinguisher on

any spark of genius that may be doing its little best to

twinkle and keep alive. The publishers return your novels,

the editors send back your articles, and there 'a no appeal

against their infamous and immoral decisions. Your only
satisfaction, not a very nourishing one, is to read the novels

and articles that are actually printed and published, and to

realise that your own were a thousand million times more
brilliant and deserving. To praise yourself by comparison
and to go on starving appears to be all that is left to you.

You say you 've tried everything from a golf-novel up to

a historical essay on handkerchiefs,

career pretty closely, and I 'm sure

I 've watched your
there's one field of

literary endeavour in which you have not

plough. I propose to recommend it to you.
won't like it at first. You'll

put forward all kinds of pleas
about good taste and decent
reticence and honourable absten-

tion from malicious tittle-tattle

and that sort of thing. Pooh,

my dear boy, pooh ! Are you
going to sacrifice the certainty
of seeing yourself in print and

receiving fat cheques to such

silly, old-fashioned, exploded,

early-Victorian scruples ? You
can't afford to do it, and when

you 've looked at the business in

an enlightened way you "11 see

clearly that no sentimentalism
must be allowed to stand be-

tween you and your income.

yet set your
I know you

of tolerant contempt with occasional moral reproof. You
will not exactly preach. To do that might alienate your
readers. But you will show them, as it were incidentally,
how un-English all these amatory adventures are, how
poor and weak a thing is a French queen or a German
poet, and what a high moral purpose you have had in

showing them up under the cold light of the English
language written by a master.

Here 's my suggestion, based
on the reasonable assumption
that there is a section of the

public, depraved, you may say,
but still considerable in number, which desires to have
its palates tickled by brisk gossip about the private
lives of distinguished people, chiefly about such liaisons

and immoralities as may have been attributed to them. I

advise you to select your distinguished people from

foreigners who are dead. Tales about living Englishmen
and Englishwomen would, of course, be very spicy and
interesting, but libel actions and big sticks have to be taken
into account, and, for the present at any rate, I advise

you to abstain from your fellow-subjects. Foreigners don't
matter. The essence of their being is that they have no
real homes, that they hold family ties in abhorrence, make
a practice of breaking the seventh commandment (of which
they have never heard), and are altogether fit subjects for

the virtuous indignation of any true-hearted and domestic
English writer who may be minded to expose their alleged
frailties in a monthly review or in book form.

Your best plan will be to begin in what I may call a

general way. You might start, for instance, with The Love
Affairs of the French Queens, and proceed, after an interval
of six months or so, to trounce The Indiscretions of the

Archduchesses. This you might follow up with The Pccca-
iillos of the German Poets, devoting the greater part of the
volume to GOETHE. For your style Irecommend a mixture

A SUGGESTION "FOB NEXT YEAR'S NAVAL
TOURNAMENT.

Finally, you may set to work on something more intimate

but not less attractive. Write in brief the life-story of some
celebrated foreign literary man. Show how, after having
been buffeted by fortune, he at last found a refuge and a
home in a family not his own and lived with them during the
remainder of his life. Explain how, according to you, this as-

sociation, far from having made him happy, actually dragged
him down, seeing that he and the lady of the house in which
he lived were, in all human probability, not merely friends,
but lovers. The fact that the lady has recently died full

of years and honours, that her children survive and may bo

pained by this attack upon her memory, that friends who
loved and respected her may
resent it none of these trivial

considerations must be per-
mitted to interfere with your
design. Be cold and lofty,

logical, convincing and denuncia-

tory. Bemember that where

you cannot prove you can

always hint, and be sure that

you will be rewarded by the

approval of your editor and the
interest of your readers not to

speak of the extra capital that

you will be able to add to your
store. Your article will be

picked out by the critics as being
" both entertaining and instruc-

tive," and all fear of a future of

penury will be removed from

you. There you have my
suggestion. Try it at once, and

you will live (in luxury) to bless

me for having made it.

Lives of the Lowly, by Themselves-

Under this general heading we understand that a series
of Autobiographies of the Obscure is to be published, with
prefaces by the Well-known, on the model of that recent

publication, George Meek, Bath Chair-man, By Himself, to
which Mr. H. G. WELLS contributed an Introduction.
From the preliminary announcement we extract the

following titles :

A Rabelais of the Rank. By John M Id, Four-Wheel-Cabman, with
an Introduction of 90 pp. by Mr. G. K. C IESTEIITON.
F i om Potman, to Puhliean. By William Neat, with a preliminary

Panegyric by HILAIEE BELLOC M.P.

Confessions of a Young Man about Town (KentisK). Prefaced by
other Confessions Irom tne Not Book of Mr. GEORGE MOORE.

Fifty Years in the Maze. Revelations of a Hampton Uo.irt Attendant.
Foreword by Mr. HEXRV JAMES.

'lite I'lam Tale of a Rural Tragedienne. By Sarah Nogood, with
Critical Survey by Mr. WILLIAM ARCHER.
In tlie Se.nice of the Smart Set. By a Tweenie, with Appreciation

by Father VAUGHAN.

"The prioner said he was driving a friend in the car ou this

occasion without the knowledge of his mater." Daly Neics.

Naughty boy.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KVTKACTED FROM THE DliBI OF ToDY, M.I'.

Iliiiixr a/' (\>tit>iii>ii>i, Miiinltii/, June 20.

Great thing tliis lint \\rather to have
in clmrgc of Bill a Minister of artis-

tic temperament. Such is HOWARD
STU u'HKV. Natural gift displayed to-

night in manner eipially striking and

pleading. Order of the day, Vote on
Account. IVkUr arises on conduct of

Board of Agriculture. Hottest day of

the year. Outside, sun registers 122
i'S. With Amaryllis in the shade

it is 81 degrees. Attendance mode
I'KINCK AUTHUR in retirement, meditat-

ing on possibilities and probabilities of

Conference.

Questions sleepily put fail to stir

emotion. ADMIRAL BUROOVNE afloat

again ; cruises round unresponsive
MrKuNNA. Fires occasional shot by
way of question. BOTTOMLKY i>

ghastly disclosure of foundation of the

daily menu of the Salvation Army
Shelter at Blackfriars. UAKXSTON calls

aloud upon Government to ''deal in

iiiined manner" with the proclivi-
ties of our neighbours in Holland who
sell their cheese as prime Cheshire.
Tis CANNING'S verse, with variation:

In matters, of commerce :lie fault of tlie Hub-It
Is to p:i!m off as Cheshire a compound called

Kutch.

Mr. WING, fluttering over the North
Sea, suggests that the Dogger Banks
shall be re-stocked with fish.

"And torpedo-boats,"
honourable Member below

Gangway suggests.
P. E. SMITH, producing

bulky brief, discourses
learnedly on home supplies
<>f In-L-f and veal, tripe and
trotters. Draws gloomy pic-
ture of diminishing stock of

frozen beef.
"
Where," he asks, in

voice-whoso genuine emotion
touched the House, "

is the
chilled chine of yesteryear?

"

This brings EDWAUD
STKU -IIKY to front as repre-
sentative of Board of Agri-
culture. House in almost
comatose state. Yearning
for leafy lanes or cool sea
breezes. Momentarily bucks

up at sight of Minister.
"
Mr.WaiTLEY," STBACHEY

said, addressing DEPUTY
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES,
presiding in absence of Mr.
KM.MOTT, who lias gone a-

bay- making in Ennismore
Gardens, "with the permis-
sion of the Committee 1 will
now trace the history of foot
and mouth disease in this

TUB PENALTIES OF RESPONSIBILITY.
Sir Edward Strachey prepares to give the

entire history of foot and mouth disease,
swine fever, etc.

country since 1839, in which year it

was detected."

And he did. At a quarter past eight
debate Stood adjourned, the few Mem-
bers uho survived being gently led forth
and laid out to cool on the Terrace

Business dune. Vote on Account
discussed.

'I'/ii'ml <i/. Nice question, suddenly
snrung on House, varied debate on

Regency Bill and the Census. Is a
man who, whilst riding a bicycle, is run
over by a vehicle, with the result that
his right ear is nearly torn off, his
e illar-bone broken, his legs badly
bruised is such an one within his

right as a free-bora citizen in remark-

ing "Damn"?
It appears that, case being submitted

to Ivybridge Sessions, magistrates ruled
in the negative, adding a fine of one

pound and costs to damages already
sustained by the bruised bicyclist. It

was MAHKHAM who propounded ques-
tion, addressing it to HOME SKCUE-
TARY. WINSTON, whose watchful eyo
sleepeth nor day nor night, had not
overlooked the case ; had indeed
devoted to it prolonged considera-
tion. Came to conclusion that the

judgment should not be disturbed.

Pressed for reasons, darkly hinted that
there was more in the observations of
the bicyclist than met the eye in the

newspaper report.
Decision not universally acceptable.

Obviously the matter has
wider range than is defined
in question. There are golf
links as well as king's high-

ways. Temptation to exple-
tive is, in certain circum-

stances, common to both.

Cannot be one law for the
battered bicyclist and another
for the bunkered golfer.
Two leading cases may

be cited. That of Mr. Chucks,
the bo'sun with whom Peter

Simple, sailed. He, it will

be remembered, conscious of

infirmity in direction re-

buked by the Ivybridge
magistrates, gave a pleasing
turn to expletive.

" Bless

your eyes and ears, you
attractive son of a worthy
widow," was with him an

engaging form of remon-
strance addressed to any
of the crew who tempo-
rarily failed in discharge of

duty.
A more modern instance

is that of Lord MILNER, who,
calculating possible result of

the Lords throwing out
STRANGE I-'ISH FROM UHIMSBT.

The aimeiclmt mihatantial Shade of Sir George Doughty (com- T
minting an Mr. Him/), "(ireat Orimsby ! It 's horrible to see him Budget BUI, emphasised his

0*013 the Dogger Bank in my place !

"
patriotic contempt for the
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consequences by use of the very word

alleged to have whee/.ed through the

broken collar-bone of the prostrate

cyclist. There is no record of his Lord-

ship being mulcted in fine and costs.

Question full of difficulties. Perhaps
a Conference between the two Houses

would be most convenient method

of solving it. Viscount ST. ALDWYN

might represent the Peers.

Haziness done. Eegency Bill read

second time. In Committee on Census

Bill.

Thursday, June 23. Attempts to

draw PREMIER on subject of Conference,

rife at beginning of week, now inter-

mitted. ASQUITH much less easy to*

draw than is a middle-aged badger.
Old stagers recall GLADSTONE'S

manner wh:5n, for State reasons, mum
was the word. Posed by awkward

questions he briskly approached Table

and answered " my honourable friend

below the Gangway
"

or " the right

honourable gentleman opposite" with

bewildering mass of detail. So anxious

was he that the honest searcher after

truth should be satisfied that he

prolonged explanation beyond cus-

tomary limits. His sentences were in-

terminably lengthened by qualifica-

tions, definitions and hypotheses. Effect

heightened by his courteous bearing,
his almost passionate desire that no-

thing should be hidden.

When at end of five or six minutes

he resumed, his seat the mind of hap-
less enquirer was in such
bewildered state that he was

;

incapable of framing on spur
of the moment a Supplemen-
tary Question. When, after

gasping for breath, he had
constructed a formula more
or less suitable to the occa-

sion, next Question on paper
was calledand his opportunity
had sped.
ASQUITH says nothing in

quite different fashion. When
inquiring minds like those

which animate the manly
framework of DALZIEL or

WEDGWOOD place on paper
elaborate questions designed
to pierce the secrets of the

shuttered Conference room
he in a sentence effectually
waves them off. In addition

to saving public time the

stern brevity of reply is

disheartening. There has
been elaborate preparation
of the trap, bold advertise-

ment in all the morning
papers, strained attention of

crowded House as it is

solemnlv set and laid in full

A. BAD<;ER THAT WEDOWOOD AND DAI.ZIEL win.
NEVER DRAW IN THIS WOULD !

mouse on Treasury Bench. In due
time mouse approaches, sniff's at the

trap with chilling indifference, and

passes on unhurt.
Business done. In Committee of

Supply.
Friday. The dolour in which House

is steeped by peculiar political circum-
stances of the hour has been deepened
by a privation slight in itself, but por-
tentous in an assembly to whom

old traditions are dear. For more
sessions than man remembers the Par-

liamentary scene has been lighted up
by the glow of MARK LOCKWOOD'S
carnation. Owing in considerable

measure to MACAULAY, the white plume
of HENRY OF NAVARRE is a prominent
feature in reminiscence of fights and

forays. The carnation in our Colonel's

buttonhole, though its record is

more modest, is ever equally promi-
nent. Whatever Party be in power,
whatever be the shortcomings and

iniquities of hon. gentlemen on benches

opposite, there is the carnation, blush-

ing upon the just and the unjust.
With varied emotion Members re-

mark that it has not been seen since

sittings were resumed at close of Spring
Eecess. The first hurried rumour
attributed omission to the Budget.
It was said that, with super-tax staring
him in the face, MARK LOCKWOOD could

not be expected to go on cultivating
carnations that bloom not only in the

Spring but the year through. Item,
there was cost of postage for their

delivery in town eveiy movnjng through
Parliamentary session.

That a reasonable inference, adding
heavily to crushing responsibilities of

LLOYD GEORGE. Nevertheless it was
on wrong tack. Simple explanation ac-

counts for everything. We are still in

state of mourning. In such case flowers

are not permissible. So MARK goes
about the Lobbies and sits in the

House sows the illumination

of his customary favour.

At first sight hardly knew
him. Recognition comes with

glance at the hat thrown back
on head, deftly held atperilous

angle that no pork-pie-eapped

messenger-boy dare attempt.
Business done. Census

Bill through Committee.

THE JOYS OF IRRESPOXSIDII.ITV.

view of the innocent-looking the Conference.

The manly framework of fialziol
"
doing his level b?st to capsize

An Echo of the Army
Pageant Rehearsals.

Scryeant. "Company, 'ten-

tion ! You are ancient Britons.

You will strip in tent nine,

and put on anything you may
be given (reading orders)
' You will enter the scene

tumultuously and gambol on

the sward. Engage in ball

play, axe play, stick play,
club play. Now is heard in

music the first clang of metal

and the soft note of bronze.

You will seize the women,
hooking the adversary's Ama-
zons by the hair and pulling
them over to the winners'

side.' Them 's your orders,

and don't forget you 're on

parade !

"
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Old Lady (turning to neighbour, during lasl Aft of tragedy).
"
En, MISTER, BCT -IDEM '.\MI.ETS 'AD A DEAL o' TROUBLE IN THEIR FAMILY 1"

VAE VICTEICIBUS.

(To a Militant.)

[According to tlie opinion of its own leaders

and several of the daily papers the size and
seriousness of the last Suffragette demonstra-
tion indicate a speedy victory for the cause.]

WHEN I perpend on that display
Of purple, white and green,

The banners and the trumpets' bray,
The shouting and the sheen,

I cannot help it, lady mine,
These optics are suffused with brine
In memory of the days divine,

The dawns that once have been.

Not that I hanker, Clara dear,
To hold your sex in chain ;

Out on the churl that did not cheer
That iris-bearing train !

The warriors' dress, the drums
athrob,

The tout ensemble of the job
They tear from me the heartfelt sob,

Because well, I '11 explain.

What if our Government should bow
At last before the gale?

Arc, we to lose the pavement row,
The padlocks and the rail ?

The peeler with dishevelled coat,
The spectacles whereon we dote,
All for a tiip'ny hap'ny vote,

A toy too apt to stale ?

Can you suppose the Bight to Plump
For men mere men and blind

Has half the glory of a clump
Fair in a copper's wind ?

That polling days produce such fun

As landing WINSTON CHURCHILL
one,

Or making pallid Premiers run
Fleet as a mountain hind ?

No, when you 've won your Suffrage

game
And doffed the martyr's gown,

Soon as the vote is yours, how tame,
How trite will seem the town !

The butterfly, more blest in this,

Returns not to its chrysalis,
But you, my Clara, how you '11

miss
That rainbow-tinted gown ! EVOE.

THE PETS OF THE MIGHTY.
[" I am the owner of a very long-backed

Alici'dci'ii terrier." Mr. Coui-SOS KERNAIIAN in

Dreams Dead Earnent an'l Half Jest.]

THIS interesting revelation from the

pen of the gifted author of Wise Men
and a Fool has prompted us to make
inquiries as to the animals possessed
by other illustrious public characters.

The results of our investigations we
now hasten to lay before our readers.

The Editor of The Spectator (Mr. J.

ST. LOE STKACHEY) possesses a fine

private menagerie, which contains,

amongst other specimens, forty-three
Persian cats, twenty white mice, ten

veteran Surrey fowls, thirteen macaws,
two marmosets, two semi - Bombay
ducks, one stuffed albatross, four jer-

boas, and a Mexican mastiff, all of which
are fed exclusively on Quaker cocoa.

The POET-LAUREATE has a trained

canary which drinks nothing but sack.

Mr. BERNARD SHAW has a lowbacked
Dachshund which he calls " Barker."

Mr. GRANVILLE BARKER is the proud
possessor of a magnificent St. Bernard,
which he calls

" Shaw."
Sir H. BEERBOHM TREE'S insepar-

able companion is a humorous Great

Dane, which he has aptly christened
" Hamlet."

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE has a winsome
Welsh rabbit, which he has wittily

named "
Super-tax." His motor-car, we

may add, is called
"
Super-taxi."

Mr. BHAM STOKER has a tame buffalo

with a cupola
- shaped head, which

answers to the name of " Oliver."

Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR has a double-

breasted Fountain Penguin which takes

sardines from its master's hand and is

called " Brian Boru."
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RUSTIC YORKSHIRE TAKES THE FIELD.

TheOaptain. "Tuou TAKS FIRST OVER, CEOFT, AND THOU STUMPS, BLACKSMITH, AND T'OTHEBS SPREAD YERSENS ABOOT i' LOIKELY SPOTS."

"GENTLY, POTTEE, GENTLY,
PEAY !

"

[Mr. Thomas Hardy has approved the produc-
tion of a series of Dorset ware illustrating his

novels. The various designs, including a

sketch portrait of Teas, were provided by Mr.

Hardy himself who wrote several couplets.

Beneath a line- drawing of Teas are the words
" No girl iu Wessex rivalled Tesi
lu beauty, charm, and tenderness." ....

The Times.]

OTHEB novelists and public persons
have not been long in following suit,

and an enormous output of ornamental

pottery may be expected. Among the

new series in a forward stage of com-

pletion is a delightful set of Manx
Mannikins from the famous Greeba
red clay, depicting the better known
characters in the charming stories of

Mr. HALL CAINE. Each bears a coup-
let hot from the massive brain. Thus,
under John Storm we read :

"I win lost souls from deepest Hell ;

Millions of readers love mi well."

And under Glory Quayle :

"
Bewitching, candid, noble, free :

Not bhakspearo's self drew such as she."

From Stratford-on-Avon, which is

already the home of statuettes and

every variety of china and earthenware

memento, is to come a new batch, not,

as it happens, devoted to the trite

Bard of Bards, but to the gifted author

of some of the most successful tracts

of our time, Miss CORELLI. Beneath
jhese figures she also has placed suit-

able lines. Under an exquisitely

dainty miniature of Mavis Clare, you
may read :

' ' Tho World's Desire
'

is she indeed :

Ah ! great your fortune, you who read !

"

And under The Master Christian :

"The past, ah, yes ! 'twas great, we know,
But don't run down the present so.

Avou inspires her darling still :

This Hero grew beside her rill."

The Shorter Pottery will take the

form of a number of statuettes of illus-

trious authors with definitive summaries
of their achievements and position in

the literary firmament from the pen of

the famous critic. These statuettes

have been made from a fine clay dis-

covered by Mr. SHORTER (or, as he is

now known by his intimates,
" Buck-

some Clement") in one of his rambles
in Buckinghamshire.
Mr. G. B. SHAW has sanctioned the

miniature reproduction of his bust by

RODIN in a new kind of leadless glaze

pottery to be known as Fabian Ware.
These statuettes will each bear an in-

scription from the Master's hand con-

sisting of the single word SHAW in

iacsimile autograph. "Thus," as Mr.

SHAW wrote recently in ambiguous
French to the promoters of the latest

BODIN banquet (these meals have be-

come so frequent as to resemble a table

d'hdte),
" thus will your great sculptor

endure, linked to me, long after his own
name would have perished."
A somewhat similar bust of Mr.

HALDANE, made of the best black and

Tanagra Terrier cotta, is also to be

placed on the market. It bears the

appropriate inscription :

"
I who once worshipped SCUOPENIIAUI R

Now own, Great Mars, thy sovereign power !

"

An admirer of Mr. BELLOO has ar-

ranged with a pewterer for the manu-
facture of a large number of " Hilarious

Tankards," each to hold a quart of the

very best beer that Kent or its substi-

tutes can produce, and each to bear

round the rim a couplet or triplet from

Mr. BELLOC'S pen. Among those which

have been already engraved on the

pewter are these :
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS.
OLD BUDGET (to NEW). ''All, MY BOY, YOU'LL NEVER BE THE BUDGET Z WAS. IN MY

TIME WE HAD TO FIGHT FOR OUR SKINS. I WAS OUT IN NINETEEN -NINE."
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Visitor (looking at field covered with mole-hills).

Visitor.
" BUT WHAT ARE UMPTY TUMPS ?

"

Visitor. "BUT WHAT is THE UMPTY?"

WHAT ARE ALL THOSE MOUNDS?" Shropshire Native.

Notice. "TOOMPS WHAT T' OOMPTY MAKES."

Natiw.
" WHAT MAKES THE TOOMPS, YOU FOOL !

"

OOMPTY TOOMPS."

"
Id- fears no enemy's assault

Who has the Faith and loves gooJ nialt."

" What chance for him who faints and stops?
Advance (like kangaroos) by hops !

"

"No legislator e'er can full

Who fortifies himself with ale -

Whether in tankard or in pail."

Meanwhile Mr. BELLOC'S twin bro-

ther, G. K. C., has arranged for a supply
of "Chesterton China," reminiscent of

the day when he played Dr. Johnson
at the Chelsea Pageant and expressed
the wish to consume eighteen cups of

tea. In accordance with this aspiration
the "Chesterton China" will be sold

only in sets of eighteen cups; at the

bottom of each will be found a senti-

ment or distich of the great man,
among which are the following :

"
( !o where you will the world to see

The tourist starts and ends with T."

"It is as inipreguably and ineontestably time
to say that black tea is green as to say that

green tea is black."
"
There is nothing in the world more remark-

able than tea-time, and there is nothing in the
world so utterly commonplace as tea-time."

Birmingham, already so rich in

manufactures, is about to add another

to its artistic products in the new

Lodge Lustre, which is being turned

out in great quantities at Edgbaston.
The favourite shape is a life-size replica
of the great scientist's head, with the

following inscription on the base :

" Three interviewers in three seasons came
And guitled me along the path to fame.

BLATHWAYT of bunkum had the largest pharc,
But BEC;BIE'S trumpet had a louder blare ;

Then Nature played her very grandest slam

And sent me STOKER, the portentous BRAM."

Yielding to the entreaties of in-

numerable applicants the leader of the

Follies has made arrangements for the

establishment of a Pelissier Pottery.

(Mr. PKLISSIER, it may be remembered,
traces his descent from the famous

potter, BERNARD PALISSY, the spelling
of whose name varies greatly in dif-

ferent authorities.) Each piece of

Pelissier pottery will bear the motto,
"
Laugh and grow fat," and an ap-

propriate couplet or quatrain. Among
them we may mention the following:

"iSome make their pile by 'striking He,'

And some by fleecing jays ;

The cueistscores by playing pots,
And I by potting plays."

"
Figures as Illustrations."

From a letter in The Morning Post :

" A Suffrage argument: Ten thousand women
and girls marching in the streets of London.

An anti-vSuffrage argument : Eleven million

nine hundred and ninety thousand women in

their homes.

(The female population of the United King-
dom over fifteen years of age is estimated at

eleven millions)."

The writer must try again. She will

never succeed like this.

The Gentlest Art.

The following application for a place
has been forwarded to us :

"Dr Madmin have heard lias you are in

want of a Housemaid and has I am in want of

a place has Housemaid would like to give you
a trail."

" On the other hand, the Tilbury ferry is

much less inconvenient than the Woolwich, and

therefore we have selected the latter as being

by far the more convenient." The Autocar.

Until the explanation is actually set

down before one, it is often puzzling
to know why people do things.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(Tty Mr. Punch's Staff of learned Clerl;s.)

EXCEPTING, perhaps, the conduct of the three hundred

before Thermopylae, and that immortal remark of the gen-

tleman who proposed to treat the Persians' arrow-flights

as a parasol, I do not know a finer thing in romantic

history than the language and behaviour of the French

aristocrats whilst awaiting the guillotine. And, though I

sometimes think that more smiling heroes and beautiful

heroines have ridden in the tumbrils of fiction than ever

actually perished even in the orgies of the Revolution, I am

always ready to hear of more. For half its length at least

A Marriage wider the Terror (MULROSE) does justice to

the raging excitement of its period, and it would be hard to

give it higher praise than that. But when PATRICIA

WENTWOBTH takes her aristocratic heroine out of Paris

after her first rescue from I'Abbaye, and sends her hero,

the Deputy Daiujeau,
to the South, she

permits the plot to

drag a little, since it

is immediately ob-

vious to the wary
and bloodthirsty
reader that there

must be yet another

hair-breadth 'scape
from the knife's edge
before the finale of

happiness, and he is

obliged to possess
his soul in patience
till it arrives. The
authoress, however,

partly atones for this

by the insertion of

a burning chateau
and a fresh love-

affair, so that, as I

had plenty to look at

whilst I was loiter-

ing about, and as
j

the final scene of I

peril and deliverance !

was carried through -

with all the honours, it would be churlish indeed to

complain. A Marriage under the Terror has been awarded
a prize, I gather, by a committee of expert lady novelists,
and, if it only won by a neck or so, there must have been
a very talented field.

If you 've an idea at the back of your head
That life 's a blank and that thrills are dead,
That this year of grace one-nine-one-0
Is a milk-and-watery, one-horse show,
That you 've lost, if you ever had, the knack
Of getting a shudder all down your back,
And feeling your tresses stand up on end
If this is your state of mind, my friend,
It 's fairly clear that you 've not yet struck
EOBEET AITKEN'S The Lantern of Liick.

For, unless I 'm wrong, which I know I 'm not,
EGBERT '11 touch the morbid spot ;

He will alter your point of view ;

EGBERT A. is the man for you.
How will he do it? Well, here and now
I haven't the space to explain just how,

But he spins a yarn of this dull to-day
And packs it with people from U.S.A.,

Who, forced by motives of love or cash,

Cut a pretty exciting dash,

Full of twists and surprises, planned
With such a masterly, forthright hand

(Our ROBERT'S, to wit) that you 're bound to wake
From your dream (see supra) if only to make
Sure that the things described aren't true

And liable daily to happen to you.
That 's, at least, how the book strikes me.

Buy of MURRAY, and read and see.

HUGH WALPOLE specialises in Cornwall, and although
Maradick at Forty (SMITH, ELDER) does not entirely fulfil

the expectations raised by his first book, The Wooden Horse,
I can still ask all lovers of the Duchy to read it. Here he

lays his scene in Treliss, a little seaside town with some-

thing in its air which made the stuffiest people
" do things."

Mr. WALPOLE de-

scribes the atmos-

phere of Treliss with
remarkable subtlety,
but I am not alto-

gether on his side

when he begins to

show the effects of it

upon his characters.

Maradick was a,

dull, virtuous, wife-

trodden man until

the intoxicating air

got into his head.
Then he boomed,
and there were in-

cidents in his boom
which were un-

pleasant. More
stress is laid upon
his sensual side than
is necessary, and his

philanderings with
Mrs. Lester were, I

feel, an insult to

the atmosphere of

Treliss. But in case

wives with dull hus-

bands should be frightened I must add that Treliss was

eventually the salvation of the Maradicks, although their

cure is not one which can be unreservedly recommended.
I hope that Mr. WALPOLE will continue to write of

Cornwall; and if he will devote more attention to the

natives and less to the visitors I shall have no fears for him.

THE HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURE IN THE
AEROPLANING FUTURE. A POSSIBLE USE FOR SUPERFLUOUS RUBBER.

John Bull on the Conference.
" When Pack meets with Pack in the Jungle, and neither

will go from the trail,

Lie down till the leaders have spoken it may be fair

words will prevail." litidyard Kipling.

Mr. John Redmond on the Same.
" And thus the native hue of (Veto) Resolution

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought."

Shakspeare.

"
It is stated that on the Fame Islands there is a donkey which drinks

beer and chews tobacco." Yorkshire Eteni <g Post.

He would be still more of an ass if he chewed beer and
drank tobacco.
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THEY
had discussed the weather, the latest novel, golf, and the Army Pageant, until the resources of conversation

seemed to be exhausted ; and still they sat on.
"
Well," said HERBERT, pulling himself together with an effort,

" about this little er Veto business.""
Yes," agreed ARTHUR cautiously ;

" there 's that."

"There seems to be a feeling that if we could settle our differences in an amicable way, the country would not
be sorry. I don't know if you have any suggestions as to how this could be done ?

"

"The idea," said ARTHUR, " has been adumbrated that something in the way of compromise
"

At the word "
compromise

"
there was a sudden silence.

"
Compromise," said HERBERT at last, after much thought,

" in the result might be compared to two girls
Each would feel that she had made a tremendous sacrifice, and yet the other wouldn't be happy

"

There were once," said ARTHUR reflectively,
" a man and a woman who couldn't agree where to live one

'fernaa London and the other Manchester. Compromise suggested that they should buy a- house at Bu<by whicbt
;
but being sensible people they decided to spend alternate years at the two places. In politics that is

called the Party system." He paused for a moment, and then added, "It works very well
"

'

No," said HERBERT firmly ;

" not with the present House of Lords."
"Ah," groaned ARTHUR, "now we've begun."
' If this conference is to come to anything we must begin some time. And if wo go on it can only be on the

>f compromise of some sort which means giving up something. We may not like it, but there it is. There 's
> harm in trying. Now then, tell me what you're prepared to give up."

That 's just what I was going to ask you," sighed ARTHUB.
"
Pray begin," said HERBERT courteously.

The other yawned and stretched himself and began.
I am willing to admit that you have a grievance,"

am prepared to make this very great sacrifice, what will you on your partgive up ?
"
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" What do you want? "

" I want you to admit the principle of an Upper House which has real control over the Lower House ; an

assembly which has the right and, more than that, the duty, to refer any important measure to the people ; such right
to be exercised, as I have said, impartially as between the two parties."

HERBERT was silent for a long time.
" Well?

"
said ARTHUR impatiently.

" We must each give up something."
" But the two things are so different. You ask me to concede the right of a Second Chamber to refer any

measure to the people. After all, that is a question which admits of argument. Some may hold that it is wise, some
not; many will say that anyhow it should not apply to Finance ; the further question as to how, and how often, this

right is to bo exercised arises out of it. Imagine a gathering of the most distinguished men in the five continents

drawing up a constitution for a Model State you may be sure that this question would at least be discussed. But
is it conceivable that it would occur to anybody for one single moment to make the obvious suggestion that the two
chief parties in the State should be treated alike ? Surely that would be taken for granted !

"

"Yet," said ARTHUR, "if one has enjoyed certain powers legitimately for a long time it is hard to lose them,
however reasonably they be taken away. And, though it is one thing to start two competitors equally, it is another thing
to level them up every time one gets a little ahead."

"
Well, yes, that is true. And it may he that without either of us giving up very much we can find a way out

in the manner you suggest. Another little idea had occurred to me, though, and what you say about referring
important measures to the people emboldens me to mention it. Our programme was to refer our Veto Bill to the

people, and, if it was approved, to obtain powers to pass it through the Lords. Now, however, there is a strong
feeling in the country against our seeking such powers at this time. On the other hand, your party has suddenly
taken up with the idea of leaving important measures to the judgment of the people. Well, then, why shouldn't

you give us guarantees that if our Veto Bill is approved by the country, the House of Lords will accept it?
"

ARTHUR assumed an air of detachment. . . .

* ' * * * =;= *

Outside in the street Peace and Mr. Punch were taking their afternoon walk together. As they passed a certain
closed door Peace stopped and listened anxiously.

" I wonder 1

"
she said. " I 'm afraid there 's just a little something wanting

"

"
Why, of course there is, dear lady," cried Mr. Punch. " I have it here !

" And with that he pushed in through
the letter-box his

mtbrdr antr
C|rirt|j-<2%|)ilj iolmw.

CONFERENCE
HALL
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OLD FRIENDS.
FEW things have given me such real

pleasure as the recent announcement
that plans have been made for the issue
of a new coinage. This will meet a

long-felt want, and however soon the
issue is made it cannot be too soon.
Not that I wish to disparage the

dear old coinage. I don't know as
much about the subject as Lord ROTH-
SCHILD or ANDHKW CAKNEGIE, I must
admit, but I think the time is oppor-
tune for a gooil word to be said about
it and, as neither of these gentlemen
has come forward (it is little to their

credit, 1 consider), 1 feel no hesitation

'mpting to fill the breach. Indeed,
il is part of a journalist's daily work to
write about things of which ho has little

or no ex]>.

What romance surrounds our old

coinage ! What thoughts are stirred

up by it ! Look through your pennies,
if any. Is there one dated 1883?
That was the year in which Lord
WINTER-TON also saw the light. Think
of all the gladness that both have

brought to many a heart. Have you
one dated 1874? The thought in-

evitably comes, how thin it has grown
in the service of man, while Mr. G. K.

CHESTERTON, who came into the world
the same year, has altered too.

Let us not slight the old coinage.

Remember, an old penny will buy as

WMX matches as a new one, and
The J>ii'!'/ Mirror you receive in ex-

change for an old half-penny has quite
as many pictures as the one you would
obtain if you presented a new penny
and the boy forgot to 141

vo the c i

And the same rule obtains with

shillings, and (as I have been told)

with coins of higher value whose names
I am not familiar with.

Yes, the issue of a new coinage fills

me with joy ;
I only hope they "11 issue

enough. But all the same I have a

warm corner in my pocket for the old.

Overdoing it.

" A ini'.iiiix'' from MaiTivkrsh states tliat five-
- of tin 1

I nisi ness part of tin- city luivo

lirrn di-stroycrl by tiro."

You can't get the insurance people
like that.

"CoitlllTE Sl'ITI.Y

ALAUVIM: STATKMI
I OLLAPSl "I Yor.Ksmi!!'..' '

Yorkshire is too sensitive. It should

try HIRST'S Toffoe for the Nerves.

Vul .. rXXXlX
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TO SOPHONISBA, OF BEDFORD COLLEGE.

[The Duchess of MAtti.noiiouoir, in advocating a scheme for the

removal of the Bedford College for Women from Baker Street to
Regent's

Park, is reported to have said that "it was difficult to comprehend

why there should be such rooti-d objection on the ]iart of Englishmen to

the higher education of their wives. There must be some secret, fear

that, hard as lln-y found it to understand a woman now, it would be

absolutely beyond their ken were she highly educated." The way to

conquer opposition was for women to be
"

tactful enough not always to

worst their husbands in argument."]

ERE the vows at which the bravest falter

Make you my irrevocable bride ;

Ere I feel the nuptial noose or halter

Bound my throttle permanently tied ;

While the hour is open for repentance,
Hear the following prayer which I despatch !

Else, before the priest pronounces sentence,
I propose to scratch.

I implore you not to be too sniffy

Should my lack of culture cause you pain ;

Do not petrify your Albert if he

Fails to fathom your unusual brain ;

Promise you will temper your ideas

To the taste of just an average man ;

Promise, Sophonisba, not to be as

Clever as you can.

Fostered at the fount of higher knowledge,
You enjoyed a chance denied to me ;

I was never schooled at Bedford College,
I was nursed at Balliol's homely knee ;

Therefore make allowance for the mental

Lapses which invite your lips to laugh,
And, as you are strong, be very gentle

To your feebler half.

Epigrams, in private, I could swallow ;

If you made my manly pride to flinch

From a wit too fleet for me to follow,

I could always smack you at a pinch ;

But in public, when you take the trophy
For the finest table-talk in Town,

Do not knock me sideways, O my Sophie ;

Let me softly down. O. S.

AN EXAMINATION PAPER FOR JUDGES.
[A Bill providing for the appointment of two more Judges of the

High Court is now before the House of Commons. Mr. Punch
ventures to suggest that no barrister should be raised to the Bench
unless he ean answer the following questions satisfactorily. Knowledge
of the world is, after all, as important as a knowledge of Law and the
rales of procedure.]

I. WHO is HARRY LADDER ? Where and when and how
often does he do what? Has he ever travelled abroad?
If so, state where and how he travelled and how many
bouquets of flowers were presented to him, by whom.
What costume does he look best in ?

II. Write short life - histories of G. B. SHAW, A. B.
WALKLEY and G. K. CHESTERTON.

III. If Mr. SHAW, Mr. WALKLEY, Mr. CHESTERTON and
Mr. BELLOC were locked up in a room together for an hour,
what do you consider would be the probable result, on the

assumption that all type-writing machines, pens, pencils,
ink and paper had been previously removed and that only
three gags had been provided for the four of them ?

IV. What are the favourite drinks of (a) Mr. BELLOC,
(b) Mr. CHESTERTON ?

V. Give a short working definition of "
back-chat," with

examples of its use, (1) by a music-hall singer, (2) by three

occupants of a box plus six bottles of champagne with

liqueurs to follow.

VI. What, if any, is your theory of " chuckers out
"
?

If A., a chucker-out, measures six feet four inches, and B.,

a noisy member of the audience, measures only five feet

five, what in your opinion will be the upshot of a meeting
between them on the top of a stone staircase leading to a

granite pavement ?

VII. Explain the meaning of the following expressions,

giving examples of the use of each, and mentioning in every
case the status, age and profession of those who use them :

"Quisby, my boy"; "He's got all the fat"; "It's a

perfect frost
"

;

" Not 'arf
"

;

" He 's got bubbles in his

think-tank
"

;

" She 's a fair knock-out
"

;

" A sockdolloger
on the jaw"; "The Field a monkey"; "Dormy two 1

";
" None o' your lip

"
;
"I '11 push your fice in

"
;

" The

spondulicks
"

;

" 'Arf a thick 'tin."

VIII. " This Court is not a theatre." Examine the
truth of this statement in the light of some recent trials.

Give the names of four jocose Judges, with examples and
brief analyses of their jokes.
IX. Can you quote Latin and French ? If so, quote

some of each and translate into idiomatic English.
X. State what you know about Dresden China

; Dress-
makers' Bills

;
Ladies' Hats ;

Turf Accountants ; Journa-
lists' Salaries ;

Publishers' Readers ; Eailway Porters ;

Mining Royalties ;
The Stock Exchange ; The Price of

Coals; Grammar; Deportment; and the Duties of Bishops.

THE CRYPTS OF CLAMOUR.
( With acknowledgments to a widespread advertisement.)

WHAT is more silent and lonely than the life of a
bachelor ? Even with married couples or in large families

there are frequently moments of almost intolerable dull-

ness, gaps in the conversation, hiatuses of sound. Buy
the Crypts of Clamour and make your existence a melodious
and a cheerful thing. What are the Crypts of Clamour t

They look like the ordinary furniture castor ; but are they ?

No. Every one of them conceals a miniature barrel-organ
that plays in rotation all the popular airs of the day. Fit

them to your tables and chairs, fasten them to your otto-

mans and settees, clap them to your bedsteads and your
book-cases ; let the sofa become tonic and the dumb-waiter
burst into song. The pianola will be instantly superseded
and the gramophone a thing of the past. Straddle across

your chair and ride round the room, and you can enjoy all

the finest music of the hour at a minimum of expense.
Spring-cleaning becomes a vast orchestral symphony and
the drawing-in of chairs to dinner produces the blare of a
restaurant band. The little ones will love them. Fastest
over polished boards and linoleum, they give an exquisite
if softer rendering on Axminsters and Turkeys. Papa will

never go to the Club now. Ten-and-sixpence each, they
last for a lifetime, and can be procured of all pianoforte-
dealers and ironmongers in the United Kingdom by
enclosing a coupon from this paper. Notice our trade-

mark, the rattle-snake, and hurry up and make your home
a concert-hall.

The Public School Touch.
" WANTED several good Cancrs for indoor work for six weeks. Day

work, not piece work.". Koulh Eucks Free Press.

From The Photographic Bed Book :

" ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS . . . Dark Room. Apply, Keeper of Wolves'
Dens."

There should be some interesting developments here which
we would be sorry to miss.
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PEGGING OUT HIS CLAIM.
THE NEW GOLDFIELDS, BUDGET CEEEK.
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GOLD!
from Vancouver tlnil tin- rniiMiurs ut'a l.i^ strike of[ II is

gold at HittiT Cn-.'k liavr Uvn conl'miu'il." Tli" llnilii

GOLD! 'mid tlie North's magnetic. hush,
They 've struck it in the good old maim M

,

Not the beringed promoter's gush,
No trash of your prospectus-planner,

But the true kind that played its part
With howies, "guns," and forty-niners,

When
(i>y the mngic of BHET HARTK)

You found no life excelled the miner's !

II<>\v often have you, beat but gaum,
Your old red shirt without a collar,

Toiled at the stiff, abandoned claim
You 'd purchased with your last half dollar;

Sure-armed, you swung your pick aloft

Through days of doubt and hours of danger,
Then, lo ! the vein dull, yellowy, soft,
And " Sort o' think you'd struck it, Stranger!

"

And up the paas, through pine and snow.
You 've heard the river in the canyon

Shouting a thousand foot below,
The timber-wolf your sole companion;

With aching hack you 've faced the hill,

You 've searched eacli likely ledge and dug it,

And whooped the eagle from 'his kill

\\lien you acclaimed a ten-ounce nugn it!

^ mi Ve swatered into cam)) at night,
Idolized, hold, a devil of a fellow;
'ii 'ye seen the windy dark alight,
Stern face, r id the (ire grown mellow;

And, where the fauged Sierras ri.se

Up through the moon's cold flooding crystal,
You 've lain and watched the opal skies,
Your head upon a loaded pistol !

Tap of the pick ! it 's waked in truth
The kindly, half-forgotten fairies,

Friends of the camping fires of youth
That shone on Indians, trails, and prairies ;

Whose sparks still through the darkness fall

In flashing showers of gold unstinted,
The purest metal of them all,

A finer ore than e'er was minted !

A LANCASHIRE FAMILY AFFAIR.
IN view of recent developments it is rumoured that a

deputation of county cricket captains is about to present
the following recommendations to the M.C.C. at head-

quarters :

(1) That not more than seven TYLDKSLKYS, whether
related or not, shall be allowed to play at one time for any
Lancashire eleven.

(2) That ERNEST TYLDESLEY and WILLIAM TVI,DI:SM:Y
shall be appointed cricket specialists to The Daily Nett's
and The Daily Express respectively.

(3) That they shall always make a point of saying a few
kind words about JOHN.

(4) That the pastime now commonly called cricket shall

henceforward, when Lancashire is one of the contesting
parties, be known as Tyldesley-winks.
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AT THE PLAY.
" PRISCILLA KUNS AWAY."

You know the dear old story of the
" Prince's Wooing

"
: how he had to

contract an alliance with a Princess

whom he had never seen, how lie dis-

guised himself as an ordinary subject
and made love to her in the ordinary

way, and how, finally, when they met
as Prince and Princess, they discovered

that they had given their hearts to

each other long long ago. It is one

of the four magazine stories of the

world. Well, 1 thought that this

comedy of ELIZABETH ARNIM'S, which
Mr-. TRENCH presents at the Hay-
market, was going to bo that

story. It begins in the usual

way with the official betrothal

of Henry, Prince of Lucerne, to

the Princess Priscilla of Lothen-

Kunitz. Priscilla, who is as

pretty and proper a girl as you
will meet on a summer's day,
refuses to be handed over like a

parcel to Henry, and runs away
to England ; settling down in

Creeper Cottage, Symford, with

her maid, Annalise, and her old

tutor, Fritzing. Act II. opens on
the cottage, and of course 1

expected Prince Henry to turn

up in disguise; he could have

done this for all stage purposes

by shaving off his diminutive

moustache. But to my intense

relief he didn't, and the reaction

was so great that, had the re-

maining scenes been much less

funny than they were, I should

still have enjoyed them to the full

and felt grateful to their author.

The Countess ARNIM, in fact,

had a more subtle idea in her

head. Her heroine was filled

with the desire to do good to

dwell among the poor and help
them at first hand. Living in a

castle at home, she had amused herself

by building cottages in the air; now
was her chance of making her dreams
come true. "

Helping
"
went forward

merrily at Symford. Money was
showered 'on the villagers till there was
none left to pay the real bills

;
the

Symford Sabbath, as established by the

Vicar's wife, was broken with a tea to

the children ; the ears of the Vicar's

son were boxed and the heart of the

young Squire captured. And so on
and so on. By the end of a fortnight
our dear Priscilla' s well-meant chickens
were coming home to roost. Sadly she

began to realise that she could not get
out of her class, that she could neither

help nor be happy in her new sur-

roundings. Instinctively her heart

went back to home. .

And then the Prince comes in. You
see he had guessed all along what

would happen.
It is a pretty comedy, which drops

perhaps too easily into farce. 1 am
afraid that Countess ARNJM plays for

the laugh ;
she is inclined to pursue a

good joke just a little too long. She

knew, I am sure, that the Fourth Act

(at Lothen-Kunitz) was a mistake, but

the temptation to be funny (and she

was very funny) about the official in-

fluenza of the truant Princess was too

strong for her. It is a pity ;
for much

of the play was so good that one feels

that it might all have been so much
better.

CHARLES MAUDE made a perfect German

prince he has acquired a habit lately

of fitting perfectly every part he plays.
Miss SYDNEY FAIUBROTHER has only to

speak to make the elect laugh ; it was
an additional joy to find that the author

had provided her with so many good

things. But perhaps the best study of

the evening among the smaller parts
was the young Squire of Mr. DONALD
CALTHKOP a name to be looked out

for in future programmes. And, re-

membering appreciatively these and
other performances, one must not forget
how much of one's enjoyment was due

to Mr. NORMAN McKiNNEL's skill in

casting the play. M.

".Sitting on the doorstep lie cut it

open fastidiously and read it, leaning

against the lintel in the sunlight."

"Daily Mail
"
Feuillctmi.

The context shows that he didn't

really cut the doorstep open
(fastidiously or otherwise) ; but

there is nothing to explain how
he got his head successfully on
the lintel, unless he was a very
tall man indeed.

you

PRINCESS FUISOIU.A IN THE COURSE OF HER FLIGHT
COMES TO THE GROUND.

J'i -im-rss Priscilla Miss NEILSON-TERRY.
Prince Henry Mr. CIIAULES MAUDE.

From " Commercial Notes
"

in

The Dundee Advertiser :

"?;raiu whisky is slightly more cheer-

ful, there always being a certain demand
for this description, lint at best it is of a
hiuul ttj itioutlt <'h<n'(* {'!'.''

[EDITOR :

" I don't think

need rub this one in."

COMMENTATOR (sadly}:
" I don't

often get such a chance, but of

course if you wish me to spare
them well anyhow let me put it

in italics.

EDITOR: Anything to escape.]

Once again
whatever else

I am convinced that,

they may tell me is

wrong with England, there is nothing
the matter with English acting. Nor
with English beauty, I may add, when
Miss NEILSON - TERKY is to be seen.

For so young a leading lady she was

astonishingly at ease on the stage ;

her success in a long part upon which

everything depended was triumphant.
Perhaps her face expresses her*motions
rather too obviously I make the sug-

gestion diffidently, for where all is so

pretty it were churlish to complain.
To mention all the other good per-

formances is impossible, but one or

two must be singled out. Mr. LYALL
SWETE as Fritzing gave the play im-
mense assistance; he was a tower of

strength in the two English Acts. Mr.

From a notice board set up by
the S.E. and C. Ey. :

"This Bridge is insufficient to curry :i

Heavy Motor Car tin' registered axle weight of any
axle of which exceeds Five Tons or the registered
axle weights of the several axles of which
exceed in the aggregate Seven Tons or a Heavy
Motor Car drawing a Trailer if the registered
axle weights of the several axles of the Heavy
Motor Car and the axle weights of the several

axles of the Trailer exceed in the aggregate
Eight Tons."

We can almost sac the chauffeur

stopping and working it out.

The Gal he left bshind him.

"The Rev. C. K. L. McDowall has beet)

appointed to succeed Canon A. J. Pin as Head
Master of King's School, Canterbury."

As a matter of fact in most books of

reference they put the Head Master of

King's School among the " Gals." In

short, his name is GALPIN, dear ]>inli/

Telegraph.
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WHAT YOU MUSTN'T MISS AT HENLEY.

THE PIERKOTS. FAVOURITES OF THE FOOTLIGHTS.

THE OOFY GOLDBERGS' HOUSE-BOAT- AND THE RACING (SEE RESULTS IN THE PRE.S.X).
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CHARIVARIA.
IN view of the admirable effect which

the sitting of the Conference has had

in quieting over-strung nerves, to the

undoubted benefit of the affairs of the

Nation, it is being asked, Why should

the Conference come to any decision ?

why not let it become a permanent
institution ?

'.

" The Persian cake," says the Tiig-

liche Jiiiinl-ichait, "probably' will soon

come to be divided. What is it that

Eussia and Great Britain are still

waiting for? Is it Germany's per-

mission?" The answer is in the neg-

ative.
:;: :]:

" The Eoyal Academy holds its own
as one of the most attractive exhi-

bitions of London," says Black and

White. Yes, those persons who prate
about our becoming decadent and soft

forget the crowds of people who still

go through every room at Burlington
House without flinching.

It is good news that, after all, we are

to see Sir JOHN HADE on the stage

again. But he has said good-bye to

long runs, he informs us. We hope
that this does not mean that he is no

longer quite himself. " To run like a

Hare " had almost passed into a

proverb. ...
:;;

" The methods of our telegraph
service are remarkable," says Mr.

HENNIKER HEATON, the apostle of

cheap postal communication. " For

instance, no one can understand why
the words '

St. Pancras
' and '

St.

Giles
'

count as one word, while other

words, such as '

Charing Cross,' are

charged as two." It is rumoured that,

now that this anomaly has been

pointed out, the Post Office will set the

matter right by treating
"
St. Pancras

"

and "
St. Giles

"
like "

Charing Cross."

The French Ministry of Public In-

struction, as recorded in last week's

Punch, has conferred the Order of Les
Palmes Academiques on " Little Tich,"
and he thus becomes an officer of the

Academy. Is it possible, we wonder,
that the French Ministry confused
The Oxford, where our distinguished

countryman is now appearing, with
the University of that name ?

It is now rumoured that the honour
bestowed on "Little Tich" is to be
followed by two others no less sensa-

tional. The Emperor MENELIK and
the MAD MULLAH, to signalise the fact

that Death cannot kill them, are to be
elected honorary Immortals.

Eeference was made in the press, the

other day, to a member of the staff

who wag known as the " Father of the

British Museum." And the young
men who run up the ladders in the

Library are, we presume, known as

the Step-sons?

The policeman's substantial foot,

which has so often been the subject of

happy jest, has at length been justified,

and may yet be sung by the poets. A
constable who was bathing, not long

ago, near Molesey Lock, felt some-

thing clutch him. It turned out to be

a boy who had got into difficulties

while' bathing, and bad sunk for the

third time when he felt the policeman's

foot, seized hold of it, and was brought
to land. ... .

;

.

The Earl of YARMOUTH has produced
a Musical Comedy. This, curiously

enough, is a form of entertainment to

which not a few members of our aris-

tocracy are peculiarly devoted, not to

say wedded. ... ...

" Will they cry
' Vive Ics Anglais !

'

at Longchamps to-morrow ?
"
inquired

one of our newspapers on the eve of

the Grand Prix. We are not surprised
that the Parisians decided that they

really could not commit this solecism.

Among the passengers by the Ortega,
of the Pacific Line, which arrived at

Liverpool last week was an infant aged
eighteen months, who had travelled

1,800 miles alone. But the Line most
affected by babies, we imagine, is the

Bihby Line. ... ...

According to The Sydney Morniny
Herald a discovery of gold has been
made in Billinudgel, traces of the pre-
cious metal being found inside two
ducks. The birds were instantly pegged
out.

:
,

;
,
:

A young lady who was recently
run over by a motor-car, apologised
to the chauffeur. In motor circles sur-

prise is expressed that we should have
had to wait so long for someone to

realise what is the correct thing to do
in the circumstances.

In view of a certain notorious fine

for bad language, the HOME SECRETARY,
'it is said, is to be asked to fix a tariff

for golfers so that they may know
exactly where they are.

"Lady, with two new hygienic corsets,
wishes to Join another already well estaMished."

Adrt. in
"

Min'ituty I'uft.
"

The case doesn't seem very urgent.

THE APPROPRIATOR.
LIFE has not been quite the same

since Lambert joined my club. He
was elected about a year ago and just

before the ballot Henderson told me
lie was going to pill him. When 1

asked why, he said,
"
Oh, he 's a poison-

ous fellow," but did not explain where-

in this toxic quality resided. As a

matter of fact Lambert has no poison
in him at all. He is a dapper little

man, with a well-trimmed beard, a

persistent smile and a beaming eye.
lie exudes amiability, and if ho doc-;

shave his forehead to look intellectual,

as some malicious people say, the

effect is quite impressive. He has

rather a florid taste in socks, but that is

not exactly a deadly sin, and he affects

a hat with a flat brim, which I per-

sonally detest. By profession he is

an architect; but he is a man of inde-

pendent means, and his real calling is

that of a collector a collector of

friends, other people's friends.

In my own case it began with Moly-
neux. I have known Molyneux for

about fitteen years, and if the truth ho

told I was rather proud of the friend-

ship, for Molyneux is quite a big gun
in his way, a distinguished artist and

author, and a great traveller. Well, it

appears that Lambert met him in Italy,

where Molyneux had been smashed up
in a motor accident, nursed him for a

fortnight, and escorted him home.

Since then I have hardly ever been able

to approach Molyneux except through
Lambert. If ever I produced any
evidence of my friendship, Lambert

promptly went one better. Suppose
I had heard from him a week ago,
Lambert would show me a letter re-

ceived that morning. Did I volunteer

the statement that he was looking
much better, Lambert would explain
that he had persuaded him to take up
fencing again. If I expressed surprise
that he had not been at the club of

late, Lambert would observe, "Haven't

you heard ? Old Alec 's gone down to

JStorfolk for a week to shoot with the

Greshams." I think it was that "-Old

Alec
"

that finished me, so far as

Molyneux was concerned.

j| y next loss was Blancly. Blandy is

something of a celebrity too an F.K.S.

who has played cricket for his county
and written a couple of capital novels.

I used to play piquet with him a good
deal at one time, but that is ancient

history now. Blandy, like many robust

people, is a bit of a hypochondriac, and

periodically thinks be has got some
mortal complaint. Lambert met him in

a country house in one of these fits and
recommended the new starving cure.

Blandy tried it with success, and now
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THE SUFFRAGETTE THAT KNEW JIU-JITSU.
TIIK

Lambert is permanently installed as
his dietetic adviser. Blandy has given
up piquet for Swedish gymnastics,
never comes to the club, and any drib-

lets of information that reach me about
him come through bis hygienic father-

confessor.

Still there was Jefferson left the
life and soul of the club, whom I re-

garded as my particular friend. But I

use the past tense, for Lambert has
collected mid appropriated him also.
Six months ago lie had not even a,

nodding acquaintance with him. Now
the\ cull each other bj

I heir Christian
names. Still, I am hound to admit
that Lambert sho\\ed remarkable tact
at the outset. A seedy man called at
the club one day and asked to see

-on. The porter sent a page-boy
in pursuit, and shortly afterwards
Lambert came into the hall, on which

edj one
promptly accosted him on

ption that he was Jefferson.

istantly spotted the man as a
tor, never revealed his

identity, but .li^x^ed of him in about
at the cost of the usual

crown. Naturally Jefferson was
!il. All ihe same I am beginning

to think that Lambert is a poisonous
feUow, quite apart, from his flat hat-
brim and ilorid '.

OUR PEESONAL COLUMN.
(II'Hit adcnowltdffmentt to

'

Tli<- Itaili/ Mail.")

GREAT EXPECTATIONS. If you wish
to hear of something to your disadvan-

tage communicate with your friends at
once. Be brave. LITTLE MOUSIE.

PASSIONATE.
If your temper 's out of tune,
Tutkin's Tonic take in June.
If your anger 's quite unruly
Tutkin's Tonic drink in July.
Other months are just the same,
Tutkin always plays the game.

A BOTTLE.

SKAUCHEH. The only way to find

missing friends is to advertise in our

Up-in-the-Air Edition. Specimen copies
can be obtained at all our Air-Garages.

JAMES. Never again. I waited on
the bridge for ten minutes. I still have
some self-respect. Brute. HORATIA.

AUTUMN.
Should your hair be falling fast,
Prince's Hair Oil makes it last.

Should it p'r'aps be turning duller,
Prince can dye it any colour.

AT ALL CHEMISTS.

UP-TO-DATE. Try our patent but-

tons, they go on with a snap. Old
buttons received in part payment.

PHICKS AND PHASTEN, 1793, Thread-
needle Street, E.G.

BROWN EYES. Aching to be near
you. Oh, that I had the wings of a
dove. GUINEA-PIG.

LITERARY PROSPECTS.
HELEN, let us talk it over;

Shall it be a bird that hums,
Or a pup to play with "

Rover,"
When remuneration comes ?

Nay if Hope will bear expansion,
Smiling with a larger smile

Shall we say a " Model Mansion,"
Or an ancient domicile,

Standing near the bracken cover,
Home of sprites and woodland elves,

Where the trout and golden plover
Keep the valley to themsehc, :'

But I see the vision taper,
Until finally it sets,

Banished by a piece of paper
With the editor's regrets.

'REAL citKi'K CHIKN. iloulilr width,

1 1
I'll."

We always wondered what that black

woolly stuff on poodles was.
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AT THE NAVAL AND MILITARY TOURNAMENT.

Unbelieving Spectator (who, havingscen naval field guns lifted smartly over walls, etc., is inspecting them after tilt performance). "THERE !

I KNEW THERE WAS SOME TRICKERY. THESE (rl'XS ARK HOLLOW !
"

THE FIRST GAME.
THEBE comes a Day (I can hear it coming),
One of those glorious deep blue days,

When larks are singing and bees are humming,
And Earth gives voice in a thousand ways
Then I, my friends, I too shall sing, . ;

And hum a foolish little thing,
And whistle like (but not too like) a blackbird in the Spring.

There looms a Day (I can feel it looming ;

Yes, it will be in a month or less),

When all the flowers in the world are blooming
And Nature flutters her fairest dress

Then I, my friends, I too shall wear
A blazer that will make them stare,

And brush this is official : I shall also brush my hair.

It is the day that I watch for yearly,
Never before has it come so late

;

But now I 've only a month no, merely
A couple of fortnights left to wait

;

And then (to make the matter plain)
I hold at last ! a bat again :

Dear HOBBS ! the weeks this summer think ! the weeks

I 've lived in vain !

I see already the first ball twisting
Over the green as I take my stand,

I hear already long-on insisting
It wasn't a chance that came to hand

Or no ;
I see it miss the bat

And strike me on the knee, whereat

Some fool, some silly fool at point, says blandly,
" How

was that?
"

Then, scouting later, I hold a hot 'un

At deep square-leg from the local PKY,
And at short mid-on to the village SCOTTON

I snap a skimmer some six foot high
Or else, perhaps, I get the ball,

Upon the thumb, or not at all,

Or right into the hands, and then, lorblcssme, let it fall.

But what care I ? It 's the game that calls me
Simply to be on the field of play ;

How can it matter what fate befalls me,
With ten good fellows and one good day ?

. . . But still,

I rather hope spectators will,

Observing any lack of skill,

Bemark,
" This is his first appearance." Yes, I hope they

will. A. A. M.
'

" He is by nature adapted to such '

going,' whereas Lemberg
'

of the

petite pieds,' as a Frenchman remarked, 19 not." Daily Mail.

Joy of Jones minimus on discovering that ho was right
after all !
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jA PAIR OF NUTCRACKERS;
(After Landseer.)

I. MM. BULLFINCH (piping). "OF COURSE I'M IN THE PICTURE ALL RIGHT; BUT THEYPONT SEEM TO WORRY MUCH ABOUT ME."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KM i; v I u. ri;nM mi: III M:v OF Tonv, M.I'.)

limit.!' i'l Lut'ilx, Mniiilili/, .litlli' '11.

It is ii not uncommon tiling to take

t.'ie work of a popular author, select

sentence's or passages, and present his

\\it and wisdom in soil of potted meal

form for refection of the public. Why
should practice he con lined to hooks?
Wh\ not :i]i])ly

it to speeches delivered

in Parliament '.' They are reported lit

greater or less length, are more or less

closely read, and disappear with the

putting away of the morning paper.
These reflections occur after listen-

ing to Lord CAKRINGTON. Does not

olitrude himself on debate. Never

speaks without uttering things the

world would not willingly let die. His
utterances present rare combination of

practical knowledge, worldly wisdom,

sly humour and perfect phrasing.
" As a family man," he remarked the

other day,
" I do not think that dry-

nursing is the best way of bringing up
an infant."

There you have, in less than a score

of words, the whole ethics of the

nursery.
This afternoon his singular gift of

manipulating words and phrases served

to deliver Department over which he

presides from what, on face of it,

seemed dire dilemma. CLIFFORD OF
CHUDLEIGH brought under notice of

House case where cattle food had been
sold which, according to report of

official county analyst, contained 40

per cent, of wood saw-dust. County
Council desired to prosecute, the honest
tradesman

; Board of Agriculture re-

fused necessary consent.

Affair certainly looked pretty black.

Adulteration of food bad enough in

CMS- of human beings. They, at least,

can make articulate protest. When,
as LONDONDERRY puts it, you come to
dumb animals, or to horses whose con-

ion is "Neigh, neigh," fraud is

unpardonable. Here we find Board
of Agriculture in collusion with the
criminal.

CAHHINUTON speedily put new aspect
on things.

"My Lords." he said, "the article

in question consisted of a mixture of

168 and some absorbent material."

Delightful ambiguity about the

phrase, "some absorbent material."
V less bold man would have stopped
there, leaving noble Lords to form
individual opinions as to the compo-

>l tin' absorbent material. Not
BBTKOTON. Out hunting, when he

five-barred -.ate, he takes it,

leaving others to lind safer ways round.
Carries the principle into Parliamentary
affairs.

Ai:i.sTi)ci;.vnc " MMKHIAI, DEUIVKD KI:OM
"

SMITH.

Karl Camnxton ild'cmls s;i\v-iliist as a pala-
talili- t'cnxl tin- Onmb animals.

" This absorbent material," he con-

tinued,
"

is no doubt derived from
wood, and it is understood that some
chemical treatment, which is secret, is

employed whereby it becomes to some
extent digestible."

Note the shrewdness with which he
introduces suggestion of secrecy. By
subtle intimation implies that if we
only knew the process we should recog-
nise in it one that made saw-dust more
palatable than hay, more feeding than
oats.

While their Lordships pondered on
this hidden beneficent process, beside

'Napoleon B. Kaldanc . . . visibly shrank.

which Aladdin's manipulation of old

lamps was nought, the MINISTI;I< OF
AGIOCM/I I HI: resumed his seat. As he
did so it struck him that perhaps the

brevity of his remarks might Mem
lacking in full measure of courtesy.
Half rising, and with airy wave of

hand, "I shall be happy," he added,
"to consider any new points that mav
be submitted to me on the subject."

This consider;! t el less \\ as superfluous.
House felt he had really left nothing to

he said. Forthwith proceeded to dis-

cuss question of the over-insurance of

ships,

Bit \ineti Dont I .

- d CAHIIIM. ros
defines saw-dust as " an absorbent
material derived from wood." The

compilers of that monumental work,
'flu-

(>.!/<
ir<l l>icti<niiiri/. happily have

not yet reached the letter S. Will

doubtless avail themselves of this con-
tribution to their labours.

Thursday nnjht. Ministerialists
jubilant at LLOYD GEORGE'S fairy-tale
of Finance told to-night on introducing
his second Budget. Expenditure going
up by leaps and hounds. What with

Old Age Pensions and more Dread-

noughts, it almost touches the round
200 millions. Compared with last

year's realised income, this looks like

more taxation. Not a bit of it. With
trade expanding in all directions, the
CHANCELLOR is able to anticipate in-

crease of revenue that will not only
meet full expenditure but make pro-
vision for reduction of National Debt

by over nine millions and a half, pay
for more Dreadnoughts, hand out Old

Age Pensions, and provide for the early-

stage of extension of system to Old

Age paupers.
And still SON AUSTEN is not happy.

Laments over wasted time and oppor-
tunity.

"
Why," he asks, "did you not bring

in a Resolution authorising collection

of Income Tax last year'.' It could
have been carried during two of those
wasted hours when we went away and
dined at home."

" Wasted hours when we dine at

home!" exclaimed MEMBER FOB SAHK.
" It seems only the other week I WHS

present at bis wedding. How early
comes to some men disillusion."

Dealing in detail with provisions of

new financial scheme, Sox AUSTEN'S

apprehension of the future deepens.
Sees no gleam of light anywhere.

" A Jeremiah who has been found

out," LLOYD GEORGE calls him, as ho

gloats over the prospect of expanding
trade and growing national prosperity.
TIM HEALY, on the contrary, is jubi-

lant. Additional whiskey tax of 3s. 9rf.

per gallon, remission of which JOHN
REDMOND wasn't able to believe would
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Tim Healy. "Arrah, now, git out wid yc, ye little duodecimo
Demosthenes !

"

(See Mr. Healy 's description of Mr. Devlin in his speech on the

Budget.)

British army is

provided with
water - bottles of

British make, the

Territorial forces

are "largely
equipped with
enamelled water-
bottles of German
manufacture." Mr.

BIRD insists upon
knowing why. N.

B. HALDANE, who
had, more or less

resolutely, stood
his ground before

other attacks,

visibly shrank
under disclosure

thus unexpectedly
made. Murmured
something about

the County Asso-

ciations being re-

sponsible.
Mr. BIRD, who

by this time had

hopped back to

the Bar, not to be

taken in by that

sort of excuse.
More will be heard

about water-bottles

be enacted in new Budget, is to be

continued. What will he do now ?

Opposition eagerly asks. Will he

resent betrayal of trust by turning out

Government ? Not at all, says TIM

cheerily; I tell the Government they
need not be the least afraid of the Mem-
ber for Waterford, they have only to

kick him about and he will stand it.

Thus do these Irishmen love one another.
Business done. Introduction of

Budget prefaced by announcement

by PREMIER of Autumn Session in

November.

Friday. Eestlessness of Mr. BIRD
attracts attention, creates curiosity.
Hon. Member constantly hopping be-

tween his seat and the Bar. Hardly
alighted in one locality when he is back
in the other. SAEK says he is endea-

vouring to justify the inference drawn
from Sir BOYLE ROCHE'S explanation
that "not being a bird" one could not

be in two places at the same time.

Member for Wolverhampton is a

BIRD
;
almost accomplishes the impos-

sible. Actually he is not concerned for

achievement of renown for agility.
Has weightier matters at heart. .

Heard a good deal of Territorial

Army this week. According to some
critics they have not a leg to stand

upon nor a horse to ride. ORATOR
HUNT dismisses the force as "

nothing

made in Germany before the Conference

reports.
Business done. Report of Public

Accounts Committee considered.

APOLOGIA PRO IRA MEA.

["Bad temper usually means bad health."]

Wccldtj I'aper.

OH, blame not the bard when he rages,
Continue to lend him ycur love,

Perusing the words of the sages
As quoted in brackets above

;

Think not that by nature his temper is

rude,

Adopt a more merciful view,
And see in his present inflammable

mood
The signs of incipient

"
flu."

The furniture brutally broken,
The features offensively glum

You may take it are meant to betoken

An ache in the tooth or the turn.

The frown from his face can be driven

away
And peace be restored to the scene

With a soupqon of sarsaparilla, or, say,
A tabloid or two of quinine.

"P.c. Grammer said that prisoner was . . .

making use of bad language." Peterborough
Citizen.

Pedant !

but a futile absur-

dity, a deliberate

fraud used to de-

ceive and humbug
the people of this

country." What
is wanted is con-

scription.

"Every conti
nental country has
it except the United
States of America,"

says HUNT, whose

knowledge of geo-

graphy is not equal
to his gift of vague
vituperation.
BIRD has dis-

covered new flaw

in the system, a

rift within the lute,

which, slowly
widening, shall

make its music
mute. From perch
above Gangway,
to which he has

temporarily re-

turned, pipes forth

query that blenches

the cheek of NA-
POLEON B. HAL-
DANE. It seems

that, whilst the

-r\

WHEN REDMOND GETS HOME RULE. .

"By the time Mr. Redmond reached the age of Methuselah perhaps
he would receive the price of his support to the Budget of 1910.

(Itenewed laughter. )" (Mr _ Tim Healy . )
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BLACKMAIL.
\VIIMN young, to serve my private ends,
I went and made a host of friends,
And then I had to make amends.

Instead of quietly getting dead,
Kneli one of them is getting wed.
(" I t hiuk I know what 's coining." ED.)

Maybe you do, but tell us what?
[" It 's

'

wedding presents," is it not ? ")
It i-

; and don't they cost a lot?

When all the blessed human race
Seemed l>enl on weddings taking place,
And ruin stared me in the face,

J did not look for Poor Relief
;

1 did a bolder thing. In brief,
a thief to catch a thief.

(indeed, I do) I made
A further friend in Archie Braid,

line, the Wholesale Silver Trade.

1 '"'H'eforth the little gifts I bought
t just a tenth of what they ought,

11

nothing like what people thought

For every time a friend of mine
Got spliced, I merely dropped a line,

Accompanied by six-and-nine,

The cleanest card that I pDssessed,
With label, suitably addressed,
To Archie Braid. He did the rest.

i
At every climax I was there
To smile upon the happy pair,
As one who "d paid his proper share.

But now I have no sort of doubt
That friends are things to be without,
For, oh ! my fate has found me out.

The last about-to-marry one
Who asks a contribution
Is Archie Braid . . . and I am done.

The Controller of the P. O. Savings
Bank Department, as reported in an
interview :

"Then pimple might line themselves a penny
every time Mi..y us,- had lan<;ua','e, while chil-
dren will doabtleas compete among themselves
as 1" who can deposit most."

We hops not.

Mixed Company.
"AUK YOU INVITKIi Til HIE MAYiiIl'.s

<:Ai:iiEN I-AI:T\ .'

If so, you will require the services of the

IIVlillCMC LAUNDRY."

It can't be as bad as that.

In reporting an accident on the
cricket field, happily not serious, Tlic

Bath Chronicle says :

"At the time of the aeeiilent Ivhvanls w.i,

batting, ami the liowlerseiit down a full |iitrln-il
I kill known lucri-keters us a 'yorker.' IvlwaHs
tisliMl ronii-l In kiim-k it to le^ ami the Kail
hit him with tremendous t'nree just aliove the

right eyeliall."

This kind of "
yorker

"
was always tho

one ball we could bowl.

We have received a pamphlet con-

taining the following
"
unsolicited tes-

timonial
"

:

"
I have pleasure ... t., inform v.m ho.v

I:\M:I:I.IM:LY PLKASEH Lull, mvwife'.,.
.' with the maehiii.-. We rail it the I). 1). D.-

We can hear them.
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THOUGHTS ON UNIFORM.
EEVISITING my .old village the

other day I naturally asked the news.
" Where 's Jim now ?

" " Whose is that
new house ?

" " Does old Blank still

. . .?" "What kind of team have you
this year?" And so forth. And here
1 would ask why it is that, even when
the interval since one last was there is

comparatively short, one is surprised to

find the people still living ? Do they
too marvel that you are alive ? Per-

haps it is not so with every one, but
with me it certainly is. But one feels

it more in a town than in a village,
and more of people that one knew onlv

by sight than of real acquaintances.

none the less. Very strange that to such plete : he was a square peg in a square

a lad should fall so responsible a post. hole.

That he should have become a con-

stable was all right, I know, for I

But I cannot accept the detective so

readily. To an outsider a detective is

That is one of the inevitable

phenomena that attend my
periodical returns to a certain

large town where I once lived

at the most acutely noticing
age; another is the accuracy
with which I recognise merely
by their backs men whom I

never spoke to but knew only
by sight, not even by name,
twenty or more years ago. I
am never wrong. The face at

last comes into view and I find
I knew every line of it. Is

this, I wonder, a common ex-

perience ?

In time, as we ran over this
name and that, we came to
Arthur Seal, who used to be a
wild fast bowler and spread
terror over the neighbouring
clubs. I had known him as a

long and weedy, impetuous and
rather quarrelsome lad who
slammed them in without think-

ing, and who a year or so ago
had become a policeman in London.
Since then, however, he had been
promoted.

" Arthur 's a detective now,"
they said

;

" a plain-clothes man."

Now here was a surprising thing,
and at the same time a problem solved,
for I had always wondered how detec-

chanced to meet him once on a Bank
i
a very different creature from a police-

Holiday, not long after he had joined
: man. His methods are different :

the Force, and I could see. lie had
'

massiveness goes and sagacity comes

come down to visit his people for the
j

in, or should do so ;
the slow processes,

day : his poor overworked, overtired
j

the ponderous civility, of the policeman
faded mother ;

his not too steady father would stand in the way of a man

(does it ever happen that a young
'

whose business it was to insinuate, to

constable has to take his father into
', persuade, to deduce. I once watched

custody ? not by any means an im-
1

a policeman at a critical moment in

possible contingency) ;
his brothers

,
the grip of indecision : it was the most

and sisters, all on the land. A group
j

horrifying moment of my life, for a top
of his old companions were with him

|

window in a poor street was emitting

satellites, admirers, marvellers when
;

flames and smoke, and a frantic mother
- had just flung one child forth,

to be killed on the stones below,
and was preparing to throw
another. I was in a hansom
and saw it all in a flash, and
saw too a policeman at the

opposite corner in a frenzy of

impulse and uncertainty run
round and round in a cirote on
the pavement as his mind tried

to recollect where the nearest

fire-escape was and what was
the best thing to do. But a
detective detectives should
have a mind prepared to act

1

at once on any emergency; and,
this being so, it perplexes one
to find that they have been

i policemen first.

Are there, then, no little

detectives ? one wonders. Are
all detectives six feet in height ?

Yet the little men should be
A LETTER IN TlIE TIMES URGES THE Po.ST-MASTER-Gr.NERAL tllC sharper.TO PROVIDE RUMMER HATS FOR COUNTRY POSTMEN. WE CAN-

NOT BUT FEEL THAT THE HIGHEST IDEAL OF UTIL1TY-WITH-
ELEGANCE HAS BEEN REACHED IN OUR DESIGN.

tives came about. Ten ago,
had anyone asked me to look round
the field and pick up the cricketer who
was destined one day to be a detective,
I should have passed over Arthur in-

stantly. Not he, at any rate, I should
have said. Yet there he is, in plain
clothes, at Scotland Yard every morn-
ing, waiting to receive his mysterious
orders and set forth on his man-hunting
expeditions into strange streets most
obviously, as I would wager, a detec-
tive to every one with an eye in his
head, particularly an eye for boots, but

Scotland Yard, however,
doubtless knows best ;

and
we met : I was struck by his increased ! there Arthur Seal is, six feet and more,
size, his carriage, his importance, in

short.

The uniform, you see, had been at

a plain -clothes man, dedicated to the

unravelling of mysteries and the appre-
hension of criminals. But if there is

anything in the theory that the child
work. Belt, buttons, badge, tunic, ['is

the father of the man the best kind
helmet, leviathan boots, truncheon,
waterproof cape, gloves all had been

busy these few months to get import-
ance, self-respect, authority into Arthur
Seal

;
and they had done it, when prob-

ably everything else would have failed.

He stood there, the idol of his awk-
ward rustic contemporaries, a triumph
of uniform's power, literally the crea-
tion of clothes. Other influences had
helped too, no doubt : drilling, a marti-
net inspector, the fear of disgrace, the
craven attitude of small children

;
but

to uniform, to clothes, I attributed
most of the victory. Looking at him
and talking with him, I understood that

unavoidable and terrible and inexorable
\

the evolution of a policeman was com-

of detective work will not be extracted
from that wild fast bowler who used to

slam them in without thinking and
retire from the club in a huff' after

every third match.

And another thought comes in, too.

Can plain clothes undo the work of

uniform ? It was nothing but uniform
that transmogrified Arthur Seal, the
feckless village youth, into a London
constable, punctual, firm and trust-

worthy. That being taken away, what
is there to prevent a reversion to type?

I know : the boots. He will be saved

by his boots.
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, Bachelor. "WILL YE nAE SOME TEA?" Visitor. "On, ri.KA.-i; DON'T TIIOUBLE."
Eaclielor. "!T'S NO THE TROUBLE, IT'S JCIST THE EXPENSE."

THE BACKGEOUNO.
THKKK was something about the man

in the railway carriage that puzzled me.
His face seemed strangely familiar and

yet I could not place him. He looked

up from his paper at me with a twinkle
in his eyes.
"Not sure whether you know me?"

he said.

For one moment the thought flashed
across my mind that he was the
rate-collector an estimable gentleman
whom I have only glanced hurriedly at

through a window but the twinkle
reassured mo. Eate-collectors have a

1ml they never twinkle.
" Seen you somewhere," I said,

" but
I can't settle where."

"
Perhaps you Ve seen my portrait."" Ah !

"
I exclaimed, letting my mind

;,'<> l>aek to my morning paper. "Let
1110 sec, are you the Tariff Eeform
Candidate for Chipping Sodbury, or the
new croquet champion, or the gentle-
man who brought an action to recover
insurance of an elephant?"

'

No, no," cried the stranger;
" I 'm

far more important. You 've seen my
port rail humheds of times."

Si'Rixo ONIONS,' EGBERT BLATCH-
FORD, Mr. PLOWUEN?" I hazarded
rapidly.

" No, Sir," replied tho stranger with

dignity,
" I am the background."

" The background 1

"
I exclaimed.

"
Yes, Sir. When photographic illus-

trations became an important factor

in the newspaper world many splendid
prints were spoilt by the gross mis-
conduct of spectators. I recall an
illustration of Sir Isambard Griffin

opening the Camp Hill Lunatic Asylum.
This splendid print was ruined because
a miscreant standing by was yawning
at the moment the photograph was
taken. Now if I had been posted by
Sir Isambard I should have assumed
an expression of intense civic en-
thusiasm like this."

I accepted the background's state-

ment as to the meaning of his facial

contortions.
" You see my point, Sir. If the

spectators in the background of a

picture look intensely interested the

paper readers think they ought to
be interested too. Perhaps you re-

member me now. I am the man who
shook hands with PAULHAN when he

alighted in Manchester. You recall

my look of glowing enthusiasm and the
French flag I held in my left band. I

saved the situation, Sir, for the other

spectators were all stodgy. They
would have ruined the print. You saw

me at Oxford the other day. The
undergraduates were grinning at Mr.
BOOSEVELT and would have spoilt the
effect. Happily I was there gowned
you will recall my expression. I tried

to make it one of scholarly admiration
for a man of action.

"Of course these are simple things
I have far more difficult subjects. It

is often my duty to be on the steps of

the Law Courts when a painful case
has been tried. You will remember
how gallantly I raise my hat when the

pretty witness, who has been so severely
cross-examined, leaves the Courts. I

try to give myself the air of a sympa-
thetic stranger, eager to come forward
and protect beauty in distress. Ah, I

get out here. Important business at

Westminster. Keep your eyes on the

press and you will see me. Good
morning."
When I glanced at the next number

of The Cockier I saw a snap-shot, "The
Marquis of Carabas tells Lord Pogmore
a funny story." From the faces of the

Marquis and the Peer I should have

judged that the story concerned

funerals, the super-tax or some other

painful subject. But a yard in the
rear was the background writhing with
convulsive laughter. Once more he
had saved the situation.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Leameil Clerks.)

MR. RICHARD DEHAN'S name is new to me, and so, to

some extent, are his methods. He belongs to a school of

novelists which seems to be growing a school which is
TX i i i TV f . .

giving a welcome new life to the DICKKNS tradition.

WILLIAM DE MORGAN is its lender.

Mr.

briefest, of the sketches that go to make up A Motley

(HEINEMANN). There is much else in the book that is

more worthy of its author; and in its varied " moods mid

patches
"

will be found something, as the advertisements

sav, to suit all tastes. Personally I confess that Mr. GALS-
* i -T i i 1 1 _ i 1_ . 1 r

WORTHY IS a writer from whom I can snatch at best a half-

fearful joy. He is so easily offended. I love him dearly
when he is trenchant, and a trifle malicious, about other

_ Mr. J. C. SNAITH, on
'

people.
" A little man in a long coat, with a red nose and

thfTstrengtih of his novel of some years ago, Broke of I very long arms, always hall-drunk a sort of desperate cha-

Covwde, might be counted of it. Mr. MALLOCK'B novel of racter, and long since, of course, a schoolmaster," is the kind

last year to name no more should entitle him to a place, of appreciation which would make me, who have known

The school has two chief virtues. It gives you brains, and many schoolmasters, chuckle delightedly, if I could only be

it gives you good measure. Mr. DEHAN'S 'characteristics, sure "that something equally trenchant about reviewers was

apart from these two, are, first, a skill in weaving a great not waiting on the next page! Still, admirers of Mr. GALS-
L-- i

WORTHY'S always thoughtful and nearly always distinctive

at times makes
little melodra-

network of interests, all of which, however unimportant

apparently, are essentially parts of the whole
; and,

secondly, what I must call a very wide human sympathy
which
him s

matic. The Dop Doctor

(HEINEMANN) is full of

incident and surprise.
If you rattle through it

superficially you will

think that Mr. DEHAN
has a supreme con-

tempt for the accepted
ideas of form and
balance in a novel. You
will catch yourself
wanting to say to him,
" Look here, you can't

do this. You 've killed

off one of the principal

people. How on earth

are you going to get

through the three hun-
dred odd pages that

remain?" But you'll
be rash to ask questions.
If you skim and skip

you will be throwing
away a chance of en-

joyment which novel-

reading nowadays sel-

dom presents. Nearly

work will certainly welcome A Moth'!/, and none the less

for retrieving in it many pieces, hitherto fugitive, which

they will be glad to find

caught and caged for

their book-shelves.

LITTLE WORRIES THE MIDDLE AGES.
SIR SYMOX DE TOOTISOE'S CHAKOKU EXCOUNTEI-.S THE EVIL EYE ox HIS WAY

TO THE TOUKXEY.

all the characters are so thoroughly worked up that they
might be principals, and one more or less killed off

you can kill off a good many folk if you plant them at

Mafeking during the siege makes little difference,

the story, to put it very crudely, and pull only the
stoutest thread from the network, it deals with a

I recommend The

Diary of a Soldier of
For time (WEBNBE
LAURIE) to the notice

of those who regard
Rhodesia merely as a

country from which to

extract wealth. Mr.
S T A N i, K Y PORTAL
HYATT spent seven

years in Rhodesia, and

although he was dead
broke when he left he
can still write,

" And

yet I love the country
and I believe in the

country." The diary
is a record of failure,

but it has a value

which is wanting in

many records of suc-

cess. It will teach us,

at any rate, to appre-
ciate the services of

who do pioneermen
work and eventually see others less courageous than them-
selves step in and grasp the rewards. Here is to be found no

self-glorification, but an excellently written account of the
As to lives of men who have been down to the bottom of things

and who have done sound work on the journey. Mr. HYATT
has causes' for bitterness, and in spite of his efforts to

doctor who loves and is thrown over, drinks hard and is restrain himself he shows his feelings; but if he cared to be
reclaimed, loves once more and is at last happy. That less self-restrained he could, I think, write a book of revela-
sounds commonplace, but whatever else The Dop Doctor . tions. Here he reserves too much of his scorn for the

may be it is not that. English south-coast railways a sad waste of good material.

One of these days I shall write a little story about a poor
exile who works hard to save enough money for his return
to his native land. He shall work and save, and at last

the needed sum shall be attained. Then he shall go to a
'

tavern, and there over a bottle shall display it exultingly,
I

all the crisp notes of it, to his envious companions. And i

that night prepare yourself it Khali not be stolen I I shall ;

write my story the more willingly since finding that even !

Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY is not above demanding sympathy
j

for the too familiar version against which it is to be a protest.
However, "Compensation is only one, and among the'

Of the seven "Sea Comedies" which Mr. MORLEY
ROBERTS includes in Sea Dogs (NASH) I like best those
two which most nearly approach tragedy. I like particu-
larly that of the old madman, picked up at sea in an open
boat, who declares that all the land in the world has be-

come submerged, and that the water is full of "
lollopers

"

all that is left of the inhabitants of the sunken dwelling-
places. The rest make pleasant light reading- -a smile
flickers through the telling of all seven though I think
that Mr. ROBERTS might be funnier if he were better able
to conceal his desire to amuse.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: CH \s< r.i.i.oit's slighting refer-

ence to the I,aw Society in his Mudgot

speech has caused ^ravo offence to the

members of that instil ut ion. who re-

, hung his portrait there. They
I no\\ like to replace i he portrait

by Ihe Cn \M ri.l.ui: himsell.

" The rubber boom," said M >'. I .LIIYII

(i no IMJ i:
,

" was more
el't'eciive in driving off

t he ( lermaii invader t ban

fifty Iti'i-ii/liHiiitihtx." It

is good to know that a

irtory substitute
has been found for t he

timber boom which failed

recently at the mouth of

Portsmouth Harbour.

After the declaration of

the poll for East Dorset

Lady WlMBOKNK throw
carnations among the

crowd. It is denied that

the (i ie adopted
the same course, with
the little difference that

the\ spell, their carna-

\\ ith a " d."

Count /KIM-KLIN has
started on his prelimi-

nary expedition for the

exploration of the Arctic

regions. One great ad-

vantage of those parts is

that you don't ran so

much risk of being
caught in a tree.

Now that Henley is

over, we hear that the
finances of the Regatta
are to be looked into, as
there is considerable dif-

culty in making both
ends meet. Various sug-

>;is have been made,
and we understand that
the proposal which is least likely to be
HI

log itod is the one emanating from a lady
to the effect that competitors should be
allowed to carry paying guests in their

boats (Lach AHDY, for instance), upon
condition that a proportion of the fees
are handed over to the Eegatta Com-

What, a pity it is that The Daily
'/ and Thf A///// Express find it so

difficult to see eye to eye. For example,m Us account of the 'execution of the
Apache LlABEtrr, the former paper
referred to his " massive figure," while

the latter described him as "a slim

frail creature." Diffeienoe-> like this

will cause incalculable confusion to the

future historian.

In writing to the Press to protest

again-,! the hypocritical t roatnient of a

book of his by the libraries, Mr. Ncwi i:

winds up with the following words :

"I take leave to contend that, this

extensively advertised run with the

Jfelfe

/.'//. '

\V~OT on, lin.i,! SEE YOU'VE GOT YEI: SI-AUK AXI> BUCKET. GOING
TO SOUTHKXI) TER 1>O A BIT o' PAI>I>MNG ?

"

moral hare, while hunting for profit
with the ostracised hounds,, is scarcely
what is known as ' cricket.' We
have consulted several cricket experts
and find that Mr. NEWTE'S contention
is absolutely sound : hares and hounds
have no place in the national game.

The Crystal Palace seems never to

have any luck. Although produced
only the other day, The. Last Days of

Pompeii are already being announced.

A Presbyterian pastor of Neoga,
Illinois, is being sued for slander by a

parishioner whose name the minister
had mentioned in the course of prayer,
asking that his misdeeds might DO par-
doned. It is expected that the pastor
will plead that his communication was

privileged.

Some lime ago J'/dicli suggested that,

a useful invention would be an um-
brella which would cry out when
left behind. Apparently experiments

have been made on
lines with :

once to other articles.

The following advertise-

ment appeared the other

day in The. Evening
Nt'irx :

"
l.i 1ST. nil Tuesday llix'lt,

'JMli .linic'. at Slie|ilicrd'sduct,
a small (nickel of iiiers (list
III IlllniUm' III] I', II. II, HIP- Illl

collar. S;im clihidv. P.O. of
'Kra.' Answers I" the name
of lk>l> : Under rewarded."

'.- -'.-

Ladies' hats having at

last reached the limit in

size, a happy thought
has made its appearance
in France. " The wear-

ing of a cap beneath a
hat of mammoth si/e"

is, The. Daily Mail tells

us, the latest Paris'

fashion. It seems queer
that this notion of wear-

ing more than one head-

gear should not have
been adopted before, for

its absurdity is obvious.

A reward has been
offered bv a lady at Peas-

lake, Surrey, for infor-

mation as to the person
who whitewashed her

donkey, and then painted
blue stripes on it. There
would seem to be no

pleasing some people.

Personally, we should

be proud to own what is

probably the only donkey
in the country which

has a neat well-fitting bathing costume.

In an age when modesty is so rare

it was quite a pleasure, in the report
of the Eutland slander case, to como
across the following passage :

Counsel. " What are you ?
"

Witness. "
Nothing."

Five hundred guineas were paid at

the Eoyal Horticultural Society's show
last week for a new orchid. The price
seems a high one until one learns that

the orchid carries with it the right to

the name "
Odontoglossum Smithi."

VOL. CXXXIX.
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A HUMOROUS JULY.

lDcdicate.1 grat.'lully to the Worshipful Master of the Sailers' Company.]

THERE was a time, too far to trace,

Kro almanacks became absurd,

When Seasons kept their proper place

And even Summer still occurred ;

And there were dog-days every dog had one-

When in the blue you sported like a puffin,

Or lashed the long-hop till your skin was done

Brown as a muffin.

'Twas then that, as the shadows fell,

And earth took on her loveliest mood,

You loathed to lose the evening's spell

And go and stuff yourself with food ;

So fair, in fact, the face of Nature shone,

So well the outer world eclipsed the inner,

Strange as it now seems, you 'd have gladly gone
Without your dinner.

What joy could oxtail (thick or clear),

What bliss could pigeon-pie convey

Compared with punting by the weir

Down the long beams of dying day ?

Dearer, I take it, in the sunset glow,
Your toying with Belinda's tangled chignon,

Than relatively vulgar riz-de-veau,

Or filet mignon.

But, ah ! those halcyon days are dead,

Killed when the weather-monger's schools

Eomped in where seraphs feared to tread,

And tampered with the Seasons' rules ;

We that were wont to live on dew and air

Now lurk indoors to dodge the gelid blizzard,

And Satan finds a deal of mischief there

For idle gizzards.

We never worried how to feed

When Summer used to prank the sward ;

We should have mocked the gourmet's greed
For pleasures of the groaning board ;

Now, thanks to blithering slush and blinding sleet,

When all the sun-forsaken ways are - wet,

There is no earthly solace save to eat

A City banquet.

Thither my sodden fancies swoop
Like hungry

"
dragons of the prime

"
;

I shall be ready for the soup
Whole hours before the usual time

;

God bless the Guild, whose noble halls to-night
Shelter my head from skies morose and dirty ;

Worshipful Master ! I '11 be there all right

(" Six for six-thirty.")
0. S.

The Arrivals.

To the Editor of
" Punch " and all other His Majesty's

loyal subjects,

GENTLEMEN, If on Friday, July 8, you were concernei

to notice two new families in London, whereas the lis

of arrivals in your Times of that date only mentione

one, you may set your minds at rest and go about the Citj
with light hearts, upon learning that the second family
which got out of the train at Vauxhall and is not stayin
at the Piccadorf Hotel, belongs to

Yours, as truly as usual, MYSELF.

HORSES AND OLD AGE.

THE windows of my room look out on an asphalted

treet, where the traffic, such as it is, is never busy. Here

at intervals may be seen pairs of omnibus horses, detached

rom their gaudy omnibus and trotting gaily to or from

heir work. One is bestridden by a man who, having no

addle, bounces awkwardly enough on his patient mount,

md thus they clatter along the asphalte, ready to undertake

he burdens of the day, or faring homeward to some

neighbouring stable when their heavy toil is over. Close

>y,
in another and a busier street, the motor omnibuses

attle and creak and roar. Soon the last horsed 'bus will

lave vanished, and the trotting pairs, with their jolly

ndia-rubber riders, will no longer disturb the silence of my
own retired thoroughfare. I wonder what will become of

he horses, and in what haven they will spend the years of

old age that fate may grant them ?

Many years, I fear, they cannot have. The strain of

the load they draw is too great for that. When they are

young they come to their task fierily enough, but the last

spark is quickly extinguished, and in no long time their

imbs begin to stiffen and their heads to droop. Three or

bur years of constant stoppages and continual starting are

,heirs, and then, if they escape the degradation of a Covent

ianlen vegetable van, they may perhaps contribute in an

altered state to the sustenance of cats or dogs. A Master

of Hounds the other day declared that if he were a horse

could conceive no nobler end that to feed and invigorate
;he hounds whose sport he had shared in life. As he has

no chance of assuming pasterns, fetlocks, withers, a mane
and a docked tail, his opinions are, perhaps, not specially

valuable as a guide to the ambitions of a horse.

Quite recently, as I learn from a newspaper paragraph,
" the oldest racer in the world came in first at Rosenheim,

Bavaria, winning easily by four lengths over a course of

about a mile-and-a-half. The veteran
"

so the reporter of

his prowess continued "
is twenty years old, and of

English origin ; but for over sixteen years has not been out

of Germany. He has carried his various owners' colours

to victory no fewer than thirty-four times." Before this

hero, I will undertake to say, all talk of cats' meat or of

hounds'" meat is hushed. I imagine him in a gilded and

garlanded stall, where the children of his owner visit him
twice a day, bringing corn in silken bags and stimulating
his appetite with carrots and apples and cubes of beet-

sugar. He, at any rate, is not too old at twenty.

Like other animals, horses live their lives to the very
last (and the last generally comes long before twenty years
have passed) without apprehension of death. Long ago I

remember seeing a horse that had broken its leg on a

country road. The knacker had been summoned, and had,

as he thought, given the death-stroke with his knife. The
horse lay very still, and the knacker was chatting with the

surrounding crowd. Suddenly, with a convulsive heave,

the poor beast raised itself on its three sound legs, and

then, hobbling painfully across the road, began to nibble

grass from the bank as if nothing had happened. The
next moment it had fallen again and wras dead.

Horses as pets suffer under increasing disadvantages

Amongst ladies, at any rate, the rage is now for the

infinitesimal. Everywhere you see Poms or Pekinese

Spaniels, the most minute animals in the world, peeping
out roguishly from ladies' arms, or following their mistresses

on a lead with absurd importance. One breeder, I believe,
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THE HEAVENLY CHOIR.

rejoices in the possession of the Princess Wee-Wee, a

IVkinese weighing only three pounds. Obviously horses

c:umot 1)0 carried about in arms, or retire for the night to

a wiokerwork cathedral in the corner of a bedroom.

Vet horses as friends have a thousand attractions. They
arc humorous and understand a joke. They are innocently
mischievous and will play with their intimates. Moreover,

they have a high sense of dignity. I remember a grey pony
that could not bear to be laughed at. The boys of the

family knew his weakness and used to go to his stall and

laugh heartily. His fury and his flashing teeth, as he laid

back his ears and strained at his halter to get at them, are
a picture ineffaceahly impressed upon my memory. And,
lastly, there is about a horse a noble and uncomplaining
patience which should move even the heart of a butcher-
bo\ driving headlong over the rough country roads.

COMPANY FOR BREAKFAST.
i' /'/",/< Mi: /,/*/ of Domestic tToveU

Ax ingenious invention for boiling coffee has recently
been put upon the market. It whistles when the beverage
i^

ve.-idy, and, in fact, does all but speak and ask to be
drunk from. Wo take this opportunity of announcing that
\ve Imvo several attractive ideas of the kind up our sleeve.

For instance, we expect a large demand for our new
I'.^ophone (provisionally protected), which starts crowing

on ;is the boiling-period is passed. We have groat
hope-. ;iU

, of the Reveille Frying-pan, which, when the
is done to a turn, emits heart-rending squeals, and

keep, on till the most leisurely over-sleeper is forced to

spring from his bed in order to save his bacon. Our
-itehing Teapot can bo timed to explode at the
moment when its owner ought to leave for the

railway station. Wo have a Muffineer too that rings its
own bell if it thinks its contents are turning chilly In

short, \ve can romise somo cheer societ for th oli

bachelor.
promise somo cheery society for the solitan

A HERO'S FAREWELL.
SIIIYL, without the faintest sound of protest,

Scarcely a sign,
Mindful that vows however lierce are no test

Your words, not mine !

To prove my love, to raise a Life's memorial,
I took the tip and turned a Territorial ;

At once fell in

My spurs to win,
And thence, if smart, your heart.

Monday you thought my point of view was narrow
;

Tuesday my chest;

Wednesday you said I lacked my share of marrow
I had no zest !

And, though indeed I thought it was a pretty size,

Thursday, my biceps you saw fit to criticise.

As Friday came
I flew in shame

My King to serve what nerve !

Yes, dear, for you I scorned my Folkestone fortnight ;

Gamely at camp
I broiled the long, long day, and writhed the short night

With cold and cramp !

"
Sergeant !

"
I cried,

"
I 'm Bertie ; make a man of me !

Set me to work, use ev'ry ounce you can of me !

No need to shove
I fight for Love !

"

And phew ! He did ! No kid !

Loved one, good-bye ! I did my level best

Only too well !

Here at the Hydro doctors will attest,

Nurses will tell,

Of this round cheek you stroked, how seared and thin it is;

That, that alone would shatter two affinities !

But, worst of woes,
A scarlet nose !

Farewell, dear heart ! We part !
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MR. PUNCH'S GOLF ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE ONLY RELIABLE GOLF DOCTOR

SANDY MAC\VHAUP,

The Sanatorium, North Berwick.

I UNDERTAKE
TO CURE

Persistent Flubitis,

Socketitis,

First Tee Fright,

Ungovernable Language,
And all the ills that golfing flesh

N.B. Special classes for opulent
aliens in the use of the Scots dialect.

Testimonials.

AN EX-LORD CHANCELLOR luritcs :

" For fifty years 1 suffered indescribable

agony from acute flub. Now I can
hit the ball off the tee three times out
of five."

A PRIME MINISTER writes: "You
have made a new man of me by com-

pletely curing me of my mashie shot
to cover point. I wisli I could give

you a peerage."

A FABULOUSLY WEALTHY BARONET
writes :

" Until I went in for your
anti- foozle exercises I really was
ashamed to show myself on a first-

class links. Now I face the responsi-

bility of my tenancy of Castle
with perfect equanimity. P.S. Your
instruction in the Scotch accent lias

been most successful. Playing at Hay-
ling Island the other day, I was twice
taken for a Southsea Highlander."

REMEMBER !

The BEST BALLS are the DEAREST.
Note our List :

The "BOOMERANG" . . 33/
:

-
per doz.

When hit into a hazard comes back to

the player with a smile on its face.

The " HYPODERMIC "
. . 48/- per doz.

With sloe gin core and hypodermic
syringe for thirsty golfers.

The "SQUEAKER". . . SO/- per doz.

With Vox humana stop. Cries out

when lost.

The JOPPA MANUFACTURING Co., Joppa, N.B.

WHY PLAY WITH THE OLD CLUBS?
Go TO MACFADYEN'S FOR

The DERNIER CRI in Golf Implements.
The "SWISHER"

Lead Shaft and Rubber Head
Or,

Rubber Shaft and Lead Head,

Makes a Weak Player strong and a

Strong Player weak,
Thus maintaining the Law of

Compensation.

The "BEERBOHM"
For lofting over Trees.

The " KILB1N
"

For playing backwards and for bad lies.

McFADYEN, FREAKE &. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS TO THE SULTAN OF ZANZIHAR,

Portobello, N B.

THE "DUMPLING 7
"

(with Suet Core).

Will stay on any green, no matter
how liery.

Invaluable for Short Approaches.
Some Plus Players on the " DUMPLING."
Miss DOLLY VARDON writes :

" It is

;he nearest approach to a poached egg
;hat I know."

JAMIE JOBSON writes :
" It is a most

appetising pilule, and goes very well
with marmalade or apricot jam."

to

MUNGO MACPHERSON (after laying the
"
Dumpling

"
dead with his mashie)

sings :

" Of all the balls that are so smart
There 's none to touch the '

Dump-
ling;'

It is the darling of my heart,
And shows no signs of crumpling."

JUIGEL McHAFFIE, THE BENTS, ROMFORD.

PENNYCUIK & CO., (JoirExperts.

Specialities . . .

Pennycuik's Calves'- foot- Jelly-
faced Putter.

Pennycuik's Jumble Sale Baffy.
Algernon Ashton's Reversible

Brookwood Bashie.
The Bessemer -faced Bull-Pup

Brassie.

Sole Agents for . . .

Metchnikoff's Bulgarian Bulger.
Write or call at 24, Duff Court, K.C.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CCILLY ISLANDS. Twelve hours

from London
; five days from

America. Vegetables, Early Asparagus,
"asino, etc.

GOLF BY THE GOLF STREAM!
THE PARADISE OF PUTTERS.

BLIND HOLES FOR SHORT-SIGHTED
PLAYERS.

SAMPHIRE ON ALL THE GREENS.
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THi; ELECTORAL REFORMER'S
MARHI'.IUAISE.

[ Proportional RcpraentatioB has no <lHi-

nitcly I'titi'ivil tin 1

spline of |>nn-t i'
pal iilitii-s.

'1'his is an clri'toral nictlioil, ilrraclt'ully akstnisr

ami involving lon^ mat hnuatifal calculfttioDB,

liy wliirh 1'arlianii'iit is to liccomr a faithful

miniature of tin 1 electorate. Its exponents,
headed liy Lord AvKiit'isv, air moving heaven

and earth I'm
1

its adoption. The lollowin^' \\ill,

we trust, enahle Ilirni to give articulation to

their liiiniiiiy zeal.]

SONS of a noble race, arise !

Our country sorely needs us ;

On us Britannia turns her eyes,
A man of title leads us !

Unsheath we then our trusty swords

(By which we mean statistics) ;

The earth shall mark our weighty words
And learn our cabalistics.

Once more, aux armes ! The promised
land

Is reasonably near us ;

The people cannot understand

,
Our facts, but they will cheer us !

The opposition may be strong,
But only for a season

No man can argue with us long
And still retain his reason.

Then let 's prepare to shed our blood

(In metaphoric diction),
Nor grudge the sacrificial flood

(Continuing the fiction) ;

And at our mast this signal float

To strengthen our endeavour,
" The Single Transferable Vote
And Algebra for ever!

"

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER.
AN unenthusiastic meeting of inquiry

and protest took place in the nursery
one wet afternoon last week. Norman
organised the meeting, took the chair,
and was the principal speaker, and in a
limited capacity acted as steward.

Standing on the table, among a regiment
of leaden infantry and the underclothes
of a junior doll, he cleared his throat
and began :

" Ladies and gentlemen !

"

" That 's not fair, Norman ; why leave
out Peter ?

"
asked Margaret. Peter

at once showed that he was no gentle-
man, and after the disturbance had
subsided Norman began again.
"Is it fair, is it just

"
he said.

" Is it honest, is it manly ?
"

said

B&rgaret.
" Look here, Margaret," said Norman

hotly, "you agreed to play, so don't

spoil it. Peter, you might listen !

"

"
I don't know what you 're talking

about," said Peter, genially.
"What are you talking about?"

asked Margaret.
" All joking apart," said Norman,

Smalt Visitor (at tlie Naval a>id Military 1'ournamcni). "/WAS I-LAYINU AT SOLDIERS
YKSTEUDAY."

"
it doesn't seem fair that he should

have
"

(here he referred to his notes)
"87,000 a year, while I have only
threepence a week."

" Socialist !

"
said Margaret with

scorn.
" Don't use long words you don't

know the meaning of," Peter advised.

"How much a year is threepence a

week, Mortimer major?" he asked,

addressing Norman.
" Not more than a pound or two-

and he 's going to have no less than
"

(he looked at his notes once more)
"

870,000 a year."
" The right honourable gentleman

said 87,000 just now; does the

right horrible gentleman know what
he 's talking about ?

"
asked Margaret,

taking up a book and settling down
comfortably in the window-seat. Peter
was already busy with a paint-box and

a highly-coloured copy of a railway
engine.

" What I say is, Father ought
to afford a bit more than threepence a

week," continued Norman feebly, to an
audience reduced to fat Joan. " Of

course, I 'm not Prince of Wales
" Indeed ?

"
Margaret murmured,

turning a page.
" so I shouldn't expect So much

as he gets. But think what I could

do, even if I had only a shilling a
week."

" Mummy," cried Joan to the in-

truder,
" Norman says he 's goin* to ,

have a shinning a week, and ven he
can buy me a big pamblator for my
littlest dolly !

"

"Jeasop was betting 2 hours." Evening
A'eics.

We hope he had a good day.
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THE OLD, OLD STORY.
Miss Mmnr.KTON sighed, helped hcr-

sell to an almond, and tried again.
" Did you go to the Horse Show ?

"

she asked.
"
No," I said.

" Oh deal-, I did think you would

say 'Yes' that time. You know, you
don't give conversation a chance if you

keep on saying 'No' to everything I

ask yon."
"Have yon ever fallen off the top of

St. Paul's Cathedral?" I asked.
'

Yes," s5id Miss Middleton at once.
"
Heaps and heaps of times. There 's

quite a crowd at the top of Ludgate
Hill now, when they know I 'm going

up."
" Oh !

"
I said, rather taken aback.

"Go on. Now you should ask me if

I mind much, and what it feels like

when I get to the bottom. And then

you 'd find that you knew a man who

slipped off the Albert Hall once, and

we should compare notes and get

awfully interested. And perhaps 1

might ask you to come and see

mother."
" I have met Mrs. Middleton," I said,

and returned to my thoughts.

"Oh, what's the matter? You
won't talk, and you aren't eating at

least, not like sometimes. Has your
favourite son run away to sea ?

"

" He has not. And if you want to

know what 's the matter, it 's this. I 'm

bored, and disgusted, and and

"Desiccated," suggested Miss
Middleton.

"
No, that's not the word at all."

" It 's a nice little word, though ;
I

read it the other day.
'

Transmogrified
'

that's bigger."
"
Well, simply sick to death of the

weather."
Miss Middleton turned away and

gazed in the other direction with great
interest.

" I 'm not looking at you," I said.

"But I should like to know, before I

go on : are you blushing ?
"

" Of course not. Well, sort of colour-

ing up a little, perhaps."
" You may well. Do you remember

a certain day in April, when we talked

about the summer, and you solemnly
promised me that this year it would
be fine? And you implored me to

believe, and I said that I would."
"Did I?"
" I might have spent the summer in

New Zealand, where it 's always fine,

or in bed, where it doesn't matter
;
but

you persuaded me to give the thing
just one more trial. And now where
are we? "

"You know," said Miss Middleton

timidly, after a pause,
"

it isn't being

such a bad summer, after all, according

to the papers."
"Oh, that's what's so mean about

it. The rain stops now and then, and

the sun comes out perhaps, just so us

they can both get a good place in the

statistics. As if we didn't know we
were having a beastly summer! as if

we cared a hang how many inches of

rain or hours of sunshine there were

when we can see that it 's spoiling

very-thing !

"

I finished my glass fiercely and

waved away the bird.

"And the worst of it is," I added,
" I haven't an umbrella."

"
Mightn't you buy one ?

"
suggested

Miss Middleton.
" How can I, after I 've promised

you to believe in the summer? Of

course if I had my old one but I lost

that at a wedding. They 're tricky

things, weddings. They take your
umbrella as soon as look at you."

" I always use one of mother's."

"Couldn't I too?" I asked hope-

fully.

Miss Middleton was silent for a little,

and I supposed that she was consider-

ing my offer. However, it appeared
that she was thinking of something
else.

" I do think we are all awfully nice

iibout the weather," she began seriously.
" I am often even nicer than this," I

said, in some surprise.

"Oh, I don't mean you you've
been a pig ;

when you know I did

want you to have a nice summer so

badly. I mean all of us. We have a

fortnight of rain, and then, when we
get one fine day at last, we 're all as

grateful as anything, and we go about

smiling and saying thank you, and

quite forgetting all the wet days. Just

notice if we don't, when the next good
day comes."

"
Perhaps we shall never have a

good day again."
"
Oh, yes, we shall. And you '11 go

and sit in somebody's garden
" Yours."
" But how nice of you ! Well then,

in mine, and you '11 think it 's the very
jolliest world that ever was made, and
what a lucky man you are to be given
such a wonderful morning."

I considered this carefully ;
and I

also considered the last fortnight. I

decided to concentrate on the last

fortnight.
" Meanwhile," I said,

" here we are,

and it 's time something was done by
way of protest. The only difficulty is

to know what to do. In America,
when it 's a nasty dull sort of day,

they can always go out and burn a
black man or two ; but so effete is our
own civilisation

"

"W7
e might try throwing stones at

Greenwich. Do you think if we broke

uhe Observatory windows
" My idea was to go to Hyde Park

and hiss. I don't know how that

strikes you ? You see, if we went
|

together w~e could share Mrs. Middle- !

:on's umbrella."
" Why do you harp on the umbrella?

suppose you think I ought to give

you a new one?
"

" I think you ought to give me per-
mission to buy one."

"
Oh, no ! It is going to be lino

now."
" Then may I have my aqua-scutum

lengthened?
"

"
Oh, don't keep on thinking about

the bad days," implored Miss Middle-

ton ;

" think about the good one that 's

:oming. The wetter it is now, you
know, the more you '11 enjoy the

change."
"
Right," I said. " I '11 remember

that."

Later, in the hall, they asked me
whether I'd have a hansom or a taxi.

"
Neither, thanks," I said cheerfully.

The wetter I get now, the more I

shall enjoy changing." And I plunged
into the rain. A. A. M.

ON THE MAKING OF FRIENDS.

SOME say that I got inside the train.

Anyhow, there was a luncheon-car, and
that was where the porters threw me.

Someone picked me up, brushed my
clothes and sat me down in a little

seat before a little table and left me
there praying that the little seat oppo-
site me might remain vacant.

People whom you don't know are

always detestable, particularly in trains.

Witness the concentrated hatred of the

four corner - seat holders when you
open their door and propose to become
the fifth occupant of their compartment.
It isn't simply that they dislike the

idea of your possibly talking to them.

What they dislike is the fact that you
exist. They hate you ; you hate them

;

and you all join together and hate the ,

sixth man who gets in at the next stop.
'

So I prayed that I might have no vis-

d-vis on this journey; but at Birming-
ham some more porters threw another

man in and he was put to sit opposite
me. \Ve just frowned sourly and made
it quite clear that we detested the

sight of each other. I was led to

suppose that I was, after all, too in-

significant to care twopence about ;

he, that his collar was dirty, his tie

climbing up the back of it, his boots

down at heel and himself utterly

ignoble. He sat down in such a way
that he kicked my shins. " What
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IN THE PUBLIC EYE.
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'

disgustingly hard shins the lower
s have !

"
he clearly thought.

" A vile thing !

"
my expression was

meant to convey.
" I wonder if It will

make a noise with Its food." Then he

got behind his Teli'i/mph to protect
himself from infection, and, in returning
the compliment, I managed to unfold

my Mtiniiiiii Tost in such a way as
to cause him a maximum amount of

draught and discomfort.
With the beginning of lunch and the

arrival of the iish he said, "I hope I

may never set eyes on you again, hut
will you titke a little

"

"Sir," I answered,
"
you are a con-

leni|iiilile worm, but permit me to pass
>." Later I continued,

us creature, I cannot help con-
fessm^ to \nii my surprise that out of
ii. kitchen -1 ft. by 1 ft. they can pro-
duce a meal apparently without limits."

," he replied,
1(

J
lli !

ier. it may int.

you
to know that 1 am by profession an

inventor."

It did interest me a little. It came
to interest me very much. I laughed
at his mild jokes, and he leant across
the table to tap me on the chest.
"
Yes, my dear Sir," he said, "I go to

my office at nine every morning and
invent. Sometimes it is a vacuum -

cleaner, sometimes a needle-puncher,
and sometimes an antiseptic tooth
wash*."

"
Really, old man," said I,

"
if you

don't mind being overheard by the
cads and the contemptible worms in

this car, you might tell me all about
it."

He practically climbed over the table

to embrace me, as he told me all about
it. At any rate, his boots managed to

wipe themselves on my trousers.
"
Oh,

but I 'm sorry," he said. " Not at all,"
I answered.
On arriving at Euston,

"
Good-bye,"

said I.
" It has been a real pleasure

to me to travel with such a perfect

gentleman."
"
Nonsense, Sir," said he. " The

i pleasure and privilege have been mine.

Good-bye ; we may never meet again."
We met again about five minutes

later in the Tube, and somehow I wished
we had not. It 's all very well being
amused in a luncheon-car, but, when
you 'ro in London, you always stand

the chance of being seen by people who
I know you and are apt to judge yon by

|
your friends. Besides, the man talked

too much. Reaching Charing Cross,
we parted with some more good-byes,
and met again on the top of a Liver-

pool Street bus. At Chancery Lane
he said,

" I don't know whether to get
off here and patent some inventions, or

to go to my head < ffice in the City and
invent some patents. Where are you
going?"

"That all depends," I said, and as

he eventually decided to get off there

I went on to the City, not because I

wanted to go there, but because . . .

Oh, well, I have come to the conclusion

that people are detestable, after all,

whether you know them or not.
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ORPHEUS WITH HIS TOOT.
TllE SOUL-STIRRING TONES OF THE LATEST MOTOR MUSIC MAY BE ALL VERY WELL HUT WHAT IK TOO HIGH A PITCH OF

PERFECTION IS REACHED !

TRUE MODESTY.
IT was not at the Oval nor at Lord's
Nor where the level sweep is large and trim,

And eager cognoscenti come in hordes,
That (tell it on the sounding clavichords)
You made that hundred, Jim.

No, 'twas a contest more of luck than skill :

The pitch a trifle marred by plantain roots,

The enemy less apt to field than till

(Few had the samite wear and fewer still

Could boast the buckskin boots).

Five times they missed you from the lofting ball ;

The peerless length that county bowlers keep
Was not for them, and (take it all in all)

There are who might have been disposed to call

Your laurels fairly cheap.

But not the way you took them ! that was grand :

The modest air, the deprecating mien,
As who should say,

" Of course I made a stand,
But fortune favoured still my good right hand
And made my cow-shots clean."

And when "the tumult and the shouting" died,
The hearty handshake and the dorsal smack,

When stumps were pulled, and on the homeward ride

Our tongues to other themes began to glide,

The way you brought us back !

Saying,
" Remember how I snicked that chance

Eight through the slips ; their bowlers had no luck ;

The fat one with the pace and curious prance,
The one from whom I made that leg-side glance,
He often had me stuck."

The way you sympathised with those that fell,

Giving the scorers neither pain nor care,

And still the story of your flukes would tell,

Was ever knightly hero knew so well

The conscious bays to wear ?

And, if before they paid their rightful debt,

These lips of mine from weariness were shut,

Here on the harp, O James, and don't forget,
I hymn you as a bashful violet,

A self-obscuring nut. EVOE.

" A. Lindsay started by deep cutting Bridges to the ropes, and followed

up with a string of braces, taken indiscriminately from both bowlers."

Saturday 1'ost.

Another time, LINDSAY should provide his own braces, or

string, or whatever it is he affects.
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HARD LABOUR.

fit is

of tin- w

D ONLY DONE MY BIT
OLD JAUNT!"

it Judges of the High Court should be required to sit on Saturdays, unless they make up time during the rest
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
i in: In M.Y 01 T"i Y, M.I'.

lltin-,1- i./' Lord . \fonday,
<
ily -I.

Att'.-i- twci hours spent, in Commons
sinillt'il across corndor intent on dis-

bar mi tlir green earth

\\ere a duller place. Found it in

the Lords. SAYI: AND SKI. K on his le

ug of Bill de-

signed lo regulate foreign traffic ill

n-do\vn hi \bout a sc

ul Peers present in subtly sympat hei i<

iiiiide. Had they just
i lint ( 'onference hud decided ti

recommend aholition of Veto could not

have presented more funereal aspect.
To this stati! of affairs S\M: AND

SKI.I: contributed speech thai raised

him at a hound to iirst rank of orators.

Ohject of his measure commends itsell

to every kindly heart. Amid
ol more pretentious business success

needed nice iiiiinn.iymeiii. This forth-

coming. As in !o\v voice, occasionally

(altering accents, with doleful counten-

ance, he pie.. ded 1 1 ie c;n ise of the, tlumh
and destitute, one could almost hear
the footfall of the doomed horse on the
hard pavement, as it slowlv '.vended its

v,a\ to the docks to take ship for

Ant \\crp; could see its work-worn
frame: observe its wistful regard ol

I he occasional s;uis;ige shop passed en
route ; recognise its pained conscious-
ness of conditions under which (if

it would return to its native land.

TlIK DlOllHY FAVO! ''ITK.
"

\\-' IVI-illl Ms 1,,.,.|./V limilllT ill till' I...1.I.V
ie <'nt about ll,,. business ..i i),,, Whip."

(Tin' Karl of D

A I.ITTI.K i.>rn:i I'nvr \VITII MY I I.IF.MI BIKKEI.L.

I
i-i.nliili'iilly lii>]' tliat i'!i'

:'l iiiff Mr. Unit* I! if,-.,t/,

Mi. Uu ( .!I will ] sitting liy my .sMr
/: HVI/J-I. ' l.nn<l Im'ifl.i, ,-.

a-.u'n. / know

Mr. liinvll's sii...... !i mi th'- temporary disappearance lV"iii tin 1 II<n > <il' ('ininiiiuis nf Mr.
T. W. Kuss,.ll.)

Speech a masterpiece of artistic con-

ception, flawless rendering.
Efifect on Earl of DEHBY, v,ho fol-

lowed, remarkable. For years we knew
him in the Commons as Lord STANI,!:V.

Recall his breezy manner in the Lobby
as he went about the business of the

Whip, his brief but pointed speeches
when, on return from South Africa,

having seen active service as Chief
Press Censor (Dispatches), he was ap-

propriately promoted to the War Oflice.

To-night, seated almost opposite SAVE
AND SELE, he relapsed into forlorn atti-

tude familiar when he was Postmaster-
General worried by demands of work-

ing stall' for shorter hours and longer
Interposing in debate he spoke

as one who had come to bury the horso,
not to mount it. Like other noble lords
who followed, lie heartily approved
the principle of measure which is

about to be commended to friendly
care of Commons.
Over scene thus artistically shadowed

one gleam of light flashed. Came from

unexpected quarter of Orders of the

Day. These are circulated for infor-

mation of Peers. For title, paper bore
the legend,

' Notices and Orders of
.he Day for Monday the 4th of July."
This on Iirst page. Turning over
eaf one found set forth in black letter,
enclosed in double lines so as to mini-

mise chance of its being overlooked by
the most casual backwoodsman, the an-

nouncement, "There will be no Evening
Sitting of the House on Thursday the

30th of June."

Frequently admitted by most can-

J

sorious critics of House of Lords that

in comparison with Commons it is the
more business-like assembly. Here
was crowning proof of its orderliness,
its prevision, its observance of detail,

matters which,apparently unimportant,
go to build up orderly, effective business

system.
liar--/ IK-SIS done. Officially announced

that the House will not sit last Thurs-

day. Bill dealing with Continental
traffic in broken-down horses read
second time.

lltii/fii' n/ ('iiiiimon.t, Tuesday.
Period which sufficed tor the accom-

plished work of to-day shows what
House can do when it puts shoulder
to wheel. Progress made! exceeds

k's achievement under ordinary
conditions. After usual cloud of

; or practical purposes signify-

ing nothing, entered upon Committee
on Regency Bill. Came to the front

thoseeminentconstitutionalauthorities,
KING and LUTTRELL, with many amend-
ments designed to correct what ASHLEY,
with tears in ordinarily inquisitorial

eyes, described as " the magnificent
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work standing to credit of the Regency
Act during the last 100 years."

PREMIER, in charge of Bill, received

valuable support from Sir FREDERICK

BANBURY, whom strangers in gallery
were shocked to hear alluded to as
" the junior

Member for the City of

London." There 's nothing junior
about FREDERICK unless it be in

personal appearance suggestive of per-

ennial youth. As a statesman he is

senior to most of his contemporaries in

present House. With his assistance,

Bill passed through Committee with

immaterial amendments.
Item. Accidents in Mines Bill, in

charge of MAST-HUMAN READY, passed
second reading ainid chorus of approval.

Judicial Bench next stormed. Bill

proposing to add two Judges to King's
Bench Division of High Order of

Justice came up on Report stage.
MABKHAM moved new clause requiring

Judges to make annual return of num-
ber of days they have sat. Principle
familiar at dockyards and other large
labour establishments where time -

keeper ticks off hours of attendance.

MAHKHAM, acknowledging that our

Judges are all honourable men, re-

frained from insistence on that in-

vidious condition.

"Leave it to the Judges," he said

in effect.
" Here and there may pos-

sibly be a generous enlargement of

view. What, according to the clock,
has been half a day's labour, or even
a quarter, may, in the hurry of the

moment, be entered as full time. On
the whole, their Lordships may confi-

dently be counted upon to make full

and fair returns."

(Wait till they catch him in one of

their courts
!)

PREMIER, whilst objecting to this

way of putting it, admitted laxity with

respect . to Saturday sittings. Some
Judges make a liabit of dating their

week-endfrom Friday afternoon. Others,
constrained by conscience, put in an

appearance late on Saturday morning
and, like CHARLES LAMB at the India

Office, make up for it by going away
early. On the understanding that, if the

Judges do not sit on Saturdays, they
shall through the week work overtime,
MAHKHAM withdrew new clause and
Report stage agreed to.

Trifle thrown in by second reading
of Bill dealing with election of alder-
men in municipal boroughs, and at

twenty minutes to nine House ad-

journed.
Business done. Prodigious.
Friday. "It's very difficult to get

round this question,'" said CHARLIE
BERESFORD, pulling down an imaginary
sou'wester set to win'ard.
Was not trying to get round Land's

THE TAVISTOCK DIVISION.

He had designs on "the magnificent work

standing to the credit of the Regency Act

during the last hundred years."

(Mr. H. C. F. Luttrell.)

End in a gale on a starless night.
What he was endeavouring safely to

skirt were Income Tax Resolutions of

the Budget. House dealing with them

CHARLIE B. "IIEACHEM AGAIN!"
As an inspired Irish Member promptly

described it.

(Admiral Lord Charles Beresford.)

in Committee of Ways and Means.

Majority of Members preceding in de-

bate had more or less confined them-
selves to subject. JOHN DILLON, by
exception turning aside to deal with

Whisky Tax, bitterly complained that
the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
had " burned his boats in such em-

phatic manner." If it must be, JOHN
likes that sort of spiriting done gently,
with absolute freedom from emphasis.

Possibly it was mention of boats
that turned CHARLIE'S gaze seaward.
As GOLDSMITH tells of his Traveller, in
all his wanderings

" his heart un-
traveiled fondly turns to home." So
our plump sailor-boy, having with more
or less emphasis burned his boats and
come ashore, cannot control the way-
ward trend of his heart towards the

unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea, and the
additional Dreadnoughts that ought to
be afloat upon it.

Unfortunately, in making for blue

water, CHARLIE got under influence of

various undercurrents. These were,
inter alia, the domination of the Irish

Members
;
the possibilities of Socialism

;

and proposals for reforming the House
of Lords, which led him to remark
that " the House of Commons itself

wants reforming."
CHAIRMAN interposed with quiet re-

mark :

" I think it is time the noble
Lord came to the Budget of the year."

"
Ay, ay, Sir," chirruped CHARLIE ;

" starboard it is," and slewed round to

consideration of Ministerial Naval pro-
gramme.

Getting on very well till it flashed

across his mind that " the Budget of

the year is voted by the House of

Commons, the House of Commons is

elected by the people, and if there

are 53,000 voters sending one man to

the House, and 1,700 sending another
man

"Order! order!" cried the inexora-
ble CHAIRMAN. " The Budget has no-

thing to do with the Franchise."
It was here that CHARLIE made his

moan about the "
difficulty of getting

round this question." Gave up the

job. Made all taut and anchored for

the night.
Business done. In Committee on

Budget Bill.

"The scores should not be counted nor may
the targets be touched by any person other thau
an umpire after being tired at." JfJaif;/ Mail.

We can see the umpire after being fired

at hastily flattening himself against
the target for protection.

"The match was unfinished owing to measles.

Mr. Stephen's were compelled to scratch." T/i-e

Harrovian.

Very irritating.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
FVSIIIOXS AM) A Si '\\U\I.

DI;\I:I:ST D.U'IINK, I 've a simply

tlinlliii/i bit of news for you. People
are actually beginning to irulk, my

anil in lo\\n ! It 's gelling quite
usual to send away one's car and

walk home IVoni shopping or calling,

even as imicli as two or three streets I

OtU&qiient, t hen- 's been a, slum)),
a 9 far as rertiiin prop],- arc OOD( ;

:

: ill .
small-si/.ed hoots mill

hej could only wear to.s// xtill in,

and, as SHAKSPEARE says, Those walk
now \vlio never walked before.

Partly we've been frightened by
wbat Professor Dimsdale told us in one
of bis The C'aitxerirx at the Fal-lal.

The series was on Lost Arts, and IK-

chose Walking for one of bis subjects.
lie said that il people continued getting
about by motoring and nerophuung and
all thai sort of tiling the race would

gradually alter; everyone would get

enormously stout, and legs an<i

would at last become extinct ! Wasn't
it a ghastly idea? Whatever sort of

fashions would be worn then! Of
course I don't undertake to dispute the

irholf of the prediction, but it seems to

me, as far as my own observation of

m\ deal' friends goes, that feet, at all

events, are in no danger of becoming
extinct quite the reverse ! However,
we 've all been horribly frightened, and
now we 're walking.
Some bad forgotten how to do it,

and had to be taught all over again,
like old babies, the Duke and Duchess
of Dunstable, among others. Being
both stout and stodgy, and not nearly
so young as they 'cl like to be, they took

fright badly at the dear Professor's

hideous prediction, and now that

they've learned to walk again they're
always at it. When it 's too wet to

walk out of doors, as it generally is,

they trudge up and down the big ball-

room at Dunstable House; and I hear
each is so aggravated at seeing the
oilier grinding away, they 're on worse
terms than e\er.

And the craze doesn't stop at walk-

ing. None of the chaperons will sit

still or pla\ bridge at parties now.

They've all caught the exercise-panic
and insist on dancing. I gave a boy-
and-girl dance for my little cousin,

nary, the other night, and 1

snnpK eoiiKln'l prevent the chaperons
from dancing. Those that were too
old and too \\einl to :;et real partners
danced with each other. The\ enlireli/

spoilt, the look of my rooms.
Madame Blagueuse is another who's

been giving '/'/ Gauscries. One of

^~=

Yniinii liffirrr (n-lin /. iiiitvrious fur nrttiiirj /care irliennvr possible, In ('.(>.) "I \VANTI:I> TO
ASK YOt', HlK, IF I MIGHT HAVK A FEW HAYS

1

LEAVE?"
''.". "WllAT ])0 YOU WANT IT FOR?"
y,in,i:l fll/ii-,',: "WEU. El: I THINK I WANT A CHAMiE OF AIR."
''. ". "On ! is THAT IT.' THEN I THINK YOU'D BETTER STAY HERE FOR A CHAM.K !

"

them was on Beauty, and the room
was packed at five guineas a head.

She told us all women were beautiful ;

that all they had to do was to accentuate
their indiridita lili/ ea\d cultivate charm ;

and that no woman need ever grow
old ; wrinkles and grey hair and
stoutness were inrri-li/ the result of

mismanagement ! It was simply dilly
to B66 i . <i litres drinking it all in with
their tea and swallowing it with their

ices, and going away quite pleased and

perky.

I was telling Norty about it after-

wards, and he said if all women are

beautiful then those who are red Hi/

nice to look at must find a new word
for themselves, and that I'm to find

that word. He too had a The I'tnmerie

(anyone who has anything or nothing
to say makes a The Consent o iit now)
at the Recherche the other day on
" Nature the great Anti-Socialist." He
did make us laugh. He said there

were no inequalities of fortune so glar-

ing as Nature's inequality in the dis-
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tribufcion of fat ! that one only had t

watch the people on a public promenad
to become aware of this injustice, a

largo percentage of the passers-by being
made contemptible by utter lack of fa

or ridiculous by excess of it. H
wondered if

" socialistic legislation pro

posed to deal with this point, and t<

demand that each person should liav

a reasonable amount of fat and IK

more !

"

I was complimenting him later or

his Causerie, and said I hoped .win.

diii] his talents would put him in his

proper place. He asked, What place '.

Why, Prime Minister, of course, I tolc.

him. And then he asked what he hac

done to offend me that I should hope
for such a disgraceful future for him .

He 's a funny hoy.
Oh, my dearest ! People are whisper-

ing such a quaint little storiette about

guess guess and guess again !

about Stella Clackmannan, of all

women ! She 's had the reputation for

being absolutely immaculate, you know,
as our nicknames for her, The Saint,
and The Icicle, show. There 've been

plenty of stories about everyone else,

but about her there 's always been the

most extraordinary story of all that

there was no story ! It 's true that

some people have said her straight

running was owing to the fact that the
Duke is a mere 'demon of jealousy, with
all the furious fierceness of his forbears,
the old Chiefs of Clan Kiltibeg, as

shown in the Clackmannan crest and
motto, a drawn claymore and "

Slay
and spare not," and that poor Stella

has always been afraid that if he found
her out in the teeniest little piccadilly
he 'd catch up the family crest and act

the family motto ; but I don't know
about that. Anyhow, here 's the story.
You remember a mannequin we

noticed when you were with me last

summer, and we went to "
Olga's

"
one

afternoon a tall, pale, statuesque girl,
with a deliciously haughty way of

saying, "Yes, moddom," and "No,
moddom." Oh, you must remember
her ! She showed two creations that I

bought
" The Dream and the Wak-

ing," poppies worked on black mousse-
line-de-soie, and dawn and sunrise

suggested in the shaded colours of the
train

; and " Arriere Pensee," in mauve
and white charmeuse, with a hint of

tears in the touches of crystal em-

broidery and a big bunch of purple
pansies on the left shoulder, and
another tucked behind the left ear.

We remarked that, allowing for her

being five or six years younger than
dear Stella, and having perhaps half an
inch more height and less waist, she
was almost her double. Everyone
used to talk about the startling like-

ness. Stella herself was amused at it

and made a sort of protegee of the girl

and, according to Ics chuchoteuscs

made use of the extraordinary likenes

to send the mannequin to fulfil some
of Stella's own philanthropic engage-
ments (opening and shutting things

you know, and giving away prizes and

so on), at one or two boresome, out-

lying places that didn't matter much
And then something happened. Oh
no ! I don't mean that the girl broke
down and gave the show away.
believe she played the Duchess a

merveille, and completely imposed on
the savage tribes

;
but on one of these

occasions a letter was in some way

AN ILLUSTRATED POSTER.

:onveyed to the fictitious Stella, a letter

meant for the real Stella, a Zoye-letter,

my own Daphne, showing that our
dear Saint not only had an admirer,
mt didn't exactly froion on him.
Now, isn't that absolutely'? As to
vhat happened afterwards, opinions
are divided. Some people say the girl

ll has.the letter, holds it over Stella's

lead like somebody's sword, and black-
nails her. Others say Stella had
:opies made of the Clackmannan
ewels, sold the real ones, bought the

etter, and sent the girl to New
Zealand, or British Columbia, or Fiji,
ir somewhere. Anyhow,

"
Olga's

"

all, statuesque mannequin vanished

tterly, and Stella did a long rest-cure.
Df course, we 're all most enormously
.mused, and well, yes just a teeny
lit pleased, that our dear Saint should

have stepped down from her little stone
niche and taken off her halo. Halos
must be wretchedly cold, heavy, head-

achy, heartachy things to wear !

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

EVOE VICTIS:
(!! if

our Xloptiinist.)

THERE is nothing that marks the
onward progress of humanity, in spite
of many lapses, more nobly than the
treatment of the conquered. In ancient
Rome the situation was tersely summed
up in the iron phrase, Vie metis " Woe
to the vanquished." Conquered kings
adorned the triumph of their victors,
and languished in dungeons until death

put an end to their sufferings.
Nor were the Greeks more con-

siderate. SOCRATES, who in our time

might have been a popular and success-
ful preacher, was obliged to drink
hemlock simply because he failed to
convince his judges of the excellence
of his intentions.

Even in "the so-called nineteenth

century
"

this evil tradition lingered
on, and NAPOLEON, instead of being
allowed to share the Waterloo Stakes
with his victor, was brutally banished
to St. Helena.

Happily we have changed all that
now. It is no longer the inhuman
practice of civilised countries to trample
on the defeated.

JACK JOHNSON, the champion prize-

fighter, has pocketed 24,000 as the
reward of his prowess. But JEKKRIKS,
he defeated giant, gets more than
23,000 as his share.

Dear friends, if we cannot always be

iop dog, let us at least strive to render
;he position of the inferior animal

inancially endurable.

From a Catalogue :

"1 New Zealand Kea Parrot (Nestor, Nota-

lilis), very fine specimen. These are the l.irds

vhieh devour sheep alive. This specimen is

'cry tame and feeds from hand, also very
utilising."

We can well imagine its being extremely
'unny with somebody else's hand.

Water-on-the-Brain.

The Dnilij Mirror on the divining-rod :

"On several occasions the thick end of the
tick rose up and struck the operator on the
lead. On these spots, he asserted, water wmild
X! found lifty feet down.''

lis head, even at the swollen spots,
an't have been as thick as that.

' At half-time the visitors fell off,"

ays The Field, in reporting a polo
natch.. A most unfortunate accident.
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A DIALOGUE.
Tin- Sitimlinili: Well, my dear, I 'in

glad to see you again. \Ve don't, often

inert, do we? You 're looking lino and

commanding as ever.

Tin- Mill/in'/' Hut. Not quite, I 'in

afraid. But I 'in feeling very well,

ty in ,i<lerlng.

7'lir .s. Considering what, drai-'.'

I'll:
1 M . II . \\ hy, considering that

I '111 indoors so much. Now, you no
wonder you have such a hright com-

plexion. You get so much open air.

Thi' N. Yes, hut I don't know hut

what I should like a little indoor lif ;

too. You seo so many plays. How
interesting! I never see any. I hear
a little of them now and then, but I

can see nothing. What are they like

just now ?

The M. H. Oh, they 're always the

same, in the main. But just lately
there's been rather more talk than
usual. So far as 1 can understand
it 's the new drama, the Repertory
brand, you know there's something
important left out; but I don't quite
know what it is. Harry's bottle, is it ?

Something like that.

Tin 1

.S'. Don't you mean ARISTOTLE?
Tin- M. H. Yes, that's it. How

clever of you to know ! How did you
find out?

The 8. They were talking about it at

Lord's last week. At the Eton and
Harrow match.

The M. H. Oli, yes. You go there,
of course. How delightful ! Did you
like it ?

The .S'. I liked being there, of course,

although I prefer Ascot. But it 's not
the cricket I care about so much as the
remarks of the men behind who can't

see. I love men when they 're angry.
Tlie M. H. Shall I tell you a secret,

dear? So do I. That's why I 'm so

glad when wo go to the back row of

the stalls, because then I can hear the

people in the pit. So droll so idio-

matic.

Tin: S. You 're luckier than I am.
I never hear that kind of talk, though
I suppose I might if we went to the

cheaper seats. It 's a darling feeling
to know that you 're preventing people
from seeing, isn't it ?

The M. H. Perfect. I wouldn't miss
if for anything.
The S. Nor I.

From Answers to Correspondents in
The Assam Era:
"Our present KiiiK-Kmprctn' birth anniver-

sary is :ir.t not -2iv\ June. We were of belief
thai every one, however ignorant, knew that.

Ap|iaiviitly there ;uv some i^'nonum who do not
know it."

That s rather a nasty one for somebody.

I'n i in : r \ln I.IHIII 1 1-ho hasttiken rooMstd thefarm J'vf the summer.) "TlDY CROP OF HAY, MuM."
Lady.

"
Bs.tvTifvi.LY TIDY AND ER LET ME SEE WHEN DO YOU THRBSH IT?"

THE CHAMPIONS.
HE was reading the paper opposite

me, a little, pale, serious-looking man.
He laid it down with a sigh.

" JOHN-
SON 's a wonder," he said. " The

Champion of the World. Fancy that !

"

" ' It is a lovely thing to be a cham-
pion,'

"
I quoted.

"Do you think so?" he asked.
" Why ? I don't think so."

" Then perhaps you haven't ex-

perienced it ?
"
I said.

"
Oh, yes, I have," he replied gravely.

" 1 know all about it. I 'm a champion
too."

" You ?
"
I said, rather rudely, I fear.

"
Yes," he replied.

" I 'm the cham-

pion of Croucli End. Guess what I 'm

champion of." .

This was delicate ground. I am too
old to guess. But he plied me so that
at last I gave way and suggested what

thought was fairly safe billiards.

There have been lots of little weaklings
who could play a good game at billiards.

"
Yes," he said " in a way."

" Not the game proper?
"
I inquired.

" Not exactly," he said. " But bil-

liards, yes." He was quite grave.
" Pool ?

"
I suggested.

" Not exactly," he said.

"Fives?"
" No."
" Then what is it ? Tell me."
He stood up, for he had reached his

station. " I hold the record," he said,
"
for losing hazards at pyramids. Good

morning." And he was gone.
It is not often I get my leg pulled

like that by a stranger.

" He scoreil his 119 in two hours, driving
and occasionally putting with great jwwer."

lini/i/ Muil.

We ourselves frequently have recourse

to a mashie shot, over first slip's head.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's 8 tuff of Learned Clerks.)

Sir Dntmmond must have been the hero of many another

novel than The Laird of Cruiij Athul (CONSTABLE). At any
rule, when lie comes into an estate, left to him by a cousin

in default of any nearer of kin turning up, he knows that

ho is in for a poor thing. Though it has been made

abundantly clear that there is no nearer of kin in existence,

previous experience tells him that "there ain't going to be

no
"

default. So he enters into possession with a heavy
heart, n:ul tho merest effort of speering into the future by
the local sscond-sighter drives him to wire in despair for

his London solicitor. Had I been Sir Drwmriiond, I should

not have thus given in at the beginning of the first chapter.
I should have reckoned, and reckoned rightly, that my
author had not given me a beautiful daughter, Meg, for

nothing. But there was no harm in sending for Mr. Forbes,
as being the man to

put everything right
that might go wrong,
for obviously this is not

his first appearance as

the kindly and omni-

potent solicitor of fic-

tion . At once he settles

down to cross-examine

everybody about every-

thing, and to such good
purpose that cross-

examination becomes a

craze, arid all the
characters set about

questioning each other

darkly. Finally, clever

Miss Isfield comes

along and starts cross-

examining Mr. Forbes.

For tho rest, there is

a bogus claimant, a

genuine heir, some

falling in love, a kid-

napping, a half-dressed

woman lying face down-
wards on the carpet in

a pool of blood, and a happy ending ;
from all of which you

may gather that, though there is plenty of excitement and
an ingenious mystery, this is not the best novel that
Mr. FEANKFOHT MOOKE has ever written.

by Mr. Punch, has been accustomed to treat the romances

of prehistoric man with irreverent badinage.

On the title-page of Mr. EVEUABD HOI-KINS' novel, Li/dia

(CONSTABLE), appears the dedication "To my Wife." I

cannot help wondering whether there is not something
rather more in this than the ordinary tribute from an author

to the person whose sympathy may most properly have

encouraged him in his work,

feminine book I never read.

Because a more essentially
If it be true, as they say,

that the success of a novel depends upon its appeal to the

softer sex, then Mr. HOI-KINS is assured of half-a-dozen

in Lijdia ; thedelight

LITTLE WORRIES
MASTER JOCELYX':

In these days of astonishing heroines it is rather a

comfort, I think, to learn that the advanced young person
is not, after all, a wholly modern phenomenon. If we are
to trust Mr. ASHTON HILLIERS who writes The Master Girl

(METHUEN), she synchronised with the cave-bear and the

rollicking hey-day of the mammoth. Deh-Yan (please
don't forget those accents) was a little Moon Woman with
a taste for scientific research, who benefited posterity by
evolving the first bow and arrows out of the strung-drill,
which, by the way, is a good word to try to say six times

quickly during the hot weather (if any). The result of her

enterprise was the complete success of her husband in a

spear-throwing contest (it apparently had not occurred to

anyone to bar " freak
"
implements) with Honk-Ah, one of

the braves of the Sun-Disc tribe. The author is a little

didactic at times (perhaps this is inevitable in palaeological

fiction), but I can heartily recommend Tho Master Girl \

to that large section of the public which, possibly influenced i

editions at least. Women will

phases of her wooing by various suburban swains will bo

to them episodes of intense interest, all the more for being
recorded by the author with a wealth of detail which some-
times I myself (if the secret must come out) felt to be a

little over-elaborate. But then I hated all the young men
so, which probably accounted for it. Lijdia'x married

career seemed to mo
ever so much the better

half of the story.
There arescenes in this,

showing her struggle

against, and final con-

quest by, the blighting
influence of semi-gen-
teel poverty, that are

worth twenty of the

earlier chapters. The
visit of her old school-

friend, especially, and
the horrid failure of a

day that was to do so

much I chuckled
whole-heartedly over

this, and for its sake

am more than ready to

forgive Mr. HOPKINS
certain previous lon-

t/itfiirs in his tale. And
he has quite a bogie

surprise waiting to

jump out at the un-

suspecting reader on
the last page, the effect

of which will be entirely spoilt for those who (as many
will) turn on to find whether Lydia and her irritating
husband " make it up at the end." Wait and see.

OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
Xri'.SE FINDS THAT Ills NEW .SUIT ri.ACES HIM I1EYONU

KEACH OF HER DISCIPLINE.

Our Wonderful World.

From a letter in The Daily Mail:

"While busy fishing, from waders, on this occasion a woodcock

suddenly emerged from the trees on the south bank carrying a chick
in its feet."

Hence the waders a truly motherly precaution.

"A professional man (bachelor), who has a well furnished and

charming little Flat at Kensington, wishes to meet another gentleman
to share same. Breakfast and us.- of everything, 2"s. weekly. Can
have all food."

No, no, we cannot accept such
the breakfast as well.

a sacrifice ; we '11 share

''Bike (Lady's) for Sale; cost 7 ; will sell for 1; does no! agree
with owner." Adrl. in

''

Jiivniiiy f'/n-oiiii'fi:"

We know that bicycle. It always wants to go down
hill when the owner wants to go up.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK latest rumourabouf.Buckingham

Pill ;i i-(i is to I In' effect that all American

millionaire has offered to bear the entire

expense of rebuilding subject to his being
a,lli>sve.l t.o luive a suite of apartments
I liere.

At, List, I he Government would appear
In lie cormTled to Hie view that if you
\\i.-!i I'd)' pence ><u
must prepare for war.

( Infers have hern given
to tlie Irish Constabu-

hiry to restore to their

Owners all the weapons
hitherto kept in safe

custody under the pro-
visions of tlia Peace
Preservation Act.

Mrs. LLOYD GEORGE,
speaking at the Con-

gress Ha'l, Clapton, on
the suhjeet of Public

Health, expressed the

opinion that there was
a groat deal too much
tea drunk. Nothing,
however, was said
about cocoa.

Twenty thousand
children, we read, at

Alexandra Palace
"unanimously and
solemnly protested
against any alteration

in the King's declara-

tion." But what we
want to know is this.

How long are we to

wait before the chicks
also give us ths assist-

ance of their decision

on the vexed question
of Bimetallism '.'

We cannot help
thinking that it is un-
i 01 lunate that Lord
ROSEHKKY will be pre-
\ nted until September from pro-
ceeding to Vienna to announce to the

Kmperor of Ars'nuA the accession of

King GnonciE. Has the Government
realised the danger of the news leak-

ing out before then '? Every day's delay
adds to the risk.

The promoters of the Scotch avia-

tion meeting to lie held at Lanark in

August, have, 'I lii> I'ull Miill (i,i .i'ttf in-

lorms us, framed strict rules a gainst "air

M-orching." Personally we are of the

opinion that any good work done by
I In Sun ought rather to be encouraged.

It is, we suppose, gratifying to our
national pride to reflect that, though
M. MOKVM;, who made such a fine

: MK, JS'ELI, IF WE AIN'T IN TIIK FASHION AT LAST!"

ascent in his aeroplane at Bournemouth,
is a Frenchman, yet the air he did it

with was English.
=:: ':

:;:

From Italy comes the news that the

Leaning Tower of Pisa is getting tired,
and may sit down at any moment.

. if -- ....
.j_,

. ,, .111^ \^U.V^IJV1V1 *-/J V\_'\_'l VI II 1^
nty four against the Bill, and

|

that the calves and kids which follow
in favour." Audited, and' their owners on board and play about

I
the deck shall in future pay full pas-

found correct.

senger lares. There is a strong feeling
that the kids should only pav half tare.

.

Tin- Luir Journal proposes that the

Judges, instead ol sitting on Saturday^,
should begin business half an hour
earlier each day. Another suggestion,
which, if adopted, would have the
effect of saving e\en more time, is

that the Saturday sittings should In-

devoted entirely to the Judges' jokes,
these being made illegal
on any other da\ .

* *

There would seem to
be no limit to the

sporting energy of the
Publisher'sCircle. After

organising a Cricket
Match at Lord's and a
Lawn Tennis Tourna-
ment at Queen's, there
is now some talk of

changing the title of

the association to the

Publishers' Ring and

arranging a great Prize

Fight, after the most
recent precedent, be-
tween two of its
members Mr. BLACK,
the publisher, and
Mr. WHITE, the pub-
lisher. ... ...

Lord KITCHENER, it

transpires, is no longer
a member of the Im-

perial Defence Com-
mittee. His presence
there, we take it, would
have given that body
a somewhat military
appearance, and in
these days one cannot
be too careful of our
enemies' suscepti-
bilities.

'

-'.~

In an account of a

burglar}' at Hampstead
The Evening Netcs tells

us how Constable
KENDAL, his suspicions

being aroused, waited until he was

joined by Constable HOLT, and "be-
tween them they surrounded the
house." This gives one a very good
idea of what fine spreading men our

Metropolitan Police are.

The Select Committee which has
been considering the matter has re-

ported in favour of improving the

dinner arrangements at the House of

Lords. This seems only humane. A
condemned criminal is always given a

good meal before the end.

*. f

VOL. ( XXXIX.
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THE PERILS OF THE POSTER.
I WROTE a few weeks ago of my friend Trencham, anc

how lie made a study of the coloured posters of Beauty

Spots in the hope of getting some guidance as to the besi

place in which to spend his summer holidays. The quest
futile in itself, has had a strange development ; for, having
tasted blood, he has now acquired a habit, amounting almosl

to a mania, of studying posters in general, and drawing the

most unwarrantable inferences as to the wares which they
are designed to commend.
He has been peculiarly obsessed by the advertisements oi

a firm which announces its Whisky through the medium
of two symbolic terriers. These terriers usually have then

attention riveted upon a rat, either in a cage or on a river

bank. Trencham has no quarrel with the dogs' taste,

which no doubt obeys a law of nature, but personally he

detests rodents, whether on land or water
;
and he cannot

see why any beverage, short of rat-bane, should require
one of these little brutes to advertise its merits.

lie assures me that he has nothing against this par-
ticular Whisky ; but in future he is going to take to Lime-

juice, because the girl in the poster where the limes grow
thick as gooseberries is rather presentable at a distance,

and there are no rats in the picture. There were the same

arguments in support of a certain Irish Ginger Ale, for the

yachting lady (whom he presumed to be addicted to it,

though there was no Ginger Ale actually in sight) had her

.good points, and again there were no rats in the picture ;

but, on consideration, he felt sure that the bull-dog was
out of place on a sailing-yacht, and this decided him in

favour of Lime-juice.

Having made up his mind on this point perhaps a little

too hastily he could review without emotion the picture
of yet another dog (Trencham's studies have given him a
veritable surfeit of dog) which has knocked over a pewter-
pot of Stout, and in the act of recoiling makes the remark
" What would Master say ?

" Trencham now knows what he
would say if he were the master of this vocal hound. He
would ring the bell and say, "Clean up this mess, and bring
me some Lime-juice."

My friend suffers at times from dyspepsia and constantly
from a growing tendency to obesity. Had he thechoice (which
he has not) of these two ills, he would prefer the former.
That is why he instantly rejected the advances of a poster
which portrayed the pale victim of a wasting indigestion,
who, after testing the virtues of a certain Syrup, became
"
always merry and bright." Nothing is so hateful to

Trencham as the man who is
"
always merry and bright.''

But there was worse. In his after-state, in addition to this
terrible mirth (of which indeed it may have been the cause),
the Object had acquired so ridiculous a rotundity that
Trencham at once resolved not to give the Syrup a trial.

Then again there was a poster of a Beef-extract, in
which one of the noble creatures from whom the fluid is

drawn was represented as labouring under a presage of

approaching doom. This spectacle, to one of Trencham's
imaginative temperament, had in it an intolerable pathos.
And yet I have known him to eat a beefsteak without

flinching. But in that case the victim was not allowed to
have a premonition of his end

; whereas they somehow
seem to get to know their fate beforehand in the case of

Beef-extracts. Trencham supposes that thoughtless people
leave the bottles lying about.

His logical mind was ruffled by a picture of two cooks
the one erect and holding a pot of Custard, the other

prostrate among the ruins of his eggs. The second chef is

the object of ribald laughter on the part of his more stable

colleague. Trencham regarded this ridicule as being in the

worst possible taste ; but he was also strongly of the opinion
that the artist has begged the whole question. Custard,
he contends, is every bit as brittle as eggs, and why should
not the cook with the Custard have fallen and spilled it, and
the cook with the eggs have remained upon his feet ? In

any case, Trencham's chivalrous nature inclined to sym-
pathy with the weaker vessel, and he proposes to continue
his diet of cooking-eggs.
On another poster my friend observed a lion sampling a

bottle of Somebody's Brandy. Outside the Zoo, Trencham's

experience of the habits of big game is but slight,
but he is quite firm in his intention never to carry with
him any brand of spirits that is likely to excite the curiosity
of wild animals.

So much for goods intended for internal consumption.
Of a certain famous Polish, to be applied externally,
Trencham harbours the gravest suspicion. If the monstrous
calves, encased in pink stockings, of the flunkey who
advocates the claims of this Polish are any indication of its

physical effect, Trencham means to have none of it. The
tendency to obesity, on which I have already touched, has
not yet invaded his lower limbs, and he wishes still to retain
a grip upon his trusty cob.

Trencham tells me that, when weighing the attractions
of any article, he is easily influenced by the character of the

people who employ it. Thus he would like to treat his

rheumatism with salts, but he shrinks from being classed
with the person behind the towel in the Anti-rheumatic

poster. His appearance is so abhorrent to Trencham that
he would choose to suffer the worst agony rather than be
associated with such a type in the adoption of any remedy
however infallible.

It is the same with the swarthy gentleman who keeps
on losing and recovering his Fountain Pen. Trencham
iannot make up his mind whether he finds the fellow's

ixpression more detestable in the hour of despondency or
at the moment of ecstatic relief.

On the other hand, he was attracted by the face of a lady
who is shown reading a weekly edition of a great London
daily newspaper. On closer inspection, however, he found
,hat she was not actually perusing it, but allowing her eyes
wander over the top of its pages and out of the picture.

He therefore got little assistance from her as to the
character of the readers of this periodical. A clearer line

was obtained from a really earnest student of the same
Daper a bald and bellicose warrior in scarlet, his shoulders
covered with chain-mail surmounted by two biscuits indi-

cative of his rank. He is seen smoking furiously a cigar
with its red band still in situ, and Trencham concluded that,

hough an officer, he was no gentleman. My friend has
;herefore resolved to stick to his Spectator. He says he
s convinced that no officer in uniform would ever read
The Spectator with a band on his cigar. O. S.

"The turf is excellent, and being composed of sand the rain does
not lie." Taller.

.t may not actually tell a falsehood, but if it calls itself rain
and is really composed of sand, we feel that it is not deal-

ng quite frankly with us.

"
Following the collapse of the Campanile of St. Mark's, Venice . . .

,he basilisk and other portions of the famous building are now seriously
.hreatened with destruction." Daily Mirror.

We do trust that nothing will happen to the Unicorn and
ihe Cockatrice.

' The famous Leaning Tower of Pisa, which for many centuries lias

ailed forth the wonder and interest of all who see it, is now attracting
he attention of the authorities." Daily Mail.

We felt sure they 'd notice it sooner or later.
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ic Lady (carrird <!"/ hi/ /lie old-world Itrauty of "As You Like It.")

AH, YOU CAN'T GET MATERIAL I.IKE THAT NOWADAYS !

"
'DID YOU EVER SEE SITU l/IVKI.Y COMTMES ?

"HUMBLY SHEWING."
IK the dear old days, when a good

and kind and beautiful lady said to me,
"
Oh, there you are ! Are you busy ?

I just want you to do something for

me," I used to reply gladly,
"
Why, of

course I will !

" And then I would
dash off to fetch her a sprig of edel-

weiss from the top of Mount Everest

(or whatever it was) and lay it at her
j

feet and say,
" Fairest of your sex (and i

much fairer than any of ours), I only
live to serve you. Ask me something
more difficult."

But now when, still good and kind
and beautiful, she says to me,

" Oh,
there you are ! Are you busy? I just

why, now I turn very red and

cough, and, murmuring that I have
a train to catch, dash for the door..

I wish the dear old days were back

again.

The first, time that I got badly
mixed up with the new movement was
about ;i month ago. I had just finished

an exhausting game of croquet, when aj

good and kind and beautiful lady came 1

up to me and said :

"
Oh, Mr. er, will you just come

and do something for me ?
"

"
Why, of course. I will," I replied.

"
1 want you to sign my petition if

you will." I

" Oh !

"
I said stiffly.

In a general way I didn't want to.

Some people have the knack of signing,
others haven't. About once a week I

sign a cheque for a pound, payable to

self or bearer, and that is really about
all the signing I do.

" What 's it for ?
"
I said, to gain time.

" It 's to the KING, praying him to

bring about
"
I forget now what it

was, but I know I didn't agree witli it.

May I be forgiven if what I did was

wrong. I could not refuse her invi-

tation without entering upon a long
and (on my side, anyhow) heated dis-

cussion as to the rights of the question,
and I hate discussing important things
with strangers. I could not escape,
for she was nearer the door. But she

was ignorant of my name, and I began
to feel that after ten minutes, when I

should have a train to catch, I might
never see her again. So I wrote,
" Albert Tompkins," which isn't me, in a
bold round hand. I cannot believe that

the support of Mr. Tompkins will turn
the scale one way or the other, and I

am sure that he would have liked to

oblige so charming a lady.
Five minutes later, while I was still

sitting at the table, fanning myself with
a piece of blotting-paper and wonder-

ing if I was a forger, my late croquet

opponent came in.
"
Oh, there you are," she said. " You 're

just the man I wanted. Will you sign

my petition ?
"

"
Help !

"
I groaned.

" What did you say ?
"

" The fact is I 'in not very good at

signing petitions. I signed one just

now, and it seems to have affected my
wrist. I think it sprained it slightly."

" For whom was that ?
"

" For the KING. Nothing less."
" I meant who asked you. Was it

Mrs. Williams ?
"

I decided, for the sake of Albert

Tompkins, not to pursue the subject.
" It was really when I was playing

croquet with you that I hurt my
wrist," I said. " I I fell on it going
through that second hoop."

" Then sign it with your left hand
;

it doesn't matter about the writing."
" Wouldn't that spoil the page

rather ? And-when the KING got down
to me wouldn't he think that a very

j
decrepit old centenarian who could

barely sign his name had no business

to be urging Compulsory Military
Service on others? I mean it would
seem rather an altruistic performance."

"This isn't a petition for military
service, it 's for

"
I forget now, but

I know I didn't agree with it.
" Do

sign ;
I 've got two hundred and thirty-

seven names already."
I made one more attempt.
" My solicitor," I said," always insists
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on my reading every word of a docu-

ment before I sign it. If I were to read

the preamble and all the two hundred

signatures now, I should never catch

my train. Some of the signatures, in

fact, I doubt if I could ever read at all."

The entry of my hostess saved the

situation. I got up hastily, and rushed

at her.
"
Good-bye," I said,

" I was just say-

ing that I must be off. Such a jolly
time!

"

"
Oh, must you go ? So sorry.

But I just want you to sign rny
petition first, if you will. It's for

1 reully forget what, but I was certainlv

against it.

* x x -::-

I go about now with my pockets full

of petitions. The preambles are drawn

up by myself; they are signed as yet

by nobody. But when a good and kind
and beautiful lady comes up and asks
for my signature then I take out my
own documents and smile at her.

" I will sign your petition for Uni-
versal Military Service," I say,

"
if you

will sign one or two little things for

rne."
" Yes ?

"

" The first is in the cause of Uni-
versal Civil Service. Your petition
wants all civilians to learn soldiering ;

well, mine wants all soldiers to learn a

profession or trade. That seems only
fair."

"Oh!"
" And the other is a petition that all

women should be compelled to serve
three years in a hospital in the East

Believe me, you would not by this

lose any name of value.

And, if it so happened that a man
full of enthusiasm for these and othe

causes did not visit houses wher

petitions lay, how easily he coul

advertise

" WANTED, by an excellent Penma
of impressive nomenclature, the follow

ing petitions to sign . . ."

which you would haste to send to him

A. A. M.

of London,
invaded

You see, when we are

as I say, my petitions aren't

getting along very fast.

Ladies, is it kind ? There was a
time when your lightest wish was law
to me. Now every day makes me seem
a churl.

Is it necessary ? These are matters
very close to our hearts. Do you
believe indeed that there are men
firmly convinced that a certain measure
is of vital importance to their country,
who yet have to be begged by women
to support rt ? And of what value to

your petition is the signature of the
indifferent man to whom it does not
occur to sign until asked between the
dances ?

Have your petitions if you will, but
let there be no asking. Instead, let

hostesses put up a notice in the hall

THE FOLLOWING PETITIONS
SIGNED HERE.

Military Service . . . Mrs. Smith.

Suffrage . . Miss Letitia 15ro\vi

POTTED PAPERS.
THE WESTMINSTER GAZETTE.

(Xcw Style.)

IN THE HOUSE.
. . . With his keen sense of humour

Sir Albert Blond could not resis

exploiting the comic aspect of the Bun
galow tax. The House was sparselj
filled when he rose, but in two minutes
not a seat was untenanted. Beginning
piano in a delicate vein of raillery, Sii

Albert developed his theme with such
a prodigal wealth of ludicrous illustra-

tion that the House was soon convulset
with merriment. Nor was the laughter
confined to the Ministerial benches ;

Mr. BALFOUB rolled about in his seat,
and Colonel LOCKWOOD actually fell on
to the floor in a spasm of hysterical
mirth and had to be carried out by Mr.
LYTTELTON and Mr. LONG. But the

but

CAN BE

A nti-Suffrage.
-Aiiti-Viriscction

Miss Hetty Jones.
Mrs. Robinson.

amusement of the Tories was
short-lived. Suddenly changing his

note, Sir Albert Blond lashed the

Opposition for their unprincipled ac-
tion in invoking the support of COBDEN
for what was essentially a Protective

policy. The Liberals cheered franti-

cally and the Tories listened in sullen
silence as he relentlessly drove home
his point. For luminous logic, scorn-
ful irony, exquisite elocution and sledge-
hammer force no speech heard in the
last fifty years has excelled this wonder-
ful effort. As an old Parliamentary
hand observed, it combined the noble

simplicity of BRIGHT with the trench-

ancy of CHAMBERLAIN and the wit of
BERNAL OSBORNE.

IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
Lady Blond gave a brilliantly suc-

cessful musical matinde at her beauti-
ful house in Belgrave Square on Friday
afternoon, the percentage of refusals
out of five hundred invitations being
only fractional. The beautiful apart-
ments were profusely decorated with
flowers from the famous gardens of
Golconda Grange, Sir Albert Blond's
historic place in Hampshire, and the
artistes were Madame Heloise Petrar-
chini, the famous aerial soprano ;

Mr.
arian buffo,

........ u,,^ AUU.UUU9 utciiiti sopriino
'Hanusch Jokai, the Hung;

and M. Menthol de Couac, who plays
the clarinet more like a bird than a
human being.

Lady Blond wore a superb dress of

mauve savarin ornamented with sap-

phire kibobs, a corsage bouquet of

priceless paprika, and a plastron of

black seed pearls tastefully arranged so
as to imitate a small sea of caviare.

Among the guests were Lord and

Lady Eumpelmayer, Viscount Lisper,
the Bolivian Minister, Sir Benjamin
and Lady Truffel, the Due and Duchesse
d'Ortolan, Madame Gloria Kiimmel, the

Dowager Marchioness of Boodle and
the Hon. Euby Bonanza.

NOTES OF THE DAY.
As usual The Morning Post is dis-

satisfied with our comments on the
Conference. We are sorry, in view of

/he weight and prestige of our con-

;emporary and the unique position
occupied by Mr. RICHARD JKBB as an
idviser of the Unionist leaders, to have
ncurred its resentment

;
but after all,

acts are facts, and nothing can be

,'ained by refusing to face them. It

was once a commonplace of Unionist

peakers to point to the disintegrating
endencies at work in the Liberal Party.
When we contemplate the dissensions
which have now honeycombed the

Opposition, we feel that Sir Albert
Blond was fully justified last night in

wittily reminding them of the old adage
bout people who live in glass houses.

Nocturne.

Opal and amber veils

Drifting athwart the moon,
Gossamer jewels on argent sails,

Light the lagoon.

Hark ! the Kingfisher flies,

Clad in his harlequin suit,

Cleaving the dim ambrosial skies-
An aiTowy lute.

Mars by Venus pursued
Gleams with a hectic flush,

And over the universe seems to brood
A Cosmic hush !

The old convention which associated
owdiness with philanthropy is happily
xtinct. Nothing is more charming in

present day than the way in which
(jrandes dames contrive to enlist

igh Art as the handmaid of charity,
bus we note that at the matinee
rganised by Princess Bobolinsky and
jady Blond, for the BathchairineiVs

rphan Asylum, to take place on

uly 25th, there will be a repetition of
le Corot cotillon, which was so
uccessful at Lady Blond's last season.
few 5 5s. tickets are still available.
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A SUBURB OF ETON.
SCENE Lard's.

First Eton Boy (to Second ditto).
"

I SAY, CEOUOE, BAKE LOT o" LOCAL BLIGHTERS ABOUT, WHAT!"

THE ANALYST.
THE following passage recently ap-

peared in a review by HESTER BRAYNE
in The Literary Post:

"Take the readers of a novelist, say Mr.
Arnold Bennett. From my observation, which
is fairly wide, they are extremely nervous, with
a tendency to hysteria, essentially bourgeois in

tastr, although consciously unconventional in

artistic, social, and religious matters ; their

philosophic r.-ttinnalisiu is but skin deep, re-

minding one of the blotches of free thought that

dislignre the imvi Is of Mr. Men Phillpotts
while endearing him to the members of the
nationalist Press Association

; they possess the
artistic temperament, and are proud of that
dubious blessing."

My ingenious friend Beechcroft, who
is always on the look-out for a new
diversion, was greatly taken with the
new HKSTDK BRAYNE division of

readers, and studied it until ho had
a science of it. I mot him last

Sunday morning in Piccadilly.
"Come into the Park," ho said, "and

take a pew, and 1 11 tell you what the
<lo read."

" How?" I asked; and ho explained
: >'t. "It's quite easy," he said,
r a little care

;

"
and off we went.

'In got to work at once. "Do you

see that thoughtful-looking woman,"
he said, "over there? The one with
the sage

- green dress with scarlet

poppies on her breast, and a retriever.

She reads GALSWORTHY. They are all

like that, more or less. Serious, but

very human. Lovers of dogs. Friends of

Liberty. You can tell them a mile off."

I was surprised at his perspicacity." Go on," I said.
" And this prematurely weary person

with the buttonhole of nightshade of

course you spot him," said Beechcroft.
"
No," I said. " I am no psychologist."

"Why, HARDY.'S his hero, of course.
He reads HARDY'S poems. It 's written
all over him. But these are easy cases.

Now there 's a more complex one coming
this way. That girl there, in the blue
dress. You see how impulsive she is

by her quick movements. Her blood
is good notice her! red lips. Her joy
of life is strong notice her springy
step. Her defiance of trifling con-
vention is shown by her want of a left

glove, which also tells us, by revealing
her fingers, that she is engaged. Every-
thing points to one conclusion she
reads HEWLETT."

I had said nothing while Beechcroffc

was talking because I wanted to hear
the end. I was naturally interested in

what he was saying because the girl

happened to be my cousin and I knew
who her favourite authors were
MARION CRAWFORD and the WILLIAM-
SONS. But all I said was,

" How
extraordinarily clever you are !

"

After, however, he had left me I

decided to test his divining powers a
little farther, so, taking my courage
in my hands, I went up to the weary
man with the nightshade in his but-

tonhole. " Excuse me," I said very
nervously,

" for doing what is apparently
a very rude thing, but would you mind

telling me if you are an admirer of

Mr. THOMAS HARDY'S poetry ?
"

"Poetry!" he said. "Not much!
I don't read poetry. JACOBS is my
man."

" The Vicar of St. Anne's and his wife were,
at a garden party, presented with a piano by
the members of the congregation of the Parish

Church, in celebration of their silver rose bowl
from the Sunday school teachers." Mane/tester

Courier.

The next thing to celebrate is the

piano. In fact, once get started, and

you can go on like this for ever.
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MAKING UP A MIND.

WE were sitting in the smoking-room, and our friend,

the Member of Parliament for the Division, was holding

forth Somebody had asked him whether he didnt tad it

difficult to make up his mind how to vote on all the

important questions that came up in the House from time

to time. He laughed heartily.
" Oh dear, no, he said

" not a hit at least, not when it 's a Party question, as it

is nine times out of ten. You see, the division hell rings

all over the House, and you troop up from the Terrace or

the Smoking-room or the Library, and when you get to

the door of the House you find the Whips there, and they

siv " ^Ye" or " No "
as the case may be; and you just

drop into the lobby they indicate. Then you pass along

and you 're ticked off and counted, and that 's all. It s

simplest thing in the world. No, you needn't know what

you 're voting about. Sometimes 1 try to find out, but as

a rule nobody can tell me. You 've just got to trust the

Whips.
" Of course it 's not so easy when it 's a non-party

question, because they don't put on the regular Whips

either of the Government or of the Opposition, and so a

chap may often get into the wrong lobby. Then perhaps

he '11 have to defend his vote afterwards in his constituency,

and he must mug up the arguments and find out why he

voted as lie did. And even if lie does happen to be present

during the debate he '11 probably get so knocked about one

way and the other by the speeches that he won't know

whether he 's standing on his head or his heels. That 's

the worst of listening to speeches.

" For instance, last week we had the Second Reading of

the Widowed Charwomen's Protection Bill. There 's been

a frightful row about it, you know. The married Char-

women have formed a sort of Union and they won't let

the widows join. The widows won't stand this, because

they say it robs them of their living, so they 've had this

Bill brought in to assert their rights and give 'em a free

run. How do I know all that ? Well, if you 'd had all

the letters I 've had about it and heard all the speeches

you 'd know something about it too. They 've been fright-

fully keen about it in this constituency and I've been

regularly bombarded with letters and telegrams on both

sides.
' The Wives' Charing League

' made all their mem-
bers write to me to say that no Charwoman's husband

should ever work or vote for me again if I voted for the

Bill, and ' The Widows' Amalgamated Charing Association'

threatened that if I didn't vote for it their male relations

meant to have my blood. It was a deuced awkward

situation, and I had serious thoughts of breaking a leg

and keeping out of it altogether.

" However, I went to the debate with a perfectly open
mind. Members on both sides were at me as soon as I

got into the House, but I shook 'em all off told 'em I

meant to listen to the arguments and vote according to my
conscience. That frightened 'era ; they don't like you
much when you talk about your conscience in the House.

Well, the proposer's speech did the trick for me. I hadn't

a doubt left at the end of it. No, you're wrong there.

He didn't persuade me to vote for his Bill quite the

reverse. I never heard such silly reasons as he gave for it,

and I settled to vote against it. I wish I 'd gone away
after that, but I stayed to hear the fellow who opposed it,

and he sent me bang the other way. By the time he 'd

finished I was perfectly certain that if I didn't vote for the

blessed Bill I should 'never be able to hold up my head

again.

- Then there came another chap who spoke against it,

and he really made me think that the Bill was a perfectly

Monstrous and revolutionary proposal; and he was .

owed by a supporter who proved quite conclusively that

ustice and policy alike demanded the passage of the Bill

So it went on the whole evening. Every time I made up

nv mind somebody came along and unmade it for me and

fixed me the other way. What did I do in the end ?

ell you I took the frank and manly course of abstaining

altogether from voting. And now the League and the

\ssociation have both called upon me to exp am my
absence from the division. That 's what comes of bringing

up these non-party questions."

MAGNI NOMINIS UMBRA.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, In the recent case of Smith v. A

Newspaper (recalling an earlier case of Jones v. A Neics-

aaver) in which damages for libel were obtained, Counsel

for the defence-Mr. F. E. SMITH, K.C. cited Punch to

show that the generic names of Smith and Jones were

habitually taken in vain to illustrate types of various kinds;

and when his Lordship asked Counsel if he himself pro-

posed to bring an action he replied that he certainly would

do so if the present action succeeded.

Without implying any reflection on the justice of

verdicts in the above cases I foresee that, following the

lead of so eminent a Counsel as Mr. F. E. SMITH, many

owners of these historic names will spend their spare time

bringing libel actions of a speculative nature ;
and I protest

against the birth-accident which gave me a comparatively

unusual name, and thus prevents me from taking up so

engaging a career. I have indeed broken out into verse on

this tragic theme :

A Jones can get damages, so can a Smith,

If the deeds of a Jones or a Smith be referred to ;

Then Robinson he must be next reckoned with,

And Brown, if he 's mentioned, will put in Ins word, too.

But I have no chance, Sir, though ransacking duly

All sheets for some hint that I 'm bad and uncomely ;

For me there 's no verdict, for I am, Yours telly,

Adolphus FitzMarjoribanks
- Wemyss - Beauchamp -

ffoulkes-Cholmondeley.

From a feuilleton :

"Her voice was low and soft : Imt ..nee again, as Janet 1-Vnn withdrew

from the room, and closed the door after her, the fiendish gleam o

into her odourless eyes."

If we hear any more of Janet, we will let you know.

Clerical Candour.

"Mr. C. connn. nee.l his dnties on June 19th. He hopes regularly on

Sunday evcniiK's (until further notice) to play some selections -ot nuisi'-

after the Evening Service, and it is hoped that those of the
congregation

who appreciate music will endeavour to stay in their seats.
'

J'ai-inh

Magazine.

The protest can be made afterwards in the vestry.

A Sporting Offer.

"CORNET Player Open for Engagements for dance music, 2s. (M. per

hour or terms ;
or will Sell Hood" Cornet cheap." Ai'ct. in

" Chri*

church (N.Z.) Keening News."

Now the public can choose.

Suggested English title for STRAUSS'S Feuersnot : Hang-
ins fire.
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FORGOTTEN SPORTS.
TMW TURTLE.

THE SCHOOL FOE WAITEES.
"
Yi:s," lie said,

" we teacli them
evei ything here. We guarantee to turn
them out qualified to do credit to the
waiter's calling. For example, to show
you how thorough we are, here is oui
exercise ground. That 's where we
teach them to walk. See, they 're at it

now. Not too fast, you notice, and .not
too springy. In fact springiness is one
of our betes noire.i, if I may so express
myself. We have an instrument for

rendering the feet flat in those cases
where Nature hasn't done it. But she
usually does. A wonderful woman
Nature, Sir?

"This room here is where the waiters'

vocabulary is taught. It 's a brief one,
but of the highest importance. The
chief work is to make them unlearn
what they know. Many of our candi-
dates conic hero with quite a flow
of language. Epithets for everything.
But we don't allow that, of course.

's only one adjective for food, and
that's 'nice,' and no man gets our

cate until he lias ceased to use all
the others. You may have noticed that

"1 waiter ever uses any other
' Have a nice grilled sole?' he
'a nice cutlet'; 'a nice chop

'

a nice steak?' That's so, isn't it?
All our

doing.
"There are other phrases too; but

very few of them. We don t want to
burden the men's minds. '

Coming,
Sir, coming' they have to practise
that for hours. And then the stock

reply to impatient customers,
' In two

minutes
'

they practise that too. Some
of them are very quick and get the
whole vocabulary in a month or so

quite perfectly. Others take longer.
"In this room," added my cicerone," we teach them also to say quietly

but effectively, after City dinners and
other big gatherings,

' I 'm just going
now, Sir,'

' I hope everything has been

satisfactory, Sir,' and such stimulating
phrases.

" Here 's the cellar. This is where
we train the men in shaking bottles.
You see that young fellow there he
has naturally quite a steady hand, but
give him a bottle of old claret or hock
and it '11 be like a thick soup when he
comes to pour it out. He 's our best

pupil, but the others are all good too
before we've done with them. There's
also a special class for pouring out
wine so as to spill a little. We are very
particular about that

; and cott'ee too.
We spend the utmost pains in teach-

ing artistic coffee -spilling. Some
gentlemen wouldn't know where they
were if the waiters poured coffee neatly,
so we have to be particular.

"This is the auditorium, as we call it,

where we coach the men in not hearing

customers the first time. And I think
that's all."

I thanked him for his courtesy, and
before leaving asked for the name of
the restaurant to which his men usually
went, to keep it as a reference.

' None in particular," he said.
"
they go to all."

Beetroot.
'Then Blythe finished oil' the innings by

doing the hat trick, dismissing Mr. Lawtou anil
Howcroft with the last two balls of one over
and Root with the first of the next,." Daily
Mail.

In the actual score the name of the
third victim is given as Beet. There
is not much in it, perhaps, but we
should welcome an official announce-
ment on the subject.

A Norfolk contemporary, in report-
ing a plague of flies, says :

lii.-|H>ctor Sli|i]K>rlieId,
of Hlolield, and Ser-

geant Webb, of Thorpe, are watching the
movements of the swarms."

It seems a fairly soft job being a police-
man.

Extract from a poem in The
Academy :

"
I am the Lord ( ,f Love," he i-ricd,

"And eim the Prince of Tears."

Reciters of this are requested to be
careful with the second line.
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The Master. "How's THIS, THOMAS? I HE.UI MY noo's BEEN FIGHTING AGAIN."

Thomas (the gardener). "YES, SIB, AND DON'T HE IMPUUVE

A CHILD OF THE SUN.

[It seems certain that we are at tlie beginning

of a wasp year of unusual virulence."

Daily Paper.]

WINGED pirate with the poisoned

dagger !

Devourer of the jampot's hoard,

And quite incorrigible ragger
Of every British breakfast board,

Till blind with surfeit to your doom

you stagger,
Drunk as a lord ;

Till, trapped amid the heady spices,

Snared by the treason of your taste,

Foreseeing not the hand that slices

(Be cautious, woman, not with

haste
!)

Mary, who 's always bold at such i

crisis,

Severs your waist ;

Wasp (to be brief), my dear goo
fellow

A pestilential bore to some
Who mark you round their plates grov

mellow,
But I am glad to hear you hum

A^hich is your favourite brand, old

boy, the yellow
Or greengage plum ?

Ware of your appetite for toping

I do not shriek nor tremble if

find you round my foodstuffs sloping,

But, like a man, at danger sniff,

Watching my hour, well-armed and

always hoping
To have you stiff.

Nay, what is more, I praise your

pounces,
I contemplate with joy your nerve;

At every boom my bosom bounces,

It almost pains me when you swerve

Down to your last long sleep in 16

oz.

Of pure conserve.

For this I know, what time you smother

Kemembrance in that final bout,

The sun 's your sire, the earth 's your

mother,
You bring the days of halcyon drought ;

Therefore I weep for you the while, my
brother,

I wipe you out. EVOE.

Advt. in Sussex Daily News :

Situation : S .2
O -*-*

I 8

tn

6

_;r X *j
/yJ CQ PQ pH

Burgess Hill 30 gna. 14 2 4

The sad case of the guest who used one

of Friday's bathrooms on Monday and

was never asked to the spare room again

is still remembered at Burgess Hill.

" Five wickets fell for 90, and then an un-

expected stand was made. The two amateurs

before being separated advanced the scoi

94." Belfast Newsletter.

They don't expect much in Ireland.

" Kent with a lead of 144 over Somerset on

the first innings, have made 51 for three in
tbj

second, and are now 206 ahead. ... As Kout

scored 51 for three wickets bH'ure the close they

should win the match with ease, for with seven

wickets in hand they are 195 on."Mancheslcr

Guardian.

Kent was really 190 ahead, but wo

have not time to explain it now.
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THE UNCONQUERED AIR.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
KM i:\'-i ni KI;II\I mi: UMKY UK THIIY, M.I'.

Utilise of Cmiimtnix, MOIK/UI/, //// 1 1.

C.eneral cheer welcomed I'HIN K

AiiTiU'K buck to business after Uriel

illnew. Also the BFBAKBB again takee

the Chair after a wilful bicycle closured

his morning ride. SAIJK has interest-

ing story about, the accident. It seems

that when the SIT.AKKK pereeived iinnii-

neiit danger of a fall lie in peremptory
voice cried, "Order! order!" Usual

ctl'eei. absolutely lacking. Over ho

went, just as if lie were an ordinary
Irish Member.

Approach to debate on Woman's

Suffrage Hill heralded by pleasing, as

it turned out, illusive incident. Two
messengers dressed like waiters entered

bearing in either band what looked like

lea-t rays. Ah ! Here was evidence of

the thoughtfulness of woman, her

instinct of hospitality, her considera-

tion for unworthy man. Forthcoming
debate likely to be prolonged, not to

say tedious. A cup of tea, a slice of

brown bread and butter, peradventure
a buttered bun, would be exceptionally
welcome.
On closer inspection, what looked

like well-furnished lea -trays turned

out to be bundles of petitions.
SHACKLETON arose on front bench

below (langway to move Second

Reading of Parliamentary Franchise

(Women) Bill, colloquially known as

"the Conciliation Bill," because some
of its provisions offend habitual sup-

porters of the Cause, like LLOYD
(iEOR<iH. Not proceeded far with his

speech when, as WILLIAM BLACK used
to say in now forgotten novels, lo! a

strange thing happened.
ANNAN BRYCE had given notice to

second motion for rejection of Bill,

an intention in due course fulfilled.

Entering the House while SHACKLE-
TON was still wrestling with his exor-

dium, he was observed, first with

amazement, then with sickening sense
of horror, to be making his way
down the floor, passing between the
Member on his legs and the HI-KAKKR
in the Chair. With respect to other
breaches of order certain measure of

laxity is permitted. This is the un-

pardonable sin. When BUYCE'S pur-
pose \\as discovered there went up from
both sides of crowded House a shout of

expostulation and execration, compara-
ble only with the roar heard in the
lion's den when the mid-day meal is

unduly delayed. BHYCK pulled up just
in time. With ashen countenance and
shaking knees turned about and slunk
back,

Apart from just resentment of breach

" THE UKPABOOKABU SIN."

Kxi-c-i-iition of Annan Brycc for laying Shackletou a stymie.

in order, the incident left behind un-

pleasant sense of suspicion. BRYCE'S

opposition to the measure, his differ-

ence with the mover, were testified to

by notice on the paper. Of course, if

by any chance SHACKLKTON could be

put out of the way there would be
swift end of the controversy. It

was remembered that BKYCE had just
returned from the great continent be-

yond the Atlantic where bowie knives
are cheap and action free.

" Mak
siccar

"
is a motto to this day proudly

borne on the crest of the descend-
ants of an amiable Scottish nobleman

(flourishing in the days when the Scots
had their own king) who, as history
recounts, took exceptional care that a
certain foeman of his sovereign should
not again be troublesome. ANNAN
BRYCE, himself a Scotsman, knows the

story.
It is in this connection, of course,

an idle reminiscence. Nevertheless

Members whisper to each other that

BRYCE has been too long a member
of the House inadvertently to outrage
its most cherished point of order.

Business done. Second Reading of

Woman's Suffrage Bill moved.

Tuesday. The meanness of man, his

constitutional shiftiness, brought into

strong light this evening. Well known
that if the fate of SHACKLETON'S Bill

were decided by the ballot it would be

bundled off the premises by over-

whelming majority. Within the last

two years Members have had advan-

tage of close study of what is likely to

happen when lovely woman stoops to

the folly of playing at politics. The
HOME SECRETARY has had his face

slashed with a whip ; the PRIME
MINISTER'S windows have been smashed
in town and country ; public meetings
have been broken up, and Parliamentary
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proceedings interfered with by women
who either dash in from the doorway
or chain themselves to the grille of the

gallery.
These demonstrations of capacity

for control of puhlic affairs, while-

strengthening opposition by old stagers,

have driven waverers into the hostile

camp. Nevertheless, for reasons partly

domestic, partly traceable to considera-

tion for constituents, 299 Members
voted for second reading, carrying the

stage by a majority of 109.

That, as little PETEHKIN'S interlo-

cutor more than once remarked, was a

famous victory. Exceeded the rush by
which Veto liesolutions were carried.

Next thing to do, in ordinary circum-

stances the automatic procedure under

new rules, was to send Bill to Grand

Committee, there to be discussed, pos-

sibly strengthened by amendment, and

come back, say a fortnight hence, to

he carried through remaining stages by
the impetus of this great force.

It was here that the frailities of

manhood, delicately alluded to, mani-
fested themselves. The alternative to

sending Bill to Grand Committee is

to refer it to Committee of the whole
House. By such arrangement it must

turn with other more

important measures.
needs take its

pressing and
All know that, in view of adjournment
within next three weeks, every
hour of ordinary sittings of

House is mortgaged. To refer

the Bill to Committee of whole
House was equivalent to chuck-

ing it out as far as present ses-

sion is concerned.

And that was what was done

by majority of 145. MACCHIA-
VELLI wasn't in it with sober-

minded, tall-hatted, church or

chapel goingM.P.'s, who voted,
in some cases spoke, in favour
of the Bill and immediately after

threw in their lot, tongue in

cheek, with conspirators who
solemnly remitted it to an in-

accessible Committee. All very
well to asseverate their love ;

but why did they kick it down-
stairs ?

Business done. Woman Suf-

frage Bill smothered in its

cradle. Thus doth man's in-

humanity to woman make
countless thousands mourn.
House of Lords, Thursday.

Taking part in debate on state
of things in Ireland just now,
DONOUGHMOBE incidentally cast
flood of light on manners and
customs in Tipperary. Ee-
ference made by preceding
speakers to condition of affairs

when JOHN MOBLEY was at

Ax ACCOMMODATING PHYSIQUE.
"

I am willing to submit to any pressure
which the majority of this House may put upon
me." ifr. Jlarcourt, in reply to a quest tun as to

the re-building ofthefront of Hiickinyham Palace.

Irish Office, and CBEWE (then Lord

HOUGHTON) at the Viceregal Lodge.
DONOUGHMOKE modestly excused him-
self from following up the line of argu-
ment.

Kcir Ifardie.
"
Well, I seem to hit off the popular taste about

os well here as I did in England ! Wretched Jingo lot I

always ready to fight for their country 1

' Bushido 1
'

Bali !

Makes me sick !"

(According to The Christian World, Mr. Keir Hardie

" I was," he said,
" at that time in

petticoats."

Doing a little sum in arithmetic,

knowing that DONOUGHMORE, with other
choice flowers, was born in the early
spring of 1875, while MOBLEY and
CREWE were in office in 1895, noble
lords worked out result that at com-
paratively mature age of twenty be still

wore petticoats. Before the pleased
eye rose a vision of the noble Lord, his

sylph-like figure partially draped in

petticoats, tripping over the meads and
morasses that girdle the ancestral home
in Clonmel. Brooding over recollections
of early childhood, WORDSWORTH, has
written how

Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come.

Up to his twentieth yearLordDONOUGH-
MOHE trailed his petticoat.

Business done. TheCommons cackle
over the Shipbuilding Vote for the Navy.
Carried by overwhelming majority.

SUPPEESSIO VERI.

THE Theatre and Music-Hail Licens-

ing Committee of the L. C. C. sat last

Thursday and Friday to consider appli-
cations for leave to produce a number
of cinematograph performances repre-

ssnting scenes in the life of eminent

public men. The proceedings
were strictly private, but the

following condensed summary
of what took place has reached
us from a trustworthy source.

The first application related

to a realistic series of scenes

portraying the interviews be-

tween Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P.,
and various members of the
Cabinet when the idea of a Con-
ference was first mooted. In
these the Great Negotiator was
shown in a number of elegant
attitudes patting the PREMIER
on the back, with his arm round
Mr. LULU HARCOURT'S neck,

singing
" The Harp that once in

Tara's Halls" to the accom-

paniment of a Welsh harp played
by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, and so

on. The series opened with
the entrance of Mr. T. P. O'CoN-
NOB by the PREMIER'S front hall

door, and closed with his exit

from the pantry window of

the CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-
CHEQUER'S residence.

Mr. T. HEALY, M.P., who :

opposed the application on
behalf of the All - for - Ireland

League, argued that it was

entirely derogatory to the dig-
^-ti^i/wnAing w j. iw umvaiHM/n tr uiw, jjii. j\t;u naiuiu auiuu- ., j j. T 1 L ' L t't

times dreams, if ever lie retires from politics, of a retreat to mty ot a greafc irlsn Patriot like

Japan, and a settling down in an inland village.") Mr. O'CONNOR to have him
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oxhil)itod to the cynical curiosity of a

Cockney in<>!> in a "
minowdhoring,

minaiidhering utid hlandandhering pa-
laverer." He felt sure, he added, that.

the public exhibition of these scene,

would 1)0 extremely painful to Mr.

I'vriiirK FOKD and Mr. II AIK 01 liT.

Tim objection was maintained and

the application was withdrawn.
The proposed production of a Cine-

matograph and Gramophone Record of

a Recital by M. I'ACIIMANN was next

discussed.

In support of the application it wa-.

argued that the performance would
tend to foster friendship with' the
llnssiaii nation, of which M. PACHMANN
was a distinguished representative.
Lord EOIIKUT CECIL, K.C., who ap-

peared for M. PADKHKSVSKI and Mr.
MAUK IlAMHOi'iid, vigorously opposei!
the application. He submitted that

the honourable status of the pianist
was likely to be seriously prejudiced if

the notion were allowed to prevail that

speeches, pantomimic action and danc-

ing formed an integral part of piano-
forte recitals.

The Committee unanimously rejected
the application.
"The Premier at Play" was the title

of the entertainment which next came
before the Committee. This proved to

be a bioscopophonic representation of

a foursome at golf, with Mr. ASQUITII
as one of the players. The application
was enthusiastically supported by the
Women's Social and Political Union
on the ground that one of the caddies
was a prominent Suffragette in disguise.
The SoLiciToH-dr.NKitAL, who ap-

peared for the Anti-Objurgation Societv,

opposed the application, maintaining
that it was contrary to the public
int'Tcst to give a public representation
of what was said as well as done in a
bin i leer from which the PREMIER took
seventeen strikes I o extricate himself.

U It imately a compromise was effected ,

by which the bunker scene was cut out
and the PREMIER was never represented
in the act of hitting the ball.

HOW TO AVOID CRISES.
MnnKHx MirriioDS.

THAT men should talk for days and days
Of Compromise, is bad enough ;

But when the ladies get the cra/.e

Then I have more than had enough.
I took my loveliest of loves

Along of me to Hurlingham
(1'or it one lias some newish gloves

Well, why not be unfurling 'em
\>).

Since even modern lady, who
Has ceased to be a flapper, owns

That taxicahs \\ere made for two,
And home's the place for chaperons,

BEYOND HELP.
SCENE A FinJ Ai<l C/UM Monination. irhfre Boy ftcouls, fnbrf/<il s /wring recei d

nil I'IHH iujlirii'x, <//' ! i ilfl
tlnnl H.I xnlijffin.

iifiit (In x.iiiijl Xi'<nil, ii-liiiijf. label is iiirisili/i-i. "AM" WHAT is M'rrusKn TO itK \VIUINO
VMI

"
,SV,/ <,-/i,v ,//,//,/). "1'I.KASK, Miss, I'M I>KAI> !

"

We went a deux. I thought it wise
To stroke her hand and indicate

The benefits which would arise

From fixing up a syndicate.

I talked from three to seven o'clock.
And then, because she fed at eight,

I took her home to change her frock,
And left her there to meditate,

Ms.self returning homeward by
A red (an almost ruby) bus,

And leaving till to-morrow my
Prospective fate in nubilnm.

Her letter came at break of day,
And this is what she wrote to me :

She could not bring herself to say
A " Yes

"
nor yet a " No "

to me.

" I take the mean. To be exact,

Although one has a brother, ono
Could manage with a little tact

To undertake another one."

I wired (the answer was prepaid) :

" You make a compromise of it ?
"

Her ultimatum :

"
I 'm afraid

That 's just about the size of it."

A Menace.
" CORNS. HoliMe while .v<m cm

using one lx>ttle of you c-iui't."

A'lrl. in "
I'ortx/tirr T
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OUR FISCAL COMMISSION IN

LONDON.
Mr. Punch, in his anxiety to create

a better feeling between England and

Germany, resolved to compensate the

Fatherland for the intrusion of English
Fiscal Commissioners, and instructed

typical German Free Traders and Pro-

tectionists to investigate London life.

In order that the inquirers should be

absolutely unprejudiced, Mr. Punch

chose persons who did not know a

word of English. The following is a

translation of their reports :

I. LONDON BY A GERMAN FREE-
TRADER.

On inquiring which was the most

typical London street, I was by num-
erous persons referred to Park Lane.

So I travelled thither by a motor-

bus riding in the utmost luxury
for ten pfennige. I was pleased

'

to observe how easily the work-

men of Park Lane could travel

to and from their labours in

these comfortable vehicles. Park

Lane, where I expected to find

specimens of hungry toilers, is a

great street of fine houses look-

ing on a noble park, and com-

pares most favourably with our

blocks of workmen's dwellings
in Berlin. <

|

Being anxious to secure

accurate information, I made

inquiries from the constable on

duty in the neighbourhood.
Facts ascertained from a Govern-

ment official of conspicuous ex-

actness may certainly be relied

upon.
Averagehoursof labourofPark

Lane residents. Quarter of an
hour per day.

Average income of labourers.

100,000 (2,000,000 marks) per annum,
or 2,000 (40,000 marks) per week.

Food of labouwr-s. The constable

assured me from his personal know-

ledge of Park Laners' cooking that the

consumption of dog, horse, and goat
flesh is absolutely unknown.

Clothing of residents. I was par-

ticularly impressed by the number of

white shirts worn. What is a luxury
in Berlin is a commonplace in London.

Employment. Not a single resident

of this vast area has been registered as

unemployed at the local bureau.

General observations. I was much
struck by the number of German resi-

dents. All had fled from the blight of

Protection at homo to take refuge in

this blessed land of Free Ti'ade. In
the second place I was impressed by
the overflowing wealth of the district.

What a city to plunder !

II. LONDON BY A GERMAN
PROTECTIONIST.

Perhaps the best known thorough-
fare in London, corresponding to our

Unter den Linden, is Petticoat Lane.

Therefore I resolved to take it as a

typical case. I was prepared for

misery, but the reality caused tears to

trickle down my cheeks. Let those

who disbelieve in the advantages of a

Protective/Tariff look at these figures.

Percentage of out-of-works.
(J8 per

cent. Every man who accosted me
assured me that he was out of work.'

Average hours worked when employed.
18 per diem.

Average wage paid. Is. 6d. per diem

(one mark fifty pfennige).
Food of populace. All of whom I

made inquiry declared that they had
not eaten for weeks, and besought

ANOTHER DASH FOR THE POLE.

charity. Surely black bread is better

than nothing.

Clothing of populace. I can declare

from ocular observation that no new
clothing is sold in London. Every-
thing is second-hand. As an instance

ROOSEVELT AND THE RING.

BY a strange coincidence (writes a

correspondent), <_
on the .very 'day on

which I read Mr. ROOSEVELT'S state-

ment in the periodical. which he helps
to edit, that he ha'cVhimself appeared in

public boxing contests, and- had a

number of prize-fighters among: his

most valued friends, I chanced to meet
in a Fleet Street_tea-shop one of his

old associates. - He was a short, sturdily
built man, his iron-grey hair cropped
short, his nose flat, and he had one
scar over the right eye and another on
the clean-shaven lip. His little eyes
looked keenly at me as lie drank out of

his saucer. By his check suit, red satin

necktie, and three diamond-rings I knew
him to be just the kind; of, man one
would be proud to call a friend: ;

"Yus," he said, "I've 'ad 'em on
with TEDDY, more than

'

once
or twice."

'

"He is known as a hard-

hitter; did you find him so?" I

asked;, and. I told .the waitress

to bring the bruiser another

sponge-Cake.
-

" See this and this '!

: '

ho

said, 'significantly pointing to

his .right eyebrow and his lip.

"Teddy-marks, they are. I've

'ad inyt bit of luck, with belts

and champi'nships, and what
not ; but I never got the best of

'im
;

" and I thought his face

took on a sad expression as he

gazed far away towards the

plated urns.
" Was he then so good a

fighter?" I asked.

"Only mod'rit as a fighter.

Always in too much of an 'urry.

No, not what I call a first-class

fighter." ; jtf
"Then how did he manage

"

"
Well, you see, 'e 's a great 'un at

conversation, is TEDDY. That 's what
done me in every time ;'is conversa-

tion. 'E would talk; -I never stood

of the poverty of the
'

community, I'lup to 'im once but what^e'd either

saw a pair of trousers first offered by a
j;
be lecturiii' me on physical genera-

tradesman at 14s. 6d. and finally dis-

posed of for

General Observations. The rapacity
of the starving populace is enormous.

physical genera-
tion "or racing suicide, or" else tellin'

me ."what 'igh
; old times he and 'is

mates used -to- 'ave: out West. Very
interestin', very; but I 'in only used to

During the hours that I spent in Petti-
[j
figrTtin' with the 'ancls I ain't up to

the jaw work 'e used to put in. It

was w'en 'e was tellin' me of . "ow 'is

old friend Shoptin' Ginger wrestled

with a blind ox that 'e give me this

one on the lip."
That was unfortunate," I said, in

of food taxes can keep these starving >|

weak
:

sympathy. "And the othei

people from extinction. Certainly an
'j

'

Teddy -mark '? How did you get
invasion is not worth while, until the that?

country has risen to prosperity again
under Protection.

coat Lane it was seldom that a hand
was out of my pockets. Happily I

had adopted the protective measure of

leaving my purse at the hotel.

I return to the Fatherland convinced
that nothing but the instant imposition

j

" He give me that," he said,
"
just as

he was tellin' me that the great thing
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Xew Vicar's Wife (who luis jiuit come frmn her first Mothers Meeting, "AND, MV DEAR, -von CAN'T THINK HOW NICE SOME OF THE

EN ARE. FAR TOO RESPECTABLE TO BE MOTHERS, I 'M SURE I

"

to remember in life was either to git

on or to git out." Here he fell savagely

upon the sponge-cake, and I learned

no more of the home life of America's

greatest citizen.

The Vernacular Press.

Tho example set by so staid a journal
;is '1'h i'. Daily Express in the following
headline:

'VOTES FOR WOMEN
(WE DO.v'r THINK)"

is likely to have a strong following

among our more emancipated sub-

editors. We offer a few suggestions :

MARCH OF UNEMPLOYED

10 TRAFALGAR SQUARE

(LET 's ALL GO DOWN THE STRAND)

REDMOND'S LATEST MOVE
(SUCKS FOE OLD ASQUITH)

LITTLE NAVYITES

(GOVERNMENT IT A POLE)

Sl'K'IDE OF CITY MAN
I.BAI.MV ON THE CRUMPET)

ACCIDENT TO LADY MOTORIST
(WHAT SHE BUMPS)

THE RECRUDESCENCE OF
COURTLINESS.

ENCOURAGING symptoms of the re-

turn of chivalry were noted on Thurs-

day, July 14 let tlie date be duly
recorded by The Daily Mirror, which
was taking a look round the streets of

London that afternoon. We read that

in Bond Street a well-turned-out, up-
to-date young Englishman was actually
seen talking to a lady with his hat in

his hand ; that in the City a man who
was obviously rushing for a train

stopped to pick up an umbrella which
a lady had dropped, handed it back to

her gracefully, and not till he had
raised his hat in a distinctly stately
manner did he proceed on his way
(probably missing his train) ; also that

a man in a silk hat and morning coat

carried a heavy basket (also dropped)
for a poor woman across the street to

the lift of a Tube station. These little

anemometric straws are ascribed to the

re-appearance of the " Modest Yiolet

Maiden."
Other instances of a similar tendency

have been duly reported to Mr. Punch
within the last few days. At a public

meeting recently held at Queen's Hall

five Damsels-errant of the Purple Iris

variety, on uprising simultaneously and

shouting
" Liar !

"
at a distinguished

Statesman, then in the course of his

speech, were most courteously helped
to sit down and generally soothed in

their hysterical condition by as many
Stewards of the meeting, who, we
noticed, were wearing white shirt-cuffs

and new shilling ties for the occasion.

On Monday afternoon a fourteen-

stone policeman, who had been trying
some jiujitsu experiments with a lady
in response to her appeal for male

collaboration, and found himself exe-

cuting a somersault in his eagerness to

please, remarked to the fair Britomart,

as he gathered up his helmet with an

old-world air, that he would always be

very glad (not 'arf, as he put it) to

break his neck in order to oblige a lady.
We look daily for further displays of

awakening gallantry due to the Shrink-

ing Primrose Miss or the Bashful

Ox-eye Girl.

A communication from Shepherd's
Bush :

"The twenty-four hours' cycle race at the

Stadium on Friday and Saturday next will

start at 7.30 p.m. on Friday and finish at 7.30

p.m. on Saturday, not at 8 p.m., as previously
announced.

"

It was a lucky thought of somebody's
to work it out again.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is no new thing to see the Spirit of Romance dragged
behind the chariot "wheels of a Great Cause, but it still

gives me rather a shock when a really clever novelist does

it. There is quite enough of good plot and clear charac-

terisation to say nothing of that kind of humour which

sometimes makes one laugh aloud, and (if one happens to

be in an omnibus) provokes the amazed compassion of

fellow-travellersin A Splendid Heritage (STANLEY PAUL),

by Mrs. STEPHEN BATSON, to carry through the story with-

out any imported didactic interest
;
so when I came to pages

of Socialistic propaganda, all of which I had read many
times before, introduced under the thin screen of an argu-
ment between the hero and his friend (a clergyman and a

Tory), I felt rather as the cricketing reporters seem to do

when the stone-waller comes in.

Mr. Michard Ferrier was the

adopted heir to a soap manu-
facturer's millions, and had large
schemes of social reform, but,

except for the dialogue referred

to, he gets no further with these

in the narrative, which is occu-

pied with his courtship (as a

poor man) of the widow, Marie

Sherwood, a figure not quite so

interesting, I think, as she was
meant to be. But incidentally
there is a delightful and very

good-humoured satire on the

society of a country village (you
must on no account miss Tom
Waller and Mrs. Tarberton) and

its whole-hearted devotion to

the chase of bird, beast and ball.

The author makes an excep-
tion, however, in favour of the

pastime of gardening, which is

contrasted with other games,
and notably golf, to the great

disadvantage of the latter. Pro-

bably the true Socialist feels,

as I have myself sometimes felt

after an off-day on the links, that

there is less waste of productive

energy when you use the

orthodox hoe.

sister trips oft' to meet the dramatist at Charing Cross

Station which is to the beginning of the elopement of

fiction what big-game shooting is to the end of all unhappy
love-affairs. Luckily, however, for all parties, the dramatist

changes Ids mind and hi* plot at the last moment, and
fails to turn up at the booking-office. Otherwise he would
have been taking two tickets for the Continent just at the

moment when his Suffragist wife is done to death in a

street riot, the first martyr to the Cause. I expect the

book will be popular witli those who like to know, you
know, all about the people who write in and are written

about in the newspapers. But personally I don't think

it 's in the same street with The Street of Adventure.

I never seem to get over an old-fashioned prejudice in

favour of incident in a novel. Possibly the novelists of to-

day who are big enough to hold me without incident are not

enough to go round.

Jl'ell-meaniug Goffer. "El;, DO YOU THINK IT QUITE SAFE
TO BI!IX(; THAT CHILD ACUOs.s THE LINKS ?

"

Mn/i/i/ii June. "On, IT'S ALL IIKSIIT, Sn:. I

THINK OF lilllNfilN' 'IM IF HE WARN'l' AS HEAF AS A TOST,01'

LITTLE CHAP

At any rate I want rather more than
one brush with a frontier tribe

to get me comfortably through
a book like Sahib-Log, by Mr.
JOHN TRAVEBS (DUCKWORTH).
Not that it hasn't a fair number
of good points. The story
traces the gradual strengthen-
ing of the link between a soldier

and his wife as they come to a
mutual understanding, she re-

alising that the man, a fighter
and ruler of men, hasn't got it

in him to express in words his

very real love for her, and he
little by little learning the pecu-
liarities of her sensitive and very
feminine nature. These two

people provide an interesting

study, but Mr. TUAVERS hardly
makes enough of it to fill out a

book. There is besides a deal

of readable information about

India, and there is a variety of

characters, though none is much
dwelt upon, and I don't know
that any are very new. Also

there is a flavouring of the

I
Plain-Tales-from-iJie-tiillx kind

SHOULDN'T _rather diluted. But, as I said,

I
' want movement.

'

There
doesn't seem to me to be

In point of art, Intellectual Mansions, S.W. (CHAPMAN AND

HALL) is just round the corner from The Street of Adven-
ture. On the map it is a block of flats on the other side

of the river, tenanted by a group of smart young writers

and artists of both sexes and various kinds, whom Mr.
PHILIP GIBBS, the expert architect of both street and man-
sions, christens the Would-be-Greats but the Just-fall-Shorts

of the artist life. To the flats and flat-dwellers in Chapter I.

enter two new-comers, an earnest country doctor and his

pretty, purposeless sister. Intoxicated by the atmosphere
of home-brewed coffee and shoppy slang, in which the
Intellectuals really shine, they are whirled into a sort of

sufficient blood for a book in which every man who counts
is a soldier.

The first part of Mr. DOUGLAS SLADEN'S Queer Things
about Egypt (HuEST AND BLACKETT) is devoted too

devoted, in my opinion to " Anecdotes illustrating the

Egyptian character." Many of these yarns are supplied
by Mrs. CROMWELL ERODES, who is called Agenoria in the

book, and as this fancy name appears no fewer than twenty-
four times in one short chapter, I may perhaps be forgiven
for getting a little tired of it. The kindest thing I 'can find

to say of the stories is that there are plenty to choose
from. Whatever defects Mr. SLADEN may have as a writer

parsimony is not one of them. The second part
" On the

square dance with a real live Court Theatre playwright
j
Nile, From Alexandria to Assuan "is more to my taste,

and his misunderstood wife, and quickly set to partners, or
;

though Mr. SLADEN does not make me palpitatingly es^er
rather to corners, earnest doctor to misunderstood wife, to visit the places which he describes. There is, however,
and neurotic dramatist to pretty sister. The dance waxes a delightful chapter called,

" Abukir and the Battle of the
furiouser and furiouser, till at last the misunderstood wife Nile." As a photographer Mr. SLADEN is again prolific,
joins the ranks of the militant Suffragists and the pretty and the quality of his illustrations is excellent.
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CHARIVARIA.
Mlt. Asui i i it's admission

iiiiiny luis the siiino right

with interest. His pradeoeMor in

has heroine King of Knglalld.

" Canada," --:l\ . I'M 1 (illKV, "is the

Mritain t.i increase her navy has given I belle of the ball, hut it is possible that

.iati.-.laetion iii Berlin, and ('<< impostors may put on the robes of tlie

Lady of Snow. I ad\ise investors to

muku sure, that they are. dancing with

i i i i i Ger-
as Great

,

many will now go ahead
with her Dreadnoughts.

the right partner." For all that, we
Tim Committee, of Imperial I)e- fancy that Canada is not keen on

has told the retaining the reputation of being theMr. As(,n Tl'll

is (-.instituted

fence,"

b\ the Prime
Minister- of such persons as for the
time being lie invites to sit upon it."

('.in ii be that Lord KITCHENEK has
sat upon it without being invited?

We consider that the Law
Society ought to he satisfied

with Mr. LLOYD GKOKCK'S ex-

planation, the burden of which
was,

' No offence meant." We
really do believe bo sometimes
cantiot help it.

The Admiralty is being twitted

with the fact that, after being
condemned to the scrap-heap,
H.M.S. Centurion and H.M.S.
Iliir/li-itr figured in an official

return as effective battleships.
What the Admiralty intended
to convey was, we imagine, that

these vessels would be useful in

a scrap.

On the occasion of his visit

to Brussels the King of BUL-
GARIA made a short flight with
M. DE LAMINE, and His Majesty
decorated the aeronaut with the
Order of St. Alexander while
in the air.

"
This," says The

Dai 1 1/ Cltnwicle, "is probably
the first time that any man has
been decorated by a King while

flying at a height of 200 feet."
"
IVohahly" seems to err on the

side of caution.

Belle of the Snow Mall.

In a lecture at the IJo\al I nited

Service Institute, Mr. N. W. THOMAS
i that a reed instrument played in

\Ylien l In; Crystal I'alaee nienagcrio
was sold by auction the other day then

carcely any competition for the

yak.s, one of which was given a\\a\ for

sixty shillings. K\
idently

the expected
reaction against the tiny toy dogs
which are at present affected

Society ladies has not yet set in

is, however, bound to come, and
advice to investors in yaks is,

them.

by
It

our

Hold

a

/.ml////<. '/,.- n,, ,-: in in Hales.

OB I'.IMXK.N
"

"WHAT is THE NKXT TIIAIN

Mr. JOHN Mi HNS has intro-

duced into the Houss of Commons a Bill

to enable local authorities to appoint
officials whose duties will comprise ad-
vice to mothers, and the promotion of

cleanliness. One can just imagine the

indignation which will be aroused by
the receipt of some such notice as the

following: "Dear Madam, Unless
>our son William Henry's hands are

i I and the finger marks on
ioe removed within seven days,

the Council's scraper will be instructed
to attend and do the necessary."

* :;:

t

Mr. COSMO BONSOB has been ap-
I IVesidont of Guy's Hospital,

and his friends will watch his future

Bookiiiy Clerk: ' ' TWO-TEN.
"

MAKE ITTWO-TIIKEK AXI> I'u, TAKE IT."

Nigeria produced exactly the same
effect as the Scottish bagpipes. This
renders the local prevalence of sleeping
sickness all the more mysterious.

A hair specialist has come forward
with the warning that, if the large hat
craze continues, women will lose their
hair. We can well believe this. It
must be extremely difficult to find

anything in those huge structures.

Hatless women visitors, it is an-
nounced, will not be allowed to enter
Yarmouth parish church. We pre-
sume that the entrance is about to lie

enlarged.

A needle which entered the left knee
of a dressmaker at Scbroda, Posen, a

contemporary tells us, emerged some
days later from the sole of her right

foot. This must have been par-

ticularly annoying if meantime
she had purchased another in

its place.

We hear that, owing to bis

success with his aeroplane at

Bournemouth, Mr. LOKAINK, the

actor, is contemplating giving a
series of Flying Matinees.

In reply to a question from
Mr. FELL, Mr. LLOYD GKOBGF,
undertook that every facility
should be given to married
women to pay the super-tax.
The CHANCELLOR is evidently
determined to show the Suffra-

gists that they do him an in-

justice in imagining that he
does not favour equal rights
for men and women.

The recent incident that
caused a certain Strand res-

taurant to figure in the police
court reminds us that it was
just this kind of thing that,
under another great Empire,
tended to weaken the force of
the proud boast,

Ch'is llmnano's Sum.

ABDUL HAMID, according to
The Daily Mail, is now enjoy-

ing the unique experience of reading
an extremely frank account of his own
reign by the historian OSMAN Nowui.
His MAJESTY is said to have come to
the conclusion that he really was a bit

of a flier.

From the catalogue of " The Aryan
Nursery

"
:

"-Pn>-f huney : Is tlic extracted juce of Ix-es

which is used by evcryliody either healthy or
\vc;ik. Its benefit, as we know, is far from

description. If it is taken by the healthy with
bread as break-fast, it makes him phisically
strong and brings a sjwcial colour to the

apjiejir-
anc-e ; as for the weak, we are sure, is of I In-

same benifit as for the healthy. It is

less Mi|K'i-lluous to add forcibly as we. are no
physician nor a Doctor, that it is of much
more bcm-lit thun the other good things."

VOL. i \XXIX.
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A HOLLOWAY DE LUXE.
To A MILITANT SUFFRAGETTE.

[Miss Cniu.sTABEL PANKIIUHST lias publicly assigned to the Suf-

fragettes the credit for those excellent reforms in our prison aclminis

tratinn of which the HOME SKCRKTAKY gave so admirable a sketch 01

Wednesday last. But there is no doubt another clement which takes a

more sinister view of these proposals.]

MADAM, I never knew you fail to say
Just what you thought of Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL,

But, oh, the words you used the other day,
Then when he left your backers in the lurch, '11

But feebly indicate the awful shock
Of this his latest knock.

For if he wrought you great and grievous ill

(See Earl of LYTTON) when, in lieu of blessing,
He blasted your Conciliation Bill

And gave the thing a most infernal dressing,
What of his new proposals which disarm

The gaol of half its charm ?

Henceforth you are to serve your time on toast ;

Your cultured tastes will be no longer thwarted
;

No more on platforms will he let you boast

How rude the prison-raiment which you sported,
Or (brutal torture) how you had to scrub

Inside the penal tub.

The rule of Silence worst of Woman's banes
Is to be modified- ; with kindred cronies

You may engage, without incurring pains,
In brief but joyous conversaziones :

"How go our Champion Knights ? What news to tell ?

Is HALDANE pretty well ?
"

Or should this intellectual pastime pall,
And dearth of topics make you more and more dumb,

The Suffragette at large may pay a call

And bring you books to mitigate your boredom
;

Or you may speed the dilatory suns
With cake and currant buns.

Ah ! what a subtle stroke is here, my friend !

How can they hope to face their death by famine,
Your hunger-strikers, when they 're free to send

Outside and get a first-class tongue or ham in ?

Or purchase nutty provender in piles
From Mr. EUSTACE MILES ?

Madam, I mourn your occupation gone !

This CHURCHILL, with his most humane of charters,
Snuffs out the haloes you were fitting on,
And spoils with too much jam your roll of martyrs.

All done by kindness ! This must be, I know,
The most unkindest blow. O. S.

" Lost ... a black cat ... If anyone has taken him in and would
ike for it to remain with them the friends of the late owner would be
very thankful if they would communicate with the Editor of this paper,
not for any desire to have him away, but to know where he is."

Surrey Comet.

Many a grass widow has friends that feel just like that
about her erring husband.

A Respite.
"Letters were read at the Highway Committee from Mrs. and

Mrs.
, asking that the trees in front of their houses may be

cut down . . .

Recommended that the wishes of the applicants be acceded to for
the time being." Nevcnoate Chronicle.

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE.
[Our telepathic contributor, to whom we are indebted for the follow-

ing account of the proceedings at a recent meeting of the Constitutional

Conference, states that, though he cannot pledge himself to the literal

accuracy of every single word of (lie report, lie is conscientiously con-
vinced Of its general truth. We quarrel with no man's conscience, and
therefore print it as we have received it. Eu. Punch.']

A Room in Downing Street. Present, the eight Conferrers.
Mr. Asquith. The tea will be here directly. Let me see,

BALFOUH, you like buns, don't you ? and CHAMBERLAIN 's a
buttered toast man ? Crumpets for CAWDOH, and muffins
for LANSDOWNE. Jam ? I 've ordered it, and those who
want it can take it. Well, I suppose we 'd better get on
a little. We were discussing the powers of the House of

Lords, I think (refers to a paper) yes, that was it. Of
course, it may be argued that the House' of Commons
ought to have a certain amount of legislative power left

to it

Mr. Lloyd George (interrupting). I couldn't assent to
that without qualification.
Mr. Birrell and Lord Crewe (together). Nor could I.

Mr. Asquith. Perhaps I put it rather too strongly.
What I meant was that in financial matters it might
conceivably be advisable mind, I do not base it on any
constitutional right but it might, as I say, conceivably be
advisable to give the House o Commons the power to
initiate same- legislation.
Lord Creive (dubiously). Perhaps that might be advis-

able, but I 'm not very sure that it would work well in

practice.
Mr. Lloyd George. Personally I see no great barm in

admitting that-; but, of course, the power must be rigidly
defined and limited, and in no case ought it to extend to
lie Budget of the year. That 's a point I feel bound to
insist on.

Mr. Birrell. Hear, hear !

Mr. Balfour (wearily). Really I don't know that there is

much use in prolonging these negotiations. We seem to
>e drifting further and further away from one another. I
am almost tired of pointing out that it is perfectly useless
,o expect a democratic body like the House of Commons
;o submit to the inferiority involved in the PRIME MINISTER'S

uggestions; I am a House of Commons man, and I object
;o the exaltation of a Chamber which is based not merely
on a non-elective, but and this is much worse on a

lereditary principle. I hope I make myself plain.
Mr. Asquith. What do you say to that, LANSDOWNE ?

Lord Lansdoivne. I agree entirely. Indeed, I would go
even further. The House of Lords did what it could in

regard to last year's Finance Bill. We took a considerable
imount of time over it and had a most interesting debate,
rat it was all useless. We can never hope to get such
'avourable ground again, and for my part I am in favour
of bringing the whole tiling to an end.
Mr. Lloyd George. Come, come, you can't expect us to

agree to the total abolition of the double-Chamber system
mder which this country has become great and prosperous,
independently of the terrible danger of rash, hasty and
mpetuous legislation
Mr. Austen Chamberlain (breaking in). There you go

again, my dear GEORGE. I really thought we had knocked
'hat silly bogey on the head long ago. What we want is

'he free play of a representative system. This constant
clamour for checks and balances shows, if I may say so,
.hat you are unwilling to trust the people. Why should
;he people be baulked in their wishes by a parcel of irre-

sponsible gentlemen who vote merely for the protection of
their own pockets without a thought for the general welfare
of the nation ?
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THE PRICE OF EFFICIENCY.
MH. HALDANK (to TERRITORIAL COLONEL, aft?r inspection).

" WELL, YOU 'VE HAD A VERY EX-
HAUSTING FIELD-DAY."

COLONEL. "DON'T MENTION IT, SIR. THANK HEAVEN, WE STILL HAVE STRENGH
UGH LEFT TO DRAW OUR CHEQUES FOR WHAT THE COUNTRY OWES US."

[In many of the Territorial battalions efficiency is only attained at the coot of a heavy charge upon the private pnrws of the officers.]
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SCENES FROM OUR ROUGH ISLAND STORY.
-"'-'"' <"<'''' Bam ,,i' i ......... ,, lot '/,/,,/,, ;>,,,, i,/;,,,/ .,,,,, <-/l(ir/,, to Kiny , Sicx. H.KASK !

'

liiiril L'reu-f. Isn't that just a little extreme ? For my
own part I cannot imagine a system of government resting
on the basis of a single Chamber. Nay, I will go further
and declare that, taking one thing with another, I am of

opinion that no conceivable Second Chaml>er could perform
its salutary and necessary duties one half so well as the
House of Lords now performs them. I trust I shall never
he found wanting in a proper respect for the House of

Commons, but

don't know that ifc 's worth while doing anything
to-day.

Cuinlor (interject in,/}. 'I'here 's always a "
but," of

course. Why not sa\ at once that you want to abolish
the House of Commons? You know that 's what you're
aiming at.

.Vr. Amjidth. Well, what if we are? Tliere's a great
deal to he said for the suggestion.
Mr. Ij/<ii/il (irori/i'. Yes, a great deal.

Mr. liirrell. Thank heaven we've got to actualities at
la>t. Let, 's have done with all the nonsense about popular
sovereignty an 1 the people's rights. Nobody believes in it.

Mr. Balfour (icily). That ma\ he \ our opinion, but it is

not mine, nor is it that of my friends. We shall oppose
an unwavering resistance to every attempt to impair the

supremacy or to detract from the dignity of the House of
Commons.

Mr. Aiixli'ii ( 'liiiixberliiin i

/ and
). Hear, hear!

Mr. Amjuith. We seem to have reached a deadlock. I

more

(At this moment the tea comes in, and nil further dis-

cussion of tite Constitutional i.miie >

TO A MACAW.
FOWL of the nightmare visage, baldly white,
Your evil orb fulfilled of all the sly
Inherent devilries of days gone by,

Ere from the Main upswept the Spaniards' might,
When your familiar sires would shriek delight.
Perched where some cruel temple rose on high
I will not scratch that heathen head, not I,

Moreover, I am certain that you bite !

I wonder haply, long, long years ago
If once you lived, a painted Aztec priest,

Ill-famed for many a fierce and hurtful deed,
Who in your guise must watch the seasons flow,
A captive, far from sacrificial feast,

Cloyed with the unconvincing nut and seed !

"II was suggested liy Mr. Nicliolls that step, .slmnM I K . taken lo

l>rotect the forts at Signal Hill, and entranr-e to ilurlxnir. Tli
1 1-,) diatppetring, being taken ;iuy |nvsimi;iMy \<y lioys."

Ihlilfl i\--i'-, (\':-Mf,nrii<llnnil.)

The Newfoundland Boy Scouts must be real terrors.
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THE ORDEAL BY FIRE.

OUK Flame-flower, the Family Flamc-

ilovver, is now plainly established in

the North-east corner of the pergola,
and flourishes exceedingly. There, or

thereabouts, it will remain through
the generations to come a cascade

of glory to the eye, a fountain of pride
to the soul. "Our fathers' fathers,"

the unborn will say of us,
"
performed

this thing ; they toiled and suffered

that we might front the world with

confidence a family secure in the

knowledge that it has been tried by
fire and not found wanting." . . .

The Atherleys' flame-flower, I am

glad to inform you, is dead.

:; -;:- -::- *

We started the work five years ago.
I was young and ignorant then I did

not understand. One day they led me
to an old apple-tree and showed me,
fenced in at its foot, two twigs and a

hint of leaf. "The flame- flower!"

they said, with awe in their voices. I

was very young ; I said that I didn't think

much of it. It was from that moment
that my education began . . .

Everybody who came to see us had
to be shown the flame-flower. Visitors

were conducted to the apple-tree in

solemn procession, and presented.

They psered over the fence and said,
" A-ah !

"
just as if they knew all

about it. Perhaps some of them did.

Perhaps some of them had tried to

grow it in their own gardens.
As November came on and the air

grew cold, the question whether the

fiame-flower should winter abroad be-

came insistent. After much thought it

was moved to the shrubbery on the

southern side of the house, where it

leant against a laburnum until April.
With the Spring it returned home,
seemingly stronger for the change ; but
the thought of Winter was too much
for it, and in October it was ordered
south again.

For the next three years it was con-

stantly trying different climates and

testing various diets. Though it was
touch and go with it all this time our
faith was strong, our courage unshaken.

June, 1908, found it in the gravel-pit.
It seemed our only hope. . . .

And in the August of that year I

went and stayed with the Atherleys.
-& -x-

"- "-

One morning at breakfast I chal-

lenged Miss Atherley to an immediate

game of tennis.
" Not directly after," said Mrs.

Atherley,
"

it 's so bad for you. Besides,
we must just plant our flame-flower
first."

I dropped my knife and fork and

gazed at her open-mouthed.

" Plant your what ?
"

I managed
to say at last.

"Flame-flower. Do you know it?

John brought one down last night it

looks so pretty growing up anything."
" It won't take a moment," said Miss

AtherJey,
" and then I '11 beat you."

" But but you mustn't you you
mustn't talk like that about it," I

stammered. " Th-that 's not the way
to talk about a flame-flower."

"
Why, what 's wrong ?

"

" You 're just going to plant it !

Before you play tennis ! It isn 't a a

buttercup ! You can't do it like that."
"
Oh, but do give us any hints we

shall be only too grateful."
" Hints ! Just going to plant it !

"
I

repeated, getting more and more indig-
nant. " I I suppose Sir CHRISTOPHER
WREN s-said to his wife at breakfast

one morning,
' I 've just got to d-design

St. Paul's Cathedral, dear, and then I '11

come and play tennis with you. If you
can give me any bints

" Is it really so difficult ?
"

asked

Mrs. Atherley.
" We 've seen lots of

it in Scotland."
" In Scotland, yes. Not in the South

of England." I paused, and then

added,
" WE have one."

" What soil is yours ? Do you plant
it very deep? Do they like a lot of

water?" These and other technical

points were put to me at once.
" Those are mere details of horti-

culture," I said. " What I am pro-

testing against is the whole spirit in

which you approach the business the

light-hearted way in which you assume
that you can support a flame-flower.

You have to be a very superior family
indeed to have a flame-flower growing
in your garden."

They laughed. They thought I was

joking.
"
Well, we 're going to plant it now,

anyhow," said Miss Atherley.
" Come

along and help us."

We went out, six of us, Mrs. Atherley
carrying the precious thing ; and we
gathered round an old tree trunk in

front of the house.
"It would look rather pretty here,"

said Mrs. Atherley.
" Don't you think ?

"

I gave a great groan.
" You you you 're all wrong

again," I said in despair. "You don't

put a flame-flower in a place where

you think it will look pretty ; you try
in all humility to find a favoured spot
where it will be pleased to grow.
There may be such a spot in your
garden or there may not. Until I

know you better I cannot say. But it

is extremely unlikely to be here, right
in fi'ont of the window."

They laughed again, and began to

dig up the ground. I turned my back

in horror; I could not watch. And
at the last moment some qualms of

doubt seized even them. They spoke
to me almost humbly.
"How would you plant it ?" they

asked.

It was my last chance of making
them realise their responsibility.

" I cannot say at this moment," I

began, "exactly how the ceremony
should be performed, but I should
endeavour to think of something in

keeping with the solemnity of the

occasion. It may be that Mrs. Atherley
and I would take the flower and march
in procession round the fountain,

singing a suitable chant, while Bob
and Archie with shaven heads pros-
trated themselves before the sundial.

Miss Atherley might possibly dance the
Fire-dance upon the East lawn, while
Mr. Atherley stood upon one foot in

the middle of the herbaceous border
and played upon her with the g irden

hose. These or other symbolic rites

we should perform, before we planted
it in a place chosen by Chance.
Then leaving a saucer of new milk
for it lest it should thirst in the night
we would go away, and spend the rest

of the week in meditation."
I paused for breath.

"That might do it," I added, "or it

might not. But at least that is the
sort of spirit that you want to show."
Once more they laughed .... and

then they planted it.

These have been two difficult years
for me. There have been times when
I have almost lost faith, and not even
the glories of our own flame-flower
could chesr me. But at last the

news came. I was at home for the

week end and, after rather a tiring day
showing visitors the north-east end of

the pergola, I went indoors for a rest.

On the table there was a letter for me.
It was from Mrs. Atherley.

"By the way," she wrote, "the flame-
flower is dead."

"
By the way

"
!

But even if they had taken the

business seriously, even if they had
understood fully what a great thing it

was they were attempting even then
I think they would have failed.

For, though I like the Atherleys very
much, though I think them all

extremely jolly . . . yet I doubt, you
know, if they are quite the family
to have a flame-flower growing in

their garden. A. A. M.

Notice outside a Correspondence
College :

"Language exhibitions given free ina]>ri\ate
room."

It cannot be too private.
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Small Boy.
" WHAT'S THAT PLACE, MUMMIE?" Mummie. "TINTERN ABIIEY, DEAR." Small Boy. "Wiio BROKE IT

"

PRESENTS.
["The general way in which wedding presents are given nowadays is

unwisely sentimental," says Professor WILUAM K. SMITH, Principal
of the Royal Institute of Public Health. "The economic result on the

recipients is that they strive to
'

live up
'

to the magnificence of these

gifts, but generally fail badly."]

WHEN Clarence and Maud were engaged to be wedded,
No symptoms of arrogance either displayed ;

The former was frugal and quite levelheaded,
The latter was modest and staid.

But, after each generous friend and relation
Had furnished a present for bridegroom and bride,

They both had a bout of extreme ostentation,
All canons of thrift they defied ;

Each coffee-pot, inkstand, and silver-gilt cup, too,
Was something they felt they were bound to "live up to."

Their Chippendale sideboard (the gift of a cousin)
'Neath loads of the costliest viands was bent ;

They filled with rare wines the decanters (two dozen)
Which distant connexions had sent.

They ordered fresh salmon and whitebait ad libit.,

And pounds of the choicest sea-trout they could get,
Just merely to find an excuse to exhibit

Their fish-slice (from Mr. GILLETT).
liogardless of cost all their neighbours they feted
To show that their dishes were silver, not plated.

They wasted their substance, and found they must rue it

When shortly their humble finances gave out,

And forced them to pawn Aunt Hermione's cruet,

Put Uncle Tom's spoons up the spout,

Dispose of the tea-set Mamma had presented,
And sell (at a loss) all their Sheraton chairs,

And leave the magnificent flat they had rented

To house all these treasures of theirs ;

And now in an attic since fortune is fickle

They have to " live down to
"
one toast-rack of nickel !

COLDSTBEAMER.

"The anllciing in New York is intense. People arc living in their

baths, and sleep is almost impossible owing to the humidity."
The Standard.

It certainly sounds dampish.

" The old lighthouse at Pakefield has recently been moved l>ack about
100 yards owing to the erosion of the coast at this point. The complete
building, which weighs 60 to 70 tons, was moved bodily upon a cradle

constructed for moving Lowestoft Low Light, the haulage being effected

by a crab." " The Times" Engineering Supplement.

Is this true ? There was nothing about it in The Spectator.

"The nostrils of his nose were white and pinched." "Daily Mail"
fouillftvn.

Why this silence about the lips of his mouth, and the knees
of his legs ?

"The name is to-day only second to that of O'Murphy, having been
borne by no less than 55,000 persons in 1890. ... It is variously

Anglicised O'Kelly, Kelly, Keely, Kiely, Gilly, Kilkelly, Kellog, Kalloch,

Edmuudson, Edwardes, and Cox." Tuam Herald.

Ill anybody here seen Edmundson ?
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THE CRICKET CHAMPIONSHIP.

My remarks upon the anomalies of

the new method of scoring
in the

County Cricket Championship have

called forth as I rather expected they

would several millions of letters from

all parts of the British Empire. It

will lie understood that it is not pos-

sible for me to reproduce all these in

lull, interesting though they are. They
evince a very wide-spread discontent

on the part of the public, and many of

them contain pithy suggestions for the

improvement of the present system.
It will be remembered that the position

of the leading four counties at the time

of the opening discussion was as

follows :

Pi-r-

PM. Won. Lost. Dm. Pts. cntge.

K.'!it 15 11 1 3 11 73'33

Middlesex.... 12 6 2 4 (i 50 '00

Sussex 14 7437 50'00

Hamiwhire... 16 7 6 2 7 46'tJ6

"VILLAGE GREEN" writes "What
are the little dots for? And how is it

that Sussex has only scored 5,000
runs in fourteen matches, while Kent
has scored 7,333 runs in fifteen ?

Seems to be something wrong." I have

replied personally to Mr. Green, point-

ing out his error in mistaking the per-

centage table for the tally of runs, but

after all there is much in what he says.
" PEACE AT ANY PRICE "

expresses

great satisfaction that defeats are no

longer penalized.
" This is the first

step," he writes, "towards eliminating
the hateful spirit of rivalry from our

playing grounds. It is the earnest

wish of many humble citizens that the

M.C.C. may see their way to complete
the revolution by ignoring victories

also and allowing two points for a

draw and three for a game abandoned

through rain."

On the other hand a somewhat con-

trary view is expressed by
" PAVILION

STEPS," who writes :

" What we want
is sporting finishes

;
I should suggest

returning the gate-money in the event
of the match being unfinished, and

allowing ten points to both sides for a

tie."
" FAIR PLAY "

seems to have mis-
understood the point at issue. " If the

present hot weather continues," he

writes, "I should be inclined to allow
two pints to every man on the winning-
side, and three each to the Umpires."" MATHEMATICUS "

thinks that the
time has gone by when a satisfactory
result can be attained in mere figures.
He encloses a system of computation
by algebra, which I regret to say I am
not in a position to appreciate. But
as Derbyshire, in his table, ties with
Essex for the leading position, and
Lancashire is disqualified because the

number of matches they have drawn

cannot be deducted from those lost, I

can hardly believe it to be equitable.

I now put forward my own scheme

for the kindly criticism of the British

Public. I shall be happy to deal with

comments next week, and I may point

out that, by the courtesy of the Post

Office officials, a new pillar-box has

been erected in the Strand to prevent
dislocation of the ordinary mail service.

I hope my readers will avail themselves

of it.

In the first place I should take the

percentage of matches in which the

game is abandoned through rain after

the winning side has lost the toss. I

should divide these by the proportion
of those which have resulted in a draw
without the intervention of rain, but

only in the case of both sides having
declared their innings closed after the

fall of the tenth wicket. We must
have sporting finishes. I would then

add the number of points thus obtained

to the average of the batting averages
of the losing side. We must have all-

round men. At this point I borrow a

hint from "MATHEMATICUS" and call

our result so far x.

We now come to the consideration

of finished matches, and I may say at

once that I would ignore all finished

matches that do not result in a victory
or a tie. We must consider the

spectators. For matches won after

losing the toss against a county stand-

ing higher in the table of the previous
week than the winning county you
take me ? I would allow four points,
less the number of inches of rain that

fall during the match. All other vic-

tories would count as defeats, except
ties. In the event of a tie I would

simply take the percentage of the pro-

portion of wickets, and double the
talent money. We must encourage
our professionals. Defeats after win-

ning the toss would be penalised in the

same proportion. We have now merely
to multiply the last result by x, and
we shall have the final position.

Let us see how it would work out, as

applied to the position given above.
As I anticipated, Kent would still be

top with the following record :

Allot- Pro- Per- Divi-

inent. portion, ccntage. dend. Tutal.
Kent.. .23-17 9J 183'3 1-12345 14.?.

The Yorkshire Evening Post quotes
an old joke from The Windsor Magazine
thus :

"
Officer (to men who have been grumbling)

There is nothing whatever the matter with tin

soap ; I 've tasted it.

Private: That's just it, sir; but the cook
wants to call it coffee."

Which makes it really quite funny again

TRAINING THE MIND.
IT is stated in The Times that Sir

ARTHUR QUILLER COUCH, Mr. MAX
PEMBKRTON, and Mr. ARTHUR CROXTON
lave been appointed adjudicators of

\ novel competition devised by the

General Manager of the Great Western

Railway. The competition takes the

orm of three sets of twelve questions

lealing with the country served by this

ine.

By the exercise of that intelligent

anticipation for which he has long been

amous, Mr. Punch is in the happy
)osition of being able to lay before his .

eaders a representative selection from

uhe lists of questions on which Sir

\RTHUR QUILLER COUCH, Mr. MAX
PEMBERTON and Mr. ARTHUR CROXTON
lave been called in to adjudicate.

1. Of whom was it said that "He's
)ast 'ealing and on the road to 'an-

well?"
2. Is it true that WAGNER composed

lis famous opera, Der Fliegcnde Hol-

'iinili-r, on the G. W. B. ? If not, why
not?

3. What high law officer sits for

Reading, and what Cabinet Minister

nearly lost him his seat ?

4. Differentiate between (a) bogie-

engine, (b) bogy-man, (c) Colonel Bogey.
5. Estimate the comparative soporific

iffect of the novels of Sir ARTHUR

QUILLER COUCH and Mr. MAX PEM-
BERTON as a means of inducing sleep
m the train, and compare the styles of

j" and LE QUEUX.
6. Give a complete list of the ingre-

dients employed in the baking of (a) a

Bath bun, (b) a Banbury cake, (c) a

Bath Oliver biscuit. Indicate the pro-
bable results of feeding three normally
constituted individuals for seven weeks

on nothing but one or other of these

comestibles.

7. State why in your opinion corridor

soap is by far the best detergent to

employ for the scouring of the White
Horse.

8. Write a brief history of the rise

and decline of the foot-warmer. Say
who invented the tea-basket, and what
is his present income ?

9. Translate into ordinary English
the following :

Eeeenee Poime-e-e-r.

Account for the extraordinary pro-
nunciation of bookstall boys and rail-

way porters.
10. Distinguish between the musical

rhythm of the G. W. E. and the L. &
N. W. E., and explain why the Midland

always runs in triplets.

11. State by what route Mr. BRAM
STOKER travels to Birmingham when
he interviews Sir OLIVER LODGE, and

explain the connection between the
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Seven Sleepers of Ephesus ami the

Baghdad Hailw;i\ .

TJ. Briefly clue.idaio the following :

(a)
"
Playing billy with the labels,"

(//)
" In the presence of the passen-

jare,"

(c)
" liad lor the COO,"

(,/) Pretty Little Polly Perkins of

Paddington (.

|:(. What is the best way of dealing
with i .en^er who whistles in

the (rain, (l>)
a ])assenger who uses un-

parliamentary language in a Parlia-

mentary train, (c) a passenger who has
never heard of Mr. MAX PKMUKKTOX ?

14. " Oh. ever since the world Ix'gan,
There never was and never can
I

'

Mich a very useful man
As the railway porter."

Who wrote the above touching lyric ?

Explain why Sir ARTHUB QUILLEB
COUCH declined to include it in his

famous anthology of English verse.

15. Which is the more euphonious
title, Sir MAX PEMBEBTON or Sir

ARTHUR CUOXTON ?

16. What deductions are to be drawn
as to the quality of hotels from the fol-

lowing notices : (a) Hotel 'bus meets
trains, (6) boots meets trains, (c) hotel

porter meets trains, (d) hotel cabs meet
trains on request (free)?

17. When an Oxford undergraduate
says that he is going to Didder, Padder,
or Redder, what does he mean ?

18. Give the population, the leading
hotels, and the chief objects of local
i ni crest of Little Kimble, Coalpit Heath,
Luxulyan and Preesgweene, and state
what is the par score of the Par golf
links.

19. Distinguish between (a) a luxu-
rious and (b) a luxuriant hotel. Is it

wise to patronise a hotel which adver-
tises a "smoke room" instead of a
"smoking room "?

THE INSUFFERABLE.
BY all the floods that won't abate,

By all the frosts that freeze my bones,
Si nro summer dawned at summer's date
In times recalled by aged crones,

There never fumed, I think, a fiercer hate
Than mine, just now, for Jones !

I met him when the ways were mire,
And steely ramrods struck the ground,

And said but no, it shan't transpireWe '11 say I simply said " Confound !

This weather would provoke an angel's
ire."

And Jones lie smiled, the hound !

His boots were muddied at the base,
And, tlwugh he held a largish gamp,

I 1 woald not overstate the case
To call his trousers beastly damp :

A PAINFUL MISUNDERSTANDING.
Applicant fof Situation. "I've COME ABAHT THAT JOB WOT wos ADVEUTISKD."

: "WELL, CAN YOU DO THE WORK?"
f (in iii-i-:ii a/Una). "WORK! I THOUGHT IT WAS A FOREMAN YOU WANTED!'

And still lie bore that smile upon his face,
The "footlight beauty" stamp.

I strove to speak him soft and bland,
As one whose mental state "s amiss ;

But naught could make him understand.
Immersed in ecstasies of bliss,

"
By Jove," he mused,

" the water must
be grand ;

I hope it keeps like this."

It seemed by some infernal luck
The brute had fixed on late July

To give his task in town the chuck
And flog a mountain-pool with fly ;

But Nemesis, ye gods ! May Jones
be struck

Witli thunderbolts and die !

Or else, ye Naiads of the wave,
Where Jones expects to lure the trout,

Attend a poet's prayers, I crave ;

Engird him, as he flops about,
And heave liiin down, like Hylas, to

his grave,
A Hylas bald and stout. EVOE.

"In Holbom-circus 18in. of rain fell in ten
minutes.

"
l>u ily Mui!.

Yes, that 's just the sort of weather it is.
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Mrs. Jones (bent on de)>reciating the place Jones IMS chosen for their summer holidays).
CEMETERY THEY'VE GOT BERK?"

: DO YOU MEAN TO SAY THIS IS THE ONLY

EEMNANT SALE.
GRAND CLEARANCE OF REMAINDERS

OF THE LONDON SEASON.

WE have on offer a large variety of

marriageable young girls, attractive

widows, wall - flowers (slightly soiled

from exposure), younger sons (military
and others), bachelor - stockbrokers,

etc, etc. This line has failed to go off

this season and must be cleared at a
sacrifice. Lot 25, dark, good figure,

splendid collection of cartwheel hats,

would go for anything over the super-
tax standard. Lot 49, eighteen, clever,

tragic recitations, is going cheap
(mother wants to get married herself).
Lots 81 and 82, sons of well-known

Peer, hard up, perfect manners and

quarters, driven through town all this

season, are open to offers from the

Wild West. Lot 104, charming widow,
in the neighbourhood of 35

;
would

make excellent wife for retired business

man ; we give with this lot a written

guarantee of housekeeping ability and

knowledge of Society matters. Lot

201,
"
Elsie," female, age 21, sporting,

reckless rider, brilliant scarlet com-

plexion, winner of several lawn tennis

cups, full of life and fun ; birth more
of an object than money ; Englishmen
only ; no agents.

2,000 bales sheath dresses, bow shoes

(large sixes), canoe hats, toupees,

transformations ; frock suits and morn-

ing suits, fancy ties, coloured waist-

coats, etc. Worn two or three times
this season, and therefore out of date,

but will be fashionable for the next

three or four years in the Midlands or

Colonies. Also twenty-two crates of

pageant costumes. Suitable for fancy-
dress parties in the provinces.

Umbrellas, goloshes, etc. We have
a fine selection of these articles in

fancy designs, as used by the leaders

of Society during the recent glorious
summer weather. Also overcoats,

mufflers, respirators.
Lot 273 contains a large variety

of second-hand political programmes,
amendments, private members' bills, of

no further use to their owners, but
invaluable to provincial orators, alder-

men, chairmen and others. Can easily
be brushed up as good as new.

Academy landscapes. A large lot of

these have failed to go off, and must be
sacrificed. Suit retired manufacturer.
Also job lot of portraits (misfits),
recommended to families commencing.
Pedigrees and coats - of - arms can be
made to match.

Portrait of a Lady who has got the
Vote.

" Chandu's mother looked upwarbs with

mingled joy and registration in her eyes."
Ilumbaii Gazette.

TO MLLE. KARSAVINA.

(Suggested by the article in "
Th*. Times

"
of

July 18,
"
If Pavlova had -never ila-nced.")

MY grandsire, chatting with a crony,
Grows Ip-ical on TAGLIONI,
On FANNY ELSSLER, CERITO,
And other stars of long ago.
Of late our journalistic Jove a
Laudation printed on PAVLOVA,
And many johnnies have been mashed
On the resilient LYDIA KYASHT.

Others, again, extol con brio

The dame whosename begins with PHEO,
Or in effusive accents laud

Their ISADORA or their MAUD,
While many of us, very many,
Are loyal to the only GENEE.

Comparisons, we know, are odious

And tend to make life unmelodious ;

But Punch declares he 's never seen a

More fascinating ballerina

Than the enchanting KAHSAVINA.

"She wore a wreath of white heather and

orange blossom, and carried a full shower

bouquet, composed of white orchids, lilics-of-

the-valley, orange blossom, and white heather,

caught up with bridegroom's parents."
Surrey Mirror.

Rather showy.

The Oxford Manner.

"He took Literal Humaniores at Greats."

n'oh'erlimnpton Express.
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THE HORRORS OF PEACE.
(Showing Hie restraining effect which the Conference has produced upon ordinary Parly politics.)

THE FIGHTING POUTICIAN. "WE CANT BITE ONE ANOTHER, AND WE CAN'T SCREAM; AND
IT'S GOING TO BE LIKE THIS ALL THE HOLIDAYS. MIGHT AS WELL BE A PAIR OP
LOVE-BIRDS !

"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
K\n:A< n,i> i HUM IMK DIARY OK TOBY, M.l'.

House of Lords, Momhu/, July is.

In Ciallerj assigned to 1186 nl' l'<

Diplomats sit ti\c \oung Japanese,
emissaries of an ancient Kmpire \\ hicli,

alter sleeping through e"iil ni'ies, lias

wakened tn enjov 1 1"' eold hath of

Western civiliflfttion. 'I'hey desire to

learn everything that is to 1"' known.
Just now are hent on mastering secrets

of the Mother of Parliaments who
overlooks and guides ihedosthr-
of consideiable portion of the

globe. Accordingly here they are,

observant, alert, and (to begin with)
interested.

In anticipation of debate on

Tc'i-ritorial Forces, opened by that

warrior hold, Lord PORTSMOUTH,
House rattier fuller than usual.

Hut army must stand aside while

Diseases of Animals (No. 2) Bill

goes through Committee. This the
ure noted a fortnight ago in

hands of S\YK AND SELE. Nomi-

nally still in his charge. But
C\nnis<;ro\ and DKIUSY on Front
Mcnehes on either side of the
Table have, alter the manner of

Melancholy, marked it for their

own. Whilst, reputed parent sits

silent on hack bench, the Earls in

swift succession swoop down and

peck at his hapless progeny.
Lord Chairman of Committees,

HU.KOUR OP HrKi.i:u;ii, lakes the

Clriir, I'i'ccONsi.ow , gone a-bathing
in Continental resorts. Supreme
iichie lor LORD CHAIRMAN,
highest mark of heaven-born capa-
city forthe post, is to rattle through
amendments in briefest space of

lime. In the Commons amend-
ments an: sometimes debated.

,

Necessary, therefore, that the\
should be submitted in articular
form, [n the Lords Bach prejudice

^

is in most cases unknown. As an

aeroplane attempts to circle mea-
sured routs" in minimum of time, so
an ordinary Hill in charge of private
Mcmlii'i is rushed through Committee
in fewest moments possible. ONSI.OW
had long innings. BALFOUR OF BUR-
I.F.K.H admits he < lid pretty well. Now
fhe\ should hear and see something.

\\ hat I he .la.ps in i he (

lallery, audibly
Lndrawing their breath in excitement of

moment, < aw and heard was after this
muni:

DKUHY rises from front Opposition
bench and makes inaudible remark.
LOBD CHAIBMAN, as if touched by secret
s l''".- the following
' icantation. "

Clause-l-Page-l-line-5-
al ter -

accept
- insert - as-in-this-Act-pro-

vided -
1 ! ie-<] nest, ion

- 1 - have- to-put- is-

lie-words-he-here - inserted -
1 hose-

of -
1 hat -opinion

-

say
- content - the-con-

QOl contenl.- l-think-thc-eo!

it."

it other side of table up
C\m:i initiative of the inaudi-

bility of the Marl of DKUIIY. Klfect on

LORD CHAIRMAN equally prompt . I >i aw n

up to full height he remarks, "I'age-

1 -line, -K- leave-out- place -and
- in-eit

port
- the -

question
- 1 - have - to -

put
- is -

t hat-t he- words
| iioposrd -to-be-left-out-

stand-part- of -
tbe-question-those

- that-

"That warrior bold, Lord Portsmouth."

are - of - that -
opinion

-
say- content - the -

contrary-not-content-I- think - the - not -

contents-have-it."

At this formula there is, by excep-
tion, some slight stir among noble
Lords. Fancy they catch in shibboleth
of LOUD CHAIRMAN something that
sounds like " insert port." That way
of putting it is certainly unusual. It

may be hospitably meant, but is a little

abrupt. Besides, it's rather early in

the afternoon for that sort of thing.
Moreover than which there are neither
decanters nor glasses on the table.

Evidently a misapprehension.
None about new clause inserted at

instance of CARRINGTON providing that

"
111 this \c! I he expression horse in-

cludes ABB and mule." Tha' finished

Lord DKUIIY. I lit herto. with llieaulhor

of the Hill in the background S\-i

nothing, ready to SKM: anything, he
had run neck and neck with helled

earl opposite. Hut. \ou know, whin
it. comes to allirming in Act of Parlia-

ment that a horse is an ass, and eke a

nude, the limit is passed.
So DEKJIY gives in; Bill through

Committee, and the five Japanese i< . i

their way out into the open air in

hopelessly dazed condition.

Hiixiiii'xx i/oiie. Diseases ot

\nimals (No. 2) Bill through Com-
uittee.

House of Commons, Tuesday.
House up at three o'clock this

morning. Even then enthusiasts
in public service thought it unduly
early. Might as well sit another
hour or so. Pushed patriotic ob-

jection to point of division.

This sadly mismanaged. Rare,

opportunity of illustrating fitness

of things ignored. In division list

circulated to-day names given of

49 voting in favour of ELIBANK'S
motion for adjournment. Beneath
is set forth in tabular form the

solitary
" No "

J. A. JACKSON. It

is added " Tellers for the No Mr.
REMNANT and Viscount DAL-
HYMPLE."

Of course JACKSON should have
been one of the Tellers, and REM-
NANT sole representative of Oppo-
sition. However, came to same

thing in end. There being only one
remnant found in " No "

Lobby
SPEAKER declares "the Ayes" had
it and so home to bed.

Business done. Supply closured.

Thursday. Revolt of Scottish

Members. They demand head of

SECRETARY OF STATE, whether on

charger or not immaterial so

that they get it. DEWAR opened
1 attack alleging that condition of

affairs consequent on adminis-
tration of Scotch Office has

brought about what might have been

regarded as arithmetically impossible.
In South Uist parish rates amount to

23i'. 4fl. in the 20s. Od.l What hurt
Scotch Members even more than this

parochial puzzle was the fact that they
could not get at the SECRETARY OF
STATE in flesh and blood. Being a

Peer he is seated in what wo call
" another place."

Effect upon ALPHEUS CLEOPHAS

heartbreaking. Something of the wail

of the pibroch in his voice as he
cried aloud,

" What I want to know
is where is the SECRETARY FOR
SCOTLAND ?

"

" Order ! Order 1

"
interrupted the
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inexorable CHAIRMAN. " That has no-

thing to do with this vote."

"Cannot we," pleaded ALPHEUSJ in

voice that would have moved the

sympathies of any but CHAIRMAN OP

WAYS AND MEANS " cannot we ask

somebody why the SECKETARY FOE

SCOTLAND is not in the House of Com-

mons? "

A practical-minded Scot suggested

that it was because he was in the

House of Lords ;
ALPHEUS CLEOPHAS

sat down to ponder over the matter

put in that way.
This made opening for TULLIBARDINE,

late of the Black Watch, one of the

forlorn hope of Scotch Unionists in

present House. Nuts for him to find

Kadical pack of brither Scots in full

cry after a Secretary of State. Pound-

ing away on the same track TULLIBAR-

DINE paused a moment to remark,
" The

mental photograph the people of Scot-

land will retain of the SECRETARY OF

SCOTLAND will be in close juxtaposition
to the nine of diamonds."

This observation threw a gloom over

the company. Evidently
meant something. Pos-

sibly, even probably, it was
a joke. Anyhow, had effect

of paralysing the proceed-

ings, Committee gratefully

making for Division Lobby.

Walking through, the

MEMBER FOR SARK, from

whom no secrets are hid,

explained that the nine of

diamonds was the card

upon which, according to

tradition, the Master of

STAIR wrote the order for

the massacre of Glencoe.

Thenceforth, to this day,
the card is known as the

curse of Scotland. If TUL-
LIBARDINE had, plump and

plain, alluded to PENTLAND

by that name, he would have
been called to order. As it

was he shot his dart, and
while CHAIRMAN was won-

deringwhat it might portend
he had safely resumed his

seat, assured that by-and-

by, upon due inquiry and

reflection, the arrow would
rankle in the wound.
As SAHK says, that 's the

worst of these Scotchmen.
Even when they make a

joke they go about it in such
business-like fashion that

no one suspects their pur-

pose until it is irretrievably
effected.

Business done. Appro-
priation Bill read Second
time.

"Nuts forTullibardine."

(The Marquis of Tullibardinc.)

LINKS WITH A PAST.

THE instances appearing in The
Times and The Westminster Gazette of

living people who form interesting
" links with the past

"
(writes a corres-

pondent whose word we never have

any reason not to doubt) can be added
to from my own experience. For I am
myself a link, and do not care to bo

missing from this symposium.
I am a Welshman (with profound

apologies). A few days ago I stood on

the famous golf links at Aberllanstyd-
fairfechan. I was in the land of my
fathers, and on this very spot stood

one of the most illustrious of the Ap
Jenkinses in A.D. 842.

I held a club in my hand. So did

my dear old ancestor, the great Ap
Jenkins, in A.D. 842.

I swung the club above my shoulder;

and though this, be it remembered,

happened in the year A.D. 1910, a very
similar action on the part of old

Ap might have been observed by you
had you chanced to be passing the

place in A.D. 842.

With the club I felled a

,
man a fair-haired, blue-

!

eyed Saxon, who was going
round in front of me. My
famous ancestor did much
the same thing with his

club, in A.D. 842. The

question of accident and

design does not affect the

remarkable coincidence.

The Saxon seized a

small lump of flint and
hurled it at mo; just as

in the brave old days to

which I have already re-

ferred the Saxon threw a

small lump of flint at my
respected forefather.

And it would be a very
difficult thing to prove that

it was not the same piece of

flint that icas used on bulk

occasions.

But here the parallel is

broken, for the Saxon of

old missed my forbear in

A.D. 842.

Athletics.

Neir Long Jnin/> Hccvrd.

" Of a sudden the Hoguo's cap-

tain, who at the time was on the

bridge, jumped with a waru'ng
shout to the engine room."

Irish Independent

"The Secretary for Scotland in close juxtaposition to the nine of

diamonds."

(Lord Pentland strolling in Glencoe with the fateful card.)

''The want of suflicicnt mois-

ture is in a large measure due tc

the apparent shortage of straw."

Abcnii'i'n At//// Jowrn&l,

There must be a lot of straw

going about in, London.
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THE PETROL HABIT.
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THE BALANCE OF FATE.
WIIKN the Arcadian pondered a journey.
When lie made plans for a primitive jaunt,

l''irsl -the Olympic opinion to learn he

Sought sonio oracular haunt ;

ioht ho'd propound 'mid the vapour and smoke his

Queries on Thrace, or the bathing where Phocis
Fronted the sea ;

Then would the Oracle answer, and pocket his fee!

I, when my head whirls with holiday notions

(Kver it docs when July's on the run),
When I imisl choose between ozones and oceans,

Alpenstock, golf club and gun,
When I Ve to settle, for worse or for better,
Where I 'm to go when I shake off the fetter

Westmoreland's lakes
Or Interhiken, to Ilkley or sulphurous Aix

I, T repeat, when these fancies approach me,
Kaiu for a l'\tliian utterance too,

Keen on oracular guidance to coach me,
Turn, oh m> Pass .Hook, to v>u .

Shall I, recalling extravagant beanos,
Rollick around Continental casinos,

Or shall 1 stra\

Cheaply to Bournemouth or Bnvton or Hirchington Bay?

Shall it be salmon and grouse or the Channel

(Windy, the deck at a deuce of a slope),

Hanging in heavy and sea-sodden flannel,
Hard on some oddly-named rope ?

Shall it be tramping on Alp, or in Arden,
Rooms up the river (with boat and with garden),

Healthfully brown,
Or must I, pallid and penniless, stay on in Town ?

So, ere I order the style of my going,
So, ere my final arrangements are planned,

I must bow down in the house of the knowing
(loci of the Cash that 's in hand.

Deep in his temple of calf-skin he
'

lurking,

Weaving the web of my Destiny's working.
Grave and sedate,

Holding the balance the crude, credit Balance of Fate!

A Conference Chorus.

For advanced Radical*.

We want the report of the Eight,
And WE WON'T WAIT !

"Tin' lout;, si ltd n/7.ji|i of tlie tyre gliding over tlie highway is

Inn- music to tin- t ruined cur nl'tlic Motorist.' A<lrt. in "
Tin- M

The wretched pedestrian has to content himself with the
monotonous jjj-qq of his new boots on the pavement.
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OUR INTELLIGENT TABLE-TALK.

SCENE Dinner.

He. Taxis are wonderful things,

aren't they? Only twenty minutes

ago I was dressing in the Temple, and

here I am in time.

She. Yes, indeed : wonderful.

He. They have completely revolu-

tionised London life. Three or four

years ago, before they came in, I should

have had to leave at a quarter-past

six at least.

She. By the way, when did they

come in ?

He. What a funny thing! . was

asking that question only to-day.

She. How remarkable! But how

often that happens that the same

subject crops up on the same day.

Almost uncanny,
j

isn't it? But what
was the answer you

got?
He. It was at

lunch. A lot of

men were there.

No one seemed to

know exactly, but

we decided it was
either in 1907 or 8.

She. Not earlier?

I should have

thought it was
earlier. I remem-
ber going home
from the theatre

in a motor cab

ever so long ago.
He. Ah, yes, that

was one of those

first ones electric

cabs. They had to

take them off be-

cause they couldn't

climb FitzJohn's

Avenue.
She. It is steep, isn't it ? But how

delightful at the top. We all went up
to see the comet.

He. Bather a fraud, wasn't it? I

wonder where it is now. No one seems

to be able to give one any exact informa-

tion. Did you have a good view ?

She. No, not very. But it was

thrilling to get even that.

He. You should have had some of

this fish, it 's jolly good. I like fish

done with mushrooms.
She. Yes. But I 'm not hungry

this evening.
He. Aren't you? I'm sorry. I'm

always hungry in other people's

houses.

She. How delightful ! I wish I was.

Tell me, have you a motor ?

He. Have I ! Great heavens, no.

No such luck. I get a ride now and

then. Have you one?

She. Yes, we have one.

He. What is it ?

She. A Deinhard.

He. Yes, I know them. I have a

friend who has one. Pretty useful,

aren't they ?

She. Ours is all right, I think.

He. Do you ever drive ?

She'. Oh, no.

He. I think you ought. I think

driving is half the fun. Lots of women
drive now. You 'd soon learn.

She. My father would never let me,'

I 'm sure.

He. That 's right. I 'm glad you re

taking some of that. Now you 11 feel

better. There 's nothing like eating to

pull one together. Much better than

drinking. About taxis, the difficulty

is to learn them. I mean just what

"HALLO, AUNTY !

WHAT'S YOUR POISON
THIS IS NO PLACE FOR YOU, YOU KNOW, BUT
I"

they can do. One so often arrives

too early where one never used to,

just because one doesn't know their

speed.
She. Yes, that is so, isn't it ?

He. And then, of course, there 's the

risk of a block.

She. Yes, of course.

He. I suppose you've seen the

Eussian dancers ?

She. Oh, yes. We've been to them

all, I think.

He. Which do you like best ?

She. Well, it's very irregular, I

know, but I like the Coliseum ones the

best.

He. Do you really? That's very

strange. Every one seems to rave

only about the Palace lot. I haven't

seen the others. I prefer a play.
She. Of course ;

so do I. But I love

good dancing too.

He. Hava you seen Priscilla Buns

Away ?

She. Yes. It's very amusing, isn't

it?

He. Fearfully good.
She. Did you read the novel ?

He. No, I didn't. But I read The

Caravaners by the same author.

She. Oh, yes, I read that.

He. Kipping, wasn't it ?

She. Fearfully amusing, I thought.

[And so on through the gamut.

THE NEXT XI.
BY ODO EAGGETT.

TWENTY-NINE members of the Aca-

demic Committee have now been

elected (including the famous author

Mr. HALDANE), and how to bring up
the total to the

required forty is

the problem of

these gentlemen.
How, indeed ? for

in electing the

necessary eleven

they will be re-

jecting the eleven

thousand and elev-

en, and perhaps
more, England be-

ing at this moment
a feverishly literary

island, overrun
with Immortals, or

the next thing to

them.
But why fix on

forty ? It is mere-

ly a derivative
notion, drawn from

our lively neigh-
bours. Why not

fifty-two, or one

Immortal for every
week in the year?

Or sixty, or seventy, or eighty ? There

is an Eighty Club. However, if forty

is the prescribed limit, let us think about

the missing eleven alphabetically.
A. Mr. ALFRED AUSTIN is in, or wo

should have suggested him. ALGERNON
ASHTON ? This man of letters has, like

his illustrious confrere, the Laureate,

the merit of doubling the A.

J5. There are five B.'s, but not the

greatest of them all Mr. BARRIE.

Haven't they heard of him ? He wrote

The Little Minister and Peter Pan.

He's really quite good. Not such a

good writer as Mr. HALDANE, of course,

but quite good. And Mr. BIRHELL is

almost as witty and alluring a writer

as the great War Minister too.

G. G. K. C. can never have been

overlooked before.

D. Sir CONAN? Surely Sir CONAN
is worthy.

SINCE YOU 'RE HERB
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ir

K. What about EsTABBOOB, tlio pen-
maker ? These johnnies would be

nowhere without pens.
F. "Mr. KKOJIMANN represents

"

Literature,

G. JOHN GALSWORTHY ? He, too, is

as much of an author as Mr. HALDANK

anyway. We vote for (J.U,SWORTHY.

//. Has not a shy, restrained hand
been enquiring lately into the genius ol

SHAKKPEAHE ' Our own vote would

be for Mr. W. 11. HUDSON
;
but tlicy 've

probably never heard of him.
/. Since CHESTERTON goes in under

( ', HALL CAINE may be allotted this

modest, initial.

/. HENRY ARTHUR, we sympathise
with you.

K. Just think of forgetting the mar-
vellous youth who lived to middle age
Not a hint of KIPLINO in the list.

L. No doubt here. The friend ol

princes and ally of kings I WILLIAM
LE QUEUX. Oh, he 's great !

M. Viscount MIDLETON was not

wholly despicable as a War Minister.

N. There is no doubt about N. Ask
the Man of Kent. The Eev. -

\Vll. 1,1AM RoliERTSON NlCOLL

simply born for the place.
(.). We have rather a weakness not

wholly dry-eyed for the name of

OLIVER ONIONS.
P. Impossible to improve on the pre-

sent P.

Q. We must stretch a point here and
go for the initial. Rise, Sir ARTHUR
THOMAS QuiLLER-CoucH !

B. Something must be done to

balance the Trans-Atlantic vagueness
and shrinking delicacy of Mr. HENRY
JAMEH. So let 's have TEDDY.

S. G. B. S. ? To think of his wilful

woeful exclusion ! If not in tho lirst

twenty-nine, how can he consent to be
added"? And C. K. S. of The Sphere,
tin; modern Cato and guardian of all the
Muses. You can't overlook C. K. S.,-

even if you try. But if you're wise

you won't try.
T. Turi'Eii 's dead. That 's awkward.
U. What about UPWARD? He ought

to have got to the top by now.
V. This is a walk over for H. A.

YACHEI.I,.

W. Inquire at The Pines, Putney,
where wonder at omission must have

musein^ hourly. WATTS-DUN-
TON ? ran the old question. Let " One
of the Forty

"
bo the glad reply.

X. This is very delicate ground.
Y. You or me ?

Z. (Sea X.)

Seen in a shop window :

'"S'lTMKS I ILK \M II

: U, TlMKS \V'KKIU.Y.

n oiendr, . ;is a well-
known restaurant says.

THE DAY OF THE SHORT MAN.

THE KESORT.
THE action was alleged to concern

itself with the supply of- coal to various

public institutions, but consisted for
the most part of arguments between
counsel as to what was material and
what was not. When counsel really
get to work, it is surprising what a lot
of things there are which must and
must not be gone into, and what a lot
of reasons there are why one must not
or must go into them. The jury and
other court loafers could, of course, go
to sleep, but the judge had to keep
awake and rule on each matter as it

arose. Keeping awake after lunch is

a very unhealthy and irritating process." There is the order of the Bushbury
!orporation," said counsel for the

plaintiff.

"That," said the judge, "we can
leave."

" There is the order of the Bilbrooke

Schools," said counsel for the defendant.
"With that, too," said the judge,

" we are not concerned."
" There is the Codsall Urban District

Electricity Department," said counsel
for the plaintiff.

"Into that also," said the judge,
" we need not enquire."

" There is the Shifnal Lunatic Asy-
lum," said counsel for the defendant.

The judge moved in his seat. "
Yes,"

he said, "I suppose we shall have to

go into that."

" Lea Anglais protestcut centre lea fenmies
sandwiches. Matin.

Any sex for us, as long as there 's not
too much mustard.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(Hi/ Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Mit. FRANK T. BULLEN'S latest book, Told in tlic Do;/

Watches (SMITH, ELDKK). is a miscellaneous collection of

essays and yarns, of which some idea can be gathered from

a few of the titles: "The Bengal Pilot Service,' "On

Bobinson Crusoe," "The Making of a Merchant Service

Officer,"
" My Cats,"

" The Last Haunt of Shanghaiing^
" The Tightest Place I ever was in,"

" On Unknown Seas."

The subjects which these suggest will, I am sure, be

sufficiently alluring to readers who know Mr. SULLEN
_s

touch To those who do not one may say that he has in

an exceptional degree that gift of spinning yarns which is

supposed to be the possession of all sailormen, but so

seldom stands, as his can, the test of pen and ink. The

essays in this volume are all, of course, the fruit of actual

experience, and I take it that the yarns are too. Certainly

they are almost too strange, some of them and notably "The

Pentathlon Affair" to _

make plausible fiction.

Others of them appear
to be pure invention

and that of the best

until one is pulled up
by some little paren-
thetic suggestion that

the author is writing
of people he has met.

A good many readers

prefer made-up stories

to true ones, because

true stories frequently
tail off into a stodgy
sort of conclusion.
There is nothing of

that kind about Mr.

BULLEN'S.

ETHEL COLBURN
MAYNE has called her

book by a quaint and

enigmatical title,

Tilings That No One
Telln (CHAPMAN AND

HALL). If I under-

Messrs. CONSTABLE put The Duke's Price at six shillings.

Sir \V S GILBERT once assessed the commodity at two a

penny! but Stephana Brennan, because prices are
higher

in

America and millionaires' daughters cannot reckon in half-

pence, was prepared to pay a few million dollars,

this outlay and a ceremony or two she expected to buy

outright the body and soul of M. U due fie. Longtour. If

tliis was bad finance, the duke was equally wrong in sup-

posing that in exchange for his title he was going to get

the heart as well as the hand of the beautiful lady in the

bi" hat whose picture appears on the cover. Fortunately

there are always the authors, who will see that their

puppets don't get married unless it is good for them.

DEMETBA and KENNETH BROWN do not leave their com-

mercial couple at the church door to adjust accounts for

themselves. They arrange an engaging programme of

problematic events and introduce them to a lot of very

briht and unscrupulous worldlings, who do their best to

procure a separation, but only achieve a closer and less

There is also in this book a good deal of

valuable information

about hearts, which

may be read with ad-

vantage by others than

dukes and duchesses.

One matter of com-

plaint only I found,

and that was the slip-

shod American spelling.

Every moment I ex-

pected to be told that

what is always over-

looked in these matri-

monial negotiations is

the simple element of

luv.

sordid union.

Tun-it Friend.
" ANH WHAT is THIS?"

Farmer. "Noo MUSTY, wi' UATHKOOM AN' WASH-BASIS FOR T' M;XT MOVJ

O' T' SANITAllY AUTHORITIES."

I suppose The Royal
Americans (CONSTABLE)
is a novel, but in read-

ing it I seemed less to

be getting along with

a moving story than to

be stopping, overseas,

in the society of a

New England family,

very much alive, il

HALL. It 1 under . ,, , T

stand them rightly, the eleven Things that make up the
]

to no particular purpose, in the troublous years round

volume are just those slight and intimate experiences, absurd 1 1756. It will be some time before

or tender which it needs some moment of unusual confi- 1 Yelverton, quixotic widower and stout Tory ;
his pretty

dence to draw from their subject. I almost feel, indeed,
'< rl lighter Catherine, born to be loved bv a I

after hearing them, as though Miss MAYNE had unkindly

betrayed for my benefit eleven most interesting secrets.

Not but that "
unkindly

"
is the last adjective to be applied

with propriety to her style of doing so. On the contrary,

the delicate sympathy of the book is its greatest charm ;

it is all told 'in an undertone, a gentle whisper, between

smiles and pauses. I shall not tell you what the Things

are, because that you will enjoy ever so much more from

Miss MAYNE herself. Most of them are concerned, natu-

rally, with the emotions a romance that came to nothing,

a personal problem that was never wholly solved, and the 10 any uiiiiiianu UUUIUA. .LU iw,u . ox.^ ^ .

like the little secret memories of every life ; and one is
1
wherein you are often at a loss to understand the motives

a short ghost-tale that for quiet horror is worthy of any and never from first to last know which of the events

of the acknowledged masters in this kind. Taken to- that are happening are going to be the decisive ones,

gether these Thinas That No One Tells form a collec- mysslf I found the leisurely reading of it a cool, refreshing

tion o'f such unusual quality as to make me very glad draught. If it was a little long, this is not the season to

that Miss MAYNE has given the lie to her own label, and be complaining of the length of draughts, provided they b

told them. goocl draughts.

daughter Catherine, born to be loved by a better than

Francis the Quaker, who bound her by a secret engage-
ment but had not the pluck to go through with the

risks and responsibilities of marriage; Charlotte, adopted

daughter of the Colonel and suspect of the local scandal-

mongers ; and Bassy Dunbar, sound, if mistaken, hero.

It will not be long, however, before I forgit what became

of them all, and I shall never be quite clear whether

they occurred in my own life, or in history, or in the

novel that MARY HALLOCK FOOTE wrote. By that you
must judge the book. It is no crisp narrative directed

any dramatic climax. It is just a slice out of life,to
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK Coronation Proclamation refers

to the members ot the House of Ix>rds

as "
( )ur right trus'ty Counsellors." An

:idvanr.ixl Liberal informs us that the

correct ]ironunciation of these words is

"Our right rusty Counsellors."

The proposal to admit women to

the \V' -leyau representative session,"

lie liev. I )|\SH\I,I: YOUNO, "is mi-

sci-i|)tiirii.l,
unecclesiaslical, nmnethodi-

cal, unseemly, ;ui(l untimely." Are we

right, then, in understanding that the

l!ev. Mr. Yoi-Nd does not favour the

project '.'

I pon the occasion of his visit to

I.elfast the Chairman of the Junior

Institute of Engineers said, we are told,

"that at tho present time the eyes of

the world were upon Messrs. HAKI.\NI>

AND \Voi.iT localise they were doing

something which had never been done
before. They were constructing the

two largest vessels that had over been

built." Our memory may be at fault,

but we thought that this had been clone

before.

"
Carry on !

"
says The Observer,

"
is

the sailor's watchword." Jack's capa-

city for carrying on is no doubt respon-

The opinion in

schoolboy circle^ is

that the proposal
of The. Lancet to

the effect that the

summer holidays
should be extended

to three months is

good as far as it

goes, anil should be

accepted as a

temporary in-.tal-

\Ve :ire e,lad to

hear that a Con-

temporary Art

Society has been
formed to purchase
the works of living
artists for our pub-
lic galleries. As a

young lad}' points
out, it is almost in-

credible that there

should not be a
Louis Wain at the

National Gallery.

Moreover,
recent sale

the

at

PASSENGERS
LUCCACt
SENT IN

ADVANCE BX6N
10 LL

]',;i '-i
//','( ixilii-'iit iin/i'-'

AKI. AI.I, TIIESK FOOLS LAUGHING AT, I WOXUKI: ("

GHBISTOC'S proves that it is not only
the very Old Musters who prove a

good investment. The Alexander

Young Masters also fetched sensa-
tional prices.

Meanwhile it is good to reflect that
IViiNKit now is also among the angels.

Anyhow, he lias got a whole wing to
himself at the Tate.

sible for the widespread belief that he
has a wife in every port.

At the British Medical Congress it

was pointed out that, in view of the

dwindling birth-rate, the conservation
of existing lives was more important
than ever, and that more attention

ought to be paid to such babies as are

born. It is thought that, as a result

of this hint, arrangements may be
The bogus baron, KDW.VHO VON WES-

! made for every new arrival to be greeted
MU.KN, who was found guilty of! formally by the Mayor of the district

lii-uiiY and fraud, has written to the in state, who will express the wish that
KOKB SECRETARY asking to be allowed

j

it finds the arrangements for its
to appeal on the ground that his trial reception quite satisfactory,
was treated humorously in court. Ouri
joking judges are awaiting the HOME Hearing that our 97th Regiment is

BBOBHTABYB decision with some known as "The Sky Blues" (to dis-

anxiety. tinguish them from the ordinary Blues)

;i loivign visitor remarked that he had
no idea that our Army had advanced
so far in aeronautics.

By the way, the statement that, at

the Bournemouth Aviation Mod ing,
British aeroplanes and motors secured

only 50 out of a total of over 8,000

prize money, is not correct. They also
succeeded in carrying off easily 100
in competitions open only to British

aeroplanes and motors. Hero the

foreigners were nowhere.

Still this talk of decadence! The
Recorder at the Old Bailey expressed

grave doubts last

week as to the

truth nowadays of

the old saying,
" Honour among
thieves." We did

think that our
criminals, at any
rate, were not de-

teriorating.

Among other
news of importance
last week came the

startling informa-
tion that the
men who clean the

flues of the Poplar
dust destructor are

to be paid half-a-

crown a day each
as" dirty money."
For ourselves we
prefer the old-fash-

ioned expression,

"filthy lucre."

"Every Rotary Kn-

gine will be guaranteed
to run continuously for

100 hours without a

stoppage, and each eus-

tomiT will lie invited to see his engine so tested

on the bench." A>M. in "Fliiilit."

You should take a packet of sand-

wiches with you.

"M'liy, may we ask, was Polyphemus ?

surely not one still, a college student."
77,,- /l,i if , t Tftnji'tljili.

We cannot pretend to understand this

question, but we do know that Poly-

phemus never took a degree of any
kind.

li Tlie Mayor asked the Press lo notice that

the Council would be glad that if any person
saw any damage being committed to the seat*

on the recreation ground, they would repeat the

same.
" Cma lin'ily Ch ron ide.

This is the chance of a lifetime for the

boy with the new knife.

VOL. oxxxix.
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A TRUCE TO TRUCES!
[Views of the Ki"htin<; Member, on cither side of the House, who is

about to take a sporting holiday after being for a long time condemned

to inertia.]

LET us go hence : this thing has got to cease.

We cannot bear, no, not another day,

The intolerably piping times of peace
Wherein our savage instincts get no play.

Let us go hence, I say.

Nothing occurs : we simply wait and wait,

Watching the mist that shrouds Olympus' peak,

Where at their love-feast sit the heavenly Eight,

And through the veil, from week to weary week,

Nothing 's allowed to leak.

The brooding atmosphere from up above

Infects us with the fatal germ of truce,

Till we 've forgotten how to hack and shove

And left our brawn to rot for lack of use.

This is, indeed, the deuce !

Let us go hence and slay : let us have blood.

The hour is ripe to renovate our verve

With moving incidents by moor and flood,

And show the nation how we still preserve
A pretty fighting nerve.

Come let us pluck the grouse-bird off the gale
And in his fastness fell the ruddy stag,

Or, greatly daring, on a humbler scale,

Induct the rabbit (should he pause or lag)
Into the gaping bag.

Three happy months of slaughter ! So we '11 urge
Our backward course refreshed to bear once more

The bloodless tedium till the Eight emerge
And then we ought to see on this old floor

Some fun worth waiting for ! 0. S.

MOEE LINKS WITH THE PAST.
i.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, My father was born on April 1, 1661.

He was thus quite a small boy ~.vhen the Great Fire of

London was raging, and I have often heard him tell how it

began at Pudding Lane and ended at the Monument,
which was (he said) at one time so surrounded by flames

that it was feared that at any moment it would fall. I

was born when my father was a hundred and sixty-three, in

1804, and I am now one hundred and six. The only draw-
back to this great age, for I have all my faculties, is the

congested state of the cake on my more recent birthdays,
few cakes being now made, such is the decadence of the
confectioner's art, to accommodate more than fifty or sixty
candles at the most. Yours, etc., DEBORAH TEIM.

ii.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, I think you will be interested in

hearing that I was born as long ago as 1880, and it was, I

remember, on the day when I was twenty that the present
HOME SECRETARY was returned as a Conservative for

Oldham. Many persons seem wholly to have forgotten this

historic event. Yours, etc., MEMOR.

"In the operating room department Dr. Gimlette explained the
treatment of fractured bones by means of metal plates screwed into
the bones themselves. The King, on inquiring how the holes in the
bones were made, was informed by the Inspector-General that they
were made by a gimlet." The Times.

Not bad for an impromptu ; but wasn't it just a little

familiar of the Inspector-General ?

TAM HTAB.

MANY years have passed since first I met this individual;

and I have been brought into contact with him at fairly regu-

lar intervals ever since. I did not always come upon him in

the same place, but there was little variety in his habitations.

They were always small, and all of them, if one might

judge by their fittings, were reserved for a certain ritual

of a cleansing character. Tiles, enamel-paint, and handles

of polished metal were usually prominent in the scheme of

decoration ;
there were rough white cloths hung against

the walls; various detergents were to be found in con-

venient receptacles, and large lustral implements, apparently
destined for the absorption of moisture, were displayed
here and there. The individual of whom I have spoken

always lay prostrate on the floor in an attitude suggestive
both of repose and of humiliation. His garb was simple.
For my own part, I think I never saw him dressed other-

wise than in white, with his name stamped in bold red

letters across his body ; but there are amongst my frieiuls

some who assure me that they have seen him in red, with

a white name impressed upon him. I cannot satisfactorily

account for this change. I merely note it, with the sug-

gestion that a faint desire for variety, as a mitigation of
the rigours of his imprisonment, may have brought it about.

Possibly, however, my friends were mistaken.

There can be no doubt, I think, but that my friend for

in that light I have come to regard him is a native. His

first name, it is true, has a familiar, indeed an almost

Caledonian appearance. Those, however, who have studied

the customs of the Central African tribes assure me that

names like Ben and Bill and Dick are not infrequently
used both by chiefs and by the inferior classes of the

populace. There, seems, therefore, to be no reason why
Tarn should not find its place in this system of nomen-
clature. The construction and the appearance of the name
Htab are to my mind conclusive. Its four letters breathe

the very spirit of the trackless forests and the dismal

swamps of the Dark Continent. There is in its sound

the authentic ring of barbarism.

My poor friend is, no doubt, a great sufferer. He lies

there as one who offers himself to be trampled upon, and
in my thoughtless Anglo-Saxon way I have not scrupled, I

regret to say, to take advantage of his mild and submissive

attitude. He bears the marks of many feet, yet no word
of complaint has ever been heard from him. Indeed, no
word of any kind has broken his silence, and I have been

led to infer that nature has afflicted him witli dumbness,
since not even a shower of cold water has availed to make
him protest. Yet I have gathered from certain hints, from

slight changes of posture and the like, that there was once

a time when his name was clear and glorious, and that if

things could be other than they are a difficult but not an

impossible hypothesis if the dealings of man with him
could by some chance be reversed, we should understand
him better and be moved to a more appreciative pity of his

fate. In the meantime I can do nothing except to bring
before the public the story of his humility and his wrongs.

"A garden fete is to be given in the grounds of the Old Palace,

Richmond, to supplement the proceeds of the 'Country Fair' recently
held in aid of 'Our Dumb Friends' League,' at the Botanical -gardens,

Regent's-park.
'Great Fleas have little fleas

Upon their backs to bite 'em,
And little fleas have lesser fleas,

And so ad inlinitum.'
"

Afortiing Leader.

This particular form of appeal does not move us.
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AU REVOIK,
LORD DAMOCLES (to the SWORD).

" SORBY TO LEAVE YOU, OLD BLADE. SEE YOU AGAIN
AFTER THE HOLIDAYS."
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'I'VE I'l.AYKIi KOfilTEK.N. How MANY HAVE YOL' ?
"

Until, "TWEI.VK."

Mulifl. "BUT IS THAT COUNTING AI.I. TUB AIR STl'.OKES?
"

PALFREY'S TORTOISE.
PALFBEY, the only man in the office

who does not play golf, and is not ad-

dicted to any form of exercise, except
with a paper-cutter, has acquired a

tortoise. He has been interviewed as

to Ins reasons for this rash act, and
lias denied (1) that he wanted it to go
country walks with ; (2) that he wanted

something to love him unselfishly and
without any fuss

; (3) that he confused
it with a mongoose, and thought it

\\ould kill rats; (4) that he believed
tortoises moult every year, and had a
scheme to use its discarded shells,
si Ivor -mounted, as wedding -presents.

Palfrey explained that he took the
tortoise home with him from motives
of humanity. It had escaped from a

shop, and had been arrested for loiter-

ing by a policeman who proposed to

send it to the Cat and Dog Home.
"
Hardly a suitable place, constable,"

laid I'alfivy, mildly.
" Don't you think

it would feel lonely there?
"

"
It could share a cell with a tortoise-

sin'll oat," said the constable.
'

If I hike charge of it and advertise
it, W.ll (hilt 1)0 all right?"
So Palfrey became possessor of the

fortoi-,0 at. the cost of a shilling to the

policeman and an eighteen-penny adver-

tisement, which nobody answered, that

if not claimed within six days the

animal would be sold to defray expenses.
This is Palfrey's account of the

transaction. But I have reason to

believe that he bought the tortoise,

spot cash, for a shilling, because he
had just taken up gardening and had
read somewhere that a tortoise is

almost indispensable to kill slugs. But
he has been no more fortunate than
the man who bought a quantity of a

much-advertised insect powder and put
it down for beetles. They finished

what he put down, and came back,
with more beetles, for a second helping.
The grocer who supplied the powder
seemed puzzled for a moment. Then
the true explanation occurred to him.
"You must have the wrong kind of

beetle in your house, Sir. That 's how-
it is." Well, Palfrey has got the wrong
kind of tortoise, the kind that lives on
lettuces, sharing them amicably with
the slugs it should destroy. Having
omitted to obtain any warranty with
the tortoise, he has no remedy against
the previous proprietor. But, as I

pointed out to Palfrey, he has not had
the tortoise long enough to be certain
that it is a vegetarian.
"I have what amount-, to proof."
"As how?"

"It doesn't smoke, or drink, is a

member of the Peace at Any Price

Party, and goes about bare-headed.

So it is almost certainly a vegetarian.

However, it 's really very companion-
able. It comes down the road to meet
me on my way from the station."

" Does it come far to meet you ?
"

"Not very far in distance. But
it 's the spirit of the thing that counts.

You see it only starts to meet me in

the evening just after I leave in the

morning. And then it 's slightly uphill.
Makes itself very useful about tlte

house, too. I put it down on a news-

paper in the garden, on Sunday, to

prevent the tiling from blowing away,
and it kept it down for five hours.

In fact, it was so absorbed in its

work that I didn't like to take the

paper away for fear of hurting its

feelings."
" What was the paper?

"

" The Spectator."
"Have you written to the editor

about it yet ?
"

"No. Should I?"
"
Well, perhaps he coidd hardly use

it as a proof of intelligence in tortoises

that your one had gone to sleep over
Tlif Spectator. What do you give it

to eat?
"

"
Slugs," said Palfrey shortly.
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" I thought you said it ate lettuces,

instead of slugs."
"That's quito true, but slugs are

provided. Its idea evidently is to

lull them into a sense of false security

by pretending it is one of themselves.

But it is taking a long time in getting

to business."
" Look here, Palfrey, I don't believe

you care twopence about tortoises.

Why did you buy this one?
"

"Do you like gardening shop?"

Palfrey asked.
" Not a bit."
"
Well, I don't care for golf shop,

and you and Dumbell and Bewster

and Carsill talk nothing else at lunch-

time five days a week. So I got this

tortoise as a counter-irritant, and I

mean to tell you every day how many
strokes it takes to go round the sun-

dial, and if it keeps a good line from

the first tea-rose to the trysting-arbour,

and how it got dormy three on the

weasel by catching it asleep, after

hooking its approach into a rabbit-hole.

I '11 back my tortoise, at level money,

against any three golf bores. What
takers ?

"

A BUSINESS GOVEBNMENT.
[According to The Manchester Guardian, the

Post Office lias been studying American methods

of touting for telephone subscribers. Printed

"Canvassing notes" have now been issued to

some of our'postmasters to assist them in this

new branch of work.]

FURTHER evidences of Government

enterprise will be found in the fol-

lowing :

Do you know our charming
POSTAL ORDERS?
If not, try one.

Beautifully tinted, with portrait.

Prices to suit all pockets.

Nothing makes a more acceptable

birthday present for a friend.

Sold in many styles, including the

following well-known kinds :
" The

Tanner,"
" The Bob,"

" The Quid," etc

N.B. We specially recommend our

"Half-a-thick-'un" line, which is

suitable for the use of schools.

An Uncle ivrites :
" Please senc

three more of your
' Half-a-thick-'un

orders. My small nephews like then

ever so much better than gifts of books.'

Dainty Sample Order sent on receip
of six stamps.

now at once at a cost of only 3rf. a

lile?

PIP STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,

LONDON, E.

,arge Playground. Drill. Liberal

Education, No Fees.

We gain far more Secondary School

>cholarships than any private or pre-

aratory school in the district.

Have you that tired feeling whic'

comes to people who, having sent ou

a messenger, wait wearily for an answe
that seems long in coming ?

Lovers hungering for quick replies

business men pacing your office im

patient for a prompt answer, why suffe

as you do when, by use of our 1'amou

EXPRESS MESSENGERS

you might know what you want to i

Higli o'er the Union fence leaps Sunny Jim,

Workhouse surroundings are no more for Aim.

grow old when our

FIVE BOB " OLD AGE PENSIONS

keep you young and smiling?

X[o old person should be without one.

Write to-day for address of nearest

gent. __

AT THE 18TH.

I.

(" Favete linguis." Horace.)

STILL,

Eipplihg rill !

Quiet, ye whispering elms !

O'er all Dame Nature's realms

Let silence come.

Hush,
Generous thrush,

Forbear awhile to thrill us !

Hop soft, hilarious gryllus,
And be dumb !

Let every natural mouth be shut

For Smith (yes, Smith) is going to

putt.
-:;- * * *

II.

(" Latret natura." Lucretius.)

Caw,
Hovering daw !

Gryllus, resume thy note !

And, mavis, give thy throat

Its fullest compass 1

Crash,

Quivering ash !

Give tongue, ye startled kine !

Let nature raise, in fine,

A tactful rumpus.
E'en then, let decent ears be shut

For Smith (yes, Smith) has missec

his putt !

Two Cuttings from ' ' The Daily Mail :
'

' ' The independent Republic of Andorra covei

an area of 175 square miles and has about fiv

thousand inhabitants."

"Andorra consists of three valleys hemme
in by mountains. The area is 600 square mile

and the population 8,000."

People say life is dull, but it is reall

full of variety.

Commercial Candour.
"
Kon-retillable bottle. More than 100 ha\

been invented, unworkable
; mine is. Wante

partner with 15,000." Adi-t. in ''Eiriniitt

ham Daily Post."
' ' Owner exclusive option, first and on!

patent meeting no needs, big industry, alreac

fully tested. Invites co-operation." Ailtt. i

"The Times."

MUSICAL NOTES.
BRITISH CONSTITUTIONAL CONCERTS.

DR. WOLFGANG SCHUBERT'S
NEW OPERA.

THE scheme for the forthcoming
i-ies of British Constitutional Con-'

:rts keeps to much the same lines as

n former years. Thus, while Monday
s reserved for the compositions of

TRAUSS, and Tuesday is earmarked for

DEBUSSY, Wednesday will 'be devoted

o the works of STRAUSS and DEBUSSY,
'hile Thursday will be consecrated to

lose of DEBUSSY and STRAUSS. On

'ridays the programme will be of a

liscellaneous character, being confined

o works by Eussian, Maeso-Gothic,

klingrelian, and Bessarabian com-

osers, while the Saturday programme
will be shared between representative
works of the Young Turkish, Podolion,

^eo-Celtic and Bantu schools. The
aton will be wielded, as on former

ccasions, by M. Joskin Narwhal.

Amongst the new works set down
or performance those of the Neo-

Celtic school naturally claim especial

ittention. Mr. Cyril Keltie is to the

ore with a new " Wee Free" Fantasia,

n which prominence is assigned to a
3ibroch for four-and-twenty pipers.

~k!r. Heinrich Oldbuck's novelties con-

ist of a set of 192 variations on,
'

Merrily danced the Quaker's Wife,"

and a tragic scena, entitled " The Bath-

chairman's Credo," based on Mr.

PEEK'S poignant autobiography. The
Bantu composers will be well repre-

sented by Professor Bantock, who will

conduct his new Ethiopian Extrava-

ganza,
" Ten Minutes in Tanganyika,"

md a comic symphonic poem called

Moshesh and Mosilikatse."

Several of the successes of the last

,wo seasons will be repeated, so that

ihe public will be in the fortu-

nate position of again hearing such

masterpieces as Sparchenpflug's
"Carburetta" overture, Mr. Oldbuck's
"
Clapham Junction" suite, and Mr.

G. H. Clutcham's incidental music to

Belle and the Dragoon." Room will

also be found for Mr. Donald Bovey's
monumental " Mammoth "

pianoforte

concerto, which has never yet been

performed in less than 200 minutes,
and for Dr. Mordecai Jamrach's con-

certo for tuba, in which occurs the

momentous episode for four baker-

loons, an instrument in which Sir

EDGAR SPEYER takes a special interest.

Dr. Wolfgang Schubert has written

an interesting letter to the Harmon-icon

about his new miniature operetta, "The

Kidnapped Countess." He says :
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"There is none of the terribilita of

Michelangelo in the libretto, and I

have not shirked the saucy flippancy
of the story, though never overstepping
the hounds of perfect propriety. The
second Act ends with a Mazurka

nuii-iihre, and the duet between the

pantry boy and the third footman in

the servants' hall takes the form of a

compact rfmmii of 69 motives from my
previous works. The part of the de-

mented Duke is specially written for

an artist named Bartolo//i, who pos-
sesses an entirely original type of voice,

to which I have given the name of

me/xo-tinto. Besides thirteen other

large solo parts my little operetta con-

tains twenty-seven smaller solo parts,

including four dumb waiters, a tweeny-
maid,,ar.d the village idiot. I may add

that I have already finished the first

seven Acts, and the remaining five have

only to be orchestrated."

SEASIDE FASHIONS.
IT is reported that hats will again be

conspicuous by their absence at the

most fashionable seaside resorts this

year, though a few of the most exclu-

sive men will ba wearing the colours of

the Household Brigade on straw bats.

It is thought by those with the least

knowledge that only members of the

Guards' regiments should sport the

well-known colours, but this is an

entirely erroneous idea. Personally, we
think the most fashionable and gentle-

manly attire is a cycling suit of grey
cloth, with grey woollen sweater and
cloth cap the latter decorated with a

nickel or plated silver badge of one of

the more select cycling clubs, such
as the Upper Camberwell Polytechnic
Rovers and with this costume a

watr.h-chain with cycling medals is

indispensable. A " button" portrait of

a lady friend adds a phasing touch
to the left lapel of the coat, or may be
worn in front of the cap. Grey stock-

ings arid low cycling shoss complete a

very smart appearance.
A yachting costume, consisting of

white drill or flannel trousers, blue
reefer coat and yachting cap, with the

badge of any well-known yacht club,
will be in favour with many of those
desirous of prestige on "the prom."
The wearer may not be connected with

any of the craft in the offing or at

anchor in the bay, but a good impres-
sion can be created by suitable sartorial

suggestion.
l''or ladies also the cap of the R.Y.S.

is the most effective headgear and goes
well with a white Glory Quayle jersey.

Men's socks will be in the brightest
colours,

" rainbows
"

being the most
likely to predominate, and the shoes

MORE LETTERS OF A PARLOUR-MAID.
From Junk's correspondence with a friend about her new situation. "I DON'T SUPPOSE I

SHALL STAY THE OLD MAN '

THE LIMIT. HE 's'THE FIRST MASTER I EVEP. HAD WHO OBJECTED
TO ME YAWNING WHEN I HAND THE DISHES."

boots are quite out of fashion nowa-

days should be of the lightest yellow
leather, with large bows on the laces.

In colour, the tie worn need not cor-

respond with the socks, and there will

be great latitude in the shapes allowed.

The most dressy is the "
butterfly

"

bow, with a sailor's-knot end hanging
down below, and these are now made
in silk, cotton or satin, either plain,
flowered or spotted. A pale blue satin

ground ornamented with crimson silk

flowers is likely to find great favour.

For evening band parades, tweeds or

self-coloured cloths are quite the thing,
in colours ranging from green to

magenta. .The one requisite is that

the coat must be cut with very tight-

fitting waist. Ample skirts, in which
the pockets must be placed diagonally,
are the "dernier cri." The handker-
chief is always worn in the left sleeve,

and not less than three inches should

protrude. The trousers must be turned

up to show the socks, and the hat

should be set a little to the back of the

head. Woodbines or Toofers should

be worn with this costume, as they
lend a dashing air to the ensemble,

though a heavily silver-mounted briar

may be used on occasion if preferred.

A Renter telegram from New York,
as printed in the Manchester Daily

Dispatch :

"The temperature remains in the nineties,

with much humility."

Thus Nature endorses the national

characteristic.

"If anything happens on board the ifotilrose

after to-day, the news is not likely to reaeh this

country before to-morrow or Thursday." The

Ihiihj Telegraph.

Of course, it is only quite a simple

thought, but how true and how beauti-

fully expressed !

"Mr. Hossack was not able to come, owing
to absence." East Anglian Daily News.

He must try to think of a better reason

next time.



WORDS IN SEASON.

IThc Editor of Puitcli cannot
hpltl

himself

vsponsible for tlie seasonableness of this article

on the actual date of issue.]

A FORECAST.

ALTHOUGH yesterday was another wet

and sunless day, holiday-makers have

every reason to look forward to more

seasonable weather in the near future.

The anti-cyclonic depression to which

we called attention last week is now

veering towards the North-west, accom-

panied hy a barometric disturbance of

considerable intensity. This pressure

in the ordinary way would spell rain,

but when taken into consideration

with the local area of the atmo-

spheric bar, and the calorific influence

of the Gulf Stream, its significance

cannot be neglected. A further point

in its favour is the absence of any
decitteil circular impression and the

increased- volume of the trade winds.

Nor must the surcharged density of

the Newfoundland fog banks be mini-

mised, though this is largely counter-

acted by the added voltage. Fortu-

nately the dew-point remains steady.

Summing it up, then, we may say

that, as long as the thermometric

conditions are unaltered, there is every
indication of an improvement in the

prescribed area ;
the only thing to fear

now being a' pronounced typhonic

activity from the North-east. This,

however, is unlikely.

REPORTS FROM HOLIDAY RESORTS.
Hrs. Ins.

Sunshine. Rain.

Bournemouth 07 2'34

Mai-ate . 19
Hastings. O'OOl 3'0

Brighton . 8 '76

Eastbourne 0'3 6'19

Iceland . 14 '6

Remarks.
Glorious.

Delightful.

Lovely.

Spiffing.

Top-hole.
So-so.

A SONG FOB THE SUMMER.

7s it raining ? Never mind
Think how much the Birdies love it

See them in- their dozens "drawn,

Dancing, to the croquet lawn
Could our little friends have dined

If there 'd been no worms above it ?

Is it murky ? What of that,
If the Owls are fairly perky ?

Just imagine you were one
Wouldn't you detest the sun ?

I 'rn pretending I 'in a Bat,
And I know I like it murky.

Is it chilly ? After all,

We must not forget the Poodle.

If the days were really hot,

Could he wear one woolly spot ?

Could he even keep his shawl?

No, he 'd shave the whole caboodle.

GREAT EVENTS WHICH HAVE OCCURRED

ON DULL DAYS.

ARISTOPHANES wrote " The Clouds"

on just such a day as this.

JAMES WATT discovered the Steam

Engine on a wet day. If it had been

a fine day he would have been having

tea in the garden, and wouldn't have

been allowed near the kettle.

ELIZA COOK composed some of her

host poems on damp afternoons when

she couldn't get out.

CHARLES MACINTOSH invented the

macintosh during a spell of rain. An-

other period of humidity led in olden

times to a similar invention by CAIO

BALBO AQUASCUTO.
The shades of night were falling fast

as through an Alpine village passed
a youth who bore 'mid snow and ice a
. " T _ _ _ 1 17
banner with the device,

' Ex-

celsior.' Probably you couldn't do that

on a hot summer afternoon.

And lastly, the English Academy of

Letters was founded on a wet day.

Think of that!

THINGS THAT COME OUT WITH THE SUN.

Imitation Panamas.
Freckles.

Christmas Numbers.
Channel Swimmers.
Gnats.

Sunshades in the front rows of the

Grand Stand.

Do you like any of these ?

Then don't be silly.

No.

WHAT, HOWEVER, WE REALLY THINK.

All together:
" Blank the weather !

"

A. A. M.
-

THE PERSONAL POSTER.
WE understand that considerable stir

has been caused among electioneering

experts by an incident that occurred

in a recent by-election. As reported
in the Press an aged citizen of one
hundred and four was driven to the

polling station in a wagonette decorated

with a placard bearing the words :

" The
oldest voter in England converted to

Tariff Reform." There seems to be
little doubt that this suggestive device

will be much in evidence at the next

general election. The idea has been

adopted with enthusiasm by the agents
of both sides.

Our representative called yesterday
evening upon the senior partner of a
firm of printerswhich makes a speciality
of this sort of work, and had a chat with
him upon the situation. We regret
that we are not at liberty to publish
his name, and we feel that it would be
best not to give any clue whatever as
to his identity.

[AUGUST 3, 1010.

"
Yes," he remarked, in answer to a

singularly pertinent query on the part

of our representative,
" the last elec-

tion was remarkable for the develop-

ment of the poster. You may take my
word for it that in the next the most

powerful political weapon in the field

will be the vehicular placard if I may
so call it.

" Yes
"

our representative had inter-

jected another telling observation
" we are already overwhelmed with

orders. Voters are being asked to

report any little peculiarity they may
possess to head-quarters, and these are

being embodied in terse and striking

phrases. It begins to look as if almost

every conveyance that comes up to the

poll will cany a placard and the effect

of this personal touch if I may call

t so is bound to he enormous." He
ifted a large square of cardboard that

ml been propped up against the desk.
1 Here is an example," he went on,
' from Worcestershire. What do you
hink of it?

"

The placard bore the words, in mas-

sive purple characters,
" A NATURALISED

GERMAN WANTS EIGHT AND WON'T

WAIT." The printer began to turn over

a pile of boards at his elbow.

Here is one from Scotland, very

striking in its way
' THE ONLY NEGRO

N KlRKCALDY VOTES FOR HOME RULE.'

\nd here are several others ' THE
TALLEST MAN IN KENT MEANS TO

HAVE A SMALL HOLDING ;

' 'A RE-

TIRED SMUGGLER CONVERTED TO FREE
TRADE '

;
'A PROFESSIONAL SWORD

SWALLOWER DISAPPROVES OF FOOD
TAXES '

; 'A DEAF STONE - BREAKER
WELCOMES THE MOTOR T.\X

'

;

' DIS-

TINGUISHED AIRMAN SUPPORTS THE
LAND TAXES.'

"NEW
"And this?"
"
Ah, that conies from Lancashire.

think it would be hardly fair to tell

you which party it was ordered by,

but you will agree with me that it is

bound to have its effect
' THE VILLAGE

IDIOT SUPPORTS THE VETO.'

As our representative turned to go
he stumbled over a placard in the form

of sandwich boards.
' Is this one of them ?

"
he asked,

turning it over.

Well, no, not exactly. That is a

private order. It does not come from

either political party." Our repre-

sentative read :

"THE ONLY SELF-RESPECTING MAN
LEFT IN THE DIVISION PREFERS TO

WALK."

Another Result of the Weather.

In its list of New Books The Even-

in;/ Standard prints Profitable Fruit-

Growing under the heading
" Fiction.'
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w District Visitor. ''CAN YOU TELL ME IF THIS IS AH PARADISE AVEXTJ-. !

''

'

'ONEYSVI.-KLE (jnovs THIS is. PARADISE is THROUGH THE HAIU-II WHERE YER MCE THEM HI.OKKS Fir.irrix'

THE BOY AND HIS POISE.
[" Let boys be as still as they like until their mind has got its poise

and purpose, and then lot them become Roosevelts.
"

Hir Gilbert

I WATCHED him at the stair-head on a tray ;

He had not stirred while thirty seconds rolled ;

Not tliis the mere barbarian at play,
Aimlessly had or ignorantly bold ;

He knew the pleasure of the picturesque,
And how to salt the savour of his joys ;

Silent he sat, motionless, statuesque,

Getting his poise.

But lo! a touch, a start, a quickening glide,
A clanging, clattering, nerve-destroying din,

An Indian shriek, a swift toboggan slide

And all the hall a haggis, boy and tin !

Then from the wreck unwounded, grimly bland,
His passion for adventure still uncured,

He rose one boil of resolution and

Purpose matured.

And so he trampled all the dahlias down,
Emptied his airgun in the stable cat,

Upset the blacking on the housemaid's gown,
And left the butter where bis sister sat.

And, when once more I heard him mount the stair

And cease upon the landing with no noise,
I knew his purpose, and I did not dare

Wait for his poise.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.

Now that the holidays are here, Mr. Punch begs leave

to direct the goodness of his readers to the needs of the

children for whom there are no holidays unless they come
as a gift from kind hearts. Last summer the Fresh Air

Fund gave a day in the country to over two hundred

thousand children and a fortnight to four thousand. Nine-

pence is the very modest cost of a day's holiday, and ten

shillings means a whole fortnight. Mr. Punch begs that

those to whom holidays come as a matter of course will

not forget the poor children of our cities, but send some

offering to the Hon. Sec. of the Fresh Air Fund, Mr.

ERNEST KESSELL, 23, St. Bride Street, E.G.
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Jane. "I'-VE SOMETHING ON ME MIND, 'Anr.Y, THAT I HARDLY KNOWS HOW TO TELL YEE."

'Arnj. "AiiT wiv IT."

Jane. "I'M AFIIAID YEP, WON'T MAKKY ME IF I TELLS YEU.
'

1
1
'Arry. "Airr wiv IT." ~
Jane. "I'M A SOXAMBUJ.IST, ./ARIIY."

:

'Arry (after prolonged pause}. "NEVER MIND, JANE, IT'LL BE ALL EICIIIT. IF THERE

AIN'T NO CHAPEL FOB IT, WF, 'l.L BE MAUUIBI) AT A IlEGISTUY."

HESPEEIA !

LAST week we intelligently antici-

pated some of the questions in the

examination which the Great Western

Railway is conducting with the idea of

testing the competitor's knowledge of

the country served by that line. We
are fortunate to secure a few more

questions from a paper dealing ex-

clusively with the resemblance between
Cornwall and Italy, as suggested by
the well-known poster of the G. W. R.

1. What proofs can you give in

support of the theory that the Phoeni

cians did not visit Cornwall in searcl

of tin (as generally supposed), but cam
with messages of reproach from Did:

to ^Eneas, mistaking the shores of the

Duchy for Italy on account of th<

similarity of shape ?

2. Compare the character and historj
of King MARK of Cornwall with thos

of MARCUS AURELIUS.
3. What claims have (a) Falmout

to be considered the Venice, (b) Boc
min the Florence, and (c) Truro th

Rome of the West Country ?

4. Write a short philological treatise

n the distinction (if any) between

cilly and Sicily.

5. Contrast (a) The Logan Stone with

le Leaning Tower of Pisa, (b) Bishop
'RELAWNEY with Pope Pius IX., (c)

A
Jornish pasty with a Bologna sausage.
7. Translate into Italian " Do 'ee

elong to be zizicling ?
"
and give some

omparative account of the literary

abours of Sir A. T. QuiLLER-Coucn
Fowey) and VIRGIL (Mantua).

ICONOCLASTS.
,,ln,;-il In/ a limy ftlinlii of the snapshots in the

weekly illusl-ratcd jmpers. )

YE marksmen with the sliding shutter!

Ye shooters on the paddock's pitch !

Whose task it is to help to butter

The great, the noble and the rich ;

low hard you make it for the motley
'

rhymer
To feel, as he desires, the fulsome throb

Of adulation for a world sublimer,

To be, in fact, a snob !

Oft have I oped with hand unsteady
The papers, where the earth's elite

Are sniped at social functions ready
To fall and worship at their feet ;

l'o treasure in my heart the actual

snigger
Wherein some Countess happened to

. indulge;
?o find the portrait of a ducal figure
And dote upon its bulge.

Alas for hopes ! were these the faces

Of fairs that took the town by
storm '!

The counterfeits of courtly graces
And peerless beauty potted warm ?

Less like they seemed to Aphrodite's

laughter
The grins you gave me than the

tortured mug
Of Mrs. iompkinson before (not after)

She took that tabloid drug.

Were these, ye gods ! a Viscount's poses,
The boots, the attitude, the beam,

Of Capulets with Norman noses,

Of England's upper crust and cream ?

Had I been meant to think that fashion's

splendour
Was tinsel after all (when fairly shot)

I might have handed in my faith's

surrender,
But was I ? Surely not.

No, I was asked to gaze and tremble,

To laud, to envy, to admire
These seraphs whom you made resemble

Mere imbeciles with clothes on hire ;

Can you not touch 'em up next time,

or tone 'em ?

Or must I lacerate my trusting heart

With doubts if, after all, the summmn
bonum

Consists in being smart ? EVOE.
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ET TU, BKUTE!
JOHN BULL. " AND THIS FROM YOU AFTER ALL THAT I AND SHEPHERD'S BUSH HAVE

DONE FOR YOU!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIAKY OK Tony, M.P.

]lou-->c j ('iniuui'ii^, Minn/til/, Jidij 2.0.

As a rule attendance slack on Mon-

day*, morn especially during earlier

hours of sitting. Members dutifully

follow enticing example of PRIMT:
AKTHI K, who slretehes liis week-end

holiday as far as it will safely go.
Marked difference in appearance of

House to-day. Men Hock to it from

far and near. PHEMIEK lias pro-
mised to make statement, on engrossing

question of the Conference. At his

request three questions put down by
as many Members were postponed till

to-day. Here they stand on the paper
in everybody's hand. There, below

Gangway on Ministerial side, sit the

inquisitorial Trio, blushing at their

personal prominence.
House suffers with impatience stream

of preliminary queries, including a

Shorter Catechism by permission of

Si'i'i \KKH administered to PRESIDENT
OF BOARD OP TRADK with intent to

egg him on to action in matter of Law
(iiiarantee business. All eyes fixed on
PREMIEK as he sits on Treasury Bench

toying with sheaf of notes. Fancy-
he is feeling a little nervous, mood
foreign to his habit. Certainly his

hand seems to shake as he turns over
the folios which doubtless contain text

of momentous statement.

Those seated near note that the

questions have been cut out and for

greater convenience of reply pasted on

top of separate sheets of foolscap.
No. 4/i stands in name of JOSEPH
KING ; 46 is WEDGWOOD'S

; 47 bears
the honoured name of BYLES OP BRAD-
FORD, still tarrying with us in Commons,
while old chums like CAUSTON and
WALTER FOSTER have gone to " an-
other place."

Varying slightly in phrase, all

demand information as to present
state of affairs in the Conference and
as to immediate prospect. PREMIER
notoriously a hard man to " draw "

at

Question time. Too heavy a load for

one horse
;
so three are harnessed to do

the job.
" That'll fetch him," murmurs WIN-

TEUTON under his breath, regarding
scene from over the way with intense
interest.

Question 44 put and answered. " Mr.
Kim;," cried the SPEAKER.
KING JOSEPH rose with solemnity

fitting to occasion. In voice in which
surging emotion was hardly suppressed
he said,

" I beg to ask the PRIME
MINISTER Question 45."

With slow action, the reluctance of
11 brought to face a grave crisis,

"\ViiY .siiori.D A R.Mnr.M. v.'i:.\i: A \VIIITK

HAT r

"

\Vliy not a coronet, for instance, like Com-
rades Caustou and Foster ?

(Lord Byles of Bradford.)

up gat the PREMIER ; stood by the

brass-bound box, bringing his sheaves

with him in shape of folios with

the portentous questions pasted at

top. There followed a pause while he

readjusted his papers. But for the

THE AMAZEMENT OF "Kis<: JOSEPH."

(Mr. Joseph King of North Somerset.)

mat ting on the floor (a faulty conductor
of -Miund) you might have heard a pin

drop if one had chanced to fall.
"

I will," said the PHKMIEH, " answer
the three questions together."

Another pause, less perceptible in

length, blood-curdling in intensity of

emotion.
"I hope to be able to make a state-

ment on the subject referred to

Here another pause of greater dura-

tion. Something like a suppressed cry of
" Ah !

"
ran along the crowded benches

as Members drew tlu mx-lves together,

straining their ears to catch the momen-
tous words.

"
during the course of this week."

Gathering up his precious folios he
turned and resumed his sent.

There followed a moment of am;i/.ed

silence. KING JOSI.PH dreamily put his

hand in his head with action suggestive
of intent to cast down his golden crown
around the glassy sea. WEDGWOOD
stared about as if looking for some

priceless vase, hoary with ago of the

renowned founder of his family, suitable

for smashing. As for BYI.ES OF BRAD-
FORD he made up his mind that the

House of Commons is no longer a

place for him. Happily there is

another.

Then there broke forth a roar of

laughter rising peal on peal.
The House saw the PREMIER'S little

joke and enjoyed it immensely.
Business done. Budget Bill brought

in and read a first time.

Tuesday. SPEAKER in mellowest
mood. Whether in surcease of pain
or pleased anticipation of near holi-

day who shall say. Urbanity takes

form of tender consideration for welfare

and personal comfort of Members.
'

RONALDSHAY first to evoke the senti-

ment. Noblo Earl, brought up in the

Vice-regal court at Calcutta what time
GEORGE CURZON represented his sove-

reign, has acquired something of the

grace of manner and charm of speech
native to his chief. Seconding an
amendment designed to bestow pre-
ferential duties upon Empire-grown
tea, memories of sojourn on banks of

Ganges flooded his ingenuous mind.

Proposed to treat House to disquisition
on state of political affairs in India.

" Order ! order !

"
said the SPEAKER.

" That line of argument will bs more
suitable to-morrow when the Indian

Budget will he considered."

Then, fearing he might have wounded
the sensibilities of a still young Member,
he added in sweetest tones,

" The noble

lord must not exhaust himself."

Taking the hint, RONALDSHAY sat

down.

Later, Mr. HINDLE, who distin-

guished himself at the General Election
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THE "EMI-IUE-CBOWN TEA'' GOWN.
Colonel Sedy and J/,-. JfMoiise. "Oh, yes! Brought up to date aud very fashionable, no

doubt, but the same impossible features ! No, thank you ! !

"

Mr-Bmim- Law (aside, to Mr. Alfred Lyttelton.) "These disguises don't seem to work, some-
how, Alfred

; it s really very disheartening !

"

by recapturing Darwen long held by
Unionists, drew upon himself a fresh
flash of kindly light. Was proposing
to deliver lecture illustrating injury that
would be inflicted on the cotton

industry by institution of Colonial pre-
ference. Got through his exordium
when SPEAKER again interposed.
"The question before the House,"

he remarked,
" has no reference to the

cotton industry, and I must ask the
hon. gentleman to come back to tea."
HINDLE'S honest face glowed with

pleasure. BONALDSHAY, heir to a mar-
quisate, was merely besought not to
wear himself out by untimely labour.
He, a mere country solicitor, publicly
asked out to tsa by the First Commoner
of the land.

Business done. Indian Budget ex-

pounded by MONTAGU in excellent

speech, a model of psrspicuity.
Wednesday, August 3. Adjournment

of both Houses for Eecess. Meet again
with the fogs in November. PREMIER
and PRINCE ARTHUR, shaking hands,
heartily echo each other's " Au revoir."

"Taking it all in all," says PRINCE
ARTHUR, " with special reference to the

latter half, this one of the pleasantest
sessions I remember. You did a clever

thing (I won't forget it when I take your
place) by combining Easter and Whit-
sun holidays, giving us a decent time
for recreation instead of two inconveni-
ent scraps. Then came the Truce,
when you and I of our helmets made
hives for bees,

close attendance

No longer need for

at Question time or
later. Come when you like, go when
you please. Why can't we always
carry on business in this fashion ?

"

" Wait and see what November
brings forth," said the ever - wary
PREMIER.

Business done. Exeunt omnes.

"
Apparently the mother-in-law joke is not

dead yet. From '

the other side
'

comes the
statement that two well-known managers have
received a petition, signed by many members of
the gentle sex in Boston, urging them to sup-
press in future all allusions to. mothers-in-law,
on the ground that they are for the most part
vulgar and immoral." Manchester Emring
I'/inniiele.

At the risk of prolonging the joke for
one more week we protest against
this attack on mothers-in-law.

TO "TIDDLES,"
A TOY POM.

["The Ladies Gwendolen and Violet were
also present, looking charming as ever, cacli
with her toy Pomeranian under her arm. These
fashionable little creatures, from whom they
are inseparable, wore bows to harmonis,.' with
their mistresses' exquisite toilettes."

Funli tunable

TIME was, ere love assailed my lot,

Dogs almost filled a heart to let,

"They were the friends that failed one
not,"

And so on, Tiddles till wo met.

Long have I woo'd your mistress coy,
Taught her, at last, to call me

" Tom ;

"

But you, you are her " Booful Boy,"
Her " Tweesome Pet," her "

Tiddley
Pom."

My lips may scarce salute her brow,
While you her lovely cheeks may

lick,

And she can kiss you Heaven knows
how !

The waste ! It makes me simply sick !

Did ever dog so fuss about ?

Each side the door, or round her lap!
Out, must come in, or in, go out

Lor', how I loathe you and your yap!

[n that long-planned-for tete-d-tetc

So tender it might well have been
There came your whine, and, cursing

fate

And you, I had to let you in
;

And hear, with speechless wrath, once

more,
" You 'd love my dog if you loved
me."

low could the darling so adore
Your cupboard-loving tyranny ?

'or you don't love her for herself,

You compound of conceit and greed,

Posing beneath the biscuit shelf,

Living to show-off and to feed.

But I have learnt one master-word
To free me from your fell annoy :

BATH ! then you daren't be seen or
heard

For blissful hours, my Tiddley boy !

You " wait and see !

"
some day I hope

To work that watery spell anew,
And while you 're skulking from the

soap,
I '11 win her, and be hanged to you !

Illustration by Music.

From a Church notice : .

" The subject of the Vicar's next address to
men will be

MAP.RIACIE.

Organ selection from Otello."
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jtwjler(trho i* tellimj 1,/.-.
"
big fi.th

"
sturij).

" WHAT WKICIIT WAS UK? WKI.L, THEY HADN'T BIOHT WEIGHTS AT THE INN, BUT HE
WKICIIKU EXACTLY A FLAT-IRON, TWO KCCs, AM) A HIT OK MlAI 1 !"

WBATHEB CORRESPONDENCE.
I'I'lic Kiiilnr "I' I'mich cannot liold himself

irs|Kin.sililc for the seasonableness of this corre-

spondence on the aetual date of issue ]

SIR, May I draw your attention
to a holiday-maker's grievance ? The
Mayor, Corporation and Burgesses of

Southpool deliberately and with malice

aforethought attracted me to their town
by the following devices (a) Poster
inscribed "Come unto these yellow
sands,"and depicting mixed bathing in

the airiest costumes on a yellow beach,
in a blue sea, and under a cloudless

Bky ; (b) poster showing aviation meet-

ing -same sky, sands, and sea, only
deliciously shaded by the passing of

flying machines; (c) a pamphlet stating
that the average temperature of South-

pool in July and August is 8V in the

shade, and that the town is universally
known as the British Naples.
When I arrived at this health resort

I found that the sands, sea and sky
were all grey, instead of yellow unil

blue, as per sample ; that north-eastern
winds caused the abandonment of the

I flying meet ; and that the only atnuse-
' ment in its place was a Free Trade
orator suffering from a cold in his head.

Nor did I hear a single resident or
visitor allude to Southpool as Naples.

I am claiming damages from the

Corporation for misrepresentation, and
I intend in court to prove special

damage as follows : Three bottles of

cough mixture at 2s. 9rf. ; carriage of

fur coat from London, 3s. 6d.

Yours truly, NUDA VERITAS.

SIR, May I indicate to parents and

guardians a cheap amusement for

children kept at home this summer ?

Construct a rain-gauge in the garden.
Most gardens contain a useless

sun-dial, and a mason will chip out a

rain-gauge on it in a few hours. I was
cheered and delighted this morning
when my six-year-old boy ran into the
house and said,

" 1-25 inch of rain

last night, Daddy, and The Daily Mail

says there 's another depression coming
we '11 beat the record yet."

Yours truly,
A THOUGHTFUL PARENT.

P.S. By a slight alteration of the

motto on my sun-dial I have made it ap-

plicable to a rain-gauge. It now runs :

" Horas noil numcro nisi modentee
"

(The only hours I record are the dripping ones.)

SIR, Since it is admitted that

electricity has much to do with the

weather, may I draw your attention to

the following facts? I have carefully
noted the places where depressions

originate, and I find that they all

come from Protectionist countries.

Not a single depression is mentioned as

originating in Turkey the only other

Free Trade country in Europe. Is it

not likely that our present weather is

caused by the electrical devices of

foreign manufacturers ? If a fifty-per-

cent, duty were instantly placed on

imported macintoshes and umbrellas,

it would no longer pay our rivals to

create depressions artificially. Then,

Sir, we should get back to the good old

days when the thermometer always
stood at 80 in the shade, and corn at

80s. per quarter.
Yours truly, ANTI-COBDEN.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK.
WE, the explorers, got on to the

niobus at Oxford Circus, not meaning
to get. off again until we came to

Shepherd's Bush. Wliy should we, if

we didn't want to '? At that rustic spot
there is an exhibition and it is called

the Japan-British Exhibition. With the

regrettable modern tendency to keep a

good thing to oneself, the promoters
have tried to hush it up, but the fact

has leaked out. There is no deceiving
George and myself when we are out
for discovery. Thus, when the bus
conductor told us that there was no
Exhibition and that the whole thing
was a piece of idle gossip, we simply
didn't believe him. We were not to be

put off, not, at any rate, until we got to

the Shepherd's Bush entrance.

"Programmes, three- ,

pence each," said one
native. " No change
given here," said an-
other. "

Programmes,
threepence each/' said

a third, and
" This way

out," said another.

"Programmes," mut-
tered the chorus,"three-

pence each." The
Japanese are indeed a
fluent race.

We paid our shil-

lings and were allowed
across the frontier.

Here we were accosted

by a special messenger,
with information of the
utmost secrecy and

importance.
" These

programmes," he said,
"are to be sold at three-

pence each." We said
that was as might be, and he came
along with us, babbling gaily all the time.
If fluent, the Japanese are a people
of one idea, and that concerned in the
main with programmes.

"
Perhaps," we

said,
" we shall lind them a little broader-

minded and better informed inland,"
and pressed forward on our pilgrimage.When George and I are en route we
like to see things that no one else has
seen. So we passed over bridges and
under arches, through gardens and
groves, determined not to be distracted

by the beauty of it all from our search
for the out-of-the-way. Our curiosity
was duly rewarded. The wall of Japan
is made of corrugated iron, which con-
tains a little door about half-way down,
entirely unnoticed by the casual tourist!
A little persistent pushing, on the part
of George opened it and revealed to us
a magnificent panorama, some thirty
feet below us. The discovery, in fact,
consisted of an infinite number of

sheds and railways and more sheds and
one more railway. We gazed in

admiration.
" There must be there," I said,

" some

twenty trains. How beautiful and how
Oriental !

"

How!" re-echoed George. "Real

NOTES ON OUR SEMI-GERULEANS.

(With acknowledgments to
" The Observer.")

IN response to several correspondents
who have expressed a desire for infor-

mation on the subject of University
life, \ve make no excuse for publishing-l-LUW : itj UUiUJULl VJUOl^L'. -I-VUOtl * AivJ * y ^ UXCMM3 11U CAVjUQO 1W1 UUU11BUJUJU

lines, real trains, real sheds, and look ! i the following brief appreciations of
real signals/' He seized my arm in his several of the most prominent under-
excitement. "

And," he shouted,
" I do graduates at present in residence at

believe that that is a real man
u j.

Oxford and Cambridge.

real pipe from his pocket and started

smoking it, just to show how really
real he was. It was indeed an en-

grossing sight, and we were a little

annoyed to be interrupted by our

Wo had only an hour to explore the Mr. Alexander Blagdon, of Brase-
whole country, but we could not tear . nose, is undoubtedly one of the most
ourselves away from our discovery, remarkable specimens of the mens Sana
Some of the trains sat still

; others
;

in corpora sano now pursuing his
moved about. The man produced a

j

studies on the banks of the Isis. Be-
fore leaving Winvern, he was the best

player of spillikins in the school, and
in his third term won a quarter blue
for that invigorating pastime. In his

college regatta he has twice won the

crab-catching competi-
tion and carried off the

'Varsity water squash
singles last term with-
out losing a single set.

Mr. John George
England, is, like Mr.

Blagdon, a distin-
guished alumnus of

Winvern School.
When he left for Christ

Church, which he en-
tered in October, 1909,
it was prophesied of
him by his headmaster,
"
England will do some-

thing thrilling. He will

reap fresh lustre for

Winvern." And he did.

In his first term he

jerked a water biscuit
from his rooms in

Peckwater clean over

Canterbury Gate,
striking a messenger on the nose, a

ANOTHER LONG-FELT WANT.
A SUGGESTION TO THE RAILWAY COMPANIES.

special messenger with the same old

message.
"
Young man," we said,

" this is a
wonderful prospect, and only you are
vile. 0-ya sa-me na-sai," which ~
Japanese, if properly" Good night."

spelt, means

"Programmes, threepence each," he
answered defiantly."

It reminds me," said George, with
a far-away look that did not include
the messenger, "it reminds me of

nothing so much as the Central London
Railway DepOt, away in old England."
"Which is what it is," said the

special messenger curtly.
" Never

mind," he added, as we turned away,
a little depressed,

' these programmes
are really threepence each, but to cheer
you up I will let you have a packet of
half a gross for

twelve-and-sixpence."
"You couldn't," I said, cheering up

a little" you couldn't lend us a couple,
could you?

"

thing that never happened before. He
was proctorised four times in his first

fortnight, and was unanimously elected
to the Christ Church Pundits perhaps
the most select wine club at any uni-

versity besides gaining his half blue
for auction-bridge. Indeed he would
have got his full blue this term had not
his doctor forbidden him to indulge in
so exacting a pastime.

Mr. Boker, an old Wigglesberghian,
has also crowded much into his first

year of residence. In his freshman's
term he read the whole of The Scarlet

Pimpernel and became a vegetarian for
ten days. He also won prizes in a

college competition for the loudest
socks and the most powerful solo on
;he banjo. Mr. Boker is of the natural

;ype of player on all instruments,
laving immense articulation of wrist,
great courage, and a capital tempera-
ment. But it is only by sheer- hard
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'THE POINT OF VIEW."
Ownwrfad Zofou C'fcrA- (<t/jr sAort holUlay on Sussex Doima).

" So you 'VE LIVED HERE ALL YOUR LIFE ?"
< WH//Y,HWH.

"
YAAS, SIB, AND PRASHIOUS TIRED OF IT I BE. An, LUJJSON

' THE PLACE
; A MAN CAN FEEL AI IVE TIIERF WHY

I KKKI.S IJ KB AS IK I WAS SnUT VP /.Y A SOX I.IVISO 1IEIIE."
'

work that lie has become the performer
he is. Indeed the Bursar, who has
rooms on the same staircase, was
obliged to intervene on one occasion
when Mr. Boker had practised for five
hours on end. He has, however, quite
<l''s, i led the banjo for the balalaika, for
which he has gained his college colours.

Mr. A. 3. Tootell is one of the most
versatile undergraduates at present in
residence. In his first year be proved
himself the most accomplished jodeller
in Cambridge, and at the May Week
halls \vus by general consent admitted to
be the strongestand heftiest two-stepper
who took the floor. As a scholar, too,
lie is a man of mark, having twice in a

Divinity paper translated Oi 'Pu/unot
"The Pomaeans," while his hair is

redder than that of any of his con-
temporaries. To crown all.be is the
proud possessor of a motoring licence
more frequently endorsed than that
of any undergraduate automobilist.
Indeed In- is the only man living who
lias run down a bath-chair, a hedgehog
and a turkey-cock in the same day.

THE OLD TEMERAIRE.
[He jests at cars that never felt a wound.]

WE drove among the untrodden

ways
Beside the springs of Dove

A car which there were few to praise
And none at all to shove.

She bumped upon a mossy stone,
Half hidden from the eye ;

Fair as a car can spin she spun
And leapt towards the sky.

We were alone, and few could know
When we two ceased to cuss ;

Ten mileswehauled her home, and, oh,
The difference to us !

"The game had only been in progress ten
minutes when there was a cloud burst, and the

players were literally washed off the field."
Munchfttcr Keening IffOf,

Played. Won. Lost. Drawn. Per
cent.

Lancashire ... 19 ... 10 ... 3 ... 6* 52'63
*

Including one match in which to.ira was
washed away.

"B. B. Wilson cannot exactly be called one
of Yorkshire's young players, for he has passed
his 13th year.' Dundee Advertiser.

You see it is already a year since they
let him into the Pavilion at half-price.
He 's getting quite a big boy now.

"At the police court to-day C. B. Westma-
cott, manager of the Oscar Aiwne Company, was
charged at the infoitnation of Inspector Sh.ik.

speare with having neglected to keep every
passage of the Theatre Royal clear of persons
standing during the performance of the ' Mer-
chant of Venice."

"
Nydiuy Morniity Herald.

What a chance, and simply wasted
on them in Australia. Over here we
have dozens of magistrates who could
do justice to it.

"An application by an assistant master of
the Bromley Koad Schools for leave of absence
in order to attend a special vaccination course
in geography was submitted."

Jicekcnham Journal.

He might start with the Calf of Man.

" Housemaid wanted, steady and respectable
(after Bank Holiday)." The Dihj '

A very severe test.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

A GUEST invited to one of Mr. E. F. JOHNSON'S numerous

and delightfully situated country houses may be pardoned
for feeling a little like Alice on the further side of the

Looking (iltixx. He has just been introduced to some one,

let us say, as the simplest of good fellows, or even as (lie

most heartrending of bores, but in a page or two his

neighbour's characteristics begin to fade, his outlines grow
dimmer and mistier, and he finds he was talking all the

time to the \\~ltite I beg your pardon, to Mr. E. F. BENSON

himself. In Daisi/'s Aunt (NELSON) there is no falling oft'

in the output of charmingly inconsequent small -talk nor

in the idyllic surroundings (if
I may use a guide-book

phrase), but I have a faint suspicion that the author was

feeling a little hard up for a plot. The idea of the story

is the same as that of BROWNING'S poem,
" A Light !

Woman," only you must
reverse the sexes. We are

invited to believe that a

thoroughly good woman (and

just engaged, too) would

carry on a violent flirtation

with a man about whose

past she had learned a secret,

in order to save her niece

from marrying him. No-

thing was eventually gained

by the deception, for the

truth, of course, was bound
to come out if Daisy was
ever to forgive her aunt,
whom she had previously
adored. However, if she had
been told at once, we should

have missed the riparian
beauties of Lady Notting-
ham's house at Bray and the

badinage at her breakfast

table, and that would have
been a pity.

We find the thing which, years ago,

GOKTHU arid old KIT MARLOWK tackled.

It 's quite ingeniously concealed

With science, very learned looking,

But none the less it stands revealed

As unmistakable recooking.
The points I recognised were these :

A modern Faust with variations,

Urged by a Mephistophelea
With certain mundane limitations.

But, if the skeleton is old,

It 's clothed with very living tissues
;

The scheme has all that it can hold

Of novel side (and other) issues
;

The author gives, to cite a case,

Horrors of up-to-date invention

Which, even if I had the space,
I 'd almost feel afraid to mention.

A PROSPECT OF A LONG WAIT
Hit!I'd i-esaci: "DON'T o, Sin! You 'I:E NEXT!"There were several littls

things which I was going to

say to Mrs. LOCKHABT LANG in the way of gentle criticism

of her story, Bubbles and Troubles (ALSTON RIVERS), but

I have resolved now not to say them. The chief reason
for this decision is that I have quite forgotten what the

little things were, and can only recall that my final impres-
sion was of a book full of charm and gay spirits. If I had '

any points of difference with the author, they must have
been very small points ; well, let them go. A writer of

Mrs. LANG'S sex who is gifted with a touch as light as this I

and a humour as irresponsible is best taken as you find

her. Wit and irony women have often exploited success-

fully in books ; but this happy irrelevancy seems to me to i

be something new. So I take off my hat to Mrs. LANG and
j

to the delightful Peter, and I beg her to give him another
|

show in her next book. I must have some more of

Peter, and that very quickly.

The theme which PAUL GWYNNK set himself,
In Nightshade (CONSTABLE), I fancy,

He lifted from a handy shelf

Of mediaeval necromancy ;

For if we probe and peer below
The trappings wherewithal it 's shackled

There can no doubt be too

many chats on the cricket

field
; for the shorter one's

innings the longer one's talk.

But the Chats on the Cricket

Field of Mr. W. A. BETTES-
WORTH (MEHRITT AND
HATCHER) are not like that.

These are interviews between
a cricketer who no longer

plays (but was very useful

to Sussex in the eighties, and,

having laid aside the bat, has
taken to the pen) and many
of the principal amateur and

professional cricketers of the

past twenty years. There is

not an uninteresting or un-

informing chat in the book,
but one may be pardoned for

preferring some of the old

talks to the new. To hear

TOM EMMKTT'S voice again
is to receive something of

a thrill. When we come to

Mr. JAMES PYCHOFT, and
FRED GALE ("The Old Buffer"), and Lord BESSKOROUGH,
and Mr. A. F. J. FORD, we get more than mere opinions on
the game : we get history too. This book enables one

(a little like GOLDSMITH'S warrior) to shoulder a thousand
bats and show how fights were won.

Fear (STANLEY PAUL) brings off a double event, for it

strikes " a new note in fiction," and me with the horrors.

In these short stories I am told, by the publishers, that
" Miss Nesbit exhibits remarkable powers of imagination
and insight into the psychology of the emotions," and I

am not inclined to dispute the accuracy of that statement.

Nevertheless, when I remember the delightful books which
she has written, I admit that this exhibition of her

versatility leaves me exceedingly depressed. It is a relief

to add that there is one story which strikes an old note
and a happy one. In "The Followers" no one, to borrow
a picturesque phrase from America, is

" scared stiff," and,

although two people do jump into a river, they could swim

quite nicely, and before even changing their clothes they
decided to marry each other. But if you prefer something
really grisly and gruesome, I recommend " John Charring-
ton's Wedding."
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: President of the Ancient Order

of Hibernians of Portland, Oregon,
I'.SA., has oll'cred Germany alined

assistance in the event of war with

(ireat liritain. This may bo a pretty

compliment, to Mr. UKIIMOND, hut we
h.ive yet to learn ho\\ (iermany wol-

comes this new embarrassment. The

problem befoi'o her is not too easy even

svithout Hibernian assistance.

" A woman," we are told,
" who at-

tempted to drown herself in the river

at Lyons was brought to the bank by
her two dogs, which she had tied to her

.1 propos of Mr. WlNsTONC'lum llll.l.'s

surest, ion that concerto should heaven
in our prisons, ;i gentleman writes to

'I'll,- Diuli/ Mini, asking,
" Why should

not pri-oneix instead ot being amused
at the expanse of the public, amuse one
another'.' Many of them are probably
tii'^t rate actors, and some perhaps
musicians." This letter, we hear, lias

caused

circles,

considerable
where it is

ot'l'enc -

denied

in stage
that the

paucity of first-rate actors on the

boards is due to the fact that so many
of them are away in prison.

V

read,

hawker named
" was fined at

HKXESSKY,"
Bow Street

we
for

neck, and which she intended should attempting to throw a constable into

perish witli her." It is not improbable ona of the fountains in Trafalgar
that, as a result of this, many nervous Square." Quite right, too
bathers will now adopt
the safeguard of wear-

ing a necklace ofPoms
and Pekinese.

" The fair hair of the

Anelo Saxon," we are

told,"isdisappearing."
But we are not going
to worry . 1 1 w i 11come
into fashion again
right, enough before

long.

The statement that

Lord KITCHENER has
been appointed
Colonel of the 1st

County of London

Yeomanry caused
some alarm among
the Peace Party last

week.- It is all right,

though. He lias only
been made Honorary
Colonel.

\Ve should have thought that I he

might easily be (aught, the duties of

hired interrupt er> of political meetings,
and so be put in the way of earning
their living.

Fortune docs not always favour the

brave. The past week has been notable

for a series of distressing accidents to

daring spirits. A pickpocket in Vienna
had to betray himself by screaming
when a woman into whose bag ho had

put his hand suddenly closed it on bis

fingers. A lady in Paris was indig-

nantly denying the impeachment that

she was a shoplifter when a stolen

alarum clock went off in her pocket.
At Cloonmurly in Ireland a poor burglar

got caught in a chimney, and had to

It would I shout for help.

["As the intrepid aviator alighted lie was seen to lie calmly smoking a cigarette."
ti?f tllC Riper*, tl/mii;.i.

I

THIS IS NOT TEllliOR AT IMMINENT CATAvrisnl'HK. TllE AVIATOIi. HAVING SIT-

rENSFl'I.I.Y GIVEN AN EXHIBITION FLIGHT, HAS Jl'sT I.I.sc c>\ EREII THAT HE WILL ItF.

UNABLE Til HM-II I I' WITH TllE Ml'l ll-AliMII'.EI> AM" OKT-IIKI'KATKH CLIMAX, FOR HE
HAS LEFT HIS CHiAISKTTK CASE AT HOME.

" Mr. LLOYD GEORGE," says Sir

AI.KXANDEU Ac-LANn-HooD,
"

is valuing

everything." We hope this includes a

proper appreciation of the Navy.

Owing to a strike of grave-diggers in

Paris, soldiers have had to be employed
to do their work, and have been grum-
bling at their unmilitary task. If only
the authorities had thought of calling
it

" Practice in throwing up earth -

works!
"

... ...

Not content with being a great
actress, Madame SARAH BEBNHABDT
has now become a great grandmother.

.

The Stroud Chamber of Commerce
liis passed a ivsolution in favour of
smaller half-sovereigns. 1 f at the same
time they could be made a bit. cheaper
it would be a popular move.

be an abominable thing if our police-

men, who always look so spruce, were
to be treated like that by just anybody
into whose head the fancy entered.

The contemporary which, in its ac-

count of a recent appeal to the PRESI-
DENT OF THE BOAHD OF TRADE, stated

that British seamen object to being
brandied at Antwerp, was guilty of a

peculiarly obvious misprint.

A horse belonging to a Bangor pork
butcher died last week at the age of

forty-one. His longevity is supposed
to be due to the fact that he was not a

Pig-

The problem of what to do with two

parrots, the property of a female pauper
now in an asylum, is sorely exercising
the minds of the Maidenhead guardians.

your holiday
"

(Laughter).

"Our greatest
wealth is not in wprk
and warehouses or

balances at banks,"

saysSirW.H. BAILEY;
"it lies on the shelves

of our libraries." We
had no idea that dust

was so valuable.

We have much
pleasure in recording
Mr. Justice SCRUT-
TON'S first judicial

joke. He must perse-
vere. A witness in tbo

recent Gellygaer
Council case stated

that he went to Lon-
don to get some
recreation ground by-
laws, did nothing, and
received 5 for his

three days' trip. Mr.
Justice SCRUTTON :

"I hope you enjoyed

The Ubiquitous Family.
''
R. K. Foster was applauded for ;i clever bit

of fielding in the country, and in taking tlie

return fell over the wtoken to the amusement
of the spectators." H'orcrsler Daif;/ Tim's.

''Myers, in hitting a loli to leg. gave the

umpire. Barlow, a good whack on the arm a

laughable incident." ll'im-i-n/i-r Ihiily 7Yiv>.

We should like to hear BARLOW'S
version of this.

"On lioard the steamship were a nnmlx-i of

iiii-Mi.ii:iric's, en route Cor the \Wst Cm -I i

Africa. In the vessel's cargo were also '20, COO

gallons of New Kngland rum, buiinil for thr
same destination."--" 7V /initi/ 7W/iv/,'</;V
.\V/r )',,,/.- l'iii-i-:'x/,,iinli-,ll.

This is headed " Bane and Antidote."

Wre regard the order of these words .as

unfortunate.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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GODIVA AND THE DOLLS.

[Under the Australian tarill', dulls arc only admitted free if the

wearing no elotlies whatever. A men: nHion renders a doll liable to

pay 25 per cent, on her value.]

OFTEN, when I am asked to say

(Touching the Female Eight to Vote)
If women hold their own to-day
With heroines out of times remote,

Try as I will, I cannot trace

Among the ladies now alive a

Strict parallel to match the case

Of Coventry's sublime GODIVA.

BOADICBAS and JOANS OF ARC-

I 've seen them, gowned in modern guise,
Answer the war-cry,

" To the Park !

"

Under the street's indifferent eyes ;

In tailored garments seen them go,
Or blouses open to the weather,

But never one GODIVA, no,

In the ungarnished
"
altogether."

That was indeed a noble dame !

Altruist to the finger-tips,
For others' sake she let her shame

Suffer a short but sharp eclipse ;

To stop the super-tax decree

That gnawed their vitals like a dragon,

Contrary to her custom she

Eode through the town without a rag on.

Where is the Suffragette, I ask,

Who, with a greater goal to win,
Would undertake so high a task

And sally out in just her skin ?

Where is the Suffragist would ride

Up Downing Street (or even toddle)
In the exact costume supplied
To that superb equestrian model ?

Such exhibitions might be made
The object of remark, no doubt,

But then they 've always said it paid
To have the Movement talked about

;

Till they perform this feat and fail,

Let none contend (the old evasion)
That they have tried, without avail,

All modes of peaceable persuasion.

This thought occurs to me because
I hear of puppets who elude

Australia's tricky Tariff-laws

By simply landing in the nude
;

Types of the Sex in wax and bran ;

For poupees, even in the dim age
Of prime and prehistoric Man,
Were mostly made in Woman's image.

Madam, I won't commend a coup
Which Modesty might well deplore ;

I merely cite what dolls can do,
I state the bare facts, nothing more ;

They show that, if you 'd fain defy
A monstrous man-made legislature,

Your fairest hopes would seem to lie

In a return to artless nature. O. S.

Intelligent Anticipation.

the June and July storms"Geneva, August 1. It is hoped that
have ceased." Times, August 4, 1910.

THE SANGUEDUCT.
I AM an eighteen handicap man at golf, but most erratic.

On rare occasions I do a rather decent round.

To dp a round under ninety I would sacrifice more than

anyone would believe.

Yesterday I did the first seventeen holes in eighty-six !

I didn't cheat; my luck was uncanny.
The last hole is a three bogey, and the only hazard in

it is a small artificial watercourse guarding the green.
This hazard is my bete noire,. I lead a continually growing
agitation amongst members of the club for its removal.
It is a very difficult carry from the eighteenth tee.

I got a good drive, but there was a head wind. There
is a gentle undulation between the tee and the water-

course, so until I actually readied the hazard I was igno-
rant of whether my ball was safe or not.

My opponent and marker was a clergyman.
My ball was in the ditch floating under some abutting

earth.

Many could not have analysed their feelings then as I

did (aloud), as follows. N.B. After the lapse of time 1

withdraw nothing.
" Come here. I want to show you something. There

do you see it ? That misshapen little lump of what they
do the Congo atrocities for ? There it is, floating about.

(Witches float too, you know the devil never allows his

own to drown.) Yes, that 's what they do ; excel the
horrors of the Inquisition in order to get the india-rubber
to make a little swine of a ball like that. That 's its

origin, Sir, so one cannot be surprised at its behaviour.
And I '11 tell you something else. It looks white, and so
it is outside. That's just a coating of paint. But do

you know what colour it is inside? It's black black to

the core the colour of sin, and of the miserable race of

slaves who were tortured so that it might be manufactured.
And what does it do if you put it on the fire ? Why,
it smells abominably.

" Gone up sixpence in price, too, it has, because of the
rubber boom. That 's what they call irony. However,
we '11 leave that. The ball 's not important. What I really
want to commend to your attention is this ditch I '11 call

it what other people call it, so as to make myself under-
stood. This absolutely unnecessary watercourse. Every-
thing in creation, however foul, however pernicious, lias

some useful function to fulfil
;
in some way fits into the

scheme of the universe save only this watercourse. I

don't know why I say watercourse. '

Sangueduct
'

is, of

course, its proper description. This ditch, I happen to

know, was commenced on All Hallows Eve. Colonel

Bulleigh, E.E., whose casting vote was responsible for its

origin, has won a medal and five sweepstakes on this last

green, through his opponent faring as I have done. What
does this show, pray ? That, like his rival, Colonel Bogey
(also of the Sappers), he is in league with the Evil One !

"
Boy, will you kindly break my clubs into small pieces

and put the pieces one by one into this pretty drain which
"have just been describing ? They're good company for

the ball, and fit occupants for the place.
"
No, leave the ball there. I shall not complete the

found to get a rotten 92. I shan't play golf any more.
" Now come home and have tea, Mr. Saintsbury. What

are you staring at ?
"

Commercial Naivete.

"
's New Large Hat-box, large enough to be used as

an empty box when the Tray and the Cage are taken out."
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Curalt (h /(U/i/ n-lm IHIK taken rcfufff in <////,;. I)IH\'T I ASSII:K vor THAT A row is OM.Y DAM:KI:OUS WIIF.S IT HAS LOST ITS

r-Ai.i
'" She. "THAT'S WHY 1 WAS FIMHICTHNKH. I curi.itx'T M;I: A CAI.K ANYWIIKIIK."

RUFUS' STONE.
["Thai (lie spot where an event so nicmoralile might not hereafter lie

forgotten (liis stone wax Net up liy John Lord Delaware, who had SITU

the tree growing in this place. Anno 1745."

Ingcrijtiiou on />/"/<.' Ntmit, A>- /'>/<$/.]

THERM 's a word left out, there's a word left out,

There 's a word left out, there are possibly two ;

That something 's omitted admits no doubt ;

It 's as plain to me as it is to you.
Whatever it is it 's enough to vex
The turbulent soul of RUFUS Eex.

A dirty old woman stood close by,
Ami a dirty old man stood close to her

;

They looked at me with a friendly eye,
And the hag advanced and addressed mo :

"
Sir

"

In short, she hinted at RUFUS' ghost,
And offered me cards for the halfpenny post.

The man had a bundle of clumsy sticks ;

He showed me three and he showed me four:
" I 'm a fair old dealer," he said. " No tricks ;

I made 'em myself, though I 'm only pore."
And the end of the eloquent words lie spoka
Was an offer to sell a stick of oak.

1 waved them away, and thus began
They were far from clean and as far from neat

"Lord I), was not a grammatical man,
For the sense of his words is incomplete.

There 's a nihic rlcflrnrlitx liintiis here "-

But the hag said " Cards
"
and the lout said "

l!c. r."

They were far from neat and as far from clean,

So I left them alone and thought about
The growing tree which the Lord had seen

When he wrote the words and he left one out :

" The word is
'

happened,'
"
I cried.

" Why seek a

More plausible word? It 's that. Eureka!"

But still it 's queer that a man should write

A faulty sentence on lasting stone,

To he read as long as the sun gives light

By thousands, and not by himself alono

A fact of which, I presume, Lord DF.LAWAUK.
When he wrote the inscription, was perfectly well aware.

TIB.

" 'The Vicar of St. Anne's and his wife were at a garden |rly, pre-

sented with a piano by the members of the congregation of the 1'arixli

Church, in eeleliration of their silver rose liowl from the Sunday School

teachers. Afittirhextrr CniiriT.' In reprinting the aliove 'Punch'

says: 'The next thing to celebrate u the piano. In fact, once get tnrtcd,

and you can go on lik.- tliis for ever.' Obviously the omission of a line

from the paragraph, relating to their silver wedding, has not dawned

upon Mr. Punon. JU5iC*<W l'"nrifi:

Better and better !

Describing the Autumn Manoeuvres in the East of Scot-

land, a Glasgow paper states that

"A steam launch from the Thetis called at Ijeith for provisions, and
this fact is taken hy .some to indicate that Kdiiilmrgli and Ix'ith have

fallen into the hands of the enemy."

We understand that Edinburgh and Leith take the sanguine
view that the launch may have called for provisions at

Leith because the crew of the Tfietis wanted something to eat.
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SAMMY as we all called LINLEY SAMBOUBNE, and as we legends were re-told that one describing his adventures in

all thought of him and always shall think of him to the Paris, for example, when the staff of the paper went over
end SAMMY has left us. He had not been to the Table

; together in 1889; or that of his boasted friendship with an
for some weeks, and not since last autumn had he been

j

imaginary warrior, "General Stores," every time these
his old bright twinkling self; yet, though we knew early , ancient fables were re-told, always with new apocryphal
that he was very ill, and latterly that it was unlikely he garnish, SAMMY was the most delighted listener. In the
would ever bo at work among us again, we had not with grip of laughter his eyes danced, glistened and disappeared,
any thoroughness foreseen our loss. But now we know. Best of his own jokes were his curious malapropisms,
SAMMY is dead, and the Table can never be the same again, i

whether consciously artificial or unconsciously blurted, no
He was both our greatest pride and our greatest pleasure.

' one quite knows. But that they were genuine we shall all

His genius as an artist his delicacy and his strength,
'

of us continue to hope.
" It was so still you could havj

his fantasy and his realism, the solidity of his work and
'

picked up a pin," is an excellent example ;
and again,

" He
its aerial grace that, of course, was our pride. But to, hadn't a rag to stand upon;" and again, of a burden under
this he added as a cartoon-

ist and weekly adviser the

pictorial vision in its most

highly developed form, see-

ing in pictures where most
of us saw only in words or

ideas, and knowing instantly
not only what could be

done, but more important
perhaps what could not be
done. And to this he added
an astounding memory of

the public events of his own
lifetime, with no little know-
ledge of universal history
and a vast store of out-of-

the-way information, all of

which was exact. It was
these qualifications that
made him, beyond his mas-

tery of his medium, our

pride. Others of us could
remember thatTENNiEL, say,
had once used a certain fable
in a cartoon, but it was
SAMMY who would remark,
" If you turn to March,
1863, you will find it."

Others might fancy that

they knew what, say, a
German forage cap was like ;

it was SAMMY who. with
a few strokes of his pencil,
set it down accurately for the guidance of the junior a window
cartoonist. For he was the kindest of helpers : the fruit
of years of the closest observation was at the disposal of

any who asked him.

LINLEY SAM BOURNE AT THE ROUNT D TABLE.

at

_
These, then, were our pride this treasury of fact, this

vivid fancy, this creative eye, this generosity of mind. And
our pleasure ! Ah, that is not so easy to describe ; impos-
sible indeed with a hand that does not tremble a little.

The SAMMY of our delight was inimitable, unique, a
creature of drollery and mischief, shrewd yet naivo, good
talker, good listener, and most admirable laugher. Never
again will the leg of TOBY, M.P., be pulled as only SAMMY
could pull it

; never again shall we hear the story of the
Gnome King told in perfection. And SAMMY was our
delight no less because he was also something of a butt.
Next to making a joke himself, which he always signalled
by an upward wave of his hand, he enjoyed a joke against
himself. Age could not wither nor custom stale the body
of myth which had gathered about him during his nine-ana-
thirty years at the Table

; and every time any of these

which some public person-
age was suffering, "It's a
White Elephant round the
man's neck

"
surely the

finest compound image of

embarrassment ever im-

agined !

None of the photographs
do SAMMY justice, for they
omit animation. His expres-
sion was capable of extreme

vivacity and his eyes were

quick and bright. In repose
his face latterly was worn
and tired ; but once you got
him interested and in good
health ho had always been
as quickly interested as a
child : in fact, to a great
extent he was a child, and
it is absurd to write of his

age as sixty-five once you
got him interested, he was,
almost to the end, instantly
gay and spirited once more.
Nor do the portraits bring
out a curious likeness to Sir

WALTER SCOTT which had
been increasing in late years.
Not only was the conforma-
tion of his head akin, but
at his place next the Editor,
at the top of the Table, with

his side and back, the light, on summer,

Wednesdays, before the blinds were drawn, used to touch
his silvered hair with a radiance such as more than one
painting of SCOTT exhibits.

But SAMMY is dead. Never again will any of us receive

any of his cheery little notes addressed in two inks, red
and black, often with a design around the stamp and
usually containing some diverting drawing within, the
fruit of his lavish invention

; never again will he inquire
of TOBY, M.P., with a twinkle, how the pineapples are

doing under the Hythe glass ; never again will he recount
his triumphs on the grouse moors or in the coverts; never
again will he dash off a little sketch on the back of his
menu. All of us have one or more of these treasures, done
with a freedom and openness and brio that make quite
clear what poor PHIL MAY meant when he once said,"
Everything I know I learnt from SAMMY." Never again,

in short, will the Table he what it was. SAMMY is dead,
and, while Art has lost a noble, sincere and devoted servant,
we have lost our merriest friend.
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HOUSE -KEEPING.
J. The Decimal ivii.

BILL and I shave a flat. Bill

arranges the flowers and I arrange the

meals. There is, of course, Mrs.

Cripps, but she does what she is told.

This all started a week ago. On the

Monday I ordered chops ;
on Tuesday,

steak ;
on Wednesday, a leg of lamb

;

on Thursday, the same, cold ;
on Friday,

a round of beef; on Saturday, the same,

cold ;
on Sunday, the same, colder still.

It now became necessary to order

another Monday's dinner.

"Bill, my dear fellow," I said,
"

have done all the thinking for a week.

Suppose you thought of something for

a change."
Mrs. Cripps gathered round, waiting

greedily for orders. Bill pondered

silently and long.
' Why not a couple of chops," he

said at'last, trying to look inspired; "or

a steak ?
"

"We have had them already," I said,

severely.
" I know we eat a lot," he answered,

" but do you think we eat them quite

all ? There may be some more in

London, somewhere."
Food is not a matter to jest about.

I said so.
" I can think of nothing else that we

have not had," he said, sadly.
" After

all, there is only mutton or beef,

whether you call it chop or steak or

lamb or a la maltre d'hotel. Let 's

leave the declaration to dummy. Let

Mrs. Cripps make trumps."
" Mrs. Cripps," said I,

" we leave it.

The declaration is up to you. What
are you going to make it ?

"

Mrs. Cripps is a brilliant woman.
" What about a nice little chicken ?

"

she said. Then she departed, and Bill

sighed heavily, as a man who had been

through a severe mental strain. He
had been thinking of no trumps.

"Suppose," said he, "only suppose
she had said: ' We '11 go without

'

!

"

II. Economy.

After all, Bill did not stay in to wel
come the chicken. The orders hae

been given at breakfast (how one mea!

leads to another !

),
but some time dur-

ing the day Bill was telephoned for to

feed with the Watsons. I found him

dressing when I returned.
"
Sorry, old man," he said,

" but

thought I had better go."
"
Keep your sorrow for yourself," ]

answered. " If you suppose that by
getting out of the flat you are going to

get out of paying for your half of the

chicken, you show that you don't under-
stand the elements of house-keeping."

There was a little silence after that.

3ill began to wonder if it was too late

,o put the Watsons off. Then he

irightened a little.
" After all," he said,

I can have my half grilled for break -

ast to-morrow morning."
" I shouldn't count too much on that,"

laid I
;

" I cannot guarantee anything,

vhen 1 am left by myself."
Bill made some private arrangement

with Mrs. Cripps, and started out.

'

Hope you have a good dinner," I said.

Tell the Watsons I am sorry I

jouldn't come."
But they never asked you," said

Bill.

"Tell them that is why I couldn't

;ome. And don't forget to keep the

nterests of the larder before your mind.

!f you can come by anything solid for

-he store-room, do so. Anyhow, drop

a hint to the Watsons in future to ask

)oth or neither of us. To ask one, does

not help the poultry bill and will only
ead to unpleasantness at breakfast."

111. The Information Bureau.

When Bill returned, he was very

pleased about something.
" Don't say

you have come away with half a

hicken, to make matters square for

oreakfast V
"

I said hopefully. He
shook his head.

The Watsons are very mean about

that sort of thing. But I have collected

a lot of knowledge off Mrs. Watson.

You were wrong about the beef and

mutton ;
there are other things."

"
It was you who said there weren't,"

I retorted.
" I always knew there were

hickens."
" There are veal, rabbits, hares, part-

ridges, ducks, oysters, pork, haricot . . .'

" Haricots may not be shot out ol

the season," I corrected.
" To say nothing of fish : turbot, cod

sole, lilets of sole, sole a la portugaise
sole a la frangaisc, sole ..."

"
Enough," said I.

" What shall we
have lor dinner to-night ?

"

" Fish is hardly nourishing enough,'
said Bill.

"
Haricots," I said,

"
might be any-

thing. They invite fraud."
"
Partridges and oysters are out o;

season," said Bill.
" What abou

rabbits?"
" Can t abide them," said I.

" Wha
about veal?

"

Bill couldn't abide that, so I callec

for Mrs. Cripps.
" Re Dinner," I saic

to her.
" We have given the matter ou

most careful consideration, and havi

decided that it would be a good idea

to try a couple of chops for a change.

Repenting in Haste.

"Later in the day the bridegroom left fo

Cornwall.
"

Brocklcy Nms.

THE OPTIMIST.

BT others ply the scurril dart,

To every virtue blind,

Mine is the nobler, gentler part
To glorify mankind.

Jnstirred by spite, unmoved by qualms,
I live laborious days

n ladling out my precious balms
Of superfatted praise.

n strident tones I love to greet
Each multi-millionaire

;

see kind hearts in Curzon Street,

Pure souls in Belgrave Square.
?he simple homes of new-made lords

With ecstasy I paint,
\nd every actress on the boards

I welcome as a saint.

cheer the rare secluded soul

With gross unwelcome lauds ;

With equal fervour I extol

The worthies and the frauds.

And no self-advertising ass

Who deals in brag and bluff

"s too preposterously crass

To miss my weekly puff.

Tis so with letters as with life:

Good authors may go free

Of Bludyer's lacerating knife ;

They cannot 'scape from mo.

But whether they he great or small,

Or superman or sub.,

[ lavish butter on them all

From my exhaustless tub.

Nor is it solely on the quick
That I my praises shed,

In liberal measure, slab and thick,

I heap them on the dead ;

Till heroes of the spacious days
Of great ELIZA'S reign

Assume the bright and winning ways
Of WINSTON and HALL CAINK.

The paladin of high romance,
The martyr and the sage,

Join in a never-ending dance

Across my chatty page ;

And queens and beauties, who of yore
Made empires clash and fall,

I bring in human guise before

The modern servants' hall.

What matter if some squeamish folk

A rare resentment feel,

If jaundiced critics growl and croak

Of mercenary zeal ;

No irony, however fierce,

Can mortify my pride ;

No spear is sharp enough to pierce
The thickness of my hide.

"
Mii/liai-1 Oamble and Arthur Wilder, two

Islington young men, were fined at ClerksnweU
fur jihiyinjt pit<-h and toss." Duily -\- .

Too easy for us. Readers are requested
to make their own comment.
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A T. P.-CAL REVIEW.
A KKFOHMKK'S KK.MINISCKM : .s.

IT has ever been one of I lie regrets
of my life that 1 never met Joshua

Tackaberry, and my regret is all the
more poignant hecause 1 missed my
opportunity by so little. He \\;is In

open iin agricultural show in Brixville,

and J, then a raw lad from Athlone,
had been deputed to report his speech ;

but, owing to some misunderstanding,
I missed my train and only arrived just
after he had left. Fate never threw u

together again in later life, hut I con-
tinued an ardent admirer of the man
to the day of his death. It is, there-

fore, with pleasure that 1 pen these

few words of appreciation of this

pioneer agriculturalist.

And first let me show the condition
into which turnip culture had fallen

when he began his work.

[Here follows n
liiilf-i'iiluinn

from the work iiinler review.]

This, then, was the morass out of

which he set himself to drag rural

England.
n.

His method of initiating this far-

reaching scheme is indicative of the
whole man. I cannot do better than

quote his own words.

[Wliich the critic does to the extent

of three-quarters of a column.]

in.

It goes without saying that this great
movement was not without its enemies.
The squireens were up in arms at once,
and by bribes, threats and petty tyran-
nies endeavoured to thwart it. It is

instructive to read Tackal>erry's de-

scription of his first reception in

Market Plumhoro', and one gets some
idea of the depths to which the

squirearchy stooped. He says :

[About tllli-i' li/niilreil
irnrds.]

IV.

Such, then, were the enemies with
whom he had lo contend. Being essen

tially a lighter, Tackaberry willingly-
accepted the challenge. In a letter to
a life-long friend, Josiah Baggs, he
writes :

[Here fallows a letter of two columns.]

v.

But the st mggle was not of long
duration. Backed as he was by the

majority of turnip-growers, he
quickly disposed of his loud-mouthed

*
77,, ;

.. Tarka-

''WE'VE HAD TUB ri.A'-j: KI: IIL.OCATKD Tiii:or<;jiouT. DOESN'T IT ALL LOOK
*>I.M:T .' I DON'T THINK ANY ONI; COULD SUHUEST ANY IMIT.OVEMKNT. CAN vor '.''

"How ABOUT J.OOSK i HIM/, i o\ r.us ni: HIK IH-.NN poll THE KUMMEII MONTHS?"

but empty-headed opponents, and by
way of showing the change in public
opinion which ensued 1 append an
extract from The Market Plumboro'
(.iittflte of October last describing his

reception there a month before his

death.

[This, being the last quotation, is

regulated by tfic space at disposal]

VI.

I have been able to give only a

glimpse here and there of this absorb-

ing book. I recommend it to those of

my readers who want to study this

movement. With all our author's con-
clusions you will not perhaps agree,
but that it will "

give you furiously to
think

"
I do not doubt. T. P.

More Commercial Candour.

I.

In a bootmaker's window at Glasgow :

"
Nothing like leather."

II.

In a cycle manufacturer's at Glasgow :

" Our 4 12 6 bicycle is a complete knork-
out."

III.

" The management have s|Mivil no pains or

i-xix-i!*!! to make this Hotel in all respects

unapproachable." Adft. in 'Hoiubni/ Hir.,11, ."

"The long arm of British law reached its

goal shortly after nine this morning."
I in!! il Mull.

This is not quite cricket. The Football
Association ought to look into it.
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Mrs. Hayseed.
" THERE NOW, THEODORE, THOSE ARE TWO VERY GOOD EXAMPLES OF THE FASHIONABLE PRESSES I SAW AT THE

ROYAL ACADEMY IN JULY."

THE TASKMISTRESS.

Is there no hope in eloquence or tears,

No use in pleading that I want to slack it ?

Amanda, must I be condemned,
Here in a plot with lilac hemmed,

To chase the wild irrevocable spheres ?

What if I say I have not brought a racquet ?

Can you not realise that human bliss

May sometimes course in unathletic channels ?

I tell you it would bore the bard
To hurl away his motley shard ;

At any rate, he could not play like this,

And does not mean to wear your brother's flannels.

If ever in its proud and palmy prime
This hand had known the way to serve or volley,

To redirect the rubber pill

According to my prayer and will,

Instead of upwards to the blue sublime,
I might have joined the corybantic folly.

But as it is, my dear, you know I can't.

Oft have you heard some maiden's muttered " Mercies !

When (smiting as a Briton should)
I smacked the pellet o'er a wood

Or potted on the nose a spinster aunt.

Besides my wrist is strained with writing verses.

Can you not cull a four without my aid ?

Look at the eager boys that wait in batches :

They pine to exercise their thews

And tear about until they ooze ;

Myself I feel I want some lemonade,

And would you kindly pass that box of .matches ?

Your house is made of old and mellow bricks,

And "
all that messuage" which the same is built on

Is full of comely flowers and trees ;

If pleasaunces are meant to please,

Why should I jump about like SEYMOUR HICKS ?

Eemember ANDREW MAEVELL also MILTON.

This is a garden worthy of the gods,
Or heroes after death, beyond the dumb pyre,

Who roam oblivious of their strife ;

But if the EOOSEVELT scheme of life

Must prick us even here with tyrant prods,
Give me a basket chair, and I will Umpire. EVOE.

"King Haakon of Norway celebrates this morning the 3Sth anniver-

sary of his birth, his Majesty having been born on August 3rd, 1872.

The second son of the present King of Denmark, lie accepted the Crown
of Norway in November, 1005, and married in 1806 Princess Maud,

daughter of King Edward VII." Nottintjham, Krening I'vst.

See what it is to be a King. Ordinary people couldn't

cover anything like so much ground.
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forthi{

. . THE HOLIDAY CAT.'

P.O. PUNCH. "POOR DEVIL! THE FUSS THEY MADE OF IT! AND NOW OFF THEY GO
AND FORGET ALL ABOUT IT TILL OCTOBER."
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TWO IS COMPANY-
I HAD asked my old friend Cojsflgame

to stay with me at. 1'Yambridgo for the

A<vk end, and I could sec from his

face when ho arrived that something

unpleasant must have happened to him

recently. Hut, as ho said nothing at

the time, I naturally asked no questions.

However, after dinner, as wo were

smoking on the lawn, ho told me the

whole story:
" I really can't remember when I 've

had a more trying journey," said

Coysegame.
" If I 'd only travelled

third-class, as I 'd intended, I should

have heen comfortable enough. But,

though 1 'd taken a third-class ticket,

I found there was only one smoking
compartment in my part of the train

and all the corner seats in that were

occupied. So 1 decided to go iirst-

class and pay the difference at the

other end. There was another man in

the first-class carriage I got into, but

he was absorbed in Tin- Xjirctator, and
\\as a quiet, reserved-looking person
who did not seem at all likely to be
conversational. Which suited me
exactly, for I hate having to talk in a
train. He sat in the farther corner,
and 1 took the seat by the window next
to the platform. We were just about
to start, when the seat opposite mine
was taken by a new-comer who struck
me unfavourably from the first. He
was big and uncouth, with rugged,
battered features, narrow, deep-set eyes,
and a shock of grizzled hair; he wore

A STUDY IN BRITISH TASTE.
A IIAVIY NOTK UK Till: |-\\s|IHNS AT M AU<:ATK, An. I'M'. 1910.

a rather seedy
blue serge suit, a tweed cap of a violent pattern, and a

green
- and -

yellow tie, and above his boots there was a
liberal display of purple socks. A vacuous youth was
seeing him off with scarcely disguised relief, as lie gave
m \steriously impressive instructions in a slightly Trans-
Atlantic accent. ' Then you go and see that party and get
the business fixed up right away,' he said ;

'

mind, don't

you tell him anything. But be straight." He held on to
the vacuous youth's reluctant hand as the train moved out,

repealing, 'That's all you have to do be straight !' Then
he produced a cigar of unpromising exterior, and asked
me if I could oblige him with a match. I did, though in a
manner which I hoped would make it quite clear that this
was to be the beginning and the end of our intercourse.
But after a minute or so he asked me for another match.
'

Funny thing,' he remarked, but I 've lit my cigar wrong
end. That don' marrer,' he added, as he reversed it and
lighted up once more,

' I shan't notice it after a puff or
two. I gave up smoking lil' time ago burri 've come
back to it again. I like a good cigar. A bad cigar well,
a bad cigar is rorren !

'

I agreed with him, though I had
reason to think that his taste in brands was less fastidious
than he implied.

' Sent a box to a fren' o' mine the other

day,' he continued ;

' he wrote me be 'd never smoked any-
thing like 'em in all his life. That 's what he tole me.'
I could quite believe it, but 1 did not say so. The cause
of his unreserve was fairly obvious by this time, and I

shielded myself behind my evening paper from any further
advances. Or rather I thought I had till he looked
round the corner of it and inquired how I liked our noo

KING ? The least sensitive rhinoceros would have l>een

rebuffed by the curtness with which I answered the query,
but it had no effect on him. He merely pushed a six-

penny magazine under my journal and told me that the
cover was a portrait of His Majesty, and I could read all

about him inside. I said I had seen it which was

only a surface truth and he lumbered across to the other
man and offered the magazine to him. The other man
thanked him politely but distantly, and explained that he
was already reading something else. My hope was that

this would serve as a conversational opening between them
and that I should be left in peace. But the battered-

looking person appeared to decide on reflection that I was
the more sympathetic and responsive of the two, so he
returned to me. '

Bought it at bookstall coming 'long,' he

explained muzzily,
' I don' know why I gorrit. I 'm goin'

Chelmchester on visit jus' for week-end. Mind you, I 'm
not one for week-end visits as gen 'ral rule prefer stay in

town and have good time. But my fren' 'sisted on my
comin* down. Goin' meet me on pla'form and drive me
over to Witsea. Tha 's where he lives, Witsea. Thorough
gerrilman, he is s'licitor.' I tried to fix my attention on

my paper, but I could not help wondering whether the

thorough gentleman might not regret before long that he
had been so pressing.

' 'Scuse me,' he began again,
' but

d' you know any place Chelmchester where I can get
shave ?

'

I told him that I did not.
' Goin' meet young

lady this evenin',' he went on,
' ver' pretty young lady, too,

so I 'm boun' smarren myself up a bit, haven' I ?
'

My
sympathies were all with the young lady, but I remained
silent which was more than he did. ' These things you
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see me in now ain' much,' he informed me,
' burr I 've got

good clothes

very near

if I like to

millionaire.
purrem on.

This is my
I 'm a gerrilman
name.' And he

brought out a dingy envelope and tried to force it on me.
' If you was to read what 's in that letter,' he remarked,
'

it 'd upset you no, it 'd upset ma but never min', you
can read it if you want to !

'

My disclaimer of all curi-

osity on the subject seemed for the first time to give him a

faint impression that, after all, I was not the bosom friend

he had supposed me, and for a moment he sat and. scowled
at me with dark suspicion. But either he came to the
conclusion that this was mere fancy on his part, or decided
to make one more effort to conquer my affection.

' I 'm

rough,' he said,
' burr I 'm good sort. C'nadian I am.

Wherever I go, everybody likes me. Everybody loves me!
'

I could have told him of at least one exception to this

general rule, but I refrained. I was determined not to give
him the least en- _

The
man in the

corner went

Fortunately, he not only accepted my explanation and gave
me a recsipt for the excess fare, but persuaded my champion
that he would get to Chelmchester all the sooner if he took
a carriage nearer the engine.
But I hadn't seen the last of him, even then. When we

reached Chelmchester he appeared at the window. ' I tole

you I 'd see you through, and I done it,' he said. ' I 'm
not sort man desert a pal in trouble. But don' you do it

any more, for my sake,

bes' policy in long run.

'Member this, laddie, honesty 's

I mus' go now fren o' mine,
s'licitor, looking for me on pla'form. Burr' I'll shake
hands 'fore I go.' I had to shake hands before I could get
rid of the fellow. I was gratified but not surprised to find

He

couragement.
quiet
other

on reading The

Spectator, but I

could see that I

had his sympathy.
From time to time
we exchanged
glances expressive
of our mutual dis-

gust and indigna-
tion that a semi-
intoxicated ruffian

like this should
have been allowed
to disturb our first-

class exclusiveness.

It was not till

we arrived at Col-

ford and I heard

theory, 'All tickets

ready, please !

'

that
I recollected that,

strictly speaking, I

was not a first-class

passenger. I hap-
pened to drop my
ticket in taking it

out of my pocket,
and unluckily it

caught the univer-

sally beloved one's eye.
of it,' he said,

' but this is firs' class
and you've on'y go' thir' class ticket. I'm
you'll gerrin trouble over this drc/ul trouble!'

surprised to find

that, when I last saw him, he was still vainly searching for
his solicitor.

What the reserved man thought of me I can only guess,
got into another compartment at Colford, and his

reply to my ' Good
afternoon

'

was dis-

tinctly chilly.
Even if I hadn't
taken a return tic-

ket," concluded
Coysegame, "I
should certainly go
back third-class on

Monday." F. A.

(regarding Japanese).
" THERE GO THE FUTURESenletitimn

\VORLD !

"

Yorkshire Porter.
"
NAY, THEY 'VE SVMMAT TO LEARX FIRST

GOT TO CHANGE AT LOW MOUR FOR liKADFOKD."

RULERS OF THE

THEY DIDN'T KNOW THEY 'D

Polygamy in the
West.

"For to-morrow's
official ceremony invi-

tations have been issued
to 200 of the lending
residenteofthe district,
who with their wives
will number, it is ex-

pected, nearly f>00,

which is the full capa-
city of the liall."-

/>/,/ EJ-IH-CSS and
Echo,

' I dunno if you 're 'ware

compar'men'
'fraid

And
he wagged his beastly head solemnly at me. I took no
notice whatever. ' Don' you worry,' he went on,

' I 'm man
o' the woii'

; jes' you leave it 'tirely to me I'll see you
through !

'

Just then the official opened the door, and
before I could say a word that unspeakable brute began
pleading for mercy for me !

'

C'lector, I 'peal to you as
man to man, don' be too hard on this gerrilman for first
offence. Tearances against him, but no intention 'fraud

Ole fren o' mine dear ole fren known him
Don' purrim prison for mere indishcresh'n.

I 'm gerrilman ; there 's 'nother fren o' mine goin' meet
me Chelmchester s'licitor he is, and he '11 tell you this
gerrilman 's all ri' do anything for mo he would.'

If the official hadn't chanced to be a sensible man the
advocacy of that drunken ass might have done for me!

ummany.
from boy !

"The critics of a by-
gone day who carped
at a Whistler nocturne
from the viewpoint of

an inch or so, were,

surely, justly met. by
tho answer that a pic-
ture was meant to be

seen rather than smelt;
and the musical analogy
holds equally well."

Times.

Apparently Plymouth is not the only place where you can
see the sound.

From The Daily Telegraph's "Greats" List, July 30:
"A. E. Grotant, J. Alexander (Queen's) and D. R. Brandt (Balliol).

The Examiners had very little hope of A. E. GROTANT'S
chances from the first. He has now gone for a walking
tour with A. N. Other.

'A letter was received from the Mayor (Mr. W. Kmdcn) regretting
that he had been called away on important business, and expressing
the hope that the jwople of Dover would decorate their houses for the
occasion." Dorcr Express and East Kent News.

When the Mayor 's away his nest is gay.

"
In Tarrant's first over, A. P. Day, aided by a few smites, obtained

23 ont of 40 in less than half an hour." Daily Chronicle.

Lucky he had his bat with him.
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A THEORY OF TAILS.
Tun /do \\as suffocating iii I he ra\s <.>f the afternoon

sun. I paused lor a moment to watch a nke\ with a

|i;ilhctic face absent-mindedly, almost s;i,dly, clutch Hie tail

of a sleeping relative above. The sleeping relative awoke

on the floor very talkative and thrilled, hut the originator ol

the pleasantry wat. outol reach and with the lace (if one

on t he verge of tears.

Wot a pit) they 'ave tails," said a voice beside me.

He was a liitle scrubbs man with a soiled collar, a

straw hat, and a faded frock coat.

I (>aid no attention.

He looked about him rapidh, then came closer, and in

a hoarse whisper :

"1 say, guv'nor, d' you knov, wot I c.ilU it? Why, it's

a I ragody."
" Ah," I returned vaguely.
" Yus, a tragedy, hecorse wh\ '.' We 'ave no tails nor our

parents neither ain't that so'.'"

1 endeavoured to convey that I was prepared to swear

that m\ father, once a K.G., had never within my know-

ledge mentioned the fact in my hearing.
He assumed the attitude of a modest man caught in the

right.
" There y' are," he said.

There KM a pause. A series of shrill screams in a

distant part ol the room suggested another stroke of

humour on even more ambitious lines.

The little scrubby man smiled knowingly.
"There y'are again tr\ in' to sit on their tails and 'ide

their feelin's."

1 was a little perplexed.
"Talk of the Fall," he snorted with considerable scorn.

"When we lorst our tails we became deceitful. And

why? Becorse we 'ad nothin' to give us away. They
know it ; look at "em. They 'd give anythin' to get rid of

'em. It 's like carrying a truth-gauge on your waistkit."

He came closer and stared triumphantly up into my face.

He \\as in a glow with eloquence. He tapped me playfully
on the chest.

;

Imagine it your thoughts, 'opes, most sacred feelin's

at the mercy of a cruel gloatin' world just becorse you
'ave a tail. For instance, you 're proposin' to the parents
of your young lady. Why, your tail would be between
\our legs trying to get out o' sight. An' what 's the

effect on their tails? Cuiiin' like 'oops. They'd know
you 'avcn't a brass farthin' at once."

" You have no reason to suppose" I began hotly.
" No 'arm meant, mister," he interposed, soothingly.

"Then think of 'avin' to attend funerals and sichlike.

No matter 'ow gloomy your countenance, wot if your tail

w as waggin' like a rip-rap through pure light- 'eartedness ?
"

I admitted the prospect was worthy of thought.
" Or in business, 'ow could you name a price with any

confidence if your tail was on the floor and 'ad all the air

of a wrong 'tin '.'

"

The sun had sunk at last. Shadows crept over the room.
In the corner opposite a silent baboon stood statuesque
against the evening sky.

" Of corse I 'in not denyin' there would be advantages.
I'm no dorg-in-the-manger. I 'in willin' to come out and
share and share alike, be it argyment or anythin'. You'll
Iv say in' wot satisfaction to the orator to 'ear the thump
of approvin' tails ; or the actor in the scene where the
'eroine carsts her 'elpless babe into the racin' mill-stream

why, it would be easy to jump in after a glance at the

droopin' tails in the stalls."

I nodded thoughtfully.
"1 must be goin' 'ome mm," ho remarked, after a

I-',','-./ ]l',,,;i.niil 11,,,-xi-.
"

WKI.I., MATH, WHAT HO YOU THINK AliOUT

THE LATEST EXrOKT KECl'I.ATlONs ?
"

,s'.v,,,,,/ n'lii-ti-ini/ //.>,.-.
- :

I Mioci.ii UK IIETTF.I: I-I.KASKH IK TIII.V

r>II> A KIT MOKE liEIJCLATlNC SOME YFAUs ItEKOIiF. WK (OMK TO THE
i *TA<:E.''

pause.
" I knew by the looks of you I 'd got to deal with

a shrewd 'tin, man of the world, clear-'eaded, far-seein'

gentleman."
For a moment I wished that he had worn a tail that

might have betrayed something of his- purpose, which
seemed to me rather obscure. Then I dropped him out of

my mind and began to wonder how late it was. Hut

my watch had gone.

A BAN ON BEGGARS.
[In one ]>arl of Central Africa the coin in common use is a enicifWtm

ingot ot'ci>|>|T <nv over ten inches long.]

FAR over the sea I 've determined to range
To a region in Africa, where

I 've recently learned that the common small chang3
Is rather a bulky affair.

For there an infallible cure can be found

For needy acquaintances ; one

Can face them with ease when a "
couple of pound

"

Weighs something approaching a ton.

An indigent public in searc'i of a loan

I'll welcome with silvery speech,
I '11 assume a responsive and generous tone

Until they are safely in reacli ;

And then like a bludgeon designed for the fray
I '11 handle the coin that they crave,

And what they imagined would render them gay
Shall luistlci them into the grave.
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THE PUNISHMENT THAT
FITTED THE CRIME.

IT may as well be explained at the

beginning as at tbe end that it was

only a dream ; you would have guessec
it anyhow.
One morning, after a criminally reck-

less supper, the LeadingActorfound him-
self in a police court, and in the dock
How he carne there he did not know,
but what concerned him most at the

time was the distressing fact that he
was clothed only in his pyjamas. All

at once he became aware that the

magistrate was addressing him.
" You are charged," he was saying,

" with an offence under the Publicity
Act, 1910. One of the provisions of

that Act, I may remind you, makes it

a misdemeanour for any man, woman,
or child resident in the United 'King-
dom to be interviewed for the Press
more frequently than once a month ;

and in prescribing the appropriate

penalty the Act directs that such inci-

dents as photographs, bons-mots, and
domestic touches shall be held to con-
stitute an aggravation of the offence.

Now it has been proved against you
that you have caused or allowed inter-

views with yourself to appear in no
fewer than five different papers during
the past week. In one of these, which
I single out as providing the most

flagrant breach of the Act, you are
shown pictorially in various attitudes
and occupations in your study, in

your garden, in your motor-car, and so
forth. I have no doubt in my own
mind that this is precisely the kind of

abuse at which the Act was intended
to strike, and I am therefore resolved
to make an example of your case and
to inflict the maximum penalty the law
allows. Seven days' cinematograph.
Take him away."
He was led from the dock by a

couple of vicious policemen, but in-

stead of being conducted to the cells,
as he had expected, he was pushed
with much unnecessary violence into
the street. Once outside the court, he
did not stay to speculate upon the

meaning of his apparent liberty, but
rushed towards his home, pursued all

the way by a jeering crowd that found
infinite satisfaction and food for wit in
the composition of his limited attire.

And above the shouting of the mob
he could hear, as he ran, a curious

buzzing noise, bringing back vague
recollections which he could not track
to their source.

How he finally arrived home and
got through the business of the day,
he could not afterwards remember.
But he was conscious that whatever
he did and wherever he went there

was still that elusive buzzing, anc

occasionally a blinding light that fillec

him with a nameless terror. In the

evening the two vicious policemen
called for him again and intimated

that he must accompany them. Thi

time the entire town seemed to have
turned out to witness his humiliating

progress through the streets ; and still

that buzzing noise, and again that

blinding light . . .

He found himself seated in the

centre of a large and crowded place ol

entertainment, evidently a music-hall.

A couple of comic acrobats were just

finishing their turn, and then the lights

suddenly went out and'a cinematograph
performance began. But in place of

the customary pictures of winter sports
in Switzerland or racing motor-boats
there appeared on the screen a crowd

gathered expectantly outside a sombre

looking building. Presently the doors
of the building opened, and two dark-
coated figures were seen grippinga mise-

rable, flimsily-clad Great Pleavens,
it was himself ! A sweat of agony broke
over him as he saw the scene of the

morning enacted again the panic
flight, the scanty garb, the jeering mob.
But worse followed. Upon the screen
was thrown the legend,

" Scenes from
the Home Life of an Actor," and there
he saw himself playing the leading
part in a succession of intimately
domestic episodes. In one he wa"s

quarrelling with his wife, in another he
was having his hair waved, in a third
he was being fitted with a pair of

corsets. . . . And then he remembered
and understood the sentence that the

magistrate had passed upon him, and
with a further shock he realised that
t still had six days to run. He stood

up and blasphemed. Instantly lights
were flashed from all parts of the

aouse, and upon his wild gesticulations
was turned the lens of a huge cinema-

iographic camera. He sought to cover

up his face, but rough hands . . .

He awoke to find that a light was
actually being flashed in his eyes.
Fresh from his terror, and believing
lis dream to have been real, he cried

out, "Don't take me again ! I '11 give
you anything, but don't take me
again !

"

" I ain't come to take yer," replied a
icarse voice ;

" I 've come to take yer
vallybles. Where j'er keep 'em ?

"

" Then you 're not the cinematograph
man ? Thank Heaven ! Take what
you like." And from sheer relief he
'ainted.

A few days later the Leading Actor
delivered his presidential address at
he annual meeting of the Stage Im-
provement Association. He chose as
his theme, "The Evils of Publicity,"

and afterwards gave interviews on the

subject to three newspaper representa-
tives.

VERSE AND PURSE.
(fSugijcstal by a, rccc/il furre.fifi<nul<:ni:e, in

" The
Westminster Gazette.")

OUGHT poets coming up to town
To start on life with half-a-crown,
Or should they, for their spirits' health,
Be adequately backed by wealth ?

GOETHE, we know, the view upheld
That never poet yet excelled

Unless, at least in early years,
Ho had to "eat his bread with tears."
But GOETHE, so I understand,
Lived on the fatness of the land.
WILL SHAKSPEAEE was a man of means
Who ran to bacon with his beans.
Lord BYBON had a competence
And SHELLEY never lacked for pence,
While in these later days we seo
Bards well endowed with s. d.

Thus TENNYSON, who took a peerage,
Was never forced to travel steerage,
Nor does the accomplished Mr. COUTTS
Subsist on casual cruets and roots.

The moral 9f the case is clear :

If you 've five thousand pounds a year
You may without compunction choose
To cultivate the tuneful Muse.
But if your annual income shows
A lesser figure, stick to prose.

BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
FIRST large edition exhausted ; second

in the press.

Board of Education Report on
Contimtation Schools.

A capital book for the boys.

Department of Agriculture. Notices

ofFoot and Mo^lth Disease (Yorkshire).
An ideal volume for a summer

in the pure country air.

Report of Evidence taken before the

Sea Erosion Commission.

A charming book to read by the Silver

Sea. Your bookseller will gladly get it

for you.

New Regulations (Locomotives) issued

by the Board of Trade.

When your little boy next talks

of the "puff-puff," give him the above

delightful work, and it will make you
happy to share his joy.

"Hong Kong (Renter). A message received
:ere from Colowan states that General Issimo,
)f the pirates with whom the Portugu-se at

Vtacao have been having trouble, lias been

captured there." Glasgow Eocntng Times.

[t may be recalled that General ISSIMO
ed the Zulus on the celebrated occasion
when they took Umbrage.
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. A PRIVATE NOTK.

MY DMA it Mit. I'KNCII, I wonder if

you have ever guessed the real reason

of the matinee hat, or if, like the rest

of your silly sex, you think we weal

them from vanity, or just to spite you.
A glance at the Society columns of a

daily paper might give you the clue,

but to save you trouble I will put you
on the right track, though please

remember this is just between you and

me and 'I'll/' Morning Post.

Has it never occurred to you thai

here is a connection between the

growth of matinee hat-brims and the

natrimonial alliances of actresses

with the aristocracy? Can you not

sympathise with depressed debutantes

ind their mammas, when their eligibles

are snapped up by footlight ladies ?

Do you wonder that we formed a

league for our protection, the object of

which was effectually to blanket the

stage and draw man's attention, willy

nilly, to ourselves? That is why
matinio hats are always huge, even

when passing fashion ordains tiny

toques for out-of-doors, and why, at

evening performances, coiffures are

dn ssed with plumes, bows and aigrettes,

not worn at home.
In spite of bitter and offensive oppo-

sition our League has carried on its

noble work with a persistence deservedly
crowned with success, for, though
there have been one or two set-backs,

it is a well-known fact that actresses

have taken to marrying actors again,
while there has lately been a notable

increase in Society weddings.
Yours sincerely,

BROAD BRIMMER.

SOME NEW DANCES.
As a result of the recent conference

of dancing- masters' delegates held in

London, a number of new and cha-

racteristic dances have been composed
by prominent musicians to meet the

special requirements of the moment.

Amongst these, special attention is

claimed by the following:
The North Polka. Thin charming

, which is peculiarly adapted
to the rigours of the British climate,
is dedicated to Admiral PEARY. Price,
with patent if/loo complete, 4s.

The Russian Tm> -
St<'/>]><>. This

graceful dance, redolent of the charm
of the Don Cossacks, is sure to bo ex-

ceedingly popular in view of the furore
I

liy the Muscovite bullcriiu' at

the Hippodrome and other theatres.

with balalaika, samovar, and two
bottles of the finest vodka, 3 3.5.

'/'//, l!,ini Storm Dance. This fan-

tastic and exhilarating measure, which

The Owner. " HURRY UP, OLD CHAP; WE MUST HAVE THAT DINCHY ABOARD !

"

The Guest (who wishes he ice re mjcly buck in, Upper Tootiiiy). "GiVE IT A CHANCE; IT'LL

COME ABOARD OF ITSELF KOOX."

recalls the Tempete, so popular in the

days of our grandparents, is admirably
adapted for theatrical fancy balls.

The Angel Cake Walk. This ex-
j

quisite piece, written by the famous
J

composer, Mons. Cake Walkley, and
dedicated by him to Mile. PAVLOVA, is

j

probably the most palatable supper
dance in existence.

The Danse Microbe. This extra-

ordinarily hygienic dance, written by
the Bulgarian prima donna, Madame
Milka Sauer-Massolette, is specially
recommended to all dyspeptic dancers,

j

More Injustice to Ireland.
"
Compensation for malicious injuries by

county court judges at the last two quarter
sessions in Ireland amounted to 4,217."

Pall Mall (j'az,//..

Surely this is going too far. Better

merely make jokes, as in England.

" Handsome sable and white Collie Dog, with

beautiful long tine head, good cars, eyes, level

mouth, lovely frill over distemper."
MmWMA Hcralil.

We fancy this kind of collie. It sounds

like a cutlet.

"The Rev. F. II. Gillingham . . . made his

50 in an hour and :!.". minuti-* with a line w[uare-

leg hit off Woolley, and at the same time sent

ii])
tlio 100."

Those muscular Christians !

From an American magazine :

"They were discussing Theodore Roosevelt

three typical Englishman, beef-red as to visage
and pink as to pate, as they ate their mutton
with great wedges of

'

bubble-and-squeak
'

aud
drank"their port wine in the comfortable dining-
room of the Club."

' A very vivid and life-like picture.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Intimate Society Letter, of the Eighteenth Century

(STANLEY PAUG) are, appropriately enough, considering

their parentage and the country whence the majority ot

them are dated, something in the way of a literary haggis.
The Editor,

with tender fingers, touched the buds upon the trees. A

million tiny blades of grass were piercing the tumid earth

awakened after the long, rejuvenating sleep of winter. In

every living thing the sap was flowing." And here is

an example of something more actively disquietin

LlltylU iliC \*VW| *Jv i .

They provide some fine confused feeding,

the 'Duke of ARGYLL, is so intimately familiar with the

personality of his forbears that he forgets the hapless

Southron is not equally endowed with knowledge. Reading

the letters of successive Dukes, with here and there a Marquis

of LORNE and a whole clan of CAMPBELLS, one is not always

csrtain who is writing or being written ot. This little

"rumble uttered, there remains nothing but praise and thank-

fulness for the peep into the past opened up by these two

portly volumes. They form an invaluable adjunct to

the history of the social life of the eighteenth century. In

Au-nist, 1773, we have Miss BURGOYNE writing from Kensing-

ton Palace telling how
" Mrs. L. has been rob d."

going home between

one and two in the

morning when two

highwaymen stopped
her coach at Kensing-
ton Gore, presented

pistols at the head of

footman and coachman,
and cleared out the

pockets of their mis-

tress.
" She was so

excessively frighten'd
that she has never

dared to come back

again at night and has

had a Bed constantly
at Ly

Spencer's." Also,

"It is too true that

Miss P. lost in one

night 500 and the next

1,500, and paid it all

the next day." On a

night in August, 1779,
" An Express arrived

at the Admiralty with

an account that the combined fleet of France and Spain

had blocked up Plymouth Harbour." In February, 1803,

Lord JOHN CAMPBELL, making the grand tour, was pre-

sented to FIRST CONSUL "in his palace of the Thuillieries."

Writing to his father, he gives a vivid picture of the great

man. These are plums picked at random. The reader

will find plenty more on the tree.

In The Other Side (NELSON) Mr. HORACE VACHELL has

attempted the difficult and unremunerative task of giving

the adventures of a soul that returns to a dead body. Of

the psychic value of his treatment of this problem I am
not competent to speak from personal experience. But I

am competent to guess that the effort of dealing with it

has exhausted too much of Mr. VACHELL'S virtue and that

the ordinary human part of the story has suffered from the

strain. Certainly, though a good enough story in itself, it

shows a curious lack of distinction both in language and

observation. For the most part the phraseology is fluently

commonplace, and only arrests attention by the strange-

ness of its occasional lapses from probability. Here is an

example of the obvious manner :

" The sun had sunk be-

neath the horizon, but the glow still lingered. Spring

ttill CAt*1 ' 11 1-*
1^ ^ *

" David's genius, if beguiled from higher to lower things,

would build upon shifting sand instead of solid rock . . .

David, in short, was afloat upon a high tide, with every

stitch of canvas set to a spanking breeze"; or, again:

"We behold him, like the weed on Lethe's wharf, 'rotting

at ease
'

on the Tom Tiddler's ground of a facile success."

Nobody could possibly mistake this for literature; and the

treatment, however admirable, of a psychic problem which

no fellow can understand hardly compensates for such

defects in those matters of art that are within the com-

prehension of a reader of average intelligence. All the

same, the sincerity of Mr. VACHELL'S purpose makes one a

little ashamed of criticising details of manner. Apart

from its speculative features, the book lias inspiring quali-

ties, and makes for a healthy discontent with cheap or
,

vicious standards of social taste

ectators

, aested to kindly

and at their earliest

convenience remc
ve their headgear

UNFORGOTTEN SPORTS.
Sl'LITTINfi THE INFINITIVE.

If, as I shrewdly sus-

pect, A Corn of Wheat

(H.KINEMANN) is a first

novel, I beg to tender

my congratulations to

|E. H. YOUNG upon a

literary cli-lmt of very
considerable promise.
I do this the more sin-

cerely because, for the

story itself, apart from

the telling of it, I must
confess to a whole-

hearted dislike. Judith,

the heroine, was the

unmarried sister of the

Vicar of Mornington,
i
with whom she lived.

i She was a lady of

I vigorous, open-air
i habits, which involved

I sleeping on the lawn

! at night and wander-
'

ing over the fields at
o

day-break in a dressing-gown; her views on matrimony
also were, to say the least of it, original and alto-

gether one feels that she must have been more than a

jit of a worry to the Vicar. I shall not repeat for you
Judith's subsequent career in detail (I am not sure that

I should quite like to do so) ; it is enough to say that

those who can overcome their distaste for certain incidents

in it will be rewarded by others that are told with
^
quite

astonishing mastery and skill. For nature, E. H. YOUNG
has clearly the pen of an enthusiast; it might be said of

his story that in it every prospect pleases, and only Judith

is peculiar. I have, indeed, the feeling about her that she

is just one of those characters whom, in a book, one is

supposed to find original, stimulating, and attractive, but

who would be, in real life, detestable. My sympathies in

the case of Judith v. 'the Social Conventions have unfortu-

nately been roused for what the author clearly meant me
to consider the wrong side. But that doesn't make the

author's work any less clever.

A Record Flight.

"Round and round he circled, increasing his altitude as

he went up." Yorkshire Post.
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CHARIVARIA.
Die Post declares that the forth

coining visit of the German CROWN
PBINCK to Pekin and Tokio will con

vince China and Japan what an iin

portant and unselfish friend Germany
is for them. But surely they knew
that already. Orientals are so intelli

gent.

The Durham Corppration have de-

cided to ask Lord LONDONDERRY to

accept the mayoralty next year. As it

will he Coronation year his lordship
will possibly be knighted.

The statement that more care would
be taken in future in the selection

of persons appointed as justices has

already received gratifying confirma-

tion. The CHANCKLLOB OF THE Ex-

CHEQUKK was last week made a J.P.

for Carnarvonshire.

Now that Lord KITCHKNKH lias taken

up golf, the Government hope that

nothing further will be heard of the

silly complaint that he is without an

occupation. (See, however, Mr. Punch's
views in the current cartoon.)

Official figures show that lunacy
increased less last year than in any
year since 1901. According to a Tory
comment, it looks as if Tariff Eeform
is bound to come.

Fame ! Dr. JOHNSON'S statue in the
Strand has now been unveiled. " Who 's

that'?" asked a passer-by.
"
JOHNSON,"

ciimo the answer. "Seems to have lost

colour since he beat JEFFBIKS !

"

Dr. BODE has requested the directors
of The 11 u rli it</t.on Magazine to remove
his name from its Consultative Com-
mittee ill consequence of the attitude
of that periodical to the "Leonardo"
bust. The Doctor is said to be of the

opinion that the name of the Com-
mittee in future ought to be Insultative
rather than Consultative.

\Vo are now doing our best here to

uplift our criminals. In France it is

otherwise. A French soldier who
committed a murder has been publicly
degraded.

'.: :[.

The sale of two old German battle-

ships to Turkey has now been com-
pleted. This suggests that there ought
to be a new classification of fight-
ing ships -first-class, second-class, and
second-hand.

''.'

The ignorance of some persons passes
all belief. Mr. ALBERT PINCH, who, a

iftibel (w/to lifts reeenl/i/ fad "- difference with har nurse).
" Axi> ri.E.v.-r: III.KS.'

DADDY. AND PLEASE BLK.SS NANNY BUT NOT MUCH I

"
M I'M.MY AND

coroner's jury decided, had been mur-
dered, arrived home last week, and
declared that he knew nothing what-
ever about his death

; others, he added,

might have been present at it, but he
was not there at the time.

Many unflattering things have been
said about the huge crowds which
watch other people playing football.

It is good, therefore, to think that in

our newest sport that of aviation
the spectators share its risks. There
is always the chance of a flying man
falling on them. ... ...

What is the truth about the Terri-

torials? The most contradictory re-

ports are flying about in regard to the

recent training. Some declare that

the food was uneatable, while others,
on their return home, stated that

they were fed up.

Eye Art.
" A teacher should be able to

'
roll

'

his eyc-a.

Not only should he keep his eyes continually
'rolling over the class, but their movement
should indicate his emotions. When giving a

pathetic, sorrowful narrative his eyes should be
sorrowful ; an exciting, warlike narrative should
be given with bright, eager eyes ; and alwai/x
the children should be able to detect in the
teacher's eye the voice of a friend nay, of a
father." The Teachers' Aid.

VOL. cxxxix.
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A PATRIOT'S PROTEST FROM THE MOORS.

[
The EmiiiKj Standard calls attention to the ''large number of fine

Scottish moors which have been sccuic 1 by Americans, citing the names

of Mr. CADWAI.ADEI:, Mr. 0. W. OUDKX, Mr.. WHITEIUDUE, and Mr.

FEIICY CHUBB, all of New York.]

A Young Hen-Grouse Speaks :

WAS it for this amid the sodden heather

That 1 survived these montlis of so-called weather,

That in the end I might remark " Touche !
"

To bloated billionaires from U.S.A. ?

Was it for this my mother saintly hen

Reared me, the bonniest of a brood of ten,

That I might meet his pellets unprepared-
Mr. CADWALADEB'S, the New York laird ?

Was it for this that I have never erred

From the behaviour of a well-bred bird,

Just to be spitted on the golden fork

Of Mr. WHITEEIDGE (same address New York) ?

Was it for this our oldest tribal cock

Helped me to wrinkles, from his hoary stock,

That I might perish on a peaty hag
To swell the bulge of Mr. OGDEN'S bag ?

Was it for this that, as a full-sized grouse,
I marked the rising of the Lower House,
That I should undergo the grievous snub

Of being grassed by Mr. PERCY CHUBB ?

Was it for this that he, my true Scots lover,

Begged me to take the necessary cover,

That I might be betrayed ye braes and banks !

By Gordon setters in the pay of Yanks ?

My country ! thus you train the child you bore

To be a credit to its native moor,
Then put it up to alien bids and collar

Your fancy price for blood each drop, a dollar.

If you proposed to cut my young life short,

Gladly would I consent to give you sport ;

But shall I face the butts to bring bawbees
Into the yawning pouch of absentees ?

None but a Scot should down me on the ling,

Or else an Englishman the next best thing ;

But, if by foreign hands I 'm asked to fall,

Frankly, I 'd sooner not be killed at all ! 0. S.

"The Bishop of St. Albans has nominated to the Trustees of the
Felsted Charity for appointment to the Vicarage of Matching, vacant

by the death of the Rev. T. C. Spurgin on his appointment to a

district secretaryship of the Additional Curates' Society, the Rev. J. B.

Briukwortli." Essex Daily Chronicle.

It looked at first as if his appointment to a district sec-

retaryship of the Additional Curates' Society had produced
a fatal shock of excitement in Mr. SPUEGIN'S system, but
we are glad to learn that the reverend gentleman has
survived and flourishes exceedingly.

"In the course of cross-examination witness said he knew Mrs. Heimen-
dabh 15 years ago. . . He had seen the letter which Mrs. Hcimendah
had written to the defendant . . . Neither was he aware that M rs.

Heimendahl had taken Dorothy Jones into her service. ... I have
received from Mrs. Hcamendahl a very surprising letter." From an
article in

" The Liverpool Evening Express."

We don't believe there's no sich person.

THE START.

SCENE A Railway Station. Two four-wheeled cabs have

arrived and disgorged Him and Her, a Nurse, a French

Mademoiselle, four children, ranging from three years

up to ten, and' a Pekinese dog. There are ten pieces of

luggage and innumerable small parcels.

She. We 're in plenty of time, after all.

He. You mustn't blame yourself for that. If I hadn't

She. I know, I know. When they put you into Who 's

Who they '11 say,
" Eecreation : Not missing trains." Now

ust you get in behind that dear old fat lady and take the

tickets. I '11 see to the luggage, and -
(A panic.) Where

are the children ?

He. I told Nurse and Mademoiselle to take them on to

the platform and wait under the clock.

[He joins the queue at the booking office, ivhilc she

proceeds to tackle the luggage porters.

She (emerging on the platform). There 's the clock, but

there isn't a child within a mile of it. (To a porter) Have

you seen four children anywhere, porter?
Porter (in a hurry). The station 's full of 'em, Mum ; you

an take your pick.
She. Brute ! I wonder where they 've got to.

[She rushes to and fro.

He (emerging with the tickets, to a porter). What platform
does the 11.10 start from?

Porter. No. 4, Sir.

He (to himself). There's no one under the clock. They
must have gone to the train. I shall find 'em there.

[He proceeds to the train, and after a prolonged search

fails to find a trace of them.

He (to a porter). Hi, porter, is there another clock in

this station ?

Porter. Well, Sir, there 's two, one at the end there

He (frantically). That 's it, then. They 're sure to be there.

[He rushes off to the clock at the end. Just before this

She had arrived there and found the ivhole family

waiting in a condition of gloomy patience all, that

is to say, except Mademoiselle.

She. Oh, there you are at last. Why did you come here,

Sarah ?

The Nurse. Mr. Bromley told me to take and wait under

the clock, and as this clock 's the biggest one I made sure

he must have meant us to come here.

She. Well, never mind about that. Where 's Made-
moiselle ?

The Eldest Girl. She 's gone to the bookstall to try and

get a French book.

She. She can find her own way to the train, then. Come
along.

[They all proceed to Platform No. 4, but by a different
route from that which He is taking from that plat-

form ; consequently he misses them and arrives

under the clock in a state of distracted fury.
He. Not here ? Then where the deuce Hi, porter,

have you seen a party of nurses with a child I mean a

party of children with a nurse waiting here ?

Porter. Well, there was a party about half an hour ago,
two on 'em so to speak cross-eyed and wearin' green 'ats.

He. Cross-eyed be ! No, that 's not the lot. They '11

have gone to the other clock.

[He runs off thither, and on the way sees Mademoiselle
at the bookstall.

He. Ah, Mademoiselle, avez-vous vu les enfants ?

Mile. Non, Monsieur, dcpuis quo je suis id, je n'ai vu ni

les enfants ni Madame.
He (running on). Allez vite au train. Numcro4. Prencz

votre place. (He arrives under the smaller clock.) Not a sign
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ON THEIR OWN.
TUADE UNION OFFICIAL. " STEADY ON THEEE, WAIT FOR YOUR LEADER ! WHEN I GAVE
THAT BANNER I DIDN'T MEAN DOWN WITH MY AUTHORITY!"

int t0
f

be
r
a 8rowi"g fashion f,,r workmen to go out on strike at a moment's notice without consulting their Trade

in contempt of contracts made on their behalf by these Societies.]
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I'l \Y UP! PI.AY VI- FOP. THE BIG PHIZES ! TEN, TEN, NINE TWENTY-NINE POINTS. 'Anil LINES. SlR. Iv YOlf'n COT THIRTY
'O HAVE WON A tiOI.I) WATCH. M'p.IA, C1VE TIIK OF.vn.KMAN A I!A<! (>' NUTS."

of them, and the time's getting on. Perhaps they 'rein the

waiting-room. (Rushes off to inspect it.) No, not there.

We shall miss (His eldest girl pulls him by the sleeve.)

Why, where on earth do you spring from ?

The tt.(r. Mummy sent me here with a porter to find

you, Daddy, and bring you, and if I didn't find you I was
to come straight back.

He. Straight back to where ?

The E.G. To the train, Daddy. We 've got such a nice

carriage.

[She leads him to platform No. 4, where he finds the

whole family, including Mademoiselle, comfortably
installed in a compartment. He is squeezed in,

purple and speec]itess,just before the train moves off.
She. You nearly missed it that time, dear. What have

you been doing ?

Ilf. Just admiring the scenery, you know ; chatting to
the station-master about rose-growing

Nurse, (in a panic). Where 's the basket '?

S/"'. Now you don't mean to say you've left the basket
with the milk and the Thermos flask ?

(/iiittinri Jiis head out of window and shouting as the

mocfs on). Porter, there's a basket somewhere milk
in it send it on to address on label here's a shilling.
(7Vo.'i-\ ,i shilling out. to the last porter.) He'll never
find it.

The Vaiiixjexl Girl It's here, Daddy, under the seat.
Sarah put it their.

Commercial Solicitude.

"Visitors are requested not to
|>i<

k the flov -is, or w.ilk on the
if a //.,/,/ ;'(/ Sin-Hi ll''if.-i.

THE MERBY MONARCH.
OH, why does Eaton all her banners don so?
To feast the roving eyes of King ALFONSO.

Why was it that the sun last Wednesday shone so ?

It loved the polo feats of King ALFONSO.

What
spectacle delights the footman John so?

The riding-breeches worn by King ALFONSO.

What is it fascinates the Eatonian bonne so ?

It is the winning ways of King ALFONSO.

What puffs the plumage of the ducal swans so ?

The notice they receive from King ALFONSO.

Why are the KAISER'S courtiers jumped upon so?
He 's sick with jealousy of King ALFONSO.

Why does the British Press keep on and on so '.'

It cannot have enough of King ALFONSO.

An Indian Prodigal.
"A BUY MEETING. [?A BOY Missive;].

To tlie Editor. Sir, Will any among your numerous readers lielp
a good man, Pandit Baradakanta Siromoni of Sulkia, Dasaniliagaii,

by giving him information, if possible, about hit! second son. Kam.ik

liyanatli Pathak, who has been missing since the 30th nit.

The l>oy is a scrubbed black one, aged aliout 13 with a small-pox-
scarred Hat faee and a squint in his eyes, keeping his head (rather Hat,
with hirsute hair) a little bent on one side, alout 2 rubies and a half

in height. B. Banerjee. Snlkia." 7V Amriln Ha~.nr l'<ilril.-n.
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THE TELEPIANO.
VIEWS OF LEADING PIANISTS.

EXPERIMENTS with the new Lepel

system of wireless telegraphy, by which
the transmission of the melody of

the National Anthem from Slough to

Brussels and Paris has been success-

fully carried out, are described in detail

in The Daily Mail.

We are in a position to state that

further developments of the wireless

octave have been triumphantly carried

out by the great firm of Bliithstein.

The opinions of some of the leading

Kings of the Keyboard on the new
"
telepiano

"
will be read with interest.

Mr. MARK BAMBERGER, who was in-

terviewed by our representative on his

arrival in London from a protracted
tour extending from Sikkim to Tierra

del Fuego, expressed himself as an

uncompromising opponent of the new

system.
" As an exemplification of the

influence of applied science on art,"

observed Mr. BAMBERGER, " the new in-

vention is not without interest. But
if it were extensively employed by
pianists the results would be disastrous.

Travel enriches the intellect and de-

velops sympathy. Home-keeping artists

are apt to become insular, and even pa-
rochial, and the exclusive use of the

telepiano would undoubtedly tend to

root the virtuoso in one spot and pro-
mote a sedentary and immobile exist-

ence. Why should he go to Buenos

Ayres or the Klondyke, he will argue,
when all that is necessary is for him to

sit comfortably at home and discourse

wireless music to expectant auditors at

the uttermost ends of the earth '? I,

for one, could never bear to exchange
the life of the travelling virtuoso, so

richly fraught with adventure and
emotion, for this lethargic and hum-
drum existence. A man is not only a
better man, but an infinitely more ex-

hilarating performer, for having ex-

perienced a typhoon in the China seas,
witnessed a war dance of Amazons in

Dahomey, grappled single-handed with
a gang of Nihilists in Nijni-Novgorod,
or crossed the Grand Sahara on the

ship of the desert. Besides, it is not

enough for an audience to listen to the
tones of a piano. Unless the artist is

present before them, the performance
loses more than half its virtue. Capil-

lary attraction, gesture, play of facial

expression, costume all are eliminated

by the telepiano." Mrs. BAMBERGER,
who during the interview sat at the
feet of her illustrious husband on a

richly decorated Japanese footstool,

cordially endorsed his views.

M. PADEHEWSKI, on the other hand,
professes himself a warm supporter of

the telepiano. He writes from Schloss

Manru, Poland, to say that it has

solved a problem which for long has

greatly exercised his mind how to

give pleasure to the world without in-

curring the risk of being mobbed and

almost torn to pieces by his fanatical

admirers. " At my last recital at

Chicago," writes M. PADEEEWSKI,
" several tufts were forcibly removed

from my chevelure, the little finger of

my right hand was dislocated, and my
best butterfly tie torn from my neck.

This beneficent invention will hence-

forth enable me to continue my
pianistic career without danger to life,

limb and beauty."
M. PACHMANN is even more bitterly

opposed to long distance wireless piano-

playing than Mr. BAMBERGER. "To

expect people to listen to a pianist
without seeing his face is the most

preposterous notion that ever emanated
from a lunatic asylum. It is like an

omelette without eggs. But what can

you expect from a firm with the name
of Bliithstein ? You cannot get blood

from a stone."

Finally, Madame SOPHIE MENTEE

objects to the new system because

every auditor has to put on a hearing

cap, the effect of which is most un-

becoming.

MULL.

TELL me not of Grecian isles

And a charm that 's olden,

Brooding on the turquoise blue

That the Argo's oar-banks knew,
Where a sun-steeped ease beguiles,

Far away, and golden !

There 's a Western isle I know,
Where the last land merges

In the grey and outer seas,

Southward from the Hebrides,
And through old sea-caverns go

Old Atlantic dirges !

Grey it is, and very still

In the August weather ;

Grey the basking seals that flock

On their jagged lift of rock
;

Starkly heaves a waste of hill

Grey, untouched of heather !

Grey streams go by cliff and hag,
Black their pools and quiet ;

There the great grey sea-trout rise

Somewhat shortly at your flies

(If you want to make a bag,
Worm 's their favourite diet).

That 's the place where I would be,
Where the winds blow purely ;

For I hear, by Fancy blest,
All the Fairies of the West
Sound their silver pipes for me

" Horns of Elfland
"
surely !

CAIRO-LONDON AIRSHIP.

THE following extracts taken from
The Daily Letter show the rapid pro-
ress this magnificent airship is making.
In each case the paragraph emanates
"From our Special Correspondent":

Desert (near Cairo), Oct. 27, 1910.

Theairship
"
Demmit-BayloudXII.,"

which is to make a flight from Cairo to

London, where it will be housed in The

Daily Letter garage on Wanstead Flats,

is rapidly approaching completion, and
it is hoped that the vessel will reach

London in time for Guy Fawkes Day.

Desert (mar Cairo), Dec. 17, 1910.

The airship "Demmit Bayloud XII.,"
which is to fly to London, where it will

be housed in The Daily Letter garage
on Wanstead Flats, made an excellent

trial trip to-day. The expedition was

slightly marred by the motor exploding
and badly injuring two men.

It is hoped that the airship will reach
The Daily Letter garage on Wanstead
Flats on Christmas Day.

Desert (near Cairo), Dec. 26, 1910.

Everything is in readiness for the

flight of the airship
"
Demmit-Bayloud

XII." from Cairo to The Daily Letter

garage on Wanstead Flats, and it is

expected that the vessel will reach The

Daily Letter garage on New Year's

Day.
The Daily Letter garage, which was

specially erected at an enormous ex-

pense by the proprietors of The Daily
Letter, is being decorated in anticipa-
tion.

Desert (near Cairo), Jan. 16, 1911.

Theairship "Demmit-Bayloud XII.,"
which is to fly to The Daily Letter

garage on Wanstead Flats, made a

splendid trial trip of thirty-eight yards

yesterday. Unfortunately, however, in

descending her propeller was smashed.
It is expected now that she will not

reach The Daily Letter garage on Wan-
stead Flats until the end of the month.

Desert (near Cairo), Feb. 9, 1911.

The airship
"
Demmit-BayloudXII.,"

which is to fly from Cairo to London,
where it will be housed in the garage
specially erected on Wanstead Flats at

enormous expense by the proprietors
of The Daily Letter, remained in the

air for over ten minutes to-day. It is

confidently expected that she will

arrive at The Daily Letter garage by
St. Valentine's Day.

Desert (near Cairo), March 1, 1911.
The airship

"
Demmit-Bayloud XII.,"

which is to fly to The Daily Letter

garage on Wanstead Flats, did a circu-

lar trip to-day, being in the air for

nearly nineteen minutes.

The engineers are enthusiastic over
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tliis performance, and they hope to

reach The Daily Letter garage on
Wanstead Flats before quarter-day.

The Daily Letter has spared no ex-

pense in equipping its magnificent

garage, and thousands of people visit

it every day.

Desert (near Cairo), Mch. 31, 1911.

The "Demmit-Bayloud XII.," which
is to fly to The Daily Letter garage on
Wanstead Flats, met with an unfortu-

nate accident to-day, which may delay
her flight to The Daily Letter garage.
From causes which are at present

unknown, her envelope burst just as

she was settling down after a magnifi-
cent flight of two hundred yards.
As soon as the repairs are effected,

however, the airship will fly to The

Daily Letter garage on Wanstead Flats.

Desert (near Cairo), May 26, 1911.

The airship" Demmit-Bayloud XII.,"
which is to fly from Cairo to The Daily
Letter garage on Wanstead Flats, was

to-day assaulted by a man named
Smith.

It has transpired that Smith has
erected stands on Wanstead Flats

every other week since the beginning of

November, and has dismantled them
in each case on the following week.

These stands commanded a view of

the magnificent garage erected on
Wanstead Flats by the proprietors of

The Daily Letter.

Later.

The injuries sustained by the "Dem-
mit-Bayloud XII.," which is to fly to

The Daily Letter garage on Wanstead
Flats, are not so serious as at first

anticipated. The airship is now con-

fidently expected to reach The Daily
Letter garage on Wanstead Flats by
Derby Day.

Desert (near Cairo), Aug. 17, 1911.
It is possible that the flight of the

airship
"
Demmit-Bayloud XII.," to The

Daily Letter garage on Wanstead Flats

may be delayed, as during a trial trip

to-day the engine fell through the deck
and was smashed to pieces on the

ground below.

However, the engineers are fully
confident of reaching The Daily Letter

garage on Wanstead Flats during Sep-
tember.

Extract from advertising columns of" Cairo Telegraph," dated Jan. 1, 1912.
To Aviators. For sale, a large num-

ber of airship fittings in excellent
condition and thoroughly seasoned. A
bargain, only to be seen to be appre-
ciated. Would take white mice in a

cage in exchange.

1-lrtract from advertising columns of
The Dally Letter," dated Jan. 10, 1912.
To be let or sold. Splendid building

Photographer (who, fur the first plate, has taken a great deal of trouble to get his sitter to rclix
the unnaturally stem expression which men assume under the ordeal, and now prepares for a
second exposure). "I SHALL LEAVE TUB KXI-RESSION TO YOU THIS TIME, Siu."

on Wanstead Flats, suitable for motor

garage, skating rink, electric theatre,
etc. No reasonable offer refused.

Commercial Candour.

1. "TROUSERS FOR NOTHING !

LAST Two WEEKS."

Clothier's notice in " The Stockton and District

Monthly Advertiser."

2. "OUU BOOTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES."

A Middlesboro Bootmaker.

" For instance, what gives pleasure and physi-
al exercise to the rower ? It is the resistance

K-twccn the sculls and the water created in the

brain." From a jxtmjihlct on Physical Train-

ing.

Skulls, dear friend, not sculls.

More Records Broken.

"Champcl had a slight mishap, but got
everything right during the night, and at 5.30

in the morning had a trial flight, and in the

afternoon covered over 32 miles in 57 sees."

Standard.

"His best partners were Rowley and Arnold,
the latter helping him to put on 101 in eight
minutes for the fifth wicket."Daily Telegraph.

"A woman who lived on the charity of
neigh-

bours in the Belleville quarter of Paris, died

suddenly from heart disease. When the au-

thorities came to bury her at the public expense

they found 2,800 hidden in her mistress.

Weekly Dispatch.

Accept this statement with reserva-

tion. There is a mistake somewhere;
but how it came about we cannot see.

It is not as if maitresse was French
for mattress, as it ought to be.
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A LORD OF LANGUAGE.
I HAVK had in my head for some

days the words " Scale and drop," and

I cannot get them out.
" Scale and

drop." What do they convey to you,

reader? Nothing? Ah, that merely
shows that you are not a military

expert. If you were, you would realise

at once that an offensive operation was

going forward assault and battery in

the making.
But I will tell you. I live in the

country, in a district that was recently

the theatre of war. Mimic war, it

is true, but earnest and serious, if

rather self-conscious, war, none the

less. Regiments marched up and down
our hill, not only by day, but by night.

Tired men in khaki, with the skin half

off their faces and wholly off their noses,

rested under our trees, consuming end-

less cigarettes and much chocolate, and

leaving the wrappers of both behind.

Yeomanry galloped over all the sur-

rounding fields, except where notices

said " Out of bounds." Now and then

we were asked for water, not only for

men but for beasts. In short, we knew

something of what war meant.

And then at last, after days of silent

manoeuvres, came a battle with blank

cartridges, so close that our house

Ijecame a centre of headache. It was
in the midst of this engagement that

I walked out into the garden and stood

in the doorway leading to the orchard

to watch the fray. In fact we all did :

old and young, the whole household.

Now this orchard is surrounded by a

wall which in places may be four feet

high, but for the most part is three

feet high ;
so insignificant that last

week a cow in the next meadow placed
her head against it, pushed a sufficient

gap through it, and was found con-

suming our fruit trees. I had since

then ceased to think of it as a wall at all :

merely a symbol of ownership, privacy.

Judge, then, of my amazement, and
indeed pride, when, all the blank cart-

ridges having been expended, the com-
mander issued to his men the sten-

torian order,
" Scale and drop !

"

While we were still glowing at the

employment of such noble words, the

whole troop, a few of them with a half

glance of confusion towards us, ran

simultaneously to the wall and got
over it. I knew they would. I knew that

scaling was as impossible as dropping.
It was a case of lifting the legs one
after the other; but the life-blood of

the army not less the Territorials

than the Regulars is precision, not

only of deed but word, and "
getting

over walls
"

is unknown there. Quite
right, too ; and I applauded the officer

for his fidelity both to the spirit and

the letter. His command remains in

my mind an example of sublimity.

HOW A GREAT AUTHOR WORKS.

["In wild surroundings man can but realise

himself to be a trivial part of the great whole,

while in the more formal environment of a

garden he is free to deal with questions which

arise from artistic creation." Daily Puper.]

I VOWED (intrepid youth !)
to go

Where Nature's wildest blooms

arrayed
A soil which had not felt the hoe

Nor scraped acquaintance with the

spade.
There I determined I would dwell ;

The Muse and I, with none to stop us,

Would hold communion for a spell

And perpetrate a magnum opus.

But mid the wondrous wildness came
The thought that man is very slight.

The world would go on just the same
Were I a maggot or a mite.

My work would mingle with the dust,

And what renown I gathered from it

Would be distinctly less robust

Than was the tail of Halley's comet.

Such candid self-communion brought
All hope of working to an end ;

So I returned forthwith, and sought
A sympathetic lady friend,

Within whose trim-kept garden I

Told how, to morbid thoughts a

martyr,
I 'd found the source of music dry
And Pegasus a rank non-starter.

And, just as she seemed like to melt
In tears at my unhappy state,

With thrills of ecstasy I felt

The artist's longing to create.

That garden struck a chord in me ;

A flood of melody came rushing,
As when one deals the rubber tree

The blow that sets its sap a-gushing.

Of travelling I 've had enough,
It tends to baulk the poet's aim ;

The sight of Nature in the rough
Makes man's affairs seem very tame.

But put me where the pansy grows,
And kindred blossoms even neater,

And, gazing on their ordered rows,
At once I mould my thoughts in

metre.

"A mile out of Shrivnal a
)
icked escort met

the women, making a gallant show of blue and
red and gold, the sunshine flashing on the regi-
mental colours, on sword-scabbards and steel

shoulder chains, on serried rows of medals lying
on gallant breasts."

"
Daily Mirror

"
Serial.

They always do wear full-dress uniform
and carry colours on the North-West
Frontier of India. But why wasn't
the band playing ?

THE SEAMY SIDE OF HEROISM.
A CRISIS is suddenly come upon me.

I sit in my office in Lincoln's Inn

Fields, looking out from my window

upon it and wondering whether I am
going out to avert public disaster, or

am going to sit quietly within, pretend-

ing that I have not noticed anything.
When I set myself to dream of heroic

opportunities, I had my eye on Fires,

Brownings, Riots, Wrecked Expresses
or Fainting Aristocrats. My offer to

Providence was that it should arrange
a mise-en^sc&ne including one of the

above catastrophes and not omitting
a large and appreciative crowd of on-

lookers. There was to be a first-rate

disaster imminent, cowardice and panic

rampant, and nothing wanted but a

man to come along and do the manly
thing. I was to be that man. I was
to arrive, godlike, at the psychological
moment, save everybody and every-

thing from the worst, and then attempt
a modest retirement, which, I trusted,

would be prevented by the crowd,
frenzied with admiration. Publicity
and due reward, possibly even cash,

should be forced upon me then and

there, and a short, depreciatory speech
extracted from my unwilling lips.

Though I made known my preference
for a fire in a theatre, with myself
clambering on to the stage and thence

directing the safe exit of a panic-
stricken mob, I left the actual choice

of catastrophes to Providence, and this

is the best it can do.

For nearly an hour a private carriage
has stood by the curb, opposite the

door next to my own. There is no
one inside ; there is no one on the box.

No one shows any sign of ownership,
interim possession or desire to control.

You say this is impossible. Why?
Cannot the coachman have had a

parcel to deliver on the top floor, and

quite unintentionally have fallen down
four flights of stairs ? May it not be

that . . . Anyhow, there is the phe-
nomenon. A policeman has looked at

it, stroked the horse's head, wondered
what (if anything) he ought to do, and

gone his ways. An errand-boy on a

box-tricycle has enquired leisurely into

the matter. He has looked carefully
inside and on the box of the carriage.
He has started to ride away and has

returned to look underneath. Finding

nothing there, he has scratched his

head. He has scratched the horse's

head and looked up at the neighbour-

ing windows. With a little more head-

scratching, he too has gone his ways.
That was nearly half-an-hour ago,

and there the thing is, still unclaimed.
Yet you do not believe. I, who am
now watching it happen in the most
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r.ii:. "\\'IIAT'H THAT DIIITY MARK ON YOUII I.KC, M.VSTKU KIIANK i"
/'.sc. "WELL, <: AT IIM-K .\\i> WASH IT OFF."

Frank. '' IIAKOLI) Mi'KKH MK."
Frank. "

\Viiv ' IT WASN'T UK WHAT DID IT!"

natural way in the world, begin to lose

patience, and so does the horse. After

a short prelude of restlessness, the ill-

used creature has decided that it will

wait no longer. An hour was just per-
missible; more it is unreasonable to

expect of an active horse. He moves
oft at a slow walk. In a minute he will

be trotting into Kingsway; in three,

galloping driverless down Oxford Street.

He is only just starting, has in fact

stopped for a moment of his own
accord. Before he goes on again, I can

easily secure him and lead him back,

awkwardly and unheroically, to his

proper place. I shall endeavour to
leave him and he will start of! again.
Ho I shall have to stay there and hold
him until some owner does appear.
If any crowd gathers, it will only be to

ridicule a corpulent but eminently
respectable old gentleman with a bald

head, holding an apparently amused
horse inefficiently. When the owner
conies, will he shower praise and reward

upon me? Not he. At the best he
will give me twopence to get myself a
drink. At the worst he will ask me
what the something I am doing with
his horse, and will accuse me of theft
on an original and ambitious scale.

The horse, I tell you, has paused in
its progress, showing that its move-
ment was originally intended as a

practical protest, expected to bring the

driver quickly about his business. But
the driver not appearing, and the horse

having tasted the pleasure of indepen-
dent motion, the longer and fatal

journey is now contemplated. In a

word, the pause is ended and the horse
is walking off to do his worst. Ah,
well ! I suppose there is nothing for

it. I shall have to go.

Really, Providence, don't you know
the difference between a Hero and a

Busybody ?

TERMINOLOGICAL EXACTI-
TUDE.

John Rogers, Esq., to Arthur Robson,

Esq., M.A.

DEAR ARTHUR, I am on the point
of engaging a secretary, and amongst
those who have applied to me for the

post is one Mr. Alfred Thompson. He
informs me that he was recently a

pupil at your school, and refers me to

you for his character. I should be

very grateful for any information you
could give me as to his conduct when
he was under your supervision.

My kind regards to yourself and your
wife. Believe me, yours sincerely,

JOHN ROGERS.

Arthur Robson, Esq., M.A., to John

Rogers, Esq.

MY DEAR JOHN, Alfred Thompson

was a pupil of mine for some time, and
I found his conduct generally good.

Yours in haste," ARTHUR ROBSON.

John Rogers, Esq., to Arthur Robson,

Esq., M.A.

DEAR ARTHUR, Thank you very
much for your letter. I am sorry to

trouble you again, but I am afraid that

I do not quite appreciate what you
mean by "generally." Would you
mind enlightening me a little further ?

Yours sincerely, JOHN ROGERS.

Arthur Robson, Esq., M.A., to John

Rogers, Esq. (Post Card).

By
"
generally

"
I mean " not par-

ticularly." A. R.

"During 1909 the Mint mude 1,138,480 more

shillings than in 1909." Daily Kj-prtss.

This is the kind of paragraph that

turns hair grey quicker than any of

the advertised things.

" ' Had they remained in the water, no donlit

it would have lieen a triple fatality,' said the

coroner at Blackpool yesterday afternoon."

Jiiriniaijham Daily Post.

SOLON !

The reluctance of certain Territorials

to march in the rain has been duly
noted in Berlin. It would be just like

the Germans to bring off the invasion

on a wet dav.
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PROBLEMS OF WAR.
Excited Recruit (on outpost duty for the first Urn").

" YON MAN SAYS I'M CAI-TURKD, Sic. COULD HE CAPTURE ME SIR' TIIFREWAS ONLY ONE OF HIM, AN 1

ONE OF ME !

"

ERGOPHOBIA.
IT was not that I wished to go away,
To leave my tasks undone, and wander free ;

My noble spirit chafed at the delay,
For work (whatever my detractors say)

Is meat and drink to me.

The joys of idleness allured me not
;

Indeed, I felt considerable pain
At being torn, uprooted from the spot
Where I might work, and give full vent to what

I wildly call my brain.

I did but seek the somewhat flagging power
Of that tremendous engine to restore

;

I said, I will be idle for an hour,
Give it, in fact, a kind of thorough scour,

That I may work the more.

It was in that fine hope that I took wing,
For that I laid my well-loved labours by ;

And, faring forth, I grew the sunniest thing ;

I was a figure of incarnate Spring ;

None bonnier than I.

Where'er I moved I carolled like a lark
;

On lake, on links, the music of my mirth

Became the theme of general remark
;

Yet ever, tho' I strove to keep it dark
From men of lighter worth,

In mind I sought that fuller time ahead
When I should leave ignoble rest behind

And tackle that dear work for which I bled

(Being, I fancy I 've already said,
Blest with that sort of mind).

So the days passed. And so the glad dawn broke
That haled me to the labour of my Art.

With joy I came ; with joy resumed the yoke ;

And up till now I haven't done a stroke
I cannot even start.

My Muse, once supple, labours as a wain
That deeply creaks in unaccustomed ruts

(A pretty figure !) ; struggles are in vain ;

And, as for what I madly call my brain,
It doesn't work for nuts.

Nay, worse. My old-time zeal has run to rust ;

And work a fact that fills me with dismay
That very work, for which I felt such lust,
Makes me recoil with shuddering disgust ;

I want to go away. Dun-Dun.
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THE IDLER MALGRE LUI.

LORD KITCHENER. "THINK I SHALL EVER BE ANY GOOD AT THIS?"
PUNCH. "HOPE YOU WON'T HAVE THE TIME, SIR.'

[Lord KITCHENER has recently been taking lessons in golf at Archcrfield.]
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MARGATE AGAIN!
ENGLAND HAS A LARGE MARITIME POPULATION-, OF WHOM SHE is JUSTLY PROUD.'

AN UNCONVENTIONAL PICNIC.
MONKS DOHMINO, as my sister Lavinia and I often say,

has been simply a different place since Mrs. Rippentrop
came to live at Sunny Bank. She keeps us all alive sucfi

an energetic person, and so full of animal spirits and new
ideas for social enjoyment ! So we were quite excited when
she called to ask us to join a picnic party she was getting

up on some plan she had seen in a daily paper and was

carrying out with additions of her own. " You really must

come, dear Miss Priscilla ; it won't be complete without

you and Miss Miniver," she said, in that pretty way of

hers. And, having no other engagement, we were of course

only too delighted to accept. All we were told was that

we were to send in such provisions as we liked to con-

tribute, the evening before, and meet on the appointed day
at Sunny Bank to receive further instructions.

When we arrived, the first thing we all had to do was
to dress ourselves up in various articles that we found

provided for us, exactly as if it was Charades. Colonel
Potter looked extremely quaint in a pink bath-gown and a

grey slouch hat with a blue woollen feather; as did Mr.

Dilhvater, our new Curate, in Indian shawls and a lilac

sunbonnet but both seemed just a teeny bit put out when
we learnt that the picnic was to take place in Balmyside
Woods, and that we were to drive there just as we were.

Indeed, if they had not both been such devoted admirers of

Mrs. Rippentrop, I almost doubt whether they would have
consented to come at all. But she had thoughtfully

engaged the station omnibus from the "
Falcon," so wo

were comparatively unobserved.

We got out at the nearest gate to the wood, where
Mrs. Eippentrop made us all put on half-masks of black

paper before we went any further. Then we proceeded on
our way, and hadn't got far when we were challenged by
Mr. Wibberley, Miss Ingpen (who wrote a detective story
for our Parish Magazine, which the Rector said was

remarkably clever, but unsuitable), and Imogen Turk, with

her small brother Bobbie. They had gone on in advance,
and were supposed to be Scouts guarding the food, and,

before we could pass, we each had to make up a plausible

tale, and, if we escaped being recognised, the Scouts lost a

point. Colonel Potter's story was brief, and not very

plausible ; Lavinia and I couldn't think of any story at all
;

Mr. Stodgeleigh (who is writing an important book on the

History and Antiquities of Monks Dorming) told a very

good tale indeed, though he took rather a long time

over it. However, though we were so capitally disguised,
we were all recognised ;

so we should never have got to the

picnic at all if Mrs. Rippentrop hadn't persuaded them to

let us pass, in spite of the rules. When we reached the

picnicking ground another surprise was in store for us.

This was Mrs. Rippentrop's own idea. The Scouts had been

directed to hide the comestibles away in secret places, and
we had to hunt them all out before the meal could be

begun. To assist us in this Mr. Wibberley gave us a

cryptograph, with rows of little dancing men, which he had

imitated from a story of CONAN DOYLE'S, and we all
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puzzled over it for quite half-an-hour before we were com-

pelled to give it up. As it was already past two, the Scouts

were permitted by Mrs. Eippentrop to give us bints as to

the most likely spots. I must say the concealment bad
been most ingeniously contrived.

For instance, Lavinia's meat patties and my own jam
puffs were so completely hidden under layers of bracken

that dear old Mrs. Thudichum only discovered them by
noticing the state her boots were in. And, although we
observed a cork with a tiny flag floating in a dear little

mossy pool, we had no idea, till we were told, that it marked
the spot where Colonel Potter's contribution a lobster

salad had been submerged in a tin fish-can. The water

kept the lobster beautifully cool, but unfortunately some
rotifers and other pond-dwellers had gained admittance

through the boles in the top of the tin, so we thought it

more prudent, on the whole, not to partake of the lobster

salad.

We then had a great search

for a couple of cold chickens

which Mr. Dillwater said should

be somewhere about, and Mr.

Wibberley advised us to try the
bank of a charming rivulet close

by and sure enough, there were
the chickens ! They would have
been welcomed, as we were

getting really hungry by this

time, but some animal Mr.

Stodgeleigh thought a water-rat
had evidently found them be

fore us, so we went without

them, which I fancy was rather
a disappointment to poor Mr.
Dillwater. In compassion for

our feelings Imogen Turk then
informed us where she had
concealed a cold tongue. We
should C3rtainly never have
'ound it out for ourselves, as
;he dear child had dropped it

'nto a hollow tree, from which,
ihough we tried for at least

.wenty minutes, it proved im-

possible to extract it. And the
urrant and raspberry tart

well, I must say that whoever
secreted it in the undergrowth
was ill-advised in putting it so
near an ant's nest. Indeed, matters had reached such a

is a great reader, and it seems she borrowed the notion o:

hiding an article in the most conspicuous place from a tale

of EDGAR ALLAN POE'S. Nothing could have been more
successful, but Mr. Stodgeleigb, for so great a philosopher
as he is, all but lost his temper over it.

The bus was to have met us at five o'clock, but we were

considerably behind our time, and as it had to go back to

the station for the 6.15, we returned on foot. Colonel
Potter was a little peevish at having to walk through the

village in his disguise, and Mr. Dillwater openly dreaded
lest he should encounter his Eector which I regret to say
he did. But there are never many persons about in Monks
Dorming, and those we did meet made but few comments on
our costumes. Altogether, as I said to dear little Mrs.

Rippentrop, we were indebted to her for a most successful
and delightful expedition. Still, somehow or other, she
has not seen quite so much as she used to of either

Colonel Potter, Mr. Stodgeleigh,
or Mr. Dillwater. Indeed, I

cannot find that either of them
has been near Sunny Bank for

the last fortnight. F. A.

She. "AND
CUTHBEBT ?

"

He (appealing to ffearen).

YOU J) OO THHOUGH ANYTHING FOU ME,

'

I SWEAR !

'

>itch that I really thought it wiser, after coming upon
Mrs. Thudichum's calves-foot jelly in the midst of abed
of rushes, to refrain from mentioning that, when I first
saw it, a large speckly frog was seated panting on the top.

Luckily, there had not been time to think of a really
jlever hiding-place for the ham, and we found some bread
ind a jam-pot full of butter down a rabbit-hole, and not so
>ery sandy considering, so with these and the jelly (which
did not touch myself) we managed to satisfy our appe-

ites. There was not much to drink, because we only
exhumed one bottle of claret and another of milk, poor
ittle Bobbie being unable to remember where he had
'uried the others or the tumblers. Still, paper funnels
nake quite passable substitutes for drinking-glasses, and
xfter all, as Mrs. Eippentrop brightly observed, half the fun
)f a picnic consists in these little contretemps.

It was perhaps a pity that Miss Ingpen did not recollect
until we had all done that there was a large pigeon pie
serched in the fork of a tree directly over our heads. She

INSURANCE F01 CRICKETERS.

The Daily Chronicle having
announced the completion of its

scheme for the insurance of

footballers, Mr. Punch begs to

state that he also has made
arrangements of a somewhat
similar nature for the insurance
of cricketers. The Chronicle s

project insures against accident,
fatal or otherwise. Cricketers,

however, are less liable to death
than dishonour, and to injured
limbs than to injured feelings.
Mr. Punch's efforts are therefore

directed to compensation for

spiritual rather than bodily hurt.

A premium of 5 entitles the
cricketer who makes a pair of

spectacles to an expression of

surprise and sympathy from
Mr. LAURANCE WOODHOUSE in

The. Daily Mail.
A premium of 10 entitles

the cricketer who has been

given out unjustly 1. b. w. to his portrait in The Sketch,
entitled "Another Distinguished Victim of Bad Umpiring."
A premium of 7 10s. entitles the cricketer who is out

for hitting the ball twice to facetious but gratifying men-
tion in The Daily Telegraph by Major PHILIP TREVOR.
A premium of 5 entitles the cricketer who figures as a

"did not bat
"

to a bottle of Mr. WARNER'S hair-restorer.

A premium of 10 entitles the cricketer who misses an

easy catch (sitter) to commiserative sympathy of an appa-
rently authentic nature from at least three spectators,

strangers to each other, each of whom will remember
a similar chance being dropped by an illustrious per-
former.

A premium of 3 entitles the cricketer who breaks his
Achilles tendon to a paragraph by Sir HOME GORDON in

The Tatler, comparing him favourably with Mr. C. B.
FBY.
A premium of 8 entitles the cricketer who is bowled

first ball each innings to a pound of HIRST'S toffee for

life.
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AS OTHERS SEE US."
First Dog (Inrnlfor thf seasmt). "THAT'S THE FIFTEENTH TIME utrs'MNf; HE'* MISSED."

Second Day.
" NOSE TOO SAFE EITHER ; LET'S CHUCK IT."

A OUTRANGE!
that

West
[" Dear Sir, Ou behalf of my Committee, I beg to inform you tl

it is proposed to hold a Lawn' Tennis Match at Queen's Club, Wi
Kciis'ngtoii, 'Authors rersiis Publishers,' and shall be glad to know if

you care to play ?
"

From a /ftt"r rwiirrf.]

" CARE "
? What a feeble inadequate word it is!

Care, do you say, to take part in the match ?

Why, I should count it the worst of absurdities
If I should fail to come up to tiio scratch.

When you afford me, by blessed fatality,
Chances for which I 've continued to pine,

Can you imagine, in sober reality,
I shall be donkey enough to decline ?

Tliis is the happy occasion to dissipate
Sorrows that shadowed my life in the past ;

Tin's the delectable time, I anticipate,
When I shall crush the oppressor at last !

Insolent publisher, now I shall trouble you !

Would you return me my epic unread ?

Wait till I get you at Kensington (W.),
Wait till I bring off a smash at your head !

How I shall laugh at your feeble endeavour !>

Cope with my service's wonderful flight !

(Roguo as you are, you will have to be clever to
llnli me of this, my American right).

How my cross-volley will humble your vanity !

How the spectators will mock at you, Sir,
As I remark, with delicious urbanity,"

Ah, the net system is what you prefer !

"

" Why do I reckon
"

(I hear your satirical

Query)
" that we are unequally matched ?

What if these verses be merely a lyrical

Counting of chickens before they are hatched '?'

Nay, the position is far from disquieting ;

Plain is the fare that an author can get,
Publishers revel in opulent dieting
You will be done at the end of a set !

So, in a scornfully challenging attitude,

Waving a racquet, behold me advance ;

It would be simply the rankest ingratitude
Not to employ so consummate a chance !

Now I must stifle my eager elation to

Answer the person who said "
if you care

"
. .

"
Sir, I accept your polite invitation to

Play at West Kensington. / shall be there !
"

"Oi.n COINS Kot'NK AT BUKNTISI,ANI>. Some old Scottish coins

were hardly decipherable, hut yesterday a French coin in gool preserva-
tion was picked up, having the name and effigy of Louis XIII. on the

me side, and the fleur de lysand the date 1838 on the other. "Xcolsiimii.

We advise the finder to alter the date before he offers it for

sale to any but a very sanguine numismatist.

"\VANTKH immediately, in Scotland, Rahl.iter; married, without

family, 30 to 40 ; Hnglish ; Church of England." f'otmtri/ Lift.

More ecclesiastical rancour; for of course Scotch rabbits

are Presbyterians.

Keats on the flight that failed.

"And then upon the grass I sit and moan.
Like one who once had wings." Hyivrinn.
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A TUBE PROPOSAL.
I HAD been expecting the proposa.

for weeks, so often had he been on the

verge and so often had I tactfully

piloted him back to safe ground again
but when he ran me to earth, so to

speak, in the Tube, and led me stag-

geringly down the train to the dim and

deserted far end, I set my teeth grimly
for I knew I was in for it. He is quite
a nice boy and the juvenile lead of oui

Amateur Dramatic Society ; but, though
my heart may not be another's, it is

certainly not his.

He began at once, fixing his pas
sionate eyes on mine, and speaking
in a voice of emotional entreaty. I

was heartily sorry for him, for the

Tube is an awful place to propose in
;

the roar and rattle drowned his best

points, and I only caught a few words
here and there, such as " Katharine

"

(he was too moved to call me "Kitty"),
"
carry you by storm,"

"
wife,"

" win

you in the end." Then he came to a full

stop and, seizing my hand, he faltered
" Will' you oh, do say you will !

" I wish I could," I sighed, giving
his band a sisterly little squeeze before
I withdrew mine, "but it's impossible."
As I spoke the noise and clatter were
worse than ever, and, to my horror and

annoyance, I saw, from the sudden

rapture in his face, that he had mis-

understood me, and, probably only
catching my first words, had mistaken
" I wish "

for " I will."

His joy was so frank that for the
first moment I simply hadn't the heart
to undeceive him

; the next, the train

slowed up at our station, and we were

obliged to perform a combined cake-
walk down the oscillating compart-
ment. I had no opportunity to correct
his illusion on the platform or in the
crowded lift, and I waited till we got
outside, when he at once began gaily
"You don't know how horribly

nervous I felt before I asked, but I
feel I can face any music now I am
sure of you."

"I 'm dreadfully sorry," I said bravely,
but there 's been a mistake. You

thought I said ' Yes '

in the Tube, didn't

you ?
" He nodded and looked down

quickly and apprehensively in my face.
"
Well, as a matter of fact, I said

No,'
"

I answered as gently as I could.
He turned very pale and did not speak
*or a few moments. Then he demanded
n a hard voice
" Why not ? Are you engaged ?

"

I shook my head and averted my
iyes.

" Then why won't you ?
"

" Because 1 don't want to," I bhn-ted
out, feeling truth was best.

There was a long pause.

"
Oh, very well," he said quietly

" then I shall ask Cynthia Platt."

I own I was a little shocked at this

not piqued, but a little shocked. How
ever, I exclaimed heartily, "That's

very sensible of you. She's heap?
better than I am."

"
Well," he replied in a meditative

voice,
" of course she's taller and she's

good-looking. But she 's a bit too

strong ;
she 's got such a magnificenl

physique, you know."
"
Why, surely that

'

all the better,'
I said.

"Oh, no," he replied. "You're a
much more suitable size for me to chase
round with a whip."

I gasped, and he smiled a little sadly
at my expression.

"
Oh, you needn't look alarmed,"

he said; "I shouldn't have actually
touched you with it

; my idea was just
to rattle you along and crack it behind

you."
"
Well," I said,

"
if that 's your idea

of domestic happiness I consider it 's

an insult for you to have asked me to

marry you."
He pulled up short and stared at me.
" I never asked you to marry me,

be exclaimed.

What!" I cried. "Not just now
in the Tube ?

"

"Never," he said emphatically. "I
told you they had cast me for Petruchio
in T/io Taming of the Shrew, and I

asked you to be Katharine, my wife in

'ihe play, don't you know."
I didn't speak; I couldn't; it was

all I could do to choke back my tears
)f mortification, and we walked in a
horrible embarrassed silence till I

reached my gate. Then I glanced up
and saw that his face wore a mingled
ixpression of nervousness, amusement,
and pity.

" I 'm awfully sorry," he stammered,
' but that beastly Tube makes such a
row, no wonder "

"Yes, doesn't it," I said quickly;
'my mistake was almost excusable.
And in any case," I added over my
shoulder as I went in, "you won't
forget I said '

No,' will you ?
"

From the Spanish paper Blanco y
Negro.

Don't kill the birds ! the bitlie birds

y hat. sing about the door,
soon as the joyous spring has come '

and chilling otorhms are d er."

The author does not seem quite to

,ppreciate the spell of Autumn.

"WAIFS AND STP.AYK.

Mr. and Mi's. Winston Churchill left for the
Jontinent on Wednesday." Oxford. Times.

We have seen many a happier head-

ng than this.

UNEXPECTED ATHLETES.
ENCOURAGED by the stimulating ex-

ample of Lord KITCHENER, several

other eminent public men have decided
to enter the athletic arena.

Lord FISHER, O.M., played his first

game of golf at Sheringham on Friday
last. The results were decidedly pro-
mising, though the gallant admiral occa-

sionally gave vent to such marine
exclamations as "Avast there!" on

missing the globe. At the eighth hole,
where he took a full swing with his

Dreadnought driver, Lord FISHER hit

the roof of the Lifeboat Station such a

prodigious ponk that the ball flew off

into the North Sea and was never seen

again. At the tenth, Lord FISHER ran
down a 6 in. putt in fine style.'and at

the thirteenth he cleverly sliced his

drive into the tee-box, a thing which
has never been done before. JOHNNY
WALKER, who coached the illustrious

neophyte, expressed keen satisfaction

with his pupil's progress.
"
Man," he

exclaimed on one occasion,
"
yon 's the

biggest divot I ever saw."
Lord ROSEBERY'S unexpected appear-

ance at the Highland Games at Strath-

peffer has been quite the event of the
week in Scotland. His lordship entered
for several events, and carried off the
veterans' 100 yards' handicap from the

30-yard mark in the fine time of

24 seconds. Lord ROSEBERY was also

honourably mentioned in the egg and

spoon race.

The announcement that Sir OLIVER
LODGE would take part in a game of

water polo in the Edgbaston Baths
attracted a large and influential crowd
io that fashionable resort on Saturday
afternoon. The illustrious savant, who
was tastefully clad in plum-coloured
satinette, presented a truly noble ap-
pearance on plunging into the bath,
and was the life and soul of the game.
Playing centre wing forward with extra-

ordinary gusto, Sir OLIVER again and

again foiled the attack of the opposing
crimmagers. One magnificent run

along the bottom of the bath aroused
such enthusiasm that Mr. RAYMOND
BLATHWAYT, though fully dressed in

he height of the fashion, leapt into the

iquid and was with difficulty rescued
'rom a watery grave. Mr. HAROLD
BEGBIE was reduced to tears of ecstasy,
and Mr. BRAM STOKER, who was re-

Dorting the match for P. A. P., broke
nto pssans of delight. As he put it in

one happy phrase,
" Since the days of

foncesvalles there has never been such
an OLIVER as ours." At the close the

aquatic hero was carried home shoulder

ligh, preceded by the drum and fife

>and of the Edgbaston Telepathic ,

Scouts.
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THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME.
''/'"ti ("/ci'iiiy dothes'-propi).

"
'Ki.r A 1-0011 WOMAN, LIDY. EIGHTPENCE EACH, or. YOU CAN TAKE THE TWO FOU A MIIH.LIN',

THE UNIVERSAL BROTHER-
HOOD.

THE great Australian liner with the
eminent Paragraph on board was

already overdue as I stood waiting.
Many well-known Pars were on the

<iuay to meet their confrere.

The GLADSTONE twenty - six bites

mastication story was standing next
to an iron-haired anecdote about
DISBAKLI'B first speech, while two dis-

tinguished Pars who had, I found,
both seen the light years ago in

P.U.P., stood and recalled old times.

They had not met for years. The one
about Lord RANDOLPH CHURCHILL'S
resignation had gone out to South
Africa at the time of the appointment
of his son. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL,
to be Under-Secretary to the Colonies,
and had returned when lie went to the
Board of Trade. The other, about
BOYLK ROCHE'S rat that was nipped
in I he hud, had only just concluded a
tour of Japan and the Far East. At
this moment the great ship hove in

sight, and in a few minutes, amidst

loud cheers, the venerable Par came
ashore. I succeeded in getting a few
words.

" You have been round the world ?
"

I asked.
"
Completely," answered the genial

old anecdote. " I have appeared in

550 newspapers, magazines and re-

views. When I came out in The
Honolulu Weekly Whisper the paper
went out of print. I leave again to-

morrow by the thin paper edition of

6'lad Bits, en r&ute for Chicago and the
Far West, where I have a round of

engagements booked. You mustn't keep
me any longer. Pip ! Pip !

"

"
Pip ! Pip !

"
I responded ;

" see you
in (Had Bits to-morrow !

"

"
I recall a remarkable incident in that

innings very early on. A ball bowled, if my
memory serves, by Mr. K. S. Jackson beat Mr.

S| onncr. and stiuck his leg stump so hard that
it (ravelled to the boundary yet the bails were
undisturbed." "Old Kbor" in. "The Yvrks.

Kri'iiiinj Post."

Frankly, we don't believe this. We
can't help feeling that one bail, at any
rate, must have fallen.

AN IDLE QUERY.
IP to his lyre the ancient minstrel

trolled

Of doughtier deeds than modern eyes
behold

;

If raftered halls with braver songs
were stirred

Than any sounding strains which now
are heard ;

One idly wonders if the long-ago
Knew nobler deeds than ever we may

know ;

Or if in those dim years that bred our
sires

Were finer bards or only finer lyres !

"The must sipiilicant feature of the analysis
was that out of 87 overs sent down by the seven
bowlers tried, only six failed to yield at lm.it

one wicket." Bristol Evening Titius and tkho.

It appears that Gloucester were play-

ing eighty-one men to Worcestershire's
eleven.

riage in Henry Street, July 27,
ten Leather Bag. "-IrishTiincs.

This should take some finding.

' '

Lost, from can
small Invisible Green
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

OF the many novelists who can write with a semblance

of extreme accuracy about a period which they never saw,

most, I think, make the mistake of importing a far too

modern conception of romantic sentiment into the hearts

of their heroes and heroines. Mr. FORD MADOX HUBFFER
has no use for this sort of thing : he feels, I suppose, that

a time of artificial graces and studied manners exercised a

constricting influence over the emotions of the people who
lived in it. Thus, if you expect to find in the two principal

figures of The Portrait (METHUEN), who flourished in the

early part of the eighteenth century, a Victorian attitude

of mind, you will be grievously disappointed. For myself
I was more than pleased. Squire Bettcsicorth, of Winter-

bourne, Wilts, took a rash bet (amounting to 20,000) with

Sir Francis Daslncood,
the Duke of Norfolk,
and other gentlemen,
that he would "

find,

fetch, horse, and
marry" the lady who
had sat for the picture
known as ' Celia in her

arbour,' and The Por-

trait explains how he
did it, and how, inci-

dentally, his pride was
rather humbled in the

process. The minute-
ness with which the

author has described

his interiors (in the

painter's, not the psy-

chologist's, sense of the

word) is truly wonder-

ful, and the ladies and

gentlemen who strut in

his pages are the most

agreeable of mario-
nettes. Especially do
I like Mr. Poland

Bettesu'orth, the hero's

brother, and his method
of enforcing a duel

LITTLE WORRIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

So they married and I resist the temptation to wonder
whether Eric ever thought wistfully about the silent past.

The novel, of which this is the plot, is called Kilmeny of
the Orchard (PITMAN). Although this kind of thing may
make, indeed frequently has made, an acceptable short

story, the allowance is rather small for a complete six-

shilling volume. The author, L. M. MONTGOMERY, seems

to have said,
" Hang it all, they want another novel by

me, so, as this is all there is in the house at present, it

will just have to go round!
"

I am a little sorry for this,

since earlier work by the same hand was evidently of

better quality. Kilmeny of the Orchard, even enriched by
four quite charming illustrations in colour, strikes me as

not altogether fair value for the price.

I want to express such an opinion of The Brassbounder

(DUCKWORTH) as will induce you to put on your hat and
run out and buy it at once. You may say that you do

not care for the sea or

for them that go down
to it in ships, or that

you so well know and
love these things in

the life that any de-

scription of them in

a book must seem
second-rate and dull.

Believe me, in either

case you are entirely

wrong. The most
abandoned seaman and
the most determined
landlubber cannot fail

to find delight in these

sketches. Every changa
of the wind, every

point of the coni]);i.;,

every phase of life on
the deep when sailors

still sailed and did not

steam, is shown with
the breadth and the

buoyancy and the un-

sparing simplicity of a

man who must have

CONSTERNATION OF SIR AUBREY, WHO
HANDBOOK " TUEATETH NOT OF DRAGONS

with Sir Francis Dash- ~

wood :
" And you have about you, perhaps upon your

handkerchief, or upon your stockings, or I know not
where, of perfume of orange or of ambergris, or perhaps
it is no perfume at all. But with perfume or the lack of

perfume you have very much offended my nostrils. And
this, sure, is quarrel enough for any gaUant man." Like
the Earl of Pembroke, who was present, I cordially agree.

FIKUETH THAT "TllE DRAGON-SlAYEu'.S
WITH MORE THAN ONE HEAD.

Eric Marshall fell in love with a girl whom he had
heard playing the violin in an orchard. She was unfortu-

nately dumb, not through any vocal defect, but because
her deceased mother had refused to talk for many years,
and had been appropriately punished by the birth of a speech-
less daughter. The probability of this seems to me a little

dubious; but no matter. Kilmeny used to meet Eric in
the orchard pretty often

; till, one evening, a former suitor,

being naturally irritated at the affair, came behind Eric

wjth his little hatchet, and proposed to end things abruptly.
Kilmeny, however, saw his approach, and, recovering what
her mother had lost, spoke and warned her favoured lover.

once done his business

on the great waters.

Such is the air of

humanity about his crew, his mate and his Old Man, such
the atmosphere of reality about the stress and humour of

their choppy career, that one is forced to believe Mr.
DAVID W. BONE, when he professes once to have be?n an

apprentice, a "
brassbounder," on a three thousand ton

barque. I have my doubts whether his volume is the !

log of an actual voyage, polished up to readable form, or
an effort of fiction shorn down to a seamanlike rugged-
ness ;

I am clear that his observation is perfect, his expres-
sion masterly and his resulting whole utterly charming.
There are illustrations by the author careful, suggestive
pictures ; but, as they lack some of the spontaneity of the

written sketches, I confine myself to saying only that

these are very good indeed.

and '"Mr. Willows . . . passed over C'hippenham, Culue, Marlborough
Newbury and on to Beading, where he picked up the railway Ihu'."

Northern AV/*.

This is what comes of employing sleepers to hold the metals.

Any aeronaut can snatch them.
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CHARIVARIA.
WIIKN the Tsui meets the K \isi:ii at

Rchloss 1'Yiedberg the grounds of the

ca.stlo will, it is said, be flooded with

police. We really do not believe t hat

these precautions are necc-sar\ . The

meeting, we are convinced, will ho per-

fectly amicable.

Mr. BUPUS OAYNOK, the son of the

ir of Now York, reports that his

iow better than before he was
shot. In spite of this we understand

that other Mayors have not expressed

any great eagerness to undergo the

same cure. ... .
;

.

A Londoner who is in search of a

quiet spot for half-holidays asks the

readers of a daily paper to help him in

his quest. It will be in tbe highest

degree regrettable if, when the name is

announced, some half-million readers

of the journal in question decide to

share his seclusion.

' What 's the meaning of all these

railway pools," inquires an old

lady. "Is it the effect of the damp
summer? "

I ladies' hats, a fashion prophet tells

us, are to be smaller in girth but will

increase in height. This is a cruel blow

to those who had imagined that the

height of absurdity had been reached

already. ... .

;;

And pockets, it is said, are to come
into fashion. In view of the fact that

this would be a sensible innovation we
cannot advise our readers to believe the

rumour. ... ...

"The present season," says The

Hi/ii-fss, "has brought linen into vogue
among fashionable people." This is

quite correct. No smart man dare sho\v

himself now without a shirt and a
collar. ^ .,.

Taxicab drivers have held a meeting
to protest against the allegations that

they (Miibe//lo 150,000 a year, chiefly

by pocketing extras. The figure, it

is, is exaggerated.
'

:|:

'

There is, it is said, a scarcity of

shillings. Times have been so bad for
so lung that people have given up com-
plaining of the scarcity of sovereigns.

It was stated, last week, at a Stepney
Inquest, that a "bar" was a farthing.
A call to the bar, however, frequently

not mean even that.

Enthusiastic Climber (to exhausted companion). "Ir SEEMS A SHAME TO iK\VK YOU IIEKK,

01,0 MAN, mrr I MAYN'T GET ANOTIIKII CHANCE."

Jxltun*t''ii I'luii/mniuH. "THAT'S ALL RIGHT, OLD MAN; YUIJ GO AMI CI.IMI: THE NII.I.Y

HUM. WHILE I CAKVE ITS NAME OX MY ALI-ENCTOCK."

During the term instruction had been

given as to the visit of the Dutch fleet

to the Medway. In examination the

following question was put :
"
Explain

the context of the passage :

" This
would never have happened if Oliver

had been alive." One answer was as

follows :

" This was said when they
dug up tbe body of Oliver Cromwell
after the Restoration."

The electric ventilating fan on the

wall of the restaurant was whizzing
round. A gentleman who had dined

extremely well sat looking at it for

some time. "
Waiter," he complained

at last,
" that clock 's fast t

"

A contemporary publishes an article

on "Curious Collections." Some per-
sons are very eccentric in this respect.
We know a man who collects rates.

Seaside Pierrots are indignantly

denying the charge that the ditties they

sing are unfit for children to hear. We
must confess that our experience is thai

most of their songs are just about suit-

able for babes.
:

A safe remedy for want of sleep,"

says a medical journal,
"

is the eating
of onions." We should have thought
the noise of the smell would have kept
one awake.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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THE TWO HOLIDAYS.
" Look hwe, upon this picture, and on this." Hamlet.

[Mr LI,OYD GEOROE, who is responsible for the complicated inquisi-

tion on Land Values which is now ruining our holidays, is off, accordmg

to The Daily Ukrondt, on a motor trip through ( ern.any bw.to and

and Italy and wijl not return till the second week in September ,
when

he p,opo^s to asriat at the Welsh Eisteddfod. By another report, goli

is tlie main objective of his Continental tour.]

So you are off to see the sights,

To taste an unofficial beano

Full of the keen and pure delights

Which none but those with conscience free know ;

And Heaven, you hope, is sure

To bless your Gennan-Swiss-Italian tour !

And yet that pilgrimage must be

Funereal in its opening section,

For it will hurt your heart to see

A people ravaged by Protection,

Who live on underdone

Horses and dachshunds ;
this should spoil your fun.

Here it were well to go incog.,

Lest in those Tariff-ridden regions

The well-fed working-man should dog
Your wheels and cry in lusty legions,

" Potz-tauscnd Teufel ! That 's

The man that says we live on food for cats !

"

But, once in Switzerland, you '11 drop
Blond wig and alias ; soon your road '11

Take you to wherj on Eigi's kop
The Fatherlander yearns to yodel,

And you will bare your scalp

To all the winds that wash that noted Alp.

From German trippers swilling besr

In streams that nothing ever staunches

Southward you '11 fly in full career

(Eluding latent avalanches),
And find the same old story

More Germans swilling beer all round Maggiore.

Go where you y/ill you 're on their trace ;

They Teutonise from Spain to Turkey
This Tariff-busted pauper race,

Incorrigibly fat and perky,
The recognised invaders

Of scenes once sacred to the best Free-Traders.

Be not on their account depressed ;

They know which side their black bread 's buttered

But, since your joys might gain in zest

If Pity 'neath your waistcoat fluttered,

Please be a little sad

For us in England. We are going mad.

We, too, had hoped to take our ease

In spots renowned for natural beauties,
But have, instead, to grind at these

Condemnable Land-Value-Duties
;

Yes, while you romp about

We 've got to work your silly puzzles out.

By flowery routes you lightly bound,
But we, our holidays all rotted,

Await a fine of fifty pound
In case the answers can't be spotted ;

And how to find the clue

We have no notion any more than you.

Within a space of thirty days

(In this the month for gathering roses)

We 've got to solve the sinuous maze
Or pay your minions through our noses

;

While you at your sweet will

Go round and gambol with a rubber pill.

Well, pluck the hour ; enjoy your jaunts ;

Leave to its day the curse that 's coming ;

But, when you reach your native haunts

In time to hear the Druids humming,
Beware the ways of men,

For we shall all be gibbering mad by then. <
:.

THE UNEXPECTED.
He

Butlers on tn't

anil

SCENE The hall of a country house. Time 7.15 p.s

has just been let in at the front door by Her.

He. Halloa! Why is this door locked so early V \inl

vhere's Parkins? I've been ringing and shout i

ibout half-an-hour.

She. Yes, dear, I heard you all right angels'

short and no, they weren't far between.

He.. Visits, not voices.

She. Voices this time, dear. I prefer voices, esp ally

when it 's yours.
He. Well, why didn't you let me in ?

She. I have let you in.

He. Where 's Parkins ?

She. I 've given him an evening off.

He. What for ? He ought to be here.

;o want evenings off.

She. Well, if it comes to that, what brings you he!

why have you got an evening on'? You went awa
lunch with your dress-clothes all nicely packed int> our

Gladstone bag, and you told me a fairy tale al t a

dinner with some bachelor friend at Lowmead, an

you "re back again.
He. It 's quite true.

She. I know it is. I can see you with the naked ( .

He. I mean it 's quite true about dining with UTV

Talbot.

She. Then why aren't you dining with him ?

He. Fact is, poor old Harry got a very suddei le-

gram
She. It 's a way telegrams have.

He. Well, this one was more sudden than most. said

that Harry's uncle had broken his leg in two plac< and

as he 's eighty they think it pretty serious, and Har had

to dash off to London to get away North to-night. So 1

came back.

Sfie. I 'rn, sorry for Harry Talbot, and I 'm sorr

his old uncle, but I 'm sorriest for you.
He. Oh, come, I say, I 'm all right. Instead of

out I shall dine at home.
She. Dine!
He. Yes, dine. You don't seem overwhelmed wi

at getting me back.

She. Yes, I am simply crushed. But what d

think you 'd like for dinner ?

He. Oh, anything. Let 's dine quite simply. Soi and

a bit of fish
;
a cutlet with some peas, and a tart, o omo

jelly. I don't care what it is.

She. Yes, I know. Your name 's easy.
He. Eight you are ; it is. I '11 go and tumble in my

dress clothes.

[He takes up his Gladstone bag and prepares to eend

the stairs.

for

mi),'

joy

you
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"THE DESIRE OF THE MOTH FOR THE STAR."
SIB WILFRID LAURIEU (after expressing a passionate admiration for tJie

"
shining example

"
of English Free

</<;).
" WELL, AFTER ALL, IT 'S A LONG WAY OFF, AND THERE 'S NO RISK OF MY SINGEING

Y WINGS JUST YET."
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Colonel Brown (nolitoqiiisiiig OH Jiisltnst). "CoNKH'xitKii FKI,!..\

SOAP. IT 's IT 's IT OUGHTN'T TO UK ALLOWED !

"

DEFYING THE SOCIAL LAWS.
\Pff ) KU.HT AM) I,EH1 KVET.Y TIME, AM> M.VHE HIS MONEY IX

Slit. I wouldn 't worry about dressing.
He. Why not ?

MIC. Well, in the first place, you can't have any soup
He. Why not?
She. Don't interrupt. You can't have any soup because

it 's too late ; and you can't have any fish because there 's

none in the house and we can't get any. And you can't

have any cutlet because there isn't such a thing to be had.

You might possibly have a pea or two, but it 's absurd to

think of tart or jelly.

He. But where 's the cook ? What 's she up to ?

She. I'm coming to that. She's got an evening
out, too.

He. But you don't expect me to dine on a pea or two?
She. I didn't expect you at all.

He. Well, but here I am. You 've got to feed me now
you 've got me with all your worldly foods you me en-

dowed. You can't get out of it now. Besides, what are

you going to eat yourself?
She. Oh, my dinner 's a mere nothing. Tiie kitchen-

maid 's going to do me a dish of buttered eggs, and I shall

have some buttered toast and tea and a few cakes with

pink icing.
He. But you don't mean to say
s/i . Yes, I do. In fact, I 've said it. That 's going to

be mi/ dinner.

He. But
She. And it '11 have to be yours too.

lie. It 's the most awful
She. What? Buttered eggs awful ?

lli\ Yes, for dinner. And buttered toast !

.S/'.
1

. I '11 toll you what, Charles. There's a bit of cold

tongue left. Yes, and there 's a pot of meat paste and

some peaches. You '11 do all right. Pull yourself together
and be a man.

He. But I can't drink tea. I really must draw the line

at tea.

She. Well, you 've got the key of the cellar. Get out a
bottle of champagne or port or anything you like.

He. No, I think I '11 drink water. But I shall be ill ; I

know I shall.

She. Not you. You '11 be all the better for it.

He. I shan't dress.

She. No, I thought you wouldn't. I '11 go and order a

double quantity of buttered eggs.

[She goes, lea ring him plunged in d?s}>nir.

The American "Comedian."
DEAR MR. PUNCH, One would have thought that tho

theory of a "Britisher's" slowness at seeing a joke was
too old and discredited a wheeze even for an American
humorist. Yet the other night I was at the Palace Theatre

and was compelled, between two entertaining turns, to

listen to a gentleman, calling himself an "American Tramp
Comedian," who smiled patiently at what he took to be the

thick-headedness of his audience, and told them to " take

their time." Well, most of his jokes, which were largely
concerned with that vulgar and depressing theme, the fat

woman, appeared to me to be as palpable as a porpoise

(I missed one allusion, but that, I find, was through innocence
and not dulness) ; but very few of them seemed worth

troubling to laugh at. I dare say that his New York audiences

grin readily enough at this kind of tiling ; but then I do not

pretend to share their tastes. I recommend this Comedian
to return to the place where he gets the mast spontaneous
appreciation. Yours faithfully, FRONT Row.
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HOLIDAY TIME.

I. THE ORDEAL BY WATER.

" WE will now bathe," said a voice

at the back of my neck.

I gave a grunt and went on with

my dream. It was a jolly dream, and

nobody got up early in it.

" We will now bathe," repeated

Archie.

"Go away," I said distinctly.

Archie sat down on my knees and

put his damp towel on my face.

"When my wife and I took this

commodious residence for six weeks,"

he said,
" and engaged the sea at great

expense to come up to its doors twice

a day, it was on the distinct under-

standing that our guests should plunge

into it punctually at seven o'clock

every morning."
"Don't be silly, it's about three

now. And I wish you'd get off my
knees."

"It 's a quarter-past seven."

"Then there you are, we've missed

it. Well, we must see what we can

do for you to-morrow. Good night."

Ai chie pulled all the clothes off me
and walked with them to the window.

"
Jove, what a day !

"
he said.

" And
can't you smell the sea ?

"

" I can. Let that suffice. I say,

what 's happened to my blanket? I

must have swallowed it in iny sleep."

"Where's his sponge?" I heard him

murmuring to himself as he came away
from the window.

"
No, no, I 'm up," I shouted, and I

sprang out of bed and put on a shirt

and a pair of trousers with great speed.

Where do I take these off again ?
"

I asked.
" I seem to be giving myself

a lot of trouble."
" There is a tent."
" Won't the ladies want it ? Because

if so I can easily have my bathe later

on."

"The ladies think it's rather too

rough to-day."
"
Perhaps they 're right," I said hope-

fully.
" A woman's instinct No

I 'm not a coward."
It wasn't so bad outside sun anc

wind and a blue and-white sky anc

plenty of movement on the sea.
" Just the day for a swim," saic

Archie cheerily, as he led the way down
to the beach.

" I 've nothing against the day ; it '(

the hour I object to. The Lancet says

you mustn't bathe within an hour of a

heavy meal. Well, I 'm going to hav<

a very heavy meal within about twentj
minutes. That isn't right, you know.'

By the time I was ready the win(

had got much colder. I looked out o

the tent and shivered.

Isn't it jolly and fresh ?
"

said

\rchie, determined to be helpful.

There are points about the early

norning, after all."
1 There are plenty of points about

his morning. Where do they get all

lie sharp stones from? Look at that

ne there he's simply waiting for

ae."

"You ought to have bought some

.thing shoes. I got this pair in the

last

athing
i lage."

"Why didn't you tell me so

ight?"
" It was too late last night."
"
Well, it 's much too early this

.lorning. If you were a gentleman
ou 'd lend me one of yours, and we 'd

op down together."
Archie being no gentleman, he

valked and I hobbled to the edge, and

here we sat down while he took off

is shoes.

"I should like to take this last

pportunity," I said, "of telling you
hat up till now I haven't enjoyed this

arly morning bathe one little bit. I

uppose there wi.l be a notable moment
when the ecstasy actually begins, but

,t present I can't see it coming at all.

The only thing I look forward to with

any pleasure is the telling Dahlia and

Myra at breakfast what I think of

heir cowardice. That and the break -

ast itself. Good-bye."
I got up and waded into the surf.
" One last word," I said as I looked

jack at him. " In my whole career I

shall never know a more absolutely

>eastly and miserable moment than

,his." Then a wave knocked me down,
and I saw that I had spoken too

lastily.
The world may be divided into two

classes those who drink when they
swim and those who don't. I am one

of the drinkers. For this reason I

prefer river bathing to sea bathing.
It 's about time we came out," I

shouted to Archie after the third pint.
I 'm exceeding my allowance."

"Aren't you glad now you came?"
he cried from the top of a wave.

"
Very," I said from inside it.

But I really did feel glad ten minutes

later, as I sat on the beach in the sun

and smoked a cigarette, and threw

pebbles lazily into the sea.
"
Holbein, how brave of you !

"
cried

a voice behind me.
" Good morning. I 'm not at all sure

that I ought to speak to you."
" Have you really been taking the sea

so early," said Myra as she sat down
between us,

" or did you rumple each
other's hair so as to deceive me? "

" I have been taking the sea," I

confessed. " What you observe out
there now is what I left."

"
Oh, but that 's what / do. That 's

why I didn't come to-day because

I had so much yesterday."
"I'm A three-bottle man. I can go

on and on and on. And after all these

years I have the most sensitive palate
of any man living. For instance, I can

listinguish between Scarborough and
Llandudno quite easily with my eyes
shut. Speaking as an expert, I may
say that there is nothing to beat a

small Cromer and seltzer
; though some

prefer a Ventnor and dash. Ilfracombe
with a slice of lemon is popular, but

hardly appeals to the fastidious."

"Do you know," said Archie, "that

you are talking drivel? Nobody ought
to drivel be rore breakfast. It isn't

decent. What does Dahlia want to do

to-day, Myra?
"

' Mr. Simpson is coming by the one-

thiity."
" Good ;

then we '11 have a slack tlay.
The strain of meeting Simpson will be
sufficient for us. I do hope he comes
in a yachting cap we '11 send him back
if lie doesn't."

" I told him to bring one," said Myra.
" I put a P.S. in Dahlia's letter please

bring your telescope and yachting cap.
She thought we could have a good
day's sailing to-morrow, if you 'd kindly
arrange about the wind."

" I '11 talk to the crew about it and
see what he can do. If we get be-

calmed we can always throw Simpson
overboard, of course. Well, I must go
in and finish my toilet."

We got up and climbed slowly back
to the house.

" And then," I said,
" then for the

heavy meal." A. A. M.

The Untimely Bag.
" Cruel was the hand and murd'rous eye

That glanced the rifle stem."

So says the author of " The Twelfth :

Ode to a Dying Partridge" in the

Dunfermline- Press, and he ought to

know.

"You may think that your own car is doing
very well, for example, if it does 46 miles an
hour maximum speed on the flat, yet, without

changing anything, even in the way of the

gears, a skilled tuucr-up would be able to get

anything up to ten miles an hour out of it if he
'

had it at Brooklands.
"

The Observer.

The offer leaves us cold.

"In the 'Atlantic' appears an unpublished
poem by Thackeray which has lately been dis-

covered by Mrs. Anna Thackeiay Ritchie. It

is a nearly perfect rendering of Berangcr's
famous verses :

Advertise in 'The Bulletin' if you want
boarders or roomers." Philadelphia Evening
Sullctin.

Not even THACKERAY could ever get
the lilt of these two famous opening
lines of BERANGER'S.
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A PROFITABLE INTERLUDE FOR OUR QUICK-CHANGE ARTISTS.

Mi:. JuNKS, JOURNALIST, ON A HOLIDAY, DISCOVERS AX OM-WOIll,|i VII. I \(.K, AND OBTAINS SOME VERY IKTEKKM'IMi rol'Y FROM

1. TllE OLDEST INHABITANT ('./-). 2. A wrri'V I.OAU-UKNUEU (3/->.

3. As OLD SALT (-2/6). 4. A fICTL'KESQI.'E TIIAMl- (2/->.

6. A O.IM;;AN \ ETEUAN (3/-). 6. THE cofV-pROviDEit SPENDS 15/6 AT THE "GOLDEN FLEECE.'
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RAILWAY AMENITIES.
OUT of an enormous quantity of

luminous letters that have reached us

dealing with this burning question we
select the following :

BATHS ON THE UNDERGROUND.

SIR, The suggestions for promoting
the amenities of travelling that have

appeared in The Times seem to be

lamentably wanting in actuality. So fat-

as I have seen no one has yet ventured

to propose a reform which would meet

a crying want I mean the installation

of a swimming bath on every train on

the underground. If this were done,

instead of arriving at his destination in

a grimy and dusty condition, the

passenger would emerge, like Venus

Anadyomene, in a state of sleek and
radiant bloom.

I am, yours faithfully, K. C. B.

CORRIDOR CRICKET.

SIR, Cricket on board ship has

proved an admirable means of speeding
the passage of the slow hours. Surely
it should be possible to have a pitch in

every corridor carriage. To avoid mis-

haps netting should of course be rigged

up and passengers only allowed to

leave their compartments when over

was called. Another excellent idea

that occurs to me is the establishment

of winter gardens on the roof of the

carriages, where the passengers might
enjoy the air amid gay parterres,

fountains, clumps of rhododendrons
and other horticultural delights.

Yours obediently, TOPIARIST.

THE WAIL OF A VEGETARIAN.

SIR, The staff of our railways,
excellent in many ways, admits of

enlargement in a variety of directions.

There is one train on which a nurse is

always in attendance, but I am not

aware of any system which provides
the services of a barber, a conjurer, a

professional palmist, or a crystal gazer.
Another point, which touches me
keenly, is the inadequacy of railway
cuisine. I have been a vegetarian
from infancy, but have never seen a

nut cutlet in the menu of the best of

our restaurant cars.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,
CASPAR WORPLE,

President of the Twickenham
Isosceles League.

HOW TO BRIGHTEN OUR TUNNELS.

SIR, Until aerial locomotion be-

comes universal we shall never be able
to dispense with tunnels, and tunnels
to persons of a nervous temperament
are always a source of apprehension
and alarm. But this discomfort could

be greatly alleviated if a photographic
'

camera were installed in every com-

partment for the purpose of taking

flashlight pictures during the passage
of the train through all long tunnels.

It should thus be possible for passen-

gers at the end of their journey to

acquire albums of their fellow-travellers,

and so to imprint on the tablets of

memory agreeable impressions which

might otherwise lapse into the limbo

of oblivion. Yours faithfully,

MARMADUKE POODLE.

TRAIN BANDS.

SIR, We live in a musical age ; we
boast of our orchestral concerts, our

various operatic companies, the Young
British School, and so forth. Yet

nothing has been done to enliven the

monotony of railway travelling by pro-

viding concerts of classical and roman-

tic 'music on board our trains. Imagine
the pleasure of listening to Elcktra on

an electric railway, or BERLIOZ'S " De-

scent to the Abyss" (from his Faitst)

while racing down Shap Fell ! I com-
mend the idea to the energetic and

enterprising Mr. BEECHAM.
Yours faithfully,

PAGANINI JUNIOR.

AIDS TO SLUMBER.

SIR, I have only two suggestions to

offer for the improvement of railway

travelling, but they are of vital im-

portance. Pillows are already provided,
but their soporific quality would be

greatly enhanced if they were stuffed

with hops. Again, travelling on Sunday
would be rendered far more decorous

if volumes of sermons were provided in

each compartment. I feel sure, also,

that if organs were placed in trains,

Mr. CARNEGIE would bear half the cost

of this amenity. Yours faithfully,
AMANDA PINKERTON.

"
It is not every day that a vessel is launched

at Troou ou a Friday." Local Pnfn:f.

That 's where Troon's luck comes in
;

they don't have seven unlucky days
per week.

" Alfred AVilliams said lie was a spectator of

the trouble. He saw Ah Shack, one of the

accused, hit Ah Saw iuthc eye with a knuckle-
duster." Duily Mail.

With a name like that, AH SAW was

simply asking for it.

Menage d. Trois.

" Bachelor (42), moderate position, desirous

of residing in country, Wishes to Meet with a
Domesticated Lady, similarly disposed, 28-35,
view to Matrimony ; sound health and amiable

disposition essential ; fanner's daughter would
be entertained." Ad el, in,

"
Birmingha

Post."

"THE CHILD IS FATHER OF THE MAN."
" Maxima debetur pueris reverentia."

DEAR Mr. PUNCH, I 'in only a

schoolboy, but I hope you '11 read what
I 'm going to tell you about the Pater

and Mater, because I 'm sure you ')!

sympathise ; of course, if I was the

only chap that ever saw it, it would he

all right, but sometimes the servants

do too, and other people who are

here, so I just thought I 'd write

to you.
First of all, when Mater comes down

to breakfast, she creeps in on tiptoe and
kisses Pater on the forehead ;

Pater 's

always down early to read his letters,

and he 's beginning to go quite bald

now except round his neck and the

back of his ears, where the Mater never

kisses him, and Mater says,
" Good

morning, darling ;

" and it 's so silly,

because she 's had lots of time to say

everything upstairs. It's just as bad

at lunch too ; only it 's Pater generally
that kisses Mater's forehead then, and
when she puts her hand on the table-

cloth Pater puts his on the top of it; and
I think it 's simply rotten, don't you ?

This has been going on ever since

I can remember ;
but the awful part

was when Smith Maximus came to

stay with me a few days ago. Smith
Max. is nearly two years older than

me, and much higher up, but we 're

quite chummy, and he 's very sweet

on my sister Sibyl. I knew some-

thing awful would happen because ou
the very first day of his visit Pater

and Mater were much worse than

usual. I frowned hard at Pater to try
to remind him that Smith Max. was

looking, but Pater just told me not to

pull faces, with that stale old joke
about what would happen if the wind

changed, so I just had to sit there and
bear it all through lunch. In the

afternoon, we had tea in the garden and
when Mater began pouring out she

found there was a cup short, so Smith

Max., who 's awfully polite, offered to

go indoors and ring the bell; but Father

said it would be all right and no need

to bother as he 'd drink out of Mater's

cup when she 'd done with it.

I didn't dare to look at Smith Max.,
but I know what he must have

thought, and I 've never felt so blushy
and ashamed in all my life. Of
course I apologised for them to Smith
Max. afterwards, and he was awfully
nice about it, and quoted some poetry
about how much better it would be

if we could only see ourselves as

others see us, but I just couldn't stand

it any longer, so I went off to the Pater

and told him straight out. Pater roared

with laughter and called the Mater, and

she laughed too and kissed me, though
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I told them 1 didn't sec anything funny
about it as Smith Max. is in the Upper
Fifth, but that only made them laugh
all tllr more.

I think you'll see how awkward it

is for me, as I simply can't ask any

chaps down to stay with me ; and I

don't know what Smith Max. will say
about, Pater and Mater when we get
back to School next term. I wonder if

you could write to the Pater about it

and explain, or perhaps you could put
something in Puiivh next week, as

Pater always reads Punch, and he'd

be sure to see it. Hoping you will be

able to do something,
Yours truly, TOMMY BURDON.

(Later.)

It 's all right about Smith Max., as I

caught him just now in the pantry with

Sibyl eating honey out of the same

spoon, but I still want you to put some-

thing in Punch to stop the Pater in case

I want to ask any other chaps who
aren't spoony with Sibyl to come and

stay here. Yours truly, T. B.

CRICKET NOTES.
THE following account of a meeting

reported to have been held at the Albert

Hall by delegates from the non-cham-

pion counties has been forwarded to

us:

Sir A. HAZLERIGG (Leicestershire),

having taken the chair, said that the

time had come for the non-champion
counties to make a stand (Laughter
HI.* Hi/ quenched) so that they might
become champions. The only fair

s\st(>m was that losses should be

ignored, draws be disregarded, and no
attention paid to wins. By such means
all the counties would be placed on an

equality. (Cheers, in which the repie-
ti'iitntices of Glamorgan loudly partici-

pated.)
Mr. SAMUEL WOODS (Somersetshire)

announced that any batsman over forty

years of age ought to start at least

twenty runs up. Unless this was done
the control of the game would fall into
the hands of babes and ducklings.

Mi. P. F. WARNER (Greater Britain)
said that on all matters connected with
cricket he thought Imperially.

Mr. H. S. GOODWIN (Warwickshire)
stated that this was a democratic age.
He was all in favour of one man one
run. Under his system extras would
be the most important item in the
score.

Mr. J. CHAPMAN (Derbyshire) stated
that Mr. GOODWIN seemed to have con-
fused a score-sheet with an hotel-bill.

Under such a system batsmen would
be kicking out in all directions.

SCENE Outside Natural Hitturu Museum, Kr.nxi,ujlon.

BarlmM (ivlw has just luul a lesson on jirotcrtiM colouring). "DADDY, I KNOW WHY A
KIRAFFE IS AI,L OVER SPOTS." DlMlJ.

"
WELL, WHY IS IT?"

Barbara. "So THAT IF A LION CAMS ALONG HE WOULD MISTAKE IT FOR A LEAF."

J. T. TYLDESLEY (supported on all

sides by his relatives) remarked that he

represented Literature. He begged the

meeting to consider the Press and not
the crowd. No one, he continued em-

phatically, watched cricket nowadays,
but everyone read about it. The future

of the game was perfectly safe in the
hands of The Daily Mail.
DENTON (Yorkshire) said that he

had come to protest against his name
being used by the Northamptonshire
Twins. The law of copyright ought to

protect him. How, he asked, in an

impassioned voice, would GAUKBODGEB
like it if twin GAUKRODGERS turned up
and played for Derbs ?

CHIDGEY (Somerset) wished to draw

attention to the fact that he was

present. He objected to this discussion

about names. (Sympathetic applause.)
DIPPER (Gloucestershire) cordially

agreed with the last speaker. He would
like Mr. WOODS to know that a water-

ousel was a very different thing from a

duckling.
At this point Glamorgan, speaking

through a megaphone, demanded justice
for Wales, and the meeting closed

at once without having formulated any
definite propaganda.

Headline in Photography :

" FAULTY CAMERA BELLOWS."

This looks like remorse.
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Innocent Wife (walking round with her husband, whv, after several futile strokes in tlie bunker guarding the first green, IMS miraeulmnly

played out into t/M Iwle). "41v WORD, HAUBY, YOU 'LL HAVE A JOB TO GET OUT OF THAT!"

IN SIGHT OF PORT.
IT may be, as the dinghy left the haven,

I laughed aloud and said a foolish word ;

Some idle sneer at Smith, whose heart was craven,

Mayhap the gods on high Olympus heard
;

But, if to leftward croaked a warning raven,
I must have missed the bird.

We started when the morn was fair, and waxen
. The sails that sported on the brine ad lib.

;

Beneath my vest there rose the Anglo-Saxon,
From time to time I smacked a brass-bound rib ;

I liked it when we went about and Jackson
Did something with the jib.

But ruthless is the nurse that rocks and pillows
The Viking on her lap the unplumbed main

;

Too soon I cried,
" Ah fortunatos illos,

Who stopped at home !

"
too soon I cursed the pain

Of ever climbing up the climbing billows
And barging down again.

Yet still unscathed and all the while those asses

Kept jeering at a soul about to die,
I fought to fix my mind on mountain passes,
On meadow scenes and orchards near the Wye,

Gluing my optics to a pair of glasses
To make the land look nigh ;

Till now as when the long dissevered lover
Jieturns to find his mistress yet alive,

As when the panting roebuck flees to cover,

As when the go'fer makes a s-plendid drive,

And two long brassies, and is sure to shove her

Down in a well-played five

I saw the spindrift on the harbour breaking,
I saw (and now admired) the Norman church,

I saw the happy peasant pubwards making,
When lo ! there came that last tremendous lurch ;

The seagod took his toll ! but griefs so aching
It were not well to search. EvOB.

To the Public.

Young gentleman (by nature), native of Manchester,
unconventional, Socialist, Christian Scientist, vegetarian,
teetotaler, member of the Peace Society, anti-vaccinationist,

anti-vivisectionist, no fads, would like to meet a broad-
minded person of similar tastes.

In the Winnipeg Weekly Free. Press and. Prairie Farmer

(no, we can't say that again) there is an article entitled

"Home Loving Hearts. A Page Especially for Them."
It is in this article and nowhere else that we read :

' ' The best way to stop ordinary nose press with the fingers ou the

upper lid beneath the nostril."

" ' The year is growing older,' writes an Essex correspondent."
MantAcster Guardian.

They notice these things in Essex. . , . . . . .
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THE HOLIDAY TASK.

i^mu ?*
A FREK -BOKN BRITON WHO, WITHIN THE PERIOD USUALLY ALLOTTED TO HIS HOLIDAYS, 18

rNDKR THKEAT OF A I'KNALTY OF 50, TO ANSWER A MASS OF OBSCURE CONUNDRUMS RELATINGLAND VALUES, IN ORDER TO KACIMTATK HIS FUTURE TAXATION
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RESTORATION OF THE GREAT WAX-WORK TABLEAU OF THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT IN THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION.
THANKS TO A RETENTIVE MEMORY OUR ARTIST HAS BKEN ABLE TO REPRODUCE, FOR THE GUIDANCE OK THOSE CONCERNED, ALL THAT

ilTHFUL PORTRAITURE AND MASTERLY GROUPING WHICH CHARACTERISED THE ORIGINAL CHEK-D'<KUVRE. \VE UNDERSTAND-AS THIS GREAT WORK WHOLLY DESTROYED, BUT, OWING To ITS INFLAMMABLE NATURE, IT LENT AN ADDED FURY TO
r 1,A _M B8

STONES OF VENUS.
THE FOUR AGES.

Age the Firxt.

FATHBB, when thou dost pierce the mailed pastry,
Give me not many of the plenteous plum,

Not that I deem the plum itself a hase tree

(No JJornor plied a more devoted thumb
!),

But in my breast a youthful passion lords it,

And " THIS YKAB "
I would see the business done,

So, as thou lovest all who at thy board sit,

I pray thee, give me OXK.

Age the Second.

Phyllis, my heart is heating like a piston
Though pistons do not usually beat

Yet does discretion urge me to insist on
I laving but twain a couple, I repeat ;

For Love reiterates,
"
Delay is hateful,"

But Prudence whispers,
" Will not ' NEXT YKAB

'

do ?
'

Therefore, my Phyllis, deal me not a plateful,
But merely give me Two.

Age the Third.
I have essayed to sport with Aphrodite,
And I 've suspicions that the thing 's a sell ;

Pile not my platter as men pile the high tee,

Give me but three (or seven would do as well).
Yes, I for whom a dozen hearts have jumped I'm
Waiting my time ; and, as I wait, I see

That, at the earliest, it will be " SOME TIME
"

Therefore I ask for THREE.

Aije the Fourth.
She is a fraud, that most misguided spinster,

For whom I grounded an adoring knee,

Thinking (poor fool
!) my graces had convinced her

That 'twould be splendid to be Mrs. ife.

No more shall I invite the darts of Cupid,
" NEVER "

exult in a transfixed core ;

To do the thing again would be so stupid,
So give me, give me FOUR.

COMMERCIAL CANDOUR. " If you wear a
Cloak once you will want another."

Nurse
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REFERENCES.
I SAID all that I had to say aud

waited for Aspodestera to respond.
" All right," she said at last, and there

followed the usual formalities proper
to the occasion. After a little while,
' Don't you think that you are a very

lucky man ?
"
said she.

" Ye es," I answered, after a little ,

hesitation,
"
though of course I cannot

help thinking that you too . . . After
\

all, money isn't everything."

Aspodestera regarded herself long
and carefully in the glass over the

mantel-piece and gave the matter full
,

consideration. Then she looked criti-
j

cally at me and then at the glass again. !

"I am simply throwing myself away,"
she said at the end of it all.

"
Well, well," said I, generously,

" we will pretend that that is so

for the present. But I am afraid

you will soon hear what all the

others think about it."

The opinion of the respective
families was not to be counted.

Obviously one is biassed in

favour of one's own relatives,

though I should have liked to

d3tect a little more bias on
the part of my people. Mrs.
MacPherson was the first out-

sider to write to Aspodestera
and congratulate us on the en-

gagement.
" I have not met

Mr. Himley often enough to
know him intimately." she

wrote, "but please tell him
from me that he is a very for-

tunate man." Aspodestera al-

ways does, sometimes over-

does, what she is told, but I
~

retorted that I did not deny that I took
a lot of knowing. Mrs. MacPhersou,
I explained, would change her mind
when she had seen a little more of me.
The second letter was to me and it

was from George.
" Does she know,"

lie wrote,
" what she is letting herself

in for ? However, I won't let on." I

explained, again, that George was a
humorous fellow and really meant that

Aspodestera was much to be envied.
She was a little slow to appreciate this,
but I promised her that, when she had
been engaged to me a little longer, she
would be quicker at seeing things.

In about a week Aspodestera had
accumulated a formidable batch of
testimonials from friends, god-parents,
acquaintances, old gardeners, gover-
nesses and unsuccessful candidates.
Some of them had met me and some of
them had not, but that made no differ-

ence to their burning anxiety that no
doubt should be left in my mind of

my extraordinary and undeserved good

luck. When so many explanations
become necessary they are impossible,
so "It is a mere stereotj'ped form," I

said loftily, and tried to carry it off

like that.
" Never mind, dear," said Aspodes-

tera, "I think you are very clever . . ."

I unbent a little. We were getting
to the truth at last.

". . . very clever," she continued, "to

have recognised a good thing when you
saw it."

* * -::

Clearly drastic measures were neces-

sary, so on the following day I turned

up with a number of telegrams, just
received. I thought Aspodestera might
just like to have a look at them. Per-

haps you, too, would like to see three

or four of the less effusive of them :

" Best of luck to my most valued

QLo

USES OF A CHAMELEON.

friend. Hope the lady appreciates her

good fortune. WILLIAM."
"Best wishes and heartiest congratu-

lations. Wishes for you, congratula-
tions for her. NESTA AND MARGARET."

"Just heard the news. Trust that

your condescension and generosity are

fully recognised by exceptionally lucky
lady. JOHN DEBKY, Bart."
"Am directed by your regimental

mess to forward respectfully best wishes
to its most distinguished member. All

hope that more than fortunate lady
will prove worthy of great honour, but
doubt if that possible. EOBEBTSON."

:: ::- *
For the benefit of those who con-

template taking this step in life, I

append an account of the financial

outlay necessary to become engaged :

s. d.

Cost of ring (about) ... 25

Telegrams to self 17 6

25 17 6

OFFICIAL FOOD FOR BABES.
A LETTER which appeared recently

in one of the London dailies quotes
the following instructions issued by
His Majesty's Stationery Office with

every bottle of gum supplied. . . .

" In ordinary use the best and most
nearly immediate result is obtained by
using only such an amount of gum as
will just uniformly moisten the surface
without leaving any obvious excess to

delay drying, the condition to be aimed
at being that of a gummed postage
stamp, just moistened, as ordinarily
applied to a letter."

We consider these instructions terse,
but perhaps hardly adequate. Not
a word is said, for instance, about the
condition of a gummed postage stamp,
just moistened, as ordinarily applied to

a receipted account ; and this

may lead to confusion.

It is perhaps not generally
known that other papers of in-

structions are in course of pre-

paration at His Majesty's Sta-

tionery Office and will shortly
be issued. By the courtesy of

one of the office boys we are in

a position to give our readers

advance information about
these.

For Bottles of Ink.

" In every-day experience the
finest and most closely instan-

taneous result is obtained by
dipping the nib firmly and uni-

formly into the ink and then

conveying it to the paper with-
out leaving any obvious blots to

delay drying, the condition to

be aimed at being that of an

ordinary letter, just moistened, before

the blotting paper has been applied."

For Sealing Wax.
" In customary practice the most

splendid and approximately sudden
result is obtained by using only such
an amount of heat as will uniformly
seal the envelope without developing
a puddle, the condition to be aimed
at being that of a lump of butterscotch

under a hot sun."

For Blotting Paper.
" Within the limits of the common

routine the most glorious and generally

surprising result is obtained by only
using such an amount of pressure as

will just uniformly dry the surface,

without any obvious excess of friction

to create smudges, the condition to be

aimed at being that of a table-cloth

which has just emerged from the

mangle."
For Stamps.

" In the trivial traffic of the daily
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round, tlic most super]) and startling

result is ohta'nod i>y moistening Mm
.stamp before applying it. The old-

fashioned ineMiod of affixing it with a

pin is not so satisfactory, the condition

to !>(> aimed at being tliat of a closely-
filled mustard plaster."

For Tape.
" This must be red, and should be

used in enormous quantities, the con-

dition to be aimed at being that of a

leu' completely and hermetically encased

in scarlet putties."

PIFFLE ABOUT PENMEN.
( )! the writing of books (by Mr.

IVIIairy Hillock, M.P.) there is no end.

If any one ventured to ask him when
he proposed to stop, he would probably
answer,

" Mais ponrqiwi ?
"

and go on

writing. A treatise on " Cosmic Eco-

nomics," from bis indefatigable pen is

just out, and now a volume of " Terrible

Triolets
"

is announced by Messrs.

Duckweed. Some one once observed
that polities and poetry were irrecon-

oilalilo, but it has been reserved for

Mr. Hillock in this, as in so many other

departments, to achieve the impossible
on his head.

Mr. Wilhelm Le Quill has written his

reminiscences; but this, one devoutly
hopes, does not mean that he has
ceased to write novels. The Empire
could not easily acquiesce in such a

deprivation. Mr. Le Quill is of Cana-
dian extraction, having been born on
Goose Island, in the St. Lawrence,
though he has long since made his

home in London. We can count there-

fore on finding a characteristic sub-
Arctic flavour in his volume, which
bears the engaging title,

" From Log
Cabin to Carlton House Terrace."

Madame Sahara Grandison has a
new novel her 37th appearing next

month, called " Martha with the Game
lit-g," which, she thinks, surpasses her
best, previous achievements. The leg-
less hero to say nothing of the head-
less horseman is not unknown in the
annals of fiction, but this is, we believe,
the first novel with a lame heroine, un-

less, indeed, Tom Hood's " Miss Kil-

mansegg and her Golden Leg
"
may be

said to fill that bill. However, the
heroine of Madame Grandison's story,
it may be explained, does not rely on
any artificial substitute, and in the end
regains complete use of the defective
liuih.

Sir Philibort, Barker's new novel,
"The Mystification of Sir Galahad,"
will bs published by Messrs. Greener

"THAT'S ALL. IIICIIT, MY MAN. KEEP TIIK CHAXGK."
"TiiANK voi', SIR. Yoif 'KE A REAL CKNT, voi f AI:K ; ANI> LOOK 'KIIK, SIR,

1101N
1

ANVTHINK FOR THE THREE O'CLOCK RACE TAKE MY Til' AND TL'T YOt'R
Mi- GIRL If. I 'A I-JE .'

"

IK \\.l 1:1:

BOOTS ON

and Greener some time during the
Autumn. A peculiar interest attaches
to this romance in view of the fact that

the author's first cousin, Mrs. Verulam
Gammon, was recently robbed of

25,000 worth of jewels while she was
on a lion-hunting trip in Somaliland.

The Macmurdo Fivepenny series for

this Autumn will include a long novel,
"The Governor of Tipperusalem," by
Mr. Otis de Soto, and " Tales of Men
and Monkeys," by Mrs. Stanleyette
Norton. No two Transatlantic authors
attract us more than Mrs. Norton, the
Ouida of Chicago, and Mr. Otis de Soto,
the A. C. Benson of Oklahoma.

Miss Vivaria Bunnymede is rewriting
her novel,

" The Prodigious Infant," in

Tibetan, for publication in Lhasa, at

the express command of the DALAI
LAMA. MOLTKE was said to be able to

be silent in four languages. Miss

Eunnymede can be voluble in nfte?n.

Breaking up the Home.
"Messrs. A. S. and P. El worthy owing to

i In 1 dissolution of partnership and having dis-

posed of considerable portion of their

li.nv derided I offer their annual draft of 2, 6,

and 8 -tooth cro;-slired ewes at the Holme
station yards." Timom Ilrrahl.

'riiini Run, P,i.

Defii Sirs : My Baby was so nervous that it

nearly went into
sjwins

at every loud noise.

I saw your advertisement and gave it

Syrup, and it is all over it." A Testimonial.

We don't know what "
spams

"
are, but

we do know that if you give a baby
anything sticky it is all over it in no.

; time.
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BRONZE WHILE YOU WAIT.

A TANNED face, we learn from The

Lancet, is not necessarily an index of

acquired health, as nowadays the mere

pigmentary effect of the sun upon the

skin can he readily imitated by em-

ploying the chemical or ultra-violet

rays of the electric light, and in par-
ticular the rays of the quartz mercury
lamp. A bronzed complexion can there-

fore be obtained in the space of minutes
instead of at the cost of a holiday at

the seaside extended over weeks.

Still, we are not altogether obliged to

our contemporary for thus giving the

show away, or, at any rate, if the revela-

tion had to be made, for not doing so

earlier. Here we have been toiling down
to -Margate for several week-ends in suc-

cession, and spending shillings in the

attempt to develop a cherished set of

freckles in some extremely fugitive

sunshine, and it seems we might all

the while have been bronzed during
the lunch-hour at the local electrician's

or the beauty shop round the corner.

We shall now accept with reservation

the Continental alibis of Mr. WINSTON
CHURCHILL and Mr. LLOYD GEORGE.
The travellers' tales of the more brazen-

faced of our fellow club-members, rein-

forced with the foreign hotel-labels

obtainable in Soho, shall henceforward
be capped, and inexpensively. We
commend the idea, too, to those of

our weekly Territorials who have not

acquired sufficient pigmentation during
their recent brief campaign. Mr.
HALDANE should see to it that a

travelling clinic is attached to the

manoeuvres, with arrangements for

leaving the upper part of the patient's
forehead, and a narrow strip down
the cheek (where the strap ought to

go) satisfactorily wtanned, in contrast
with the mahogany field of the rest

of the features. The period assigned to

the training of our fencibles can then
be still further reduced.

Altogether this home - colouration
scheme ought to save a lot of civil and

military mobilisation during the holiday
weeks, and at any rate we hope it will

lower the price of excursion tickets.

We propose to start forthwith a Quartz
Mercury Touring Club for Londoners

compelled to remain behind the blinds
of their town houses.

In Extremis.
" EXCEPTIONALLY well bred and handsome

Irish Red Setter and Pointer for Sale
; little

work will finish." Advt. in "Irish Times."

Condemned Unheard.
From a notice in a Cornish church :

"The Preacher for next Sunday will be found
hanging in the Church Porch Saturday."

MY FIEST JUMP.

I WAS riding with Gertie and Dick ;

The morning was cloudy and cool ;

Unsampled sensations came thick,

For I 'd only just learnt in a school,

And, though keener than mustard, not

easily flustered,

I still felt a bit of a fool.

I could canter without holding on,
And the painful, inelegant bump

From my trot, so they told me, had

gone,
But my heart all at once gave a

thump,
For, while crossing the meadow, Dick

suddenly said,
"
Oh,

Look, Joan ! Here 's a nice littls

jump!
"

A ditch cut the meadow in twain ;

I guessed I must let the mare go ;

Resistance from me would be vain,
It was clear that she wouldn't take

"No."

Though my
" hands

"
might be wooden,

I gripped like a good 'un,

Sat down in my saddle and lo!

We were over as easy as pie.

Twang the lyre ! Beat the drum !

Bloiv the trump I

My heart was as high as the sky.
Never more shall I suffer from

hump.
Now for me there 's no rational bar to

the " National ;

"

Hooray ! for I 've had my first jump.

THE DESPERADO.
(Latest Ltnkloii Ktyle.)

"
DOCTOR," he said,

" I want bucking
up. A real tonic. Something that
will fill me with courage and deter-
mination."

"But, my dear Sir," said the physi-
cian,

" that 's not my function. I am
here to look into your general health,
not prescribe for sudden emergencies.
What you want is not a doctor but an
American bar-tender. ' Leave it to

Charley
'

was invented for such cases
as yours."

" But surely the pharmacopoeia con-
tains something that imparts resolution
and address ?

"
said the trembling man.

" I particularly don't want to take
alcohol. There might be trouble, and
my chances of carrying the thing
through would be ruined if it could be
proved I had just come from a bar.

No, doctor, I implore you to give rne

something. I can't do it without."
"But what is- it you have to do?

Tell me that first."

The patient clutched at his heart.
" It 's terrible," he said. " I hardly know

how to say it. I belong to a club a
new club formed to deal with taxis.

We are pledged not to take a cab unless
the driver promises not to smoke. That
is one thing. That is not so hard, but
difficult enough to a retiring man like

myself."
"
Yes," said the doctor. " Yes. What

next?
"

" Ah !

"
groaned his visitor. " Next ?

That is much more serious. We are

pledged not to tip the drivers. It seems
that they get 25 per cent, of their

earnings, and we think it's enough.
So we took a terrible oath, and sealed
it in a loving cup of petrol, never to tip
them again."

"Well, and what has happened?"
the physician inquired.

"Nothing yet," replied the shaking
man

;

" we only begin to-day. We
drew lots who should act first, and the
lot fell to rne. To me ! I am pledged
to take a taxi this morning at 12 o'clock,
and first tell the man I won't have him
if he smokes, and then, at the end of
the journey, give him only as much as
is marked on the meter. Doctor, it 's

a quarter to twelve. I implore you to

give me something powerful some-

thing that will make a hero 'of me.

My heart is going 200 to the minute."

From a catalogue of books :

" For '

Lalla Rookh '

Moore got 3,000. . . .

He was so small that his writing could hardly
be seen."

You should see the POET LAUREATE
doing

"
England's Darling

" on the
back of a postage stamp.

"The drive through the park to the castle is

charming, and thousands of rabbits maybe seen

by the passer-by. Everything at Lowther
Castle is done on a princely scale." T/u: Daily
Mirrw.

The House of LOWTHER has always
been munificent, even in the matter ef

laying down rabbits.

"WANTED, young Girl, able to do work of
small horse." Advt. in " Western Mail."

A sort of i
h.p. ? Well, you can't get

'em nowadays.

From a letter in The Times:

"There is no delay whatever in claiming
luggage at a foreign destination. You present
your' registration ticket and a porter at once

places it on a cab without any formality."

That settles the bother about the ticket

all right, but there still remains the

question of the luggage.

"Drexel's first long flight was for 38 mm.
19 4-5 sec. In this time he covered 64 miles

1376 yards, at a speed of 30& miles per hour.''

The Daily Telegraph,

Audited and found incorrect.
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T1IE1I
Angler (Mw recruit to the gentle art, who w "Jtogyiw

"
tlte stream}.

" Nor .SPI.ASII so MUCH ? WHY, BLESS YOU, m I DON'T ATTRACT
lit ATTENTION 1IUW ARK THE FISH TO KNOW TUB BEASTLY THINr.'s THERE AT ALL?"

A LETTER TO MY MOTHEE.
ON COUNTING CHICKENS BEFORE THEY

ABE HATCHED.
(A suggested sequel to "Letters to MIJ Son.")

June 1, 1931.
DEAR MOTHER, That book of yours

\v as rather a hloomer, wasn't it ? Fancy
f?i>ing to all that trouble to make up
a budget of anecdote and good counsel
for your unborn son and then his turn-

ing out to be a girl after all! I'm
really sorry for you, although I may
not sound like it, for I know how fright-

fully you wanted to be an author, and
how excited you were to have hit on
a really new idea and one so calculated
to appeal to the messier kind of reader,
who loves obstetrics or the suggestion
of them. It is hard lines that you
never had a son after all, especially as
I have not, I know, been a comfort
to you. But really it was your own
fault. If you had not written that
foolish book you would never have
filled your head with notions about a

boy at all, and how he would grow up,
and play cricket, and all the rest of it

;

ani then you would not have been so

disappointed when I was born.
And now that I am being so frank

(and I have waited till my twenty-first
birthday to bo so) I will tell you that

Oliver, as you call father, never really
cared about that book of yours at all.

He thought not only that it was silly
in itself, but that it made him and you
silly too

; but he was too kind and
weak to say so. But he has told me
so, many times, during our long walks

together. For though you have always
looked on me as an interloper he and
I have always been tremendous friends.

Your not too happy DAUGHTERKIN.

The Prince and the Principality.

Cardiff and Carnarvon are not the

only claimants to be the scene of the

proposed Investiture of the PRINCE OF
WALES.
Emulous of the slashing yet erudite

style of the Mayor of Cardiff's appeal
in the Press, the Mayor of Llandrindod
Wells writes: "

History be hanged.
Give the lad fresh air and plenty of

fun, when he is invested, and see that
the crowds who come to witness the

ceremony are properly accommodated
in some of the most comfortable and
reasonable boarding-houses and hydros
in the Principality. This talk about
the Castles of Cardiff and Carnarvon,
and OWEN GLYNDWR and HENRY THE
SEVENTH, is all bosh and nonsense. Our
golf-links and town band are the best
in Wales."
The head-waiter of the restaurant at

the top of Snowdon writes :
" It would

be highly appropriate to have the

ceremony on this ancient mountain,
which stood here some years before

either Cardiff or Carnarvon existed."

The Mayor of a town whose name
contains upwards of two-score letters

writes :
" What about our town ? Its

name has been longer before the public
than that of any other town, indeed."

The Mayor of Trefeglwys writes a

letter of six sheets, beginning :
" Y

cwmllan bettws yniog, ap pwnllyth
yffryn ?

" and we gather from the gist
of it that he would not personally
recommend either Cardiff or Carnarvon.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WHEN I hazard the opinion that Vocation (JOHN MUBHAY)
I do not intend

will appeal more to women than to men

to speak disparagingly of Miss GRANT DUFF'S novel.

From the many confidential chats of the Misses Demerley

(there were three of them, but only two mattered), although

they prattled to some purpose, I got the feeling that then-

heart-to-heart talks were a little overdone. Having, how-

ever uttered this plaint,
I hasten to add that Miss GEANT

DUFF seems to know everything there is to know about

women, and that psychologically
her book is intensely

interesting. Lizzie Dcmcrlei/, struggling to be just to her

hypochondriacal mother and at the same time to devote

hr lif to art. is not the only brilliant portrait; and indeed,her life to art, is not the only

were it not for Dr. Headstone, I

praise for the characters,
j

This doctor (of ominous

name) appears to be pitch-
forked into the book so that

he might marry Lizzie's

selfish mamma ;
but such a,

buffoon might with advan-

tage have been omitted, even

if Mrs. Demerley had to

remain a widow. Besides, I

do not believe that a lady of

so many nerves would ever

have consented to be called

Mrs. Headstone. Neverthe-

less, the merits of Vocation

are infinitely greater than its

defects, and if I have em-

phasised the latter my excuse

is that the former emphasise
themselves.

portrait ;

should have nothing but

to "
call-pages." It took me quite a long time to think

what these could be.__
I don't know whether M. P. WILCOCKS means; me to

sympathise altogether with her hero, Michael, in The \\'aij

Up (JOHN LANE), but if she does I am afraid I am not on

the side of the angels. This young man refused the assist-

ance of his uncle's wealth (from conscientious objections

to capitalism), and entered the Phoenix Iron Foundry as a

hand; then, falling in love with Slise Lesuriercommon
to live

scheme
(butterfly), he married her and wished her

poverty "while he used her money to start a

co-partnership in the works. She left him after a while

and went to London, to become no, not a prima donna

this time, but a fairly talented actress, whilst Michael, his

love dying out, found a kindred spirit in Philippa Ilalliday,

his typist and secretary, who shared his enthusiasm for

co-operative schemes. To

thatOne small point
struck me about The (rirl

from His Town (MILLS AND

BOON) was that, although

only the hero and heroine of

MARIE VAN VOBST'S story are

supposed to be American,
their expressive idiom is

shared quite impartially by
the English aristocrats to

whom they seem intended by the author to supply a refresh-

ing contrast. This is a pity ; but, apart from it, the story
itself is a mildly entertaining one, about a Millionaire, and a

Duchess, and a Star-of-Musical-Comedy, and other such

Super-beings as the ordinary man loves to read about,

especially in hot weather, when he likes fiction that does

not very much matter. The Duclipss wants to many the

Millionaire for his dollars the Duke, of course, being
already deceased but the Millionaire prefers the Star

;

chiefly, I gathered, because she also was from the States,
and had served him with an iced drink in the days of their

comparatively humble childhood. Eventually he marries

her, and they all live happy ever after. Practically every-

body in the tale is either supremely beautiful or supremely
rich, and in some cases both. They all stay at the Carlton
or the Savoy, and consume quantities of the most expensive
suppers. Altogether it is very pleasant. I should, how-
ever, have had more faith in the English atmosphere of it

all, but for those exotic touches of dialogue, mentioned
above ; and the frequent reference, in the theatrical scenes,

remove the only obstacle to

their union Slise in the end
drowned herself

; but, as I

did not care twopence for

Philippa, and would have

given a good deal to see filise

happy again, I was left

sadly inconsolable. As be-

fore, this authoress shows a

marvellous facility for meta-

phor, and has drawn hex-

characters boldly and well.

I particularly like Louis

Aviolet, the novelist, and Mrs.

Strode, Michael's mother,
who is called a "Rabelais in

petticoats," but is not really
as sensational as all that. I

forgot to mention, by the

way, that the events of the

story occur at Exminster, in

Devon oh, yes, we can do

the industrial line down there

nowadays, thank you, as well

as the rural and that I

pierced thisgeographical//s
without any trouble at all.

FASHION NOTES.
MlSS D'AltCY's GOING-AWAY DIIE.SS.

I suppose that Japan is

still two entirely different

countries, and that The

Dragon Painter (STANLEY
PAUL) is a story about the other one. At any rate, Mr.

SIDNEY McCALL has written it as though he were describ-

ing things he has seen, and yet I have found nothing at all

like it at Shepherd's Bush. There are dragons at

Shepherd's Bush, of course, but these
(if you ignore notices)

you can touch and make sure tkey are really there, whereas

the pictures of the Dragon Painter of the story contain

monsters which are invisible, even to one of his own race

and craft. This part of the book, I am bound to say, is

a little beyond me, and the illustrations don't help much,
but there is a love-tale which is pretty particularly the

feminine part of it, for the painter loves rather furiously
and that I can grasp readily enough. Indeed, the majority
of the few characters, apart from the young artist, are very
human and understandable, and there is a glamour about

this Japan which the other ssems to be losing.

"Nine hundred and ninety-nine husbands out of a hundivd are

thoughtless.
"

Daily Disjmtcli:

Friend, are you one of these ?
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to Renter " the police do

not iittach any importance to the letters

from linglish public men \vhicli were

recently sei/ed in the house of the ex-

deportee, KRISHNA KCMAK MITTKU, in

Calcutta." A very nasty thrust.

According to Mile. BADKT, the dancer
who is appearing at the Palace, every
word spoken by a woman " should be

accompanied by a gesture and expres-
sion which reveal her soul." If this

rule might be extended to eiubrac3 the

other sex, we should be glad to see the

appropriate gestures to accompany the

remarks of a Liberal property-owner
engaged in the attempt to fill up one
of the Land-Tax forms issued by bis

hero, Mr. LLOYD GEORGK.
|: -'.'

m

Mr. J. VEITCH WILSON has written

a letter to The Observer on " Sound
Values in Pronunciation." Frankly,
we think it a mistake to draw atten-

tion to them. \Ve shall have tho

CHANCELLOR taxing them too.

It is estimated that more than

30,000 has been lost in this country
over aviation meetings. Money, at

am i all', flies.

More aviation news. "The experi-
mental flying express train from Jo-

hannesburg to Cape Town reached its

destination yesterday, having accom-

plished a journey extending over 1,000
miles in 35J hours." We like these
South Africans. They do not brag about
what, they are going to do. They just
do it. ... o.

Jfitilit \eirs publishes a photo-
graph of the Guides' race in the
C.nismere Sports, which it entitles "A
Scramble up Buttermere." We are

Awaiting with some interest the com-
panion picture,

" A Swim across Hel-

vellyn." ... ...
'

='.:

'

"The Liberal Party," says The
Nut/nii,

" cannot go on year after year
counting Dreadnoughts, and finding
money to build them. If the Liberal
Government cannot stay this process,
the party must. It is a condition of
its existence." But if a strong Navy
is a condition of England's existence,
and ;i weak Navy is a condition of
the Liberal Party's existence, it looks
as if one of them would have to go
(the latter for choice).

:;: *
$

Such success lias attended the ex-

perimental delivery of telegrams by
telephone that the G.l'.O., it is stated,
ha- decided to extend the system. This

' './/';/<,'</ Holiday-. tUcT at Hlm
to l.n,i<ii,,t). PAI:I>OX<;, Mossuw.

tira (who has sjtcnt everything and mimt/xl the boat back
POUVKZ-VOIW DIHECTER not An BRITISH CONSULATE?"

means, we believe, that in those cases
where the addressee of a telegram has
no telephone the contents will be
announced to him from the nearest

post-office by means of a powerful
megaphone. ... ...

*

From Gloucestershire comes a re-

port of a shower of frogs. This is

good news. We were getting so tired

of seeing it raining cats and dogs.

In its account of the preparations
for the Thames Swimming Eace The

Daily Mail says, "Miss Alice Aykroyd,
the Boston girl who has crossed the
Atlantic to compete for the 20 gold
cup, swam eight miles inthe Richmond
and Putney district yesterday, leavhnj
the stream as fresh as when ulie entered
it." The italics are ours : the imputa-
tion that the other competitors ought
to have had a good scrub first is our

contemporary's.

Beads will be more popular than
ever this year, says an authority on
woman's dress. We hope this means
that summer will soon be here.

From a Dublin advertisement :

HAIR CUT
DONE WHILE YOU WAIT.

We suppose that this is very smart
and up-to-date, but we must confess
we prefer the old-fashioned plan of

leaving your hair to be cut, and calling
for it in a day or two.

Captain AMUNDSEN has discovered
hot springs in the neighbourhood of

the North Pole. The news is rather

tantalising in view of the cold springs
which we get every year in this

country. V
With reference to an article entitled

" The Kaiser as Tradesman," which

appeared the other day, an old lady
writes to inform us that she has been
told that, in Germany, the KAISER'S

grandfather is known as " Kaiser Wil-
helm der Grocer."

* '-I:

The Women's Imperial Health Asso-
ciation has declared war on the closed
window. The Association has the
tacit support of burglars all over the

country.

VOL, CXXXIX.
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SAND VALUES.
An ! happy shore that skirts the sea.

Never for sale to any buyers ;

A land that no man holds in fee,

But you and I may have it five

As annual occupiers.

There on the sea-shells' argent floor,

Where mermaids trill in liquid trebles,

No curious scribe will ask you for

The beach's " Mineral Value
"
or

What party
" works

"
the pebbles.

There you may lie about all day
And hear the niggers sing inept tunes,

Or use at will your
"
Eight of Way,"

In case you care to go and play
Next door, at Father Neptune's.

There you may course on patient mokes,
Or practise other harmless orgies ;

May sit with simple-hearted folks

Imbibing Pierrot's limpid jokes,
Unvexed of LLOYDS and GEORGES.

See where his plastic task he plies,

The jocund infant, moist and messy,

Moulding the surface into pies ;

It 'a
"
undeveloped

"
otherwise

By either lord or lessee.

Or if, upon
"
improvements

"
bent,

He rears a castle rightly feudal

His labour leaves him well-content,

Knowing no tax on " increment
"

Will fleece him like a poodle.

And when the sea usurps his land,

Eazing the walls in which he revelled,

He need not fix with palsied hand
The "

Site-Assessment
"

of the sand
With all its buildings levelled.

Ah ! blessed fringe of this sad isle,

Where, as a tenant under Heaven, you
May sniff the outland airs and smile,
And with impartial lip revile

The Chiefs of Inland Revenue. O.S.

THE MATCH-MAKERS.
SCENE A large room leading through French windows into

a garden. TIME 3 o'clock on a Sunday afternoon in

summer. He ivith his hat on and a stick in his hand
has just entered and found Her prepared for a walk.

He (mysteriously). Good ! You 're ready. Let 's be off.

She (with bated breath). Half a minute, and I 'm with

you. What did you say to Freddie ?

He. Told him he 'd iind us here in five or six minutes,
and we 'd all walk to the top of Saintsbury Hill together ;

and if he didn't find us he 'd find Cynthia and I supposed
that was what he wanted. That 's all right, isn't it ?

She. Yes, good boy ; go up one. I told Cynthia if we
weren't here she was to wait till we turned up.

He. Capital ! And they won't find us here, and they '!]

be alone together, and
She. They '11 bring it off. Come on, I 'm ready. Don't

make a noise. They mustn't hear us or see us.

[TJtey go out, into the garden and walk more or less on

tip-toe across the lawn, talking as they go.

She. Do you think Freddie will do it ?

He. Do it '? Why, he 's been panting for the chance

begged and prayed me to arrange this week-end so as to

bring them together ; said he 'd tried half-a-dozen times in

London, but something had got in his way every time,

ither a brother or a mother or a sister. Once it was a

maid who fetched her home from a dinner when Freddie

had ordered the slowest four-wheeler in London, and

thought he was going to take her home himself. He said

if we 'd ask 'em here together and give 'em just one cluince

of being alone for five minutes he 'd what 's the matter ?

[She has turned round to look at the house and has

gripped him suddenly by the arm.

She (excitedly). Hurry up. They "re coming out into

the garden.
He (looking round). By gum, so they are! They mustn't

see us. Don't pinch so.

She. Sorry. Let 's skip behind those bushes, and then
we can get off into the Lovers' Walk, and so out into the

road by the corner door.

[They skip, and take a furtive peep through the bushes.

He. I don't think they 've spotted us, but they 're coming
along a deuce of a pace. Perhaps he 's done it.

She. No, they 're not saying a word, and they 're looking
as distant as from here to Land's End. Come on

; we
must give 'em their chance.

[They dive round some trees into the Lovers' Walk, a

gravel path through a thick belt of bushes.

He. I thought Freddy was running.
She. Nonsense! He's not such a fool. Duck down

lower than that much lower, or they 11 see you through
the gap. There my hat 's caught.

He. Tear it off
;
leave it behind you ;

do anything, but

for heaven's sake come on. If they see us they '11 think

they must join us.

She. I hear their steps somewhere. They 're coming
along the walk.

He. 'No. They 're in the open. It 's all right. Quicker,

quicker! When once we get to the end of this we'll be!

through the garden-door in a jiffy, and then we're safe.

[They hasten on, but stop near the. end of the walk.]
She. I thought I heard something. I'll stay. here, and;

just you creep carefully round the corner and reconnoitre.

[He does so, and returns to her pale and dismayed.
He (whispering).. They 're out there at the end. I caught

a glimpse of a skirt and a pair of trousers, and I nipped
back. What shall we do now ?

She. Let 's go back to the other end. Then we can slip

out by the gate at the bottom of the garden, and lose them
that way.

[They retrace their steps, but stop again before reaching
the other end.

'

He. I heard voices. You go on this time. I couldn't do
it again. [She goes on and returns in consternation.

She. They 're there. They must have run like hares.

He. What shall we do now ? We can't race up and
down this walk all day. I wonder what fool's game
Freddie 's playing at.

She. There 's nothing for it. We must go out and face

them. Anyhow, it won't be our fault. We've done our

best for them.

[They walk on and find a young man and a young
woman ivaiting for them at the entrance.

She. Oh, you're there, are you? We were just coming
back to fetch you. I wanted to show Charles the new
ferns I 've had planted here. We can get started now.

[They all start.

He (aside to Freddie). What Jiave you been up to?

We left the coast clear for you, and then you spod the
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THE OLD WORLD AVENGED.
EUROPA (to UNCLE SAM).

" YOUR TURN NOW ; I 'VE HAD MINE."

JMi. ROOSEVELT, having taken a brief rest after his lecturing-tour in Europe, hag now started on the stump in his own country.]
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" How 's THAT ?

whole show by coming out and chasing us up and down
the garden.

Freddie. Sorry, old chap, I know I 'm a mug ;
but when

I found myself alone with her in that big room I couldn't

think of a word just stood and looked at her. I did make
a shot upon my honour I did but just as I was going to

say, "Cynthia," I had to sneeza, and that threw me out of

my stride. Devilish bit of bad luck. Then she saw you
hopping round the bushes, and she was after you like a

bird, and I had to come too. Worst of it is when we 're

with other people I 'm as bold as a lion, but when I 'm

alone with her I haven't got an ounce of pluck.
He. Well, you 've had your chance and wasted it. It

isn't worth while giving you another.

[They all walk on moodily. Gradually the, party

separates into two, the young people dropping some

ten paces behind. Five minutes elapse.

Freddie (dashing wildly forward and seizing Him by the

hand). I 've done it, old man, I 've done it ! You 're a ripper

no, I mean I 'm a rip no, I mean everybody 's a

ripper. Whoo-oop !

He. What 's up now ?

Freddie. Cynthia's promised to marry me. I owe it all

to you and Mrs. Bromley. If you two hadn't stuck to us

I mean if we hadn't stuck to you like leeches, I should

never have dared. Oh, never mind
; we 've fixed it up, and

wo 're going to be married in October
She (seizing Cynthia by both lunidx). My dearest Cynthia!
He. Congratulate you heartily, old chap; congratulate

you both. We '11 leave you together now.

Cynthia. Oh, let 's finish our walk.

[They all four walk on together.

RENUNCIATION.
Go, thrust my bat within the kitchen grato ;

Fetch nie a fluffy monkey ; let me play
With something that can never agitate

My soul. I 've had the dickens of a clay.

I bowled. The very first a "sitter" brought,
Which, rendering void my own insidious tricks,

I dropped, and he who smote and was not caught
Survived to help himself to ninety-six.

Barely was hushed the crowd's derisive scoff

Before a skier, swerving in the gale,

Came down to find long-on distinctly off,

And leave him doctoring a damaged nail.

Leg had one just two inches out of reach,

And (my misfortune, scarcely theirs tlio blame)
Cover and point declined a " snorter

"
each,

And then I missed another, I, moi-mfine.

Then, culminating horror that befell,

Two slips, the leather soaring overhead

(Such nice men, too. I know their people well),

Collided, whereupon I wept and said :

"
Go, thrust my bat within the kitchen grate,
Barter my pads for bricks and Noah's arks."

That (and the things I Ve had to expurgate)

Comprised the general gist of my remarks.

"For Sale, Cow, genuine; can lie seen anytime between eiglit and
eleven." Adii. in "Folkestone Ifi-ratd."

In three hours you ought to be able to make quite certain

that it is a genuine cow.
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HOLIDAY TIME.
II. BECALMED.

" WELL," said Dahlia, giving up the

tiller with a sigh,
"

if this is all that you
and Joe can do in the way of a, breeze,

you needn't have worried."
" Don't blame the crew," said Archie

nobly,
" he did his best. He sat up all

night whistling."
" Are we moving?" asked Myra,

from a horizontal position on the shady
side of the mainsail.

" We are not," I said, from a similar

position on the sunny side.
" Let 's get

out."

Simpson took off his yachting cap
and fanned himself with a nautical

almanac. " How far are we from

anywhere?
"
he asked cheerfully.

"
Miles," said Archie. " To be more

accurate, we are five miles from a public-

house, six from a church, four from a

post-office, and three from the spacious
walled-in kitchen-garden and tennis-

court. On the other hand, we are quite
close to the sea."

" You will never see your friends

again, Simpson. They will miss you
.... at first .... perhaps ;

but

they will soon forget. The circulation

of the papers that you wrote for will

go up, the brindled bull-pup will be fed

by another and a smaller hand, but

otherwise all will be as it was before."

My voice choked, and at the same
moment something whizzed past ine

into the sea.
"
Yachting cap overboard ! Help !

"

cried Myra.
" You aren't in The Spectator office

now, Simpson," said Archie severely,
as he fished with the boat-hook.
" There is a time for ballyragging. By
the way, I suppose you do want it

back again?"
" It "s my fault," I confessed remorse-

fully ;

" I told him yesterday I didn't

like it."
"
Myra and I do like it, Mr. Simpson.

Please save it, Archie."

Archie let it drip from the end of

the boat-hook for a minute, and then

brought it in.
"
Morning, Sir Thomas," I said,

saluting it as it came on board.
"
Lovely day for a sail. We 've got

the new topmast up, but her Grace
had the last of the potted-meat for

lunch yesterday."

Simpson took his cap and stroked it

tenderly.
" Thirteen and ninepence in

the Buckingham Palace Eoad," he
murmured. "

Thanks, old chap."
Quiet settled down upon the good

ship Armadillo again. There was no
cloud in the sky, no ripple on the

water, no sound along the deck. The
land was hazy in the distance

; hazy

in the distance was public
- house,

church, post-office, walled-in kitchen-

garden and tennis-court. But in the

little cabin Joe was making a pleasant
noise with plates. . . .

"
Splendid," said Archie, putting

down his glass and taking out his pipe.
" Now what shall we do ? I feel full

of energy."
" Then you and Simpson can get

the dinghy out and tow," I suggested.
" I '11 coach from the Armadillo."

" We might go for a long bicycle

ride," said Myra;
" or call on the Vicar-

age girls."
" There isn't really very much to

do, is there ?
"

said Dahlia gently.
" I 'm sorry."

Simpson leapt excitedly into the

breach.

"I'll tell you what I'll do I '11

teach you all the different knots and

things. I learnt them coming down
in the train. Everybody ought to

know them. Archie, old man, can you
let me have a piece of rope?

"

"
Certainly. Take any piecs you

like. Only spare the main-sheet."

Simpson went forward to consult Joe,
and came back with enough to hang
himself with. He sat down opposite
to us, wrapped the rope once round his

waist, and then beamed at us over his

spectacles.
" Now supposing you had fallen

down a well," he began,
" and I let

this rope down to you, what would you
do with your end ?

"

We thought deeply for a moment.
" I should wait until you were look-

ing over the edge, and then give it a

sharp jerk," said Archie.
" One must have company in a well,"

I agreed.

"They're being silly again," apolo-

gised Myra. "Tell vie, Mr. Simpson!
I should love to know I 'm always
falling' down wells."

"
Well, you tie it round you like

this. Through there and over there
and then back under there. You

see, it simply can't slip. Then I should

pull you up."
"But how nice of you. Let me

try. . . . Oh yes, that 's easy."
"
Well, then there 's the hangman's

knot."

Archie and I looked at each other.
" The predicaments in which Simp-

son finds himself are extraordinarily
varied,'' I said.

" One of these days he '11 be in a

well, and we shall let down a rope to

him, and he '11 hang himself by mis-
take."

" That would look very determined.
On the other hand there must be

annoying occasions when he starts out

to strangle somebody and finds that

he 's pulling him out of the cistern."
"
Why, how delightful, Mr. Simpson,"

said Myra.
" Do show us some more."

"Those are the most important ones.

Then there are one or two fancy ones.

Do you know the Monkey's Claw ?
"

" Don't touch it," said Archie

solemnly.
" It 's poison."

"
Oh, I must show you that."

Joe showed me the Monkey's Claw
afterwards, and it is a beautiful thing,
but it was not a bit like Simpson's.
Simpson must have started badly, and
I think he used too much rope. Aftsr

about twenty minutes there was hardly
any of him visible at all.

" Take your time, Houdini," said

Archie,
" take your time. Just let us

know when you're ready to be put
into the safe, that 's all."

" You would hardly think, to look at

him now," I said a minute later,
" that

one day he'll he a dear little butterfly."
" Where 's the sealing wax, Maria ?

You know, I 'm certain he '11 never go
for threepence."

" What I say is, it's simply hypnotic
suggestion. There 's no rope there at

all, really."
An anxious silence followed.
"
No," said Simpson suddenly,

" I 'm

doing it wrong."
::-

-"-
:: -^

" From to-night," said Archie after

tea,
"
you will be put on rations. One

cobnut and a thimbleful of sherry wine

per diem. I hope somebody 's brought
a thimble."

" There really isn't so very much
left," said Dahlia.

" Then we shall have .o draw lots

who is to be eaten."
" Don't we eat our boots and things

first ?
"

asked Myra.
" If Simpson starts off on his yachting

cap there '11 be no holding him."
" After all, there's always the dinghy,"

said Archie. " If we put in a tin of

corned beef and a compass and a keg
of gunpowder, somebody might easily
row in and post the litters. Personally,
as captain, I must stick to my ship."
"There's another way I've just

thought of," I said. " Let 's sail in."

I pointed out to sea, and there,

unmistakably, was the least little

breeze coming over the waters. A
minute later and our pennant flapped
once. Simpson moistened a finger and
held it up.
The sprint for home had begun.

A. A.M.

"Oil, lie was as nice as possible about it, even
to owning tbere was a time when it might have

been, but some woman some devil, came be-

tween us. Oh, the adjective is mine, not his."

"Daily Mail" Fcu-Uletoii.

Oh, the italics are ours, not theirs.
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SCENE ,SKi# Continental Seaside Resort.

Proprietor of Ilotcl (who advertises a perfect lawn-tennis equipment, to newly-arrived enthusiasts). "VoiLA, Mofujiuu Er MKSWAMEX !

YOU PERCEIVE IT IS AT I'ltEsEXT ENGAGED, BUT THE LITTLE MoXSIEUR AND MADEMOISELLE ARE VEKY AMIABL.Z, MO WILL DOUIII'-
LESS HE BEADY TO MAKE A 1'AUTIE !"

BEAUTIFUL WORDS.
THE catalogues of beautiful words

that have helped to fill the columns of

The Westminster Gazette during this

dull season do not include all.

How beautiful is the word " Yes
"

when used with an appropriate context.

Soft lights, distant music, the seclusion

of a scented conservatory, the radiant
moon peeping in through the roof and
"Yes" murmured between coral lips
and pearly teeth, with blush and hung
head complete. Did SHAKSPEARE him-
self ever write a word more beautiful ?

Or when, in conversation with a friend

of means, through the weather, the

view, the new Land Taxes, and the
weather once more, you approach the

subject of a -small loan, what sweeter
sound could caress your ear than a

gentle
" Yes." Even " Ja

"
sounds

beautiful in such a connection.
Take again the word " No." There

is something that a Briton cannot
fail to admire in the sturdy sound of

its nasal consonant allied to the honest

open vowel
;
and who has not felt the

thrill of this word in responding to the

classical question,
" Are we down-

hearted?" The author of this question
is unknown

; but his genius must ever
live if only because he has brought
home to the English-speaking people the

deep beauty of the little word "No"
when used in the right context, of

course. Despite the habit of the per-
tinacious, there are times when it is

well to take " No "
for an answer.

The little word "And" has never
received a due acknowledgment of its

beauty. It has, of course, the added
merit of utility ; and indeed where is

the beauty of a thing, however beauti-

ful, that is not useful? Very well,
then. This was quite a favourite
word with SPENSER, SHAKSPEABE, and
MILTON in days gone by, and is still

regarded as the best of its kind by
Messrs. HALL CAINE, LE QUEUX, and
ALFRED AUSTIN in the present day.

Another word not rightly valued is
"
Enough." What could be more

beautiful in its appropriate place than

"Enough"? "
Enough

"
is as good as a

feast.

(Let 's try it here and see how it looks.

Enough ! ED.)

"The Government are making s road to

Porcupine Lake, using about fifty convicts for

the purpose." The Record.

This may not be the best kind of road,
but it is better than if they had made
one to Convict Lake, using fifty por-

cupines for the purpose.

From a penny novelette :

'"Miss Saxe is a client of mine, Clare,
'

John

explained.
' Her boxes have gone astray. She

is about your size your figuie, I mean can

you lend her some things ? I know there is a

dress-suit of mine up in my old loom."

Dinner was rather late that night. Possibly
Miss Saxe and Clare had been talking together ;

but when they came into the room John felt he
was compensated for the delay."

It must have been worth waiting for.

Two extracts from one issue of The

Daily Mail :

"The Orion is 545ft. long and has a dis-

placement of 22,500 tons."
' ' With her engines and armament her ton-

nage will be nearly 24,000. She is 684ft. in

length."

The worst of The Daily Mail is that it

is so up-to-date that as soon as you
get on to a new page the old page
becomes obsolete.
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A TAX ON THE IMAGINATION.

PROPERLY speaking, the only build-

ing I actually possess is a henhouse.

The manifest disadvantage of allowing

fowls to scratch in the garden impelled
me to buy one rod, pole, or perch of

land across the road, upon which was

presently upreared a neat and unpre-
tentious structure, painted a pleasant
" art

"
shade, somewhere between blue

and green, and with a tarred felt roof.

I am pardonably proud of it ; and, when
I received a brochure that has been

distributed gratis among the great land-

owners of this realm, the first problem
in it that caught my eye was this :

"
Hypothetical cost of removing the

buildings."

Angelina, finding me busy with

figures, accused me roundly of wasting
the morning in working out bridge

problems.
" On the contrary," I explained,

" I

am trying to work out the hypothetical
cost of removing the henhouse."

" Beinove it ? Why should you want
to ?

"
she asked.

" I don't want to," I replied,
" but it

seems that I am obliged, under heavy
penalties, to suppose that its removal
is required, and to arrive at an estimate
of the cost of such removal. It 's a

new system of taxation," I continued

airily,
" which it would be useless to

attempt to explain to a woman. With
the whole realm of hypothesis open to

me, what ought I to spend on removing
the henhouse ?

''

" Where to ?
"

asked Angelina in

bewilderment.
"I'm afraid," I said, after five minutes'

study of the monumental work before

mo,
" that point has been overlooked.

We will assume it has just got to

be removed demolished. Now, whom
should I employ on the job?"

" You generally have Thomas Shadd.
If he was doing no work at the Simsons'
that week, I expect he would spin it

out as long as possible. And he would
want beer," remarked Angelina.

"There it is," I said. "These
doctrinaire financiers are so unpractical.
They never cake human nature into
account. Thomas's thirst varies in

degree. But fancy is free, and we will

assume, without unduly straining proba-
bilities, that Thomas is very thirsty.
A week at three shillings a day, with
beer, would come to twenty-four
shillings."

Angelina, who is of frugal mind,
looked troubled.

" You might get Harold Ely," she
said,

" but he is so independent."" All the same, Harold comes within
the wide regions of hypothesis," I said,

noting down his name,
" and so, for

that matter, do I. I might do the work

myself."

Angelina smiled.
"
Fancy is free," I repeated sternly.

It is quite within tho bounds of suppo-
sition that I should myself remove the

:ienhouse."

"Wouldn't it need a hammer?"
asked Angelina.

" You know you
always hammer your thumb."

"Very well," I said, "we will allow

for that, and for lockjaw and complica-
ions supervening. Then I should be

ordered a rest-cure or a sea-voyage.

Hypothesis," I said, warming to the

work,
" can pile the cost up to any

amount. Now let us suppose I give
the job to contractors, to Williams

and Clark, for instance."
" I can't suppose you would do any-

thing so silly, after the muddle they
made over the kitchen-boiler," replied

Angelina.
" My love," I urged gently,

"
it is, no

doubt, a little difficult to imagine any
lapse on my part from a high level of

sanity ;
but with a penalty of fifty

pounds threatening and with a full

appreciation of the duties of citizenship,
it is necessary to suppose even this

;

and Williams and Clark would send in a

bill for two pounds seventeen shillings
and sixpence on hypothesis.

"
Hypothesis also allows removal by

gunpowder," I continued, entering into

the spirit of the thing.
" I expect a

shilling's worth would be effective
;

and cordite might be even cheaper.
There is also fire to be considered

;
but

perhaps the justest way of arriving
at an estimate would be to take
the average cost of all practicable
methods."

It worked out like this :

To T. Shadd, for removing s. <?.

henhouse (with beer) . . 140
To Harold Ely, for do.

(without beer) .... 90
Williams and Clark ... 2 17 6
Removal by self (allowing for

accidents with hammers
and things, and subsequent
sea -voyage and loss of

time) 150

Gunpowder 10
Cordite 6
1 Swedish match ....

154 12

Roughly speaking, therefore, the cost
of removing the building might ba set

down at twenty-two pounds one and

eightpence halfpenny.
"
But," said Angelina,

" are you sure
the question applies to henhouses ?

"

"
That," I said, readjusting a wet

towel about my brows, and patting the

printed work in front of me,
"

is what
[ have to discover from this. All I

snow for certain is that, with the

Broadening of the Basis of Taxation,
i tax has been placed upon my
'magination."
"After all," I concluded sombrely,

'

it was about the only thing left that

was not taxed already."

ECCENTRIC APPETITES.
A CORRESPONDENT, in a letter to our

steemed contemporary, The Scotsman,
describes the discovery of a needle an
nch and a half long inside a hen's egg.

By the courtesy of the editor of The
Dictator we are enabled to publish a

selection of letters describing similar

discoveries which will appear in the

next issue of that journal :

Ex AFRICA SEMPER.

DEAR SIR, When I was visiting

Pietermaritzburg early in this year, the

Curator of the Zoological Gardens told

me of a curious incident that recently
came under his observation. A valu-

able semi-Bombay Duck (Anas incredi-

bilis) suddenly fell ill and died, and
the post-mortem revealed the extraordi-

nary fact that the bird had swallowed

a pocket aneroid which had been inad-

vertently dropped into its cage by an

absent - minded visitor. Curiously
inough, the aneroid pointed to stormy,

although the weather at the time was

remarkably still and fine.

I am, Sir, very truly yours,
VERAX.

[Africa is indeed the home of marvels.

With regard to the indication of the

aneroid, may we not assume that this

pointed to a local disturbance in the

interior ? ED. Dictator.}

STRANGE CONDUCT OF AN EEL.

DEAR SIR, My son, a Balliol under-

graduate, was recently playing golf at

Nairn and, duffing his approach at the

fourteenth hole, sent the ball into the

burn. His caddie failed to find it, but

while looking in the burn scooped out

a fins eel of about two feet in length.

Noticing a curious protuberance in its

body, he cut the eel in two with his

pocket-knife, and found the ball, which
is now preserved in the town museum.

Yours faithfully,
ALFRED DAVITT.

[The voracity of eels is, we believe,

something quite exceptional. But

surely a humaner method of making
the eel disgorge the golf ball might
have been adopted by the caddie.

We fear that Caledonia is still, in some

respects,
" stern and wild." ED. Dic-

tator.]
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RECOVERY OF AN OSTRICH.

DEAR SIR, For many years I have

kept a pet ostrich in my garden at

Tulsc Hill. The bird, which is of a

most affectionate disposition, lives

chiefly on hardware old sardine tins,

marmalade jars, and disused safety-
raxor blades. As a rule it enjoys
robust health, but last winter it con-

tracted influen/a and pined away until

I grew seriously alarmed. In fact, I

was almost in despair when, at the

advice of a vet, I decided to try feed-

ing Oliver for that is bis name on
tho works of an old grandfather's clock,

a set of croquet balls, and a small

mowing machine. The diet worked
like magic, and in less than a week
the dear creature was quite himself

again. Yours most truly,
DECIMUS PHIBBS.

[It would be interesting to know
whether the emu and the cassowary
share the predilection of the ostrich

for hardware. In regard to the choice

of a medical adviser for ailing ostriches,
it seems to us that our correspondent
ought to have consulted a bird-doctor

rather than a " vet." And yet, if we
lemeinber aright, ARISTOPHANES calls

the ostrich linra\ficTpvai>. ED. Dictator.']

WONDERS OF THE SHORE.

DEAR SIR, Last month, while I was
on the beach at Weston-super-mare,
I noticed a ring-tailed sand-pipit flying
about near the water-line. Suddenly
it swooped down and remained on the
sand uttering short, sharp cries of dis-

tress. Hastily rushing to the spot I

discovered, to my amazement, that the

bird had been caught by an oyster.
The bivalve had opened to enjoy the

sun, but when the bird swooped down
had closed on the intruder like a vice.

Being unable to free the pipit I carried

it, with its captor, to my house, and
was operating on the crustacean with

champagne nippers when my tame

porbeagle jumped through the window
and unceremoniously devoured both bird

and oyster at a single gulp. I have

only to add that I am a Commissioner
for Oaths, a lifelong Free-Trader, and
a confirmed believer in the Referendum.

Faithfully yours,
A. LEGGE PULLAB.

[We are delighted to publish Mr.
LEGGE PULLAR'S well-authenticated
communication. Our only regret is

that he should have omitted to state

whether his porbeagle suffered any un-
toward consequences from his strange
meal. But an animal so quaintly named

ihlc de tout. ED. Dictator.}

A TOUCHING APPEAL.
DEAR SIR, Can any of your readers

tell me the best diet for a viviparous

Nervous Passenger (during foy).
" BUT SURELY YOU'RE NOT LEAVING THE HKIDOE, ARB

YOU, OFFICER I"

Officer (who has just been relieved). "On, YES. IT'S NO GOOD STOPPING UP THERE; YOU
CAN'T SEE ANYTHING."

jlenny which is suffering from the

mumps? I have tried it with Cam-
bridge sausages, truffles, cold boiled

pork and quince jelly, but no appre-
ciable improvement is yet noticeable.

Yours anxiously,

(Mrs.) TARA DIDDLE.

[We deeply sympathise with Mrs.
Diddle in her distress, and gladly give
;he publicity of our columns to her

appeal for information. We have the
iveliest recollection of the discomfort

of mumps, and sincerely trust that her

nteresting pet will soon recover its

normal health. ED. Dictator.]

The Awkward Age.
"Children under 3 and over 12 Half Price

;o 6d. and 4d. seats." Advt. in "
(Jloiuxster-

shire Echo."

The Euphemists.

The Inland Revenue Department
writes to its friends :

"Any owner of land or person in receipt of

rent in respect of land, who is required to make
u return and fails to do so within the time

specified in this notice, is liable to a penalty
not exceeding 50."

Or, as they say in less polite society,
R.S.V.P.

" WILL the lady who sent her boy for Repairs
to Mr. Cantcllo, from Woodcote-place, on Satur-

day, July 16th, kindly communicate with him,
as she has the wrong boots." Notice in " The
Norwood Press and Dulwich Advertiser."

This only shows how careful you should

be to wear the right boots when you
send your boy to the doctor (or vet) to

be repaired.
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Skiyper
" WHO'S FOR A JOLLY SAIL ? JU.ST A-GOIN' TO START. ONLY ONE MORE AN' OKK SUE GOES

"

J-ong-n/mng Cornet Player.
" FOB 'EVIN'S SAKE, GUV'NOB, MAKE IT A LITTLE 'UN AN' GIVE us A CHAKNST !

"

TO MY LADY-IN ABSENCE.
MATILDA, now that we are parted
By many a sundering mile,

Be sure that I am broken-hearted,
Be certain I revile

The engine with its pounding pistons,
That bore you to that dreadful distance,

But still some arts the weary hours may while.

Where'er the next few weeks I wander,
By links or lawn or sea,

My lonesomeness be sure 1 11 ponder,
But not exclusively ;

The pain, although my heart it whittles,
Shall scarcely put me off my victuals

;

No, I shall always make a tidy tea.

The flame, in fact (as Tristram puts it),
Shall burn beneath this breast,

As to and fro your lover foots it,
" Because so deep suppressed ;

"

My friends, mayhap, shall hardly notice
That here, beneath this Norfolk coat is

An aching wound nay, sometimes I shall jest.

For, what with ozone, woods and heather
And mountain streams in song,

Though tight may be the love god's tether,

Though passion's links are strong,
Bereft, for weeks, by moors and what-not,
Of her whose face has tied that hot knot,

It 'a wonderful how well one gets along.

These honest lines, by way of warning,
Matilda, I submit,

In case, some fine September morning,
When once again I knit

This hand with yours, my peerless lady's,
And swear that August seemed like Hades,

You ask me why I look so beastly fit. EVOE.

Answers to Correspondents.
" MOTHER OF CADETS." No, Madam, "the Osborne

decision," which is now exercising the minds of our Trade
Union officials, has nothing to do with the case of Archer-
Shee v. The Admiralty.

" SPORTSMAN." If you have already returned your form
for Duty on Land Values, and have declared " No Minerals,"
we would dissuade you from playing tennis on your own lawn
in heavy shooting-boots. The nails are apt to leave marks,
and if an official should be sent to inspect your land his

suspicions might be aroused.

The High Master of Manchester Grammar School has
been taking a party of his boys for a tour through Germany,
and has given his experiences to The Manchester Evening
Chronicle :

"Breakfast usually consisted of black bread splendid stuff for

marching on ! and apples. The bread sometimes came in very useful
for hammering in the tent pegs !

"

Now you see why it makes such a splendid surface for

marching on.
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A DIRTY TRADE.
GUTTER PRESS. "HERE YOU ARE, GENTS! CHUCK US A FEW MORE COPPERS AN' I'LL

ROLL IN IT!"
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|M
e RUPVAR.P KIPUNC-I

LQRD KITCHENER

ANOTHER GREAT WAX-WORK TABLEAU FOR BRUSSELS.
IF, IN SPITE OF OUR ARTIST'S ASSISTANCE, THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TABLEAU OF THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT SHOULD PROVE

TOO DIFFICULT, WHY NOT IIHEAK FRESH GROUND ALTOGETHER AND PRODUCE A TABLEAU, EQUALLY LIFELIKE AND FAITHFUL IN POR-
TRAITURE, OF OTHER BRITISH CELEBRITIES ? HERE ARE A FKW.

TO A CHALK-BLUE.
BUTTERFLIES, Butterflies, delicate downy ones,
Golden, and purple, and yellowy browny ones,
Whites, reds, and tortoiseshells, what 's in a hue ?

You 're worth the whole lot of them, little Chalk-Blue !

Fabled Apollos, of bug-hunter's hollow tales,
Camberwell Beauties, Large Coppers, and Swallow-tails,
They 've fled from high farming, they 've gone down the

breeze,
To Elfland perhaps, or wherever you please !

You, Master Blue, hold by man and his handiworks,
Chalk-pits, and cuttings, and engineer's sandy works,
Sway on his wheat stalks, most buoyant and bold,
A turquoise a-droop on a chain of light gold !

And on the links, where the chalk-downs go sweeping up,
Over the greens (where my handicap 's creeping up !)

Blue as the tide is, when white the cliffs climb,
I see you go sipping the sweets of the thyme !

Here was your home, ere the Legion's lean warriors

j
Laughed at the slings of Druidical quarriers,

! Or ever the Eagles came swooping ashore,
You flew your blue ensign from Lizard to Nore 1

Long may you linger and flourish exceedingly,

Dancing the sun round all summer unheedingly,
Sprite of his splendour, small priest of high noon,

Oh, bold little, old little, blue bit of June I

Self-Revenge.
"In trying to hit McDonell to the screen that bowler brought off a

splendid catth high up with one hand." Evening A'i-ir.i.

We can't think why McDoNELL should want to hit him-
self to the screen; but it served him right to be caught
like that, by his own hand.
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THE FLOURISH OF THE RIGHTEOUS.

DEAR ME. PUNCH, You know every-

thing. I know everything but one.

Tell me that one thing.
I take it that when a man addresses

another as I have just addressed you

(not, mark, "you think

you know everything ")

ho has him in a mood
of complacency for a

minute or two at any
rate. Let me use those

minutes to tell you all

about myself and John-

son and all the other

brave and triumphant
fellows I have met.

I am charitably dis-

posed. I wish to go
about doing good
amongst my fellow

men, cheering them up
and spurring them into

an optimistic frame of

mind. Particularly
note that I do not

wish to expend money
on that behalf; indeed,
I should be glad to

make a little out of it.

I should not, of course,
have written like that

if I had been an inde-

pendent entity with no
duties in the world

;

but I have, as it hap- 1

pens, a number of

sound limbs and a

healthy appetite to sup-

port, and my first duty
is to them. However,
do not let that worry
you, for I have decided

upon my mission. I

only want you to tell

me where my district

is. Where, briefly, does
the great tribe of the

Permanently Snubbed
have its melancholy
residence ?

Gather round, Mr.
Punch (you know you
know everything), and
let me refresh your
memory about John-
son.

It was he who
showed me my mtticr. Johnson is

not the mild, milk-and-water young

me, ever got the better of Johnson.

Blustering bodies, bullies for the most

part, have from time to time attacked

him, supposing that he would take any
amount of insolence and injustice like

a lamb. But that is not Johnson's

way.
" I just looked at him," he has

MR. POPPLEWICK IN SCOTLAND.

I. HOW HE 1'ICTURED TO HIMSELF THE RESULTS OF HIS FIRST GROUSE-DRIVE.

II. WHAT ACTUALLY OCCURRED.

Keeper. "ANYTHING TO PICK UP, Sin?"
Poppleieick. "WELL ER NOT EXACTLY. GOT TWO OR THREE PRETTY HARD HIT.

man
sonal

you might,
observation,

from your per-

suppose him to
be. He I have it from his own
lips is full of fire

; he is not to be sat

upon. You start saying nasty, rude

things to Johnson, and you will very
soon find that you have come to the

wrong shop. No one, Johnson tells

told me, in describing each encounter,
with all the unbiassed accuracy of de-

tachment,
" I just looked at him,

waited till he had finished, and then
said quite quietly . . ." and, whatever
it was that Johnson said, his antagonist
was reduced instantly to pulp, blushed
to the roots of his hair with the blush
of conscious shame, fell upon his knees

(I gather), bit all the dust immediately

available and shrieked for Johnson's

pardon and forgiveness. Which coldly
granted, the bully has withdrawn to

the retreat whose whereabouts I want
to know, never more to appear in

public, a prey for all time to the bitter-

ness of his own self-reproach.
Mr. Punch, for all

the blackguards' bully-

ing and blustering,
there can be no depth
of human vileness

which deserves the

punishment of quite so

snubbed and abject a

condition as Johnson

depicts. At the end of

every narrative I have
felt I must go and
comfort the man, wrong
one though he is, and
make the last remain-

ing days of his existence

peaceful and painless,
if they can never be

actually happy. And,
observe, it isn't only
Johnson. All my re-

lations, all my friends,
all my acquaintances,
all the people I have
ever seen and overheard
in the street all seem
thus to have treated

someone, nay, every-
one who dared to cross

their path and to :i;l-

minister unjust blame
and unmerited rebuke.

Children and parents,

pupils and pastors,
curates and vicars,

young barristers and

judges, men and officers,

clerks and employers,
loafers and policemen,
servants and mistresses

the contest is always
raging, the cool retort

always prevails : "I
said nothing. I just
looked him straight in

the eyes, and then said

quite quietly . . ." and
that ended it. Virtue

is, on its own showing,
triumphant. The op-

pressor is pulverised,
the proud spirit is

You should," as Virtuebroken.

triumphant concludes, "you should

just have seen his face !

"

Inasmuch as this thing goes on daily,
there must be thousands of these

squashed, blighted, and altogether sat-

upon wretches somewhere. In your
private ear, I confess to an occasional

boast or two of this sort myself. There
have occurred in my conversation crea-
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tures, .onco overbearing,
" who will

novcr flare to speak like that to mo
again," wtiQ have subsided for ever

before tho cool and collected plan' of

ny conspicuous righteousness. You say
that I should know host where they now
reside and languish? Frankly, but this

must go no further, my own particular
victims do not happen to exist. They
never did, or, if they did, they were not

by a long way my victims. Call mo
braggart, even liar, but there remains
tho word of Johnson and his countless

imitators. Tell me, for that word is

not to he doubted, where and who are

tho Permanently Snubbed? Why do
we never meet them ? Why do we only
meet their Snubbers ?

Your pei-haps too inquisitive
CORBESPONDKNT.

"DO I SLEEP? DO I DREAM?"
A LITTLE book has just been pub-

lished, advocating self-suggestion as a
cure for sufferers from head-ache, tooth-

ache, nervousness, sleeplessness and
kindred ills. For instance, the pro-

gramme to be gone through in cases of

insomnia (as quoted in The Express of

August 25) is as follows :

Repeat the subjoined exercises :

Twice to yourself aloud : I am lying
down to sleep and to sleep only.
Four times softly: I am feeling

sleepy.
Twice softly : I am falling asleep.

Mentally a few times : I am asleep.

Mentally : I sleep, I sleep ; and con-
tinue until you know no more.

\Ve have been favoured with the noc-
turnal diary of a sleepless soliloquist to
whom we recommended the treatment,
and reproduce his remarks in an
abridged and expurgated form :

Miilui/jlit. Well, now let's see if I

can snooze off the effects of poker-
patience and that lobster salad. . . .

What have I got to say? . . . What
the dooce was it ? I thought I 'd

i it by heart ! ... let me see . . .

"I am dying," no "I am flying." ....
What a vile memory I 've got! ... Ah, I

know "I am lying" that's a nice
confession to make! How did it go,
on ? I shall never get to sleep at this

rate I 'm getting more and more wide-
awake every minute !

I'-i.-'iO A.M. I suppose I must light
up and find that confounded book . . .

Where are the beastly matches ? . . .

Dam on the floor, of course! Nice
tiling to tread on with bare feet ! . . .

Now, where did I put that book ? I

can't go hunting round tho bally house
in pyjamas at this time of night! . . .

Oh, here it is brought it up in my

Tramp (lo lonely spinster). "COME, Missus, ARST YKB 'US'BAND IF 'E AIN'T (tor A OLD
PAin O' TROUSERS TO GIVE AWAY."

Spinster (anximu not to expose her tolU-nde).
"
SORRY, MY GOOD MAN, HE ER ER NEVER

WEARS SUCK THINGS."

coat-pocket after all Guess I 'm

pretty shivery ! Caught cold or some-

thing, I suppose . . .

12.45 A.M. Ah, here 's the page
Insomnia Cure ... let 's get this

sportsman's rigmarole right
" I am

lying down to sleep and to sleep only
"

Hang it, that 's what I went to bed
for an hour ago it 's a platitude any-
way . . . P'raps I didn't say it loud

enough . . . don't want to wake the
house.

1 A.M. Wonder if it 's time to try
the four -times -softly trick! "I am
feeling sleepy

"
. . .

" I am feeling

sleepy" . . . Dash it all, I am lying
now . . . How many times was that?
I 've lost count . . . must begin over

again ! Hullo, there goes one o'clock !

1.30 A.M. Suppose this joker wants
me to murmur, " I am asleep," now !

Well, am I ? Not fifty per cent. ! Also,

1 1 don't think ! . . . Feel more like

getting up and having a pipe ....
2 A.M. Yes, I thought so ... There's

the next-door cat-party begun . . .

Think I '11 suggest them a jug of water
. . . What 's his cure for cats, I

wonder . . . Do I shout,
" I sleep !

"

or throw things ? . . . I '11 improve
on him " I snore ! I snore !

"

3 A.M. Look here, I 've had about

enough of this ramp . . . May as well

sit up and take notice . . . This men-
tal business is driving me silly prefer
the good old sheep and the hedge.

4 A.M. Ah, there 's the beautiful

dawn and the daylight and the spar-
rows' earliest pipe and the rest of it

... It s about time for the early

morning burglar to be going his rounds,
so it 's a useful cure for sleepiness
after all. ZIGZAG.
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THE ELUSIVE BLACKS.
THE monstrous allegation having

been made that seaside niggers include

in their hoary repertories songs which

are not, to put it mildly, the best

intellectual food for the young, all the

Brother Bones's and Massa Johnsons

of the littoral are up in arms. Mr.

Punch, whose instincts are to be on the

side both of the young and of the

entertainer, at once sent one of his

young men to investigate at first hand.

He made three visits one to Ventnor,
one to Brighton and one to Margate
and he spent much time and some

pence in the company of the Ethiopian
inhabitants of each town. At Ventnor

lie found them singing a song entitled,
" I don't care if there 's a girl there," to

an enraptured audience chiefly of the

penniless class, using
"
penniless

"
not

as meaning generally destitute but at

its more exact sense of being without a

penny. In other words, the audience

was composed chiefly of children.

That section of the entertainment

having come to an end, our representa-
tive drew aside the singer and asked

him for his views on the
ditty." What 's the matter with it?

"
asked

the burnt-corkian. " It 's a good tune,

isn't it?"
"
Yes," said the young man.

" It 's funny, isn't it ?
"

" Not very," our young man hazarded.

"It always goes very well," said the

seaside Othello,
"
Yes," said our young man. " But

the children ?
"

" Don't you see them there?
"
asked

the Moor of Ventnor sarcastically,
" in

their scores?"
"
True," said our young man.

"Very well, then," said the dusky
baritone. - . . .

.

There being no reply to this, our

young man gave in.

At Brighton, the serenaders were at

work with a ditty entitled " Boiled

Beef and Carrots." The song told

how this dish was the favourite food of

the singer :

Boiled beefand carrots,
Boiled beef and carrots,
That 's the stuff .for your Darby Kell,
Makes you fat and keeps you well.

Don't be
vegetarians,

Food they give to parrots ;

Blow out your pants,
While you 've the chance,
On boiled beef and carrots.

Such was the chorus, and from the

way the children joined in there was
no doubt that they appreciated it. Yet
the moral influence ?

A later verse told how the singer
was so much under the dominion of

this regimen that, when his wife pre-
sented him with twins (as the wives of

comic singers always do), and they
were taken to be christened, he replied

to the parson who enquired what their

names were to be, "Boiled beef and

carrots." At this the children screamed

with delight. Our young man antici-

pated no success when he tackled the

singer on the subject, and he obtained

none.
" Didn't you hear 'em laugh ?

"
asked

the son of grate polish.
Our young man admitted that he

did.

"Well," said the nigritudinous
warbler,

" don't that satisfy you ?
"

At Margate, the favourite song was
called " For months, and months, and
months." It told of a number of

disasters ; how the singer had taken a

girl to skate, and how she had fallen

so badly that she would not be able to

sit down comfortably again
" for

months, and months, and months,"
and so on. Everyone was as pleased
as could be, and the children sang it

with^gusto.
Our young man asked the singer if

he had heard of the aspersion on two
of his fellow-niggers' good taste. He
said that he had. It was a crying
shame. He had been singing comic

songs for twenty years, and never

before had he been attacked. No one
loved and honoured children more than
he

;
he had children of his own, and he

therefore surely ought to know what

they should like and should not like.

Our young man agreed.
" What songs do you want us to

sing ?
"

the ebony cantillator con-
tinued. " We get all the best comics
as soon as they're out. All GEORGE
BOBBY'S. All T. E. DUNVILLE'S. We
never spare any expense, and the

papers come along and attack us like

that. It 's a shame, that 's what it is.

Fathers of families as we are, too. But
I must get back to work now," he

added, and at once joined his company
in order to take the solo part in
"
Archibald, certainly not !

"

Mr. Punch, left to come to a decision

on the question, is inclined to the

opinion that niggers will be niggers
and that children fortunately don't
understand all they hear.

In some professions the difficulty of

making a correct return of one's income
is more acute than in others. The
losses in the burglary at the Shepherd's
Bush Exhibition, for instance, are es-

timated at 3,000 by The Daily Mail,
2,000 by The Daily Mirror, and
1,000 by The Daily Chronicle, and

the thief is already writing to the
collector of taxes asking him if he will

accept the lowest estimate.

THE EVENT OF THE DAY.
WHAT time is your breakfast ? To

all those who have not yet taken their

holidays and are looking out for a

happy and bracing health-resort, this

question is of vital importance. There

may be little or no sunshin3 outside

the house this year, but, thank good-
ness, wherever you are, The Daily Mail
can be a source of light and warmth to

you every morning as you eat your
eggs and bacon. But suppose you are

an early rissr and select a spa where
The Daily Mail is not shot till 12.30 P.M.

Think of the lingering agony between
breakfast and lunch. Worse still, if

you get up at 11.30 in a place that has
battened on The Daily Mail since 6 A.M.

and realise that many of your neigh-
bours have stolen a march upon you.
For the convenience of tourists, there-

fore, we have prepared a handy guide
to the beauty spots of Great Britain,
on the lines indicated below :

Breakfast.

Early ...... 6.1 Afonwen.
Medium ...... 8.15 Fritton-on-Sea.

Late to sluggish 11.5 Marazion.
Brunch ...... 12.55 St. Just in

Eoseland.
After carefully studying the table

of which this is an excerpt, holiday-
makers will have no excuse for spending
a morning soured by fretful anticipa-

tion, or an afternoon embittered by
regret for lost opportunity.

OUR SILLY SEASON CORRESPONDENCE.

THE NEW COINAGE.

To the Editor of
" Punch."

DEAR SIR, I desire to put before

the public my views on the reverse

side of the penny. The warlike? I

might go so far as to say the hector-

ing, truculent attitude of Britannia as

there depicted is surely calculated to

give offence to another Friendly Power.

In these days of mutual good-will the

trident and the shield can only bo re-

garded as a barbarous anachronism. I

trust that they will disappear in the

new issue and we shall find Britannia

surrounded by the arts of Peace. I

would suggest that on those coins

which bear the date of 1910 an umbrella

might be substituted for the trident.

I am, yours, etc., PAX.

DEAR SIR, If you had spent as

much time as I have grubbing about

on the tiled floor of the Bank for

sovereigns that have run between

people's legs, you would recognise, as I

do, the absurdity of fashioning coins in

the form of a mere wheel. Only the

other day I had to chase half-a-qtiid
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InUe faricr (who tuts suffered considerable tltmuigt through being run. into by motorist}. "Ir's NOT A BIT o' GOOD YOUK TI'.YIN'
HIUK I.FKE THAT. UEKB COMES OUIl PI.EECEMAN, AND UE'l.L SASILY BE ABLE TO SEE YER !

"

down the steps of the Bank and under
the tyres of a motor bus. Now, if

coins were square, triangular, or even

knobbly at the edges, they would at

least stop whei e they fall. There might,
it is true, ba some complaints from

parsimonious persons that a sovereign
did not go so far as it ussd to do.

I am, yours, etc.,

COMMISSIONAIRE.

DEAR SIB, I am looking forward to

the issue of the new coins with the

st interest. Already there are

many curious aspects of our currency
which are often overlooked. Are you
aware, Sir, that it is impossible to put
two three-penny bits on the face of

a half-crown without their overlapping
at the edge ? How many pennies do

you think one would have to pile one
above another to make a column as

high as a single penny set on edge ?

Niiit'ti'i'ii, Sir. People generally guess
about six or eight. Can you find the

elephant's trunk on the Jubilee shilling?
And have you ever tried on a billiard

table. . . .

(This letter must now cease. ED.).

DEAR SIR, If the Government could

see their way to call in all three-penny
bits, so that sixpenca would be the

smallest silver coin, I am convinced
that we should soon be able, by means
of church collections, to wipe out the
debt which still hangs over our new
organ. I am, yours, etc.,

OPEN PLATE.

DEAR SIR, Let us have no tampering
with the penny. A moment's reflection

will show that the gravest distress

would be caused throughout the country
by any interference with the vast volume
of trade which is daily carried on by
the swift and secret slot system. I am
not one of those who believe that if the
size of the penny were altered florins

would be used to any marked degree in

their place. I am, yours, etc.,

SHAREHOLDER IN

AUTOMATIC SWEETMEAT Co.

DEAR SIR, In connection with the

issue of the new coinage, may I make
a very earnest appeal through your
columns to thosa with whom the
decision rests? The alteration which
I suggest is a very slight one, but it

would bring about a revolution in the

morals of the masses by removing from
them a temptation which continually
besets them. Let as have both sides

of the coin exactly a'iko.

I am, yours, etc.,

ANTI-GAMBLER.

"
I know that my Humorous friends of the

National Service League will tell me that t lii-

systcm is insufficient, and that we must have at

least three or lour months' consecutive
training,

but if you cannot n<-t to the moon, nurely it is

licst to arrive at some minor planet which is on
the road to the laud of your desires." Daily

The difficulty is that you have to go so

much further besides faring wor,e.

The Times on Hops :

"Many growers have been washing during
the i iist week, but our correspondent doubt*
whether their efforts have been atteudivl with
success.

"

It is the pickers who seem to want it

most.

The German KAISER has once more
declared himself to be the " Instru-

ment "
of Heaven. Yes, but what

instrument? The trumpet or the

triangle ?
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CHARIVARIA.
So much romance has been written

about the arrest of two alleged spies
in (lermany that there was some
excuse for the printer who placed the

incident in the island of Bunkum.
:;: *

Sir ,IAMKS CBICHTON-BROWNE has
been eulogising the Fried Fish Shop.
One great advantage is that even a

blind man can find it if he wants it.

It is with pleasure that we note a

distinct \cinent iii favour of cleanli-

>nd tidiness among our burglars.

Many of them now wear gloves, and
the. other day at Birmingham some
housebreakers who had tried unsuc-

cessfully to open a safe washed it,

before leaving, to remove their finger-
marks. ... ...

No socict\ sanctum in Washington,
a contemporary tells us, is now com-
|>le!e unless it contains an image of

BtrDDHA. The new name for a room
furnished iu this style is a Buddhoir.

The most up-to-date seaside picture
mis have, we hear, the words,

Still raining," printed on them, to porary, are returning blank forms. The
sa\e the correspondent unnecessary
trouble.

.1 ]>rn]ii>.t of the wet weather a corre-

spondent suggests that much inconve-
j

nience would be obviated if we were to

lie allowed to dispense with*clothing.
One's skin, anyhow, is waterproof.

Fourteen breakfasts stolen from
workmen employed at Messrs. HAR-
LAND AND WOLFF'S shipbuilding yards
were, last week, found on one THOMAS
RF.KS, and be was sentenced to three

j

months' bard labour. This
.
should ;

more than cover the period of assimi-
lation.

During this slack season on the Stock

Exchange they seem to have revived

the old game of Buried Treasure, if

one may believe the following bead-
lines from The Daily .Mail :

CHAT ON CHANGE
THE LOW LEVEL OF CONSOLS

UNDERGROUND PROGRESS.

People are still grumbling about the
Land Tax schedules, and not a few

angry persons, according to a contem-

accompanying message, we presume,
is :

" I return vour form.''

FATHER AND SON.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, I see the Pater

has been writing to The Times growling
because the Government have sent him
an examination paper and only given
him thirty days to answer the ques-
tions ! And yet he growls at me
because I can't do a beastly paper
much worse than bis and only three

hours allowed ! And lie 's allowed to

refer to books, or get tips from his

solicitor, while I mayn't consult the

boy next to mo, or even have a note or
two on my shirtcuff. It's no use me
writing to The Time*, which is chiefly
read by people like the Pater ; so I

write to Punch instead.

Yours disgustedly, 3. B., JUN.

\\',i> Ldii^'li'lluu in Kiif,'l;iinl or America
when he remarked i 'Tin- i-.iin it laineth every
iliv ('

"
l!rinli\>ril li'iih/ Ai-ifi-..

We don't know. It 's just as easy to

quote SHAKSPEARE in one country as in

the other.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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THE ELDEST SON.
WHEN I arrived in the day-nursery at 6.15 P.M. I was

a mere casual intruder, knowing nothing of the glories that

awaited me. To be sure there had been during the after-

noon certain hints which the observant might have inter-

preted correctly. Florence (aged eleven) had more than

once said " Hush "
in a mysterious tone ;

Gertrude (aged

nine) had had several giggling fits in a coi ner, from which she

had been extracted flushed and breathless, but resolutely

secretive ;
and Maud (aged seven) had turned a good many

sudden somersaults on the floor or on the lawn, that being

her method of expressing uncontrollable excitement. At

the moment, however, these portents had not struck me.

All I noticed was that at six o'clock the lower regions of

the house were uncommonly quiet, and I went upstairs

and into the nursery to discover what had happened to its

tumultuous population. Without the least warning I

found myself plunged into the midst of a theatrical

performance.
The room had bsen divided by a large screen which

somewhat imperfectly represented a curtain. In front

of this the audience, consisting of all the female

servants of the house, was ranged on chairs. Behind it

the actors were preparing for the Second Act. I gathered,

not from the attitude of the audience, which was one of

resignation rather than of hilarity, but from what the

Qu' en herself told me, that the First Act had consisted of

a banquet and a revelry to celebrate the home-coming of

the Queen's eldest son, who had been to the wars and

might now be expected to arrive at any moment. He had

not, however, arrived in time for the First Act, but the

festivities had not been in the least impaired by his absence,

Prince John in particular having consumed a whole ox,

served with French beans, roasted potatoes, and vegetable

marrow, while the Lady Lavinia had held the company
enthralled by the delicacy of her wit. The Queen, I ought

perhaps to add, was Florence, robed majestically in a bed-

spread of variegated colours, and having her head bound
round with a band of yellow

- and - black silk which was

always coming off. The Lady Lavinia was acted by
Gertrude in a gauzy silvery dress -with a pair of wings (the
remains of a Christmas entertainment), while the important

part of Prince John found a minute but brilliant repre-

sentative in Maud, who wore with great courage a white

sweater, a pair of quasi-Turkish knickerbockers, gaudy
Roman stockings, and a green knitted cap. I was informed

that the date of the play was " Once upon a Time," as,

indeed, the dresses sufficiently indicated. The programme,
neatly written by Gertrude, promised the following enter-

tainment :

A Fairy Play,
Daiices,

Drammatik Event,
The Queen's Farewell to her Ladies.

The play itself, however, appeared to possess a power o:

internal development which made the programme quite
irrelevant and useless, except to the servants, who never

failed to consult it with great solemnity as the action

proceeded.
All was now ready for the Second and, as it proved, the

final Act.
" Let the curtain now go up," said the Queen, the screen

being accordingly removed by the nurse, who then promptly
resumed her place in the front row of the stalls. The

Queen was thereupon revealed sitting on her chintz

covered throne, with the Lady Lavinia standing airily

beside her, and Prince John sitting at her feet in an attitud

expressive of devotion.

' There ought to be a crash of martial music," continued

,he Queen,
" but the musical box won't work properly.

You must imagine it. (Aside) Gerty, give the old box

.nother turn and shake it." This having been done, the

jox at last consented to whe:ze out "The Blue Bells of

Scotland," and the Queen proceeded.
'Prince John," she said, "will now tread a measure.

Bother this silk band
;

it 's coming off again. Quick,
5rince John, show your paces, as you used to in the happy
days of twenty years ago. The Lady Lavinia will be

your partner. I will watch you and think of my unhappy
ot. Do put your shoes on, Gerty, or we shall never get
tarted. What ho ! Let there be revelry."
She then composed herself on her throne, and Prince

Tohn, assisted by the Lady Lavinia, trod a measure,
while the musical box drifted on and on with the " Blue

Bells."

A dreadful event then took place. It appeared that

whilst all this was going on the Queen's eldest son

jhough no information of this had been given to the

audience was engaged in fighting desperately without.

\s soon therefore as the dance came to an end the

ollowing dialogue took place :

The Queen. Go, Prince John, and l:arn how my eldest

son is getting on, for he is fighting his best against many
oes.

Prince John. I will, your Majesty. Your hair 's coming
lown again.

[Exit hurriedly through the door while the Queen

adjusts her hair.

The Queen. I am afraid they will defeat him.

Prince John (re-enters jauntily). Your Majesty's eldest

son has just been killed.

The Queen thereupon gave a loud yell and fainted on the

loor, and desperate attempts were made to revive her by
means of brandy administered from a clothes-brush by
Prince John. This proving ineffectual, the Prince and the

Lady Lavinia blew very hard on every part of the

Queen's face, who then raised herself into a sitting posture
and ordered Lady Lavinia to go to the window and

gather further details. Lady Lavinia accordingly danced

lightly to the window, gazed through it into the sky, and
declared in a perfectly matter-of-fact tone that the eldest

son was alive.
" It was the other one," she added, leaving

us to infer that some other son had, in fact, succumbed.

All was now rejoicing, and so remained until the Queen,
still struggling with her hair-band, commanded Lady
Lavinia to tell her what that noise was.

Lady Lavinia. Your Majesty, it is a gun.
Ihe Queen. What is it doing?
Lady L. It 's shooting, your Majesty.
The Queen. Is it shooting at a far distant country, or at

this lonely old castle ?

Lady L. At this castle, your Majesty.
Prince John (with decision). Then I 'in off.

[Exit accordingly.

Apparently overcome by this cruel desertion the Queen
then declared the drama at an end, the screen was cere-

moniously replaced, and we never set eyes on the eldest

son after all.

"If the Block is the head-royal, the increased cost of living is

Britannia on official India's current coin that is not. Anglo-India is as

well aware as England is ignorant of the meaning of this well established

phrase.
" The I'ion cr.

Speaking for England (if
we may every.now and then) we

admit our ignorance, while recording our admiration, of the

phrase.
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THE TRUE ECONOMY.
JOHN BULL (on the Territorials).

" FINE SERVICE, WHAT ? PITY THEY 'RE SHORT OF MEN."
F.-M. PUNCH. "YES, MY FRIEND, AND IF YOU WANT YOUR VOLUNTARY SYSTEM TO GO

ON YOU 'LL HAVE TO PUT YOUR HANDS A BIT DEEPER INTO YOUR POCKETS. YOU 'LL
FIND IT CHEAPER IN THE END."
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Tlis I'll 'Hi': -til' Mi.tffii. 'Yl'.s, ijlliY, TIIEUE WAS A TIME w'KN I 'A[> MONKY Tj Hl'KN, AN* WIIKCK I M.VHK 1 UK MI-TAKK WAS
W'EN I inn BURN IT."

The Old Party.
<: Axi> PI:AY WHAT IMI> voi' nri:s IT WITH?" ?'/' 1'i-liii-- nf Mitri-i/.

'

\VlV AN OI.K FI.AMK
'

MINE."

THE RIGHT TO DRIVEL.
[A leading artioli 1 in Tin- Tinas has defended the riistom.iry silly

MOD ot
resjiondenee

on general topics as eni'iodvinn tin- Sueratii1

.v-it'-m nl' philosophir ini|iiiiy.J

NOTING lio\v simple may seem to a Balhum eye
Problems that dons have decided to shelve,

Shall I complain of your critical cfiltnni,
"
Householder," "Englishman,"

" Mother of Twelve
"

?

Now, when the newspapers roll us so dry a log,
Shall I he bored by your amateur quills?

Or shall 1 inuso on that master of dialogue
Famed for arousing his Athens to tlirilU

'

fie. had he lived with us, he whom the Agora
Daily supplied with conundrums to guess.

He would have startled the swoon of mandnigora,
Poppies of autumn that brood on our Press.

Joining in earnest affray with some witty ass

(Women, e-.<j.,
do they understand men?

What do you think of it, (ilaucon or Critias '.')

Ah, how The Mail would have pined for his pen!

Ye.-,, hut. if sheets like '/'/(/ 'I'/nii-.t (or 7V C
Serve us in lieu of a Socrates now,

Publishing letters profoundly ironical,

Probing the Truth with a pertinent
" How ? "-

Let them be thankful that England is merciful

Even to writers of absolute rot,

Papers that harbour the output of " Percival
"

(Writing from Peckham), for Athens was not.

Tired though we bo of epistles by "Curious,"
No one can stifle the prints where they bloom,

Sending a tankard of highly injurious
Hemlock around to the Editor's room. Muni.

Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coute.

''In tin- .vtiv.' tri'atiii'Mit nl'mms ;i lint foot-pat li is the tint slc|.."
/'/v.s/'i Ha iriliiin.

Perhaps you wouldn't want any steps after that first one.

.W.ancl North Wales -Southerly I" Westerly ;iml Nnrtli-

Westerly Breezes, Fresh at Times Locally: UiisettVil : Some Itjiiu :

Thunder in pl.ires, h'aii or Kine Intervals: Ixifa I (.'< mst Mist or Kog :

Cool: Close.' Mrtroi-tiliui ,>/(/ (Ifliff Itfjmr/..

Everything, in fact, except earthquakes. Of course it

would be rather awkward if there were an earthquake, but

you must take risks.
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HOLIDAY TIME.

III. A DAY ASHORE.

" WELL, which is it to be ?
"

asked

Arch ie.

" Just -whichever you like," said

Dahlia,
"
only make up your minds."

"Well, I can do you a very good
line in either. I 've got a lot of sea in

the front of the house, and there's the

Armadillo straining at the leash ;
and

I 've had some land put down at the

back of the house, and there 's the

Silent-Knight eating her carburettor

off in the kennels."

"Oh, what can ail thee, Silent-Knight,

alone and palely loitering?" asked

Simpson.
" KEATS," he added kindly.

" Ass (SHAKSPEABE)," I said.

"Of course, if we sailed," Simpson
went on eagerly,

" and we got becalmed

again, I could teach you chaps sig-

nalling."
Archie looked from one to the other

of us.

"I think that settles it," he said,

and went off to see about the motor.

-::- ::-
-"- *

" Little Chagford," said Archie, as

he slowed down. "Where are we

going to, by the way?
"

" I thought we 'd just go on until we
found a nice place for lunch."

" And then on again till we found a

nice place for tea," added Myra.
" And so home to dinner," I co

eluded.

"Speaking for myself
'

began

Simpson.
"
Oh, go on."

" I should like to see a church where

KATHARINE OP ARAGON or somebody
was buried."

" Samuel's morbid craving for sensa-

tion
" Wait till we get back to London,

and I '11 take you to Madame Tussaud's,

Mr. Simpson."
"Well, I think he's quite right,"

said Dahlia. " There is an old Norman

church, I believe, and we ought to go
and see it. The Philistines needn't

come in if they don't want to."
" Philistines !

"
I said indignantly.

"
Well, I 'm
"
Agagged," suggested Archie. " Oh

no, he was an Amalekite."
" You 've lived in the same country

as this famous old Norman church for

years and years and years, and you care

so little about it that you've never

been to see it and aren't sure whether it

was KATHARINE OF ARAGON or Alice-

for-short who was buried here, and now
that you have come across it by acci-

dent you want to drive up to it in

a brand-new 1910 motor car, with

Simpson in his 1910 gents' fancy vesl

knocking out the ashes of his pipe

against the lych-gate as he goes in . . .

And that 's what it is to be one of the

3lect !

"

"Little Chagford's noted back-chat

:omedians," commented Archie.
" Your

-urn, Dahlia."
" There was once a Prince who was

walking in a forest near his castle one

y that's how all the nice stories

jegin and he suddenly came across a

Beautiful maiden, and lie said to him-

self,
' I 've lived here for years and years

and years, and I 've never seen her

Before, and I 'm not sure whether her

name is Katharine or Alice, or where

ler uncle was buried, and I 've got a

new surcoat on which doesn't match

ner wimple at all, so let 's leave her and

go home to lunch. . . . And that 's

what it is to be one of the elect !

"

" Don't go on too long," said Archie.

There are the performing seals to come
after you."

I jumped out of the car and joined
aer in the road.

"
Dahlia, I apologise," I said.

" You
are quita right. We will visit this

[ittle church together, and see who was
buried there."

Myra looked up from the book she

had
"

been studying, Jovial Jaunts

Bound Jibmouth.
" There isn't a church at Little

Chagford," she said.
" At least there

wasn't two years ago, when this book

was published. So that looks as though
it can't be very early Norman."

" Then let 's go on," said Archie,

after a deep silence.

We found a most delightful little

spot (which wasn't famous for any-

thing) for lunch, and had the baskets

out of the car in no time.
" Now are you going to help get

things ready," asked Myra, "or are you
going to take advantage of your sex

and watch Dahlia and me do all the

work ?
"

" I thought women always liked to

keep the food jobs for themselves," I

said. " I know I 'm never allowed in

the kitchen at home. Besides, I 've got
more important work to do I 'm going
to make the fire."

" What fire ?
"

" You can't really lead the simple life

and feel at home with Nature until you
have laid a fire of twigs and branches,
rubbed two sticks together to procure
a flame, and placed in the ashes the

pemmican or whatever it is that falls

to your rifle."
"
Well, I did go out to look for pem-

miean this morning, but there were
none rising."

" Then I shall have my ham sand-

wich hot."
"
Bread, butter, cheese, eggs, sand-

wiches, fruit," catalogued Dahlia, as she

took them out ;

" what else do you
want?"

" I 'm waiting here for cake," I said.

"
Bother, I forgot the cake."

" Look here, this picnic isn't going
with the swing that one had looked

for. No pemmican, no cake, no early
Norman church. We might almost as

well be back in the Cromwell Eoacl."
" Does your whole happiness depend

on cake ?
"

asked Myra scornfully.

"Very nearly. Very nearly indeed.

Archie," I called out, "there 's no cake."

Archie stopped patting the car and

came over to us. " Good. Let 's begin,"
he said

;

" I 'm hungry."
" You didn't hear. I said there

wasn't any cake on the contrary, there

is an entire absence of it, a shortage,
a vacuum, not to say a lacuna. In the

place where it should be there is an

idling void or mere hard-boiled eggs
or something of that sort. I say,
doesn't anybody mind, except me ?

"

Apparently nobody did, so that it

was useless to think of sending Archie

back for it. Instead, I did a little

wrist-work with the corkscrew. . . .

" Now," said Archie, after lunch,
before you all go off with your butter-

fly nets, I 'd better say that we shall

be moving on at half-past three about.

That is, unless one of you has dis-

covered the slot of a Large Cabbage
White just about then, and is following

up the trail very keenly."
" I know what I 'm going to do," I

said,
"

if the flies will let me alone."
" Tell me quickly before I guess,"

begged Myra.
"I'm going to lie on my back and

think ab ut Simpson."
"
Well, wake up by half-past three,

that 's all."
" Are you sure," asked Simpson,

"that you wouldn't like me to show

you that signalling now ?
"

I closed my eyes. You know, I

wonder sometimes what it is that

makes a picnic so pleasant. Because

all the important things, the eating and
the sleeping, one can do anywhere.

A. A. M.

"Teeth
;

beautiful sets, 10s. d. ; evenings

only." Add. in "Glasgow Evening CV'r.c.i."

This seems inadequate ; you might
want to wear them for a matinee.

"Accumulator Hand wanted; used to as-

KiMiibling b.st class portables." Advt. in

"Daily Chronic e."

If they want a burglar they shoulc

say so.

" Hindhead Beauty Spots," says a

contemporary. The best place is to

have them on the forehead or some-

where where they can be seen.
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ENGLAND FOR THE ENGLISH.

To THE EDITOR OF " PUNCH."

IR, Superintending
as you do,

with your traditional perspicacity,
the

processes involved in the manufacture

of History, you cannot have failed to

notice the Manifesto recently issued by

the croup of Caledonian gentlemen who

style themselves
" Tho Committee to

Promote National Self-Government for

Scotland." But, engrossed as you are

in guiding the trend of more funda-

mental issues, you may have omitted

to put to yourself,
as 1 and douhtless

many other Englishmen have done,

the joyous interrogation which that

Manifesto carries in its wake.

My pen trembles. Seldom have

taken that instrument in hand with a

weightier sense of the importance of

the occasion. The temporary weak-

ness is excusable. I am no Stoic, no

stern-faced Gael or unresponsive Celt,

but a Saxon, with all the emotional

weakness of his race.

If I am capable of drawing a logica.

inference from a given proposition (and

1 have hinted, Sir, that I am English)

I venture to say that we seem to be

approaching a time I hope I am not

unduly optimistic
when this country

will be left entirely in the possession

of those who own it by right of nationa

title. If this be not the case, wha

other conclusion can we draw from al

these symptoms of Gaelic nostalgia

these outbreaks of Celtic Zionism

these homesick yearnings of the tribe'

who have so long made our laws

stampeded our Parliamentary divisior

lobbies, and robbed our poultry dormi

tories ?

Is Ireland about to secede ? Well

well! Erin-go-Bragh ! Let them se

that the process of government i

properly carried on under Queens

berry rules. And must Wales follow

her '.' Tut, tut ! but Cymru am Byth !

They were ever a cantankerous lot.

But Scotland, Sir, Scotland! What!
relax the age-old grip on the fleshpots

of England? renounce the Southern

right of way so hardily won atBannock-

burn? restore to the Saxon his privi-

leges of place and power ? Sir, hoping
with all my heart that it may be so, I

scarcely dare to believe it. England
Scot-free! England de-Picted again

as in the frescoes of HADRIAN'S Villa !

Beats there the true English heart that

can contain itself on hearing this glad

news ?

It behoves us, however, to be

cautious. Tho resources of Gaelic

humour are infinite, and I vaguely fear

that Mr. MUNBO - FERGUSON and his

fellow -committeemen are attempting

o pull the Saxon's leg. Political

mnifestoes issued during the dog-days

ometimes have a certain savour of

shiness. Have you lately noticed an

dour, a passing reek dear, dear,

here it goes again ! of red herring ?

I am, Sir, Yours, etc.,

Ax ENGLISH HoME-RutER,

THE COMPLETE LAND TAXER.

(A Guide to the Duties of a Citizen.)

To assist owners of land who may
,e confused by the returns for Duties

on Land Values demanded by the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue the

bllowing notes have been compiled,

giving more complete information,

jspecially
as regards the penalties,

than the meagre
" Instructions

"
only

severing two pages of foolscap.

It is well first to define "land,'

which the Commissioners describe as

an "
expression." By ignorant per-

sons it is thought to be solid earth.

For the purposes of the Duties on

Land Values see Instruction 19<

(viii), (x) (y) (z), 27, 385, Paragraph 95

(k) (xxxvi) it also appears to include

buildings which are not structures and

structures which are not buildings,

likewise caravans, tents, aeroplanes,

trees, shrubs, weeds, cows, pigs, poultry,

rats, mice, snails, slugs, birds and but-

terflies thereon, and all minerals, brick-

bats, potatoes, broken bottles, flint

implements, chalybeate springs, trea-

sure trove and earthworms on, in or

under the surface. For further parti-

culars of the component parts of

"land" see Instruction 73, 948 B.

Part 369, Sections 51, Air; 52, Fire,

and 53, Water.

Having thus a clear idea of the

nature of "
land," the next duty of the

owner is to read all the instructions,

with the Notes, Sub-notes, Marginal

References, Parenthetical Alternatives

and Appendices. Penalty for not un-

derstanding all of them, 50. By
devoting sixteen hours a day, with

the assistance of a solicitor, licensed

valuer, licensed victualler, thought-

reader and puzzle-editor of any periodi-

cal, these Instructions could be mas-

tered in four weeks, leaving two days
for answering the questions. Penalty
for not answering them, 50.

Before entering on these solemn

duties of citizenship, the landowner

should practise on a small subject,

such as his dog-kennel, which is a

structure and therefore
"
land," for

which a separate form must be filled

up. He must give his own name.

Penalty for any confused owner writing
" Not known "

in this space, 50. He
must also carefully state the Name of

the Parish, of the Occupier (" Spot" or

"Jack," as the case may be), the De-

scription of the Land, the Extent of it

(say. (ins square yard no perches), the

Amounts of Rent, Land Tax, Tithe,

Improvement Rate, Repairs and In-

surance ;
whether there are Public

Rights of Way through the Dog-

kennel; if allowed by tenant; or Public

Rights of User of it, or Rights of

Common over it, giving full particu'ais

in every case in the space of a single

line two inches long (penalty for going

beyond this space, 50), and also the

Particulars of the last Sale of it.

At this point there is a sort of

breathing-space, with a blank for " Ob-

servations." They are probably best

indicated by a blank, though a dash

might be allowed. There is then a

space for the name and address of any

person to whom the landowner might

desire similar interesting communica-

tions to be sent. Obviously someone

against whom he has a grudge. Per-

haps "Lloyd George, Wales" would

do. Penalty for writing
" Old Nick"

or any similar name in this space, 50.

Finally, he must state whether the

minerals, brickbats, bones, etc., under

the Dog-kennel are comprised in a

mining lease, or worked by the pro-

prietor, or scratched up by the tenant.

He need not even stop then, for he

can go on to give Additional Particu-

lars
"

if desired," as clearly set forth in

Instruction 121 (MCC) (i), (o), (u),
and

Instruction 926, 731 (cc), (o), (i), (c).

Penalty for giving the particulars, if

not desired, 50. Penalty for desiring

to give but not giving them, 50.

When the beginner has mastered

this first exercise he will go on to a

cow-shed, a motor-garage, an hotel, a

gasometer, a swimming-bath, a fish-

pond, and other sorts of "land." He
will then do well to take a holiday on

the sea, which, according to some old-

fashioned authorities, is not "
land," and

give his brain a complete rest.

Finally the advanced student will be

able to answer the most abstruse ques-

tions, such as :

(i)
What is the full site value of the

Bank of England, if divested of the

Bank of England, together with all

growing timber, fruit trees, fruit bushes

and other things growing thereon ?

(ii)
What would be the full site

value of the present garden of the

Bank, if occupied by (a) an orange

grove, (b) a vineyard, (c) a golf links,

(d) two shrubs and six blades of grass,

(e) an American sky-scraper,
and (f)

nothing ?

(iii)
What was the full site value of

the Bank of England on April 1st,

1909 ?

(iv)
What was the full site value in
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MR. POPPLEWICK IN SCOTLAND.
[Mr. P.. when a.lvo,atn, x Scot land ior the Autun,,,, had represented , l, is wife that she could take up .hooHn

'"""'"" ' M -"'EXKIN' YK'U. ,-AN SAKEI.Y GET UI-, Sill; S.IK '.S FI.MSHKD TUB Son."

the time of (a) the late Queen ANNE,
(I)) BOADICEA, (c) NOAH? [For Defini-
tion of " Land "

entirely covered by
water, s<-o Sea (C) (c)].

"<.''
-iiei-ully I he first week in Sepiemher .

is 'ii'' nl' tin 1 liuest in the year. It is iiuitc as
Miul l.i lm\v a \\et opening for Sepic.in1.er."

X/t
;//(,/</ /A///,/ J'cf,;ji;iji/i.

know, he isn't really helping us at
all.

"
I Mess a letter system than that inlroi'iuredM Lancashire can he evolved, the present style

nl awarding points will, and must, stand It
'annul 1,,. lettered." firufu' K,; ,<;,, .Vewa.

H\(i!\cix seem to liave their work cut
out.

A i 1/20 I)r,.\,l w-.-nt
U]i for a grcii

perfoniiaiieo, sweeping out towai.ls Knniskcn-vMd rising to 2,000 feet. He was occasionally
WSl III til,' rl, Hills.

Drexel's official hri^lit was l.l.Mi |',-ri."

IN THE SOCIAL SWIM.
t>

i Kr

Dull ]>o,(l;iM! s tin's,' officials.

/ Mid/.

An Echo of "Ouida."
"Ai Ma^l.ilm h,.

,.a|iiaini.il tin' si-hool rli-

pinsl
the

|,i,.k of Balliol Coll,-,, in a Ka
I!"''

1
I

1"'
1 ' '"' !lit "'' 1

l.'ttli U-mporary distinction
'

J yew ..I his srhool ti-nn came to an
"'"I't "'"!. It was l,i,,t,.d i Australian
*"P"l*f that he I,,.] |o.,| b fellowdup by

|lly/leclarii
lx re, tai,, Agiiostic tendencies

il ' tin- o I I

nivcrsity profes* rg.""
/'./,/// T.'/:,

,;,,,!:

-

LORD and Lady Pendragon arrived
at Luncly Island in their turbine yac'it
PeiKjuin on Thursday last, after a
stormy cruise in the Bristol Channel
and on Friday morning Lady Pen
dragon opened the new Vegetarian
Restaurant. In the afternoon she
visited the School of Occult Needle-
work and gave away the prizes, which
consisted of a superb tea-cosy, a dozen
re-made golf balls, and a copy of
Whitaker's Almanack bound in 'limp
lambskin. Lady Pendragon looked
lovely in her yachting costume of

stamped Japanese satinette draped
with some wonderful old point -de -

Venise lace. Miss Margie Boodle,who was with Lady Pendragon, is the
second cousin of Lady Helmsdale.

Sir Felix Schlumberger, who is

staying at Criiden Bay for golf, while
playing in a three-ball match with the
Grand Duke Raphael and the Countess
Katinka Gorky, did the sixteenth hole
in sixteen strokes, thereby lowering his
own record.

have not taken a lease of the Island o
Rum, as lias been incorrectly stated
It is only right to add that the Crowr
Prince and Crown Princess of Dalmatia
stayed at the Thistle Arms Hotel when
they visited Killiecrankie a few years
back.

Princess FriUi Baldinsky is among
the guests of Mr. Otis 'Polk, the
American millionaire, at his magnifi-
cent shooting lodge. Joinimaville, near
Cromarty, and the stags that have
fallen to her rifle include one weighing,
according to Russian measurement
490 poods.

Lord and Lady Witley are stayino-
at the Thistle Arms, Killiecrankie, and

Lady Viuolia Ditchingliam, half-
sister of the Duke of Bungay, has left
Flaxman House, Chelsea, wlieio she
lias resided when in town for the last
ten years, and her address in future
will be 159, Swan Walk. Lady Vinolia
s one of the best amateur whistlers in

society.

The brilliant and crowded audience
at the pramici-e of /Aw// VIII. in-
cluded Sir Aubrey and Lady Blond, Sir
Closes Scbienemann, Lord Kosherville,
Kir I'Vlix Carmel, the Chevalier Bogus-
l&wsky, Miriam Lady Rondebosch,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallaby Dumper and
the Lord Mayor of Jaffa.
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"flOOD HEAVENS El'IIKI,! WHAT TH3 DOOOE

'TV VERY sorr'v ..ru I C.'T HELP IT. You I.II.N'T rcr THE PEGS IK FIKMLY ENOUGH, AND THEY ALL CAME OUT

WAS HALK "SsEr^.> NGS L"w AWAY, SO I'M AK.IA.D YOU'LL HAVE T. TAKE ME HOM E LIKE TH.S.

ENGLAND'S HOPE.

[In the annual report of the Meteorological Office it is stated that on

oi.lv five occasions dining the vast twelve months was the department

cempted to forecast a spell of two days' fine weather. On October 1 the

Office is to have a new chief, and at the same time will be moved troiii

its present dingy quarters in Victoria Street to what the papers describe

as a,

"
palatial

" new building erected in Imperial Institute Road, South

Kensington. The following lines of earnest exhortation are addressed to

Mr. IdamriBT, the new Clerk of the Weather.]

SIB, you are called upon to rule a roast

That 's like to prove a tough affair ;
but still it is

A noble task, and brimful of the most

Glorious possibilities.

Your predecessor did his best, it 's true ;

And, if 'twas mostly evil that he prophesied,

What could one have expected him to do

When he his dingy office eyed?

He did his work according to his lights,

But they'were far from brilliant ;
and I guess he missed

The Sun so badly that his days seemed nights,

And he became a pessimist.

No man could hope by methods such as these

To woo the weather-gods, however well he meant ;

With tactful flattery he should appease
Each unpropitious element.

You, Sir, with your as yet unblemished slate,

Have no occasion for the least propensity

To dark forebodings, which but aggravate
The atmospheric density.

For you we 've built a palace which a king

Might eye with envy ; there we will not suffer you
To lack for aught ;

the best of everything
Will scarce be good enough for you.

From fleshly cravings thus completely weaned,

Look to it lest your character degenerate ;

Be brisk and bright and have your windows cleaned

Once every month, at any rate.

Then, should the Sun-god chance to pass your way

(You know by now what a capricious god is he),

He '11 look you up, and see what you 've to say
About his latest Odyssey ;

And, if your stuff and style do not offend

His fancy, he may be 'disposed to pleasure ours.

And in our grateful company to spend
A portion o! his leisure hours.

So give your oracles a cheerful turn ;

Whatever doubts you harbour, don't exhibit 'em ;

And, if the trick comes off, be sure you '11 earn

Your country's thanks ad libitum.

Social and Personal.

The Report that Mr. KEIB HAKDIE, M.P., has been

appointed
"
Eig-Stick-in-Waiting"

is premature.
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THE HIGH-FLIER'S RETURN.
THE KAISER-BIRD (re-entering cage).

" IT 'S ALL EIGHT ;
I 'M GOING BACK OP MY OWN ACCORD.

BUT (aside) I GOT PEETTY NEAE THE SKY THAT TIME. HAVEN'T HAD SUCH A DAY OUT
FOE TWO YEAES!"
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m EDMUND PArtNE
LORD

Miss PHYLLIS DARE!

SOME MORE STARTLINCLY LIFE-LIKE WAXWORKS OF BRITISH CELEBRITIES FOR THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION.

ODE TO A "RABBIT."
WHEN, striding boldly to the stumps, you take

" Two leg
"
or "

middle," as the case may be,
It is not yours, my lop-eared friend, to make
The crowd, a-quiver with expectancy,
Remark,

" That 's him "
(or

"
lie ").

Yours is a humbler lot : to go in last,

Scratch for some half-a-dozen balls or so,

Then, with the ecstasy of batting past,
To stand bow-legged and let the boundaries go
Serenely through the bow.

Save \\hen, Dame Fortune frowning on the side

And batsmen garnering a goodly bunch,
You bowl (the tenth expedient to be tried)
The sort of stuff that even I could punch
All day, except at lunch.

Full many a time and oft I 'vo heard you say,

Politely smiling as the captain cursed,
You play the best that lies in you to play ;

In zeal, at any rate, the peer of HIRST.
Defend us from your worst !

Still, your 're a sportsman (let our censure cease).
You do not play because you hope to liiul

A I nibble glory at the popping crease ;

1 .live of tin; giiino it is that fills your mind.
Love can he \ery blind.

From a South African paper :

"The Standards commenced the second lialf in brilliant fashion and

making tracks for equalise, the play of the opposing forward line was
sale guarded by good watchful! back divisions, namely Kalic, K. Charles

(captain), and C. M. Amnmgain. and the play being bctwin (!. H. Ward,
('. P. Tommy, I. Timothy, ami V. (.'. Harry, little to lie desired, wile

in this positions Standards did remarkably well and got to the Stai-s

uuarter, this young lad Albert, now playing left out with his capital
defence droved a good shooting which Moon nicley saved in goal. How-
ever C. 1'. Tommy was on his own play waiting for the ball theire comes
the ball after a good save here heads Tommy and resulted 1 goal within 8

yards and been sure for his mark, and this event was soon followed by
another one similary organised by the Stars, thus Stars '2 goals,
Standards 1 goal. Now the game haennic tci be faster than what it was.

However, K. Charles the unseifesli (captain) remarked play up my l.a<ls,

we ill reaeh the 1'ost. and whont be long, Yet the Lads pressed well for

all they could, 0. P. Tommy with good movement made -i splendid dive

an ended up a brilliant work by scoring in the end."

Kindness to Animals.
" Kemove the sting of a wasp or bee with a watch key. pi-c-sing the

place with it; then rub the sting with a slice of raw onion, moist to-

baoco or a damp blue bag." iJnlli) JJii-fm:

Press gently, dry, dust with boracic powder and return it

to the bee (or wasp).

" Her dark eyes narrowed as they swept the breakfast -room. No. he
as not there. Nevertheless, she tackled cold veal pie and drank c.,M, (

,

being all the time wholly unconscious of the stunning blow about to

dcsecnd on her unwitting head.
'

Bor the rest of the veal pie see next week's Home Circle.
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AT THE PLAY.
" HENKY VIII."

NOBODY can accuse Sir HEBBEUT
TKEE this time of having spoilt a good
drama by excess of embroidery. Henri/

VIII. is too bad a play for that. It

has, of course, its detached passages,
full of dignity and pathos, and one

great dramatic scene in the Hall at

Black friars but for the rest it is a

matter of pageantry and little else.

Character and motive, in the persons
of King and Cardinal, remain obscure ;

BUCKINGHAM'S tragedy, coming before

we have had time to take any interest

in him, leaves us unmoved ;
and the

final scene (happily omitted at His

Majesty's) of the christening of baby
Elizabeth was the consummation of

a courtier rather than a dramatist.

Again, any study of HENHY was bound
to be imperfect which only shows us a

brace of his wives, and gives no hint of

that habit of re-marrying which be-

came an obsession with him
; though I

admit that the introduction of the King
in his private box at Westminster Abbey,
watching the Coronation of Queen
No. 2, does perhaps offer a suggestion
that this kind of thing was likely to

recur from time to time as a form
of operatic entertainment peculiarly

adapted to his tastes.

And, since a poor play needs all

the accessories that it can get, we
must gratefully recognise that in their

illustrations of the manners, costumes
and architecture of the period, the

management has done all of us (not

excluding the author) a very true service.

Extraordinary pains have been taken
over the smallest detail, even down
to the lettering, T. C., which figures
on the livery of the urchins and other
menials in the retinue of the Cardinal.

(I am assured that T. C. stands for

Thomas, Cardinal, and not for TREE'S

Company, nor the Turf Club, nor yet
the Tooting Crusaders).

Sir HEBBERT, in his crimson robe
that trailed half across the wide stage,
was a pageant in himself. Freed from
the managerial burdens of a first night,
he will do himself a finer justice ;

but

already his Cardinal's personality im-

poses itself. Miss VIOLET VANBBUGH,
a splendid figure as QUEEN KATHARINE,
gave their full value to her lines,
and in the trial scene at Blackfriars

(an interior even more impressive
and dignified than that of our present
Divorce Court) touched a very high
level of dramatic force; but she had
begun, in the Council Chamber, on
rather too loud a note, and once or
twice made one think a little of her

namesake, the Shrew. To the tedious
scene of her final decline from power

Wolscy (Sir HEIUIEKT TREE) to Thonuts

CromwM (Mr. REGINALD OWKN). "Cromwell,
my boy, you have been a good secretary to me.
I shall bequeath to you my liveries. You will

find the initials T. C. already sewn on them, so

you won't need to have them marked again."

and health and happiness the old habit

of the irrepressible smile lent a faint

note of insincerity. Still, altogether, it

was a notable performance.
The most intriguing figure was that

of Mr. BOURCHIER'S HENRY VIII. I

pass over his home-grown beard, a

topic on which the curiosity of the

public has been sufficiently tickled in

the gossip of the press, and just say

Another Pavlova-Mordkin triumph at the
Palace (Wolsey's).

Henry nil. ... Mr. ARTHUR BOURCHIEE.
Anne Utilien ... Miss LAUHA COWIE.

that the realism of his make-up was
amazing. His postures, too, were

astonishingly in the picture. And if

he left us a little in doubt how far his

hyposrisy went, and how much weak-
ness of purpose was hidden under his

bluff and masterful exterior, that, also,

was perhaps part of the game.
Mr. HENRY AINLEY, an obvious

choice for the r6lc of BUCKINGHAM, did
not touch me very greatly, in part for

the reason, already given, that we have
no time to get into sympathy with him.
I was glad, for his sake, that he got off

so early ;
and disappointed, for his

sake again, to find that he had felt it

his duty to remain behind the scenes,
in his trappings of woe, so as to assist

at the final bow before the curtain.

Miss LAUHA COWIE was an extremely
pretty and piquante ANNE BULLEN (sic,

please). I thought she used her glances
too freely at her first meeting with the

amorous Monarch ; but I learn from
Sir HERBERT TREK'S instructive little

brochure, Henri/ VIII. and his Court,
that in real life

" she had the beckoning
eye."

Finally, to Mr. Louis PARKER, Garter

King of Pageants, to Mr. PERCY MAC-
QUOID, specialist in antiquities, to Mr.
EDWARD GERMAN and his late Majesty
King HENBY VIII., who made the
music between them, to Mr. JOSEPH

HARKEH, who did the splendid and very
difficult scenery, to Miss MARGARET
MORRIS (so called from ths gay Morris
dance she arranged for the Banquet
Scene), and to SIR HERBERT TREE,

Moving Spirit and Overseer of All

Things, I give my warmest praise and
thanks. If I had had to choose
between dumb show with their de-

corative assistance, and all the talk

without it, I should not have hesitated

to say, "Cut the cackle and com' 1 to

the pageant !

"
O. S.

"THE ETERNAL QUESTION."
AT the tense moment in the second

scene of the First Act, when Do rid

Rossi (Hero and Leader of the Socialist

Party in the Italian Chamber of Depu-
ties) tells Donna Horna Volonna the

romantic secret of his birth, I looked

down the list of runners in my pro-

gramme and tried to guess which one
of them would turn out to be his

missing father. There appeared to be

only two actual starters Baron Bonclli

(Villain and President of the Council)
and Pope Pins XI. Out of sheer

wilfulness I decided to put my little bit

on the Pope . . . and to my surprise
Act III., Scene 2, showed that I was

right.
I mention this, because it was the

only surprise I had during a long and

tiring evening at the Garrick. When,
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THE LAST STRAW.
,', ll. I'l-oprtrtvi- III' ll'ciit/tt'itif Mneliiii,- /? /,.- /nil.i nn hi* 0,l7i/ ,r,ll<lii,<',ni v/<//i/j.

" Hl.K s MR, Ib' TffK HON'l UI-T TIIK Ol.li

I 'l.l. HAVE TO OIVE 1IKK IIKI! MONEY HACK!"

in II 10 first scene, Roma announced her
intention of revenging herself on Rossi
I

iy making him fall in love with her and
then spurning him (" Within a week
he will lie as tamely to my hand as a

ripe apple on a wall"), I knew she
would end by falling in love with him
herself. When flntno Rocco took his

seven-year-old son to a mass meeting
of Socialists at the Coliseum ("Trust
DM in take care of him, Sir. He 's the

apple of my eye"), I knew that Little
./,>,,

'/ili would be shot by the soldiers.

When, at the trial of Rossi for causing
a riot, a dagger was left carelessly on
the table within reach of the witness

Bn/no, I knew that he would kill

somebody with it. He killed himself;
ami perhaps this mis a little sin-prise,
for I was by way of marking down
Minghelli, the Secret Service agent,
as the man we should lose. But at

iM-piiients like this one cannot think of

everything don't let us blame Dnmo.
But I must tell you more about

A'W. First, then, although he was
the leader of the Socialist Party, he
bad never been photographed. (What
are the Roman ha'penny papers doing?)
So when the police wanted him they
h;i<l no portrait to "despatch to the

Governor of every province in the

kingdom." Stay ! The bust of him
which Donna Roma had been sculping !

"Never!" cries Roma, the woman
triumphing over the artist, and with
one blow of the mallet she breaks it

into fragments.

Again, when the wicked Baron says

The llfio and Heroine, after a spirited com-

petition for the jirivilogr of iViii<( tried for a
imii'der of which neither is guilty, decide to

slmre the honour. (Prison Governor, dec-ply

touched, takes off his hat.)

linn'il Kiissi Mi:. VKUNON STK.KI..

l>n,i, in Kama ... Miss TITTF.U, |!KIM/..

Good-bye (or, rather,
" Addio ") to lioma

after this, and goes away leaving his

cloak behind him (a tiling one is always
doing), she says to Rossi, who lias just
turned up,

" Look the Baron's cloak.

He was here and left it behind him,
and it 's the very thing to see you
through the streets." So Roxxi effects

a complete disguise by putting it on,
and escapes at leisure. But the habit

grows on him. When Roma is in

prison charged with murdering the

Baron (he had threatened Rossi
with a pistol, and Rossi had knocked
his arm up and the pistol had gone
off I suppose at the wrong end

and killed the Baron), then Rossi

puts on the cloak of Father Pifferi,
deceives everybody again, and joins her.

So they are condemned (or acquitted-
the play stops here, luckily) together.
You guess, perhaps, by now that it

is a had play. Halfway through it

lioma cried despairingly,
" Is there no

way out?" and I cried back, "There
is ; but I 'm in the middle of the row,
and it would look rather rude." So I

stayed, and pretended that I was at

the Follies. Mr. PELISSIER is a very

funny man, but he has a powerful rival

in Mr. HALL CAINE. M.
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COLONIAL ATTRACTIONS.
[The energy with which our Colonies appeal

to the Mother Country to exploit them is

making us daily more familiar with the re-

sources of the Empiiv.]

WESTBALIA for husbands !

Three men to every woman.
Assisted passages.
State honeymoons.
Wedding ring's under cost.

Three square miles, a kangaroo and

a husband.

FIJI for fathers of families.

No dressmakers' bills.

No matinee hats.

CHATHAM ISLAND.

The rich man's refuge.

13,000 miles from LLOYD GEORGE.

ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

No golf links.

The only place in the Empire with

this undoubted attraction.

Pure air and language.

UGANDA for sport.
A Zoo at home.'"---

Lions' roars lull you to sleep.

Leopards in the larder.

Buffalo in the back garden.
Gnus in the gneighbourhood.
Don't be nervous, EOOSEVKLT and

WINSTON have GONE.

Keep cool and go to LABRADOR.
Lowest temperature in the Empire.
100,000 square miles free rinking.

Bring the girl and save money.

Stop shivering and start for BRITISH
GUIANA.

Nearest colony to Equator.
Lowest Coal Bills in the Empire.
Wealth and warmth.
Eubber.

NIGERIA for bachelors.

No white women.
No Suffragettes.

Strongly recommended
HUMPHRY WARD.

by Mrs.

SOMALILAND.

Camel-riding on golden sands.

Why go to Blackpool '?

Warm welcome from local religiou
leaders. (M. Mullah, Sole Advertising
Agent.)

FALKLAND ISLANDS.
Farthest South.

A haven of rest.

You cannot get The Daily Mail til]

eight weeks after publication.

FISH FOR ALL.

GREAT DEMONSTRATION.

A MONSTER public meeting was held

on Friday at Fishmongers' Hall to pro-

mote the Consumption of Cheap Fish.

The Chair was taken by Mr. C. B. FRY,

who said that they were brought

together by a common devotion to a

great cause a crusade on behalf of

"Jheap Fish in response to the clarion

all of Sir J. CRICHTON-BROWNE. It

might l>e remembered that not so long

ago that great hygienist had proclaimed
himself a whole-hearted believer in the

efficacy of chops. They were proud to

welcome him as a convert to and pro-

tagonist of the piscivorous propaganda.
The task before them was twofold.

They must first break down the snobbish

cult of expensive fish, notably the

salmon, the sole and the turbot, and

secondly they must strive to dispel the

foolish prejudice which had restricted

the consumption of equally nutritive

but less fashionable members of the

finny tribe, such as skate and conger-
eels.

Mr. GLUCKSTEIN, rising in the body,
of the hall, protested against the per-
sonal tone of the Chairman's remarks,
but was promptly-ruled out of order.

The Chairman having invited sug-

gestions from the audience, Mr. HAROLD
BEGBIE said that there was a great
deal in the movement that appealed to

him, especially the dethronement of the

salmon (renewed protests from Mr.

GLUCKSTEIN), that emblem of sybaritic

plutocracy, from its pride of place.

Further, as a convinced democrat he
wished to register his protest against
the continued use of the phrase,

"
Silly

kipper." Kippers were not silly. They
were the wholesome food of the poor
but honest artisan, who, again, was the

backbone of the nation.

Mr. BRAM STOKER said that it was

impossible to write stories about Vam-
pires on a fish diet. He had tried it

when he was engaged on Dracula,
but was obliged to return instanter

to a carnivorous regimen. (Cries of
"
Shame.") Professional contortionists,

he added irrelevantly, were partial to

a diet of eels. (Interruption)
Mr. FRANK T. BULLEN said that he

wished to put in a plea on behalf

of the whale. The extermination of

whales was going on fast enough
already without resort to whale meat
as an article of diet. He begged to

move that this massive and magnifi-
cent monster should be regarded as an
historical monument and excluded from
the list of fish recommended for whole-
sale consumption by the proletariate.

(Cheers.)

SirFREDERICK POLLOCK here favoured

the meeting with a fine rendering of
" Caller Herriri ," accompanied on the

tromba marina by Sir DAVID GILL.

Mr. PIKE PEASE cordially endorsed

3ir J. CRICHTON-BROWNE'S eulogy of

fried fish shops ;
but they wanted

a great Ichthyophagic Restaurant to

serve as the central rendezvous of the

movement, where meals should be con-

ducted to the sound of sea trumpets
in sight of a magnificent aquarium,
and where lectures should be delivered

by expert pisciculturists all day long.

Why should vegetarians monopolise
all the occult and esoteric creeds ? Let
the Ichthyophagists show that they
also could swim in the mid-stream of

transcendental mysticism.
LA LOIE FULLER, who desired to

associate herself with the . humane
remarks which had fallen from Mr.

BULLEN, expressed a hope that a
similar immunity would be extended
to the sea serpent. LA LOIE FULLER
added with much energy that it was

quite untrue that she had ever thought
of introducing a dance called the

Conger Eeel.

Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE entirely

agreed with the last speaker. Their

enthusiasm for fish food should lie

tempered with discrimination. The
fact that sharks occasionally devoured
men was no r. ason why men should

eat sharks. He appealed to his brother-

novelists to take up the cause. The

consumption of cod had been enor-

mously increased by Mr. KIPLING'S

Captains Courageous. Why could not

Sir ARTHUR QUILLER COUCH render a

similar service to the Cornish pilchard,
or Mr. HALL CAINB to the Manx Cat-

fish ? They had all of them enjoyed
reading The Sorrows of Satan. He
suggested as a suitable pendant 1 he

Delights of the Devil Fish.

Miss DAISY BUCKTROUT was then
escorted to the platform by Mr. GEOBGE
HADDOCK, and played a transcription
of SCHUBERT'S Die Forelle amid loud

applause.
Mr. EICHARD WTHITEING said that he

was convinced the movement would
advance by leaps and bounds if they
started a newspaper specially devoted

to its furtherance. He said that he

thought it would be a mistake to

confine themselves to a single fish,

otherwise The Daily Whale, or, better

still, The Daily Scale, would be an
excellent title.

The Chairman, in a brief concluding

speech, thanked the speakers for the.r

luminous and instructive suggestions,
and a motion was unanimously passed
inaugurating the Ichthyophagic League
for the promotion of the Cheap Pish
Crusade.
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Golfer.
"
WEIX, <;OOD-BYE, OLD MAN. I HOPE YOU'LL HAVE A GOOD GAME, AND BE TOP SCORES, wmi BIG FIGURES !"

(.'rirkrtti:
"
OH, THANKS AWFULLY. SAMETOTOU!"

RENOVATED DRAMA.
THE action of Mr. HALL CAINE in

producing a modernised version of his

masterpiece, The Eternal City, with
the dialogue brought down to date by
tlio introduction of references to "the
Socialist movement and the Woman
question," lias not unnaturally roused

great interest in theatrical circles. We
understand, on the most questionable
authority, that various other classics

of our dramatic literature are shortly
to undergo similar renovations as
below :

It is reported that a feature of special
interest, in the next revival of Hamlet
in the West End, will be the introduc-
tion of an entirely new and topical
Character, to be sustained by the now
well-known actor, whom music-hall

managers have learnt to appreciate as
"Mr. GBOBOE." This gentleman will

play a part, similar to the one with which
his name is already associated that of
a common informer, who, at the in-

stigation of King Claudius, confronts
Hamlet during the Play Scene, and
charges him with the production of an
unlicensed dramatic entertainment.
The subsequent dialogue has been

specially composed by a member of the

Managerial Association, and is said to

put forth the views of that body on the

subject of Sketches and the Compro-
mise, in an exceptionally able and
dramatic fashion.

Should the curtain rise upon Mr.
SEYMOUB HICKS'S long-threatened pro-
duction of Richard III., we are in-

formed that playgoers may look forward
to an altogether uncommon treat, in

the form of a blank-verse monologue
by the chief character on the subject
of Poor Law Reform. Those who have
hitherto known Mr. HICKS rather as a
comedian than a lecturer on social

problems will doubtless be astonished
at the power of his delivery of this

trenchantly dramatic and polemical
novelty.
A tremendous success is anticipated

for that distinguished and go-ahead
tragedian, Mr. Barnes-Stormer, in his

forthcoming revival of The Lady of
Lyons ; late-special edition. The scene
in Claiide's cottage, including as it

does some exquisite and original lines

on the subject of small holdings and
the French system of intensive culture,
is stated to be a distinct and welcome

improvement on the play as hitherto

presented. The climax of emotional

interest, however, is now found in the

[scene between the hero and the

ruffianly Land Valuers, which for com-
bined pathos, passion, and political
instruction is stated to be without its

equal on the modern stage.
Certain critics have long held that

the great drawback to The School for
Scandal as a paying proposition was
a lack of actuality in the subjects
discussed by the characters. We are

happy to learn that this defect is in

process of removal, and that for its

next revival at the Victoria Theatre
SHERIDAN'S snappy little comedy
will be thoroughly brought into line

with modern requirements. It is

|
confidently expected that the scene in

Lady Sneerwell's drawing - room, the

dialogue of which has been entrusted

to the able hands of the editor of a
well-known sporting weekly and a

memoir-writing peeress, will draw all

London. Further details it would be

obviously unfair at this juncture to

disclose ; but, when we mention that a

special department of the box office

has been instituted to deal with the

expected pressure of libel-writs and

injunctions, our readers will be assured

that the promised revival will be of a

thoroughly interesting and poignant
character.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

STEVENSON said (or quoted somebody else as saying) of

WILLIAM BLACK'S novels that they ought to be read three

times : once for the story, once for the fishing, and once

for the sunsets. How many times a novel by MEREDITH

should be read I would not dare to say : once for the

shining spirit which breathed life into it, and twice for

that, and three times well, I only know that I have not

lived with Celt and, Saxon (CONSTABLE) long enough, yet

to appraise it rightly. It is only a fragment, little more

than a quarter, I should say, of what it was to be ;
but

there are chapters which it is like a home-coming to

meet. " The Dinner Party "how often the bodily refresh-

ment of his characters has gone to the spiritual refresh-

ment of his readers; never more pleasantly than in

this chapter.
" The Great Mr.

Bull" dare I begin to quote
from that? "Then with one

big bellow, the collapse of

pursiness, he abandons his

pedestal of universal critic ;

prostrate he falls to the

foreigner; he is down, lie is

roaring; he is washing his

hands of English performances,
lends ear to foreign airs,

patronises foreign actors,

browses on reports from camps
of foreign armies. He drops his

head like a smitten ox to all

great foreign names, moaning
'

Shakespeare !

'

internally for a

sustaining apostrophe "...
written thirty, forty years ago !

Well, just so many years ago
the story was given up ;

what
it would have been and win-

given up are things now only
to wonder over. Would Adiante

have taken her place with
Clara and C/irintliia, Dahlia
and Base 1 We hear of her for a

moment, we see her portrait,
should we have been at her feet

with Philip? '"Philip, I've

put the knife to my father's love of me
;
love me double

'

;

and so she just half swoons, enough to show how the dear

angel looks in her sleep : a trick of kindness these heavenly
women have that we heathen may get a peep of their

secret rose-enfolded selves; and dream's no word, nor

drunken, for the blessed mischief it works with us."

foil to a collection of the most charming people, among
whom, though he was a bit of a prig and on the heavy
side, we must include Sir George, if only because he

withdrew his objection just in time. And Mrs. CLIFFORD'S

scenes are made as lovable as her characters. The
little village by the Italian lake, where nearly every-

body in the book occurs at one time or another, should be

the goal of many pilgrimages next season. Will she please
let us know the real address ? We won't spoil the place,

but we should just like, between two boats, to take that

walk up to " the other country." Meanwhile we are deep
in her debt for a clean, sweet, story, good for all whose
hearts are young and their brains not too exigently analytic.

To contrast Belgravia with Whitechapel and do full

justice to both is a heavy responsibility ; it has been a

little too much for Mr. ARTHUR Arr-LiN. But with White-

chapel he has bejn

Tm ref/er.

MYSELF."

Obliging 1'urt.r.

ffP."

HAVE TO CAKUY Tills ONE

'THAT'S ALL RIGHT, Sn:. JI-NT HANG IT

My sole objection to Sir George's Objection (NELSON), by
Mrs. W. K. CLIFFORD, is that the title is a little ponderous,
and that Sir George does not begin objecting till p. 382.

Otherwise I have nothing but praise for a book of great
charm and brightness, with just one long shadow thrown

by the past to give quality to its sunshine. Mrs. CLIFFORD
does not trouble her nice head about any literary style in

particular; she simply goes straight on where her heart

and her good sense direct her, and never misses the way.
Of subtlety there is no pretence ;

but her characters and
her delightfully garrulous dialogues are the very duplicate
of life. The author's freshest study is that of a depaysee
American who intrudes herself at every turn with the

happiest results. One lonely villain (female) lias to serve as

successful, and Bill, the Terror of

London, is worth knowing.
"They well forgot," is his

own account of himself to the

Salvationists,
" ter give me a

soul when they made me.

They only give me a haltnighly
thirst." Lady Lett// Linul/'i/,

on the other hand, was as

clever as she was beautiful, and
a little bit more virtuous still.

Every one adored her : and the

Whitechapelites, including Bill,

fell at her feet in a mass when
she went down to live and work

among them. She will leave

the average reader compara-
tively cold ; a little virtue one

can stand, but her perfection is

intolerable. With the plot of

Bags (F. V. WHITE) I hardly
dare bore you. Suffice it that

there is pathos in excess when
the West goes forth to visit the

East, and a dastardly burglary
when the East returns the call.

It is superfluous to add that

the house looted is Lady Lcth/'s

and the looter is Bill. But
there is so much that is human
and humorous in the book, that

you would be well advised to forgive the plot and Lady
Lett;/, and make yourself familiar with the worst side and
the best side of a London slum.

Suppose an airship which excels

All others that were ever made ;

Equip it with explosive shells

Of an unprecedented grade ;

And anyone, if he possess
A sympathy with such creations,

Can conjure up a liniitle^

Supply of thrilling situations.

It seems so very easy, yet
Most airship stories come to grief,

Because their authors quite forget
That there are bounds to one's belief ;

So, since GEORGE GLENDON knows just where

Credulity may come a cropper,
I say The Emperor of the Air

(From METHUEN) is a real tip-topper.
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CHARIVARIA.
liniMi Kor.Kins. laM week, informed

the <li. K.MAN BKFBBOB of the accession

of Km^ < 'iKoiti,];. Unfortunately, hbw-

over, we do not appear to lie al)lc to

keep BCcreta like our rivals. The
KUM;K had evidently been advised

already of the event through tlie

agency, no doubt, of the wonderl'id

sy.sti'iii
nl espionage which is at his

sen i

In tlie recent cavalry manu'uyres,
wliicli Sir JOHN FKKNCH descrihed as

highly successful, four horses suc-

cumbed owing to their exertions.

Army liorsos arc so scarce that a few
more costly successes like this, and
there will be no more cavalry.

:;: :;-

An American baby which is heir to

20,000,000 lias recently crossed the

Atlantic. Every precaution is taken
to prevent its being stolen, but the

statement that it is locked up every
night in ;i safe is an exaggeration.

* :

:.:

" Fashionable women's figures," Tlie

x tells us, "are to resemble

pillar-boxes, owing to the new mode
which abolishes the waist-line." Our
information, however, is to the effect
that the waist-line is not to be
abolished ; it will merely coincide with
the neck.

'

:;:

'

From The Dnili/ News :

"SWEETHEARTS' SHIP.

CANADIAN LINER CAKBYINCi

(.Nil.S TO THEIR FIXANCKKS
IN THE NKW WOULD."

We had feared that it might come to
this. In a New (and Better) World
tlie.ro will be no men at all.

One hears much of the difficulty
of obtaining Curates nowadays, and

ap|> irently illiteraies are accepted.
'/'/;, /.'

i-/ii;-xn informs us :

" The Curate-

iu-charge of one of the Yarmouth dis-

trict churches announces in the parish
ine that a member t>f his con-

gregation as four terrier puppies for

jale.

*

\\
'

learn from a letter in The Dalbi
'i'l<' that a Swiss Professor named

BUM.K has proved conclusively that
is not a word to be said in favour

o! ik'ohol. If "Bunge" be Swiss for
"
Miing," history knows no more con-

temptible traitor.
.

In a paper which he read at .the

Conference of Sanitary Inspectors, Mr.
I. IV l'\i!NAKi), the Chairman of the

!"ihtaii Water lioard, stated that
if they could build a tank the size of

/'ir.-l >.,\Kf!ji.
"

\Vl.l.l.. i:UO]i-l)YK, DEAltlE. BE YOU IIAI'E'Y AND VIRTUOUS."

Second C/..M//I. "GET ALONG WITH 'EK, ME DEAIS ; I'LL .SEE 'EE I.ONO AKOKE THAT."

Trafalgar Square, and the height of

Nelson's Column, London would empty
such a tank twice in twenty-four hours.
We suppose that is why it is not done.

'

;;:

'

Mr. BARNARD congratulated Lon-
doners on the purity of the present
water supply. Unfortunately there is

no sucli thing as pleasing everybody.
People are still heard complaining that
there is not so much sustenance in the
water as formerly.

:;: :;:

With reference to the aloe which
is now blooming in the Zoological

I Gardens, a correspondent asks how it

came about that it is confined there-

The answer is obviously that it is a
wild flower.

All the church collecting-boxes in

Truro Cathedral were forced open the

other night, but, as they had l>een

cleared in the morning after a long

period, the thieves, it is thought, only

got a few shillings. This is the sort of

thing which sours so many of our

criminals, and turns them into enemies
of Society. V

" The worst of autumn," said the

Irishman,
"

is that it gets late so early."

VOL. cxxxix.
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TO AN UNKNOWN DEER
(SOMEWHERE ABOVE THE HEAD OP LOCH FYNK).

KING of the treeless forest, lo, I come !

This is to let you have the welcome news
That you will shortly hear my bullet's hum

Shatter Argyll amid her mountain-dews
;

Will hear, from hill to hill, its rumour fly

To startle
(if

the wind be not contrary)
The tripper gathering picture-postcards by

The pier at Inveraray

This is your funeral, my friend, not mine,
So play the game, for slackness I abhor ;

Give me a broadside target, large and fine,

A hundred paces off don't make it more ;

If in a sitting posture when we meet,
You mustn't think of moving ; stay quite steady

Or (better) rise, and standing on your feet

Wait there till I am ready.

Lurk not in hollows where you can't be found,
Or let the local colour mock my search

;

But take the sky-line ;
choose the sort of ground

That shows you up as obvious as a church
;

Don't skulk among your hinds, or use for scouts
The nimble progeny of last year's harem

To bring reports upon my whereabouts
In case I chance to scare 'em.

If I should perforate you in a place
Not strictly vital, but from that rude shock

Death must ensue, don't run and hide your face,
But let me ease you with another knock

;

And if, by inadvertence, I contrive

Initially to miss you altogether,
Stand till I empty out my clip of five,

Or make you bite the heather.

As for your points, I take a snobbish view :

I dearly love a stag of Eoyal stuff ;

But, if a dozen 's more than you can do,
Ten (of the best) will suit me well enough ;

As for your weight, I want a bulky beast,
That I may win a certain patron's benison,

Loading his board, to last a week at least,
With whiffy slabs of venison.

Finally, be a sportsman ; try to play
Your part in what should prove a big success ;

Let me repeat don't keep too far away ;

My distance is a hundred yards (or less) ;

So, ere the eager gillies ope your maw,
I '11 say, in tones to such occasions proper,

The while I drink your death in usquebagh," He is indeed a topper !

"

Nor shall that sentence be your sole reward
;

Our mutual prowess in the fatal Glen
Your headpiece, stuffed and mounted, shall record
And be the cynosure of envious men

;

And when they see that segment of the bag,
And want the tale again and I must tell it,

I '11 say how stoutly, like a well-bred stag,
You stopped the soft-nosed pellet. O. S.

Overcrowding.
A notice at the First-class end of the River Dart steam-

Doats says :

" Circular passengers pay excess fare
"

Quite right too.

H.I.M. THE EMPEROR OF AMERICA.
Extracts from

" The Times," October 4, 1910.

(By Marconi Special Service from our oicn
Correspondent)

Nciv York, October 3.

THIS morning Mr. ROOSEVELT, by a daring coup de
main, overturned the republican institutions under which
these States have existed for one hundred and thirty-four
years, possessed himself of the supreme executive power,
and was promptly proclaimed Emperor of America. This
astounding revolution has so far been unaccompanied by
any effusion of blood. The secret, though it must have
been known to hundreds of conspirators, had been well

kept, and the strong measures taken by his Imperial
Majesty and his friends paralysed any spirit of resistance
that might otherwise have manifested itself. At 5 a.m.
the White House was surrounded by a strong detachment
of Rough Riders, and Mr. TAPT 'and his family were
arrested in their beds. They were subsequently cdnveyed
to an unknown destination. At the same time the Vice-
President and the members of tiie Cabinet were seized and
imprisoned. The chiefs of the Army and the Navy have
already sworn allegiance to the new Sovereign. At 10 a.m.,
his Majesty, attended by the Princes of the Imperial House
<ind accompanied by a brilliant staff, rode through the streets
of Washington amid deafening popular acclamations.
Halting before the Capitol, he made an impassioned speech,
calling on all those who valued stability of government
and believed in his policies to rally round his throne and
person. He had, he said, entrusted the preservation of

public order to the Editorial Board of The Outlook and
any complaints must be addressed to them, though for his

part he could not conceive that any loyal subject would
want to complain of anything. The great policy of Con-
servation would now be carried out. His Majesty concluded
>y saying that he was having a bully time.

Late i'.

The New York American, in a special edition published
it mid-day, calls upon the people to rise against the
isurper. Mr. HEARST has been arrested, and will be tried
Dn a charge of treason. Mr. W. J. BBYAN, in an inter-

iew, declares that he has suspected the EMPEROR from the
beginning. The triumph of the Democrats, he thinks, is

now assured. The Evening Post denounces the EMPEROR
as an unscrupulous prevaricator, and declares that no self-

especting American can consent to bow the knee to Baal.
?he office of the paper has since been destroyed by an
nfuriated mob. Mr. ROCKEFELLER has taken refuge in a
hurch and refuses to come out. The EMPEROR is now en-

jaged in composing a message of 100,000 words strongly
affirming both the Monroe Doctrine and his own right to
he Imperial crown. As soon as the message has been
elivered Congress is to adjourn for an indefinite period.
Seen at 3 o'clock, the EMPEROR said that if he had known
what a bully thing a revolution was he would have started
n much sooner. The order for the manufacture of the
mperial crown lias been entrusted to Messrs. TIFFANY. It
s to cost a million dollars, and is to be bigger and more
rilliant than any other crown in existence.

From " The Spectator," October 8, 1910.

We cannot pretend to be surprised by the news which
as reached us from America this week. That Mr. ROOSE-
ELT

(if we may be pardoned for speaking of him by a
ame which is now merged in a more splendid and, we
elieve, a more appropriate title) should have assumed the
mperial purple cannot startle anyone who has made him-
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(Shrimping on tli.- <-<xi*t of Xoi inanely.)

self conversant, as we liave endeavoured to do, with the
tendencies of American public life and the opinions of
American public men, especially of Mr. ROOSEVELT himself.
There can be no harm now in saying that during his recent
visit to this country Mr. ROOSEVELT (as he then was)
expressed, to a few intimate friends his contempt for all

non-despotic systems of government. He thought that
when America managed to shake off Republican institu-
tions men of sense and honest capacity would come by
their own. That was his ideal, and lie could not help
feeling the expression was his own that it was a bully
ideal.

\\V cordially congratulate his Imperial Majesty and his

loyal subjects on what has taken place. We are'amongst
those who believe that his Majesty is, with perhaps the

exception of the Archbishop of CANTEBBCTBT and Mr.
WILLIAM HIGOINBOTHAM, the greatest and strongest and
most statesmanlike man in existence. Since we need the

Archbishop for the work of the Church of England, and
since Mr. HIC.OINBOTHAM continues to devote himself ex-

clusively to the fight against Socialism in Balham, Mr.
ROOSEVELT was obviously the only man who was both

efficiently just and sufficiently tenacious for the great
oflice of Emperor of AMERICA. It is just this quality of

tenacity (on the importance of which we have so fre-

quently insisted) that marks the latest Emperor off from
tlio-e who may well be proud to consider themselves bis
fellow-men. We shall continue to watch his Majesty's
career with that benevolent and admiring interest which
is due to one whose purpose, we believe, will l>e to bind
the sister Empires of Great Britain and America in bonds
that cannot be torn asunder.

TO A FOX-CUB.
You stole through the hedgerow's high tangle of bramble,
You knew of the gap by the hazel-tree's trunk,

As sharp as a needle, as red as a CAMPBELL,
Surprised, very likely, but not in a funk ;

Demure as a kitten, yet wise and hard-bitten.
You pricked a keen ear to the crash in the scrub.

Where Grateful and Glitter had stirred up tho litter,
bandit beginner O cool little cub !

You went like a dream, yet an eye of cold yellow
You cocked in a crafty but confident glance,

As much as to tell me,
" Now, be a good fellow.

Say nothing about it and give us a chance ;

Those lashing white ladies can gallop like Hades,
They 'd slate me at present in less than a mile ;

I'm small, I 'm a baby, sit quiet, and maybe
1 '11 live to reward you with something worth while !

"

Discreetly I watched you dive under the -double ;

I moved not an eyelid, I give you my word ;

If out of the belt by the ten-acre stubble
A jay screamed a menace, well, nobody heard ;

For far in the whinnygreen depths of the spinney
A brother, ill-fated, was biting the mud,

Borne down in a flurry of furies that worry
And bristle and clamour for blood, and for blood !

Things One Ought to have been Told Before.
"

Vo\ \; |'']I:ST DAM i: \\ill !>, a
genuine triumph if yon attend the

Inn. I ion |.oNses.sin<; a Set. of Artificial Teeth designed \>y . Manv
ballroom devotees attrilmte their success to

'

And so it 's a bargain, my boy, you '11 remember ;

Some day we shall ask you to settle the bill,

Some soft, misty day in a distant December,
When you, a great dog-fox, glide out down the hill :

They '11 find you by noonlight, and run you till moonlight,
And I would be with them the whole of the day,

'vuit"t.V''th.- Tceti'i
j
Ny brook and by village, by grass-land and tillage,
To lose you, or eat you, three counties away !
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HOLIDAY TIME.
IV. IN THE WET.

MYDA gazed out of the window upon
the driving rain and shook her head

at the weather.
"
Ugh !

"
she said.

"
Ugly !

'

"
Beast," I added, in order that there

should be no doubt about what we

thought.
" Utter and deliberate beast."

We had arranged for a particularly

pleasant day. We were to have sailed

across to the mouth of the I always

forget its name, and then up the river

to the famous old castle of of

No, it 's gone again ; but anyhow, there

was to have been a bathe in the river,

and lunch, and a little exploration in

the dinghy, and a lesson in the Morse
code from Simpson, and tea in the

woods with a real fire, and in the cool

of the evening a ripping run home
before the wind. But now the only

thing that seemed certain was the cool

of the evening.
" We'll light a fire and do something

indoors," said Dahlia.
" This is an extraordinary house,"

said Archie. " There isn't a single
book in it, except a lot of Strand

Magazines for 1907. That must have
been a very wet year."

" We can play games, dear."
"
True, darling. Let 's do a charade."

" The last time I played charades,"
I said,

" I was HOHATIUS, the front part
of ELIZABETH'S favourite palfrey, the

arrow which shot EUFUS, JONAH, the

two little Princes in the Tower, and
Mrs. PANKHUHST."

" Which was your favourite part ?
"

asked Myra.
" The front part of the palfrey. But

I was very good as the two little

Princes."
" It 's no good doing charades, if

there 's nobody to do them to."
" Thomas is coming to-morrow,"

said Myra.
" We could tell him all

about it."
"
Clumps is a jolly good game."

suggested Simpson.
" The last time I was a clump," I

said,
" I was the first coin paid on

account of the last pair of boots,

sandals, or whatnot of the man who
laid the first stone of the house where
lived the prettiest aunt of the man who
reared the goose which laid the egg
from which came the goose which
provided the last quill pen used by the
third man SHAKSPEARE met on the
second Wednesday in June, 1595."

" He mightn't have had an aunt,"
said Myra after a minute's profound
thought.

" He hadn't."

"Well, anyhow, one way and another

you 've had a very adventurous career

my lad," said Archie.
" What hap-

pened the last time you played Ludo?'
" When I played clumps," put in

Simpson,
" I was the favourite spoke of

HALL CAINE'S first bicycle. Theyguessed
HALL CAINE and the bicycle and the

spoke very quickly, but nobody thought
of suggesting the favourite spoke."

Myra went to the window again, and

came back with the news that it would

probably be a fine evening.
" Thank you," we all said.
" But I wasn't just making conver-

sation. I have an idea."
" Silence for Myra's idea."
"
Well, it 's this. If we can't do

anytiling without an audience, and if

the audience won't come to us, let 's

go to them."
" Be a little more lucid, there 's a

dear. It isn't that we aren't trying."
" Well then, let 's serenade the other

houses about here to-night."
There was a powerful silence while

everybody considered this.
"
Good," said Archie at last.

" We
will."

The rest of the morning and all the

afternoon were spent in preparations.
Archie and Myra were all right; one

plays the banjo and the other the

guitar. (It is a musical family, the

Mannerings.) Simpson keeps a cornet

which he generally puts in his bag,
but I cannot remember anyone asking
him to play it. If the question has
iver arisen, he was probably asked not
to play it.^ However, he would bring
it out to-night. In any case he has
a tolerable voice; while Dahlia has

always sung like an angel. In short,
I was the chief difficulty.

" I suppose there wouldn't be time to

learn the violin ?" I asked.
" Why didn't they teach you some-

thing when you were a boy ?
"
wondered

Myra.
"
They did. But my man forgot to

put it in my bag when he packed. He
put in two toothbrushes and left out
the triangle. Do you think there 's a

triangle shop in the village ? I gener-
ally play on an isosceles one, any two
sides of which are together greater than
the third. Likewise the angles which
are opposite to the adjacent sides, eacli

to each."
"
Well, you must take the yachting

cap round for the money."" I will. I forgot to say that my own
triangle at home, the Strad, is in the
chromatic scale of A, and has a splice.
It generally gets the chromatics very
badly in the winter."

While the others practised their

songs, I practised taking the cap
round, and by tea-time we all knew
our parts perfectly. I had received

permission to join in the choruses, and
I was also to be allowed to do a little

dance with Myra. When you think

that I had charge of the financial

arrangements as well, you can under-

stand tha^ I felt justified in considering

myself the leader of the troupe.
"In fact," I said, "you ought to

black your faces so as to distinguish

yourselves from me."
" We won't black our faces," said

Dahlia, "but we '11 wear masks; and
we might each carry a little board

explaining why we 're doing this."
"
Bight," said Archie ; and he sat

down and wrote a notice for himself:
" I am an orphan. So are the othcru,

but they are, not so orphan as I am. 1

am extremely frequent."
Dahlia said :

" We are doing this for an advertise-

ment. If you like us, send a shilling for
a free sample concert, mentioning this

paper. Your money back if we arc not

satisfied with it."

Simpson announced :

" World's Long Distance Cornetist.

Holder of the Oboe Record on Grass,

liumier-ap in the Ocarina Welter

Weights (strangle hold barred). Mixed
Zither Champion (1907. Covered courts).

Myra said :

" Kind friends, help us. We mere
wrecked this afternoon. The cornet was

sinking for the third time when it was
rescued, and had to be brought round by
artificial respiration. Can you spare
us a drink of water ?

"

As for myself I had to hand the

Simpson yachting cap round, and my
notice said :

" We want your money. If you can-

not give us any, for Heaven's sake keep
the cap."
We had an early dinner, so as to be

in time to serenade our victims when
they were finishing their own meal and

feeling friendly to the world. Then we
went upstairs and dressed. Dahlia
and Myra had kimonos, Simpson put
on his dressing-gown, in which he
Fancies himself a good deal, and Archie
and I wore brilliantly coloured pyjamas
over our other clothes.

" Let 's see," said Simpson,
" I start

off with ' The Minstrel Boy,' don't I ?

And then what do we do ?
"

" Then we help you to escape," said

Archie. " After that, Dahlia sings
iinta Lucia,' and Myra and I give

them a duet, and if you 're back by
ihen with your false nose properly
fixed it might be safe for you to join

the chorus of a coon song. Now
then, are we all ready?

"

" What 's that '?

"
said Myra.

We all listened . . . and then we
opened the door.

It was pouring. A. A. M.
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"SIGHTFUL" SWITZERLAND.
I HAD been reading KI:\I>, and a

desire to "sit upon mi Alp as on a

throne" brought me to Switzerland

for a holiday.
The '

throne," so far, has been a

basket-chair in the glass verandah of

the " Kulni Hotel," and it is surrounded

by other thrones of the kind, filled to

overflow ing with people of German
persuasion. I have sat upon it now
for seven days watching the falling
rain.

By now I am soul-sick of tny throne
uiul these eternal "Ja,ja's," and want a

change. I take up my Hotels tind IJery-
txiliii/'ti- (IIT Schweiz with an English
translation,

" Hotels and Mountain Rail-

ways of the Switzerland," and begin

my search. I have only turned a leaf

or two when I begin to be cheerful. I

even laugh as I go further to think of

all the delightful places there are in the

world.

There is that hotel in Rheinfelden
" On elevated terrace oft the town in

nice peasant, and from rough winds

protected situation, with friendly gar-
dens and shadowy pares, Modernst
furnished it has the agreeable of a corn-

foil ahle cure place. It contains 70

friendly noble fitted rooms and saloons

(the greatest part of it with wide sight
at the charming Rhine valley and the

Schwarzwald, many of these with

sightful balconies) comfortable accept-
ance for 100 guests. Pleasant resort

during day-heat offers the shadowy
linden-alley before the Hotel with great
stalactite grotto and beautiful garden-

grounds with garden hall and next to

it forest-park till to the Rhine. For
the youth are Play and Gymnase-
places, croquets, lawn-tennis and run
about. From June to October there

are concerts of the cure-music." The
only drawback is that " Terms vary
after choice of rooms," and I like to

know where I am at the time.

So perhaps I shall go to Aarau.
There " A game-pare with numerous
beasts in the utmost idillic small valley
is situated 15 minutes from the town,"
and I am so fond of beasts. But I am
also much interested in geology and
feel drawn to another place where
"The richdom of shapes of these
caverns is not to be thought greater.
Besides animal like forms as crocodile,

turtle, stone eagle and bear, there hang
tender fruits and plants as grapes,
sponges, moss and racine petrifica-
tions."

Why, though, should I not be
diverted as well as instructed? Why
not go to Baden which is "The centre
of amusing bath-life. In the best pos-
sible situation, free around, the Hotel

"FATHER.'' "WELL, WHAT is IT?"
"IT SAYS HERB, 'A MAN IS KNOWN BY THE COMPANY HE KEEPS.' Is THAT SO, FATHER?"
"YES, YES, YES."

"WELL, FATHER, IF A GOOD MAN KEEPS COMPANY WITH A BAD MAN, is THE GOOD MAN
BAD BECAUSE HE KEEPS COMPANY WITH THE BAD MAN, AND IS THE BAD MAN GOOD BECAUSE
HE KEEPS COMPANY WITH THE GOOD MAN ?

"

has an embracing sight at the charming
and by age honourable town of Bath
and the changing country." Well, I

am unreasonably nervous, I suppose,
but I do like the country to be fixed

and not keep on changing.
Davos Dorf might be possible.

" The
Hotel lies in finest and viewfullest

place opposite to the post office and

railway station. The newly built Vesti-

bule with an artful wall of natural

wood, is worth to be seen and offers to

the guests an agreeable staying. The
hotel not being adopted for health

resort of ills or phtisics, is only pre-
served for the sojourn of passengers,
tourists and sportsmen."

I wish to see that artful wall of

natural wood ; but here, in Ragatz, is

something more practically seductive :

" House of old renowned reputation
offers all desirable comfort. Large
dining and society

- halls, extended

shadowy garden, 100 beautifully four-

nished foreigner-rooms, with 145 re-

nowned good beds. Excellent cooking
as well as only genuine wines."

That takes me quite. I have no
idea where Ragatz is ; but it seems to

contain all that man could sigh for.

No wine that isn't wine, renowned

good beds, and before and beyond all
"
special rooms for foreigners 1

"
I

shall go to Ragatz.
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WINSTON DAY BY DAY.

August 25. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL

decides that the best place for a Home

Secretary to spend his holiday is in

Asia Minor.

August 26. The HOME SECRETARY

invites Mr. F. E. SMITH to accompany
him on Baron DE FOREST'S yacht,

Honor. ("If you can't spike the

enemy's guns, carry them off.")

A iifi list 27. Mr. F. E. SMITH accepts

invitation in a humorous telegram
which decimates the officials at St.

Martin's-le-Grand :
"
Delighted to levant

to the Levant."

August 28. HOME SECRETARY and

party start for Marseilles. While

crossing the Channel Mr. F. E. SMITH

asks original riddle,
" Why is our host

like an unsaleable wood ? Because

ho "s a ban-en Forest." HOME SEC-

RETARY dislocates his jaw and Mr.

JOHN CHURCHILL lias a spasm of the

glottis.

August 29. Yacht Honor, starting

from Marseilles, collides with a liner

a "
surprise

'

packet,'
"

as Mr. F. E.

SMITH wittily calls it. The HOME
SECRETARY faints and dislocates his

funny bone.

August 30. Nothing of importance
occurs. HOME SECRETARY merely falls

from the crow's-nest, but breaks his

fall on Baron DE FOREST
;

and Mr.

JOHN CHURCHILL, while aiming at an

albatross, falls overboard and narrowly

escapes being devoured by a shark,

which is, however, fortunately driven

off by a well - aimed witticism from

Mr. F. E. SMITH.

August 31. Baron DE FOREST'S

yacht runs aground ou the coast of

Crete. Mr. F. E. SMITH remarks,
" How nice to be indiscreet !

" HOME
SECRETARY has convulsions.

September 1. While shooting part-

ridges at Cnossus Mr. F. E. SMITH

peppers the HOME SECRETARY in the

legs.
" Never mind," says the witty

K.C. to his victim,
"

it will make a

good cartoon for Partridge."

September 2. Amid the Isles of

Greece. Baron DE FOREST recites the

Odes of SAPPHO. HOME SECRETARY
in bed with appendicitis.

September 3. Baron DE FOREST seri-

ously considering the wisdom of treat-

ing HOME SECRETARY like JONAH.

"Ah," says Mr. F. E. SMITH, thinking
of LLOYD GEORGE and the Land Taxes,
" we 're all swallowed by Wales now-

adays." Serious illness of Baron DE
FOREST.

September 4. Arrival at Constanti-

nople. Lunch with the SULTAN. Mr.
F. E. SMITH delights HAKKI by saying,
" You are the Boss for us." The

SULTAN, who has not heard this before,

appoints Mr. F. E. SMITH Court Buf-

foon. Order of Modesty (Third Class)

conferred on HOME SECRETARY.

September 5. Baron DE FOREST'S

yacht illuminated. During a display

of fireworks HOME SECRETARY is

struck by a Catherine-wheel, and lias

to he medically treated. "Cheer up,

old fellow," says Mr. F. E. SMITH,
"

it

will make good copy for Eeuter, poor
devil."

September 6. H o M E S i: c R E T A R Y,

who is confined to his state-room, com-

plains of the meagre proportions of the

Honor. "But what can you expect,"

says Mr. F. E. SMITH, "when we 're in
(

Asia Minor." HOME SECRETARY sprains

his chest.

September 7. Arrival of the party at

Mitylene. Baron DE FOREST'S yacht
runs aground on a sand-hank. " We 're

carrying too much grey matter," says
Mr. F. E. SMITH.

September 8. C o n s t e r n a t i on at

Constantinople. Resignation of HAKKI
PASHA. Turkish fleet of tugs sails to

the rescue of the stranded yacht.

September 9. Arrival of Turkish tugs
at Mitylene. Serenade by band of

Lesbian lyres, playing
" The Flowers

of the Forest."
"

HOME SECRETARY,
while trolling for sunfish, is prostrated

by sunstroke. ACTING-GOVERNOR of

Mitylene recites an Alcaic ode of

condolence. Mr. F. E. SMITH replies

with an appropriate conundrum.
ACTING-GOVERNOR resigns.

(To be continued.)

WHO WAS DICKENS?
THE LATEST LITERARY SENSATION.

THE day having come when all think-

ing men are agreed that people have

had rather more than they want of the

problem as to the authorship of the

plays of SHAKSPEARE, we hasten to

put before the public a literary mystery
more in touch with modern times.

It will come as a surprise to many
to learn that the novels commonly
attributed to CHARLES DICKENS came
from no less a pen than that of SAMUEL
JOHNSON. At least we sincerely hope
it will.

The main difficulty in the search for

the real authorship of the " DICKENS "

novels is that of deciding where to

begin, but a little thought will soon

overcome this. The Pickwick Papers,
as being different in form from any of

the other works, suggests itself as the

key to the mystery, and so, on investi-

gation, it proves.
The attentive reader of The Pickwick

Papers can hardly fail to be struck by
the fact that both J//\ Pickwick and

his servant have the same Christian

name. "
Surely," he will soliloquize,

" this is more than an example of the

adage,
' Like master, like man,'

"
and

he will be right. It is more much
more. We would even say very much
more.

Supposing you write down the con-

sonants of the English alphabet in

a column and let B equal one, C

equal two, and so on. The consonants

in Pickiriek will add up to a total of

fifty, and so, too, will those in Welkr.

At once we see a design in this

apparent coincidence. We know that

we are working on the right lines, and

it is a reasonable assumption that the

author's real name will likewise add

up to fifty. Does DICKENS? It don't ;

not even with CHARLES thrown in.

But now let us go back to the

Christian name. Why " Samuel
"

'.'

Obviously because the author was fond

of the name. It cannot have been that

of his fiancee. Wo are therefore driven

to the conclusion that it was his'own

name; in fact, that the real author

was called " Samuel."
All that remains now is to find an

author whoso name was "
Samuel,"

and a glance at the dictionary at once

suggests JOHNSON. Now comes the

thrill! J stands for seven, H for

six, N for eleven, and S for fifteen.

Total thirty-nine (loud groans). But
what about the second N ? Another

eleven and we have the magic number

fifty.

il uving thus proved that JOHNSON
was "

DICKENS," we find a confirma-

tion of the fact staring us right in the

face, thus proving once more that the

obvious is the best hiding-place. The

title-page of the key-book runs,
" The

Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick

Club." JOHNSON was undoubtedly
dead when it appeared, and the papers
were admittedly posthumous. You,

thought it was the club that was dead.

King Arthur's Bounty.
" 596 now paid for triplets by Pear-

son's Weekly."

'

Aid. Johnston moved that pcndinj; the

gassing of the street bylaw, that all vi'lii' -Irs

on Columbia street be required to keep to the

li-t't giiinf; up and to the right going down."

The British ('nlumbitiH.

Aid. JOHNSTON frequently wakes up in

the middle of the night with brilliant

ideas like this.

Commercial Candour.
" The - - Hotel is admitted by all

to be the most unequal they have ever

stayed at." Italian Hotel Advertise-

ment.
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' Yonts. PARTNER!"

QUI S'EXCUSE . . .

IP I allow myself twenty minutes to
dress for dinner, I am five minutes late.

If I allow myself half-an-hour, I am
ton minutes late. That is the naked
truth, though I cannot explain it. To-

nigla I allowed myself a good hour,
and there was every prospect of my
never getting to the Johnsons' at all.

It was partly the stud's fault and

partly Mr. CYRIL MAUDE'S. You know
iill about studs and very likely do not
wish to be reminded of their malice,
out of business hours. You know all

about Mr. CYIUL MAUDE, but you have
never seen my imitation of him. No
one ever lias. It is reserved for privacy
and my mirror, and I may tell you
that it is just about perfect. To-night,
1 was starting upon a new stick of a
new sort of shaving soap, and the
directions said : "This soap will pro-
duce a rich, creamy lather, if spoken

ly. In order to soften the beard
ami secure a perfect shave, allow a

interval to elapse between the

lathering and the application of the
1 gave it its interval and

'1 myself meanwhile with the
ion. The rich, creamy lather on

gave it just that touch of
ur and pathos needed to make it

:, and the performance, owing to

the frequent encores, took much longer
than it ought to have done. In fact,

when I had finished shaving there

were about 25| minutes in which
to complete my toilet and get to

Knightsbridgo by eight o'clock ; ten

fliinutes to finish dressing, five to get
to the Tube, five to Knightsbridge,
five to the Johnsons' flat (wherever
it was exactly), and half a minute for

general purposes. The thing could

just be done.

What with one thing (miscalcula-

tion) and another (further imitations,
full-dress rehearsal) it was five minutes

past eight when I got to the Tube.
" What 1 want," I said, as I ap-

proached the booking-office,
"

is a good
excuse," but they only gave me a ticket,

and left me to it. Whether it was the

ozone of the underworld or mere per-
sonal ability, it is not for me to say,
but I eventually found myself in the

higher regions of Knightsbridge, with

the most perfect excuse of modem times

at my fingers' ends. It ran as follows :

" I am deeply grieved to be so late,

the more so as I am a man of the

strictest punctuality. Acting in ac-

cordance with my own insistent prin-

ciples, I started dressing in good time
this evening, and avoided with scru-

pulous care any digressions or distrac-

tions which might involve the least

risk of procrastination. Dressed and

prepared to start a quarter of an hour
before I needed, I set fortli at once in

this direction. I remember meeting a

clock which informed me that I was

vastly in advance of schedule time.
'

However,' I recollect saying to myself,
'it is better to be early than late or

never,' and so I arrived at Knights-
bridge more than punctually. What
was my chagrin to discover that I had
left your letter of invitation at home,
on which alone I relied for your exact

address ! You will recall in my favour

that I have never been here before."

(Here they were to be at liberty to

interrupt, and say something about

coming again.)
" I knew you lived in

Knightsbridgo, and I believed it was at

3, or 33, or 333, Rutland something.
But that was not good enough. There
was nothing for it but to return and

get the letter, and, blaming myself for

a slip for which, though it was perhaps
excusable, I could not excuse myself, I

did so return, and hence the delay.
Please do not apologise."

After all, it was only 8.15, and that

seemed an excuse quite long enough for

the time involved. " So now," I said,

feeling in my pockets for the all-impor-
tant letter,

" now for their address."

You are quite right. I had forgotten
the letter.
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Sportsman (tcho has handed Ins flask to the stalker to celebrate the death of tin stag}.
" WON'T YOU HAVE THE cui- ?

'

Stalker.
"

I 'LL NO KEQUIRE IT, THANK YE. MY MOOTH JUST HAUUS A GLASS.

A SCORE OFF THE WEATHER.
YE winds that are wasting the hedges,
Ye squalls that have blotted the hills,

And have doomed us to toy with the edges
Of ivory pills,

You may laugh, but 1 tell you, by thunder,

You make the most horrible blunder

If you think that I minded this morning the moan
of the rills.

Not a protest of misery move I,

Nor gird at the heavenly powers ;

Nay, rather, O Juppiter Pluvi !

Come on with your showers ;

Blow, hurricanes ! tempests, be bigger !

And, James, will you pass me that jigger?
We shan't have to go to the Thompsons' at Tettleby

Towers.

All night I was needlessly racking
This brain for a decent excuse,

And still with the dawn it was lacking,

But, praised be Zeus,
I shan't have that pow-wow to suffer ;

Old Thompson 's a bore and a duffer ;

His wife is a snob, and the girl is a regular goose.

And the place is miles off, and too many 's

The times they have tortured me there,

And there may, or there mayn't, be some tennis,

And what should I wear ?

And I hate, I detest garden parties,

And Dora (the queen of my heart) is

She mentioned it yesterday evening invited elsewhere.

So here 's to the blizzards that soften

The links to a suety mould ;

They have rained on us rather too often ;

This time they were sold.

Did you see that remarkable cannon

The way that it twisted and ran on ?

We shan't have to go to the Thompsons',
of gold !

Oh, morning
EVOE.

A VERY PEOPEE CEITICISM.

SIR, I found in The Times the other day a letter signec

by a Toronto gentleman, asking for assistance in th

editing of the reminiscences of the late Professor GOLDWII.

SMITH. The writer particularly requires information con

cerning a number of name., which he copies out, remarking
that his excuse must be tnat he is 3,000 miles from thi

British Museum Beading Boom and the Bodleian. Now
Sir, these two institutions are some sixty miles apart, am

any place in the Western Hemisphere to be equidistant from

both wpuld have to be much nearer the Equator than Toronto

As a matter of fact, Toronto is practically in a line with them
and thus, if it is 3,000 miles from Oxford it must be 3,06(

miles from London, or if 3,000 miles from London it is only

2,940 from Oxford. Such looseness of phrase I cannot bu

think extremely deplorable in any one proposing to superin
tend the publication of Professor GOLDWJN SMITH'S Memoirs

I enclose my card, and am Yours, etc., NORTH BKITOIN
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TRADE DISUNION.
BOILER-MAKEK. " WHEN I CHUCKS MY TOOLS DOWN, I CHUCKS 'EM DOWN !

TRADE UNION OFFICIAL. " YES AND YOU DON'T CAEE WHERE THEY FALL."
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IHM THE TSAR ( BULGARIA ; EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT: -WE CERMAM EMPER.QB.-)

IS FOREIGN RIVALRY TO BE FEARED IN THE "WAX-WORK TABLEAU" LINE AT BRUSSELS?
\\'K rr.KT IIIEKK is so TUITII ix THE ur.Moni THAT FOIIF.ION NATIONS, FIRED ny our. IH-<;E .SUO-KSS AT HRI-SSEI.S. AI;I: rii.i-

TU-I-IM: \\ \\\MU:K I'|;ESEXTMEXTS OK niKiit CKLKIIIIITIKS, AS STAI:TI.IXI:I.V FAITIIKI'L i\ POIITKAITI-KE AS ANVTIIIM; rr.mvrii is
lln IIKKMTEI.II.

THE CAT-AND-DOG CLUB.
[l.u.ly, having <|tiaiTelled with all her friends,

desires in meet .uiot her ill sain position."
cut in

'

T. l'.\ //-,.//,,."]

THKRE is such a refreshing frankness
ii In nit. the above announcement that we
led the matter ought to be taken up,
and are accordingly starting "The
Mutual Aggravation Society," with the

following provisional rules :

1. Individuals of either sex with a

&nce, the more militant suffra-

gettes. mi.Migynists, man-haters, candid
friends, curmudgeons of established

reputation, anonymous letter-writers,

socialists, cranks, dyspeptics, red-haired

people, and approved failures in any
capacity, shall be eligible for election:
to the Society.

-. No candidate for election shall
o a member unless duly black-

balled by a proportion of one black in

3. The objects of the Society shall

be the promotion of acrimony by suit-

able debates, the washing of dirty
linen in public, the recital of home
truths, the exhibition of tactlessness,
and general treading on corns.

4. Discussions shall be held at stated
intervals between Baconians and Strat-

fordians, Free Traders and Tariff Re-
formers, Globites and Flat-earthers,
Vivisectionists and Anti-vivisectionists,
Mr. FRANK RICHARDSON and wearers
of "face-fins," Mrs. PANKHURST and
Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, Coroners
and Christian Scientists, and pro- and
anti- partisans of any subject calculated
to engender sufficient asperity.

5. The catering department shall bo
in the hands of a femmc iiiconiprisc
with a ready turn for repartee, or an ex-

Anglo-Indian with a taste for pugilism
and cayenne.

(i. Confirmed snorers, club bores,
bill -

disputers, by-law sticklers, and
waiter-baiters shall be admitted at

half fees on giving proof of their re-

spective talents in those directions, or

satisfactory references from previous
antagonists.

7. Family gatherings of a severe de-

scription shall be permitted on visitors'

afternoons in the padded tea-room, but
in case any matrimonial dispute should
be in danger of terminating amicably
the club chucker-out shall be in attend-

ance, and before proceeding to extremi-
ties shall remind the offenders that the

ordinary animosities of the best British

home life should be observed.

8. The lady (in T. P.'s Weekly) who
has quarrelled with all her friends, and
the friends in question, shall be elected

honorary and original members.
ZIG-ZAG.

How to Spend a Honeymoon.
"The IKIIK VMKMIII is lieing spent on the

South Coast, tin: liiidi- wc-nriiiK >
ft 1

'

1
'
1'" fosdinii.-

with a l.hii-k hut." Tkf. ////, WinMeebn,

We know of few pleasanfer distractions

for the early davs of married life.
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criminologisfc, is that all wickedness
and misery are due to education and

I the gregarious instinct, while ignorance
and isolation make for felicity. At
the same time the poet seeks to em-

phasize the value of the resources

which science places in the hands of

strong and self-assertive natures.
'

Briefly, Tossico is the last word on
the expression of individuality at all

costs, and this noble lesson is rein-

forced by the momentous score of Herr
Odon Philibert.

Herr Philibert, it will be remembered,
is of French extraction, but was born
in England. He subsequently became
a naturalised Hungarian, married a

Bohemian lady, and settled in Cracow.

Deeply versed in contrapuntal science,

he is also renowned for his prolificacy
as a composer and the superbly un-

bridled morality of his operas, which
are based on a profound study of CASA-

NOVA, BENVENUTO CELLINI, and other

didactic humanists.

FUR AND FEATHER FASHIONS.

[An American lias recently taken out a patent
for eyeglasses for fowls.]

ALL SMART GIRAFFES
BUY OUR

NECK WEAR.

Our "Regent's Park" collar gives

style combined with comfort, and is

unequalled, for value. -When ordering
state number of yards required.

Collars forwarded in our own crates,
and delivered free to any Zoo in the

world.

NO MORE WET FEET.
EVERY DUCK SHOULD ASK TO SEE OUR

NEW GOLOSH.

Made specially for use in negotiating
damp village ponds. Only geese refuse
to wear them.

Home Blobs contains every week a

special article entitled "Chats about the

Chicks," telling hens what their young
ones should wear. ORDER IT.

SHEARED SHEEP LOOK HERE.
Great sale of Sheep's Over-coatings.

All smart styles. Apply for self-

measurement form. We guarantee all

our goods to be free from wool.

BARH, BARR, BLACK & Co.

All self -
respecting Storks should

write for patterns of our up-to-neck
Trouserings.

To ELEPHANTS AND OTHERS.
TRY OUR " JUMBO"
TUSK POWDER.

AT THE PLAY.
" A BOLT FROM THE BLUE."

IMAGINE for a moment, please, that

you had forged a will. What would

36, the first thing you would do?

Obviously you would write long letters

;o the lady with whom you were in

.ove, telling her all about it, so that

she might love you still more. Now
suppose that she quarrelled with you
[for this or some other reason) and
threatened to expose you. What would
Oe the next step? Well, you would
look about in the poorer parts of the

ity for somebody to steal the letters.

You find, we will say, an excellent man
For the purpose a professional cracks-

man, ready to break into the lady's

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

Claude Brtvin (Mr. ARTHUR WONTNER), iu

search of work, accepts with a very bad grace,
at the hands of 1'ere Tabac (Air. KDMUND
GWENN), a comfortable berth as deputy mur-
derer to a high-class firm.

flat and obtain the proofs of your
guilt.

" No use," you say.
" I want

a man who can wear evening clothes

like a gentleman, make the lady fall in

love with him, murder her, and then

steal the letters." The burglar replie
that he can get the letters quite easily
without murdering anybody ;

at the

same time, if murdering is in the bill

he has no objection, and could probably
do it without making the lady fall in

love with him first.
"
No," you repeat

" I must have a gentleman for it."

Now suppose that you are the gentle-
man -starving, and therefore easily

bought. Loathing the idea of murder

you admit without argument that if the

letters are to be successfully stolen the

lady must be murdered. So you meet
her at a reception one midnight, make

love to her for twenty minutes, and
are taken home by her to supper. (All

quite proper, of course, just as if her

uncle were a Dean.) By this time you
are almost in love with her, for she is

extremely charming, reminding you, in

act, more than a little of Miss IRENE
VANBRUGH. As you prepare to kill her,

she is attacked by a real burglar (the
one mentioned above, who wasn't quite

gentleman). You defend her, fall

wholly in love with her, and confess

your fell purpose. She forgives you,
she pities you, she says that you may
lave the letters she never meant to

mrt anybody with them. A moment
afterwards the man who bought you
appears in the flat

; you give him the

etters and tell him that you have
murdered the lady. He pays over the

blood-money to you in banknotes and

departs. The lady returns . . .

Now then. Would you ask her if

you are to keep these notes? would you
bold them in your hand for some
seconds while you work the problem
out? and would you then, slowly and

melodramatically, as if doing something
heroic, set fire to them ? . . . I wonder.

Anyhow, without being a forger or

a murderer, you can see of what

poor stuff is this play at the Duke

of York's "
by TRISTAN BERNARD and

ALFRED ATHIS ; adapted by COSMO
HAMILTON." I expect TRISTAN and
ALFRED are the real culprits, but Mr.
HAMILTON and Mr. FROHMAN are

accessories after the fact, and cannot
be let off altogether. Indeed, in the

Second Act Mr. HAMILTON, unless I

have quite forgotten his touch, puts in

a little satire about the stage all on his

own. I am afraid he is not a born

satirist.

Mr. DENNIS EADIE and Miss IHKNK
VANBRUGH were wasted on parts
which they could always play on their

heads (figuratively speaking). But Mr.

ARTHUR WONTNER gave a very fine

performance indeed as the geiitleinan-
murderer. It made me wish that Mr.
FROHMAN had presented him and his

beautiful voice in the repertory plays,
where he could have played the part of

a real person. M.

"
Tin: Mulakand leopard . . . one night met

a native officer, who was going his round* but

escaped before he could draw bis sword."
Civil ami Military Gu:</ e.

Neglect of ceremonial may be forgiven
at a crisis like this.

'

Sir, Pleasa allow me to support your cor-

respondent
' liens Sana in C'oropnre Sano.'

''

This is from a letter to The. Main

Citij News, signed: "Mon-sibi, s<><!

omnibus." A weird language, Latin.
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"
On, UNCIJS ! How AWFUL !

" " WHAT ON EARTH 's THE MATTEII f
"

"ONE OF MY STOCKINGS HAS A HOLE IN IT, AND I CAN'T KEMEMLEU WHICH !

"

THE MOST UNKINDEST CUT.
["Dressing well tends to a general refinement

of character." Daily fapc-r.]

HE stood at my suburban door
In all his raggedness,

Soliciting (or asking for)
Doles of my cast-off dress ;

And, finding in his tragic tale

A truth I dared not doubt,
I robbed the local jumble sale

And turned my wardrobe out.

I fixed him up from head to feet,
And in a jocund mood

Trusted he 'd think the patterns neat
And that the cut was good ;

Till he, responsive to my chaff,
Ventured a cheerful wink,

And said, in vulgar slang,
" Not "alf,"

And also,
" I don't fink."

Time passed; some seven months or so
Had made my memory dim,

When next he crossed my path, and oh !

The difference in him.
Within his soul refinement dwelt ;

His mien was so correct
I raised my hat, and really felt

Inclined to genuflect.

I realised how much my worn-
Out clothes had changed him, when

He showed a true patrician scorn
For common things (and men).

Disdaining my uncovered head,

My deferential air,

He absolutely cut me dead
And froze me with a stare.

THE PEOTECTIONISTS.
IT is now, when Summer as we are

constrained to call it, for want of a
better word is merging into Autumn,
that the wise person begins to think

seriously about taking cold, and does
what he can to prevent it. You are a
wise person, so let us consider the

thing together. Many schemes are

recommended, but the most popular of

them is the hardening process. A new
development of the hardening process
scheme has just been proposed in the

daily Press, the inventor of which

urges people to accustom their skins to

the open air by sitting at the window
for twenty minutes night and morning
with nothing on, either reading or

writing, or drying very slowly after the
bath.

No doubt this counsellor has the
root of the matter in him. To harden
is the thing ; and the more ways there
are of hardening, the better. Let us

try to think of a few.

Sitting wilfully in draughts is good.
It will also make you very popular.
" Are you in a draught ?

"
you will say.

" I 'm so sorry. But I love them. Do
change places with me." Draughts, of

course, can be found only too easily at

any place of entertainment ; but in the

daytime the mouths of the Tube lifts

are a sure hunting ground. A Tube
lift man either never has a cold or
never has anything else.

Going long motor rides in pyjamas
is also excellent.

And pomading the hair with ice cream
has had wonderful results.

"Going to the first, AVilkie landed his third
within three yards of the pin, and succeeded in

getting the hole with iiis next shot, which was
a six yards' putt." Northern Whig.
He must have been very badly

stymied.
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met, including a hard-working burglar, who for business

reasons had temporarily assumed the nom dc rjiierre of a

well-known artist while carrying on his arduous trade in

\-y - . . the country houses of the neighbourhood. The burglar,

ASSUMING that the titles given to Occidental magaxines quite a smart young man in his way, decided that Skittl*--

in Martin Eden (HEINEMANN) are real or recogmisable, their bury was a successful London doctor, and the old man was

editors must either be sitting in sackcloth and ashes (a so pleased with the dignity thus thrust upon him that he
- 1 --

decided to keep it till the end of the week. But when

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerk*.)

very uncomfortable wear for this time of year) or else

scouting for Mr. JACK LONDON with six-shooters. The

whip of scorn has often been applied to newspaper men
A in TI iiji?__i_ : *. i .

"Dr." Skittlcbmy took the Scotland Yard man by whom
the burglar was wanted for a famous novelist, and the

wliip ot scorn nas oiueu ueeu luw t . ,.,.-
,

bv novelists, but never before, I should think, with so rightful owner of the borrowed pseudonym for the criminal
J IT mU_ l._. ~C 4- 1,!,. Knsvl- !o i an'lJr.l- Mrl.n 1-liiiirfC I,,.|>-|>; fr> (lot, Vfl.t.l Ifil' ITIlTOfl. ftHQ at laSt SCOtlalHl

unsparing a 'hand. The hero of this book is a sailor who

has roughed it in many ports, but being endowed with a

wonderful vitality and a keen sense
_

of the beautiful, and

bavin" bv chance fallen in love with a girl of superior"

things began to get rather mixed, and at last Scotland

Yard fixed its eye on the "Doctor" as a suspicious cha-

racter, and very nearly ran him in.
" Instead of which

"

lie performed prodigies of valour but I mustn't give awayavn" v cance a .^,,----------- r -----D~
station determines to carve out a career ("make good,"

|

the whole story. Only I strongly advise you to read it,

whether you can or can't go to the seaside yourself. In
he calls it)

in literature. The scene is laid in Oakland*

(Gal.), and the story of the man's struggles through

grammar and etiquette and economics and philosophy,

the progress and final disillusionment of his romance, and

his occasional bouts -

of hard manual la-

bour, are told with a

rude strength and
realism that I don't

think any other living
author could com-

pass. Everybody dis-

courages Mori in i'.dcn

and tells him to "
get

a job
"

;
editors per-

sistently refuse his

MSS. or cheat him
out of payment for

them ; finally Until

Morse throws him
over. Then he sud-

denly makes a hit,

and two continents

go wild over his work,
which has been incon-

^^-i-./ i

either case you will find it consoling.

Of the making of village-books there appears to be no

end. The latest, and

';

not by any means the

worst, that I have

read, is Peace Alley

(SlDGWK'K AND .JACK-

SON), in which Miss

DIANA MKYIUCK
pleasantly depicts
various rural types,
and weaves their his-

tory into one of the

least convincing plots
that I have ever en-

countered. Only one

of the inhabitants of

Alley can be

called in any sense

new to fiction : the

rest of them i:ave

dwelt in every lit erary
h am 1 e t s i n c e the

fashion for this kind

of book began. .!/'.,

l>flin Iiiiiri'in/oii for

FRESCOES FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS.-I. THE BANK.stant circulation for

years amongst taste-

less journals and de-

spised by illiterate - --r .
-

friends. The world is at his fset, but he is embittered by and lovable spinster of direct Cranfard descent ;
ami

, Ti- _ r... i.i-_ o *.u o~~ ^ 4-U rt , , 4'..^*^-. *-V* PAJ- jl 7yM/o4jLfi l\nt/i/mn no\vnw Ml'ds. al'd

'IXWSTltY IlKIXi: ItEWAl'.UEU 1!Y FoKTl'NK, ISAXKtirrTI Y I'OLLOWIMl IN Mil. TItMX

OF EXTKAVAI.AM K.
"

example, is an eldcils

its hollowness, takes his passage for the South Seas, and,

quietly slipping overboard, drowns himself. I am sorry to

seem querulous, but at this point I am bound to say,

others, from the Iter. Ahysius Kinydon downward-, are

all more or less familiar types. The exception i- Maisie

Kinydon, an excellent and' refreshing study of the youth-oeeni UUCILIHJU^>, uut itt tin* UVAUV J *-""v m.

"Why?" Would it not have been better to write a I ful female bounder She
deserves^

better s ttang.

scathing satire on the so-called culture of the present'

generation and get it published in a nice green cover, say,

by Mr. HEINEMANN ?

Why break your heart for the briny breezes of bracing

Brighton, or -',ny other of the alliterative allurements of the

advertising agents, vhen you can enjoy A Week at tin- -S'm

(STANLEY PAUL) sitting comfortably at home, under the

drip of your own umbrella on the lee side of your own rain-

gauge? Personally I look upon holidays spent on the

beach as an over-rated amusement. I cannot dig with a

wooden spade; and to go down to the sea in bathing-

machines I am ashamed, which is one reason perhaps why
I love Mr. Skittlcbitn/, the dear old watchmaker who is the

wheel within wheels of Mr. HAROLD AVEHY'S diverting

comedy of mistaken identities. Mr. tikittlebttry didn't
j

bathe during his week s holiday because he was too shy to

ask the young lady behind the counter for the necessary
minimum apparel. But he made friends with everyone he

device of keeping the lovers apart by means of a

letter, which turns out to be a page from a manuscript

novel, is really too amateurish to be allowed to pass

without protest. I am sure, too, that Miss DIANA MKVKU K

is capable of bettor things ;
and I look to see her writing

them before long. The fact is that one is getting a little

tired of "studies of rural life." These student- are in

danger of outnumbering the models. If they would only

select the same village, and "
study

"
each other, 1 should

like to read the result.

'As a matter nf tart, the nine of diiiiiiomU .i^ known ;>-

curse ot Smthim!
'

IUIIR Mure tin- Tudor runs,- was finally crushed i

Cullodeii Moor."-- !><i!lii AVww.

In fact even before the Plantaganet cause was finally

biffed at Waterloo.

'Tin 1

average
HOUSI-.

ot t; rouse is 'MO

l'uUax's fur iiu-n."---

e. The Kihinx '- M"' ur

y/,,. Scotsman."

" It 's no good, James, the motor house* aren't rising."
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CHARIVARIA.
THE Army Council has called for

list of all military statues or memorial
known to exist in or near Londor

Optimists are hoping that the mos
trying of these are to he used as target?

"The House of Lords," \ve reac
"

is in the hands of the decorators an

builders, and the Peers will assembl
after the recess in what may be de
scribed without exaggeration as th
most magnificent legislative chainbe
in the world." Can this, we wondei
be an attempt on the part of the Lord
to secure increased compensation it

the event of the abolition of thei

House? ... ...

It is, we trust, a hopeful augury tha
the name of the place which Lore
KITCHENER has bought in Kent i

Broom Park.

Lieutenant HELM, it is stated ii

Berlin, merely came to our country fo

the purpose of studying the language
He lias already learnt that S-P-Y-I-N-O

spells T-B-O-U-B-L-E. And we imagine
that he realises now that a German
officer ought not to be caught mapping

An official report just publishec
shows that during 1910 20,000,000
will be paid in salaries alone in the
United States to ministers of the

gospel. The ugly feature of this is

mat these gentlemen will largely earn
this money by working on the day o!

rest. ... .,.

The whale which was recently
washed up near Scarborough is to be
buried at the expense of the Board of

Trade. Our sympathy goes out to the

Family of the deceas3d; for among the
best fish it is considered a great dis-

grace to be interred at the public
Dxpense. ... ...

From The Daily Mail fashion page:
NOVELTY OF THE WEEK.

MALACCA CRUTCH STICK FOB THE
MOTOR CAB.

The novelty for next week is to be a set
of silver-plated arm-splints ; and, for
the week after, a complete suit of

diachylon plaster.

A contemporary informs us, in re-

gard to ladies' dress, that the train is

ning into vogue again. We are

sorry to hear this, and we hope men
will put their foot down on it.

The following articles, an American
ounial tells us, were found inside a
nan who was operated on for appen-

Tltc Tim,: "I HAVEN'T NOTICED LITTLE- A\"ILLIK is SUNDAY SCHOOL LATELY, Mus.
Jisow.v."

Mrs. Bromi. "No, 7i :
it, 'K nis AN' TAKEN A POSITIVE DISLIKE TO THE NEW CITRATK.

T HE SUMMIT liliEADFri. THE WAY 'f. J>O GO ON AHOl'T "iM."

icitis in a hospital at Cairo (111.):
A button-hook, a hat-pin, three keys, a
ead pencil, a needle, and a toy pistol,
t is thought that some of these may
iave been a contributory cause to the
ilment from which he was suffering.

We hear that the Society for the
3revention of Cruelty to Animals is

bout to offer a prize to the person
vho suggests the best means of inti-

lating to lobsters that there is a close

ason for then). At present, we un-

erstand, these poor ignorant creatures

ndure all the agonies of anticipated

apture even when they might be lead-

ng a life free from care.

A Way they have in the Navy.
"Now that His Lordship, nftiT steering the

shin of Indian shite through stress and storm
and bringing her to a haven of sall'ty. is laying
down his oars, let us thank the C'ajitnin for his

good seamanship.
"

Th: Kinjiii <'-i!rnif,i).

Journalistic Candour.
From a placard of ]'. 1. 1'. :

"THE POLICK KORC'K FROM WITHIN.
INCRKDIBLK KXPOSl'RKS."

From the musical programme in a

Birmingham cafe :

"C'llAUACTEUIMH NlECE. 'Ilia Paxixlii.'"

What is there about Ina that is so

typical ?

VOL. cxxxix.
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WINSTON DAY BY DAY.

September 10. The yacht Honor is

successfully floated. The HOME SECRE-

TARY while watching the proceedings
falls overboard, but is successfully
hooked and landed by P. E. SMITH

with a porpoise line.
" The first time,"

says
" F. E.," "I ever caught a 5,000

pounder."
September 11. Arrival at Beyrout.

Baron DE FOREST insists on attend-

ing tlia Beyrout Festival. Intense dis-

appointment on discovering he has

come to the wrong place. The HOME
SECRETARY, in order to appease him,

sings
" The Star of Eve "

with intense

feeling and horrible brio. Baron DE
FOKEST faints.

September 12. The party travel by
train to Laodicea, where the HOME
SECRETARY enjoys a lukewarm bath

under the tank hose. Mr. HARRIS, of

The Times, astonishes the natives by
bis tweeds. Mr. SMITH refuses to bathe.
" No tanks," he says. Eenewed col-

lapse of Baron DE FOREST.

September 13. Manchester Guardian
bursts into lyrical rapture over the

HOME SECRETARY'S holiday.
" The

HOME SECRETARY'S political foe," it

wrote,
" was no less abandonne in this

glorious holiday, and ' FRED '

did what
' WINSTON '

did. Time and place were

ignored, all social trammels flung aside,

and the whole party, oblivious of the
'

gallery,' enjoyed their holiday like
4 troutlets in a stream."

''

Panic among
Manchester Liberals.

September 14. The HOME SECRE-
TARY and F. E. SMITH arrive at Ephesus
on the cowcatcher of the engine.

Ephesians endeavour to capture Baron
DE FOREST to make new sleepers. -F. E.

SMITH repels them with innuendoes.

September 15. Duck shooting at

Soutledge. F. E. accidentally pours
the contents of both barrels into the

HOME SECRETARY'S legs.
" No doing

things by halves about me," he explains.

September 16. HOME SECRETARY
returns to Smyrna to have the pellets
extracted. Mr. HARRIS of The Times
obtains services of an elderly Minor
Asiatic nurse named Gamp to attend

him. F. E. develops wonderful bedside

manner. Reads De Forest Lovers to

the sick man.

September 17. Recovery of the

HOME SECRETARY, who, landing at

Rhodes, and finding that the Colossus
no longer exists, offers to stand there in

its stead. "
Do," says F. E.,

" and
teach me how to do it. I '11 be your
Rhodes scholar." The Honor again
runs aground.

September 18. The HOME SECRE-
TARY leaves for Constantinople, leaving
the rest of the party on their Honor.

Pie is personally shown over the

Treasury by Pegwel Bey.
" Do you

have Tammany methods here ?
" he

asks. "
No," says the Bey, pointing

to the water,
" we know better : this is

the Bosphorus." HOME SECRETARY in

convulsions.

St'/it. 19. Return of the HOME
SECRETARY for England. Asia Minor
in tears. Official mourning in Yilcliz

Kiosk.

MAIL-BAGS.

No. 1. THE ACTOR-MANAGER'S.

DEAR MR. WILMINGTON, I really
must write to tell you how perfectly
sweet you looked as the hero in The

Strong ll'ujht Arm, and how noble ! I

was in the third row of the upper circle

last night did you see me'? I was
next to Papa. All the girls at school

are mad about you, and we have got

up a sweepstake on your age. I have

chosen 26, and I do hope it is right. I

feel it must be. Please tell us !

Your admiring friend,

DULCIE HOPE.

(Answer : Mr. Wilmington regrets to

say he is a grandfather.)

DEAR SIR, I have never seen a

finer performance in my life than yours
in The Strong Right Ann. Thestrength,
the virility, the grip in it was tremen-

dous. It electrified me. I have seen

GARRICK, KEAN, MACREADY and all the

great actors, but they cannot touch

you, Sir, in dramatic power. I feel

you are precisely the right actor to

play the title-role in my five-act drama
in blank verse, Rameses the (inn/.

Probably you read this when it ap-

peared in the columns of the Toodleham
Guardian in 1876. It was most favour-

ably commented on in Toodleham and
district. Believe me, Sir,

Your sincere admirer,
JONAS GOLDSWORTHY

(Retired District Councillor).

(Answer : Mr. Wilmington is unfor-

tunately not a constant reader of the

Toodkham Guardian. He fears that,

owing to the political situation, it

would be unwise to stage a drama

dealing with Egypt just at present.)

MY DEAR WILMINGTON, You are

absolutely great in the comic scenes of

The Strong Right Arm. I laughed till

my sides ached. It reminded me of

the good old times when we played to-

gether on tour in A Trip to Margate.
You remember I always said you had
the makings of a first-class comedian
in you. Just now, dear boy, I am
meeting with a streak of rotten luck.

To be quite frank, I haven't a fiver to

my name, and I owe more than that

for rent. Of course it would ha only
a temporary loan next week I hope
to be straight again.

Your old pal,
MARMADUKE LIE MONTMORENCY.

(Answer : Mr. Wilmington has never

played in A Trip to Margate. He en-

closes cheque for one guinea, and hopes
it will help Mr. de Montmorency to

become straight.)

DEAR MR. WILMINGTON, I am so

afraid you will think it forward on my
part, but I can't keep my feelings back

any longer. You must have guessed
when you saw me in the pit night after

night I could see you were trying to

look a\v;iy so that people wouldn't sus-

pect. Dear Mr. Wilmington, you are

the lover of my di'eams, my ideal of

the man who should one day make me
his wife. Please let me know how you
feel about this.

Yours only, MABEL BINKS.

(Ansicer: Mr. Wilmington, while

appreciating the honour, regrets that

he is married at present, and engaged
three deep beyond that.)

SIR, I have just been to sec The

Str(<ng Eight Ann, and I find it diffi-

cult to give adequate expression to

my indignation. Do you realise, Sir,

that your play is lifted bodily from an

unpublished drama of mine entitled

The Life and Times of Henry of
Navarre? Do you' understand, Sir,

that your play is the most unblushing,
the most dastardly piece of plagiarism
that has ever disgraced the British

stage ? Are you aware, Sir, that in

this country the thief is punished, and

punished severely, by the Law, and
that a theft more deliberate, more

scoundrelly, more words fail me.

Sir, I await your explanation !

JNO. THOS. JONKS.

(Ansicer: Mr. Wilmington has added
Mr. Jones's name to his list of claimants

to the authorship of The Strong Jiight
Arm. Mr. Jones comes seventh on
the list, and his claim will in due
course receive every attention.)

"
It would be cruel to inquire too (-lowly into

the exact validity of the stories runnel-ting
Edward II. with the Castle of Carnarvon.

None the less, the connection undou'nti illy

exists, and the fortress nt the mouth of the

Conway has only obtained its historic rights."
Observer.

It would be still more cruel to inquire
into the geography of the editor, and
the exact validity of the story connect-

ing the Castle with the mouth of the

Conway.

An All-round Man.
"(Jaiilencr wishes situation : life exjierienee,

all branches ; wife, cow or poultry." Adct. in
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\V'H OFFEU A SUGGESTION TO FOREIGN' OFi'ICF.US ENGAGED t'I'ON
" OBSERVATION

" WORK IX Tills CJl'XTKY. \VlIY HOT AS.-t'ilK

SIMl'I.G Ill'T EFFECTIVE DISGUISES SO AS TO KENDEU YOUU IIETECT1ON IMPOSSIBLE?

THE ISLANDERS.
Mis. SAMUEL HAIGH'S purchase of

the Calf of Man has given the island

market a long-desired fillip, and prices
now rale high. We understand that the

veiled lady who has long been making
efforts to acquire the Isle of Man, but

hitherto without success, is not, as

some supposed, Miss TITTELL-BBUNE,
but a not unknown authoress of hectic

novels with a gigantic circulation.

Her avowed purpose is to sink it.

Mr. C. K. SHORTER (the
"
Spherical

Saiute-Beuve ") is said to be in negoti-
ation for Lundy Isle, with the idea of

dating his weekly literary canserie from
that retreat.

A spirited contest for possession of

the Cocos Islands is said to be in pro-

gress between Mr. GEORGE CADBUBY
and Mr. ST. LOE STRACHEY.

Several literary men are endeavouring
to acquire Samoa, among others Mr.

BERNARD CAPES and Mr. MARRIOTT
WATSON.

Offers for the Isle of Wight have been

received from the German EMPEROR,
who proposes, in addition to the pur-
chase money, to bestow the Order of

the Red Eagle on all the members of

the National Liberal Club. Negoti-
ations are still pending.
We have good authority for stating

that a syndicate of titled Backwoods-
men are negotiating the purchase of

Borneo. They have, however, found a

spirited rival in Mrs. Wiggs of the

famous Cabana Patch Company.
Mr. SOLOMON J. SOLOMON, R.A., has

recently acquired the Solomon Islands

and will shortly pay a protracted visit

to his new possession in the company
of DJAVID Pasha, Lord SWAYTHLING
and Lord Mondschein of Slains.

Messrs. LYONS, the eminent caterers,

with a view to consolidating their

position in the Pacific, have purchased

the Sandwich Islands at enormous
cost. As the breadfruit tree grows in

abundance and the islands are overrun

with pigs, the effect of their purchase is

anxiously awaited by several railway
restaurateurs.

" The Silent Isle," Mr. A. C. BENSON'S

newly acquired property, of which lie

gives a charming account in his new
volume, is, we understand, one of the

Magdalene group, and is not one of the

Isles of Sunset, of which Mr. BENSON
is also the proprietor.
The Scilly Isles are being reserved

as a home of rest for landowners who
have been foiled by I'orm IV.

"According to the rules Romfoitl, Komford

United, Leytonstone, and Wanstoad air CM-HI
|t|

until the semi-final." Ktnr:r Tiiiirs.

Still, the other clubs may as well

amuse themselves by going in for the

preliminary rounds.
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HOLIDAY TIME.
V. MAHOONED.

"
STROKE, you 're late," said Thomas,

butting me violently in the back with
his oar.

" My dear Thomas, when you have
been in the Admiralty a little longer
you will know that

gentleman who sets

bow '

is not the
the time. What

do you suppose would happen at

Queen's Hall if the second bird-call

said to the conductor,
'

Henry, you 're

late'?"
"The whole gallery would go out

and get its hair cut," said Archie.
" I 'm not used to the Morse system

of rowing, that 's the trouble," explained
Thomas. "Long -short, short-short-

long, short-long. You 're spelling out the
most awful things, if you only knew."

" Be careful how you
insult me, Thomas. A little

more and I shall tell them
what happened to you on
the ornamental waters in

Regent's Park that rough
day."

"Really'?" asked Simp-
son with interest,

Yes ; I fancy he had
been rather overdoing it at

Swedish drill that morn-
ing."
We gave her ten in

silence, and then by mutual
consent rested on our oars.

" There 's a long way yet,"
said Myra.

" Dahlia and I

will row if you 're tired."

This is an insult,
Thomas. Shall we sit down
under it ?

"

"
Yes," said Thomas, get-

iing up ;

"
only in another part of the

yards. Thither we rowed, and after a
little complicated manoeuvring landed

suddenly ; Simpson, who was standing
in the bows with the boat-hook, being
easily the first to reach the shore. He
got up quickly, however, apologized,
and helped the ladies and the hampers
out. Thereafter lie was busy for some
time, making the dinghy fast with a
knot peculiarly his own.

" The first thing to do is to build a

palisade to keep the savages off," said

Archie, and lie stuck the boathook into

the ground.
" After which you are

requested to light fires to frighten the
wild beasts. The woodbines are very
wild at this time of the year."

" We shall have to light a fire any-
how for the tea, so that will be very
useful," said the thoughtful Dahlia.

"I myself," I said, "will swim out

Doat."

We gave up our seats to the ladies

(even in a boat one should be polite)
and from a position in the stern waited
with turned-up coat - collars for the
water to come on board.

" We might have sailed up a little

ligher," remarked Simpson.
" It 's

all right, I 'm not a bit wet, thanks."
" It 's too shallow, except at high

tide," said Myra. "The Armadillo
would have gone aground and lost all

ler her shell. Do armadilloes have
shells, or what? "

" Feathers."
"
Well, we 're a pretty good bank-

loliday crowd for the dinghy," said
Archie. "

Simpson, if we upset, save
he milk and the sandwiches; my wife
;an swim."
The woods were now beginning to

come down to the river on both sides,
nit on the right a grassy slope broke
hem at the water's edge for some fifty

to the wreck for the musket and
bag of nails."

" As you 're going," said Myra, un-

packing,
"
you might get the sugar as

well. We 've forgotten it."
" Now you 've spoilt my whole holi-

day. It was bad enough with the cake
last week, but this is far, far worse. I

shall go into the wood and eat berries."

"It's all right, here it is. Now
you're happy again. I wish, if you
aren't too busy, you 'd go into the wood
and collect sticks for the fire.

" I am unusually busy," I said, "and
there is a long queue of clients waiting
for me in the ante-room. An extremely
long queue almost a half-butt in fact."

I wandered into the wood alone.

Archie and Dahlia had gone arm-in-
arm up the hill to look at a view,

Simpson was helping Myra with the

hampers, and Thomas, the latest arrival
from town, was lying on his back,

telling them what he alleged to be a

good story now going round London.

Myra told it to me afterwards, and we
agreed that as a boy it had gone rounc
the world several times first. Yet ]

heard her laugh unaffectedly whal

angels women are !

Ten minutes later I returned with

my spoil, and laid it before them.
" A piece of brown bread from the

bread-fruit tree, a piece of india-rubbci
from the mango-tree, a chutney from
the banana-grove, and an omelet from
the turtle-run. I missed the chutney
with my first barrel, and brought it

down rather luckily with the ricochet."

"But how funny; they all look just
like sticks of wood."

" That is Nature's plan of protective
colouring. In the same way apricots
have often escaped with their lives by
sitting in the cream and pretending to

be poached eggs."
"The s.imc instinct of

self -
preservation," added

Archie,
" has led many a

pill called Beauchamp to

pronounce its name Chol-

mondeley."
Simpson begged to be

allowed to show us how to

light a fire, and we hadn't
the heart to lefuse him. It

was, he said, the way they
lit fires on the veldt (and
other places where they
wanted fires), and it went
out the first time because
the wind must have

changed round after he
had begun to lay the wood.
He got the draught in

the right place the next

time, and for a moment we
thought we should have to

take to the boats ; but the

captain averted a panic, and the fire

was got under. Then the kettle was
put on, and of all the boiled water I

have ever tasted this was the best.
" You know," said Archie,

" in Simp-
son the nation has lost a wonderful
scout-master."

"
Oh, Samuel," cried Myi-a,

"
tell us

how you tracked the mules that after-

noon, and knew they were wounded
because of the blood."

" Tell us about that time when you
bribed the regimental anchovy of

Troop B to betray the secret password
to you."

" I ignore you because you 're jealous.

May I have some more tea, Miss Man-
nering?"

" Call me Myra, Scoutmaster Simpson
of the Spectator troop, and you shall."

unblushing sex,
' I blush for my

said Dahlia.
" I blush for my family," said Archie.

" That a young girl of gentle birth,
nurtured in a peaceful English home,
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HOW MISS REDCLIFFE BECOMES LA PLUS CHIC DB TOUT KENSINGTON.

brought up in an atmosphere of old-

world courtesy, should so far forget
herself as to attempt to wheedle a

promising young scoutmaster, who can

light a fire, practically speaking, back-
wards- this, I repeat, is too much.", ,-,

It was Thomas who changed the

subject so abruptly.
" I suppose the tide comes as far as

;his?" he said.

"It does, captain."
" Then that would account for the

30at having gone."
" That and Simpson's special knot,"

I said, keeping calm for the sake of the
women and children.

Archie jumped up with a shout.
The boat was about twenty yards from
the shore, going very slowly up-
stream.

"
It 's very bad to bathe just after a

leavy meal," I reminded him.
" I 'm not sure that I 'm going to,

)ut I 'm quite sure that one of us will

lave to."

"Walk up the river with it," said

Myra,
" while Dahlia and I pack, and

Jie one who 's first digested goes in."

We walked up. I felt that in my
own case the process of assimilation
would be a lengthy one. A. A. M.

It may be said of him, as
' Hamlet

'

said of
list fiither:

' His life was gentla ;
and the elements so

lixcd in him that Nature might stand up and
say to all the world : "This was a man."

'

Darwgn and County Gavtte.

lamlet was full of these nice ideas
bout his father.

THE COUESE OF TRUE LOVE.
June, 1908. Announcement of the

betrothal of Miss Tilkins, daughter of
Senator Tilkins, to the Duke of the
Niubuzzi. ... .^ d '

July, 1908. Senator Tilkins denies
that there is an engagement between
his daughter and the Duke of the
Niubuzzi. She shall marry, he says,
no one but an American citizen.

August, 1908. The Duke of the
Niubuzzi expresses his willingness to be-
come an American citizen. Announce-
ment of his engagement to Miss
Tilkins, daughter of Senator Tilkins.

September, 1908. It is officially
announced that the engagement be-

tween the Duke of the Niubuzzi and
Miss Tilkins has been forbidden by the

King of ITALY.

October, 1908. The Duke of the
Niubuzzi leaves for the North Pole.

June, 1909. Eeturn of the Duke of

the Niubuzzi from the North Pole, and
announcement of his engagement to

Miss Tilkins, daughter of Senator
Tilkins.

July, 1909. Denial by Senator
Tilkins that the Duke of tha Niubuzzi
is engaged to Miss Tilkins. The Duke
of the Niubuzzi leaves for the Andes.

November, 1909. Return of the Duke
of the Niubuzzi from the Andes, and
arrival in New York. He is iu dnily
attendance at the Tilkins' mansion.

December, 1909. Official announce-
ment of the engagement of the Duke

of the Niubuzzi to Miss Tilkins,

daughter of Senator Tilkins.

Jamtary, 1910. The marriage of the
Duke of the Niubuzzi and Miss Tilkins
forbidden by the POPE. The Duke of
the Niubuzzi leaves for the South Pole.

June, 1910. Eeturn of the Duke of
the Niubuzzi from the South Pole, and
announcement of his engagement to
Miss Tilkins, daughter of Senator
Tilkins.

July, s.1910. Senator Tilkins de-
mands full Quirinal and Vatican rights
for himself and family if the engage-
ment proceeds.

August, 1910 Although the Duke
of the Niubuzzi expresses his readiness
to kiss Senator Tilkins' toe, the opposi-
tion to the match in the highest
quarters is too much for him.

September, 1910. Official denial that

the Duke of the Niubuzzi is engaged to
Miss Tilkins, daughter of Senator
Tilkins.

Spanish Chestnuts.

"On the contrary, as the Spaniard said on
board ship when asked if lie had had his

breakfast.
'

Daily Mail.

Why drag in Spain ?

"Billiard Table. 6in. x Sin., complete acces-
sories." Adtl. iu

'

Daily tiews.
"

Unless the accessories include a
rest we cannot take it.

long

"
Subconsciously Percy noted that papa's

shoes were of terrible thickness, and numbered
Ht least eleven." Harper's Magaa'nt.

It 's a mistake to marry into a centi-

pede's family.
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IT'S SO SIMPLE!
WE gather from the report of the

"Whitehall Conference, held last Wed-
nesday, on Land Valuation Form 4,

that Mr. LLOYD GEORGE still persists
in considering its language to be intel-

ligible to the merest child. As, for

instance, the following paragraph from
the "instructions" denning "site

value":-
t

"The full site value of land means the amount
whi'jh remains alto deducting from the gross
value of the land the difference (if any) between
(hat, value and the value which the tee simple
of the land, it sold at the time in the open
market by a willing seller, might be exjxvted
to realise if the land were divested of any
buildings, and of any other structures (in-

cluding fixed or attached machinery) on, in or

under the surface, which are appurtenant to, or

used in connection with, any such buildings.
and of alt growing timlier, fruit trees, fruit

Inmlirs. mid other things growing thereon."

It is, of course, quite admirably
pointed and terse

;
but still we have a

feeling that the fourth-form boy, or,

for that matter, the average house-

holder, would better appreciate the full

beauty of the passage if it were ren-

dered in a more familiar dialect, and

fortunately there is an available model
at hand, as somewhat thus :

Tin's is the Site that LLOYD GEORGE
taxed.

(We omit tlic crescendo.)
This is the Piffling Amount at command
By which the Gross Value, to wit, of

the Land
One fine day exceeded its fee simple's

Worth
Attached at the time to that same Plot

of earth,

Which the Seller, impelled by dictates

of his heart,
Converted and turned into cash in the

Mart

(The same being open I quote from
Form IV.),

That divested the Plot of the Buildings
it bore,

^ot to speak of the Structures and
other things fixed,

Such as pigstyes and barns and ma-
chinery mixed,

On, in, even under the Landscape in

view,
And connected therewith and pertain-

ing thereto,
That embraced growing timber, fruit

bushes and trees,

And any removable thing you could
seize

On the Trumpery Site that LLOYD
GEORGE taxed ! ZIGZAG.

Motto for Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S Land
Valuation Scheme :

" Small profits,

quick returns."

GUIDE TO BILLIARDS.
Attitude. For ordinary strokes it

will be found by practical experience
that the best results are produced by
placing the feet on the floor not on
the table in an easy, natural manner.
If, this is done calmly and without

premeditation the feet will spon-

taneously adopt an angle of 45 degrees
to each other. This angle is called the
" natural angle," a thorough knowledge
of which is the basis of all good
billiards. It is essential that the feet

should be, as nearly as possible, a pair.
The weight of the body is now taken

off the cushion rail, upon which it has
hitherto been resting, and placed upon
the legs. The body is then gently
inclined towards the table, care being
taken that the chin is not allowed to

rest upon the bed.

While the stroke is being made the
feet must be planted firmly on the floor.

Should they show signs of mobilisation
it is advisable to place a heavy weight
upon them until the stroke is played.
In clubs and public rooms the marker
will be delighted to sit on the player's
feet if necessary.

Holding the Cue. In making an

ordinary stroke the cue should never
be held by more than one person at a
time. Some players hold the cue

loosely in the hand, a few inches from
the butt-end. Others grasp it firmly
at a point a few inches from the middle.
The former arrangement is better suited

to the Spring-Tip cue, which is rapidly
ousting the old-fashioned article. The
cue-arm is generally bent at the elbow,
but splendid results in all-round can-
nous have been achieved with swing-
ing shoulder shots.

Many good patent cues are now on
the market. For weak people the
Percussion Cap Cue or the Spring-Tip
Cue may be recommended. The latter

is an ingenious arrangement, which
saves the player a lot of trouble. You
merely take aim at the ball and press
with the thumb a button in the butt.

This action releases a coil spring
behind the tip, which flies out in the
direction aimed at, hits the ball, and
returns to its place in a flash. Most
people have found it impossible to

acquire that steady, straight, piston-
rod action which is desirable in good
billiards. The Spring-Tip Cue dis-

penses with the necessity for studying
this feature of the game. We under-
stand from Messrs. Worroughes and
Batts, the patentees, that it is impos-
sible to cut the cloth with this cue.

The Telescope or Guest-Cue for long
or short players is very suitable for

private house purposes.
The Bridge. The bridge is built

about nine inches from the ball to be

played, and may be constructed in the
old Roman style or on the cantilever

principle. For people with long thumbs
the latter is perhaps most suitable.

Nervous players Should not make
bridges. They are advised to lay a

piece of billiard chalk on the cloth
about a foot from the ball, place the

patent Spring-Tip Cue across it, take

aim, and fire.

Addressing the Ball. In addressing
the ball the point is to make your
remarks about your opponent's stylo
of play and the position he has left for

you as sarcastic and cutting as you
can. During the address, if you happen
to touch the ball with your cue, it

counts one to your opponent.

Takini/ aim. When tipping a cue
the marker invariably leaves parts of

the tip ragged and untrimmed. This
is to assure correct alignment for the

player when he looks along the cue
the untrimmed part of the tip forming
the front sight, and the bridge pro-

viding the back sight. When taking
aim it is not necessary for the beginner
to know where the balls will ultimately
settle, if he should succeed in striking
them ; this knowledge comes in the
fulness of time.

Striking the Ball. This is the most

important feature of the whole game.
Indeed, some authorities hold that if

the balls were not struck now and

again it would be almost impossible to

play billiards.

What more than anything else dis-

tinguishes a good player is the cor-

rect contact of his cue tip with the
ball. That contact which emits a crisp,

clicking noise as the tip touches the
ball is correct. And this crisp noise

may be produced by slightly toasting
the tip before fixing it to the cue.

Players of a "
soft

"
game use buttered

tips, but plain toasted tips, when
brought into contact with nicely
warmed balls, produce the crispest
noise.

Never give your ball a hint of the

exact spot upon which you intend to

strike it. Make a few feints before

you hit out so as to put it off. If, for

instance, you wish to screw back, you
must pretend you are really trying for

a follow through ; aim to hit your ball

on the scalp, and then, before he has
time to recover his guard, jab him hard
in the belt. Always act quickly. Ivory
balls are very tricky and suspicious.

Touch and Tone. A good ear can be

cultivated only with the aid of ivory
balls.

" I tried for a B-flat cannon,
and got a losing hazard in G-sharp,"
is a common wail of those who play
with composition.
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Seaside Visitor (adidiriiiy a seayu'.l). "How NICE AND CLEAN HE LOOKS."

Jiuatnian. "An, MA'AM, IF YOU SPENT AS MUCH TIME IN THE WATEU AS HE EOES, YOV'D LOOK CLSAX, TOO."

THE PLANTAIN.
WHENEVER I meet, as I sometimes do,
A man who is all but bent in two ;

Whose hand is tense, while his eyes look down,
And his brow 's cross-hatched with an awful frown

;

Whose lips are tightened to show beneath
Two furious rows of gleaming teeth,
I know him at once

;

" Well met," I cry ;

" You 're a Plaintain-Demon, and so am I."

You should see me mark in a slow advance

My track on the lawn with a two-pronged lance.
I prod with might and I stab with main
The deep-set root of the tough plantain ;

And then with a heave and a groan I prize,
And out, but never quite out, he flies

;

He leaves an eighth of an inch or so
And immediately sets to work to grow.

Sometimes he fights, as a plantain can
When he rallies his strength against a man ;

I settle the lance-head deep and true,
And it's up come up! But the leaves slip through.
Then I set my jaws and I dig and dig,
While the earth flies out and the hole gets big,
And the gardener, watching the work, looks blue in

His gardening clothes, and the lawn 's a ruin.

I was never a man to work by snatches,
So I stick to my task till the lawn 's all patches,
And the weeds attest in a heaped-up hill

My dauntless force and my deadly skill.

But, oh, when after a week I come
To the scene of the fight my heart is glum,
For every patch where a plantain grew
Is alive with a new one, some with two !

So I set my jaws, and I set them tight,
And I stab with main and I prod with might,
And, although I own that I cannot see an
Advance in my more than Sisyphean
Self-set task as a plantain-spitter,
I won't give up, for I 'm not a quitter.
I shall die some day, for such labours pitli me,
And then you must bury a plantain with me.

" The Premier says the work of inspeeting rabbits is carried out by
properly qualified officers connected with the export trade.

'
I can scarcely believe,' adds Mr. Wade,

'

they would allow aiiy
rabbits to go into consumption that are unfit for food.'"

Sydney Herald.

Certainly no rabbits which have gone into consumption
are fit for food.

Students of Esperanto are Complaining that there is not

a single
" swear word

"
in the language. What a chance for

a happy combination of the leading expletives of all nations !
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A WASTE OF MATERIAL.
, Sympathetic Ncpttew (to 'aeropJaniuy I'nch, trJto JHIS slij-pft Inidly}. ''WELL, IT IS P.OTTKN LUCK For. yoi', U.xCLE, HUUTINO

YOUHSELF LIKE THIS FALLING DOWN SILLY OLI> STEPS, WHEN YOU'VE GOT AX AEIIOI'LAKE !

"

THE PHILOMELOGRAPH.
[" Duringthe coming winter the nightingale's song will be heard on

the gramophone." Ereniny Paper.]

BROWN Attic bird, this is indeed a pleasure !

No more in darkling woods to wait about.
But all day long to have your liquid measure

Emerging from a corrugated spout ;

:

Thrice happy'thought ! the youngsters whisper,
"
Daddy,

Turn on the nightingale
"

and lo ! you play,

Rending the calm that follows "
Yip-i-addy

I-ay-i-ay." . .

Ah me, what ecstasies the pagan poets
Have missed by dying early ! What wild treats

Till now have never been recorded ! Oh, it 's

A shame to think of COLERIDGE and KEATS :

That he (the last), who loved your swift effacements
In labyrinthine gloom, could never write

On what you sounded like through Earl's Court casements,

Ope to the night ;

Could never fade away when cares were pricking

Through parlour windows where the firelight gleams,
And Jones pretends he likes your guttural clicking
Far better than the latest comic themes ;

Could never feel that voice (if thus translated)
On Ruth, amidst the alien corn-sheaves sad,

Worse than all else woulcl probably have grated
It was too bad.

But we are happier ; we can bear it mingle
With "

all the well-known operatic shirs ;

"

Ay, and with all the catchy tunes that jingle
In music-halls and restaurants and bars.

What sounds shall smite the air, what vocal melee,

When wails for Itylus shall lead the van,

Fighting (across the way) demands for KKI.I.Y,

KELLY from Man !

And, oh ! unhappy bride beloved of Procne
* You whom a lurid past forbade to frisk,

Eternally remorseful ! now the-cockney
Can buy your wood-notes on a metal disc ;

Whate'er to ancient Greece you do (or did) owe,
If but the griefs within your bosom pent

Can utterly outmourn the Merry Widow,
I am content. EVOE.

" FORTUNE-TELLING IN TUB TEACUP. Can any reader give instruc-

tions in fortune-telling by tea grounds, so that one can tell if they nny
expect a visitor, letter, present, etc.? C'au I get a book with

directions ? PEAIIL."- Fan*, Fi'cM, and Fireside.

Yes, you can, but it requires a very tricky combination of tea-

grounds. It is much easier to get a visitor or a letter.

'

Biscuit foreman wanted
;
to take entire charge of a small plant."

. in 'Scotsman."

We know several gardeners prepared to take entire charge
of a small biscuit.
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THE ARCH-DRUID OF DOWNING STREET.
A Musical Corrupmtent at the EMdfod ,rrto.-"Mr. Lloyd Georn then obliged with '/*>** of My Father*.' The Chancellor

of the Exchequer, in his rendition of the famous Land song, gave its full site value I Jte. x
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ANOTHER OPEN LETTER TO
MR. LLOYD GEORGE.

THE subjoined would appear, fron
internal evidence, to have readied on
office in mistake for that of a dis

(anguished contemporary. Mr. Punch
however, whose politics are abov<

question or party, has pleasure in pub
lishing it, witli the usual reservations
as a striking instance of

(a) Yet another once-flourishing in

dustry ruined by the most predatorj
Government of modern times : or

(b) The grumbling of a discredited

Tory minority (according to the taste
and fancy of the reader).

SIR, Permit me respectfully to cal

your attention to an especially sad case

(my own) whose present unfortunat

position is directly due to the iniquitous
measure associated with your name
though so far it has not, I believe
received even the consolation of pub-
licity. Know then, Sir, that, as an

occasionally literary man, it has been my
custom, for many successive Augusts
to address, at the beginning of thai

month, some signed communication
of general interest to the hospitable
columns of a morning journal, which
it would be superfluous for me, in this

place, further to particularize. As these
communications are invariably of such
a nature as to evoke sufficient replies to

last, with care, for two pages daily
throughout the entire vacation, I have
been in the habit of receiving, at its

conclusion, a generous pecuniary reward
from the grateful editor whom it has
thus been my pleasure to serve. For
this autumn, helped perhaps by the
recent spells of wet weather, so con-
ducive to composition, I had prepared
a selection of topics of an exceptionally
promising and provocative character,

ranging in extent from queries such as
Should Women Aviate?" to "Is

Food Dangerous?" In short, I had
every reason to look forward to a re-

munerative season
; and my small but

deserving family, whose annual holiday
by the sea is in great measure financed

my productive pen, were already
anticipating the delights of salubrious

Southern!, when what, Sir, do I find ?

That paper to which I have already
referred, whose chivalrous welcome was
ever (in August) extended to the down-
trodden and the verbose, is already
Bed, well-nigh from cover to cover,

with real letters from real people on a

POPULAR SONG ILLUMINATED.

'SHE IS FAR FROM THE LA-A-XD-

WHERE HER YOUXO HERO SLEEPS

(ETCETERA, ETCETERA, ETCE TEEA !)."

sarned, and unearnable, increment.
?his is what your so-called land valua-

ion scheme has done for

Yours despairingly, A SIDE-VICTIM.

eal grievance. Sir, I need say no
more. " You take away the means by
which I live" (SHAKSPEARE). For
ihis year at least, an indignant family
nust go without their ozone, because
the money to provide it remains un-

BROTHERLY LOVE.
["To a certain extent every musician is a

poet." Daily Paper.]

ALL down the street each day he calls

And turns his organ's handle round,
While blatant ditties from the Halls

Throughout this tenement resound.

His garb and trade appear to be
Twin proofs of grinding poverty.

And I have cursed him well at

times.

His music clothes with added pain
The painful task of wrenching rhymes
Out of a none too fertile brain ;

I weep to think how often "
Yip-

-i-addy
"

's given me the pip.

But now my anger waxes dim
;

He stands quite high in my regard,
Since I can recognize in him
A kindred soul, a brother bard.

To-morrow, when he comes, I think

I '11 go and offer him a drink.
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HINTS ON YACHTING.
To own a yacht think of it ! A

yacht of your very own, riding proudly
at anchor in Mudsea Bay tuning at

her headstall, as it were, waiting for

you to mount and, spurning the angry
waves, to round the Nore on her, and
be as ill as you like. If you are a true

Briton, the call of the sea will come
one morning in your life on a Thurs-

day, perhaps and you will calmly
inform your wife at breakfast that you
are thinking of buying a small yacht.

Having chosen the kind of craft you
can afford, you should pay for it, and

immediately splice the main brace

but don't overdo it. Splice it once,
and have done
with it.

I .el us now as-

sumo the yacht
chosen, paid for,

tl*e main sprice

hl(iced, the sheets

well aired, the
white sales over,
and all mouseholes

stopped, and every-

thing is ready to

put her in com-
mission.

In Commission.
- This ceremony
need not deter the
ardent yachtsman.
It can be performed
on, say, the first

fine Saturday after-

noon. Of course,

you are going to

make a week-end
of it, and you can
take the Boun-
derbys with you
if they will go.

They will; so with

your new yachting cap at the coveted

angle, one hand upon the tiller and
;he other at your mouth, you shout,
Let go that painter, Bounderby !

"

and, hey presto! the thing is done

splendid exercise, all contests being
under B. of T. rules. (See also Spars.)

S/i:mker. On second thoughts, don't

bother about this. She is probably

doing her best, and isn't used to cook-

ing over a slush lamp.
Peak Halyards. Oh, those peak

halyards ! How many a gallant main-
sail has been lost for want of a few

peak halyards. Take plenty of them.
Fill your pockets with them.

On the Port Tack. With strong-
soled canvas shoes on, this should not

be very painful, but if your feet are in

"the altogether" at the moment re-

member that you are not at home,
and that Mrs. Bounderby was strictly

brought up.

VIRGINIBUS PLUVIISQUE.
"SHALL WE STOI- NOW, no YOU THINK!"
"WELL, P'IIAPS WE'D BKTTKU. THE LIGHT'S GETTING A BIT TUICKY."

providing Bounderby knows what you
nean, and doss it. Then with a "

Yo,
leave ho !

"
your craft slips over the

shining waters, and Mudsea, flashing
ike a jewel in the sun, lies under your
ee. The call of the sea has now got
horoughly into your blood, and you
lon't care if it snows.

Setting the Dog Watch. This expres-
sion seems to have got warped with

age. But the dogs must be set to

watch, as there are a lot of tramps
mocking around at sea. Turn this

ob over to Bounderby, and sleep till

light bells, or when your wife says
>reakfast is ready. Avoid hot ham.

Boxing the Compass. This is

Cleats. These are her (the yacht's)

hairpins, and will be found all over the

place, after the manner of these femi-
nine necessaries.

Becalmed. If this should happen
on Monday morning, it will be deucedly
awkward, especially if you are five

miles from anywhere, and simply must
catch the next train to town, which
leaves Mudsea in fourteen minutes.
There are two alternatives, so aptly
expressed by Sir Peter Peary, the great
amateur yachtsman, in five words,
" Get on, or get out." As, obviously,
it is impossible to get on, you must get
out and push the silly thing.

Putting the Yacht out of Commis-
sion. This is the easiest possible
matter. You will probably not be on

speaking terms with the Bounderbys
by the time you have warped up at

Mudsea, or have rowed ashore, or have

got off, landed, gone ashore or other-
wise disembarked, as lawyers would

say. This being so, and an immediate
start for the station being imperative,
the yacht is left to herself and the

ceremony is complete. The subsequent
transference of the Saucy Susan or the

Pretty Polly to her former owner at

half-price is another story.

AN ELEMENT OF DISCORD.
IT was a big crowd. Any Cabinet

Minister would have been proud to

address it. I stoojl on the outskirts

near a young man with a cigarette, a

buttonhole, and a flexible cane, also a

girl next to the cane. Near me was a

stout person with
a way of nodding
his head triumph-
antly when at-

tracted by- some-

thing the speaker
said, or shaking it

in a menacing
manner when he

disagreed, and
looking sternly at

the orator as a
man taking advan-

tage of an audience
unendowed with
his particular
critical capacity.
He had on one of

those hats which
are not really top
hats though lofty
in stature, and are

not correctly
speaking bowlers,
but rank in the

social scale be-

tween the two, and

belong either to

Prime Ministers
who look like butlers or butlers who
are mistaken by romantic and foolish

people for Prime Ministers, which is

hard on the butlers.
" Had him there," said the dignified

gentleman, with the air of a man who
has foreseen the inevitable, and hopes
he does not appear wiser than his

fellows.

The young man with the cane

smiled confidentially, and sent a cloud

of smoke down his nostrils, showing
very clearly how little the argument
weighed with him.

" Wot d' yer say ?
"

asked a simple-

looking little man in a dirt}- frock coat

and soiled collar.

The dignified gentleman stared at.

him coldly.
"I said he had him there," he

repeated slowly and turned away. It

was very decisive.

/
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'. Where ?" asked the new-comer in

fclie voice of one craving for knowledge.
' Where? That's what I want to

know. Wliere?" He smiled.

"1 suppose you think that 's funny,"
said the dignified gentleman sourly.
The orator paused and eyed one part

of his audience with some annoyance.
" If you want to 'ear yerselves

Ulkin . go away," he said; and a mur-
mur of approval ran round the crowd.
The dignified gentleman began to

explain.
" Now stow it," interposed the orator.

" Jest becorse you sport an Aunt Sally
'at you think you can put in yer spoke
where it ain't wanted."
We all looked ashamed, except the

new-comer.
" Wot 's the matter with his 'at?

"
he

asked indignantly, and criticisms were
audible from all parts of the audience.

"I like it," said the new-comer

stoutly, like a man prepared to defend
a lost cause.

"I don't care tuppence for his "at,"

cried the orator furiously ;

" wot I was
savin' was

"

" It 's a darned sight better nor your
"at," resumed the new-comer, and
turned with au encouraging smile to

tho dignified gentleman.
But the latter had vanished.
" Wot I was saying was this wot

we want is not opportunity, rightly

speak in', or hideals

"'Ear, "ear!" from the new-comer
with profound satire.

"
Hideals," continued the speaker,

ignoring him
;

"
it 's more than that

it 's jxurer we want."
There was a dramatic pause.
"
Yus, it 's power we want I tell

yer it 's power we want er
'

(be-

coming a little confused and eyeing
the new-comer desperately) "it's

power
"

The newcomer raised his voice.

"Yer wrong, Mister," he cried in a

spirited fashion.

The orator turned helplessly upon
him. We all waited expectantly.

" It 's ideas yer want," screamed the
new-comer triumphantly ;

and as rats
are said to forsake a sinking ship so
the throng began to melt away and
disappear.
The sun was setting, grey shadows

crept over the Park. The orator un-
folded his stand in a moody silence.

I looked for the new-comer. He
was nowhere to be seen. Then in the
distance I heard his shrill, plaintive
voice. As I passed another gathering,
homeward bound, I caught a glimpse
of an authority on Tariff Beform shak-

ing his fist in the direction of the new-
comer, whose face wore the look of a
man craving for the truth.

I

Mrs. Jones (who, on qniuiny French soil, is anxious to use her last cltance of c'licovriiijiii'i /IT

family to speak His language of the. country). "ALLONS ! ou VOCS SEREZ GAUOHE MUBliu!"

THE LAST TEEN.
WHEN* I was merely

" M or N,"

Engaged in " dolcc far niente
"

(Meaning I did but little then),
I thirsted for the moment when
I should achieve the years of men
And reach the glorious age of twenty.

Nor had my ardour lessened yet
When I discarded G. A. HENTV,

Learned to indulge without regret
The humours of the cigarette,

And, in a word, contrived to get
Most of the faults that come at twenty.

As leaps the bullet from the bore,

As leaps the matron's bosom when tea

Advances coyly from the door.

So leapt my heart a year before

When I observed bow little more
I had to wait ere I was twenty.

But ... be the years approaching lean

Or be they fat (dco vol-ente),

They will not be as this has been,

This last and most delightful teen ;

And I shall make a sad, sad scene

On Friday next, when I am twenty.

" The Muscleless Wonder."

"In jest I asked at the booking office for 'a

bottle of Bass
'

aud tendered the regular fare,

lint this joke seemed to be stale, for the clerk,

without moving a muscle, handed me a ticket

with alacrity." Kiliaarnock Ntaiulnrtl.

We shall look out for this clerk at the

Hippodrome one day.

"Butcher. Smart young man, 21, i|uires

driving or walking round." Adrl. in "Jkiihj
Chronicle."

We should prefer one who worked
without this form of persuasion.
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A RIDING LESSON.
Interior of a Riding School, a large gloomy oblong building,

the floor thickly covered ivith tan. The Riding-Master,

a weanj and worn individual in the middle, directing

the movements of three flushed, nervously excited lady

pupils, mounted, two astride and one sideways, on three

bored-to-tears-looking hacks.

Hiding-Master. Now, ladies, I shall call you No. 1, No. 2,

and No. 3. Walk your 'orses round the school. Sit

straight in your saddles. 'Ands down and 'eads up!

Bodies erect and HEASY! (Intones) W-A-L-K !

[They do so, swaying easily in their saddles, but be-

traying their inexperience by constantly adjusting

the reins in their fingers and their feet in the

stirrups.

No. 2 (pretty, learning to ride astride because her mamma,

has her eye on a sporting fiance). I 'm sure my horso is

vicious, ho keeps tossing his head in a most inconvenient

manner.
No. 1 (riding side-saddle because she has a good figure).

Tiresome creature ! I 'm so pleased you think my coat fits

all right. It ought to, I had it built at Dobbin's.

No. 3 (stout but timid, taking lessons for her weight and

paying for them out of her own pocket). I wish we could

walk all the time. It feels so nice and safe. But I hope
he '11 notice we 're starting ten minutes late and won't give

us a short lesson. Each minute costs money.

Riding-Master. No. 2, you're "anging on to your curix

No. 1, your left shoulder's stickin' out again. No. 3, try

to remember your 'orse's nioutli isn't cast hiron. Now
we '11 try the trot. Are you ready ? (Intones) T-R-O-T !

[All clutch tlieir reins tightly and bump painfully in

their saddles, with set and suffering expressions on

their faces.

No. 2. Do get on a bit faster ! I shall run into you if

y.ou don't.

No. 1. I can't, this creature doesn't take any notice ol

the cane.

No. 2. Dig your heels into him !

[No. 1 obeys, and promptly loses her stirrups.

No. 3. Oh dear ! Oh dear ! This dreadful jarring may
be good for my liver, but I 'm sure it 's bad for my spine !

Riding-Master. One, two grip ! One, two grip ! One,
two grip ! No. 1, you must keep your stirrups by a light

and heasy play of the hinstep and hankie. Oh, yes, you
can if you try. No. 3, don't come down so 'eavy you "ro

rising too 'igh. No. 2, don't -'old your reins so tight. 1

want you just to " feel your horse's mouth."
jVo. 1 (to Riding-Master). May I have another horse,

please ? This one has got such a cold. I nearly go over

his head every time he sneezes.

Riding-Master. It's grip you want, not another horse

Miss. (Intones) Grip ! Grip ! Grip ! GRIP ! GRIP
G-R-I-P ! No. 3, you 're all over your saddle again.

No. 3 (pathetically). I can't help it : it 's so slippery this

morning.
Riding-Master. You're riding too "long," that's what

it is.

No. 3 (aside). Good gracious ! I 've barely had half an
hour yet! I know he wants to skimp my time. (To

Riding-Master) Oh, no ;
I 'm all right, really, thank you.

Riding-Master (intones). R-I-G-H-T I-N-C-L-I-N-E !

[
The pupils blunder into each other

No. 1 (to No. 2). There! That was your fault. You

jagged your wrong rein.

No. 2. I didn't ! I jagged the left one.

No. 1. Well, the left is the wrong one.

No. 2. It may be for you, you 're astride but it 'a

different for me. I 'm sideways.
JVo. 3. Oh, do get out of the way I shall be off in a

noment ! My horse won't stop, I 've no influence over him

,t all.

Riding-Master. 'ALT ! 'ALT ! Very bad indeed. No. 3,

why do you go lion when I tell you to 'alt ? (Picks up and

eturns sundry combs and hair ribbons to tticir panting

oivners, and makes them do it over again.) That 's

letter much better. Now, ladies, we '11 try the canter.

Don't rise in your saddles. Sit down as if you 're in harm-

chairs, and when I say
"
Canter," raise your 'orse's fore

land.

No. 2. What does he mean by that ?

Riding-Master. No. 3, let your feet go
" home."

No. 3 (emotionally). Oh, I wish I could afford to!

Riding-Master. C-A-N-T-E-R !

[Horses amble dejectedly round the School in a slow

canter, indifferent to their burdens of squeaks,

feminine cries, and heavy thuds.

No. 1. Heavens my hair's coming down!
No. 3. So am I! Oh oh I'm being bumped to

death !

No. 2 (safely supported by pommel). Isn't it glorious ?

(To No. 1) Aren't you enjoying it, dear '?

No. 1. Yes (bump) rather! (bump) if I can only

(bump') get round this corner (bump) without losing

my pedals (bump).
No. 3. My hat 's gone ! Oh I 've had enough ! I can't

bear any more ;
I must tell him so !

[Glances at clock sees there is still five minutes

more to go, and heroically determines to stick it.

Riding-Master. 'ALT ! That will do, ladies.

[Whistles loudly, and grooms run in and sijmpatheti-

cally assist pupils to alight.

No. 3 (tottering after the others, with a frenzied look on

her white face). We've had three minutes short time again!
It isn't fair, he ought to be spoken to about it.

Riding-Master. Good morning, ladies. You 've done

very well. Next time you two astride pupils must take

your feet out of your stirrups and cross them on your
horse's neck.

No. 1 (looking back aghast at No. 3 as they enter the

dressing-room). How awful ! Did you hear-what he said ?

No. 3 (desperately, collapsing into a chair).' Yes I heard.

No. 1. But I shall never be able to do it as long as I live.

Shall you ?

No. 3 (with a groan). No but that can't be very long at

is rate. Oh ! why wasn't I satisfied with my size ?this

TO AN ELECTRIC KETTLE.

You are a kettle still in shape and name,

Though tethered now with insulated wire,

And if, perforce, your brightness I admire

Unsullied as it is by smoke and flame,

Yet am I bound to say that all the same
I much preferred you in the drab attire

You wore when Polly put you on the tire,

And thereby won you both immortal fame.

Yet still you sing, perhaps with louder pitch,

And songs unnumbered ceaselessly provide

When, summoned by an unromantic switch,

Continuous currents through your being glide.

Should I too sing more often and grow rich

If haply I might be electrified?
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A SON OF MAES.
THE Colonel is a scarred, chippe'

veteran and, properly speaking, lie be

longs to our reserves. James and '.

purchase three shining beautiful ne\\

balls apiece every day, but they do no
take kindly to actual service condi

tions, and sooner or later one of us i

certain to call the grand old fellow

out, and send him, as far as is possible
to the front. I have sometimes sug
gested that we should score, not bj
holes, but by number of balls up at tlv

end of the round
;
there are so maw

places on this course where a young
feather-brained article is apt to lose its

head and go wrong. Of these places
the two worst, I think, are the oat
field at the third, whose proprietor

"

suspect of holding rubber shares, anc
the coppice at the ninth (it is called a

coppice on the map at the club-house
but James and I have found quite a loi

of other names for it). At any rate, ii

is at these two holes that we have sunk
most capital ; I, because of the strong
sea wind and the disgusting lies -
herbal inexactitudes, I mean of the
course ; James through his rank bad

play. The Colonel, however, though
he has roughed it such a lot and
knows almost every blade of grass on
the links, has somehow survived, and

yesterday he achieved the crowning
triumph of his career. I was unusu-

ally unlucky, and pulled my tee-shot
at the third into the oat-field and my
brassy at the ninth into the coppice.
Later on, at the sixteenth I hit a very
fine long cleek shot just over the brow
of the cliff. This a very difficult thing
to do against the wind. My caddy
and I both ran to the spot instantly,
and heard a piteous squeaking that

proceeded from a clump of gorse. This,
however, turned out to be, not (as we
had fondly hoped) the lamentations of

my ball, but those of a young rabbit
which was being butchered by a stoat.

So the Colonel was requisitioned
once again on the seventeenth tee.

He deployed rapidly to the right at

first, and then, after a brief recon-
naissance in the heather, entrenched
himself strongly behind the bunker

guarding the green. I lost that hole
and was one down. The eighteenth
demands a straight high drive of about
150 yards over a nasty patch of furze,
and always into a head wind. James
played a nice straight shot along the

carpet that gallantly skirted the ladies'

sand-box and went light-heartedly on
into the undergrowth.

"
This," I said

to the Colonel as I put him in station
and gave him his sealed orders,

" will

certainly be your last campaign."
Then I swung. The Colonel soared

Spai-tan ilotlier. "WHAT'S THE MATTER! WHAT ARE YOU CRYING FOR.'"

Stung Hero (wlu> has been taught iiecer to cry for bodily pain).
"
OH, I I 'YE SAT DOWN ON

A BEE, AND I 'M SO AFRAID I MUST HAVE HURT IT !

"

up straight and high, and passed
apidly beyond what poets would have
ailed our ken. We searched high and
ow for him to left and right of the

reen, and even beyond it, where there
s a fatuous and unprintable briar-bed.

?hen by chance James's caddy went

up to the hole and looked into it and
here the grand old warrior lay lite-

ally clasping the flag to his breast.

He did a lot of pedestrian work (for
a, Colonel) while he served with the

olours, but now that he has retired,

James and I are going to have him
mounted. He was always something
more than an ordinary Colonel, and
we speak of him reverently now as

The Nut.

"Spaniels. For sale, three healthy dog 6 ft.

high, practically new, including tilt, price
8 10s." Adrt.' i,i

"
It'est Sussex OazeUe.

Just the thing when you 're shooting
under dogs.

"Coach painter seeks constancy."
Add. in "Birmingham Daily Post."

Ah, where can you find it nowadays?
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I HATE to have to confess it, but I am afraid that when
Mr. FlNBEBCfs book, Turner'* Slceti'liex and Drawings

are thwarted ; in India and Scotland men set; mysterious

things which are not there ; in Kngland and Wales the

course of love, after some hitches ami it little dela\, rims

smoothly enough ; in Cairo and elsewhere practical jokes
are played in comical disguises. When so wide an area is

covered, it would need the perfect cosmopolitan to check
came to me it must have felt rather con- the accuracy of all the local detail, but even 1 know that

temptuous. Mr. FlNBBBQ has used these masterpieces of

TURNER'S as the starting points of many valuable and

interesting journeys of conjecture, based on " the problem
of the relation between form and content, between treat-

ment and subject, between portrayal and portrayed." On
most of these journeys 1 followed him happily enough,
though at times it was heavy going; hut at length I came
upon this sentence: "If the work of art as operative is

nothing but a connection of content, it can rely upon no
other driving force than that of systematic rationality."
When I read that, I realised that the book must have been

laughing at me in its sleeve. I seemed to hear it saying,

"Thought you knew something about TCUNEH, did you?"
Well, I 'm certain I 'm not the only one. However, even if

that sentence, and others similar, did not add much to the

genuine enjoyment I

got from the book, it
'

will be very useful lo,
me in other ways. It

will be priceless next i

"coolees" are generally spelt with an "i," and that "sir-

names
"

are not worn among the educated classes. Of
Miss VIOLET JACOII the old schoolmasters of my past, would
have reported that " she shows considerable ability but

lacks application." I appropriate their phrase, and add
that if she will take more trouble in future, will give less

play to her easy knack of writing conventional short

stories and more work to her good observation and imagi-

nation, she may count me in advance among her regular
readers.

winter when airmen
are weather-bound and
table-talk flags.

' ^

Alfred Allinyton, the

hero of The Lost Halo

(MKTHUEN) and the
son of a small boot-

maker, was, at the age
of twenty or so, preach-
ing to the Bible Inde-

pendents of Little

Field Street on " Man's
Nearness to God," and
to his sister on the

danger and sin of hypo- -

crisy. So. far Alf .s halo

FRESCOES FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS. -II. SCOTLAND YARD.

''.ll'.-TIl'E I.KTTINf; I.lin.-K THE Kl'ISIEs ON THE T1SACK or ClMJIE."

may be said to have been too

Verity Latlx (\\VMXKH LAI/HIE) professes to be a series

of letters written by a Yorkshire boy of eleven, the son of

a small shopkeeper, and somehow that gives it for mo an
air of unreality. Boys of eleven, though they may have

all - the mischief and

ingenuity and ingenu-
ousness and imagina-
tion of young Harry
Verity, aiv not gene-

rally so capable of

putt'ng these tilings on

paper. Still, perhaps
in Yorkshire my ex-

perience is limited

the young idea shoots
earlier than elsewhere
into phraseology of an
undeniable quaintness
and descriptive value.

If you can accept
this as a hypothesis
(and, after all, why
shouldn't you?) I

can recommend Mr.
l\i-:i(;nr,EY Sso\\ MEN'S

large for his head, but after he had written a book which
he wished to call " I and my God "

I am sorry to say
that his head was too swollen for his halo. Indeed so

suddenly did he lapse that, already an epicure in emotions,
he became also an epicure in wine. In these days even
his materially-minded sister was shocked at him ; but on

recovering from his excesses (and very little was too much
for him) he started on such a desperate game of Hunt-
the-Halo that he upset many plans and people. We; leave
him on the way to join "a religious body with monastic
aims," and as nothing except champagne inclined him to

matrimony, I think that perhaps it was time for him to
withdraw from ordinary society. Mr. PERCY WHITE is not
at the top of his form in this novel, but he has drawn his

characters with so much sympathy that I almost wish
that there had been a final election to a Haloship. Alf,
however, had to he less bibulous before he could bs really
biblical.

The Forinne Haulers (MrRRAY) and the twelve short
stories included in the same volume, having for the most

part appeared already, might better have been allowed now
for the most part to disappear. Their easy style and rare

touches of very happy humour do not justify their repro-
duction. In Venice knaves compete to marry money and

book as a very pleasant entertainment.

A MARCHING TOMMY'S AIM'KAU
WHEN we used to straggle all acrorst the way
(Same as droves o' sheep and pigs and cattle go),

.Till the orficers called,
" Hi !

Let that motor-car go by,"
You might 'oot an' 'oot, but 'ad to run dead slow.

But now we keeps so careful to the left,

That you 're able on your
" Third

"
to thunder by,

Shpwerin
1
dust when it is 'ot,

Scatterin' mud when it i-, not

Which is bad for our complexions, wet or dry.

Ho when we go foot-sloggin', toe and 'eel,

When we leg it, tramp, tramp, trampin' dosvn the road,
If you '11 keep your gear to " First

"

You '11 be blest instead o' cursed.
And 'ave done a bit to ease the soldier's load.

Commercial Candour.
"
Having bought the ]>i'-k of tlif niiirki-t. I :un ili-ti'i-iiiiiii-d t" iv^'.ii

the confidence of my CU-.IHIHCTS ;I||IT :'l VIMI-.-/ .^l.-iinliiig."

l-'fnni If '"
'
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being cluck.

"The elderly woman of to-day," says
CHARIVARI A. The Gentlewoman,

"
is chic." That, we

SKVKK.U, thousand sets of artificial
; suppose, is as near as she can get to

i'lli were stolen last week from the

premises of the Invicta Teetli Manu-

facturing Company. For some time We hesitated to believe the rumour

past burglars have been complaining that in the coming season all smart

of the difficulty of negotiating prison coats for ladies will have pockets, for

food, and here, possibly, may be found we could see nothing absurd in this

the explanation of the theft. ! new fashion. The report, however, is

:::
../

::

: turning out to be true, but the pockets,
Mr. PIERPONT MORGAN is having an it seems, must on no account be used

edition of the catalogue of

his miniatures reproduced in

colour on vellum, and will

present one copy to each of

the crowned heads of Europe.
One can understand now why
Prince DANILO of Montenegro
was so anxious to become a

king.

last week
Holborn.

from a shop in High

In Sunday Paper circles

surprise is being expressed
that, at the sale of Dr. CRIP-

PEN'S furniture, nothing was

acquired for the nation.

The preparations for a

General Strike are described

as " A new Trade Union
|

Step." Suggested title for
j

this new Step:" The Pas
de Patriotisme."

" DEPARTURE OF AUSTRA-
LIA'S FIRST DESTROYERS,"
runs a headline in a con-

temporary. We trust that

they may prove to be not her

destroyers but her saviours.

In California prehistoric
human skeletons have been
found with distinct traces of

horns. Alas, my poor father!

Next year, it is announced,
there will be held in London
the first Universal Eaces

Congress. It will take place,
we suppose, in the Stadium
at Shepherd's Bush.

There is some talk of SHAKSPEAHE'S

Tempest bsing produced entirely by
child actors. Will its name, we
wonder, be changed for the occasion to
A Storm in a Tea-Cup"}

A Yorkshire tailor, The Express tells

us, has just completed a bouse which
be has built entirely himself. He drew
the plans, dug the foundations, pre-
pared the stone, and executed all the

brickwork, joinery, painting, plastering,
and slating in his spare time. More
remarkable still, it is said that he is

going to live in it.

"Yes," said the untiring parish
worker,"! had a dilliculty in gelting

enougli mothers to come to my
Mothers' Meeting, so I invited a
number of unmarried girls as well, and
called them ' Probationers.'

"

" A locust of the species found in

Egypt has been captured," we read,
"at Newton Abbot." This
reflects great credit on the
local constabulary, and we
trust that any extradition

proceedings will be strenu-

ously resisted.

Roy-al sport indeed ! Says
&MorningLeaderttAegnaa:" After three days' successful

shooting Kaiser W'ilhelm

yesterday left the Archduke
Frederick's Hungarian estate.

It is said that the Kaiser
was greatly satisfied with
his sport, his most success-
ful shot being a stay of

twenty antlers." The italics

are ours : the trophy the

EMPEROR'S perhaps.

Streets Worth Walking Up.
DEAR MB. PUNCH, My

friend William reports to me
from Northern France as

below, and I pass the infor-

mation on to you for what it

is worth.

In the first place he has
discovered a street, but has

forgotten where, in which the

houses are numbered One,
Two, Three, Four, Five, Six,

Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten,

Knave, Queen, King. I hope
you will be kind enough to

give him credence. I, know-

ing him, do not.

The second piece of in-

formation is verified by full

particulars. "In Rouen," he

declares, "I have seen with

my own eyes and traversed with my own
boots La Rue d'Hdpital. First came the

hospital, then a cemetery, then a stone-

mason who specialised in gravestones,
then a florist who specialised in wreaths,

Leicestershire, which has been hooked
j

then a stationer who specialised in

A MOVING
Tenant of A'cir Flat (exultantly).

FLOORS AKE THE HEALTHIEST."

Jtcmtrer's Man.(liti-ski/y).
" You 'RE RIGHT, SIR.

THE SAYIN' GOES. 'Ion AN' imy, SIR."

APPEAL.
THERE 's NO norm1 Tin

AX* /)!", AS

or they will make the costume look

baggy. :;: :;:

A large pike, known to almost every

angler in the Wigston district of

and has escaped on numerous occasions,

was captured at Kilby Bridge last

week.

asked,

place another fish in local waters.

The authorities are now being
the interests of sport, to

Winter is almost on us and wise

men realise it. About twenty over-

coats were stolen by housebreakers

mourning cards, and last and least

obtrusive was a cafe. The name of tin's

last was Cafe de la Consolation."

YOUR INCREDULOUS COBRESPONDENT.

The Hope of His Side.

"Cant. Morrison lias a pomrftd and steady
forward stroke which resulted in his securing .'t

number of brilliant leg byes and maiden overs."
'

r ]>.nl>i Pioacif.

VOL. cxxxix
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FORM IV.

riU't IVoiu s]'<-'imeii Kutiiru sluminj,' how some of the ijiKst
tic answered. ]

Particulars extracted from the Rate Hook.

Parish. St.
George's, Suburbia.

Name of Occupier. John Smith.

Description of Property. House.
Situation of Property. 9, Bandersnatch Avenue.

Pttrticitlitr.i required by the Commissioners.

Parish or Parishes in which
the Land is situated.

Name of Occupier.
Christian Name and full

postal address of the person

making the Return.

Nature of Interest of the

person making the Return in

the Land.
Whether Freehold, Copy- Leasehold,

hold, or Leasehold.

If Leasehold, term of lease

and date of commencement.
Name and precise situation

of the Land.

Lloyd George's I mean St

George's, Suburbia.
John Smith (as above).
Still John Smith (as above),

9, Bandersnatch Avenue,
Suburbia (as above).

A puzzled surprise.

Description of the Land,
with particulars of the build-

ings and other structures (if

any) thereon, and the pur-

poses for which the property
is used.

If the person making the
Return is also the Occupier,
state the Annual Value.

Amount of Land Tax
(if

any) and by whom borne.

Amount of Tithe Rent-

charge or of any payment in

lieu of Tithes and by whom
3orne.

Whether all usual Tenants'
Rates and Taxes are borne

by the Occupier.

By whom is the cost of

repairs, Insurance, and other

sxpenses necessary to main-
;ain the Property, borne?
Whether the Land is sub-

ect to any :

(i.)
Fixed Charges.

(ii.) Public Rights of Way.

There you have me. I quite
forget.

9, Bandersnatch Avenue (as

above). Turn down by the

"Red Lion" and it's the
fourth house on the left,

opposite the lamp-post.

Gravelly and very dry, ex-

cept the paths, which are

muddy and wet. One
house, one cycle shed, and
the greater part of a cucum-
ber frame. House used for

eating and sleeping and
shelter from rain (partial

only in case of attics) ;

cucumber frame as retreat

for cats ; garden for the
benefit of the gardener.

That depends upon whether

you want to buy it or to

assess me at the amount
declared.

Am not certain, but I know
most things are borne by
me.

One shilling in offertory for

Clergy Fund, borne by my
wife.

Yes, and more.

Me ; but why rub it in ?

No; the charges appear to
rise every year.

Access to front-door for visi-

tors and postmen, to back-
door for tradesmen and
tax-collectors.

(iii.)
Public Rights of User.

(iv.) Right of Common.

(v.) Easements affecting
the Land.

(vi.) Covenant or Agree-
ment restricting the use of

the Land, and, if so, the

date when made.

Observations.

Does the person making
the Return own the minerals

comprised in the Land '?

If so, state : () Whether
the minerals were, on 30

April, 1909, comprised in a

mining lease, or being worked

by the proprietor.

(b) Whether tlie minerals
are now comprised in u

mining lease or being worked

by the proprietor.
If not, state the name and

address of the proprietor of

the minerals.

As a depository of rubbish
from neighbouring gardens.

Pasturage for a large number
of cats, snails, etc.

The armchair in which my
wife sat on the grass-plot
has made four holes in it.

My wife has promised not to

put the chair on the grass

again when the ground is

soft. Last Saturday, after

the rain.

[Those are suppressed. ED.]
Partly: the shilling I lost

somewhere in the garden
is mine, but not the sar-

dine tins.

One of the sardine tins must
have been opened about
that date.

Would gladly lease or sell

t hem
; at present am work-

ing them into the soil as
far as possible.

Not certain, but I strongly
-ii-.pect that the sardine
tins belong to Jones at

No. 8.

Signature of person making John Smith (don't you want
this Return.

Rank, Title, or Description.

my address again '.')

Medium height ; well pro-

portioned ; hair slightly

grey since rilling in this

form.

WILD-GEESE.
THEY 're shy as the otter, they 're sly as the fox,

They're worse to approach than the craftiest hind,
You may freeze on the fore-shore or crouch on the r.

You may soak in the sea-fog or wait in the wind,
Though their magical music will give you no p<
Yet your bag shall go empty, for aren't they wild-go-

Honk-honk, hoiik-lionk, the distant voices clank it;

The wet retriever trembles at your knee
;

For he hears the lone notes falling,
Where the long grey tides are crawling,

Through the shouting West- wind's buffets or the dripping
fog's chill blanket,

As the wild geese come shoreward from the sea !

You may stalk them at sundown, at dawning's rirst name,
They 've ears for the wariest, softest of treads,

And, stock-time or snow-time, the end is the same
A picket gives warning and up go their heads ;

Yes, your boots (wet as sponges in spite of their grease)
You may wear to brown paper in chasing wild geese !

Yet still, Honk-honk, a northern charm shall fold you,
Though Shot shall shake the raindrops from his sides,

Though you catch the drifting clamour

Through the sleet squall's sting and hammer,
Still the flight shall work its magic and the breathless

stalk shall hold you,
When the grey geese come calling oft' the tide;!
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THE IMPEACHMENT OF WOLSEY BY HIS HEADSTRONG
FOLLOWERS.

A SUGGESTED ADDITION, BY THE RESTLESS TORY PRESS, TO THE TUDOR SCENES

NOW BEING PAINTED FOR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
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Fond Mother (whose children have been to an afternoon party).
" ARE THE CHII.DKEN HACK t

"

Btitla: "YES, MY LADY; HUT THEY HAVE BEEN UPSET." Fund Mother. "Goon HEAVENS! Is THE I-OSV-CABT!"
Butler. "No, MY LADY, THEIU EK THEIR DIGESTIVE FUNCTIONS."

TO THE FOLLIES.

WHEN life seems drear and hollow,
When Fortune wears a frown,

I haste to the Apollo
And plank my money down.

Outside the tempest vollies

Against uplifted brollies
;

1 care not, for the Follies

Are back in London town.

PELISSIER, prince of "potters,"
You earn our grateful thanks

You and your fellow plotters,

Co-partners in your pranks
For slating smart inanity,
Or Fashion's last insanity,
Or histrionic vanity,
Or madness a la Manx.

At times you 're Corybantic,
Then for a change you choose

To illustrate romantic
Or sentimental views,

Till pipes grow esoteric,
Potatoes atmospheric,
And haggises hysteric,
When bidden by your Muse.

From introspective thinking
In any minor key,

Good SYDNEY, grimly blinking,
You set my spirit free.

If laughing makes one fatter.

Then list'ning to your chatter,

O very harebrained hatter,

Has added pounds to me.

Nor must my brief laudations

Omit the genial DAN ;

Or HARVEY'S imitations,

Frame:! on a novel plan ;

Or BEN, that priceless super,
Moustachioed like a trooper,
Who plays like MARGARET COOPER
Were she a superman.

"Twoulcl need the fire of Uriel

To hymn your female stars,

For MURIEL 's most Mercurial,
And GWENNIE 's surnamed MARS.

O GWENNIE, you 're a miracle

Of mimicry satirical,

Yet, when your mood is lyrical,

There 's not a note that jars.

There 's ETHEL, quick and clever,

With laughter all afroth,

And EFFIE, cook who never

Spoiled anybody's broth.

And all these stars who sprinkle
The dome of Folly, twinkle

With ev'ry knowing wrinkle

To lure the human moth.

Hail, merriest of mummers!
When drearily resigned

To ever-dripping summers
And life 's unceasing grind-

When worried by the wrecker
Who rules o'er the Exchequer,
You only raise my pecker
And mollify my mind.

"The ways of the printer are as
'

peculiar' as

those of a historic character of Bret Hartc's. I

spoke last week of a chos? jiulye? in connection
with a burning (jticstion of local administration.
The 'comp' put an T for a 'j'and made it

amusingly different." Jl'iitesdeu Chronicle.

Who supplied the " d
"
? (We mean

the one in jiulgtcnoi the subsequent
ones.)

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE has been killing
an adder. He has hitherto reserved
his vengeance for subtracters.
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HOLIDAY TIME.
VI. A LITTLE CRICKET FOB AN

ENDING.
WE came hack from a " Men Only

'

sail to find Myra bubbling over witl

excitement.
<: I 'vo got somo news for you," she

said, "but I'm not going to tell you til

dinner. Be quick and change."
"
Bother, she 's going to get married,'

I murmured.

Myra gurgled and drove us off.

"Put on all your medals and orders

Thomas," she called up the stairs
"
and, Archie, it's a champagne night.'
" I believe, old fellow," said Simp-

son,
" she 's married already."

Half an hour later wo were all

ready for the nsws.
" Just a moment, Myra," said Archie.

" I 'd better warn you that we 're ex-

pecting a good deal, and that if you
don't live up to the excitement you've
created you '11 be stood in the corner
for the rest of dinner."

" She 's quite safe," said Dahlia.
" Of course I am. Well, now I 'm

going to begin. This morning, about

eleven, I went and had a bathe, and
I met another girl in the sea."

"
Horribly crowded the sea is getting

nowadays," commented Archie.
" And she bagan to talk about what

a jolly day it was and so on, and I

gave her my card I mean I said,
'I'm Myra Mannering.' And she

said, 'I'm sure you're keen on
cricket.'

"

" I like the way girls talk in the sea,"
said Archie. " So direct."

" What is there about our Myra," I

asked,
" that stamps her as a cricketer,

even when she 's only got her head
above water?"
"She'd seen me on land, silly.

Well, we went on talking, and at last

she said,
' Will you play us at mixed

cricket on Saturday ?
' And a big

wave came along and went inside me
just as I was saying yes."

"
Hooray ! Myra, your health."

"We're only six, though," added
Archie. " Didn't you swim up against

anybody else who looked like a cricketer

and might play for us ?
"

" But we can easily pick up five

people by Saturday," said Myra confi-

dently.
" And oh, I do hope we 're in

'orm
; we haven't played for years."

"
'/'

-"'

We lost the toss, and Myra led her

am out on to the field. The last five

jiacas in the eleven had been filled

with care : a preparatory school-boy
and his little sister (found by Dahlia
on the beach), Miss Debenham (found

jy Simpson on the road with a punc-
,urcd bicycle), Mrs. Oakley (found

by Archie at the station and re-dis

covered by Myra in the Channel), anc

Sarah, a jolly girl of sixteen (found Ir

me and Thomas in the tobacconist's

where she was buying The Sportsman]
" Where would you all like to field '!'

asked the captain.
" Let 's stand round in groups, just

at the start, and then see where we 're

wanted. Who 's going to bowl '.'

"

" Me and Samuel. I wonder if I

dare bowl overhand."
" I 'm going to," said Simpson.
" You can't, not with your hft hand.'
" Why not? HIRST does."
" Then I shan't field point," said

Thomas with decision.

However, as it happ?ned, it was
short leg who received the first two

balls, beautiful swerving wides, while

the next two were well caught and
returned by third man. Simpson's
range being thus established, he made
a determined attack on the over proper
with lobs, and managed to wipe off

half of it. Encouraged by this, he

returned with such success to over-

hand that the very next ball got into

the analysis, the batsman reaching out

and hitting it over the hedge for six.

Two more range-finders followed before

Simpson scored another dot with a

snoak ; and then, at what should have
been the last ball, a tragedy occurred.

"
Wide," said the umpire.

" But -but I was b-bowling under-

hand," stammered Simpson.
" Now you 've nothing to fall back

on," I pointed out.

Simpson considered the new situa-

tion. "Then you chaps can't mind if

I go on with overhand," he said joy-

fully, and he played his twelfth.

It was the batsman's own fault.

Like a true gentleman he went after

the ball, caught it up near point, and
bit it hard in the direction of cover.

Sarah shot up a hand unconcernedly.
"One for six," said Simpson, and

went over to Miss Debenham to

explain how he did it.

" Ho must come off," said Archie.

'We have a reputation to keep up.
[t 's his left hand, of course, but we
can't go round to all the spsctators
and explain that he can really bowl

quite decent long hops with his right."
In the next over nothing much

lappened, except that Miss Debenham
riissed a sitter. Subsequently Simp-
ion caught her eye from another part
of the field, and explained telegraphic-

ally to her how she should have drawn
ler hands in to receive the ball. The
Jiird over was entrusted to Sarah.

' So far," said Dahlia half an hour

ater,
" the Eabbits have not shone.

3arah is doing it all."
"
Hang it, Dahlia, Thomas and I

discovered the child. Give the credit

where it is due."
"
Well, why don't you put my Bobby

on, then? Boys are allowed to play
right-handeJ, you know."

So Bobby went on, and with Sarah's

help finished off the innings.

"Jolly good rot," he said to Simpson,
"you're having to bowl left-handed."

"
My dear Kobert," I said,

" Mr.

Simpson is a natural base-ball pitcher,
lie has an acquired swerve at bandy,
and he is a lepldopterist of considerable
charm. But he can't bowl with
either hand."

" Coo !" said Bobby.
The allies came out even more

strongly when we went in to bat. 1

was the only liahbit who made ten,
and my whole innings was played in

an atmosphere of suspicion very tryii g
to a sensitive man. Mrs. Oakley was
in when I took guard, and I played out
the over with great care, being morally
bowled by every ball. At the end of

it a horrible thought occurred to me :

I had lie?n batting right-handed!

Naturally I changed round for my next
oall. (Movements of surprise.)
"Hallo," said the wicket-keeper, "I

bought you were left-handed; why
ircn't you playing right?"
"No, I'm really right-handed," I

said. "I played that way by mistake

just now. Sorry."
He grunted sceptically, and the

)owler came up to have things

explained to her. The next ball I hit

eft-handed for six. (Loud mutters.)
"Is he really right-handed?" the

x>\vler aske.l Mrs. Oakley.
"

I don't know," she said,
" I 've

never seen him before." (Sensation.)
" I think, if you don't mind, we 'd

ather you played right-handed."
"Certainly." The next ball v

'nil pitch, and I took a right-handed
six. There was an awful hush. I

ooked round at the field and prepared
to run for it. I fe'.t that they suspected
7ie of all the undiscovered crimes ,,!

ihe year.
"Look here," I said, nearly crying,

' I '11 play any way you like sidewa\ s,

or upside down, or hanging on to the

>ranch of a tree, or

The atmosphere was too much for

me. I trod on my wickets, hurst into

ears, and bolted to the tent.

"
Well," said Dahlia,

" we wor."
"
Yes," we all agreed,

" we wor."
"Even if we didn't da much of it

urselves," Simpson pointed out,
" we

lad jolly good fun."
" We always have that," said Myra.

THE END.
A. A. M.
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A LYING SPIRIT ABEOAD.
/.v vino veritas : but then, you ses,

George, James and I are teetotalers.
" I remember," said George, though

1 bogged him to forget,
" I remember

what a narrow shave my brother
Thomas once had of getting married.

" Whether it was done for a jest,"

George continued,
" or because he did

not know what else to talk about as they
were sitting out between the dances, I

don't know, but there is no doubt that
Tom said tilings that might be con-

strued, with a little ingenuity, into an
offer of marriage. I should say that
Miss Bickerstaff, who had more years
than money and-whose narne (through
no fault of her own) was Jane, did not

get many opportunities." Anyhow, she
took this one, and in a couple of

months Tom found himself in church

saying all sorts of things he didn't

mean. Fortunately for the moment,
he found, when they got to the im-

portant part,- that he Jiadiforgotten the

ring, so the ceremony bad1 to be put
off."

"But . . ." I interrupted.
"
No," George shouted me down,

"they all thought of 'that at once, but
found it to bo impracticable. Besides,
there were not any curtains in that
church. Anyhow, in another month
she made Tom have another try, but
this time he was so busy remembering
the ring that he forgot all about a parson
to officiate, so another adjournment
was found necessary. Jane Bickerstaff
was determined to go through with it

and said she would make one last

attempt, this time herself looking after

things. And so at the next date every-
thing was in order half-an-hour before

time, with ring and parson complete
and some spare sections in the vestry
in case of accidents. But it was not
to be. Old Tom's carelessness was one
too many for them, for this time would

you believe it ? he actually went and
forgot himself."

" That is a remarkable story," said

I,
" but it seems to me to . want

developing in parts. I didn't know
you ever had a brother."

"Now I come to think of it," said

George, "I don't believe 1 ever had."

James, who had but recently woken
up, now began to open bis mouth.

" If it is going to be a yawn," I said,

"yawn it by all means. If not, tell

us what talking about Jane reminds

you of, and let 's get through with it."

"I don't supposeeither ofyou fellows,"
said James,

" have ever tried to come
up to town from St. Albans by the
9.27 train?"

" But surely it 's name wasn't Jane ?
"

I said, reaching for the Bradshaw.

A Voice from the Stairs. "Is THAT SOMEONE WHO WANTS TO SPEAK TO Mh. Bun GET?"

Ilridyet. "'Tis KOT, MA'AM. 'Tis SOMEWAN WANTS TO HAVE THE wnoxo KUMDEII."

" I admit that its real name was

Mondays Only, but whatever George
had said, it was going to remind me of

that train. Whether it was the af-

fected art shade of its boiler or because

it had once blown a lot of smoke into

his signal-box, Henry de la Touche,
the signalman at St. Pancras, took

a violent dislike to the engine, and

nothing would induce him to let it

poke its funnel into St. Pancras sta-

tion. Week by week it used to run up
as- far as the signal-box, but it never

got any further. The engine
- driver

used to offer de la Touche a couple of

nice bits of coal and as much hot

water as he wanted, and the guard
used to offer him a nice new green flag

to play with, if only he would let them

through that once. But, no : de la

Touche, who, mark you, was as fond

of a green flag as any of us, would
never give in and as regular as clock-

work that poor old train had to turn

round and go dismally back to St.

Albans."

"But surely," said I, "that tab,

though as homely and as pathetic and
in its way as poignant as any I ever

heard, cannot be true?"

"Ah, well!
"

said James, closing his

eyes again,
"

if it cannot be true, it

probably isn't."
-:i- ;: r- :.-

I see that the reader is surprised to

learn that two such liars as George and
James ever existed. To tell the truth,

they never did.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.

OF STAGS AND OTHER GAME.

DEAREST DAPHNE, Here I am,

putting in a lovely, time, with Bosh
and Wee-Wee, deer-stalking. My own
friend, it 's the game of games, the

sport of sports ! You 've never lived,

my Daphne, if you 've never stalked !

lien entendu, of course, that you 're one
of the few women who look really

fetching in a sporting rig, that your
complexion is windproof, and that

you 've a nice, amusing partner. I

don't say I 've even seen a deer yet

(this is in confidence), but stalking
them is divine.

Lulu Mainwaring and I take cover

behind some bushes or something on
the hillside or somewhere, you know,
he holds both the rifles because I find

mine a bit of a bore in more ways than

one, and sometimes we peep round
the bushes to look for the game, and
sometimes we forget to, and we talk

all sorts of absurdities in whispers (it 's

de rigueur to whisper when you 're

stalking, or the deer will hear you).
Lulu is such a funny boy ;

so de-

liciously hopeless about himself and

everybody else
;
so lively in a melan-

choly way, and so melancholy in a lively

way ;
and so grateful to me for taking

any trouble with him ! I find him

quite an interesting study. Then his

eyes are just a little bit remarkable. I

don't know even now whether they 're

grey or brown ! At lunch we all talk

deer how far they can see and hear
and sniff, how to manage the wind,
and how to get near the beasts. Norty
said he should adopt the Indian method,
so as to get close up to the game, and

disguise himself as an animal they 're

not afraid of. He says he shall come
out to-morrow on all fours, got up as a

sheep.
" Why not come as an ass?"

said Lulu. "No good," said Norty;" there 's one of those on the premises
already !

"

Josiah has been going on in the old
sweet way, forbidding everything and

disapproving of everything else. You 'd

hardly believe, my dearest, how many
' nots

'

an hour he 's capable of. Just
now his idea is to form a collection of

pictures, and he 's on a tour through
some of the great continental galleries" to form his taste !

"
Isn't that lovely?

He positively wanted me to go with
him. There 's no limit to what these
men expect of one. Wasn't it enough
that in my innocent youth I was
dragged through those galleries, a help-
less victim, by my educational pastors
and masters !

I gave him, however, a few hints as
to how he might recognise some of the

best known masters without the trouble

of consulting a guide, printed or other-

wise. " If the picture is a woman
horribly in need of corsets and pearl-

powder," I told him, "it's RUBENS.
If it 's cows, it 's CUYP ;

and if there 's

so much sunset light that you can't see

what it is, it 's CLAUDE. If it 's a man
in a flopping hat or a woman dressed

in cardboard, it's VANDYCK. If it's

boys with grimy faces and too much
teeth', it 's MURILLO. If it 's hares and

poultry standing on their heads among
fruit and vegetables, it 's WEENIX. If

it 's so big that you have to walk back-

wards through several rooms before you
can make it out, it 's either PAUL
VERONESE, TINTORETTO, or SALVATOR
ROSA. And if you see a group of

people with their mouths wide open
and no speculation in their eyes, it 's a
dead cert they 're looking at a RAPHAEL
or a TITIAN !

"

Did I tell you of the sly trick that

little cousin of mine, Rosemary, has

played on us all ? You remember she
was with me in town in the summer,
and I sent her home thoroughly well

engaged. Jack Muschamp is a better

match than she could have ever hoped
for ; one of the Monmouthshire Mus-

champs, with a house in Grosvenor

Square and two places in the country.
His temper may be a weeny bit pecu-
liar, but he only wanted managing;
and, as to what people say about niml-

ness in the Muschamp family, a great
many families have madness in them.

Norty was saying the other day that
we 're all mad

; the only difference is that
some can hide it better than others!
And then when everything was going
on quite nicely, the day fixed, and the

presents beginning to come in, the
child gave them the slip at home and
she 's

"
o'er the border and awa'

"
with

that young strolling artist who had
been making love to her before her

people asked me to have her. I 'd a

long rigmarole from her last week, try-

ing to excuse her runaway match, and
raving about their happiness and about
love in a cottage, and all sorts of betises

of that kind. " You absurd little

idiot !

"
I wrote back. " What do you

mean by writing me all that ricky stuff

about love in a cottage? The 20th

century knows nothing about love in a

cottage. That cottage fell down ages
and ages ago, child, and they 've built a
block of flats on the site, and, I sup-
pose, even you will hardly have the
face to gush about love in a cheap
flat !

"

I 'm just an ittey bit horribly envious
of the coup Beryl Glarges has succeeded
in bringing off. She positively per-
suaded the powers that be to let her
have James Parkinson and Ada Batts,

the chief figures in the Forest Hill
murder trial, down at Clarges Park
for a week-end. She 'd a" big crowd
to mest them, and everything went
'with a snap. I 'm whipping my
brains to think how I can get even
with her.

Apropos de Beryl, I hear-that, during
a flying visit to town lately, for shop-
ping, she was waiting for her car one

day outside Fallalerie's, wearing one of

the straight, waistless gowns in the
now red, and several people, came up to

her and tried to post letters in her

mouth, I suppose: it's quite wide

enough ! Ever thine, BLANCHE.

MAIL-BAGS.

II. THE POET'S.

Hubert Valentine, Esq.,
119, Cheyne Walk, Ch:hea.

DEAR SIR, We have in course of

preparation an anthology of English

Masterpieces of Verse, which will be

published in fortnightly numbers at the

popular price of Id. net, and by means
of lavish advertising will reach the
home of every peer and peasant in the

U.K. This collection will contain gems
from the pen of such well-known writers

as Messrs. AUSTIN, BROWNING, BYRON,
FRAGSON, LONGFELLOW, MILTON, PKLIH-

SIER, SHELLEY, SIMS, etc., etc., and we
shall be happy to include your name in

the list of authors if you will kindly fill

in the enclosed form and return same
with your cheque for ten guineas.

Yours faithfully,
THE ABSOLUTE LIMIT

PUBLISHING Co.
N.B. This offer is open only until

the end of the month. Take it now I

(Answer : Mr. Valentine feels him-
self unworthy of the honour. He sug-

gests that application should be made
to his fellow-craftsman, Mr. WILKIE

BARD.)

DEAR MR. VALENTINE, I quite went
into raptures over your charming Sonys

of the East when I came across the

poems yesterday at my bookseller's.

Really, I was almost tempted to buy a

copy. What a great poet you are ! I

think people ought to know more about

you, so I want you to come and

give a recitation to us at my Penny
Reading on Saturday evening. Do
come ! It is quite easy to get here

you only have to change at York and

at Morton Peveril, and then a motor-bus

runs you from Haddon Bridge to within

two miles of the rectory.
I think something light and amusing i

would be best for the recitation our

people always like that kind of thing,
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Highland Postmaster (to party sheltering from rain).
" WULL YE NO COME IN GOT o' THE RAIN, YER LEDDYSHIP, AN' I'LL GIB YE A

WHEEN PO8TCAIKDS TO READ TO WHILE AWA' THE TFME ? THERE 's SOME GAY QUEER ANES BY THE LAST POST!"

and I am sure you could be really

funny if you liked to.

Yours very truly,
HENRIETTA McMuLLEN.

(Answer : Mr. Valentine regrets that

he is confined to the house with a
severe attack of melancholia.)

DEAR MR. VALENTINE, I wept all

night over your beautiful Songs of
the East \ Oh, how exquisitely you
express your thoughts ! What a lovely
mind you -must have! My poor little

manuscript Buttercups and Daisies
is the title seems so paltry in com-

parison ! Will you help me with it

and put in some of those delightful
little touches of yours ? I am sure

lyou could transform it utterly ! I am
at home to-morrow evening and the

evening after ! Let me know what
time will be convenient ! I am longing
to have your help ! Will you use your
great influence to place it for me?

Your very sincere admirer,
LAVINIA BROWN.

(Answer : Mr. Valentine regrets that
he is confined to the house with a
ssvere attack of writer's cramp.)

SIR, Should like to have your name
in my autograph collection. Please

send six specimens by return, in ready
addressed envelope, and oblige,

Yours, etc., SAM SNELLING.

(Answer : Mr. Valentine has pleasure
in enclosing six typewritten auto-

graphs.)

DEAR SIR, Hearing you 've been

writing some songs of the East, I beg
to say that if you want real snappy
accomps. for them, yours truly is the

man. I expect you know I turned out

the big panto, successes,
" Won't you

be my Goo-Goo-Goo?" and "Harriet,
aren't you Married Yet ?

"
and in fact

anything with my name to it has got
the op. ses. with the managers. On
the Oriental lay I 'm just dead nuts,

and if you do coster songs as well I

can make your forch. Terms mod.

and satisfaksh. guaranteed.
"
Prompt,

punc. and pally
"

is the motto of

Yours truly, ALP. DAWKINS,

Composer.

(Answer: Mr. Valentine is afraid

that his songs would provide but poor
material for Mr. Dawkins' talents.)

THE POET'S PARADISE.

THERE was a time I feared the poet's

bays
Were not for me, since rhymes were

very coy,
And many an hour of wearisome

employ
Left me still searching for the proper

phrase.
Blank verse I viewed with reverent

amaze,
Too modest to attempt the minstrel

boy
In such a metre, lest I might destroy

The pleasure I derived from SHAK-

SPEAHE'S plays.

But now my doubts have all been put
to rest.

My Muse and I from half-past ten

to five

Labour together daily, unoppressed

By details of technique, for we con-

trive

Verses that need not rhyme nor scan

at all ;

We 're writing lyrics for the Music
Hall.
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WILD LIFE ON THE MOORS.
8portma (being photographed in the ad).

MUCH LONGER."
'LOOK HERE! EVEN IF IT WILL APPEAR IN ALL THE PAPERS I CAN'T KEEP LIKE THIS

SAEAH IN OUR "COLL"
WHO would ever have thought to

find SARAH in a London music-hall?
No one, ten years ago, or even five

years ago perhaps but to-day there
is nothing strange about it: nothing"
bizarre," as LITTLE TICH, one of the

most illustrious of her new colleagues,
says of the gas meter in the bath-room.

Everything is changing (except SARAH
herself), and the Halls are changing most
of all. "Indignity" has passed from
the actors' dictionary and a very good
thing too and it is now considered as
desirable to delight or thrill an audience
that smokes as an audience that (by
order of the LORD CHAMBERLAIN) may
not. But it was left for SARAH
supreme as ever to put the crown on
the new movement: to supply the
Halls with their apotheosis. In spite
of the -passage of time SARAH is still

the greatest star in the Thespian
firmament, and SARAH is doing her
" turn

"
at the Coliseum, amid variety

performers, twice daily, and filling the
house more consistently than it can
ever have been filled before. She gives
the Second Act of L'Aiglon, where the

little Duke of Beichstadt plays with
the wooden soldiers. It would be too
much to say that SARAH is a realistic

youth, but even if she is not altogether
la guerre, she is magnifique, and the
audience remains spellbound. And
they have had to endure something
too before the Great Attraction arrives

:
at about 4 o'clock and 9.30 o'clock

for if one excepts the Balalaika

orchestra, it must be admitted that

nothing but some very small minnows
have besn engaged as programme-asso-
ciates of the great Tritoness.

SWEEP.
AULD Sweep, your muzzle 's grey
As the rime at skreigh o' day,
Ye 're no fit to tak the brae,

Grass, nor ploo,
You that wis sae gleg an' bauld,
I' the het an' i' the cauld,

Ay, ye 're wearin' gey an' auld,

Sweep, the noo !

Ye 'd come, I ken it fine,

Limpin' far ahint the line,

Sittin' doon at dykes, to whine
Sair perplexed ;

Hirplin' on aye, stiff an' lame,
Till the Laird wad pit ye hame,
Wi' the cairt that taks the game,

Maybe vexed !

Ye 're deef an' slaw an' blin',

An' ye 're by wi' muir and whin,
Pickin' up or drivin' in,

Braw an' douce ;

An' ye 're a' rheumatic pains,
Gin the wet gets to your banes,
Sae ye '11 need to bide your lanes

Ben the hoose !

The young dog 's fleet an' spang,
An' he '11 rin the hale day lang,
Yet it 's sweir am I to gang

Wantin' you,
For traivel East or West,

Aye the auldest freends is best,
An' ye 're aulder than the rest,

Sweep, the noo !

"The sliiji, which cost about 2,500 and
was insured for 24,000, belonged to the
German Airship Navigation Company."
Leicester Daily Post.

That 's the way to do business.

Why is an earth-keeping aeroplane
like a sulky trout ?

Because it won't rise to a fly.
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THE PRODIGAL FATHER'S RETURN.
BILL TAPT. " SAY, IF THAT'S POPPA'S NOTION OF ' LITEEAEY CALM,' I WISH HE 'D NEVER

COME HOME."
Mr. Roosevelt, replying on September 13 to a request to comment on the Democratic victory in Maine, is repotted to have declined,
reason being, "I have just returned from a hygienic tour to stejp myself in literary calm."
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YOU
Cyclist (who lias been inadvertently crowded into the ditch by immaculate ymitk cub-hunting'). "I'LL TELL YOUR GOVERNOR NOT TO LET
'AYE THE PONY AGAIN ON HEAULY-CLOSIN* DAY !

"

MR. PUNCH'S AUTOGRAPH SALE.

EXTRACTS FROM THE CATALOGUE.

HEWLETT, MAURICE, A.L.S., to JOHN
SENHOUSE, Esq.

... I doubt if after all I can allow Sanchia
to educate the numerous sons that are coming
to you. I shall send them to Eton. After
"Rest Harrow," "Floreat Etona" will be such
a good title. 330
EOOSEVELT, THEODORE, A.L.S., to a

member of the E.S.P.C.A.

. . . Let me, with all the emphasis of which
I am capable, deny that there was cruelty. It is

true that several eggs were left after I had shot
both the male and female ostrich

; but KERMIT
and I sat on them owselves and hatched out
all but one. They are fine strong birds, and
until their day arrives will continue to be the

pets of my younger children. As for the egg
that would not hatch, I am keeping it for

President TAFT. ... 1 10

SHAW, G. BERNARD, A.L.S., to a corre-

spondent who had sympathised
with him over a hostile notice. 1 p.

DEAR SIR, Thank you for your letter. The
article did not trouble me. My best reviewers
and most intelligent critics are not yet born.
Yours faithfully, [Signature.] 220
WARE, FABIAN, Editor of The Morning

Post, A.L.S., to the Eight Hon.
AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN, M.P.,

Sept. 23.

. . . Hope you saw our first leader this morn-

ing, in which we compared your superb reticence
about the Conference with the blazing indiscre-

tion of EDWARD GREY, and went on to say
"The Foreign Secretary is in home politics far

too violent a partisan to care anything for

national interests or to observe the ordinary
dictates of political prudence and decency."
That's the way to touch off a responsible
Minister. We 're getting on, aren't we ? . . .

2Jd.

CAINE, HALL, A.L.S., to Magistrate's
Clerk, explaining why a dog
licence had not been taken out.

8pp.
... I assure you that there has been a great

mistake. Is it likely that for the sake of saving
seven-aud-sixpence, the price of but three pit
seats at my play in London, which is drawing
crowded houses every night (so much so that 1

think of re-naming it The Nocturnal Congestion},
I should deliberately defraud the revenue '!

Surely you must see this. A leader of thought
in my position is hardly likely so to imperil his

position. I therefore demand that the fine be
set aside. ... 050
GEORGE, D. LLOYD, A.L.S., to the

HOME SECRETARY.

. . . You will notice in the papers that I

have been doing what I can to get a holiday
reputation too

; but not to much purpose yet.
Criccieth offers few opportunities compared with
Asia Minor, and the Master of EMBANK, though
a good fellow, is not an F. E. SMITH. But I

killed a snake yesterday a real one and next
week. . . .

Jokes of the Week.
" Form foul's." Serviceable land valuation

joke with military flavour. Suitable for regi-
mental clubs. Nearly new.

" Nc SiUor ul'rd crepiddtn." Beamhlc
court-martial joke with Latin accent. Has
been popular at "At homes," but now slightly
dtmodt.

Mr. Punch begs to thank the 11,937

correspondents who have brightened
his life with the above.

'At

Do we eat too much P

the close of the session the party
lunched at University, Queen's, Trinity, Wad-
ham and New Colleges." Daily Chronicle.

' ' The entree was as follows :

Salmon and Cucumber,
Roast Beef and Horse-radish Sauce,

Roast Fowls, Triffle,

Jellies.

Stewed Fruit and Custards.

Liquors. Claret. Whiskey."
Jfalttcad atul Colne Valley Gazdt:

This would seem to be quite the best

entree to satiety.

STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN FOR SALE CHEAP.
Almost new."

Advt. in
" The All-Stiry Magazine."

The product of STRADIVARIUS'S later

10 o I days in the Tottenham Court Eoad.
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AFRICAN TRAIL GAMES.

(A PICTORIAL COMMENTARY ON MR. ROOSEVELT'S GREAT BOOK.)

Tlie State of Ma(i)r.e ;
or Stars and Strides in Africa.

TllE HKAltTY-liEAST.
"The haiiebecst, according to their custom, coHtintta'Iy iuinj>'ny up

mi the ant-hills to get a clearer vine of me."

I killed a couple of '

tommies,
'

one by a good shot, the other
running, after I had missed him in rather a scandalous fashion while he "
was standing." and

KEUMIT'.S WART-HOC.
He ran into her on horseback after a sharp chnse of a mile or two,

T frorii thz saddle."
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THE RESUMED RELUMED.
"NEVER seen me smoke a pipe before? Oh, come, I

say, that 's absurd. I used to smoke lots in the old days
this is one of 'em ;

I fished it out again from the top
shelf in the cupboard m-puff, m-pufff, m-puffff. Thanks,
I 've got a match-box m-puff, m-puff, m-puff. That 's

got it. Well, you see, I found I was smoking too many
cigarettes. Oh, dear no not my wife. She didn't object

never said anything about it. I just made up my own
mind, you know, got out the okl pipe, and there I was.

Of course it 's much healthier than cigarettes. You don't

inhale, and it's better in every way. May I have one

of your matches? That was my last one. Thanks

m-puff. Sorry ; I blew it out.

May I have another ? I '11 take

half-a-dozen if you don't mind.

M-puff, m-puff, m-pufff. There,

it won't go out again, I '11 bet.

No, it isn't bird's-eye or honey-
dew. It 's a mixture of my
own. My tobacconist makes it

up for me. Vade Mecnm Mix-

ture, he calls it. It 's the only-

cool tobacco in the world, and
it's capital stuff for keeping

alight. Most tobacco will go
on going out, and where 's my
prodder ? It was on the table

half a minute back. You know
the thing, with three sorts of

things all tacked on to it, one

for stuffing the baccy down,
and another for prodding it or

raking it out, and the other

thing for Well, upon my
word, I never knew what the

third thing was for. Oh, there

it is, on the floor. Thanks. I 'm

afraid I 've stuffed this pipe too

full. I '11 dig it out and put in

another fill. There, that ought
to be better. M-puff, m-puff,

m-puff. Got it this time. Yes,

we have had a perfectly beastly

summer, and then these new
taxes coming in on the top of it.

No, I haven't got any land

myself, but I know a lot of

chaps who have, and they tell

me m-pufff, m-puffff. Bother
the pipe, it 's out again. M-puff,

m-puff, m-pufff. I think that 's fixed it. Fact is one !

mustn't be careless about lighting a pipe; one ought to

see that the thing 's really caught on before chucking
the match away. It 's a knack, I suppose. Some

chaps have it and some haven't. L generally manage
to m-puff, m-pufff, m-puffff no, you don't m-puff.
It's all right, but it was a near m-puff. There, it is

out after all. Still, it did pretty well that time. Yes,

she 's drawing all right. I cleaned her out yesterday
blew half a wine-glass of sherry through her. The pipe 's

right enough. M-puff, m-puff, m-puff. There m-puff-
she 's going like a furnace. Oh, the Conference m-puff
I never took much stock in that myself. It 's bound

m-puff, m-pufff it 's bound to bust up soon. Of course

m-puff, m-pufff, m-puffff they all pretend it 's going on

quite smoothly, but m-puff, m-pufff she 's out again ;

no, she isn't m-puff, m-pufff yes, she is, I've only

one match left. There,
take another half-dozen

wonderful what a lot of

it's out. Never mind, I '11

of yours, old chap. It's

matches you get for ;l penny
nowadays. It beats me how they can manage to do it.

Of course that's no reason for wasting 'em. There 's the
first one broken that's the worst, of these wooden
matches, and the wax ones make such a filthy smell.

There goes another oh! it's on my thumb. I lore's the
third for luck m-puff, m-puff, m-pufff got him. Let me
see, where was I ? Oh, yes the General Election. You
mark my word : it 's certain to come in January. I met a

chap yesterday no, it was Tuesday well, anyhow, he
was a Member of Parliament m-puff, m-pufff, m-puffff.
It's no good, old chap; I simply can't keep the thing

alight. I 'm out of form to-day.
A cigarette ? Well, as you are

so pressing, I don't mind if I

do, just this once. M-puff
well done, little one ! Now we
can talk."

Irishman (as someone knocks at his door). "SHUKE, IF

DON'T ANSWER, IT *S SOME WAN TO GIVE ME A JOB, AN' IF

DO IT'S THE LANDLOBII AFTEB THE HINT."

TO THE MAN ABOVlv

["Stout people should shorten their

time of rest if they want to grow slim,

for weight is put on very rapidly during

sleep." H'cfkly I'ujvr.]

There are, my friend, who'd
feel inclined to swear,

If, late returning from your
toil, j'ou took

Your jocund flute and, beating
out the air

With feet 'neatli which your
floor (their ceiling) shook,

Poured, as I plainly hear you
pouring now,

Your soul out in a dickens of

a row ;

Who 'd find entirely destitute

of charms
Your tuneful instrument's

entrancing tones,

And, nightly wrenched hack

from the gentle arms

Of Morpheus by the heavy
feet of Jones,

Would (as I 've mentioned)

very likely say
" Tut Tut

"
in quite a disagree-

able way.

Not such am I ! For I have had to see

A pleasant plumpness that became me well

Change to a hideous rotundity,

Which many an anti-fat has failed to quell,

And often am malevolently eyed
In carriages where there are five a-side.

Although you play for weary hour on hour.

You will not find me prone to rage or sulk,

For only sleeplessness possesses power
To ban the further bulging of my bulk.

So since your music bids my fat begone,

Give me excess of it. Play on ! play on !

engagement is announced of Miss Mr. and Mm. H. S., to

,.,
of Auckland." HVfll/y Graphic and New Ze.\Iuiid Mail.

"The
Mr. S. L,

It often comes to that in the end.
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AT THE PLAY.
" THE MAX FEOM THE SEA."

MR. LOCKE struck the wrong note

for me in the First Act, when he per-
suaded liidh and Daisy to skip into

the Deems garden at Durdleham,
announce with a swing of the racquet
that they wrere about to play a sot,

and then skip out again. There
are certain stage conventions which I

am just learning to overlook
; as, for

instance, that every man who has read

a letter taps it before he puts it back
in his pocket ;

or that it is impossible
for a man to tell the time without

extending his watch in the palm of his

left hand and supporting both with his

right. But when a stage lawn-tennis

player skips into no matter how
realistic a drama, then, as far as I

am concerned, the illusion goes. Ruth,
I am sorry to say, was always skipping
about the stage. The impression this

creates of youth and high spirits and

happiness is not a lasting one.

Mr. LOCKE himself was as con-
ventional. When one character said to

another,
" I wonder who Mrs. Averill

really is. Nobody seems to have heard
of her before she came here

"
; when

Mrs. Averill and Marion Lee discussed
the case of a village girl who had fallen,
and the former was very tender and

forgiving, and the latter said in a loud
voice that she could never forgive any-
one anyone who sinned in that way ;

when the Dean nientioned that his

brother-in-law, JanRcdlander, was just

coming back from Australia, and Mrs.
Averill (in the front of the stage)
started and pressed her hand to her

heart; well, well, well, Mr. LOCKE
knows how to get the creak of the

machinery across the footlights.
It was a pity that he couldn't get to

work upon his theme the straggle of
a good woman's heart with her con-
science without all this business.
The problem Marion Lee had to solve
was whether she should tell the Dean
(put like that, it always made me smile

I suppose because I cannot imagine
a dean being told anything serious)
the story of Daphne Averill's past.
Daphne had been married to a villain

in Australia
;
he left her to go to prison,

and she came away to live in Durdleham
with Dr. Averill. Marion's conscience
tells her that she must denounce this

;

Daphne makes the old, old plea that it

is a "special case." Marion was
true to her conscience until the last

moment, when her love for Jaw Red-
lander made her true to her heart.

That is the idea of the play, but
there is really lots more plot than that.

How Pontifex Pye overheard a private
conversation between Jan and Daphne ;

how he found a letter in Marion's

blotter addressed to the Dean and
delivered it

;
how Jan protended lie

was married to a lunatic ; how a tele-

gram came saying Daphne's convict

husband was dead a pageant of real

life on the stage is presented to you in

pictures like these.

Mr. ROBERT LORAINE and Miss NINA
BOUCICAULT did their best a very good
best with the parts of Jan and Marion.
The author did not seem quite certain

whether the breezy rover who had
looked beneath the veiled curtain of the

eyes of savages was himself or Jan.

Perhaps Bedlander was a great reader

the modern novel. At any rate he

MR. RODERT LOUAINE (Jan. Hollander). "Do
you hear the sea calling in the shell ?

"

Miss NINA BOUCICAULT (Marlon Lee}."
Well, really it's rather difficult to hear any-

thing while you are on the stage. If you 'dstop
talking for one second I might have a chance.

'

recited several pretty little pieces by
Mr. LOCKE (notably one about a shell),
which he must have learnt by heart
in the silence of the South Seas. And
somehow I found it hard to believe in

Marion ; it seemed impossible that
Jan could have fallen in love with her
or she in love with anyone. But
Daphne I accepted thoroughly, and I

offer my thanks to Miss BERYL FABEB
for her line performance. M.

The Matchmaker.
"A telegram from Lille states that the

police are on the track of a new case of

espionage. Someone lias attempted to bride
sulaltern officers.

"
Daily Gray/tit,

"
It is a picturesque fourteenth century

building, and one of the finest specimens of
Elizabethan architecture in Stratlbrd-iipon-
Avon."

So said Tlie Daily Mail twice in the
same article, in case you thought
ELIZABETH flourished in the sixteenth

century.

"The enervating influence of a Lacedemonian
iatitudinarianism would be fatal to its exist-

ence.
"

Manchester Guardian.

Eight O.

THE APPLAUDEE OF PLUCK.
HE was sitting on one of the seats on

Primrose Hill reading a review of the
cricket season, and now and then he

sighed and glanced at me. At last he

spoke.
" It 's a hard thing," he said,

" to have seven dull months before you."
I agreed.
" No fun in life for me," he went on,

"until next May."
" I 'm very sorry," I said. " Are you

ill'.'"

"
No, not ill," he said ;

"
merely

without any motive, any real interest."
" But winter has plenty of entertain-

ment," I suggested.
"Not for me," he said. "Cricket's

my game. I care for nothing else."
" Oh," I said,

" I see. Do you play
much '!

"

"
No, I don't play at all," he replied,

"I look on. I never miss a match at

Lord's, and if there 's nothing at Lord's
I go to the Oval. I have a kind of

semi-official position."
"
Indeed," I said. " What is that,

may I ask ?
"

" It 's not paid, of course," he
answered. " And the M.C.C. have

nothing to do with it. As a matter of

fact, I lead the applause on both

grounds."
" That must keep you busy," I said.
" Oh, I don't mean all the applause,"

he explained.
" I don't clap every-

thing. The applause that 1 lead is

not for strokes, but for heroism.
I don't quite understand," I said.

Well," he continued,
"
you must

often have seen a batsman get a nasty
knock from the ball? Yes? Well,
then you have noticed that he stops a
moment or two to rub his leg, or stamp,
while very often the wicket-keeper pats
him on the back? "

" Yes."
"
Very well, then, when he has done

and resumes batting, there is a rippb
of applause round the ring, isn't there ?

7 lead that."

I congratulated him.
"Yes. I felt that such courage

:ndurance ought to be recognised,

especially after attending a match or

two where no notice was taken of it
;

so I took up the thing seriously."
I congratulated him again.
"But this has been a had summer,"

h3 said. "Too wet. The ball rarely
rose. A dry summer is the time ! But
it 's all over now, anyway. No fun till

next May."
"What about football?" I asked.

" That 's full of injuries."
"
Oh, I can't stand football," he said.

"It's too cold. Besides, injuries are

part of the game. No, I 'm a cricketer

iall through, that's what I am."
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Patrol Leader (waking uv old gentleman").
" FORGIVE MY TROUBUXG you, SIR, BUT WOULD YOU MIXD SLEEPING KAST AND WEST,

*S WE EXI'ECT THE ENEMY FROM THE NOKTH AND ARE BADLY IM WANT OF COVER !"

DIFFIDENCE AT DINNER.
DEAR MB. PUNCH, I am profoundly

perplexed over certain problems raised

in my mind by an article, printed in a

recent number of The Spectator, on

"The Shyness of tbe Superior." Per-

sonally, being a sby man, I found tbe

article extremely soothing; indeed it

offers an explanation for my shyness
which I myself had hitherto been too

shy to formulate. "Now and then,"

says the author of the article,
"
stupi-

dity lias a terrific effect in inspiring

shyness. To be obliged to spend a

given amount of time say, the length
of a dinner in company with some
one upon whom it is our duty to leave

a fairly agreeable impression, and who
is evidently very stupid, is enough to

turn one to stone." How heartily do
I echo this valuable remark ! It lias

occurred to me, nevertheless, that though
in my own case may I say, in our own
cases, Mr. Punch I this particular
form of prandial petrifaction could

never be confused with that induced

by other causes, the diagnosis might,

with some people, be less obvious. I

suggest, therefore, that you should

enliven your pages with a competition
in which awards are offered tor the

best' guesses in answer to propounded
situations such as the following :

Mr. BERNARD SHAW dines with the

Editor of The Spectator.
Which of the diners (if either) is shy

'

Mr. GRANVILLE BARKER dines with

the Author of The Eternal Question.
Which is the more out of countenance ?

Miss CHHISTABEL PANKHURST dines

with Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD.
Which is the stonier ?

Sir HENRY LUNN dines with a re-

fractory Swiss hotel-keeper.
Which is the more sheepish ?

Mr. BONAR LAW dines with Mr.

CHIOZZA MONEY.
Which of the diners feels it his duty

to leave a "fairly agreeable impression,"
and ichat are the consequences !

Eev. Sir WM. ROBERTSON NICOLL
dines with Rev. R. J. CAMPBELL.
Both of course would be tongue-tied ;

but whose tomjuc would be tied the

tighter ?

Master WINSTON CHURCHILL dines

with his old nurse.

Which is the humbler?
The German KAISER dines with

No, that would be too east/.

Believe me, dear Mr. Punch,

Yours, etc., DIFFIDENT.

Mr. HAROLD SPENDER in The Daily
Chronicle :

"We arc angling for big fish on an invisil.l.

ledge of rock some twenty fathom* sixty feet

beneath our keel. How do we know that

that ledge is there ?
"

It isn't. A fathom is six feet.

The story of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE and

the snake having proved so popular,

keep your eye on our columns next

week for the true incident of Mr.

HALDANE and the hippopotamus.

Special to this paper.

"This bold cliff of trap-rock was, an.l

remains, the site of au old volcano of the

Carboniferous Age." The Scotxiniiii.

Some of these old volcanoes are very

touchy abotit changing their site.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WHEN I took up The Lantern Usurers (MKTHUEN) it was
with a glow of pleasant anticipation; partly because 1 had

been waiting this great while for somebody to call a novel

by that very title, and partly because Mrs. ALFRED SIFXIWICK,
who has now done it, is a writer for whose work I enter-

tain the highest regard. But I am bound to admit that

the result is just a little bit disappointing. You know, of

course, who the original lantern bearers were
;
the boys of

STEVENSON'S delightful memory, who went about with

lighted bull's-eyes beneath their buttoned coats, spiritually

upheld by the smell of blistered tin and the consciousness

of the hidden flame. Mrs. SIDGWICK'S lantern bearers are

her hero and heroine ;
and the light they carry is the fact

shared with me a conviction that her latest creations were

by no means so human.

The County Coast Series (FisHEU UNWIN), to which Tit?

Cornwall Coast is the latest addition, merits a cordial

greeting. The reader be be bent on motoring, cycling,

pedestrianisrn, or even on learning something of a country
of which lie knows little is in no danger of indigestion
from the information provided for him. To Mr. SALMON'S
book on the Cornish Coast I give an especial word of praise,
and even if he had not done his work so well I should have
found it difficult to criticise an author whose point of view
is so admirable. Mr. SALMON lias a tender regard for Corn-
wall

;
and while pointing out its beauties is at pains to

show that they can be easily damaged. I'ntil, however, a

change sweeps over the Duchy it is no place for the tourist

who delights in brass-bands, and who marks his devastating

IMPROBABLE SCENES.
I. GoruMMKHT OFFICE CI.EKK* M-OILINU TO GET AT THEM: WOKK.

that they have bee:i secretly married. Helga Bryne was
the daughter of a German mother and a father who bad
been ruined by an unscrupulous partner named Aslilty.
The Bnjnes were very poor, so much so that, till she was
nineteen, and the story began, Helga had never even been \

to a party. But she goes to one in the third chapter, and,
j

having bsen warned all her life to avoid all intercourse
with the hated Ashleys, the very first young man she
meets, and promptly falls in love with, is who do you
think? Quite right.' So Clire Ashley and Helya are united
by the registrar, despairing of their parents' consent.
Which was wise, as far as it went, because shortly after-
wards old Mr. Bri/ne hit Mr. Ashley on the head in public,
and there was a lot of trouble.

'

And then, just when
matters were nicely involved, and I was thoroughly in-

terested, the whole thing comes to an abrupt end, 'with

everybody blessing everybody else, and preparing to live

happy ever after. Much as I enjoyed the story, I protest
emphatically against Mrs. SIDGWIC'K (of all people !) letting
me down with so abrupt and inartistic a jar. I incline to
think, indeed, that the author of those adorable Severins

course by a litter of paper ard banana-skins. Clearly we
sea that Cornwall remains the land for those who wish to

spend their holidays free from meretricious ac onipani-
ments, and that to take away its restfulness is to take away
a large part of its charm. But I am at variance with the
author when be suggests that such a custom as the Ilelston

Furry dance "might as well be decently buried." I

;
<>r

although it is true that the country-people smile at these

ceremonies they love them all the same, and there are less

drastic ways of treating ancient customs than by abolishing
them. Excellent photographs add to the attractions of the

book, and I hope that this particular SALMON will not I*

out of season for many a year.

From the report of a tariff tripper, as reported proudly in

The Sheffield Daily Teleijraph :

"Here we had a look round the shops. The juice of Mo.Utulls

eoiiij>;m-.s easily with our home juices, clothing and hoots I'.sjK'cially."

If Tariff Reform means boots for breakfast, why not say
so '>
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CHARIVARIA.
THK SPEAKER has been elected per

mancnt Master of the Blencathra Fox
hounds. We congratulate him on this

graceful tribute to tlic way in which IK

has managed the House of Commons.

Speaking at the Church Congress
tlio Bishop of BmsTOL expressed the

view that motoring had done much foi

the Church. Y'es, but not so much as

it has done for the Churchyard.

At a meeting of the Yarmouth Guar
dians, it was stated that an inmate ol

the workhouse had received a lane

valuation form to fill up. This is bui

a foretaste of the time when all land
tax forms will have to be addressed to

the workhouse.

" Do not lose courage," said Mr
Kent HAHDIE to the Egyptian Na-
tionalist Congress. "The Young
Egyptians will one day see the statues
of MUSTAFA KAMEL and FARID BEY in

the streets of Cairo." Well, they will

need all their courage if the statues

should be anything like the majority
of those one sees in the streets 01

London. ... ...

One of the most interesting revela-

tions made at the Congress was the
name of MUSTAFA KAMEL'S brother
It is An BEY JAHMY KAMEL. He
sounds a rollicking fellow, and we are

prepared to like him.

In a race across the Atlantic the
North German Lloyd liner, Georye
Washington, beat her competitors by
five hours, and the captain, on being
interviewed, stated that he had not
forced his ship unduly. We should
like to hear the ship's own view about
this. If there is anything in a name,
we ought to get at the facts.

Leicester has lately been en fete to
welcome her home - coming citizens.

Now Colchester is preparing to give
a banquet in honour of the return of
her natives. .,. ...

Lady DOUOTHY NEVILL in her new
book mentions the case of the Duchess
of CLEVELAND who was so proud of
her small feet that she went to extra-

vagant lengths in her endeavours to
attract attention to them. This re-

minds us of the Irish lady who was
similarly gifted. She used to wear
extra big shoes in order to compel
people to notice the smallness of her

It is really rather thoughtless of

"NOW THEN, MlSTKI! Tlll!EE-A-PENXY, WOT I)' VEU MEAN DY KXOCKlx' THE I1O1TOM
OUT OF THE IILOOMIN' MARKET?"

Miss GERTRUDE KINGSTON. The names
of the authors of the pieces she pro-
duces at her Little Theatre are not to

be divulged until after their prcmitres.
This means that many critics will not
know until it is too late whether the

plays are good or not.

The suggestion of Mr. HENRY ARTHUR
JONES that " a candid person should
make out a list of the sayings and

doings that provoke the loudest laugh-
ter at the theatres he visits

"
has been

acted on by The, Express, which sent a

representative round the play-houses to

take notes of the current jokes. Even
outside the ranks of War Correspon-
dents there are brave men on our
Press. ... ...

Meanwhile Mr. JONES has suggested,
as a result of the journalist's revela-

;ions, a tax on foolish and banal jests
n theatres. It might be called the

Jndeveloped Brain Tax.

We are glad it is not dying out, for

t is such a quaint, picturesque old

ustom. A Peer wedded an Actress

ast week. ... ...

"Bra/il having laid down a ship of

32,000 tons, it follows as a matter of

course," says The Naval and Military
Record,

" that in the hear future the
naval authorities of England, Germany
and America will go one better." That
should come to just 32,001 tons.

" BOMBARDED WITH BROWNINGS "

is a sub-heading in The Pall Mall-

Gazette's account of the Berlin riots.

It sounds strangely like an echo of

the old days of the Eobert Browning
Clubs. ,

:
,

:

With reference to the new Post
Office regulation as to flats, The Daily
Mail says: "A new factor has boon

introduced into the dispute by the sus-

picion that some postmen are volun-

tarily climbing stairs rather than offend

the tenants by standing on the strict

letter of the regulation." To stand on
their letters (whether strict or not)
would indeed be a gratuitous insult to

the tenants. ... ...

A newsboy tenor made his de.bul in

London at a National Sunday League
loncert the other night. We under-

stand that it is hoped to train a choir

of them, to be called " The Evening
Pipers."

VOL. cxxxix.
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TO SUMMER.
[Probably oil' by the time these lines appear.]

WELCOME, Stranger, though your face

Looks a little out of place
In the order of the dancing Seasons' cycle ;

Though you 've missed the last cuckoo,
And there 's only left a few

Of the fatted geese beloved of Holy Michael.

Never mind the gathered sheaves
Or the lisp of falling leaves ;

Don't you fret about the narrowing hours of daytime ;

Try and fancy, just for fun,
That your race is yet to run,

That you 're starting, bright and punctual, with the Maytime.

If you could arrange to stay,
We could keep you fairly gay

Witli the kinds of sport you seldom take a part in ;

Very rare those visits are

When you dodge the calendar

And illuminate the Mass of good St. Martin.

Can't your flitting lie deferred

Till the driven partridge-bird

Drops like manna on the stark October stubble ?

Won't you smile on Reynard's track
Till the parched and tongueless pack

Deems the game is really hardly worth the trouble ?

Won't you melt the morning rime
Till the Long-tail in his prime

Leaves his feathers round the wistful jaws of Hover?
Won't you please it 's getting near

Stay and warm our Christmas cheer ?

Won't you kindly wait, in fact, till Winter 's over ? 0. S.

THE STAY-AT-HOME.
i.

I HAVE some depressing news for you. Your old friend

George is become intolerable.

In a way it may be said that James began it, but I am
loth to attach any of the blame to him, because James
happens in real life to be myself. Speaking then from an

entirely unbiassed point of view, George's behaviour in the
matter is despicable, and James's patience and forbearance

throughout is most praiseworthy. Let us praise James and
despise George.
The burning question was that of travelling abroad.

James in the beginning of things had shown considerate
and kindly solicitude for George in this respect.

"
George,

old boy," he had said,
"
you ought to travel a bit. Your

mind wants broadening. You want to get out of your own
country and see a little of the Continent." Was George
grateful ? Not in the least. Indeed, he behaved in a
manner as childish as it was disgusting, and certainly un-

worthy even of him. He refrained from asking James's
advice as to what countries he should visit, though he well
knew that James was only too willing once more to describe
to him every foreign journey he had made. In fact, he did
so in spite of George's pettiness, and it is only one more
proof of his magnanimity . . . but you grant all that.

It appears that James had been to the South of France,
Switzerland and the Isle of Wight. The last he had visited

on a half-day trip, at his own expense, the other two places
in the capacity of a paid tutor. The general impression,
however, left on the mind of those who were fortunate

enough to catch sight of the tutor and the tutored en route

was distinctly that James was not only standing every-
thing, but was also sole lessee and manager of the countries

visited. I should perhaps not have mentioned that last

fact, but forgot in the excitement of writing who James is

in real life.

"You have never been abroad, have you, George?"
pursued he on this occasion.

"Oh, yes," said George, without conviction, "lots of

times."
" I had a delightful chat with your father last night,"

continued James irrelevantly.
" All about you. We

started at the cradle and ended at the end of last week.
We hardly left a day unaccounted for. Tell me, apart
from Ireland, have you ever really been abroad ?

"

George did not answer.
" And have you even been to Ireland move than once ?

"

Still the pigheaded George did not answer.

"Really, George, you ought to go abroad. You are

becoming insular and narrow. You ought to go and see a
little of Europe. I don't want to boast . . .'*

" Then don't," said George briefly.

n.

George is an evil-disposed person, full of the worst, guile.
I will not have James abused in any way, but I do think
he was a little weak to be deceived by Groin's polite
manner when, about a month later, lie approached li.m

again on the same subject. With a little alertness he might
have discovered that George had got a job out of England.
"James," he said sweetly,

" I want a few tips from you
about travelling." James nodded graciously.

"It is awfully nice of you to be so awfully nice. 1 am
sure you will tell me all I want to know about the world.
It is a real pleasure to talk to a cosmopolitan like

not one of those self-satisfied, conceited, nan'ow-inimicd

braggarts who have never been outside Europe. 1 am
going abroad."

James .gathered up his face into a businesslike frowri.

"My dear boy," he said, "it will be the making of you."
Then he dealt at length with the South of France and
Switzerland. Since he had heard of George's Ireland he
had dropped his own Isle of Wight.
"That is all very interesting," commented George,

" but
I was talking about the world and travelling. Have you
ever been to Rio de Janeiro ?

"

" Have I ever been to Rio?" said James, ridiculing the

question and hoping for the best.
" Yes. And where exactly is it ?

"
pursued the ol-

George.
" Where is it?" said James, hard put to it to gain time.

" Why don't you go to some place with an easier name, to

begin with ?
"

"1 have always wanted to go to Africa," he ai;

with a most deceptive expression.
" You might do worse. I almost wish I was coming

back to the old place with you."
" Rio ? But where exactly is it ?

"

"In the more Eastern part of Africa," said James, plung-
ing.

"
I could show it you in a minute if 1 had a map."

" When I looked at the map this morning," said <

slowly,
"

it was in South America. Tell me, have you
ever been there really ? What ! Is it possible that you
have never been outside Europe? Really you ought to

travel a bit. You tend to become very continental and
confined. To see something of the world would make

quite a man of you. Now I ..."
" At times," James said to himself, but not so quietly

that he might not be overheard,
" at times old George's

face seems to be almost repulsive."
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THE TEUTONISING OF TUEKEY.
GEEMAN KAISER. "GOOD BIRD !

"
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Booking Clerk. "Now THEN, SIP., WHERE TO?"
Golfer. "WELL, I HAVEN'T QUITE DECIDED. D'you KNOW IF OXK CAN GET DECENT BKASSIE LIES AT SANDSHOT ?

'

A FITTB OF FURS.

(Induced by the study of a catalogue.)

WHEN I behold some charming girl

Escaping from a bus-squash,
With cherry lips and teeth of pearl
(Compare the ads. of Tusk-Wash),

I think and, oh ! my heart 's a-whirl
" I would I were a musquash !

"

I crave to be the pendent fur

The pointed fox or sable
It is not likely to occur,
But would that I were able

To constitute the comforter
About this Maud or Mabel !

That, though in life through leagues of

cold

The hunters made me skip it,

The husk that was my spirit's mould,
With many an alien snippet,

Until the goods were pawned or sold,

Might dangle from her tippet.

Might even touch her swan-like throat,
Her cheeks like apple-blossom

I say, when girls like this I note
With peltry flung across 'em,

I think,
"
Oh, happy, happy stoat !

"

"
Oh, fortunate opossum !

"

If they could know the end, the prize
That waits for hair so dapper,

The minks would come with moistenoi

eyes
Obedient to the trapper,

The marten's vision ere demise
Would be to make a wrapper.

Yes.ev'n the skunk would turn, mayhap,
With mute surrender, if he

Could know, in death, beyond the trap

(Which only lasts a jiffy),

His hide, embalmed on beauty's lap,
Would cease to be so whiffy.

EVOE.

"The strike of the tramway employees at

Perth, Western Australia, has been settled."

In The Daily News this is headed
" Northern News in Brief." Wherever
the strike did take place it seems
clear that our contemporary's staff

knew (collectively) that there were two
Perths : an upper Perth and a lower

Perth.

THE CULT OF THE GROWNUP.
DEAR Mu. PUNCH, For a holiday

task we had to write a essay on any
subject we liked. I chose " The Cult
of the Grownup

"
because in a maga-

zine there was a prize essay on " The
Cult of the Child" with bites out of

poets and poeple and I only had to

change it a little to make the things
fit. It isnt cheeting because I had to

change it and I left out a lot and I

made up the end myself. I hope I

shall get the Prize for my essay and if

you put it in the London Charivari you
will have to send me some money. I

copied all the stops from the other

issay. I put Notas like in Literature
for you to understand.

With love and kisses

Your loving little friend

EVANGELINE SMITH. (Aged 11J)

THE CULT OF THE GROWNUP.

Grownups! How sweet they are!
So soft and tender to cuddle !

l So lov-

ng, and trusting ready to confide to

you all their innocent thoughts! One
shudders to remember that there are
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children who say they can't bear grown-
ups, they can't be bothered with them,

they are so quiet and tiresome. Oh,
the hard hearts ! Strange indeed that

children, who will have to be grown-
up themselves, should have so little

patience so little feeling for the beauty
of the dear old lives ! And then their

aloofness !
- How often when you are

talking to them their eyes take on a

dreamy, far-away look and you know
the big minds are wandering with the
stars or the servants !

3
Perhaps the

great charm of grownuphood is its

sleep the long lashes brushing the big
smooth cheeks, the busy hands at

rest, the large feet still.

But I must not forget
to mention their eager-
ness to be helpful.
Mother is working at

her knitting perhaps,
and you ask her to run
and fetch your hand-
kerchief or to pick up
the bricks you have

spilt. How delightedly
she hastens to obey !

And even if she only
says

" No ! whatever
are you thinking of?

"

it isn't really unkind.

Notes.

I Sonic arent but it doesnt
matter in Literature.

II You can tell what that
means from what comes next.

3 This was ' '

Fairies
"

in

the other Essay.

P.S. Sylvia allways
wants to do the same
as me so she wrote a

essay too only she
would call it plain

Grownups. She cried

when I said hers wasnt

good enuogh to print
so I had to send it.

If you dont want to

put it in you can say
something nice like the Aunties in the

Magazines to fill up.

GROWNUPS.

Grownups are not all the same.
Some are nice and some are no better

than toads. I like the nice ones. All

grownups are cross sometimes and then

they think it is us. That is their

natyer. They want their own way.
They are a lesson to us all.

SYLVIA SMITH. (Age 7).

THE ANIMAL INVASION.

(Special.)
THE tremendous success alleged to

have been achieved by the terrier Tim
in Mr. HALL CAINE'S drama, The

Bishop's Son, is likely to lead to far-

reaching results in the casting of old

and the construction of new plays.

Already we understand that Mr.
GALSWORTHY is hard at work on a

dramatised version of his novel, The

Country House, in which the central

rdle will be allotted to the dog John.

Mr. CYRIL MAUDE is said to be con-

sidering a military drama written by

-J

rrrrr
"DIRT-EE! DIRT-EE!!"
SCENE A Football League Match.

THE GREAT SPOKT-LOVING PUBLIC HAVE JUST APPLAUDED A SUCCESSFUL FOUL
ON THE PABT OF ONE OF THE HOME SIDE, AND HAVING NOW DEFECTED A SIMILAR
MOVE ON THE PART OF THEIR OPPONENTS INDULGE IN PROPER INDIGNATION.

"
Mamet, after a careful survey of the clouds,

when appealed to by a ' Burton Daily Mail
'

representative, declared that he would ascend

at 'trois heures,' meaning, doubtless, 3 p.m."

Why couldn't he have said so like an
honest man ?

an officer of the Welsh Fusiliers, in

which the part of hero is allotted to
the famous goat which accompanies
that regiment on the march.
That ardent Baconian, Sir EDWIN

BURNING- LAWRENCE, Bart., is, we are

assured, engaged on a sensational
melodrama entitled The Great Impostor.
By a happy inspiration the part of the

good genius of the plot is assigned to a
learned pig.

Major FRANK EICHARDSON'S remark-
able drama, T}ie Worst Bloodhound in

the World, is now finished, and will

shortly be produced at the Cynodrome.
The scene is laid on Salisbury Plain,
and the last Act in Major FRANK
EICHARDSON'S original version culmi-
nated in the capture of the fugitives

at Stonehenge in the most distressing
circumstances. But as Mr. FROHMAN,
who presents The Worst Bloodhound in

the World, is notoriously tenderhearted,
the author has consented to replace
this harrowing scene by one in which
the Major's bloodhounds are seen

caressing the fugitives outside Salis-

bury Cathedral.

An unusually strong cast has been
retained by Mr. HUBERT FRENCH for

the production of The Brown Dog at

his Eepertory Theatre. It includes
Mr. Eobert Dingo, Mr. George Griffon,
Mrs. Brown-Chow, Miss Airedale, Mile.

Schipperke, and Master D. Dinmont.

Finally, by the exer-

cise of that clairvoyant
faculty for which Mr.
Punch has long been

celebrated, we are
enabled to present our
readers with the follow-

ing interesting article

from The Spectator of

April 1, 1911 :

Though we only oc-

casionally notice plays
in our columns, the

performance of Hamlet
at the Sirius Theatre
last Saturday, in which
the title rdle was as-

sumed for the first

time by a Great Dane,
is so exceptional an
event as to warrant
our offering a few
words of heartfelt con-

gratulation to the hero
of the moment. Since
SALVINI no actor has

appeared more richly
endowed for the inter-

pretation of heroic and

tragic rdles than Mr.
Woof. His presence is

dignified, his counten-
ance is instinct with a
noble melancholy, and

his voice is at once deep and pene-
trating. The scenes with Ophelia were
rendered with a touching devotion

;

but it was in the final dogastrophe
that the canine histrion reached the
full measure of his artistic stature

he stands nearly four feet high and

brought down the house by a display
of pathos that was nothing short of

soul -
shaking. The part of Ophelia

was charmingly played by Miss Mi mi
Catterwall, who imparted into her

impersonation a feline charm which
was all her own. We sincerely hope
that readers of The Spectator will

avail themselves of the opportunity
presented by the engagement of Mr.
Woof and Miss Catterwall, which only
lasts for a fortnight.
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,
REASSURING.

Terrified Rider (in hired Motor-car). "I SAY I SAY YOU'RE GOING MUCH TOO FAST.

Chauffeur. "On, you 'KB ALL EIGHT, SIR. WE ALWAYS INSURES OUR I-ASSENGERS.'

THE AUTOGEAPHEE.
HE was sitting forlornly on the shore

at Swanage, toying with an open knife.

Fearing that he might be about to do
himself a mischief, I stopped and spoke.

"
No," he said,

" I 'm not contem-

plating suicide. Don't think that.

1 'm merely pondering on the illusion

that England is the abode of freedom."
"But isn't it?" I asked.
He laughed bitterly.
" What 's wrong?

"
I said.

He jerked his thumb towards the
stone globe which is to Swanage what
THOKWALDSEN'S Lion is to Lucerne, or
the Sphinx to the desert.

"Well? "I said.

"Have you seen the tablets?" he
asked.

"No," I said.
"
They 've put up two tablets," he

explained,
" with a request that any

one wishing to cut or write his name
should do it there rather than on the

globe."
"
Very sensible," I said.

"
Sensible ?

"
he echoed. " Sensible?

But what 's the use of cutting your

name on a place S3t apart for the pur-
pose ? There 's no fun in that. Things
are coming to a pretty pass when Town
Councils take to sarcasm. Because
that 's what it is," he continued. " Sar-
casm. They don't want our names
anywhere, and this is their way ol

saying so. Sarcasm has been de-

scribed," he went on,
" as the language

of the devil ; and it 's true."
" But why do you want to cut your

name? "
I asked.

He opened his eyes to their widest.
" Why ? What 's the use of going any-
where if you don't?" he retorted.
" You "11 find my name all over England

on trees at Burnham Beeches, on
windows at Chatsworth, on stone walls

at Kenilworth, on whitewash at Strat-

ford-on-Avon, in the turf of Chancton-

bury. You '11 find it in belfries and
on seats. I should be ashamed of

myself if I didn't inscribe it and per-

manently, too. But this is too mucli

for me. I came here only because I

heard about the stone globe ;
and then

to find those tablets! But I haven't

wasted my time," he continued. "I
went over to the New Forest the other

day, and to-morrow I 'm going to

Stonehenge."
"That's no good," I said.
" No good ? Why, I 've bought a

new chisel on purpose for it. I 'm told

the stone 's very hard."
" You won't be able to do it," I said.

" It 's enclosed now, and guarded."
He buried his face in his hands.

"
Everything 's against me," he groaned.

" The country 's going to the dogs."
" But surely you '11 visit Stonehenge

just the same ?
"
I inquired.

" Why ?
"
he asked.

"
Well, it 's very impressive and

wonderful. A Druidical temple, you
know. A "

But he cut me short. " That doesn't

interest me," he said.
" I don't want

Druidical temples as Druidical temples ;

want Druidical temples that I can
have my way with. Good afternoon."

He turned away, and I left him still

moodily regarding his knife.

"
Ralph de Piilini to-day drove a Fat racing

car ton miles in 8 mills. 31 1-5 sees." /,>MV<JI

Daily Express.

That must have taken some of it off.
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eightpenco, and because you mistook

me for a peer, which I am not, here is

another penny for a bar of chocolate.

Good morning."

IV. WITH A " KROMESKI A LA RUSSE."
"
Well, I '11 try another bite if you

like ;
but I wish I knew who you were.

Why this impenetrable secrecy ? Tell

me of your past life in Russia how
did you spend your days before they
shot you ? Did you float lazily over

the gleaming minarets of Moscow, or

did you gallop madly along the wild

steppes of Siberia ? Or were you a

fish ? Be open with me
;

I am your
friend. . . . Ah, now I remember you.
Sir, you 're an impostor. You 've

never been in Russia in your life. We
have met before ; you were in mufti

then, and I knew you for the common
rissole that you are. Waiter ! lead this

away and bring me some cheese."

V. WITH A POLICEMAN.
" Name and address, if you please,

Sir."
"
Hang it all, I was barely moving."

" A furlong in eleven seconds and a

fifth, Sir."
" Look here, you can't expect me to

work that out. How much an hour
does it come to ?

"

" About forty miles."
"
Oh, well, there you are ; now

you 've given yourself away. I can

prove you 're wrong. Because this car

can't go more than fifteen miles an
hour. I 've had it specially tested."

"
P'raps it 's hungry or something

to-day, Sir. Eleven seconds and a
fifth."

"
Yes, that part may be all right, but

you 've probably worked the sum out

wrong ; getting furlongs into miles is

very tricky work. I quite understand,
because I was never any good at

algebra and things myself. Rather

lucky my spotting the mistake, though.
If I hadn't had the car specially

"Hurry up, Sir, please. I can't
stand here all day."

" But aren't I telling you that she
can't go more than fifteen miles? She
:lid once do twenty, but that was down
River Hill when the brakes wouldn't
work."
"Name?"
"
Oh, well, if you will take this high-

landed line. . . . But I warn you, I

shall probably write to The Times
ibout it."

VI. WITH A LAWN-TENNIS PARTNER.
" Yours! . . . Sorry !

"

"
Sorry ! I thought-

[OCTOBEU 5, 1910.

LITTLE CONVERSATIONS.
ONE of the accusations which the

older generation is in the habit of

bringing against the younger is that the

art of conversation is being allowed to

die out in England, owing to the fact

that the youth of to-day is unable to

express itself clearly. After a careful

study of the subject we have come to

the conclusion that our elders are (as

usual) unduly pessimistic. The dia-

logues below, selected at random from
those in which an average man might
participate in the course of a single day
(a Monday, for example), seem to

show that even in this hustling age
numerous opportunities are seized for

the free interchange of thought.

I. WITH AN EARLY-MORNING CALLER.
" Your hot-water, Sir."
" Honk."
" It 's eight o'clock, Sir."
" Honk."

II. WITH A TICKET COLLECTOR.
" But do I look like a man who

would travel without a ticket ?
"

" Can't help that, Sir."
" Neither could I it 's the way I

was born, I suppose .... I've told

you why I can't give. you my ticket.

It was a week-end one, and the return
half is in a waistcoat pocket at the
bottom of my bag. A thing that might
happen to anybody."

" Must have a ticket."
''

Well, what do you want me to do ?

I can't undress my bag on a public
platform ; it 's very indelicate of you
to suggest such a thing."

" You might feel in your pockets
again."

" But I tell you I had a different

waistcoat on when I went down on

Saturday. If you would only bring
your brain to bear on the subject you
would remember that it was a much
colder day, and naturally I was wear-

ing something with flannel at the back.

To-day being quite hot .... Oh, here
it is in the ticket pocket of my coat.

No, don't apologise."

III. WITH A TAXICABMAN.

"Have you change for a shilling?
"

"No."
" Then I shall have to give you

eightpence."
" 'Ow much do you want ?

"

"
Fourpence."

" Look 'ere, are you trying to be

'unny ?
"

" Not just now. I will try if you
like. We'll both try."

" If I start making you look funny,
my lord, you '11 be sorry I began."

"
Enoagn. Here is your fare

"Mine! . . . Sorry!"
'

Sorry !

"
. . .

'Oh, I am sorry! "...

"
Awfully sorry !

" ...
"
Really, partner, I 'in ashamed

"
Oh, but I 'in just as bad." . . .

J
"
Oh, sorry !

"

\ "Oh, sorry!"

VII. WITH "HER."
" Good -

bye. I 've never enjoyed
myself so much."

" You must come again."
" I should love to. What about to-

morrow ?
"

" Oh ! . . . I 'm afraid we shall bo
out to-morrow."

"
Well, then, Wednesday and Thurs-

day and Friday and Saturday and

Sunday and Monday and Tuesday."" You see ... I 'm not sure . . . we
may be going away."

" Then what about the week after?
"

" Oh ! . . . It 's like this it 's just
possible we 're going aln-oml. . . . Per-

haps I 'd better write to you."
" I only wish you would !

"

VIII. WITH A CONSCIENCE.
"
Well, we 've had another jolly

day."
" H 'm ! You managed to make a

young fool of yourself once or twice.
'

" You always say that."
" And why don't you take life more

seriously ? How have you helped your
country to-day ?

"

"Oh, shut up! I want to go to

sleep."
* :;- * * * :|:

" Are you awake ?
"

" Well ?
"

" I've just remembered my country
will get five pounds out of me for

furious driving .... That 's a nasty
one for you !

"

" Oh ! Good night." A. A. M.

"The ]iarrot and cockatoo at Maidenhead
innovation was the Kaiser's orders that every-

thing ]x>ssible should be done to prevent the

troops imbibing alcohol in any form."

Jiristul Tin" .

A nice thought, but it would not deter

us.

From a letter in The Pioneer Nail :

"In a recent match with John Roberts he

beat the veteran by some 6,000. His averagt
per stroke was 83, a truly wonderful perlinni-
ance for a boy.

"

Indeed, yes ; counting revokes, clear-

boards, and everything, we have never
seen more than 10 made in a stroke.

The journalists who were wantonly
smitten by the sabres of the police in

the recent Berlin riots have their con-

solation. After all, the pen is mightier
than the sword, though you can't hit

quite so well with the flat of it.
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Chivalrous Party. ", 'OLD YER BLOOMING HAH, AN" GIVE THE OLD GEYSER A CHARNST, CAWN'T YEH?'

Performer (tearfully).
" THANK YE, SIR. (Siti/.) YE 'RE THE ONLY GENTLEMAN is THE 'OUSE."

A LOVE SONG.
OH, my love, my love ! Would you know what sort of

person my love is ?

"Very fair is my love. Her face is like the full moon on a

fine night.
Her features are as rarest verse, perfect in expression

and form
;

Her eyes shame the Mediterranean hlue on a picture post-
card

;
she is of medium height ;

And her hair is of a rich auburn, so vivid as almost to be

warm.

My love lises in the morning, and the sun immediately
becomes dim

;

She moves in her garden, and the female rose hangs in

shame upon her stalk
;

She trills as she goes, and the blackbird gloomily confesses

that it 's one too many for him,
"While the peacock may be observed in a secluded corner

trying to copy her walk.

How dainty are the feet of my love she tells me that she

takes small three's
;

"Which (vide the peacock) does not interfere with the

unembarrassed freedom of her gait ;

Her arms are like roseate marble, delicately veined in a

manner suggestive of a new stilton cheese ;

Her le But I do not wish to be indelicate.

My love's breath is a breeze laden with all spices of Araby

except muskiness

(Oh, my love, my love, would I could inhale the fragrance
of your sighs !) ;

Her voice I regard as the entire limit sympathy without

huskiness

She can say
" Boh !

"
in a manner to draw tears from

your eyes.

Now that my love is away, I am become a subject to the

gravest apprehension ;

I droop as a lily ;
I wilt visibly ;

I am as melancholy as

a Gibraltar cat ;

As for my appetite, I have nothing of the kind about me

worthy of mention,
For fear partly that something may happen to her, partly

that she may meet one comelier than I (I 'm always
afraid of that).

But when my love returns (catastrophe haired) I shall

grow giddy, I shall stagger like one overcome with

strong drink
;

And, if she allows me (as I devoutly hope she will) to

fortify myself with an affectionate and elaborate kiss,

Then will I fall before her little pink toes (at least, I

suppose they 're pink)
And I will recite to her these verses; and that will

indeed be bliss. Dust-DuM.

"Mr. Richard Burden Haldane, Secretary of State for War, is well

beyond his fiftieth year, bnt he thinks a day's walk of sixty miles

on country roads just the thing for his health, and often indulges in

such a bit of strenuous exercise in spite of his years and two hundred

pounds' weight." Liverpool Daily Post.

Our promised story of Mr. HALDANE and the hippopotamus
is now indefinitely postponed. We cannot compete with

our contemporary.
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Teacher (examining pupilin arithmetical signs). "Now, BOYS, CAN ANY ONE TELI, ME WHAT THAT STANDS KOIS?"

Smart Boy:
"
PLEASE, Miss, KISSES AND ALSO USED ON BEEI; BAKKELS !

"

ALTER IDEM ("SAME HERE").
[The figures recently published show that some 42,000 "illiterates"

polled at the last election.
- The lament of a contemporary, that such

voters could not have weighed the evidence on the questions involved,
has touched one "

literate
'

to song.]

O HORRIBLE ! Most horrible ! My flesh

Creeps, and a shudder shakes my very soul,

Noting the awful perils that enmesh
Who comes unlettered to the fateful poll.

Breathless, his country watches ; ah, the loss

If he should boggle darkling at the deed !

A nation waits expectant of his cross,
And he he cannot read.

Think of it, brothers. Down The Daily Neivs

Dripped the old platitude and diatribe
;

Daily The Chronicle expounded views

Beyond my pencil's power to describe ;

The Telegraph had lessons for us each ;

The Mail remembered what The Globe forgot ;

Even The Times itself made bold to teach ;

And he he knew it not.

O miserable flotsam ! Seas of ink
Bore him unconscious on their useless tide,

Unable at their worst to make him sink
In floods of yeasty phrases misapplied.

And so, poor clod, untutored and astray,
He gave his suffrage to some empty name,

Not knowing aught of truth or where it lay ;

And I I did the same.

THE ENQUIRING MIND.
ROUND the old Inn table they sat, talking fish. The

Man in the Waterproof Cap spoke of the rainbow trout

that he had, killed, and the salmon he might have killed

but for the fact that he did not kill them. The Man in

the Old Norfolk explained that the trout referred to could

not have been rainbow, and that no salmon ever lived in the

Man with the Waterproof Cap's river. Having given his

reasons, he passed on to the split cane rod, averring that no

good fish could be killed with any other. Bottle Nose, in a

wordy argument, refuted this, and told them all about perch.
With him the Man in the Waterproof Cap joined issue.

They had been doing this for hours, and might have

gone on doing it for more hours, but for the Quiet Man
in the Corner. In every Inn there is a corner, and in

every corner a quiet man. He is never interested in fish,

and his patience, if long, is finite.
" Excuse me interrupting, gentlemen," said this one,

politely,
" but during the last two and a half hours I have

learnt all that can be learnt about fish save one thing.
You are, I take it, experts in the matter ?

"

There was a modest chorus of "
No, no," but if ever a

"
No, no

"
meant "

Yes, yes," this one did. It was plain
that they were jointly and severally willing and ready to

reveal all the known facts and many of the unknown con-

cerning all the trout, salmon, perch, pike, chub, minnow,
shark, and fish that be.

" Would one of you mind telling me," continued the Quiet
Man from his corner,

"
why it is that sardines never have

heads?
"
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THE PAID PIPEE.
JOHN BULL. " HOW WOULD IT BE IP I PAID YOUB PIPER, AND LET HIM PLAY WHAT

TUNE HE LIKES?"
TEADE-UNION OFFICIAL. " I DON'T SO MUCH MIND YOUB PAYING, BUT I CALL THE TUNE !

"

[The new proposal to withdraw the formal
"
pledge

"
cannot materially affect the situation.]
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THE DHICTATORsr
(iNTOlRELY SUPPORTED BY VOLUNTARY
SUBSCRIPTIONS-) ('Ti

Ŷ LR SAVlNgs UL WANT
!J

TOURING THE STATES; OR, THE MENDICANT DICTATORS.
John Redmond. "THE INTHEHTAINMENT DON'T SEEM TO BE GOIN' LOIRE IT USED TO WANST, TAY PAY! MONEY SEEMS TOIOHTKR

TITAN YE MOIGHT IXPICT !

"

T. P. O'Connor. "IT'S THE BASTE O'BRIEN, so IT is, JOHN, ME BUOY! HE'S DOIN' us A POW'KFI'L DALE OF HAIHU;M, CAHI.IN'

ACROST THAT WE'RE A GANG UV SPALPEENS! BEDAU ! Ol 'D NIVER HAVE BKLAVED AN OlRISHMAX CUD INTHERKEKE WITH
< -MMl'ATHRIOTS INGAGED IN UETTI.N'' MONEY OUT UV SOMEDODY ILSK!!"

THE LAY OF THE JOYOUS
MILKMAN.

I USKD to walk upon my round,

By urgent poverty constrained
And not to mortify the flesh,

And always customers were found
Who said to me, appearing pained,

"
Milkman, this cow-juice is not

fresh
;

"

But now that sort of talk is off,

Thanks to Professor METCHNIKOFP.
I still ring at the usual hour,
And if they voice the same complaint

I just reply,
" Don't make a fuss,

I 'm quite aware the milk is sour;

Frankly, I don't pretend it ain't

It 's better for your tummy thus ;

And who are you to dare to scoff

At wise Professor METCHNIKOFF? "

The Golden Age has blossomed, and
Smooth is the way that erst was

rough ;

Where once we walked we drive

in gigs.
We milkmen are a thriving band,

For people gladly buy the stuff

On which we used to feed the pigs ;

Wherefore our thanks are due to Prof.

(Meaning Professor) METCHHIKOFF.

" Mr. Clement Short, our best

authority on Bronte Literature," says
The Liverpool Daily Post. If it had

made the name longer it might have

been Shorter. (Don't thank us; we
can do that sort of thing quite easily.)

"To-day Mr. A. Bonar Law, M.P., celebrates

his 52nd birthday, having been born at New
Brunswick." Manchester Evening ffeirs.

That seems to settle it.
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AT THE PLAY.
"D'AECY OF THE GUARDS."

I HAVE been trying to fathom th

mind of Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER.
have asked myself very curiously whj
he should have dragged out from it

dusty pigeon-hole a play so thin ii

dialogue, so mechanical in stage de

vices, so ancient and obvious in desigr
as D'Arcy of the Guards. It coult

never have been just because it provide;,
him with a picturesque uniform a

an Irish brogue. That would be

insult his own dignity and the intelli

gence of an audience nurtured on th

problems of a PINERO, the subtleties o

a SUTHO. No, we must look deepe:
than this for his purpose.
Without consulting him, I think !

have discovered that the clue to it liei

in the character of Pamela Townshend
as brought out by the most remarkable
feature of the play, namely, the waj
in which document after document o
the gravest importance kept falling on
the ground to be picked up by the

wrong person. They fell like leaves in

Vallombrosa, like the constant dropping
of water that makes for petrifaction
There was the letter announcing thai

Captain Townshend of the Philadelphia
Dragoons proposed to break through
the British lines in disguise and visil

his sweetheart and sister in the house
where D'Arcy, of His Majesty's Foot
Guards, was quartered. This gets on
to the floor and so into the hands ol

D'Arcy. Then there was the document
which set forth the plans of a secret

night attack upon WASHINGTON'S lines

at Valley Forge. This gets on to the
same floor and so into the hands of

that charming rebel, Miss Townshend.
In the former case D'Arcy, who is a

gentleman first and an officer after-

wards (if ever), declines to peruse the

missive; and, when its contents become
known to him through no fault of his

own, in a spasm of gallantry saves
the enemy from being captured and
banged for a spy, so placing that

nemy's sister under a deathless obli-

;ation. In the latter case, this very
.ady, defying all the laws of honour
and gratitude, determines to take full

advantage of her discovery of the secret
)lan of assault, and, when caught with
t in her hands, pours the contents of
a pistol into the body of D'Arcy ;

and
while he lies there apparently a corpse
'I thought he was dead till I remem-
>ered that there was another Act to

come, and no Actor - manager ever
misses the finale) despatches her

ligger-servant to warn the army of

WASHINGTON. As for the damage done
o the gentleman, she sets herself

leartily to repair this by five weeks

of assiduous nursing, followed by
nuptial engagement ;

but in the matter
of the document she never entertains

a suspicion that her honour has sufferec

any sort of taint. And this is the se>

that demands the vote !

You perceive now the intention o:

Mr. ALEXANDER in producing D'Arcy oj

the Guards. Under the guise of a simple
costume -play there lurks a serious

purpose. It is the latest and mosl
brilliant move the more subtle for its

atmosphere of vacuous innocence in

the crusads against Women's Suffrage
The shortness of the play did not

save it from tedium, especially in the

dialogues between D'Arcy and that

good crony, the Doctor of his regi
ment, who always had the air of say-

ing good things and hardly ever said

them ; nor were the passages between

D'Arcy and Pamela Townshend much

POUDKE D'AMOUH.
"amela Townshend Miss EVELYN D'ALROY.
Colonel D'Arcy ... Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER.

more entertaining, though Miss EVELYN
"D'ALROY always gave charm and dis-

inction to her scenes. Mr. ALEXANDER,
n a part that needed at times a little

nore of the manner of Mr. CYRIL
MAUDE, played psrhaps in rather too
ubdued a key for an Irish officer with
he reputation of a dashing dandy.
Vliss MARGERY MAUDE was very sweet
,nd natural.

As for the gentlemen of the Foot
Juards, they carried very bravely their

>icturesque uniforms, which seemed to

iave incurred no speck of dust or soil

i the course of this bloody campaign ;

ut the secret Council of War, held

proariously in a house inhabited by
t least four reb3ls, recalled to me the
athetic observation of Lord NORTH,
vhen a list of officers was submitted
o him for the command in America:
I know not," he said, "what effect

:iese names may have on the enemy,
ut I know they make me tremble."

" THE BISHOP'S SON."
Can it be that the cult of Mr. HALL

is in decline ? Not, surely, for

lack of stimulus on the part of the

god himself. Yet it was only the
other day that he was putting to us
The Eternal Question ("Am I not the
double of SHAKSPEAKE?") and already
it seems to have been answered in
the negative. Anyhow, that rechauffe
has been replaced at the Garrick

by another of his melodramas, Tlie
1', i Chop's Son. This, his "latest play,"
as the programme says (it is really, of

course, his old Deemster in a fresh

disguise*), was l^ing offered on its

second night to indifferent and very
thinly populated stalls. Mr. BEVEBIDOT
acted well. He is just my idea of a

really good Bishop of Sodor and Man
struggling with adversity. Also there
was a nice part for a fairly inteliii^ nt,

rough-haired terrier. 1 liked him. He
said nothing that made me laugh in

the wrong place. 0. S.

*Mr. II.M.i. CAINF. auxiom to save me from

error, writer as follows: "I could wi.sh to tell

you that the statvui jut made in many news-

liaj'ers that it [Tli" /Ji\/i,i/i'n .SViw] is a revi.s <1

version of my earlier play ejlled Ben-my-Chrtt
is entirely without foundation. Whatever the
faults of The Jiislfi/i's Him. it H at all eventa
a new drama, founded on my novel, Tkt
I i--'iii*>>-r, limn whi:-li a /.inlinn ol the earlier

play was t iken, but having no other ivsem-
blance to it, whether in .seene or in dialogue."
This authoritative .statement relieves /;.,<-

my-Chree of a good deal of resjiousihilitv.

The Egyptian Gazette publishes the

following weather report for Alexan-

dria, straight from the Kom-el-Nadoura

Observatory, which is one of the nicest

ind most trustworthy observatories we
iave ever met :

Direction of wind ......... Calm
Koree of wind by kilom. jierhonr 00
State of Sea ............ Calm
Barometer corrected ......... 749.0
.state of Sky ............ 1 /'J clouded

Humidity relative ......... 65

[Max. Temp, in the shade 28.8

During Miu do do 29.0

He.tofthe.un ... 19.3

50

poration m.m. ... 5.0

't is difficult to see how one can leave

off one's chest -
protector when the

veather is so uncertain.

en-
e.o

8a.m Rainfall

I Evaporatio

"'Of course, if it came from Ahad Singh,'
{aven went on, 'it could only have been a

'etter written before his death, whieh was
losted subsequently, either intentionally or by
ni.stake.' He little knew how absolutely e.jr-

ect was his surmise." "Daily Mirn<r

Ie must have known he was getting

,
between those two alternatives.

"
It is interesting to state that, in treating a

lairy mole, the hairs are removed, and do not

eturu for a considerable time at least."

llritish JA

?his is a nice way to treat our poor
lumb (and blind) friends.
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Irate Passenger.
"
GUARD, WHAT AUK ALL THERE PEOPLE woixc. IN THIS CAP.UIAGE? IF I PAY SECOND-CLASS

TO TIIAVEL WITH SECOND-CLASS PEOPLE."
FAP.E, I EXPECT'

A MAYOE'S NEST.
" JUST our luck. Here it 's the finest

afternoon of all the holidays, and we 've

got to stay indoors," said Norman,
kicking dents in the mahogany legs of

the landlady's chair.
" And whose fault is it ?

"
asked

Margaret.
" If Peter hadn't come and told us

the niggers had begun we shouldn't
have tlioitght of leaving the man until

we had unburied him," said Norman.
" It 's beastly unfair to drag me into

it," said Peter angrily.
" I told Mother

so. You know very well I didn't put
a spadeful on him. All I did was to

try to do you a good turn by telling

you about the niggers. How should I

know you 'd buried a man ? And yet
I have to suffer for your your

"

"Misdemeanours is a good word,

Peter," said Margaret kindly.
" But

really, Norman, it wasn't Peter's fault."
"
It was, partly," protested Norman.

" And yours as well. Who did his feet,

and who said,
' Put it on gently, so as

not to wake him ?
' "

"
Ah, but who really began it ? Who

said,
' Here 's an old blighter asleep

let 's bury him for fun ?
' "

asked Mar-

garet.
"You 're both to blame," said Peter,

" and it isn't fair that I should be kept
in. I had no more to do with it than

Joan yet she 's jolly well enjoying
herself on the sands, while I have to

suffocate in this rotten room. I 'm

going to get out of the window."
"
Although you may be as little to

blame as darling Joan, Peter, that 's no
reason why you should break your
little neck getting out of a first-floor

window," said Margaret.
" I expect

Joan is enjoying herself, bless her in-

nocent heart !

"
she added, looking

dreamily at a white cloud passing across

the deep blue sky.
" How should 7cc know the tide was

on the turn," said Norman. "We're
not clerks of the weather, nor yet met-

metropologists. And he wasn't in

any real danger he only shouted once

or twice when the water touched his

neck, and the boatmen ran to him at

once. He was hardly even damp."

" I wonder," said Margaret 'musingly,
" whether it would have mattered much
if he had been drowned I mean, he
didn't look to me as if many people
could love him."

" You 'd have been hanged, that's all

and a jolly good thing, too," said

Peter. "As it is, you'll very likely

have to go to prison, for I heard father

say he was Mayor of some place."
"
Ah," exclaimed Norman, with some

bitterness,
" that 's why they 're so

severe on us ! Snobbery !

"

Peter rolled off the sofa and lounged

sulkily over to a corner, where he

rummaged among some sailing boats

and sand-shoss. " I say, who 's sneaked

my crab? It was here on Tuesday."
" Dear little Joan took it out this

morning," said Margaret ;

" she thought
it would like a swim, but she tells me
that she dropped it somewhere on the

way, and never saw it again. I won-

der," she added pensively, on a sudden

suspicion,
"

if that can possibly be the

same crab that they found in the

Mayor's pocket when they were un-

burying him ?
"
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MAIL-BAGS.
No. III. THE HOUSEMASTER'S.

Richard Calthrop, Esq.,
" North Close."

DEAR SIR, Your a/c re Hildebrand
for last term to hand, and before

sending you cheque for same I beg to

enquire, as a business man, how you
arrive at the item,

"
Breakages, 8 16.s." ?

This is ridiculous ! Hildebrand is my
only son, and I know him through and

through. No boy could possibly be
more well-behaved and orderly. He
would not hurt a fly. He has a
beautiful and studious disposition.

Kindly itemise a/c, and oblige
Yours faithfully,

ALBERT WORPLETON.

(Answer: Practising gymnastics on
the gas-burners, 17s. &d. ; aviation

experiments with a Persian kitten,
2 2.s.

; proving that a cricket ball will

penetrate stained-glass windows, 15s.
;

studying the action of the catapult on
the Vicar's prize poultry, 1 lls. 6d.

;

introducing a stray cat to my dog in

my drawing-room, 3 10s. Total,
8 16s.)

DEAR SIR, I feel the time has
arrived when I ought to take dear
Leslie away from his governess and

put him into a public school, but I

have heard such dreadful accounts of

them and I want to be perfectly sure
that if he were entered at North Close
he would be as carefully looked after
as if he were under my own eye and

kept out of draughts and protected
from all the nasty rough bullying boys
and have his companions very carefully
chosen for him. Can you satisfy me
about this, and also see that he uses
a toothbrush twice daily and that he

changes his socks whenever he comes
in from a walk ? And I should be happier
in mind if I knew that he was care-

fully watched and not allowed to over-

study and that he was only to speak
French at mealtimes with the other

boys.
Of course I should not dream of

allowing him to play football, but in

the summer term I could let him play
rounders or take part in cricket if a
soft ball were used. Please satisfy me
on these points, because dear Leslie is

so sensitive and so delicately consti-

tuted, and I am certain that he is a

genius. Yours very truly,
ALICIA EFFINGHAM.

(Answer : Mr. Calthrop greatly regrets
that a stringent house rule prevents
im from taking geniuses into North

lose.)

DEAR SIR OR MADAM, During the
ast week we find that we have des-

patched no less than forty -three sample
packets of our Lemonade Powder, as

advertised, to (presumably) guests at

your house sending in coupons. To-

day's post brings nstivclvcmorecnquirics
for free samples from your address.

We are pleased to get answers to our

advertisements, but each sample costs

us threepence, and we feel that this

kind of thing is not business. Can
you, in confidence, kindly explain
same ? We are, dear Sir or Madam,

Your obedient servants,

OSONICEE, LTD.

(Answer: Mr. Calthrop's guests ex-

press great satisfaction at the quality
of the lemonade powder, and have very
reluctantly contributed 10s. $d., which
Mr. Calthrop encloses.)

DEAR SIR, I must say that I am
highly dissatisfied with Reginald's last

half-term report. I cannot understand
how you could possibly allow him to

obtain only four marks out of a hundred
in the Scripture History examination,
and only five out of two hundred and

fifty in the English Essay. When I

placed Eeginald in your care I par-

ticularly told you that I should require
you to devote special attention to these
two subjects, as I desire my dear boy
to follow his father's footsteps in the
Church. He has splendid brains, like

his father, but lie is very sensitive and

requires constant attention to bring
out the best that is in him. So I wish

you to take him under your charge
during the summer holiday and give
him thorough coaching in his two weak
subjects. I think a bracing seaside

resort, such as Herne Bay, will be most
suitable

;
and I should like you to teach

him also swimming, elocution and the

violoncello, as these make nice accom-

plishments for a curate.

Yours truly, MILDRED MURBY.

(Answer : Mr. Calthrop regrets that

during the summer holiday he takes a

holiday.)

DEAR SIR, We are anxious to enlist

the sympathy and influence of pro-
minent educationalists for the great
work of our National Co-education

League, and should very much like to

include your name in our list of patrons.
We are sure, Sir, that your long ex-

perience will have led you to the con-
clusion that the system of co-education
must inevitably be for the welfare of

boys and girls alike, and also for the
satisfaction of those whose noble priv-

ilege it is to direct and control the
minds of the young.

Yours faithfully,
MATTHEW POTTERINGTON

(Author of The Soul of the Jii/).

(Answer: Mr. Calthrop, speaking from
long experience, finds more than ample
scope for his energies in the direction
and control of boys alone.)

MR. PUNCH'S AUTOGRAPH SALE.

CHAMBERLAIN, The Et. Hon. AUSTEN,
typed letter, signed, to Mr. CHRIMES,
of Wolverhampton. "Private."

. . . What we suffer from is either too little

leading or too many leaders
;

I leave it to you
to decide which. My own view is that a Party
should choose an enthusiastic leader, not neces-

sarily from the ranks of golf players, and stirk

to him. Right or wrong, he should )>e loyally
followed. As it is but I have already writt* n
too much. You have my sympathy ... 7/0

HOUSMAN, Mr. LAURENCE, A.L.S., to

Mr. G. B. SHAW. Sept. 25, 1910.

. . . Will you not join us ? No one can
make the Censor see stars as you can. The
whole thing 's such infernal rot. Here is

THACKERAY, on the one hand, with The Four

Georges, and on the other every Electric Theatre
with pictures of living royalties, and n.

flattering either
;

and if I try to introduce
GEORGE IV. in a drama I 'm done. 5/-

CODY, Col., of Laffan's Plain, A.L.S.,
to Mr. EGBERT LORAINE. Sept. 20,
1910.

DEAR MAN FROM THE Ails, You can't think
how much I admire you. I wish you would tell

me how you do it. To act like yon is swas/p r

enough, luit to fly too! That is too nine!].

What does one do to get so light ? I keep OH

drinking soda water and cat ing pull' pastry ; but
all in vain. Do help me.

Yours reverently, W. F. CODY. 9(/.

SMITH, Mr. F. E., K.C., M.P.,'A.L.S.,
to Baron DE FOREST, Hereditary
Baron of the Austrian Empire.

MY DEAR MAURICE, There is really no end
to the meanness of Party politicians. Wdiild

you believe it, some of my canstitucnts arc

actually making themselres nasty about my
tiip with WINSTON and you ! fieally people
are getting ridiculously fastidious nowadays; I

think of replying to Liverpool in the rlassie

words:
"

I could not love tliee, dear, so much,
Loved I not Honor more."

Yours ever, FRED. 1/6

TREE, Sir HERBERT BEEHBOHM, A.L.S.,
to Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER.

ME HEAR BHOY, Shure I'm touhl that

your Oirish accent in D'Arcy of tin- t;i/n'ii\ is

almost as good as me own in T/m U't'liinn,

hat a pity TAY PAY went off to Amciiea
without hearing you ! Couldn't you manage
to take the piece over to Ireland ami play it

at Dundalk the next time TIM HEAI.Y speaks
there ? Yours affectionately, HEIU:. 1/3

"An epicurean correspondent writes: In

connection with the Chilian centenary celel'ra-

tions referred to by you in a recent issue. I did

not notice any mention of the national Chilian

dish at the shipboard dinners. Perhaps jot
are not aware that there is such a tiling as a

cazvela, which is looked upon as the Chilian

national dish, the same as the "lla podida
Knglish version) or cocido 'Spanish nal

the Spanish national dish." Journal <$

.

Quite true
;
we were not aware.
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'THE NEW ARM," AND HOW TO ELUDE IT.

O.N APPROACH OF AIK-SOOUT FORM Fl.OWERS !

THE REVENGE OF THE MOWER.
HAVE you ever heard of the Mowing Machine
Which once got up in the twinkling light
Of a star or two in the dead of night,

With its steely knives all sharp and clean,
And its box I think it was painted green
And crossing the lawn alone, alone,
With its whirr subdued to a muffled tone,
Arrived but stay, I must tell you first

What was the curious personal reason
That caused a machine like that to burst

Out of its shed
When the night was dead,

And so mysteriously to pass
On its muted wheels across the grass,

Like a burglar crawling his hands and kne^s on,
Intent in the dull October weather
To break a house and the law together.

This Mower had come from far away ;

It was made, in fact, in the U.S.A.

Though Fate had sent it to go and roam
To a wretchedly starless, stripeless home,
To live its life in a giddy whirl
Of Duke and Marquis and belted Earl,
Still in its every thought and deed
It stuck to its old New England creed ;

And though it was forced to be a server
In a British garden, it kept its fervour
Unmixed and strong (but I don't say blatant)
As a patriotic American patent.

Now there came to the house one day a man
Who was made on a spruce and tidy plan.
He owned a moustache and a rose-pink fair skin ;

Had a decent amount of luck at cards,
And sometimes honoured the Coldstream Guards

By wearing a scarlet coat and bearskin.
His manner of speech was something slow,
With its

"
Yaas, bai Jove," and its

" Dontcherknow ;

And his wits were certainly not too witty ;

But you don't want wits when you look so pretty
In short, he was neither more nor less

Than a frivolous lad in faultless dress.

It chanced that day that the conversation
Dealt with the great American nation,
And Algy (shortened from Algernon),

This Guardsman, tidy and neat and trim,
Great Scott, how he went and carried on !

Some demon certainly prompted him.
He wondered bow talking througli the nose felt ;

He said he didn't like oyster-stew ;

He didn't think much of Colonel ROOSEVELT
;

He didn't love Yankee girls (I do),
Because, he observed, they always knew
As much as, usually more than, you.

Their men, he stated, were badly dressed,
With a most deplorable taste in collars ;

He hated the silly way they
"
guessed,"

And loathed their habit of piling dollars.

He didn't leave them a single virtue :

Their manners pained and their language hurt you ;

In all their pursuits they were far too keen
And every stupid and wounding word

Being said in the garden was overheard

By the angry American Moicinj Machine.

So that 's why the Mower rose at night
With its wheels well oiled and its blades all bright ;

And that 's why Algernon's soldier-valet,

When he went next morning to wake his master
With some tea and toast to tickle his palate,

Recoiled in awe
From the proof lie saw

Of the Yankee-hater's deserved disaster.

For the Mowing Machine had chawed the pup,
Had chopped him small and had mowed him up ;

And had left, for Algernon's form and face,

A tuft of grass on the pillow-case !

"But some beautiful hats, ill which Hack and white are solely used,
will be worn, though at the moment they ure preferably of white and
black." Birmingham Daily Pust.

Just the sort of little difference which distinguishes a

real lady.

' ' Barbara dropped her embroidery,

porch absently." Penny Magazine.

The best of these long lashes.

Her dark eyes swept the
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE are certain amateur critics (we have all met them)
who are quite hurt

secutive books
if an author dares to write two con-

in one style. His individual manner of

expressing himself they recognize now as a mere mannerism,
and they have a vague feeling that lie is doing it on pur-

pose, in order to annoy them. So SHAKSPEARE must have
hud critics who said, with each new play,

" Same old blank

verse
"

;
so Mr. WILLIAM DE MOKGAN must have had critics

who said,
" Vienx jcu

"
to his fourth book and proceeded

to explode him as a slave to his mid-Victorian style.
Whereat (alas!) Mr. DE MORGAN girded up his loins, and
said,

"
Very well, then, I '11 just show 'em," and produced

this remarkable, tour de force, An Affair of Dishonour

(HEINEMANN). Perhaps, though, I am wrong; perhaps
Mr. DE MORGAN was tired of himself, and wanted a holi-

day. Well, he has had it a few gloomy months in the

seventeenth century ;

now let him get back
to work. For me there

can never be too many
Joseph Vances and Alice

for Shorts ; for me this

A ffai r ofDishonour was
as nearly as anything
too much. I admired

greatly its skill, but
there were times when
I was almost well,

when I found that 1

could cheerfully drop
a few pages. To think
that the father of Hall//

could ever bring me to

such a melancholy con-
dition !

On page 221 of Mr. W. H. HUDSON'S new and beautiful

book, A Shepherd's Life (MKTHUEN), it is written,
" Some

friends of mine whom 1 went to visit over the border in

Dorset told me of an enthusiast . . . who had recently
died in the village. 'What a pity you did not come sooner,'

they said. Alas! it is nearly always so; on first coming
to stav at a village one is told that it has but just lost its

oldest and most interesting inhabitant." This passage

expresses also the feeling of Mr. HUDSON'S readers. They
too regret that lie has not always been wandering about
this green England, from earliest times, eliciting memories
and sentiments, shrewd, poignant, and entertaining, from

the sons and daughters of its soil. No one has ever done

it so well. In reading A Shepherd's Life and the series of

other wayfaring, observing, gossiping books that have pre-
ceded it, one thinks of Mr. HUDSON as the finest patriot, in

the best sense of the word, that we have. No one so un-

derstands and loves his fellow-men and his native land
;>

and no one writes a more limpid and melodious English.

II you had come to \\\:\

and said,
" What would you

give again to know
The thrills you felt

when first you read

A Haggard twenty
years ago '.'

' '

I should, I think, have

answered,
" Sir

(Or Madam as tho

case may be),
The joys of youth do

not recur

At least, they never

do with me.

IMPROBABLE SCENES.-II.
Hoi'SE-AOENT I-O1NTIM; OUT THE DEFECTS OF

TENANT.
A HOt'.SE 1O A 1'KOsmT1VE

"I know that land in

Afric's core,

Named from a hint

in Holy Writ ;

The vasty caves,

treasure store,

With skeletons

guarding it ;

I know the men
find it one

the

who

Putting aside the

Dreadnoughts, I have
found the Germans of

my acquaintance veiy
decent fellows, of pas-
sions much likemy own,
not without their faults,

mainly distinguishable by then prettier taste in beer. Yet
none can write of them without exaggeration unbounded.
Thus, I. A. B. WYLIE assumes that I regard the Teuton
as an egregious monster, and, hoping to bring us nearer

together, describes him as a paragon of all the virtues. Things
are so much better ordered in his country that even his

servant class, out courting, refrains from " exuberant signals
of affection," lest

" a blot be cast on the landscape."
To make the praise conclusive old England is constantly, if

unconsciously, belittled. To take the least instance, our
idea of celebrating Christmas appears to this author to

consist of nothing but quite enough church and much too

much plum pudding. Had My German Year (MILLS AND

BOON) been confined to its interesting facts and pleasant
illustrations, I should not be complaining. It is written

from competent observation and with descriptive powers
of an attractive and humorous order. But as an essay in

criticism it so fails as almost to irritate. Were I to take
its judgment as final I might be content, for the prosperity
of Germany, that the Germans are there, but should rejoice j

"The best -known absentees were V. L. Johnson, the famou* Binniiig-

exceedingly, for my own gregarious pleasures, that they
liam sprinter (who was, however, present). . . ."liui'ty Mail.

Weds the fair queen a prize well earned.

I loved them ; but their day is done.
At least so far as I 'm concerned."

Thus I 'd have answered you. And yet
Here 's EVELEIGH NASH has proved me wrong

The recipe is labelled "stet
"

;

The ancient thrills are going strong.
And though my hair is turning white

Age surely loses half its sting
If EIDER HAGGARD still can write

Books like his last Queen Sheba's l!in<j.

"Shall I say that I was roinl'ortfcl when I lookeil il|i
from niy

letter, to meet two brave blue eyes that showed in their brightnesq
and sweetness that one at least was glad tliat I had ;' gone to the

war ?
" London Magazine.

What did the other one think about it ?

are not here. The Press cannot lie.
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CHARIVARIA.
Now that an agitation for payment

of the Members of the House of

ominous lias been started, the Mem-
bers of the House of Lords are con-

idering their own position in this I

respect. They appreciate, we under-
[

stand, that the present moment isj

not favourable for any extravagant
demands, and according to our infor-

mation a claim merely for their beer

money will be put forward at first.

famine. We should have thought that

it would have been possible to persuade
many kind-hearted local ladies to adopt
one during the winter.

-.'
:

'.'

There would seem to 1)6 no limits to

the influence of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE.
A telegram from Capetown referring to

the forthcoming Royal opening of the

new wing of Parliament House states,

"It is expected that hotel and house
accommodation for visitors will be

taxed to the utmost."

an aeroplane might Irivo

circling a Square.

been

The latest report about the Turkish! J propos of the prohibition of Mr.

Loan is to the effect that France will
j
LAURENCE HOUSMAN'S play, we hear

float it in consideration of Turkey
ordering five gunboats from a French

The hitch was said to be

that a movement is on foot among all

persons called George in favour of

making a presentation to the Censorshipyard.
clue to France attempting to make the- for insisting that that name should

Turks take a few of her Govern-

ment matches as well.

From Bombay comes the news
that SAVARKAK has objected to the

jurisdiction of the Court, and has

now definitely refused to take any

part in the proceedings. This

spiteful attempt to spoil a trial on

which so much money and pains
have been expended really does

not do credit to SAVARKAB.

The state of health of ABDUL
HAMID is said to be more than

precarious. His experience, how-

ever, as the Sick Man of Europe
will, we suspect, stand him in

good stead.
;;

. ...

Prince HENRY XXIV. of Reuss-

Koesbrite, Eeuter tells us, died

List week at Ernstbrunn. It is

rumoured that with his successor

liable*' f,'eiling-b<i!tle.., .'in; to bo pro-
vided on the now refreshment corridor
train running from Liverpool Street to

the Essex coast towns, and thus a
reform for which infants have been

crying for years is now e<>n-.iimm:il.-d

The Great Eastern Railway now fulfils

on land the functions which we in...

gine the Bibby Line to fulfil on s >

During a hunt at Sidley Bridge an
otter hound and a terrier were lost

in a big drain, where they remained

imprisoned for seventeen days. To
prevent the recurrence of such an
accident it is suggested that only
dachshunds be employed in the future.

as these dogs are of the ideal build

for passing through pipes with ease.

One of Messrs. PICKPOUU'H deli-

very vans loaded with goods was
stolen from a street in Southwark
the other day. We understand
that with a view to prevent such

petty thefts in the future the vans
will be attached to the driver by
means of a little chain.

Absolutely the latest hat for

women, we read, is
" The Aero-

plane," with large outstanding

wings set freakishly at the back
of the hat. It is to be hoped that

this forecasts the possibility of all

absurd hats shortly taking flight.

in title an entirely new series will
tlf ^^^ ^ bgmirnl^^,., mimm

1>IEASE OOOK, WILL YOU I.EM. WE A FLEA

be started, beginning with HENRY IA. be associated only with

*../' noble and good. ... ...

There was a quite inexplicable ab-

sence of excitement among British It seems almost incredible

all that is

A correspondent writes to point
out what seems to us undoubtedly
to ba a breach of good taste.

While a large number of music-

lovers were waiting outside the

that

cricketers when the Orient liner Otu-aij the opening of Mr. BEECHAM'S Opera

pit and gallery entrances on the occa-

sion of the production of Electro.

last week, some ladies appeared with

money-boxes, and endeavoured to

collect contributions for " Homes for

brought back the ASCHES last week from

Australia.

The motor-car race for the Vanderbilt

Season at Covent Garden should have
|

the Mentally Afflicted."

way, another correspondent

been postponed owing to the indispo-

sition of two of the artistes. Where, By the _,, _

oh where, were those pills which expresses the view that Tiefland is

Cup on Long Island was a brilliant
'

would have been worth more than a reminiscent of WAGNER to such a large

affair this year, four persons having
'

guinea to the box office ? extent that the title might well have

been killed and twenty others injured.

"

FRANK DANBY "
published a new

It has, after all, been left to private

'

novel last week. A certain amount of

enterprise to find employment for Lord
j

interest attaches to the event as this

He is to be best man at
'

is the first book this authoress has

the wedding of General Sir ARCHIBALD
,

written since she decided to give up
HUNTER (protector of King MANGEL at

| writing. -
:;:

Gib.) and MARY Lady INVEHCLYDE at

St. George's, Hanover Square, on the The Observer points out that the~ * . . , . , i j t. ..j
1st prox. circle has not yet been squared,

" and

is not likely to be." But who knows ?

We are sorry to hear that the bees This may be one of the triumphs of

in Warwickshire are threatened with
j
aviation. In Paris, not so long ago,

been rendered " Thiefland
"

in the

English translation.

To the joy of the Republicans the

Portuguese Revolution received its im-

primatur on Friday last, when The

Daily Mail published a long telegram
from the new PRESIDENT. It is ex-

pected that the other Great Powers

will follow the lead of our contem-

porary in

Republic.

recognising our youngest

VOL. cxxxix.
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MOTOR MEMS.

(By Mr. Punch's Chen Expert.)

AUTUMN is advancing and there can no longer
be any

doubt that the days are beginning
to draw in, making

lighting-up time almost startling in the earliness of its

incidence. The cautious motorist, however, will find no

difficulty in adapting himself to the daily change of hour

and in avoiding the attentions of the police, whose only-

idea would seem to be to earn promotion by piling up a

long list of fines secured from those who, though they do

happen to drive cars, are yet entitled to the ordinary cour-

tesies generally extended by one human creature to another.

Motorists are a long-suffering race, and thera is among
them too great a tendency to endure the policeman's scorn,

the magistrate's contumely; but some day the breaking-

point will be reached, and then there will be a rude

awakening for Dogberry and Verges and all the rest who
have attempted to trample motorists under the iron heel of

self-sufficient authority. In the meantime, however, every
driver of a car should provide himself with the ingenious
little machine supplied by the Self-Adjusting Automatic

Lighting Syndicate, of London, Paris and Berlin. It would

not be fair to describe all the details of the patent. Suffice

it to say, that by an entirely novel application of the

Marconi system the machine is kept in permanent wireless

relation with the sun, so that at one hour after sundown

precisely the six tiny ignition-semaphores are set working
and the light thus generated is communicated to the lamps
of the car. The machine takes up very little room ; it is

made out of the new Compressed Pumper-Nickel material,

and can be fixed on the steering-wheel. It is said that it

sometimes explodes in a thick fog, but the patentees point
out that the.e is a distinct advantage in possessing a porta-
ble fog-signal, and that so far no motorist has been killed

by such an explosion, even if it has occurred, which they

strongly deny.

A NEW CAR.

I had an opportunity the other day, by the courtesy of

the All-British Red-Map Imperial Auto-Car Company, of

inspecting their new 1911 type of car. Mr. Blosenheim
and Mr. Isidor Dollarstein, the courteous and genial Manag-
ing Directors of this magnificent concern, were good enough
to attend at the chief works and to show me everything
that was to be seen. The Air-Cleaver, as the car has been

christened, is made of consolidated zinco-copperine, all the

joints being strengthened with bar-gold imported for this

purpose from the Company's mine on the Rand. The

engine of course has a sliding sleeve with detachable silver

cuffs grooved in concentric rings. A universal spring-
shackle acts by means of a worm-drive constructed on the

mono-bloc system, and the carburetter, being fitted with

six pistons and five sparking plugs, transmits energy in a

straight line to the propeller-shaft right through the gear-
box to the live axle. At the North-East corner of the

splendid chassis there are twelve self-supporting troughs
raised or lowered in synchronism with the opening of the

throttle, thus securing a perfected petrol-electric all-metal

exhaust. The wheels are of the hay-cart type, first brought
into notice by this firm. There are four clutches in a line

and the brake-pedals are placed on the rear of the frame,
thus avoiding the confusion inseparable from the ordinary

type. The flow of the petrol is regulated by a formula

which assumes that

where r is, of course, equivalent to the friction given off at

top speed. The price of this car, with Maharajah body
complete, is only 2,000, and I can highly recommend it to

my readers.

THE INCOMPLETE BACHELOR.
I WONDER- what it is, this subtle Sometliimj

That other men possess, and I do not \

This hidden charm, (his lure, this really rum thing
That casts a spell where I but cast a blot \

'Tis not the sunny smile you see them wearing;
No glamour of a chin set firm and fine

;

No trick indeed of form or manly bearing
For glance at Brown's, then feast your eyes on mine !

Yes, ga/.e at Brown the promenade patrolling ;

The seaside nymphs look round with rosy cheeks ;

With sparkling eyes they watch their hero strolling
A distant nod will haunt their dreams for weeks !

Full credit would I give, not seek to dim it

But no, the tailor's skill it cannot be ;

For look at Jones ! his waistcoat is the limit !

Those trousers, too, all baggy at the knee !

And yet observe him where the many muster ;

The women sigh, you hear their young hearts beatl

Why, Jones, the centre of a radiant cluster,

Might be the Curate at the local Treat !

And what of me? I mingle with the others,
Hither and thither hustled, jostled, shoved

;

Plain, homely clay no use to eager mothers.

Merely a man ! One of the World's unloved I

MISUNDERSTOOD.
I MET her in the golden gloom talking to some one who

looked like Briseis.
" Cassandra !

"
I said.

She turned round, and I was surprised to notice that she

still wore that harassed look which (so they say) never left

her upon earth. For here everything looked jolly : there

was no stint of floral decorations asphodel and so on.

"You come from earth?" she asked eagerly; "from

England, perhaps ?
"

I confessed it.

"
Ah, then," she cried,

"
perhaps you can help me. You

know that we take in the papers down here ?
"

" Excuse me," I said,
" I thought this was Elysium.''

"
Nevertheless," she answered,

" we do ; and whenever
I open one of your Liberal Dailies, what do I find ?

' The
Cassandra-like prophecies of Mr. J. L. GAKVIN, or V'/.v

Morning Post, or The Times, or Lord CHARLES BKKKSFORD,
or the Tariff Reform Parrot, or some one else.' And what
do they mean by it?" she almost shouted, stamping on the

ground with an indignant sandal. "
They mean ' untrue.'

Was ever a woman so maligned? When Apollo" (here

she blushed slightly)
" when Apollo laid that curse upon

me, it was to the effect that my forebodings should all be

realised, but that no one should believe in them. As if that

was not enough to worry a poor girl. And now that I am
dead they use my name as a synonym for a liar. It 's too

bad. Could you not publish a short history of the Trojan
war for the benefit of Liberal journalists, or at least ask

Mr. ANDREW CARNEGIE to supply them with classical

dictionaries? They might as well say that Hector dragged
Achilles round the walls of Troy. But hush ! here comes

Agamemnon.
'

I promised to do what I could, and retired discreetly.
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DIMINUTION.

-THE DYING PIG" (MR. JOHN EEDMOND). "THEY WOULDN'T LOOK AT ME WHEN I WAS
FULLY INFLATED. LET US DWINDLE."

[Mr. REDMOND'S new Home Rule demands as outlined in a Press interview arc milder even than the spirned Devolution scheme.]
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(//.<*>/ trlto fanties liims.-lf as a cunteur, is, u-UJ, his </<, ;tnjl,,<, //*./?' call i-i a new >r

story with excellent results.)

7/,'s Proud Wife. "Now TKU, TIIKM Your. OTHEI: STORY, HKAII."

//, Mts a tonwr m <

A VICAEIOUS EEVENGE.
' IT looks," said my wife, who is

sometimes unnecessarily observant,
" as

if I'uncli had rejected you again."
" Well, well," I said with a sigh,

" of

course, if the editor deliberately chooses

to discourage genius and pander to the

depraved taste of the mob, that is not

my affair. I can scarcely be respon-

sible for the consequences to him and

his paper. But I am afraid sorely

afraid that it means that Archibald

will have to forego his long-promised
visit to the dentist this year. That 's

all. It seems hard that he should

have to suffer ;
but still

"
I made

a gesture expressive of resignation.
"
Perhaps, dear, if you wrote to the

editor and told him "said mj
wife.

" What ?
"

I exclaimed, with a
gloy

of noble warmth, " throw myself on hi&

cliarity after this?" here I brough

my fist down with a thump on mj
saucer and flooded the tablecloth witl

coffee
" Never ! I would rather senc

my literary work to the ,
or ever

the - than that ! But who 's the

other from?
"

"Mr. Gubbins, I think, dear," wa
the reply from my wife, who wa

gathering up the coffee in a napkin

and I do wish you'd be more care-

ul."
" H'm," said I (and few know what

world of savage scorn that simple

ejaculation can convey),
" Mr. Gubbins

shall receive our most attentive con-

sideration. Let me see the MS."

My wife opened the envelope and

landed me the contents. The com-

position certainly had the quality of

ength.
"
Evidently a case of sustained

effort," I observed, "and from the

arrangement of the lines I should pre-

sume it to be in verse. Let us consider

it in detail."

The opening lines ran as follows :

Jan. 11. 1 lb. g. s'rup

Bkg. powd 6J

Blkg.br 1 4J

"
Apparently a dialect poem," said I.

"Can you suggest any intelligible

interpretation?
"

" This mean treacle, dear," said my
wife,

" and that 's baking powder. The

other 's blacking brushes, though what

on earth cook's been doing with the

perfectly good new ones I got her in

October I can't think."

"An unpromising theme," I mur-

mured. "
Still, in the hands of a

master of realism, much can be done

even with such rude materials. The

metre, too, seems to be a trifle irregular.

Possibly Pindaric. However, let us

see how he develops the subject."
The next lines were :

Jan. 12. 2 pkt. carbolic sp. 1 2i

1 tin s'dines. ... 6

" He is wandering from tlio point,"

I said sorrowfully.
" Now if only he

had made some attempt to stick to the

treacle

I read some more, but failed to detect

any coherent narrative running through

the lines. The style was monotonous.

the scansion faulty, and there was no

trace of any discrimination in the

choice of expressions, or of that
"
criti-

cism of life" which, we are told, is the

essence of true literature.

"This composition," I said, sighing

and shaking my head, "seems to
^me

to be absolutely devoid of merit. Give

me a sheet of note-paper, a pen, some

ink and some blotting-paper.

Then I wrote as follows :

"
[NOTE. A stamped and addressed

envelope or wrapper must accompany
all communications which may require

an answer.]

Mr. -- presents his compliments,
and regrets that he is unable to accept

the enclosed contribution."

After that I felt better.
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OUR WATERING-PLACE.
AT a meeting on Monday of the Town Council of

Southwestborough, Councillor Hadd, in an emotional

speech, declared that the close of the holiday season had

shown them that their position as a seaside watering-

place was now practically untenable. Owing to the

gradual slope of their shore the sea had always been

distant, but it had lately receded and was now two or

three miles away. (Groans.) They never got anywhere
near it. No one in the place could swim. Most of them
had never been in a boat in their lives.

Tourists were attracted here by their advertisements of

witching waves, silver sands and beach picnics, and then

were furious to find nothing except a stretch of sea bog
covered with seaweed and decaying shell-fish. When the

tide was out they could see the water only through a

telescope. Legally the name Southwestborough-on-Sea
amounted to embezzlement.

Councillor Tisdall proposed carting away an acre or two
of the rubbish on the Front and making an artificial strand

of some sort. They could contract with a London builder

for a few tons of sand and bed out some rocks and fossils

and things anything to make the place look natural.

Then they might have some fresh fish sent down from
town every morning. They would have to engage a

fishwife, of course. He knew of a most respectable

person who had been a charwoman and who could easily
be taught the proper cries. For instance, he suggested,
" All alive, O !

"
which he believed was the technical

term used when selling fish. (Cries of "Fresh cra-a-ab!"

"Mackril nice mackril ! ") He moved a farthing rate for

the purchase of shrimps and sea anemones. (Murmurs.)
The Chairman begged to support this forward movement.

He would have water pumped up from the sea to the pro-

posed strand every morning for maritime purposes, and a

char-a-banc run twice a day to take tourists down to the

shore. He suggested building a wreck or two and engag-
ing a tame mermaid on trial. And could not something be

done to the atmosphere ? Invalids were supposed to come
down for the air, but at present they couldn't get near
the ozone. And why not a regatta? (Loud and astonished

cheers.) They might hire some craft from some watering-

place where there mix some sea, and engage a professional
swimmer down from London. The yachting didn't matter,
he thought ; no one ever looked at that at a regatta.

They only wanted good fireworks in the evening no one
cared for more than that. Just put a few cutters or yawls,
or whatever you call them, out in the offing, and let them

hang about there all day ; that was all except firing off

a gun occasionally. Guns were, for some reason or other,

always fired oft' at a regatta. Personally he hated the sea,

but they might put him down as commodore, if they liked

anything to give the thing a lift. (Loud cheers.)
Councillor Snell applauded this sportsmanlike and plucky

offer. He had an idea. (Murmurs of surprise.) Why not
have a local man to attempt to swim the Channel next

year from Southwestborough ? (Emotion.) It was no
use objecting he knew that the town was nowhere nsar

the coast of France, and that nobody in the place could

swim but how would the public find that out ? And
what was wrong with a projected aeroplane flight to

America? Look at the advertisement it would give the

town ! It would bring in thousands of tourists, even if

not an aviator on the ground flew a yard. (Sensation.)
Councillor Hickie announced himself as an out-and-out

Progressive in this matter. He thought a move might be

made by building an island, or something of that sort,

and letting it out by the hour to trippers anything

picturesque ; though it would be much better really to

have a wall built round the coast; the sea was a hideous

object about there. Then they ought to have a shipwreck
now and then, with a gallant rescue something the Press

;ould write up. And they wanted some old sea salts to

amuse the visitors. They could stand around in the streets

and hitch up their trousers.

The purchase of a fog siren and a fully-equipped flag-

staff having been moved,
The meeting adjourned to the " Three Jolly Seadogs."

A PLEA FOE UNSELFISHNESS.
THICK as the leaves in autumn down they flutter,

Two at a blow by one dark morning's post :

Missives that make me weep into the butter,

And shed from nerveless hands the untasted toast
;

Letters to say some poor good fellow

Has fallen into " the sere and yellow,"
Has got engaged has given up the ghost.

A melancholy train like carts of coke hauled

Up to the hymeneal pyre they go :

Was there some magic in the summer (so-called)
That made them pop like that? I do not know.

But anyhow the fools are bottled,

Caught by the neck and fairly throttled,

And o'er their graves the orange-flower shall blow.

Not that I blame them wholly men are mortal :

And who shall say what loveliness, what wiles,

Have made them dare the irrevocable portal
And set their fest towards the blessed aisles?

But what I do complain of, demmc,
Is when they paint their Blanche or Emmie :

Their lack of human fee'.ing that's what riles.

As if 'twere not enough to lose in toto

A fairly decent friend (for all his faults),
When some young thing (oh ! yes, I 've seen her photo)
Has haled him to the matrimonial vaults:

As though 'twere bliss, or even pleasant
To have to buy a wedding present

Here in the hourly hail of duns' assaults;

That then on top of this they 'd have me listen

Well read, at any rate meander through,
Till tears of boredom on my eyelash glisten,

Their raptures on the radiant object who,
Since ADAM first commenced his farming,
Is "

quite the most divinely charming,"
They all say that of courss it must be true.

And (not a hint of cara nor trouble taken

To have the sorrow of our parting eased)

They hurl their bombshell in my eggs and bacon,

They tell me how their hearts to heavan are soi/>il

(He scarcely knows, does poor dear Simpson !

If life in other spheres yet limps on),
And then, ye gods, they ask me to be pleased.

No, no, my comrades, this is rather too much :

If ye have dared to tread the bridal track

Into the jaws of death, the Stygian gloom-hutch,
Think of the souls on earth who cry

" Alack !

"

When next my breakfast table bristles

With these funereal epistles,
Let them be short at least and edged with black.

i : i B.
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AIM AUTOGRAPH BOOK.
"Oli," said Miss Middleton, "you've

.got a letter and I haven't. How mean !

"

I glanced at the bulky-looking en

velope in front of me, and then handed
it to her across the table.

" Take it. Your need is the greater.

Besides, I get it every Monday."
" Is it a report of the mine whore

all your money is ? Perhaps they 've

found some gold this week."

She opened the envelope and drew
out an autograph album.
"There you are," I said. "That's

what it is."
" How funny. I didn't know you

went in for these."
" I don't. They go for me. At

least, that one does. I 've had it for

months and months, and every week-
end I say to myself :

' Why didn't I

bring it down with me? I might have
done it this week-end.' And then I tele-

graph to London for it, and it comes
down, and on Tuesday I take it back
with me. That's all. It follows me
about of its own accord now."

" Write in it this morning, and I '11

help you."
" You mean you '11 criticise me."
"
Well, I '11 sort of .sit on the table

and tell you what words rhyme."
I groaned, and asked for the mar-

malade.
"
Very well," I said

;

" we '11 do it."

" Now then," I said after breakfast,
as I sharpened a pencil,

" I've had an
idea in my head for a long time, and it

is this. I am going to give a list of all

the things I can do, and end up by
saying that the one thing I can't do is

to write in autograph books. Do you
see ?

"

Miss Middleton was extremely silent.

"Do say something," I begged; "if

it's only an expression of contempt."
" I was thinking of all the things

you can do."
"
They will transpire. The idea may

sound rather bald, but wait and see

how it works out. Now then, let's

begin."
" With which of your numerous

accomplishments shall we open ?
"

"Yes, that's the trouble. Well,

suppose we start like this :

I can ride, I can row, I can 'ski.'
"

" Can you ride ?
"

interrupted Miss
Middleton.

"
Very badly. I can never get away

from the thought that I should be much
safer underneath the horse than on the

top of him. Do you know that feeling?
"

" Can you
' ski

'

?
"

" No . . . Well, then we go on. I

can I can yes, that "s got it :

J ran vide, I can row, 1 can '

ski
'

I cuii dancu and play football and light."

" Can you yodel ?
"
asked Miss Mid-

dleton with great interest.
" Look here," I said in some annoy-

ance,
" when I say I ' can

'

do these

tilings I mean that I don't mind trying
to do them. But I do mind trying to

write in albums. And what I mind
most of all is when a person says she 's

going to help me, and then linds fault

with everything I do."

"Oh, I am sorry. I didn't mean to

do that. Now I really will help. . . I

can I can
"

She looked at me thoughtfully. I

went on writing.
" How 's this ?

"
I said

"
I can ride, I can row, I can 'ski.'

1 can dance, and play football, and light ;

If I once get a hint of the key,
I can join (if desired) in a glee ;

I can play little pieces at sight ;

I can sew and make d'oylcys and cook
But I do draw the line at attempting 1') write

In your autograph book."

Miss Middleton listened with her
head on one side.

" That 's very nice indeed. Only I

wish I had known before that you
were so fond of trying to make d'oylevs

j iand join in glees.
" It 's like this," I explained once

again.
" There are a whole lot of

things I can do which won't rhyme
with anything, like picking a pin out
of the back of a chair witli my teeth,

and so I can't get those in
; so it 's only

fair to make up for them by putting
in a few things which I don't do, but
which do rhyme. If you like I '11 put
an asterisk against some of them, and

say
' Liar' down below."

"
Sorry," said Miss Middletou. " Now

the second verse."
" The second verse might strike a

different note. We might explain how
we had remained quite calm through
many terrifying adventures, but how
that even ice were appalled at the

sight of an autograph book."
" But that 's lovely, because then we

can really let ourselves go -

I have heard the rhinoceros roar."

" That 's the spirit," I said, and went
on

"
I was once introduced to a Dean."

" This is sheer vulgar pride," said

Miss Middleton. " Now all you want
is something about an infernal machine
and a wild boar, and there you are."

There, as she said, we were. It took
a little longer than that, however

; but
when finished the verse went like this :

I have heard the rhinoceros roir
;

I was once introduced to a Uean
;

When I 'm savagely charged by a bmr,
1 make no exclamation but "

Lor' !

"

1 have iii'ji'd an infernal machine,
I was calm when all [Sicily shook

But 1 blench at the pages of yellow and green
In your autograph book.

" There !

"
I said proudly.

" I think
that was worth doing."

" How well do you know the lady ?
"

"Oh, quite well. Why?"" Then sho knows that it isn't isn't

quite
" \Vhoever tells the truth in an auto-

graph book ?
"

" It would be rather fun to do it for

once," said Miss Middleton.
" You call this helping, but you 're

doing your best to hamper me. Very
well then, we '11 have a third vers"."

This was the third verse :

.lust a word do not ask, if yon 're wise,

Whether all of my statements are true ;

If you do you will learn with surprise
That it 's all of it all if /< lies ;

Vet I doubt if that matters to you.
You have got. what you wanted why, look !

Here 's a page full of ver es, original, new
In your autograph hook !

"I hope that satisfies you," I said
to Miss Middleton, and 1 opened the
book and wrote the verses in care-

fully.

"They had better he signed Long-
fellow,'

"
said Miss Middleton, looking

over my shoulder. " All the others
are." A. A. M.

"Violet "is instructed as follows in

The Church Family Xc/r.^mpcr :

" On the widow lady and her daughter leave

two of your own cards and two of your husbands,
it' they are out, and if they are at home you
must leave the same numli.-r in the hall

pass through on your way out."

This is not at all our idea of the
" modest Violet."

Seen on a ticket labelling tomatoes
in a shop in Leeds :

" BUST KNCI.ISII

CAN'T BE BEAT."

If this is really their best English wo
are sorry.

"The average height of an Englishman is

5 feet 9 inches ;
of a Frenchman, 5 feet 4 incl.r s ;

of a Belgian, 3 feet 6J inches."

l,'!tl.-i/',ir /:', ,(,',///
I ',''

The Belgians are too small.

The Sliop-Soiled Girl is the title of

the latest transpontine melodrama.
To be followed, we hope, by Sttlcaijc

Sale Sal and Little Miss Fitt.

" 'How little they know of England' the

familiar line returns to memory."
J'< -'.

Not so much of your
" familiar" I
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THE MAKING OF A JOURNALIST.

Mil. LUJYD (iKni.i:K'K KKTOUT rouuTKui-s T
T. I'.'s AKTH-I.K IN '-THE .\|I-NM-:Y."

AN " intimate study
"
of tlie famou

and self-sacrificing patriot journalis
forms the most attractive feature of the

October number of hindcll's Mai//i:i/i<
"T. P. O'CONNOR," it says, "is no

merely an individual, but a type and ;

world-force. He embodies the cri d
cai it i' of a nation in chronic revolt. Anc
yet by a tragic irony almost too d
for tears this Celt of Celts lives in per
m;m' nt exile in the heart of crue
London.

" His early days, however, were spen
amid the green hills of Erin, where he
was the life and soul of every gather
ing, social, political and athletic. A:
the national game of hurly, at al

meetings held by the votaries of terpsi
chore,

' T. P.' shone conspicuous by his

indefatigable and resilient energy. Yei
the cult of athletics never interfere!
with his literary studies. At the age
of ten he had committed all the poly-
syllabic epithets in JOHNSON'S Diction-

ary to memory, and modelled his style
on that of the great monarch of the
florid quill, GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.

'.' Gravitating to London in the early
seventies,' he soon leaped to eminence
by the wonderful skill with which he
combined a truculent patriotism with
the keenest appreciation of the noble

qualities of the English aristocracy." This heroic tolerance he carries to
such miraculous lengths that he has

actually been known to shake hands
with a Tory peer and to drink tea in the
same room with a duchess.

" His early environment was narrow
and strait-laced, but by a great effort

he has so far emancipated himself
from these cramping influences that he

occasionally visits the theatre and has
been known to admit an acquaintance
with the works of GEORGES OHNET.

" One of the most beautiful traits in
his character is his ability to enjoy or
even make a joke at his own expense.
Thus, once when I asked him to what
quality he attributed his marvellous
success, he replied with a joyous
twinkle in his eye,

'

Sure, me friends
call it bonhomie; GOLDWIN SMITH called
it "heartfelt flummery;" hut I call it

blatherskite.'
" When he is among his intimates

md their name is legion he often
Dtu-sts forth into song and dance. I
am not a musical critic, but I have
lever heard a richer or more ingra-
tiating baritone than ' T. P.'s.'

" His wit is wonderfully ready. Once
remember expressing my surprise

that a people like the Irish could con-

TOO OLD AT FOURTEEN.
"WELL, JIMMY, I SUPPOSE YOU'LL SOON BE LEAVING SCHOOL?'
"OAKN. LEFT LONO AGO. BEEN AHT o' WORK NINE MUNSE."

sent to PARNELL'S dictatorship.
'

Och,
vhy wouldn't they?' was the imme-
diate response.

'

Sure, the Irish love a
Dictator. That 's why they love me,
or I 've been dictating everything for

he last twenty years.'
" Until he took to motoring,

' T. P.'

vas a fearless bicyclist. TIM HEALY
vants him to take to aeroplaning, but
o far he has resisted the temptation.
3is favourite drink is barley-water,
,nd he smokes Irish cigarettes with

mpunity."

The Specta tor on the Bishop of EIPON :

" He pointed out . . . that while the increase

f longevity tended to increase the proportion
f the old, the decline in the birth-rate tended
o diminish the supply of the young."

low can anyone say after this that our

Jishops are overpaid ?

The Trials of Royalty.
" PRINCE ALBERT AS 'STROKE.'"

Dai'y Mail.

"PRINCE ALBERT AS 'Cox.'"

Daily Expreif.

" A curious ccu'retemps occurred this week at
St. Anne's harvtst thanksgiving service. A
good congregation gathered for the service,
which was to le followed by a sermon by a

visiting preacher. The s rvice was prolonged,
but no preacher arrived, so the curate said a
few words on thankfulness."

Nottingham Guardian.

Very nice and human of him.

"This was in striking contrast to the scene

outside, where all was bright and animate, the

countryside looking resplendent and at its best,
in the early autumn garbage." Bcdfoidshirc
(Standard,

You really get this effect better in

London.
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Horticultural Contributor (to new Vicar, upon conflation of the Han-est Kttiral decoration,).
"
WELL, Si is,

WE'VE HAD HIE CHUECK

LOOKING SAUCY BEFOHE, BIT NEVEI! ANYTHING LIKE THIS !

"

^__

TO AN OLD FEIEND.

THE end draws near again, and very near,

The first few fluttered beech leaves fall and gleam-
Light skirmishers that dog the dying year
But still I see you, down below the weir,

A shadow in the stream !

Here have you lurked since Spring, in sportive guise,

Rallied the meadows to young April's rout,

Here first I marked the marvel of your size,

Here wooed you with each fleeting season's flies

alderman of trout !

Here, when the madcap cuckoo made his mock,
And the rathe wild-rose blushed in earliest June,

The day the mayfly hatched above the lock

You nearly had it, didn't you, old cock,

Save that you stopped too soon ?

Here have I waited as the dawn spread high,

Hoping in vain the prejudice or pique
That makes you obviously reject a fly

Would send you hurtling through the startled fry
To grab a proffered bleak !

Here likewise have my steps at eve been drawn,

And, as the moon made way behind the wood

(The same old moon that watched the hunting faun),

I 've found the lob-worm garnered from the lawn

Did just as little good !

And now the end is near ; we part a space,

You to your mud, and I to mine in Town ;

May Easter find us at the trysting-place,

There where the dancing bubbles spin and race,

To meet the first March Brown !

LITERARY NOTE. We give no credence to the rumour

that The Quarterly Review intends to print serial novels

The first is said to be a new story by Mr. ARNOLD BKN.NKTT,

of some 350,000 words, and it is hoped by beginning it at

once to complete the serialisation by 1915.

"RHODE ISLAND REDS. February 1910 Hatched, PH!!

Cockerels, strong healthy birds, Pullets have laid 3. each, CockenB

4s. each." Adrt. in "South Gloucestershire CkrvnicU."

We are holding back until they begin to lay half-sovereigns.

A Cardiff engineer has invented a system by which all

the lamps of the city can be lit simultaneously by t

pressing of a button. Applicants for the job of pressing

the button should send in their references and testimonials

to the Chief Glerk.
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LISBON, OCTOBER 4, 1910.

MAXOEL. " AY ME, I SEE THE DOWNFALL OF OUR HOUSE !

THE TIGER NOW HATH SEIZED THE GENTLE HIND;
INSULTING TYRANNY BEGINS TO JET
UPON THE INNOCENT AND AWELESS THRONE." llichard tin Third.
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SOME NICE NEW DANIELS "COME TO JUDGMENT."
THE FOI-R M-:W JUDOES: THE POLISHED AVORY, THE H'AFFABI.E HORRIDOE, THE BLOSSOMINCI BANKES, AND THE BLUSHING LUSH

AT ONCE SALUTE AND BID FAREWELL TO THEIR FRIENDS AT THE BAR.

WILD DELIGHTS.
A LADY'S paper suggests the diversion of "

throwing
the cap

"
as remedy for the bored. It appears that "

you
divide the guests into two sides and choose a leader, who
stands in the middle and tosses a cap. If it falls the right
side up, the people on one side laugh as heartily as they can

[the italics are all our own]. Any one on the other side

seen to smile has to join the laughing side. When the

cap falls wrong side up, it is the other side's turn to laugh
and win the people over."

In case the guests at country house-parties prove recal-

citrant or irresponsive to cap-throwing, there are some
variations to fall back upon, perhaps equally intellectual

and adapted to adults. For instance, a Horse-collar Drive
should he highly effective where these aiiicles of harness
can still he requisitioned and the coachman is not yet ousted

by the chauffeur. You persuade the lady or gentleman with
the most obvious countenance to stand on the hearthrug
and make a face through the horse-collar, until some one
of the party grins in sympathy. The person who does so

must relieve the first performer, and so on in. turn, the

winner being the one whose grimace is provocative in

the shortest time.

Another invaluable stand-by, needing no accessories, is

the Progressive Yawn. A pointless story must be told by
tlic worst raconteur of the company. The people on one
side will then yawn as cavernously as they can, and capture
those of their opponents involuntarily gaping.
We expect no reward for inventing these relaxations for

the long autumn evenings, beyond the conviction that we

have added to the list of national pastimes that have gone
far to make Britain Great.

CUPID'S DARTS.

(Which arc a growing menace to the pulilic.)

Do not worry if I scurry from the grill-room in a hurry,

Dropping hastily my curry and retiring into baulk ;

Do not let it cause you wonder if, by some mischance or

blunder,
We encounter on the Underground and I get out and walk.

If I double as a cub '11 when you meet him in the stubble,
Do not think I am in trouble or attempt to make a fuss

;

Do not judge me melancholy or attribute it to folly
If I leave the Metropolitan and travel in a bus.

Do not quiet your anxiety by giving me a diet,

Or by base resort to v i et annis fold me to your arms,
And let no suspicious tremor violate your wonted phlegm, or

Any fear that Harold's memory is faithless to your charms.

For my passion as I dash on in that disconcerting fashion

Is as ardently irrational as when we forged the link,

When you gave your little hand away to me, myown Amanda,
And we sat in the verandah till the stars began to wink.

And I am in such a famine when your beauty I examine,
That it lures me as the jam invites a hungry little brat,

But I fancy that, at any rate, I 'd rather waste a penny
Than be spitted by the many pins that bristle from your hat.
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The

A TRIUMPH OF THE TURF.

[Author. I 've brought you a tortoise .story.

Kililar. Is it about a. hare ?

Author. No, it 's about a. tortoise.

JWtor. Well, we published a story about a

ortoiae only tlu> other day.

Aath-rr. I know. But this is about two

n-loises.

Editor. Of course, that makes a difference.

>ut in future you must try and think of another

animal.]

THERE are two tortoises (we have

called them ^Bschylus and Araminla),

and as it was a very hot afternoon and

nobody wanted to play tennis and there

was nothing else to do, James suggested

that they should have a race,

merely superficial student of

natural history may be under the

impression that tortoises confine

their sporting fixtures to encoun-

ters with hares ;
but this is an

error. James was at a college

where they keep a pet tortoise in

the Fellows' garden, and he has

satisfactorily disproved the accu-

sations sometimes levelled at our

great educational centres by dis-

covering its fondness for dande-

lions. Almost any yellow flower

will do, but it takes a dandelion

to arouse real enthusiasm in the

breasts of these strong, silent

animals ;
and by placing this

lure in front of JEschylus and

Araminta (after the manner of a

donkey with a carrot) we have

frequently caused them to develop
a rare turn of speed. We had

some discussion at first as to

whether it should be a bumping
race or not (James rowed in his

second Torpid), but Araminta is

very gentle and dislikes anything
in the nature of rough play, so it

was finally settled that the con-

test should proceed along the

side - lines of the tennis - court

from the base to the net. Ms-

chylus is the better traveller on soft

ground, and as I lost the toss and

James refused to give Araminta a sex

allowance and make JEschylus carry

weight in the shape of Middlemarch,
I was placed at once under a disad-

vantage.
We decided to dispense with the

starting gate, and to begin at the signal

of a handkerchief dropped by Miss

Williams. I forgot to say that there

were a great many well-known figures

in the paddock '(that is where the

tortoises live) before the start. Hilda

was there, and Miss Williams and

Henry, and for one or two minutes, Joe.

Joe is the gardener, and I gathered,
from one or two remarks which he let

drop, that a tennis court is a tennis

court, and when he had taken the

trouble to mark it out in the morning,
' took the bit between her teeth (quite a

he had done so for the purpose of i large bit it was), and then there is no

making it fit for tennis. But only a
'

other word for it she sprinted. By
few rare spirits can appreciate true

|

the time 2EschyluB had been tempted

sport. i

back to the course, they were practically

Well, they both got off the mark 1

level, and it was ding-dong to the

splendidly, and for some time it was a finish. With only a couple of inches

neck-and'-neck affair. Then, nearly
'

to go before the net, Henry drifted into

halfsvay through, a terrible thing hap-
'" The Cock of the North," and that

pened. Araminta, for no reason at all, i

settled it. JEachyius pulled up short,

stopped suddenly and furled her head. ! hissed, and buried his head beneath

Tears, cajolings, entreaties, even a his robes; but Araminta made a last

fresh dandelion, were of no avail,
j despairing effort, touched the tape, and

Finally, I struck a match and peeped won by a neck. Of course I was over-

under her shell a rather dangerous whelmed with congratulations as I led

expedient, you might think, but there
i

her in (by the dandelion), and I don't

is no celluloid about Araminta ;
she is

\ suppose a happier tortoise will go into

retirement for the next few months
,han Araminta. If ever I start

a stable, I shall certainly send

'or some of her progeny.

Caddit.
" 'STKOIIUINAEY THING, Si it,

NKKM

IT WILL KOT AVIATE."

AS THOUGH

THE SWANKERS,
i.

SCENE Almost any girls' school

just after the holidays.

First Girl. Did you have a

good time ?

Second Girl. Oh yes, lovely.

We went to Lulworth Cove. We
had the darlingest little motor-

boat all the time, called The

Water Baby. It was perfectly

ripping. I say, do you know I

can swim fifty strokes now ?

First Girl. With wings, you
mean.

Second Girl. No, absolutely

alone. No one within miles of me.

l''irst Girl. Were you in Lon-

don at all ?

Second Girl. A week or two,

just at the end. We went to the

White City every night. Isn't it

lovely ? You 've been, of course ?

First Girl. Oh yes. Millions

of times. Aren't the "
Witching

pure-bred throughout. Alas ! my worst

fears were realised: she was asleep.

Meanwhile, .ZEschvlus was forging

ahead at a positively lightning-like
crawl. It was then that I had one of

those brilliant inspirations that come
to us all twice or thrice in a lifetime :

I sent Henry indoors for his bagpipes

(he is about one-sixteenth Scotch, and

carries thess weapons with him wher-

ever he goes). .flSschylus was very

nearly eight lengths ahead when Henry
returned and at my earnest request

struck up
" The Flon-ers of the Forest."

The effect was magical (as the cricket re-

porters say) and instantaneous. ./Eschy-

lus swerved violently from the course,

and made for the shelter of a rhodo-

dendron bush; but Araminta thrust

out her head, sniffed at my dandelion,

- Waves
"

ripping ? The man

there said I could* do it better than

any one there 's ever been. It 's quite

easy if you keep your head and watch

how the tin moves. Did you have

any picnics at Lulworth?

Second Girl. Yes, thousands. Aren't

they splendid '!

First Girl. But wasn't it awfull)

wet?
Second Girl. No, not there,

rained everywhere else, I know.

what if it does? Hullo, there 's Dot

I say, Dot, where did you go for th

holidays ?

Dot. We went to Sandown at first

where we always go; and then tc

Brittany.
First" Girl. No, did you?
Dot. Yes, to a little place near Trou

ville. Frightfully jolly. There was



T'icar's Wife. "I'M sonuv TO *EK voir COM.X,-; MVAY .-KOM THE i.i,ni.ir.iiolWE M. O.TFN Pumcs "

there, and I rode on the round
about millions of times. Not horses
like we have, but pigs. And I threw
rings over knives and won heaps
Crowds. The man said no one hac
ever got so many.

Second Girl. Didn't you have to talk
French ?

Dot. Bather not. I made them
understand all I wanted by signs. I 'm
awfully good at it.

First Girl. Did you see any aero-

planes ?

Dot. I believe so
; but they may have

been gulls. Anyway, they flew rip-

pngly- [And so forth.

ii.

SCENE Almost any boys' school just
after the holidays.

First Boy. What sort of a vac. did

you have ?

Ki-riHid Boy. Oh, ripping.
/Vr.sC Boy. Where did you go ?

Second Boy. Cromer.
/'/>:-,( Boy. Good weather?
Smmd hoy. Topping.
l''irst Boy. Oh, I say, you ktiow, it

rained all the time.
Second. Hoy. Not where we were. A

shower or two that 's all. I swan
every day. Do you know I can swin
two hundred yards ?

First Boy. Bot. You can't.
Second Boy. I can, I say. I swear I

can. I learned
golf, too, from the pro

fessional there. He 's no end of a swell

Says I 'm going to be a swagger player
What did you do ?

First Boy. Oh, we went to Franc
motoring. My Uncle took me. He 's

got a ripping car 80 horse -powerWe simply flew. His shover 's an
awfully decent sort he let me drive
sometimes.
Second Boy. Bot !

First Boy. He did, I tell you.
got a real head for it, he says,
as a cucumber.

Second Boy. But I thought
wanted a licence ?

First Boy. Not in France. You do
lere, of course ; but in France every-
thing 's different. I say, France is an
awfully decent place. Hullo, there's
old Shrimp. Where did you go in the

ac., Shrimp?
Shrimp. Where did I go? Yachting.
First Boy. Did you really? Was it

oily?

I've
Cool

you

Shrimp. Jolly. It was absolutely top
hole. Nothing like it.

Second Boy. A big ship ?

Shrimp. Twenty metres, that's all.

We won fifteen firsts and four seconds.
I took the wheel in one of the races.
The skipper says I 'm a first-class
stesrsman. You should see me round-

ing a buoy, not an inch to spare. We
had a man overboard once, but I threw
the life-belt just in time. [And so on.

Harvest Home Sweet Home.
"A harvest supper was given l>v Mr.

on Saturday. Aliout thirty of liui employees
and wives sat down." Ynrniduilt .!/'/ /'V.'

:

'Tlie Von derTann is to show the Oiernmi

lag in all the principal ports of the western
coast of South America. It is not yet dwidrl
vhether she will round Cape Horn."

Daily Sf,,il.

Why be pfoud? It's so much the
easiest way of getting to the Western
soast of South America.

Blase.

"To-day's sale of plantation ruhlirr i>i Lon-
n was dull, prices falling from 9c/. to Is. 3rf.

>ei III." Liverpool- firha.
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MAIL-BAGS.

IV. THE RICH MAN'S.

Sir Dnvid David,
Castle Ltuddmwrch,

Brecknockshire.

RESPECTED SIR, Beading in Happy
Homeland as how you dont know how
(o spend your money quick enough not

having so very long to live, I beg to

say as how I should be very pleased to

help you and will come down to Wales
to-morrow if you like. Dont think its

any trouble for me because it isn't.

Your respectful servant, my Lord,
ALBERT GAMBELL.

(Answer: Sir David David presents
his compliments to the Editor of

Happy Homeland, ami requests him
to refrain from publishing any further

unauthorised paragraphs relative to

Sir David's wealth. It may interest

the Editor to know that the paragraph
in the current issue has inspired 527
letters by this morning's post alone.)

DEAR SIR DAVID, You and I are
both business men, so I won't waste
words. In the enclosed prospectus
of the Anglo-Patagonian Development
Finance Corporation, Ltd., there is

only one thing missing the name of

the Chairman. It carries 5,000 shares
with it, and of course there will be

juicy pickings from the subsidiaries we
shall float. Patagonia is a fine place
for a boom it 's so far away.

Are you on ?

Yours for business,
MONTY SNIDERVITCH.

(Answer : Sir David David is off.)

SIR, You are a loathsome blood-
sucker! A mean, contemptible hound
wallowing in the lap of luxury on
the filthy money you wring out of

your sweated shop assistants. In your
Edgware Eoad shop they are kept at it

night after night until ten and eleven
o'clock at sale time, presumably by
your orders. In the name of the
Brotherhood of Man I demand your
explanation ! If you keep silent we
shall take it as an admission of guilt
and adopt MEASURES accordingly.
For such slave:driving there can be

no decent explanation, but we shall be
interested to hear how you wriggle out
of it. Slimy worm !

Yours, BARTHOLOMEW MIGGS.

(Answer : Sir David David regrets to

disappoint Mr. Miggs, but he is in no

way connected with Messrs. David &
Co., of Edgware Road.)

DERE SIR, I am only a little girl of

six. My dere mummie tells me to

pray for you every nite becos you are

so good and kind. We are 17 and
none of us is old enuf to work, so pore
mummie has to work for us. Oh dere

kind Sir, wont you send us money to

give mummie a holiday in the country?
Dere Sir, you will never feel the loss

of a few pounds, and I will always
remember to bless you.

Your loving little friend, DORIS.

(Answer: Sir David David lias

already contributed several times to

the same handwriting with various

signatures.)

DEAR SIR DAVID, For a long time

our people have been wondering why
you have not come forward into politics.
Will you allow me to say that you are

the very man for the purpose a keen
business man, level-headed, influential,

and of course unhampered by pecuniary
worries. In fact, I may tell you in

absolute confidence that a certain

Cabinet Minister said to me the other

day,
"
Ah, if we only had a few men

such as David in the Lords !

"

The next General Election will be a

splendid time to make a debut if you
will honour us by contesting a scat in

our interests. In a South Wales con-

stituency your name should s'weep the

poll. Will you let me have your views
on the matter ?

Yours very sincerely,
CHIPPENHAM.

P.S. Our war-chest for the General
Election is in rather an unsatisfactory
state. We are trying to get 100,000

together, and to date are over 25,000
short of it.

(Answer: DEAR LORD CHIPPENHAM,
Many thanks for your kind sugges-

tion, but I am a plain business man
and have had a similar offer from
another quarter at cheaper rates.)

Another Centenarian.

"The purchaser at a rummage sale ot au old

writing-desk on reaching home with his newly-
acijuireil property found, through the a 'cideutal

opening of a secret drawer, some thirty gold
coins guineas, half-guineas, and <|imit<r

guineas, of (icorge lll.'s reign. They were
returned to their original owner."

Well, well, he won't want them long.

"Cousix MEG. Ifyour plans are not settled,
I have several good otters at most moil -i.it.-

prices for your relatives, so should you wish to
nave them, kindly write again." the l.<i<l<i.

Lucky Cousin Meg! But she should

kesp one uncle back they 're useful

sometimes.

"The aviatr himself had aa marvellous scenes
and deelahes he will try avtiii."

Yorkshirt. 1'vit.

Sportsman.

MUSIC.

Interview with the Conductor of the

Speckled Band.

BY a happy chance Mr. Punch's re-

presentative caught M. Joska Molkar,
the conductor of the famous Speckled
Band, between two engagements, and
in the course of a brief interview ex-

tracted from him the following exclusive
information.

"
Yes," said M. Molkar,

" this is our
first visit to England. We come, as

you know, from Dalmatia, the land of

the Green Dalmatian Mountains. It is

a beautiful country, though-the Bora
is occasionally rather trying."
"I hope," queried our representative,

" that you are pleased with your recep-
tion."

"
Oh, yes," responded M. MOLKAR,

" the English public has taken to us

wonderfully, and we are already known
as ' The Dotted Spogs.'

"

" You have a large band '?

"

" Immense. But we rely more upon
quality than quantity. The tone <>!'

our triangles is unique pyramidal.
And we are the only band in the world
with a quartet of dappled pom-poms."
"Your repertory is, I understand,

rather extensive?
"

" Extensive is not the word. We
play all the newest music

;
but in our

version every note is dotted, 'which

gives it a peculiar lilt or 'tittup,' as you
English call it. SOUSA-,-!- believe, <tid

something of the sort, but .the -Speckled
Band can knock spots oft' SOUSA."

" Can you tell me the names of some
of your pieces?"

"
Certainly. The overture to Nurit*,-

chino one of the staple products of

Dalmatia is perhaps our favourite

morceau. It is a luscious composition,

lavishly scored, and contains a brilliant

solo for the angelica, played by M.
Goracucchi. Anothervery popular piece
is Camera Lethalis, or 'The Doom of

the Plum-pudding Dog.'
'

" Your uniform is a special feature,
is it not?

"

"
Oh, yes. There is nothing like it

in the musical world. We wear raw-
hide sandals, spiral open-work put toes

of green serge fastened with amethyst
kibobs, a pink satin fustanella trimmed
with magenta frilling, and then the

historic speckled nainsook jacket orna-

mented with frogs of violet velvet. The
tout ensemble is surmounted by a small

pork-pie forage cap rakishly set over
the left ear. We wear side whiskers
and a chin tuft, but no moustache.
But 1 am afraid you must excus mo
now, as I am due in ten minutes to

conduct my new "
Spot Cash "

Fantasia
at a Matinee at Messrs. Garridge's."
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Local Practitioner (as he goes through liis day-book and Udijcr).
. YOU'D BETTER ASK HIM TO D1NNEK."

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES.
OLD SMITH HASN'T CALLED ME IN LATELY ABOUT ins INDIRECTION.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Ckrks.)

LADY DOROTHY NEVILL is a legacy graciously bequeathed
by the Nineteenth Centuiy to the Twentieth. She has
lived Under Five Reigns, and in a portly volume published
by METHUEN pleasantly gossips of remembered faces,

things seen and heard. It is a continuation of one pub-
lished four years ago, but it does not overlap its predecessor.
Lady DOROTHY'S range of experience has been so wide and
varied that her second note-book is as fresh as the first.

Among other charms the work lias that of style. She does
not laboriously indite. She pleasantly chats as she might
(and indeed does) in the circle of intimate friends. Crammed
with good things, the book readily lends itself to quota-
tion. The Jack Homers amongst reviewers have yielded
to temptation and have picked out most of the plums in
the way of anecdote. There remains much for the honest
reader in the way of discursive writing too lengthy for

quotation. Of such are the chapters picturing social life in

England in mid-Victorian days. Especially interesting
arc notes of travel in Germany and Italy, when Lady
DOROTHY, escorted by her parents, went on tour in what
slii!

lightly alludes to as " the early forties of the last

century." She knew most people worth knowing during
the last sixty years. The catholicity of her taste is indi-

cated by the fact that in early life devoted to DISRAELI
with whom she was always

" dearest Dorothy
"

in these
latter days she presents herself in a photograph with smiling
countenance leaning on the arm of JOHN BURNS, to whom
a white plumed hat, a trusty blade belted round a coat of

military cut adorned with gold-laced sleeves, add sugges-

tion of recent return from the tented field,

delightful one hopes for more.
The book is EO

Barker's were publishers plodding and slow,

Early-Victorian, lacking in go,
Till young Mr. Fairfax decided to come
And make things (if I may express it so) hum.

Young Mr. Fairfax was brainy and bright ;

He jumped to success when he started to write;
But Barker's did not make a similar jump ;

They met (in a manner of speaking) a slump.

Thing went very badly, though F. and the rest

Of the principal shareholders all did their best,
And Cupid himself lent a zest to their toil

By keeping the lot (so to say) on the boil.

But Barker's (the book which describes their distress)
Should bring a deal more that its namesake's success
To the author, E. H. LACON WATSON, to wit,
And also to MURRAY, who publishes it.

If, in haste to find out what happens, you skim The
Doctor's Lass (GRANT RICHARDS), you will be ill-advised,

for nothing of much consequence does happen, and the

charm of the book lies almost completely in the way in

which it is written. Again and again Mr. EDWARD BOOTH
reminds me of Mr. DE MORGAN

; he seems to regard his

characters with the same kind of wistful tenderness, and
be has also the same habit of delaying the action of the

story while he relates some trifling but delightful inci-

dent. What little plot there is concerns itself with a doctor

who takes into his houss the daughter of a woman who
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had jilted him, and in course of time marries her. A few

complications occur, but one is never really anxious about

the issue. Mr. BOOTH'S first book, The Cliff End, delighted

me, and I am now his confirmed admirer. Prolixity is,

however, his cardinal fault (he takes 469 pages to tell this

tale), and I believe that he would gain a thousand or so

more readers if he would make his book a hundred pages
or so shorter.

To those who would like Mr. PETT RIDGE to produce a

Mart/ Em' 1
1/ every time he writes a book, Nine to Sir-

Tltirty (MBTHUBN) will probably be a disappointment.
There is very little of Mord in Barbara Harrison, the young
lady who for two hundred and eighty-five of the three

hundred and forty-four pages works almost incessantly

during the hours indicated in the title. Her outlook

on life is clear and uncomplicated.
" You can supply

us with money," she says, discussing the question of

women workers,
' and keep us tied up to the fender, and

we '11 be mild, obedient slaves ; or, you can keep us without

money and educate
us and turn us out to

earn our living. But

you mustn't expect
the world won't
harden us, as it

hardens you; you
mustn't assume we
are going to preserve
what folk call what
was it ? the mid-
Victorian charm, and
at the same time earn

money to save some
man the trouble of

earning money for

us." Certainly I de-

tected very littls mid-
Victorian charm, or,

indeed, any other sort

of charm, about Bar-
bara. On page 244 a

minor character calls

her "a hard woman."
The compliment, says
our author, induced
her to smile atBlooms-

bury on the way home. If Mr. PETT RIDGE should come to

me for advice on his literary career, I should say to him,
" RIDGE "

(or possibly PETT),
" old man, I know you want

to show people that you are no mere irresponsible jester ;

but do, in future, laave bitterness to the other fellows. You
have done it very well, but I look to you to persuade me
that the world is not such a bad sort of place after all. If

you start trying to show that it is a festering welter of

rogues, swindlers, back-biters and down-treaders of the

poor, where are we ?
" To which Mr. RIDGE would, I hope,

reply,
" You are perfectly right. The fact is, my dear

fellow, I had been reading Ann Veronica, and I thought I
j

ought to have a shot at that sort of thing. It shan't occur

again." ~

I was asked the other day by a young Rhodes scholar if :

could recommend him a good guide-book to English as
j

she is spoken in the Shires. He can talk golf and cricket !

and shooting as to the manner born, but not coming of a

hunting stock was rather nervous about a prospective visit
|

to the neighbourhood of Melton. Luckily I had something .

better than a mere glossary to give him in the shape of the
j

latest of the pleasant hunting yarns which Miss R. RAMSAY
spins so easily and so well. For she knows the dialect

from start to finish, from find to kill, so that her covert-side

prattle seems altogether more real and less slangy than that

of most sporting novels. Of the plot of Barnaby (HUTCHIN-
SON) I am not quite so certain. Miss RAMSAY gives us
several rattling good runs for our money (so that in reading
it I feel like a carpet-bagger who has not subscribed to the

hunt), but I am bound to confess that some of the fences
seem to me rather artificial. Still she succseds in her

primary object, which is to make one sympathise with and
love a young American actress who comes to England and

poses as the widow of Barnaby, the darling of the Shires,
who is supposed to be dead and buried in the Far West.
When Barnaby comes to life and England, Home and

Beauty once more, the impostor is obviously in rather a

tight corner, as he has never even heard of her existence

j

till she is introduced to him as his wife by his adoring
;
mother. But Miss RAMSAY has foreseen and ingeniously

:

provided against all possible objections, including a previous
American marriage
which turns out to

have been invalid, and
out of these materials

has constructed a

really pretty love-

story. There are

chapters in the book
which seem to show
that she might some

day fly at higher game
than foxes and their

hunters.

IMPROBABLE
THE NATIONAL SI-OUTIXC; CLUB PAYS

SCENES.-III.
A VISIT TO TH GEOLOGICAL MOKI;M.

Easy as Mr. EDEN
1'mu.i'OTTs finds it

to write fresh tales of

Dartmoor, I confess

that the task of say-

ing anything fresh

about them is too
much for me. There
are more misfortunes
than getting into a

groove if the groove

happens to fit you,
and as no novelist is

more satisfactorily fitted than Mr. PHIL.LPOTTS, it seems an

impertinence to invite him to give Dartmoor a holiday.
Nevertheless I cannot help regretting the groove, even if [

hesitate to ask him to leave it. For although, like a golfer
whose local knowledge makes him hard to beat on his own
course, he gets great advantages from Dartmoor, it is pos-
sible that some of his readers may be getting a little tired

of witnessing his performances on the same ground. The
stories in Tales of the Tenements (MURRAY) are all good,
and one of them " A Mother for Heroes

"
is excellent.

Indeed the book is just what I have come to expect from its

author, and if it is not likely to make many new Phill-

pottians it certainly ought not to disappoint the old ones.

" Make a sauce by placing a lump of butter on the fire ami tlmm in^
a spoonful of flour over it, and then adding gradually a pint of milk."

Tli'' i.'

We have tried this several times, varying the treatment

occasionally by throwing the butter or the milk on the fire

and placing the flour over, but nothing approching a sauce

ever ensues.
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I pure as the Scottish deerhound. There
CHARIVARI A.

; s certainly no breed whose earri;i^r

The Throne, which was formerly six- asserts his noble descent BO plainly."

pence, may now be had for threepence. This is indeed an age of luxury for dogs.

They seem to have got hold of the same
idea in Portugal. The

j

deficit.

Water Board is faced with a

ignorance of judges i-, not confn
tin- hcnch.

Interviewed on the subject of her

engagement to Mr. BoilEBT LOHAINK,
Miss LOHH has stated,

"
If he goes

The fact that water does not
;

flying, he will have to fly alone as far

The fact that within a few days of
'

}

seem to pay has caused considerable as I am concerned."
the event the opening scenes of the satisfaction in publican circles.

Portuguese Revolution were shown in
|

all the cinematograph theatres is
'

The police asserted last week at the

leading thoughtful persons to Marylebone Police Court that during

married
levels.

she will stick to

,\-( n

the

when
Lohr

~ ~- i j &: Special classes in

wonder whether the Revolution was the past three months no fewer than '

keeping designed

now

not engineered by the enterprising

promoters of living picture entertain-

ments. ..; ft

The humility of true greatness!
Mile. GAMEIELLE DESLYS, the actress,

has informed an interviewer,
" I am

not ashamed of having the friendship

of young King MANOEL."

"As regards the situation in Por-

tugal," says The Car, "let us hope
that the new form of Government
will pay more attention to the roads

than the old did." This, we under-

stand, will be all right. The roads

will be swept, if necessary, with

shrapnel.
'*

'

Yet another suggestion has been

made as to a national King Edward
Memorial. It is proposed that great
roads should be made through Eng-
land from sea to sea, in the form of a

cross, of sufficient width for armies
j

to traverse them on the march. Gen-

erous contributions are expected from

Germany. ;;; *

Mr. BWANDON, who is in prison at

Leipzig awaiting trial as a spy, is

translating GOETHE'S Faust into

English. In Germany it is hoped
that he will shortly become acquainted
also with WILHELM'S gepanzerte
Faust the famous mailed fist.

Mr. EOOSEVELT has made a short

trip in an aeroplane. He described it

as the finest experience he had ever

liiid, and he would have liked to stay

up longer. There is some talk now of

his political opponents presenting him
with a whole fleet of airships.

Mn. S. NICHOLSON BABB, who won
the Leighton Memorial prize for a

design for a lamp standard, has de-

picted a group of children round the

base, "symbolising England's maritime

power." This should gratify the sup-

porters of a " Little Navy
"
policy.

"There is probably no breed of dog,"

says The, Ladies' Field,
" whose lineage

is so unsullied and whose blood is so

NO
STROKES

FOR

WOMEN

practical housa-

for prospective
brides are a feature of the curriculum
of the Battersea Polytechnic. It is

proposed that the pupils, when they
have completed their course, shall be

registered at the Labour Exchanges
so that anyone in search of a skilled

wife will know where to find one.

And a Public-Speaking Club has
been formed with a view to turning
out orators. We understand that every
branch of the art will be taught
there, including, what is so import-
ant to young political speakers, the

dodging of missiles. To be able to

make the appropriate gesture witli

one hand while catching an egg

lightly in the other is a task which at

times has baffled even the most

practised orators.

TllE SENSATIONAL VICTORY OF Ills* LKllc II

OVEII MR. H. HILTON (KX-GoLF-CHAm-lON) IN

THE KEC'EKT Ls'TEK-SEX
'' TEST

"
HANJIICA1', HAS

GIVEN A IT.ESH STIMULUS TO WOMAN'S CLAIM TO

HE UKCOCMSED AS THE K^UAL OF MAN.

forty thefts from perambulators had
j

been reported to them. The miscreants

always appear to go for articles of

value, the baby in each instance being

left intact. .

:: :;:

We extract the following paragraph
from our lively contemporary, Exchange
and Mart :

"K.C. COXTUOL OF JUDGES:
It is. tif course, all very well to keep i ailing

at tli</h;iioranc.e of judges to au extent it is

needed but it does not bring us nearer any

remedy for what is really the greatest evil of

our time."

K.C., it appears, stands for Kennel

Club, and we are sorry to find that the

THE COMPENSATION.
THK holiday passed merrily ;

Now, back in Town once more,
I emulate the busy bee

From ten to half-past four.

1 do not show a lack of joy
Nor wear a worried look

To find a chattering office-boy

Succee:! the babbling brook.

'Tis not that I regard with scorn

My lazy loafing days ;

I much prefer a field of corn

To London's dreary maze ;

But consolation 's near at hand :

In Town at least I get

My favourite tobacco and

My special cigarette.

' :

Boy, of aliout 14, wanted to . 0:1 a tea

round three days weekly to li-lp rr-.cat cane

chairs." Btntmtmmttil Daily /,W/.

They sesm to have very heavy teas in

Bournemouth.

'The,' kicked Irgh and rushed hard, arn^for
a time th-y g.ive the Chelsea hacks IIOIK-IISC."

Voutbull Krniimj .V '""'

Beans instead.

"The ball hovered in front of Cannichael

for some minutes, but he eventually cleared

with a huge kick." Kiwiing tftw.

And about time, too !

VOL. CXXXIX.
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TO A "FRENCHMAN."
[.Resident oil the coast of Xoj folk.]

HARD by the old-time haunt of Danish galleys,
Down wind you came against the marshland lights,

And on your legs the tint that marks a ballet's

Integuments (or tights).

Breast-high you Hew, and every moment fleeter ;

I could have floored you then with facile art,

But should most probably have couched a beater

Also within the cart.

And while I wondered whether I would chance it,

Risking a deed not readily unwrought,
You had arrived, and your immediate transit

Disturbed this train of thought.

Tliten as you grazed the hedge (and nearly slew me,

Missing by inches my averted nose)
A thrill from your exotic legs ran through me

Legs like the pink, pink rose.

And ere your tail had cleaved the zone of danger
The voice of Hospitality cried " No !

Ho is a Frenchman, in your gates a stranger,
You must not lay him low !

"

I thought of England's record, high and splendid,
For housing aliens from off the foam

;

How to the immigrant her arms extended
A furnished home from home.

Like Huguenots, I saw your fathers landing
Within the asylum of your kin and kind

;

Would it enhance the Cordial Understanding
To hit you from behind ?

Such a discourtesy I calmly scouted,

And, as across the distant hedge you swung,
"

SPIJI':: t i'ii in/ uille, moil brave ami !
"

I shouted

(Using your own fair tongue).

And when I saw that you had safely quitted
The scene of carnage, settling in the roots,

1 raised my restive muzzle and emitted
A brace of loud salutes.

You heard me from your cover, lying perdu /

My fellows thought I 'd missed you by a field ;

But you, I hope, perceived the tact that spared you
The fate I might have sealed. O. S.

When unemployed, employed the most.

"Through pressure of work Mr. James P. R. Lyt'll has resigned Ihe

chairmanship of the Central Unemployed Body." Daily Mil / <// .

"LADY'S perfectly new artificial leg (left), Oft. lin.
;

also pair
crutches, 52in. long." Daily Mail.

Some one must have pulled the leg.

"Shortly afterwards tiny [the burglars] were found intoxicated in a

Held, and stated that they had drunk the hairwash in mistake for

spirits." Evtuing Xtandanl.

It seems to have gone straight to their heads.

From a draper's catalogue in Bombay :

" White Muslin Blouse, new pointed joke, each Rs.4/4."

Intending purchasers are requested to send their

measurements.
jest

OLD CLOTHES.

SCENE A Dressing - room. TIME 11.30 A.M. A large
it-it nil i 'be stands open with all its draircrs pulled out.

All other drawers in other articles of furniture in the

room arc also pulled out. Little heaps of clothes, shirts,

underwear, etc., cover the floor, the bed, the chairs and
the table. Kite is standimj in the midst of the ruin.
He enter.', *n<ltl.<'tilij.

He. Oh, you 're here, are you ? I 've been hunting for

you all over the 1 say, by Jove, what luii'e you been

up to witli my clothes '?

She. I 'm just looking through them.
He. But I never asked you to look through them.
She. No, Charles, you didn't. There are lots of tilings I

do without being asked. Who gets the buttons sewe:l on
to your shirts? Who has .the naughty holes in you)- socks
mended ? Who but, of course, if you want me not to
I '11 never do it again, no never.

}fc. But this isn't a button-sewing business. Then; are
no holes in my coats and waistcoats, and if there were you
couldn't mend them. Come, what 's your game '?

She. In the first pkce, you 've no right to be here at all.

He. What! Not in my own dressing-room ? Isn't that
a bit steep ?

Site. I repeat, you've no right to be here. You sai<;

were going to London this morning, and
lit . I haven't gone. Changed my mind.
She. A man has no business to change his mind. Km-

all practical purposes I consider you arc in London, "i oo
don't exist here. I don't acknowledge you. (!o away,
person. I 've nothing for you.

He. I '11 soon show you if I 'm here or not.

[He seizes a heap of clothes and is about to ri

to the wardrobe.
She. Stop! Those clothes are mine.
//c. Yours ! My old shooting suit !

She. Yes, mine. My dear Charles, you simply car I

wear them any more. They 're falling to pieces, and 'what 's

left of them is inches deep in dirt. I claim them.
He. Well, you 're not going to have them. The\ 're the

only really comfortable shooting things I 've ever had.
She. Charles, it shall never he said that 1 wasn't rea

able. You shall keep your dear old oily shooting things,
but you must give mo this In-own suit instead. It

sacrifice, but for your sake I '11 make it.

He. But what in thunder do you want the clothes for '.>

You can't wear them.
She. And how do you expect Mrs. Bradish s oldest boy

to get a place as under footman if he hasn 't got a decent
suit to his back V

He. I never had any expectations of any kind about him.
I don't know him. I don't know Mrs. Hradish.

She. Well, it's high time you did. How do you expect

people not to be Socialists if you 're going to be so liaii:

and exclusive ?

He. Oh, stop it. Who is she ?

She. Mrs. Bradish is a widow. She has the M.M<. 'i

all live in a cottage, and the sons all require clothes.

He. So that 's what you 've been up to. A little quiet

clothes-stealing.
Stic. Pooh!
He. What would you say if I were to have a turn

amongst your clothes, and bag some of your frocks ami

things?
Stic. 1 should say you were a very impudent person.
He. But what 's the difference ?

She. All the difference in the world. Do you want
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ALARUMS WITHOUT,
7 \ . Aur Tunvjp vnrp TRDMPKTS I HEAR OLTSIDK BREAKING

OEXKP.AI, ASQL-ITH (at parley of opposing commanders). "ARE THO
\* T*H 1 1( 1

10 '/

"

GnnALBAU.UK.' "I SHOULDN'T WONDER. ANYHOW, HEAVEN KNOWS IT'S NOT *!' POINV.."





'

I SAY, lUllKARA. CAN YOU SAY YOUR PKAYEB.S IN GEUMAN YET?
" "

No, NOT I'ROrEKLY-NOT WITHOUT A WPflONARV."

Bradish to offer himself for a footman in a frock ol

mine? Really, Charles, you mustn't ba so ridiculous.
He. But I wanted to give that brown suit to Parkins.
She. A butler in a brown suit? Charles, it's not to bo

thought of. Besides, I don't like you to give your clothes
to Parkins.

IIf. Why not ? He valets me.
S7< ( >. Well, I don't like it. The fact is, I 've noticed that

your clothes look ever so much better on Parkins than they
ver did on you.
Ilf. I 've noticed that myself. Can't make it out.
She. Oh, I don't know. Parkins is a handsome figure of

a man, you know. Fine portly presence, good legs and
He. We won't worry about Parkins's other points.
She. No, Charles. Well, then, the brown suit's mine;

and I shall want an extra pair of trousers these stripey
ones will do and a shirt or two and a sock or so. May 1,

harles ?

//f. Oh, take anything you like.

Slip. Generous, noble-hearted creature! But you came
up here to tell me something. What was it?

He. I only wanted to tell you I hadn't gone to London.
She. Well, tell me quick, and then you can run away.

Another Sinister Omen from Germany.
'I'hr Tatler informs us that the German KAISER has

ordered his Christmas cards from an English firm and lias

selected <r a facsimile of a painting of CHARLES II. and his
suite embarking for England." The Editor of The National
Seview will perhaps kindly take a note of this.

AN EMPTY SADDLE.

DOWN the hill path echo the hoof-beats liollcw ;

The empty saddle sways ;

Sadly the road that weary feet must follow
Winds through the darkling braes!

Soft fall the clansman voices, hushed, complete in

A pathos worse than woe
;

Meet tongue indeed to murmur of defeat in

The Gaelic, gentle, low !

Up in the cliffs the raven cries for slaughter,
The caustic croaking mocks

A beaten man whose heart is in the water
That squelches in his socks.

Bird of ill omen, sombre and accurst one,
Be still upon your crag,

You surely don't suppose that I 'in the first one
Who 's missed a rotten stag ?

:

'I)iiiiojii, ;;s usual, carried the hunker guarding (lie fir.it iv:i

with his second shot, hut Slier!o.--k was tr:i|>f>cd and I t the hole.

However, he drew level at the second and took the lea'I at the fourth,
where Duncan found a Imnkir, and never lost it to the end of the
natch." Daily Mail.

Terrible handicap to a man to be saddled all day with a
junker which he can't get rid of.
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AN ENGLISHWOMAN'S CENSORED PLAY.

MR. FLORENCE HOUSMAID'S long-

tlireatened reading of his great histori-

cal drama, 13rocky and Benefits, occurred

yesterday in the Caxton Hall before

what was at the start a crowded and

enthusiastic audience.

T.io history of Brocks ami Beiujilx,

although only too familiar to all readers

of The Tunes and Votes for Women, may
he briefly stated. On its subjection to

the Lord Chamberlain's office, in ac-

cordance with the rules of ths game,
the play was returned without a licence.

No reasons were given, nor have any
since been vouchsafed to the author,

although a vast correspondence, marked
"Private and Confidential," has passed
between Mr. BEDFORD and the lady who
was to produce the great work. Mr.

llousmaid is, however, under the im-

pression that the official objection to

the play is that among the characters

are Old King Cole and his cruelly ill-

used divorced wife, Queen Lemmevote ;

he believes that it is becausa to show

English royalty in any light but that

of heroism and grandeur is, in a living

dramatist, unseemly, that the Censor
lias been forced to take action. In

order to emphasise the anomaly which

permits an author to recite his own
sedition, indecency, slander, or what-

ever it may be, in a Town Hall, but does

not allow others to speak the same
words in a theatre, Mr. Housmaid
decided to give this reading. Such is

the history of yesterday's momentous

gathering.
The Caxton Hall, never so home-like

as when Englishwomen are gathered

together there, was found to have been

newly furnished against the autumn

campaign. Carte blanche to make the

place at once cosy and durable had
been given to the Thames Iron Works,
and the result is all that can be desired.

The chairs are now wholly of good-

tempered steel, firmly bolted to the

floor, while the chairwoman's table is a

solid mass of Aberdeen granite.
For yesterday's function banners had

been prepared bearing such inflamma-

tory but necessary and, under the

circumstances, moderate, legends as
" Down with the Censor !

" " A has

Earl SPENCER!" "Vive EGBERT
HARCOURT!" "Unshackle the Drama!"
and so forth.

The early doors were besieged by a

long queue before the morn was grey.
Fortified with camp-stools, sandwiches

and the last number of Votes for Women,
the gallant band endured through the

long interval, not a little cheered by the

encouragement given them by errant

boys and the more conversationa

members of the unemployed. By two

o'clock, when the doors were opened,
ths concourse was so great that the

x>lico had to be called in to regulate
t ; and many were the greetings that

passed between the two bodies of

old friends. No unpleasantness marred

the proceedings and the hall filled up
is quietly and happily as it used to do

n the days of Merrie England, when
the good Caxton gave public readings
therefrom the Golden Legend.
The chair was taken by Mrs. PANK-

HUHST, surrounded by some of the

orincipal dramatists and Suffragettes of

ihe day. One looked in vain for Mrs.

HUMPHRY WARD, but Mrs. PKTHICK

LAWRENCE caught the eye wherever one

urnod. At three o'clock precisely
Mr. Housmaid entered with a roll of

MS. in his hand, and the vast audience

rose to their feet, waved their handker-

chiefs and sang the National Anthem.

Silence beingsecured.thechairwoman
read a number of letters regretting
the absence of their writers, among
these being Sir ARTHUR PINERO, Sir \V.

S. GILBERT, Sir A. COKAN DOYLE, and

Mr. HALL CAINE, and Mrs. PANKIII-RST

then delivered a brief address, intro-

ducing the dramatist to the company as

the most distinguished Englishwoman
on their roster (loud cheery), and not

only an Englishwoman, but one of the

most deserving of modern martyrs.
What LATIMER and RIDLEY, she said,

were to BLOODY MARY (sensation), so

was Mr. Housmaid to Earl SPENCER.

(II <' r, hear.) She would not however

detain the meeting any longer.
Three groans having then been given

for the Censor and three cheers for the

other Cause, Mr. Housmaid, amid
thunders of applause, began to read.

Obviously a full report is impossible

here, but a brief precis may be at-

tempted. In the First Act King Cole

is seen wooing Lemmevotc. She is

reluctant; he is ardent. She exacts

conditions ;
be promises everything.

They are betrothed.

In the Second Act he begins to tire,

and his ennui is only increased by her

insisting that his pledges shall be ful-

filled. What are these pledges ? The
extension of the suffrage to every
woman. (Great enthusiasm.) The King
repudiates the suggestion and leaves for

Brighton, where lie has a private Tivoli.

]n the Third Act the Queen is seen

in her retirement leading a life of

studious seclusion, writing a political

pamphlet now and then, or soliloquising
at some length on the injustice done to

her sex.

In the Fourth Act we see the King
conspiring to be rid of Queen Lcmmci'otc

(Cries of
"
Shame") He arranges with

his creatures to accuse her of infidelity

(Sensation.)

In the Fifth Act we see the trial

scene, in which the speeches of the

:ounsel for the defence are given in full.

Since the advocate was the famous

long-wind Broom this Act takes three

lours to read. The Queen is, however,
ound guilty, and the marriage annulled.

In the last Act Queen Lemmevote

epudiates man and all his works in an

mpassioned peroration calculated to

>ring the blush of triumph to the cheek

of every Suffragette, and the curtain

alls.

As it was now nearly midnight the

uulience was not so crowded as at first,

jut she clapped the reader very heartily
ind lliev went out arm-in-arm.

\ STRIKE AMONG THE POETS.

[i 'i>ns|iiitii(iiis among tlic few British indns-

irs lliat liuvr nut '((inn 1 out
"
reoentW are the

ballad-makers. J'.ut there an- signs of tiuiible

even there.]

IN his chamber, weak and dying,
While the Norman Baron lay,

Loud, without, his men were crying,
" Shorter hours and better pay."

Know you why the ploughman, fretting,

Homeward plods his weary w;sy
Ere his time ? He 's after getting

Shorter hours and better pay.

See! the Jlesperus is swinging
Idle in the wintry hay,

And the Skipper's daughter's singing,
" Shorter hours and better pay.''

Where 's the minstrel boy ? I 'vc found

him

Joining in the labour fray
With his placards slung around him,

' Shorter hours and better pay."

Oh, young Lochinvar is coming ;

Though his hair is getting grey
Yet I '111 glad to hear him humnrng,

" Shorter hours and better pay."

E'en the boy upon the burning
Deck has got a word to say,

Something rather cross concerning
Shorter hours and better pay.

Lives of great men all remind us

We can make as much as they.
Work no more, until they find us

Shorter hours and better pay.

Hail to thee, blithe spirit ! (SHELI.KV)
Wilt thou be a blackleg ? Nay.

Soaring, sing above the melee,
" Shorter hours and better pay."

"People differ so niucli in their tastes and in

their habits, that what would seem very nice to

nnc man makes another woman merely turn up
her nose." A Fruitarian Hiflari/.

Yes, yes ; but what would she do if she

were another man ?



LOOSE YE ,N^
'^^ mlmonishcd bythea^nt Vicar to hob tfcr the locum). "Lv THEER

;
AN,, WHEN ,,ELL STOW AH "LI. COME

SOCKS AND THE MAN.
,H

C
;"]

T 'ie

''''H"
f t 'le Pas9io"a te *>=k is over," says TAc Express in an

lole on autumn fashions for men. But in handkerchiefs, it adds aman may "let himself go."]

So we must part, beloved socks

(Or, as the hosiers have it,
" footwear ") ;

Contemned your hues, run down your clocks,
Tis now ordained you shall be put where

One puts one's left-off gear
(E.g., the bowler-hat of yesteryear).

I call to rnind the day when first

You caught me in your silken meshes,
When on my dazzled gaze you burst
And proved how wayward human flesh is

;

You cost three bob a pair,And I bought seven, and lunched that week on air.

I wore a different pair each day,
Each pair a different scheme of colour ;

And when the wash called you away
The world seemed infinitely duller.

Through you I understood
How to express myself in every mood.

Did I aspire to paint the town,
My feet were cased in something ruddy,

Which peacefully gave place to brown
Whene'er my thoughts inclined to study ;

And once I wore the green
While Tompkins flirted with my Angeline.
A thread of gold supplied the clue
When my ambitions turned to Mammon

;

Down in the dumps, I sported blue,

And, when I felt erotic, salmon
;

While for a Sunday shade
I fancied mauve to go with Church Parade.

Now all is done 'twixt you and me ;

You 're banished to a dark exile hence

By that imperative decree
Which dooms our socks henceforth to silence.

There is a power, my friends,
That disciplines our loud-hued nether ends.

Farewell ! No more may I proclaim
Upon my feet each vagrant passion ;

And yet I 'm not disposed to blame
That very fickle goddess Fashion,

By whose indulgent leave
I '11 wear my heart in future up my sleeve.

A Brilliant Finale.
' With Sir. Balfour's speech, the Silly Season may be said to have

nded.
"

Graphic.
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"Is IT UEM-1NK ClIII'PENUAI.K?" "ABSOLUTELY, Sill ''Bl'T THIS LOOKS LIKE A CRACK l:IHT ACROSS
'

"DONE BY ClIIITENDALE HIMSKI.F, SlR, IK A FIT OF RAliE WHEN HE HEAI'.I) THE UNION HAD CALLED TIIK MEN OUT.'

MUTED.
[" One of the finest effects accomplished by the Gramophone has been

the obliteration of the inferior amateur singer."]

ONCE in the dear dead days for ever gone,
When after-dinner songsters we're in boom,

First of our local bachelors I shone
The vocal star of many a drawing-room.

My life was fair, my lot was well-coutented ;

Eaised to a mellow status all my own,
I was admired, till somebody invented

. That ruinous machine, the Gramophone.

Yes, in those flush and prospering times of yore
Oft'ner than not I had my victuals free,

Dined rarely at my own expense what 's moro,
Could frequently economise in tea.

The empty stomach loved of men of leading
I waived without a murmur

; for my part,
I sang my finest after hearty feeding,
But mine was nature, theirs was only art.

Yet think not that I scrupled to enlist

Art to my needs
;

I had, when I began,
Twelve lessons from our local organist

(And twelve should be enough for any man) ;

'Twas he indeed that gave me skill to render

Shop-ballads with apparent grace and ease ;

Sad songs, with a refrain to make them tender,
And published, as a rule, in several keys.

Ah, blessed songs ! I sang them by the sheet ;

Sang them in fullest measure, as implored
By many a dame whose feast was incomplete

Save for this voice which all her friends adored.

Bright was the present, and the future sunny ;

Indeed, had things continued as they were,
It was supposed that I should marry money,
So popular was I among the fair.

But now, alas, how dark is my eclipse ;

My ample jaws are sealed, and in their place
Yawns a colossal trumpet, from whose lips

Stentorian tenor vies with bull-voiced bass.

Bleating like goats or bellowing like thunder,
Now that in every home the echoes ring

With cliscy records of the great, what wonder
That amateurs are not allowed to sing ?

And thus my social vogue has gone. To-day
Rarely the hostess bids me to the feast

;

The local maidens pass me on the way
As tho' they'd never loved me in the least ;

And heaviest pang of all when, after dinner,
I take my lonely stroll, or sit alone,

Borne on the breeze I hear, as I 'm a sinner,

My own shop-ballads on a Gramophone.
Duu-DuKi

Persistence.
" The harvest festival at the Wesleyan Church took place on

Sunday, when the Rev. H. W. Edwards preached throughout' tin- day."

Hnnvy Advertiser.

The bull-dog tenacity of these Wesleyans !

Economics in the Poultry-yard.

"Whenever eggs are cheap the fowls yield a fair supply, and when

they become dear production stops." 1'all Mull (Jaz.Ut.
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UTOPIA-LIMITED.
FRANCE (coming to congratulate the youngest Republic). "GLAD YOU TOO HAVE ADOPTED THE IDEAL FORM OF

1>U V EKJN MENT. "

PORTUGAL. "THANKS. IT OUGHT TO BE PLAIN SAILING NOW, OUGHTN'T IT?"
T7 r,^ANCE - "YE ES. SORRY I CAN'T STOP TO SAY MORE SHOCKING STATE OF THINGS AT HOME-JUST
ESCAPED ANOTHER REVOLUTION."
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THE WOLF INVITES THE LAMB TO DEFRAY THE COST OF RAVAGING THE FOLD.
Passing Capitalist (to Mr. Ramsay MaatonaM, M.P.). "WELL, OF ALL THE CONK ! LOOK IIKHE, YOUXS FELLOW, IF YOU IMA.:IXB

[NO TO GET SUPPORT FROM
L'S, I'D ADVISE YOU TO DO AWAY WITH SOME OK THOSE HUMOROUS LITTLE BOAKDS OF YOUBS !

"

[Mr. RAMSAY MACDONALD,

THE MUSEUM FUN-CITY.
LAST week's correspondence in Tfie

vcning Standard with regard to the
'listless demeanour of a great number
)f those who visit and wander aim-

essly about our museums "
is about to

rear fruit shortly, and there should he
no further complaints about the " atmo-
phere of mystery

" and " lack of enter-
ainment "

in tliese institutions. To
'egin with, the British Museum, we
understand, is going to he White-City-

fied and generally livened up for the
Coronation year under the capable
management of Mr. IMRE KIRALFY as

Commissioner-General, assisted (under
protest) by the Director and Principal
Librarian, Dr. KENYON, and by the

Keepers of Printed Books, Oriental

Manuscripts, Egyptian Antiquities, and
Mediaeval Ethnography, and the Heads
of the other departments.
The existing plainness and severity

of the fore-court, at present given over

to the gambols of pigeons, are to be

relieved by a Babylonian band-staml,
where classical renderings of music of

the time of DANIEL will be given on
the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery
and dulcimer; and by an Assyrian
Wiggle-woggle, modelled on the

Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
On entering, the visitor will at once

have a choice of entertainment com-
bined with instruction. He can make
his way direct on the Rolling Platform
to the Spiral Toboggan encircling the

Eeading Hoom, where the driver of the
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YOU

THE WOLF INVITES THE LAMB TO DEFRAY THE COST OF RAVAGING THE FOLD.
Passing CupiUtli.it (to Mr. Ramsay Macdaiiald, M.P.}.

"
WELL, OF ALL THE COXF ! LOOK HERE, YOU so FELLOW, IF YOU IMAGINE

UE GOING TO GET SUPPORT FROM US, I'D ADVISE YOU TO 1IO AWAY WITH .SOME OF THOSE HUMOROUS LITTLE BOARDS OF YOURS !

"

THE MUSEUM FUN-CITY.
LAST week's correspondence in The

$vening Standard with regard to the
'

listless demeanour of a great number
)f those who visit and wander aim-

essly about our museums" is about to
rear fruit shortly, and there should be
no further complaints about the " atmo-
sphere of mystery

"
and " lack of enter-

iainruent
"

'in these institutions. To
regin with, the British Museum, we
understand, is going to be White-City-

fied and generally livened up for the

Coronation year under the capable
management of Mr. IMHE KIHALFY as

Commissioner-General, assisted (under

protest) by the Director and Principal
Librarian, Dr. KENYON, and by the

Keepers of Printed Books, Oriental

Manuscripts, Egyptian Antiquities, and
Medieval Ethnography, and the Heads
of the other departments.
The existing plainness and severity

of the fore-court, at present given over

to the gambols of pigeons, are to be

relieved by a Babylonian band-stand,
where classical renderings of music of

the time of DANIEL will he given on
the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery
and dulcimer; and by an Assyrian

Wiggle-woggle, modelled on the

Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
On entering, the visitor will at once

have a choice of entertainment com-
bined with instruction. He can make
his way direct on the Eolling Platform

to the Spiral Toboggan encircling the

Reading Room, where the driver of the
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car will point out, as he whirls breath-

lessly past, the intellectual treasures

indicated by the titles of the volumes

on the shelves, and enlist his sympathy
with the busy hive of workers below,

interspersing his remarks with per-

sonalia on the more curious habiting.

Another delight will be to proceed on

the left to the Imperial Cock-shy, where
an hilarious half-hour can be profitably

spent among the busts of the Roman
Emperors, now transformed into Aunt
Sallies of the period and aimed at

(though, it is true, by a par-
donable anachronism) with

the discus, as used in the

Athenian pentathlon. This

done, a fund of amusement
will be provided by the

Witching Waves in the

Egyptian Gallery, where we
can travel in Twelfth-Dynasty
Nile-boats and Amen-hotep
mummy-cases over undu-

lating sheets of iron to the

Khufu Cafe and the Pef-

dudu-bast-mes-bast Restaur-

ant on the right and left

respectively. Sarcophagi for

two will permit engaged
couples to consume their

refreshment in comparative
privacy.

Further on, we shall come
to the Tiglath-pileser Bio-

graph and the Assurbani-pal
Hall of Laughter, where
humorous episodes of 700-

600 B.C. will be adequately
treated by competent demon-
strators ; nor will the more
human side of Sennacherib,
or Esarhaddon chez lui, be

neglected.
A Moving Staircase will

convey visitors to the upper
regions, where a Scenic

Cyclone will switchback them
around the thousand-and-one
treasures stored therein. One
great improvement is pro-

posed there will be no extra

THE PENALTIES OF PRO-

PINQUITY.

(Sitc/rjested by a recent outrage.)

LIVING in retirement at Ponder's

End after thirty years' work as Medical
Officer of Health, Mr. Richard Barbe-

cue, whose first wife was the Prime
Minister's seventh cousin twice re-

moved, has been somewhat surprised
to find himself the subject of a number
of newspaper paragraphs.

PRETTY REVIVAL OF AN ANCIENT CUSTOM
THE

charges for side-shows such as the

Portland Vase or the Death-dealing

Mummy, and, if our information is

correct, we foresee that the revivified

British Busheum will be the great
London attraction in the near future.

ZIGZAG.

Speaking at the Chew Magna Agri-
cultural Show Sir EDWARD STHACHEY

"hoped the price of cheese and butter

would be maintained, if not increased."

All very well for the agriculturists of

Chew Magna ; but what of the poor
consumers whose food may cost them
more? They will have to chew
parva.

" I can't for the life of me understand

it," was the remark of Mr. Barbecue to

a Daily Inquisitor representative, who
had been recently foiled by the reti-

cence of the Prime Minister's brother,
but the journalist discreetly refrained

from the obvious suggestion that his

wife's close relationship with the Pre-

mier might explain this phenomenon.
" I haven't any anecdotes about the

Prime Minister," Mr. Barbecue went
on. " As a matter of fact I have never
seen him

; but I once travelled in the

same train with Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, I

have a postcard written by Mr. GLAD-
STONE to a local bookseller from whom
I bought it for half-a-crown, and 1

am also the possessor of a Gladstone

i bag."
"It is said," remarked the repre-

sentative of The Inquisitor,
" that on

the occasion of your wife's marriage
she was the recipient of a set of
fish-knives from the present Prime
Minister."

" I am sorry to say," replied Mr.
Barbecue,

" that there is no foundation
for the story. It is true that she was
presented with a set of fish-knives, but

they were the gift, not of the Premier,
but of her godfather, the late

Rev. Marcus Jimson."
" But surely," queried the

indefatigable journalist,
"

it

is true that you were up at

Balliol with Mr. ASQUITH."
"Well," replied Mr. Bar-

becue, with some heat,
"

if

you must have the truth,
here it is. I went up to

matriculate at Balliol when
Mr. ASQUITH was there, but

failed, and subsequently went
to Durham."

"
Perhaps Mrs. Barbecue

might favour me with some
recollections of her distin-

guished relative."

"She might have," was the

rejoinder,
"

if she were alive,

but as she died fifteen years
ago, and as the present Mrs.
Barbecue is my third wife

and is not interested in

politics, I am afraid that I

cannot assist you in this

matter."
" What do you think Mrs.

Barbecue I mean your first

wife would have thought of

the Conference?
"

At this point Mr. Barbecue
assumed so menacing an

aspect that the representative
of The Inquisitor hastily
withdrew through an open
window into a cucumber

frame, subsequently climbing
over a garden-wall and reach-

ing Fleet Street in a dishevelled but

otherwise undefeated condition.

From Wilson's Catalogue of Theo-

logical Books :

"Punoh, or the London Charivari, 22 vols."

The latest addition to the programme
of the concert of Europe :

"
Braga's

Serenata."

"
Found, Merry Widow Hat, 'tween Miiklle-

tou & Rochdale, "Oct. 8." Mtuifhcslcr 1.

Chronicle.

She must have been very merry.
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Tin; MARQUIS I>E T. AXI> LADY M. .SEEM TO
]!E ENJOYING THEMSELVES.

POOR (iENERAT. B. HAS
A HAD DAY.

Cii \I-.MIM. LAH-I Vioi. i, {

INTO TIIKFK TrilKs.

>>*

TflE MULTIMILLIONAIRE, MR. 8., OIVE.I A TlP.
THE DEAN OF W. TAKES A WELL-EARNED

FOUTY WINKS AFTER LUNCHEON.

THE BAG.

Lonit H.'s THREE HAYS' SHOOI ;

LORD H. IS MAKKEIl WITH A X.

TK ABOVE AHE SPECIMENS OF WHAT MAY Afl-EAV. IN THE 1'AGES OF OUB PuOTOUUAl'IIIC PRESS IF THE CAMKliA AllTIXT COXTIJ,
BE THWARTED BY EXCLUSION FROM 1'UBLIC PI-ACES (SUCH AS THE PADDOCK). HE IS A DANGEROUS ENEMY.

CONTINUES 'IO

SPECTACULAE GOLF.

(Suggested by a recent contest.)

AT the first hole Miss Beach's tee

shot hit a perambulator containing
twins, but unfortunately no casualty
occurred, though the occupants of the

perambulator were vocal in expressing
their indignation. Mr. Bilton, how-
ever, had better luck with his second
a full iron shot against the wind which
struck on the right temple an aviator

who was hovering above the green
and brought him to earth like a stone.

To the general disappointment of the
crowd the airman only broke several
ribs and after a few minutes was able
to walk to the club-house without
assistance. Starting one down at the
second Miss Beach deliberately hooked
IKT drive into the crowd and a loud

yell from an elderly gentleman in a
check suit proclaimed the welcome
news that her shot had taken effect.

The victim, who seemed to be in great evidently rather unnerved by this de-

agony, was removed on a stretcher by
the Bulliondale Golf Club Ambulance

Corps to the Cottage Hospital, but
rallied in the course of a few hours and
was able to proceed to his home in a

bath-chair.

Meantime Mr. Bilton had not been
idle. His tee shot was a blank, but
with his second, a long raking brassie-

shot, he felled a sheep which had inad-

vertently strayed on to the course.

The hole was accordingly halved amid

great enthusiasm. No casualties oc-

curred at either the third or the fourth

hole and the crowd were beginning to

get somewhat impatient when Miss

Beach, with a masterly half-topped
drive from the fifth tee, hit and killed

on the spot a Pekinese spaniel which
had got inside the ropes. The specta-
tors were almost delirious with excite-

ment at tli is magnificent shot and

monstration and, determining at all

hazards to hit something, sliced his
ball into his caddie. As by the nsw
rules such casualties do not count,
Mr. Bilton lost the hole. He reasserted
himself splendidly at the next hole.

Both the drives were blank, and Mr.
Bilton's second landed him in tho <1

cj>

bunker guarding the green. Taking
his bull-dog niblick he made a splendid

recovery, laying the ball dead on the

nose of an intrusive spectator who was

craning eagerly over the ropes.
Later. Result : Miss Beach won by

4 kills, 5 seriously wounded, 6 slightly

injured, to Mr. Bilton's 3 kills, 4 seri-

ously wounded, 8 slightly wounded.

"PiBK. October lltli. nl 12, Clyde-street,

Ford, to Mr. and Mr<. .1. Pink, a son (nee Alice

Andrews)." Jl'esf-r^ Mnmimj AV-(.

several minutes elapsed before the game
j
They must try to do better than this at

could be resumed. Mr. Bilton was
I

the christening.
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MAIL-BAGS.
No. V. THE M.P.'s.

To Samuel Soamcs, Esq., N.P.,
The House of Commons.

DEAR MR. SOAMES, On Thursday
evening next the motion to give facili-

ties for the Women's Franchise Bill

will be before the House. The Bill

must pass. We intend it to pass. We
have said so, and we are taking steps
to ensure it. To speak quite frankly,
we intend to make life unendurable for

those who are pusillanimous enough to

vote against the Bill.

I am taking you into my confidence,

dear Mr. Soames, because I am quite
sure you are going to use your vote

and your very great influence on our

side. No sensible man could do other-

wise after studying the literature I

enclose, which sets out a few of our

main arguments. Please sign and
return to me your promise to vote for

the Bill. Yours for the Cause,
C. P./K.L. CYNTHIA PERKINS

17 Enclos. (Organising Secretary).

(Answer : Mr. Soames has always
had the best interests of women deeply
at heart, and hopes to be in his place
on Thursday evening to record his vote

on the right side.)

DEAR MR. SOAMES, Of course that

ridiculous Women's Franchise Bill

must be killed, and we are relying on

you to help in the good work. No
really nice woman wants the vote, and
no man who looks into the future with
the eye of a statesman would ever

jeopardise the safety of the Empire by
granting it.

To vote for the Bill would mean ruin

to any man's political future, and we
are quite sure that you are clear-sighted

enough to see this. However, I am
enclosing a few pamphlets to help you
in your decision. Will you please sign
the promise to vote against the Bill ?

Yours very truly,
MARGARET CARYLL-STUAET

M. C./E.R. (Organising Secretary).
23 Enclos.

(Answer: Mr. Soames has always
had the best interests of women deeply
at heart, and hopes to be in his place
on Thursday evening to record his vote
on the right side.)

DEAR SIR, In case you have not

yet read my book,
" The Scarlet Peril,"

I am enclosing a signed copy, with

compliments. You, 1 am certain, will

at once grasp its tremendous import to

the nation. As one of your consti-

tuents I think I may say without

boasting, .one of your most influential

constituents I should be greatly

obliged if you would table the following

question in the House :

" To ask the Secretary of State for

War if he has read 'The Scarlet Peril,'

by Captain Boffington Bulger, obtain-

able from all booksellers at 4v. ()</.

net, or direct from the author,
' The

Banyans,' Diddlehampton, for a*. CW.

post free; and, if so, what steps he

proposes to take in view of the very
grave state of affairs divulged in the

said hook."

I hope, Sir, that you will not allow

this question to be burked or shelved,

but will press it before the House with

the utmost vigour.
Yours faithfully,

BOFFINGTON Bui,(.i:i;

(Late Captain the Diddlesex

Volunteers).

(Answer: Mr. Soames has already
seen "The Scarlet Peril" on the book-

stalls, and would congratulate the

author on having brought the question
so vividly to the notice of the nation.

Mr. Soames has always had the matter

deeply at heart, and would gladly urge
it forward did not the interests of Party
discipline forbid. As a military man,

Captain Bulger will be the first to

appreciate the force of this objection.)

DEAR SIR, No doubt you already
know the merits of our Five Star Bun-

dersleigh Nettle-Beer, but I am taking
the liberty of sending to your private
address a case of same for you to sample
at your leisure.

I am writing this to ask you if you
will please urge the Catering Committee
of the House of Commons to stock and

push this brand. Believe me, ours is

THE BEST. As our motto states, it is
" The King of Nettle-Beers and the
Nettle-Beer of Kings."

Yours faithfully,
EBENEZER WILKS.

(Answer : Mr. Soames has always
had deeply at heart the fostering of

local industries. He proposes to for-

ward the sample case so kindly sup-
plied by Mr. Wilks to the Catering
Committee of the House of Commons,
where he hopes it will meet with the
treatment it so richly deserves.)

DEAR SIR, Of course you know that
I induced my uncle to vote for you at

the last Election, because I felt you
had such a beautiful outlook on the
Prevention of Cruelty to Rabbits Bill.

So now I am going to ask you a small
favour in return.

My dear boy, Gussie, has really

splendid abilities, but somehow he has
never seemed to find the proper scope
for them. You probably know that

he had to give up the Civil Service and
the Bar because of his dislike of the

ridiculous questions they set in the

examinations, and he never seemed

happy in schoolmastering, fruit-fann-

ing in California, estate - managing,
journalism, tea -

broking, pursing or

debt-collecting. The very post for him
would be by the side of some strong,
noble character, and that is why 1

want you to take my dear boy as your
assistant private secretary and really
look after him and bring out the best

that is in him.
1 have his boxes all packed and can

send him to you at a moment's notice.

Yours very truly,
MADELINE LINDEN.

(Answer:-- Mr. tioamex. Tell her 1 'in

afraid my private secretary is U rribly
cantankerous ami difficult to get on
with.

Mr. Sodini'x' tifcretary. Oh, Sir!

M>: Sou HI ex. Well, then, tell her ]

iia\e something or other deejil} at

heart.)

TIIK NOSEGAY.

(After Waller.)

[AmoDcr tbe arttblei on show at the i

Ml-.lii'.'ll Kxllillitiiin has Ijfrll a new lellledy IIM-

a n.M iii tin) IKM<). It is derived lic.n, nil

rnsi-s. whieh, it is saiil. spoil tlotr\i'-tii>n to

millions of bacilli.]

Go, lovely Rose !

And seek with antiseptic aid

My lady's nose,
Which all in scarlet is arrayed,

Putting thy blushes in the shade.

Within her breast

A myriad foes do bivouac
And with a zest

Pursue their impudent attack ;

Thy part it is to drive them back.

For at thy breath

The bellicose bacillus squirms,
And, faced by death,

That countless company of gi

Yields unto thee on any terms.

Decking her brow,
Thou mightst have found a snug retreat

;

But oh, I vow,
As Anti-Cold (in box compLte)
Thou 'It smell a hundred times more

sweet !

So many patented names present the

greatest difficulty to the intelligence of

the public that we are glad to be able

to announce, on the advertised author-

ity of the patentees, that "THERMOS is

the word the ancient Greeks used when

they wished to say HOT."

"8roi:ix. -Wanted, iniiiiR of corset maker,

padded and protected with ehanmis. and short

lioin>s lor hunting." Ailartiwmriit in "The
,'"

i n."

These short-boned makers of e<

are a terror to foxes.
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Visitor (his first experience of Dublin). "WHAT A DREADFUL SMELL!"
Driver. "

FAITH, SORR, BUT THE SMELL AV THE LIFFEY'S WAV AV THE .siuiiru AV DUBLIN."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is idle to say that magic is no more, for a, magician is

still among us and his name is Mr. KUDYARD KIPLING.
For that is the impression left upon one after reading
Sewards and Fairies (MACMILLAN) : that its author is a
wizard. Certainly no such imaginative and vivid recon-
struction of old England has ever been accomplished as

you find here and in the first volume of the work Puck of
Pook's Hill. I don't say the new volume is perfect. It

has nothing as remarkable and thrilling as "
Dymchurch

Flit" in its predecessor; there are faults of vagueness, chiefly
the result of a leaping mind

;
the new verse is rarely

inspired and is often slovenly. But when one considers
the quality of Mr. KIPLING'S invention, the piety of his

patriotism, the freshness and vigour of his style, and his

astounding understanding of men and movements, why
one forgets all about these little trifling defects and again
murmurs,

" Wizard." HAZLITT said of KEAN'S acting that
it was like reading SHAKSPEARE by lightning. One might
adapt this to Mr. KIPLING, and say that these two whim-
sical illuminating books are like reading English History
by the light of the Will-o'-the-wisp.

Prcstcr John- (NELSON) was a sort of Ethiopian Napoleon
of the fifteenth century who left behind him a kingdom, a

tradition, and a collar of rubies, which were all equally fine

and large. In these degenerate days his mantle and his

rubies fell upon the swarthy shoulders and encircled the

ebon neck of the ftec. John Laputa, in this country a
Christian minister and the darling of Exeter Hall, in his

own a splendid specimen of the noble savage and the head
of a great Kaffir rising which must have swept the English
out of Soutli Africa into the eea if David Crawfurd, a

young Scots storekeeper at Blaauwildebeestefontein, had
not nipped the conspiracy in the bud. Davie was wise
and brave beyond his years, and the story of his hair-

breadth escapes and adventures is as thrilling as anything
I have read since the golden hour in my undergraduate
days when the opening chapters of Treasure Island first

enthralled me. Our wee Dacie and the boy - hero of

Treasure Island are like each other in many ways. They
both draw maps of the scene of their adventures, both

overhear important conversations, both do many brave

things and at least one foolish one whicli turns out for

the best and the female element is religiously excluded

from both their books. But I cannot carp at this resem-

blance (not to speak of the dash of King Solomon's Mines

which I find in Prcster John), because in spite of it Mr.

JOHN BUCHAN is himself all the time and no copyist, and

has shown me that I am still boy enough to revel in trea-

sure-hunting and the splendid deeds of youth quite as much
as in reading reports of league football matches or the

ineffectual struggles of my middle-aged friends against

Colonel Bogey. And I believe that the colonel and his

victims would all agree with me and become boys again if

they would only take my advice and read Prester John.

After the absence of sanitation almost the greatest dis-

advantage of living seventy years ago must have been that
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nobody could write jolly books about the manners and
;
well told has all the makings of a popular success the

customs of the period ;
for there is no doubt that our

; point is one that might with advantage be elucidated,

grandfathers and grandmothers had very little idea how Meanwhile [ content myself with saying that I read every
eccentric they were. This being so, when we boast of our word of it.

advance in science and engineering, of our improved taste

in furniture, and the triumphs of the Daily Press, let us When I read a story of mysterious and sinister murder,
ask ourselves if we are doing our duty (as drolls) to the of elaborate but inevitable detection, I insist upon knowing
literature of posterity, and, if not, feel slightly ashamed. ! the murderer from the start, hobnobbing intimately with

Earl
i/

Victorian (SMITH, ELDER) purports to be a series of
|
him, hut never for a moment suspecting that he is the

sketches of the principal inhabitants of Basset in the pre- 1 guilty party. I am, I feel, entitled to my complete sur-

i-ailway epoch, but S. G. TALLESTYRE has enlivened it with I prise, certainly to my strain of perpetual excitement. In

enough plot for the makings of a genuine novel. With I'ulhi- 7 '//,< Mntinmj Moves (\VKKNKK LAURIE) I got neither.

Latimer, with the two doctors of Basset, with Ptir.wn Grunt Al/rcil I-'n^hii/in was murdered in his lonely flat. I know
and with Rachel Pilkinyton you ought certainly to become at once, though the others had their doubts, that his nephew
acquainted, for their habits form very delectable reading,

j

Fabian was not responsible. To confirm that surmise,
"Mrs. Benet . . . after some cogitation purchased the

j

Fabian got murdered himself, and the double suspicion

wedding present a large china lady clad in a short hut then pointed to Edward Steward. "Don't you believe it,"

not indecent pink skirt, and listening attentively to a shell, said I, but Detective Dodson, being less shrewd, still needed
The Doctor and Maggie were both

called into the clammy closeness of

the parlour to inspect this offering.

Maggie said ' Lor !

'

and declared

herself that glad she was not going
to have the dusting of it.

'

Very

unique indesd, Jeannie, I should say

very unique,' was the doctor's

observation ;
and seeing the word

Miranda at the lady's base, he added
that it had escaped him for the mo-
ment who Miranda was. ' That 's

for them to find out,' said Mrs.

Benet, as if she were setting the

bridal pair a conundrum." The
author has shown a rare vein of

sympathy for those homely virtues

which our ancestors did possess, and
I can only hope that if we do after

all appear amusing to the writer of

1980 we shall be treated as leniently
as this.

Mrs. COMYNS CAHH, the author of

B>/ Ways That They Kneu- Not

(CHAPMAN AND HALL), has managed
to invest a somewhat outworn and
melodramatic theme with an un-
usual amount of interest. Cer-

ta
:

nly she gets no help from her plot. When the hero,

assuming himself to be a childless widower, proposes

CCHOOL Sf
** MUSIC

conviction, and Edward's throat also

was fatally slit. After that I gave
up knowing or caring ; for any-
one, including yourself, might have
done it. Here was no apparently
inexplicable problem to be solved.

Simply the name of a murderer was

kept back till the last chapter.
The ultimate incrimination of a

casual baker, whom I had hardly
met, left me unmoved, and J am
tempted to account for the whole
affair thus. A friend of Mrs. M \uv

GAUNT, I am sure, bet her that she

could not write a good detective

story. She, justly aware of her

literary ability, but forgetting that

she was a woman, took the bet on.

In the final event she has shown
that she can write with humour,
insight, and even power, but as for

the detective story she has written,
the friend has easilv won the bet.

TIIK (iriLDHAi.L SCHOCII. dK Alr.-ic MAS <u i KKI:I>

10 KOKTIIE 1SEST niSTKl: Ai>VKUTIsINc: TIIK SdlOOI,.

THE Ar.ovK is Mi:. PUNCH'S I-UIZK EKI-'I-KT.

All the Winners.

The following account of a "
I 'unit-

ing Competition
"

appeared in The

Kenya lee :

"Owing to the drizzling ruin which Ml nil day, the programme of

the contest was much affected though no sooner the rain ceased, all

c
the parties went out barring the Canal Sporting Club, who were nun li

to the heroine, and, in the very moment of acceptance . ^K,,,,^ ,,v (Vw of ,,;,. ,m.n taking h, theK^tlnll li-KI and were
meets an infant who mentions a secretive mother, and

j

obliged to abandon the contest, and joined Mr. K. 1). chosh's party
has eyes that remind him of the past well, most of and spent an enjoyable evening by watching the beautiful sceneries <>l

Mrs. COMYNS CASH'S readers will know what to expect,
the embankment, Urelvwng were sung with great gusto

at
interyato.

\ri. ...'11 4-1 n i n !; J v * n lfK ^r " being settled that the contest should start from the RailwayNor will the) be disappointed. Even to the death of
;

|5l
.

i( , , w]ij|i . ,,,.;,, New |}i
.M and ricf ,.,,,., Uukllcrjee

.

a u,,m
rossed first with the guidance of their skilful helmsman Mr. M. N. 15 <,

leading by 5 yds. and was declared winners, Mr. Mit ter'.s tram who fought

keenly all along cleverly turned back and reached the starting point first

spreading the news that they were the winners. Then Mr. <. N. Unit's

team without giving the least notii-e of their start to Mukherjee's Inm.
who were then taking th -ir refreshment and piepaiing themselves fur the

'

the superfluous wife in the last chapter, all the familiar

thrills are provided ;
but what is more surprising is that

they do quite genuinely thrill
; which I take to be a singular

testimony to the writer's craft. I confess myself baffled,

however, to account for the startling change by which
Mrs. COMYNS GARB, having located her earlier scenes at fresh fight, crossed and reached theitartiBgpoint. Last h. Mr.

Dover, suddenly begins to speak of them as happening at ''"" '"'"?? Binned at (!. unsporting spirit .shown agiiust them,

Folkestone. This confused me frightfully. espeoiaUy as
re*^

the Wife was at that moment escaping to 1 ranee, and the (.;ded as all the three teams claimed to be the winners. It is s.id that no

ambiguity appeared likely to extend itself to the Other side, decision could be arrived at mutually, and unless some rules are framed,

both Calais and Boulogne being mentioned as her destina- il scems almost certain that nothing satisfactory will be arrived at, a

tion. When I remind you gently of the title of the book """-' Imlrl1 '" '"' avoidfd ia the intem>t of "I""' 1 il " (l II11 conf-
t'

1

you will appreciate the humour which I could expend upon Mr. Punch, who is also greatly concerned, has pleasure
this, and do not. Still, I think that should other editions be in offering his best aquatic sympathies to all the various

called for as they almost certainly will be, since a tale so, winners of this historic contest.
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CHARIVARIA.

THE Imperial Ethiopian Rubber

Company, which was before the public

last week, is evidently the subject of

some misconception. A correspondent,

for example, wants to know whether

the Company was formed with the

object of placing on the market a

rubber, stronger than India rubber,

which would enable the Ethiopian to

change his skin.

President TAFT has approved plans
for raising the battleship

Maine, and it will shortly bo

possible to ascertain whether

the sinking of the vessel,

which was the cause of the

war with Spain, was the

work of the Spaniards. If the

contrary should be proved, it

is understood that the war

will be cancelled.

" If a man is to be locked

up for drinking too much
beer, what," asked a man at

the Surrey Quarter Sessions,

"is England coming to'?"

What, indeed. She will soon

be a tight little island no

longer. .

:: #

At the opening of the Busi-

ness Exhibition at Olympia,
Mr. CHINNICK stated that it

was evident that the aims

of this and previous exhibi-

tions had not been in vain,

similar undertakings having
been organised in Germany.
We had no idea the object
of this undertaking was to

make our trade rivals buck

up. *
_

!;:

Sir MAURICE LEVY, M.P.,

is said to have been seriously
alarmed at the following
head-lines which appeared in

a contemporary last week :

to remedy a state of affairs that is de-

rogatory to the pride of the Fatherland.

A word of praise for the thorough
and painstaking manner in which
these Statistics have been compiled.
Some figures which we have often

searched for elsewhere in vain may
be found there. We refer to the

following :

" Number of children selling cough
tablets in the streets :

Exempt from school . . 1

Not exempt . . . . 1
"

Jfe. "ANU COMIN' HOME I RAN MIOUT INTO A V.KASTI.Y -II:AI

She. "ER POLICE OU MOU.SE?"

PARLIAMENTARY LEVIES

QUESTION OF DISPOSAL RAISED.

A propos of their interview with the

HOME SECRETARY last week, it has

been suggested that costermongers,
whose rights are so often threatened,

should have an organ of their own.

But surely there is such a journal

already in existence.

Barrow News?

Mr. H. B. IRVING, it is announced,

is to build a new theatre in Charing
Cross Eoad, and he will call it the

Irving Theatre. This disposes of the

rumour that he intended to name it

the Lewis Waller Theatre.

A taxicab carrying Mr. GEKALD DU

MAURIER, Mr. MARSH ALLEN, and Mr.

What about The LAWRENCE GROSSMITH, last week

dashed into and smashed a lamp-

standard at Golder's Green and then

remarkable' Ettoriga <>f nien who survived

Tails from great heights. Our contem-

porary might have mentioned the cool-

ness of a workman who, while descend-

ing from some scaffolding, saw a mute

falling down from the eighth floor.

'Ere, Bill," be said as his friend

flashed past him, "
you 'II be down

before me you might order my beer."

Upon the sails of II. M.S. Undine

being unfurled at Chatham last week,
the ship's cat rolled out on deck. She
had been enshrouded there for fifteen

, but was still alive. It

evidently not so easy to

,bolisb the cat in the Navy
as some persons imagine.

The decision that SHAK-
F.AiiF. shall bo a leading

eature of the Lord Mayor's
Show this year is said to be

causing considerable anxiety
M the City Police, who fear

demonstration by the

Baconians, headed by Sir

GDWARODUHNING-LAWRKNC'I:.

The engagement of Miss

PAULINE CHASE is once more
announced. This time it is

to Mr. GRAHAME WHITE.
Peter Van was always a bit

of a flier, and he ought to do

better than ever this year.V
" Mr. GEORGE GIBSON of

Sible Hedingham," we read,

"has visited the Braintree

October Fair for fifty -five

successive years, and has

bought a horse on each occa-

sion." His collection is said

to be unique.

From an announcement of

the PleasureGardens Theatre,
Folkestone :

' ' October 3rd

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE. Octo-

ber 6th THE APPLE OF EDEN."

They seem to have wasted

no time in finding what they were

looking for.

The "London Statistics" just issued felled a telegraph-post. It is supposedme ijoncion ouuisuus jusu laouon i^n-^u. j*~ ~~r~ r ii

by the L.C.C. having drawn attention that the occupants were practising

to the fact that the weather of Berlin
|

art of bringing the house down.

is much worse than that of London, the
'

KAISF.R, it is said, will at once arrange \ The Lancet has been publishing some

The Cheerful Send-off.

' ' There is a new name among the apothecaries

of Roseau to-day. Messrs. and - have

opened a new business under the style THE
ROSEAU PHARMACY. We sincerely wish the

undertakers a full measure of prosperity."
Thf Dominica Chronicle.

'THE M'ORTSMAN'KH OME (*).

BEDFORD HOTEL,

Tavistoek, Devon."
A<!?'. in

" The Field."

No doubt as to the strength of the

liquor there.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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POLITICS FOR THE PULPIT.

["I find it rather difficult during this period of conferring (laughter}
without doing some mischief to engage in an ordinary political con-

troversy." Ojieniny of Mi\ Lloyd Georges recent sermon at the City

Temple.]

THE following little speech is intended as a guide to any
Eadical politician who may have the good fortune to

secure a place of divine worship for his next electioneering

campaign. Veneration for his surroundings will very

properly put a check upon the more violent methods of the

secular hustings. But under the guise of an unprejudiced
reformer he may do a lot of quiet party work by sug-

gesting that the conduct of certain classes, which chiefly

belong to the Other Side, are at the root of our national

evils, and that if His Side were given a free hand England
would soon be turned into a Garden of Eden.

My beloved Brethren, Heaven forbid that I should

profane this sacred edifice designed, as it is, for religious

worship by introducing any element of political partisan-

ship into my discourse
;
but I do say that, if we wish to

correct the social evils which we all deplore, we must seek

some likelier cure for them than Tariff Reform. . . .

A wave of revolutionary feeling is sweeping over the

countries of the earth. You trace it even in Britain, where,
under the blessings of our present fiscal system, the poorest

enjoy Free Food ; you can therefore imagine what it must
be like in countries that labour under the curse of Protec-

tion. . . .

Charity is the first of Christian virtues, and I will there-

fore give his due to the dev to the inventor, that is, of

Tariff Reform and say that it was Mr. CHAMBERLAIN who
forced our attention upon the poverty in our midst, at the

time when he published his raging and tearing propaganda.
But he failed to lay his finger upon the cause of the disease.

Where lies that cause? It lies, my Brethren, with the
IDLE RICH.

Standing here, a preacher in the House of God, I will

not speak of them as bloated Tories, but you know very
well what I mean. There are myriads of them on the free

list practically a charge upon the State, just like Old Age
Pensioners.

And how do they spend their unearned leisure, these

landed loafers ? They spend it on golf courses ; they spend
it in motors, invariably exceeding the speed limit. Not that

I condemn these pastimes as heinous in themselves, so long
as they are used, as in my case, merely to recharge the

nerve-cells exhausted by devotion to altruistic labour.

But there are bloodier sports than these (I do not,
of course, refer to the pursuit of rabbits, the sole relaxa-

tion left to the poor down-trodden agricultural classes).
And here let me quote from the inspired words that fell

from the lips of one of our greatest divines, Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE, in the course of that sermon in the City Temple
for which its pastor, the Rev. R. J. CAMPBELL, prognos-
ticated immortality : "Among the many contrasts," said the

preacher,
" which a rich country like ours presents between

the condition of rich and poor, there is none more striking
than the profligate extravagance with which land by the

square mile is thrown away upon stags and pheasants and

partridges, as compared with the miserly greed with which
it is doled out for the habitations of men, women and
children."

Thank God, I have never spilt the blood of innocent
bird or beast. But I have seen fertile tilths laid bare as

the arid wastes of Sahara, and their struggling tenants

forced into urban slums, just that the land might serve as

a better breeding-ground for partridges. I have seen the

everlasting hills of Argyll and Inverness, once the thriving
centres of the white-heather industry, swept clean of their

teeming population, that my lord might get a clearer view
of the stag whose blood he wants. Always blood blood
where there should be bloom : the people's good sacrificed
to private gore.
And this is the class that makes so loud a fuss about

Form IV.

Dearly beloved Liberals fellow-worshippers, I should

say I will forbear to traverse the argument that to this

same class we have always owed the highest unpaid
service in Parliament and elsewhere ; I will ignore the

allegation that upon their capital, invested in numberless

enterprises, the people depend for their employment, not
less than upon earned wealth ;

I will refrain from answer-

ing those who pretend that our present fiscal system may
have contributed something to the decline of agriculture
and the resulting congestion of our towns. All this would
mean a discussion of political and economic facts for

which the pulpit is no place.
That restraining thought further precludes me from

suggesting any scheme by which the wealth of the country
might be increased. I am permitted merely to remind vou
how it is written :

" The Earth is the People's and "the

fulness thereof" ; and to show that by concentrating upon
its usurpers those weapons of taxation which Heaven has

placed in our hands we may yet see it restored to its

rightful owners for purposes of redistribution.

My brethren, with the eye of faith I look forward, like

MOSES upon the peak of Pisgah, to a day when the hoot of

the profligate's motor shall be heard no more in the land
;

when the niblick of the idle plutocrat shall be turned into

a ploughshare ;
when every son of toil shall be free to sit

under his own vine and fig-tree, feeding his own tame

partridge. Then, and not till then, and only by our agency
(acting under Providence), shall these isles of Britain

become like a little Heaven below. Amen. 0. S.

CHEQUES.
SCENE The Library. TIME 4 P.M.

He. It 's raining.
She. It is. What do you mean to do about it ?

He. None of your levity, please. It 's a very serious thing.
She. I don't think so. You '11 have to put on thick boots

and a waterproof and take the poor dogs out. There 's

nothing very gloomy about that.

He. I didn't say gloomy ;
I said serious.

She. Very well, then, it isn't seiious. Go and get your
boots on. No, stop. I '11 tell you what, Charles. It 's a

splendid opportunity for paying all the bills. \Ve shan't

have any callers in this weather, so we can have a real

good go at them and polish them off.

He. Right. Where are they ?

Slie. Where they 've been for days on your writing table.

He. My writing table ! I like that. It used to be mine,
I daresay ; but you 've taken such a fancy to it that I never

get a chance to write there.

Site. Well, I 'm not there now, so you 've got your
chance at last. I '11 lend it to you.
He (seating himself at the writing table and taking up

the little heap of bills). What 's the dem'd total ?

She. Charles !

He. Don't Charles me like that. It 's only a quotation
from Mr. Manlalini.

She. Why drag in Mr. Mantalini? Let's get on with

the bills.

He. What is the total, anyhow?
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Boy (to breathless Unstable). "You NEEDN'T 'UBKY so I.-AST MV, Mi:. Fi.EECEMAN-wnrjfn'* 001

S/ie. You '11 find them all added up on a sheet of paper.
He. Good. Forty-eight pounds, six and seven pence
11 write a cheque for it at once.
She. What 's the use of that ? They '11 all want ssparat

cheques.
He. So they will eventually. But 1 11 write one cheqiu

for the whole amount, and I '11 draw it to you, and you car
ssnd it in to your account at Lloyds', and then, when it 's

ate convenient to you, you'll write the separate cheque:
and send 'em along to the tradesmen, and you '11 get al
their grateful thanks, and they '11 think no end of you as a
genuine business-woman, and

She (to herself). Was there ever such a cold-blooded
illam ? (To him) No, Charles, never again. I 've been

caught in that way before, but we '11 have fair What 's

the word I "m thinking of ?

He.. What kind of a word ?

Sh<: The word that goes with fair.
He. Hair?
She. Don't be absurd. Babs, bobs, bibs no, it 's not

that, but I know it begins with a " b."
He. Bills, boots, braces, bones, bats, bells
She. I 've got it doos ! We '11 have fair doos this time.

You shall write the cheques, and I '11 sit at the side of the
;able and write the envelopes and put them in and do all the

.

(Site takes her seat.) Now then, are you ready? Go!
//<. What 's the first one ?

She. Hanbury.and Sons, ironmongers, 4 9s. 1(M. My
ivelope 's finished. Hurry up with your cheque. I 'm

doing the next one Burt and Co., 6 5s/2rf. Charles, you 're
the slowest cheque-writer I ever met.

[She continues addressing envelopes.

He. There 's your cheque. What 's the next ?

She. I Ve told you Burt and Co., 6 5*. 2rf.

He. You said the last one was 6 5s. 2rf.

She. I didn't. That was Hanbury, 4 9*. 10<f.

He. I 've done it wrong. It 's all because you 're in such
a frightful hurry and chatter so.

She. Chatter ? If you dare to say such a wicked thing
again I '11 throw up this job, and you '11 have to do
envelopes and all. Yes, I'll join the unemployed, and
then
He (stonily). If you expect me to write cheques you '11

have to restrain yourself. There, I Ve altered the
figures and initialled the alterations. And you '11

please to be jolly careful to put each cheque in the right
envelope.

She. You trust me to do my part.
He. Here 's Burt's cheque. You 're putting it in the

wrong envelope.
She. I 'm not.

He. You are.

She. I'm

[He attempts to seize the envelope, but fails.
He. I '11 have that envelope, if I die for it.

She. Never ! An inch nearer and I '11 stab myself with
a paper-knife. Ah, would you ?

[He makes another attempt to seize the envelope. She

springs from her seat and he springs in pursuit of
her. She throws a cushion at him and in dodging
to avoid it he trips over a footstool and measures
his length on the floor.

The Butler (opening the door and announcing visitors).

Lady Moggridge and Miss Dalwhinnie !
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MISUNDERSTOOD.
THE thing has become a scandal,

and it is time to tell the truth about it.

me that I have
the Athenaeum

been
and

Henry informs

expelled from
the Supper Club, and that I am to be

asked to resign from the Muswell Hill

Choral Society. Mrs. Rogers cut me
in Sloane Street yesterday, and Miss

Hurlingham now signs herself,
" I am,

yours sincerely," instead of " Believe

me, yours mosi sincerely." In short a

cloud hangs over me, and I owe it to

Blake, who has announced publicly
that he will never play Bridge with
me again.

Blake is the worst Bridge player I

have ever seen. I should say that

cards don't come natu-

rally to him. He would
misdeal at Snap and
revoke at Old Maid.
But the four of us wore
stuck at a farm-bouse
for a week, there was

nothing to do in the

evenings, and Blake in-

sisted on improving his

game at Bridge. Worse
than that, he insisted

on playing for money
"a shilling a hundred,

just to make the game
exciting," as if his play
wasn't exciting enough
already !

We took him in turns.

We played carelessly,
we played recklessly ;

but Blake lost every
time. By the last day
he was three pounds
down.

I don't say that three

pounds is much (though
it takes some doing at a

bate it." And the conversation was

changed for the moment.

Henry drew Blake that evening.
Blake went no-trumps on a strongish
hand, and Henry put down his cards

and went upstairs for his pipe. Charles

and I settled down to lose.

It was clear at once that Blake was
in slightly worse form than usual.

Charles accordingly weighed in with

two revokes, and I assisted with one.

To our horror Blako never noticed

them. Charles tried to call attention

to bis by leading out the cards which
he should have played before, and

winning three tricks with them, but all

Blake said was, "Bother, I forgot those

were in."

I don't often get inspirations, but I

"Jove," said Blake. "That wa
awfully quick of you to spot that."

"
Oh, I don't know," said Henry

modestly.
" One gets into the way of it.'

" Let 's have a new pack," I said, a
I swept the cards hastily together
" There 's a mark on one of these."

"Yes, I noticed it too," said Henry
" The two of clubs, wasn't it ? There

'

a new pack in the drawer."

Charles dealt with the other ok
pack. He had the ace, king, queen
knave, ten, seven, and two of hearts
So he left it to me. I had a very

strong band in clubs, spades, a

diamonds but I only had three little

hearts. So I went them.
"You go hearts?" said Henry, ant

led. My hand went down. Blake
looked at it curiously
" Do you mind my
asking why you wen
hearts ?

" he said
" Wouldn't no trumps
have been better ?

"

This was rather un
fortunate. I hadn'

expected this.
"
Well," I began

"perhaps no trum
would have been better

but it was a bit risky
when I was so weak in

hearts, and I thought
a suit call

" And if it 's goinif to

be a suit call," put in

Henry nobly,
"
you

naturally want the bcs

suit

"Besides which," ]

'Badswortl
tells you

added,

always
MIC/.: "I HEAR TIS THE WAY THEY UK AFTHEIl sEXDIN MESSAGES NOW WIDOUT *!.,

WIRES o roLEs. FAITH, 'TIS WOXDHEKFUL TIMES WE'RE I.IVIN' IN, DENNIS."
Dennix. "TiiurE FOP. vor, MICK. SHVRE THE WAY TIMNCS is C;OIN', WAN OP

THESE DAYS WE 'LI. BE ABLE TO THKAVEL WIDOUT I.AVIN' HOME AT ALL, AT ALL."

shilling a hundred), but had I bean
Blake I should have felt that, if a

question of three pounds were arising
at all, I would sooner win it than lose

it. Not being Blake, I felt that the

pound or so which I had acquired was
not money to be proud of in these

particular circumstances, and that I

was blessed if I would take any more
"rom him. And Charles and Henry
'elt the same.

There 's only one thing for it,"

said Charles,

night."

' We must lose to-

; What 's the good of saying that ?
"

[ said
;

" we try every night."
" We don't try hard enough. We

,ry not to win, but that's not the same
as trying to lose. Anyone can lose

anything if he really tries."
" Then I wish you 'd lose that beastly

jlazer you 've got on," said Henry.
" I

got one then. I had four cards left in

my hand, and of them was the two of

clubs. I was holding them below the

table, looking at them sadly and wait-

ing for Blake to lead, when the idea
came. I took out a pencil and wrote
on the two of clubs,

" Charles has
revoked twice, and I have revoked once.
I shall probably revoke again. We
look to you to claim them," an I I put
the card on Henry's chair.

If he hadn't come in then I don't
know what would have happened, but

just as Blake was leading he appeared.
"
Hallo," he said,

" what -" and then
I gave him a terrific kick. " Conf
Yes, I see. Quite," he stammered, and

having read my message, sat down and

began to rub his ankle. " The rest are

yours," I said, throwing down my
cards, and then Henry spoke up like a
man rather than a dummy.

Blake looked puzzled.
"
Oh, I 've no doubt

you 're right," he said

politely ;

" I was simply wondering."
Suddenly I caught Charles's < \v.

He looked at me with an expression of

agony-. Then he leant back in his

chair and gazed up at the ceiling and

gave a deep sigh. . . . And then all at

once he began to giggle hopelessly.
We won the odd. We couldn't help

it. At the end of the game Blake said

very calmly to Charles: "Let me sc<'.

you had seven hearts, hadn't you, and
all the honours ?

"

"Awfully lucky, wasn't it?" said

Charles, looking rather foolish. " Your
deal, Henry."

" This is the new puck of cards',

isn't it?" said Blake, still extremely
cool and business-like.

" Yes. You see the other pack had
a mark and "

"
Quite so." He looked at his watch.

" If you fellows don't mind, I don't
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Huusc-Aymt's Clerk.

RAILWAY, AND YOU CANNOT

LONDON'S LUNGS.
I:

' : THE EEASOX WE'RE ASKING SUCH A.LAKGE PREMIUM FOB THE HOUSE, MADAM is THAT IT'.S rir
ANNOT POSSIBLY BE SHUT IN BY KEVf, ANI) POSSIBLY UXSICiHTLY, BUILDINGS."

IIT OX TIIK

think I '11 play any more to-night. I Ve
got a very early train to catch to-

morrow." And he got up and left the
room.

So that is the true story of how I

inveigled an innocent novice down to a

lonely farm-house and cheated him
out of his money at cards. It is the

way of the world: you try to help
and your actions are misunderstood.
Well, well, there is no pleasing some
people .... but I don't ses why
Henry and Charles shouldn't be

expelled from the Athenaeum too.

A. A. M.

'
' A county match between teams representing

Ayrshire and Lanarkshire took place over Prest-
wick course, and resulted in a win for Renfrew-
sir re by 5 games to 1." Glasgow Herald.

This must have been a bit of a shock
;o the two contesting counties.

A Settlement in View?
The trustees for the first debenture

solders of a new Development Com-
pany are the Earl of VEEULAM and Mr.
WILLIAM SHAKSPEABE.

Prevailing English chorus at the
Gare du Nord in Paris during the late

strike: "Will any one here
Calais?"

see

THE CALL OF THE WILD.

["The Highlands of Kast Africa have become
the 1ash ion as a winter home for Aristocrats."

Adccrtiscnunt.]

THE osiers of Oakham, and Melton,
The pastures of Pytchley, and Quorn,

No longer the Marquis shall belt on
His breeches of buck-skin at morn,
To ride o'er their good lands,
When grass and when woodlands,

Eesound with the hound and the
horn!

No more the Duke's pheasants shall

rocket,
Ordained to this end from the nest,

No more the headkeeper shall pocket
The tip of the blue-blooded guest ;

No more the Earl fixes

The partridge with sixes,

Or blares at brown hares with a zest !

For over our England doth dawn a

New day, when our insular store

Of kindly and old-fashioned fauna
Shall please not our Best, as of

yore;
Can grouse low or high count

With Baron and Viscount,
Who pant for the ant-eater's gore ?

O rosy East African Highlands,
Where ever-new prodigies lurk,

The gifted and gay of these islands

Are getting the guide-book to work ;

Ere Yule's cheery chill has
Drawn nigh, your Gorillas

Shall greet these elite ones of Burke!

/ 'II know not your glens and your
grasses,

That sleep in a splendour of sun ;

As one of the mild, middle classes,
/ look to the rabbit for fun,
And still make the Zoo do,
For Quagga, and Koodoo,

And pass the Wild-ass bits of bun !

"When Greeks joined Greeks."

"This was only as it should be, the universal

opinion amongst followers of the code in the
North being that if Glentoran were to be

stretched, Glentoran were the only ones to
do it. The reverse was the case, h jwever, and
Glentoran added one more scalp to their belt,
to the tune cf three goals clear."

Dublin Evening Mail.

We are looking forward to the return

match. Our money is all on Glen-
toran.

"Some six thousand undergraduates, in-

cluding a couple of thousand Irishmen, have

gone into residence at Oxford and Cambridge."
Observer.

Meanwhile the Emerald Isle is said to

be notable just now for the number of

Freshmen to be met there.
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OUR CHILDREN'S NEWSPAPER.

[A newspaper for children ia the latest Car-

melite enterprise. "Only th>, broader issues

arc treated things of real significance trivial-

ities being altogether ignored." Mr. Punch's

schema is similar.]

THE OUTLOOK.

AN IRISH IMBROGLIO.

THE sad case of Little JOHNNIE
REDMOND and the pea-shooter should

be a lesson to all of us to say what we
mean and mean what we say. Little

JOHNNIE has for years and years been

crying for a real gun, which his kind

grandfather, Mr. Bull, refused to give
him. One day, to every one's surprise,
JOHNNIE turned round and said he did

not want a gun any more. All lie

wanted was a pea-shooter. This Mr.
Bull very likely would have given him,
but all of a sudden Little JOHNNIE
denied that he said it, and again stated

that he must have a gun or nothing.
It is thought that another little hoy,
JOHNNIE DILLON, may have screwed
his arm till he said this, but anyway
'it is now quite likely that he will get

nothing. Remember from this that

one should know one's own mind and
stick to it.

IMPERIAL AND FOKEIGN INTELLIGENCE.

MECHANICAL TOYS.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Paris, Oct. 25.

Our Paris correspondent, telegraphing
last night, states that from inquiries
that he has made he learns that the

supply of new mechanical toys for the

coming season is likely to be greater
than ever. The aeroplane will probably
continue to be the favourite, but a toy
submarine (for deep baths) is also pro-
mised.

A LOST CAUSE.

The project to induce the French

Academy to abolish irregular verbs and
make every noun the same sex has
failed utterly. Beiiter.

THE GREAT BEAK.

(From, Our Own Correspondent.)

Washington, Oct. 25.

It is now practically decided that the

ioy opossum which was invented as a

.omplimenfc to President TAFT is a
failure. The Teddy Bear was too

strong for it. I let you know this

at the earliest opportunity so that
jear-lovers may be reassured of the

supremacy of their favourite animal.

WINTER DELICACIES.

(From Our Own Correspondent.')

Madrid, Oct. 25.

The supply of Spanish chestnuts,
>oth for icing and for roasting, is

excellent. Shipments to England are

>eing made daily.

FIREWORKS.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Rome, Oct. 25.

The Roman Candle factories were
never busier than at present, so that a

successful Fifth of November may be

counted upon, provided always that the

weather is favourable. A new kind,

containing as many as twenty-four
stars of all colours, is to be the novelty
of the 1910 season. English parents
should order early as the demand is

expected to be enormous.

VINEYARD NEWS.

(From Our Oivn Correspondent.)

Athens, Oct. 25.

It is now certain that the raisin

harvest will be a record one this year.

Christmas-pudding makers may there-

fore go ahead with confidence.

FAR AND NK\H.

NEWS BY TELEUHAPH AND TELEPHONE.

Discovered in Hyde Park carrying
the black flag and armed to the teeth

with the nursery lire-irons, three boys
admitted to having left their home in

Porchester Terrace to embark on the

career of pirates. They were led back
in tears.

Public rejoicings are reported from

Silesia, where a cruel governess was

(very properly) burned at the stake.

THEATRICAL INTELLIGENCE.

The run of Peter Pan, so unreason-

ably interrupted by the intervention of

Spring, Summer, and Autumn, will be
resumed just before Christmas.

"It is neither profitable nor interesting to

attempt to reconcile Inn [Mr. REDMOND'S] con-

tradictory statements. The only noteworthy
thing is that he lias been induced to send up
Vallondessai on the subject of Home Rule all

round." Dubliii Jiccniuy Mail.

Vallondessai, however, is so clever

an aviator he comes about next to

PAULHAN and was lately betrothed to

Mile. Dorgere, the famous actress that
lie will probably descend safely.

"
Upon the River Committee reporting that

;hey could not recommend the adoption of the

Surveyor's estimate of 26 for re- facing the
Town Clerk, etc., and suggesting that the
natter should be deferred for a while, Coun-
cillor Fatmore enquired if this was a minimum
estimate. It seemed altogether out of all pro-
portion.
The Surveyor: Absolutely minimum."

ul Xoatk Jfaiit.ijuyincnytvn unw tiuui.ii, nutt,ia UMTVHK/CG.

We cannot express an opinion until we
see either the Town Clerk or his

photograph.

"He tendered a plea of not guilty, anil will

come up for trial at a Sheriff and Judy Court
ou Monday the 24th iusr." Duiulcc Adcctiiser.

[low can Mr. Punch help being jealous
of that sheriff ?

TRYING THE COUNSEL.
CONTEMPTUOUS IMPRESSIONS OP A

CAUSE CELEBRE.

(With acknowledgments to
" The

Daily Chronicle.")

IT is ten o'clock on a cold and raw
morning as I make my way into the

court, and at once experience a bitter

d isappointment with the stage setting of

the great criminal trial I have been com-
missioned to report. The court is too
new to be impressive and too ugly to

he interesting. One feels that it would
bo better filled for a mothers' meeting
than a cause cf.lcbre, but having come
1 am bound to make the best of it.

Some one says,
" That 's Bungay,"

and we all look at the Counsel for the

Treasury who lias just arrived and is

talking to Sir Jonas Bulteel. In the

excessive corpulence of his person and
the portentous gravity of his beefy face

Bungay for the Treasury looks like

a gormandising archdeacon. Shortly
after a diversion occurs among the

knowing ones. Mandible, K.C., lias

arrived. I am told that Mandible, K.C.,
has made a great reputation on the
KM stern Circuit, but we all know what
is the level of intelligence in Silly
Suffolk. Mandible, K.C., is a slim man
with features reminding one of an old-

fashioned latchkey : a ridiculous little

mouth and a voice like a dissipated
bu//,-saw.

Sir George Alexander arrives and
talks witli Lord Martin Harvey.
Modish women till the public scats.

Sir Gulliver Stodge, witli his splendid

dome-shaped head, engages me in con-
versation on eschatological problems.
At last the jury file in, the court rises

and the judge enters ....
At a quarter-to-eleven Bungay for

the Treasury rises. Bungay is slow
and deadly dull. His voice is a mono-
tonous drone ; there is no m rr, no
charm about his personality. So one

might imagine a penguin delivering
a lecture or a pelican addressing
a wilderness of idiotic deaf mutes-.

close my eyes. ... It is one o'clock

and Bungay is still droning on. Thank
heaven the luncheon interval will

be here.

After lunch conie the witnesses, and
the day becomes a little brighter.

Bungay examines with exasperating
calm. Mandible, K.C., cross-examined
with epileptic vigour. And gradually
one perceives a new factor in the

problem, a new aspect of the drama.

The prisoner is already forgotten ;
more

and more is it clear that the real

interest of the case lies in this gro-

tesque duel between these two pre-

posterous counsel, the bulky Bungay
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SCENE Opposite th<: Bank altout midday.

C'hau/tur (la ancient. Cab-Jrtaa; win is obstructing the traffic).
" NICE PLACE FOR YOU TO CUME AND LEARN IN, AIN'T IT!"

and the cadaverous Mandible. Sir

Sloman Boyle, the famous novelist, can

scarcely smother his smiles. Lord
Martin Harvey wears an expression of

wearied urbanity, and Sir Wilkie Bard
is openly guffawing. To rue the scene
is full of exquisite significance. . . .

Bungay puts up Haskett-Tomkins to
conduct the examination of the witness

Giddy. Giddy is like a lugubrious
comedian, and Haskett-Tomkins like a
dishevelled cockatoo. Amid the public
seats the great dome of Sir Gulliver

Stodge's head, with which I have so

many and so deep conversations, shines
out like the cupola of some mighty
mosque. . . .

At 5 o'clock, when I come out into

the rainy lamplit streets, I have for-

gotten the very name of the prisoner
on trial for his life. I can only think
of the portly Bungay, the emaciated

Mandible, and the famous and illus-

trious men who have conferred dignity
on the proceedings by their stimulating
presence Sir Sloman Boyle, Sir Gil-

bert Pinutro, the Baron de Silva, Lord

Aubrey Blond, and my old friend Sir

Gulliver Stodge. In spite of moments
of discouragement one feels that there
never can be a miscarriage of justice
when such men are present in Court.

MODISH MUSINGS.
(By MRS. JAY MACK.)

TORREY AND BuMTING, OXFORD STREET.
ALTHOUGH perhaps it is a little early

to embark on the Christmas-Boxing
campaign, the wise woman will do well
to pause before the counter of the

furriery department. The firm of

Torrey and Bunting have been singu-

larly fortunate in securing the services

of the specialist who presides over the

domain of high-class peltries. A man
of dignified appearance and archi-

diaconal deportment, he inspires in all

his subordinates a reverential attitude

towards the wares which it is his high
prerogative to bring together. A talk

with him is a lesson not only in the

tessitura of furriery, but throws a flood

of light on the psychology of fashion.

To descend from generalities to the

concrete instance, one may note a

lovely little bascule jacket orchestrated

with blandamer and angelica, a de-

lightfully macabre effect being achieved"

at the back by the application of

lozenge-shaped motifs in shrimp pink
caracule, the chic and style whereof is

undeniably good and exclusive. But
the full effect of the bascule jacket
cannot be attained without its accom-

panying head-gear an exquisite little

toque of okapi with flanges of bobtailed

wallaby and a muff of quoted jerboa
with contrapuntal treatment of the
skunk insertions.

Among other notable offerings in

these sumptuous show-rooms let me
mention an authentic Yehonala evening
toilette of crimson crash, in which the

corsage, resting on a soft fold of grey

transparency, has an imprfvu toucli

introduced in a so itpeon of vieux

bleic stockinette. But the piece de

resistance are the machicolated kimono
'sleeves of snow-white ermine. Only
an artist replete with moral courage

I would have ventured on so exalted a

contrast.

In conclusion, one notes the signifi-

cant amount of space accorded to old-

world berthcs, a fact that testifies more

eloquently than any words of mine the

admirable exalte enterprise maintained

throughout this department.

The Glorious Uncertainty of Football.

"Rhodes scored a try for Ucwsluiy.
RESULT.

I)K\V.SI!UKY XOTIIIXi:

WID.XES NOTIIlXtt"

The Sunday Chronicle.

RHODES is now sighing for the advent

of cricket.
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Unsuccessful Sjwrlsman (irJto liasfound the driven partridge much loo difaultfor him). "I WISH THAT BEASTLY BOY WOULDN'T no THAT !

"

BAEEOW VISITED.
[As seen through eyes of sympathy with the

tinsmith of that town, in whose bankruptcy
accounts was an item for "21 guardian angels.
With 116 special knowledge of (lie trade uses of

guardian angels, tinned or otherwise, Mr. I'unch

ean still deplore their lack of efficacy in par-
ticular cases.] ...
AND this is Barrow ! This the spot
Where I would fate importune,

Where I had hoped to make a pot
And reach a hand to fortune !

Oh that some shrill Cassandra's scream
Had paralysed my marrow

Or ever I began to dream
Of enterprise in Barrow.

Ah, surely heavens evil-starred,

Ascendant Saturn vicious,
And baleful skies by meteors scarred,
And comets unpropitious,

And portents ominous to men,
And fearsome signs surrounded

The circle of thy meadows when,
O Barrow, thou wast founded.

Cities there may be, blest of fate,

Where luck abides for ever,

Where Lachesis and Moira wait

Benignant on endeavour ;

And climes there are where indigence,
The domi res angusta,

Swells at a planet's influence

To parquet and lincrusta.

To Jack at sea one sprite aloft

Suffices for protection ;

A mascot recompenses oft

A silly predilection ;

The wide world o'er, when hope grows
faint,

Outrageous fortune's arrow
Is blunted by some patron saint -

But this is not at Barrow.

There guardian angels, deftly wrought
And counted by the dozen,

However pestei'ed and besought,
Our hopes of lucre cozen ;

Till such as ask of idols win
At last to this position

The molten image gets the tin,

The bankrupt his "petition."

Defiance of Mr. Punch's famous Advice.

"Gentleman having married recommends his

bite housekeeper to a similar position."
Yorkshire '.'

"The new issue of stamps, bearing the por-
trait of King (.leorge, will probably be ready
for publication in May of next year. The

design will probably receive careful considera-

tion by King fJeorge, who, it is well known, is

a great authority on numismatics."

Daily Mirror.

On the other hand His Majesty's taste

in coins is largely due to his phila-
telistic tendencies.

Odious Comparisons.

Those people and we have met

many of them who think that there is

nobody like Mr. LLOYD GEORGE are in

error. The Daili/ Chronicle, in an
article on "Spain's Strong Man,"
states that Seiior Canalejas, the Spanish
Premier, "lias been called the Lloyd
George of Spain." And The \\~i-xt-

inxtt-r Uazette, after stating that the

French Premier is
" armed with a

strong but flexible conscience," goes on
to remark that " in a general way it

may be said that M. BRIAND seems
most nearly to suggest Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE." We should like to know
what they say in Spain and France

respectively on these matters. It is

noticeable that in Lancashire they

speak of Naples as the Blackpool of

Italy, but that Italians do not generally
endorse this comparison.

"But behind thit educational niovvnu'iit (here

undoubtedly seems to be required a clear .state-

ment from the leaders of the Unionist Party
that these taxes, imposed by Mr. Lloyd
shall be repeated." Yorksltirc J'vff.

Personally, we should prefer to have

them repealed. But it looks as if there

had been a lot of very insincere talk

about Form IV.
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THE HARPS THAT THEICE-
PAT. " 'TWAS BAD ENOUGH WID ONLY JOHN EEDMOND AND WILLIAM O'BRIEN, BUT

NOW THAT THEEE 'S THIM TWO AND ANOTHER JOHN EEDMOND, AN' ALL PLAYIN'
DIFFERENT CHUNES BEDAMBUT I 'M FAIRLY FLUSTHRATED WID THE DINT 0" THE
DISCORD."
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JOHN KNOX HEDIVIYUS.

READ Mr.. LLOYD GEORGE'S STRAIGHT PULPIT TALKS TO GOLFERS, MOTOELSTS, AND ALL THOSE MISERABLE SIXXERS WHO HAPPEN
TO OWN ANYTHING.

OUR LEADERS DAY BY DAY.

November 1. In a general letter to

the Press Mr. F. E. SMITH declares

himself in favour of the Payment of

Members, Universal Suffrage, and the
Endowment of Fatherhood.

Rapture of The Morning Post, which
announces that these three points are

essential developments of the policy of

Tariff Reform.
November 2. MR.WANKLYN proposes

a scheme of Home Rule involving
separate Parliaments for England,
Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and the Isle

of Wight.
The Standard says :

" This spirited

proposal of Mr. WANKLYN, who so long
and ably represented Bradford as a

Unionist, is obviously in the interests

of Tariff Reform . Why should Ireland,
which is essentially a Tariff Reform

country, have to wait till the obfuscated

Cobdenites of industrial Lancashire
have ruined the trade of Great Britain
and Ireland alike?"
November 3. In another general

letter to the Press Mr. F. E. SMITH

announces that he has been gradually
driven to the conclusion that the aboli-

tion of the House of Lords is not only
desirable but inevitable.

In a spirited article The Globe points
out that Unionists now have a straight
lead on this important question whilst

the Radicals are still wallowing in a

quagmire of indecision.

November 4. Earl WINTERTON
writes to the press that after much
careful thought he lias come to the

conclusion that the Osborne judgment
must result not only in the payment
of members but in the payment of can-

didates. In this and Tariff Reform he

sees the doom of unemployment.
Excitement of Mr. LEO MAXSE who

in a letter to The Evening Standard,
headed "A Lead for our Mandarins,"

enthusiastically endorses the noble

Earl's proposal.
November 5. The Morning Post

warns Mr. BALFOUR that unless he

gives a clear and definite lead to the

party in his speech at Glasgow that

night the consequences will be disas-

trous in the extreme.

Speaking at Glasgow Mr. BALFOUR
devotes forty-five minutes of his speech
to an exhaustive examination of the

Education question and concludes by
saying,

" As for the questions of Pay-
ment of Members, Universal Suffrage,
Tariff Reform, Home Rule, and the

House of Lords, our policy has l>een

always so clearly defined that it is un-

necessary for me to dwell upon them
here. No one can doubt that when
these important questions are solved,

as solved in time they will be, the

solution will rest in the hands of the

Unionist Party."
November 7. For the twentieth time

The Morniinj Post warns Mr. BALKOCR
that this will never do.

An enthusiastic leader in The Daily

Telegraph begins
" Foolish babblers on

Radical platforms have alleged that

Mr. BALFOUH is mentally incapable of

giving a definite lead to his party. To
these his Glasgow speecli must come
as a crushing surprise. Not since the

days of BEACONSFIELD has the Con-

servative party rejoiced in such a clear

and definite statement of its case."
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AT THE PLAY.
" GRACE."

AT the start we find her, this Grace

Insole, thoroughly bored with her hus-

band, who was too dull, and the view
from her windows, which was too rural.

Ten years ago, a town-bred girl of the

middle-classes, she had married (nobody
knows why) into a stodgy county

to this course. Her brother-in-law,

the Reverend Archibald Insole, quotes

Scripture in its favour. But Minx I er-

non of Foley, chiefly concerned for the

man she loves, says that confession

would be an act of pure selfishness,

certain to ruin the husband's life. Let
(trace show her repentance by bearing
alone the purgatory of her secret. To
live under the shadow of the constant

family of mid-Victorian manners most I memory of her unfaithfulness to the

uncongenial. Out of curiosity and

ennui, she had sought diversion in a
rather insipid intrigue, to which her
heart was never committed

;
and of

this too she is sick. Still she contrives
a sort of cynical gaiety, and has a
habit of saying anything that occurs
to her without regard to anybody's

man she now adores would furnish an

ample means of redemption.
The curtain falls on Grace heroically

determined to follow the lady's advice.

Meanwhile, though the Coroner's

feelings. Her husband adores her
mere infatuation, and it is

quite clear that she hasn't a
soul to speak of and is incap-
able of any deep feeling.

Well, by the end we see

her racked with an excru-

ciating remorse and passion-

ately in love with her husband,

body and soul. How to ac-

count for this staggering
change ? Three things have

happened in the interval : (1)
The keeper's daughter has

"got into trouble" and been
warned off the place. This is

the silly "law of the estate
"

;

and, further, Claude Insole

is under the impression that
she might contaminate the

atmosphere imbibed by his

wife. The girl kills herself,
and Grace takes on the re-

sponsibility for this act on
the ground that her husband
would never have been so hard on her if

he had known that his own wife was
beyond contamination. (2) The keeper,

having relieved his grief with alcohol,
threatens his master with a loaded gun.
Insole exhibits a sangfroid so consider-
able that it moves his wife to admira-
tion. (3) A Miss Vernon of Foley, an

eligible member of a neighbouring
county family, informs Grace that she
has always been in love with Insole,
thus throwing fresh light on that

gentleman's virtues.

The first of these influences may
help to explain the wife's new-found
remorse; but not one of them, nor all

three put together, can even begin to

explain her volte-face from indifference
and boredom to passionate adoration,

physical and spiritual. And here lies

the weakness of a strong play.
A very interesting problem is raised

when Grace takes counsel with herself
and others on the matter of confession.
Her own natural instincts incline her

jury had given the husband a warm
time, no one had so much as hinted of

any contribution on his part towards

by his wife's infidelity; no one had had

GROUND GAME IN THE DRAWING-ROOM.
A SITTER.

Claude Insole Mr. DENNIS E.v HIE.

Gann Mr. EDMUNH GWKN.S.
Orate Insole Miss IKKNK V.VXBRVCH

the wit to suggest that he was re-

ing-room, gun and all. That isn't
" life" either.

I have cavilled at the inconsequence
of Grace's character, but Miss IHENE
YAxmu'tiH, who interpreted it, played
with the greatest distinction in a part
that strained her nervous energy almost
to the snapping-point. I was not de-

ceived into supposing that Mr. DENNIS
EADIE was actually the head of an
ancient family of country gentlemen ;

but Insole was no ordinary squire, and
Mr. EADIE very cleverly succeeded in

making him that rare thing, a sympa-
thetic prig.

Lady TREE gave an admirable study
in the antique, though Mrs. CALVERT
would have played the part of old

Mrs. Insole with less accentuation of

its points.
Mr. GWENN perhaps under-

rates the status of a game-
keeper, but he got every
ounce out of the stuff of his

situations and still k'ept some
reserve of foice in hand.
As for Miss LILLAH

MCCARTHY, when I first saw
her representing an alleged

specimen of a crusted county
fam ly, I couldn't conceive
what she was doing there;
but I understood later on,
when sli3 threw off her dis-

guise and attacked a moral

problem in the right VE-
DRENNE-BARKER manner.

Altogether the play ran
witli astonish ing smoothness;
and I shall be surprised and

annoyed if Mr. MAUGHAM'S
latest work does not increase

his early reputation on the

serious side.

sponsible for the environment which
had choked her, and that he might well
have borne his share of the purging.
The play was relieved by a good

deal of humour not quite of the highest
class. It was chiefly done by rude-

ness. Cobbet, the second - rate lover,

was incredibly ill - mannered to the
mother-in-law. And the old lady, in

turn, got most of her effects by stamp-
ing insufferably on people's toes. Her
callousness over the news of the death
of the keeper's daughter was really

painful.
"
Chattering like that," says

somebody, "when the poor girl 's lying
dead !

" " That 's life," says another.

But, of course, it isn't life or any-
thing like it.

The lighter part of the breakfast-

loathes how is she
adore him ? Well, she
never found out why.
his courage, for she was
aware

" COUNT HANNIBAL."

There was a problem here, too. How
is a Huguenot lady who, to save her

lover's skin, is forced into marrying
a Catholic swashbuckler whom she

to get to

does, but I

It was not

painfully
of that to start with

;
nor his

manners, which were of the worst all

through. It couldn't have been merely
because he smacked her on the facs

with his glove, for he did this as soon
as they were married, and besides sin;

wasn't really a Shrew to be tamed tiiat

way. I got no help from the study of

Miss LILY BRAYTON'S features, which
^...^ i.._,,,.. j,u.. ~* ., .,.>,,.,,,,., up to the last minute preserved a

scene was charmingly stage-managed, I fairly stolid expression of hopeless
but the trouble with Insole's house was

; misery. Perhaps the lady's mind got
that there was no visible library in

'

unhinged. Anyhow the workings of

which he could interview his keeper,
j

her conscience were most erratic. At

so he had to receive him in the draw- one moment she refused to allow a
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Fath-er (to son, who lias been bragging at school about h isfather's wealth and possessions). "You MUST NOT DO IT, OLD CHAP. IT
' wen

AWFULLY BAD FOBM."

Son. "BUT, DAD, now AHE THEY TO KNOW ABOUT IT IF I DON'T TELL THEM?"

Huguenot minister to steal the king's

despatch ordering a massacre in Angers;
at the next she was quite ready to

pinch it herself from under her hus-

band's pillow. Of course I know that

when your husband deserts his own
side and disobeys his king's commands
all for love of you, it is a kind of com-

pliment. But even so ...
However, one does not look for too

much probability in this kind of play.

The knockabout business is the thing,

and that part of it went amazingly
well. I must say I love to watch Mr.

OSCAR ASCHE striding about in clatter-

ing armour with pistols in his belt and

a sword at his side, and a dagger lashed

to what was once the small of his back.

And the audience was simply fascinated

by the brutality of his methods. But
I" was sorry for that sterling actor,

Mr. BEN WEBSTER, who was a little

overborne by the enemy's bulk in his

thankless part of a Huguenot aristocrat

who doesn't mind fighting like a gentle-
man (he and Mr. ASCHE were admirable

in their duel), but has a prejudice against
the more irregular forms of death.

Mr. DORAN as a Protestant minister

played soundly, and I liked the manner
of that stout henchman and soldier of

fortune, Badelon (Mr. ATHOL FOBDE).
The scenery was most effective; the

crowds did good work both on and ofl

the stage ; and the whole thing went

flowingly. Mr. and Mrs. OSCAR ASCHE
received an extremely cordial welcome
on their return from the other side of

the earth, and the former in a brief

speech said how glad he was to have it.

O. S.

A Bull Toasted Whole.

It is interesting to learn from the

report of the West London Observer

that at the dinner celebrating the ex-

tension of the Hammersmith Consti-

tutional Club premises the toast of
" The Conservative and Unionist Party,

coupled with the name of Sir William

Bull, M.P." was heartily received and

suitably responded to by Sir WILLIAM

BULL.
Mr. OSWALD HANSON next proposed

the toast of "The Hammersmith
Constitutional Club, coupled with the

name of our Member, Sir WILLIAM

BULL," to which again Sir WILLIAM

responded.
Then in fitting terms Mr. SCOLDING

proposed the health of Sir WILLIAM

BULL, to which also Sir WILLIAM suit-

ably responded.

" Always Merry and Bright."

"Never, it is reported, since operations

started at Tobermory for the recovery of the

Spanish
' treasure' ship have prospects been so

bright, . . . On Monday the suction pump drew

up a human skeleton in an excellent state of

preservation." Morning /'<'.

THE EEWARD OF DUTY.

[A daily paper is responsible for the state-

ment that the gum on English stamps is so

pure that, far from causing harm, licking them
is actually beneficial.]

OUR William was as frail a child

As ever, ever grew ;

A goose however meek and mild,

He barely dared to boo
;

But still we hoped the storm and stress

Of business life would serve

To cure his chronic weediness,

His total lack of nerve.

An office-urchin's duties first

Engaged his prentice skill,

And soon upon our view there burst

A transmutated Bill.

|

Such benefits are his who damps
The gum the State employs ;

|

In May he started licking stamps,
In June the bigger boys.

The Two Extremes.

"Wanted, girl to assist in fancy shop ; age

tout 118." Portsmouth Kreainy AV ><...about

Under housemaid. Can any
mend young housemaid of two.

been out before." Tim's.

, uly recom-

Must have

" About the only improvement in Oil shares

calling for mention is a loss of J iu Kgyptian
Trusts.

"
Enniny Standard.

Better not to have mentioned it.
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MAIL-BAGS.

No. VI. THE LANDLORD'S.

Henry Caldwell, Esq.,
Paradise Mansions Estate Office,

Hampstead, N.W.
SIR, Unless you can change the

character of the other tenants at

Paradise Mansions, my wife and I

leave at quarter-day. I cannot under-

stand how you can possibly allow such

persons to occupy your flats. Next
door to us is a person who calls him-

self "Lieut. McKenzie, E.N., Retired"
retired compulsorily, I should think,

if he ever was in the Navy ! His

snoring is so terrible that we positively
cannot play bridge in comfort when we
have a few friends in of an evening.
But this is not the worst ; the other

day I discovered by accident that this

person, his " wife
"
or his se vant, had

been making clandestine and illicit use
of the front-door pull which you in-

stalled, partly at my expense, for the

personal convenience of my household!
Could impudence go further ?

I request instant action on your
part !

Yours faithfully,
NAPOLEON BULLINGDON

(Vice-President, The Society for

the Promotion of International

Amity).

(Answer: Mr. Caldwell is exceedingly
sorry that such unpleasantness should
have arisen. He is taking up the
matter most energetically with Lieut.

McKenzie, and in order to abate the
noise of the snoring has given im-
mediate orders that another layer of

wall-paper shall be added to the thick-

ness of the party-wall.)

SIR, When my wife and I were

considering the question of renting one
of your flats at Paradise Mansions we
inquired most particularly from you as
to the character and status of the other
tenants. Only on receiving the most

positive assurances from you on this

score did we consent to take up
residence.

Now, Sir, to-day I received from a
Mr. Bullingdon, one of your tenants, a
most outrageously impertinent letter in

which he alleged that I or my wife had
made illicit use of his front-door pull.
Never in my life has such a term besn

applied to my actions ! Note that
word "

illicit
"

it is designedly insult-

ing in the highest degree. My wife
was positively made ill by it. I refuse
to communicate with this Mr. Bulling-
don, either verbally or by letter, and
I request that you will take instant

steps to ensure a most complete and

ample apology from him for the use

of such a grossly insolent term as

"illicit."

Further, Sir, are you aware that this

Mr. Bullingdon indulges in midnight
gambling orgies with company of most
dubious character and most outrageous
continental behaviour in connection

with some so-called "society" of his?

His morals I will not concern myself
with, but I demand that the noise be

immediately abated. At present it is

impossible for my wife or myself to

obtain a proper night's rest.

Yours truly, ANGUS MCKENZIE

(Lieut. E.N. Retired).

(Answer: Mr. Caldwell is exceedingly

sorry that such unpleasantness should

have arisen. He is taking up the

matter most energetically with Mr.

Bullingdon, and in order to abate the

noise of the meetings has given imme-
diate orders that another layer of wall-

paper shall be added to the thickness

of the party-wall.)

DEAR SIR, If you can't stop McKen-
zie and Bullingdon blackguarding one
another on the stairs all day long I

shall have to call in an Inspector of

Nuisances. I can't hear myself com-

pose. Yours (what 's left of me),
G. H. STRAUSS.

P.S. Be careful with my initials

don't mix me up with the other fellows.

(Answer : Mr. Caldwell lias the very
deepest sympathy witli Mr. G. H.
Strauss, and takes this opportunity of

reminding him that his last quarter's
rent is still unpaid.)

DEAR Sir, We beg the favour .of

your kind attention for the novel forms
of insurance described in the accom-

panying booklet enclosed herewith. On
perusing same you will no'.e that we
beg to offer you protection against col-

lapse of party-walls,, floors or ceilings,
whether caused by removals of furni-

ture, vibrations of passing motor-buses
or excessive piano practice ; escapes of

gas, water, electricity and household

pets ; leakages in roofs, cisterns and

petty cash ; and rise of local rates up
to maximum of 15s. in the pound.
Hoping to receive your esteemed

proposals, We are,

Yours faithfully,
THE LANDLORD'S FRIEND, LTD.

(Answer: Please quote rates against
escaping tenants.)

DEAR SIR, I am directed by the

Deputy-Assistant-Inspector-General of

Form IV. to acquaint you that your
answers to sub-sections K, Q and \Vi2

aro considered most unsatisfactory.
Unless the enclosed duplicate form is

filled up and returned in a satisfactory

condition within seven days from date,

vigorous measures will be taken.

Yours faithfully,
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY TO THE

DEPUTY ASSISTANT INSPECTOR-
GENERAL.

(Answer: Mr. Caldwell begs to cancel
all his previous, and future, answers to

Form IV. He is giving up landlording.)

PUK-WUDJIES.
['Th' Piik-Wudjirs . . . the little People."

Loii<jJ\'lluw.~\

THEY live 'neath the curtain

Of fir woods and heather,
And never take hurt in

The wildest of weather,
But best they love Autumn she 's

brown as themselves
t\nd they are the brownest of all the

brown elves ;

When loud sings the West Wind,
The bravest and best wind,

And puddles are shining in all the cart

ruts,

They turn up the dead leaves,
The russet and red leaves,

Where squirrels have taught them to

look out for nuts !

The hedge-cutters hear them
Where berries are glowing,

The scythe circles near them
At time of the mowing,

But most they love woodlands when
Autumn winds pipe,

And all through the cover the beech-
nuts are ripe,

And great spikey chestnuts,
TJie biggest and best huts,

Blown down in the ditches, fair wind-
falls lie cast,

And no tree begrudges
The little Puk-Wudjies

A pocket of acorns, a handful of mast!

So should you be roaming
Where branches are sighing,

When up in the gloaming
The moon-wrack is flying,

And hear through the darkness, again
and again,

What 's neither the wind nor the

spatter of rain

A flutter, a flurry,
A scuffle, a scurry,

A tap like the rabbits' that bump on
the ground,

A patter, a bustle

Of small things that rustle,

You 11 know the Puk-Wudjies aro

somewhere around !

Cruelty to Animals.
" At Guildford the Bishop of Guildfor.l \v;is

fined 1 and costs for driving a motor-car over

a hiy's back at a rate of thirty miles an hour
and without a licence." Lira-pool /.' /-".
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Countt-y Vicar's Wife.
" RATHER A PLEASANT LITTLE TEA-PARTY, DON'T YOU THINK!"

Novelist.
" UNSATISFACTORY ! UNSATISFACTORY ! PEAR LADY. To AN EARNEST STUDENT OF HUMAN NATURE THE PERSONS HERE ARE

NF.ITHKIt HIGH ENOUGH NOR YET QUITE LOW ENOUGH IN THE SOCIAL SCALE TO BE REALLY STIMULATING !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Ckrks.)
I LEARN from Miss MAY SINCLAIR'S new novel, Tlie

Creators (CONSTABLE), that she knows of at least four
writers of supreme genius in one small set in London. I
am glad to hear it. I had no idea there were so many in
all England put together. These " creators

"
discuss their

respective geniuses with a detachment so perfect that it

disarms the suspicion of immodesty ; they regard them
as something between a St. Vitus's Dance (for which
you can't be held responsible) and a proprietary demon
that wants your blood and will have it if you don't keep
on propitiating him. They detest popularity as the
abhorred thing; they loathe "people"; they live in a
fenced aloofness, taking in one another's admiration.
Where the three novelists among them get their knowledge
of humanity I cannot conjecture, for love is of the essence
of such knowledge. Tanqueray, it seems, had a genius
that found it enough just to glance at people once and then
looked away. He had an "

eye that unstripped
"

at sight.
Well, I have my doubts of Tanqucray and his rapid regard
di \liabilleur.

I gather that the main purpose of Miss SINCLAIR'S
book is to show that a woman's genius prefers her to
remain virgin. Jane Holland married a publisher, with
results unsatisfactory both to her genius and her husband.
Nina Lempriere, on the other hand, though she was more
than ready to marry either of the two male "

creators," found

them implacable, and so remained single, to the great benefit

of her genius. With men we are to understand that

marriage is not so damaging. To Tanqueray, who for some
obscure reason took to wife the crude little niece of his

lodging-house keeper, it was simply an episode. He just
married, and then, after a little, forgot all about it, except
when she and his genius were in his room at the same
time, and then he showed that he recognised her presence
by being rude to her.

The Creators is without question a great book. At one

point it promises even better things, but it runs on too

discursively by all sorts of delightful turns, and when
it does stop it is not because it has got to the end,
but just that you must stop somewhere. And I feel a
little that the author sometimes writes from herself to

herself; either of choice, like her own "
creators," or

because her imagination, fine as it is, does not permit
her always to see things with her readers' eyes. Take the

Brodrick clan, for instance, numerous and prehensile as the

tentacles of an octopus. Apart from the doctor, I could

never tell one of them from another. And, though I am
confident that the author loved most of all her characters,
I confess that I loved only one, and that was Laura, who
had a genius the only kind, thank Heaven, that she

possessed, though she could write nice paragraphs for

always sacrificing herself for somebody else.

I ask leave, in conclusion, to pay a very sincere homage
to Miss SINCLAIR for a book which every lover of the right
word and the rare thought will count as an achievement.

Less human, perhaps, than either The Divine Fire or The
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Helpmate, it must have won for her a place in the very even his latest (which, you observe, we are not setting out

front of modern fiction, if she had not been there already to praise), can deny that he has an exceptional power of

long ago. analysis and synthesis, wherewith to dissect and portray
humanity, its manners, morals and moods. In The Osbornes

Claylunujer (METHUEN) is another page, or rather another

574 pages and nearly another quarter of a million

words, of the Chronicles of the Five Towns, in whose pro-
vincial dreariness Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT finds the raw
material of so many of his novels. It is called after a

Bursley youth, whose baptismal name was Edwin, appren-
ticed by fate and his father to the paternal printing busi-

ness, instead of being allowed to follow the more alluring

(SMITH, ELDER) we have " the story of a well-born girl
who marries into a family of nouvcaux riches, and, at first

repelled by the artless vulgarity of her new connections, is

at last won over by discovering their underlying simplicity
and greatness of heart." The true distinction between
refinement and vulgarity is not well made. The former is

shown as a matter of fashion, doubtful fashion at that,
rather than of instinct ; the latter is marked by a feu-

game of architecture. It tells how lie kicked in vain , subtleties, over-emphasised. You are more annoyed with

against the printing-press, how lie fell in love with Hilda

Lessiuays, who married another a few days after she had

promised to become Mrs. Clayhanger, how he became a

prominent Bursleyite and found that life was still tolerable
.1 1 111 I * IT

the author for repeating so often "a handsome lady" than
with his character for that original utterance. Moreover,
it would sesm that not the well-born girl's point of view
but the new connections' speech and behaviour vary with

and printer's ink not quite so black as his fancy had I the progress of the study. You will read it, of course; you
painted it, and how will enjoy it pro-

bably ; but admire it

wholeheartedly you
cannot. Therein is

good reason to com-

plain, for there is

that about Mr. BEN-
SON which makes

you, or, at any rate,

me, anxious to ad-

mire his work with-

out reservation.

finally, on page
573,

" after a whole
decade his nostrils

quivered again to

the odour of her

olive skin." It also

gives down to the

last gaiter-button
the minutest details

of the lives of his

father (who died of

softening of the

brain), and some
dozen others of the

inhabitants of Burs-

ley. And the end is

not yet. In 1911
we are promised

(presumably at the

same length) the

pre-nuptial history
of Hilda, and at
some future date

Mr. BENNETT will

unveil the secrets of

Edwin and Hilda's

married life. To
short-winded readers
who are better at -

magazine sprints than long-distance reading, the prospect
of tackling the complete trilogy, even in annual stages,

may appear as formidable as a Marathon race. But for

my part, having completed a third of the course, I hope,
all being well, to win to Shepherd's Bush in 1912. For
in spite of its huge length (and the terrible sentence on

page 573 about the olive skin), Clayhanger is a remark-
able book. I feel as if I know Edwin and Hilda au fond,

even without Parts II. and III., thanks to the extra-

ordinary detail with which Mr. BENNETT has described

them and their surroundings. And I like his mind and his

sense of humour and pathos which help him to make a

dramatic story out of such unpromising material as every-

day life in Bursley.

IMPROBABLE SCENES.-IV.
PHOTOQ&IPBXBS DEING KEFI'SED ADMITTANCE TO THE HOUSE OF A MU.SICAL COMEDY

ACTEE38.

Upon the wrapper
of A Kjiirit of Mirth

(METHUEN) the pub-
lishers tell me that

"it is, above ovn \
-

thing else, a happy
book"; and, mucti
as I resent such
critical dictation, I

am bound to admit
that the description
of MissPEGcv \Vi-:i:-

LING'S latest novel
is a very true one.

Euphrosyne Mm <><,

the mirthful spirit,

is a young person
who, beginning life inauspiciously as the orphaned daughter
of a Human Eel (" a contortionist," she is careful to explain
later, "not a freak"), conquers circumstance and her
husband and his mistrustful family by simple happiness of

disposition. The thing has been done before, you will

remember, in another medium. There is indeed much of

the high spirit of Pipjia in this Eitphrosyne, who will

probably prove as irresistible to most readers of the book
as she is to the other characters in it. Many of these, too,

are excellently drawn
;

in particular Miss S<i//io, a very
lifelike study of a certain stage-type, and her quaint
Bohemian circle ; and the whole thing is written with an

easy good-humour that is bound to be popular ; though
the author has yet, I fancy, to learn what is essential to a

story and what not. Her theatrical knowledge, however,
is certainly above the average ; it was refreshing to find a

novelist's heroine appearing as an untried Turn at the

The critics are as tired of saying that Mr. E. F. BENSON
overwrites himself as he must be of hearing it. He would,
therefore, be saving everybody trouble if he would spend his I beginning of a music-liall programme, without being told

time writing the one masterpiece, of which he is clearly {that the house was "packed from floor to ceiling." Still,

capable, instead of the dozen novels which fifty men might
j

Phosie succeeds here as everywhere else
;
and deserves to,

have written as well. No one, however, who reads his books,
;

as quite one of the most charming debutantes of the season.
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CHARIVARIA.
No little excitement of a most

pleasurable kind was, we hear, caused

among the Royal Families of Europe
last week by the announcement that

H.S.II. Princess VICTORIA OF LEININ-

OEN of Schloss Waldleiningen, Baden,
had won a prize of five shillings in a

competition instituted by The Girl's

Oirn Paper and Woman's Magazine.
Tli is is considered a nasty knock for

those individuals who are constantly
asserting that royal personages would
never be able to earn their own
living. ;;

. ...

*

From Berlin it is reported that

Germans are still inhaling the

perfume of the " Duke of Edin-

burgh
"
red rose as a cure for colds,

and that this experiment of Red
Rose v. Red Nose is meeting with
sensational success. The sight of

citizens with a rose strapped on to

the proboscis should certainly add
to the gaiety of the capital.

Aeronauts are very much in favour

of the proposal that the Crystal
Palace shall be bought as a memorial
of King EDWARD, as the gardens
would form an admirable flying

ground. The only obstacle would
be the Palace, but this could be
demolished. ... ...

We understand that the Press is

about to issue a special letter of

thanks to Sir H. BEERBOHM THEE,
Sir JOHN HARE, Miss PHYLLIS

DABE, and other distinguished

patrons of a recent murder trial, who
by their presance helped to make
the function such a brilliant affair.

It is not often that the Legis-
lature betrays a sense of humour,
but, under the provisions of the law
as to criminal appeals, a convict has

lately appealed against a sentence
of twelve years' imprisonment and

gone away with it increased to fifteen

years, the Court deciding that the

pravious sentence was too light.

To discourage the practice of paint-

ing advertisements on footpaths, the
Law Committee of the Kensington
Borough Council propose to submit to

the HOME SECRETARY a by-law making
it an oS'ence punishable by a fine of

forty shillings. We may be wrong, but
it seems to us that even at this price
it would still be one of the cheapest
forms of advertisement on the market.

A first edition of MILTON'S Paradise
Lost having been sold for 130 last

week, several living poets write to us
to draw attention to the astonishing
cheapness of the first (and only) edition
of their works, of which a few copies
are still to be had.

:

f

*

A fine specimen of the hoopoe lias

been shot at Elham, near Folkestone,
by Mr. J. FOREMAN, a local I-CM

Wo '11 teach birds to be rare !

" There are still plenty of ragged
edges and ugly gaps in the actual work
of the educational machinery," said

could occur," says The (ilohf, would
bo a watch and clock makers' strike.

j

But they would never have tho In-art
to do it." This is nonsense. We him;
a clock which strikes every quarter-of-
an-hour.

A propos of tho paragraph printr-l
in last week's I'mick as to re- facing a

Town Clerk, there is now a similar

opportunity for ladies. Our 1

evening paper is advertising
" Attractive

Features for Women."

THE MARCH OF SCIENCE.

A BREAK WITH TRADITION?
["He ii di-soriU-d ait a 'Si- itch ecrrnlnr,'

but his wink did nut rntiicly rest upon the
hard-and-fast lino the drai Hption mi^ht
imply." -AV/rart/n/m I'reiuHntirr ,,/n M
ll'ill jM

DKEAD sporter of the whitewash-

spattered spo;ran !

Lord of the lurid nose and
fervent wig !

Lauding the land where you (and
I) were bo-rrr-n,

To audiences enviably big

Causing the Cockney, who his

trust reposes
In you, drab disappointment
when he seeks

That storied soil of scarlet hair and
noses,

And Rob Roy tartan breeks

Say! can it bo there dimly looms a
limit

When such ebullient art .shall

cease to take ?

When you must comb it down a
bit and trim it ?

Speed the glad day, for puir auld
Scotland's sake !

With whatsoever garb and "
gag

"

you then trick

Your "
turn," may we the innova-

tion watch
And hail the same as haply less

eccentric,

But, happily, more Scotch !

Mr. ASQUITH in his rectorial address to

the students of Aberdeen University.

Certainly the kind of "
rag

"
that the

students of Aberdeen go in for is badly
in need of mending.

" Association football," says an offi-

cial report from the Straits Settlements,

"was introduced in September, and is

now a counter-attraction to watching

cock-fighting and bull-fighting." This

has encouraged the authorities in Cen-

tral America to try once more to get

the game taken up as a substitute for

the weskly revolutions.

"The most devastating strike that

Journalistic Candour.
"In next Satmiliy's issrne of this paper the

writer will give the concluding ortit-Ie to this

series, when the vexed question of wlu-tlu-i-

there arc or are not tigers in the New Territory
\\i\l be dismissed, a subject about which so

much that is mincn.ssary and absurd has al-

ready been written." Jluagkoaij Daili/ /><.

To the New Billiard Star.

Little boy GRAY, come chalk up your
cue,

I 've finished my break and they 're

waiting for you :

The red in the middle, your ball in

the D,
So in off, and in off, and never mind me.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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THE FAKER OF ODES.
[Mr. ROO.SF.VELT is reported to have appealed to all his literary friends

to come to the front and demand fair play for him. "
I have engaged,"

he Bays, "two minor poets one a nature-faker to defend me." A
brand of poet closely related to the genus here so picturesquely named
is familiar to us on this side of the Atlantic.]

TBEAD gently. Tis the poet's pitch ;

'Tis here that he contrives to fashion

Those rare effects that make us itch

To know the actual scenes from which
He wrings his wealth of literary passion.

Go softly. It is sacred ground.
From ten to four (excluding luncheon)

Here his infatuate footsteps pound
Steadily round and round and round,

Wearing a hollow in the stones they crunch on.

He does not want to preen his wings
In solitude among the curlews ;

He must be near the heart of things,
Where he can "

place
"
the stuff he sings,

He must be near the ballad-mongers' purlieus.

In this repellent cockney square,
Where you and I no trace of Pan sse,

He tracks the goat-god to his lair,

And reconstructs the tranced air

Proper to oaten pipes all done by fancy 1

Yon arid clump of sooty trees

To this his rapt and rolling eye adds
A hint of gardens where at ease

Loll the supine Hesperides,
Or groves the haunt of dreamy Hamadryads.

A sparrow twitters in the mud ;

Instinctively he seems to feel a
Sense of the lark's ascending flood

Of spiral music thrill his blood,
Or else the sad, sad plaint of Philomela.

A kitchen-maid takes in the bread ;

Her hair is limp, her skirts are sloppy ;

At once he gets inside his head
A dream of women, dear and dead,

Their temples wreathed with amaranth and poppy.

A coster-girl, plumed like a hearse,

Exchanges chaff with Alf or Ikey ;

He sees the better in the worse,
And tells, in reminiscent verse,
The shadowed loves of Eros and his Psyche.

Gems of a like authentic thought
So have I noticed, by the acre,

Where " real old Chippendale
"

is wrought
In Tottenham Eoad and freely bought

At fancy prices off the gifted faker. O.S.

"It seldom occurs that even a majority of the crew remain in a ship
after paying olf, therefore the exchange generally means a busy time for

the port and collar box of ties." The Dover Times.

We had often doubted it, but the logic of this convinces us.

"There are 4,622 families in the city, and this number multiplied
by 3,475 gives the above population. Henderson's are compiling anew
directory for this city, and claim that the above method is used
in determining the population." Winnipeg Telegram.

An apology would have come better from them than a
claim.

VAPOURINGS IN THE VOID.
[With (u'knowlcdy incuts to Mr. Arthur Christopher Benson."]

BY the courtesy of the Editor of Maunder's Weekly we
are enabled to quote the following extract from its weekly
causerie.

" With the main principles of modern financial legisla-
tion of course it is impossible not to be in agreement, for,

though I should not personally like it, if the State were to

say,
' We demand nineteen shillings out of every pound of

your income,' I should not question the right of the State to

demand it. If there is one thing that I do earnestly desire

it is that as I grow older I should not come to cling, in an

aggrieved spirit, to what I have got, if the State demands
it from me whether it be my motor-car or my college
window, my thread of gold or my altar fire.

" I cannot help feeling that great harm has been done of

late by the outcry of the wealthy at the increased taxes.

At the same time it is extremely inconvenient if you have
calculated your expenditure on one basis to have to reduce
it suddenly. Personally I feel a little sore at having to sell

one of my isles of sunset, and the prospect of having to

surrender my hill of trouble to be cut up into allotments
fills me with unmitigated sadness. It is certainly a weak

point about the new taxes that they have been claimed
with special emphasis from owners of land, although land-

owners have developed a far more sensitive conscience with

regard to the welfare of their tenants than was the case,

say, in the time of the Wars of the Eoses.
"
Literary men, too, like myself, who have acquired landed

property out of money professionally earned, naturally resent

being held up to scorn as guilty persons who have com-
mitted a sort of crime against society. In my own case

nothing could be more unjust. In evidence I have only to

mention the catholic appreciation of all schools of literature

that I have displayed in my introspective outpourings during
the last fifteen years. My veneration for HOMER, MILTON,
and SHAKSPEARE does not prevent my admiring the vivid

and vital work of Mr. HAROLD BEGBIE and Mr. FRANCIS

GRIBBLE, Mr. TITTERTON and Lord WINTEHTON. The
difference between the lowest circle of DANTE'S Inferno
and the Abyss which Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR describes in his

new magazine is only one of degree. I have never said a

hard word of anyone. On the contrary, for a great

many years I have provided the reading public with a

constant supply of absolutely amiable and wholesome men-
tal pabulum, as digestible and as .nutritive as blanc-

mange. That with such a record I should now be con-

founded with greedy, selfish and useless persons who
rush along country roads at a dangerous speed or

slaughter innocent pheasants out of the mere lust of

blood, is a sad injustice. I have no wisli to kill any-

thing. My wants are simple. Four typewriters and four

amanuenses, so that by working them in shifts of two
hours each I can dictate for eight hours a day; congenial

surroundings ; an outlook on smooth-shaven lawns and
immemorial elms and I am content.

"
Unfortunately there are too many people who prefer in-

flammatory talking to sedative writing, and these are the

people who engender discontent. I cannot help thinking
that if, by a system of contributory State insurance, every-

body was able to secui'e the possession of a typewriter by the

age of twenty-five, and then set him or herself down to the

task of introspective reminiscence, a great deal of the ferment

and unrest of modern life would be dissolved in a flood of

innocuous self-revelation. There have been poets who
were content with only writing ten lines, or say 120 words,

a day ; but with the aid of a shorthand-writer or a

typewriter it is quite possible, as I have proved by the



STUDENTS ON THE MAKE.
ME. F. E. SMITH. "MASTER OF EPIGRAM LIKE ME!"
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL. " WROTE A NOVEL IN HIS YOUTH LIKE ME !

"

TOGETHER. " TRAVELLED IN THE EAST LIKE US. HOW DOES IT END ?
'

[Mr. W. F. MONYPENSY'.S official Life of DISRAELI has just been published.]
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Fresh-Air Fiend. "Hunt -,\ HAT Aiiorr A WINHOW OI-KN ?
'

Shocked Host..
" WINDOW OPEN I MY I.KAII i: ,v, no voir KNOW THESE CUARS COST COST TWO-AND-NIKEPENC K EACH!'

experience of the last ten years, to write 4,000 words in
an afternoon, 24,000 words .in a week of six days, or
1,248,000 words in a year. Even if the result is never
published, there is something extraordinarily soothing in
the mere sense of achievement which a steady output
produces. Nor must we forget the immense power which
volume and reiteration exert on the average mind. As
DISRAELI remarks in one of his most illuminating phrases,
' Few ideas are correct ones, and what are correct no one
can ascertain ; but with words we govern men.'

"

LINES TO MR. CHILVER.
OUR paths in life are not the same ;

I know not what thou art ;

I have not learned thy Christian na:i:o,
Nor where thou hast a part ;

Yet would I clamour to the sun,

Ay, carve on every tree,

In poignant phrase, beloved one,
How dear thou art to me.

It is not for thy virtue. Nay ;

If thou hast aught of such,
I bless thee, but I 'm bound to say

It would not move me much ;

Not for the glories of thy brain

(If any) art thou dear ;

Nor should I mind if thou wert plain,
Thou thing without a peer.

For oh, thou art a sweet surprise ;

The rarest, blithest spark

That ever leapt to mortal eyes
That searched where all was dark.

Vainly to find thee, late and long
We laboured, all and each ;

We scaled the starry heights of song.
And plumbed the deeps of speech ;

Thou wouldst not hear us thro' the past ;

Vain was the toil we brought ;

We gave thee up ; and now, at last,

Lo, thou art here unsought ;

And mine it is ah, happy hour!

Mine, mine, and mine alone,
To give to all the fairest flower
That poesie has known.

And henceforth, while the spheres applaud,
To many a throbbing lute

Thy happy Name shall ring abroad,
Wherever it may suit ;

And all the bards that bay the moon
Will bless thee, Mr. CHILVKH,

For this thy pure and steadfast boon,
A perfect rhyme to silver.

The Status of Editors.

In referring to young DISRAELI'S mission to Edinburgh
to persuade LOCKHART to take the editorship of a new
London daily, The Representative, a reviewer of the Life
of Disraeli writes :

" There was only one hitch. To be
the editor of a daily paper was in those days deemed
jenealh the dignity of a man of letters." But that was,
of course, before the CHIPPEN trial.
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lettes."

as

and
you know, is by way of being literary, \ screaming
A at the Sister-Scribblers' Club she i thing 's fal

BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
NEW VOGUES IN VENICE AND LONDON.

Palazzo Pizzicato,

Grand Canal, Venice.

DEAREST DAPHNE, I 'm staying here

with Princess Pizzicato (formerly Clytie

Vandollarbilt). Her sixth husband

seems, on the whole, more of a success

than the five previous ones. The
Prince is quite a nice fellow, and she 's

only had to pay his debts twice !

Numbers of people one knows are at

their places here. Every woman who
counts has her palace on the

(Irand Canal or the Lido and

her flat in Paris, and I think

it 's just a little bit too bad

that I haven't. I 've said so

often to Josiah, and he says
he 's quite willing to rent a

palace here and an apjiarte-

mcnt in Paris for both of us I

It 's of no use my telling him

that's not the idea. He
simply won't see it.

The Pizzicato Palace is

a funny old place, with a

complete set of historical

associations and things. I

believe there 've been stiletto-

ings and poisonings in all

the rooms, and there are

still the remains of quite

lovely oubliettes in some of

the floors. Clytie complains
of it, however; says it's

pokey and not suited for

entertaining, and " doesn't

amount to anything." She's

applied to the authorities to

know if she may buy or

rent the Doge's Palace. She
almost claims it as a right,

for some of the Prince's

ancestors were Doges or

Council of Tenor something.
If she succeeds she means
to have the Golden Staircase

altered, and electric lifts

everywhere. The great
Council Chamber she would
use as a ball-room, and the dungeons as

(

struck up a friendship with the great
ice-rooms. She would have the Bridge : and only Sybil Lestrange a literary

an oar by machinery, and fitted inside
j

views on marriage and the sex question

with a gramophone that sings the old
j

were to be absolutely ; and, above all,

Venetian boat-songs and gives the it was to be full of quite unmistakable,

weird howl of the gondolieri when
j real, well-known people ! Popsy, Lady

they 're going to turn a corner.
|

Ramsgate, who figured in it under the

Ray Rymington is here, staying with i thinnest of disguises, had agreed to

the Flummerys. When we wens out bring a libel suit (the strongest suit a

on the water after dinner last night, he publisher can play, my dear
!) against

sang us one of his " Venetian Vara-
j

Fetcham, as soon as the novel appeared,
return for a share of the profits.in

I hear something from London that's
\

And now, just as the reading public is

just a little bit rather.

Mother.

STORIES WHEN I WAS A LITTLE GIRL."

EolllJ. "WHEN IlII> YOU BEC1X THEN, MfMMIE?"

of Sighs removed altogether and set up
in the grounds of her

home" in New Jersey.

million-dollar

The dear thing
is quite unaware that she 's the least bit

of a Vandal. A u contrairc, she says she

hates to see steam-boats and launches

on the lagoons, and that her idea is to
"
preserve old, picturesque, romantic

customs and traditions, and yet to

avail oneself of modern improvements."
She carries out her idea by having a

fleet of motor-gondolas of the traditional

black colour, each with an automaton-

and intellectual friendship, not liable to

any petty or catty interruptions in

short, my dear, a quite superior brand

of friendship to what usually obtains

between us poor, shallow, frivolous

women. Collaboration having been a

good deal in the air, they agreed to

collab., and they 've been at work for

some time on a roman a clef, Babs sup-

plying the clef part and Miss Lestrange
most of the roman. The dear, old

reading public's mouth was watering
over the advance puffs put out by

Babs St. Austin, i holding out its hands and positively

\'<7 I'01'

tl' book, the whole
fallen through! Etpourquoit

Oh, it's too delicious! Be-

cause, my dearest, our two
feminine intellectuals fell

out as to which of them
should write the great love

scene in the next to the last

chapter.
" / ought to write

it," said Babs. "Why so?"
asked Miss Lestrange.

" You
must forgive me, dear friend,

for saying I am quite sure

the public would decide

most emphatically that a

scene requiring strength and

passion should be handled

by Sybil Lestrange rather

than 'by Lady George St.

Austin." "/ ought to do

it," persisted Babs. " Isn't

it only charitable, to suppose
that a married woman has

had more experience of love

than a single one?
"

And then, my dear,
several things were said

and then several more tilings

and so the book won't

appear and crash goes the

literary and intellectual

friendship that was to put
to shame all ordinary female

friendships.

People are talking about

an artist in boots who has

just opened a salon in

London. His boots and

shoes, I hear, are not only

things of sheer joy to look

at, but are fitted with springs that give

you any sort of walk you may choose :

the glide, the stride, the frivolous little

pit-pat, the school-girl skip, and the

chamois-leap (for those who still cling

to the liobl le-skirt). Hildegarde writes

that Irs salon is simply packed every
afternoon. They all sit waiting in the

dark till a curtain is drawn back and

a walking-hoot is seen on a brilliantly

lit dai's, while a hidden band plays
Then the curtain shuts

Presently the hidden

ANHAMED OK \OC. / JCEYEll TOLD

gondolier standing in the stern, dressed i Fetcham, the publisher. The novel

in correct old Venetian style, waggling |
was to be lurid, it was to be daring, its

it

march,
out again.

hand begins a dreamy waltz, the cur-

tain is drawn back once more, and an

evening shoe is shown and so on.

Later, when people are having tea and
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nibbling niceys, a crowd of prettj
mannequins does an ensemble dance

showing all the steps and jumps am
twirls that the Beauty Boots anc

Shoes, as they 're called, enable one
to do. Everybody swears by them
I 've only heard of one little hitch

Popsy, Lady Eamsgate, was in Bone
Street one afternoon, wearing a pair o

Beauty Boots fitted with the school-

girl skip, and either she couldn't quite
manage it, or someone ran into her
but anyhow she came a cropper, ant
now she 's doing a rest-cure.

Congrats, my dear ! I 've hit on a
name at last for my filly by Pickpocket
and Jigsaw. I 'm going to call her
Form IV. ! Ever thine, BLANCHE.

OUK MASCOT COMMISSION.
' WE seem indeed to be living in a

super-superstitious age. No party
embarking upon a hazardous adventure
is complete unless attended by a mascot
in the shape of some unfortunate
animal generally a kitten. A speci-
men, for instance, was taken by Mr.
WELLMAN on board the America, but
it did not ensure the success of his

undertaking. Other mascots, whether
carried by the Shamrock or competitors
in GORDON-BENNETT motor races, have

proved similarly unavailing. Even toy
Teddy bears have failed to propitiate
the goddess Fortune. It is high time
to put the whole matter on a more
scientific basis, not to speak of a
business footing, when so many dollars
are involved.

We contemplate, therefore, request-
ing two of our leading occultists, Sir

OLIVEE LODGE and Mr. W. T. STEAD,
to straighten things out. We look to
these authorities on the subliminal and

supra-normal to discover and put on
the market a thoroughly up-to-date
and reliable mascot. It must be

durable, portable, able to withstand
sudden shocks and emergencies, not

susceptible to weather changes, easily
put into operation, prompt in action,
of a reasonable price, and suitable to
the most varied exploits. It may be
wanted by an intending Derby winner,
a commencing theatre-manager, a can-
didate wooing a constituency, an officer

attacking the foe, or a client adventur-

ing matrimony. Kittens, it will be

seen, do not readily fulfil these require-
ments. They are cheap, it is true, but

they grow up, and are not easily carried
on horseback or up the nave of a church.

Something is wanted that will go into the

pocket without suffocation or creating
a bulge. Guinea -

pigs and rabbits
are not without their points, having
been long habituated to the conjuring

GLUTTONY.
Young Lady (after three hours of th-e

"
classics" for a shilling),

FIIEY NEVEK PLAYED THE NATIONAL ANTHEM AT THE FINISH."
"WHAT A SHAME, JACK.

profession ; but the average sportsman
could not satisfactorily dispose them
about his person, unless he wore a

gamekeeper's coat.

On the whole, we think the condi-

be met by the

frequently to be
seen on costermongers' barrows. It

will stand a good deal of rough
usage, is inexpensive, and can be had

ons would best

miniature tortoise

to force must of course be properly
trained and magnetized or otherwise

rendered efficient for their purpose.
We shall be glad if these steps will

lead to the remedy of this crying evil,

for in the recent words of Mr. BAL-
FOUB " Do it we must !

"
ZIGZAG.

"During the Cotswold Hunt run, yesterday,
fox ran into an empty cottage and took to

,bout two inches long. The " insect
"

the chimney. The huutsmaniuduced it to

ivill not greatly add to the executant's come down, and the hounds despatched it on

ighting or flying weight, and might
j

the floor." Western Daily Prtss.

>e worn as a brooch by a lady. The It doesn't sound much of an induce-

ortoises, or whatever animal is finally
(elected by the Mascot Commission
whose hands we do not wish unduly

ment, and we cannot help feeling that

the huntsman kept something back

from the fox.
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A COLD WORLD.
II HUBERT is a man who knows all

,bout railway tickets, and packing,

ind being in time for trains, and things

ike that. But I fancy I have taught

rim a lesson at last. He won't talk

quite so much about tickets in future.

I was just thinking about getting up
when he came into my room. He
ooked at me in horror.

" My clear fellow!" he said. 'And

you haven't even packed! You'll be

ate. Here, get up, and I '11 pack for

you while you dress."
"
Do," I said briefly.

" First of all, what clothes are you

;oing to travel in?
"

There was no help for it. I sat up
in bed and directed operations.

"
Eight," said Herbert.

" Now what

about your return ticket ? You mustn't

forget that."
" You remind me of a little story,"

I said.
" I '11 tell it you while you pack

that will be nice for you. Once upon
a time I lost my return ticket, and I had

to pay two pounds for another. And
a month afterwards I met a man a

man like you who knows all about

tickets and he said,
' You could have

got the money back if you had applied

at once.' So I said,
' Give me a cigar-

ette now, and I '11 transfer all my right

in the business to you.' And he gave
me a cigarette ;

but unfortunately
" It was too late ?

"

" No. Unfortunately it wasn't. He

got the two pounds. The most expen-
sive cigarette I Ve ever smoked."

"
Well, that just shows you," saic

Herbert. " Here 's your ticket. Pul

it in your waistcoat pocket now."
" But I haven't got a waistcoat on

silly."
"Which one are you going to

put on ?
"

" I don't know yet. This is a

matter which requires thought. Giv

me time, give me air."
"
Well, I shall put the ticket here on

the dressing-table, and then you can'

miss it." He looked at his watch
" And the trap starts in half an hour.

"
Help !

"
I cried, and I leapt out o

bed.

Half an hour later I was sayinj

good-bye to Herbert.
" I 've had an awfully jolly time,"

said,
" and I '11 come again."

" You 've got the ticket all right ?
"

" Rather !

" and I drove away amids
cheers. Cheers of sorrow.

It was half-an-hour's drive to th

station. For the first five minutes

thought how sickening it was to b

leaving the country ; then I had

slight shock ;
and for the next twenty

five minutes I tried to remember her

nuch a third single to the nearest part

f London cost. Because I had left my
cket on the dressing-table after all.

1 gave [my luggage to a porter and

ent off to the station-master.

1 wonder if you c*n help me," 1

aid.
" I 've left my return ticket on

dress - Well, we needn't worry
bout that, I 've left it at home."

He didn't seem intensely excited.

" What did you think of doing?
" he

sked.
" I had rather hoped that you would

o something."
" You can buy another ticket, and

et the money back afterwards."
'

Yes, yes ;
but can I ? I 've only

ot about one pound six."

"The fare to London is one pound
ive and tenpence ha'penny."

" Ah
; well, that leaves a penny ha'-

>enny to be divided between the porter

his end, lunch, tea, the porter the

Dther end, and the cab. I don't believe

t 's enough. Even if I gave it all to

he porter here, think how reproach-

ully he would look at you ever after-

wards. It would haunt you."
The station - master was evidently

iioved. He thought for a moment,
Mid then asked if I knew anybody who
vould vouch for me. I mentioned

Herbert reluctantly. He had never

:ven heard of Herbert.
" I 've got a tie-pin," I said (station-

masters have a weakness for tie-pins),
' and a watch and a cigarette case. I

shall be happy to lend you any of

,hose."

The idea didn't appeal to him.
" The best thing you can do," he said,

is to take a ticket to the next station

and talk to them there. This is only a

oranch line, and I have no power to

give you a pass."
So that was what I had to do.

began to see myself taking a ticket al

every stop and appealing to the station-

master at the next. Well, the money
would last longer that way, but unless

could overcome quickly the distrust

which I seemed to inspire in station-

masters there would not be much lef

for lunch. I gave the porter all i

could afford a ha'penny, mentioned

apologetically that I was coming back

and stepped into the train.

At the junction I jumped out quicklj
and dived into the sacred office.

" I 've left my ticket on the dress

ing that is to say I forgot well, any
how I haven't got it," I began, and w
plunged into explanations once more

This station-master was even mor
unemotional than the last. He aske<

me if I knew anybody who coul

vouch for me I mentioned Herbei

diffidently. He had never even hear

of Herbert. I showed him my gol

watch, my silver cigarette case, and

my emerald and diamond tie-pin that

was the sort of man I was.

"The best thing you can do," he

said, walking with me to the door,
"

is

to take a ticket to Plymouth, and speak
to the station-master there

" This is a most interesting game,"
I said bitterly. "What is 'home'?
When you speak to the station-master

at London, I suppose? I've a good
mind to say

'

Snap !

' '

Extremely annoyed I strode out,

and bumped into you '11 never guess
Herbert !

"
Ah, here you are," he panted; "I

rode after you the train was just

going jumped into it been looking
all over the station for you."

" It 's awfully nice of you, Herbert.

)idn't I say good-bye ?
"

" Your ticket." He produced it.

Left it on the dressing-table." lie

ook a deep breath. " I told you you
vould."

Bless you," I said, as I got happily
nto my train.

" You 've saved my life.
~

've had an awful time. I say, do you
:now, I 've met two station-masters

ilready this morning who 've never

ven heard of you. You must enquiic
nto it."

At that moment a porter came up.
" Did you give up your ticket, Sir ?

"

! asked Herbert.

"I hadn't time to get one," said

Herbert, quite at his ease.
" I 'II pay

low," and he began to feel in bis

Dockets. . . . The train moved out

of the station.

A look of horror came over Herbert's

'ace. I knew what it meant. Ho

ladn't any money on him. " Hi !

'

shouted to me, and then we swung
round a bend out of sight. . . .

Well, well, he'll have to get home

somehow. His watcli is only nickel and

bis cigarette case leather, but luckily

that sort of thing doesn't weigh

much with station-masters. What they

want is a well-known name as a refer-

ence. Herbert is better off than ]

was : he can give them my name. It

will be idle for them to pretend that

they have never heard of me.
A. A. M.

"For Services to Literature."

"Gentleman desires pension in private

family, to improve the English language.
-

Adct. in
" The Daily Telegraph."

If he is really going to improve it, we

will give him a pension of five shillings

a week.

"By if they, asked Mr. Crawford amid

applause, why we ? That is the question,
-

Eintern, Daily Press.

Now then answer that if you can.
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THE LATEST MEMORISER.
" I DON'T claim,'' lie said,

" that it
'

indispensable; but I do say that it

fills what is a long-felt and sometimes
an acutely-felt want."
He drew from his pocket a litth

morocco-bound book and handed ii

to me.
" You see," he continued,

" that the
work is constructed on the principle
of the Where. Is It ? There are sec-

tions for each letter of the alphabet,
and they can be turned to in a moment.
But the peculiarity is that the alpha-
bet occurs twice. The first alphabet
is for the names of one's friends ; the

second, for their presents. Thus, sup-
pose your uncle Aleck gives you a

dinner-gong ; you will enter him first

as '

Aleck, Uncle
'

under the A's, and

against his name you will put the

word, or words,
'

Dinner-gong.' And
again under G you will have '

Gong,
dinner,' and against it the name of the

generous donor. Do you see ?
"

"
Yes," I said, "I see; but I don't

follow you when you insist on the im-

portance of the work."
"Ah!" be said. "Ah! But you will.

You are to be married shortly, is it

not?"
I acquiesced.
" And the presents are beginning to

roll in?"
" More or less," I said.
" And you know whom they are all

from?"
'

" Great heavens ! no," I replied.
He smiled his triumphant smile.

" That 's the whole point," he said.
" Because some day, when you are

nicely settled, you will begin to be
visited by those said friends and rela-

tions who have been so generous some
perhaps with wills to make and money
to leave, eh?"
He looked profoundly cunning.
"Very well then," he continued.

" You will like each to think that his

or her present is the one you really
cherish. In order to do this you must
have it en evidence, as our lively neigh-
bours say. But, if you have forgotten
which is which, how can you do so,

especially as you will very likely have
several duplicates of the more neces-

sary things ? Now do you see ? My
little patent memo-book will enable you
to disentangle your fish-slices in a
moment and have the right one on the
table. The result is what is called

tact, and tact, if I may say so, is the
fair wind to good fortune.

" Let me tell you a true story," he
went on. " I have a friend with
three aunts Aunt Emmeline, Aunt
ertrude and Aunt Laura. Although

|

sisters they are on the worst of terms :

Boy (to old gentleman whose hat has been

STICK, MISTER."
pierced ky a falling r-xkd}. "Give us IIIK

and intensely jealous of each other.

When my friend was engaged they
;ave him each a present. Aunt Emme-
ine gave him silver dessert knives and

orks, Aunt Gertrude gave him a silver

ea service, Aunt Laura gave him a
silver coffee service. But the foolish

ellow got them mixed up, and when
A.unt Emmeline came to see him he
ondled Aunt Laura's coffee set and
.aid how much he loved it

; and to

Aunt Laura he praised Aunt Gertrude's

ea service, and to Aunt Gertrude he
avished adjectives upon Aunt Emme-
ine's dessert knives. The result was
he was disinherited by each and is

now taking paying guests, who don't,

I am told, always pay. So you will

have one of my little books, won't

you ?
"

" For heaven's sake provide me with

one," I said.

Lucus a non Lucendo.

"The convict
staggered

to the bed, his

startled eyes beheld the scene. Thru, with a

choking sob, he fell on his knees, and flung his

arms about the poor, wasted form of his wife.
" ' My poor little girl ! My poor, poor little

witie !

' '"'

"The continuation of this splendid

story," says theadvertisement," appears
in No. 1 of Merry and Briyht."
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Cabby (badly worsted in the dispute).

TIKES, MUM, WILL BE AN 'EAU8E !

"

"
WELL, I 'oi'ES AS THE NEX' FOUU-WUEELEI! YKI

WHO IS "PACIFICUS"?
[So much curiosity has been excited by the

loiters signed
"
Pacificus

"
in The Times that

Mr. Punch feels compelled to own his columns
to the speculations of correspondents.]

SIR, The identity of "Pacificus" is

obvious. He is certainly a person of

great authority in the Unionist Party.
Who is the only such person in the

Unionist Party to-day ? Who dictates

its policy every Sunday? Who con-

trols The Observer, and through The

Observer, The Daily Mail and the

Conference? Mr. J. L. GAKVIN, of

course ! Is it not, therefore, evident

that he is
" Pacificus

"
?

Yours truly, ANOTHER OBSERVER.

(Mr. Punch fears that his esteemed

correspondent is mistaken. The letters

of "Pacificus" only fill just over

column of large type.)

SIR, It is certain that " Pacificus
'

is a famous politician. It is certain

also that he is distinguished amongs
politicians as the possessor of that ran

quality, modesty else why should hi

conceal his identity ? I incline to thin]

that he is either Mr. F. E. SMITH o

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL.
Yours truly,

A GUESSER AT TRUTH.

(Mr. Punch wonders that it has no
occurred to his clever correspondent t<

suggest that the letters of "Pacificus

may be the work of both these gentle
men in collaboration.)

SIR, To my mini there is one dis-

nctive feature in the writings of

Pacificus." The author is anxious

o get the Homo Eule ques'.ion set-

led in order to pave the way for

'ariff Reform. Now no member of

be Unionist party, whatever his ulti-

nate aims, could contemplatetampering
vith the Union. Therefore the writer

-; a Tariff Reformer without any of

he traditional party ties. The name
>f Mr. J. ELLIS BARKER will spring to

very one's lips. His associations with

ho German National Liberal Party
vould certainly not prejudice him

gainst Home Rule.

Yours truly,
ENGLAND FOR THE IRISH.

(Unfortunately Mr. ELZEBACHER is

xt present engaged in investigating

unemployment in the States on behalf

f the British democracy ;
therefore

Mr. Punch fears that this solution is

mpossible.)

SIR, The letters of "Pacificus" are

hose of a pretentious, pompous and

utile person. I am only acquainted
vith one person in whom pretentious-

ness, pomposity and futility are com-

>ined. Mr. J. ST. LOE STRACHKY is

' Pacificus." Yours truly, FORM IV.

(Whilst obliged to his correspondent
'or his interesting communication, from

which, however, he dissents in every

jarticular, Mr. Punch protests in the

public interest against any letters

jeing sent him on official Treasury

notepaper.)

An anonymous postcard bearing the

Berlin postmark says,
" Why does

not Lord ESHEH keep to the improve-
ment of Windsor Castle drainpipes
instead of trying to improve the

British constitution by letters to The

Times ?
"

(Mr. Punch asks his correspondent in

the future to send his name and address

with his communication not neces

sarily for publication but as a guarantee
of gool faith. He should try again.)

Poetic Licence.
" It is the final conflict ;

Unite, and to-morrow morn
The ' Internationale

'

Will embrace all humankind."
J!''frain of tin French

ki/iini,
''

liit-riuitiiinale,"

As an alternative rhyme for the last

line we suggest
" Will be the song of the London

season.

Prompting to Crime.

"All the mothers were invited, persuaded

and finally won to cook themselves."

Daily Chrtmicle.
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FILIAL ADVICE.
YOUNG TURK. "0 HEAVEN-BORN PROTECTOR OF ISLAM, HELP AGAINST THE BRITISH!'

CEOWN PRINCE OF GERMANY. "DON'T YOU LISTEN TO HIM, DAD. IT'LL MAKE ME FEEL
SO RIDICULOUS WHEN I GET AMONG THE MUSSULMANS OF INDIA."
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SOME MOKE HOPEFUL "CONFERENCES." No. I. THE POLICE AND THE CRIMINAL CLASSES.

FHOULD THE CONFERENCE PROVE TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THE IMPOSSIBLE AND RECONCILED THE IRKECIINCILARI.K, THKUK AISE

(SEVERAL OTMKliN THAT SHOULD AT ONCE BE CONVENED. WlIERE MINISTERIALISTS AND OPPOSITION f'AM sri'CEEII, SUI1ELY iillin:

SWORN PROFESSIONAL FOES NEED NOT DESPAIR !

THE MARTYR.
[" Mr. LLOYD GEOP.GE complained of an exceedingly bitter attack

made iu a newspaper called Th? Spectator, wliich was edited at the time

ly au exceedingly pretentious, pompons, and futile person, who ....
made per onal, offensive and stupid attacks upon one." Jlepart of Speech.']

WHAT though the wicked are everywhere flourishing,
Wolves on the trail of the lamb !

Saul in his hatred implacably nourishing
Poisonous libel and flam !

So you impair not your personal dignity,

Why should the waft of a paper's malignity

Worry our DAVID a dam ?

Think you the heroes who dined in Valhalla had

Care of the dints of the fray ?

Deem you, in search of the Grail, that Sir Galahad
Minded what people would say ?

Model of courtesy, calmness and rectitude,

CHANCELLOR, sure in your stainless perfectitude,

Still let the Editors bray.

Look you how oft-times the Saturday's shilling's gate

(Football encounters that view)
Darken the air with the floods of their Billingsgate,

Blacken the sky as they boo

Him, the controller, the umpire unfortunate ;

So, with his blasphemies crudely importunate,
Howls The Spectator at you.

Never you mind, though, how acrid his venom is;

Better the part of the meek,

Turning when slapped in the face to his enemies

Always the opposite cheek ;

Yours be to show (unrewarded by gratitude)
Ever this kind of St. Chrysostom attitude,

Shedding a balm as you speak.

So when historians prate to posterity,
Whine that a scurrilous tone

Crept in our politics, spoiling its verity,

ONE, they shall candidly own,

ONE, in the midst of the vice that was prevalent,

Stood and disdained to be cheaply malevolent,

Hero of Limeliouse, alone. EVOE.

Two extracts from The Mornituj Post :

(1) From " Our Special Representative on board the

Airship:
"

"The change from France was extraordinary; the great unenclosed

plains gave place to little fields shut in by hedges that teemed too

small to support even a single cow."

(2) From M. HENRI JULLIOT :

"Once the sea was crossed I recognised by the character of the

country that we were no longer in France. A French landscape seen from

an airship looks something like a chess-board, the land being so sub-

divided owing to the prevailing system of cultivation called the

pclUe culture. In England, however, one passes over vast estates with

tall hedgerows almost like rows of ti < . -.

One of them must have looked through the wrong end of

his telescope.
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A GERMAN BATH.
PABKEB, Wilks and I had been

"
doing

"
Germany on the cheap, and

I don't know which of us enjoyed it

least. Parker grumbled the most, but

then he always did, and though Wilks
and I tried to look on the humorous
side of things we lost flesh over it.

We had happened upon a heat wave
and swallowed a tremendous lot of

dust and flies, thrown in gratis, cheap
though our tariff was. But we couldn't

swallow the foreign titles that cropped
up around us, we had too much
British pride for that

; and, as luck
would have it, at the last town of

our tour we were quartered on the

top floor of a hotel where a German
Prince occupied a suite of rooms.
In our opinion, three English tourists

were worth more than thirty Ger-
man Princes, and we dropped our
boots on the floor at night in the
vain hope that he was underneath.

But, alas ! his suite was on the first

floor, and we never even caught a

glimpse of him, though once we
heard his high-pitched, arrogant,

penetrating voice, and the oozy
fulsome rejoinders of his valet, both

articulating a language which Parker

contemptuously described as " the
limit."

It was the last morning of our stay.
Parker and I had come back to

the hotel to pack our bags before

departing for the station. The
weather was hotter and dustier than

ever, and Wilks, always energetic,
had gone to the public bathing
place on the river in search of a
swim. I had a letter to write, and
Parker wandered round the hotel to
kill time. Presently he thrust his
face in at the door ; it had lost its

familiar lowering look and wore a

Dright and alert expression.
I say," he ejaculated myste-

riously, almost under his breath,
'I've just found a bath-room in

this blighted hole bath full of tepid
water, with a thermometer in it clean,
warmed towels on the rail and all that.

What shall I do ?
"

" Do !

"
I replied ;

"
get into it, man !

And let me know when you 've finished."
He wasn't long, and came back

coking wonderfully young and clean.

Che mail had just arrived and I had
spent a few minutes over my letters

'efore I also found the bath-room,

no questions, but I wanted more cold

water and experimented unsuccessfully
with various levers in the wall. As a

last hope I attacked a cart-wheel affair

on the floor, and after a stiff struggle

managed to turn it. A flood of cold

water gushed in along one side of the

bath, and it was all I could do to

wrench the wheel round and stop the

flow. As I did so, light came upon
me in a flash this was the Prince's

bath, prepared for him a second time

by his obsequious valet ! It was the

glorious certainty of the fact that

CONTEMPT

COURT

A DULL DAY FOR OUR EDITORS.

In ten minutes lie

a mountain daisy

to him the position of the bath-room
and he was oft' like a hare. During his

absence we thoughtfully packed our
own bags and his.

returned, fresh as
and bubbling over with gratitude.

" What sort of a bath did you get?
"

I asked carelessly.
" A clinker!

"
he cried

;

" and it was
all put ready for me, clean towels and
everything. The only difticulty I had
was with the cold water wheel arrange-
ment on the floor."

"
It wan a bit stiff," I agreed.
" It turned on all right," said

Wilks, "hut I couldn't turn it off."
" What did you do ?

" we asked

together.
" I left it," lie answered simply." What time are we due at the

station ?
"
said Parker.

"Now!" I replied and we took
our bags and went.
As we descended the stairs with

studied calmness, we heard electric

bells continuously tingling on the
first floor

; a high-pitched arrogant
voice raised in anger ; oozy, servile

tones answering imploringly. We
came upon the proprietor leaping
up the stairs and a stream of water

leaping down them
; and a couple

of hours afterwards we crossed the
border, with the secret satisfaction

that we had " done
"
Germany at

last.

"Today ho stands amonj; the el-

gem of the first water, that will mellow and

improve with the passing years.
"

The Xttiwlard.

The gentleman who is hard up can

explain in future that he has put
aside his diamond ring to mature.

ollowing his directions.

)ut exception the best

It was with-
I have ever

>een in and, to my surprise, the big
)orcelain bath was half -full of tepid
vater, and a set of clean, newly-
armed towels hung on the rail. I

ook what the gods gave and asked

made me enjoy that bath as I have
never enjoyed a bath before or since.

The cheap English tourists were one

up on his Serene Highness, after all.

Still I admit, when I had finished

tubbing, I lost no time in getting back
to the fourth floor again. I told Parker
the great news, and we were just dis-

cussing it with rapture when Wilks
came in, looking supremely dejected
for the first time on the tour.

"The bathing place isn't open,"
he snarled. " Had all the fag of

going there for nothing. What dirty
beggars they are !

"

" Not all of them," I replied.
" Don't

you worry, old chap ;

"
and I described

The Master of Klibank, addressing
Ulster Liberals yesterday in Belfast, said
that the Home Rule question was a far

wider qoerticD than it was." Irish T,

The great thing is to find out how
wide it is, and then you can give a

better guess at its present width.

'Wanted cash offers for six pairs smart

prize-bred Borders, some tit show ; exchange
boots, blankets, overmantel, ;,old allpcrt, < '.UI.IIT

seed, side ornaments for marble cluck, cuckoo
cloek, anything." Cage Birds.

How about a packet of spoiled Form
Fours ?

"The harvest festival was held at Norlmry
Church on Friday last, the scared c liliir IP. -ing

tastefully decorated with flowers, corn, el .

'

Ashbovrne Telegra.lt.

We have often been alarmed ourselves

by some of the larger marrows.
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SCENE Waitiny-raom, at Dentist's.

Fvnd Mother (as name of next victim is anntunecd). "Jusr IK>N'T THINK ABOUT IT,

MAIL-BAGS.

No. VII. THE AVIATOR'S.

Jermyn St., W.
Kenneth Swayle, Esq.
DEAR SIB, We have thought of an

ixcellent idea of mutual advantage,
which we beg to lay before you. We
want advertisement ; you no doubt are

open to increase your income. If you
will arrange that all press notices of

your flights contain words such as

The intrepid airman alighted un-

scathed, coolly smoking a ' Rameses
'

cigarette," or "Before starting the im-

perturbable birdman put to his lips

one of his inseparable companions, the

famous ' Eameses
'

cigarettes," we are

prepared to pay you a royalty of 5

per insertion in any high-class journal.
Yours faithfully,

THE PHARAOH TOBACCO Co.

(Answer : Mr. Swayle leaves all these

details to his press agent. He under-

stands that an offer of 1,000 a yeai
certain lias already been made for the

same privilege.)

DEAR MR. SWAYLE, It is very diffi-

cult for me to begin this letter. I have

already torn up oh, acres of writing-

paper. Ever since your daring flight

from Margate to Southend, I have been

thi-iltfl every time I have seen your

photograph or your name in the papers.

Perhaps you will guess now what is in

my heart. You will remember how

you came to see The Girl from Jericho

and the whole house rose to chear you ;

but I wonder if you will remember the

little girl who took the part of Fifi and

sang her heart out to you that night ?

Yours always, MYRTLE VANDELEOR.

(Answer : Mr. Swayle leaves all these

details to his press agent. Please fix up
an appointment with him, when the

matter will receive due consideration.)

DEAR SIR, We have commissioned

one of the foremost dramatists of the

day to write us a bioscope drama which

will centre round the rescue of an im-

prisoned heroine by aeroplane and a sup-

posed flight from the Isle of Man to the

coast of England. We shall be pleased

to cast you for the leading part in this

drama if you will sign the enclosed

contract note. Yours faithfully,

THE NEW DRAMA TRADING Co., LTD.

(Answer : Mr. Swaylereturns the con-

tract note with some suggested altera-

tions. A minimum edition of 5,000

films should be printed and gramophone

|
records arranged to go with them.)

DEAR MR. SWAYLE, Have you ever
!

considered the possibilities
of the poli-

tical career which lies within your

grasp? For a young man who can

carry votes with him there are uncler-

secretaryships and even higher posts

waiting, and we are confident that at

the next General Election your national

popularity would prove a most valuable

asset to our party. In my own mind I

can foresee a seat on the Committee of

National Defence being offered to you
later on. Yours very truly,

GERVASE LANODALE.

(Answer : Dear Lord Gervase, My
press agent reports favourably on your

suggestion, and I shall be pleased to

discuss the matter with you in person

if you will call on me at 9.15 a.m.

punctually on Thursday week.)

DEAR SWAYLE, Turn us in a column

of your views on the Bacon-Shakspearo
balderdash this evening without fail,

and I will tell my Editor to try and

keep space for it in The l>ail>/ Truth.

Yours, BEN BL:IX;I:N.

(Answer by express messenger : Dear

Sir Benjamin Delighted ! I am sup-

posed to be the guest of the evening

to-night at the Royal Society dinner,

but I will tlirosv that over and write

the column for you. I hope your
Editor will manage to keep the space

open for it last time, you rememlxsr,

my article was crowded out by that

interview with the man who stayed in

bed for twenty years.)
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THE POET IN THE HOUSE.

Or all the germs that infest and fill us

And change our being, we can't say how,

The worst is surely the verse-bacillus

You didn't know that ? Well, you know it now.

But since you are still inclined to doubt it

I '11 tell you a tale I 've heard about it.

\Yitliin the memory of men alive

And likely to live on for many years,

Last year, in fact, there dwelt in Shepherd s Bush

One Richard Hugglestone, a stock-broker.

He from the Bush each morn at half-past nine

Forth issuing took the tube, and so was borne,

Replete with breakfast, puffing at his pipe,

Unto his office in Threadneedle Street ;

And there he brbked not always there, of course ;

But sometimes in the very House itself,

Ciiaffing the jobbers, he would ease his mind,

And being chaffed and chaffing back again.

He knew the ways of shares ;
he knew, lie knew

Debenture Bonds and all that they imply.

Contangoes he had faced and overcome ;

Matched against backwardations had prevailed
-

In fact he was a perfect business-man,

Wrapped up in markets, down on Socialists,

Loathing LLOYD GEORGE, and paying little heed,

Outside his shop, to anything but golf,

A game of bridge, and, every now and then,

His pair of nicely browned ejector guns.

Jorrocks he knew ;
he sometimes scanned the Field,

But as to poets and the stuff they write,

He took no sort of stock in them or it.

One cheerful summer morning, at something after eight,

Without the least foreboding he came upon-his fate.

It was the hour of breakfast : the table had been spread

With sausages and bacon, with muffin?, toast and bread ;

With golden finnan-haddocks, whose steam as it arose

In puffs of keen aroma was wafted to his nose ;

And several Other dishes with which a man may sport

Who likes his breakfast British and cannot bear it short.

He tried them all, did Richard, for he was nobly geared

For feats of breakfast-daring : a haddock disappeared ;

With strips of streaky bacon our hero followed on ;

A fat split sausage went the way the other things had gone.

And in between he greatly strove to eat a muffin whole,

And filled some chinks with tongue and ham and others

with a roll ;

Which having done he took and drained his coffee to the

dregs,

And, last, attacked a glowing dish of highly buttered eggs.

Now, as it chanced, the butter with which this dish was

made
In certain paper-wrappings to the house had been conveyed.

One lot they did not use it had nestled in The Times ;

The rest in sheets of Walker, his lexicon of rhymes.

And so the dish of buttered eggs, though Richard did

not know it,

Was full of all the deadly germs that make a man a poet.

Without a thought he finished the dish ;

And swift in his blood a tingling started

As of fiery stars that circled and darted

About and about without his wish.

His brain became
Like a ball of flame;

And "
Apollo !

" he shouted,
" I 'in out for fame."

And so for the City he departed.

(All this was done by the Rhymococcui ,

Which works in a way that well may shock us :

It pales your cheeks and furrows your brows and

Lays its eggs by the thousand thousand

All over your bones and sinews and muscles,

And in every one of your blood corpuscles ;

And turns you from sober to moonstruck-silly,

And makes you a poet willy-nilly.)

I can't recount the dreadful tale some things are better

Of all the mad poetic things the wretched Richard did.

On every casual broker's clerk a ballad he bestowed ;

He scared his partners pink and blue by mouthing them

an ode.

His favourite jobbers fled from him :
" Great Scott

told a friend,
" He 's given us all an awful turn and frightened us no end

By spouting yards and yards of rhymes." But what was

really worse,

He would insist on making out his contract-notes in verse.

The Stock Exchange Committee met the thing required

dispatch
And packed the poet off that day by car to Colney Hatch.

So of all the germs that infest and fill us,

And change our being, we can't say how,

The worst, 1 repeat, is the verse-bacillus

You didn't know that ? Well, you know it now !

R. C. L.

A BITTER ALOE.

PETER put out his tongue at the closing door.

Norman, flinging his book into the coal-box, said,
" I

don't want to see the blooming aloe !

"

" Oo !

"
exclaimed Joan,

"
you naughty ! you swored !

'

"I didn't swear, silly!" said Norman.
" It 's very vulgar !

"
said Margaret, with a grown-up air.

"It's perfectly all right," said Norman petulantly,

you'd listened to Aunt Florence you'd have heard that

the aloe only blossoms once and then dies, and that it is

now in bloom, and therefore it 's a blooming aloe."

" And it 's a blooming nuisance," remarked Peter.

" You 're both vulgar. Joan, we won't have anything to

do with them. I think it is very sweet of Aunt Florence

to take us to the Zoo to see the blossoming aloe ;
we might

never see such a thing again. Besides, we shall be able

to see the dear old owls and the elephant, Joan, and the

camels and monkeys ;
we want to go and see the aloe at

the Zoo, at any rate, don't we, Joan darling ?
"

" Let 's go now," said Joan, her eyes big circles of glitter-

ing excitement.
" No, dear, not now ; next Saturday, Aunt Florence said/

" Idiot !

"
said Norman. " Can't you see it 's a plant ?

"I shall next Saturday," said Margaret, adding with

some dignity,
" I never did consider a blossoming aloe to

be either an animal or a mineral."
" I s'pose you don't know what next Saturday is," said

Peter from the window, with a sneer.
" The day Joan and I go with dear Aunt Florence to tl

Zoo, of course," replied Margaret sweetly.
" If you hadn't been idiot enough to let that squib off

your hair last year, and catch a cold as well, Margaret,"

said Norman savagely,
"

it would have been all right,

now the little dears must be kept out of danger, and taken

to the Zoo for the afternoon and get home too late to do any-

thing. What about our live bobs' worth of fireworks in tl

potting-shed, and the bonfire we 've been collecting? Aloe !

'

" Aunt Flowence is horwid !

"
said Joan gloomily.
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POPULAR SAYINGS ILLUSTRATED.
"TAKING HIS PLEASUHES SADLY."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ME. W. B. MAXWELL, whose work is never less than

interesting, has written in The Rest Cure (METHUEN) a

story as clever and powerful as anything he has done yet,

though it possibly will not rival his earlier books in popu-
larity. It is a tale entirely of one man, John Barnard, the

strong, self-made hero of a hundred triumphs, who, at the
climax of his devastating progress through finance and

politics to an assured peerage, is struck down by the

collapse of heart and brain, and condemned to the torture
of a "rest cure," to which only death can put an end.

Not, you perceive, exactly a cheerful theme
; yet there is

more entertainment in it than might be suspected, especially
in the earlier half, which tells of the meteoric rise of

Barnard, his capture of the rubber market, and his marriage
into the delightfully human family of Lord Rathkeale. It

is after the break-down that my personal complaint against
the author begins. The physical circumstances of Bar-
nard's end are given us in altogether too painful detail.

There exists to-day a school of clever writers whose

apparent aim it is to bring the very odour of the chloroform
into their pages ; and I am sorry to find that Mr. MAXWELL,
whose power as a story-teller is in need of no such

questionable assistance, is here guilty of this lack of good
taste, or, more politely, this lack of pathologic reticence.

That the thing is, of course, supremely well done only

makes my dislike for it the greater. As I say, however,
the beginning of the story is excellent, the liathkealcs

wholly charming, and the part about the genesis of the

rubber-boom gives a touch of historic interest which should

have for many readers a wistful fascination.

You will admit that it was vexing for Jeannie, the heroine

of The Sins of the Children (MILLS AND BOON), who had
married above her, and was enjoying her first dinner-party
with her husband's people, when her low-born father sud-

denly dashed into the room on all-fours, having mistaken
the house for the one next door, where there was a

children's gathering. It was a bit disturbing for me, too,

because I had been so long familiar with the original of

this anecdote (about SOTHEKN, wasn't it?) that its re-

appearance as the crisis of Mr. HORACE W. C. NEWTE'S

story rather shook my faith in his creations. This was
the more a pity because he has written about them in a

style which would otherwise carry a good deal of convic-

tion. Jeannie, as I have told you, married into a superior
social plane, and as a consequence somewhat neglected
her nice old father. That is part one. In part two

Jeannie, now a widow, has a growing-up son who treats

her in precisely the same fashion. When some reference

was made to the future behaviour of this son's children, I

began to ask myself where the book was likely to stop.
However it ends, a trifle abruptly, by Jeannie's surrender

to the arms of an old lover, who is the real hero of the

tale a strong Imperialist, with some pronounced views
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(which I should like to thank Mr. NEWTE for letting him
voice at such length) on the German Menace, and alto-

gether a desirable person in every way. A clever and
unusual piece of work which, but for the incident recorded

above and some apparently very careless proof-reading,
would have been altogether satisfactory.

In taking the love-affairs and adventures of Sir Harry
Frankland and Agnes Surriage, and altering them to suit

his requirements, Q. has placed another point to his credit

account. Perhaps some of us who cannot have too many
of his Cornish tales may regret that Lady-Good-For-
Nothing (NELSON) is but mildly reminiscent of the Duchy.
I doubt, however, if he has ever drawn a finer character
than Ruth Josselin, and 1 am sure that the irregularities
of life have never been treated with a greater tenderness
and sympathy. In her childhood liuth a poor servant-

girl was a victim to the cruel spirit of New England
Sabbatarianism, and while paying the penalty for a trifling
offence was befriended by Captain Vyell, Collector of

Customs for the Port
of Boston, Massa-
chusetts. To him
she owed her escape
from poverty, her

education, and a

time in which her

only unhappiuess
was that she scarcely
ever saw her bene-

factor. During these

years his conduct

considering that

he loved her was

admirably generous
and restrained, and
his lack of delicacy
was not really dis-

closed until she

agreed to marry him.
For then he was

totally unable to

perceive, with her,
that a ceremony of

marriage performed

soldiers no chance is missed of putting in a good word for

any civilians who happen to be about. Moreover, are
not all the characters, be they never so minor, delightfully

portrayed? Let us be profoundly grateful to Whatever-

his-rank-may-be H. VAUGHAN-SAWYER for writing this

novel, and to Messrs. MILLS AND BOON for publishing it."

It is some time since I first read a book by Mr. EEGINALD
TUBNEB, but I well remember thinking that, if he were not

actually among the big men, he was at least working ou
the right lines, and I had him marked down as worth

watching. Consequently, when Count Florio and Phyllis K.

(CHAPMAN AND HALL) came along, I anticipated, in spite of

the obvious struggle for a smile in the title, that I should
be able to report progress made. I am sorry to say that I

cannot. Mr. TUBNEB seems to me to have turned back.
He tells the story of the marriage of an Italian nobleman
of ancient family with an American heiress. There are a
few complications, some Yankee slang, and, very near the

end, two surprises, one mild and the other ingenious though
marred by improba-
bility. These ingre-
dients might con-

ceivably make a good
novel Mr. HENRY
JAMES has made use

of very similar ones
but Mr. TURNER

has not employed
the skill which his

earlier work shows
him to possess.
Perhaps he won't
mind me very much,
but so far as I am
concerned he must

I
buckle to, or I shall

I have to strike him
off my list.

IMPROBABLE
A MKKTING OF WAITERS IN HYDE 1'AliK PROTESTING AGAINST THE TlPPING Si'STEM

by such a villainous

clergyman as Mr. Silk must be more a pollution than a
sanctification of their love. Her refusal of this mockery
may stamp her as a pagan, but I think that when you read
this fascinating story you will admit that she is a most
adorable one. Q. has not always convinced me of the
charm of his heroines, so I say all the more emphatically
that Ruth possesses that rare and indefinable quality which
wins botli love and admiration.

We (for Sport of Gods was too good a thing to keep to

oneself, and we read it aloud to each other) have only one
small complaint to make, and that is that now and then the

paragraphs incline to be too short and snappy. Otherwise,
it combines all the merits of a most readable story, an

It is now many
years since Mr.
PtincJi threw open
his pages to the

inspired Pooter and

printed therein that

delightful Diary of a Nobody (actually by GEORGE and
WEEDON GBOSSMITH), thus starting it on its triumphant
career. It now appears in a new edition, with commen-
datory epistles, ratifying the soundness of Mr. Punch's pre-
vision, from two such illustrious somebodies as Lord KOSK-
BEBY and Mr. BIRRELL. Lord EOSEBERY says that he con-
siders a bedroom unfurnished unless it has a copy of this

classic, while Mr. BIRBELL expresses his delight that the
authors chose his name for a charwoman in their immoital

pages.
" I am there," he says. The new edition is for the

pocket, and to adapt Lord EOSEBERY I may say that no

pocket can be considered furnished without a copy of it.

' On the ib:io-.\ ing Saturday, St. Paul's Cathedral will be for

engrossing plot well constructed, first-hand information of
\

the third time within a few months the scene of the wedding of
the Indian frontier given without pedantry, and the nicest Mr. Dztmar Blow, the well-known architect, to Miss Winifred Toll*

ideas on all the current topics of the day in parenthesis,
'"ache." Emiiny News.

Hukum Singh, typical of the splendid Sepoy, won our The bridegroom seems to marry rather frequently, but we
instant admiration, and we loved Major Brown and May \ hope the third time will be lucky.
Norman from the first. We appreciated with concern the I

subtle problem of complex motives which kept them SO "Lady has outgrown clothes for boy 13 years." Ailvt. in"TheLady."
long apart. Coming with reluctance to the end,

" We are Then she must get some for a boy of 14 if she insists on
astounded," said we,

" that in a book by a soldier all about dressing in this way.
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CHARIVARIA.

SIR EDWARD GREY declared at Dar-

lington that he saw no need for war.
;

Unfortunately, however, this is a great

ge for luxuries.

The feeling that there will be a satis-

actory outcome of the Conference

rows in strength every day. The

SAUL MARSHAL is among the most opti-

mistic. He has issued instructions to

he Peers as to what they are to wear

it the Coronation, as though there had

never been any talk of

heir abolition.

Hanover Chapel, Peck-

,am, at which Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE has promised to

deliver a farewell speech,
s to be converted into

_ cinematograph theatre.

We greatly hope that no

such fate will befall the

City Temple.

By the way, is not the

Rev. R. J. CAMPBELL really

a little bit hard on his

'riend Mr. LLOYD GEORGE '?

He writes to The Horning
Post to deny that the

recent function at the City

Temple had a political

object.
" Had the Press

reported any other speaker
than Mr. LLOYD GEORGE,"
Mr. CAMPBELL goes on to

say,
" this would have

been perfectly clear."

Diamonds are now 3(

per cent, dearer than they
were in 1908 ;

and a lady
writes to us from Park
Lane to point out that thii

is one more example o

how, under the presen
Government, the price
of necessities continues to rise.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF

LANCASTER, speaking at the Manchester
Reform Club, said that he was delighted
to see the announcement that Germany
was not only not accelerating her naval

programme, but rather retarding it ;

and he trusted that might be a prelimi-

nary step towards a reduction of

armaments throughout the world.

Seeing that the delay is to enable our

German friends to forge still more
formidable engines of destruction, Mr.

PEASE'S faith and that of the whole

Pease party is as beautiful as ever.

Golf Maniac.
'

TION BE ?
"

Hypochondriac.

'AM> I'ltAY, SlU, WHAT MAY Yol K FAVOURITE KECREA-

"INDIGESTION."

Mr. HENNIKEE HEATON has addressed

a letter to the POSTMASTER-GENERAL,

setting forth sixty-two grievances

against the present system one for

each year of the tireless reformer's

life. We understand that, while the

POSTMASTER-GENERAL hopes that Mr.

HEATON may live to be 100, he trusts

that this letter will

annual occurrence.

not become an

The recent railway riots in Cairo, it

transpires, were organised by the

Nationalist leaders in imitation of the

French strike. The imitation was

excellent, even down to the fiasco.

According to The Times the projects

for the London Memorial to King
EDWARD have now been reduced to

t,wo a proposal by Lord AVEBURY for

a central building for the University of

London, and a scheme, supported by
Lord ESHER, for the erection of a

museum of antiquities. We do hope
that our love of compromise will not

lead to the establishment of a Univer-

sity with nothing but antiques on the

staff.

In consequence of Sir EDWARD

saiil, intend, hy way of protest, to

refuse to dress their -.hop windows at

all, leaving thorn in u htat.<> of absolute

nudity. Tho police would thi'ii Invn
to deal with the case.

" Since when," a k, a writer in tho

/'.'/<>?! Cull.
' ha* it

the custom for lower boys and others

who have no impm ; ion in the

school to saunter about the fives <

and to watch field matches in top hat-,

. . . in a way that \\ould IC-MT

have been tolerated a few
year-.

Tut! tut! Tiiis must be

stopped.

At a recent dinner the

tale was told of the War-
wickshire yokel who,

upon h'-ing asked if he

knew what HHAKSIT.AHK

wrote for, replied that he

thought he "wrote for the

Bible." Curiously enough,
BEN JONSON said of

BACOiN,
" He has tilled all

Numb

Sir JAME* MIKIIAY, of

tho Oxford Knglish Dic-

tionary, has been telling

I us how he had to write

t,o various authors to

ascertain the meaning of

I
certain words they had

i used. It is rumoured that,

one of them
replied

that,

he had been relying on tho

Dictionary to tell him.

In connection with the

retirement of Squadron-

Corporal-Major Boa i. u-

TON, of the Royal Horse

Guards, a contemporary
mentions that one of this

champion swordsman's

most sensational feats is

to cut in two an apple

resting on the neck of a

kneeling assistant. We cannot help

thinking that the kneeling assistant

is also something of a hero.

Mr. FREDERICK MOORE, we are told,

has just completed seventy-five years'

membership of the choir of St. Mary's,

Stafford. How many choir-boys can

make a similar boast?

The statement that each person in

the United Kingdom receives sixty

letters a year is, we hear, causing some

trouble to the POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
in consequence ui on. ^ismim*

. , . u t

HENRY'S having refused police assis- An old lady wntes complaining

tance to shop-keepers whose windows
'

during the past twelve months she

are so attractively dressed as to draw received only 58.and would

a crowd, a number of tradesmen, it is
]
to search for the others at once.

VOL. CXXXIX,
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IN MEMORIAM.

tllhim

BORN, 1825. DIED, OCTOBER 31, 1910.

LONG had we missed you from your wonted place,
Missed from our Table what we held most dear,

The warm hand's lingering clasp, the kindly face,

The voice of genial cheer.

Now Deatli brings back the touch of filial ties,

The grace that set our younger hearts at ease,

The hours together under summer skies,

Afloat on summer seas.

For so we knew you, host and gentle friend ;

And still you kept, by absence unestranged,

Through age and weakness, even to the end,
The charm that never changed.

But who shall say what closer memory clings
About the home where grief to-day is guest

Now you are gone who loved all lovely things,
But children's love the best '/ O. S.

THE death of WILLIAM AQNEW leaves a void in an

exceptionally wide circle of friends and of acquaintances
made in divers avenues of life. The loss is most acutely
felt round the " Old Mahogany Tree

" where for more than

thirty years the genial presence of WILLIAM AGXEW
beamed from the end of the table facing the editor's

chair. Among his guests at the Bound Table during the

greater part of the time were TEXXIEL, Du MAUKIER,
CHARLES KEENE and LINLEY SAMBOUBXE, whose footsteps
towards the silent land WILLIAM AGNEW followed at so
brief an interval. Of the literary staff were FRANK BURNAXD,
whose name is itnperishably connected with Punch

;

MILLIKEX, the prolific versifier; gentle GIL A'BECKETT,
his brother ARTHUR, "

Toby, M.P.," and the Professor,
relic of an earlier age, for awhile right-hand man of
SHIRLEY BROOKS during his editorship. Of these only one
now fills his accustomed chair. But many other members
of the present staff sat for shorter periods at the Table
with the host whose loss we mourn to-day.

W'ILLIAM AGNEW had a dual character, each side strongly
marked. He was an exceedingly shrewd man of business,
and, withal, he had the gentleness, in some aspects the

simplicity, of a little child. No patron of the arts in
modern times has exceeded his range. Among his
trouvailles was the wondrous boy, FRED WALKER,
who, like CHATTERTOX, died too soon. He was loth
to part with some of the treasures purchased from the

young painter. They hang to-day on the walls of his
darkened house. It was characteristic of his generosity
that seventeen years ago he presented to the National

Gallery one of the best, "The Harbour of Refuge."
Picture buying and selling was his business, and he did it

superlatively well ; but he also loved art for its own sake
with an unstinted devotion. Nothing delighted him more
than to induce others to share the pleasure with which
lie looked at a masterpiece. One of the prettiest sights
of the London season in days gone by was to see him
personally conducting his old friend Mr. GLADSTONE through
the rooms of the Royal Academy on the morning of the
Private View Day, the great statesman listening attentively
to the dicta of the master of an art other than politics.
But better than pictures WILLIAM AGNEW loved children.

It was delightful to see him with a brood of grandchildren
at his knee. Their company compensated for, and brought
forgetfulness of, any worries of business or any signs of

failing health that might beset him. His love of little ones
was not confined to the circle of his own family, lie went
further afield, taking to his arms waifs and strays honied
in the Children's Hospital at Manchester, and in the
other in Great Ormond Street, London. Of one be was
President, of . the other Vice-President ; to the funds of

both a liberal contributor.

From early manhood he took a strong interest in politics,

serving for many years as President of the Sal ford Liberal
Association and of the Manchester Reform Club. When
the rising tide brought Mr. GLADSTONE back to power in

1880, WILLIAM AGNEW came in on the crest of the wave,
winning a seat in South-East Lancashire. In 1885 he was
returned for the Stretford Division of the county. When
in the following year Mr. GLADSTONE nailed the Home Rule
flag to the Liberal masthead, the Member for Stretford,
witli hundreds of other Liberal Members, had to decide
the momentous question should they serve under it ?

WILLIAM AGNEW was not the man to desert what he

regarded as a just cause, more especially when it was
advocated by an old leader. He declared for Home Rule,
was beaten at the poll, and never more sat in the House of

Commons. Tardy recognition of political and public service
was rendered when in 1895 he was created a Baronet.
His long life, for the greater part absorbed with

strenuous labour, had in it comparatively little of sorrow.
It was darkened by the death of the sweet and gracious
lady who for more than 40 years was the companion and

light of his home. But he \va? happy and fortuna'e in the

legacy of her children. For some years he dwelt in retire-

ment, taking pleasure in his \acht and his pictures, and
an abiding interest in public affairs.

After a few days' illness death came to him gently.
Ho passed away without pain a tired body settling itself

to sleep, lie \\as dowered with all that should accompany
old age, as honour, love, obedience, troops of friends.

ILL.

THE TRUE ARISTOCRATS.
THKHK is not, I believe, an illustrated Debrett, and, there-

fore, one does not know what peers look like: one has
no opportunity of passing them all in review and acquiring
a composite concept. This surely is an omission, although
as to whether it is better for the chances of the House of

Lords, or worse, I would not care to hazard an opinion.
But, although Debrett and the camera fail us among the
salt of our own kind, Miss L. C. SMYTHE and the camera
show no such timidity with the salt of another kind; and
the result is that in a little shilling book calle.l Ilia

Pekingese which has wandered my way I am provided
with a portrait gallery of lazy, insolent, capricious,

imperious noblemen and noblewomen, beside which the

sons of a thousand kings would appear anxious ;m<l

plebeian. Page after page it is the same : always the

commanding superciliousness of the patrician. Now and
then it rises to a superb and almost terrifying height, as in

Champion Chu-erh of Alderbourne, and Champion Broadcak
Beetle, and Heitzu of Tisbury, and Garnons Luchu, and
Tuan of Blacklands, and Peiching Pu-yi, and Nan-Tye
of Newnham, and Como Muh Sing, and Puck of Alder-

bourne, and Champion Chin Lu, and Cupid of Eppingdale.
These, one instinctively feels, are tyrants one and all.

Their moods are law. No such array of mere men and
women could be possible ;

for even the handsomest and
loveliest of us have a defect somewhere.
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ANOTHEE GOOD MAN GONE EIGHT.

MR. JOHN BURNS (to the FHKNOH PKKMIER). "BRAVO, BRIAND! A ,M AN AFTER MY OWN HEART!"





Miss Smith. "Now, MADGE, TELL ME, WHICH WOUI.T> YOU RATHEI; BE TOETTY on CIOOD?"
Madge, (promptly). "I WOULD RATHER BK W.ETTT, t/limt SMITH; I CAN EASILY BE f:ooi. WIIEXI-.VKU I LIKE -t,, TISY."

THE SPARROW.
LET others from the feathered brood
Which through the garden seeks its food
Pick out for a commending word
Each one his own peculiar bird;
Hail the plump tit, or fitly sing
The finch's crest and flashing wing ;

Exalt the rook's black satin dress-coat,
The thrush's speckled fancy waistcoat ;

Or praise the robin, meek but sly,
For breast and tail and friendly eye
These have their place within my heart ;

The sparrow owns the larger part,
And, for no virtues, rules in it,

My reckless cheerful favourite !

Friend sparrow, let the world contemn
Your ways and make a mock of them,
And dub you, if it has a mind,
Low, quarrelsome, and unrefined :

And let it, if it will, pursue
With harsh abuse the troops of you
Who through the orchard and the field

Their busy bills in mischief wield ;

Who strip the tilth and bare the tree,

And make the gardener's face to be

Expressive of the words he could,
But must not, utter, though he would
(For gardeners still, where'er they go,
Whate'er they do, in weal or woe,

Through every chance of life retain

Their ancient Puritanic strain ;

Tried by the weather they control
Each day their angry human soul,

And, by the sparrow teased, may tear

Their careworn locks, but never swear).
Let us admit alas, 'tis true-
You are not adequately few ;

That half your little life is spent
In furious strife or argument ;

Still, though your wickedness must harrow
All feeling souls, I love my sparrow ;

Still, though I oft and gravely doubt you,
I really could not do without you.
Your pluck, your wit, your nonchalance,
Your cheerful confidence in chance,
Your darting flight, your bouts of play,
Your chirp, so sociable and gay
These, and no beauty soft or striking,
Make up your passport to my liking ;

And for your faults I '11 still defend you,

My little sparrow, and befriend you.
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MUSIC AND MUSCLE.
THE interesting information about

Mr. COATES'S physical strength com-

municated to the public by the Press

agent of the Beecham Opera Company,
has opened the eyes of many un-

thinking persons who have hitherto

confounded art with effeminacy. As a

matter of fact, the day of the weakling
virtuoso is long past, and singers,

instrumentalists, composers and con-

ductors now vie with each

other in their devotion to

field sports and athletic

pastimes.

able implement, or skimming across

the Round Pond in his hydroplane.
Mr. HENRY WOOD attributes his success

as a conductor largely to his proficiency
in "flag-wagging," which dates back

to the time when he was attached as

honorary signaller to the Cossacks of

the Ukraine during their manoeuvres

in the Caucasus. Mr. WOOD also excels

in Gncco-Roman wrestling, ski-ing,

and throwing the hammer. On one

memorable occasion, when a refractory

sabres, disarmed him at the first en-

counter, and secured his consent to the

marriage before leaving the field of

honour. Since then he has wrestled

with rogue elephants in the Mofussil,

he has fought single-handed with twenty
terrorists in Nijni Novgorod, he has

swum the rapids at Niagara, he has

ridden snapping turtles in the swamps
of Florida, and been interviewed by
Mr. RAYMOND BLATHWAYT.

Mr. COATES'S speciality
is that of weight-lifting.
In the last Act of Tic/land
he shoulders the heroine

and starts off for the

mountains at the double.

But this is nothing to

what Mr. COATES can do
when pressed. On one

occasion, when Mr. MARK
HAMBOURG was playing
the pianoforte in his house,
Mr. COATES, in a fit of

absent-mindedness, seized

the instrument by the left

hind leg and lifted it seven

feet into the air. The ex-

traordinary part of the

performance, however,
was that Mr. MARK HAM-
BOURG, by a supreme act

of unconscious levitation,

went on playing all the

time until his Herculean
host had lowered the

pianoforte to its pristine

position.

M. PADEREWSKI is ad-

dicted to punching the ball,

pole jumping, and high

diving. Sir FREDERICK
BRIDGE can throw a fly

further than any other

Mus. Doc. within the four

seas no small achieve-

ment as any one who has -

tried it will readily admit. In his youth
Sir HUBERT PARRY was a redoubtable

cricket player, and on one occasion hit

the ball so hard that it broke in two,
one portion being caught by cover-point,
while the other went to the boundary.
The umpire, when appealed to, was so

bewildered that he called " no ball,"

and shortly afterwards went into the

wine trade.

Sir CHARLES STANFORD of late years
has taken to tossing the caber and
mav sometimes be seen practising in

Kensington Gardens with this formid-

THE
I SEE Mu. DOODLE, PLEASE >.

"

PARTED WITH Mil. DOODLE THREE WKEKS AliO, Sill."

Strength, again, is ad-

mirably represented on
the spindle side of the

i profession. Madame
MELBA, who spent her

; early years in the bush,
i acquired a skill in throw-

ing the boomerang which
has on more than one
occasion stood her in good
stead. Thus, when she
was once singing at

Buenos Ayres a trouble-

some (ictiiclio indulged in

c.it-calls in the gallery.
The officials had tried in

vain to silence or remove
him. At last Madame
MELBA begged to be

allowed to deal witli him

herself, and with one

beautifully aimed shot,

which struck the offender

full on the nose, completely
saved the situation. As
the (jaucho afterwards ob-

served in the picturesque
dialect of his kind :

" It

was the finest slosh on
the gob I ever got."

Miss M vdGiK TKYT,
whose brilliant success on
the Lyric boards has been

one of the outstanding
features of the autumn
season, is also an athlete

of no mean powers. At

golf her handicap is

HO- x "~ 4

violin player refused to obey his orders,

he seized the rebel by the scruff of the

neck and hurled him clean through the

bass drum, which was standing some

twenty feet off.

It is perhaps needless to remark that

the strongest of all our musical strong
men is Mr. MAX BAMBERGER. From
earliest childhood he was famed for his

pugilistic prowess, and when Sir

Pompey Macmurdo declined to enter-

tain Mr. BAMBERGF.H'S suit for his

daughter's hand, the intrepid violinist

challenged him to a duel with cavalry

and she has already frequently out-

driven the Grand Duke MICHAEL.
She has also invented a new club called

the Mashie-Bazouk, which is invalu-

able in dislodging the ball from foggy
lies.

"With regard to additional school a <-oin-

modation, the Education Commit too IKOMI-

incnd ft scheme by which the total number ol

school places will lie increased by 12,ti">'3. On
the basis of 30 J>or place, this will involve a

capital expenditure of 30." Jfui'iiiinj l.nut'.r.

It doesn't work out to so much as \ve

should have expectel.
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Breathless L'rcJiiti. "You'KE WANTED DAHN our. COURT AND BRING A IIAMU'LANCI:!
"

Policeman. "WHAT DO YOU WANT THE AMBULANCE FOE?"

Urchin. "MuvvEii's FOUND THE LIHY WOT PINCHED OUR HOOUMAT !

"

THE WOEM THAT TUENED.
A MAN like the Eeverend Percival

Hayward ought not to be allowed to

exist, not at least without a licence.

Every time he produces one of his

mathematical problems at the dinner-

table the licence ought to be en-

dorsed, and when the licence has been
endorsed three times it ought to be

cancelled, and the Eeverend Percival

Hayward cancelled with it. As it is,

in the present lax state of the law, he
is allowed to run about loose, inflicting

grievous mental harm among his fellow-

men. It is only every now and then
that he is baffled by people like George.

" It is very odd," he began his last

offence,
"

it is very odd how deceptive

figures are."
" We will take your word for that," I

answered. " Get along with the problem
you want us to guess wrong about."

"Take, for instance," he continued,

unabashed,
" the case of the worm and

the four volumes of the Encyclopaedia
placed side by side. There were five

hundred pages in each volume, and the

worm besides in Volume I."
" A sort of bonus for the purchaser,"

suggested Henry,
" instead of the usual

five per cent, discount for cash ?
"

" The worm started at page 1 of

Volume I., took its time and worked

through to page 500 of Volume IV.

There it stopped. How many pages
in all did the worm pass through?

"

There was a short interval of silent

and dark suspicion, while we engaged
in rapid calculations.

" Four times five hundred is two

thousand," said Henry, gazing at the

Reverend Percival Hayward with dis-

trust.
" You want us to guess two

thousand. Obviously it was two thou-

sand, but we are not going to guess
that. Try twenty."
The Eeverend Percival turned to me,

a little disappointed. "It was not two

thousand," he said, as one who has a

grievance, "but to say twenty is absurd."

I took my turn. " Don't let 's spoil

the ship for a ha'p'orth of tar," said I,

recklessly ;

" I guess two million."

The searcher for information turned

away in disgust.
" It is your turn,

George," he muttered, "and you, at

any rate, have reached years oi dis-

cretion. What do you think about it ?
"

<; You say there were four volumes?"
asked he.

"
Yes," answered the Reverend Per-

cival, brightening a little.

" And five hundred pages in each ?
"

" Yes."

George stared stolidly and solemnly
at him and gave the matter full conside-

ration. " For my part," he announced
at last,

" I don't believe the worm ever

did it,"

<; With this houk Mr. Korstcr seems to us to

have arrived, and, if lie never writer airithcr

line, his iiiche should he secure." TlifSlinnln.il.

We hope Mr. FORSTER will go on writ-

ing, and risk it.

" This afternoon the senii.finals were played
offand proved somewhat disappointing. l>oth the

winners securing victories." The E lylishinan.

Yes, one expects something less com-

monplace than that.
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SIC.

NOT TO SAY "AD NAUSKAH."

(Bcimj extracts from, to-niormo's issue.)

FOREIGN NEWS.

THE invasion of Germany by the

allied forces of Montenegro and Iceland

commenced yesterday, the negotiations

for peace, which, it will be remembered,

were all but brought to a successful

conclusion on lines drawn up by The

Daily Mail, having suddenly broken

down. The Commander-in-Chief of

the allied armies telegraphs to The

Daily Mail :

" DAILY MAIL, London : We advance

on Berlin to-night. The spirit of the

troops is excellent, and they are much

encouraged by the interest which Tlie

Daily Mail is taking in their cause."

In Berlin equal enthusiasm prevails.

Asked for a message to The Daily Mail,

the KAISER said :

"The men are eagerly reading the

Continental Edition of The Daily Mail

for news of the enemy. Germany will

not disappoint The Daily Mail."

The Daily Mail will publish a special

mid-day edition, while the war lasts,

containing the daily messages from the

opposing generals, kings, foreign sec-

retaries, chancellors, etc., etc., to The

Daily Mail.

The revolution in China was success-

fully accomplished yesterday morning,
as forecasted in The Daily Mail on

Monday last, and recorded in the later

editions of The Daily Mail of Wednes-

day. The President of the new republic
cables to The Daily Mail :

'DAILY MAIL, London. I rejoice

to announce to the world through The

Daily Mail the final triumph of liberty

and justice in my country. The Daily
Mail has always been the friend of

China, and the new China is grateful
to it to-day."
A long message from the exiled

emperor to The Daily Mail is unfortu-

nately crowded out, but will appear in

to-morrow's Daily Mail.

The Daily Mail's great feat of an-

nouncing the accession of King GEORGE
to all the rulers of the Great Powers

simultaneously is still talked of in

diplomatic circles. The Daily Mail

cable, it will be remembered, ran thus :

" The Daily Mail has the honour to

inform you on behalf of English people
of accession of his Majesty King
GEORGE V. DAILY MAIL."
The Daily Mail's message forestalled

by many weeks the official announce-
ments to the different courts, and was
but one more instance of the prominent
part played by the press (represented

in this case by The Daily Mail) in

modern politics.

THE COLONIES.

The opening of the first parliament
in the Straits Settlements was per-

:ormed yesterday amid manifestations

of intense loyalty ; expressions of

gratitude to The Daily Mail, which

lad insisted on this form of govern-

ment, being heard on every hand. The

ceremony was a simple one, messages
to The Daily Mail from all the Ministers

being read, and the parliament being

then declared open.

The Daily Mail has received ollicial

notification from the Colonial Office of

the resignation of a certain well-known

Governor, and the name of his successor.

The Daily Mail refuses at all times to

circulate rumours lacking definite con-

firmation, and this particular rumour

seems to be altogether without founda-

tion, no messages to The Daily Mail

having come through to The Daily Mail

office from either the Governor or his

alleged successor.

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL.

The marriagebetween Sir Julius Bupp
and Lady Mary Milberry was solemn-

ised yesterday at St. George's, Hanover

Square, before a large and fashionable

congregation. Asked during the service

for a message to The Daily Mail the

bride said: "I think it is going off

splendidly." The clergyman who
officiated, the bridegroom, and the best

man also added a few words for publi-
cation in The Daily Mail.

A son was born to the Countess of

Pimlico last night at Cadogan Square.

Up to the time of going to press no

message to The Daily Mail had been

received from either the future earl or

his mother.
SCIENCE.

Communication with Mars has at

last been established, Professor Onoto

getting the first message through

shortly after three o'clock, before a

large company, including the repre-
sentative of The Daily Mail. The

opening message was one of greeting
from The Daily Mail, as representing
this planet, to the inhabitants of Mars,
and ran thus :

" DAILY MAIL, London, to Mars :

The Daily Mail sends greeting from

Earth to Mars. DAILY MAIL."

It is anticipated that this message
from The Daily Mail will be posted on
the banks of all the canals throughout
the planet.

NEWS FROM THE PROVINCES.

The Great Earwig War in East

Sussex, to which The Daily Mail was
the first to give prominence, is arous- i

ing such widespread interest that The

Daily Mail has telegraphed to some
five hundred well-known people, asking
for their views on the advisability of

instituting a similar campaign against
other noxious animals. We print some
of their replies to The Daily Mail :

" Think Daily Mail's suggestion very

good. SELFRIDGE."
" The Daily Mail's suggestion is

most valuable. GAMAGE."
" I am entirely with The Daily Mail

in this matter. SANDOW."

Other replies to The Daily Mail from
the Archbishop of Canterbury, the First

Sea Lord, the Lord Chamberlain, the

President of the Eoyal Academy, ihe

IVimo Minister, the Leader of the

Opposition and several royalties are

unfortunately crowded out.

STOP PRESS NEWS.

An extraordinary case is reported
from Hertfordshire this morning. A

representative of The Daily Mail called

upon a gentleman, who shall reniiiin

nameless (though ho has a certain

reputation as a writer), and asked him
for a message to T)ie Daily Mail in

regard to his forthcoming book. He

replied that lie would be that, in fact,

he had no message to give The Daily
Mail ;

that (as far as our representative
could make out) he did not like The

Daily Mail; that he could get on per-

fectly well without The Daily Mail;
and that if ever he did want to com-
municate with the world through the

press he would avail himself of the

columns of some other paper than The

Daily Mail. His relatives are extremely
anxious about his condition, and a

mental specialist has been summoned.
A. A. M.

The Dundee Courier informs us that
" at a recent Suffragette social one of

the fair workers in the cause of woman's

freedom was heard to remark :

' You

see, I cannot speak in public . . . But

I always go out at night when a

meeting is about to be held and chalk

notices on the pavement with my hus-

band.'
"

It seems a clumsy way. Why
not do it with an ordinary piece of

chalk ?
___

"To-night an exhibition of haml 1-11 linking

. . wi'.! take the place of the usual Happy

Evenings for the People." frith Times.

Bad luck.

" But there was that in human nature which

brought men together when they met."

Livcrput.l Da ly Post.

Human nature, as we have often said

before, is a wonderful thing.
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THE PROMISE OF MAY (1911).
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ARRIVAL OF PLEASUIIE-SEEKER.S.

THE UMITY-BUMPTY TH-I T\VI1!I,EY-WHI11LEY.

THE SEA-BLIZZARD. DEPARTURE OF PLEASURE-SEEKEUS.
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Mr. Margarine (on hired Mount, ruling in spurs for the first time,

THIS ANIMAL 'ASN'T NEVER BEEN HIDDEN BY A GENTLEMAN BEKOKE.

'

I I-UESVME

THE CALL.

[low nobly on that pious afternoon

I started forth, how splendidly

arrayed !

In silken hat and patent leather shoon,

And creases sharp on cither pantaloon,
And robe befringed with braid,

To call on Mrs. Thompson, 92

Carnarvon Terrace (terraces be

biowed !) ;

I happened on a bus of pleasing hue,

And travelling on its top admired the

view
And reached Carnarvon Eoac\

There first of all a faint forgetfulness

(Born of the dying leaves that fringed

the path)
Took me of Mrs. Thompson's true

address ;

What was the actual site?" I mur-

mured, " Bless!

I had it in my batli.

I knew it all the morning ; 1 could

swear
I nursed it when I started, unforgot;

Yonder is 92 Carnarvon Square,
fine commodious house : she might

live there."

She might, but she did not.

flushed Carnarvon Avenue, I clomb

Carnarvon Hill, I ventured to ex-

plore
'arnarvon Huts, imperious pleasure

dome,
A'here Alf, the sacred porter, stood at

home
Behind his burnished door.

THE OLD G.P.O.

ST. MARTINS-LE-GRAND stands deso-

late.

I love the old place, for I 've done

business there for many years. I re-

member once being greatly touched

when an official behind the counter

whether by accident or not, I cannot

say said "Thank you!" to me. From
the day, in my early boyhood, when I

asked at the counter for a free supply
of stamp-edging (of which I was a keen

collector at the time) to only last

Thursday, when I cashed a postal
order for 3s. &d., which I had received

from one of our great dailies for a little

effort from my pen, I have only once

failed to obtain there what I asked for,

and that was on the former of the

two occasions I have mentioned.

In my early years I learnt that one

could always rely on obtaining one's

postage stamps quite fresh at St

Martins-le-Grand, and the flavour of

the gum was superior ; and, just a?

we always get our provisions from the

Stores, we always get our stamps
and postal orders from the General

?ost Office. As my wife has so

..ruly put it, when talking of this

ule of ours,
" the best is good enough

or us."

It is natural to feel more confidence

.n dealing with headquarters than will:

tranches, and the trust I have placet

in the G.P.O. has rarely been betrayed
How prompt and accurate they are

there. MSS. posted at the G.P.O.

find, come back with astonishing

celerity. True, a letter I posted in '8<

to a friend in Brussels was delivered

in November, 1908, to a person o

similar name in Aberdeen ; but I do no

complain of that. I made 1 2s. Id

by paragraphing the incident for th

press, so I have no grievance.
I shall not feel so happy in the nev

building, I know. If my friends do no

hear from me very often in future,

hope they will understand. And wi

editors kindly note that payment b

cheque will henceforth give me les

heartache than by postal order ?

So hour by hour I trod tin- ma/y round,

And mild policemen watched com-

passionate
\s gravel sweep on gravel sweep I

ground,
\nd servants bade me bootlessly re-

bound
From gate to clanging gate.

On half a score of bells I smote amain,

From half a score of mansions

turned to flee ;

Where'er Carnarvon wove its winding
bane

(Except Carnarvon Terrace), racked

with pain
I trumpeted for tea.

This was a month agone, and time

does fly ;

Therefore I've penned these verses

of regret,

Hoping that, if they chance to catch

her eye,

They may explain to Mrs. Thompson

why
I have not called there yet.

EVOE.
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THE SITTEES.

LEADING FOWL. " STICK TO IT, ALL ! ONLY ONE WEEK MOEE
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SOMK MORE HOPEFUL "CONFERENCES." No. II. MISTRESS AND MAID.
WE FEEL CONFIDENT THAT THE NATURAL ENEMIES DEPICTED ABOVE MIGHT ALSO FIND MUCH COMMON GROUND. AND ARRIVE AT A

SETTLEMENT OF MANY OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS. (WHETHER THE "FOLLOWERS" OF ANY OF THE "PARTIES" CONCERNED WOULD BE
SATISFIED IS ANOTHER MATTER.)

OUR PRIZE NOVEL IN TABLOID.

MESSKS. Boomer & Boomer have

pleasure in presenting a tabloid version
of their 125 Prize Mystery Novel, by
Mr. "Guy Cliffe-Warwick," a young
author hitherto unknown to fame. It

will be observed by the extracts from
reviews which they quote that no
author of recent years has received a

heartier welcome from the Press. When
their representative called on Mr.
Cliffe-Warwick at his combined room
near Battersea Park, to inform him of

the result of the competition, the young
novelist expressed himself with the

engaging terseness that seems to be
the peculiar attribute of great men.
"This is a bit of all right," he said,
"
for I was just on my uppers. Please

don't cross the cheque." We predict
a triumphant career for the latest

comer in successful fiction.

EED PAINT.
A Mystery Novel by Guy Cliffe- Warwick.

CHAPTER THE FIRST.
The Light in the Studio.

Hermia Hemstitch passed quickly
out of Hampstead Town Hall, and
without a moment's hesitation directed

her steps towards Frognal Gardens.
Her home did not lie there, but to-

night she was mad mad ! The blood
burned in her veins. She was sick of

the subscription dance, sick of the

young clerks in made-up ties who
asked her if she rinked. She thought
nothing of the youth to whom she had

promised the fourth extra. Pah !

(" The stylo is brisk and exhilarating."

Daily Telegraph.)

Turning into Frognal Gardens, she

stopped. A mischievous gleam came
into her eyes. Was not that the studio

of Dedrick Dauber, the youthful B.A. ?

There was a light in it. Ah ! Running
swiftly down the gravel path, she
knocked at the door. A rattle of bolts

and chains, and it was opened by
Dedrick himself, a fair-haired giant of

twenty-one, if as much. Squarely built,

he still found time to play three-quarter-
back for the Corinthians a man in-

deed ! ("Full of grip and go." The

Gentlewoman.)
"
Oh, if you please," said Hermia,

dropping a coy curtsey,
" I 'm the new

model." And without waiting for a

reply she brushed past him and entered

the studio.

For a moment the athlete-artist

stood amazed. Then a happy smile

crept up from under his golden
moustache.
"This is it I" he said. "The face

[ have been waiting for for years.
Little star," and he gazed up into the

blue dome of the heavens,
" I thank
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thee."

likn m
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A TRUE FRIEND.

Hostess. "I'M SO SORRY TO HEAP. THAT YOU AND GLADYS IIAVK QUAUKKI.I ,V.\>."

Her Dearest Friend. "YES, DARLING, AND IT'S ALL ABOUT YOU. SHE SAID THAT YOU WKI:K ..

FLIRTED OUTRAGEOUSLY WITH JACK HAKES ; BUT, WHEN SHE SAIL THAT YOU HAD YOUR CLOT,

WELL ! I REALLY COULDN'T STAND THAT !

"
I.Y A

Dauber,
"
she, of course, terrified by

my non-return, must have retreated

into the studio, leaving my handker-

chief behind her. After the body had

been found and removed by the con-

stable I have read an account of the

case in this morning's paper she, I

take it, emerged from the studio and

hurried home, and it was then that

she must have been observed. . . ."

(" Worthy to rank with Gaboriau him-

self." Publishers' Circular.)
" Thank you, Mr. Dauber, that will

do," said the judge.
As Dedrick stepped out of the

witness-box he glanced at Hermia.

Her slow smile assured him that he

had done well.

"My lord," said the foreman of the

jury, who did not trouble to leave

the' box,
" we find the prisoner NOT

GUILTY."
"A very proper verdict," said the

judge. ("Has evidently made a close

study of our elaborate legal system."
The Dundee News-Letter.)

EPILOGUE.

Three weeks later Dedrick and

Hermia were seated at dinner at the

Lord Warden Hotel, Dover. The

lights shone softly ; the wine gleamed

golden. Dedrick lifted his glass of

liqueur to his lips.
" A toast," he said.

She smiled at him ravishingly.

"To the corpse that brought us

together." (" Cliffe-Warwick is a nut."

Lotinga's Weekly.)
THE END.

From, the "
etiquette

"
column of Tht,

Queen :

"EMiiAiir.AssKD. It was a foolish thing to

have done. You should have quietly trans-

ferred it from your mouth to your spoon and

placed it upon the edge of your plate without

attracting notice. To have left the table would

have been very disconcerting to your host and

hostess, and have given rise to the impression
I that you were suddenly taken ill."

What was it a black-beetle in the

soup?

The Simple Life in Germany.

From the Tariff of a Hamburg
hotel :

" Tea or ConVe with breath and butter, M. 1.50."

This must be the waiter's breath down

your neck.

Municipal Candour.

'The Board trusted that in view of the fact

that all the sewage has to \n pumped at con-

siderable cost, every effort will be made to

discover and make good leaky sewers or joints

wherever it is iKJSsihle to do so."
'

/'/'.--* Strut*.

"In Norway. . . widowers must not remarry

until six month* after the deaths of their

widows." The Colonist (B.C.).

They have very arbitrary laws in

Norway.

"Wanted to purchase, S' cond-hand skeleton

(male) ; good condition ; pi -ice, particulars, and

where wen." TV* Glasgow HcriM.

No first-hand or living skeletons need

I apply.
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THE REALLY SUCCESSFUL WITS.

i.

SCENE A Court of Law.

Counsel. My lord, I appear for the

plaintiffs, who contend that the defen-

dant firm lias infringed their copyright.
The Judge. A case of copy-wrong

(laughter).
Counsel. So I hope to show, if your

lordship will permit me. To continue,

the plaintiff firm acquired, in 1908, the

sole right in the music for a play en-

titled The Heel Lobster. This, as you

probably are aware, was a great success.

The'Judge. It always gives me indi-

gestion (laughter).
Counsel. Among the musicalnumbers

was a waltz air.

The Judge. Ah, you should take, this

case to the Appeal Court. That 's where

they reverse (laughter).
Counsel. A few weeks after the plain-

tiffs had issued this, under the title

The Bed Lobster Waltz, the defendants

published a waltz, under the title

L'Howard Bouge
The Jiidge. Is there an interpreter in

court ? (laughter)
Counsel. Which, I need hardly in-

form your lordship, means the same

thing.
The Judge. Yes, but in French. They

took French leave, in fact (laughter).
Counsel. And not only was the title

the same, but the music also. If your

lordship will examine the copies of the

two waltzes which I have here, you
will see . . .

The Judge. Help! (Laughter.) What
are these little dots ?

Counsel. Those are notes, my lord.

The Judge. They 're not like my
notes (laughter). And what are these

lines ?

Counsel. Those are bars, my lord.

The Judge. Ah! (laughter) and what
is this mark ?

Counsel. That is a rest, my lord.

The Judge. A rest in a bar. (Laugh-
ter.) A very pleasant thing too (more

laughter). By no means confined ' to

musicians (loud laughter).

[And so on.]

ii.

SCENE A Class Boom.

The Schoolmaster. Now then, Peters

in what year did the Wars of the Roses

bsgin '!

Peters. In 13

Ttie Schoolmaster. Yes, yes.
Peters. In 13

The Schoolmaster. It seems to be an

unlucky number (laughter). Peters is

not Panning out very well (laughter)
You, Lucas. Look as quick as you
can. (Laughter.)

Lucas. 1448.

The Schoolmaster. Better. In whose

eign was it, Tate ?

Tate. Henry the Fifth.

The Schoolmaster, i must have a

tete-a-tete with you about this. (Laugh-

ter.) In whose reign ? Think again.

Tate. Henry the Sixth.

The Schoolmaster. In whose reign?

Say Henry the Seventh. (Laughter.)
Tate. Henry the Seventh.

The Schoolmaster. No. As it happens

you were right the time before. You
overshot the mark, and I must now

give you a bad one. (Polite laughter.)

[And so on.]

in.

SCENE A Music Hall.

Low Comedian. Men, and other men's

wives what they have brought with

hem (laughter) listen to this !

Before I married I thought I could eat

my wife. (Laughter.) I wish now I

had. (Boars of laughter.) When I

;ot home at three a.m. this morning
my old woman met me at the door.
" How dare you walk home at this

time," she said. "I daren't," I said,

I was carried." (Laughter.') Girls

(screams) girls, I say, listen to this.

I met a man yesterday who said,
" I see

your wife's back from Brighton." I

said,
"
Yes, she will wear such low

necks." (Renewed screams.)

[And so 011.]

A FISH OUT OF WATER.
[N.B. This may be taken cither as a joke

or, if that fails, as an allegoiy, to lie applied to

any English system of education, according to

the taste of the reader.]

I CAUGHT a herring long ago,
And kept him in some H,O. ;

I strained his water every day,
Till all the salt was strained away ;

And so I taught the little chap
To live in water from the tap.

Robbed of his customary brine

He had to face a fresh design.

Each afternoon I took about
A thimbleful of water out,

Till though his needs were always
small

He got along with none at all.

Gentle of heart and soft of roe,
He followed where I chose to go.

One day he took a walk with me
Upon the pier at Brightlingsea ;

Alack ! lie made a reckless bound,

Slipped through a grating and was
drowned.

Commercial Candour.
c; The Years cmin and go, but our \vat':)i< s il<

not go." Adet. ifti Jiombn'j Firm.

"DIZZY."
" GENTLEMEN, if there be anything

on which I pique myself it is my
consistency."
Thus young DISRAELI opened his

address to the electors of Taunton,

coming out in Tory colours, having
thrice essayed to win his way to the

House of Commons as a Radical. The
assertion is delightfully Disraelian in

its audacity. Any other man in similar

circumstances would have evaded the

topic. DIZZY seized it by the neck,

dragged it into the very front of the fray,
and of what his adversaries trumpeted
as his chief delinquency made his

especial merit.

In the Life of Disraeli (JOHN
MURRAY), Mr. MONYFENNY rescues from

contemporary record a vivid picture of

the Candidate. "His face was lividly

lale, and from beneath two finely
irched eyebrows blazed a pair of in-

.ensely black eyes. His physiognomy
was strictly Jewish. Over a broad

ligh forehead were ringlets of coal-

)lack glossy hair, which, combed aw.iy
'rom his right temple, fell in luxuriant

clusters or bunches over his left cheek
and ear, which it entirely concculcd

'rom view. He was very showily attired

n a dark bottle-green frock-coat, ;v

waistcoat of a most extravagant pat-

,ern, the front almost covered with

glittering chains, and infancy-pattern

pantaloons."
Such was the wondrous boy who

descended upon London society and

political life in the third decade of the

nineteenth century, and, unaided by

Family connection, unendowed with

wealth, handicapped by alien birth,

won his way to the inner circle of one

and the premier place in the ranks of

the other. Dealing with this epoch of

his hero's life, Mr. MONYPKXXY ha>: not

much in the way of new cV'exclusive

information to proffer. -With "the ex-

ception of quotations from a diary fit-

fully kept, he is chiefly dependent upon
material long ago given to the public.
But by skilful arrangement he pre-
sents a picture of DisRAELi in the

extravagance of his youth, the budding

power of his manhood, that goes fur

beyond anything hitherto accessible.

Better than the diary are the young
man's letters to his father and sister,

in which, confident of his audience,

lie prattled about his conquests wit!)

endearing frankness.

When, on their publication, I read

these, I wondered whether it \\e:
pe

possible that with his waistcoats, his

chains, his curls and his cane, Dizx.v did

really make- the favourable impression

upon acquaintances and onlookers lie

taught his fond sister to believe. At
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POPULAR SAYINGS ILLUSTRATED.-II.
"THOSE wno DANCE MUST PAY TIIE PITER."

Malta, for example, whither he went,
after bringing garrison society at

Gibraltar to his feet, he writes to his

father,
"
They [certain officers] have

been long expecting your worship's
offspring and have gained great fame
in repeating his third-rate stories at

second-hand. We [himself and CLAY,
a fellow passenger] are both equally
popular." He tells an inane story of

how, a racket-ball falling at his feet as
he watched the game, he- picked it up,
and, "observing a young rifleman ex-

cessively stiff, humbly requested him
to forward its passing into the court
as I really had never thrown a ball

in my life." !' This incident," he adds,
" has been the general subject of con-
versation at all the messes to-day."
What they really said may be

guessed from an extract from Sir

WILLIAM GREGORY'S autobiography
quoted by Mr. MONYPENNY. " He
made himself so hateful to the officers'

mess that while they welcomed CLAY
they ceased to invite that damned
bumptious Jew boy."

Sister " Sa " and the fond parent
never heard of this particular incident

in the triumphal progress to Con-

stantinople, where the young Sybarite
" courted the air in a carved caique
by shores which are a perpetual scene,

finding no exertion greater than a canter
on a barb."

This is the puppet DIZZY, a disguise

deliberately assumed in deference to

the observation that " affectation tells

even better than wit." Beneath the
oiled and curled mask this book enables

us to see at work the real DISRAELI,
conscious of genius, consumed by am-
bition, ever labouring to achieve an
end determined upon whilst still a

stripling.
" What do you want? "

asked
a powerful friend interested in his

personality, ready to assist him with
some small patronage.

" I want to

be Prime Minister," said the youth.
Prostrated by illness, overwhelmed
with debt, fearing to go out to dinner

lest he might be " nabbed
"

by sheriff's

officers, he kept this goal ever in view,
and in time a long time won it.

Mr. MONYPENNY'S narrative does not

bring DISKAELI into the House of Com-
mons. It leaves him standing on the

threshold, just returned for Maidstone. ,

The prelude to the story presented by
this masterly volume succeeds in invest-

ing with fresh interest the most fasci-

nating figure in the political life of the

nineteenth century.

TOBY, M.P.

The Dickens !

"Dalits is not a byword, but the? name of a

great Italian religions poet."- ./"<"'/ I" dm-
spviuiciit in

"
T/tf H'fl.-lii Jiii/iitl:-/i."

So the instruction of the masses goes
on.

"He must have felt rather lik.- tlir unfortu-

nate victim of a similar demonstration <>l all'er-

tion in 'The Walrus and tlie (
'nr|u-iitiT

'

:

Perhaps it wits right to dissemble your 1"\
,

But why did you kick me downstairs ;

"

<//"/.

Which, if you remember, was what the

youngest oyster said.

"
l.unliert converted the seroii;! try with a

line- kick. In the meanwhile .1. C. M. (iutto

had put the linishiug touch to soini> ^IM>I play
on the part of the Cambridge light wing by
scoring a try iu a gool position." Ths Times.

They should certainly have waited for

LAMBERT to get finished at the other

end ; he might have saved the try.
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IMPROBABLE SCENES.-VI.
Ax ACTUK-MANAUEK TAKIM. AN i MMTOKTANT Aclor-Mtt auger is markctl ii'ith ti x

]

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Finer Grain (METHUEN) is a volume for which I
Iiavc been, these many years, hoping against hope a
volume of new short stories hy Mr. HENRY JAMES. If the
bare announcement of this fact is not of itself enough to
send you flying hot-footed to the booksellers, I will add
that the stories (there are five of them) are every one
entirely worthy of the JAMES of the best period. Person-
ally, out of the five, I should select, as having given me
most pleasure, The Velvet Glove and A Hound of Visits
(hark to the very sound of them ! Have they not, these
titles, the true Jacobean ring?) Of course no one will
expect the contents of the book to be "

stories
"

at all in
the ordinary acceptance of the term, though in at least one
of them something, disconcertingly, does happen; the
adventures they recount are always rather of the mind
than the body. The meaning, indeed, of The Finer Grain

plained by the author himself, in a phrase that givesthe clue to the whole, as implying "a peculiar accessibilityto surprise, to curiosity, to mystification, or attraction
"

in
short and

comprehensively, the precise HENRY JAMES
attitude towards life. It is exactly this which gives the
book its own delicate and subtle charm

; which, moreover
makes detailed criticism of it a blundering and impossibleI can only record the rare pleasure that it has
given me ; and my congratulations to author and public.

When Fiction conceives a little kingdom of its own, it
i not infrequently carried away by its conceit. Credit is

therefore duo to Mr. J. C. SNAITH for having created a

monarchy and yet, in dealing with the royal personages of
his imagination, maintained an excellent .sense of propor-
tion and the ridiculous. In "

Illyria
"

there were three

strong wills, which clashed. There was the king, who
was for monarchy in general and the enthronement of his

daughter in particular. There was the daughter, who
agreed with the abstract principle but opposed the concrete
instance. There was the people, who demanded a republic.
But there is more here than the alarums and excursions
of a smaller European state, so familiar in latter-day novels
as almost to be wearisome. The trouble begins when the
Princess, mprganatically married to the English commoner
of her choice, rides incognita over English hounds and
resents with imperial completeness the chastisement of
the M.P.H. Of the domestic upheaval among the followers
of that pack and the international complications caused
by "Illyrian" developments, you can have no idea unices

you read Mrs. Fitz (SMITH, ELDER). You will be well
advised in resorting to that authority. It is not denied
that the book has its faults of detail, but, if it is faults

you are after, you must find them for yourself. By the
time you have finished your search you 'will discover only
that you have forgotten the object of it.

Get On or Get Out.
"For the first seven years of I'orlirio's life lie wvnt to the village

school, but he felt he wasn't learning enough, so, with wonderful force
of character, he set about earning small sunn, which he set aside to
enable him to get a better education. "Hit.i.c ('!, ,/.

We picture to ourselves PORFIKIO at six, simply spoiling to

get on with his Differential Calculus.
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CHARIVARIA.
"
TEHIUTORIALS," said a contcm-

poraiy in its account of the Lord

Mayor's Show,
"
displaced the military

element this year." And yet people
wonder at the unpopularity of our

voluntary system.

vNowhere did the news of Mr.
ROOSEVELT'S defeat cause more lively
satisfaction than in Africa among
the relatives of the animals killed on
his recent expedition.

In New York, we are told, the pre-
valent comment on Mr. DHEXEL'S action
in making a stand for sportsmanlike
behaviour at the recent aviation meet-

ing is that " he has lived so long
abroad that, he can no longer be con-
sidered an American." We should not
have dared to say this.

The French submarine Germinal last

week cut a fishing boat in two. There
were fourteen men aboard the fishing
boat, but they were fortunately saved.

The Germinal, we are informed, has
now been placed in the dock and will

presumably be charged with attempted
murder. ... ...

"

*

Two thousand carp and other fish

have been transferred from the Falmer
Pond, near Brighton, to the Brighton
Aquarium. They are said to be de-

lighted at the chance of seeing the

many strange and amusing objects that

may be observed through a tank win-

dow. ,. ,.

*

It is pointed out that, if the war of

extermination which has been declared

against the rats should prove success-

ful, hundreds of dogs who at present
earn their living by catching these
rodents will be thrown on the rates.

The culinary art seems to receive

more attention every day. Who would
have foretold a few years ago that

there would be a Chair of Eestauration
at one of our ancient Universities ?

Yet The Liverpool Daily Post informs
us that Mr. J. B. BURY, M.A., has been

appointed
" Romanes Lecturer

"
for

1911. ,
:

,.

Mr. LEONARD STOKES, in his presi-
dential address to the members of the

Royal Institute of British Architects,

complained that "very little encourage-
ment is given to those who have to

provide old masterpieces for future

generations." Thus, RICHARD COCKLE
LUCAS, who wrought the Leonardo
bust, did not become famous until
after his death.

Father iforiarly.
IN A JIFFEY!"

Pat O'Hagan. "'DEED AX' WE WILL, YOUR IUVERENCK.
THE BI.ENSEIi HARNESS WII.I, TAKK IN THE MOKXIK*."

Oi.oisv BE TO <;OOIESS, MIK'. noi.imi I Si'itK WK'I.I. i;f: is TIIK

As' 'TI.S A HAI.K OF (JAMS'

It is not often, we should say, that

the chronicling of an item of news
makes Reuter tremble with emotion.

The Globe, however, published the

following telegram :
" Mr. WILLOWS

has landed safely at Douai RReuter."

Says an advertisement :

" ' The

Judgement Day
'

will be Pastor Rus-
sell's topic next Sunday evening. Hun-
dreds of opinions have been offered by
religionists upon this subject, as evi-

denced by the clashing creeds." To
mention but one difference of opinion,
there is the spelling of that word

"Judgement."

"Major J. N. C. KENNEDY," The

Express tells us,
" lectured on the

perils of flying at the Royal Societies

Club." One can well believe that the

available space at that excellent insti-

tution would be found too restricted.

vWe hear that since it was decided

that, as part of the London memorial,
20,000 be spent on a statue of King

EDWARD, the committee has been in-

undated with offers from stone-masons
and others undertaking to do the work
at half the price. One German firm, it

is said, even offers to throw in a statue

of WILHELM without extra charge.

VIL. cxxxix.
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THE SURVIVAL OF THE THICKEST.

[Mr. HUDYAI-.I) Kin.iXi!, in a r,:ecnt speech at Brighton, hsw

recalling the early days when pjliticiiDB
were in the habit ol going 1

one another with a lethal weapon.]

GOLDEN times long gathered to the grave,

When for your wild game there was no close season,

When, if you differed from another knave,

You never had recourse to rhyme or reason ;

You simply took a large and hefty axe

And felled him in his tracks.

You used no arguments obscure and dull,

Made no attempt to clear his mental vision,

But got your point of view inside his skull

By processes of surgicil incision ;

You did not wait to handy logic, but

Just nicked him on the nut.

Our politicians, these degenerate days,

Have buried deep the bloodier kind of hatchet,

But at a pinch they still contrive to raise

Weapons of moral suasiveness to match it :

Slander and slush, abuse and gutter-pies,

And posters stiff with lies.

1 find the old way better ;
here at least

You were not asked to eat your allegations ;

You had no further trouble with deceased,

No after-crop of loud recriminations ;

For, where you dropped him, there a corpse lay he,

Making no repartes.

And if, through something faulty in the blow,

By inadvertence he survived your battery,
He brought no claim for damages, oh no !

But, keeping proudly silent on the matter, he

Just boda his hour to pay you back in kind

Probably from behind.

And so the thing went on, from clout to clout,

Till one (or both) of you was dead as mutton ;

This cleared the slate, and no one fussed about

An episode the lid of earth had shut on.

(There is a good deal to be said for blood

In placs of ink and mud).

To-day our champions play a softer game ;

Each on his own they grind their little axes,

But not for carving skulls ; yet all the same
Seldom we see that Nature's hand relaxes

That law on which primeval races thrive :

The thickest heads survive ! O.S.

THE LITERARY MILLENNIUM.
[Notes of a speech recently delivered Ijy the Rev. Sir Nicholson

Roberts at a dinner of the Inksliiigers' Club.]

WHEN I look back on the quarter of a century which has

elapsed since I took up my abode in the Mecca of pen-people,
I cannot help marvelling at the gigantic amelioration of the

world of journalism and letters. When I arrived in London
Mr. Harmson was still at Winchester, Sir William de

Quiller had not yet arrived, and journalists with ideas were
as rare as black swans. Now they are as plentiful as black-

berries. Again, the attitude of the publisher towards the

author was patronising and supercilious, not to say suspicious.

Aspiring talent was snubbed or sniffed at, and masterpieces
went a-begging in Paternoster Row. Now the chief anxiety
of every publisher who can tell chalk from cheese is to secure

an author of power and verve. In fact, it is impossible for

genius to be negbcted nowadays. For this salutary revolu-

tion we are first and foremost indebted to the appearance of

the literary agents. It is the fashion in some quarters to

belittle this class as destroying the old personal relations that

existed between authors and publishers. I cannot subscribe

to this view. There may be untrustworthy agents, but I

have never met them. On the contrary, all whom I am

acquainted with show a liberality that is only equalled by
their flair. My friend Mr. Huxter, for example, is a scholar

and a gentleman in the highest sense of the word, and to be

entertained by him at his club, to be taken for a drive in his

motor, or to walk arm-in-arm with him down Fleet Street is

an honour that might well make any man proud.

Again, take tin case of the magazines. In the middle

"eighties" the magazine world was in a depressed and

declining condition. The old-established monthlies were

still unemancipated from the thraldom of seriousness, and

were steadily sagging in sale. Editors and proprietors still

stubbornly refused to give their readers what they wanted.

There was hardly any condescension to the public taste, and

an extravagant deference was paid to the demands of a

leisurely and fastidious culture. The cry of the democracy
was unheeded, opportunism was scouted and the camera
tabooed. Thank Heaven, we have changed all that. Now
no self-respecting magazine-proprietor would dare to pub-
lish a periodical without a picture on every page. But, even

so, our magazines hardly keep pace with the requirements
of the masses. I cannot resist the conclusion that before

very long the progress of applied science will enable copies
of magazines to be supplied in the form of gramophone
records and cinematographic films, so that the best thought
and art of the hour will be brought in a dramatic and

audible form within the reach of every household.

I must close these rambling remarks with a reiterated

declaration of my unshaken optimism. When I came up to

London from Drumnadrochit, authors were "sair hadden

doon." Now I know at least twenty-live novelists who pos-
sess motor cars. Could more conclusive evidence be desired

of the onward and upward trend of this influential class ?

But their motoring and golfing is not an end in itself, as in

the case of the idle rich. They resort to these pastimes

simply as a tonic to recharge the exhausted cells of their

teeming and beneficent brains. The output of novels, most of

them superb works of genius, now runs into thousands every

year, and this quantity immensely tends to better the rela-

tions between authors and critics. Criticism is beggared by
this stupendous fertility and is now swallowed up in unstinted

eulogy. Authors not only want but deserve praise alike by
their ability, their industry and their uniformly high charac-

ter. Mutual admiration has become an agiveable necessity.

Bludyer's occupation is gone, and our best reviewers are those

who least often deviate from an attitude of unconquerable

affability.

" The return of Henry III. and his army from the

Battle of Agincourt
" was one of the scenes in the Lord

Mayor's show, says The Manchester Evening Chronicle,

and endeavours to hush up the meeting of WOLFE and.

BLUCHER at Malplaquet.

From the Mayor's
"
open letter to every householder in

Weymouth
"

:

"King George V. will (after 105 years) he glal to hear news from

Weymouth, the result of his relative's visit, Princess Henry of Batteii-

burg. Why is she coming to Weymouth ? Yoa might well ask."

It is a long time to have to wait for news from Weymouth
even if it is as doubtful a place as the last sentence hints.
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DISHED !

JOHN BULL. "AND MAY I ASK HOW YOU AERIVED AT THIS RESULT?"
CHEF ASQUITH (with dignity).

" I AM NOT AT LIBERTY, SIR, TO DISCLOSE THE INGREDIENTS."
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Man Servant, "WHAT NAME, SIR ?
"

i (his first experience of a reception). "On, MY NAME'S SMIKFKINS. LEI'S SKK, WIIEIIK HAVK I MET voi'

THE EPICUEE.
MAGNIFICENTLY attired, I turned into

the Fashionable Eestaurant. I did not

put on any side. I strolled in casually.
Some of the best people looked at me
through eyeglasses and lorgnettes and

things.
I selected a table.

Several waiters hovered round with

illuminated documents.
I glanced over the table d'hdte menu

and raised my eyebrows in mild con-

tempt.
" I will order a la carte," I said.

I made a careful selection while the

band played soft music.

A frightfully pretty girl at a table

near by fell in love with me and refused

a second helping of something.
I sent a message to the orchestra

telling them, to play Puccini for a bit.

My luncji was fastidiously chosen.

Silver fish from the Southern seas.

A dish of eggs and mayonnaise and
tomatoes arranged like a Turner sunset.

A salade of the rarest vegetables.
I deigned to have a good appetite.

I ate everything from the dishes laid

before me.

At length I lit a cigarette, sent my
compliments to the chef and paid my
bill.

Copy of the bill :

Convert 3d.

Hors d'ceuvres varies . . 6d.

THE SWITCHING HOUR
THE Introspective Man tied his

pyjama-strings briskly and got cheerily
into bed. He lurched right and left,

gathering the blankets in comfortable

tucks about him and cutting off all

access for air about his neck. He
gazed blissfully at the ceiling for three

seconds, then squinted down his nose

and prepared to sleep.
At this point he became aware that

something was wrong. First it was
but a whisper of uneasiness and he

looked to make sure that he had
eliminated the tickle-tassels of the

quilt. He had eliminated them. With

growing perturbation he felt his legs

to see whether his trousers intervened

between his pyjamas and his skin.

No ; he had taken> them off all right.

Then he inquired blankly,
" What is

it ?
"

It was overwhelmingly certain

that something was wrong, something
intangible. Was there a ghost in the

room ? A large ghost ?

His scalp began to prickle. He
stared round the room and in its abso-

lute usualness found some awful terror.

In the course of the next minute this

did not pass away, but became more
and more oppressive ; twice his flesh,

in places where it was not fortified .by

bones, quaked horribly. One thing
stood appallingly clear that for some
reason sleep was out of the question,
could not be thought of.

Another five minutes of horror en-

sued. Then with a savage growl the

Introspective Man rolled out of bed

and switched off the light.

Humour in High Places.

"No one will ever cure Alderman Price

Lewis of his love of a good joke. A merry jest
for which he was responsible yesterday was
much enjoyed. A colleague on the aldermanic

bench had mentioned that the doctor had

'stepped into the breach and played the organ
at St. Peter's Church.' 'Well, 'said Alderman
Price Lewis,

'

I once acted as substitute for the

organ-blower at St. James's Church !

"

Wolferhawpfon Express.
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THE SECRET HISTORY OF
THE CONFERENCE.

[AUTHOR'S NOTE : Somebody will have to

make this up, so it may as well be inc.]

THE first meeting of the Conference

was held upon June 17th, and June

17th was a Friday. If the eight could

have managed to wait till Saturday,

the superstitious will say, the results

might have besn different.

As soon as they had all assembled in

the PRIME MINISTER'S room, seated

themselves, and tried the

pens provided for them, Mr.

ASQUITH rose.
" Gentlemen," he began
" One moment," said CAW-

DOB ; "I've got a crossed

nib."

He was provided with a

new one, and the Conference

went on.
"
Well, gentlemen," said

ASQUITH,
"
you know what

we 're here for. It is for the

purpose of coming to some

agreement upon the Con-

stitutional Question. Per-

haps it would simplify
matters if I restated my own

position. I said these words

last November :
' We shall

not assume office, neither

shall we hold office
' '

He paused and looked sus-

piciously across the table.
" Did you say anything,
BALFOUR? "

" No. Did you, LANS-

DOWNE ?
"

"
No," said LANSDOWNE,

and he turned inquiringly to

AUSTEN.
" I thought I heard some-

body yawn," said ASQUITH.
LLOYD GEORGE blushed

and interrupted hastily.
" Can't we put it like

this?" he asked. '"The Veto
of the House of Lords must

go.' That 's our position.'
'

"
That, though expressed with un-

necessary abruptness, is, in fact, our

case," agreed ASQUITH. "Perhaps it

would help us to some agreement if

we were now to hear your side of the

matter."
" Tlie Veto must go," wrote CAWDOR

on the foolscap in front of him.

BALFOUR uncoiled his legs from the

back of his chair and spoke languidly.
" The Veto," he said, "must remain."
" Ah !

"
said ASQUITH. " Then that,

apparently, is where we differ."
"
Quite so," said AUSTEN.

" The Veto must remain," wrote CAW-
DOR carefully with his head on one

side, and asked for the blotting-

paper.
There was a long silence.

" Well '?

"
said ASQUITH at last.

BALFOUR looked at his watch.
" I believe I can do it," he said.

" Have you an A.B.C.? Thanks. Now
then, where are we Walton

" You 're not going ?
"

"Why, isn't the Conference over?

What else is there to discuss ?
"

" It 's only just begun."
"
Yes, but we 've done all we can.

We 've found out that we don't agree."

Nurse. "COME, DORIS. IT is TIME FOR YOU AND DOLLY TO GO
TO BED."

Doris. "WHAT'S THE USE? DOLLY'S so TIRED SUE CAN'T SLEEP,
AND I'VE COT A TOUCH OF INSOMNIA."

"
Well, we knew that before."

"
Perhaps ;

but I wasn't quite sure if

you were serious about it. One some-
times says things in speeches which

well, we all know that." He got up
and went across to LANSDOWNE. "

Ap-
parently we feel more deeply about
this. Are you coming my way, LANS-
DOWNE ?

"

There was a shuffling of chairs as the

statesmen rose to go. Only ASQUITH
remained seated a look of perplexity
on his face. Suddenly he spoke.

" Look here," he said,
" we can't

break up like this. However much we
disagree, we agree on one thing. The

necessity for a truce. Well, the truce

will only last as long as the Conference

sits ; so, you see, we must simply sit

for a month or two."

BALFOUH looked thoughtfully at him
and then returned to his seat. "True,"
he said ; and, taking a little book out

of his pocket, he began to read.

The meetings after that went on

regularly. Sometimes they would

bring down novels with them ; some-
times they would chat and read the

newspapers ;
more often they would

make two tables of bridge,

playing for tenpence or a

shilling a hundred.
" It 's rather lucky, AS-

QUITH," said BALFOUR on
one of these occasions,

" that

you hit upon eight as a suit-

able number for a Confer-

ence."
"
Well," said ASQUITH

thoughtlessly, "it was with

some such idea h'r'r'r'r'm,

I go no trumps."
But one day, when BIR-

HELL had revoked twice, even

bridge began to pall upon
the LEADER OF THE OPPO-
SITION. He rolled a golf-ball
on to the floor and took up
his umbrella.

" Come on," he said to

LLOYD GEORGE, " I '11 play
you round the room."

"
Eight," said GEORGE,

and they arranged a few

greens.
-,'f -,'

"

"
Well," said CHEWE, at

the end of July, "you might
make your announcement
now. The country has had
two months quiet."

"
Hear, hear," said LLOYD

GEORGE, who had done the

coal-scuttle in five and the

ink-pot in nineteen, and held

the record for the course.
"
No, no, no," said BAL-

FOUR. " Let 's adjourn by all

means, but we must meet again in

October.
1 ' He had ordered a new loft-

ing umbrella, which would not be ready
for a month, and felt certain that with

this he could wrest the championship
from its holder.

"Just as you like," said ASQUITH.
He was bunkered in the fender at the

moment, and spoke rather testily.

The Conference was adjourned.

As finally arranged after the Eecess

the course consisted of the full eighteen
holes : namely, seven silk hats (for

AUSTEN refused to lend his), two pairs
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Striker. "THA KNOWS, BILL, IF WE DUNNA MIND, T' MASTERS WILL BE T' BOSSES !'

of shoes (from CAWDOR and BIERELL),
one pair of detachable cuffs (from
LANSDOWNE), the coal-scuttle, and four

inkpots. And in early November
BALFOUR went round in 198, which
is two under bogey, and won the

Downing Vase.
"
Well," he said,

" what about stop-
ping now?

"

"
Yes," said ASQUITH. " It 's about

time. I wonder what the papers will

say."
" The reviews will be nastiest," said

AUSTEN. " Let's make it nasty for them."
" Let 's make it nasty for The SJKC-

tator," agreed LLOYD GEORGE.
"How?"
"
Why, by announcing the result on

Thursday night. They go to press on

Friday, and it will give them a lot of I

trouble if they have to alter the whole

paper and write pompous leaders all

over again at the last moment."
"
Splendid," said everybody.

And so on Friday, November 11, the
news was known. A. A. M.

THE LOST THESIS.

["We, with our emancipated women and so

forth, produce exceedingly little that can be
called poetry." The Observer.']

OUR grandpapas' charmers, where are

they ?

Afar they S

Have fled down the years ;

With old-fashioned May-days
And Valentine gay days,

They 're gone with the ringlets that
hid their shy ears

Sweet Patience and Prudence,
Mild maidens once wooed hence

These tears !

Dear days of the spinet and sampler,
And ampler

Excuse for a pen ;

When BURNS sang of whisky
Or fired off a frisky

Effusion to Flora, the flower of the glen,
Demure rustic Dryad ;

Ye Heavens ! if 1 had
Lived then !

My song had been clear as the merle's is,

That hurls his

Bright notes far and free ;

And Miss Bread-and-Butter,
On hearing me utter

Some passionate lyric (declaimed on
one knee),

Had flushed and dissembled,
Had fluttered and trembled

Ah me!

Ah me, for these fair ones and fancies ;

My Nancy 's

A genuine dear,

But fonder of ratting
Than ballads and tatting ;

And can she inspire her enslaved son-

neteer,

When flagging he '11 follow

The flute of Apollo ?

No fear !

The British Congregationalist speaks
of "9111 Eisteddfod Adjudicators." We
should have thought eight would have
been sufficient.
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THE VAGABOND.
IT was deadly cold in Danbury town
One terrible night in mid November,
A night that the Danbury folk remember

For the sleety wind that hammered them down,
That chilled their faces and chapped their skin,
And froze their fingers and bit their feet,

And made them ice to the heart within,
And spattered and scattered

And shattered and battered

Their shivering bodies about the street ;

And the fact is most of them didn't roam
In the face of the storm, but stayed at home ;

While here and there a policeman, stamping
To keep himself warm or sedately tramping
Hither and thither, paced his beat ;

Or peered where out of the blizzard's welter
Some wretched being had crept to shelter,
And now, drenched through by the sleet, a muddled
Blur of a man and his rags, lay huddled.

But one there was who didn't care,
Whatever the furious storm might dare,
A wonderful, hook-nosed bright-eyed fellow
In a thin brown cape and a cap of yellow
That perched on his dripping coal-black hair.
A red scarf set off his throat and bound him,
Crossing his breast, and, winding round him,

Mapped at his flank

In a red streak dank
;

And his hose were red, with a purple sheen
From his tunic's blue, and his shoes were green.
He was most outlandishly patched together
With ribbons of silk and tags of leather,
And chains of silver and buttons of stone,
And knobs of amber and polished bone,
And a turquoise brooch and a collar of jade,
And a belt and a pouch of rich brocade,
And a gleaming dagger with inlaid blade
And jewelled handle of burnished gold
Rakishly stuck in the red scarf's fold
A dress, in short, that might suit a wizard

On a calm warm day
In the month of May,

But was hardly fit for an autumn blizzard.

Whence had he come there? Who could say,
As he swung through Danbury town that day,
With a friendly light in his deep-set eyes,And his free wild gait and his upright bearing,And his air that nothing could well surprise,

So bright it was and so bold and daring ?

He might have troubled the slothful ease
Of the Great Mogul in a warlike fever

;

He might have bled for the Maccabees,
Or risen, spurred
By the Prophet's word,

And swooped on the hosts of the unbeliever.

Whatever his birth and his nomenclature,
Something he seemed to have, some knowledge
That never was taught at school or college,

But was part of his very being's nature :

Some ingrained lore that wanderers show
As over the earth they come and go,
Though they hardly know what it is they know.

And so with his head upheld he walked,
And ever the rain drove down ;

And now and again to himself he talked
In the streets of Danbury town.

And now and again he 'd stop and troll

A stave of music that seemed to roll

From the inmost depths of his ardent soul
;

But the wind took hold of the notes and tossed them
And the few who chanced to be near him lost them.

(To be concluded.)

CORNI COIN! MOTO.
WHO says that the English are an unmusical nation ?

He will be speedily confuted by a wonderful motor horn
now on exhibition, which plays

" God Save the King."
It is further stated that the time may not be far distant
when motorists will be able to amuse themselves by
playing grand opera on their warning apparatus. That
being so, a recognised code of melodies will have to be
adopted for the regulation of wayfaring etiquette. We
may perhaps offer a few suggestions.
At the moment of starting, the well-instructed chauffeur
now, of course, opsratically re-named calfattore or

scaldatore robusto will announce the fact by Beck-
messcr's recitative " Incominciani !

"

As he gathers spcsd, the way will bo cleare.l with a
fortissimo rendering we brg pardon, ivndition of "

Haiti,
batti" from Von Giovanni, or a prestissimo execution of
MARTINI'S " Vadati iia di qud !

"

Should a collision unfortunately occur, a few bars of

"Ah, perdona !" from MOZART will effectually mitigate the
situation, before ho applies first aid or disappears round
the corner.

Motorists who are confidentially inclined and disposed to
inform the public as to their destination may easily rise to
the occasion. " Ai nostri monti ritorneremo," for instance,
will, of course, show that they are off for a bit of deer-
stalking in the Highlands. Or the same easily recognisable
air might usefully be employed to delude the police-trap
when, after all, Brighton is really the objective.

In case of a break-down, nothing can be more appropriate
than " Non piu andrai

"
given out maestoso and rallentando.

The quiet dignity and pathos of this well-known aria will

go far to disarm the satire of the gaping crowd of villaers
by the wayside.

If the motorists are in more serious trouble say, in

danger of being run away with over a precipice the tactful
driver will at once turn on "Ah die la mortc," wolto aijitnto,
or, at any rate, to a different time from that with which he
rendered " Ai nostri monti" a few moments before. Half
the terrors of violent extinction will thus be musically
diverted.

On arriving home safely, we have an excerpt ready to
hand in "

Salve, dinwra !
"

We commend these hints to Mr. LANDON RONALD, the

newly-appointed Director of the Guildhall School of Music,
as there is great scope here for a really useful, as well as
artistic, application of leit-motifs and motetts. A properly
trained student should easily be able to earn his three
guineas a week out in the open air.

Dr. EICHTER, also, and Mr. THOMAS BEECHAM, or who-
ever handles Wagnerian opera in the future, should take
note of this new musical development. For instance, the
Ride of the Valkyries will only be adequately treated when
the aerial chauffeuses utter their war-song on the horns of

practicable Bleriots, while the trumpets in the Einfiihrungs-
marsch in Tannhauser will naturally be replaced by the
now harmonious hooters, manipulated by correctly-
uniformed joy-drivers of the Automobile Club. ZIGZAG.
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MORE STATESMEN AT PLAY.
THE success of the political party

on the mono-rail has led to a numbo
of Ministerial excursions, all of then

yielding both pleasure and wit.

On Thursday, for example, Mr
ASQUITH, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, Mr
CHURCHILL, and a number of thei
friends visited the Coliseum to sec

Mr. SEYMOUR HICKS as Richard III

By a remarkable coincidence, just as

they were entering the building a

newsboy selling The Evening Mail wen
by. The PREMIER stopped to watcl
the portent, raising his hat as he did so

Everyone was delighted with the

galvanic SEYMOUR'S Shakspearean per-
formance. " It goes well, doesn't it ?

'

remarked Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL to
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE. " So unlike youi
Budget."

"
Yes," said the CHANCELLOR sadly

"but," he added, with one of his en

gaging twinkles,
"
people will soon

have to Seymour of it than ever."
On the same day Mr. JOHN BURNS

Mr. EUNCIMAN, Mr. MASTEHMAN, and a
number of friends were at one of the

leading cinematoscope theatres. Mr.
BURNS chanced, on entering, to kick

against something on the ground, and
to his astonishment it was a copy ol

The Daily Flail. " Even the floor

takes it in," he remarked in awe
struck tones, as he removed his historic
bowler.

The company were intensely delighted
by the various pictures flashed on the

screen, but it was something of a shock
when the lights first went out. "

Why,"
said Mr. RUNCIMAN, " we 're in the
dark."

"
Yes," said one of the ladies,

" as
the country was for so long about the
Conference."

Mr. SYDNEY BUXTON'S party to see

GEORGE GHAY play billiards was a

great success. Sir EDWARD GREY
[who, it may not be generally known,
is the marvellous boy's first cousin),
Mr. BIRRELL and Mr. SAMUEL were

among the guests. Just outside the
hall the FOREIGN SECRETARY, chancing
to look up, observed a trolley drawn by
four horses and bearing a huge load
of paper cylinders labelled,

"
Paper for

The Daily Furor." " What enterprise !

"

he murmured, as he slowly removed his

green Tyrolean headgear.
The accuracy of the youth's losing

hazards provoked continual applause
from the statesmen and their friends.

" He never misses," said one of the
ladies to Mr. BIRRELL. " How different

from you when you were at the Educa-
tion Office."

"
Alas, yes!

"
said Mr. BIRRELL. "He

ought to be called Off-red the Great."

PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.

Clergyman (io applicant for marriage certifii-atj). "HAVE YOU xo IDEA WHEN YOU WEKE
MARRIED ?

"

Applicant. "WELL, SIR, I CAN'T RIGHTLY SAY. I KNOW 'T WERE SXQWJX' AT THE TIME."

This sally bringing down the House,
GRAY hit the object ball too thin and
missed the pocket, thus giving his

opponent his first look in for some

days.
On Saturday afternoon a rechercht

>arty, consisting of Mr. " LULU " HAR-
IOUHT, Lord CREWE, the Master of

SLIBANK and Lord BEECHAM, attended

he matinee performance of Elektra at

]ovent Garden. Lord BEECHAM, who
s a near relative of the famous con-

luctor, sat in a guinea box, while the

>ther members of the party were ac-

;ommodated with seats in Form 4 of i

he stalls. The Ministers followed the

core with rapt attention, the "
slippery

ilood" motive making a painful im-

pression on the COLONIAL SECRETARY. I

heerfulness, however, was restored by
j

x brilliant sally from the Master of

SLIBANK during the death scene of]

.

" You ought to be enjoying
yourself," he remarked to Lord MOB-
LEY'S successor at the India Oflice.
" Why ?

"
rashly queried Lord ROSE-

BERY'S gifted son-in-law. " Because
this is such a thoroughly Crewel work,"

rejoined the Scottish statesman in an
arch whisper, which convulsed the

representative of The Daily Terror, who
was sitting close by.

"Special Dance, U 6rf.,

. . dress optional. . . .

. . . select company
'Buses pass door."

Daily Telfyraph.

Nevertheless we should have thought a

few of our broad-minded London 'bus-

drivers might, in the name of common
humanity, have been persuaded to stop
at the door to pick up some of those

who had taken advantage of the rule

which made dress optional. The nights
are very cold just now.
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THE OPPORTUNIST.

CHEEB UP!
To the Editor of

" Punch."

SIR, The art of cheering is sadly
dormant in this country. Not only
have the grand old British "Hip!"
and "Hurrah!" (three Hips to every
Hurrah) fallen into desuetude, but our

people do not know what to cheer.
Could not our polytechnics and our

elementary schools do something to

give right instruction on the subject ?

At the Lord Mayor's show last wesk
I witnessed a lamentable display of
vocal indifference. The gallant Yeo-
manry, ready to do or die, caused my
heart to swell with emotion, but I
listened in vain for an appreciative
cheer. One of the crowd spoke, but
only to urge the riders to hold on with
both hands.

Similarly, when those brave fellows,
our firemen, came by, the crowd was
strangely silent. Again but one voice
was heard, that of a youth who called
" Go it, old Globe Polish !

"
Though

there was a tone of encouragement in
the voice, a rousing cheer would have
been better.

I could not contain myself when
the Boy Scouts swung into view, but
cried,

"
Bravo, little patriots, bravo !

"

I received no support, however. A

labouring man looked round and inti-

mated that if I couldn't speak English
I had better keep my mouth shut.

Yet when Falstaff and his reprobate
followers passed, what a welcome was
given ! A cheer in the wrong place, if

ever there was one ! I was grieved,
nay saddened.
Aroused from my bitter musings by

the arrival of that wondrous coach,
with the good and loyal citizen within

it, a sudden ambition to be the leader of
the cheer which must now surely come
possessed me, and in bell-like tones I

cried,
"
Hip ! hip ! hip !

"
Nobody

rallied to the cry; there was cold

silence, broken only by the labouring
man who asked me what I was doing
playing at motor cars at my time of life.

The British public seems to have
lost the qualities which made us what
we used to be.

I am, Sir, etc.,

AUGUSTUS V. STENTOR.
The Rectory,

Bnrroiv-under-the-Hill.

"Those are the essentials of a car, and there
are only about the same in the twelve notes of
a pianoforte octave. "Daily Mj.il.

It is very nearly the same with the
seven sides of a pentagon and the
hundred arms of an octopus.

TO MY FIEE.

FIRE, you 're a splendid fellow,

Knight with the plume of yellow,

Tossing your red lance free ;

Slayer of doubts and dragons,
Lover of maids and flagons,

Rollicking, rich, and mellow,
You are the boy for me !

Yet you 've the touch that 's tender,

Singer, whose songs engender
Dreams of the poppied breed ;

Whispering knightly stories,

Filling the dusk with glories,
Till in your rosy splendour

I am a King indeed !

Hark, and the ruddy yellow
Purrs like a bow-swept cello,

Fiddles a fairy note,
Bustles like silken dresses

Wrought by Queen Mab's princesses,

Laughs with a giant's bellow

Up in the chimney's throat !

Hot Effort by "The Weekly Times."
"The first all-British shopping wek ever

held in the metropolitan area will commence on

Monday at Ealing, where a large number of

ships will be decorated, and their windows
stocked with British-made gods, specially
advertised as such."
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VERY ROUGH RIDING;
OB, THE BIG STICK UNSTUCK.

BOOSEVEI/T THE IRREPRESSIBLE. "WELL, I GUESS THIS BUCKS ME UP SOME!'
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BACK TO THE TUMBRILS AGAIN.
THE "CONFERENCE" HAVING COLLAPSED, MINISTERIALISTS ONCE MORE GET OUT ALL THE OLD REVOLUTIONARY PARAPHERNALIA,AND HASTEN TO PUT THEIR OPPONENTS AGAIN "IN THE CART." IT SHOULD BE QUITE LIKE OLD TIMES LISTENING IO THE FAMILIAR

RUMBLING OF THE TUMBRILS ON THEIR WAY TO THE GUILLOTINE.

THE THANKLESS MUSE.
[The Government have under consideration a

scheme of State insurance against unemploy-
ment.]

Ho, Toilers, raise a paean
And let your hearts be gay

To hail the golden seen

That dawns on you to-day ;

No dread of unemployment
Need haunt you when you 're paid

In innocent enjoyment
To slumber in the shade.

I, too, were four times happy
If only Britain's purse

Were open to a chappie
Whose mitier was verse ;

I would be merry-hearted,
Nor should I curse the time

When, like a fool, I started
To live by writing rhyme.

At college I suspected,
Like many another fool,

My think-tank was connected
With the Pierian pool ;

Nor could a stream of fancies

From such a deep supply
In any circumstances

Conceivably run dry.

All things seemed fresh and curious,
And I rejoiced to find

That thoughts flew fast and furious

Across my teeming mind
So fast that, lest I missed 'em,

I sought the nimble aid

Of PITMAN'S magic system,
To catch them as they played.

Alas ! how things have altered !

The pen that once would run

All day, nor ever faltered,

Won't write a word not one ;

The quips that used to thrill me
In those my youthful years

Now only serve to fill me
With wonder and with tears.

The wheezes so familiar

That I was wont to write

Grow sillier yet and sillier

Each time they see the light ;

Fresh jokes no longer stream on,

And, if the old I try,

Some d d Socratic demon
iv6u p airorpfirti.

Ah, if this scheme they mention

Might only cover me,
And bring a modest pension,
How happy could I be !

I 'd dirty no more pages

My task I 'd gladly shirk

If I 'd the right to wages,
What price the right to work ?
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THE DICKENS TESTIMONIAL STAMP.

To the Editor of
" Punch."

DEAK SIR, I notice in a letter to the

Press a suggestion that the Dickens

stamp should be used for affixing to

our letters as well as to volumes of

his novels. In the opinion of the

writer this would " doubtless mean a

larger sale." She estimates that the

number of Dickens' Books we each
have in our possession seldom runs to

more than fifteen or sixteen -

while our letters
" woulc

number that at least per
week." I have heard that

some people do have an
enormous correspondence,
and, if these statistics are

reliable, one must admit that

the sale would be materially
increased. But, Mr. Editor,
let us not stop there. It is

my belief and I simply give
it to you for what it is worth

that, if we were to affix a

Dickens stamp to each

cigarette that we smoke,
" doubtless it would mean a

larger sale." Don't you think
I'm right? I see that in

the letter I refer to it is

pointed out that if the stamp
is large it could be put on
the back of the envelope. By
all means. But my plan is

quite equal to that emer-

gency. If the stamp is large
it could be used as a cigarette

paper. It might mix up the
flavour a bit, but perhaps the

publishers could be induced
to bring out a special issue
made of rice-paper. You
see, that would mean with
each of us from fifteen to
sixteen a day. It mounts up.
Now, Sir, I appeal to

you. Can't we all work to-

gether to make this thing a
success? Let newspaper
proprietors affix one to
each number of their papers ;

on having one on every Christmas
card. I should put them on receipts
and make it legal so that the other

fellow could

money if it

say lie

wasn't
never
there.

got the

It only
wants a little enthusiasm to make the

thing go.
Then there are railway tickets and

theatre tickets and picture post-cards.
I feel that if we really put our heart

into the tiling we can have the place
so blistered with them that you simply

tomed to living in a world that simplj
reeks of the Dickens stamp we shal
be ready, then and not till then, for
the forthcoming issue of the SHAKE
SPEAEE MEDAL, the WALTER SCOTT
BUTTON, and the COEELLI HAT-PIN.

Yours, A LOVER OF GENIUS

A New Record.
"
Purchased out of the profits of the recent

flying week, the Mayoress of Burton-on-Treol
was invested with a gold chain of ofliee, the

design of which includes a mono-
plane model." Keening News.

This must be the first

Mayoress who has ever been

purchased out of the profit;
of a flying week.

Well Meant.
" 'The Dollar Princess

'

is to be
at. the Royal Manchester next week,
with Miss Norali Barry as the
Princess. She needs only look ha',

so pretty as the poster of the

piece which she will to ensure
a good reception."

Sportsman (having emptied loth barrels at a rabbit).
"
THERE, JACOB,

I 'M SURE I HIT THAT ONE !

"HIT THAT ONE
Jacob. "

WELL, 'E ZCRTAIXI/Y
YOU SHOT AT "iM, ZVK !

"
DID ZEEM TO GO FAASTER AFTER

that would mean a lot. Let us have
them on every match-box ; let us have
them on every bottle. Let 's mark our
clothes with them, printed on silk.

Let's have them on every knife and
fork

; yes, and floating in finger-bowls.T^ '- stick 'em on the soles of our

"A hymn was sung, a< (lie

liride, a-'ompanied by her father,
was attired in a travel. ing n>s-

tnme, consisting of a coat Mini

skirt of braided white serge, with
suitable hat."

ffewbitry //V.7.7// .\V /'*-.

A pretty old custom.

"Mr. .John went to Middles-

brough forty years ago, and, like
his parlncr, the beginning was a

very small one." //'<.>/,,-,; Mail.

Is it quite in good taste to

drag in the size of Mr. John's

partner ?

Extract from a testimo-
nial :

"My wife, especially during the

winter, IKIS I ecu a misery to me."

We do not like these tales out
of school.

Let 's

boots. Why shouldn't we plaster
them all over the mantelpiece, and put
ona on every white key of the piano ?
I think, myself, the thing would look

jolly well on a boiled egg, and it might
have the date on it. Unfortunatelywe have let the Fifth of November
slip by, or we could have had one on
every firework, but we can still insist

can't get away from them. I should

suggest their being taken up by our

hospitals to be used for cuts and bruises
in place of the customary stamp paper,
and that a fund should be raised to

paper the walls of the air-ship garage
at Wormwood Scrubbs with them.
That would be a pretty big thing, and
should increase the sale, as the lady
says in her letter.

But my object in writing to you is

twofold. Of course I want to make
the Dickens stamp a success. But I
also want to prepare the public mind
by these means for what is to follow.
When we have once become accus-

The Bristol Times quotes
Dr. FKEEMAN as saying that

Wrington Church can claim the "
finest

square towel
"
in all England. Our own

towel is oblong or we should have
entered it.

The Star devoutly hoped the other

day that "even at the fifty-ninth
second of the twelfth hour," the Con-
ference would come to an agreement.
That would still have left them fifty-

nine minutes and one second for any
odd jobs.

"All the visitors in Yorkshire's ties on

Saturday were home teams."
Yorkshire Evening 7W.

Anything for a change.
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Patient Father.
" DEAP.IE ! BABY'S EATING MY GLOVE NOW. Is IT ALL RIGHT t"

Dearie (from above). "On, QUITE ALL EIGHT (pattse) YOU 'RE SURE IT'S YOURS t"

A LITTLE EOMANCE.
IT is considerably more than a year

ago since I first met Miss Eobinson.
She is not so strikingly beautiful, I

think I may fairly say, as to compel a

life-long adoration at first sight, and
the same remark, my friends insist,

applies with even greater force to my-
self. The room in which we were
introduced was very hot and very
crowded, and the following tensely dra-

matic dialogue took place between us :

I.
" May I get you some coffee ?

"

She. "Please do."

I plunged into the vortex, but when
I returned, spilling the grateful fluid

to right and left, I observed that Miss
Eobinson was already holding a cup
in her hand. So I fell back and, to

prevent further jettison, satisfied my
own thirst. Here the idyll might have

ended, but as luck would have it three

days afterwards I met Miss Eobinson
in the road, and, as the authorities

upon etiquette very properly prescribe,
she bowed, I raised my hat, and we
passed on. Seven times during the
next three months this incident re-

peated itself, and each time her bow
grew slightly more distant, like the
nods of a china mandarin. Then it

struck us both, I suppose, that the

thing was getting rather silly, and upon
the next occasion we pretended a pro-
found interest in the autumnal foliage,

and failed to see each other. After

that we became entire strangers.
The weeks went by (as they say in

the books), and about six months later

I found myself suddenly re-introduced

to Miss Eobinson in another very hot

and very crowded room. With every

sign of embarrassment and guilty con-

fusion we bowed, and I said hoarsely,
" The weather is simply too terrible, is

it not ?
" and she replied (like one in a

dream),
"
Yes, but I am almost getting

used to it now." Then some one

else claimed her attention, and we
drifted apart once more on the eddying
tide. . . . Eight times since that day
we have passed each other on the

opposite sides of the same road. She

has bowed; I have removed my hat.

But I have a feeling that our friend-

ship cannot last. Sooner or later the

bond must be severed, we must dis-

appear out of each other's life, and

meet without recognition ;
it must all

be as though it had never happened.
And then probably we shall get

introduced again. So strangely may
the strands of two human destinies be

interwoven and snapt and interwoven

and so forth.

"
Iffy Dear Watson" surpasses himself.
' ' When arrested she was dressed in female

attire, and gave the name of Raymond O'Down.
The examining magistrate was struck by the

prisoner's physique, and expressed the firm

connotion that she was a woman."

Daily Newi.

"
Sir William Crundall was elected Mayor of

Dover for the thirteenth time. He mentioned

that for one fifth of his life he had been Mayor
of the town, which meant for every five minutes

he had lived he had been Mayor for one

minute." The Daily Telegraph.

Give us time and we will think of

another way of putting it.

"Gray reached 2251 to Lovejoy's 3395 at

the interval ... At the close the scores were

Gray 3,001, Lwejoy 2,942."
Yorkshire Obierver.

Apparently LOVEJOY dropped 453 points
in the evening. He must have been

doing losing hazards.

Seen on a hoarding :

" Advertise by Bill Posting. Ifyour business

isn't worth advertising, advertise it for sale."

This is the true "
get on or get out

"

spirit, so much to be desired.

"A pair of smart fitting Trousers has more

effect than a 20 diamond ring."
Adrl. in

" Barnts Herald."

Besides being warmer.
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AT THE PLAY.
"A SINGLE MAN."

THIS is one of those plays which
make me marvel why everybody cannot

be a successful

HUBERT HENEY
dramatist like Mr.

DAVIES. It looks so

simple. I suppose there must be some
art concealed about it. Anyhow, I am
sure that it needed a very good com-

pany to play it, and I am also sure

that, with one exception, it had what
it wanted. The disturbing element

was provided by Miss NANCY PRICE,
who was much too sinister a siren,

and brought the savour of Drury Lane
into The Playhouse.

After seeing him last in that silly

play, Tantalising Tommy, whose suc-

Britishcess made me despair of

audiences, I was delighted
to find Mr. CYRIL MAUDE
in a part that gave scope
for his versatile intelli-

gence. He was even moie
excellent in his serious woo-

ing of the right woman for

his years than in his light-
hearted abandonment to

the lure of youth and

spring-time. Sentiment,

however, was never allowed

to weigh upon us
;
for we

were always secure in the

knowledge that Robin

Wofthimjton's pleasant pre-

occupation with his own
tastes would save us from
excesses in this direction.

For all the seriousness and

apparent altruism of his at-

titude towards Miss Hesel-

tine one felt that thepathetic
narrative of her sombre past

Defore -

'

was not of absorbing in-

terest to him
; and when

he intervened with the suggestion that

she should take a little more cham-

pagne one was conscious that the
balance of emotions was being tactfully

adjusted. Indeed, throughout the play
there was an admirable sense of propor-
tion, as between sentiment and pure fun.

And the fun was always spontaneous,
from the primitive episode of Bertha's

finger and the jam (so typical, as Lady
Cottrell says, of British humour) to

the charming phrase, "A man can

only be middle-aged once."
The device of consulting a woman

about your love-affairs in language so

ambiguous that she is led to imagine
herself to be the object of your atten-

tions must be a little threadbare by
now. But for the rest, the play is very
fresh, even if its originality is only that
of a nice April day.

I wish Miss HILDA TREVELYAN had
been allowed a larger share in the

humour of the play. Humour may not

be becoming in a typist, but her man-

ner, with its slight touch of angularity
and abruptness, lends itself less easily to

serious sentiment, though here, too, she

is always irreproachably sincere.

Miss MARY JERROLD, the match-

maker who introduced the siren into her

brother-in-law's house, and then couldn't

get her out under several weeks, was

quite excellent. Miss DULCIE GHEAT-
WICH played very naturally, but seemed

to be a few years under her proper age ;

however, it was her business to be

boisterously young, and I don't com-

plain. As for Miss FLORENCE HAYDON,

playing an old lady who knew what she

knew her dry humour was of course,

as always, a thing of absolute beauty.
O. S.

am puzzled as to what
is which Miss HAMILTON

good ;
but I

audience it

is trying to convert. Her heroine,

Georgina Vicary, is twenty-nine, and a

spinster. In a last endeavour to "
get

Georgina off," Aunt Catherine invites
Adam Lankester, a shy bachelor, to the
house. Georgina, aided and abetted

by her aunt, pursues Adam in the most
open way, and finally wins a proposal
from him. She does not care for him,
she is doing it just to get married.
But on the eve of the wedding her
conscience begins to work ; Adam's
adoration is too wonderful a thing to
be played with. So, confessing that
she has lied about her love, she refuses
to go on with the marriage, and runs

away from the house to escape her
aunt's wrath. The happy ending made

possible by the fact of her

meeting Adam unexpectedly
at the station, and finding
that in the last hour she
had grown to love him, is

intelligible, though it docs
not assist the sermon.
Now to whom is that

sermon addressed ? Not to

men, surely. For Ailnni,

anyhow, was guiltless; Geor-

tjina's uncle was extremely
uncomfortable about the
whole thing; and Cousin

Tod, insufferable puppy as

ho was, stood up for Gror-

gina when she had broken
off her engagement. On the

other hand, who recognised

callously that marriage was
a trade to be carried through
at the cost of honour?

Georgina. Who brought
her up to this belief, and

Mr. CYRIL MAUDE (Robin Worthington}. "Then you can t have played wag the leading spirit m

Miss HILDA TREVELYAN (Miss Heseltiiit).
"

I 'vc never tasted champagne

in many drawing-room comedies. We never drink anything else."

"JusT To GET MARRIED."
Miss CICELY HAMILTON'S play is

announced to begin at nine, but does
not. I arrived at nine, and found

myself in the middle of a curtain-

raiser of positively startling dulness.
A gentleman, called Jiaml of the Iron

Hand, was delivering, in an assumed
voice, a series of speeches of intermin-
able length, from which I gathered
that he was in love with his first

wife's sister, while his second wife
was in love with his nephew. It was
an awkward situation, and the
handed one decided to go off

pilgrimage, which was perhaps best.

Just to Get Married is a protest
against that view of life which regards
marriage as the whole end of woman.
It is a sermon which has been preached
by Miss HAMILTON before; it is so

pleasantly preached on this occasion
that I should like to think of it as doing

iron-

on a

putting it into action? Lady
Catherine. Miss HAMILTON is obviously

preaching to women. Well, I am ex-

tremely glad of it. Here, anyhow (I

sigh thankfully), is something for which
she does not hold my sex responsible.
Votes for Men !

The dialogue is extraordinarily
natural; this and the excellent acting

gave the play, in the First and Third

Acts, a quite unusual air of reality.
The Second Act was a little too serious

for Mr. GODFREY TEARLE, and though
Miss GERTRUDE KINGSTON tried hard
she could not carry it through by her-

self. Mr. TEARLE is never quite happy
unless he is smiling ;

in this Act he

smiled a good deal when he couldn't

have been happy. Two delightful per-
formances by Mr. THOMAS SIDNEY and
Mr. EVEHARD VANDERLIP (as the

worried uncle and the unlicked cub

respectively) must be mentioned as

being uniformly good. M.
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Little Girl. "PLEASE, SIR, I'VE BROUGHT THE REMAINS OF THE MEDICINE YOU GAVE GRANDFATIIEI:
THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE IT FOR SOMEBODY ELSE !

" HE'S BEAD, AND MoTHEll

RUDENESS VIA CIVILITY.
MH. STRACHEY'S punctilious letter of

explanation concerning a remark made
by him upon the CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER should revolutionise the
art of epithet. It is too good not to

quote in full :

"Sir, I note in your issue of to-day tfiat

you quote the following passage from the speech
[ made at Guildford on Friday:

' '

I, like many others, have had my Form 4
to Jill up, and I am tempted to say of it what
Mark Twain said wh?n speaking of a certain

subject
"

I don't profess really to know much
about it, but I think I understand it as well us
;he Idiot who invented it."

'

"
May I point out that I made a very impor-

tant addition, as you will see from the follow-

ng passage which I quote from the Surrey
Advertiser's report of my speech :

' 'In adopting that phrase with regard to
Form

4, however, I would say, "I don't pro-
<ss (o know much about it, but I think I

nderstand it as well aj the courteous gentle-
man who invented it.'"

'I should be exceedingly obliged if you
vould publish this correction, as I am most

path to appear to have applied Mark Twain's
bnnula to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
without the alteration in question.

"J. ST. LOE STRACHEY."

Here we have the beginning of a new
ine in abuse : the ironical inversion,

the polite censure, the wolf in sheep's
clothing. Thus, one can imagine the
chairman of a discontented share-
holders' meeting referring to the pro-
moter of the company :

" I will not
animadvert on Mr. Brassbound's high-
mindedness or business-sagacity,
will say that in bringing him to book
it will probably be necessary to repeat
the proverbial counsel,

' Set an honest
man to catch an honest man.'

"
Or

again, when one Member of Parliament
has occasion in the future to reflect

upon the mendacity of another Mem-
ber as so often has happened in the
crude past he will say that the inci-

dent reminded him of the old definition

of untruth-tellers as "
liars, d liars,

and the souls of honour," adding that

never was there a soul of honour whiter
than that of his honourable friend.

At present the only speaker unlikely
to avail himself of the new periphrasis
is Mr. LLOYD GEORGE himself. But
even he may come into line.

" There
is no Editor of The Spectator like an
old Editor of The Spectator," one can

perhaps see him saying, with infinite

jenevolence, or "An Editor of The

Spectator and his money are soon

parted," or " Editors of The Spectator
rush in, as you know, gentlemen,
where angels fear to tread."

Anyway we look confidently to the

reports of speeches in the near future
for a diverting harvest from the seed
sown by our ingenious ST. LOE.

The Seeing Hand.
"The Duke himself, in grand military uni-

form, gave the word for the commencement of
the overture, standing up all the time, beating
time with one hand and watching the orchestra

through an immense glass with the other."
Front.

'' The Life of Benjamin Disraeli," p. 51.

From a catalogue :

"This machine l.as given ample evidences of
ts superiority over its rivals, and will satisfy
the demands of even the most facetious."

We don't know what other facetious

people may expect of it, but we want
o see it run over a Bishop.

A licence for the sale of beer and
sorter on Ailsa Craig (now being

quarried) has just been refused. We
understand that another haunt of wild

sea-fowl, "The Bass Rock," has a

prior claim to a licence.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN John Redmond (HURST AND BLACKETT) Mr. REDMOND-
HOWARD presents an interesting narrative of Irish politics

covering the period during which the present leader of the

Irish Nationalist Party has sojourned in the Parliamentary
field. There is a certain monotony ahout it, since it is

j

necessarily a record of continuous wrangling.
" An Irish

leader," Mr. REDMOND-HOWARD sagely remarks,
" has two

battles to fight, one with political parties in tho House of

Commons, the other with public opinion outside it." There

is a third, more fatal in weakening the national crusade.

It is the daily fight with revolting sections of the Party,
led by men who ware once loyal colleagues. To-day we
have Mr. WILLIAM O'BRIEN and Mr. TIM HEALY spitting
fire at Mr. REDMOND and Mr. DILLON, who, to do them

justice, are not lacking in reprisals in kind. 'Twas ever

thus. O'CONNELL was

supplanted by the Young
Ireland Party. BUTT
was superseded by PAH-
NELL. PARNELL was

politically done to death

in Committee Room No.
15. To-day Mr. JOHN
REDMOND stands at bay,

target of the vitupera-
tion of WILLIAM O'BRIEN
and the bitter sarcasm of

TIM HEALY. Mr. RED-
MOND - HOWARD'S book

brings the story up to

date, its value being in-

creased by its studiously
moderate tone.

The 1'crt/ Kick Man. "I'M SOKKY
YOU SEE, I ALWAYS BUY MY CoilOTO

I don't think that

MAARTEN MAAHTENS
can escape the charge
of unnecessarily scaring
the trustful reader in his

latest novel, Harmen
Poh. The hero of this

book (published by
METHUEN) is a young Dutch peasant who, on the

top of the grief that comes to him when he finds his

ancestral farm must be sold, gradually realises, through a

number of rather Ibsenesque allusions, that he is not the son
of his supposed father, but of a former friend of his mother's,
Gorert Blass. Later on he falls in love with Govert Blass's

ward and so-called niece, only to learn from a servant of

hers that the girl is really his daughter. The curious thing
about these two "horrible revelations" is that neither of

them is true, the latter being a superfluous lie, and the

former suggested by the neurotic conscientiousness of his

mother, who had always been in love with Govert Blass,
and therefore felt that she was living a life of deceit with
Steven Pols. The story is full of acute strokes of charac-
terisation and fine flashes of philosophy (as. anyone might
guess from reading the author's name), and the romantic

passages between Harmen and Greta are very pretty
indeed. But when I turn back to the notice on the paper
cover and learn that the result of the hero's emotional
trials is to make him realise that the two supreme things
in life are pity and love, I feel inclined to urge a strong
plea for yet another supreme boon, namely accuracy of

information.

One thing I noticed about The Glad Heart (METHUEN)
was that the character whose nature gives its title to

Madame ALBANESI'S quite delightful tale makes but a

very fleeting and occasional appearance in it. To say this

is really to mention the only fault that can be found with
the book : the range of it is so wide and the canvas so

crowded that we have hardly time for more than a nodding
acquaintance with two-thirds of the interesting persons
whom it presents to us. "The glad heart" was owned
by Peggy Mariller, a novelist, with an artist husband,
many debts, and three entrancing children

; and her only
connection with the story is that her brother, Dick Framley,
eventually marries its heroine, Ellen Mihier. Naturally,
however, heaps of things happen before that. Ellen,
whose fox-hunting father had left her very badly off, goes as

companion to Lady Norchcster, the beautiful village-girl
whose husband and his noble family were uniting to cold-

shoulder her, after what was, to them, a regrettable
misalliance. The picture of this woman, with her fierce

love for the husband who
now detests her, her

jealousy, and her final

revolt, is at once the
cleverest and most de-

tailed in the book. The
whole atmosphere of the
life at Wynch Castle,
under its unhappy mis-

tress, seemed to me to

be excellently well con-

veyed. Of course, Nor-
chextcr falls in love with
Ellen ; and at one time,
so impetuous was his

wooing, I thought that,
with his wife out of the

way, lie was going to

prove the favoured
suitor. But in novels
this is still the day of

the middle-aged ; and,
after all, Dick Framley,
the paternal, romped
home in the last chap-
ter. Which I was glad
of, except that he there-

THAT '.S THE ONLY ONE YOU 'VE GOT.
IN l-AIlts."

by ended a most entertaining story.

It was necessary to Max (HUTCHINSON) that Ned Blake,
a quick-tempered, slow-witted seeker after love, should
be extraordinarily lacking in discernment. The trouble,

however, really is that the reader knows all about Max,
and cannot help wondering at Ned's stupidity. To watch
him floundering on and not guessing to which sex Max
in spite of trousers, etc. belonged, is like watching the

performance of a simple trick which you know yourself and
therefore cannot imagine how anyone can be deluded by it.

But if you can swallow the accommodating blindness of

poor old Ned, you will find Mrs. THUHSTON'S story very

enlightening. Here she treats Bohemian Paris frankly,
and yet with no ill-flavoured freedom. She understands
the highly-strung temperament, and her book is especially
to be recommended to those revolutionary spirits who think

that the obligations of sex can easily be avoided.

"Kent . . . possess a fast hard-wording pack." I

We have heard them. Luckily, however, hard words break

no bones.
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','
AT a meeting of the Liberal Asso-

ciation here yesterday," cabled Renter

from Toronto last week, "the speakers
'declared that Canada had no need at

'present of a reciprocity treaty with the

United States. They held that Canada

should 'stand pat.'" Over here, too,

we have often had to stand Pat, and,

according to Mr. REDMOND, we shall

soon have to take him lying down.

Mr. T. P. O'CoNNOB has been alluding

to the fact that ISAAC BUTT demanded
Homo Rule on Federal lines. Well, of

course there are butts among us still,

and that 's where Mr. REDMOND'S fun

comes in when he goes out with his

little bow and arrow.

Mr. O'CoNNOu also told the repre-

sentative of The Daily Chronicle, "Al-

though we have always demanded
Honie Rule for Ireland, we have never

excluded Home Rule for Scotland and

Wales, and England as well, and what

we ask for ourselves we are quite ready
to concede to these." There speaks a

generous heart.

"The sum collected," said Mr,

O'CONNOR, referring to the result of his

tour,
"

is the largest we have ever got

except during the palmiest days of Mr
PARNELL." " Palmiest

"
seems a gco;l

word in connection with the out-

stretched hand.

With reference to the two English-
men who are in prison at Leipzig on a

charge of espionage, it is stated thai

they protested against being allowec7

only one bath a month. This protest

we understand, will be used by the

German authorities as evidence of the

prisoners' nationality.

The task of designing the robes ant

dresses for the forthcoming Coronation

has, it is announced, been entrusted to

Mr. A. SHAW, of Grays. In conse-

quence of the breakdown of the Con

ference, it is thought that there will be

just a 'suggestion of mourning in the

Peers' robss.
:;: ..;:

" The cost of Divorce and also th

cost of Marriage should be borne b)

the State," says Dr. DAVID WALSH
This does not go far enough, in ou

opinion. The State should also b<

responsible for our wedding presents.

Si i- HOWARD VINCENT'S silver cuj

for the best piece of detective work o

the year has been awarded to Detective

Inspector A. WARD. We understam

that, with a view to counteracting th

TOL. cxxxix.

On, MI-.M.MY. LOOK ! TIIKV 'UK FEKKINU HIM !"

emulation caused by the institution of i

this trophy, a number of public-spirited I

criminals are about to offer a gold cup
for the worst piece of detective work

of the year. .
;:

.
;

.

The Government has refused to

accept any amendments to its Parlia-

ment Bill. Can it be that the thing

is past mending?

The list of gentlemen who have con-

sented to serve on the Advisory Board

to deal with the censorship of plays

includes the name of Professor WALTER
RALEIGH. If there is anything in a

name, he may be relied upon to have

some sympathy for a certain amount

of broadness, as reminiscent of the

spacious days of good Queen BESS.

We are sorry to hear that there was

some discontent among the men ol

the American warships visiting oui

country. It seems that, though they

were promised four clear days in

London, some of them were foggy.

"British fowls," we read, "gave
unmistakable evidence of their progress

in the past few years, at the Inter-

national Poultry, 'Pigeon and Rabbit

Show at the Crystal Palace." This

bears out the view of the optimists

that, though there may be decadence

here and there, yet the entire nation is

not standing still.

Signs of the times : For sale, a

half price, a large stock of Tedd)
Bears.
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A SINGLE-CHAMBER MAN.

"FOR the future," said Julian, addressing the rest of

the Octopus Club, "I will ask you to regard me as a

Single-Chamher man."
Our party, including the one who had dealt this sudden

blow, numbered eight four Liberal Conservatives and four

Conservative Liberals who were in the habit of dining
once a week in unison, drawn together by a common love

of good food and a common detestation of political

extremes. The dining part of the idea (I will not disclose

the restaurant, or you would all come and then they 'd

start a band) was thought to be original ; but its conver-

sational features were traceable to the late Conference. The
failure of the other Eight had not shattered our belief in

the ultimate triumph of moderate counsels
; and when

Herbert (who could cite poetry to his purpose) once referred

to Britain as
" A la-:d of nettled Government,

A land of just and old renown,
Where Freedom slowly broadens down

1'Voiii precedent to precedent,"

we had all agreed in looking forward to, and assisting
the advent of, the time when these admirable words would
once again be found to have some relation to the facts.

And now Julian had given us notice that for the future

we were to regard him as a Single-Chamber man !

If a bolt had fallen from the blue, the shock would have
])3en slighter; for indeed the imagery of the less expensive
journals had tended to familiarise us with this heavenly
phenomenon. A painful silence ensued. Had Julian, we
asked ourselves, mislaid his sanity? Strange mental dis-

turbances had before now teen produced by the imminence
of a General Elsction. Clearly it was a case for sympa-
thetic treatment ; a harsh phrase might permanently
disfigure his reason.

After a considerate pause I stepped into the hiatus.
" My dear Julian," I began,

" we naturally appreciate the
fundamental principles which have moved you to declare
in favour of a Single-Chamber policy. All of us Liberal
Conservatives and Conservative Liberals alike desire on

any given point to sse the better judgment of the People
prevail. But how do you expect them to arrive at a clear
and cool vision of any problem in the blinding heat of a
General Election, with its bitter partisanship, its variegated
issues, and its gaudy appeals to ignorance and greed ?

"

" I don't expect anything of the sort," said Julian
;

" and
I abhor General Elections. Especially two in one year.""

Yet," I resumed,
"
you would apparently allow those

who are elected under these conditions to make hay of the

country's best traditions with no one to put a check upon
their orgies ! What, pray, would this lead to ?

"

" Eed ruin and the breaking-up of laws," said Herbert,
in inverted commas.

" I stigmatise the present constitution of the Second
Chamhsr as rotten," remarked Julian.

" But why not reform it ?
"
interposed Archibald. " Why

not arrange for a round half of it to bs elected by decently-
qualified voters

; others to be nominated, like the Privy
Council, for services to the State, or for proved experience
in business or statecraft (a good proportion of these would
bo drawn, by right of personal distinction, from the Peerage) ;

a few others, perhaps, for the sake of tradition, to be
selected from among the Peers by their own body ; one-
third of the whole to retire in rotation, say, every threa

years ; and the referendum to be employed in cases where
the majority on any vital question falls below a fixed pro-
portion of those present and voting?

"

"
That," said Julian,

"
is approximately my own notion

of an ideal House of Lords."
" Then would you propose," said Oliver, "to exterminate

the existing Chamber before or after reform ? ".

" Much," said Julian,
" as I admire the alleged modera-

tion of Sir EDWAKD GREY, I would not share the humour
of his attitude when he advocates a reformed Second
Chamber, and meanwhile goes hand-in-hand with 'those

who clamour for its practical extermination. I would
insist upon the House of Lords being reformed on some
such lines as those indicated by Archibald

;
and then no

honest politician would ask for its extermination."

"But," said I, "you are an honest politician, yet just
now you declared yourself to be a Single-Chamber man."

" So I am," said Julian.

It was then that Hemy, who was a mathematician,
intervened.

" How," he asked, "can you reduce Two Chambers to a

Single Chamber without eliminating one of them ?
"

" You can't," said Julian.
"
But," said the lot of us,

"
if you are going to retain an

amended House of Lords, how can you call yourself a

Single-Chamber man ?
"

"
Easily," said Julian.

'':' *

The club-doctor, at our request, has examined Julian's

mind, and pronounced him absolutely sane. Julian, in

turn, has now commissioned him to investigate the mental
condition of us others, and was very anxious about the
result. O. S.

A GOOD EXAMPLE.
AN actress of the Comedio Fran9aise, who recently

announced in an interview with the representative of a
Paris paper that an Englsh peer had asked her to marry
him "To be or not to be an English Duchess, that is

the question" caused it to be known the same evening
that she " was very sorry these statements had been

printed, and that she was exceedingly desirous not to be
talked about."

Tha force of example is notorious, and we understand
that a well-known Cabinet Minister, in an interview with
a representative of The Westminster Gazette, remarked with

genuine feeling that he would cut off his right hand if so he
could obliterate the unfortunate impression created by his

premature Manifesto. It was a deplorable document,
vitiated by fals3 sentiment, exaggeration and prolixity.
Worse than all, lie had put his admirable chief, the PHI MI:

MINISTER, in a falsa position, since he had usurped the

privilege, which belonged to his Leader, of issuing the first

Manifesto in the campaign. The Cabinet Minister, who
was now shedding tears, exclaimed in a broken voice:

"After all, I am young enough to learn by this painful
lesson.. I can only say that 1 am bitterly sorry that my
letter wag ever printed, and that I am sincerely anxious
not to be talked about, even by my bast friends, but to do

my duty quietly, firmly, and without any illegitimate

appeals to publicity."

"The debate in the House of Lords lasted from half-past four till

ten minutes to six. In that brief hour and fifty minutes the IVi-i:-

presented a spectacle of undisguised panic." Daily A'cics.

The briefest hour and fifty minutes that we remember to

have come across.

" DERN SOCIALISM IN ITS HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT," says
an advertisement in The Scotsman ; and most people will

endorse the epithet.
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A BIT OVER THE BOEDER.

ME. WINSTON CHURCHILL. "
O, YOU 'LL TAK' THE HIGH EOAD,
AN' I 'LL TAK' THE LOW EOAD,
AN' I'LL BE IN SCOTLAND AFOEE YE."
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'

fllie. 'HERE COMES DIANA WEYIIUIUOE. DOESN'T SHE ENTIRELY SATISFY YOUR ARTISTIC SKXSK ?

"

lie. "DEAR LADY, SIIK SAVOURS TOO MUCH OF A STATKMHST. WE AsTE-Posr-PiiANiiiAi. IMI-KKSSIOMSTS M:K I-.KACTY ONLY
SKM I-SUllfiES'I EI> INTERIMIKTATIOX.S."

A LAY OF FEDERAL HOME-
EULE.

WHEN the Unionist Party was starvin'

For lack of a spicier fare,

There uprose a young genius named
GARVIN,

Who gave them a Benjamin's share.

His mien was tremendously solemn,
His style was alert and alive,

And what others could say in one
column
He swelled into five.

Though his past had been partially
tarnished

By views that good Ulstermen shock,
He had swept and attractively gar-

nished

His mind with an up-to-date stock.

It was vain to be harsh or censorious,
For lie carried the Party by storm,

With his faith so sublime and so

glorious
In Tariff Reform.

Home-Ride ? He religiously shunned it,

As under the ominous name
Of "

Calchas," oracular pundit,
He reaped an anonymous fame.

Or in prose that was gay as a gala
And deep as the roar of the sea,

He bettered the exploits of SALA

Upon the D.T.

He lent to The Outlook its lustre,

The National sat at his feet
;

No intimate Tariffite muster
Without him was counted complete.

His sayings were constantly quoted,
His portrait appeared in The Mail,

And his censure, the Suffragettes noted,
Made ASQUITH turn pale.

By MAXSE acclaimed as a wiser

Political thinker than BURKE,
He blended the pomp of a KAISER
With the strength of a Terrible Turk.

He was closeted daily with leaders,

Awarding them praise or rebukes,

And among his most diligent readers

Were all of the

Of National pacificator

Appealed to his sensitive soul.

So, having empow'red a Commission
Of eight to consider the means,

The realm he resolved to partition
In four smithereens.

Alas for the tragical sequel !

Alas for the frailty of man !

The zeal of his friends proved unequal
To working the Federal plan.

They owned he 'd tho pen of a

PBTHABCH,
But they wounded his pride to the

quick

By saying that REDMOND the Teirarch
Was rather too thick.

At the height of his patriot fervour

He kindly consented to come
To the aid of the ancient Observer,

And made it amazingly hum ;

For his leaders assumed a more strident

And ultra-pontifical tone,

Till it seemed that the Spear and the

Trident

Were GARVIN'S alone.

For a season he ruled as Dictator,

Till all of a sudden the r6lc

Tho Downward Ascent.

The Daily Chroniclr'n Special
Humorist at Nottingham reports that,

when Mr. BALFOUR spoke of the deter-

mination of the Unionist party to

fight for a strong n;ivy he " rose to

shrieking bathos." He soared, in fact,

into the deeps.

Life's Little Difficulties.

'Wanted, Suite of Furniture: would ox-

cluuigcbftrber'ipotaforHUne. Davies, Butcher."

Adrl. in
"
lioulh It'a/rx Ihiilti Nrtrs."
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DOLLARS!
[JfoTF. Tliis sp'ech may be performed in

all juris ul' (!rcal. Britain and Ulster on pay-
ment of a fee of one gnii:CA (English money)].

GENTLEMEN, it is my duty as an



THE PINK MAN'S BURDEN.

DIRGE TO A DEAD OWL.
p'Most proprietor nowadays strictly preserve these beautiful and

useful birds." Natural History.]

SILENT, mysterious, on wings of down,
A swift, deceptive presence in the cover,

Vaguely irre-olute, soft-breasted, brown,
Bird of Minerva, tawny-eyed moon-lover,

You faced the sunshine mid the fir-trees gaunt,
Eoused by the beaters' distant sticks a-tapping,

From some sequestered, hidden, noontide haunt,
Where doubtless you 'd been napping.

Now, all that 's mortal of you, limp and dead,
Lies where a few pale, floating plumes still fly light ;

Your little ghost, I like to think, has sped
To the dim nether world of endless twilight

(Fit paradise for one who loved full well
The empty dark), those shores forlorn, abhorrent ;

To sail for ever o'er the asphodel,
By Styx's gloomy torrent !

Meanwhile with hasty hands the mould I '11 heap
Over your warm, uncaring, earthly habit,

Over the pinions that no more may sweep
Upon the unsophisticated rabbit ;

Lost to the daylight (which you couldn't brook,
You loathed that sunrise bore, the dull but good cock),

None of the guns shall guess that I mistook
You for the sweepstakes woodcock.

Horrible Snobbery at Nottingham.
"There is no class in all England so aristocrat ie as the Iiangcis mi

cf the aristocracy, and Mr. Baitbur an aristocrat to his fiugcr-ti|>, I

although not possessing even a courtesy title can always eoimiiin I the I

homage of an army of hangers-on, the cardinal point of whose politL-ul
'

creed is worship of the aitttocnoy."" The Jjaily Chronicle's
"
Hpc-ial C'm-rts)mnd(iit tt> \ttli,iijliim.

Terrible aa the toadyism of this gathering of delegates of
the National Union of Conservative Associations must
appear to all right-thinking persons (every man in llio

audience having his eye on some Household appointment
in the next Unionist Ministry), there is something to ha
said for these hangers-on of the aristocracy. After all, let

us concede in their favour that the man they were just
then hanging-on to is not strictly an aristocrat, since he
does not possess "even a courtesy title," and therefore lias

no claim to the highest place of honour in The Daily
Chronicle's " Social and Personal

"
column.

From a story in The Church Family Aw^vyvr (we
always hide our copy when the ladies come into the room) :

'

JIr.s. Fail fax professed a polite interest in the house that had conic
o Lorcl with his uncle's death, wh 1st she nursed one of the King Charlri's

sjwniels and occasionally addressed that |>ette<l anini.il in a kiud of

jaby talk, listening to his replies with an obviously wandering attention."

Spaniel. "Why don't you listen? For Heaven's sake
Jon't keep pawing me about like this. Give me air ...
3h. all right, go on ... What's for tea? . . . I said,

What's for tea ?' . . . WHAT'S FOB TEA?. . . Mashed
)iscuit again what a life !

"
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POST -IMPRESSIONIST PROBLEMS.

(A SKETCH AT THE GRAFTON GALLERIES.)

TIME Saturday afternoon. Visitors discovered, some

making irreverent re-marks, but the -majority conscien-

tiously endeavouring to understand if not admire, works

which they have been assured by the only people who

know represent the Apotheosis of French Art, and,

incidentally, the annihilation of all previous artistic

standards.

Miss Pamela Sleijd (a young Art Student, who has not

yet "found herself,'' to Mr. Dryclen Prewin, a painter who

has long since found himself, but has not, as yet, been dis-

covered by anyone else as they inspect MANKT'S Portrait

of Mile. Lemonnier). I like the modelling of the nose, but

do you know (with some hope of impressing him by her

anatomical knowledge}, I can't help feeling that her right

sleeve lias no arm inside it.

Mr. Prewin (languidly). And why should it have?

MANET, whatever may be said against him, was perhaps
the first to introduce the principle of eliminating all detail

that i* not absolutely .essential.

Miss P. jS*. But isn't a right arm an essential detail?

Mr. P. Not if it doesn't happen to appeal to the painter.
In that case he simply ignores it.

Miss P. !>. 1 feel that miist be right. (As they pass on

to MANET'S " Un Bar aux Folies-Bergcre.") Now this I

really do like. Those oranges and the still-life on tlie

counter arc quite marvellously real ! It isn't possible to

put more truth into bottles than MANET has into all those,

is it ? .

Mr. P. (pained). Possibly not. And it is just that

realistic treatment that we Synthesists are in revolt against.
It is too hopelessly out of date nowadays. We have got
so fur beyond MANET now .'

Miss P. S. (an assimilative young person). Ah, poor dear!

Perhaps he was just a little er early Victorian !

Mr. Ellis Dee (a young City man with advanced views
on Art, to Miss Nebula Mistley). You may like this new
style of painting, or you may not ; but I can tell you this :

it 's like the motor-car, it 's come to stay. You 11 see

everybody '11 be doing it in a year or two !

Miss Mistley (dubiously). I wonder. A good many people
don't seem to see anything in it at all.

Mr. E. D. No more they did in TURNER or WHISTLER
and all those chaps. And look where they are now !

Miss M. I wish I knew someone who could tell me about
these pictures !

Mr. E. D.
(hurt).

That's just what I am doing. Why,
there are fellows in Johannesburg fellows who know, you
know buying everything they can get hold of. And prices
simply bounding up.

Miss M. (impressed). Eeally? Then there must be

something in it !

Miss Sleyd (before
"
Calypso

"
by M. Maurice Denis). I

love that. I do really ! The colour-effect of those warm
pink rocks against the green sea is too charming !

Mr. Prewin (drily). Much. These attempts to represent
Nature under a pleasing aspect are unspeakably offensive
to the eye of all the more advanced Synthesists.

Miss .S'. (feeling sorry she spoke). Oh, I quite see that.
And of course, as Art, a thing like this is simply noiohere !

Mrs. Molesey (to Mr. Rumbell Wetheram, an "eminent Art
'ritic, before some of M. Gaugoin's Tahitian studies). Yes,

Mr. Wetheram, I do feel the rhythm and the emotional
significance and all that, but I should like to know whylome of the figures are drawn with such hard black outlines.
Mr. B. W. Because, my dear lady, Primitive Art makes

no attempt to draw what the eye perceives, but ah aims

at putting a line round a mental conception of the object .

Mrs. M. 1 see. And they're Tahitians, too so interest;

ing! I must get a book about Tahiti and lead it up.

(She stops -in some stupefaction before a landscape in

which the foliage is represented by irregular polygons of
Indian red, chrome-green, salmon-pink, and Prussian-bin/',

edged with ochre rims). Now really, Mr. Wetheram,
I can't quite see why he should paint all his trees such

odd shapes and colours !

Mr. 11. W. That, dear Mrs. Molesey, is purely a matter of

technique, which, let me remind you, is entirely the Artist's

own affair. The Public has no right whatever to dictate

to a painter how he should render the " tree-ness
"

of

a tree.

Mrs. M. You mean he must be allowed to paint trees as

he thinks they ought to be ?

Mr. R. W. Precisely. And Synthesists have passed from
the complexity of the appearance of things to the geomet-
rical simplicity which design demands.

Mrs. M. I see. Then of course it 's all right.
Miss Plait (a matter-of-fact young -woman, to Miss Dobbs,

another). "LePostier." But why have they given him a

green beard ?

Miss Dobbs. Perhaps he 'd been dyeing it just before lie

was taken. (They pass on to a stud;/ of a black bottle, and
a chamber candlestick).

" Le Bougeoir!
"

Fancy giving it

a title like that !

Miss Platt (tolerantly). Oh, well, they had to call it

something.
A Wife (to her husband, irith enthusiasm}. Oh, George,

how I envy the possessors of these glorious things ! Don't

you ?

George. Well, not particularly. They may have, 'em for

all I care. But I tell you what, Laura, if you 're so keen

on 'em I don't mind giving you one for your birthday
present. Only mind, you must hang it in your own room.

Laura. It's ever so sweet of you, dear but I can't let

you be so extravagant. You shall give me that sealskin

and chinchilla coat I told you about, instead.

Mr. Askelon Gathborne (a frank Philistine, to Mr. Prewin,
who has been trying in vain to evade him). No, but I say-
just look at that picture of a donkey there. Why, it 's

more like a wooden animal than a live one !

Mr. Prewin. Possibly ; but, as the introduction to the

Catalogue very justly observes,
" A good rocking - horse

often has mora of the true horse about it than an instanta-

neous photograph of a Derby winner."
Mr. A. G. Has it? I should be sorry to back it for a

place, all the same !

Mr. Prewin. My dear fellow, that's entirely beside (he

point. But, of course, if you only come here to jeer
Mr. A. G. Not a bit of it, dear old man. This has

opened my eyes, I do assure you. I quite see from the

way all this has caught on that there 's only one set of

men whose work is going to count in this country.
Mr. Prewin. I hardly expected you would say so, but.

you are perfectly right. If English Art is ever to he

rescued from its present state of utter degradation, it will

be by us Post-Impressionists.
Mr. A. G. I wasn't thinking of you, old fellow. I meant

those chaps who exhibit on the pavement. But perhaps
I 'm wrong. Some of 'em do seem to have learnt to draw
a bit !

[Mr. Prewin is about to reply that, to the, Synthesis,

Drawing is entirely unimportant in solving theproblem

of how tlie. artist may best express his own tempera-
ment but decides, on second thoughts, to reserve his

pearls for a more appreciative recipient.] F. A.



CIVIL ANSWERS TO CIVIL
QUESTIONS.

I. AT THE DOUAXE.
Question. Have you anything to de-

clare ?

Correct. Answer. No trumps.
Further Question. No trumps?
Correct Answer. None whatever.

II. IN THE DRAWING-ROOM.
Question. Amelia, will you he mine?
Correct Ansiccr. No. But I will

marry you, if you like.

III. IN THE STUDY.

Question. May I ask as a father
what your intentions towards my
daughter are, Sir ?

Correct Answer. You may.
Further Question. What are your

intentions ?

Correct Answer. I give you three

guesses.
Further Question. Sir, I demand to

know. What are your intentions ?

Correct Answer. I haven't any.
Further Question. Do you call your-

self a gentleman, Sir ?

Correct Answer. I have too high an
opinion of myself to call myself names.

IV. IN THE BlLLIAED-RoOM.
Question. Have you a cigarette on

you ?

Correct Answer. I have left my case
at home, so I am afraid you will have
to burn one of your own.

V. IN THE STREET.

Question. Won't you come round and
dine with us one of these days ?

Correct Answer. Yes. Which ?

VI. AT THE ENQUIRY OFFICE.

Question. What is your name,
Madam.

Correct Anstver. N. or M.
one of these.

Strike out

VII. IN COURT.

Question. Prisoner at the Bar, how
say you ? Are you guilty or not
guilty ?

Correct Answer. That is for you to
find out.

VIII. AT THE TELEPHONE
(TRUNK CALL).

Question. Are you there ?

Correct Answer. Your question ad-
mits of two answers, "Yes" on the one
hand, and "No" on the other. It

largely depends on what exactly you
mean by "there."
Further Question. Are you two-three-

double-six-nine Central, London ?

Correct Answer. Again it is neces-

sary to go into the matter at some
length. You ask,

" Am I two- three-

;

Ol'll AltTISl'M DBEAM AME II HEARING A PKIIKOJIMAXCB OK T.-rllAIKOXVsK Y'S
"

1.M2.'

double - six - nine Central, London?"
In a way I am, and in another way I
am not. I am often addressed by that
name, but in fact, in so describing my-
self in the directory, I have, I fear,
been guilty of a little harmless decep-
tion. I mean, that is not the name
with which I was presented at my
christening. My god-parents will, I
am sure, bear me out in that statement.
Their respective addresses are . . .

Further Question (from the London
Exchange). Three minutes is up. Are
you done ?

Correct Answer. In approaching this,

the third problem that is propounded
to us ...
Further Question (from the same

source). Can't follow you. What 's

that ?

Correct Answer. In approaching, I

say, this, the third problem that is
!

propounded to us, precision is equally!

necessary. The word " done "
is

capa-j
ble of several interpretations, and it is!

essential to your enquiry . . . [Cut off)

Poetical decision by editor weary of
new billiard records : Gray's Bard.
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CONSOLATION.
Wife oj Belated Fu.rlntHir,: "On, PERKINS, WHAT no YOU THINK CAN HAVE HAITENED TO Sin JOHN? SUKKI.Y IF iir. 'i> I-.KK.N

THROWN AND HURT.THE HAKE WOULD HAVK KOrNIi HEll WAY HOME BY NOW?"
Coac/tman. "On, NO, MUM A NICE GENTLE ANIMAL I.IKE 'EH WOULD HAVE IIUOWSED KOTND THE r.onv UNTIL IT WAS FO KI>."

Notes and Queries.

Several correspondents have asked if

they may call our attention (and we
freely give them permission) to our
comment on a Daily Mail cutting in

last week's issue. They point out that,
if you count all the sharps and flats

(which we should never dream of doing)
there are twelve notes in an octave,
and they want to know what we have
to say to that. We have to say :

(1) That, if there are, there oughtn't
to be, because the whole point of call-

ing it an octave is .thus lost.

(2) That for the sake of our readers
in America, where the colour ques-
tion is so strong, we were purposely
ignoring the black notes.

(3) That, even if we weren't, we
always count an octave "from C to C "

(as KIPLING says), and that this gives
you thirteen.

An Electrical Shock.

From an advertisement of Memphis
(U.S.A.) in The Saturday Evening
Post:

"BBINO THE WOULD TO [MEMPHIS is the

slogan of the City and it exactly expresses the
intense desire of every man, woman and child
in Memphis. This sentiment is backed up and
given practical effect by the great Business
Men's Club of Memphis, embracing 1,800
progressive citi/"iis. They occupy their own
$250,000 Club House . . . Every man of
them is a, Her. wire . . .

It is this thoroughly wide-awake progressive

cosmopolitan people who will extend you the

glad hand."

The italics are ours, but there our
interest cease3. We do not propose to

grasp the glad hand of a live wire.

"
But, whatever the sandwich used, the

hostess should endeavour to make it distinctive
of herself.' Daily Chronicle.

There is, however, a right way and a

wrong way of doing this, and the
thumb-mark way is the wrong one.

The Prophetic Eye.
"IMPERIAL DURBAK
A GREAT SOLEMNITY.

I'KOIIABLE PROC.UAMMK.

By an Eye-Witness.
"

The Daily Tcl:grapli.

"The Mayor and Corporation of Pcn/ance

yc-ifinhiy attended service at St. John's
Church."

For some reason unknown to us
(it is

really no business of ours at all) The
Western Morning News heads this
" PENANCE."

"Mr. Winston Churchill does not proj>ose at

present to fill up the second of the- two ai>-

pointmSnts as Labour Adviser to the Hume
Office, the first of which lias been accepted by
Mr. I). J. Shaeklelon, M.I'.

The Home Secretary wishes it to be known
that lie does not propose at present to fill up
the second of the two appointments as Li our
Adviser to the Honi3 Office, th first of which
has been accepted by Mr. Shaekt ton."

Leicester Daily Mercury.

Well, that 's all right. Now, it is

known.

"The Press Association says : Before the end
of next week the present will have ceased to

exist." Liverpool Courier.

Epigrams like this depend for their

effect entirely upon the way they are

said. In the mouth of a practised
raconteur like the Press Association

they appear extremely pointed.



PARDONABLE CUEIOSITY.
LORD CBEWE. "THIS, I THINK, IS THE INSTEUMENT YOU WERE ENQUIRING ABOUT?"
LOBD LANSDOWNE (on his way to trial). "THANKS. I THOUGHT I 'D JUST LIKE TO GLANCE AT IT.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

KXTHACTED FUOM THE 1)1 A KY OF ToisY, M.I'.

House of Commons, Tuesdui/, Xov. 15.

Something sublime about affectation

of indifference assumed by House of

Commons at critical epochs. Reas-

sembled to-day amid intense public

ntevest, testified to by unwonted
:ro\vd at gates of Palace Yard watch-

ing arrival of Members, arbiters of des-

tinies of the Empire. When SPEAKER
;ook the Chair every seat on floor was

occupied. Late comers overflowed

into side galleries. The menaced Peers

were in the dock 1 mean the Gallery-

over the Clock. Behind them serried

rows of Strangers. To their

right a line of Foreign Minis-

ters and other distinguished

personages. Buzz of eager
conversation tilled the

Chamber.
The Conference had broken

up, admitting failure. There

had been going and coming
between Downing Street and

Sandringham. What did it

portend? Immediate dis-

solution, or further parley-

ing with Peers over the Veto
Resolutions? Members
crowded to Westminster to

hear the promised answer to

portentous question. All the
p

world listened at the door.

And what do you suppose
was the business the House

straightway took in hand
and proceeded to deal with in

deliberate, prosaic fashion as

if the political crisis everyone
wastalking about had its local

habitation in the planet
Saturn ? "Why, it was con-

(Always
suleration of Gas Companies Lot.)

(Standard Burner) (No. 1)

Bill, a measure which seems to have

escaped ruthless hand of the Lords

and reached the Commons intact.

Anyhow there it lay upon the Table,

with intimation that it had come on

from the other House. What it was
all about only nine Members, including
the CHAIRMAN OP WAYS AND MEANS,
had slightest idea. Of these, eight
tilled five folios of the Orders of the

Day with notices of motion referring

to it.

Thus it came to pass that, whilst the

thronged House curbed its impatience,
the Gas Companies (Standard Burner)

(No. 1) Bill was understood to be dimly

threading its way to the Statute Book.

This disposed of, surely we should

have eagerly expected statement. Not
a bit of it, as DON'T KEIB HARDIE
said to himself. May be true that

HARDIE Don't Keir for some of the

impulses and observances common
in certain grades of social and public
life; but lie does greatly

' keir' for an

Opportunity of advertising himself.

Here was one fashioned with lavish

hand. He sei/ed it by the hair, as

the French say. Proceeded to cross

examine SECRETARY OK STATE KOU WAR
with respect to despatch of troops to

protect life and property in disturbed

colliery districts of South Wales. Nine
times he rose to reiterate in slightly
varied form enquiry already answered
with Napoleonic curtness modi tied by
Haldanean courtesy.
House looked on with ill-disguised

impatience at surprising clemency of

Tb.-n then: was heard something
resembling the click of a dosing box.

Members, looking towards spot. \\here
KKKS lately stood, found be luul di--

appeared.
I'p again presently. This thm

tainly scored. To 1 ng list of intrn-o-

gations addressed to urbanely smiling
NAPOLEON B. HAI.DANE, DON'T KI:IK

HARDIE, commencing now column of

advertisement, propounded long, argu-
mentative conundrum addn ssed to

WINSOME WINSTON. Came once more
whirring sound from second hi neb
below Gangway. JACK - IN - THE - Box
REES out again, fearlessly fronting
the Chair. Distantly alluding to him-
self as " the hon. Member for Mont-

gomery
"

he asked whether
KEIR HARDIE'S views ex-

pressed in short speech put
in form of Question were
more in order than those that
earlier brought upon himself

rebuke from the Chair?
General cheer approved point
of enquiry. SPEAKER did not

reply.
At last to business. PRIME

MINISTER significantly ab-

sent. Understood to be in

further conference with His
MAJESTY on momentous
issue at stake. In his ab-

sence CHANCELLOR OF EX-

CHEQUER, in halting accents,

with timid manner unfa-

miliar at Limehouse,

plained that eagerly expected
statement would not Iw made

to-day, nor even to-morrow.

On Thursday it should be

forthcoming from lips o)

PREMIER. Turned out that

PRINCE ARTIHJR engaged in

country on that day. Finally
settled that full disclosure

shall be made on Friday.

JACK-IN-THE-BOX REES.

a delightful counter-irritant to the Precioue-Little-Enipire

(SirJ. D. Rees.)

the SPEAKER. The letter and the spirit I

" Absit omen /
" murmured the MEM-

of procedure strictly limit number and BER FOR SARK, under whose complex

range of Supplementary Questions.

And here was KEIR HAUDIE having his

fling unrestrained and unrebuked.

Too much forJACK-IN-THE-BOX REES.

Is accustomed to keep watchful eye
over irregularities

Now, with that

at Question time,

unexpectedness that

suggests the mechanical toy, he leaped
-i i .

i , i _ _ _ e /-*..,!

to bis feet and submitted point of Order,

designed to put down KEIR HARDIE.
" That is not a point of order," the

SPEAKER interrupted.
JACK-IN-THE-BOX not to 1)6 shut up

so suddenly.
" With great respect, Mr. SPEAKER,"

he said,
" I venture to think

" The views of hon. Members," in-

terrupted the SPEAKER icily,
"do not

concern me."

character lurks a stratum of super-

stition.

Business done. Gas Companies

(Standard Burner) (No. 1) Bill read a

third time.

House of Lords, Wednesday,
-

Muffled, presumably interesting, con-

versation going forward through hour-

and-a-half . To those whom duty calls to

attend Debate in the Lords, the Cham-
ber familiar as the sepulchre of speech.

This afternoon, interest in proceedings

abnormally acute, entombment more

than usually complete. LANSDOWNE as

a rule successful in making himself

heard. In the eyrie over the Bar where

Commoners are, as they say in police-

court reports,
" accommodated with a

seat," only by painfully intense listening
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could the drift of his remarks bo guessed
at. KOSEBEUY is another of the few

Poors who can bo heard in tho Gallery,
j

we were

Lord Crcu'c. ". . . or . . . like all

. . . our position was . . .

willing , . er . .no
other Bills

He also collapsed. Contemplation of

growing iniquity of the Government,
cf increasing danger to the Empire,
affected not only his spirits but his

amendments."

Happily one gleam of light shone

thr.mgh the mirk. On Orders of Day
appeared Resolution in name of Lord
LANSDOWNE inviting Government forth-

with to submit their Veto-Bill. Putting

of conversation alongamid murmur
the benches.

Another surprise was the excessive
tameness of the proceedings. Here
was climax of situation whose growth
had occupied men's minds for a full fort-

night. Reasonable to look for scene
of seething excitement, passion finding
outlet in bursts of cheers and counter-

voice.

As for CBEWE, barely audible at the

best of times, he was excruciating.
What made it worse for lookers-on

from the Gallery was the aggravation and arms, gathered that request was
j

from Opposition that greeted entrance
of his manner. One could guess from conceded. Anyhow, no division. Noble of PRINCE ARTHUR, a demonstration
tho action of his hands, tho gleam of

'

Lords congregating in Lobby haggardly lustily responded to from Ministerial

this and that together, closely following
[ cheering. That the impulse was there

eloquent movement of CREWE'S hands
J

was testified to by the ringing cheer

genius on his countenance,
that he was making an elo-

quent, probably a convincing

speech, of which only here

and there was caught frag-
ment of a sentence.

Climax reached at close of

GBEWE'S reply to what was
understood to have been
LANSDOWNE'S speech. EOSE-

liERY, quitting Cross Bench,
stood at Table facing Minis-

ters. I made verbatim note

of what followed as far as it

was heard from Gallery
where Commons clustered,

and transcribe it for infor-

mation of posterity, who will

like to know how debate is

can-led on in House of Lords.

Lord Bosebery. ". . . first

and second reading . . . oppor-

tunity to-day . . . printed ?
"

Up gat CREWE, anxious
above all things to convey
information. His play with
his bat was, in absence of

articulation, illuminating.
Clutched it from his head
with evident intention of

demolishing hostile querist.

As, holding it in hand, he
advanced to Table, tenderer

thoughts filled his mind.

Proper sense of fealty to a
father-in-law seized him. By-
time he reached the Table
his nature so softened that

Persuasive, deprecatory, lucid, charming to look at but inaudible
in the Gallery !

he quite gently deposited, brim upper-
most, what a moment earlier had
been a really truculent hat. Then,
in courteous accent, he made full

reply.
Lord Crcwe. ". . . er . . . in this

matter . . . Monday next . . . er . . .

I confess I ...
House . . . er . .

. . er."

Lord Bosebcry.
. of course . .

. next week ?
"

Lord Grewe (emphatically).

to everyone in the

. in any other case

'. . . slippery work
am I to understand

' Yes."
Lord Bosebery.

" Then "may I ask
are we to ... propositions of the

Government ?
"

compared notes as to what they thought
they had here and there caught of pur-
port of two speeches and one cross-

examination.
Business done. Generally under-

stood that Veto Bill was read first time.
House of Commons, Friday. Domi-

nance of the unexpected kept up to

last. Prevailed even in detail of Ques-
tions. Through the session Ministers

enjoy on Fridays immunity from
interrogation.

thronged
audience

to

To -
day, the House

fullest capacity with

eager to know what the
PREMIER had to announce on political
crisis, an interval of a full hour was occu-

pied with questions put and answered

side when, five minutes
later, the PREMIER entered
from behind the SPEAKER'S
chair.

Evidently there was plenty
of gunpowder strewn about
the floor. A match care-

lessly or designedly dropped
would lead to explosion
shaking the roof.

At the outset the artful

PREMIER sprinkled cold water
over the gunpowder. He
was solely concerned in

getting business through.
Fireworks we might, if we
pleased, have in another place
on another occasion. Strik-

ing a conversational note,

avoiding incitement to party
feeling, in the space of

twenty minutes one-third of

tho time wasted on Ques-
tions he announced that
dissolution will be decreed on

Monday the 28th. In the

meantime business of ses-

sion will be quietly wound up.
" A master of precise

statement," PRINCE ARTHUR
hailed tho PREMIER, and

taking time and tune from
him delivered equally brief

speech, also free from appeal
to party passion.

It was not magnificent
but it avoided futile fury and

consequent waste of time.

Business done. Dissolution an-

nounced.

"So the Asquithian c-np <!' mla fails in (lie

iin ic Irss ami of the Prime Minister, and the

bottom falls out of the overflowing <-ii|>."

1'all. Mull (la~.elle.

Horrible thought ! Can the writer

have translated "
coup

"
by

"
cup

"
?

'' Two hundred inmates of the Belfast County
flaol enjoyed a variety entertainment on Satur-

day, and listened to organ solos played by the

prison governor." Manchester Emiiity News.

It is a nice distinction, and we appre-
ciate the tact with which it is made.
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Small Boy {lo High Priest of stately equipage). "DitiVE o.\ HOME, AUGUST-UK. I SHAM. WALK!"

RHYMES FOE EATS.
[A lament suggested by the old rural super

stition that rats could be rhymed to death.]

WHEN I despondently review
The way the modern poet's trade

Yields profits barely equal to
The takings of a tweeny maid,

I sigh for those attractive times
When rats were massacred with rhymes.

For then, when ravage in his rick
Had set the farmer swearing hard,
is friends wnnlrl rll liim " RoSendHis friends would tell himT

round quick
For Eobinson, the gifted bard,

Who boasts a pretty talent that 's

As good as sudden death to rats."

And straightway he would summon
me,

Acting upon this timely tip,
And beg me try what poetry
Could do to give the beggars gip.
Dead for a ducat," I would shout,

And he would dole the ducat out.

But oven vermin treat to-day
All music with a cold neglect,

And BROWNING'S friend mi
away

(Like billyo) without effect.

Vhen man is fighting rats, no more
The minstrel boy goes to the war.

pipe

HINTS TO HOSTESSES.
["Hostesses often complain that they do not

know how to entertain their guests in the long
winter evening* unless they p!ay cards, and the
result is that the non-card-players retire early,
having nothing bettor to do." Daily Mm'/.

\

FOOB ladies, you must be helped ;

or else you must give up asking non-

gambling visitors to your house at all.

One way to keep these unreasonable

guests up is to make their bedrooms

extremely uncomfortable. Forget to

put hot water in their bottles ; for

nothing is more depressing than a cold

water-bottle. Let their fires out, or

has been lighting the fire witli tli:-:ii

she 's Irish, you know !

"
or " The boys

had a paper-chase yesterday and the
little rascals used all our squeezers
how droll of them !

"
or " My husband's

aunt, you know, she 's very strict

quite an Anabaptist I call her! ..In-

hales cards, so that I 'in afraid slip

destroyed them. She left only this

morning." Say something like tnis,

gaily and humorously, and then sug-

gest your alternative attraction, what-
ever it is Spillikins, or Squalls, or

Consequences, or Charades.
But if all these fail and you

_ _, _ < VO
don't have them laid at all. Leave are driven back on the conclusion t'h-i!

the windows open.
cat up in the room.
That is one way

Shut the dog or

Another way is

to have dinners later and later, so that
there is no time for cards for any one.

Don't sit down till ten and then serve

slowly, so that the table is not finally left

till midnight. This will break up the

vening very pleasantly, and no one is

likely to want to sit up much later.

Another way is to find you are out
of cards. " Of course you 'd like Bridge,
wouldn't you ?

"
you can say quite

laturally (practise this before a phono-
graph), "but unfortunately I can't put
ny hand on our packs. We have such

ots, but I 'm afraid one of our new maids

most of your friends actually do como
to stay with you for the sake ol Hridge,

why then you must sacrifice those who
don't. Nothing is so uncomfortable as

to have friends who hate gambling.
Don't ask thorn any morn. Perhaps
this is simplest.

' When butter is not worked propc-ilv. <>i is

badly made up. its colour is i ftt-n strenky mid
the flavour impaired. liutter should ne.Vi In-

dr.if.-gei along the bed of the worker, as this is

a sum means of detracting from th -

(jtiality of
tin- finished iirti<-l

-Tfic Farm
If we must have our bed tampered
with we certainly prefer the ordinary
apple-pie.
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THE VAGABOND.
(Concluded.)

So, moving on where his fancy listed,

He came to a street that turned and twisted;

And there by a shop-front dimly lighted

He suddenly stopped as though affrighted,

Stopped and stared with his deep gaze centred

On something seen, like a dream's illusion,

Through the streaming glass, mid the queer confusion

Of objects littered on shelf and floor,

And about the counter and by the door

And then with his lips set tight he entered.

There were rusty daggers and battered breastplates,

And jugs of pewter and carved oak cases,

And china monsters with hideous faces,

And cracked old plates that had once been best plates;

And needle-covers and such old-wivery ;

Wonderful chess-men made from ivory ;

Cut-glass bottles for wines and brandies,

Sticks once flourished by bucks and dandies ;

Deep old glasses they drank enough in,

And golden boxes they took their snuff in ;

Eings that flashed on a gallant's knuckles,

Seals and lockets and shining buckles ;

Watches sadly in need of menders,

Blackened firedogs and dinted fenders ;

Prints and pictures and quaint knick-knackery,

Rare old silver and mere gimcrackery
Such was the shop, and in its middle

Stood an old man holding a dusty fiddle.

The Vagabond bowed and the old man bowed,

And then the Vagabond spoke aloud.
"
Sir," lie said,

" we are two of a trade,

Each for the other planned and made,
And so we shall come to a fair agreement,
Since I am for you and you 're for me meant.

And I, having travelled hither from far, gain
You yourself as my life's best bargain.

But I am one
Who chaffers for fun,

Who when lie perceives such stores of beauty

Outspread conceives it to be his duty
To buy of his visit a slight memento :

Some curious gem of the quattrocento,
Or something equally rare and priceless,

Though its outward fashions perhaps entice less:

A Sultan's slipper, a Bishop's mitre,

Or the helmet owned by a Eoundhead fighter,

Or an old buff coat by the years worn thin,

Or what do you say to the violin ?

1 '11 wager you 've many, so you can't miss one,

And I well, I have a mind for this one,

This which was made, as you must know,
Three hundred years and a year ago
By one who dwelt in Cremona city
For me but I lost it, more 's the pity,

Sixty years back in a wild disorder

That flamed to a fight on the Afghan border ;

And, whatever it costs, I am bound to win it,

For I left the half of my full soul in it."

And now as he spoke his eyes began
To shiver the heart of the grey old man ;

And the old man stuttered,

And "
Sir," he muttered,

" The Words you speak are the merest riddle,

But five pounds down, and you own the fiddle!

And I '11 choose for your hand, while the pounds you
dole out,

A bow with which you may pick that soul out."

So said so done, and our friend again
Was out in the raging wind and rain.

Swift through the twisting street he passed
And came to the Market Square at last,

And climbed and stood

On a block of wood
Where a pent-house, leant to a wall, gave shelter

From the brunt of the blizzard's helter-skelter,

And, waving his bow, he cried,
"
Ahoy!

Now steady your hearts for an hour of joy !

"

And so to his cheek and jutting chin

Straight lie fitted the violin,

And, rounding his arm in a movement gay,
Touched the strings and began to play.

There hasn't been heard since the world spun round

Such a marvellous blend of thrilling sound.

It streamed, it flamed, it rippled and blazed,

And now it reproached and now it praised,
And the liquid notes of it wove a scheme
That was one-half life and one-half a dream.

And again it scaled in a rush of fire

The glittering peaks of high desire ;

Now, foiled and shattered, it rose again
And plucked at the souls and hearts of men ;

And still as it rose the sleet came down
In the Market Square of Danbury town.

And now from hundreds of opened doors,

With quiet paces
And happy faces,

In ones and twos and threes and four?,

A crowd pressed out to the Market Square
And stood in the storm and listened there.

And, oh, with what a solemn tender strain

The long-drawn music eased their hearts of pain ;

And gave them visions of divine content ;

Green fields and happy valleys tar away,
And rippling streams and sunshine and the scent

Of bursting buds and flowers that come in May.
And one spoke in a rapt and gentle voice,

And bade his friends rejoice,
" For now," he said,

" I see, I see ones more

My little lass upon a pleasant shore

Standing, as long ago she used to stand,

And beckoning to me with her dimpled hand.

As in the vanished years,
So I behold her and forget my tears."

And each one had his private joy, his own.
All the old happy things he once had known,
Renewed and from the prisoning past set free,

And mixed with hope and happy things to be.

So for a magic hour the music gushed,
Then faded to a close, and all was hushed,
And the tranced people woke and looked about,

And fell to wondering what had brought them out

On such a night of wind and piercing sleet,

Exposed with hatless heads and thin-shod feet.

Something, they knew, had chased their heavy sadness ;

And for the years to come they still may keep,
As from a morning sleep,

Some broken gleam of half-remembered gladness.
But the wild tiddler on his feet of flame

Vanished and went the secret way he came.
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Lady (wmiiiny some wall/lowersfor bedding out). "HAVE you ANY 'BLEEDING WARUIOKS '

?
"

New Assistant (inexperienced in floral nomenclature). "WELL, MA'AM, oun FOREMAN HAS TWO BOYS IN THE SCOUT.S."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I SUPPOSE that what Miss S. MACNAUGHTAN doesn't

know about Scotch country life isn't worth knowing, or at

least making a book about. Her latest story, The Andersons

(MURRAY), is just as good as those that have gone before ;

and there are many people who will recognize this for

very high praise indeed. Though I have just finished

reading it with a great deal of pleasure, I doubt if I could
tell you accurately what The Andersons is about, except
that it is about the Andersons and they are a family to

whom nothing very out-of-the-way happens, from one end
of the book to the other. In fact, when, about halfway
through, they moved .Vom Clydebank to Kensington, and

appeared anxious to involve themselves in the complications
of an ordinary novel, I was quite sorry. Because, frankly,
I do not think "plot" is Miss MACNAUGHTAN'S strong

point, and, indeed, the episode of Maggie and the cheque
struck me as so artificial as to be silly, and certainly quite
out of place. I like the Andersons ever so much better

when they are content to remain just ordinary and human
types, and to reveal themselves as such, through the art of

Miss MACNAUGHTAN, and with that exceedingly dry humour
of which she alone of women appears to know the secret.

Old MatJiew Anderson, the shipbuilder ; Beatrice, with her

art-jargon and general futility ; Maggie herself (except in

that matter of the cheque-heroics) ;
and the practical

Flora all these hold the attention as only living characters
can. For these alone the book is excellently worth

buying. And the storm that ends it is a quite tremendous

piece of descriptive writing ;
I know of no .wind in fiction

(except perhaps the one in Ravenshoe) that has left me
feeling so buffeted and breathless.

If I am to have my highwayman endowed with most of

the Christian virtues, and only indulging his besetting
foible at the expense of unrighteous attorneys and the like,

I think I prefer the author to go the whole hog, and make
him marry the heroine at the end. Take, for instance,

Jemm-ij Abercraw (MKTHUEN), who is Mr. BERNARD CATKS'S

ideal n.ght-rider. Most of his essapadas were undertaken

in a spine of pure frolic humour ;
he never had to shoot a

man (because people knew he could hit bats on the wing),
and when, from want of funds and in the hope of securing
some hidden treasure, he was leJ to impersonate the

Young Pretender, thus imposing oa those ardent Jacobites

Lady Drummond and her charming niece, he backed out

as soon as he discovered that the girl's honour was in

danger of being compromised. Finally he saved this

young lady's life and that of her more respectable but not

nearly so attractive suitor, Lord Denville. And for all this

virtue and gallantry how does Mr. BERNARD CAPES reward

him? Why, with a dastardly shot in the back on

page 303. It is enough to make one despair of living a
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noble life. For the rest there is some very pretty writing
in this novel, and the author has managed his final and
most thrilling situation with extreme skill ; also he has

introduced a couple of delightfully villainous desperadoes
as a foil to the stainless chivalry of his young gentleman
of the road. But why not have made Jemmy Abcrcraw a

duke in disguise? And he could easily have built a

hospital or a free library to atone for the trifling errors of

his past.

1 am come regretfully to the conclusion that Mr. HILAIBE

BELLOC, M.P., is not helping us as he should. All is not
well with England ; yet, while there are Englishmen called

BELLOC: to point the way, should we not be able to escape
from the mire ? That Prime Ministers and Leaders of the

Opposition are dishonest and incompetent fools (not, it

may be, having enjoyed the advantages which you and
I have enjoyed) ; that the two front Benches maintain
a Portuguese indifiVr- .

ence as to which slml!

\)3 in power, so long as

the salaried posts are

divided equallybetween
their friends; that

Ministers are ruled by
their wives and their

wives by fat foreigners
who pose as English-
men all this we have
known and regretted
for years. But we have
thanked Heaven that,
remote from the crowd
of fat foreigners who
pose as Englishmen,
there has stood one

honest Anglo-Saxon to

whom we might look
for the way out

;
"A

BKLLOC for England !

"

has been our cry. Alas !

Mr. HILAIBK BELLOC,
M.P., lias not re-

sponded as we had

hoped. Once again, in

PO-IUJO and. the Bull (CONSTABLE), he dwells lovingly
upon the disease, rather than indicates the remedy. He
shows us no contrast between sincerity and insincerity ;

Ke pictures for us no honest Hercules M.P. struggling
_ :ii- ii_ _ tTr , ,11

The K/o.'st.

TI1K BAND !"

towith the Westminster stables. Perhaps, you think
yourself in a moment of unrelieved gloom, there is no
honest M.P. Ah, but we know that there is one . . .

and he is not giving us the help that we expect from an
Englishman.

In your study you devour

NIETZSCHE, KANT and SCHOPENHAUER
;

Something in a lighter vein
Suits your fancy in the train.

Mr. EIDGE (PETT RIDGE) and I

Eecommend that you should buy
Light Refreshment. Don't abstain,
But consume it in the train.

Go for RIDGE'S food and slum
Sandwiches and penny bun ;

RIDGE'S food will give your brain
Ease and comfort in the train.

City clerks and working-men,
These inspire his current pen ;

You will find them, in the main,
Good companions for the train.

Sometimes a pathetic note
Checks the smile I "d like to quote
Had I space, but must refrain

;

Wait and read it in the train.

HODDER, aided by his chum,
STOUGHTON, brings it out. The sum .'

Just a florin
; so the twain

Cater cheaply for the train.

Since MARIE BASHKIRTSKKK published her Journal 1

lave not read anything more illuminative of the complex
haracter of woman than Mrs. T. P. O'CONNOR'S book,

published by MKTHUEN. / Myself, she calls it, with
. characteristic frank-
'

ness. Whilst it inciden-

tally deals with many
well-known people with
whom she has made
acquaintance, it is of

herself chiefly, to a

certain extent uncon-

sciously,that she writes.

POPE insisted that the

proper study of man-
kind is man. He did

not live to know Mrs.
O'CONNOR. Born in

|

Texas, she brings to

;

the harder nature of

; more Northern lati-

i tudes sin unfamiliar tire.

I She was nurtured in the

luxury of a Southern
home "

hefo' the wall,"
i but circumstances
j

threw her in early life

j

upon herownresources.
I Gifted, strenuous, not
n'Vaid of hard work,
she began her struggle

in New York journalism, and in

succeeded. She never failed to got

'\\'AITEI:, TAKE THIS I:K,VII,EMAN'.S sun- AWAY. 1 CAN'T m:.u:

for a livelihood

moder'ate measure
what she wanted by reason of undue shyness in asking
for it. Desiring a modest appointment in a Government
office, she did not potter round head clerks'or even Under
Secretaries. She went straight to the President of the
United States, and talked taciturn General GRANT into

giving her what she wanted. Not the least interesting
chapters of a book which deals principally with life in

London are the earlier ones devoted to pictures of her up-
bringing on a Texan plantation. They throw vivid light
on a domesticity that has for ever passed away.

"Fca'.iiif; that tlii-v may sin-fad plague, large munlior.s of ra'.s

being shot or poisoned in the Diuiiiiow (Essex ) district."

are

This is most public-spirited of our
humans could rise to thess heights of self-sacrifice.

C'hivniele.

dumb friends. I V\v

" The wide air of the wor'.d was theirs to bix-atlie, Imt
it only in short pants." ////<.. .!/ /ir./>'.

You can't do that nowadays, people are so strict.

tht-y
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CHARIVARIA.
" THE Government," said Mr. C.F.G.

MASTEIIMAN at Stratford,
" demand as

much justice for the pickpocket as for

the peer." We can well believe this.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL was much
mistaken if he thought that the release

of the Suffragettes would please them.

Nearly all, we hear, were angry, but

the most aggrieved of them was with-

out doubt the lady who, before attend-

ing the Court, had let

her house furnished for a

month.

If proof were needed of

the unpopularity of Form
IV. it is to be found in the

CHANCELLOR'S confession

in the House of Commons
that, out of 8,601,447

issued, no fewer than

7,000,000 have been re-

turned to him. It sur-

prises us to hear that

anyone should want to

keep them.

While the 'POSTMASTER-

GENERAL does not see his

way to adopt Mr. HENNIKER
HEATON'S proposal that, in

telegrams, the letters M.P.

shall be charged as one

word instead of two, a

compromise has now been

reached on the point. If

the Government are re-

turned they will introduce

a measure for the pay-
ment of salaries to M.P.'s.

*..
*

"Let the tinionist party

give a new value and addec

meaning to its title,'

suggests D. L. B. S. in

The Observer,
"
by declaring

and working for a union

between rich and poor
instead of class hatred.'

There are difficulties, o

course, but the poor, w
understand, are quite wil

ling to take the rich into

partnership.
#

Die Post announces that measures

have been taken by the German military

authorities to prevent the repetition of

such offences as that of Lieutenant

HELM by other German officers visiting

England.
~ -'-"*"' fViof *>>

at the American fleet's avoidance of
1

Germany. Dir Di'iitxclir Tdiji-x-eitting

protests against its attitude of obsequi-
ous friendship to the United States, and
declares that " we should in no circum-

stances give even the appearance of

running after the Americans." Such a

proceeding, in the event of war, would

be obnoxious to the Americans also.

Meanwhile at Brest and Cherbourg
there is considerable dissatisfaction as

to the disturbances caused by the

CAHTON'S play, Eccentric Lord C/>w-

l>iT/l/'nc, is to Ijo followed by one from
Mr. LAUHKM i I li >M\N'S pen, entitled

Eccentric Lord Clianilirrltiin.

" Never sit in dump shoes." says
Health. As a matter of fact for years
we have made it a rule never to sit in

a shoe of any sort if there is a chair

bandy,

We thank you, O Dublin F.reniiKi

Mail, for the following sentence in an

Candidate.
' MAY

WILL SUPPORT ME
Mrs. Saunders. "Bottom TOU!

LAST SIX MONTHS !

"
.

I HOPE, MRS. SAUNDERS, THAT YOUR HUSBAN

WY, 'E AIN'T SUPPORTED HE TI

ccount of a recent con-

ert :
" The programme

iroughout was an ex-

strong one,

ompromising the names
f some of Dublin's most
alented and popular
rtistes."

Some of our newspapers
ome dangerously near

their readers by
heir acts of generosity,
'or instance :

" The Ex-
press presents its readers

io-day with a new novel

'eature a display page
[or advertisers." And with-

out extra charge! How
cnn it be done?

"V"
A young lady who was

charged in Paris last week

with smashing the glass
of a fire-alarm pleaded that

her fianc& was a fireman

and that she hoped to

see him by this means.

This, of course, is not

an original scheme. CAL-

VERLEY had the same idea

when he threw a stone

through the window of the

Dean of Christ's.

V
" What we have to do,"

said Mr. JOHN BURNS at

Battersea,
" is to scotch the

Lords." But we quite

thought they were to be

irished.

We understand that the

form these measures take is strict in-

structions to other officers not to be

OUt.

The German newspapers are annoyed

American tars, and the

saying that they would

helped the Americans

French are

never have

to gain their

independence had they known that

they were going to use it like that.

"
*

There have been many worse crazes

than the vogue for Pageants, and we

are pleased to see that there is now an
" Association for the Supply of Specta-

cles to London Elementary Schools."

It is rumoured that Mr. R. C.

" SALOME AT COVENT GABDEN,
BAN REMOVED

BY THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN,"

read an old lady last week. " Well !

"
she

exclaimed,
" I should have thought her

costume was already scanty enough."

A congregation of Oxford University

has negatived by 188 votes to 152 the

proposed statute to abolish Greek for

responsions, and in Constantinople the

feeling against our country is more

bitter than ever.

VOL. CXXXIX.
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BETWEEN NOW AND THEN.
" PEACE and good will to men ?" Quite so ;

But that 's for Christmas : that can wait ;

There 's still a goodish time to go
In which we 're free to fight and hate ;

We 've had the schedule nicely planned
A fortnight sees our ructions ended,

Leaving us just a week in hand
To get our muddy souls amended.

So let us make it our delight,
As doth the vicious mongrel pup,

To growl and bark and sniff and bite,

And chew the Constitution up ;

A little hell we mean to raise

For blighted dukes that hold, or let, land,
Then purge our sins for seven days
(No chance of this for poor old Shetland).

And on the night, with turkey puffed,
We '11 talk about this heathen feud

What made us scalp each other's tuft,

And how we came to be so rude
;

And wonder, o'er the nuts and wine
Sick of the war we 've just been waging-

Why Christian Moderates can't combine
And leave the rest to do the raging. O. S.

THE POWER OF THOUGHT.
A CASE OF POSSESSION.

Boio Street, Nov. 25.

DBAB MB. PUNCH, Dr. JULIA SETON SEARS, M.D., the
founder of the New Thought Church and School, U.S.A.,
is over here on a crusade. She expounded her views at a
" small parlour audience

"
yesterday afternoon to a select

few disciples and others. She holds that if you want a

thing badly enough you get it. All you have to do is to
concentrate your thoughts, visualise whatever you want
to occur, and " see yourself in instant possession."

Fortified with this simple programme of procedure 1

determined to put it into practice at the earliest opportunity.
It occurred to me this morning, while strolling through

the National Gallery, that I badly wanted ROMNEY'S
portrait of Lady HAMILTON.

I concentrated hard for forty seconds, and visualised the
occurrence most successfully.
No sooner thought than done.
I lifted the picture off its hook and walked away with

the precious acquisition uiider my arm, feeling really
immensely grateful to Dr. SEARS. I was, however,
observed by an officious attendant.
The next moment I was practically

" in instant posses-
sion

"
of the police, and am now waiting to be bailed out.

Will the leader of the New Thought kindly think me out ?

The case is urgent or rather, it is proceeding, and it will
soon be too late.

(Signed) A MARTYR TO THE CAUSE.

WHEREAS the Editor of The Calgary Daily Herald

Alberta) has lifted from Punch a picture of a football

crowd, and re-named it to suit local requirements ; and
WHEREAS he has done this without publishing any sort of

icknowledgment ; Now Mr. Punch herewith begs to make
ull acknowledgment on his behalf.

A ZEALOUS CONVERSION.
[Mr. Punch understands that the following suggestion for an election

poster has been submitted t > the headquarters of the Unionist Party.]

All Who Wish To
ABOLISH THE HOUSE OF LORDS

Must Vote for the Unionists.

The Unionist Leaders have Pronounced

THE DOOM OK THE HEREDITARY PRINCIPLE.

Those Who Support ASQUITH Support
AN EFFETE

AND SUPERFLUOUS PEERAGE.

Lord LANSDOWNE and Mr. BALFOUR Will

CLIP THE PEERS' CLAWS
and

DRAW THE DUKES' TEETH.

VOTE FOR [here i,wrt name of Uuwnist Candidate]

and

NO INTERFERENCE WITH BUDGETS.

JOINT SESSIONS.

THE POPULAR REFERENDUM.

DESTRUCTION OF THE ARISTOCRACY.

TRIUMPH OF THE DEMOCRACY
and

THE ASSURED PKEUOM1NANCE
of

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Whoever desires to Give

A DEATH -HLOW TO FEUDAL PRIVILEGE

Must

VOTE FOR [here insert name of Unionist Candidati].

NORFOLK.
[A disrespectful postscript to some verses recently published in The

VISIONS of old that we vainly cherish,
Dim and faint are your forms to-day,

Ancient memories fade and perish,
Ancient houses decay.

Leisurely methods are out of favour,

Cottagers follow the City mode,
Rural odours have lost their savour,

Speed and smell are lords of the road.

Welcome, I ween, are the boons you offer,

Norfolk, to those who eschew repose :

Sporting links for the red-faced goller

Flaunting his florid hose ;

Sands for the matutinal dippers ;

Surf where they tumble and shout and sprawl ;

Sea fronts blackened with cockney trippers,
Raucous with strains of the music-hall.

Here, no matter what hour you waken,
London papers are out on sale,

Here no hamlet, however forsaken,
Is free from the Daily Mail.

Here of yore was the home of the bustard ;

Here were the Peggotty chapters planned ;

Here to-day is the Mecca of mustard
;

Here is the centre of Bloaterland.
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MOTHER
'TORY

A1YOTHI

A PLAGUE ON BOTH YOUR HOARDINGS.
RIVAL BILLPOSTERS (together). "WHO SAYS TRADE'S RUINED BY THESE ELECTIONS? I

LIKES 'EM!"
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["The German public has lately been regaled with tales of a talking dog." Daily Press ]

COSVKB8ATIOM AKE KEFEATEI, P.NCHEP.

A DINNER-TABLE TOPIC.
I HAD led her in to dinner; I had

found her a chair next to myself ;
I had

translated for her the opening bars of

the menu ; I had surrounded her with

every condiment that money can buy ;

and still she wasn't satisfied. She
looked up from the soup and said :

"
Well, whab do you think of LLOYD

GEORGE ?
"

I was so startled that I upset the

pepper.
"
Oh, I am sorry!

"
I said. " Has it

gone all over you ? My table manners
are awful, I 'm afraid in fact my family
always refers to them as my stable

manners. But that 's so like a family.
And you had just said you wouldn't
have any pepper," I added remorse-

fully, as we brushed it up.
"
There,

that 's all right. A a a tishoo !

Have you been to many dances

lately ?
"

She accepted my apologies, helped
herself to toast, and turned brightly
io me.
"
Well," she said again,

" what do

you think of LLOYD GEORGE ?
"

" Just for the moment I had for-

;otten about him. Won't you try one

of these almonds ? What I say is, a
man either likes almonds or he doesn't
If he does he starts at once. That,"
added, indicating the third from the

end,
"

is a nice brown one."
" Thank you. What 's going to

happen, do you think ? Shall we get
this wretched Government out ?

"

" I wonder. I 'm afraid I shan't be
able to help. I say, isn't the weathei

being rotten ?
"

" You don't mean to tell me you 're

a Eadical ?
"

she said in horror.
" I most certainly didn't mean to tell

you. All I meant to say just then
was that I hadn't got a vote this

election ; there isn't going to be a
contest in my division. Wasn't that

an awful fog the other night ?
"

" I suppose the Eadicals are afraid

of fighting it," she said scornfully.
" I expect they are a little unnerved.

They got beaten by about three thou-

sand last time. Our Unionist man
had the most telling poster of the

whole election. It simply said,
' ALL

GENTLEMEN ARE UNIONISTS." I dashed
off and voted at once. . . . Have you
begun to think of Christmas presents

yet?"
I was looking round the shops

yesterday afternoon. They say they
will all be ruined by the action of the
Government in forcing an election on
the country at this time of the year."
"You should look at it like this:

What are a few shops compared witli

the safety of the Empire ? Every day
that the Government is in means a day
less safety. I suppose you were at the
Motor Show?"

" Of course it is certain that we
shall win, isn't it ?

"

"
According to the papers both sides

are going to win. So, whatever hap-
pens, half the Press is bound to be

right. That is a solemn thought.
You '11 have some pepper now, won't

you ? I '11 be more careful this time."
" You know, I simply cannot under-

stand how any decent, honest man can
vote for this Government."

"
Oh, where does that come from ?

"

" What do you say ?
"

"I thought it was a quotation," I

explained.
"
Well, you know, I 'm bound

iO confess we may never meet again,
so it doesn't matter I am bound
o confess that I do know one or two
airly decent Eadicals. Comparatively
lecent."
" And honest ?

"
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PORTRAIT PAINTING, PAST AND PRESENT.
DECAY OF FLATTERY.

" The servants often leave them
alone in the drawing-room for a minute
or two . . . and one lends them books
. . . and so on."

" I meant honest in their convictions."
"
They think they are. That 's as

far as you can go."
" Of course, I daresay even a Socialist

could be honest in his convictions
"

" Honest between his convictions, let

us say."
" because he does really want the

rich man's money ; but I don't see
how a gentleman possibly could vote
Eadical."

"
Perhaps they aren't gentlemen,

then ;
I never know. One of them

wears a top-hat, but that isn't saying
much nowadays. Top -hats are so

cheap, thanks to Free Trade I mean
they will be so cheap when Tariff

Reform comes in I say, let's have
another almond."

I had an almond, and she had some-

thing more substantial, and then we
returned to the all-important subject." Did you read the leading article in

The Observer last Sunday?
"
she asked.

"
Well, I did begin it after break-

fast," I said,
" but I had to go out to

supper, and I didn't have time to finish

it. I often wonder how these writing
fellows think of the things to say.
Don't you?

"

" How anybody after reading that
could pretend to be in any doubt as to
which way he ought to vote

"

"
Exactly ; even by the end of the ninth

column or so I was in no doubt at all.

But unluckily I shan't have a vote at
this election. Do you know, until I

heard that you had read a whole leading

article in The Observer right through,
I wasn't really in favour of Women's
Suffrage. I should like to offer you
my vote, as it 's no good to me."

She was very honest about it.
" I

didn't really read it right through."
she confessed. " Father quoted bits at
breakfast."

"Ah, I thought perhaps that was it.

In instinct you women have the better
of us but in stamina, no."

"
They speak of a woman's tact,

too," she said, forgetting for a moment
the dangerous condition of the Empire." I often wonder about that. For
instance, if by some awful chance I

had been a Eadical, this evening's con-
versation would have been singularly
embarrassing for me. But I suppose
your instinct

"

" Of course ! I knew you couldn't be.
I take it for granted that all nice people
are Unionists."

"
Yes, but you don't really know

that I 'm nice. That 's the point. Quite
a short time ago I spilt the pepper
over you. And I 've got an elbow on
the table now. Besides

"

She looked at me with wide-open
eyes. I could see that she was trying
to remember all that we had said.

" You 're not really," she began in
amazement

Somebody at the opposite end of the
room put in the reverse, and the con-
versation swung round. The man on
her other side eagerly claimed her
attention. The lady on my other side

turned to me.

"Well," she said, "what do you
think of LLOYD GEOKGK ?

"

A. A. M.

Interesting Announcement.
A marriage has been arranged and

will shortly take place between The
Chocolate Soldier and The Quaker Girl,
The bride will be given away by Mr.
CADBUBY. The best man will be the
Editor of The Spectator, assisted by
the Editor of The Star. We don't
think.

Two consecutive advts. in The Daily
Mirror :

"Ask your Grocer for Free Sample of ;

Wine Powder, sufficient to make a bottle of
best Port or llarsella Wine.

Drunkards Cured quickly, secretly : cost

trilling ;
trial free."

.

See how the passion for wine powder
grows on one. Let this be a warning.

"Then came fie first goal of the match from
the foot of Viztird, who jumped at the ball from
a centre by SU.kes and headed into the far

corner of the net.
' '

Yorkshire Post.

We spell it Wizard.
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Country Candidate. "LET'S HEAR THE PROGRAMME FOE TO-DAY AGAIN."

Agent. "CAR TO SLOPTON INTERVIEW FACTORY OWNER 9.45 LOSAL BRICKLAYERS 10.10, BACK HERE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 110
CAR TO MUDFOKD SPEECH TO BRICKWORKS HANDS 12.0 SMOOTH DOWN MUDFORD COMMITTEE 12.30 BACK IIKKK PAIMUM*LUNCHEON 1.15 CAR TO ElPLEY KICK-OFF FOOTBALL MATCH 2.30 REASSURE AMALGAMATED CORNDEALERX 3.15 THEN ODD JOB*
t-iuc.KWEED GROWERS DINNER AND THREE EVENING MEETINGS BACK HERE MIDNIGHT COMPOSE SPEECHES FOP. TO.MOP.ROW."

Candidate. " RIGHTO. GOT THE PROTEID AND CHOCOLATE * THEN COME ON !

"

COMING ELECTIONS CAST
THEIR SHADOW BEFORE.

" BUT we must have a General all

soldiers do," said Peter. " So I '11 be
the General."

" General what ? General Post
Office ?

"
asked Margaret.

" I "11 be General KITCHENER."
"An" I'll be Gen'al Lekshun," said

Joan, marching round with Peter's gun
on her shoulder.

" I say," said Norman, popping up
from behind the sofa, where he had
been waiting to be attacked,

" I quite

forgot to tell you ; I heard father say
at breakfast that there is to be an

election, and before Christmas."
" Get down don't spoil the game."
"
Peter, dear, we '11 put off the game ;

Norman has introduced something far

more important;" said Margaret.
" He 's afraid of getting licked, that 's

what it is," said Peter ungraciously.
" It may not matter to you whether

Uncle Bob forgets us again this Christ-

mas," said Norman,
" but it jolly well

does to me."
"To say nothing of the ladies,'

murmured Margaret. .

" If people must put up for Parlia-
ment they ought 'not to make their

families suffer for it.'.' ;

" You mean relations, "said Margaret.
" Uncle Bob hasn't any families he
isn't married, you must remember."

"
Well, you know quite well what I

mean, and if lie was so busy last year
that he forgot us, he '11 be busier than
ever this year and he '11 forget us again,
unless we do something."

" But what can we do ?
"
said Peter,

tossing his sword away.
A heated discussion followed. Nor-

man was for a deputation ; Peter advo-
cated what he called a Red 'Robin ;

Joan was in favour of anything that

would settle it quickly and allow them
;o return to the field of battle.

" No," said Margaret,
"

it is rude to

ask for Christmas presents. I will

write him a letter." And she wrote :

" DEAREST UNCLE BOB, We are all

so glad you are putting up for Sling-

hampton again, and we hope you get in.

It seems ages since we saw you it must
be two Christmases ago. Poor Peter
has had such an accident his model

steam-engine has been smashed to brts.

Norman is very well. He is very keen
on a model aeroplane and talks of

trying to make one after Christinas if

necessary. I am giving up foreign

stamps for my bobby; I think of

taking to painting in a month or two,
if possible. Those paints in little tubes

are street, I think.

Your affectionate Niece,
MARGARET.

P.S. Dear little Joan is quite well.

She can eat plain chocolate now without

being a bit sick. Isn't that splendid?"

Commercial Candour.

Advt. in The Motor Cycle :

" We shall have all machines of
any

value on
exhibit. A!so our Motor Cycle.

'
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PICTURES OF LOVE.

MY Bella is a charming maid,
One of the fairest of earth's creatures,

Brown eyes, brown hair, a trifle staid,

Well off, and with attractive features ;

She is a thing without a taint :

The one fly in my pot of honey
Is that she thinks that she can paint ;

It 's very funny.

Truth is an attribute I pri/e;
But in the processes of wooing,

When she displayed to my shocked eyes
Some dreadful daub that she was

doing,
I praised it warmly on the spot ;

I called it great but meant to flatter;

It was a lie, but I did not
Think it would matter.

Nor did it then. But ever since

We told our love (with some emotion)
Fate has inspired her to evince
The breadth and depth of her devo-

tion

With gifts not goods of silver, gold,
And such not even an umbrella

But pictures, awful to behold ;

Oh, Arabella !

I have a "
Spring

"
which makes one

creep,

"Autumn"(the trees alone are muddy),
Some things which I believe are sheep,
And something which she calls a

"Study,"
" Dawn on the sands

"
in fleshly pink,

A pair of blue seas and a green one,
And a weird cow, which makes you

think

She 's never seen one.

My humble walls were once bedight
With works of some artistic merit

;

Some bought, because they pleased the

sight ;

Some, I was lucky to inherit ;

Those well-loved friends have vanished
now

;

Others, with strange and startling
faces,

Headed by that infernal cow,
Usurp their places.

It may be, as my friends declare,
I err in being too fastidious,

But can the eye that holds her fail-

See that her work is aught but
hideous ?

And, tho' I try to bear in mind
The thought that love is blind, or

should be,
I am not blind I can't be blind

I wish I could be.

And yet, when Bella roams unchecked
About the room where hang those

pictures,
And stands, admiring the effect,

I clean forget my private strictures
;

The simple fact that she is nigh
Seems to improve their aspect vastly ;

It 's when the artist isn't by
That they 're so ghastly.

DUM-DUM.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
OF PLASTEREE PAINTERS.

(.//<////<; iinti'n; in, t/ic iiutiiucr uf the guAer-
o-<V/c.v uf th". Ppft-Iinpressi<miit Miaul.)

THIS delightful exposition might lie

described as a salon de franctireurs

which has declared a yuerre an mart

against draughtsmanship. Here, at

last, we can revel in all the nuances

of an art untrammelled by the impedi-
menta of academicity. Most of the

craftsmen have cut themselves free

from the worship of reality, and the

sapient amateur, therefore, can revel

in a Gargantuan banquet of artistic

hors d'leuvre and decadent entremets.

I was particularly boulecerse by one

novelty, the absence of frames, the

necessity for which up to the present
has been an idee fixe with the pot-
boilers. This nouveaute, with the

triangularity of nearly all the canvass.
added greatly to the charm of the

collection.

238. '[Fog in a Coal Mine," by A.

D'Auber'gne, though catalogued as an

xijiiisse, almost possesses the attri-

autes of the yrande machine. Marked
frank reticence and well-considered

;onality, the peinture gives forth a

satisfactory colour appeal; the two
coal trucks glooming through the murk
are full of pendulous limpidity.

29. " Madame de B and Daughters,"
ay M. Fou, a capo di opera in this

master's best vein, is replete with subtle

'eminality and clairvoyant coquetry.
The central figure, la mere, asserts

itself by the masterly way in which
her can de Nil cheveux are touched in.

With one bejewelled hand (I think it is

a hand) resting on the head of her

daughters, she combines the sveltes

attraits of the greyhound with the
more ruminating maternity of the
<ache. The chiaroscuro is well con-

sidered, and the essayage strikes the

juste milieu between decadence and art.

349. "Bethnal Green in Flood Time,"

jy Miss Slade, is not so siricii.se a

symphony as one would expect from
ler brush. The reverberations of the

chimney stacks in the overflow from

gas works are void of colour music
and are also too full of nervous line,
and the fact that, for some occult

reason, the picture has been hung d
''cm-em obliges one to view it from a
somewhat inconvenient pose.

268. " The Model's Siesta," by Herr
Fohann, is a daring etude full of subtle

appas, by tho pioneer of the tessellated
school. The recumbent figure posedi
in front of the lectern is imagined
with audacity, and the dislocations of
the right shoulder admirably fore-

shortened. The flesh tints, though,
are not sufficiently grisaille, which,
added to the fact that the drawing of
the hands is indicated, fills me with
the misgiving that Herr Johann is

becoming a renegade and is pandering
to the uncultured taste of the many
who demand reality in art.

A SUPER-DIAMOND WEDDING.
[M. KEIIIIINAXD I)n;rfc, who wrote plays

)>!
duee i hituci-n 1835 and 1875, and Mine.

Drt.rii have just celebrated in I'aris tlic

seventieth anniversary of their wedding day.
M. Dui.rFi is ninety-five veais <>l a<;n and his

wife ninety-two. The Petit Jmirital lias invented
the expression "radium wedding" to ilcin.tr

this unusual ucvm -re -:<v. To Mivrr, golden and
diamond weddings, pie.-cnts in those respective
inolals air appiopriate, lint here we must draw
the line.]

A RADH-.M Wedding's the lafest

advance
It hails from the home of marital

romance
And twentieth-century science that, 's

France.

O the radiant smiles, we can guess
how they play

Round the features of M. and Mine.
DUGUE

Faisant noce in their nonagenarian
way.

But one little protest we 'd like to

make known
To persistent and elderly friends of

our own
Who are trying to match such a Darby

and Joan !

We can't times are harder than ever

present

Any radium tribute to mark the event,
As our last ready million was long

ago spent.

Chronological Inexactitude.

Mr. Punch finds that a series of

misprints which appeared in his last

issue under the heading
" Hot Effort by

The Weekly Times "
ought to have been

credited to The Evening Times. He
hopes that both papers will please par-
don him.

Reading that Bournemouth is sub-

stituting the over-head for the conduit

system of electric trams, a pedestrian
over whom a Panhard passed the other

day writes to suggest that a still more

pressing desideratum is an efficient

substitute for over-head motor cars.
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C'alt'er (to little Daughter of the House).
"
HULLO, BEAK, WHERE ARE YOU OFF TO?"

Dauyhter of the House. "I'M JUST GOING UP TO WATCH MARIE no MOTHER'S IIAIK."

Caller. "On, DEAR! THEN I'M AFRAID WE SHAN'T BE ABLE TO SEE YOUR MOTHER."
Daughter if the House. "On, YES, YOU'LL FIND HER DOWN THERE IN THE DRAWINU-UOOM."

MUSIC AND POLITICS.
THE political crisis and the pending

election are variously regarded by
singers, instrumentalists, and concert-

givers. Some take a pessimistic view
of the situation and resign themselves
to a period of inactivity, while others

evince a laudable desire to rise to the

occasion and turn their talents to party
or patriotic uses. Thus Mr. Otho
Dithers has composed a song cycle
entitled "Bex Dollarosus," with which 1

he intends to tour in the Unionist

interest, while Mr. Widgery Biffin, an
ardent and uncompromising Eadical,
has written a striking ballad entitled

"The Idle Plutocrat," of which the

first verse runs as fellows :

"
Meet, meet me in the gloaming
When the bloom is in my blood,

When the salt sea waves are foaming
And the Lords are in the mud."

Another extremely interesting musical

product of the crisis is an illuminated

symphony which Mr. Josef Quarter-
bum has composed and dedicated to

Lord LANSDOWNE. The "
programme

"

is furnished by the formula which

appeared in last Friday's Westminster

Gazette, and may be here repro-
duced :

"The Lausdowne policy may lest be stated
in a mathematical formula in which the various

letters represent the unknown quantities :

Let h = hereditary peer,
h' = hereditary peer ex ojicio,

p = person chosen from outside,
w = n:ember of House of Commons.

Then
House of Lords (New Style) = x h + y h' + zp.

If the two Houses differ, then a joint Session is

to Ic held, the membe:s of which would le :

_j_

670 in

where a and b are indeterminate and unknown

divisors."

Each of the quantities will be repre-

sented by a separate motive, while the

Joint Session will be treated as a Presto

strepitoso with a grand coda typifying

the Referendum. Mr. Quarterburn has

already completed the opening section,

maestoso assai, in which the motive of

the hereditary peer is assigned to a
muted trombone.

Finally Mr. HABOLD BEOBIE, inspired
by his conversation with Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE on the " national peril

"
of

Tory snobbishness, is to rewrite the
old topical song,

" The Galloping Snob,"
under the title of " The Motoring Snob."
The same gifted lyrist will also furnish

a new song called " Free Trade in a

Tea-cup" dedicated to Ix>rd DEVON-
PORT.

" Even the best friends of the R.A.C. can

hardly refrain from saying that the club 'Jour-

nal
'

has from first to last been as dry as

ditchwater." The Westminster Gaz tte.

Water, water everywhere
And never a drop of wet !

"
Seventy guests lunched at Leicester round

one of the dials of the great clock whii-h is

l>cing built for the Royal Liver Insurance Com-

pany's new offices.
"

Sasttrn Daily Prea.

On such an occasion the most dyspeptic

guest could safely let himself go.
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Man of the World (ligltting up).
" WE 'i-L 'AVK TO GIVE ir 'EM, I EXPECT, CHOKLIE !

"

STARVATION FOB PEGASUS.
YE tradesmen of England, who hear with dejection
The partisan shouts and the bellicose trumps,

On whose weary shoulders this plaguy Election
Has superimposed the most heavy of humps

Good fellows, I echo your piteous cry ;

You 're losing your trade so am I.

Time was when my Pegasus soared in a flighty
Career that confounded the aeroplane;

But now, overcome by a tcediwn vitff,

He sticks to the earth and won't flutter again.
It isn't caprice or an obstinate mood

;

It 's simply a question of food.

In those happy days, now regrettably ended,
When statesmen were shorn of their freedom of speech,

Consigned to quiescence while eight supermen did
Their best to repair the political breach,

The papers would furnish my epicure steed
Each day with the daintiest feed.

He browsed with delight on those curious topics
On which their unoccupied space they 'd bestow

Those pars on the hobble-skirt, modes in the tropics,
The KAISER and ROOSEVELT, the CENSOR and Co. ;

When finished with these, and desirous of more,
He nibbled a bit at Form IV.

But these airy trifles, these delicate spufllt'S

Are now superseded by stodgier things,
And Pegasus, sullenly stamping his hoof, lays

Aside his high spirit and draggles his wings.'
Election addresses will stick in his chest,

Manifestos he cannot digest.

Desponding, despairing, I ransack the journals
In search of a morsel to tickle his void ;

But naught can I find that will suit his internals ;

Meanwhile I must herd with the poor unemployed.
So off with the motley and on with the sack,
And ashes ad lib. for the hack !

"Besides the coats and skirts, there are some three thousand cdd
satin petticoats in 151 different shades, which should prove an inestim-

able boon to the girl who is contemplating a busy dance season or a

round of country house visits." The Standard.

We don't know much about these things, but we should
have thought that 2,937 satin petticoats, not necessarily
odd, in 148 different shades would have been quite enough.

Topical Irish Joke.

Teacher. What country is called the Land of Song ?

Bright Boy. The Canary Islands.

"POPULARISATION OF TRICITELECY." Yorkshire Observer.

They must hurry up we had never even heard of it.
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DISOWNED OR DISARMED?
LORD LAXSDOWNE (Reformer). "LOOK HERK, MY GOOD MAN, THERE'S NO PLACE FOR YOU IX MY STHEMK."

"BACKWOODS" PEER. "OH, I SAY, YOU'RE WORSE THAN ASQUITH ; HE SAYS I MAN"
v
TAY ON 1

INTERFERE. DASHED IF I SHAN'T HAVE TO THROW THE FULL FORCE OF M\ INHAJENC1
SIDE AT THESE ELECTIONS.'
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EXTRACTED FROM THE DIAUY OF Toiiv, M.T.

House of Lordu, Monday, Nov. 21.
No one observing LANSDOWNE entering
the House this afternoon would suspect
him of having a card up his sleeve,
much less a dirk in his hose. Well
groomed, smiling, courteous, he took
his seat as if things were

likely to go forward in cus-

tomary humdrum style. Ee-

viewing events by light of

final conflagration one recalls

a swift look from under
lowered eyelids comprehend-
ing His Majesty's Ministers
on bench opposite, all un-
conscious of coming doom.
House crowded in every

quarter. Unionist Peers find-

ing no room on their own
side crossed floor, redressing
the balance between Minis-
terialists and the Opposition.
Gave the ordinarily desolate

quarter quite a comfortable

appearance. From the gal-
leries, on this occasion re-

served exclusively for Peer-

esses, bright eyes rained
influence. Some wives from
whom no secrets are hid

probably knew that mischief
was afloat. Came down to
see it launched. Black frocks

imposed by LORD CHAMBER-
LAIN'S edict gave funereal

appearance to a portion of

the stately Chamber which
at other times blossoms like

the rose.

For a while business went
forward on ordered lines.

Last week Opposition in-

sisted upon having what is

officiallyknown as the Parlia-
ment Bill, more popularly
the Veto Bill, brought in.

Expected Government would

the day before. For the game of tactics

they number among them some of our
oldest, ablest parliamentary hands. It
would never do to throw out on second
reading a Bill introduced at their urgent
request. Introducing it CHKWK stipu-
lated that, since there would be no
time for amending it before came the
Dissolution with exigent shears and
slit the thin-spun thread of (lie life of

On ! (Mil.) LAW
' What !

hide customary conclusion by motion
for its

rejection. Whilst this was
awaited, LANSDOWM:, literally stilVen-

mg liis b:u-k, raising his

quickening his utterance, moved ad-

journment of debate till Wednesday,
when, he announced, lie would submit.
u series ol Ki -solutions.

These, subsequently read, were found
1" embody alternative scheme of reform

of the Second Cham'
substitution of that provided
by Government measure.
Not even in succession of

surprises that has marked
growth of crisis since Parlia-

ment resumed its sittings
has there been anything so

dramatic as this. CKKWI:

actually gasped for breath.

Goo;! KINO GEORGE, con-
fronted by the mystery of
the apple enclosed in the
ssamless dumpling, was not
more taken aback.

Almost expected to hear
the flustered inquiry reported
by PKTKH PINDAB,

" What 's

this? What's this? What?
What?"
Instinctively observing par-

liamentary formula, CHI-;\M:

falteringly said,
"

I do not
rise to oppose the noble

Marquis, but I do not under-
stand the nature of the pro-

ceeding he contemplates."
"What 1 propose to do

this evening," LANSDOWNE
replied, with curtness foreign
to his habit,

"
is to move the

adjournment of the debate."

Which he forthwith did,
and so shunted into space
the Veto Bill.

Business done. Lord
LANSDOWNE prepares little

surprise for His Majesty's
A/inisters.

Home of Commons, Tues-

day. The shadow of Disso-
refusfi on OT-nnnrl thflf Qinr

Mrs ' Tariff Kfforuur. "What! Not to go out la-day, either ! 01), ,reiuse, on ground that since Bonar , l M .

i?oe
YO(J

-

KE AS ,IAMEI) OK ME7 You said I should hav lution, thickened by Novem-
JlSSOlUtlon is faxed for the such a lovely time ill Manchester 'tuxes everywhere,' &n<l here I am her fog, falls heavily on
28th there would be no time cooped up in this miserable hotel and hardly allauti out at nil !

"
House. Contrast of app

to debate SO important a Mr. Sonar Law. "
Well, you know, it reallv isn't mv fault ! Look

appear-
so important a Mr. Eonar Law. "

Well, you know, it really isn't my fault ! Look ance of Chamber this after-
measure. Possibly that had llere

>
ru tell you what, I '11 try and let you out aft--r //tc Marat iun noon w j t], gcene of last Friday

been original intention. By & the
marks illimitable difference.

ifterthpught Cabinet decided Bill should Parliament, the Lords must vote "con- 1 Then thronged with multitude of excited
forthwith be brought in, read a first time,
second reading taken this week. This

embarrassing for Opposition. Elec-

tioneering purposes much better served
f able to say a tyrannical Government
iad withheld from House of Lords

opportunity of discussing measure

proposing to revolutionise its consti-

iution.

Noble Lords on Front Opposition
3ench were not born yesterday, or even

tent
"

or " Non-content
"
on question

that the Bill be read a second time.

Here was opportunity, and LANS-
DOWNE suddenly, unexpectedly leaping

Members. To-day benches almost

empty. Members altogether listless.

For all practical purposes their tale is

told, their task is done. House of

aside from the track along which he
i Commons no longer hub of political

had jogged for half-an-hour, seized it.

CHEWE moved second reading in

speech to whose temperate tone LANS-
j

chiefly composed of Members who do
DOWNE paid tribute. LEADER OF OPPO-

|

not mean to offer themselves for re-

universe. Those who remain in town
in obedience to frantic Whips are

SITION followed, criticising measure election, or whose seats are so secure

in familiar fashion that seemed to pre- that they need not hurry off to fence
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them about. For the rest their hearts

are with their constituents, their hearts

are not here. They want to ho out

and about, telling it in the boroughs,

telling it in the counties, telling it in

Tottenham Court Road.

Only BUTCHER (J. G.) rises above
influence of tyrant circumstance. Re-
mains to make one last protest against
conduct of iniquitous Government.
Has discovered that Form IV., fallen

like a hailstone on English homesteads,
is withheld from hapless Ireland.

"Why should this be?" he sternly
asks, with glittering eye fixed on

trembling CHANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER.
Here is a Government professedly

sympathetic with
"

Ireland, insistent

that its people shall in all respects be

treated on footing of equality with the

Saxon. Of course, what really is the
!

case is that Ministry blench at the
]

nod of their Master just bask from
the United States, shudder in their

shoes when they hear the jingle of his

many dollars. Any way you like to

put it here is the unmistakable fact :

whilst Form IV. is lavishly distributed

throughout pampered England, Ireland,
Cinderella of the Empire, is deliberately

ignored.

"Why should Ireland wait?" ex-

claims BUTCHER, a tear of sympathy
coursing down his still youthful cheek.

Presses point home in slightly varied

phrase through a dozen questions.

Having finally floored CHANCELLOR OF

EXCHEQUER, makes off with light foot-

'

"OFF TO Vor.K."
"
Having finally floored Chancellor of the

Exchequer
Mu. J. 0. BITCHED.

intellectual brow, and leaves him on
the sick-list.

The ladies desire it should be known
that if these arguments do not prove
convincing there are plenty more of

same kind in stock. At any cost they
are resolved to demonstrate their capa-

_ _ bility and suitability for taking active

step for York to renew his YrmmprTof 1 Part in the direction of public affairs.

a year ago. Friday. House of Lords adjourned
Business done. Budget Bill read

'

yesterday after passing without division
second time without debate
or division. PRIME MINISTER
tackled two delicate con-

troversies. Informed Labour
Members that under certain

onditions he will next Sqs-
sion relieve pressure of

Dsborne Judgment upon
Trade Unions.

Blow your conditions !

"

Labour Members shout in

horus.

Next undertook in New
Parliament (which he per-

sistentlyassumes he will lead)
-o give effective opportunity
'or discussing Woman's Suf-

rage Bill. Lovely woman
declines to stoop to folly of

discussion. What she wants
s an Act of Parliament. By
way of retort courteous to
PREMIER'S concession she
mnts him from Downing
Street to sanctuary at Athe-
naeum Club, mobs ST.
AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, beats
lis hat down over his "Lor 1

lumme ! Yer sh'd see me knock 'em in the Mile En' Kahd :

what JOHN MORLKY sweetly calls " their

schoolboy scheme
"
of Reform proffered

as alternative to Government V-eto
Bill. Commons also had arranged to

adjourn and thus anticipate Proro-
gation and Dissolution by a few days.
But, echo of an historical lapse of

memory, the House "forgot" REES.
On Monday JACK-IN-THE-BOX, popping
up to some point of order, thought he
might as well jump over to Opposition
benches and there find new seat. This
lie did, amid good-humoured raillery of
old political friends.

" Let them laugh who win," he mur-
mured, as he surveyed faces of the

mocking crowd.

Yesterday business of session and, as
it happens, of Parliament, finished.
L'IIKMIKR moved that at its rising
House adjourns till Monday: This
DON'T KEI'B HARDIE'S positive last
chance. Interposed with long screed

denouncing police for conduct towards
"law-abiding and God-fearing citizens,"
who have for some weeks kept South
Wales in state of terror. -WINSOME
WINSTON having replied, BRADY fol-

lowed, proposing to discuss cognate
mhject of habits of Dublin Consta-
bulary.
Now chance of JACK-IN-THE-BOX.

House almost literally empty. Survey
of Reading-rooms, Smoking-rooms and
Library showed them deserted. Re-
turning, he moved a count. Only 36
Members responded to call of the
Bell. Sitting broken up and to-day's
gathering made necessary to manifold
discomfort of all concerned.

Business done. Adjourned till Mon-
day.
Houte ofLords, Monday.

Parliament prorogued. Cere-

mony immediately followed

by Dissolution.

"
PUBLIC: NOTIOK is HKI:KIIY

(IiVKX that, at the Nonrn ition
of Candidates for the Olii * of

Mayor, the following Gentlemen
were nominated, namely :

JOHN G.XI.T.

THOMAS MArUiiuiox.

^
1 Bay Coi.T. r.yrs. l>y Kentucky

Yet (broken to saddle).
1 Bay Hackney MAIIK."

Mill [i it rn I-',

The competition, owing
chiefly to the sudden nomina-
tion of the last candidate, is

unusually severe.

The season for applying
for licences for Theatres and
Music Halls is now upon us.

The CHANCELLOR OF THK
EXCHEQUER has seen to it

that, anyhow, the Paragon
Music Hall gets as much
licence as it can do with.
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First Golfer. "WHAT'S THAT CHAP'S HAKDICAI*, I WONDER
Second Golfer. "GREEN CHARTREUSE!"

ONE.
BY THICKS.

[A modest attempt, at the sincerest flattery o:

Mr. SEYMOUR HICKS.]

LOOKING back on my strange mer-
curial life the most striking thing is

the extraordinary number of men I

have known, all of whom had at once
the wittiest tongues in England and
were my very dearest friends. Try as I

might I have never succeeded in know-
ing a dull man or disliking anyone.
As everyone knows since one must

either get on or get out, and one can

get on only by advertising I am a
mail whose pores work very easily.
The other day I was lunching with my
dear old friend Plantagin, the dramatist.
He noticed me wipe my brow several

times, and then he remarked,
"
Tricks,

old boy, you ought to re-name yourself
Lieutenant Sudor."

It was about this time that I first

met that prince of good fellows and
author of some of the most delightful
bons mots, Charlie Wintry, the comedian,
now my closest pal. He was the mad-
dest wit and the joy of the Paregoric
Dlub, to which I had just been elected.

Seeing me enter its hospitable portals
one day, he said,

"
Hullo, Tricks, old

boy, it 's all over the town !

" " What

is ?
"

I inquired.
" The sky," he re-

plied. He was always saying brilliant

things like that, to the discomfiture of

matter-of-fact people who did not think
in lightning flashes, as he does.

Apropos of good stories, I remember
an irascible pork butcher who had by
some means got into the Pullman car
in which TOOLE, IRVING, GAERICK, Mrs.

BEACEGIRDLE, BUHBAGE, I and some
others were going down to Brighton
one Sunday not so long since. That

type of man always excited BURBAGE
to do his best, and he tipped us the
wink. " Good morning, Sir," he said.

I have just been informed by the

guard that there is no stop before we
reach the Queen of Watering Places."
" Of course there isn't," said the stolid

merchant. " Why should there be ?

This is a non-stopping express."
" Do

you know why ?
" BUHBAGE asked, with

the same incomparable gravity. "No ?

Then I '11 tell you : Because there 's a
b' in 'both "I" By this time we were

all convulsed ; but not so the pork
mtcher, who moved angrily into the

next car.

Sam Boaker, the manager, is, I am
)roud to say, one of my very best of

"riends, and has been ever since we
irst met. The wittiest of men, I never

leard anything fall from his lips but

delightful sentiments and the finest

thoughts. I remember once that we
were walking on the Brighton Front.
It was just after the police had had to

be called in to his theatre owing to a
row in the pit ; I forget about what.
He had suffered accordingly, and was
not a little sore about it. When, there-

fore, a beggar stopped him and asked
if he could spare a copper there is no
wonder that he replied :

"
Spare a

copper, my good man ! Why, I could

spare the whole Force !

"
which was, I

think, one of the neatest r6pliq^les on
record.

What my future plans may be I

cannot at this moment state, but the

public is hardly likely to be long in

doubt. Meanwhile there is a little

lawsuit trouble about Richard HI., so
I think I '11 stop this autobiographical

caper and attend to it.

"The eclipse of the moon on Wednesday
evening was eagerly viewed here. In a per-

fectly clear sky it presented a magnificent
spectacle, and it is wonderful liow accurately
it was timed to take place." Border Standard.

Dashed clever fellows, those astrono-

mers.

" CHRISTMAS DATES ARRIVE,"

says The Daily News, but the an-

nouncement is premature.
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AT THE PLAY.

"ECCENTRIC LORD COMBERDENE."
AT the end of the First Act it was

darkly whispered by one or two critics,

enjoying privileged information, that

Mr. CARTON was giving us a travesty

of a shilling shocker. In the interval

after the Second Act the secret was in

the possession of quite a number of

people, and the fear was generally ex-

pressed that the ruder intelligences

would fail to grasp the subtlety of it

all. What the average man could

make out unaided was this : That here

was a play with a rather improbable
and loosely-woven plot (not an un-

common thing in the legitimate drama);
with a lot of secret conversation liable

to be overheard (also a not un-

usual feature of the ordinary play) ;

and with some very refreshing

wit in the less lurid sections of

the dialogue. If these are the

right characteristics of a shilling

shocker, then Mr. CARTON is an

excellent parodist. But, of course,

the only resemblance lay in the

absurdity of the construction, and,

perhaps, in one ortwo trifling eccen-

tricities in the character of Lord

Comberdene, who served as a

kind of showman to point out the

author's intentions.

I should have thought that if

you are going to burlesque a

novelette you should try and bur-

lesque it all through. You can't

combine a plot out of Tfie Family
Herald with dialogue of the first

water. " Has he a wife ?
" " Not

one of his own." Is this the sort

of thing you look for in melodrama
from across the bridges ? And, to

increase the inconsistency, some
of the characters who were asked

to do the most farcical things were

perfectly reasonable between times ;

for example, Joseph Radburn, im-

possible as a criminal, was altogether

probable and consistent as a hotel

conversation - fiend. I really think

that the people who enjoyed the

then he had known all the time what

the author was trying to get at. He
was too generous to keep the knowledge
to himself, and confided now and again
to our dull ears that he was supposed to

have the makings of a melodramatic hero.

Miss COMPTON was irresistibly solid, but

I wish she had been given a few more

good things on which to employ her

captivating drawl. Miss RITA JOLIVET

was clever and piquante as a Grand
Duchess masquerading as a maid, and

Mr. LYSTON LYLE in the part of Joseph

Eadburn, arch-criminal, was so ad-

mirable when he assumed the disguise
of a harmless prattler that I recommend
him to give up the primrose path of

crime and settle down as a virtuous

bore.

play best were those who took it as

pure melodrama, and did not worry
themselves about the author's scheme.

Certainly the enthusiasm was most

spontaneous at the point where the

hero outwits the villains and locks

them up in the room they had meant
to burgle.

All the same, I have a sneaking
admiration for Mr. CARTON'S enter-

prise. Anything for a fresh idea, if it

only means the revival of an art long
lost to the regular stage.
- Mr. GEORGE ALEXANDER as Lord
Comberdene was very happily suited,

and seemed to enjoy himself. But

GETTING THE MAIN SHEET INTO A KNOT.
Lord Comberdene ... MR. GEORGE ALEXANDER.

Glennioray ... Miss COMPTON.

Captain Clamp, on the other hand,

(played easily by Mr. BARNES) had no
occasion to disguise himself, and was

just Captain Clamp all through a

tough and villainous sea-dog who stuck

at nothing and did not trouble his

head about finesse.

The deck of Comberdene's yacht, The

Morning Star, was the best deck I

remember to have seen on the stage.
0. S.

Commercial Candour.
"This Dynamo was thoroughly overhauled

some little time ago, and has networked since."

From a Malta programme :

"N.B. Felice Scioccamocca will punish with
a pound sovreign who does non laugh."

A similar threat from some of our musi-
cal-hall stars should draw thousands.

TO ARAMINTA.
(Who suddenly proposes a meeting to-morrow

after a separation of several years.)

AH ! no, Araminta, 'twere better

To leave the affair as it was -

Myself in the merciless fetter

Of Cupid (because
You refused me) and you with the

memory sad
Of one who how silly

On grass that was chilly
Knelt down at your feet and proposed

an absurd undergrad.

Let us probe not the past nor awaken
The power of the slumbering spell,

But leave me to languish forsaken

I do that so well ;

For I doubt if I know how to greet

you and grin
With the air that romances
Prescribe and your fancies

Expect of a party that's seething
with passion pent in.

Or leave me a month or two longer
To learn the appropriate mien

Of a love that has hourly grown
stronger.

While winters between
Have swept with their storms ; let

me study the works
Of the pens that exhibit

Poor souls on the gibbet,
But doing their best to be calm in

the difficult circs.

For it 's not that I fear, Aramintii,
That (careless of whether it

snows)
I shall sprawl at your feet and

imprint a -

Chaste kiss on your toes,

Or shall whack myself (wild with

the heat of my mood)
A terrible punch on

My chest after luncheon ;

I never take exercise now on the

top of rny food.

But, unless you can grant me a trifle

Of studious ease to prepare .

The pose of a heart that must stifle

Its passionate air,

You may fancy perhaps from the cool-

ness I show
That a heart you had busted
For ever (you trusted)

Has somehow got mended and that

will annoy you, I know. EVOE.

"Two women were fined 40s. or 14 days for

throwing stones at Mr. John Burns's residence,

and missing." Western Mornimj Ncivs,

We must have Efficiency.

"To appreciate Whisky one

enough." Ailet 'in "Daily Telfjra/t/i.

Once bit twice shy, as they say.

trial is
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A CURE FOR OLD AGE.
First Spwtsmau. "I WONDER YOU RIDE A BRUTE LIKE THAT AT YOUR TIME OF LIFE, JACK !'

Second ditto. "KEEVS ONE YOUNG, DON'T YOU KNOW."

F.rst ditto.
" LIKELY TO PREVENT YOUR GETTIN' OLD, ANYWAY."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Ckrks.)

MR. EDEN PHILLPOTTS is so accomplished and versatile

a writer that sooner or later one knew he would write a

fairy story for children. I must confess, however, to being
a little disappointed by the result The Flint Heart (SMITH

ELDER) for it has faults both of matter and of manner
;

and those of manner I had most fervently hoped were
obsolete. I refer to the clever sophisticated asides of the

author, in a story that ought to be wholly and single-

heartedly addressed to the young. Mr. PHILLPOTTS should

be peculiarly able to resist this temptation since he has
such a large purely grown-up public. As for the faults of

matter, they are chiefly due to a complex rather than

a simple scheme, and extend even to the creation of a pixy
named Thomas de Quincey, and to an imbroglio in the

domain of frogs not too unlike our own political crisis.

But the first part of the book and the controlling idea is

excellent, and I wish that no fairy had ever been let in,

Mr. PHILLPOTTS being so peculiarly a writer about human

beings.

I think that VIOLET PEAHN was ill advised to introduce a

cricket match so early into Separate Slars (MURRAY),

especially as it has so little to do with the plot of the book.

"As he spoke Eoger lifted his bat" (this was how the

game ended),
" the ball smashed through the air over the

fielders' ducking heads ; it was the third six of a magnifi-
cent innings. The match was won for the Gunners with
two wickets and thirty seconds to spare." After that I

should, if I had been the printer, have placed a whole row
of stars. But as a matter of fact the contest which forms
the theme of the novel is that of Art v. Love in the soul- of

a woman prevented by circumstances from realising her
own considerable talent. Joan Peliew marries a gay officer

(the JESSOP alluded to above) and when he dies still hopes
to see her ambition fulfilled in the genius of her son.

When he turns out to be a painter of brilliant technique
but no grandeur of inspiration, she sets to work in despair
to learn again the craft she has almost forgotten. Both
the matter of the story and the manner of its telling

improve considerably in the later stages, and the childhood

of Maurice and the characters of Lady Julia Hardcastle,
with whom he falls in love, and of the artist who falls in

love with his mother in her widowhood, make up for the

rather wooden portraiture and style with which the book

begins. But I am glad that Maurice did not take to

cricket like his father, and cut sixes through the shrinking
chests of third man and second slip.

It all depends on whether you have outgrown your taste

for Polperro Bock. You remember the stuff? Made by
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Uncle Polperro (FISHEB UNWIN). Anyhow, it was a sort

of illustrated sweetmeat (" Bite where you like and there 's

always a picture in the middle," as Mr. ALPHONSE
COUKLANDEK takes care to remind you), made of a com-
bination of three simple ingredients, boiled sugar, gelatine,

and liquorice. What is more, this ingenuous Bock
enabled Mr. Polperro to retire from business and purchase
the title-deeds of Bongoland from a kind of confidence-

trick man, by name M. Jenairien ; and if you study that

name closely you will realise to the full the trustfulness of

Mr. Polpcrro's character. By his successful manufacture of

confectionery Mr. Polperro brought happiness to thousands

of children without impairing their digestion ; and his

failure to become the self-

made President of the Ee-

public of Bongoland spells

bliss, I gather, to those two
other children, Jennifer, his

niece, and Charles Hastable,
his hard-up medical nephew.
More than a third of the

book is occupied with an
account of the voyaging of

the would - be Republicans
from London to Bongoland
on board the Djc-mi-meh (so

readily does Mr. COUBLANDEK

appreciate the humour of

names), and the vessel is com-
manded by Captain Snack,
the most saccharine sea-dog
who ever conducted a mutiny,
and a gelatine mutiny at

that. As a make - weight
Lord Aveling is thrown in.

He is a peer who takes un-
conventional holidays.

" In

London," he says, "do you
think I could go into a cheap
restaurant without losing half

my friends ?
" And it is in

the disguise of a mate that

ha ships under the unsuspect-
ing Snack. There is no lack

of boiled sugar in this story,
but I was not in the least

fed up.

inately wax rich and multiply, while suicide disposes o
Mandevil, and Carfax reports himself in debt and " in a

beastly thirty-pound-a-year villa in Tottenham "
il

emphasises the danger of being either a criminal or a cad.

I cannot help feeling a
little sorry for Carfax, into

whose mouth Mr. " JANE
WARDLE "

has placed his

story, The Little Gray Man
(ARNOLD), because he suffered from such inefficient

stage
- management that to get the information which

his role required he was everlastingly hiding in cup-
joards, dodging round corners, and placing his ear to

ieyholes. Still, I am not concerned to say that either my
jxcuses, or those which he made so lavishly for himself,
eave him a desirable creature. In the race for the iniquity-
stakes, however, he was a very bad second to Mandevil,
who was so incredibly vicious that I regarded him more as
i globule of concentrated wickedness than as a human
jeing. Possibly the author gains some piquancy from
;he way in which he has chosen to tell his tale; never-
iheless, should any budding novelist be thinking of writing
n the first person, I do not hesitate to recommend this
x>ok as a warning. Let me add that it also contains
everal distinct thrills, and that since the innocent ulti-

When an author, still more when an authoress, sets about
to tell a pretty story of rustic love in a rose-garden, ol

white cottages, of sunny orchards, and of a fairy god-
mother in modern dress, it is always a matter of touch
and go whether the written word be one of sweet

simplicity or laboured affectation. Once, indejsd, ANNIE E.
HOLDSWORTH (Mrs. LEE-HAMILTON, that is) touched and

went, for she told the critic

that through the open door
of a church " the scent of

newly mown hay wandered
in liand in hand with the
summer day," and the critic

laughed at the idea of it. For
the rest, when he laughed,
he laughed with her at the

quaintness of the country
carrier and the town-bred
smartness of Mrs. Pratt-

Thompson ; and, when the

loves of pretty litith and

proud lioger did not go well

for all the legacies of Miss

Madden, the sentiment was

very touching and the pathos
never too pathetic. There

were, moreover, Mrs. Cnii-

irri i/lit, stern mother of l!<i' r

and outspoken old gossip,
and some other village bodies,

happy protegees of Itnth ;

there were the amiable gen-

try, even an intellectual or

two, and on the whole the

critic has no reason or desire

to suggest that, for delicacy
of tasto and lightness of

touch, the substance of the

book is a whit inferior to its

title, The Little Company of
liuth (METHUEN).

Countryman (giving the benefa of his greater experience).
" WHEN THE

COVE T'OTHEB END SAYS, 'BE BE THERE, JAKOB?' you SAYS 'YKS'
OR 'NO,' AS THE CASE MID BE."

When I was about ten I

narrowly missed a black eye
from a youth of eleven be-

cause I gave away the plot
of a Hcnty before the excited

young pugilist had had time to read it. I am not, there-

fore, going to let the cat out of the bag in respect of Mr.
HERBERT STKANG'S book, The Adventures of Dick Trevanion

(FROWDE AND HODDER AND STOUGHTON). I will say merely
that there are smugglers in it, and excisemen, and c;i\es,

and privateers, two young heroes, a first-class villain, and

regular top-hole adventures. Let those take note who are

prospecting for Christinas gifts.

The Western Morning News prints Mr. F. E. SMITH
as follows :

"Little fleas have smaller fljte upon tli ii-liac-'cs to bith them :

Smaller fleas had leases fleas, and so on ad infinitum. (Laughter.)
"

This is hard on Mr. SMITH, but it is also unfair to the big
flea, who gets left out altogether.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE capital proposal has now been

made that not only shall Members of

Parliament be paid a salary but they
shall also be provided with a neat uni-

form, to lend them an air of distinction

as is done in the case of postmen
and policemen and other paid servants

of the State.
:;

. .

;:'

*
'

In this connection we have to report
that one of the most useful police dogs
of Moscow, according to The Express,
has just fallen a victim to the mis-

placed zeal of an official dog-catcher
who mistook him for a
"
stray," and made away

with him. No doubt this

will lead to these canine

.policemen wearing uniform

in the future instead of

being plain-clothes dogs.

" On the Female Suffrage

question women themselves

are divided." Suggested
new title for the Sex: The
Divided Skirts.

" You may take it from

me," said Mr. ASQUITH at

Eeading, "that Mr. EED-
MOND has no more to do

with the Dissolution than

the man in the moon." But

surely the man in the moon
had something to do with

it ? See Beports of Lunacy
Commissioners.

" At present," said Mr.

HERBERT SAMUEL at Farn-

worth,
" the Lords have

doubled like a hare with the

hounds behind." The word
" hounds," we hear, has given

grave offence to many of Mr.

SAMUEL'S fellow-sportsmen.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S

sympathies are certainly limited. He
decided to give an habitual criminal

whose acquaintance he and Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE made at Dartmoor " another

chance." But the Lords

By -the -by, The Law Journal, in

commenting on this case, says,
" This

man has a habit of stealing from

churches a peculiarly mean form of

crime." But, we would ask, has the

Editor himself never stolen from church

during a dull sermon ?

A writer on the subject of " Fashions

for Men," after stating that "the

frock-coat has fallen irrecoverably into

the debris of shattered institutions,"

goes on to mention that they are still

worn by certain peeis <>!' the realm.

This is not quite that attitude, towards
the aristocracy which one has come to

expect of a writer on fashions.

"The election posters," says OHSI.K-

VATOR in The Observer,
" bear signs of

having been put out in a hurry. One,
in a representation of Mr. AsQrrni,
contrives to put the big toe on the

right side of his right foot!" This,

however, is only a

symbolism ; the big

clever piece of

toe is supposed
to have needed a change, being tired of
"
toeing the line."

VOTER'S VERTIGO.
VERY PREVALENT JUST sow.

to us, had bettor make tin- most of Minn
collars while they are k-ft lo it.

Mi-. KisiiKit |'N\\IN has published a

book entitled '

A-pects of IV.ith in

Art." This seem-, to surest tli-

sihility of a cheery exhibition at the

(1 raves (iiillories.

Answer to a Correspondent : No,
the Censor lias not removed the ban:

"Inconstant George
"

is not the title

of Mr. h.MUKNTi: I IOTSMAS'H play.

Si DI:I:M ANN'S strong novel, /><i.s-

hohe Lied, has h.vn translated into

ii-li by Mr. Si:i.T/,KK.

Will the result, we wonder,
be Si DI'.KMANN and SKI/TXKK

water '.'

At a memorial meeting for

the great German tragedian,
JOSEF KAINX, held in Berlin

last week, it was stated that

one of his favourite ideas

was that theatre programmes
should not disclose the iden-

tity of the players. Over

here it has never been found

possible to get the actors to

go further than to consent to

the concealment of the name
of the playwright.

We have often wondered
what was the meaning of the

expression
"
High School,"

and now we know. Accord-

ing to an advertisement in

The Spectator, Buxton Col-

lege, Derbyshire, is
"
1,000

feet high." It is good to

know that American sky-

scrapers are not having
everything their own way.

Another conversion!
Father Christmas used to be

liberal, but times are so bad

now

London's Dreadnought, The Thun-

derer, is to be launched next January.

It would be a graceful compliment to

invite the Editor of The Times to

perform the christening ceremony.

In future, French match-boxes are to

be beautified by the reproduction on

them of paintings in the Louvre. But

we fancy that what the long-suffering

French public wants is not so much

striking pictures as striking matches.

An American firm is about to flood

this country with advertisements of

its "Arrow Collars," and the British

trade is said to be alarmed at the

incursion. The British trade, it seems

"Mr. C. T. Edvvardcs ].layrl a l>mijo solo,

accompanied on tin- same instrument l>y MKs
Elsie Edwardes." Errnintj K< M.

Soloist (crossly to accompanist) :

" There you are, getting in the way
again ! Why can't you keep to the E

string '!

"

Accompanist (irith dignity): "very
well: this decides mo. Next time I

shall bring my ou-ii banjo."

"It was a really typical gathering. There

was a welcoming ot the pieac-her . . . winch was

most encouraging, and we were followed liome

by a gift of a dozen eggs." I'hurch Times.

It certainly sounds typical, though

occasionally one is chased home by

more eggs than a dozen.

VOL. CXXXIX.
A A
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THE DETACHMENT OF PRENDERBY.
THE PEOPLE v. THE COMMONS.

IN times of great stress and heat I am always glad to

avail myself of the atmosphere of temperate calm which

pervades the presence of Prenderby. As a General Election

approaches he grows more and more detached, till he

almost disappears from sight. Of course I only take an

academic interest in his points of view, and would never

let him persuade me to adopt an attitude even of semi-

detachment. And, to do him justice, he never tries to

convert me. He says he would not wish to sacrifice

any source of quiet entertainment.
"
Well, what about the Referendum ?

"
I asked.

" I hold no brief for that Alpine device," said Prenderby,
" for I have never mistaken the people's voice for the

voice of a god. But I retain the right to be surprised and

shocked when I see that the very party which has always
vouched for the divinity of Demos now protests against

the idea of directly consulting its own beloved oracle on

matters of grave doubt."
" Our contention," said I, coming fresh and fortified from

a study of Lord MOELEY'S great speech in favour of main-

taining the Constitution intact,
"
is that our country's system

is a representative system, and that the Referendum would

disfigure the authority of the people's representatives."

"If," said Prenderby, as though reading my thoughts,

"you allude to Lord MOBLEY, for whom I entertain a

profound respect, I should think more of his Conser-

vative arguments if he himself were not in favour of

a Radical Bill for breaking up the Constitution by
means of what he facetiously calls an "

adjustment of

the relations between the two Houses on an amic-

able basis." However, I sympathise with you for

the moment. I have always held that, in an ideal

democracy, the people's representatives, once elected,

should be given a free hand to do their best for the

country during the natural term of Parliament. But then
I would have our representatives chosen on a principle

very different from that which is in use. I would choose
Liberals or Unionists men of the highest intelligence,

experience and patriotism, on whose judgment I could rely
even for the handling of questions on which my opinion
had never been consulted. But how and why do we actually
elect our Members ? Not, except in rare cases, on their

personal merits
;
not as thinking men ; but just as speci-

mens of one or other party, foisted on us by a caucus. And
there they sit in the House with instructions to surrender
their private judgment (if any) and act as voting automata
at the bidding of the party whip. What guarantee can we
have that on any given question, possibly not even contem-

plated among the variegated issues at a General Election,
our dummy really

'

represents
'

us ? Unless we make a

change in our methods, I see no solution of a rotten state
of things except through the Referendum."

" Its introduction as a party cry," I said,
" at the last

moment justifies our humorists in describing it as a red-

herring-endum ."

"True wit delights me," said Prenderby, on a note of

discouragement. "But what, after all, is the matter with
a good red herring? It is an excellent thing for dragging
across the trail when the field is on the scent of a hare
that 's got the plague. But to return to this piercing outcry
against the notion of going over the heads of the people's
representatives to consult the people themselves. Have
you observed lately what a deal of talk there is about the

dignity and authority of the House of Commons'? It

seems to have assumed an importance far exceeding that of

the men who elect it. And, curiously enough, it is with

the steady decline in the personal weight and influence

of its Members (since only a dozen or so on each side are

allowed to count as anything more than mere Ayes or

Noes), and with its gradual humiliation under the pressure
of party machinery, that we find the House of Commons
developing this habit of self-complacency. And I recognise
in the Referendum the best available corrective for such a

state of swelled head. If I am not inviting you to betray
a party secret, what, may I ask, is your objection to it ?

"

"
If," I said,

" the people's verdict were unfavourable it

would mean a General Election every time. No self-

respecting Government could survive the rebuff to its

prestige."
" I doubt it," said Prenderby cheerfully.

" I have too

firm a confidence in the tenacity of most Ministries.

They would sit tight and try something else. But, in all

probability, they would seldom or never incur such a rebuff.

They would guard their dignity by so moderating their

proposals as to ensure their acceptance by the country."
"
Well, anyhow," said I, "it was only a tactical move of.

the Tories at the eleventh hour."
" My dear fellow," said Prenderby, with a touch of com-

passion,
" the peculiarity of the eleventh hour is not only

that it comes just before the twelfth, but also that it comes

just after the tenth. Lata tactics have to be answered by
tactics later still. Black at an advanced stage makes a

forward move which exposes one of his own pieces. White

steps in and snaps it up.
' Alia !

'

says Black,
'

why didn't

you think of that before? You've committed an after-

thought.' Or else he shouts;,
' White Flag !

'

just because

his opponent deliberately sacrifices a pawn or two to save

his King."
" If you 're going to drag in the Crown," I said
" I drag in nothing," said Prenderby,

" not even a red

herring. As I said before, I hold no brief for the

Referendum. I am not a good enough democrat. But I

may permit myself to be politely amused when I find the

Conservative party more democratic than your democrats

themselves ; stealing the Radical thunder and going one
better with it. I may permit myself this recreation and

yet remain detached from party."
" Like Lord ROSEBERY at Manchester," I said wither-

ingly.
" I see that in his '

non-party
'

speech he referred

to the American dollars, though I noticed that he said

nothing of Sir WILFRID LAURIER'S contribution."
" If you must drag in the Prime Minister of Canada,"

said Prenderby,
"
let me say that I have a particular regard

for him which is not increased by his interference in the

matter of Home Rule. What would you and Canada think

of Mr. ASQUITH if, while Premier of England, he openly
subscribed to the funds of one of the parties in a Canadian
election? As for Lord ROSEBERY, 1 resemble him, very

modestly, in this that we are both enamoured of moderate

counsels ; he as a member of the despised peerage, I as an

ornament of the down-trodden middle-classes. 1 look

forward to the day of moderate men ; to the coming of a

National party which shall combine the best of both side*."
"
Meanwhile," said I, for I shrank from flirting with this

rather seductive prospect,
" meanwhile the polls begin to-

morrow, and we shall soon know whether the people

accept or reject the idea of a Referendum."
"
Whether, in fact," said Prenderby,

"
they prefer to put

their trust in their representatives or in themselves."
" We shall see," said I.
" We shall see," said Prenderby.
At last we had touched a point of agreement, and I

seized the opportunity to shift my ground to domestic

woods and pastures uncontroversial. 0. S.
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Settv (after the parti/). "AM I FRF.TTY, MUMMY?" Motfor (indulgently).
>

"
OH, TE.S, I>EAK."

Hetty. "AM I 80 1'IIETTY THAT JACK AND DlCK WILL DREAM ABOUT ME TO-MGHT ?

THE NEW PLANK AT WORK.
IN the year 19 the Referendum

was in full swing. Mr. Bilberry's seven

years' rule had just come to an end,

with the result that he had been com-

pelled to ask for a dissolution of Parlia-

ment ;
and he and Mr. Aston were now

appealing to the country.
The position of affairs at this time

may be described in a few words.

Switzerland, nattered that the greatest
nation in the world should re-model its

Constitution upon the lines of hers,

had returned the compliment by laying
down a naval programme which altered

entirely the whole European situation,

and called for a renewed effort on the

part of England. For this effort more

taxes were necessary, and it was upon
the method of raising these taxes that

the Election would turn.

Mr. Aston was for getting the new
taxes from the Rich.

Mr. Bilberry was for getting them

from the Others.

Mr. Aston appealed to the Working
Man for support. He said: "The
situation is simply this : We must have

this money. Shall we get it from the

Rich or from the Others ?
"

The Working Man thought pro-

foundly, and then said, "What you
mean is, would I rather you got it

from 'im or from me ?
"

"
Exactly," said Mr. Aston.

"
Right you are," said the working

man. " Then I says from 'im."

Mr. Bilberry appealed to the Working
Man for support. He said: "The

situation is simply this : we must have

this money. Mr. Aston proposes to

tax the Rich. I need hardly point out

to you what a calamity that would be

to the working classes. It is folly to

suppose that you can take money from

the Rich without hurting the poor. In

a thousand indirect ways it would affect

you. Now my tax would only have the

effect of stimulating you slightly."

"Wot O!" said the Working Man,

and left it at that.

To the Middle Classes Mr. Bilberry

said, "The nation is in Deadly Peril

of Socialism. When the nation is in

Deadly Peril there is only one party

for which an Englishman can vote."

And some of them, who had read of the

Deadly Peril in which the nation had

stood when the Abolition of the Death

Penalty for Larceny was first sug-

gested, were not greatly alarmed. But

others were, and gave him their

votes.

To the Upper Classes Mr. Bilberry
said :

" What do you think of this ?
"

There were many other questions

brought forward during the election,

but the surprising unanimity of the

rival candidates on the more important
ones prevented them from having any
considerable bearing on the result.

For whenever an Astonite said :

" Once

again I advocate this and this," the

Bilberryite would say hastily :
"
Why,

my dear fellow, of course ! That 'B what

I 've been saying for uwks ! If any-

thing, I should go even further, and do

that and that."

Mr. Aston was returned by a small

majority. His Bill for taxing the Rich

was immediately drawn up, discussed

in the House of Commons, and sub-

mitted to a Referendum.

Those who had previously voted for

Mr. Bilberry, having no use for Mr.

Aston, answered " No."

Of those who had voted for Mr.

Aston :

The Wondng Man said,
" 0' course,

if it's a choice between me and 'im,

I say, tax 'im. But if they
leave me

out and say,
' Do you want 'im taxed ?
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Canonser (to r>td(fferent Elector).
" D' YOU WANT MONEY TO co our OF THIS COUNTRY

AND TRADE TO BE STAGNANT?" [No atUWer.
Cuntxisscr.

' VOTE FOR MY MAN AND HE 'LL PUT MONEY INTO YOUH POCKET AND TAKE
IT FROM THE FOREIGNER." [No ailSUXT.

Caucmser. " IF YOU VOTE FOB THE OTHER MAX WE SHALL SOON BE RULED BY GERMANS ! !

"

Elector. "Acn ! GOOT ! I AM A SHERMANS."

then I say
'

No,' becos 'e '11 only take
it out o' me afterwards."
The Middle Classes said,

" Our second
cousin by marriage tells us that he '11

be ruined if this Bill passes ;
and those

nice people who asked Phyllis down
for Christmas are in a terrible way
about it. Of course, we should never
dream of voting for Mr. Bilberry, but
this really goes a little too far."

The Upper Classes said :.

"
Frankly,

bid man, you 're asking rather too

much, you know. I voted for you at the

last election and I '11 vote for you again
at the next. If you say bluntly to me:
'

Ought we to tax the Rich or the
Others ?

'

well, I answer ' The Rich '

;

and if now I had to decide whether I

or the poor man should pay, of course
I 'd pay up like a shot. But I haven't

got to decide that. You 're pledged
not to tax the Others any more, and the

only question for me is whether I like

your Bill. Well, you can't blame me,
old man, if I say that I don't."

Mr. Aston's Bill was rejected by

the People. He resigned. Mr. Bil-

berry accepted office and advised a
Dissolution.

At the General Election Mr. Bilberry
pointed out that the Astonites had
shown themselves absolutely impotent
to deal with the extremely critical

situation, the threatened danger from
the Swiss programme not having been
met by any of the necessary financial

provisions. He also pointed out that

this election had been forced upon the

country at an extremely inconvenient
time for shopkeepers. Mr. Bilberry was
returned.

Mr. Bilberry's Bill for taxing the
Others was immediately drawn up, dis-

cussed in the House of Commons, and
submitted to a Referendum.
Those who had voted for Mr.

Aston, having no use for Mr. Bilberry,
answered " No."

Of those who had voted for Mr.

Bilberry :

The Upper Classes said, "I say, old

man, what? I mean well I shall

have to think it over. I didn't know
it was going to be like this I Of course,
I 'd sooner shoot myself than do any-
thing to put Aston in, but You
know, even if this went against you,

you needn't resign, need you ?
"

The Middle Classes said :

" Of course,
it is a time of national peril, and one
is prepared to make sacrifices. But

they must be reawiuilil'', sacrifices.

I don't think I should be justified,
as a family man, in voting for this.

It isn't a question of what we want,
but what we can afford. I have just
worked it out, and I see that I shall

have to pay well, I mean, it 's absurd."
The Working Man said :

"
Well,

lorblimey, do I want it ? Do I look as

if I wanted it ? I may 'ave been a

mug at the election, but 'eaven bless

your dear innercent face if you think

you '11 catch little Willie again."
Mr. Bilberry's Bill was rejected by

the People.
I forget whether Mr. Bilberry re-

signed.
-:; ::- ::

And nothing had been done about
the Swiss Menace.
And the Astonites' exchequer was

empty.
And the People were sick of polls

and posters and posters and polls. . . .

You will understand, then, how it

was that some years later, when a Bill

for remodelling the Constitution on
its old lines of Parliamentary Govern-
ment was brought in, it was approved
by the People amidst scenes of the

greatest excitement. An additional

reason for celebration was the fact that

it was the first Bill which had survived

the Referendum. A. A. M.
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PALS BEFORE PARTY.

^

IN PRAISE OF WINTER ELECTIONS.
AT the season of chills, when the breath of the vapours

Is hardened to delicate rime,
You have heard, Mr. ASQUITH, no doubt, from the papers

That polls are a crime.
Let it cheer you to know, in the midst of their curses,

Whoe'er may be moaning his lot,
That the writer of these irresponsible verses

Is not.

For, whether in winter or whether in summer,
The farce of electoral throbs

Interferes with the odes of a lyrical thrummer,
And bores him to sobs ;

But I think, on the whole, that the moon of the holly
Is best for the madness to fall,

If we must have these moments of imbecile folly
At all.

For out in the streets there are hundreds of posters
The eye of the artist to vex

;

There is thumping of tubs and a legion of boasters
That bark through their necks.

Is it there that Apollo is like to exhort us,

Or lead his melodious choir ?

Shall the voice of the turtle be there or the tortoise-

-shell lyre ?

Not much : but within, for the brethren of Orpheus,
Is comfort and wassail and ease,

Undisturbed by the insolent argot of wharf-use
The words of bargees.

It is well that a time when the demagogues prosy
Are drowning the harp with their roars

Should be also a time when it 's deucedly cosy
Indoors.

When the vulgar are crowding, with faces that tingle,
To booths where the hurricanes whiz/,

I shall sleep by the fire, in the nook of the ingle
(Whatever that

is),

And be glad that the polls have come round in December,
When (warm with the winter's good cheer)

The bard can most easily fail to remember
They 're here. EVOE.

From an Indian paper :

"FOB SALE. The valuable business lately carried on at Ghoom,
near Darjeeliug, as a Boarding House and Piggery."

So they 've noticed it in India, too I

"As a precautionary measure, workmen were yesterday busily engaged
a feeling some of the more dangerously situated trees."

The Daily Telegraph.

["his is the sort of job we have been looking for for years.
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ROUND AND ROUND.

(A Romance of 1915.)

March 2. Great meeting of Unionist Free-Traders

attended by Lord CEOMEK, Lord BALFOUR OF BUHLEIGH
Mr. ARTHUR ELLIOT, Mr. ST. LOE STHACHEY, Lori

EGBERT CECIL, Lord HUGH CECIL, and others, Lori

CROMER being in the Chair. After delivering many impas
sioned speeches in defence of Free Trade, they decide to

reorganise themselves and to offer a determined resistanci

to Tariff Eeform. The meeting separates amid grea

enthusiasm, punctuated by patriotic songs.

March 3. Introduction and first reading of Governmeni
Bill for the Nationalisation of Motor-Cars.

March 4. The Times, in a leading article, declares thai

to nationalise motor-cars is to ruin the nation. The Daily
Mail . publishes an. article by Mr. LEO MAXSE declaring
that all members of the Government, including the Junioi

Lords of the Treasury (unpaid), are outside the pale ol

humanity and must be shot at sight. The Daily News
denounces opposition to the Bill as factious and interested.

March 5 (if March 5 falls on a Sunday). Mr. J. L.
GARVIN publishes in The Observer a leading article twelve
columns in length. He demands the impeachment of

Mr. ASQUITH and the immediate execution of all Irish

Nationalist Members on Tower Hill. "Only thus," he

concludes, "can we avenge the dastardly insult which has
been offered to our English manhood. Only thus can we
remove the ineffaceable stain which has been smeared in

i lurid and degrading colours over our escutcheon."
March 6. Formation of Motor Nationalisation League.
March 7. Establishment of Anti-Nationalisation of

Motors League.
March 8. Each League calls on the other to publish a

list of its subscribers.

March 12. Mr. J. L, GAHVIN declares in a leading
article of nineteen columns that he is not now a Home
Euler.

March 17. Lord EOSEBERY makes his three-hundredth

non-party speech against the Government at a great non-

party meeting held in the City of London under the chair-

manship of Mr. A. J. BALFOUR.
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE addresses a meeting at Plaistow.

He threatens the House of Lords with extinction, and com-
pares their lordships to rats fed on red herrings.
March 20. In a long and carefully reasoned letter to

The Times Sir HENRY HOWORTH points out that, whatever
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S own diet may be, he (Sir HENRY) has
never yet known a member of the House of Lords who
cared to eat a red herring.
March 21. Mr. F. E. SMITH, in a great speech at Chel-

tenham, calls Mr. LLOYD GEOHGE the Bed Herring King.
March 22. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, in a great speech at

Sevenoaks, denounces Mr. F. E. SMITH as impish, impudent
and impossible.
March 23. Mr. F. E. SMITH and Mr. WINSTON

CHURCHILL dine together.
March 24. Lord EOSEBERY makes his three-hundred-

and-first non-party speech against the Government at a
great non-party meeting in Birmingham under the chair-

manship of Mr. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN. He shows that
the nationalisation of motor cars leads straight to the
nationalisation of clocks and watches, spoons and forks
and small change of all sorts, and that from this to the
destruction of religion, family life, marriage and Sunday
beer is but a step.

April 3. The Unionist Free Traders at a great and
enthusiastic meeting declare that if Mr. BALFOUR will a-ree

to postpone Tariff Eeform they will be prepared to vote for
Tariff Eeformers.

April 4. Mr. BALFOUR says he is willing to postpone
Tariff Eeform for a fortnight.

April 5. Great enthusiasm expressed by Unionist Free
Traders over Mr. BALFOUH'S promise. The Morning Post,
however, salutes him as " the late leader of the Unionist

party."

April 8. Lord EOSEBERY makes his three-hundred-and-
second non-party speech against the Liberal party at a

great non-party meeting held in Belfast under the chair-

manship of Sir EDWARD CARSON.

April 10. Mr. F. E. SMITH at a meeting in Devizes says
that Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL is a disgraced disseminator
of dishonour.

April 11. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL at a meeting in

Deptford declares that Mr. F. E. SMITH always prefers
mendacity to men and stupidity to statesmanship.
-April 12. Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL and Mr. F. E. SMITH

unch together in London.

(Further dates may be filled in according to taste and
xpericnce.)

SOLOMON AND THE MONKEYS.
APES and peacocks and almug and ivory
SOLOMON sent for over seas,

And, if you ask me the reason why for ho
Sent his shipping for such as these

Peacocks flaunt like an opal necklace,

Figurey almug 's fair and fleckless,

Ivory 's smooth and white and speckless

(Tusks on a plinth of gold) ;

And the little grey monkeys, so wrinkled wise,
Little grey apes with the twinkling eyes,

Puckered, brown and cold,

'Spite of their lightsome ways and reckless,
Know the wisdom of gods of old !

SOLOMON sat by his garden palaces
Seeking wisdom of earth and air ;

Little grey apes, full of mocks and malices,

Chipped and chattered around his chair
;

Chipped and chattered and made grimaces,
Eubbed their backs and their wrinkled faces,

Swung themselves with a score of graces
Through the cedar trees ;

But never their knowledge could SOLOMON catch,
For, if he asked them, they 'd only scratch,

Stop and scratch for fleas ;

Then they 'd rocket away in races,

Buttling, scuffling, in twos and threes !

So SOLOMON sent for HIRAM, King o' Tyre ;

HIRAM strode 'neath the budding leaf,

Purple vesture and golden ring, attire

Fit indeed for a merchant chief
;

He bade him watch the monkeys slipping

Through the pomegranate branches dipping
Over the fountains ferned and dripping,

Green and clear and cold ;

And " 'Tis excellent knowledge," King HIRAM said,
" That keeps its learning inside its head;

That 's your monkey's gold
That 's the reason that sets them skipping
That 'B their wisdom of gods of old !

"

A Blow for Smith minor.

"That the feeding of school-children dnring holidays was illegal was
e opinion of Sir R. B. Finlay." Daily Mirror.
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FANTASY.
THERE is no truth in the following

account. It is based solely on the
unconfirmed report of the central

figure. That central figure is I, and I
have just stated that there is no truth
in it. It is not the truth, part of the
truth, or anything like the truth. It
is the invention of one miserable,
downtrodden Junior; the outpourings
of a soul clamouring for freedom and
self-expansion. Let me pretend, just
for once, that I am not the most per-
manently rebuked person in the world,
who may not even say

" Boo !

"
to an

usher without being told that I am
frivolous, vexatious, and an abuse of
the process of the Court. Let
pretend all that. Will you ?

me

Counsel for the Plaintiff said what
he had to say, and all eyes were fixed
on me. You see, I was Counsel for
the Defendant, and there we all were
sitting in the High Court and making
a day of it.

"
Forgive me," I said,

" but I did not
quite follow what you were saying. I
was thinking of something else. Start
at the beginning and say it all over

again." Then I closed my eyes and
put my feet up on the K.C.'s bench in
front of me, not, as I assured them, to

go to sleep, but because I could hear
better in that position. When at last

they insisted on a few words from me,
I, seeing that there was no way out of

it, got up and addressed them.
" Look here, Judge, old man," I said,

"
it is all very fine for t'other fellow to

talk about vendors and purchasers and
estoppels (what is an estoppel, any-
way ?) and all that rot. It is all very
fine for him to go burbling on about
statutes and cases, but the cold truth
is that he wants my client to pay his
client hundreds and hundreds of pounds,
and my client ain't going to do no such

thing. He has

refusing, but I

the best reasons for

am not at liberty to

divulge them. At least I have forgotten
most of them, and I never could under-
stand the rest. I can promise you
that they are first-class reasons, if a
bit complicated in parts, and I can

promise you that my client is a man in
a thousand."

Mr. Justice What 's-his-name, who I

really don't think can have been listen-

ing, bestirred himself to ask me what
about the Sale of Goods Act. But I

told him that I was not going to

answer that question, because I knew
there was a catch in it somewhere.

Besides, I told him that I knew nothing
about the Law, and cared less.

"
Ignorantia juris haud excusat," he

muttered, and while the court rocked

THE UNDEFEATED SALESMAN.
Customer.

Salesman.
SLEEP ON EARLY

'Box IT HASN'T SAID A WORD ALL THE TIME I'VE BEEN IN THE SHOP!"
"THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MADAM. His LATE OWNEU ALWAYS WENT TO

CLOSING DAY, AND AFTER TWO O'CLOCK ON THURSDAYS NOTHING
'

WILL

with subservient and hilarious laughter
I took my pipe out of my pocket and
lit it.

" Tell me when I 'm due to laugh,"
said I between the puffs,

" and I '11 do

my best for you. Now, if you are quite
sure you have finished being funny, 1

will go on with the case. My dear old

Lud, what is the iise of all this chin-

wagging ? The fact is that my client

wants all his money for himself, and
if he finds, when he comes to do his

accounts at the end of the year, that

he has got a little over, you may bet

your wig that he is not going to give
that little to a man with a face like

the Plaintiff's. Do we admit liability,

you ask? We admit any old thing

you like, for a little peace. More than

that, if you will all come across to the

Cock Tavern, Plaintiff, Plaintiff's coun-

sel, Plaintiff's solicitor, clerks, ushers,
court-loafers, and even your bonny old

self, we'll stand the drinks if you'll
let bygones be bygones. There !

"

I sat down, humming a popular
melody to show that I bore no malice,
and the Judge said something bitter

about "Judgment for the Plaintiff in

the full amount of his claim and costs."

As for me I went up to where the old
fellow sat on his perch and cooed,
"
Bench, dear boy, you are not cross

with me, are you ?
"

and, arm-in-arm
with my client and his solicitor, strolled

out of court as happy as a sandboy.

Thank you for bearing with me.
'eel better now.
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THE FREE AND INDEPENDENT.
C'aildill.ite.

^"
HOW DO YOU THINK THINGS ARE GOING?"

Agent. "WELL THE HARMONIUMS HAVE DONE A LOT OF GOOD, BUT YOU'LL HAVE TO
CHANGE THAT I1AGATELLE BOARD AT THE WORKMEN'S CLUB FOR A 1:1 I.I.I A l:l> TABLE."

OPERATIC INTELLIGENCE.
EXPENSIVE PRODUCTION OF

"
TORQUE&IADA."

(Special.)

THE music of Torquemada, as all

intelligent amateurs are doubtless well

aware, has been more extravagantly
praised and abused than any which
has ever been composed since the days
of Orpheus. Herr Boboloff, the famous
St. Petersburg critic, has described it

as a musical Eeign of Terror; while
Signor Puppo Stecchi, of Milan, calls
it the "ne plus ultra of cosmic ecstasy."
The same eminent authority also calls
attention to the extraordinary way in
which Herr Cassowar combines deep

spirituality with a cynical freakish-
ness. " Scenes of an outrageous inde-

corum," he writes,
" are handled with

the utmost solemnity, while those

passages in the drama which touch on
the deepest mysteries of religion are
treated with a hearty irreverence which
recalls the most splendidly ghastly
orgies of the cult of Beason in the
French Eevolution. Herr Cassowar is

as cruel as Nature, as brutal as death
in short, a genius of the deepest dye,

and in Torquemada he has found a
theme which gives his gorgeous inhu-

manity superlative scope." It will be

readily understood that music of this

quality is extremely expensive to com-
pose and produce, and no apology is

needed for the announcement that, on

the occasion of the performance of this

epoch-making work, the price for hiring
opsra-glassos will be raised from six

pence to ten shillings.
The rdle of Dolores will be under-

taken by the famous American prima
donna, Madame Popptea Scarlett, who
created it on the occasion of the origina
production at Widdin. As Madame
Scarlett holds the record for the highesl
fee ever paid to a prima donna for a

single performance viz., 10,000 the

prices will be raised on this and all

occasions on which she will appear.
All the reserved seats have already
been taken, with the exception of a few
extra stalls attached by pulleys to the
central electrolier. These can be had
for 50 guineas apiece.
The orchestra will he increased from

85 to 170 performers for the production
of Torquemada, as the scoring for the
instruments of percussion is unusually
rich, the drums being often divided
into as many as twenty genuine parts,
while extra instruments of peculiar
sonority, including the Sclireckhorn,
are employed in the torture scenes in
order to drown the shrieks of the
victims. The immense extra expense
to which the management lias been

put in order to meet these require-
ments has involved a revision of the
refreshment tariff, and on the nights on
which Torquemada is performed the

charge for coffee will be 2s. 6d. a cup,
and for ices 15s. each.
The scenery, which has been specially

liand-painted for the production, is of

special magnificence, many thousand
tubes of the choicest paint having been
xliausted on the superb canvases pro-

vided by the artists, MM. van Dorb
and Kararneloff. In consequence of
;his terrific outlay, running into several
.housands of pounds, the management
lave been reluctantly obliged to raise
,he prices of the programmes and books
of the words, which will be supplied at

5s. and 1 Is. respectively.
The Ballet of Inquisitors is of alto-

gether unusual size, and the strain

mposed upon them in the Dance of the

Seventy Thumbscrews is so exacting
hat a special honorarium has been
idded to their usual salary. In view
>f this fact the management respectfully
>eg to announce that the cloak-room
ees will be increased on Torquemada
nights from 3d. to 4|<7.

It is only right to add that, in spite
)f all these enhanced charges, the

management expect to lose at least

J20.000 on the production.

COMFORTING EEFLECTION AT THE
'OST- IMPRESSIONISTS'. Things, after

all, are not so bad as they 're painted.



THE PEEFEEENDUM.
ME. TARIFF. " AFTER YOU, MY LORD ; IT SEEMS YOUR NEED OF REFORM IS MORE

PRESSING THAN MINE."
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Virile Lady (after a long narrative of her doings in various branches of sport). "AND DO YOU MEAN TO SAY YOU DON'T uo IN FOB
EITHER HUNTIN" OR SHOOTIN' OR GOLFIN' ? DON'T YOU SOMETIMES GET FEARFULLY BORED!"

Hastes* (feelingly). "YES, I DO."

THE BISHOP'S MOVE.
[In a recent irambiT of his Diocesan Magazine

the Bishop of WORCESTER lays down a rule that

men ordained by him are "not to contract

matrimonial engagements" during their Dia-

conate. "In the event," he adds,
"
of this not

being observed, I should feel it my duty to

remove the young man to another curacy, if

the lady were a resident in the district."]

WHEN Strephon wooed, I showed im-

mense

Eeeiprocal devotion,

Although, to speak without pretence,
I 'd not the slightest notion

That love's unwelcome consequence
Would be perpetual motion.

As we surveyed the placid sea

It showed no warning beacon ;

We clean forgot the penalty
Our Bishop vowed to wreak on

The rebel who presumed to be

Affianced while a deacon.

" The man who dares to disobey
His Bishop comes a cropper

"

(His Lordship wrote) ;

" I beg to say
Your conduct is improper.

I hope you '11 choose the easier way
Which is, of course, to drop her.

" Else you, who show me disrespect,
Must be severely dropped on ;

You '11 quit your post (I fear neglect
Of duty if you stopped on)

And undertake, as I direct,

The curacy of Plopton."
" D' you think," I cried, while Strephon

stood

Irresolute,
" I '11 swallow

Defeat like this ? What hardihood

To utter threats so hollow !

You go to Plopton ? Well and good
Mother and I will follow !

"

He went and we went. In a week
The Bishop, who had thirsted

For vengeance, finding, so to speak,
His machinations worsted,

Bade Strephon move again, to seek

The curacy of Burstead.

From Burstead on to Newton Leas,

From Newton Leas to Keating,
Still an astonished Diocese

Beholds my lover fleeting ;

But, try his lordship as he please,

He can't prevent us meeting !

Poor Bishop ! By-and-by he '11 gain

The sorrowful conviction

That here his threats are all in vain,
His rule an empty fiction,

And that young ladies yet remain

Beyond his jurisdiction !

Mr. BONAE LAW as reported in The
Scotsman :

"Surely it was the most unreasonable of

propositions to assert that we could not have

a greaUr moral
rjxht

to ask equality of treat-

ment on the Indian market when we gave to

them advantages in our market which were not

given to other people than we had that
rig^it

now, when we gave her no advantage which

was not enjoyed by every other country in the

world so much as it was by India. (Cheers.)"

Even Mr. LAW'S bitterest opponent
could hardly have forborne to cheer so

exciting a finish.

Extract from the letter of a Baboo,

who, after much correspondence with

the postal officials over some small

grievance, at length breaks into poetry

and sums up the case against red tape

as follows :

" The bell of death is ever ring,

Over the poor and over the king.

The world is ever tit for I at,

Over the thin and over the fat."
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A QUESTION OF DEGREE.
GREAT confusion having arisen in

the papers with regard to the PRESI-

DENT OP THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BOARD, some referring to him always as

Dr. BURNS, in recognition of a degree

recently conferred upon him by Liver-

pool University, and others still adher-

ing to Mr. BURNS, a public meeting
was called to decide upon some united

course of action. The Mayor of BAT-

TERSEA was in the Chair, and many
prominent journalists and public men
were present.

Mr. BUCKLE, of The Times, said that

he was averse from conferring such

titles. Take, for example, the case of

the head of the Salvation Army. The

Times, it is true, called him "
General,"
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AT THE PLAY.
" DECORATING CLEMENTINE."

THE atmosphere of Miss UNGER'S
American adaptation from the French
is sufficiently cosmopolitan. The
names and plot and geography are

French; the manner is Franco-Anglo-
American ; the language of three of ! spondent).
the leading characters is American

j

There is

and of the other two broken English J

Miss Eosie

HOW THINGS MANAGE TO KEEP OUT
OF THE PAPERS.

THE crowding of the newspapers just
now with political matter is a real

grievance to more people than to the

poet who throbbed out his plaint in

your last week's issue (writes a corre-

the unfortunate case of

FitzVerriloe, who is to

with either a French or a Eussian play the principal girl in one of the

accent. As for the humour in Paris
j leading pantomimes. Such a part re-

where it originally came from it was,
'

quires, of course, very careful prepara-
tion. This dainty young comedienneno doubt, very heady, but that was

before it had been watered out West.
The scheme, of course, has an almost ' Cathedral,

purely French interest
;
it is a satire

on the methods Id-las of canvassing
for the Legion of Honour. A woman
novelist, in agony lest a female
rival should secure the only available

ribbon, persuades her uxorious

husband to flirt with the wife of

the Minister who has the disposal
of it. The husband, at first expos-

tulating, carries out her wishes too

generously, and the prize is hers
at the temporary cost

'

of conjugal
security. That's all: except that
the rival ribbon-hunter turns out
to be a man writing under a female
nom da guerre. The revelation of

his identity is the one effective

episode in the play ; but very little

was made of it. This was a pity,
as there was not enough stuff to go
quite round

;
and it had to be eked

out with fun of a farcical order, in

which Mr. HUNTLEY figured as a

devastating Adonis, and Miss DOBIS
KEANE was extremely sinuous and

susceptible. Miss HATTIE WIL-
LIAMS'S workmanlike style helped
to hold together a play that was
handicapped by a poor start. Much
of the dovecote business of the First
Act might have been spared, though
daresay that if Mr. RICHIE LING

therefore arranged a visit to St. Paul's

While she was standing

reverently to give him air. At his re

quest lie was led into the office of t

leading newspaper, where everything
lie desired was placed at his disposal
except an interview.
On Monday one of the judges in the

King's Bench Division had the day d)
his life. He kept himself roaring with
laughter, and a few sycophantic juniors
laughed too. Yet not one of his jokes
was to be seen in Tuesday's papers. I
point this out as a matter of interest.
I do not complain, for from this un-
published fund of humour I have
collected one or two specimens which,

the Editor's permission, I willwith
row

HONESTY JUST NOW THE BEST POLICY.
Coster (who usually describes (fuse things as "fresh-

laid eggs").
" E-LEC-SHUN EISCS. GUARAN-IEEU

ABSOLUTELY ROTTEN ! ! !

'

as the doting husband had been a little

less commonplace we might have
been on better terms with ourselves
at an earlier stage. Still, I incline to
the opinion of a critical friend who

thing ISbought that this kind of

lone better in France, and perhaps
jest not done at all.

The advertisements of the American

company say that " Mr. CHARLES FROH-
MAN presents Decorating Clementine
with Mr. G. P. HUNTLEY." Well, I

don't know what we should have done
without him, or if Miss DORIS KKANE
md worn more clothes. O. S.

Life's Little Emergencies.
'To PKEVKNT A DOG HOWLING : When

>Iavin,' tlie piano someone should pet the djg,
and pat it oil the head, and stroku it."

Uublin Jiccnuiri ,V<nY.

in the gallery at the top of the dome
a young man assailed her and snatched
a priceless diamond necklace from her
throat, and flung it so skilfully that
after a scintillating journey it fell into
the hands of an accomplice waiting in

the churchyard below. Although a

photographer and a news -
gatherer

happened to be passing at the time,
no report whatever appeared in the

papers.
Then again there is the incident of

the famous novelist in Fleet Street last

Friday. Although he has not received
much publicity for some weeks now, it

was quite inadvertently that he was
knocked down by a motor-bus and
bruised his elbow against a roast
chestnut barrow. His hat fell off, and
the crowd, recognising him, stood away

[No, no ! ED.]=====
THE PROFITABLE PIROUETTE.

[At Polish marriages it is the custom to
have a 1 ig wedding dance, at whi.-li th<;
bride receives a money forfeit from rvrryman she can tire out with danc 'ng. At a
recent wedding the lady won over JE;'jO.

]

I 'VE sometimes grown sarcastic
On noting, dearest Sue,

How much the light fantastic
Was occupying you.

Myself, I 'd choose a small room,
A tete-<l-tete ; I'm not

Enamoured of the ball-room
;

I think the ragtime rot.

But now I know such capers
Should please a frugal youth ;

A snippet from the papers
Has cut my wisdom tooth.

No more, Susannah, shall you
Hear plaints of mine ; I see

Pecuniary value
In your agility.

So, dear, in practice daily
Your time of leisure spend,

Till you can trip it gaily
For many hours on end ;

And when throughout the wliole
land

Your skill surpasses man's
We "11 emigrate to Poland
And there put up the banns.

To you in bridal raiment
The people of the town

Will yield the wonted payment
When you have danced them down.

And so by this extortion
You '11 prove my prop and staff,

A plutocratic portion
As well as better half.

The Brightlingsca News, in dwelling
upon its value as an advertisingmedium,
points out that any announermonl,
which it prints

" will be seen and read

at a time when people are in the act

of reading." There must be something
in the bracing air of .Hriylillingsea
after all.
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Dealer. "Too MUCH MONEY?
AS MUCH AS A COMMON' HOUSE."

BUT JUST I.OOK AT HIS MAKE AND SHAPE ! Win', THE .SHADOW OF HIM ON THE WALL'S WOKTIf

STEENGTH AT THE HELM.
As everyone now knows, there is not

a German waiter or clerk in London or

England to-day that is not an active

spy and soldier in the service of
his Fatherland, only waiting for the
moment to rise and strike. The inter-
val that occurs between the ordering of

your chop at a restaurant and its

tardy appearance is due not to any
defect in the kitchen but to allow
time for the waiter to make a full

note for the Berlin War Office as to

your appearance and probable fight-

ing weight. So again with the Ger-
man clerk who receives you in the

iity. Those constant entries in his

edger have not, as it may seem,
any reference to your business, but to

yourself. Only in this way can Ger-

nany be properly forewarned, and thus
orearmed. But, as any military
authority will tell you, it is no use

laving a highly efficient and numerous
)aml of spies in the enemy's midst
unless they are under control. Who,
hen, controls the myriad German spies
n London ? We are in a position to

j;ive the answer, and to give it for the
irst time. The head of this gigantic

system is probably the last man you
would suspect, for, by a masterpiece of
Teutonic subtlety, he is notoriously a

builder-up of the English frame, a
maker of muscle, an apostle of fitness.
See the devilish cunning (Teufel-schlau-
heit) of it. It is as though a poacher
were a gamekeeper, a burglar a detec-

tive, a lawyer a gentleman. Yet it is

this man whose name is in every paper
as a renovator of the Anglo-Saxon fibre

who is at the head of the German army
secreted in our midst. In other words,
it is the famous Muskel-Brust.

Nothing is wanting but Muskel-
Brust's word of command for every
German clerk in the country to convert
his pen into a poisoned bayonet, every
German waiter to drop hyoscine into

the food, every German barber to let

loose the tetra-chloride, and England
to be a conquered nation.

The main facts of the case are of

course known to every Teutophobe, yet
never before has the truth about Mus-
kel-Brust been told. But we have not

yet revealed all. For it has come to our

knowledge that Muskel-Brust himself
is a more masterful MACHIAVELLI even
than we have indicated. We are in a

position to state that his magnificent

development is not genuine. That
huge biceps standing from his arms like
Primrose Hill, those grand muscular
protuberances on his shoulders and
thighs, are in reality receptacles for the
deadliest form of concentrated explosive.
The man is a walking magazine of
terrific menace. He can

carry about
with him enough cordite tabloids to
blow up all London. Divested of his
secret cargo he is a slight and hollow-
chested man of insignificant appear-
ance, such as might do the lock-step
down Eegent Street. Verb. sap.

In a recent announcement of " Pro-

spective Arrangements" the Passmore
Edwards Settlement gave notice of

1. Monday, November 28 Debate
in support of the hereditary principle of

the House of Lords.

2. Saturday, December 3 Lantern
Lecture : Some more extinct monsters.
Thus Humour manifests itself in the

most unlikely spot.

Another Inexactitude.
" I say there is only one word for it

and that is
' Come on.'

"

Mr. Churchill at Lambeth.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN point of solid literature this may be a mediocre age,

but now and then it does produce a short story worthy of

the laurel ;
and I would like to include the name of EDITH

WHARTON among the masters of that modern art. Tales

of Men ami Ghosts (MACMILLAN) are the sort of which,
however late the hour, you must just read one more before

you go to bed. If the ghosts are few and not too ghastly,
the men are divers and many and very much alive. Better

than either are the ideas, of which there is at least one,

bright and sound and neatly pointed, to each of the ten

stories. The main theme is the litterateur at the top of his

success or in the depths of his failure, the artistic tem-

perament in embryo and apotheosis. There is also some
mention of love and a case of insanity. The general atmo-

sphere is one of cleverness which is never smart, and of

irony which is always gentle.
"The Letters" and
" The Legend." In
the latter Mrs. Bain
entertains the Ar-

tistically Superior
and the Mentally
Elect to a discus-

sion of the latest

intellectualism and
a stand-up supper;
and a touch most

delightful and also

typical of the book
is the discovery of

Mr. Bain, with-

drawn to his study
and there smoking
a surreptitious
cigar over the last

number of The
Strand.

The best of the stories are

The secret (if you care to know)
Which Mr. GARVICE has in keeping

Is that he has the sense to sow
Where there 's the greatest chance of reaping ;

He caters, so to say, for those

Who like a plot, not over gory,
Dressed up in unassuming prose
In short, a plain straightforward story.

In such he does a roaring trade

Which one I 've read from start to finish

The Heart, he calls it, of a Maid
(HODDER AND STOUGHTON) won't diminish :

Candour and cunning, love and cash,

Fight the old fight for top-dog places,
With no confusing balderdash
Of literary arts and graces.

Eeading The
Charm (METHUEN)
you get a curious

impression that

:iere is an incident

of real life not very efficiently reported. You have no i for the story itself I have no words but tliose ot sincere
doubt that Mark Ecnnanl, of the Indian Civil, existed admiration. The study it gives of the development of a
in the flesh. You do not suspect that his being jilted single character is really amazingly clever. Lanra\ com-

IMPROBABLE SCENES.
AT A BAKGAIN SAI.K.

I dare say you think now that a book all about a
little girl at boarding-school is not likely to be particularly

^interesting to the

grown - up reader.

If so, this is be-

cause you have not

yet read The Get-

ting of Wisdom
(HEINEMANN), and
therefore do not
know what a clever

writer like "Hr.MtY
HANDEL EICHAUD-
HON

"
can make of

such a subject. Of

course, the au-

thoress is a little

helped by her

setting; for the

school to which
Ijinira was sent, at

the age of twelve,
was in Melbourne,
and both there and
in her country
home the colonial

background to the

story is picturesque
and unfamiliar. As

words but those of

jy an English miss and married, in the off moments
'ollowing, by a half-casto widow, of beautiful exterior but

rulgar origin, is all make-believe. Accepting these as facts

)f life, you are pleasantly curious to see what happens when
le has to go through with his folly under the gaze of the
setter Indian society and even of the jilt herself. You wish
!o\\ could find out from the people concerned what they
'elt about it, instead of having to take Miss ALICE PERRIN'S
account. If you are an inquisitive person you may even be

';ernpted to go to Koranabad to enquire how it all ended, for

fou are by no means definitely informed
; or, failing that

ourney, you may ask at Scotland Yard if anything has
)een heard of Mark's stepson, Alaric, alias Junksic, & child
f marked and mischievous promise, who ran away to

England halfway through the book and was not referred to

again. Certainly, if you begin the story you will finish it,

lartly in the vain hope of finding out who the pretty lady
n the cover may be, more because you will be interested
n a remarkable, if melancholy, affair.

panions, too, are all made to live; indeed, though 1 was
never myself an inmate of a girls' school, I feel certain

that life there must be precisely what the book describes

it. Needless to say, Laura has littls in common with tlio

virtuous protagonists of the school stories of an curlier

generation. The wisdom she gets is not all of it what
would be called desirable; and the various stages of her

progress are shown with a realism that is wholly modern.
This it is, of course, that makes the history so absorbing
Laura is, and remains
creation

; the fact that,
allowed to cheat flagrantly, and is neither found out nor

remorseful, completed my admiration for her historian.

to the end, an entirely human
at a crisis in her career she is

From A New Cookery Book :

"Now sit on the front of the stovo and stir coiist.inllv."

The advice contained in the last two words is unnecessary.
One would.
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CHARIVARIA.
EACH side has been complaining of a

shortage of vehicles on polling days,

and the party which sent a motor

bicycle for a voter who was in his

eightieth year and suffering from rheu-

matism lost a supporter.

At the close of his last speech before

the poll at Bolton, Colonel

HESKETH, the Unionist can-

didate, was presented by a

lady with a horse-shoe. He
was, however, defeated at

the poll,
and this looks as if

the horse-shoe, as an emblem

of luck, is now hopelessly

out of date. Next time, we

suspect, the Colonel will be

presented with a motor-tyre.
*.,.*

' A S
'

, aged thirty-

three," we read,
" has escaped

from Long Grove Asylum,

Epsom." We dare wager
we all know which party
he voted for.

Mr. F. E. SMITH'S recent

veiled reference to a politi-

cian whom he likened to DI-

OGENES, who lived in a tub,

has been misunderstood by
some persons. Mr. SMITH,

whose hatred of person-

alities is not so well known
as it should be, was not re-

ferring to the figure of our

War Minister.

The ignorance of some

people is astounding.
" What

is the meaning of ' 2D '

on

that soldier's tunic?" asked

an anxious enquirer.
" Oh

I suppose it is the price he

charges servant -
girls for

walking out with him,"

came the answer.
# *
*

" A safety razor is always
an acceptable present." Anc

yet we know an artist with

a Vandyck beard who fel

grossly insulted on receiving

such a gift. Some persons are so

touchy. * :
;-.

Speaking of Miss

" WOMEN'S DRKSS

YOG UK OF THK Bl'TTON."

quite an obsession, lias ^i\<n instruc-

tions thiit in future all HI tides and

paragraphs in his paper are to

We were frightened when we read without headlines,

these head-lines. It sounds so inade-

quate. Can this be the Salome in-

fluence ?

Mr. an advertisement tells

us,
"

is the leader of the Petticoat

"TRIM. I

l'l:\' I l( U, TK.ST roltSTKKKT VOl U.IMs.
"

There is nothing novel in this. \Ye

have all at one time or another gone
through this sore trial.

It \\;i- stilted ill ;i meeting
of the Leeds City Couiuil,

(hut tlie loriil poliee \\ere

considered tlie host di-

ll ie country. They nil \\enr

lilor-madu costumes.

"There is a boom in

prats at lirightlingsoa," we
sad. '-The lish arc making
s. and 3*. (W. n bushel."

t must ho sin interesting

ight to see these bloated

reatures going the pace at

irightlingsi'ii, and no doubt

he CHANCELLOR has his

ye on them.

A " Foot Wear
"
firm lias

>een advertising an " Elec-

tion Boot." Its immediate

purpose seems to have been

ichieved with only moder-

ate success, if one may fudge

jy the comparatively sin, ill

number of Candidates who
lave been kicked out.

On tlie subject of the

Working- Men Unionists Mr.

O. LOCKKR-LAMPSON writes :

"If we can secure a sufli' i> nl

number of motor cars on I!;'
1

1>"1

ling days in question, the return

of at least two of them is absolutely

certain."

A sporting car-owner would

risk it. There is always the

chance that his car may bo

one of the lucky two.

"On entering the Iliratsura

tunnel somethih 1

,'
went wrong iuth

the locomotive, the train coming

to a standstill and remaining in

^omeone ought to introduce the tunnel some time.

World."
him to the Garter King.

A certain firm which supplies furni-

The Musical Times says :

" As inter-

ludes Mr. FRANK BRIDGE has pro-

vided some well-conceived arrange-

ments of Breton folk songs, which

are appropriate to the surround-

ings, as the scene is laid in the

Belgian Ardennes." We are left

thinking.

VOL. cxxxix.

advertises *i" ov<".j.
announcement is somewhat ambi-

guous, but we are sure it cannot refe

to the furniture.

We hear that the editor of a certain

advanced Radical contemporary witl

hatred of titles has become

te unne some .

managed to get the train into motion, wl.eii it

was found tlfat on, ..I the driven..*
I,IISHII,S.

A search was made and the driver was dm-

covered lying unconscious in the funnel. -

/v/.-;,i<7 Times.

No wonder the engine wouldn't work.

"Early in the New Year i-cimy i*.slagc will

introduced between the United
;

Km- l-m

the Australian Coiumonwealth.
-

Mall Oa-eUc.

One of these days we shall be able to

cable to Australia.

be

and

BB
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"SALOME."
A DRESS KEHEARSAL.

A YELLOW rnoon, reeking with

presage, looked down upon the terrace

of the Tetrarch. Beyond the Syrian

landscape, the smoke of what I took

to be passing trains drifted across

an immovable cloud-wrack. Through
the palace

- entrances shone threa

great parallelograms of red light, like

the slabs of colour you see on a poll-

screen when a Conservative victory
is about to be recorded. On the terrace

stood a well - head, a familiar do-

mestic feature which used to give
tone and character to the tetrarchal

terraces of those days. A young cap-
tain discussed tli3 situation with the

page of Herodias (contralto). Every-

body was in the full dress of the period.

Suddenly there came a pause, and
the voice of the conductor (in short

sleeves) rang out.
" Where is the Pro-

phet ?
"

he cried in bell-like tones.

And the answer, as in the case of

DE QUINCEY'S reporter, was "Non est

invent us." The stage-manager rushed

on and peered down the well. The
soldiers joined him in the search. It

flashed upon me as just possible that

Truth, having fled to the bottom of the

well during these Elections (I can't get
the silly things out of my head), had left

no room for the Prophet. But I was in

error, for after a dreadful delay he was

reported to have arrived by one of

those lower entrances which habitually
occur in Syrian wells and to have
sent up word that he couldn't see to

read his score, the lighting arrange-
ments at the bottom of a well being
almost always inadequate. Meanwhile
the curtain was dropped, and eventually
we began all over again ;

and once

more, at the same point, there was the

same hitch, and once more the voice of

Mr. BEECHAM rang out,
" Where is the

Prophet?" At last the notes of Mr.
WHITEHILL'S magnificent organ came
filtering up, and the great tragedy
moved forward.

Our next shock was when the lithe

figure of Salome ran on from the halls

of festivity in a white blouse and dark

skirt, looking extraordinarily occi-

dental, and quite different from the
Salome of the preliminary boom-photo-
graphs. No doubt the local colour
was to be there all right on the night,
but this afternoon she was saving her-

self and giving nothing away. As for

her voice, she opened her mouth at the

proper places, but made no attempt
and I don't blame her to compete with
the noisy cacophonies of the orchestra.

Hearing Mr. WHITEHILL'S voice com-

ing from the cistern, she thought she
would like to make his closer ac-

quaintance, and ordered him to be

brought up. Greatly attracted by his

appearance, she insisted upon kissing
him. Mr. WHITEHILL, however, very

properly resisted her advances, and
after a while withdrew back into the

cistern ; but not till the young captain,
in a spasm of jealousy, had killed him-

self an episode in which neither Salome
nor the Prophet took the faintest inte-

rest.

Presently Herod emerged in a pea-

jacket and trousers to match, accom-

panied by Herodias in ordinary after-

noon dress, but without a hat. The
Tetrarch was in a fractious mood,
and barked out his words like a German
officer on early-morning parade. His

temper was not improved by the corpse
of the captain, into whose blood he had

put his foot through an oversight. It

seems that the Tetrarch never cared

greatly for the sight of dead men unless

he had had a hand in their killing. As
the First Soldier, in the original text,

had previously remarked, knowing his

Herod :
" II faut faire transporter le

cadavre. Le tetrarquc n'aime pas re-

garder les cadavres, sauf les cadavres
de ceux qu'il a lues lui-meme." To
which the Second Soldier, knowing his

OLLENDOHFF, had replied :

" Vous avez
raison ; il faut cacher le cadavre. II

ne faut pas que le tctrarque le voie."

Another source of annoyance to the

fretful potentate was the way in which
a lot of Hebrew sceptics would keep
on talking to him all at once about the

Prophet. Mr. BEECHAM didn't like it

either, and stopped to tell them that

they must pay attention to the beat
;

this, in fact, being what the beat was
there for. So they tried again, and I

believe that this time they did what
he wanted, though I confess that I

noticed no difference, so terrible was
the melee of jarring sounds.

Nothing, in the end, would content
Herod but that Salome should dance
before him

;
but she was pensive and

not feeling at her best, and frankly
hinted that she would prefer to keep
still. However, a very large bribe

induced her to do the Seven-Veils dance.
Seven veils take some time to arrange,
and the orchestra seized their advan-

tage. Then Saloiiie, who was a little

hampered by some of the supers, and
let them know it, went through a few

easy motions, dropping her veils from
time to time all round the place, and

strolling and lounging about in between,
till the music caught her up. The
Tetrarch seemed more satisfied with the

performance than I was, and it was a
bad set-back for him when he found
out what he was expected to pay for

it. But Herod was a man of his word,
and so a Nubian butcher, carrying a

large carving-knife at the salute, was
introduced into the cistern.

During the awful interval that en-

sued the orchestra let itself go. There
was one sound, painfully iterated, like

the chirrup of a sick hen, which, I

think, came from some part of a violin

which is usually left alone. From my
vantage in the stage box I had already
been intrigued by a sort of toy har-

monium, from which an acrobat was
extracting notes which had never yet
come within my experience of instru-

mental music. Something between the
click of muted bones and the smacking
of fat cheeks.

And now from the cistern emerged
the butcher's knife with a great blotch
of red paint smeared along the blade.

Salome seized and bore it aloft in

triumph ; then, advancing to the foot-

lights, she complained to Mr. BEECHAM
that this would never do; it made her

fingers messy, and she quite wanted to

keep them clean. At this trying
moment a happy diversion was created

by the appearance of an official with
the glad news (so I gathered) that Mr.
BEDFORD had consented to the use of a
dish for the red paint. Or it may have'

been that the thing had just arrived

from the dish-monger's. Anyhow, Mr.
BBBGHAII and Salome were visibly
affected by the announcement, and the
latter wiped her soiled fingers first on a

piece of property and then on a spare

part of the robe of a super.
Back we went for a page or two, and

this time it was a pewter dish that was
handed up from the well clearly a

great assistance to the imagination.
So Salome carried it to the front, and

put it on the floor and lavished en-

dearments on the head that wasn't
there.

And all might have ended happily
and smoothly with Herod's order to his

soldiers (he was now in a thoroughly
bad mood) to put her to death, if only the

military hadn't besn mobilised a shade
too soon. " What in the name of -
are you doing?" said Mr. BEECHAM;
" I 'm not half through the opera yet !

"

An overstatement, if pardonable ; for

Salome had only a few more bars in

hand. These she now negotiated, and
the impatient soldiery was then free to

despatch her beneath their bucklers.

For those who propose to criticise

this opera, no vocabulary could be too

large or peculiar. I content myself
with complimenting Mr. BEECHAM on
the prodigies he performed with the

baton, and I gratefully hope that he

will soon ask me to another tlre.ss

rehearsal of an opera : one, for choice,

in which Messrs. STHAUSS and CENSOB
shall have again collaborated.

0. S.
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A STAE IN ECLIPSE.
Miss BUDGET. " AH, LAST YEAR I WAS PRINCIPAL BOY, AND NOW I 'M NOT IN THE

BILL AT ALL!"
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THE POETRY OF MOTION-LATEST DEVELOPMENT ; THE JUDY-WALK.

THE MASTIX.

[An attempt to preserve some record of the horror of V.\e s:cne when

"Mastix," a contributor to The Daily Chronicle, pcnnel in the Radical

interest certein open letter, in the manner of
" JUNH..S to Unionist

statesmen who had the misfortune to incur his spscial displcasui e. ]

DEEP in a den whose outlet yawned bstwixt two upas-trees,

Festooned with snakes and vampire bats and horrible

like these . ,

Deep in a dark and awesome den where a cockatnc3 had died,

Slain by the glance of a basilisk who envied his place

inside . , .

Deep in a stifling sulphurous den, heavy with poisoned air.

Sitting on eighteenth-century eggs-the
Mastix had his lair!

Ah, how the foam flew forth his lips, what dragon teeth he

gnashed, , 3 ,

What antediluvian odours rose from every egg he smashed

With a passion for rage inherited from the cockatri

ceased, ... .
, , ,

And a glare in the eye as full of bane as a basil.sk s at least

With a cry that had half of a hydra's hiss and all

And th
8
e

r

Sun
S

ceof'a militant suffragette-the
Mastix took

the floor !

A spasm tore the universe, a shudder shook the vast

The ghost of SWIFT was seen to walk and Ju

Louder?mor

S

e shrill, the scolding shriek to topmost heaven

Whilst Peefs'held on their coronets and politicians

Till all the horrid tale was told, the criminals ^ta

The people staggered to the polls-and then the

fainted !

HENRY SILVER.

MANY of Mr. Punch's oldest friends will share his pro-

ound regret at the loss of a veteran member of his staff,

HENRY SILVER, who died on the 3rd of December, at the

ae of eighty-two. His first contribution to the paper was

made in 1848, and he joined the Table in 1857. retiring in

1870 on the death of MARK LEMON. His contributions,

which were both in prose and verse, included
" Punch

History of Costum," illustrated by JOHN TENNIEL. Among

his closest friends was CHARLES KEENE, whose earl,

drawings for Punch were of his devising, the first of t

being published in 1851. HENRY SILVER was the happy

possessor of a fine collection of KEENE'S original work.

According to The Daily Mail a dairy manager explains

the shortage in milk thus :

One of the reasons was the hard weather of last month, a

another is the high price of beer."

How ignorant we laymen are-the second reason woi

never have occurred to us.

She was wrong. High waists are no longer fash.onable.

themum in the Geisha's hair
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A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE.
I. BEFORE.

THE main ideas of our local cam-

paign were evolved in the small hours.

When George is tired of addressing

envelopes and James's moisture has

given out and there are no more appli-

cants for the higher literature for me
to interview, we gather round the fire,

and the Committee
Eoom becomes
generally inspired.
We allow Crump to

take the middle of

the stage only because

he happens to be our

Candidate. On this

night in particular
we were discussing

posters, which, being

encouragers of home
industries, we invent,

print and publish
ourselves.

"What we want,"
said Crump, "is some-

thing neat, if possible,
but certainly gaudy,

plenty of the broader

humour with not too

much of the subtler

sense, personalities
but no politics.

George, work up all

you have heard or

supposed of the other

fellow's past and put
it into a number of

pithy questions, be-

ginning 'WHAT
ABOUT . . . ?

'

Say,
six fatal innuendos,

just on this side of

libel, heavy leaded,

and a hundred posters
of each. Get to it .

Now, you other

fellows, we want
some general maxims
that will appeal at

once to the elector-

ate."
' SINGLE CHAMBER

GOVERNMENT MEANS
. . .," I began.

" Never mind about meanings," said

Crump. "Just a word, visible from

afar and intelligible at sight. A brief

command to vote for me."
" PLUMP FOR CRUMP," said James

tentatively.
" Five hundred large and a thousand

small of
' PLUMP FOR CRUMP,'

"
said

Crump to the Agent.
" Then what

about the other fellow ?
"

" OUT WITH GROUT," said James,

foolishly.
" If only his name had

been Grout instead of Brown ! What

about ' No JOE
'

?

Joseph."

His name may be

Five hundred large and a thousand

small of ' DOWN WITH BROWN.' Next,

please."
"
Insisting, as I do," I began again,

" on a reference, however vague, to a

policy of some sort, I suggest
' VOTE

FOR TARIFF EEFORM AND
This time they would have thrown

She. "LIZZIE'S BLOKE CALLS 'ER 'is PEACH AND THE APPLE OF 'is EYE. WHY
CAN'T YOU CALL ME THINGS LIKE THAT ?

"

He. "Yus, THAT'S ALL VERY WELL; BUT 'E'S IN THE VEGETABLE BUSINESS

I'M IN THE WHELK TRADE, REMEMBER!"

" not only do I thank you for myself,
but your Country, nay your Empire,
thanks you for vindicating those great

policies upon which its welfare depends.
This is no personal matter. There
have been placed before you solemn
and serious issues concerning imperial
and domestic government, defence and

economy, and you, after mature con-

sideration, have pronounced with no
uniertain voice for

those high principles
of state which form
the whole programme
of that party which I

represent, those prin-

ciples which we have

spared no pains of

logical argument and
honest ratiocination

to establish. You
have given your judg-
ment as becomes
judges who will hear

both sides, but will

not tolerate for a

moment irrelevant

matter, and in so

doing you have con-

firmed the belief
which I and far

greater men than I

have ever held the

belief in the insight,
the tenacity, the un-

varying sanity and
the inevitable wisdom
of that infallible tri-

bunal, the People."

THE UNLUCKIEST MAN
IN LONDON.

WE were all back-

ing ourselves as the

unluckiest of mortals.
" I maintain," he

said,
" that I am the

unluckiest man in

London, at any rate.

And by bad luck I

mean the real un-

asked- for things. Be-
cause you fellows who
complain of losses

over horses or at

don't count.

me out but for Crump.
" If he will

have it," said he,
" we will give it him

in leaflet form. Five thousand ' FREE
TRADERS ! P.T.O.'

"

"
Yes," said I

;

" and what on the

back of it ?
"

"
William," said Crump, sadly,

" I

see that you are not only a politician,

you are also a fool. Go to bed."

II. AFTER.

"... And, gentlemen," continued

Crump to the surging mass below him,

bridge
That 's gambling, and gambling must go

against you pretty often. No, I mean
the bad luck that is thrust upon one.

That 's where I am a champion,
was unlucky enough before, but taxis

have just put the lid on it. I whistle

and wait for one for, say, five minutes

which is, of course, under those cir-

cumstances, eternity and then I take

the worst hansom in Europe ;
and a

second later three empty taxis creep by.
Or in the pouring rain, \vhcn I have no

artificial whistle with me, and cannol
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produce any sound but a mild ' Whoo !
'

from my natural one, a taxi will go
by with the flag up, but the driver

looking the other way with all the
intent earnestness of a statue."

" That reminds me," said another

speaker.
" What do you do when a

driver with his flag up sees you and
takes no notice ? It 's the most infu-

riating thing in the world. I don't
know whether it has ever happened to

any of you ?
"

"It happens to me," said the first

man, "
every day. I am accurst. And

another thing when I am at haste in

a taxi it is always the first vehicle that

the policeman stops at a crossing. I

head the block. There I sit, no matter
what hurry I am in, and watch the

meter mounting. It always happens at

Wellington Street. Next time you pass
there and see the block in the Strand
look in the first taxi and you 11 find me.

" And finally- to get rid of the taxi

indictment when the time comes to

pay the fare I can never get any change
out of the brutes. They keep their

money, to begin with, in some place

compared with which a woman's pocket
is the height of accessibility ;

and then

they never have anything there but

gold and half-crowns when they firfiJ

it. So I am always parting with four-

pences and sixpences when all I want
to give extra is twopence.

" I tell you fellows honestly I long
for the dear old days, when cab-horses

crawled or fell down, and cab-drivers

called you foul names, and you didn't

know the worst till you got out. Life

was worth living then.
" The Tubes too," he continued, "how

one's bad luck has been aggravated by
that draughty invention! When I go
by Tube the lift-man always bangs the

gate while I am getting my ticket, and
when at last I reach the platform it is

just in time to see the tail light of

the train disappearing. Some day the

controllers of the Tube (if there are any)
will try to arrange a correspondence
between lifts and trains. The new

system will probably be inaugurated on

the day of my funeral. My funeral

O happy thought !

"

"
Apparently," said another speaker,

"
your bad luck is associated wholly

with what are humorously called

London's increased traffic facilities."
" Not at all !

"
said the unlucky

man. "I merely mentioned those first

because they are just now the most

conspicuous element in the scheme of

frustration called my life. I am un-

lucky in grain. If I go to a picture
exhibition and take a fancy to a picture,
it is always the one that is sold per-

haps the only one. If I buy a new
novel and hurry home to lose myself

Ground-keeper. "DON'T YOU KNOW THAT YOU SHOULD REPLACE THE TCRF!'
One of the Golfers. "Aw, WE ALWAYS DO, ON THE CREEKS."

in it, it has the section from pages 97
to 144 missing. If I send to the

library a list of four books that I want,

they return four books that I don't

want. If I am invited to a house

where really good dinners are served, I

am bound to have indigestion all that

day. If I dine at a restaurant, the

only bottle of wine that is corked

wanders to my table, and I am the

only guest to whom the manager is not

amenable under remonstrance. If you
ever meet a carefully-dressed man on

his way to a lunch party with a spot
of mud on his collar, it is me."

" But these things can happen to

all of us," said another man.

"Yes," said the grumbler, "but with

me there are no exceptions. Some of

you occasionally attend a matinee and
see something. I attend matinees and
find myself always behind the largest
hat always. When I buy evening
seats they either have a pillar right in

front of them or the particular man I

wanted to see is ill or away on a holiday.

"No," he concluded. "I am un-

lucky. You are unwise to be in my
company. It 's catching bad luck is

I 'm certain of it. No shrewd man
ever has dealings with an unlucky one."

The Christmas Spirit.

"Christmas Excursion to the Riviera Via

Folkestone-Calais : A 8|>ecial express Train will

run on Deo. 23rd from Calais to Cannes, Nice,

Monte Carlo and Mentone without charge."

Journal de Bordighera.
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OUT OF THE HURLY-BURLY
"Gun dance," I said; "and it's no

good pretending it isn't."
" Come on," said Miss Middleton

" It 's my favourite waltz. I expecl
I 've said that to all my partners to-

night."
" It 's my favourite too, but you 're

the first person I 've told."
" The worst of having a dance in

your own house," said Miss Middleton
after we had been once round the room
in silence,

"
is that you have to dance

with everybody."
" Have you said that to all your

partners too ?
"

" I expect so. I must have saic

everything. Don't look so reproach-

fully at me. You are looking re-

proachful, aren't you ?
"

I let go with one hand and felt my
face.

"
Yes," I said. " That 's how I do it.'

"
Well, you needn't bother, because

none of them thought I meant them.

Men never do."
<' I shall have to think that over by

myself," I said after a pause.
" There 's

a lot in that which the untrained ob-

server might miss. Anyhow, it 's not
at all the sort of thing that a young
girl ought to say at a dance."

'.' I 'm older than you think," said

Miss Middleton. "
Oh, bother, I forgot.

You know how old I am."
"
Perhaps you 've been ageing lately.

I have. This election has added years
to my life. I came here to get young
again."

" I don't know anything about poli-
tics. Father does all the knowing in

our family."
" He 's on the right side, isn't he ?

"

" I think he is. He says he is."
" Oh, well, he ought to know . . .

Yes, the truth is I came here to be
liked again. People and I have been

saying awfully rude things to each
other lately."

"
Oh, why do you want to argue

about politics?"
" But I don't want to. It 's a funny

hing, but nobody will believe me when
I say that."

" I expect it 's because you say it

after you've finished arguing, instead
of before."

"
Perhaps that 's it."

"I never argue with mother. I

imply tell her to do something, and
she tells me afterwards why she hasn't."

"
Keally, I think Mrs. Middleton has

done wonderfully well, considering.
Some parents don't even tell you why
'hey haven't."

"
Oh, I "d recommend her any-

where," said Miss Middleton confi-

lently.

We dropped into silence again

Anyhow, it was my favourite waltz.
" You did say, didn't you, the first

dance we had together," said Miss Mid-
dleton dreamily,

" that you preferred
not to talk when you danced ?

"

" Didn't I say that I should prefer
to do whatever you preferred ? That
sounds more like me."

" I don't think it does, a bit."
"
No, perhaps you 're right. Besides,

I remember now what I did say.
said that much as I enjoyed the

pleasant give and take of friendly con-

versation, dearly as I loved even the

irresponsible monologue or the biting

repartee, yet still more was I attached
to the silent worship of the valse's

mazy rhythm.
'

But,' I went on to say,
'

but,' I added, with surprising origi-

nality, 'every rule has an exception.
You are the exception. May I have
two dances, and then we '11 try one of

each ?
' "

"What did I say?"
" You said,

'

Sir, something tells me
that we shall be great friends. I like

your face, and I like the way your tie

goes under your left ear. I cannot

give you all the dances on the pro-

gramme, because I have my mother
with me to-night, and you know what
mothers are. They notice. But any-
thing up to half-a-dozen, distributed at

such intervals that one's guardians will

think it 's the same dance, you are

heartily welcome to. And if you care
to take me in to supper, there is I

have the information straight from the
stable a line in unbreakable meringues
which would well be worth our atten-

tion.' That 's what you said."
" But what a memory !

"

" I can remember more than that.

I can remember the actual struggle.
[ got my meringue down on the mat,
30th shoulders touching, in one minute

iorty-three seconds."

The band died slowly down until no
sound could be heard above the rustle

of frocks . . . and suddenly every-
jody realised that it had stopped.

"
Bother," said Miss Middleton.

" That 's just like a band," I said

Bitterly.
" I '11 tell it to go on again ; it 's my

band."
" It will be your devoted band if you

ask it prettily enough."
Miss Middleton went away, and came

>ack to the sound of music, looking
rather pleased with herself.

" Did you give him the famous
smile ?

"
I asked. "

Yes, that one."
" I said,

' Would you mind playing
hat one again, please ?

' And then

" And then you looked as if you were
ust going to cry, and at the last

moment you smiled and said, 'Hooray.'
And he said,

'

Certainly, madam.' Isn't)

that right?"
" I believe you 're cleverer than some

of us think," said Miss Middleton a
trifle anxiously.

" I sometimes think so too. How-
ever, to get back to what we were

saying I came here to recover my
usual calm, and I shan't be at all calm
if I 'm only going to get this one dance
from you. As an old friend of the

family, who has broken most of the

windows, I beg for another."
" To get back to what I was saying
I 've simply got to do a lot of duty

dances. Can't you take me to the
Zoo or the Post -

Impressionists
instead ?

"

" I 'd rather do both. I mean all

three. No, I mean both."
"
Well, perhaps I would, too."

" You know, I think you 'd be doing
good. I 've had a horrible week can-

vassing, and standing in the streets,
and shouting, and reading leaders, and

arguing, and saying,
' My point is per-'

fectly simple,' and and swearing,
and all sorts of things. It 's awfully
jolly to to feel that there 's always
well, all this," and I looked round the

room,
" to come back to."

Isn't that beautiful Miss Ellison
I introduced you to just now part of

all this
'

?
"

"
Oh, yes, it 's all part ; but

Miss Middleton sighed.
" Then that nice young man with

the bald head will have to go without.
But I only said I'd see if I could give
him one. And I have seen, haven't I ?

"

The band really stopped this time,
and we found a comfortable corner.

" That 's very jolly of you," I said, as

leant back lazily and happily.
let 's talk about Christmas."

Now

A. A. M.

A Growing Reputation.

Describing a Sunday aftsrnoon meet-

ing at Whitefield's Tabernacle, ad-

dressed by Dr. CLIFFORD, The British

Weekly says :

"When lie chanced to name Mr. Lloyd <!. urge.
:here was a burst of cheering. Each man iu

;he audience seemed to know the Chancellor."

But you don't need to be Radicals in a

place of worship for that. We all

seem to know him.

" '

Oh, Harry !

'

in reproof.
' You wickei old

hing !

' But she saw it was rather a dangerous
ine to pursue. The mere thought of iailure

low sent a shiver down her spine.
And so the day drew on.

(To be Continued on Monday.)"
Daily Exprcsi.

Evidently this shiver occurred on a

Sunday.
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HOUSE-PLANNING.
SOMETIMES INTERNAL COMFORT HAS TO BE SACRIFICED TO EXTERNAL BEAUTY, AND THIS is THE CAUSE OF SOME SLIGHT INCONVENIENCE-

WHEN THE PLUMBER COMES INTO YOUR BEDROOM TO EXAMINE
BATHROOM AND SCULLEBT ARE COMBINED;

THE CISTERN AT 6.30 A.M. ;

WHEN THE DUSTMAN'S ONLY WAY LIES THROUGH THE DRAWING -ROOM ;

WHEN THE ROOF-LINES OF THE PICTURESQUE STUDY GET IN YOUR WAY ; AND WHEN THE LARDER WINDOW FACES SOUTH.
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GOOD BUSINESS.
Our Club Oracle.

" WOT I SAY is, GOOD LUCK TO BALFOUR AND D THK VETO BILL !

"

Alert Stewardess.
" PASS THE HOSPITAL- BOX, PLEASE. ONE PEXNY FOR EACH SWEAE-WOHD, BITT AS IT'S OUR ELECTION- TIME

YOU LL III ALLOWED SEVKX FOP. SIXPENCE."

LEFT STANDING.
THE line, by request, I 've been toeing ;

The fight has been frantic and free ;

I think I know all that's worth

knowing
Of the woes of a would-be M.P.

My highly-strung nerves are in tatters,

My appetite 's wretchedly small,
I Ve a headache that hammers and

batters

And I didn't get in after all !

The brew of the local soup-kitchen
I drank with a counterfeit zest,

Large circles of fat it was rich in,

And soup I can never digest.
And later, where footballers gathered,

I modestly kicked-off the ball ;

With mud I was lavishly lathered
And I didn't get in after all !

I fawned on the street-corner loller,
I dandled the babes of the slum,

They slobbered all over my collar,
But I beamed, and cooed,

" Doodle-
di-dum !

"

I was garnished with ribbons and

"pretties"
Like an ox in cattle-show stall,

1 flirted with female committees
And I didn't get in after all I

My meetings were savagely stirring,

Eipe eggs and tomatoes I faced,
The aim of the brutes was unerring
And I was so publicly placed.

I sought to ensure my survival

With fictions I "d gladly recall,

Ignobly insulting my rival

And I didn't get in after all I

EXCITING INCIDENTS AT THE
POLLS.

THE first man to record his vote at

Clodbury yesterday was an Old Age
Pensioner, with a wooden leg made
from a beam of H.M.S. Victory.

Mrs. Maria Smithers, of Blightham,
presented herself at the polling station
on Saturday for the forty-fifth time.
On being informed by the Returning
Officer that she would not be allowed
to vote she went home.

Owing to the prevailing floods no
voters appeared at Slushington, and the
chief polling-clerk was presented with
a pair of white gloves.

At Azuregore a member of the idle

rich class was so exhausted after mak-

ing a cross on his voting paper that lie

had to be assisted to his motor car by
three footmen.

A great saving in pencils has been
effected in the Coalford constituency,
where the sturdy miners prefer to
make the necessary mark with their

fingers.

A tired polling-clerk at Slowtown
had an unpleasant experience last

evening. As the last vote was being
recorded he gave a tremendous yawn
and was mistaken by the elector for a|
ballot-box. Both Candidates claim the)
vote.

"The expression on the smiling face was so;

hateful that Saxon's arm shot cut one blow, j

struck the other between the eyes, turned on'
his heel, and left the house." Tit-JHts.

Our own arm turns on our shoulder,
but we have no wish to sneer at Saxon
on that account.

"The Liberals realise that the adoption of

the Referendum as a main jilankiu the Unionist

programme has completely spiked their guns.
"

Daily Graphic.

The best way of doing this is to cut it

up into little wedges.
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CALLING THE CATTLE HOME.
AETHUB BALFOUR (the Merry Swiss Boy).

" THEY DON'T SEEM TO TAKE MUCH NOTICE OF

THIS THING. PERHAPS I HAVEN'T PRACTISED IT LONG ENOUGH."
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BUY LOPEZ.
THERE were no almonds this yea

on the almond tree over the way
a great sorrow, if I picture the man
rightly, to the owner of the tree, an
incalculable benefit to the morals o
the district, and a spring of gentl
meditation to my landlady and myself

Last year there was a fine crop, an<

except during their hours of enforcec
idleness in the schoolroom, the childrei

of the neighbourhood were busy wit!
them all day long. Infants who were
not old enough to hurl books am
brickbats and errand-baskets up into
the boughs were brought by their elders
to be shown what thsy might do in

time if they were good. It used to be

quite dangerous to walk on that side
of the road when the girls were holding
target practice with their arithmetics.
The proprietor of the tree made very

little effort to stop the looting, and ]

think on the whole he rather liked it

You see, the very possession of this

rarity marked him out as a man above
his neighbours on either side, who ran
to nothing better than a mere elder-

bush and a small horse chestnut
; it

gave him a kind of Byronic personality,

something of the glamour of the South;
and this constant pillaging only called

attention to it. At any rate, it was a

long time before he had the fruit picked,
and even that was a sort of simple
pageant in its way. The man-of-all-
work propped a ladder against the
trunk and went up it. Every five

minutes or so he would strike a branch
and knock down two or three of the

fruit, and then wait until a friend came
along. "Hullo! what you got there?"
the latter would say.

" Wornuts ?
"

" Hammonds," he would reply, expec-
torating with a sort of quiet dignity.
But for my landlady and me the
emotions stirred by this piece of vege-
tation were neither those of pride nor

gluttony, but the pleasures of a rumi-
native philosophy. It was our third

conversational gambit. That is why
(perhaps you wondered when I was
going to get to my title) that is why
I have christened it Buy Lopez ; that

and a deference for its romantic
Southern origin.
For a long time the only two topics

which aroused a responsive thrill in

my landlady's heart when she brought
in the breakfast were the weather and
he latest tragedy or crime. Then one

morning I happened to mention the
almond tree, and in a moment I knew
ihat we had yet another enthusiasm in

lommon. The fact that the blossom
of this species arrives before its leaves,
'he mystery of its exotic birth-place,
(he size and colour of the fruit, the
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"A LA LANTERNE!"-A STUDY IN BRITISH (REVOLUTIONARY) ENTHUSIASM.
DELIRIOUS TRANSPORTS OF A TRIUMPHANT ELECTORATE ON LEARNING, AS THE RESULTS

ARE POSTED UP, THAT BY THEIR SUPERHUMAN EFFORTS THEIR COUNTRY HAS BEEN SAVED,AND THAT A GREAT DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION IS ON THE POINT OF FRUITION.

ravages of the wind on its foliage,
ivoked numberless profound and useful

discourses on the mutability of Nature
ind the vicissitudes of human affairs.

Mind you, I never overdid it; but
when tilings had been very dull and

gloomy I would say to myself on

ping to bed,
" To-morrow shall be an

almond-tree morning," and I woke up
with a sort of glow of pleasurable
excitement; and though it is now
winter and the leaves are gone, we still

'emark from time to time on the

strange absence of fruitage this year
as contrasted with last, and remind
each other that the road was not nearly
so merry without the children. But I

lave a haunting fear of the next few

months. How shall we keep the sub-

ect warm ? Perhaps but I am not

ure perhaps I shall tell my landlady
he history of Tannhauser.

The Dictator.

"ASQUITH CANNOT WIN NOW.

LORD ROSEBERY SAYS ' IF THE GOVERNMENT
OSE BUT 5 SEATS IN BALANCE THEY CANNOT
ROCEED WITH THEIR PROJECTS.'

"

fall Mall Gazette.

i the worst comes to the worst Mr.

ISQUITH can always ask Lord BOSE-

BEKY to re-consider his decision.

A FBESH SUBJECT.

["Shyness suffers painfully from clammy
haurls, and no poet lias yet hymned the clammy
clasp." Djilij Paper.}

HANDS and the man I sing, whose
nervous mien

And clammy clasp (which he would
love to lose)

Have hitherto invariably been
Omitted by the Muse.

And who could do it better ? Do not I

Display the symptoms that the hard
world mocks,

Being in point of fact a modest, shy
Pansy (in shrinking socks) ?

I know, when striving to appear my
best,

The blush, the silent tongue, the

head that swims,
And feel like flappers at their Sappiest,

All arms and other limbs.

And so I feel no proud contempt for

such

As shyness troubles, since their clasp
within

My own 's enough to prove one clammy
touch

Of nature makes us kin.
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
A NEW MOVEMENT THE LATEST CUBE.

Park Lane.

DEAREST DAPHNE, I 've started a

Movement! In these horrible times

of alarms and excursions and strikes

and elections and class hatreds and
all that sort of thing, I consider it the

duty of nous autres to try to bring all

classes together, and do away with

bitterness, you know, and make those

poor, dear things see that we mean

kindly towards them and want to

soften their lots, and everything of

that kind. So I 've founded the Smiling

League, and I believe it will have im-

mense results, and will do more towards

settling the country than any number
of Conferences or similar nonsensical

things.
The Smiling League,

of which I 'm Perpetual
President and Patron-

ess, makes all its mem-
bers pledge themselves

to go among the People
and Smile at them.

Members have simply
rolled in. I 've two
seckies hard at it all

day, enrolling fresh

members and sending
out pledge-forms. Of
course the idea is that

all members must have
the right sort of smile.

But people who haven't

will insist on joining.
That 's your poor
Blanche's fly in the
ointment. Mrs. Croppy
Vavasour, for instance,
one of our first and
most enthusiasticmem-
bers, has a smile that
I 've heard Norty (who, of course,
is her brother-in-law) say is one of

the greatest trials their family has
ever had ! She went off the other

day on Smiling League business, had
her motor drawn up in front of one of

the big East End factories, and, as the
workers came out, she smiled at them.

They gathered round the car, but they
didn't seem at all pleased or happy or
softened or anything of that kind

; and
well, my dear, it ended by her

chauffeur having to drive off as quick
as possible, for they began to throw

things I I 'm in a regular hole about
it. I simply can't let her go about on

Smiling League business any more.
Yet I really don't know how to make
her see that her sort of smile does more
harm than good.
The League gave its first dance the

other night at the Piccadilly Galleries.

It was a Doll Dance, and everyone was

sweet enough to say it was immensely! the fourth, on your back again, and so

well done. I was voted absolutely It
\ you go on till you can dispose of twenty

as an old-fashioned bisque doll, with
j

or thirty of these eggs a day. The
little dumpy curls all round my head,
a bunchy gauze skirt looped up with

roses, white stockings and bronze

boots. Babs, being literary, came as

a doll-penwiper, with a crinoline and
ever so many different- coloured gra-
duated skirts. Some of the other good
ones were Bosh and Wee-Wee as the

man and woman out of an old toy
farm (Wee-Wee's wooden figure and
skirt awfully well done

!) ; Popsy, Lady
Eamsgate, as a Lord Fauntleroy boy-
doll ; Beryl Clarges as a Dutch ditto,

and Norty as a golliwog. We kept up
the characters of dolls, winding each

other up, squeaking, and saying Pa-pa
and Ma-ma, and so on, and altogether

First bricklayer.
"

'Ar.K, BILL WHAT
THEHE 's THE DINNER WHISTLE !

"
A UEXTKOKDINEUY COINCIDENCE

result is that, if you 're old, you grow
young ;

if you 're young you never

grow old ; and the complexion gets a

bloom, and the eyes a soft brightness
that only eggs with a long, long past
can give. There 's just one little thing
that you must be careful about. You
must make every effort to banish

entirely the expression of face you had
while eating the eggs. For, of course,
it 's not of much use having blooming
cheeks and bright eyes if, at the same
time, you 've an expression of disgust
that amounts almost to horror. This
is what 's happened to Beryl Clarges.
She looks -utterly, all but her expression,
and that is simply terrifying !

One of the latest

thrills is that the Mid-
dleshires are so hard
hit by this Land Tax
that the duke is selling
his land for whatever
it will fetch, and Lala
has gone into business.

That 's nothing new, of

course. Numbers of

people whose luck is

dead out have gone into

business. It 's Lala's

line of business that 's

the thrill. She was

always a serious per-
son, and she has opened
a Maison de Deuil and
calls' herself an Artiste

Funebre. She not only
supplies sweet toilettes,

from widow's first to

lightest complimen-
tary, but conducts the

melancholy affairs that

have hitherto been left

it went with a howl, and has brought I to tradespeople and does it a merveille.

big addition to the funds of the Old Lady Humpington's funeral the

Smiling League.
The sour -milk treatment is com-

pletely cut out by the bad-egg cure.

People are utterly obsessed by it. The
eggs must be quite quite past praying
for, and you must train yourself to eat

an immense number of them. You
begin with one egg we '11 call it an

egg with a past, or a problem egg, or
an egg with views, for "bad" is not a

pretty word, is it, my dearest? and
one 's chary of using it nowadays even
to an egg and eat it in spoonfuls,

counting twenty after each spoonful.
Then you lie on your back for ten
minutes. Then you begin your second

problem egg, counting between the

spoonfuls in the same way, and after

you 've finished it you lie on your right
side for ten minutes. After the third

egg you lie on your left side, and after

other day was a complete triumph for

Lala. The poor old dear's parties used
to be ghastly affairs, duller and drearier

than most funerals. But, en revanche,
her funeral was a simply charming
function, perfectly well done, and with
several new features. Lala 's over-

whelmed with business from the out-

lying tribes. Her fee to them is five

hundred guineas, and another five

hundred if she goes to the funeral

and allows her name to appear as a

mourner in the papers. For another

five hundred she will advise bereaved

suburbans when to change, and when it

would be quite correct to accept invita-

tions to dine and dance and so on.

Her mourning gowns and confections

are so becoming and full of snap that

I hear of people inventing relatives

and then killing them on purpose to
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Housekeeper at Lord X. 's.

n fv1'IJJ JSl 1

AND WHICH WAY DID YOU VOTE, MR. BUDD?"
FOUGHT N CLAKSE >ATRED. MBS. TUHM.S, AND 18 D!BECrED ACAIXST BCS, AM. I

give her an order. Just as I was feel-

ing I must get something there, by a

lucky chance Josiah heard that some
relative of his had died somewhere.
Of course, the rule in mourning is that
when people don't count and live a

long way off, you don't mourn. But
Lala's demi-deuil for people and doggies
is so absolutely top-hole that darling
Pom-pom and I have gone into violet

and white (the little thingy-thing looks

ravissant, and his teeny-weeny, mauve-
bordered pockyhankies and mauve
(ilk socks are joys for ever

!). The
best of it is, my dear, that Josiah is so

gratified his word, not mine at the

respect shown to the memory of his

first uncle once removed that he 's given
me a dilly new set of Russian sables.

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

THE VICTOE.
1 ANOTHER gain "for the Peers " had

>een shown on the screen, and the

foung man with the mild and pro-
ninent eyes lifted up his voice and

cheered, as if he represented in his own
commonplace person the last reserve
of England's chivalry.

"
'Bay, 'Ra-ay, 'Ra-a-ay !

"
he shouted,

with the reckless abandon of one who
has put it to the touch to win or lose

everything in a last hot contest with
the growing forces of a new era.

A cross person, wedged at his elbow,
turned to him with a scowl, and said,
" What price Peckham ?

"

The young man gave a quick, un-
interested glance at the speaker, settled

his head more comfortably into his

collar, and gazed up at the illuminated
screen again, his face radiant with a

happy expectancy.
It was a win "

for the People
"

this

time.

Instantly his voice rose high, as if

he saw already with the Seer's pro-

phetic eye the passing of the dark
shadow of feudal tyranny and the

dawn of a glorious age of freedom at

last.
"
'Ray, 'Ra-a-a-y !

"
he yelled a long,

lingering cry of triumph, in which was
he making of many headaches.

"Enjoying yerself, ain't you?".sa
;d

the rude person in front of him, with
some asperity.

" Wot you cheer 'em
both for ? Can't you keep to your own
side and give us a chance ?

"

" That 's all right," replied the young
man contentedly,

"
it 's quite all riht

'Ra-a-ay ! I 've always been us?d to

havin' a good old shout at election

times. Used to cheer my own party
once; but now, what with this this

"
he made a dash at it, slurring the

words over prudently
" this Tarriveto

and Rifferaffendum and all, I don't

know what anybody 's at. So I cheer
'em all, and get twice as much shoutin*

as ever I did before. Jolliest election

I Ve ever been in."

Again the magic-lantern spoke.
"Hi! Yi! Yoi! 'Ra-a-ay!" he

bawled ecstatically ; and I edged away
to the extreme limit of his sphere of

influence.

But I was glad to have seen him in

all his simple greatness the one man
who had managed to extract content-

ment unalloyed out of the election

results of December 1910.
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WORD FOR WORD.
Extractfrom

" The Ploughchester Advertiser," December 3,

1910. A very successful meeting was brought to a close

by Mr. James Harbutt, C.C., who in his usual stirring
fashion proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman. Mr.

Harbutt's reception showed that his great popularity has

been in no way impaired by the unfair attacks which have

been made upon him in connection with the Dilbury Gas-

works scheme.

From Mr. James Harbutt to the Editor of
" The Plough-

Chester Advertiser," December 3, 1910. (Not for publi-

cation.)

SIR, I think I have some rights to complain of the

manner in which my speeches are reported in your paper.
For instance, to-day you print the speeches of Mr. Burn-
castle and Captain Pilditch all but in full, but you don't

give a word of mine, which was the same length, and my
friends assure me it was quite as important. There must
be something behind this, but what it is I can't make out.

If my speech had been fairly reported I was ready to take

one hundred copies for distribution to my friends so as to

help the Cause. I shall be much obliged if you will see to

this, for if it is left as it is it cannot help your paper.
Yours ffly, JAMES HARBUTT.

From the Editor of
" The Ploughchester Advertiser

"
to

Mr. James Harbutt, December 5, 1910.

DEAR SIR,
Yours of December 3.

I regret to find that you are not satisfied with the

manner in which your speeches have been reported in the

columns of this paper. I might perhaps urge that con-

siderations of space do not always make it easy to give as

full a report of speeches as I should like. I have, how-
ever, issued instructions which will, I trust, make a repe-
tition of your complaint unnecessary. As you are billed to

speak at the Barlington Town Hall on Wednesday, may we
have the pleasure of booking your order for one hundred

copies ? Faithfully yours,
HENRY SLIMMINGTON, Editor.

From Mr. James Harbutt to the Editor of
" The Plough-

Chester Advertiser," December 6, 1910.
DEAR SIR, Your letter is what I should have expected

from one in your position. Kindly arrange for one
hundred copies of next Saturday's Advertiser to be sent
direct from the office as per list of addresses enclosed
herewith. I also enclose P.O. for the required amount
including postages. Yrs fHy, JAMES HARBUTT.

Extract from
" The Ploughchester Advertiser,"
December 10, 1910.

The proceedings were brought to a close by a vote of
thanks to the Chairman and the speakers, proposed by Mr.
James Harbutt, C.C., who spoke as follows :

Mr. Chairman a-hum Ladies and er Gentlemen, be-
fore we separate there is one thing more. (A Voice :

" Gas ").
Did anyone say

" Gas "
? (A Voice :

" That 's what you 're

talking, ain't it ?
" Loud laughter.) I am quite open to

correction a-hum like any other man who 's tried ah
(A Voice :

" You keep on trying, Jimmy." Laughter) who 's

tried (A Voice: "Try, try again" 'Another Voice: "Give
him a chance") who's tried (A Voice: "Get on with
it ") to carry out an improvement which isn 't (A Voice :

I'
Wanted. No, it ain't "). My duty, and a very er a very

important and ahum it has been a proud moment
er confided to me to support those in this crisis (A
Voice :

"
By laying gas-pipes where they ain't wanted ")

who have come forward in this election which has turned

on (A Voice :
" The gas." Loud and long-continued laughter,

in the midst of which Mr. Harbutt ivas understood to move
the vote of thanks).
The audience then sang the National Anthem, all stand-

ing, and a very successful meeting ended at five minutes
before ten.

TO A DECEMBER GEOUSE.
(Heard from the Smoking-room.)

NAY, is it now you 'd have me take the hill,

Voice from the snow line, far away and mocking ?

In August, well, you might have roused a thrill,

But now, when sleet showers drive and pines are rocking
In the keen north-east wind,

I find

The cheery hearth and a dry boot and stocking
More to my mind

Than the wet mountain and your wild cok-coking !

In August, yes, 'twas doubtless vastly well,
When butterflies and bees and guns together

Made holiday in dingle and in dell,

To seek you 'mid a charm of sky and weather,
With a fair interlude

For food,
In sunshine that could tan one's cheeks to leather,

Before I strewed

Again your youthful kind upon the heather !

I know the game to-day the snow, the blast

Down which the swinging packs will whirr and whizz
hard,

I 'd hear your ramping pinions whistle past,
And I should miss you, nipped of nose and gizzard,

And drain the futile dram,
And dam

The braes, the bleakness, and the brutal blizzard,
For oh, I am

A chilly thing and "
meagre as a lizard

"
1

I come not at your challenge, haughty bird !

Let the more earnest and the harder bitten,
If they should choose to make themselves absurd,

Compass your end in mackintosh and mitten ;

I find my sole desire

The fire,

And this great padded chair which now I sit on,
Nor shall I tire

Of pipes and papers and the Persian kitten !

We have often wished to take up musical criticism.

Literary criticism is a dull thing, for one can never really
let oneself go ; but in the life of every musical critic there
come times when his art demands from him such things as
this:

"He cared not a jot for his audience, except that he valued the re-

sponsiveness he fetched out of them to himself to deepen and heighten
the heights and depths which he wanted to reach up and get down to."

Or, if the note of criticism must be sounded too, this :

'.'His solos were memorised, but not with that success which will

doubtless come in after years. If some phrases were omitted and u

somewhat mixed, we have no cause for surprise they were due to th.

impossibility of memory carrying too much at the stage of its develop-
ment."

To The Bury Times our compliments.

From a Candidate's letter to the electors :

"I sincerely regret that very serious illness has prevented my calling

U[ on you or in fact leaving my bed."

It is more usual to leave one's card.
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" WELL

> '^-, MK.S. SMITH, 1 iion YOUR HUSBAND is

Mrs- s- "I '

OPES so
> SIR IT'LL BE six MONTHS COME CHRISTMAS SINCE 'E DIED."

MISSING NUMBEES.
WHAT I want to know is why do

not some of my favourite publications
issue Christmas numbers ?

There's The Quarterly Review, for
instance. Same old cover every year,
and not even a verse or two by GEORGE
E. SIMS to introduce a touch of the
festive season. Where's its enter-

prise? Why shouldn't the autumn
number have a nice Christmassy
picture cover (a masked man with a
reddened dagger, or something of that

kind), and include an illustration or

two, such as Miss ZENA DARE, a group
of Waits with a howling dog in the

snow, and a Mother's Darling or His
First Trousers something that the
children can understand and really
love. Add a complete novel by the
authoress of Her Massive Trans-

gression, and 32 pages of special
advertisements ; then double the price
to 12s. net and what more could

anybody want ?

Then there 's that old favourite, the
A.B.C., or Alphabetical Railway Guide.
[t has never given a single coloured

plate away withinmy memory. Always

with the same yellow cover and full o

dull, uninteresting figures. Why
doesn't it issue its December number
at the beginning of November, like the

up-to-date monthlies, have it in the

shape of the outline of a railway
engine, and charge a shilling for it?
The proprietors would sell thousands
more if they brightened it up a bit.

Why not a competition, offering prizes
of ten shillings and five shillings to
the two readers who first discovered
mistakes in the information given
regarding fast trains to the North and
to the West Country ? Or a real

guard's whistle to the child who was
first to send in the exact total, in

centuries, years, months, weeks, days,
:iours and minutes, of all the times
mentioned in the book. It lacks vim,

you know.
And The Lancet I am so fond of

The Lancet ; but it never attempts to

meet the Christmas demand. Of
course I know that it has said that

Uhristmas fare is the most digestible
,hat can be eaten. But such a state-

nent is very inadequate at Christmas
ime. Has not the time arrived when
t might give us coloured illustrations

to a popular article on the symptoms
and disorders of a healthy person who
by choice or in mistake has a chop, a

piece of cheese, and a cup of coffee for

his Christmas dinner?

The Storey-Teller.
"Mr. Biillbm- said he was going to recon-

struct it, to build a new edifice, and so he told
them something about his uew edifice. Let
them examine the ground plan, ai.d s e how
many storeys it was to liave.

'

Mr. Birrcll at LovxsUtft.

Mr. BIRKELL, we think, was ill-advised

to ignore the elevation.

"Twice a day and once a week the hands
should be rubbed all over with a slicj of
emon." Weekly Z>is/iatck.

The question of whether to do it once
week as well might safely have been

.eft to the owner of the lemon.

More Clerical Intolerance.
"< '.Hum Horsley stated at the Southwark

Diocesan Conference last week that he goes

nearly every Sunday aftemoo i at a Noucon-
bi mist Chapel. "Bcrmaadtey Recorder.

"WANTED, 1 flat, J tube West End, reut

\3. 6rf., at oiiee." Advt. in "Evening Ncia."

!an't be done at the price !
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

so tame that I

exciting parts.

regretted not having lingered over the

A school story by the author of Godfrey Martin is some-
I WONDER if the persons who illustrate popular novels i thing to look forward to each year. CHARLES TURKEY'S

fully realise their responsibility. Here, for example, on the
j

latest book, A Scout's Son (NELSON), shows all those
cover of The Golden Silence. (METHUEN) the artist would i

qualities which have givi

have me believe that the heroine of C. N. and A. M.
WILLIAMSON'S fascinating story was a plump flapper of a

type which, though it might possibly appeal to others, I

should myself find detestable. Fortunately, however, I

drew my idea of Victoria from the inside of the book, not
the outside : and I am ready to confess that I fell in love

with her before our friendship was more than a few pages
old. The scene of The Golden Silence is North Africa,
whither Victoria had come on a romantic quest after her

long-lost sister, who, years before, had married a native
and disappeared. Being the heroine of the tale, Victoria

naturally meets Stephen Knight, the hero, on the voyage
out. Less to be expected is her rather improbable conduct
in trusting herself to the guidance of a strange Arab chief,
who takes her (with

Stephen Knight in
|

pursuit) many weeks'

journey into the de-

sert. Eventually
Saidee, the missing
one, is discovered,
but only as the centre

of a mystery, which
I shall not spoil your
pleasure by indicat-

ing, except to say
that her rescue is

a work of difficulty
and danger. At this

point, indeed, the

story, hitherto lei-

surely, works up to

some quite breath-

less chapters ; but

eventually, of course,
all comes right.
True, there is still a

slight complication
in the case of

&xtraetfn>m local paper.
" MANY OK THE GUESTS INVITED TO THK MAYOU'S Fn:vr

FANCY DUES* BALL HAD MAINTAINED THE GKEATEST SECRECY AI:OI-T TIIKIK COSTUME*,WITH THE IDEA OF 8T1SIKIXG A KOTE OF INDIVIDUALITY, AND MANY STAUTL1NC, [HPBX8-
SIGNS RESULTED."

Stephen, who began the adventure engaged to someone
else

; but this, like the love affairs of Mr. Toots, is
" of no

consequence really," and didn't worry me in the least, once
Victoria and lie were restored to civilisation. An excellent
and almost motor-less tale, upon which I tender to C. N.
and A. M. my sincere congratulations.

Mr. C. J. CUTCLIFFE HYNE does not seem to me to have
made the most of his idea in Empire of the World (EVERETT).He conceives an inventor who discovers a mysterious ray
which can annihilate iron. Whether the iron be in a
Dreadnought, or an Atlantic cable, or a printing press,
when once the ray is directed at it, from no matter what
distance, it slowly dissolves into nothing. Empire of the
world is an adequate description of what is within the reach
of the possessor of such a power ; but Mr. HYNE'S man,
while terrorising Germany as the anonymous proprietor,
can get nothing better for "himself in his own name than a
job as fitter in an electrical tramway workshop. He does
in the end float a mine in Mexico and marry an heiress,
but the ray does not help him in either. The book is

interesting to read, and I wanted to get to the end

_to
sea what happened, but when I was there it was

given him his special position in the

regard of boys and parents. Chief of these qualities is a

gitt for characterisation which many workers in this field

are content to do without. Trwnper, the Scout's son, is, I

think, a new figure in school-boy fiction. Born at Mafe-

king, and spending his early years in the wild places of

the world, he enters Eossborough at fourteen to find the
world of public school life something entirely mystifv-
ing. For Beckcnham major a hero of the Eleven and
Fifteen, worshipped by the small boys lie feels not
the slightest reverence. The thought of this great man
(who is also Head of the House and a few other things
as well) inspires him with no fear; indeed, he openly
criticises him in (horrors!) an American slang which
Eossborough does not use. How he settles down gradu-

ally into the school

ways, learning much
from his new friends

and in return open-
ing their eyes to

much which they
had formerly taken
for granted, is told

by Mr. TURLEY with
his accustomed ease
and humour. A
Scout's Son is a good
deal more than the
mere "gift -book"
which its cover pro-
claims it, and the

grown-up is there-

fore strongly advised
not to present it to

his boy without first

reading it himself.

He will find it better

worth his attention

than many of the
books which he

buys for himself and would not allow his boy to read.

My chief impression after reading Miss EHODA BBOUGH-
TON'S The Devil and the Deep Sea (MACMILLAN) is one of

regret that so much cleverness should be wasted upon such
unsatisfactory people. John Green or Bill Street or Tom
Rutland left Eton, Christ Church, and a "

three-storey high
window" precipitately, and his last precipitation was so

abrupt that he took to a chaise lonyue and the Riviera.

There, as an interesting invalid, he lied wildly to Miss Field,
who also had " a screw loose." If I am to read of a liar I
confess to a hope that he should lie well, but not even
this merit pleads in his favour, and I cannot imagine how
Miss Field could expect to be happy with him. It is true
that her father had appropriated trust-money, but that
does not seem a sufficient reason for marrying a confirmed

scamp. But perhaps she did not stick to him, for the book
ends by asking,

" Did she, or did she not ?
"

For rny own
part I was so little interested in both her actions and inten-
tions that I was even grateful for the incessant sincerity of
a vulgar girl from Australia. I must not, however, forget
that the book contains an excellent portrait of a prig, and
is written in the style we expect from its author.
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CHARIVARIA.
AT last tho orgy of

electioneering
oratory is at an end, and the proposal
that Members of Parliament shall in
future ho paid to listen to one another
now appears to he an act of elementary
justice.

Poor CHANCELLOR ! It is now alleged
that the American Music-Hail Manager
who offered him a handsome fee if he
would appear on the Variety Stage did
not intend his offer to be taken seriously.

"FiiuiT FOR SPEAKERS
"

is the title of a paragraph in The
Globe. It is, of course, quite true that
a pumpkin, well aimed, may be more
effective than the old-fashioned ess

.;.
...

Mr. KING FAHLOW, the Unionist Can-
didate in the recent contest in South
Hackney, has writ-

ten a strong letter

to the Press to

protest against the

stone-throwing by
children which was
such an uglyfeature
of the fight, he and
his chauffeur being
hit. While heartily

endorsing the pro-
test, we cannot, at

the same time, help
rejoicing at the fact

that a nation of

marksmen is ap-

parently springing
up at last.
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to be made of the floods.

The Censor having allowed references
to be made to ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
in Sulomc, under the title of " The
Prophet," Mr. HOUSMAN, it is said, is
about to ask whether tho ban will he-

King
Monarch."

RTH as "The

Madame ACKTK, who has been taking
the title 7-0/5 in Salome, is a Finn.
This is a welcome innovation on the
operatic stage, where for too long almost
every heroine has been a Fatt.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL has been

pleading in a pretty, Christmassy
speech at Parkstone for " a season of

rejoicing and amity, of concord and

good feeling." He himself will be will-

ing to stop wrangling when he gets
what he wants, the Coronation is

coming, but "
first of all the Veto

must go," declared this generous soul.

The only other item of political news
of any importance this week is to the
effect that the Liberal Government in

the Willesden Parliament has been
defeated and has resigned. It is quite

possible now that, if Mr. ASQUITH
should persist in his objectionable pro-

posals, a Willesden House of Lords

may be formed and seats therein offered

to all the members of the Westminster

Upper Chamber.
=;= :;;

A letter in The Daily News sings
;he praises of a poor tailor who had
.eft his voting district in search of

work, but " turned up and voted at

cost of twenty-three shillings and

MY OWONEXT LOOKING FOB JUS IULL. MY OI'I'OXKXT LOOKING FOll MY |:AI,I,.

Mr. PELISSIEE'S " All Change Here '

has come as a peculiarly welcome
diversion after the monotonous "No
Change

"
of the Elections.

Said an ill-informed person on leaving
the Post -

Impressionist Exhibition :

" It 's what they call the ' Salon des
Humoristes

'

in Paris, is it not ?
"

The Rev. W. D. WARD, the new vicar

of St. Oswald's, Fulham, is also at-

tached to the Theological College at

Farnham, and he has been telling an
interviewer how he teaches there the

principles of voice production.
" I start

my instruction," he says,
"
by teaching

men how to breathe properly." This
is very necessary; we have known
worshippers, at any rate, breathe so

badly during a sermon as almost to lead

one to think that they were snoring.

One always hears a great deal about
" the rising tide

"
during an election.

Even the weather is having a hand in

it this time.

(") nnn rx\n"t
"" ^AI<N "'" "'- pven

i-AUUO.UU to promote the cause of
international peace, it!, ih, ,,,.
that when tho establish men I <,( univer-
sal peace is attained the income of the
fund is to Ixs devoted to tho
most

degrading evils." Me
hear that the next ,,( ^ imu
evils are feeling peculiarly chirpv ;mi |

secure.

"
Nature," said Mr. PLOWUF.N at tho

Marylebone Police Court, "seems to
be evolving a new sex ; it is certainly
not man, and very unlike what we used to

know as woman.
[jet's call it "The
Middlesex." Any-
how, that 's where

Marylebone comes
from.

"Don't say
'Buck up!"' ex-

claimed Judge
WILLIS in the
Southwark County
Court. "

It is a

vulgar phrase. I

have never heard
it in respectable

society. . . . Why
does not a person
say, 'I hope you
Partly, dear Judge,
mean the same

are prospering!'?"
because it doesn't

thing.

ELECTION NOTES.

IT is generally admitted that, had
the Election been on the new register,
each side would have had a consider-

ably increased representation in tho
new House.

The return of Mr. WASON unopposed
confirms the anticipation that the

Orkney - Shetland result would be
known in good time for the Member
to claim his right to be present at the
Coronation. ... ...

A large number of Repton boys are
stated to have attacked the local

Liberal Committee Rooms and done
much damage. We have known poli-
ticians to behave like schoolboys.
Now we have schoolboys behaving like

politicians.

VOL. cxxxix. c c
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THE FIVE HUNDRED.

[Five hundred individuals so impervious to ridicule that they would

accept a Peerage under a contract to vote for the immediate destruction

of the House of Peers ("Cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ground ?
"

as Mr. BAKNKS says) arc yet to be found. Mr. GEOKUE, however, has

been telling Romford that he can find them easily.]

UP stood the General, spur on heel,

And called for volunteers,

Five hundred men with hearts of steel

To pulverise the Peers ;

Men in whose orbs the light of death,

Of setting suns, superbly pink, shone ;

Eeady with their ensuing breath

To undertake their own extinction.

" Now who will charge with thundering hoof

In one concerted rush,
And occupy from floor to roof

Yon shrine of gilded plush ?

And once inside no quarter shown,
No time for parley, not a minute

Using your weight (6,000 stone)

Bring down the House and all that 's in it ?

" A bloody end, I won't deny,
Yet not without reward ;

Who volunteers to do (and die),
I '11 have him made a lord;

His honoured corpse within the tomb
Shall wear its crown and robe of ermine,

If he contrive the common doom,
And perish with the other vermin.

" God for the People ! Who will go
And try this simple cert ?

Who for the Cause will strike a blow,
And doesn't mind the dirt?

Speak out not all at once, but speak !

Speak on the nail, I say, or never !
"-

But from the stalwarts, tough as teak,
There issued no response whatever !

But murmurs rose of " Pish !

"
and " Tut !

"

And even stronger terms ;

" We may," they said,
" be thickish, but

Not quite such pachyderms !

High courage through our bosom thrills,
But for our sons' sakes, coming after,

We fear the ridicule that kills,

We fear a nation's countless laughter !

"

Then sent the Chieftain forth with bribes
To see if he could raise

Men for his need from out the tribes

That tramp the hedgerow ways ;

But Weary Willie, with a jest
Of which I won't repeat the rumour,

Spat freely and declined the quest,

Having too strong a sense of humour.

Then said the Boss :

" My total aid

From amateurs is none ;

So I propose to have this raid

Professionally done ;

Ho ! Master CHURCHILL, have you got
Five hundred stout policemen handy,

The kind that saved our troops a lot

Of painful work at Tonypandy ?
"

0. S.

THE CURSE OF EDUCATION.
SUPPOSE you let me get in a word or two. I 've listened

to everything you 've said, and I tell you honestly you
haven't convinced me. Mind, I 'm not saying that education
isn't a good thing for some people, but you 've got to pick
the right sort of people and give 'em the right sort of

education. If a boy 's going to be an agricultural labourer
what 's the use of stuffing him full of Greek verbs ? and if a

girl 's to be a housemaid is there any sense in teaching her
French and the piano? Much better let 'em run wild, and
then they won't get hold of any silly ideas that'll make
'em too big for their boots. Let everybody keep their

proper stations and then we shall all be happier. How do
I know what 's a man's proper station ? The station he 's

been born to ought to be good enough for him all the time.
This talk about ambition and rising in life makes me tired.

Was I born to be a Bank manager? Well, I am & Bank
manager, and so I suppose I must have been. Besides,
what 's the use of comparing agricultural labourers and
Bank managers ? They 're as different as chalk from cheese.

However, I "11 just tell you a bit of a story which '11 show
you what I mean. It 's about a man I used to know in the
old days, a little chap called Widdowson. He 'd a pot of

money left him by his father, so he hadn't got to do any-
thing just lived by himself in a tidy little house and did
what he liked. No, he wasn't really much of a fellow

;

rather near with his money and awkward in his ways.
Not enough gumption to set up a cat, I should say, but
his dinners weren't too bad, and he rubbed along all right.

He 'd got a whacking big St. Bernard dog. I suppose he
must have bought it to give himself an air, for I never
heard ol his being particularly fond of dogs before he got
this one. Odin that was the dog's name was as big as
a pony, with a heavy orange-coloured coat and a great head
and huge teeth. I never saw such a monster. Widdowson
looked like a microbe beside him when they went out

walking together too absurd for words. Everybody felt

inclined to laugh when they saw this great beast pacing
meekly along with his little spindle-legged whipper-snapper
of a master.

And the best fun of it was that Widdowson was always
showing off his power over the dog. He would make him
sit down in the street and wait till he gave him a sign to
come on, and if he didn't keep to heel he 'd touch him up
with the dog-whip, and Odin would take it all as humbly
as if Widdowson was a fifty horse-power giant instead of

being one of the scrubbiest little pigeon-breasted dwarfs

you ever set your eyes on. No, he hadn't taught Odin any
tricks. He said it was no use educating a dog like that :

they couldn't learn things like poodles. Besides the dog
looked upon him as a sort of god, and that was good
enough for him, he said.

Well, it all went on right enough till Barker came along
as locum for our doctor one summer. Barker was a smart
fellow ; stood six foot two, and put the weight for Oxford.
He 'd done pretty well at Bart's too, and had got notions
of his own on psychology and things of that sort. He got
arguing with Widdowson one day about dogs. One of his

ideas was that the development of dogs had been arrested,
and if you only set about it in the right way you could
teach a dog to speak at least he 'd understand you and
answer you back in his own way and in time he might be
able to read and even do a sort of writing with his paw.
There was no reason, he said, why dogs shouldn't be on the
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Socialist. "I'M THE FRIEND OF THE WORKING-MAX !"

Morose. Hairdresser (at bade of crated). "WOT! WITH NINE-PENN'ORTH OF 'AIR-CUTS OVERDUE!'

same intellectual plane as human beings in time. Wichlow-
son laughed at him, but the upshot was that when he
went away for a fortnight he lent Odin to Barker to be
educated in the new way and made a man of.

What Barker did with the dog I don't know, but I know
what happened when Widdowson came back. I was there
and sasv it all. Barker brought Odin round to Widdowson's,
and Widdowson came out with the dog-whip as usual and
called the dog. Odin never stirred, but he whinnied once
or twice in the St. Bernard way, and Widdowson said,
" What 's the matter with the dog ?

"
Barker said,

" He 's

telling you he isn't coming with you this morning. He 's

got business of his own that he 's got to attend to." "-Oh,
has he?" said Widdowson; "we '11 soon see about that,"
and he upped with his dog-whip and made for Odin. As
soon as the dog saw him coming he just gave a couple of

short barks, more like a laugh than anything else, and then
he rolled Widdowson over with one of his great paws, bent
over him, fixed his teetli in his waistband, lifted him up in

his mouth, and began trotting off.
"
It 's no use, Widdow-

son," said Barker,
" he says he 's had enough of you, and

now that he 's been educated and knows what he 's worth
he isn't going to obey you any longer." Widdowson caved
in directly and the dog dropped him and went off full

gallop to Barker's house. Barker's got him still, I believe,

and they get on pretty well together. But there you are.

If that dog hadn't been educated he 'd be Widdowson's

dog still. That shows you the danger of the thing. Better

off with Barker, is he ? I don't know so much about that ;

and, anyhow, Widdowson didn't think so, and he was the

dog's proper master.

THE END OF WOMAN.
[Miss Fluffy Frou-Frou's reply to Miss JANET HoftAimi, who, at a

recent Encyclop;ed
;

a-Contril)iitors' Dinner, said the best answer she had
ever heard to the question, "What arc women put iuto tlrs. world
for ?

"
was,

" To keep the men's heads s' might."]

WHEN you would settle woman's place and aim
And duties on this planet,

I, and whole heaps of girls who think the same,
Bid you shut up, Miss JANET !

Speak for the Few, if speak you must, but pray
Don't speak for us, the Many ;

We simply scream with mirth at what you say;
We are not taking any.

Your words, dear JANET, frankly are si belt

That all we others spurn them ;

We (Heavens!) we,
" to keep the men's heads straight!"

We who just live to turn them ! !

"DEAR MR. PUNCH. You will doulil less remember that, last year,
I was the first person to hear the cuckoo. My letter to Tin- '1

the 4th of March was widely commented 0)1011. Yesterday, nth
December, I heard a party of carol itiiizers pronounce the name of (!ood

King 'VVeucesIaus satisfactorily. This is proluiMy a record.'"

We think that our correspondent, who uses the HOW de

(juerre of " Veritas
"
and subscribes himself " Yours truly,"

is over-straining his strength, and may do himself an

injury.
'

Things Hamlet might have said. I.

"Age cannot wither nor custom stale the infinite variety of Jtamhlcr's

sch"ine. as Hamlet might have said." Lirrrpnul Km /'/in AV,rv.
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THE CHILDREN'S SHOP.
OUTSIDE in the street the rain fell

pitilessly, but inside the Children's Shop
all was warmth and brightness. Happy
young people of all ages pressed along,
and I had no sooner opened the door

than I was received into the eager
stream of shoppers -

and hurried away
to fairyland. A
slight block at one
corner pitched me
into an old, white-

bearded gentleman
who was standing
next to me. In-

stantly my hat was
in my hand.

" I beg your par-

don," I said with a

bow. " I was
Oh, I 'in sorry, I

thought you were
real." I straight-
ened him up, looked

at his price, and
wondered whether
I should buy him.

" What do you
mean by real ?

he said.

I started vio-

lently and took

my hat off again.
" I am very stu-

pid this morning,"

I handed over some money and we

pushed on together.
"You heard what I called you '?" I

said to him. " A thing. So don't go
putting yourself forward."

introduced to practically the whole o
the Great Western Eailway's rolling
stock.

"
Engine, three carriages and

guard's van. That "s right. Then 1

I began. The
fact I mistook

toy. A
is

you for a
foolish error.'

" I am a toy."
" In that case,"

I said in some

annoyance, " 1

can't stay here

arguing with you.
Good morning."
And I took my hat
off for the third

;ime.

"Don't go. Stop
and buy me. You 'II

never get what you
want if you don't
,ake me with you.
'. 've been in this

place for years,
,nd I know exactly
where everything is. Besides, as I

He gazed up innocently from under
j

shall want some rails, of course

my arm. \Sfiut up, will you?" I said angrily
" What shall we get first '?

"
he asked.

|
when the attendant was out of hearing

" It 's the extra

weight," he sighed.
"Thereindeerdon't
like it. And these
modern chimney;

you've no idea
what a squeeze it

is. However
" Those are very

jolly," I said when
I had examined
the rails. " I shall

want about a mile
of them. Three-

pence ha'penny a
foot? Then I

shan't want nearly
a mile."

I got about thirty-

feet, and then
turned to switches
and signals and

lamps and
tilings.

I bought a lot of

those. You never
know what emer-

gency might not
arise on the nur-

sery floor, and if

anything happened
for want of a switch
or two I should
never forgive my-
self.

Just as we were

going away I

caught sight of the

jolliest little clock-
work torpedo boat.
I stopped irreso-

lute.

"Don 'the silly,"
said the voice urn in-

my arm. "You'll
never be asked to

the house again if

you give that."

"Why not?"
"Wait till the

children have fal-

len into the bath

(to Professor who IMS spokdi Icantidlij of the Atla'Uot'iiirits, Ichthyosaurus, Jgttanodon,HOW INTERESTING ! How VERY INTEIIESTIXG ! BUT DO YOU THINK WE CAN' J!E
REALLY ^17/7-^ SURE THEY WERE CALLED BY 1 IIOHE STKAXGE NAMES ?

"

shall have to give away all your pre-
.ents for you, it 's only fair that "

An attendant came up and looked at
me inquiringly.

" How much is this thing ?
"
I said,

ind jerked a thumb at it.

The Father Christmas ?
"

Yes. I think I '11 have it. I '11 take

" I want the engine room. The loco-
motive in the home. The bov's own

*i -i i 1.1 *
railroad track.'

That 's downstairs. But did you
really think of an engine? I mean,
isn't it rather large and heavy? Why
not get a

I smacked his head, and we went

j

downstairs.
it with me- -you needn't wrap it up." | It was a delightful room. I was

once or twice with all their clothes on,
and then ask the mother why not."

" I see," I said
stiffly, and we went

upstairs.
" The next thing we want is bricks."

"Bricks," said Father Christmas,
uneasily.

" Bricks. Yes, there 's

bricks. Have you ever thought of one
of those nice little woolly rabbits

"

" Where do we get bricks ?
"
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AN ECHO OF THE POLLS.
Mistress. "How is IT, MARY, THAT THE PUDDJXG LAST NIKHT WAS AOAIK SEXT UP BROKEN DOWN !'

Mary. "WELL, M'M, IT NEVER SOMEHOW SEEMS TO BE THE RIGHT CONSTITUENCY."

"Bricks. You know, I don't think
mothers are as fond as all that of bricks."

" I got the mother's present yester-

day, thanks very much. This is for
one of the children."

They showed me bricks and they
showed me pictures of what the bricks
would build. Palaces, simply palaces.
Gone was the Balbus-wall of our youth ;

gone was the fort with its arrow-holes
for the archers. Nothing now but

temples and Moorish palaces.
"
Jove, I should love that," I said.

I mean he would love that. Do you
want much land for a house of that
size ? I know of a site on the nursery
floor, but well, of course, we could

always have an iron building outside
in the passage for the Moorish billiard

table."

We paid and moved off again." What are you mumbling about
now ?

"
I asked.

" I said you'll only make the boy dis-

:ontented with his present home if you
;each him to build nothing but castles
and ruined abbeys and things. And
you will run to bulk. Half of those

a very nicebricks would have made
present for anybody."

_

"
Yes, and when royalty comes on a

visit, where would you put them ?

They 'd have to pig it in the box-room.
If we 're going to have a palace, let 's

have a good one."
"
Very well. What do your children

hang up ? Stockings or pillow-cases ?
"

We went downstairs again.
"
Having provided for the engineer

and the architect," I said,
" we now

have to consider the gentleman in the

dairy business. I want a milk-cart."
" You want a milk-cart ! You want

a milk-cart ! You want a Why
not have a brewer's dray ? Why not
have something really heavy? The
reindeer wouldn't mind. They 've been
out every day this week, but they 'd

love it. What about a nice skating-
rink ? What about

"

I put him head downwards in my
pocket and approached an official.

"Do you keep milk-carts?" I said

diffidently.
He screwed up his face and thought.
" I could get you one," he said.

" I don't want you to build one

specially for me. If they aren't made
I expect it 's because mothers don't like

them. It was just an idea of mine."
"
Oh, yes, they 're made. I can show

a picture of one in our catalogue."
He showed it to me. It was about

the size of a perambulator, and con-
tained every kind of can. I simply
had to let Father Christmas see.

" Look at that !

"
I exclaimed in

delight.
" Good lord," he said, and dived into

the pocket again.
I held him there tightly and finished

my business with the official.

Father Christmas has never spoken
since. Sometimes I wonder if he ever

spoke at all, for one imagines strange

things in the Children's Shop. He
stands now on my writing table, and
observes me with the friendly smile

which has been so fixed a feature of

his since I brought him home. If he

did speak, perhaps I misunderstood
him. Because I am sure he wouldn't

really mind the weight. A. A. M.
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PERPETUAL EMOTION.
(From

" The Times
"
vf December 20, 1960.)

THE series of spritely dinners given

by the proprietors of The Encyclopaedia
Britannica to the contributors to the

eleventh edition is still in full swing,
the two hundred and fiftieth being held

last night. Sir HUGH CHISHOLM took

the Chair as usual, habit having become
second nature with him

;
and he made,

for a nonagenarian, a singularly lucid

speech, in which he once again ex-

plained the genesis of the Encyclopaedic
idea and its progress through the ages
until it reached perfection under his

own fostering care. Sir HUGH, who
spoke only for two hours instead of

his customary three, was at times but

imperfectly heard by the Press, but
a formidable array of ear-trumpets
absorbed his earlier words at the

table.

Sir THOMAS BEECHAM, Mus.Doc., re-

sponding for the toast of the musical

contributors, indulged in some interest-

ing reminiscences of his early career. In
those days, as he reminded his hearers,
he was a paulo-post-Straussian. But
it proved only a case of sender pour
micitx rccider, and now he confessed
that he found it impossible to listen

with any satisfaction to music later

than that of MENDELSSOHN. After all,

melody, simple and unsophisticated,
was the basic factor in music, and an

abiding fame could never be built up
on the calculated pursuit of eccen-

tricity.
Lord GOSSE, who entered and dined

in a wheeled chair, remarked incident-

ally that he had missed only seven out
of the two hundred and fifty dinners,
and then told some diverting if not too
novel anecdotes of his official connec-
tion with the Board of Trade and recited
a charming sonnet which he had com-
posed in honour of the Editor, the two
last lines running as follows :

" Foe of excess, of anarchy and schism,
I lift my brimming glass to tliee, HUGH
CIHSHOI.M."

Few centenarians can ever have con-

A popular feature of these evenings
has become the reading of the list of

contributors who have died since the

last gathering. It is our melancholy
duty to record the death of one of the

most valued section-editors during Sir

HUGH'S closing remarks. The old

gentleman expired so peacefully that

his immediate neighbours believed him
to be merely as fast asleep as them-
selves. He leaves a venerable but
mirthless widow and several tons of

MS. notes for the twelfth edition.

tributed a more exhilarating addition
to an evening's excitement.

Dr. HOOPER, late Master of Trinity
and ex-Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge
University, expressed his gratification
that his alma mater was indissolubly
associated with the great undertaking
which they were once more met to
celebrate in convivial conclave. Cam-
bridge was famous for its "Backs,"
and it had put its back into The
Encyclopedia Britannica. He hoped
that he might be spared to attend
their three hundredth meeting, with
Sir HUGH CHISHOLM as Autocrat of the
Dinner-Table.

OUR POET PEERS.
["Lord Coleridge," as \ve learn from The

Dailii Mail of the 15th inst.,
" has composed a

song in praise of Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire,
with which place his family has long been
connecter). Lord Coleridge also set the song to

music and sang it at the annual gathering o"

the Old Otterian Society in London. Tin
chorus is as follows :

Oil, Ottery dear, oh, Ottery fair,

My heart goes out to thee
;

Thou art my home where'er I roam,
The West the West for me.

The secretary of the society states that Lore

Coleridge's song will be sung by Otteriaus al.

over the world."]

THIS, however, is no isolated effort.

Encouraged by the success of theii

party at -the polls, a number of Liberal

Peers have recently burst into song.
The contribution of Lord PIBHIE,

K.P., to this literary renascence of the
Gilded Chamber takes the form of a

touching elegiac poem in which he
contrasts his stately Surrey mansion
with his former abode in Belfast :

"Oh, Witley, charming Witley,
Haunt of my leisure hours,

To celebrate you fitly
Transcends my humble powers.

And yet I love that far land
Where once I had my home,

In the Company of HAHLAND
And WOLFF, across the foam."

Lord PIRRIE has set this poem in
the key of C sharp minor with a beau-
tiful arpeggio accompaniment. The
closing cadence is of extraordinary me-
lodic charm, and Lord PIHRIE'S secre-

tary states that it will be sung by all

the shipwrights of Belfast.

Lord COURTNEY OF PENWITH is an
accomplished litterateur, but he has
not before this courted the Muse, a
fact which lends pequliar interest to
his eulogy of Liskeard :

' '

Oh, Liskeard, lovely Liskeard,
Ere I was fully whiskered

I doted on your grace.
Now though I 'm coronetted
And properly Debretted
I never have regretted
That I 'm of Cornish race."

Lord COURTNEY'S setting of his lyric
recalls the delicious flavour of the
ballads of twenty years ago, and has a
lilt that is worthy of STEPHEN ADAMS

at his best. The Manager of the Greai
Western Eailway states that the song

oveiwill be sung by Cornubians all

the English Eiviera.

Lord DEVONPORT, as becomes a keen

yachtsman, has cast his new song in
the form of a "chanty," the opening
verse being as follows :

-

"
If you want to go free and cheerly 0!
Get up in the morning early !

It 's the way to health
And fame and wealth

According to HUDSON KKAKI.EY !

"

The score of this "
chanty

"
is remark-

able for its simplicity, and the Secre-

tary of the Port of London Board con-

fidently predicts that it will be sung
by all the stevedores in the Britisli

Empire.
Baron DE FOREST'S musical talent

:ias long been notorious in the highest
circles. He has now given convincing
proofs of its high quality in a touch-

ing barcarolle dedicated to the HOME
SECRETARY :

" Vc isles of Greece, ye isl< s of Greece,
Where Hoiutr cruised in perfect peace,
Containing, like the gods of u yth,
WINSTON and also F. 1C, SMITH
Ne'er shall the glories of that trip
From my retentive memory slip."

The skipper of the Honor states that
Baron DE FOREST'S song will be sung
by Free Foresters all over the world.
Lord DENMAN has devoted his dis-

tinguished talent to a spirited song in

praise of Balcombe,
follows :

which runs as

" Balcombi1

, breezy Balcomhc,
My heart go; s out to thee

At breakfast and at luncheon,
At dinner and at tea.

They say the German foemen
Are coming o'er the sea

To trample down our yeomen
And place them 'on the knee."

But I say,
' Let 'em all come,

So long as I 'm at Balcombe
To keep old England free.'"

The Secretary of the Bachelors' Club
declares that this song, which the
author has wedded to a luscious air,
is already a favourite with Mr. GILLETT.

Lastly, Lord ABERDEEN has recently
succumbed to the divine afflatus with
the following exhilarating results :

" Dublin is a jieerless town
As every Viceroy knows !

The Lifley, stained a lurid brown,
Through Dublin city flows ;

And on its banks of verdant hue,
To ciuench the nation's drought.

The linn ofGUINNESS loves to brew
The most refreshing stout.

Chorus.

porter, you 'ie a jewel !

O porter, you 're a joy !

You 're meat and drink and fuel

To every Irish boy !

"

The CHIEF SECRETARY states that Lord
ABERDEEN'S song will be sung by every
Dorter-drinker in the Emerald Isle.
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NOW THEJN,GIRUi ,5KOVf A UTTUE. INTEX&ST i

FATHEJVDS !!

A PANTOMIME REHEARSAL.
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AND WERE roc BORN IK INDIA?' ALL OF ME, OF COURSE."

OUR AUTHOES IN POLITICS.

[Whilst the Press has paid much attention
to Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD'S political letters to
her neighbours the activity of other deserving
authors has been ignored.]

THE feature of the West Wilts elec-

tion was the appearance of Mr. MAURICE
HEWLETT in complete armour on the
Liberal platform. It was asked that
all questions should be impaled on the
lance that Mr. HEWLETT held out to
the meeting. It is considered rather
remarkable that throughout the cam-
paign not a single question was put to
the Eadical candidate.

All hope of defeating the LORD ADVO-
CATE vanished when Mr. CROCKETT,
his zealous supporter, hinted that in
case of his defeat he was prepared to

lay the scene of his next romance in

Linlithgow. The defeated Conserva-
tive Candidate is taking counsel's

opinion as to whether this amounts to
intimidation.

Mr. G. K. CHESTERTON was most
prominent in the sharp contest in
North Bucks. At the first meeting of
the campaign he sat on a Tory inter-

rupter. After that, interruptions abso-

lutely ceased. It is expected that the

interrupter will leave the Cottage
Hospital early in the New Year.

The great triumph at Hastings is

universally attributed to the clever

topical leaflets issued by Mr. COULSON
KEHNAHAN. " The Lion and the Leech,"
a striking comparison of Imperialism
and Socialism

;

" The Bee and the

Ballot," a defence of the Industrious
Voter's right to the Referendum

; "Pro-
vidence and the Peer," a vindication of

the House of Lords all thrilled the
hearts of the lodging-house keepers and
led to the famous Unionist victory.

Mr. VICTOR GRAYSON wishes it to be
known that the prominent place he

occupied in the Kennington poll only
four thousand short heads behind the
winner was due to the support he
received from Mr. HILAIRE BELLOC.
Mr. BELLOC'S exposures of the party
game his revelations that Mr.
CHURCHILL was the real author of
Tariff Reform ; that Mr. URE, Mr.
BALFOUR'S intimate friend, suggested
the policy of the Referendum, and that
Sir EDWARD CARSON and Mr. LLOTD
GEORGE exchange epithets for their

speeches moved the electors im-

mensely. In fact, the Conservatives
were so disgusted that they voted for

the Radical candidate, and the Radicals
that they plumped for the Conserva-
tive. Hence Kennington should be
reckoned as a Unionist gain.

The eloquence of Mr. LE QUEUX led
to the splendid Unionist victory at

Grimsby. One could have heard a pin
drop in the crowded halls as he detailed
conversations on Tariff Reform he had
held with the Prince of MONACO, the

Bey of TUNIS, Don CARLOS, the Grand
Duke of BADEN, and the Chief of the
Italian Secret Police. His address to
the Primrose League on the Certainty
of a German Invasion illustrated by
locks of hair belonging to Princesses
he had known marked an epoch in

Grimsby 's political history.

More Contempt of Court.

"The Lord Chief Justice occupied Canon
Scott Holland's stall, and took part in the

singing. As is stated in the f_>re part of the

service-paper the object of the service is not to

gratify the ear or the taste." We Gum-"

Had this appeared in any other paper
we might have suspected something.

The subject for debate at a recent

meeting of the York Law Students'

Society was as follows :

"Mrs. Quivcrfull, parent of Quiuta (a child

of five), negligently allows Qnintn to go out
unattended upon a road frequented by motors.

Owing to the negligence of the driver of a

lus -ing motor the child is injured. Can the
child recover?"

Time alone can show.
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" WHICH NOBODY CAN DENY."
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Clergyman (returning cm Christmas morning from the sick bed of aged jxirishioner, to very dcnf Old Woman).
A HIGH FEVER." Old Woman. "THE SAME TO YOU, SIR, AND MANY OK "EM."

POOR MB. SMITH IS is

YULETIDE YARNS-I.
"
Rirg out the false

; ring in the true."

FATHER CHRISTMAS.

The False.

FATHER CHRISTMAS, fat with gifts,

Scorns the ordinary lifts,

Comes, unnoticed, by the grate
On the customary date.

TJie True.

Armed with over-crowded hose
Father to the nursery goes ;

Tommy, with but little tact,

Catches father in the act.

MISTLETOE.

The False.

For about a fortnight this

Sanctions the illicit kiss.

The True.

As a custom, this is rotten

(Being, as a rule, forgotten).

THE YULE GLOW.

The False.

Tripping o'er the crisp, white snow,
See the children come (or go),

Bringing in the Christmas fuel,

Though the frost is keen and cruel.

The True.

Yule is signalled by the flight
Of the staid electric light,

Amputated from the main

(The dynamo is crocked again).

THE CHRISTMAS TREE.

The False.

Father, Mother, Uncle, Aunt,
Labour round the loaded plant,
And enjoy the children's glee
As they romp about the trea.

The True.

See ! a merry little ring

Dancing round like anything!
Each has got a hoary head

(All the kids have gone to bed).

CHRISTMAS NUMBERS.

The False.

These appear at Christmas time

Full of seasonable rhyme.

The True.

These are published during June ;

We shall have the next ones soon.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

The False.

Every day the postman brings

Heaps of Christmas cards and things ;

All the children love them so ;

We arrange them in a row.

The, True.

Every day the postman knocks

(Chiefly for his Christmas-box) ;

Cards enough to fill a sack,
But I always send them buck.

MINCE PIES.

The False.

These are made of minc6d meat

(It is Martha's greatest feat)
From an ancient recipe
Grandma had in '43.

The True.

These are made of

[This verse to be had only on private

application at the poet's residence.]

" Twice the forward shot himself, ami on

each occasion Shaw had to be very sprightly."
Daily MaiF.

Our sympathies go out to SHAW. We
know how difficult it is to force the

sprightly vein on sad occasions like

this.

"What all my pretty ones !
"

"The seventh line is two syllables long;
delete 'sombre.'" From "

Literary Help"
'T.f.'s Weekly."
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THE WHOLE DUTY OF
LIFE is such a ticklish business

HOSTESSES.
at its best that it is

hard indeed that such accessory functions as dinnerparties,
which all wise men would avoid if they could, should be a

means of adding to our difficulties. Yet don't they ?

Who is there that has not now and then blundered with

his partner who is there that has not now and then

blundered with her

through insufficient
partner before the

information being

entr6e, simply
given by the

hostess as to the name, standing, antecedents, relatives and
friends of the stranger ?

As it is, what happens ?
"
Oh, Mr. er Mr. Barr, I

want to introduce you to your partner for dinner, Mrs.

[here a mumble] ." Mr. Barr says that he is delighted ;

he is led to Mrs. [mumblej's chair and they prepare
to descend the stairs, he in his usual doubt, owing to

total ignorance of precedential rites, as to the precise
moment when he,-
should offer his arm

j

and make for the door, !

and then walking as

if on hot iron for fear

of stepping on
thej

dress of the lady ahead
j

of him. They takej
their seats, and after

the usual openings
just now Salome, the

Post-Impression ists,

and Marie Claire the

get to the staple of ai

London conversation,
men and women.

This is where trouble

is liable to begin, be-

cause one cannot dis-

cuss men and women
without expressing
opinions, and so small I

is the world and so

mischievous is chance
that Mr. Barr's partner
is probably first cousin
to his noiriest bete.

Always a peril, during
election time or any

daughter of a London magistrate. Sir Ferdinand is one
of the largest contributors to the Tariff Reform funds, and
a personal friend of Mr. CHAPLIN and AUSTEN. He has
the best English collection of Meissoniers, and won the

Porterhouse Stakes at Ascot this year. Lady Peters has
written two novels under the name of '

Henry Stiles.' She
collects fans, and has a home at Byfleet for orphaned
Suffragettes, but never appears at meetings or takes any
active part in the propaganda. She is a friend of the
TREES and also HERBERT TRENCH. Her brother is on The
Times." That is not, of course, a complete biography,
but no man with any brains should fail to make use of

such pointers. To have anything but an amicable meal
with such an assistance would argue one utterly tactless

and unworthy of his hostess's hospitality.
For the ladies the hostess might write something like

this :

" You will be taken in to dinner by Mr. Flitt. He
comes from Devonshire and is about twenty-eight. He

rowed in the Cam-
bridge boat. His
father hunted big game.
He is a Conservative,
but not one of the

rude witty ones, lie

is at the Bar and un-

married. He collects

Japanese prints, and
has translated one of

MATILDE SERAO'S
novels. He wants en-

couraging to do some

original work." These
cases presuppose a

knowledge by the

hostess of her guests
rather a large order.

When, as is more

likely, she knows
nothing of them, they
must furnish an auto-

biography. Where
they are really famous
she would have but

to write,
" You willTIME Christmas ve.

Loafer (prcssxl into service and temporarily forgetting his promotion into the
realms of Art). "TAXI, MYLoitn?"

critical period of politics this risk is far greater, when feeling
runs high and dislikes are intensified ; and during the

past few weeks some perfectly horrible things must have
happened at what should bo festive and genial boards.
Now there are two protective courses which might be

pursued. (1) The guests might arrange to provide their
hostesses with a complete list of the subjects on which
they intend to talk and the names of prominent persons
that they will introduce. The hostess could then appor-
tion them according to Party and general temperament,
or if she had no ladies quite in tune return the list with a
few editorial suggestions, such as " Better not say anything
about WINSTON." " Your partner is a great admirer of
STRAUSS." "They have a Gauguin on their staircase."
The guest could then modify accordingly.
But perhaps a better way is to throw the whole burden

on the hostess, who, after all, must pay the price of giving
dinner parties. Let her (2) supply each guest, either on the

ivening or, preferably, before, with a full account of his or
ler partner, written very clearly. Thus :

" You will take
n Lady Peters. She is the wife of Sir Ferdinand Peters,
the Eand magnate. She was a Miss De la Porte, the

be taken in by Mr.
So-and-So. See Who's

Who," page 287.

LINES TO PROFESSOK BUDGE.
[What is probably the

longest biography in the new Wlw's Who,
observes The Daily Ex/ires*, is that devoted to Professor ERNEST A.
WALLIS BUDGE, the Keeper of Egyptian aud Assyrian Antiquities in the
British Museum. More than a column is given up to his publications
alone, but the reader is left quite in the dark as to Professor Hunur.

himself, who in particular has omitted to answer the question relating
to his recreations.]

WHEN back from Bloomsbury you trudge,
What do you do, Professor BUDGE ?

Are you, perchance, that patient drudgo
Who plays at chess, O learned BUDGE ?

Or do you every minute grudge
That 's spent away from golf, good BUDGE ?

And when the links are thick with sludge,
Do you go rinking, ERNEST BUDGE ?

(To such inquiries,
"
Faugh !

"
or "

Fudge !

Briefly replies E. WALLIS BUDGE.)
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Husband. "I SHALL HAVE TO BE AWAY ALL DAY THURSDAY."
Wife.

" MY DEAR, HOW CAN YOU POSSIBLY DO THAT WHEN YOU KNOW THAT is ALWAYS THE DAY YOU GIVE JAME* NOTICE TO GO?"

NOWADAYS.
FATHER CHRISTMAS tip-toed softly to

the bedside of the little golden-haired
maiden and laid a hand gently on her
curls.

She woke up and looked upon him
without surprise.
"I am Father Christmas," said he

proudly.

"Very pleased to meet you," was
the conventionally polite reply.

" Won't
you take a chair?

"

Father Christmas looked a trifle hurt.
" Little girls usually give me a kiss,"
said he.

" What have you brought me ?
"

re-

plied the little maiden non-committally." Do you like dollies ?
"

"
Yes, I don't dislike dolls when

their clothes are expensive."
" How would you like this ?

" He
held up one witli apple cheeks and

bright blue eyes.
"
See, her eyes open

and shut you can put her to bed."
" Thanks. Of course she 's a little

bit dowdy at present, but I can get my
dressmaker to turn out some frocks for

her. Have you brought her hat-box ?
"

" I 'm afraid not," said Father
hristmas humbly.

" I didn't know."

"
Perhaps it 's just as well men

have such poor taste in hats. I must
get my milliner to seo to her. .

What else have you brought me?
"

" You '11 like this woolly bear, I

sure. Isn't he a beauty?
"

"
Thanks," came the doubtful reply ;

" but aren't bears a little cUmode now
that EOOSEVELT is quiet again ?

"

" But he growls when you squeeze
him," said Father Christmas, pathetic-

ally anxious to please.
" See wouf !

wouf !

"

"
Yes, very creditable, but I'd prefer

something else, thank you."
" Would you like this pony-trap ?

See the harness takes on and off."
" I 'd prefer a motor, of course.

One really must have a motor nowa-

days."
" I should have liked you to have the

pony-trap," said Father Christmas,
" but I have brought a motor-car also.

Here it is."

The little maiden examined it critic-

ally, and remarked :
" It only works

by india-rubber."

"Won't that do?" asked Father
Christmas humbly.
"One can buy a 2)r Pcr toy motor,"

was the dignified reproof.

" But it would be very expensive,
and you might break it."

" Of course. What does it matter ?
"

" Mummy and Daddy would be angry
if you were to break such an expensive
toy."

" Oh dear no ! I have my breakage
allowance that 's an understood tiling.
I 'in on very good terms with my
people."

" Then you don't like my gifts ?
"

"Oh yes, thanks very much, of course,
for bringing them. I can do witli the

doll you '11 hardly recognise her when
she 's licked into shape. I suppose you
expect a kiss now ?

"

Poor Father Christmas walked away
sadly from the bedside of the little

maiden. " I must be getting old,"said

lie to himself. " I must be getting old,

very old. I don't seem to get on will'

the children as I used to do."

"Having bought from a fnntlflUM liii 16-20

.onring car, only used a lew months during
each season, he wintering abroad, coiioc|iii'iitly

n pink of condition,
"

etc., it-.

Adrt. in
" The Motor."

ft 's the only way. One can't keep fit

11 this English climate.
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AT THE PLAY.
" THE PRINCESS CLEMENTINA."

THIS is a pleasant and innocuous

blend of The Three Musketeers and The

Story of Rimini (Mr. H. B. IRVING

doubling the parts of Paolo and

D'Artagnan), with the difference that

Francesco, and her proxy-husband do

nothing wrong, and the Three Muske-
teers do practically nothing at all. It

was perhaps a mistake to lay so much
stress at the beginning on the nation-

ality of the four Irish gallants, for there

Celtic temperament among
second-rate

wasn't a
the lot, and only one

brogue between them.
As for the Eimini part of the plot,

the extremely cold weather and the
rarefied altitudes of the Brenner frontier

may have contributed something to the
self-restraint of the lovers. I

cannot say what might have

happened if the time had been
nearer the vernal equinox, or
if Bologna (their destination)
had lain a little farther South.
As it was there were moments
of strong feeling on both sides.

In the man's case the struggle
was less between love of the

lady and loyalty to the King
whose bride she was to be,
than between a selfish passion
and a pure desire to save the
Princess for a higher destiny.
With her it was less easy, either

from the text or its interpreta-
tion, to follow motives. She
was really at the mercy of

Wogan : his, in fact, for the

asking. The personality of a
Pretender whom she had never
set eyes on, who had never
even taken the trouble to como
and court her, but sent his servants to
fetch her (a king's daughter)

at the Inn of The Green Cross an

admirable scene was particularly

happy) he added a touch of poetry and
fatalism. He made no pretence, how-

ever, to being an Irishman, but left the

Celtic element in his constitution to be

taken as read in the original text, I

presume, of Mr. MASON'S novel.

Miss STELLA PATRICK CAMPBELL, as

Clementina, was always fresh and de-

lightful to watch. It is little blame to

her that her youth was hardly equal
to the task of conveying some of the

stronger emotions demanded of the cha-

racter. But she needs also a wider

range of vocal colour ; her voice seldom
varied from its one sweet tone.

Miss DOROTHEA BAIHD'S gifts were
wasted on the short, explosive part of

Jenny, and Mr. NIGEL PLATFAIR as the

Prince of Baden had very little scope

Her Highness. "Of course, really our conduct lias been irre-

proachable, but don't you think it would look rather suspicions
for you to enter Bologna in my hat ?

"

Princess Clementina ... Miss STELLA PATRICK CAMPBELL.
Charles IPogan Mr. H. B. Invixo.

across
half Europe on the hazy off-chance of

winning an
'

English crown, could

scarcely have besn an overwhelming
attraction. The reward of her pains was
to find him gone from the rendez-vous
at Bologna gone to Cadiz (a bad place
for fidelity, asByRON discovered) with the
idea of making 'an expedition to Scot-
land. He writes of it as if he were just
going stalking. He would be back
presently; had, indeed, hoped to be
in time to receive her. For the
unavoidable delay he consents to ex-

press his royal regrets. 1 am afraid
that the voices of some score of supers
(without), representing the multitudi-
nous welcome of Bologna, must have
afforded her an indifferent solace for
her wounded propriety.

Mr. IRVING played Charles Wogan
with great sincerity. To his easy air
of disregard for danger (his nonchalance

for his natural humour.
Rous played soundly in

Miss HKI.EX
the rather

stodgy rdle of Clementina's mother.
The name, by the way, is in the air

just now ;
it was only the other night

that I assisted at the "
decorating

"
of

another Clementine,, now announced as
about to be taken off. I trust Mr.
MASON'S heroine will come off in a

happier sense: he certainly deserves
better luck than he has had. O. S.

"General Menua Barreto, the commander of
the garrison at K o, was wounded in the leg by
a shall while watching the bombardment from
the shore." Glasywv Daily Record and Mail.

Doubtless the gallant General replied
with a will.

KING'S PROCTOR IN A REMARKABLE SUIT."

Daily M til.

We are sure we have seen these loud

checks, but we didn't recognise the

King's Proctor.

SLAVES TO THE SOIL;
OK, A Low-DowN ELECTION.

YES, I call it pretty rotten ;

Patriots who deigned to roll

Up in rude and half-forgotten

Types of vehicle to poll,
Free and independent voters,
Satisfied to sit in motors,
Have we pinched or not the sky's

control ?

Was it vain to cut the trammels

Long imposed on human clay ?

Are we better than the camels
All for nothing, Britons, say?

Mingling with my own your
" Eheus !

"

Tell me why no airy Jehus
Joined on either side the civic fray.

None of those intrepid mortals,
Brothers of the kite and hawk,

Haled you to the ballot portals
Lifts in motor - cars ! good
lawk!

Not for several kinds of toffees

Would I do the voter's office,

Thus insulted: I would sooner
walk.

Rotten (as I said) I term it,

For, by Phoebus and the Nine,
Even this recluse and hermit
Would have left his lonely

shrine

Had he seen some gas-distended
Airship giving him the splendid
Chance to "Vote for Binks
and guard the brine."

Even I, the bard who boasted
Sheer indifference to the fight,

Had a gentle birdman coasted
Down from some enormous

height,

Asking me to plump for Perkins

(" No more alcoholic firkins :

Peers v. People: Cocca and the

Right")

Even I had paused to wonder ;

Therefore, O electors stout,
Let no tyrants beat you under,
Ere next polling time, give out :

" Candidates who mean to skimp us
Of our transport through Olympus
Only have themselves to thank for

rout." EVOE.

Pocket Cabbages.
Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, according

to The Westminster Gazette, has stated

that " the production from their waist-

coat pocket of the Referendum, as if it

were a kind of vegetable," has " de-

graded the leaders of the Tory Party
from the position of statesmen to the

level of the merest political cheap-

jacks." But surely this vegetable trick

is quite high-class conjuring.
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Candid Friend, "I EXPECT THEY'D MUCH KATHEE YOU GAVE 'EM A PENNY FOB EVEKY ONE YOU MISS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

To glean in a field reaped by Mr. SPIELMANN, who
harvested the comprehensive History of Punch, is an
unpromising task. In his Douglas Jerrold and Punch
(MACMILLAN) Mr. WALTER JERBOLD judiciously confines
himself to the connection of his grandfather with the

paper, and brings into convenient compass niatLo.. wnich,
if not new, is always interesting. DOUGLAS JEBEOLD was
of the earliest camaraderie who started Punch. By the

present generation he is chiefly known as the creator of Mrs.
Caudle, the recorder of her Curtain Lectures. These did not

appear till 1845, when Mr. Punch gave his eighth volume to
an appreciative public. Four years earlier, writing over
the initial

"
Q," DOUGLAS JEEEOLD was fiercely breasting

the sea of politics, making a pretty splash. To the reader
accustomed to the more restrained political writing of

to-day
"
Q's

"
fierce attack on men and measures may

seem a little excessive. Absolutely fearless of conse-

quences, DOUGLAS JEEEOLD took his walks abroad, bludgeon
in hand, and bashed the head of anyone met on the way
whom he regarded as advocating causes harmful to public
nterests or oppressive to the poor. His vigorous diatribes

iommanded attention from week to week not only at
lome but abroad. Whilst suggestion was made by one

of his victims in the House that he should be indicted by
the ATTOBNEY- GENERAL, an edict was issued by the Austrian
Government forbidding him to pass through their country
on his way to Rome. This sort of thing encouraged rather
than disheartened JEBEOLD, and he went on his way
rejoicing. In private life he could not resist the temptation
to say a witty thing because it might wound a friend
within hearing. Conscious of his infirmity and repentant,
he from his deathbed sent by HORACE MAYHKW a

touching message to old companions at the Punch
Dinner Table. "Tell the dear boys," he said, "that if

I 've ever wounded any of them I 've always loved
them." To personal reminiscences of his grandfather,

gathered from various sources, Mr. WALTER JERROLD adds

reprints of some of his serials contributed to Punch,

making a portly and pleasant volume.

At the end of each chapter of Howard's End (ARNOLD) I

gave a sigh of pleasure, and then went on happily to the

next one. Mr. E. M. FORSTER has written a book which

may be classed with The Country House, The Old II 'ices'

Tale and Joseph Vance, to mention three of the great novels

of recent years. Perhaps he has most in common with the

author of The Country House, but he rises superior to Mr.

GALSWORTHY in this that there is more humour and sym-
pathy behind his realism, something of the humour and

sympathy of Mr. DE MORGAN. (Now I have found him bis
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godfathers.) There are faults of melodrama in the book a

glaring coincidence, in connection with Mr. Wilcox's past,
such as would only be allowed on the stage ; Helen's rela-

tions with Leonard Bast, which seem to me altogether

improbable but anything can be forgiven an author who
introduces us to the great Wilcox family. What do they
know of England who do not Wilcox know? For the
Wilcoxes are England ; they contain more of the essence
of England even than Sunday afternoon, or Lords, or Sir
WILLIAM BULL. The Schlegel family, Margaret and
Helen and Tibbij, is equally true to life, and it is in the
contrast between Schlegels and Wilcoxes that the motif of
the book lies ; for the Schlegels had had a foreign father.

(Surely not German, Mr. FORSTEH, with so lively a pair of

daughters.) Howard's End is a book to buy and a book to

keep ;
I offer my heartiest congratulations to its author,

and beg him to take his time over the next one. I shall have
all his earlier books to read while waiting for it.

In his English Country Life (FouLis), Mr. WALTER
EAYMOND shows a very ,

intimate and peculiar

sympathy with both

country people and
their pursuits. He is

deliciously alive to the
humour and quaint-
nesses of the hoop-
maker, the carter, the '

dairyman, the farmer
and his refractory
tenant in short, of
all the characters that
crowd upon the stage
of Sutton, but he never
writes with one dis-

figuring touch of pat-

ronage. "I really do
admire how he do go
about an' poke his
nose into everything,"
Japheth Pike, the
"
hedge-caffender," re-

]

marked of this chroni-
cler of Sutton ; to which
I can only add that it was a very friendly nose and was
poked to admirable purpose. No one can read Mr
EAYMOND'S book without feeling that he loves the life
which he describes and the people who live it, and he has'
done both them and us a great service in making a
true record of the kind of village life which will soon
too soon for many of us be improved out of existence.
The charming volume is

beautifully illustrated by Mr
WILFRID BALL.

IMPROBABLE SCENES.-VIII.
A HOI/SE AGENT BEING TIMED WITH

EXACT WALKING DISTANCE FROM A

herself once or twice, I felt a new respect for it. It may
not be legitimate, it may even be a little hectic, but i't

certainly is not maudlin. Treating the plot therefore with
silent awe, I recommend to you this witty treatise on the
folly of being overwise (especially in your love affairs)
presented in the form of a novel at least as readable as any
this writer has ever produced. Which is equivalent to
saying that The Wisdom of Folly is certainly to be read and
inevitably to be enjoyed, plot and all.

Mr. Punch once more gratefully acknowledges a number
ot seasonable gifts, not perhaps strictly literary, but liable
to be of great assistance in the regulation and adornment
of the literary mind. Such are the diaries that come from
Messrs. T. J. AND J. SMITH, very practical and business-
like, yet not disdaining the aid of

artistry. Charming
diaries, too, and suitable for all pockets, emanate from the
establishment of Messrs. WALKER. Among the many solid
and serviceable devices that spring from the teeming brain
of Mr. CHARLES LETTS is a "

Ladies' Year Book," excel-

lently tabulated for the

peculiar use of house-
wives. No Suffragette
should be without it.

To those who cannot
bear the effort of select-

ing their Christmas
cards and are certain
that madness lies that

way, I commend the
fresh and original pro-
ducts of the house of

HILLS, where you can
pick with your eyes
shut and make no mis-
take. The cards that
issue from the factory
of Messrs EITCHIE of

Edinburgh show a noble
effort on the part of a
home-firm to stem the
German invasion. Mar-
vellous bon - bons are
built in the craft-shops
of Messrs. CALEY, and

THE MT.POSE OF ASCERTAINING THE
VILLA TO THE RAILWAY STATION.

Halfway through The Wisdom of Folly (HODDER AND
STOUGHTON) I thought I should probably say of it : Let

e reader persevere with a somewhat maudlin plot and
shut his ear to an occasional note of priggishness, in order
hat he may make the acquaintance of Mr*. Fnsby and, in

that delightfully garrulous lady, of ELLEN THOBNEYCBOFT !

FOWLER at her best." For, though one of the charactershad m the beginning murdered her husband, the others had
one little else since, save argue about it. (" I never caremuch for judges," said Mrs. Frisby;

'' I always think
that those heavy wigs confuse their brains.") But when
the plot suddenly woke up and proceeded from complication

'

to complication to end on a complete surprise, the ingenuityof which left me gaping and has even confused the writer

.
,

the customary cargo of crackers still unopened and
taken confidently on trust comes from the generous and
fertile storehouse of Mr. TOM SMITH. To all these philan-
thropists Mr. Punch presents his compliments and thanks.

The sad history of Bridget's wedding day, as revealed in
the "Daily Mail "

feuilleton

"There was a shining new band on the third finger of her left haud
bhe was pledged to Dick until death parted them, but she knew that
it meant far more than that even As soon as they were alone

beSdeWm " C&mage Theodore caug''t at Bridget's hand nestling

All we can say is that this is not strictly fair to Dick.

''This increase of 16 in the Liberal vote exactly corresponds with the
difference between the decrease in the total number of votes polled and
the decrease in the Unionist vote (40 minus 24). Tims a transfer of 16
votes from one side to the other was sufficient, in the circumstance- (.,
convert a Unionist majority of 14 into a Liberal majority of 42."

Morning Post.

We are the first to recognise the vigour and relentless logicof the opening sentence, but we confess that the second
sentence, while it appeals to the artist in us, leaves the
arithmetician a trifle cold.
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CHARIVARIA.
The Lancet asserts that Generul

Mr. \V. IIoi-pE, u, well-known for. say, fifteen seconds." l!..]xs, with
American billiard player, has just handles, suspended from tin- roof will

married Miss Ami; \V.\i,sn, of New now, we pramune, be fefttare of erecy
Elections are bad for the health. This

j

York, whom he rescued from drowning well-arranged civic h:ui([ii'-t.
have known I in the surf at Atlantic City. \Ve areis quite correct We

Governments die from them. so glad that this pretty custom of

wedding the lady whom one saves from

lion of five hundred Members to the

Upper Chamber would be that the

House of Lords is not large enough to

hold them all. We believe that the

Government realises this fact,

'

( \ THKIiltM, ! ill I I

is a heading which attr.iets our atten-
Tlte Spectator has pointed out that one drowning is not falling into desuetude.

!

tion in a nesvspaper. \Vhere \\ere tlio

difficulty in connection with the addi- ! rersonally we always do it. police? One would think it would be
v

:/'
:

impossible for anyone to st.-;il a cathe-
In a letter to The /V^m?j'.s (in-.ftti' dral without being stopped.

on the subject of the proposed new

shako, one of the men of letters pleads It is denied that the "
T\vop<

Cube
"

is ahout tn emulate tin-

unpin ol tin- Metropolitan

[{ailway. and exhibit in i'

Views on the Central London

Railway.

' A brave act was witnessed
in Reading," Thr Kri-niutj AYic.s-

tells US, "when (iF.OBOF.

NEVILLE, a brewer's dnunian.
affected the rescue of a child in

the River Kennet." We trust

that he " affected
"

it favourably.

"
Darling," said the wife,

"
1

shall want a little more money
for house-keeping this week, as

I made all those cakes for

Christmas Day." The purse-
bearer lost his amiable look for

a moment. "
Well, I can't

make bricks without straw,"

explained the wife.

''Cheltenham can l>c regained ;il tin-

next time of asking, but this only if

we are all equally determined that all

those other jietty, childish, but y-t.

formidable and insidious seeds nf wi-ak

ness should lie, once and for all, rooted

out, lock, stock, and barrel."

and will see to it that the new
Peers are all very slim men.

The EAKL MAUSHAL has issued

his orders concerning the robes

to be worn by Peers at the

Coronation. "The mantles," he

says,
" are to be worn over full

Court Dress, Uniform, or Regi-
mentals." Prude!

And,
" No Jewels or precious

Stones are to be set or used in

the Coronets." This fear of

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is becoming
an obsession with some people.

Further, there is to be no

concession to the Socialistic

spirit of the age. For Knights
of the various Orders it is to

be a " Collar Day.''

Madame DE THEBES, the

Parisian prophetess, has now

published her forecasts for 1911.

As regards Russia, the fate of

that country is to be such, she

declares, that, rather than say
what she has read in the book

of destiny, she prefers to hope
that she has been mistaken.

This is supposed to point either

to a war with Monaco, in which
Russia will be defeated and an-

nexed, or els3 to a visit from

the KAISER.

The QUEEN, we read, made a

number of Christmas purchases
of toys from the Soldiers' and Sailors'

Help Society. Among the articles Her

Majesty bought was a collapsible doll's

house. We do hope that this will not

be taken as an encouragement to jerry-

builders.
:;:

...

An interesting feature of the Windsor
Strollers' performances at the new
Windsor Theatre, The Daily Mail tells

us, was the appearance on ths boards

of a veteran amateur actor, aged 86.

We believe, however, that this record

has often been beaten in the corps do

Tills IS THE HOUGH IDEA FOR HIS NEW IIOl'SK WilU II

ME. JONES CAVE TO HIS ARCHITECT.

AND THIS IS THE IDEA WHICH THE AllCHITECT THKN
GAVE TO Mu. JONES.

ballet.

that, whatever design be adopted, it

should provide a cap that will " not

only be protective but smart and, if

possible, artistic, and thus attract and

not frighten the lovely young maiden
i i I _ " fpu

who would
addition of

woo a

a few
postman." The
artificial flowers

See next page for portrait of

elderly gentleman rooting out a

seed by the barrel.

'The cancert and dance pmmoti-d
in its initial stat for tin- |nir|">>e

"I

encouraging sociability and biterooone

between the board of trade ini-m'iii

and their families ^s a <le|rturc from

the regular course of the lioard'^ lim-

of action and it is thought that the move will

prove one of exceptional merit."'-

would only cost a trifle.

The Globe mentions, in its "Hints

on Health," that a correspondent has _
written to say that an infallible Cure stronger nature.

for hiccoughs is
" to hang by the hands

|

furiously.".

with the legs clear of the ground, the We have spoken to 5

hands well apart, and the breath held
|

before.

fforU.

There must be simpler ways of getting

to know one's own family.

What to do with your White Elephant.

"Elephant, trimmed black, evening, day
three-iiuartcr wrap ; new ; 12*. <!'/."

Ailet. /
" Thr i

His Besettinsr Sin.

Sam's exclamation this time was of a

Well, I'm haugel '.' he- laid

VOL. CXXX1X. D D
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WICK BURGHS: THE LAST PHASE.

("Le jeu ue vaut pas la chandelle. ")

WE watched her keel across the bar go
From free wee Kirkwall town ;

We watched her skipper dump his cargo
Of ballot-hoxes down ;

An Empire hung with pale complexions
Upon the tidings, tick by tick ;

For Fate had left, in these Elections,
The linal word with Wick.

Shetland, that old-established Thulo,
Her bloodless fight had closed;

Had nominated, well and duly,
Her WASON unopposed ;

The immemorial right she wielded
To play the last protracted trick

That privilege she now had yielded,

Handing it on to Wick.

So ends the combat, loud and gory,
That cost a cool two million quid,

And leaves the rivals, Ead and Tory,

Standing (like Scotland) where they did ;

And I, for one I can't help saying,
As I review the dead and quick,

This futile game that we 've been playing
Was hardly worth the wick. O. S.

OUR WONDERFUL WORLD.
" EVERY genuine Teddy Bear has a small button in the

ear." Did you know that ? / didn't. Yet it is the sort
of thing one ought to know, otherwise one may be imposed
upon. Before the postman came this morning I shouldn't
have been aware of the awfulness of a Teddy Bear with-
out a button. Now that I have received The Xntas
Bazaar I feel that a buttonless Teddy Bear would be a
disgrace.

It is an entrancing volume, The Xmas Bazaar. Its roll
of Teddy Bears (each with a button in the ear) by no
means exhausts its interest. Were you aware, I wonder, that
London contains a Plush Jointed Dachshund ? I wasn't

not until I beheld him waddling across a page of The
Xmas Bazaar. Would you like a Puddle Duck ? Or an
Indestructible Stuffed Territorial? They are all in The
Xmas Bazaar. And have you met Squinting Micky?He (I quote) "flaps both ears, squints with both eyes,
and can also move his arms and mouth." Many readers
of The Xmas Bazaar cannot flap either ear. ... As
for Clockwork Foxy Grandpa but he only costs tenpence-
halfpenny, so we shall not bother about him. I doubt
whether he has a button in his ear.

These, however, are, after all, mere toys for the young.
Their elders require more intellectual amusement. The
Xmas Bazaar has not overlooked the fact. Bightly,
indeed, do we speak of a merry Christmas. What Christ-
mas could be less than merry if you have taken the precau-
tion to provide yourself with a fivepenny packet of Beetles
in the Beer ? What ! Never heard of Beetles in the
Beer? Hear, then, and marvel. "The joker quietly drops
one of these beetles into his beer

"
champagne would

perhaps do as well " and then objects to drink it until
an offer is made to exchange the liquor. However, on
second thoughts

"
it is taken for granted that the joker

is a subtle comedian " after removing the beetle he drinks
the beer. The company feel ill at the sickly sight. Great

joke to those in the secret."

It made me rock with laughter even to read of it.

Unfortunately I am a teetotaler, so instead of Beetles in
the Beer I think I shall get The Ladies' Cigarette Box.
" This dainty box has a small ball in the cover. When
your lady friend presses the ball to obtain a cigarette, she
receives a spray of water on the nos3." Capital ! And how
my lady friends will laugh !

Concerning the Joke of the Season (price &\d.) I am
less sure. The. Xmas Bazaar seems to speak with a more
uncertain note on this subject :

" Show your friend the
latest handy Flash Light, tell him coloured lights will

appear when the button is slightly pressed. Suggest he

goes under the table to get a good effect, which he does.

On his return you know how ho has been sold. With
one of these jokes in your possession you will have endless
fun." Quite so. But, well, how has he been sold? The
Xmas Bazaar is silent on this head. And suppose your
friend is too stupid to care about coloured lights, and
declines to accept your suggestion that he should go under
the table ? The world is full of curmudgeons who protest
that they dislike going under tables. I shall not risk my
sixpence-halfpenny on The Joke of the Season.

Instead, I think I must buy The Scent Bottle Joke.
It costs threepence, and here again we have an opportunity
of delighting our dear ones. '.' When your friend

"
it is

well to keep a large supply of friends " removes the cork
to smell the perfume, the contents of bottle empties down
his sleeve." Yes, it is certainly desirable to have a large

supply of friends.

And while you are about it you had better spend a

shilling on the really stunning humorous effect entitled,
Oh ! Oh !

'

she cried." You might not guess it from
its price, but it is a jewel-case. Succinctly its virtues are

described :

" Snake jumps out of Jewel Box. Creates
screams of laughter."

Hark, too, to the virtues of The Crash Bang Joke.

They are simplicity itself.
" A number of pieces of tuned

metal when thrown on ground give the sound of glass

smashing." Here, plainly, we have the invention of an
acute psychologist. If The Crash Bang Joke does not
reach the heart of the British people, nothing will. It is

redolent of Yuletide's spirit of merriment.

Among the minor accessories of a happy Christmas, as

pictured in this suggestive volume, are Imitation Cigar
Ends. " We have designed a perfect cigar end

"
I can

almost see the great conclave at which the perfect cigar end
was worked out "and are offering these at Id. each."

And what, you ask (for your wits are working slowly, you
know), is the precise application of the perfect cigar end ?

You would never guess, to look at it, that it was not to be

placed nicely in an ash-tray. No, it is to be thrown
into the middle of the billiard table to give your host

a bad moment of fear for his cloth. They need waking
up, these Idle Rich. Please send me one dozen of your
perfect cigar ends.

Another fellow who ought to have some of the conceit

;aken out of him is the fussy Good Samaritan. For two-

pence you can cure him of his coddling ways by providing

yourself with The Finger Stall. It is a great notion, The

Finger Stall.
" Your friend

"
(if you have any left by

now) "questions you about your cut finger, then ask him
;o tie a piece of tape to keep the stall secure. Just as

10 is about to tie a knot, you turn around, leaving the

stall in his possession. The poor fellow, thinking your

anger has come off, gives a shrieking yell. You MUST
HAVE ONE !

"
Farceur !
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THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME.

OUR MB. ASQUITH. "FIVE HUNDRED CORONETS, DIRT-CHEAP ! THIS LINE OF GOODS

OUGHT TO MAKE BUSINESS A BIT BRISKER, WHAT?"
OUB MR. LLOYD GEORGE. "NOT HALF; BOUND TO GO LIKE HOT CAKES."

]
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CINDERELLA'S DIARY.

(Picked up in a Provincial Theatre.')

Tuesday. Sometimes 1 think I am
a very lucky girl, having two big

sisters to look after me. I expect there

are lots of young girls who have nobody
at all, and I think they must be so

lonely. There is always plenty of fun

going on in our house. Yesterday I

heard Sister Fred telling Sister Bert

something about her old man coming
home very late one night T didn't

quite understand who the old man was,

or what it was all about, but I know
Sister Bert thought it was very funny,
and I seemed to hear a lot of people

laughing; perhaps it was the fairies.

And then whenever Sister Bert sits

down she always pulls her skirt right

up to her knees, so as people can see

her stockings. I mean there 's always

Something amusing happening.
: Of course I have a good deal of

work to do, and all the washing up,
but my sisters are so big and strong
that one can't expsct them to bother

themselves with niggling little things
like that. Besides, they have so many
other things to do. Only this morn-

ing, when Sister Bert was just going to

sit down, Sister Fred pulled away her

chair, and she sat on the floor and her

legs went up in the air. She said it

was a "
grand slam,'' which some of us

thought very funny. I didn't laugh

myself because I never go out any-
where, and so I don't understand topical

remarks, but I do think it is nice to

live in such an amusing house.

(Later). A wonderful thing has

happened ! Two messengers came from
the Prince an hour ago to invite us to

the ball to-night ! I 'd never seen a

messenger in my life, so I peeped out

of the chimney corner at them and
wondered if they would stay to tea.

But instead of that my sisters put up
what they call a "

trapeze
"

(I never

knew we had one before), and the mes-

sengers did some extraordinary things
on it, I thought they would kill them-
selves. After it was over, Sister Fred
told them a lot of stories about the old

man, and altogether it was quite dif-

ferent from what I expected. Ours is

a funny house.

As soon as the messengers had gone,

my sisters began to get ready for the

ball. I knew I shouldn't be able to go,
because I haven't got a frock, and

simply couldn't wear anything of theirs,

they are so much bigger than I am.

They finished dressing dotvntfairs for

some reason, where anybody might
have seen them they are so funny
about things like that and we had a

lot of laughter about the clothes being
too tight and so on. 1 think anything

ike that is so amusing. Then they
went off, and here I am all alone. It

is getting dark, and so I am going to

beer myself up by singing a little.

(Later). / am going to the hall!

My Fairy Godmother, whom I had often

leard about, suddenly came to see us.

I told her my sisters were out, and she

isked where they had gone, and
.vouldn't I like to go too, so of course I

said I should Jove it. So I am going,
:ind she has got a frock for me and

Bverything. She is very kind, but not

quite aofairytyke as I expected.

Wednesday. I have had a /ore///

time, and I think I am in love, i got
to the Ball just as the juggling and
the ventriloquism were over it

must be a delightful Court to live in

and there was such a sensation as I

appeared. The Prince singled me out!

at once. He has the pinkest cheeks

and the reddest lips of any man I

know, and his voice is soft and

gentle, and oh! I love him. One
wants a man to be manly and a

woman to lie womanly, and I don't

think I should love a man if lie were ;it.

all like Sister Fred or Sister I in;.

The Prince is quite different. \\'e

were alone most of the time, and we

sang several songs together. My
sisters never recognised me; it was
most surprising. I heard Sister Fred

telling a very fine-looking gentleman
a story about a lodge;.- (whatever that

is) who had a bit of a head; it sounded

very humorous. Wherever Sister I'Ved

goes there is sure to be fun. I am
indeed a lucky girl to have two such
sisters and to be in love with a Prince.

Sister Bert sat down on the floor twice

it was most amusing.
A terrible thing happened just as the

clock struck twelve. All my clothes

turned into rags, and I just ran out of

the room, I was so frightened. Then
I remembered what my Fairy God-
mother had said about leaving before

twelve o'clock. I suppose she knew
what would happen if I didn't. I 'in

afraid I left a glass slipper behind 1

hope she won't mind about it.

Well, I 've had a lovely time. Even
if I never see the Prince again, I shall

always have this to look back to. I

don't mind what happens now.

Thursday. J am going to marry the

Prince ! 1 can't believe it is true.

Perhaps it is only a dream, and I

shall wake up soon, but even if it's a

dream it's just as good as if it were

real. It was all because of the slip

per I left behind. The Prince said

that he would marry the person
whom it fitted, because he had fallen

in love with the lady who wore it at

the ball (me I),
and so everybody

tried it on. And thev came to our

house, and Sister Bert tried it on.
She pulled her skirt up to her knees
and made everybody laugh, but even
then sho couldn't get into it. And
Sister Fred made a lot of faces, but she

couldn't. So I said,
" Let me, try," and

they all laughed, but the Prince said I

s'lould, and of course it fitted at once.
Then they all recognised me, and the
Prince kissed me, and a whole lot of

people came into the house who had
never been invited, and we had the

trapeze out again, and there was

juggling and ventriloquism, and wo
all sang songs about somebody called

Flanagan (whom I don't think I have
ever met), and Sister Bert kept sitting
down suddenly on the floor. (But
the Prince didn't think this was at

all funny, so I expect 1 must have
been right all the time when I have

only pretended to laugh. I used to

think that perhaps 1 hadn't a sense of

humour.) And then the Prince kissed
my again, and my Fairy Godmother
came in and kissed us both. Of course
we do owe it all to her really, and I

shall tell Charming so.

I do think 1 am a wonderful person !

A. A. M.

CRACKER MOTTO KS.

For Mr. lAoijil (icorge.
' KiithcT I um the foremost horse in

the team, or I am none." FLETCHKU.

For the Lord Adrocate.

"Oil no, we never Pension them !

"

HAYNES BAILV (recincd).

For Mr. T. P. O'Connor.
' Much have I travelled in the realms

of gold." KEATS.

For Mr. .1 . /,. Gurviii.

"The observed of all Observers."
SHAKSPEARE (Hamlet).

For Mr. F. E. S.

'

l
;
al;' tried to conceal him by nam-

ing him Smith." O. W. HOI.MK.-..

For Hunt/' liiiler*.

"You k'n hide do fier, but w'at \<>'i

gwine do wid de smok'-'. 1 "

For Ilif f \oj>le.

"
Play with your peers." Proverb.

For the Socialist.

"I dreamt I dwelt in marble halls!"

Bohemian Girl.

For Tariff lieform.

" He 'd make a lovely corpse !

"

CHARLES DICKF.NS (Martin C

For the

"
England does not love coalition- !

"

LORD BEACONSFIEI.D.
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TO MY POSTMAN.
(A YULETIDE HOMILY.)

HKNHY or William, as the case may be

(Or let me call you Herbert, like your master),
Unbinder of the bags of destiny,
The meter-out of sunshine and disaster,

I noticed, Herb,
You capped me yestermorning on the kerb.

You want your Christmas box? but tell me why;
Your cousin in the casque and beetle-biffers

Who quells obstruction with his awful eye
When frays occur or when the cabman differs,

He, as a rule,
Has earned the silvery palm he wears at Yule ;

He keeps the pestilential tramp away ;

Blend of the tireless sleuth-hound and the tough lynx,
Ho nearly always knows the time of day,
And nabs the felon who would pouch my cuff-links

;

But you, old son,

What, in the name of SAMUEL, have you done?

Have you not always tried to fob me off

With stale old bills, and futile propaganda.
And .moneylenders' ads, and cures for cough,
When I was faint for something from Amanda ?

Ay, and far worse,
When I expected meeds for flower-like verse '.'

Morns there have been ay ! blush for it as red
As your own pillar-boxwhen you have simply

Passed by the front-door gate, and cut me dead,
Though all your sack with envelopes was pimply :

Never a line

To fesd the sacred Muse, the fire divine.

Others again, when you have brought me wet
With tears of editors some homing sonnet,

Wrapped in a note like this of wild regret :

" Your manuscript lias every sign upon it

Of heaven-born flame,
Hut will not suit us. Thanks for offering same."

At times you 've roused me from the evening lamp
For some absurdly unimportant billet

(Because it failed to wear your footling slump)
To squander twopence by Apollo's fillet !

At times to weep
Over some card returned from death's long sltrp.

This is the way, O Herb, you 've done your job,
And now you seek for largesse from the poet !

Small value have I found for this five bob,
Still, as you say, it 's Christmas ; I '11 bestow it ;

Only look here !

My correspondence must improve next year. K\OK.

' CHEAT MAKTF.KK OK I.AXIH AI'K I'AINTIXd."

Adrt. in "The Timfs."

This is what our peer landlords are reduced to for a living!
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OF LIGHT VERSE.
ANOTHER collection of the lighter and gayer sort of

poetry has just come into the world, and I make haste to

welcome it, not, indeed, as having read it through from

cover to cover, but as having used it aright by dipping into

it again and yet again. Jt is called A Book of Light Verse,

has been gathered together by Mr. R. M. LEONARD, and is

published by the Oxford University Press. Now that the

Cambridge Press lias taken up The Encyclopedia Britannica,

with all its apparatus of Transatlantic booms and touting

circulars, it is pleasant to see the printers of Oxford

delightful edition of prettymodestly putting forth this

immortalities.

Mr. LEONARD has done his

work with skill and dis-

cretion. He gives us less

than six pages of preface,
arid two of these are taken

up by a quotation of Mr.
LOCKER-LAMPSON'S famous
definition from the preface
to Lyra Elegantiarum. In

the body of the book he has

grouped his poems pleasantly

according to their subjects,
and lias added a small body
of notes. Certainly he is

catholic in his taste, for,

though he includes no living
masters (they may still be

bought to their own profit
in their own volumes), he

ranges from CHAUCER
through CAMPION, HEHBICK,
PRIOR, LOVELACE and all the

rest of them to J. K. STEPHEN.
I do not say that I agree
with him on every single

point of his selections or his

omissions, but I agree, and I

think most readers will agree,
in the vast majority of points,
and no anthologist can

properly ask or obtain more.

It is agreeable to find light
verse frankly recognised by
a great and learned univer-

sity. Too often there has
been more than a hint of

patronage in the attitude of

does it deal? It may be playful or tender, but it must not

be spiteful or mawkish. It may be humorous or regretful,
but the humour must not be mere buffoonery and the

regret must not become a bitter lamentation. It can sport
with the little grief of a child, but it has no concern with
the tragedy that ruins a man's life. It may invite a friend;
it can never denounce or trample on a foe. It can prick

folly as it flies, but it averts its gaze from vice. It may
recognise with a sigh the sense of tears in mortal things ;

it may even shed a half-acknowledged tear
;
but its sorrow

is touched with resignation and with hope. It may play
lightly with the emotions, but it leaves to others barbarous
and elemental passions.

"Now, JOHNNY, WHAT WAS THE SEKMON ABOUT?"
"WEREN'T YOU LISTENING, MOTHER?"

the academic towards the airy sportiveness of the friendly
muse, as though we were to understand that the light
versifier must not presume to count himself a poet because
men had been beguiled by his efforts into a smile. Now,
however, all this is changed, no doubt owing to the

presence in Oxford of Mr. A. D. GODLEY, a most witty poet
and a profoundly learned man. Let us agree, then, that
if a man is to write good light verse he must be a poet,
though he may consciously circumscribe his genius. He
may refrain from those loftier flights in which a great poet
exercises his wings, but wings he must have, though they
never bear him beyond the pretty garden-flowers or out of

hearing of the pleasant conversation of his friends.

What, then, is this kind of verse, and with what subjects

and easy.

sequence of

The sentences

the right words.

It is refined without affectation,

polite without servility ; often

conventional, but never dull.

It may be serious in inten-

tion, but it must be sparkling
in manner. Even if it speaks
in the guise of a lover it

must be ready to laugh love

away with a jest. It may
bo as gay and gallant as the
ideal courtier, but a loyal
heart must beat beneath the
silks and laces even while
the pretty compliment is

being turned. Friendship it

delights in, and the cheerful

intercourse of men and all

that is pure and of good
report. It can smile with

you along the pleasant paths;
it can encourage you with

happy raillery or console

you with a song when the

ways are rough and thorny;
and through all and above
all it offers you a com.-

panionship which is never

exacting, a learning which is

never pedantic, and a know-

ledge of life which is never

ponderous.
*.,.*

So much for what I may
call the spirit of light verse.

As to its execution much
might be said and many
examples might be given if

space permitted. Here I

must content myself with

saying that the language
must be simple, natural,
must flow in a happy
Th?re must be no rough

inversions tearing the words from their due order merely to
suit the exigencies of rhyme or metre. This is to be the

abject slave of your rhymes, instead of their gallant master.
And as to the rhymes themselves, they must have the

appearance of being absolutely inevitable, as though, in

fact, they were the only words which enabled the writer
to express his thought adequately. Even those daring
acrobats of verse who dance on a tight-rope of three-

syllable rhymes must have a care to their feet, for a slip

may be fatal. And if anyone should dare to rhyme
"harder" with "Armada" and "

grate
"
with "

great
"
he

will be held doubly accursed, first as a Cockney and next as

a Frenchman so far at least as his wretched rhymes are

concerned. E. C. L.
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Yokel. "'.OUXDS BE GONE ACiiosr YONDER, MISTER." Soxiny-Day Sportsman. "On, HANG TIIE HOUNDS. WIIEU'S THK HOTEL t"

YULETIDE YARNS.-2.

'King out the false ; ring in the true."

THE WAITS.

The False.

Listen to the sweet refrain

Floating down the moonlit lane

"Wench and stripling, lad and lass,

Chanting Good King Wenceslas.

The True.

Every evening at the gate

Figures the accursed Wait :

All of them, I say, are curs'd ;

But the basses are the worst.

THE POSTMAN'S CHRISTMAS Box.

The False.

" This has been a heavy year;
Give him half-a-sovereign, dear."

The True.

"
Nothing but rejected verse !

Tell the man I "ve lost my purse."

CRACKERS.

The False.

There are crackers for the boys,

Crammed with quips and caps and

toys.
The True.

There is something which they lack ;

Crackers do not always crack.

SNOWBALLING.

The Fake.

Everyone whose heart is right
Loves to have a snowball fight.

The True.

I have never loved it yet ;

English snow is very wet.

SKATING.

The False.

O'er the ringing ice we skim,

Glad at heart and lithe of limb.

The True.

Skating is a fraud, I think ;

There is plenty at the rink.

SLIDING.

The False.

When it freezes, we shall make

Splendid slides upon the lake.

The True.

If I want to have a fall,

I can get it in the hall.

SKI-ING.

The False.

" Let us ski across the downs ;

We can call upon the Browns."

The True.

" On the whole I feel that we
Should not shine upon a ski."

SEEING THE NEW YEAB IN.

The False.

Here we stand, mid frost and rime,

List'ning for the village chime ;

Soon the solemn note is heard,

And the Vicar says a word.

The True.

Playing Bridge, we do not hear

When the bells ring off the year,
And discover with a shock

It is nearly two o'clock.

Seasonable Greeting.

FOE SITTING MEMBERS. "Mr.

Blank begs to wish you the compli-

ments of the season and to solicit the

favour of your vote at all the elections

in the New Year."
'

"The ship rides the Atlantic waves with

ridiculous ease, and most of the passengers have

mustered for every meal."
The Daily Telegraph.

It is really quite an ordinary condi-

ment. (N.B. To get the full flavour

of this paragraph read it aloud to your

friends.)

The Flowing Bowl.

"CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIBS.

Glvo your friends 's soda water."

Advt. in "Manchester Guardian.

Keep it moving, Perkins.
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ON

AT THE PLAY.
" THE BLUE BIRD."

my second annual visit to

TRENCH'S aviary in the Haymarket I

confess that I forfeited the Luxury-of-
Being - in - one's - Stall - at - the - Start in

favour of the more human Happiness-of-
])ining-in-Comfort. But I saw quite as

many beautiful things as 1 can ever take
in at one sitting. I did not however find

occasion to make any great change in

my opinion of M. MAETERLINCK'S
work. I felt, as I felt before, that if he
chooses to represent the search for

Gentleman n.-ith pear-sJtaptd figure, to Tijltt/l
(Mantel- EIIK; KAE). "I am "the Limiry-ol-
Owuing-Land."

Peer's Voice (fi-oiii lite Pit). "Then you must
have been overlooked by Lloyd Oorge !

"

happiness symbolically in the concrete

shape of children looking about for a
Blue Bird, he should be logical with
his symbols and not make them behave
as they never would or could; not
make his children hang about church-
yards at midnight, for instance, or in-

spect caverns full of noxious bogies.
In any work, too, of which the

decorative quality keeps the eye busily
employed, I protest that the spectator
ought not to be made to think too

furiously. The general scheme of this

allegory may be simple enough, but
over its details, often apparently arbi-

trary, one exhausts oneself in trying to
discover a meaning where I daresay
;he author himself was at a loss to
know what he was driving at.

The new scenes, showing (1) a feast
of wanton and obese gourmands; (2)
he same as gibbering brown spectres

stripped of their external gauds and
internal adipose deposit ; (3) a bevy
of higher Happinesses, did not help

Mi', much to remedy the inconsistency of the

author's original design. For here, to

judge by their nomenclature, we have
a host of abstractions such as the

Happiness-of-Being-Well, and the Joy-
of-Walking-Barefoot-in-the-Dew im-

ported into a play which sets out to

illustrate its ideas by symbolism. What
are these humanised abstractions doing
here? They ought to be birds. If you
start by symbolising your Happiness-
in-Chief as a Blue Pigeon then your
particular Happinesses should bo

represented by Blue Canaries and
Green Thrushes and Purple Tomtits.
The fact is that M. MAETERLINCK has

strung loosely together some pretty
fancies and moral lessons, and that Mr.
TRENCH has given them an amazingly
beautiful setting ; but to say that
The Blue Bird is a perfect work of

art, in any constructive sense, is to
talk through one's Gibus.

In the interval that followed these
novelties I own that I freely enjoyed
the Luxury-of-Not-Being-Preacbed-at.
What the boy Tyltijl thought of it

all I can't imagine; or how he con-
trived to escape the self-conscious-
ness which everybody was working
hard to instil into him. It is enor-

mously to the credit of bis un-
defeatable innocence that he didn't
wake up next morning a confirmed

prig. It was no fault of the style of
instruction employed by his guides and
councillors Light and Night, and the
Caretaker of the Palace of Happiness
from whose lips came a steady flow
of adult rhetoric like a dictation lesson.
What should a little child of nature
want to know, for example, of the
"
peerless joy of maternal love

"
? All

this kind of thing was really being shot
over his head at the larger intelligences
of stall and pit.
The

play could well do with a little

more comic relief, though Mr. EIGBY,
as Bread, contributed some nice effects
in this line, and Tyttyl was funny
among the tombstones. Personally, I
never frequent churchyards at midnight
and cannot say whether jokes about
the dead are regarded as more seemly
at this hour than in broad daylight.
Master ERIC EAE was extraordinarily
good, and showed, I thought, a more
appreciative interest in the various
exhibits than the previous Tyltyl did.
I missed Miss L\A PELLY as Water,
but she had had a hand in the charm-
ing dances, and her place was well filled

by Miss SEYLEE.

the veiled movements of the white
draperies in the gloom of the forest
were too rapid, and gave the effect of a

pillow-fight.
I should like to end by saying that

after all traceable faults have been
found, The Blue Bird, if not taken too

seriously (as in some of the above
stodgy remarks), is a really delightful
entertainment. O. S.

'OUR LITTLE CINDERELLA.'

On
guess

another
at the

page I

way in

have
which

made a
modern

pantomime strikes Cinderella. Let me
say at once that I do not mean
Cinderella of the Playhouse, for Mr.
LEO TREVOR has made a gallant
attempt to escape from modern
pantomime. His "

ugly sisters
"

are
women, his Prince is a man; for
this alone he deserves our thanks.
.Moreover the story goes along straight-
forwardly, without any pauses for per-
forming souls and such, while the
lyrics have a real connection with the

plot, and never wander into irrelevant

Maude, with liis exquisite face,
And wild voice pealing up to the sunny sky."

Tennyson.
Mr. CYIIII. MAUDE

inquiries after Kelly.

Lord I'uiiterjidtl.

In fact, Mr.

The lighting (and darkening) was
admirably bandied, notably in the
approach to the Land of Memory, but

TREVOR gave himself every chance of

success, and then, alas! just missed it.

I first began to fear that he had
missed it when one of the sisters started

cutting short her words in the manner
of PHIL RAY. This method of conver-
sation, straight from the Tivoli, always
makes me laugh, but it also made me
wonder whether Mr. TREVOR meant to
borrow anything else from the music-
I uills. And so when fun began to be
extracted from the fact that the Baron's
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clothes smelt unpleasantly of Bloomer'
Beetle Powder, and when the Baron ben
down to the accompaniment of a lou

tearing noise, why then I knew tha
we should have to wait till next yea
for the real Cinderella.

But Our Little Cinderella will do t

go on with
;

it is a step in the righ
direction. HERMANN LOHH'S music i

pretty, the play is beautifully staged
and the lyrics of ARTHUK WJMPEKI
are well above the average. (On
verse, in a song called " The Captain,
should be left out; decent theatre
don't sneer at the Territorials nowa
days.) And if some of the "book" i

a little stuffy there is a good deal in

that is fresh and charming. In fact, i

comes midway between Pinkie am
Pantomime

;
and the question i

whether its attempt to attract th
devotees of eacli will make a lastinj

appeal to those of either. Luckily
however, for the success of The Play
house afternoons one hears a lot of th
" moderate man "

just now.
Mr. CYRIL MAUDE as the Baron

Lord Punterfield, is as delightful ir

this sort of play as he is in any othei

He, his servant Massengcr (Mr. H. J

FORD), and Hutiingliam (Mr. BOBER'

AVEBELL) provided most of the fun, th

last-named beingareal tower of strengtl
to the cast. Mr. HUBERT BROMILOV
was an extremely handsome Prince
but I don't think he ought to have mad-

eyes at the stalls. Both the sisters

were good ; and Miss MARGERY MAUDE
was very sweet and simple and prettj
as Cinderella. I liked her best in he
old clothes and with her hair down
and she too seemed more at home then
To one dear little fairy, whom I take
to have been Miss BENEK MAYER
offer my humble tribute of thanks-
bless her ! M.

BUSINESS IS BUSINESS;
OR, THE NEW IDEALISM.

IT has been urged upon Mr. HAROLD
Cox and Mr. BELLOC that they should
stand again for Parliament, not as
Liberals or Conservatives, but in the
Business Government interest. Hither
to, however, the Business party's de
mands have not been defined. Perhaps
Jie following Election Address might
)e found useful when the time comes.
To the Electors of

Gentlemen (or to be more practical,

Men) of
, I come before you as

i Candidate for the vacancy caused

>y the [here state reason of bye-
election] of your late Member. I

will not waste either your time or

ny own by polite and flattering

jircumlocufcion, which means nothing.
do not consider you the most en-

Iiuliijnaiit Lady.
HIS EYES?"

Conductor. "THE
HIS MISSUS."

"I'VE BEES WAVING AND SHOUTING 10 THE DR1VEB. \\I1EKE AKK

FACT is, LADY, HE'S OXLY COT ONE PAIR, AND HE KEEPS THEM FOR

lightened set of voters in the country,
nor do you want to be called so. We
understand each other. I want to get
nto Parliament in order to keep an eye
on the rascals already there, and see

;hat they do not talk too much and too

nsincerely and squander public money ;

want a representative who
)rotect your interests.

will

department through and through. The
first essential in a Foreign Secretary
is fluent French and a smattering, of

course, of other tongues, therefore I

should go for him to the Berligo School
of Languages and take their most

capable linguist. The War Minister

should be a practical soldier, and one
knows only too well where to find him.

The old fetish of Parly is dead, so
j

The Chancellor of the Exchequer should

ar as I am concerned. When the ! understand finance; aROTHSCHILD could
jovernment brings in a measure that I

j

easily be found for the post, and who
relieve in I shall vote for it; when it: better? The best Home Secretary is an

irings in a measure that I do not care experienced London stipendiary magis-
ibout I shall vote against it. I intend trate. (No humourist^need apply.) The
o be equally at home in both Lobbies perfect Postmaster-General would be

f need be; and the Government Whip an elderly, thoughtful postman. And
nd I will never be heard calling each . so on. All my selections, you observe,

ther " old chap." 'would be characterised by a blunt,

My ideal of the House of Commons 'genial common sense.

s a kind of glorified Whiteley's. Every
j

As for the Premier, he should above

older of office must understand his 'all things be a shrewd, prosperous man
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INDIAN MANOEUVRES.

Penpery Colonel. "CAN'T COME THIS WAY, YOUNGSIEK, WE'RE DESTROYING HIE LINK."

Nervous Sub. "BuT EXCUSE ME, SIR, I'M A EB ARMOURED TRAIN."

Colonel. "ARMOURED TRAIN-, ARE YOU? WELL, I 'M A D D FLYING MACHINE! So CLEAR OUT!"

of affairs, one who knows the world

and is awake to its little games, as high
above party as poverty, and accustomed
to authority. I should not demand in

him any intimacy with Parliamentary

procedure ; he could always be kept

right by legal advisers at his elbow.

What I do demand in him is commer-
cial imagination, the instinct for suc-

cess. Such a man, for example, as Sir

THOMAS LIPTON or Mr. JOSEPH LYONS
or Mr. GEOBGE EDWARDES men who
have worked their svay to positions of

eminence and respect men whose
names are familiar as household words
men to whom failure is unknown

and unthinkable men who have no

gift of spurious rhetoric, no medieval

superstitions, no patience with frippery,
no aptitude for marking time. Such a

man it would be a pleasure and privi-

lege to serve, and under him England
would rapidly recover her old commer-
cial prestige and gain a reputation for

mercantile ability that she has never

yet enjoyed.
This, Voters of ,

is my creed.

Return me as your Member and I will

do my best for you and for the country.
Your Friend.

THE EEJECTED PHRASE.
THE poor old fellow groaned and

then rose wearily.
"
Well, well," he cried.

" I suppose
I shall have to go on the rates. . . .

" You don't understand ? Perhaps
you don't know all the years I 've been

employed, Sir. I have been employed
regularly. I have scarcely missed an
election ; '68, '74, '80 ('85 I don't

count I was out of work for such a

short time), '86, '92, '95. I had a fat

job on each occasion. All the papers

gave me space. But there 's an end at

last."

I nodded sympathetically, as if I

understood, which I didn't.
" When did you begin to suffer?

"
I

asked.
"
1900," he answered promptly ;

" 1900 was the beginning. I saw before

the election was three days old that

I 'd get no work ttiat time ! And I

didn't. However, 1906 cheered me up.
I had a thoroughly good run all the

election."
" Then what has happened since?

"

" The election of last January has

happened since ! This December elec-

tion has happened since ! The Liberals

have had a majority three times run-

ning. I had made quite certain of

regular employment by their Press this

time, but
"But who are you, anyhow?" I

burst out.
" I ? Surely you know me ? I used

to be one of the best known election

phrases in England. I 've had my
place in the leading article of nearly

every losing side since '68. But while

I managed to hang on in '85 and 1900,
I can't hang on any longer. I 'm the

well-known SWING OF THE PENDULUM !

"

An advertisement in the Nassau
Guardian and Bahama Islands Advo-

cate and Intelligencer (the paper every-

body is talking about just now it's

on all the bookstalls ; you simply must
have a copy) well, an advertisement in

it starts as follows :

" In connection with ray Fresh Meat Trade I

have installed a Gold Storage Cabinet in which

I can take care of all my customers."

The rush for places in this Cabinet in

hot weather is said to be terrific ; even

Mr. ASQUITH has never experienced

anything like it.
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NO MOURNERS.

Tm *, ta rX A-AID I HAVEN'T BEBN

AND TOO MANY ELECTIONS."

POPULAR. TOO
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Hy her in stature the tall Ainu/on
Had stood a pygmy's growth. She

have taVii

Achilles by the hair and Ix-nt his neek
Or with a linger stayed Ixion's whe I.

run IdPATAGONIAN WRESTLING.

(By a " Time's
"

espert.)

\I--TER the Icelandic wrestlers come
j Truly she was a most enchanting scion

the Patagonians, the dernier cri in the
j

of the era of Slruldbrng.

annals of the palaestra.
Ball games But to return to Occahot Tucyvan,

if we except the primitive sport known who is to wrestle to-morrow night at

as Boltibol, introduced hy the troglo- the Bolosseum with Strindberg, the

d'vte immigrants from Peru in the Horrible Finn. He is a beautifully built

eighth century have never caught on '. athlete, whose muscular development is

in Patagonia, and it is not surprising
j

only equalled by his superlative artistry

that the gigantic aborigines, a gizzard- Indeed, in sheer bravura of footwork

hearted set of men who preferred he reminds me more of a great organis

fighting to every other

pastime, should have

adopted wrestling

as their favourite

diversion.

As far back as the

fifteenth century
Prince Alfonso,known
as the Trottore di

Globo, alluded to the

species of co-operation
contest known as

Skrimehanko, prac-
tised by the Pata-

gonian braves on the

borders of Tierra del

Fuego. From that

day until the visit of

Mr. HESKETH PRICH-

ARD the knowledge
of Skrim, as it is

generally called, was
a jealously guardet
national secret, ant

no exhibition waf

given before strangers
until Mr. PHICHAHD'S

visit in quest of th<

Giant Sloth, wher
two Patagonian
Bishops, Snitrarr

Stykkibak and Tangi

Blennidip, wrestled in

his presence at th

Court of King Coco
drillo.

Now, however, th

barrier is brokei

down, and Occabo

i, the

orhiddcn. The stance is remarkably
open, resembling the posture of a -

executing the Moluusk. The various
vlmements of the liipe, the. s\\oggle,
.iud the dorsal

}>orliiiiii-itti> art) all Died
to good purpose by
export. So also am
the spoop and the

the I'utagoiiian
the \ariants of

counter -
>-po,, p.

CELEBRITIES OUT OF THEIR ELEMENT.

(Suggested by a sad picture of Mr. Grahame-White in a Batn-c!:air.)

MB. BERN-AP.D SHAW LOOKS IN FOR AFTERXOOS TEA AT THE

,
I ..,. .nythiog else Hi.

which involve a temporals declutch-

ing of the clavicular clinker-hold

always a dangerous manirmiv hut

they are seldom resorted to \\ithout

triumphant results by the

ponents of SkrimeluHiko.

The costume of the

j
Patagonian wrest lei -..

-;im, is ipiito un-

sual in its tf mi turn.

t consists of the

iixin/ue, a sort of

ilt made of the. uu-

aimed. hide of the

Giant Sloth; asteeple-
irowned sombrero ;

iiid waterproof bus-

tins of porbeagle skin

aced with thongs ol

rawmesquit. Aclose-

itting vest of granu-
ated calabash com

pletes the costume
It should be adde<

that, unlike the Cum
berland, Cornish am
Graeco-Roman widest

lers, the Patagonians

sing without inter-

mission during each

of the bouts to the

accompaniment of a

brass nose-fluteplayed

by their backers.

Skrimehanko, in

fine, is the most intel-

lectual and exquisite

style of wrestling

known, and its variety
seems inexhaustible.

But its complexity is

so great and cryptic
that to master it is

the study of a life-

time; and even the

of infinite leisure

the

ago this writer saw Patagonian wrest- :

ling in the Falkland Islands, but the
|

performance was perfunctory, and a
]

charming young giantess, measuring
6 ft. 8 in. in her stockings, with

amber-coloured hair and emerald eyes,

who had donned her " dinkiest
"
pam-

pooties with alabaster speedles in

honour of the occasion, was far

better worth looking at than the

laborious efforts of the perspiring
Skrimchankers. She reminded me of

the lines of KEATS :

recalls the best achievements of G. O.

SMITH or BLOOMER.

THE TECHNIQUE OP SKHIMCHANKO.

Without diagrams it is impossible,

of course, to give a lucid explanation
o:

the innumerable gambits and counter-

aambits of the Patagonian wrestlers

The grip is strongly reminiscent of the

corbel-clutch practised by the Tony-

pandy miners in dealing with refractory

policemen. But all sclaffing, burning,

clicking and tamping are rigorously

technique of ar

mire but dare not imitate his post-

Straussian virtuosity.

" Archdeacon Sinclair, the chairman of the

National Council of Public Morals, and the

Rev F. B. Meyer, vice-chairman, point

that in future this organisation
will be *>vn

title which it is suggested, is moie in keeping

with the comprehensive educational character

of the work." Morning Leader.

That settles it. Now we shall join.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

You open The Private Life of Cecil Rhodes, by his Private

Secretary, with every hope of studying human greatness

apart from the delusive glare of the limelight. You think

to discover at last the Empire-maker's attitude to a

refractory stud, discover the genesis of an imperial idea

over the buttered egg. At any rate, you shall see for

yourself the true relations of those public schemes of which

you read with those domestic circumstances which you
have experienced. You close the book with a sense of

having learnt little more than that one CECIL EHODES, a

plu'ocrat, was most kind to his employes, and not, as has

apparently besn alleged, in any way addicted to drink.

For the rest there is an interesting account of Kimberley
under siege, and a detailed programme of the great man's
funeral. I should have liked to say a word in favour of

Mr. JOHN LANE'S excellently upholstered publication, but

the dismal truth is that, whether from too little acquaint-
ance with the art or too

much with the subject, Mr.
PHILIP JOUEDAN has not

shown himself a gifted

biographer. He gives you
a* number of details of the

real life, but leaves behind
him no impression of the
real man. And that, I am
afraid, does not spell suc-

cess.

(CONSTABLE), insists rather unnecessarily upon his youth,
for that he is young in thought whatever his years maj
be is abundantly evident. I am not, however, saying this
in a spirit of depreciation, because youthfulness gives a
charm to his book. I have great hopes for Mr. WASH-
BURN, since his complaint (if it is a complaint) is one
which can be cured. He is that rare anomaly, a delightful

platitudinarian; and to listen to him talking aboutlove,
for instance, is as ingenuous an entertainment as can
possibly be desired. Nevertheless it would be unfair to
him if I failed to add that he does not confine himself
to platitudes. It may be superfluous for him to state (in
brackets) that " no sincere feeling is despicable," but I can
congratulate him upon his observation when he says that
the Philistines "are at bottom the most sentimental of
creatures." As for Paris, he has captured the elusive

spirit of that city, and when otherwise disengaged he
writes of his captive with genuine feeling. For Mr.
LESTER HORNBY'S illustrations I have nothing but praise.

I fancy that Baroness VON HUTTEN might have found
several more suitable titles

for her latest novel than
The Green Patch (HUTCHIN-
SON), because the incident

this refers does
till almost the

Of course if a nicely-

brought-up young girl, and
a clergyman's daughter
too, must run away with a

free-thinking Socialist,

bearing the ominous name
of Hammeryard, when she
has just promised to marry
a virtuous, if terribly self-

satisfied, Conservative M.P.,
well, what can one expect ?

That is what the heroine
of The Bride's Mirror (HUTCHINSON) does, and very
heavily she has to suffer for it

; and to us at least her
rashness seems all the more surprising because MAR-
GARET BAILLIE SAUNDERS has penalised her with the

curiously cacophonous name of Sheila, Sachster, which
anyone (I should have supposed) would have taken the
earliest opportunity to alter by legal ceremony ; for
it was only after some time and earnest entreaty that

Hammeryard consented to marry her. All the figures
reflected in Tlie Bride's Mirror are very clever and
very clearly defined, Sheila herself being a particularly
haunting image ; the authoress too has a fine, if rather
bitter, sense of humour. " '

Oh, Adela ... but Christian

charity, when things are made legal, and that and I
believe she has suffered forgives, doesn't it ? After all, it

has to.'
' I hope,' said Adeliza cuttingly,

'

my principles
will never descend to expediency.'

" But was it necessary to
add to Hammeryard''s already colossal iniquities by making
him hereditarily in league with the Powers of Darkness?
If there be any ethics in novel-writing, it is the aristocrat

surely, not the self-made man, who should descend from
wicked and Eosicrucian forebears.

Mr. CLAUDE WASHBURN, in Pages from the Book of Paris

to which
not come
end of the book, when what
is, to my mind, the best

part of the story has been
told. Really, there are two
stories. The first treats,

delightfully, of the growing
up of the throe Lambe girls,
and the life of their charm-

ing scatter-brained father.

In an early chapter the
children (abandoned in an

open-boat by their parent,
who has dived overboard to

bathe, and forgotten them)
are rescued by Ilughic
Gunning. He promptly
falls in love with beautiful

stupid Sylvia, the eldest
;

Susan, the second, is equally in love with him; and the
third girl, Daphne, cares for nobody but her father. The
question which of them he will marry provides the plot
of the tale, and very well told and entertaining it is. But
when this was finally settled, and for some reason the book
was found to be not quite the right length, I rather fancy
that Baroness VON HUTTEN may have said to herself," Why not tack on an excellent idea I 've got about a
husband who accidentally puts out the eye of his wife's
lover?" Accordingly the whole thing is shifted off to

Malta, with a married Daphne as heroine, and a new set of

characters. Even the note of these last chapters is

different. The second story is exceedingly clever in its

own way ; but I objected to it because it was so obviously
not the one we began with. Besides, I wanted to hear
what had become of all the nice people in the other.

IMPROBABLE SCEIMES.-IX.
A BOOKING-OFFICE CLERK FORCIBLY RETRIEVING A PASSENGER TO

WHOM HE HAS GIVEN TOO LITTLE CHANGE.

"Correction. P. Mitclielmore writes : 'In my letter in Saturday's
Mercury there is a misprint. It should read the old shipping port,
instead of "old higginfoot."

'

This having been satisfactorily explained, the local

"Mitchelmore Society" is now turning its attention to the
more obscure passages of BROWNING.
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THE Tory Earl of Meadsbridge had given up his park to the Boy Scouts for a field-day. All the neighbourhood
was made free to come and look on. Like so many of his order and political persuasion, he had been at much

expense of money and pains to assist Mr. HALDANE in his Territorial Scheme, but his heart was even more deeply
engaged in the success of the Boy Scouts movement, which he regarded as the best thing that had happened to

England within his memory. His youngest boy had joined them, and was at this moment manoeuvring beside his

favourite comrade, the son of the local plumber.

Tory by tradition, but very liberal in all matters that concerned his tenantry, the Earl himself had never taken

more than a desultory interest in party-politics, and was therefore classed among the " Wild Peers
"
or " Backwoods-

men" that go to make the gaiety of Limehouse. But his eldest son had stood for the neighbouring borough of

Meadsbridge and just been defeated by a Radical carpet-bagger from London Blagden by name who had rented a

villa in the neighbourhood in order to woo the constituency. He had lingered in the scenes of his triumph and was

among the spectators in the park this afternoon. I chanced to find myself beside him. On his other side, also by
chance, was Joynes, the plumber, watching his son at work with the Scouts. I think the new M.P. must have

imagined Joynes to be one of his working-men supporters, for he opened speech with him on a note of affability.
" An excellent idea, these Boy Scouts," he said,

"
if only it doesn't encourage the military spirit. Socially and

morally I am all in favour of the movement ; brings all kinds together ; helps to break down class-hatred."
" Don't you let LLOYD GEOBGE hear you saying things like that, Sir," said Joynes.

Blagden threw a quick glance of suspicion at his man. " If the CHANCELLOR," he replied,
"
may seem at times

to say a few hard home-truths about the Peers, you ought not to blame him. It all comes of his passion for the Cause

of the People."
"
Well, I 'm one of the People," said Joynes,

" but I voted Unionist."
" You voted for the Peers ?

"
said Blagden, employing The Daily Chronicle's party-denomination.

" But that 'a

very generous of you, and rather exceptional."
" Why '

exceptional
'

?
"
said Joynes.

" A good half of England voted my way this election."
"
Ah, but those were the well-to-do, with their sslfish interests publicans and pluralists and so forth."

" Don't you make any mistake about that, Sir," said Joynes.
" Lots of 'em were of my class, and thousands

and thousands more would have voted the same way if they "could have got the idea of the Referendum into then-

thick heads. But a week's notice wasn't enough. You want a whole Zoo-ful of parrots saying nothing else for a
^ ^t i rnu w 4.u~,r i.. ...-;.. ^ 4-nL-A if \r\ \\\fa * v^ny fr\nr\ \vill /*r\f, vnn mnrft ' Oive 'em time and

couple of years on end. Then they begin to take it in, like
' Your food will cost you more.

bet you an even dollar that if they could have a Referendum on the Referendum they 'd accept it."

I'd
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I looked and saw an oldish gentleman of a
happen, though not a party-politician myself,

" I do not take your bet," said Blagden,
"
firstly because I am not a betting-man, and secondly because I think

I should lose my money. But it is our busine?s as the People's Choice to save them, if necessary, from themselves.
' Trust the People's Eepresentatives,' is our watchword. Your Tory Candidates went about saying :

' Don't trust me
;

trusb yourselves.' And the People took 'em at their word."
It was at this point that I intervened in the cause of comity.

" If I may venture to say so, you seein, Sir,
said I,

" to assume that the Liberals will have a monopoly of Government for the remainder of Time. That is a

prospect w!>ich, as a cross-bencher, I should regard with abhorrence for its lack of variety. But supposing
for such things have happened before supposing the Tories came back one day ;

and supposing they passjd a Bill so

violently curtailing the franchise as to ensure their party a continuance of power till the crack of doom again a

prospect that I should deplore on the ground I have mentioned. Where would your party be then without tho
Referendum, for which, in the plenitude of your strength, you have nothing but contempt ?

"

" There would be a Revolution," said Blagden, sonorously.
"Ah," said Joynss, "if Revolutions are to be part of the game, porhaps we shan't have to wait till the

Unionists come back. What about Ulster?
"

" Don't let 's talk of Revolutions," said a quiet voice beside me.

very genial countenance. " Let 's stick," he said, "to the Referendum. I

to be addicted to the habit of referring to my own constituency."
" And what may your constituency be?

"
said Blagden.

" The civilised world in general," said the old gentleman calmly ;
then added, as if to correct an impression of

immodesty,
" in particular, the British Empire."

I could see that Blagden thought he had to do with a soft-brained old crony who ought to be humoured.
" And how often," said he,

" do you use the Referendum ?
"

" Onee a week, and, by way of confirmation, twice a year. It chances that I have at this moment, under my
arm, an example of the bulkier kind of Referendum."

" What 's this about the Referendum ?
"
said Lord Meadsbridge as he strolled up and greeted the old gentleman

with a smile of protest.
" No party-politics allowed within earshot of Boy Scouts, you know !

"

'

" My dear host," said the quiet voice, "there are other things besides party-politics that may be classed as
Referenda in the sense that they need to be submitted for approval to the public intelligence. And such are the
contents of this parcel of which I propose to present a facsimile to each troop of the Boy Scouts at whose evolutions I
have to-day had the great pleasure of assisting. Had the political wisdom it contains been of a partisan colour I should
never have permitted myself to make this offering in such a quarter !

"

" My dear Mr. PUNCH," said his lordship, "though I am only a Backwoods Peer" (here he bowed and smiled
to Blagden), "yet I have read your Epilogues for years and years, and I have wit enough to guess how this one is

going to end. You are about to say
" I am," said Mr. PUNCH (for it seems that he had been correctly accosted) ;

" I am about to say that I hope
to have the honour of presenting to eacli troop of your Boy Scouts an early specimen of my

mdnttt imtf
Cjnrtjr-iinflj tfohraw.
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.Mli.-Kll, Mlt.s.

l S\xil/>-ilai:d ........ ......

Mm:, WAI:I>.
Ilillidenei- at Dinner . . . .

Oui Wnnderfnl World ............
'

T. P.-e.d ll.-iii-w iA)

NASH, K. H.
Inli-rnalioiiiil S-in.-i.-ly of

Painters (The).. .'.'

I'oi'K, .IKSSIK.
(iennan Hath (A)
Left Standing
My FiiNt Junii. . .

Private .Vote (A) ..

'

.

Hidiiut Lessoii(A)
Tube Proi>osnl(A)

Iticiiv. KKCIX.M.II.
Hints on Yachting
Seaside l-';ishi-i|is

RISK, R. K.
PaUie\'sTorl'.:.r
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Nowadays ................ 4 j-

HO\VAN, HILL.
Our Watarltu-pfauM* ............. -,>

ItcIllliHllt S;ilr

S.U.K. M. U.
"Child is Fatherof the Man "

(The) 131

SAI./.MANX, I,. K.
l-'onn IV.......................... 218

SEAMAN, OWEN.

ARMOUR, 0. DENIIOLM ... 15.33,51,69,87
105, 123, 143, IBS, 171, 190, 213, 229, 244
287, 297, 323, 341, 343, 367, 395, 413, 431,
449, 455

BAILEY, ALUERT 43i
BAUHEU, LEWIS... 7, 23, 43, 71, 127, 151, 172,

208, 257, 333, 387, 419, 442
BAYNES, PHILIP

BELCHER, OEOIJUE 349
BENNETT, FRED 410 428
Bim>, W 307
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BURNS, J. INDER
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GOODMAN, REGINALD 41
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HORNE, A. E 73 330
HUNTLY, AV. B 389
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LAKUM, OSCAU 1^0
LINDSAY, NORMAN

"
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Low, HAKHY 122, 167
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MAYBANK, THOMAS 91
MILLS, A. WALI.IS ... 9, 35, 53, 79, 100 109

161, 233, 241, 285, 305, 321, 339, 365, 383,
403, 429, 447

Pictures and Sketches.

Hctwecn Now and Then
l>etachment of Prenderby (The)
Faker of Odes (The) ..

Five Hundred (Tin-) ..

lodivnand the IXills

Holiday de Luxe (A)
Humorous July (A) .".'.'

In Memoriam William Agnew
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I'atnot's Protest from the Moors
Perils of ilie Post.-i (Tin-) ...
Politics for the Pulpit
"Salome" ....
Hand Values

"

Sili-le-Ohamber Man (A) .'

Survival of the Thickest (Tin-
To a " Frenchman "

To art Unknown 1 leer
To Soph-.nislia, of Bedford CoUego
To Summer
Truce to Truces (A)
Two Holidays The) ..'...'.'.'.' .'

.SMITH, BERTRAM.
Cn'eket Championship (The)
Dickens Testimonial Stamp (The)
offi ial Food for Habes ....
Our Silly Season Correspondent
Personal 1 ostel (The)

SMITH, ('. TUKLKY.
( 'ricket Notes
Our Booking-Offlce ,

"
i. >".', i no"

L'lC., 234, 2i, 27", ::-j|, 80 -'"'
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inn Personal Column

SvKI-.s. A. A.
limn/, while you Wait . . 142
Oat-*nd-Dog Club (The) .......... nij
Cnrni eon Moto ::.,o"

llo I sl.-.'p'; || | divaniV" .... |.MI
K *S si. Simple I

._.,;

MM-rnm Fun-City (The) .' ~^s;;

Our Mascot Commission.. 3|3
Sui-r-|iiamond Wedding (A)

I'llAIM', K. (J.

Hero's l-'iiren-cll (A) ']

Incomplete Haclielor (The) . . i-M

WATSOX, F. W.
Klement of H, scord (An).. . -|-j

TlM-niy of Tails (A) 10.

\VArr, ll\\s\i;i,
To an Klectric Kettle

.\'i;s'l'l:U(i(iK, H.
(liir HookiiiK-OHice .. Id,

WIHTK, K. r.

i.;i.\ of (In-, loyius Mill, man (The) . _'I7
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126, 133, 180, 198, 21li, 231. 252, 270, 288,
-"'I. "21. :',12, 360, 378. 381. 414, 423, 450,
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MOUROW, NOKMXX 302
NoiMiis, Ainiu-i: 104,808, llo -l.-.il

OWKN, Wn.i f)5

rAKTl:li;i-:, MKRXARI. 196 466
I'EAI:S, CHARLES... 19, 107, 177, 195, 243/269,

2/9, 315
I'" I:AM. K. .. 25, 63, 153, 223, 334, 351, 361,
MS, 121, 438

I'I-I.M'-IIRD, A. L 204
l.'AVEX-HlLL, L. ... 10, 82. US. 151. 22ti, 29S

316, 406, 460
>. K. T. ... 13., 14. 31, 32, 49, 50, 67, 68

85; 86, 103, 121, 139, 157, 175. 193. 211 :!(>

217, 265, 28:!. 301, 319, 337, 355, 373, 374
391, 392, 411, 427, 463

REYNOLDS, H'RAXK 3;,7. 411
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SMITH, A. T 99, 189, 259
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402, 415
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TEXXANT, I)i IH.KV 397
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313, 366, 420

TIIOI-.I-E, J. H 396
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